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INTRODUCTION

This memoir is the second part of the report on the oceanographic and biologic

survey of the Gulf of Maine, the account of the fishes 1 forming the first.

The vessels of the bureau have carried out the following oceanographic and

plankton cruises in the Gulf of Maine since 1912, when the systematic survey was

begun

:

Schooner Grampus: July to August, 1912; July to August, 1913; July to August,

1914; May to October, 1915; and July, August, and October-November, 1916.

Steamer Albatross: February to May, 1920.

Steamer Halcyon: December-January, 1920-21; March, 1921; and August, 1922.

In addition, tows were taken at intervals during the winter of 1912-13 off

Gloucester and between Cape Ann and Cape Elizabeth in April and May, 1913.

The Fish HawTc also carried out an extensive program of towing in Massachusetts

Bay during the winter and spring of 1924-25, but only a few of the catches have

been examined.

The locations, hydrographic data, and types of nets employed, and the depths

of the hauls have been published for all the stations up to May, 1920, in the follow-

ing reports

:

July-August, 1912, stations 10001 to 10046, in Bigelow, 1914, p. 135.

November, 1912-May, 1913, stations 10047 to 10056, in Bigelow, 1914a, p. 416.

July-August, 1913, stations 10057 to 10061 and 10085 to 10112, in Bigelow,

1915, p. 342.

July-August, 1914, stations 10213 to 10264, in Bigelow, 1917, p. 330.

May-October, 1915, stations 10266 to 10339, in Bigelow, 1917, p. 331.

July-November, 1916, stations 10340 to 10355, 10398, and 10399 to 10404, in

Bigelow, 1922, p. 176.

February-May, 1920, stations 20044 to 20129, in United States Bureau of

Fisheries Document No. 897 (1921).

For ready reference the locations of all the tow-net stations for these cruises

are given on the accompanying charts (figs. 1 to 6) ;
also on figures 7 and 8, the

Halcyon tow-net stations of the winter and spring of 1920 and 1921, and of August,

1922, the data for which have not yet been published.

As the value of any regional account of the plankton depends largely on the

amount of data available, it may be of interest to add that more than 1,000 tows

have been made in the Gulf of Maine region since 1912, at various depths from the

surface down to the bottom, some with horizontal and others with vertical nets. In

a few cases the tows were made with the horizontal closing net (Bigelow, 1913a).

The area covered in this report is the same as that covered in the report on the

fishes; that is, the oceanic bight from Nantucket on the west to Cape Sable (Nova

1 Fishes of the Gulf of Maine, by Henry B. Bigelow and William W. Welsh. Pt. I, Vol. XL, Bulletin, U. S. Bureau of

Fisheries, 1924 (1925), 567 pp., 278 figs. Washington. Bureau of Fisheries Document No. 965.

8951—28 2 5
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Scotia) on the east. These natural boundaries are continued offshore by Nan-
tucket Shoals on the one side and by Browns Bank on the other, which roughly

demark the boreal waters of the gulf from the warmer coastal water off southern

New England, on the one hand, and from the lower sea temperatures along southern

Nova Scotia, on the other. Longitudes 65° and 70° W. have been taken as the

definite limits east and west. The edge of the continent, at the 200-meter contour,

is chosen as the arbitrary offshore boundary, because this zone marks the transition
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from the characteristic boreal plankton of the banks water to the tropical oceanic

plankton of the much warmer and more saline waters of the so-called “inner edge

of the Gulf Stream.” The reader will note that, as defined here, the Gulf of Maine

Fig. 2.—Locations of Grampus stations 10057 to 10060 and 10087 to 10106, July 8 to August 22, 1913, and general location

of stations 10047 to 10056 and 10053 to 10056, November 20, 1912, to April 14, 1913 (X)

includes the whole of the offshore rim formed by Georges and Browns Banks and
the two main deep channels—Eastern and Northern—that pierce it.

Brief notes on the plankton collected on the several cruises have already been

published (Bigelow, 1914, 1914a, 1915, 1917, and 1922).
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The present report gives a general account of the planktonic communities

(animal and plant) of the open waters of the gulf outside the outer headlands (such

as must precede the intensive survey of the plankton of any region), with such

Fig. 3.—Locations of Grampus stations 10213 to 10263, July 19 to August 28, 1914. Stations where no tows were made are

underlined

notes on the occurrence of the more important groups and species as a preliminary

examination of the large amount of material collected has afforded. The plankton

of the many harbors and estuarine situations around the shore line of the gulf, and

within 1 to 5 miles of the land generally, is barely touched on. almost all our towing
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having been done well out at sea; and when this is studied the communities will no

doubt prove quite different from those of the open gulf, with neritic forms domi-

nating instead of oceanic, and with larval forms of various parentage playing a far

Fig. 4.—Locations of Grampus stations 10266 to 10339, May 4 to October 27, 1915. Stations where no tows were made are*

underlined

more important role. This is touched upon later. Fish eggs and larval fishes

are not included because they have been already discussed in the first part of this

volume .

2

1 Fishes of the Gulf of Maine (Bigelow and Welsh, 1925)
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It is a pleasure to acknowledge afresh the assistance rendered by the following

collaborators, who have undertaken the identification of different groups: W. F.

Clapp, the pelagic mollusks of the cruises of 1912 to 1916; Dr. S. F. Clarke,

Fig. 5.—Locations of Gram-pus stations 10340 to 10357, July 19 to 26; station 10398, August 29; and stations 10399 to 10404,

October 31 to November 8, 1916

floating hydroids, spring of 1913 (in Bigelow, 1914a, p. 415); Dr. C. O. Esterly,

the copepods of 1912, 1913, and 1914 (in Bigelow, 1914, p. 115; 1914a, p. 409; 1915,

p. 287; and 1917, p. 290); Dr. C. McLean Fraser, floating hydroids, summer of

1913 (in Bigelow, 1915, p. 306)
;
Dr. FI. J. Hansen, the euphausiids of 1912 and of
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the winter of 1912-1913 (in Bigelow, 1914a, p. 411); Dr. Albert Mann, samples

of diatoms at representative stations, listed below (p. 423); A. Pringle-Jameson, the

Sagittse of 1912 and 1913 (in Bigelow, 1914, p. 121; 1914a; and 1915, p. 294); Dr.

William Tattersall, the euphausiids of 1914 (in Bigelow, 1917, p. 281); Dr. C. B.

Wilson, lists of the copepods for 1915, 1920, and 1921 (p. 297). Their friendly

cooperation lends authority to the following pages
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Dr. W. C. Kendall has contributed his field notes on the towings carried out

from the Grampus in various parts of the Gulf of Maine during August and Sep-

tember, 1896. Dr. J. P. McMurrich has most generously allowed the use of his

Fig. 7.—Locations of Halcyon stations 10488 to 10503, December 29,1920, to January 9, 1921; station 10504, February 9, 1921;

and stations 10505 to 10511, March 4 and 5, 1921

unpublished lists of the plankton taken in towings at frequent intervals at St.

Andrews, New Brunswick, from November, 1915, to October, 1916, data repeatedly

referred to below. I also owe thanks to Dr. A. G. Huntsman, who has offered many
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unpublished notes and much information on conditions in the Bay of Fundy region;

to Dr. C. J. Fish, who has contributed a preliminary note on the phytoplankton

collected by the Fish Hawk in Massachusetts Bay during the winter and spring of

1924 and 1925; to Dr. A. H. Leim; and to Capt. John McFarland for towings taken

from his schooner Victor.
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Fig. 9.—Location of Fish Hatch stations, 1924-25
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THE PLANKTON

Although of rather recent birth as words go, 3 the term “plankton” filled so

obvious a need that it is now in general use to cover a whole assemblage of organ-

isms, plant and animal, related by their manner of life though they may be far

apart in the systematic scale. By it we understand all such forms as float or swim
freely in the water, but which, however active, are unable to carry out voluntary

horizontal journeys of any extent, though certain of them perform considerable ver-

tical migrations under the directive influence of sunlight or of some other physical

stimulus. Am ong the three major faunistic groups into which the inhabitants of

the sea may be divided—bottom dwellers, free swimmers, and plankton—the im-

portance of the last in the economy of nature was slowest in gaining general appre-

ciation. Within the last half century, however, biologists have come to realize

both that the number of species of this category is past all counting and that the

microscopic pelagic plants are the chief producers—that is, are capable of elaborating

simple inorganic compounds into complex organic matter—in the sea. They serve

as food supply for many larger marine animals at one stage or another, and thus

play a most essential role in the general nutritive scheme of marine life. As it

chances, the planktonic plants (producers) as a whole are unicellular and microscopic;

the planktonic animals (consumers) are multicellular and comparatively large, so

that the oft-employed terms “microplankton” and “macroplankton” are not em-
piric, but do classify the plankton roughly as vegetable or animal, more technically

as phytoplankton or zooplankton.

In the following pages I have attempted to place before the reader a general

survey of these two great planktonic divisions as they occur in the Gulf of Maine,

followed by more particular accounts of the status of such groups of each as loom
large in its pelagic communities at one time or another. Many other groups are

also represented in the tow nettings, but time and the assistance available have so

far allowed examination of those only that are dominant or numerically important

in the Gulf at one time or place or another.

Study of the occurrence of buoyant fish eggs is not sufficiently advanced to

warrant more than a few preliminary notes here. The present knowledge of the

breeding grounds and seasons and of the distribution of the eggs and larvae of Gulf

of Maine fishes is summarized by species in the first part of this report (Bigelow

and Welsh, 1925).

! The term was coined in 1886 by Hensen.



SECTION 1.—GENERAL SURVEY OF THE ANIMAL PLANKTON
(ZOOPLANKTON)

Few living zoologists have been as fortunately placed as were we on setting

sail on the Grampus from Gloucester on our first oceanographic cruise in the Gulf of

Maine on July 9, 1912, for a veritable mare incognitum lay before us, so far as its

floating life was concerned, though the bottom fauna can be described as compara-

tively well known. Not but what an extensive list of pelagic crustaceans, coelenter-

ates, and other planktonic animals had been recorded thence, but everything was
yet to be learned as to what groups or species would prove predominant in the

pelagic fauna; their relative importance in the natural economy* of the Gulf; their

geographic and bathymetric variations; their seasonal successions, migrations, and
annual fluctuations; their temperature affinities, whether arctic, boreal, or tropic;

and whether they were oceanic or creatures of the coastal zone. We even had no
idea (incredible though it may seem at this place and day) what we should prob-

ably catch when we first lowered our tow nets into deeper strata of Massachusetts

Bay, for, so far as we could learn, tows had never previously been tried more than

a few fathoms below its surface. Nor did we at first realize, when the catch was
examined in our floating laboratory, that the little reddish copepods (Calanus)

darting to and fro in the glass dish, with a few large Sagittas (S. elegans ) and young
euphausiids among them, would prove the backbone of the local planktonic fauna.

Such, however, has proved to be the case; for station after station, cruise after

cruise, year after year, have yielded cumulative evidence that (taken by and large)

the calanoid copepods are its predominant members at all seasons, except where

deposed from the leading role by the local or temporary swarming of some other

and usually larger animal. Our first summer’s cruise was enough to show that

Calanus Jinmarchicus (large among copepods but small if judged by more familiar

standards) is the most important member of the plankton of the Gulf of Maine, if

bulk and numbers both be taken into account, and that it plays much the same
role there that it does in North European waters (Bigelow, 1914, p. 99).

Calanus, as "red feed” or “cayenne,” is well known to the local fishermen,

who are quite aware of its importance as food for fishes. 4 Side by side with Calanus

we have everywhere found its relative, Pseudocalanus elongatus (p. 275)
;
but even

where the latter outnumbers the former, as sometimes happens, it adds but little to

the bulk of the catch, so tiny is it. We have so constantly found the copepod

Metridia lucens (p. 253), the chsetognath, or “glassworm,” Sagitta elegans (p. 308),

the ampliipod genus Eutliemisto (p. 156), the euphausiid genera Thysanoessa (several

species, p. 133) and Meganyctiphanes (p. 147), the pteropod Limacina retroversa

(p. 116), the ctenophore Pleurobrachia pileus (p. 365), and (in deep water) the larger

copepod Euchfeta (p. 230), associated with Calanus, that all these together may be

spoken of as the “ Calanus community” (figs. 10 and 11), a community that domi-

nates the animal plankton from the Grand Banks on the north to Cape Cod (in

winter even to Chesapeake Bay) on the south, and from the coast line, on the one

hand, out to the continental slope, on the other.

* See page 188 for a further account of this copepod.

16



Bull. U. S. B. F., 1924. (Doc. 968.)

Fig. 10.—Calanus community, chiefly Calanus finmarchicus, with C. hyperloreus, Euchsla nonegica,
Sagitta elegans, Tomopteris, Thysanoessa, and Aglantha. Western side of basin, March 24, 1920, haul
from 200-0 meters (station 20087). X 1.5

Fig. 11.—Calanus community, chiefly Calanus finmarchicus, with Sagitia elegans, larval euphausiids,
and larval witch flounder (Glyptocephalus cgnoglossus), Massachusetts Bay. July 19. 1916. haul from
30-0 meters (station 203401. X 3.5
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Although copepods usually dominate, the other boreal animals just mentioned

are so nearly universal in the Gulf in summer that the planktonic community is then

surprisingly uniform qualitatively, with the list of prevalent species varying hardly

at all from station to station over its inner parts, as is illustrated by the two fol-

lowing tables of catches made north of the Cape Cod- Cape Sable line during the

summers of 1913 and 1914, seasons that may serve as representative because the

plankton of the upper water layers was of the same general type during the sum-
mers of 1912, 1915, and 1916, as I have pointed out eleswhere (Bigelow, 1917

and 1922).

Occurrence of representative species in the Gulf of Maine, August, 1913

Species

Stations Per cent
of

stations
for each
species

cO
00oo

COoo
00
OOoo

05
co

I

o
05oo

cm
05

8
CO
05

8
05oo

o
05oo

t''.

05oo
CO
05oo

05
05oo

oo
©

o
o

CMo
o

COo
o

Tho
o

iOo
©

Calanus finmarchicus X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 100
Pseudocalanus elongatus CO X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 80
Metridia lucens . X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 80
Anomalocera pattersODi x x x x x x x x x X x x x x x x 80
Euchseta norvegica X X X x X X X X X X X X X 70
Meganyctiphanes norvegica X X X x X X X X 40
Thysanoessa inermis 1 __.

Euthemisto compressa X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 90
Euthemisto bispinosa X X x x x x x x X 50
Hyperoche broyeri x x x X x x X 40
Limacina retroversa X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 80
Tomopteris catharina X X X X X X X X X X X X 60
Sagitta elegans X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 100
Phialidium languidum X X X x X X x x X X X X X X 80
Pleurobrachia pileus x X x x x X x X X X 50

1

1 Data for Th. inermis are not available for 1913; it can, however, be assumed to occur in at least 80 per cent of the cases, since
it was taken at 14 of our 18 midsummer stations in 1914.

Occurrence of representative species north of Georges and Browns Banks, July and August, 1914

Species

July August

CO

CMO
Th

£o
8
CM©

I~-
CM
CMo

cm
CMo

05
cm
CMo

o
sso

»o
Th
CMo

5
<M©

Th
CMo

oo
Th
CMo

05
Th
CMo

o
8o

CO

3o
Th
tO
CMo

to
to
CMo

CO

oio

Calanus finmarchicus X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Pseudocalanus elongatus - X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Metridia lucens X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Anomalocera pattersoni x x x x x
Euchseta norvegica X X X X X X X X x x
Meganyctiphanes norvegica.. X X X X X X X X x X
Thysanoessa inermis X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Thysanoessa longieaudata X X X X .... X X X X X X X X
Euthemisto compressa X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Euthemisto bispinosa x x X x X x X X X x x X x
Limacina retroversa X X X X X X X X X X X
Tomopteris catharina. X X X X X X X X X X
Sagitta elegans X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Sagitta serratodentata X x X X X X X X X X X X

Notwithstanding the qualitative uniformity of the animal plankton of the

waters of the Gulf of Maine in summer, the actual aspect of the catches of the tow
nets often differs markedly from station to station, according to the relative abundance
of their several components and especially of the copepods. As a rule these (chiefly

Calanus, Pseudocalanus, and Metridia, with Euchseta in the deepest layers of
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water) are the dominant factor, and it occasionally happens that they practically

monopolize the water locally. Such, for instance, was the case in the Eastern Basin

on August 13, 1914 (station 10249), when the net from 50 meters captured only 3

or 4 Sagittae, 2 pteropods (Limacina), 3 or 4 larval rosefish (Sebastes), a few small

medusae (Phialidium)
,
51 euphausiid shrimps, and an odd Euchaeta, among millions

of Calanus (3 to 4 liters, by measure; no other copepods were detected in sample

examined by Doctor Esterly). Near Mount Desert Rock, too, on the same day
(station 10248), a cursory examination of about 3 quarts of copepods, among which

Calanus, Metridia, and Euchaeta were represented in the proportion of about 30,

5, and 2, revealed only a few Pseudocalanus, 21 TJiysanoessa longicaudata, odd
amphipods (Euthemisto)

,
24 Meganyctiphanes, 7 Thysancessa inermis, 6 or 8 ptero-

pods (Limacina), 1 worm (Tomopteris), a few Sagittae, 1 Pleurobrachia, and frag-

ments of the ctenophore Beroe.

Similarly, the only other animals detected in a preliminary examination of the

2 to 3 quarts of copepods 5 captured in the 60-0 meter haul on the eastern part of

Georges Bank, on July 23 of that same year (station 10224), were 89 euphausiid

shrimps ( Thysancessa inermis), a few amphipods (Euthemisto), half a dozen young
fish, and one caprellid, the latter being an accidental straggler from the bottom.

The most notable shoal of Calanus we have encountered was off Cape Cod on

July 22, 1916 (station 10344), where a 15-minute haul with a net 1 meter in diameter

captured 6 quarts at 40-0 meters, together with many thousands of silver-hake larvae

(Merluccius), but nothing else except a few small Sagitta elegans, an odd pteropod

(Limacina), and an occasional larval crab and euphausiid, though the deeper waters, as

exemplified by a haul at 90-0 meters, supported comparatively few copepods but many
Sagittae. We have found Calanus (with its relatives, Pseudocalanus and Metridia)

hardly less dominant at enough other localities 6 to prove that it is a common event

for these copepods to monopolize the plankton of any part of the Gulf in summer. As
a rule, however, the animal plankton is more diversified at all levels by the hyperiid

amphipods, euphausiids of several species, pteropods (Limacina), Sagittae, etc., men-
tioned above, even though copepods may dominate the planktonic community as a

whole (figs. 10, 11, and 12). Some of these other groups may be a major element in

the plankton locally. For instance, the chastognaths (Sagitta elegans) often rival the

copepods in bulk (if not in actual numbers) at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay and

in the Isles of Shoals regions; indeed, our second towing station, 12 miles or so off

Cape Ann (10002), yielded a swarm of these arrow worms on July 10, 1912 (Bigelow,

1914, p. 100), and we have encountered similar swarms of Sagittae at other localities

since then (fig. 13).

An abundance of the large pelagic shrimps Meganyctiphanes (fig. 14) and Thy-

sanoessa is regularly characteristic of the deep northeastern corner of the Gulf

throughout the year and of the Eastport-St. Andrews region in summer (p. 134),

while various larval forms (crustaceans, especially) are extremely numerous locally

near shore in their appropriate seasons, as noted elsewhere (p. 31). As other instances

of the swarming of one characteristic boreal animal or another we may add that the

• Sample examined by Doctor Esterly was nearly pore Calanus finmarchicus.

8 Notably off Gloucester on Aug. 9, 1913 (station 10087); in the Western Basin on July 15, 1912 (station 10007); near Platts

Bank on Aug. 10, 1913 (station 10089) ; off the slope of German Bank on Aug, 12, 1913 (station 10095) ; northeast of Mount Desert Rock

on Aug. 13, 1913 (station 10100); and off Cape Elizabeth on Aug. 15, 1913 (station 10104).



Bull. IT. S. B. F„ 1924. (Doc. 968.)

Fig. 12.—A monotonous plankton of Calantis finmarchicus, Massachusetts Bay, .Tilly 19, 1916, haul from
30-0 meters (station 10341). In connection with Figure 13 it illustrates a striking example of vertical

stratification, with Calanus dominating the shoaler and Sagitta elegans the deeper levels. X 1.75

Fig. 13.—Plankton dominated by Sagitta elegans, Massachusetts Bay, July 19, 1916, haul from 80 meters (sta-

tion 10341). In connection with Figure 12 it illustrates local abundance of this chsetognath at the deeper
levels at a station where the plankton at shoaler levels was almost pure Calanus. X 1.75



Bull. U. S. B. F., 1924. (Doc.968.)

Fig. 14.—Plankton dominated by the pelagic shrimp Mcganyctiphanes norvegica and by the glassworms
Eukrohnia hamata and Sagilla elegans, with Calanus and other copepods. Northeast part of basin,
March 23, 1920 (station 20081), haul from 140-0 meters. X 1.25

Fig. 15.—Plankton dominated by juvenile amphipods (Euthemisto). Southern slope of Georges Bank,
July 21, 1914 (station 10219), surface haul. X 9



Bull. U. S. B. F., 1924. (Doc. 968.)

Fig. 36.—Plankton dominated by adult amphipods (Euthemisto) and by Calanus finmarchicus. Southwestern
edge of Georges Bank, July 24, 1916, haul from 160-0 meters (station 10351). X about 2

Fig. 17.—Pteropods (Limacina retroversa) and Calanus ftn-
marchicus, northwest part of Georges Bank, July 20, 1914,
haul from 50-0 meters (station 10215). X about 2.5



Bull. If. S. B. F., 1924. (Doc. 968.)

Fig. 18.—Plankton dominated by the ct.enophore Pleurobracliia pileus, with barnacle (Balanus) larvae
in the “nauplius” stage. Browns Bank, April 16, 1920, haul from 40-0 meters (station 20106). X 1.5

Fig. 19.—An unusually rich catch of haddock eggs, with the glassworm Sagilta elcgans, the pteropod Limacina
retroversa, Calanus, and other copepods. Eastern part of Georges Bank, April 17, 1920, haul at the surface
(station 20111). X4
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surface waters were alive “with young amphipods (Euthemisto) as well as with young

stages of Oalanus jinmarchicus, in the proportion of about one of the former to

four of the latter” (fig. 15), off Penobscot Bay and off Mount Desert Island on

August 11, 1913 (Bigelow, 1915, p. 274, stations 10091 and 10092); that older Euthe-

misto (fig. 16) were plentiful (though not rivaling the copepods) off Cape Ann and in

the western basin on August 31, 1915 -(stations 10306 and 10307), and at several sta-

tions along the outer edge of the offshore banks (p. 156) ;
that the pteropod Limacina

retroversa (fig. 17), which, as a rule, is but sparsely represented in our tow nettings,

swarmed off Penobscot Bay on August 11 and 14, 1913 (stations 10091 and 10101);

that fragments of a siphonophore (Stephanomia) formed fully half the catch of the

40-meter haul off Cape Cod on July 8 of that same year (station 10058)
;
and that the

ctenophore Pleurobrachia pileus often fills the water to the exclusion of almost every-

thing else in the neighborhood of German Bank (fig. 18).

In summer and early autumn the large medusae Cyanea, Aurelia, and Stauro-

phora often gather in vast numbers in narrow lanes or windrows, though usually for

brief periods (p. 362), and at this same season the hydroid medusa Phialidium lan-

guidum is often so abundant on the surface that it fills the tow net to the brim

(p. 350). Young fish, too, sometimes occur in numbers sufficient to loom large in the

total catch, notable instances of which have been the swarming of young silver hake

off Cape Cod, mentioned above (p. 18) ;
likewise of young rosefish (Sebastes) near

Cape Elizabeth on July 19, 1912 (station 10019), when several hundreds were taken

(Bigelow, 1914, p. 101), off Massachusetts Bay on August 9, 1913 (station 10087),

and near Cashes Ledge, September 1, 1915 (station 10308). Occasionally we have

encountered notable quantities of fish eggs, particularly of squirrel hake ( Urophycis

chuss), in Ipswich Bay, July 16, 1912 (station 10008); of silver hake (Merluccius)

near Monhegan Island and off Mount Desert, on August 4 and 18, 1915 (stations

10303 and 10305); of cunners (Tautogolabrus) at many localities along shore in sum-
mer, especially in Massachusetts Bay 7 (station 10340-10343); and of haddock over

their spawning grounds on Georges Bank during the early spring (fig. 19).

In summer, generally speaking, copepods are relatively most abundant in the

western side of the gulf, less so in the eastern, the result being that, in spite of the

qualitative uniformity of the tow nettings from station to station, their general

aspect is usually most monotonous off the coasts of Massachusetts and. southern

Maine and out thence to the western basin, and most diversified in the central parts

of the gulf and in its deep eastern trough. The only notable exception to the mid-

summer dominance of calanoids anywhere in the open gulf north of its offshore

banks (local swarmings of other animals, such as those just mentioned, seldom rival

the copepods in actual abundance, whether measured by bulk or by numbers) is the

Pleurobrachia swarm of the German Bank region, which I have already described

in the several preliminary reports on our cruises (Bigelow, 1914, 1915, and 1917).

Since we have found this ctenophore in abundance at that same general locality dur-

ing the successive Augusts of 1912, 1913, and 1914, and again on September 2, 1915,

this is evidently a regular phenomenon of summer. Having occasion to recur to it in

a later chapter (p. 365), I need add here only that Pleurobrachia, large and small,

*The ledges off Cohasset are a very productive nursery for this fish, judging from the quantities of its eggs that are to be found
there
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were so abundant on these occasions that every haul yielded quarts of them, and that

they fish through the water so thoroughly with their trailing tentacles that a great

scarcity of all smaller pelagic animals regularly characterizes this part of the gulf

in summer. In fact, a more striking contrast would be far to seek than between the

masses of these glassy sea marbles, which have filled our nets there, and the abundant

crustacean plankton of the deeper basin a few miles to the westward.

Although spring, not midsummer, is the chief season of reproduction in the

Gulf of Maine (p. 41), certain of the planktonic groups of animals breed in sufficient

numbers there in July or August for their larvae to loom large in the summer plankton.

This is true of the euphausiids, for we have found their larval stages common in

Provincetown Harbor on July 20, 1916 (station 10343); on the surface off northern

Cape Cod, August 28, 1914, in company with large Calanus (station 10264; Bigelow,

1917, p. 283). Young euphausiids were also abundantly represented in the hori-

zontal haul at 40-0 meters on August 31, 1915 (station 10306), but so closely re-

stricted to the upper stratum that a haul from 110-0 meters brought back very few

among a half liter or so of calanoid copepods. Euthemisto is likewise produced in

great numbers well within the gulf in August—witness rich hauls of the newly-

hatched larvae off Penobscot Bay on August 11, 1913 (station 10092), and in the

western basin two summers later (p. 160). Copepods, too, breed throughout the sum-

mer, as noted below (p. 46) ,
and in sufficient numbers for their young stages to char-

acterize the plankton locally. Most of the medusae spawn during the late summer or

early autumn (pp. 358, 364). We may also point out, what is discussed at some
length below, that larvae of coastwise origin and of the most diverse natures are

likewise produced during the warm season, though few of them color the aspect of

the plankton more than a few miles out from the land (p. 32).

In a later section the seasonal plankton cycle is discussed in some detail (p. 37)

;

however, it may clarify the account to note here that very little change takes place

in the general composition of the Calanus community during the period (July to

August) covered by our midsummer cruises, except for the disappearance of the

earlier and the appearance of the later maturing species of medusae (p. 46). For

example, the only notable change during the interval between hauls made at the same
location off Cape Cod on July 8 (station 10057) and again on August 5 (station 10086)

in 1913 was that Staurophora, Stephanomia, and Beroe, which were prominent in

the tow on the first occasion, were no longer to be found on the second., the lists be-

ing practically identical otherwise. 8 Three years later we found Calanus and its

companion copepods as overwhelmingly predominant in the upper 40 meters or so

off Cape Cod on August 29 (station 10398), among such boreal animals as Pleuro-

brachia, Aglantha, Sagitta elegans, Euthemisto compressa, and larval euphausiids, as

we had five weeks previous (station 10344, July 22) in the corresponding stratum of

water a few miles to the south. One very notable event does take place during the

summer, however; that is, the entrance of Sagitta serratodentata into the gulf and
its westward dispersal there, which are described in a later chapter (p. 322).

The foregoing remarks have reference chiefly to the inner waters of the gulf

—

that is, north of the offshore banks that form its southern rim—but the same ele-

ments unite to form the general planktonic assemblage over all but the outermost

8 A typical Calanus community with Sagitta elegans, Euthemisto, a few euphausiids, and Limacina.
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slope of the latter. Thus, a typical Calanus community, with Clione, Limacina,

and the other boreal forms characteristic of the inner parts of the Gulf, occupied the

waters over Nantucket Shoals on July 14, 1908 (Bigelow, 1909, p. 201), and at the

same time of year in 1913, when we found no decided change in the boreal character

of the plankton (Calanus predominating) until we had sailed westward nearly to

New York (Bigelow, 1915, p. 269). During the summer of 1914 we again found Cal-

anus, with its usual companions, predominant over the greater part of Georges Bank
in July, and across the mid-zone of the continental shelf abreast of Marthas Vine-

yard in August; also in August, 1915; and from Cape Cod out to the continental

slope in July, 1916. But although Calanus is as universal over the offshore banks as

within the gulf, it does not dominate the plankton so constantly there. Thus we
found Sagitta elegans as important, faunally, as were the copepods over the central

part of Georges Bank during our summer cruise of 1914, and swarming both over the

northeast corner of the bank on July 23 (station 10224 B
) and in the Northern Chan-

nel on July 25 (station 10229), practically to the exclusion of everything else, except

for an abundance of adult Euthemisto, which (we may suppose) are sufficiently large

and active to protect themselves from the glassworms, voracious though the latter

are (p. 107).

Even when copepods, as a group, are the chief factor in the summer plankton over

Georges Bank, it is sometimes the little brown Temora longicornis (fig. 20), not

Calanus, that is the dominant species there. This was the case at a station on the

northwestern part of the bank in July, 1913 (station 10059), while the frequency

with which Kendall, in his field notes for August, 1896, describes “ small brown
copepods” (which could only be Temora) as abundant, side by side with “red

feed” (Calanus) and “green copepods” (Anomalocera), or even as constituting the

bulk of the surface tow, suggests that such dominance on its part is a common event

on the northern part of the bank (lat. 41° 45' to 42°, long. 66° 30' to 68° 30'). His

records suggest that Temora increases in number there with the advance of the

summer, 10 which parallels its seasonal history in the Massachusetts Bay region (p. 289)

.

Hyperiid amphipods (two species of the genus Euthemisto, p. 156) have often

been reported as plentiful over the outer part of the continental shelf off Marthas

Vineyard. We found them in abundance over the corresponding zone off Nantucket

Shoals and over the western end of Georges Bank, side by side with the copepods,

in July of 1913 and 1916 and August of 1913 and 1914. They are equally charac-

teristic of the outer parts of the banks eastward across the mouth of the Gulf of

Maine and off the Nova Scotian coast, where they breed in abundance (p. 160) and

grow larger than within the gulf to the north.

The outer part of the continental shelf is the offshore limit to the occurrence of

copepods in abundance abreast of the Gulf of Maine; but the pelagic amphipod genus

just mentioned is perhaps most plentiful along the upper part of the continental slope,

where it mingles with the oceanic planktonic community of the warmer waters of the

Atlantic basin. It has likewise been our experience (though fresh observations may
give cause to alter conclusions drawn from a single summer’s cruise) that in mid-

• The catch of one-half hour’s haul of the Helgoland net at 40-0 meters was about 5 liters of Sagitta elegans, and very little

else except a few Calanus, Temora, Pseudocalanus, 3 or 4 Euthemisto, 2 Limacina, young crabs and other decapods, and some
floating hydroid fragments described below (p. 380).

10 Kendall’s tows were taken during the last week in August.
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summer Euthemisto is to be expected in abundance over Browns Bank, largely

replacing the copepods there, for on July 24, 1914 (station 10228), the surface waters

were alive with them, while on June 24, 1915 (station 10296), the tows on the bank
yielded large numbers of these amphipods among the still more abundant Calanus

(more abundant in bulk as well as in numbers). Euthemisto is also an important

factor in the plankton close in to the land off Cape Sable, where they increased in

relative abundance in 1914 from July 25 (station 10230), when they were overshad-

owed by Calanus, until August 11 (station 10243), when they were dominant in the

plankton. A seasonal change of the same sort took place in the shoal coastal waters

off Shelburne, Nova Scotia, during the summer of 1915; for Euthemisto dominated

a very scanty plankton there on September 6 (station 10313), where it had been out-

bulked both by copepods and by Sagittae on June 23 (station 10291), though domi-

nating the plankton farther out over the shelf on that day (10293).

Although euphausiid shrimps of one species or another (p. 133) are practically

universal within the gulf—may, indeed, be constantly plentiful locally, as off the

Eastport-Grand Manan region, and temporarily so elsewhere (p. 133)—we have never

found them dominating the water of the gulf at any level except over Browns Bank,

where the tow net working at 60 meters depth yielded a quart or more of these pelagic

shrimps 11 on July 24, 1914 (station 10228), diversified only by an occasional Sagitta,

three Beroe cucumis, a few copepods, and no amphipods at all, notwithstanding

the abundance of the latter at the surface at this same station. Though not strictly

within the limits of the gulf, I may add that four days later euphausiids occurred

in great numbers over the slope abreast of Cape Sable 12 (station 10233), and in this

same general region on March 19, 1920 (station 20076, fig. 21). It is not safe to assume,

however, that these shrimps are constantly abundant over Browns Bank in summer,
for we found none at all there on our only other visit during the warm half of the year

(June 24, 1915, station 10296), but in their stead made a very rich haul of calanoids

(3 to 4 liters bulk), with a few Euchasta, many large Euthemisto, small Sagittas,

and occasional tropical organisms, such as Phronima and Salpa zonaria.

To close this brief survey of the chief planktonic communities of midsummer, I

must remark that a sprinkling of Gulf Stream animals—sometimes, indeed, a typi-

cally tropical plankton—is to be expected all along the upper part of the continental

slope at that season, corresponding to the high temperature of the Gulf Stream,

the inner edge of which lies but a few miles farther offshore. This tropical plankton

and such members of the general bathypelagic community of the Atlantic basin

as approach the slope are the subject of a later section (p. 53)

.

The accompanying photographs (figs. 10 to 21), illustrate certain of the more
characteristic communities as they occur in nature, and the distribution of the more
characteristic communities, for July-August, 1914, is outlined on the chart (fig. 22).

The great majority of the species of pelagic animals that unite to form the

bulk of the zooplankton of the gulf are endemic in origin, breeding sufficiently

regularly and abundantly within its limits to maintain the local stock by local pro-

duction. This generalization, which the reader will find discussed in more detail

under the accounts of several of the species concerned, applies to most of the com-

11 Chiefly Meganycliphanes norvegica, Thysanoessa inermis, Th. longicaudata, with fewer Th. gregaria and Nematoscelis megalops
11 Chiefly Euphausia and Nematoscelis and fewer Th. longicaudata at 100 meters; Nematoscelis at 400 meters.



Bull. U. S. B. F., 1924. (Doc. 968.)

Fig. 20.—Plankton dominated by the small brown copepod Temora longicornis, with a few of the larger Calamus
finmarchicus, juvenile Euthemisto, and glassworms ( Sagitla elegans). Western part of Georges Bank,
July 9, 1913, haul from 25-0 fathoms (station 10059). X 9

Fig. 21.—Plankton dominated by ,the pelagic) shrimp Thysanoessa'. ongicaudata, with Calamus fin-
marchicus, glass worms (Sagitta elegans), and the naked pteropod Clione limacina. Outer part
of continental shelf off Shelburne, Nova Scotia, March 19, 1920, haul from 100-0 meters (station

20076). X 1.75
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mon copepods, notably to Calanus finmarchicus
,
Pseudocalanus elongatus, Metridia

lucens, Euchseta, and to sundry others (see the chapter on copepods, p. 167)
;
like-

wise to Sagitta elegans (p. 308), both the local species of Euthemisto (E. com/pressa

Fig. 22.—Distribution of the more characteristic types of animal plankton in the offshore waters of the Gulf of Maine,
July and August, 1914. O. calanoid copepods dominant; Q, glass worms (Sagittae) dominant; X, amphipods (Euthe-

misto) dominant; A, euphausiid shrimps dominant; A, ctenophores (Pleurobrachia) dominant; ©, hydromedusse
(Phialidium) dominant; P, swarm of pteropods (Limacina retroversa)

and E. bispinosa, p. 156), the euphausiid shrimps Meganyctiphanes and probably

Thysanoessa inermis (p. 139), and the pteropod Limacina retroversa (p. 124), to men-
tion only a few. It also applies to a whole category of animals of coastwise nativity
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It does not follow from this, however, that all parts of the gulf are equally favorable

as marine nurseries. On the contrary, few if any animals breed indifferently or

equally plentifully over its whole area, and different parts of the gulf may run the

whole gamut from extreme productivity to almost complete sterility for one species

or another. Our work has not progressed far enough to give more than a glimpse

of such local differences; enough, however, has been done to show that the south-

western corner of the gulf generally, and the Massachusetts Ba}^ region in particular,

stand at one extreme, with innumerable copepods and a great abundance of pelagic

fish eggs produced there (not to mention other planktonic animals), while certain

small areas in the Bay of Fundy exemplify the other, where few if any animals with

floating eggs breed successfully. Broadly speaking, our hauls have demonstrated

that the coastal belt, out to the 100 or 150 meter contour, is more prolific than the

deep trough in the production of planktonic animals.

VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE ZOOPLANKTON

In the foregoing lines the various planktonic communities are treated as though

their several component groups or species were indifferently distributed from the

surface downward, independent of depth; the various lists, that is, are such as would

be yielded by vertical hauls from surface to bottom at the respective stations. Such

is by no means a true picture, however, for it often happens that, although the

species from any given locality occur side by side geographically, they may be far

apart bathymetrically, and especially so in the deeper parts of the gulf. Nor is it

astonishing, with a pelagic fauna as varied as that of the Gulf of Maine, and with its

sundry members responding variously in their vertical occurrence to the physical

conditions under which they live, that we have usually found the plankton of mid-

summer more or less stratified even in the upper 100 meters or so, either by the

concentration of one group of animals at one level, another group at another, or by
a comparatively barren state of the immediate surface contrasted with great pro-

ductivity in the underlying strata of water. The stratification between depths less

than 100 meters, on the one hand, and the bottom waters of the gulf, on the other,

is still more significant, being one of kind as well as of degree, as I shall endeavor

to make clear later (p. 26). Indeed, it would not be too much to say that the local

zooplankton is never quite uniform from the surface downward to any considerable

depth, unless it be in very shallow water or in localities where vertical circulation

keeps the whole column effectively stirred from top to bottom.

With so many subjects involved, stratification, whether quantitative or quali-

tative, may occur in infinite variety, and many instances of the sort have forced

themselves on our notice, though our hauls have not been particularly directed

toward the detection of such. Perhaps the most interesting phase of the subject,

as it is certainly the most widespread, is the scarcity of adult pelagic animals of

the Calanus community, including most of the species which together make up
the preceding plankton lists (p. 17), at the surface during the daylight hours of

summer. No matter what nets we have used on the surface between sunrise and

sunset in the offshore waters of the gulf at this season, they have usually yielded

very little zooplankton of any kind, and often practically nothing except larval
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forms and the smallest Crustacea and phytoplankton. In fact, Had we relied on

surface hauls by daylight alone, we would hardly have suspected the existence of

the abundant and varied planktonic fauna which peoples its deeper water layers.

True, we have occasionally made rich catches of Calanus, with its companion

animals, right on the surface in the middle of the day, as, for example, near Gloucester

on July 22, 1912 (station 10012), near Lurcher Shoal on August 12, and off Penobscot

Bay and Cape Elizabeth on August 14, 1914 (stations 10245, 10250, and 10251), and

near Seguin Island on August 4, 1915 (station 10303) 13
;
while the extraordinary

abundance of Calanus that characterized the40-100 meter stratum in the western side

of the gulf during late July, 1916 (p. 18), was reflected in the presence of consid-

erable numbers of these little crustaceans on the surface at the time, by day as well

as by night. However, such occurrences have been exceptional. Huntsman,
similarly, has characterized “ the presence of Calanus en masse at the surface between

3 and 4 p. m., under a bright sun,” in the Bay of Fundy in September as an unusual

event (Willey, 1919, p. 181). On the other hand, surface tows made in the gulf

during the hours of darkness, especially if near midnight, have usually yielded an

abundance of the calanoid copepods (even including the deep-water genus Euchseta).

And the geographic locations of the stations where we have made rich surface catches

by night point to a general diurnal migration of the Calanus community—upward
after dark, downward about daylight—in the inner parts of the Gulf of Maine in

summer, such as Esterly (1911 and 1912) and Michael (1911) describe for the San
Diego region, 14 and with all the major planktonic groups sharing in it more or less,

though perhaps none so regularly as the copepods. The data bearing on this point

are not extensive, no particular attention having been paid to it in arranging the

stations. We have occasionally found the surface practically barren some hours

after sunset and before the first sign of sunrise, even at localities where the deeper

waters supported a rich and varied plankton, as was the case in the western basin

on August 9, 1913 (station 10088), and again on the 22d of that month a year later

(station 10254).

Of course, there is nothing novel in a vertical migration of this kind, similar

phenomena having long been known and widely heralded in other seas; nor is it

necessary to seek far afield to find a parallel in New England waters, for Peck (1896)

long ago described the copepods as deserting the surface of Buzzards Bay almost

completely during the daytime, to reappear there after dusk.

It is unfortunate that our hauls have not been arranged to show at what precise

time after sunset the copepods rise to the surface in largest number or how soon

after midnight they sink again, a question of great interest from the physiological

standpoint (p. 204). Few data have been gathered as to the actual vertical range

through which this migration takes place in the Gulf of Maine; that is, how far up and
down any individual animal may swim, or how universally or regularly the members
of any group of animals indulge in it. It must be very widespread occasionally, at

least among the copepods, for at times we have towed them in great numbers right

13 In an earlier report (Bigelow, 1914a) it was stated by error that a largo haul of Calanus was obtained on the surface by day
at station 10027; actually this station was occupied at about midnight.

14 Data on the euphausiids, amphipods, pteropods, etc., will be found summarized in the accounts of these several groups.
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on top of the water after dark, notably near Mount Desert Rock on August 16,

1912 (station 10032), where the 4-foot net, towed for half an hour, yielded nearly

3 liters of plankton, chiefly copepods, with Calanus finmarchicus dominating, besides

Euchseta, Centropages typicus, Metridia, Anomalocera, and Pseudocalanus
;
also the

shrimps Meganyctiphanes, Thysancessa inermis, TJi. longicaudata, TJi. gregaria, and

Nematoscelis; the pteropods Limacina and Clione; Euthemisto of both species;

the two common chastognaths Sagitta elegans and S. serratodentata; Tomopteris;

Stephanomia; and larval redfish in lesser number; in short, a typical Calanus com-

munity. A second instance of this sort came to our notice off southern Cape Cod
on July 22, 1916 (station 10346), when the surface net yielded about as much Calanus

(nearly a liter), with a sprinkling of Pseudocalanus and Metridia, an odd Euthemisto,

Sagitta elegans, and Clione, as did the 30-meter net, although the mouth area of the

latter was four times the greater, and it was towed for an equal period. As a rule,

however, this vertical migration does not bring nearly so large a proportion of the

zooplankton to the top of the water at any time during the night, for our catches have

almost always been far richer (more varied, as well) at some little depth than im-

mediately on the surface. This is illustrated by a station off Cape Cod on August

23, 1914 (station 10256), where the catch of Calanus, Euchseta, Meganyctiphanes,

Euthemisto, S. elegans, and Stephanomia was several times larger in the 130-0

meter haul than in the surface haul, even after allowing for the use of nets of different

diameters.

"Whatever the precise physiological stimulus may be which causes so many of

the copepods and other pelagic animals to rise at sunset and to sink again soon after

midnight—and this is still an open question (p. 204)—its results are certainly confined

to a far shoaler stratum in the Gulf of Maine, where it is never necessary to lower the

net deeper than 40-100 meters to find the Calanus community at full strength at

any time of day, than in the San Diego region off southern California, where Calanus

in particular congregates as deep as 200 fathoms by day, to swim upward nearly or

quite to the surface in the darkening hours (Esterly, 1911). Nor is it probable that

the daily vertical migration in the Gulf of Maine often covers more than 100 fathoms

even for Euchseta, which sinks considerably deeper in the daytime than does Calanus

but less often reaches the surface at night. Until more extensive data are available

it is idle to do more than tbuch on this interesting question.

Apart from these vertical diurnal migrations our hauls have afforded glimpses of

vertical stratifications of three other sorts (sometimes all three of them are exem-

plified at a given station)
: (1) As between young and adult communities as a whole;

(2) between the adults of the several groups, genera, or species, even within the

rather narrow depth limits (say, 10 to 100 meters) where the Calanus community as

a whole attains its most abundant development; and (3) between the planktonic

communities of the upper 100 meters or so, on the one hand, and of the deepest water

of the gulf, on the other. Perhaps as illustrative a case as any that has come under

our notice, and one typical of the western side of the gulf as a whole in early summer,

is afforded by a station off Cape Cod on July 8, 1913 (station 10057), where it was the

surface hauls alone that yielded any considerable number of copepod nauplii and

eggs; the haul at 15-0 fathoms (27-0 meters) caught swarms of Calanus and many
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euphausiids and hyperiids, but only a few Sagittse; the haul from 60-odd meters

contained almost no euphausiids, hyperiids, or pteropods, but yielded large numbers

of Sagittse, and Euchseta was taken in it alone. Thus, the Calanus, euphausiids, and

pteropods were mostly above 30-50 meters, the Euchseta and Sagittse below that

depth, with Beroe, Pleurobrachia, and Stephanomia more evenly distributed (Bigelow,

1915, p. 267).

A similar bathymetric segregation as between the copepods and the large adult

Sagittse prevailed in Massachusetts Bay on July 19, 1916 (station 10341; figs. 12 and

13), when the haul at 30 meters yielded a practically pure Calanus plankton with

many larval fishes and some young euphausiids but very few Sagittse, whereas

the net working at 80 meters captured a swarm of large S. elegans but not nearly so

many Calanus as the shoaler haul. This condition must have been general over a

considerable area at the time, for we had much the same experience two days later off

Cape Cod (station 10344), where Calanus and young silver hake were extraordinarily

abundant at 40 meters (the largest catch of young fishes we have ever made—Bigelow

and Welsh, 1925, p. 394), but evidently concentrated in a narrow depth zone centering

at about that level, for both were practically absent on the surface, on the one hand,

and very much less numerous in the 90-0 meter catch, on the other, whereas Sagittse,

equally absent from the surface, were scarce in the 40-meter hauls but abundant in

the catch from 90 meters.

A depth relationship of the same sort (between copepods and euphausiids) obtained

on August 9, 1913, off Cape Ann (station 10087), where the 30-0 meter haul brought

"back a rich gathering of the former (chiefly Calanus, with many Pseudocalanus) and

many larval rosefish, but only an occasional euphausiid, whereas we captured a con-

siderable number of the latter (small Thysanoessa) at 80-0 meters, but only a fraction

as many copepods as at 30 meters, and an occasional Sebastes. On the other hand, lest

the reader conclude that the Sagittse and the euphausiids invariably congregate

below the densest shoals of copepods when stratification occurs between these

groups, I may point out that we found the 40-0 meter haul on the northwest slope of

Georges Bank, July 20, 1914 (station 10215), practically monopolized by S. elegans

and Limacina retroversa, with very few copepods, whereas a rather rich haul from

70-0 meters brought in about as great a bulk of copepods (about equal numbers of

Calanus and Pseudocalanus) as Sagittse, but no Limacina at all. Similarly, there

were about six times as many Calanus and Pseudocalanus at 110-0 meters as at 40-0

meters off Cape Ann on August 31, 1915 (station 10306), with just the reverse holding

in these same hauls for Euthemisto and for young euphausiids. The latter, indeed,

were almost wholly confined to the shoaler level, where they about equaled the

copepods in bulk if not in numbers. The copepod plankton of the western basin must

also have been much denser below than above 100 meters on May 5, 1915 (station

10267), when the vertical haul from 250-0 meters yielded great numbers, whereas

the catch of the horizontal net working at 85 meters and up to the surface was

scanty (total catch less than 34 liter).

As still another instance of vertical stratification in summer, I may mention our

station of August 12, 1914, on German Bank (10244), where the surface water con-

tained an abundance of small Euthemisto but only a few Calanus (besides the Pleuro-
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brachia so common there, p. 19), whereas the haul from 40 meters yielded copepods

chiefly, with only occasional Euthemisto.

No doubt a more intensive examination of the zooplankton of the Gulf of Maine
will multiply such instances indefinitely, but enough have been mentioned to show
that a definite vertical segregation may occur at certain times and places between
animals having the same faunal status. On other occasions the contents of hauls

at different depth levels, between, say, 10 and 100 meters, are often almost precisely

alike, as was the case near Lurcher Shoal on August 15, 1912 (station 10031), when
copepods, euphausiids, Sagittse, Staurophora, Euthemisto, and even Salpse (p. 56)

occurred in proportions so similar in hauls from 50-0 and from 100-0 meters that it

would have been difficult to distinguish samples of the one catch from the other had
it not been for the presence of the large copepod Euchseta in the deeper one. Many
other instances of this same sort might be mentioned also.

Our experience has been that young and larval forms of all sorts, from fish eggs to

copepod nauplii, are usually most plentiful at or very near the surface. For example,

in May, 1920, which is the season of their greatest abundance, nauplii were far more
abundant in the surface catch and in closing-net hauls from 10-15 meters in Massa-

chusetts Bay (stations 20120, 20121, and 20124) and off the Merrimac River

(station 20122) than in the deeper catches. It is safe to say that the great majority

of the copepods breeding in the Gulf of Maine pass through their early stages in the

upper 40 meters of water. Similarly, the nauplius and cyprid larvae of the common
barnacle, so prominent in the plankton for a brief period in spring (p. 43), are usually

condensed at and near the surface, rarely at some lower level (station 20105, figs. 23

and 24). Larval and even half-grown euphausiids are also far more plentiful above

than below 50 meters; and this is even more true of larval amphipods (Euthemisto),

which live close to the surface at first (p. 163), to sink to deeper levels with advancing

age; likewise of young S. elegans, as described elsewhere (p. 316). Since most of the

fish produced in the gulf live in this same zone during their first weeks, it may,
not inaptly, be named the nursery of the gulf.

Certain conspicuous adult animals are also as typically characteristic of the sur-

face of the gulf as are the innumerable larval forms. Such, for instance, is the large

blue copepod Anomalocera which may often be seen darting to and fro in the sun-

light immediately in the surface film and which seldom sinks more than a few

fathoms. The small brown copepod Temora longicornis likewise occurs in greatest

numbers near the surface; for instance, a surface tow near Nantucket Lightship,

on July 9, 1913 (station 10060), "yielded thousands, while the haul from 20 fathoms

caught only 25 specimens, and it was not taken at all in hauls from depths greater

than 23 fathoms” during that summer (Bigelow, 1915, p. 294). Much the same
rule holds for the little copepod Centropages typicus, of which " the surface haul at

station 10088 yielded ten times as many specimens as the haul from 80 fathoms,

though made with a net of only one-sixth the mouth area” (Bigelow, 1915, p. 293),

and which we twice found common at the surface during August, 1914, but not at

all in the catches at 25 meters and deeper (Bigelow, 1917, p. 291). It is our surface

hauls, too, that most often yield Evadne and appendicularians; indeed, we question

whether the latter ever sinks to any great depth in the Gulf of Maine. One of the
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Fig. 23.—Plankton at the surface, northern channel, April 15, 1920 (station 20105), dominated by the
copepods Calanus finmarchicus, Acartia, and Metridia. In connection with Figure 24 it illustrates

vertical stratification of the plankton. X 10

Fig. 24.—Plankton of the deeper levels, at the same station as the surface haul in Figure 23. This deep haul
(150-0 meters) was dominated by the “nauplius” larvae of barnacles (Balanus), with fewer Calanus
and other copepods. X 10
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Fig. 25.—Surface plankton dominated by Oikopieura at a station on the continental slope southwest of

Georges Bank, May 17, 1920 (station 20129), where the deeper water (fig. 26) was dominated by
euphausiids and copepods. X 3.5

Fig. 26.—Plankton in the 100-0 meter haul, dominated by Calanus finmarchicus and other copepods,
and by euphausiid shrimps (Thysanoessa) at a station off the southwest slope of Georges Bank,
May 17, 1920 (station 20129), where the surface catch (fig. 25) was dominated by Oikopleura. X 4
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most striking instances of vertically stratified plankton we have ever encountered

resulted from a swarming of large appendicularians (fig. 25) on the surface and down
perhaps to 40 or 50 meters over the southern edge of Georges Bank on May 17,

1920 (station 20129), overlying a moderately abundant Calanus and young euphau-

siid community in the deeper strata down to about 100 meters (fig. 26).

Various medusae, among them the largest (Aurelia and Cyanea), likewise seek

the surface even in bright sunlight, while smaller species, notably the common
hydroid medusa Phiaiidiura languidum, sometimes swarm there in such numbers

as to fill our tow nets to the brim. In fact, the latter seldom, if ever, sinks more than

a few meters deep. Ctenophores, too, of several species, come up to the top on

smooth days, where they can be seen drifting along like crystal balls (p. 372), and on

occasion even the large euphausiid shrimps may swarm on top of the water, day as

well as night, probabfy to avail themselves of a particularly succulent food supply;

in the Eastport region, for instance, in summer (p. 147), and in the Isles of Shoals-

Boon Island region in spring (p. 145), though they are no more characteristic of the

superficial layers elsewhere and at other seasons than are the adult S'agittse. Since

most of the deep-water members of the plankton (e. g., Euchseta, the largest of local

copepods, and the chsetognath Eukrohnia hamata) have occasionally been taken on

the surface in the Gulf of Maine (pp. 235, 328), any number of this faunal group

may be expected to appear at that level occasionally.

It needed very few hauls from the deep trough of the gulf to show that there

is a decided cleavage in composition between the zooplankton of the upper and of

the lower water layers, with the 100 to 150 meter level roughly delimiting the two.

No hard and fast line can be drawn between these communities, for the gap is bridged,

on the one hand, by such occasional excursions of the deep-water dwellers upward
even to the surface as have just been mentioned and, on the other, by the

presence of Calanus, Metridia, Thysanoessa inermis, Tomopteris, Sagitta elegans,

Euthemisto, Limacina, etc., in decreasing numbers right down to the bottom, even

in the deepest parts of the gulf, a fact demonstrated by the closing-net hauls listed

below (p. 50). Nevertheless, the two communities are so characteristic in general

aspect that it is usually possible to tell at a glance whether any particular sample

came from much above or far below 100 meters. The features making this possible

are the abundance and regular occurrence of Euchseta norvegica in the deep basin of

the gulf. This copepod is so much larger than any of its relatives and is made so

conspicuous by the blue egg clusters of the female that it gives a distinctive appear-

ance to the entire catch. It is regularly accompanied by the chsetognath genus

Eukrohnia (p. 328) ;
more rarely by the larger glass worm S. lyra (p. 327)

;
fre-

quently by the large pelagic decapodous shrimp Pasiphsea; and locally by large

numbers of the euphausiid shrimp Meganyctiphanes norvegica (the latter, however,

occurring in shallow water also). On the other hand, this “Euchseta” community
includes only a sparse representation of Euthemisto, Calanus, or Pseudocalanus,

and practically no Pleurobrachia or pteropods.

Unfortunately we have made only one successful closing-net haul deeper than

100 meters during all our summer cruises, for it was not until the spring of 1920 that

our closing apparatus for horizontal hauls was developed to a dependable state;

8951—28 3
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hence, except for that one instance, the catches in the deep summer hauls have all

been contaminated by the Calanus community captured by the open nets on their

journeys up and down. For this reason I can not claim that the Euchteta, Eukroh-
nia, etc., taken at any given station necessarily came from the deepest levels. But
the Euchseta community has been consistently represented in our midsummer hauls

below 100 meters, no matter in what part of the basin of the gulf these have been

made (see the following tables, pp. 40 and 50), and as we have never found it in any
abundance in hauls shoaler than 100 meters it would be merely academic to dispute

the general thesis that it is actually characteristic of the deepest stratum of the Gulf

of Maine.

Whether the occasional excursions of Eukrohnia and Euchasta to the surface,

such as I have just mentioned (p. 29) and discuss at greater length elsewhere

(pp. 235, 328), are sporadic events induced bysome temporarily or locally active vertical

circulation, or whether they are more regular concomitants of regularly recurrent

physical states than now appears probable, the fact remains that it is only below

100 meters—that is, in the saltest water of the trough of the gulf, which is never

very cold—that the Euchseta community occurs regularly. 15 The Euchaeta com-
munity similarly characterizes the corresponding level along the continental slope

abreast of the gulf.

The use of the closing net is requisite to show in what relative amounts these deep-

water animals are mingled with Calanus and its companions in the deeper strata

of the inner parts of the gulf. In one such haul just mentioned (off Cape Cod,

August 29, 1912, station 10043) at a station where Calanus outnumbered Euchseta

at least 2,000 to 1 in the 20-0 meter haul (Bigelow, 1914, p. 116), these two copepods

were about equally numerous at 125 to 120 meters, with Euchseta bulking the larger,

thanks to its great size. The total volume of the catch was small, however (less than

one-half liter), and we have never found the deep-water Euchseta community
even approaching the swarms of Calanus of the upper 100 meters, or so, in volume of

plankton present in the water. Unfortunately we lack precise data on this point.

To recapitulate, three chief bathymetric pelagic communities of animals can be

distinguished in the Gulf of Maine in summer, not, of course, sharply outlined, but

still sufficiently so to be recognizable. First is that of the surface, with its juveniles,

small copepods, etc., which receives accessions of large copepods, Sagittse, euphausiids,

etc., by night and rarely by day; second, the general boreal community of the upper

and mid depths, with Calanus, Metridia, and Pseudocalanus, Euthemisto, Thysa-

noessa, and Sagitta elegans as its index species; third, the Euchseta community of the

deepest waters of the gulf. The distinctions between these communities, and espe-

cially between the last two, are greatest when and where the water is most stratified

in density and temperature—that is, in the southwestern part of the gulf in mid-

summer—least when and where the water is most uniform vertically. This is the case

in all parts of the gulf during late winter and early spring; and throughout the year

in regions of very active vertical circulation, such as the neighborhood of Eastport,

the St. Andrews region at the mouth of the Bay of Fundy, and locally on the offshore

banks.

15 See p. 236 for precise temperatures and salinities.
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To answer a question that has often been asked me by zoologists as well as

laymen, I may remark that there is no level in the Gulf of Maine but supports a

varied pelagic fauna.

NERITIC AND OCEANIC PLANKTON

None of the criteria by which the plankton can be subdivided ecologically (e. g.,

relation to temperature, season of reproduction, depth of habitat, etc.) is more

fundamental than whether its members do or do not depend on the coast line with its

shallows and great supply of foodstuffs; that is, whether they are neritic or oceanic.

This distinction is as interesting to the oceanographer as to the biologist, a know-

ledge of the mutual distribution of the two groups on the high seas often going far to

reveal the mutual relationships and fluctuations of waters of coastal and of offshore

origin.

The pelagic larvae of various familiar bottom-dwelling animals (a host in them-

selves), including most of the worms, bivalve and gastropod mollusks, decapod

crustaceans, barnacles, starfishes, and sea-urchins, so abundant in the bays and
shallow waters along the coasts of the Gulf of Maine, belong to the neritic category.

The adults of many medusae, including the largest and most conspicuous species as

well as others minute, are equally neritic, for they pass through a fixed stage in shallow

waters during early life. Here, also, fall certain small phyllopod crustaceans (e. g.,

Evadne), which, though pelagic for most of their lives, survive unfavorable seasons

in the form of resting spores on the bottom, a life history analogous to that of many
diatoms, which consequently fall in the neritic category also, as do various other pelagic

plants less prominent in the plankton. There is also a whole series of planktonic

animals, particularly among the copepods, bound to the neighborhood of the coast

by some unknown bond (perhaps by dependence on a particular food supply), and
hence to be classed as neritic, although they are pelagic throughout life both as

larvas and as adults. Here, too, must be classed the pelagic eggs of all the species of

fish that spawn in shallow water, such as cod, haddock, pollock, silver hake, cunners,

and flounders of sundry species.

Contrasted with this coastwise population of the open sea are all the oceanic

animals and plants, which are not only free floating or swimming throughout life but

show no apparent relation to the coast line in their distribution—to borrow a nautical

term, they form its “blue water” population.

It is, of course, impossible to draw a hard and fast distinction between the neritic

and oceanic categories, the border line being bridged in too many instances by the

many pelagic forms occurring indifferently both near shore and out at sea, and also

by animals that are dependent on the bottom in deep water at some stage of existence

but not in shallow water; for example, by the hydromedusan genus Calycopsis,

which probably passes through a fixed stage but has never been found nearer shore

than the continental slope. However, the division holds fairly well for the Gulf

of Maine.

In northern seas, generally, n iritic elements form a large part, if not practically

the whole, of the plankton of she tered bays and estuaries and off river mouths

—
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indeed, in all locations where conditions may be described as estuarine—and dominate
for a mile or two out from the coast line generally. No detailed study of the plank-
ton of any such situation tributary to the Gulf of Maine has yet appeared, but
Willey’s (1913 and 1915) and McMurrich’s (1917) observations at St. Andrews,
with the lists contributed by Doctor McMurrich (p. 12) and the record that might
be collected from many sources of the abundance of various medusae and of larval

forms of many kinds inshore, show that the gulf is no exception to the general rule.

The complexion of the plankton at Woods Hole recently described by Fish

(1925) may serve as an indication of the preponderance of neritic forms that may
be expected in the Gulf of Maine bays and harbors and close along its coast line

generally. Thus, Fish classifies 42 of the characteristic diatoms as neritic and
only 16 as oceanic, while at least 13 out of 15 hydromedusse described by him as

"occurring commonly in surface towings” (Fish, 1925, fig. 26) are characteristic of the

neritic group and only one oceanic. Two neritic scyphomedusse occur in abundance.
Only two of the many annelids listed from his tows (Sagitta and Tomopteris) are

truly pelagic when adult, for the others swim only during the breeding season or as

larvse.

Molluscan larvae are at times abundant in the Woods Hole plankton. The
neritic phyllopods Evadne and Podon are characteristic of the local tows, as are

the larvae and sometimes the adults of neritic mysids. Fish found barnacle larvae

abundant in their season, bottom-dwelling amphipods were taken in large numbers
in the tow during their breeding season, and the larvae of decapod Crustacea

—

shrimps, prawns, crabs, and hermit crabs—are dominant. On the other hand,

no eupliausiid is a permanent member of the local plankton, though several species

have been recorded at Woods Hole. Thus, aside from the copepods, the oceanic

element of the Woods Hole plankton is wholly overshadowed by the neritic.

If one were to turn to the Gulf of Maine de novo, one might naturally expect

the plankton of its central portion to be so largely recruited from the coastal zone

that neritic elements would loom large there also, judging from the form, length,

and complexity of the shore line with the abundant and varied bottom fauna which

it supports
;
from the confinement of the gulf by the extensive and shallow offshore

banks on the ocean side
;
from the great volume of river water that pours into it.; and

from the fact that the tides are strong enough in places to stir the water thoroughly.

Our first summer’s cruise (in 1912) was enough to show that this is not the case

but that the pelagic communities of the gulf a few miles out to sea are predominantly

oceanic, except over the offshore banks.

Our subsequent cruises have corroborated this for summer, autumn, and winter

for all the years of record, and for the whole offshore basin of the gulf, where we
have never found neritic forms, plant or animal, playing a role of any importance

in the plankton except for a brief period in spring, as pointed out below.

The rarity of animals of coastwise origin or affinity in the open gulf in summer
(except within a trivial distance of land and over the shallow banks) will appear

from the following facts of distribution, already summarized in an earlier report

(Bigelow, 1917, p. 251).
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The most conspicuous planktonic inhabitants of the gulf, of neritic nature, are

the two large scyphomedusan genera Aurelia (p. 362) and Cyanea (p. 357). Their

value as indices of coast water has long been appreciated in north European seas,

and they are both so large that they are usually visible as they float on or near the

surface, if present in any numbers; consequently, notes on their local presence or

absence, as seen from the vessel, afford a closer record of their distribution than do

the actual captures of specimens at the tow-net stations. Both of these medusae

are abundant along the shores of the gulf in summer, but Aurelia is so closely con-

fined to the immediate vicinity of the land that we have seldom seen it more than

a mile or two outside the 100-meter contour (or more than 15 miles from land),

while the zone within which it occurs regularly, if not abundantly, extends hardly

10 miles seaward beyond the outer headlands and islands (p. 363) ;
nor have we found

it on Georges Bank, though the shallowness of the water there suggests this as a

possible breeding ground for it. Cyanea, the common “red jellyfish,” which often

grows to a breadth of 3 feet across the disk and sometimes to a tremendous size

(A. Agassiz, 1865), is not so closely confined to the immediate vicinity of the land as

is Aurelia, for it occurs regularly in the coastal zone, on Nantucket Shoals, and on
Georges Bank, which must be important centers of production for it, judging from

the abundance of the young medusae there in spring and summer (p. 359) . However,
it is a rare occurrence to find a Cyanea outside the 100-meter contour in the Gulf of

Maine (on July 15, 1912, we captured a very large Cyanea in a haul from 120-0

meters in the western basin). The hydromedusa Melicertum campanula, 16 so abun-
dant all along the coasts of the Gulf of Maine (p. 341), is an even more precise neritic

indicator than Aurelia, for it is still more closely confined to the coastal zone, not

because the waters of the open sea are fatal to it (its abundance in Massachusetts
Bay proves the contrary), but because it passes through its fixed stage only in

sheltered localities, estuaries, etc., and because its free-floating (medusa) stage is of

shorter duration. Although Melicertum often swarms in localities as open to the

ocean as Massachusetts Bay and the outer parts of Penobscot Bay, as well as in

more inclosed waters, a single example from the western basin (August, 1913, station

10088) is our only record of it more than 15 miles from land.

The medusse of the genus Sarsia, which are plentiful in season (p. 43) in bays
and estuarine situations all along the shallow coastal zone of the gulf, where they are

detached from their hydroids in great numbers in spring, are similarly restricted

to the coast line, for we have never taken them in the offshore parts of the gulf and
rarely more than 4 or 5 miles from land. This is equally true of many other small

hydroid medusse, most of which appear in the gulf for a brief period only, and then

far more numerously close to shore than outside the outer islands.

As I have pointed out elsewhere (Bigelow, 1917, p. 252), an interesting example
of neritic occurrence among Coelenterates is afforded by the hydroid colonies we have
found floating in considerable numbers over Nantucket Shoals and Georges Bank
in July of 1913, 1914, and 1916, and in February, 1920, as well (p. 379). These are

so closely confined to the immediate vicinity of the localities where they are torn

from the bottom that we have never found them or their free medusse (which some-
times swarm on the banks) anywhere in the deeps of the gulf to the north.

18 Large catches of Melicertum 38 miles off Cape Cod and near Browns Bank on August 12 and 19, 1926, prove that it drifts
farther offshore
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There are other species of hydroid medusae that are not so closely confined to

shoal water, probably because they are able to pass through their fixed stage at

greater depths and consequently at a greater distance from land. Staurophora and

Phialidium, for example, bear much the same relationship to the 100-meter contour

in their distribution (p. 345) as Aurelia, Melicertum, and other forms more dependent

on shoal water bear to the immediate coast line.

Other typical examples of the neritic habit are afforded by the larvae of various

decapods among the pelagic Crustacea, young crabs, in particular, being instructive

because so conspicuous and so easily recognized in the tow. These (provisionally

identified as the common rock crab, Cancer amcenus17
) are produced in great numbers

all along the coast line of the Gulf of Maine in summer, and occasionally they have

occurred in swarms in our summer hauls near land, for instance, off Rye, N. H., and

in Ipswich Bay, Mass., on July 23, 1915. Crab larvae of some species are equally

plentiful on Georges Bank, where we encountered hosts of them on July 23, 1916

(station 10347), and where Dr. W. C. Kendall towed them in abundance and found

them providing the young mackerel with a rich food supply at various localities

along the northern edge of the bank during August, 1896. They are so closely

limited to the vicinity of the land and to the shallow waters of the offshore banks,

however, at least so far as occurrence in any numbers is concerned, that I have

usually sought them in vain in towings made in the central parts of the gulf, even

during their season of abundance
;
nor have we found crab larvae over Platts Bank or

near Cashes Ledge, though they may be expected there, these doubtess being as good

crab grounds as is Georges Bank. The presence of an abundance of crab zoeae in the

surface water of the western basin on August 22, 1914 (station 10254), was an excep-

tion to the general rule and interesting because the considerable depth (268 meters)

at the locality in question makes it almost certain that these young crabs were not

hatched there but had drifted out from the rocky banks and ledges off Cape Ann,
25 or 30 miles to the west and northwest, which is visible evidence of the circulation

in this part of the gulf at the time. 18

Hermit crab (Pagurid) larvae may also swarm locally over the offshore shoals, as

was the case near Nantucket Lightship on July 25, 1916 (station 10355), when they

were plentiful in the tow from 30 meters (the total depth of water being 36 meters),

though represented by occasional examples only at 16 meters and on the surface.

We have not detected them in any of our hauls in the basin of the gulf, nor are the

macruran larvae of various species (which are almost invariably present in the

coastal waters of the gulf in summer) of any importance in the plankton more than

a few miles from land.

The larval (naupliid and cyprid) stages of the common barnacle, which appeared

in myriads along the coast north of Cape Ann in April, 1913 (Bigelow, 1914a), and

again off Cape Sable during the same month of 1920 (p. 40), are strictly confined to

shallow waters, for we have never detected them outside the 100-meter contour.

This applies equally to many other metazoan larvse; those, for example, of the common
sea anemone (Metridium), which appear in some numbers in our coastwise catches

17 See Connolly (1923) for account of the larval stages of this crab.

18 Crab larv* also were plentiful 38 miles off Cape Cod and on Georges Bank August 12 to 19, 1926.
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in spring. In fact, we have never found the young stages of any bottom-dwelling

animals numerically important in the plankton in the basin of the gulf. This fact

is interesting because, although the fauna of these deep bottoms is neither so varied

nor so rich in actual numbers of specimens as that of the coastal belt, the various

mollusks, decapods, worms, and echinoderms that occur there no doubt contribute

their larvae to the waters above them, but are so overshadowed by the shoals of

Calanus, etc., that only close examination of large amounts of plankton would reveal

their presence.

The phyllopod crustacean genus Evadne deserves mention in this connection

not for any faunal importance in the Gulf of Maine, but because its peculiar life

history makes it an infallible index of coastal water, as European students have long

recognized (Gran, 1902; Apstein, 1910; Herdman and Riddell, 1911). Probably

Evadne, which is seasonal in its appearance in northern coastal waters as a whole,

would be found in summer in bays and sheltered waters all around the gulf, for it

occurs regularly at the mouth of the St. Croix River in the Bay of Fundy (Willey,

1913), on the one hand, and at Woods Hole, on the other. So seldom does it stray

seaward in any numbers, however, that the nine stations where it was detected in

1915 (the first season when special watch was kept for it, and when towing was
carried on from May until October), all lay within 10 miles of land, and most of them
closer in.

In this connection it is interesting that several of the pelagic shrimps

(Meganyctiphanes) taken in the eastern basin on August 7, 1915 (station 10304),

were carrying numbers of Evadne (among other prey) clasped between their thoracic

legs (p. 108), although none of these little Cladocera were taken in the tows made at

that station. From what distance could their captors have brought them?
In an earlier paper (Bigelow, 1917, p. 253) I have briefly summarized the

status of neritic copepods in the Gulf of Maine in the following words:

It is less easy to divide the copepods than other Crustacea into the neritic and oceanic cate-

gories, because they are pelagic at all stages. Hence (barring brackish water species)
,
what is neritic

in one sea may prove to be oceanic in another. Nevertheless, since they constitute the bulk of the

plankton of the Gulf of Maine, I may point out that species which are generally classed as neritic

in the North Sea region play only a very subordinate role, if they occur at all, in the central part of

the gulf, our summer lists containing only five which are so classed by Farran (1910), [T.] Scott

(1911), Herdman and Riddell (1911), and Gough (1905 and 1907) ;
viz, Acartia, Tortanus discaudatus,

Centropages hamatus, Eurytemora, and Temora.

We have only one or two records for each of the first four outside the outer

islands; none from offshore parts of the gulf (Bigelow, 1914 and 1915). The fifth

(Temora longicornis ) is apparently less closely confined to coastal waters in the

western than in the eastern side of the Atlantic, for in the summer of 1913 it was
generally distributed over the gulf (p. 287), though there was no corresponding

expansion of other neritic organisms. As a rule it is common only locally near land

and over Nantucket Shoals and Georges Bank, a distribution roughly paralleling

that of Cyanea.

Dr. C. B. Wilson’s examination of the copepods of the cruises of 1915, 1920, and
1921 somewhat enlarges the neritic list at the offshore stations, but supports the

general thesis that, as a rule, the more oceanic species greatly predominate outside

the outer islands.
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The pelagic eggs of the many species of fish that spawn on the banks or in shallow

water alongshore in the gulf are as rarelyfound in our tow nettings outside the 100 or 150

meter contours as are other neritic organisms. Cod, haddock, and several species of

flatfish may serve as examples of this; likewise the silver hake (Bigelow and Welsh,

1925, p. 488, fig. 217, and p. 244); while the eggs of the cunner are closely confined

to the coast line and to the vicinity of the outer islands and shoals (Bigelow and

Welsh, 1925, p. 284).

The locality records for the neritic animals just summarized, and for sundry

others belonging to the same category, are concentrated in a rather narrow coastal

zone paralleling the periphery of the gulf and over its shallow southern rim, with

neritic forms very seldom of any importance in the planktonic community more than

a few miles out at sea in summer, except for the shallow offshore banks. The fact

that most of the animals of this category, if not wanting in the central basin of the

gulf, are at least so scarce there as to have been overlooked, is sufficient evidence

that the plankton of the coastwise belt has little tendency to disperse seaward at

that season, but that the eddylike circulation parallels the coast, which is corroborated

by drift bottles and by oceanographic evidence generally.

With few exceptions the scarcity of pelagic animals of neritic origin in the offshore

parts of the gulf leaves the planktonic communities that people its open waters (not

only in the central basin but right up to the outer headlands) composed of animals

and plants not only independent of the bottom at all times but most of which are

equally oceanic as opposed to neritic in European waters, as appears from the very

extensive records accumulated by the International Committee for the Exploration

of the Sea. However, they are not the product of the Atlantic basin outside the

continental slope* as the term “oceanic” might imply, but of the banks water that

washes the continental shelf on both sides of the Atlantic, and to which they are

confined off the North American littoral by the high temperatures of the tropical

water farther offshore.

The diatom plankton encountered over the basin in May, 1915, typified by Chseto-

ceras densurn and Rhizosolenia semispina, belongs to this category (p. 434; Gran, 1915;

Ostenfeld, 1913; Herdman and Riddell, 1911), while the Ceratium community,

which usually occupies the Gulf of Maine as a whole throughout the summer (p. 391), is

also characterized by species ( Ceratium tripos and C. longipes var. atlantica) usually

regarded as oceanic in the North Sea region (Paulsen, 1908; Jorgensen, 1911)

and in the Norwegian Sea (Gran, 1902). This is equally true of most of the pelagic

animals most constantly characteristic of the plankton of the gulf; for example, of the

copepods Calanus jinmarchicus, Pseudocalanus, Euchaeta, and Metridia (Damas,

1905; Gran, 1902; Farran, 1910; Herdman and Riddell, 1911); of the amphipods

Euthemisto bispinosa and E, compressa (Tesc-h, 1911; Sars, 1895); of the pteropod

Limacina retroversa (Paulsen, 1910); and of the euphausiid shrimp Thysanoessa

inermis (Tattersall, 1911; Kramp, 1913a), to mention only a few of the most typical.

While two of themos timportant of its members, faunistically (Sagitta elegans and Mega-

nyctiphanes norvegica), are intermediate between oceanic and neritic in their biologic

status in the North Sea region (Apstein, 1911; Kramp, 1913a), in the Gulf of Maine
they cover practically the same range as the more typically oceanic forms just men-

tioned. Off the European coast most of these species—in fact, the Calanus commu-
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nity as a whole—are not only charactersitic of the waters over the continental shelf,

but also of the neighboring parts of the ocean basin, and spread right across the

North Atlantic from the Norwegian Sea and Iceland, on the one side, to Newfound-
land and Nova Scotia, on the other (Herdman and Scott, 1908; Murray and Hjort,

1912). Passing southward from the region of the Grand Banks, however, the hand of

cool banks water next the coast is a sort of cul-de-sac for them, with the tropical

water (“Gulf Stream”) limiting their spread on the offshore side as definitely as the

coast line does on the inner side.

The contrast in distribution between the neritic and oceanic elements of the

zooplankton of the Gulf, which I have just outlined, prevails throughout the sum-

mer, autumn, and winter; and although in spring neritic diatoms, such as Thalas-

siosira, appear in swarms over deep water as well as along the shore, when the rivers

are in flood and the outpouring of land water is evidenced far out from the coast by
lowered salinity, they are decidedly more abundant in the coastal zone than in the

basin even at the time of their widest dispersal, a fact discussed below in the general

account of the phytoplankton. Neither are larvae of coastwise origin of much more
importance in the plankton over the basin in spring (as exemplified by our tow
nettings of March, April, and May of the years 1915 and 1920) than in summer.
Probably this is because the water has hardly warmed appreciably by freshet season,

so that the vernal wave of reproduction has only begun on the part of the littoral and

bottom fauna.

SEASONAL FLUCTUATIONS IN THE PLANKTONIC COMMUNITIES

Seasonal fluctuations in the plankton are greatest in regions where neritic larvae,

or forms dependent on the bottom at some time of year, bulk large in the pelagic com-
munity, and in seas where the pelagic fauna or flora is largely recruited from extra-

limital sources by ocean currents, which may vary in strength or in origin from month
to month. In the Gulf of Maine the presence or absence of the various crustacean

larvae, or of fish eggs, may govern the composition of the catch for the particular

season close in to the land, as examples of which I may cite the swarming of Balanus

cyprids near the Isles of Shoals (p. 44) and of haddock eggs on Georges Bank (p. 44),

both in spring. This applies more generally to the North Sea, the Irish Sea, and the

Baltic than to the Gulf of Maine, where the communities of planktonic animals are,

as a whole, more oceanic; and since few constant or even regularly seasonal members
of the zooplankton of the gulf are immigrants, but nearly all of them are endemic, the

seasonal cycle of the plankton is a simpler problem for us than for students of the

North Sea region. It can hardly be emphasized too strongly that very few immi-

grants, whether from the north, the south, or from the open ocean, penetrate the

Gulf of Maine in numbers sufficient to color its plankton community (Sagitta

serratodentata is an exception, p. 58), instructive though the regular or sporadic

occurrence of animals of exotic origin may be for the light they throw on the sources

of its waters. This question is discussed below (p. 51).

In the case of the pelagic flora, a very pronounced alternation of the prevalent

planktonic types does take place from season to season, and one characteristic of

northern seas as a whole; viz, a tremendous flowering of diatoms in spring, giving

8951—28 4
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place to a rich Peridinian flora in summer, which is succeeded in turn by the limited

flowering of diatoms in autumn, as described in the chapter devoted to the phyto-

plankton (p. 383).

No such seasonal alternation of dominance by one or other group takes place

among the planktonic animals of the gulf, however, though there is a very pro-

nounced oscillation in the total amount of zooplankton present there at different

times of year and in the abundance of its several members relative to one another.

Thus, we have never failed to find the Calanus community dominating the pelagic

fauna generally in the southwest part of the gulf, whether our trips thither were

made in the heat of summer, the cold of winter, in autumn, or in spring. Neverthe-

less, even in this region the varying seasons of reproduction of different animals,

which determine the presence or absence of their larvae and the abundance or scarcity

of the adults, with the local irregularities of distribution that always obtain for the

larger pelagic forms, added to the general ebb and flow in the abundance of the

zooplanktonic community as a whole, cause such variations from month to month as

appear in the following lists of the more abundant species in tow-net catches made
at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay in spring, summer, autumn, and winter. The
case is made still more complex by sporadic fluctuations in the abundance of one

species or anotiier, for which we are not yet able to account.

Tow-net catches at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay

[D. dominating the plankton; X, occurred]

Mar. 1,

1920,

station
20050,
75-0

meters

Apr. 9,

1920,
station
20090,
60-0

meters

May 4,

1920,

station
20120,
40-0

meters

July 9,

1916,

station
10341,

0 and 80-0
meters

Oct. 31,

1916,

station
10399,
60-0

meters

Feb. 13,

1913,

station

10053,
20-0

meters

Cod eggs X
Haddock eggs X
Cod or haddock eggs x X
Silver hake (Merluccious) eggs X
Silver hake (Merluccius) larvae X
Butterfish (Poronotus) eggs X
Plaice (Hippoglossoides) eggs x X
Plaice (Hippoglossoides) larvae x X
Dab (Limanda) larvaj X
Witch (Glyptocephalus) larvae X
Oikopleura X X
Decapod larvae X
Thysanoessa inermis X
Thysanoessa raschii X
Meganyctiphanes norvegica X
Euphausiid larvae x
Euthemisto compressa x X
Euthemisto bispinosa X X
Calanus finmarchicus D D D D D D
Calanus hyperboreus x
Pseudocalanus elongatus X X X X
Metridia lucens X X X
Anomalocera pattersoni X
Euchaeta norvegica X X

D
Centropages hamatus X

X
Copepods, juvenile X X D X
Copepod nauplii 1 D X
Sagitta elegans D X X D X X
Sagitta serratodentata X
Tomopteris catherina X X
Limacina retroversa.. X X X

x
x

Aglantha digitale X X
X

X
X
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The most striking event in the seasonal cycle of the zooplankton of the Gulf

of Maine (if a negative one) is that a very decided decrease, amounting on occasion

almost to complete disappearance of the pelagic fauna, takes place early in spring

over the whole area of the gulf, coincident with the tremendous vernal flowering of

diatoms (p. 385), an event the precise date of which varies locally and from year to

year. The quantitative aspect of this change is discussed elsewhere (p. 82), but it

also exerts an adventitious influence on the qualitative composition of the plankton,

for with all its members sharing in the impoverishment, the rare as well as the com-

mon, the less abundant forms practically disappear and the scanty catches become

extremely monotonous.

We first observed this impoverishment in Massachusetts Bay during the late winter

and early spring of 1913, when the zooplankton fell to so low an ebb, quantitatively, as

the water began to warm from its winter minimum, that the total volume of the

catch of a net about 1.2 meters in diameter, towed for half an hour at 40-0 meters on

March 4, was only about 15 cubic centimeters. In this catch an occasional Pseudo-

calanus elongatus, 12 Sagitta elegans, 9 Tomopteris catharina, an odd Euthemisto,

and some haddock eggs were the only variants detected among the Calanus jinmar-

chicus, of which the general mass consisted. On April 3, following, the net yielded

only a few dozen copepods,one Euthemisto, and two Clione, with a few unrecognizable

siphonophore bells and Balanus nauplii; while the catch of planktonic animals

made on April 14 was no more varied (a few Calanus, one Tomopteris, one S. elegans,

one Beroe, one young Staurophora, and a few Balanus nauplii), whereas the water

was thick with diatoms on both these occasions.

Subsequent experience during the spring of 1920 has shown that this vernal

impoverishment of the zooplankton, which takes place to a greater or less degree

in the upper strata of water over the entire area of the gulf, is especially characteris-

tic of the coastal belt and of Georges Bank, where it culminates in March. It in-

volves no qualitative alteration in the plankton, however, for the spring community,

sparse though it be near land, is of essentially the same type as the more abundant

pelagic population of midsummer, with the same groups and species (notably Calanus

;
finmarchicus)

predominant. Practically all the common oceanic animals of mid-

summer except Sagitta serratodentata, which is a seasonal immigrant (p. 320), may be

found represented in late winter and spring, if a sufficient mass of plankton be ex-

amined from any given locality in the gulf, though many are so rare then that the

net is more apt to miss than to catch them. Winter adds few extralimital visitors

to the local pelagic fauna, never (in our experience) enough to give a distinctive

aspect to the plankton.

The essential qualitative unity between the zooplankton of summer and that of

spring may be illustrated by the horizontal hauls off Cape Elizabeth on March 4,

1920 (station 20059), which yielded Calanus finmarchicus (dominant), Sagitta elegans,

Thysanoessainermis, Th. raschii, haddock and plaice eggs, Pleurobrachia, and Tomop-
teris catharina, although the water was then so barren that the vertical net caught

nothing at all (p. 82). The typical boreal fauna was still more fully represented

on the same day off Penobscot Bay (station 20057), although the plankton was hardly

denser there numerically, viz, by C. finmarchicus (dominant), Pseudocalanus,
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Euchseta, Sagitta elegans, Eukrohnia, Euthemisto of both species, Clione, Limacina

retroversa, Tomopteris, Meganyctiphanes, Thysanoessa inermis, and Th. longicaudata.

This is a list that might be expected in summer or autumn, and the same was true of

the hauls made in Massachusetts Bay during the winter of 1912-1913, mentioned
above (p. 39). The plankton is as uniform, qualitatively, from season to season in

the deeper parts of the gulf as the following table shows for a location in the western

basin about 30 miles off Cape Ann.

Zooplankton in the western basin, various months

[D, dominant; X, occurred]

Febru-
ary,

station
20049

March
April,
station
20115

May,
station
10267

June,
station
10299

July,
station
10007

August
Decem-
ber,

station
10490Station

20087
Station
10510

Station
10088

Station
10254

Station
10307

Calanus finmarchicus D D D D X> D D D D D D
Calanus hyperboreus X X x X
Pseudocalanus elongatus x X X X X X
Metridia lucens X x X X X X
Metridia longa X
Euchseta norvegica X D X D X X X D D X X
Anomalocera pattersoni... x X X X
Centropages typicus X
Pasiphrea x x x X X
Meganyctiphanes norvegica x x x X x X X X
Thysanoessa inermis. x x x x X X X
Thysanoessa longicaudata X X (?) X
Thysanoessa gregaria X
Euthemisto compressa X x x X X X
Euthemisto bispinosa X
Limacina retroversa x x X X
Clione limacina x x x x x
Sagitta elegans . X X X X X X D X X X X
Sagitta serratodentata X X
Sagitta lyra x x x X
Eukrohnia hamata. _ x x x X X
Tomopteris catharina x x X x X
Aglantha digitale X x x x x
BeroS cucumis X x x X
Stephanomia... X x X X X
Phialidium languidum X X

Broadly speaking, our March hauls have paralleled those made in midsummer
in the relative importance of the several groups of animals in different parts of the

gulf, as well as in the qualitative composition of the catches. Thus, Pleurobrachia

was dominant on German Bank both on March 23 and on April 16, 1920 (stations

20085 and 20103), just as it usually is in summer and autumn, and its area of abun-

dance extended from abreast of Yarmouth, on the north, to the shoals off Cape Sable,

to the south, on both these visits. On both these spring visits there was a second

center of abundance for Pleurobrachia on Browns Bank, where our June and July

tows have yielded only an occasional specimen; but although the area of abundance
for Pleurobrachia in this general region was more extensive in March and April,

1920, than we have found it in summer, these ctenophores were less plentiful in

actual number; nor had they so thoroughly exterminated the other smaller animals,

for we found the German Bank-Cape Sable swarm accompanied by copepods in

fair numbers on the April visit, besides barnacle (Balanus) nauplii (in abundance),

Sagitta elegans, euphausiids, Euthemisto, and Tomopteris.



Bull. U. S. B. P., 1924. (Doc. 968.)

Fig 27—Surface catch illustrating abundance of larval copepods in the “nauplius” stage, in Massachusetts

Bay in May (station 20121, May 4, 1920). X 9

Fig. 28.—The same, more highly magnified. X about 100



Bull. U. S. B. F., 1924. (Doc. 968.)

Fig. 29.—Plankton dominated by half-grown Calanus finmarchicus, Massachusetts Bay, May 4, 1915
(station 10266), vertical haul from 125-0 meters. X 9

Fig. 30.—Plankton dominated by large Calanus finmarchicus off Cape Cod, July 22, 1916, haul from 40-0

meters (station 10344). This sample is from the most productive catch of Calanus yet made in the Gulf
of Maine. X 9
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Similarly, the spring cruise of 1920 suggests that S. elegans may be expected to

rival the copepods in abundance over a large part of Georges Bank in February,

March, and April, just as it does in July; for it was a large element in the catch at a

station on the southwest part of the bank on February 22 (station 20046), on the

northeast part on April 17, and had been so plentiful at a third station on the eastern

part of the bank on March 11 (station 20066) that the “glass w'orms,” with a great

abundance of haddock eggs, dominated the catch (fig. 19). In short, Georges

Bank is apparently a center of abundance for S. elegans throughout the year (p. 310),

and the presence of a shoal of large Limacina retroversa on the northern part of the

bank on March 11, 1920 (station 20065), reproduced our experience of July 20,

1914, though the exact localities in question were about 80 miles apart.

Late in the winter and early in the spring the scanty zooplankton of the gulf is

chiefly composed of fully adult animals, a fact made evident by the predominantly

large size of its calanoid copepods and Sagittse, giving the catches a distinctive aspect

when compared with those of July or August. The recrudescence which charac-

terizes the advance of spring results primarily from the local propagation of its

several component groups, not of replenishment by immigrants from any extra-

limital source. This has been proved by repeated observations.

In Massachusetts Bay this vernal augmentation is earliest apparent at stations

close in to the land, in the shape of a sudden appearance of hosts of copepod nauplii

(figs. 27 and 28). This event commences some time late in March off the mouth of

Boston Harbor, for we found few nauplii there on the 5th of that month in 1920

(station 20062), but an abundance of them on the 5th of April (station 20089),

besides many copepods in the older larval stages. As the season advances this

vernal wave of reproduction on the part of the copepods spreads seaward; and the

nauplii appeared in multitudes at the mouth of the bay during the last half of April,

1920, where we had found only an occasional copepod—egg, nauplius, or juvenile

—

on March 1 or April 9. In 1920 the swarms of larval copepods, together with the

various other larvae that appear about the same time, produced a decided increase

in the volume of animal plankton present in the water of the Massachusetts Bay
region by the first week in May. This was our experience in 1913, also, when W. W.
Welsh found the water in Gloucester Harbor reddened for areas of about a square yard,

several yards apart, with what proved to be swarms of copepod nauplii and young
copepods on May 3. The peak of production of copepods, however, is so soon

passed in Massachusetts Bay that our nets brought back proportionally more of

the older juveniles and fewer nauplii off Gloucester on May 16, 1920, than 12 days

earlier, while the hauls off Magnolia, Mass., on May 17, 1913, yielded only a few

copepod nauplii but an abundance of the later stages (chiefly Calanus, with some
Eurytemora), besides many crab larvae in the zcea stage.

The vernal replenishment of the zooplankton follows much the same course in

the coastal belt immediately north of Cape Ann as in Massachusetts Bay, with a few

copepod nauplii among the swarming diatoms off the mouth of the Merrimac
River as early as March 4 in 1920 (station 20060). The nauplii were again noted

there on April 9, and on May 7 hauls made close by with the closing net yielded
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nauplii (besides copepod eggs), larval Anemones, and young Staurophora down to

30 meters, overlying a sparse adult Calanus-Sagitta-Pleurobrachia community in

the deeper strata of water.

There is some evidence that the wave of reproduction of copepods continues to

spread offshore with the advance of the season until it covers the southwestern part

of the gulf generally; and it certainly endures later into the spring in the open gulf

than in Massachusetts Bay, for the presence of nauplii showed that in 1920 these

little crustaceans were breeding actively from Cape Cod to Georges Bank as late as

May 16 and 17. In the spring of 1915 nauplii were abundant on the surface

off the Cape, with older stages deeper down, as late as the 26th of the month (station

10279), although they had been almost entirely replaced by the older larvte and by
half-grown Calanus (fig. 29) as early as the 4th of that month off Gloucester (station

10266). Similarly, the presence of copepod nauplii in the sink off the Isles of

Shoals on May 14, 1915 (station 10278), coupled with a decided increase in young
copepods between April 26 and May 14 to 16, 1913 (Bigelow, 1914a, p. 407), though
with diatoms still abundant there on both these occasions, 19 suggests that copepods

do not begin to multiply this far offshore until well into May, although repro-

duction is under way more than a month earlier than this inshore off the Merrimac
River.

We have no evidence that the coastal waters east of Penobscot Bay ever see a

local reproduction of copepods comparable to the waves of production just described

for Massachusetts Bay.

As to local production of copepods along the eastern (Nova Scotian) side of the

gulf, I can only say that our hauls near Lurcher Shoal on March 23 (station 20082)

,

and again off Yarmouth, on German Bank, and near Cape Sable on April 13 to 15,

1920 (stations 20102, 20103, and 20104), yielded nauplii and older larval copepods

in some numbers, which probably marks the beginning of a period of active propaga-

tion, for in 1915 we found both nauplii and the older juvenile stages of, Calanus

plentiful on the surface of the eastern basin near by on May 6.

The vernal wave of production of these little crustaceans reaches its apex by the

end of May or the first of June in the northern and eastern parts of the gulf, for we
found a typical Calanus plankton reestablished off Boothbay (station 10280), in the

Fundy Deep (station 10282), and off Mount Desert Island (station 10284) by May
31 to June 11 in 1915.

An important problem in the natural economy of the gulf is how far the vernal

augmentation of the zooplankton of the offshore parts of the gulf—say, outside the

100-meter contour—is due to local propagation there and how far to a migration of

the copepods out from the coastal zone where they are produced in such enormous

numbers. To answer this question definitely demands a more critical study of our

towings than opportunity has yet allowed. One thing is clear, however. None of

our offshore hauls at any season has ever yielded copepod nauplii or the later larval

stages in numbers to compare with their abundance in Massachusetts Bay. It is

equally suggestive that in May, when the coastwise copepod plankton is juvenile,

large Calanus have invariably been an important element in the total copepod catches

in the deep basin, just as is the case in summer, which points to the coastwise waters

i» In 1913 they were diminishing in numbers locally by that time.
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of the gulf, especially its southwestern part including the Massachusetts Bay region, as

the chief source of the copepod plankton of its center. It is probable, also, that

Georges Bank is an important nursery for copepods, since nauplii occurred in some
numbers among the adult calanoids off its northern slope on March 11, 1920

(station 20064).

The vernal increase in the numbers of copepods present in the Massachusetts

Ba}^ region, and wherever else reproduction takes place actively, is many times greater

than the bulks of the catches might suggest, the production of young coupled with

the dying off of the parent stock giving the copepod plankton of the coastal waters a

juvenile character in spring with relatively few large adults. Thus, there were only

about 8,000 adult Calanus per square meter among some 500,000 copepods, mostly

young Calanus, off Gloucester on May 4, 1915 (station 20066)—that is, a little less

than 2 per cent. After the peak of production is past, however, and with the growth

of its product toward maturity, the percentage of large Calanus and adults of other

species once more increases, until they form about one-third of the copepod popula-

tion at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay by the end of June or first week in July

(Bigelow, 1922, p. 136). During the late summer, when the stock of copepods of all

species and ages dwindles, adults may locally amount to as much as one-half or two-

thirds of the total (fig. 30).

Coincident with the vernal propagation of copepods various young medusae

commence their period of pelagic existence, as, for example, Staurophora, which ap-

pears in swarms in Massachusetts Bay in May. Although we have never found young
medusae more than a minor factor in the zooplankton of the gulf outside the outer

headlands in spring, they often dominate inclosed waters for a brief period in May.
This, for instance, was the case in Gloucester outer harbor on May 3, 1913, when
Sarsia tubulosa, Bougainvillea superciliaris, Ratkkea blumenbachii, Tiaropsis dia-

demata, Obelia, and Staurophora were all abundant, and iEquorea and Cyanea
tolerably common—all of them, no doubt, liberated close at hand, and certainly very

recently, for none was found there a month earlier. We also found young hydro-

medusae swarming in the harbor of Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, in May, 1915, and this

probably applies to similar situations all along the complex coast line of the gulf from

Cape Cod to Cape Sable; also to the shallow waters of Georges Bank, where young
Hybocodon and Staurophora are sometimes sufficiently plentiful to "color” the tow
in April (Bigelow, 1914a, p. 414).

The larvae of echinoderms, worms, and mollusks of many kinds likewise

appear in the plankton along shore in spring. Most of these, in fact most of the

pelagic animals of coastwise origin, are confined to estuarine situations in the Gulf

of Maine, to sounds and bays among the islands, or to a coastal belt only a few
miles wide at most, as noted above (p. 32), and hence may be passed over without

further comment here. The early stages of the common rock barnacle (genus

Balanus), however, are so abundant and so conspicuous that they deserve a word of

mention. In 1913, as I have elsewhere described (Bigelow, 1914a), barnacle

nauplii 20 were taken in large numbers in the Isles of Shoals-Boon Island region 31

20 Here let me correct an error in an earlier paper, namely, that “ barnacle ” eggs were taken in the tow in March and April of

1913 (Bigelow, 1914a, p. 108). Barnacle eggs are not set free to float, but are nursed by the mother until the nauplii hatch out.

For accounts and figures of the early stages of Balanus see Hoeek, 1909.
21 No doubt young barnacles are as common in Massachusetts Bay as in any part of the gulf, though somehow we have chanced

to miss their season there.
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on April 5; the cyprid stage in abundance on the 9th, with only a few nauplii;

while by the 19th cyprids alone were taken. These dominated the surface plankton

during the last week of April, after which their numbers diminished, though some
persisted in that region until mid-May.

The reproduction of barnacles is at its height at about the same season along the

eastern shores of the gulf, for their nauplii occurred at all our stations over the

shallows from Yarmouth to Browns Bank on April 13 to 15, 1920—abundantly in

the North Channel (station 20105; fig. 24). At St. Andrews, in the Bay of Fundy,
where because of the violent tides the surface waters warm slowly in spring, barnacle

larvae (either nauplii, cyprids, or both) are recorded by Doctor McMurrich in his

plankton lists as early as the last week of January, regularly after mid-February,

reaching their maximum abundance during April, occurring in diminishing numbers
until June 8, and occasionally still later in that month. In 1917, according to Willey

(1921), barnacle nauplii dominated the plankton at St. Andrews on April 7; nauplii

and cyprids in subequal numbers formed nearly the entire catch on May 1 ;
and

cyprids alone on the 17th. The season is about the same for them in the Irish Sea.

The spring season, likewise, sees striking additions to the plankton of the coast-

wise and shoaler waters of the gulf generally, in the shape of buoyant fish eggs.

Haddock eggs in particular are produced in such numbers locally during March and

April (which is the height of the breeding season) that they may be a considerable

element on the more prolific spawning grounds, such as the eastern part of Georges

Bank, the neighborhood of the Boon Island ground, and locally in Massachusetts

Bay. The extremely characteristic eggs of the plaice (Hippoglossoides platessoides)

appear early in March (that is, slightly later than those of the haddock) and are taken

until mid-June, with the height of the spawning season during April and May.
Rusty-flounder (Limanda) eggs are first seen in the tow toward the end of April,

most numerously in June and July, and rarely as late as mid-September. The
spawning season of the witch flounder (Glyptocephalus) likewise follows hard on

that of the haddock. Spring is the season most prolific in fish eggs in the Gulf of

Maine, but they are seldom numerous except in the immediate vicinity of the spawn-

ing grounds, or anywhere over the central deeps of the gulf, outside the 100-meter

contour. 22

The most obvious effect of the very active reproduction of copepods just

described, coupled with the scarcity of most other planktonic animals in the offshore

waters of the gulf at the time, is that soon after its inception the zooplankton in

the more productive centers of propagation becomes almost pure copepod; and,

whether by local breeding or by drifting out from the coastal belt, as seems more

likely, their numbers so multiply offshore as the water warms with the advance of the

season that they overwhelmingly dominate the pelagic community of the whole

gulf north of a line from Cape Cod to Browns Bank in May and during the first half

of June. Since, furthermore, the other planktonic groups of animals that assume

faunal importance later on in the year (e. g., Sagittae, amphipods, eupliausiids) do

not commence multiplying actively until later in the season, it is during late spring

and the first weeks of summer that the zooplankton of the upper 100 meters (empha-

22 For the chief spawning grounds and breeding seasons of Gulf of Maine fishes see Bigelow and Welsh (1925).
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sizing this depth limit for reasons which will appear presently) of the offshore parts

of the gulf is the most monotonous.

Although our records for this season are not all that might be desired, it seems

certain that copepods (Calanus in particular) reach their high-water mark early in

June, the exact date varying locally and with the forwardness of the season. So

completely did the calanoids (chiefly C. JinmarcJiicus) monopolize the upper strata

of water right across from Cape Cod to Cape Sable during May, 1915, that the only

other animals to be found among a liter of copepods off Cape Ann on May 4

(station 10266) were a few Sagitta elegans, one young fish, two tiny Euthemisto, a

few euphausiid larvae, and a few fish eggs, with the zooplankton of the western basin

(station 10267), where diatoms were still swarming, so monotonous that a haul from

85 meters yielded nothing but copepods and one Tomopteris. Nor was the catch

more varied in the central deep (station 10269), only one euphausiid, one Euthemisto,

six or seven large Clione, and an occasional Limacina being detected among the

copepods in the 85-meter tow on May 6, while we found only a few Euthemisto,

euphausiids, and Sagitta;, with an arctic planktonic element to be discussed else-

where (p. 59), among swarms of copepods in the eastern basin on that same day

(station 10270).

In that year (which was apparently a typical one) the plankton of the upper

100 meters was as monotonously calanoid in June as it had been in May. In the

Grand Manan Channel, for example, on the 4th (station 10281), the 50-meter catch

consisted of copepods varied only by 1 Euthemisto, 2 Clione, 1 Aglantha, 1 young fish,

1 fish egg, 2 Sagitta elegans, and a single specimen of Tomopteris. Much the same
condition prevailed in the Fundy Deep on the 10th (station 10282); likewise near

Mount Desert Island on the 11th (station 10284), when a cursory examination of more
than 2 liters of Calanus and other copepods in the 70-0 meter haul revealed only

one Clione and a single Sagitta as the sole variants. On the 26th of June, too, the

upper strata of the western basin were similarly occupied by a calanoid plankton

in extraordinary abundance (about 40,000 large Calanus per square meter).

In the western and northern parts of the gulf, where copepods monopolize the

water more completely at their peak season than they do the deep basin offshore,

it is an unusual evtent for Sagittse, amphipods, euphausiids, or pteropods, etc., to

be of any importance in the plankton in spring or early summer, with the notable

exceptions of the swarms of the euphausiid shrimp Thysanoessa raschii near the

Isles of Shoals in April and May, 1913, and (with its relative, Tli. inermis ) on April

9, 1920 (station 20093), described below (p. 145) ;
with the exception, too, of Meganycti-

plianes, which is so plentiful in the northeast corner of the trough off Grand Manan
that we captured no less than ljqj liters there on June 10, 1915 (station 10283), in

half an hour’s haul at 100-0 meters, and of Pleurobrachia, which swarms on German
Bank in May and June just as it does in summer (p. 19). Even where copepods so

dominate the contents of the net, however, that nothing else strikes the eye at the

first glance, a more careful examination of the catch will reveal some few amphipods,
euphausiids, Sagittae, etc.

June 19 is the earliest date on which we found large Euthemisto in any abundance
in 1915 (eastern basin, haul from 85-0 meters, station 10288). The interesting
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hydroid medusa Mitrocoma cruciata reaches maturity during this same month,
when it may appear near shore in numbers sufficient to give a distinctive aspect to

the tow, as was the case at the mouth of Penobscot Bay on June 14, 1915 (station

10287 p. 348). For the sake of clarity I should point out, at the risk of repetition

(p. 389), that diatoms still swarm along a narrow coastwise belt east of Penobscot

Bay in June.

The advance of summer (from June on) sees an actual decrease in the number of

copepods, owing, no doubt, to the destruction wrought among them by fishes and
other enemies (p. 97). In part this decrease is made good by constant reproduction,

evidence of which was afforded by an abundance of copepod nauplii near Cape Cod
on July 8, 1913 (station 10057, surface), on July 7, 1915 (station 10300), and on
August 29, 1916 (station 10398) ;

likewise by the presence of large numbers of juvenile

Calanus 23 between Cape Ann and the Isles of Shoals in July, 1912. The offshore

banks also serve as a copepod nursery in July—at least locally—for copepod eggs,

nauplii, and juveniles abounded on the surface near Nantucket Lightship on the

25th of that month in 1916 (station 10355), while the presence of young Calanus

at various stages in development in most of the summer towings proves that this

copepod breeds more or less regularly throughout the summer. Our experience,

however, does not suggest that sufficient reproduction takes place during the warm
months to maintain the local stock of calanoid copepods against depletion by the

many dangers to which it is subjected.

As copepods dwindle in numbers the other groups of common boreal animals

increase, lending an increasing diversity to the plankton of the offshore parts of the

gulf during the summer, most noticeably in the western side, where the plankton

is most monotonously calanoid in May and June, thus producing the midsummer
state already described (p. 17). Events notable in this gradual alteration are a

great production of Euthemisto, resulting from local centers of reproduction such

as I have just mentioned (p. 20); the active propagation of euphausiids (p. 20); a

general penetration toward the western and northwestern shores of the Gulf on the

part of the pteropod Limacina retroversa (p. 119); the appearance of shoals of the white

and red jellyfishes (Aurelia and Cyanea) in the coastal belt as they disperse and

drift seaward from their estuarine nurseries (pp. 360, 362) ;
the presence of large Stauro-

phora, often in abundance (p. 342); and the offshore swarming of the hydroid medusa
Phiaiidium languidum (p. 350). It is during the summer, too, that the large and
conspicuous arrow-worm Sagitta serratodentata first appears in any number in the

gulf as a visitor from warmer waters to the south and east outside the edge of the

continent, and spreads its range northward and westward as described elsewhere

(p. 322). The copepod population, also, becomes diversified as the summer advance

by increasing numbers of Anomalocera and Centropages, not only within the gulf

but also on Georges Bank, where the former (which we did not find in spring) is

practically universal and comparatively abundant in August.24 The ctenophore

Pleurobrachia pileus reaches its maximum abundance on the German Bank ground

13 Identified by Dr. C. O. Esterly.

24 The “green copepod” of Doctor Kendall’s field notes.
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and may almost completely monopolize the water there during the summer. In June

and July, too, the eggs or larvae, or both, of sundry summer-breeding fishes, such as

silver hake, rosefish, cunner, and witch flounder, appear in the appropriate parts

of the gulf to take the place of such spring spawners as the haddock and plaice.

As summer passes into autumn Sagitta serratodentata continues to spread west-

wardrightintoMassachusettsBay(p. 322). The hyperiid-amphipod genus Euthemisto

likewise works inshore in September and October, so that it is more numerous in

the bay then than at any other time of year, and Pleurobrachia may swarm locally,

notably off the coast of eastern Maine and at the mouth of the Bay of Fundy. It

is during late summer or early autumn, too, that Phialidium is most plentiful and
that Salpae and other tropical forms (p. 53) are most often encountered in the gulf.

Hand in hand with the autumnal cooling of the surface, the small Phialidium

anguidum disappears first and then the larger scyphomedusse, either dying at the

close of their natural period of life or being destroyed by the fury of the autumn
storms. The large, blue copepod Anomalocera likewise vanishes from the waters

of the gulf (p. 184). On the other hand, ctenophores may be locally abundant until

well into the autumn, witness the swarms of Pleurobrachia that appeared off Cape
Cod during October, 1916 (p.367); and the small brown copepod Temora longi-

cornis becomes so plentiful locally near the land at this season that it dominated

the surface catch off Cape Ann on October 31, 1916 (station 10399), when a sample

of the copepods consisted of over 100 Temora with but 2 Centropages and 1 Calanus.

Doctor McMurrich, likewise, found Temora most regularly and in greatest abun-

dance in October, November, and the first half of December at St. Andrews (p. 289),

but in the open Gulf no definite seasonal periodicity has been established for it (p. 289)

.

Centropages was the most numerous copepod on the surface off Cape Cod in

November, 1916 (station 10404), but all our deeper hauls in autumn have been

dominated by Calanus, Pseudocalanus, and Metridia, with Euthemisto of both

species, Sagitta elegans, Meganyctiphanes, Thysanoessa, and Limac.ina. In fact,

they have paralleled the community characteristic of summer. So few of the bot-

tom dwellers of the Gulf breed in October or November that their larvae are practi-

cally nonexistant in the plankton at that season; but the presence of juvenile Calanus

in the western basin on November 1 (station 10400), of young Aglantha and young
Sagitta elegans, of eggs probably referable to the latter, and of an abundance of small

as well as large Limacina off Massachusetts Bay at that time (stations 10399 and

10403) proves that all these pelagic animals reproduce in the Gulf during October,

though probably not in any great abundance.

I have already pointed out that no general alteration takes place in the zoo-

plankton of the Massachusetts Bay region during late autumn and early winter, for

our tows gave us much the same yield off Cape Ann at the end of November and in

December, 1912, and in January, 1913,25 as is to be expected there in August, Sep-

tember, or October—that is, Calanus dominant, with such other copepods as Pseudo-

calanus, Metridia lucens, Centropages, and Euchaeta; the chfetognaths, Sagitta elegans

and occasional S. serratodentata; Euthemisto compressa and E. bispinosa; the common

55 These hauls are described in an earlier report (Bigelow, 1914a, p. 404)
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boreal pteropod Limacina retroversa; and the ctenophores Pleurobrachia and Beroe.

This also applies to tow-net catches at 12 stations between Cape Cod and Yarmouth
(Nova Scotia) for the midwinter of 1920 and 1921, listed below. These lists vary
somewhat from station to station, as is always to be expected, but there is no charac-

teristic qualitative difference between the western and the eastern stations, the

Calanus community (and chiefly C. finmarchicus) dominating the same general

assemblage of boreal animals as occurs in summer at the localities in question.

Location, date, and depth of hauls

Species 1 Off
Boston,

Dec. 29, 1920,
station 10488,
15-0 meters

Off
Cape Ann,
Dec. 29, 1920,

station 10489,
75-0 meters

Western
Basin,

Dec. 29, 1920,

station 10490,
240-0 meters

Off
Cape Cod,

Dec. 30, 1920,
station 10491,
125-0 meters

Off the
Merrimac,

Dec. 30, 1920

,

station 10492,
20-0 meters

Off Isles of

Shoals,
Dec. 30, 1920,
station 10493,
75-0 meters

Acartia clausi X X x x x
Calanus finmarchicus .. X X X X X X

X
x X x x x

Metridia longa. X X X X X
Metridia lucens X X x x x
Centropages typicus X X X

x
x X
x

Thysanoessa longicaudata X
Euthemisto eompressa X 1

Sagitta elegans X X x x X
x

X x x X x
Clione limacina 1 2 3 1

Tomopteris catharina 1 X
X x
x 1

Beroe cucumis X X X
Stephanomia X X X x x

Location, date, and depth of hauls

Species 1 Off Cape
Elizabeth,

Dec. 30, 1920,

station 10494,
75-0 meters

Off Seguin
Island,

Dec. 31, 1920,

station 10495,
60-0 meters

Off Matini-
cus Island,
Jan. 1, 1921,

station 10496,
100-0 meters

Off Mount
Desert,

Jan. 1, 1921,

station 10497,
50-0 meters

Fundy Deep,
Jan. 4, 1921,

station 10499,
150-0 meters

Off Lurcher
Shoal,

Jan. 4, 1921,
station 10500,
60-0 meters

Acartia clausi
Calanus finmarchicus
Calanus hyperboreus
Pseudocalanus elongatus
Metridia longa..
Metridia lucens
Centropages typicus
Euchaeta norvegica
Meganyctiphanes norvegica.
Thysanoessa inermis
Thysanoessa longicaudata...
Thysanoessa raschii

Euthemisto eompressa
Euthemisto bispinosa
Sagitta elegans
Eukrohnia hamata.
Limacina retroversa
Clione limacina
Tomopteris catharina
Aglantha digitale
Pleurobrachia pileus

Beroe cucumis
Stephanomia 1

X
X
X

1 For complete lists of the copepods at these stations see p. 304.
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The winter plankton of 1920-1921 differed from that of 1912-1913 in the rarity

of the amphipod genus Euthemisto, both species of which not only occurred regularly

during December, January, and February, 1912 and 1913, but usually in consider-

able numbers. Sagitta elegans, though it occurred regularly, was also far less

numerous in the midwinter of 1920-1921 than at that season in 1912-1913, when it

was an important factor in the tows made in Massachusetts Bay from December

until February. Whether these differences were actually the result of annual fluctua-

tion in the stock of these two animals present or whether both are normally more

abundant in Massachusetts Bay and its vicinity than in other parts of the gulf in

winter remains to be learned.

Other features of the winter plankton of the gulf worth mention are that the

buoyant eggs of the American pollock (Pollachius wrens) appear in great numbers from

November until February over its restricted breeding grounds; that cod eggs are to

be expected throughout the winter (Bigelow and Welsh, 1925, p. 424) if the nets be

towed near where the fish are spawning—seldom otherwise or in large numbers; and

that some few copepods (probably Calanus) continue to reproduce right through the

cold season, for their nauplii were detected at most of our December-January

stations of 1920 and 1921, most plentifully in Massachusetts Bay. Euthemisto, too,

must breed then (though probably in small numbers) to account for very young

specimens taken off Gloucester on December 29, 1920. In this connection I may
also call attention to numbers of large Calanus hyperboreus (5 per cent of all the cope-

pods) among a very rich catch of C. jinmarchicus in the western basin on December

29, 1920 (station 10490, p. 304), and of Stephanomia bells in the eastern basin and

in the shoal water off Yarmouth (Nova Scotia), which was nearly barren otherwise,

on January 5. On the other hand, the arrow-worm Sagitta serratodentata vanishes

from the gulf sometime during late winter, our latest seasonal record of it being for

January 16, 1913 (off Gloucester).

Judging from the tow-net hauls made during 1913, the zooplankton of the

Massachusetts Bay region continues decidedly uniform in composition throughout

January and February, when the successive hauls reproduced one another with

monotonous regularity, until early in March, when the quantity of animal plankton

present in the water decreased to its annual minimum (p. 39) coincident with the

vernal augmentation of vegetable plankton described elsewhere (p. 3S5), a change

soon followed by the wave of reproduction on the part of the copepods which I

have just discussed. It may safely be assumed that this is equally true of the

northeastern part of the gulf, for although, unfortunately, we have no plankton records

from its outer waters during the period January 9 to February 22, Doctor McMurrich
found Calanusjinmarchicus and Pseudocalanus, with Temoralongicornis and the neritic

copepod genus Acartia, the chief animal constituents of tow-net catches during this

season of the year at St. Andrews.

The seasonal planktonic cycle in the deep waters of the gulf below 100 meters

calls for separate discussion, because the Euchseta community is largely below
the reach of the wide fluctuations of temperature to which the inhabitants of the

shoaler strata of the gulf are subject. Data on this for the early winter consist of

two tow-net hauls, one from 240 meters in the western basin, December 29, 1920
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(station 10490), and the other from 150 meters in the eastern basin on January 5,

1921 (station 10502). On the former occasion the only members of the Euchseta

community detected among a great abundance of large Calanus JinmarcTiicus and

Calanus Jiyperboreus (p. 304) were a few Euchseta and Eukrohnia; on the latter date the

whole catch was extremely scanty (not over one-tenth liter)
,
consisting chiefly of debris

of the siphonophore genus Stephanomia, with Calanus and other copepods, among
which there were a few Euchseta, Meganyctiphanes, Thysanoessa inermis, Th.

longicaudata, Sagitta elegans, pteropods (Limacina retroversa)

,

two Euthemisto com-

pressa, but none of the deep-water chsetognaths. These hauls suggest that a decided

impoverishment of the deep-water plankton takes place during the autumn, but

this may have been accidental. The Euchseta community probably persists unal-

tered in qualitative composition throughout the winter, as widespread over the deep

trough then as it is in summer, judging from the following catches made with the

closing net in the central and eastern parts of the basin on March 2 to 3, and in the

Fundy Deep on March 22, 1920.

[D, dominant; M, many; X, occurrence]

Species
Station 20052,

central basin,
160 meters

Station 20053,

southeast
part, 175
meters

Station 20055,

east basin,
180 to 140
meters

Station 20079,
Fundy Deep,
180 meters

Calanus finmarchicus _ D D X
X x x X

Euchseta norvegica M x X M
Meganyctiphanes norvegica _ 11 2 2 22
Thysanoessa inermis 1 X
Pasiphsea. _ 1 1 >2

Euthemisto compressa
1

1 1 1 1

1 1

Tomopteris catharina X X 1

M M X X
Sagitta lvra

*

1 1

1

Eukrohnia hamata 12 X 20+
X X

2 i 1

Beroe x i 1 i 1

Aglantha 2

1 In open-net haul from 200 meters.

Occurrence of characteristic animals in the Eastern Basin, various localities and months 1

[D, dominant; M, many; X, occurrence]

Location, date, and depth of hauls

Species
Station
20081,
140-0

meters,
Mar. 22,

1920

Station
20086,
150-0

meters,
Mar. 23,

1920

Station
20112,
200-0

meters,
Apr. 17,

1920

Station
10270,
150-0

meters,
May 0,

1920

Station
10288,
200-0

meters,
June 19,

1915

Station
10246,
150-0

meters,
Aug. 12,

1914

Station
10093,
170-0

meters,
Aug. 12,

1913

Station
10310,
175-0

meters,
Sept. 2,

1915

Stations
10500 and

10502,
150-0

meters,
Jan. 4 and

5, 1921

Calanus finmarchicus. D D D D D D D D D
Metridia lucens x x x x
Euchseta norvegica X X X D M M X M X
Meganyctiphanes norvegica D D x M X M x X
Thysanoessa, various species X x x X x X X x
Pasiphsea X X X
Euthemisto compressa X x x x x
Euthemisto bispinosa X X X
Tomopteris catharina x X X X x x
Sagitta elegans x X x x x

x x x x x X
Eukrohnia hamata x x x x X X X
Limacina retroversa. x X x X x

x x x x
x x x X X
x x

1 For further lists of the copepods see p 297
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A similar community (notably Euchseta and the deep-water cluetognaths) also

occupied the deeper water layers in the western basin in February and March, 1920

(p. 40), and deep hauls made there and in the southeastern part of the basin that

April gave much the same yield. Judging from hauls made in 1915, however, the

deep-water chaetognaths Eukrohnia hamata and Sagitta maxima disappear altogether

from both the western and the northeastern deep troughs in May, not to reappear

there until August, 26 a phenomenon interesting for its bearing on the lines of

immigration of these two species, neither of which breeds in the gulf, and as evidence

of the seasonal fluctuation of the bottom current. But it is possible that they

persist in the southeastern deep and in the eastern channel.

It is probable that the Euchseta community of the western basin is at its lowest

ebb in May or June, for if the euphausiid shrimp Meganyctiphanes norvegica was
not wholly wanting there during those months in 1915, it was at least so rare that

the nets did not chance to pick up any specimens, although it was plentiful in the

eastern trough at the time. Meganyctiphanes repopulates the deep waters of the

western side of the gulf by midsummer, however, for we have found it there at all

our stations for July and August (p. 151), and the mammoth copepod Euchseta

norvegica is as constant, though not as abundant, an inhabitant of the deepest

waters of the gulf, season in and season out, as Calanus is of the upper strata.

IMMIGRANT PLANKTONIC COMMUNITIES

Besides the endemic boreal animals so far discussed (chiefly the Calanus com-
munity)

,
which are the most important members of the animal plankton of the Gulf

of Maine, various immigrants enter it from time to time, as might be expected in

any maritime area where waters of diverse origin meet and mix, the details of such

immigrations varying with the ocean currents that give them birth and in which
their participants normally pass their existence.

According to their adaptability to the temperatures and salinities which they

meet in the gulf, these involuntary visitors exhibit every degree of success as col-

onists, from inability even to survive for more than a few days or weeks to perfect

success in existing, growing, and breeding. The majority, however, occupy a middle

ground—able to live and grow to large size in the gulf but not to reproduce them-
selves there because of unfavorable temperatures or salinities, or at most breeding so

seldom that their continued presence in the gulf depends absolutely upon successive

waves of immigration from outside. Associated with their essentially exotic origin,

most of these immigrants are decidedly seasonal in their appearance within our

limits.

To place clearly before the reader the faunal status of such wanderers, I must
emphasize here (what is perhaps the most essential factor in the biology of all pelagic

animals below the rank of fishes, and a truism to the oceanographer) their utter

inability to carry out voluntary migrations of more than a few miles at most from
place to place by swimming, for want of a continuous directive stimulus, though
they often perform extensive vertical movements. The horizontal migrations of

» Possibly in July, a month for which we have but one deep station.
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planktonic animals, so often recorded and occasionally so extensive, are invariably

the result of actual and corresponding movements of the water masses in which they

live. Utterly at the mercy of tide and current, they drift as helplessly as buoys with

the latter, able to escape from an unfavorable environment only by swimming up
or down in response to light or to gravity. For them there is no such thing as the

geographic migration in the true sense, with which we are familiar among birds and
fishes.

It follows from this that to state the currents or the more diffuse movements of

water that enter the Gulf of Maine is to list the sources from which occasional visitors

can reach it. These are, first, but least important, the surface stratum of tropical

water, popularly known as the Gulf Stream, lying close outside the continental

edge, proverbial both for high temperature and salinity and for the tropical pelagic

fauna it carries with it, and which enters the gulf regularly, though in small amounts,

as a component of the general surface indraught into its eastern side, besides flowing

directly across Georges Bank on rare occasions. Second, and equally characteristic

both hydrographically and biologically, is the ice-cold water of the Cabot or Nova
Scotian current that flows past Cape Sable in considerable volume in spring, carry-

ing arctic inhabitants. Greater in amount than either of these, though not always

so clearly characterized by its plankton, is the complex mixture between coastal,

northern, and tropical oceanic waters, which is constantly being manufactured

along the outer edge of the continental shelf and over the upper part of the

continental slope, and which composes the major part of the influx into the

eastern side of the gulf. To this the name “cold wall” has often been applied.

Finally, the mid-depths of the Atlantic basin contribute an occasional straggler,

which must enter via the deepest trough of the Eastern Channel. None of these

sources, except the third, adds appreciably to the gulf plankton, in which, as I have

pointed out, endemic animals are overwhelmingly preponderant; but so important

are the exotic forms as indicators of the respective waters that give them birth that

they deserve more attention than their numerical strength of itself would warrant.

Several of the commonest and most characteristic inhabitants of the different

ocean currents are among the largest and most easily recognized. For example, the

presence of a Salpa or of a bit of gulf weed (Sargassum) anywhere in the Gulf of

Maine is as sure evidence of an actual influx of Gulf Stream water as if the latter

could actually be seen, and the same is true of the Arctic pteropod Limacina helicina

for northern waters. Note, also, that whatever the origin of an exotic immigrant,

whether Tropic or Arctic—or any driftage, for that matter—it travels the same route,

once it is caught up in the inflow into the eastern side of the gulf, a fact well illus-

trated by the striking resemblance between the distribution (within our limits) of

the cold-water Aglantha, on the one hand (p. 353), and the whole category of tropical

organisms, on the other (fig. 31). So close, in fact, is the parallel, that the one chart

might almost be substituted for the other, so far as the inner parts of the gulf are

concerned, were the seasonal element ignored. Immigrants in the upper strata,

whatever their source, rarely reach the central part of the gulf unless their numbers

be fortified and their period of existence within our limits lengthened by local repro-

duction; but those entering in the deeper strata of water do follow the troughs (p. 64).
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TROPICAL VISITORS

The term “tropical visitors” is used here for such animals as are native to the Gulf

Stream and are able to survive only in its warm surface waters outside the edge of

Fig. 31.—Locality records for certain of the more typical planktonic animals of tropical or warm-Atlantic origin. A. Salpae,

®, Thysanoessa gregaria
; X, tropical copepods; O, Portuguese man-o-war (Physalia); A Physophora hydrostalica

;

O, gulf weed (Sargassum); ™, many tropical species

the continent. Others equally of tropical origin, but which find conditions more
favorable for growth (though not for reproduction) in the mixed water, are discussed

as belonging to the latter, for it is by that route that they enter the Gulf.
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Ever since the early eighties it has been known (from many collecting trips

carried on by the vessels of the United States Bureau of Fisheries from the laboratory

at Woods Hole) that the inner edge of the tropical water, carrying with it an extra-

ordinarily rich and diversified tropical plankton, lies only a few miles south of the

100-fathom contour off Marthas Vineyard in summer, just as is the case farther west
and south. Hence, although actual records of the pelagic fauna and flora at this

same relative position farther east have been very scanty up to within the last few
years, there was no reason to doubt that a tropical community occupied the same
relative position along the slope off Georges Bank: while the deep-sea explorations of

the National and Michael Sars, of the Canadian fisheries expedition of 1915, and of

the international ice patrol (Fries, 1922), have shown that the same assemblage of

warm-water planktonic animals and plants characterizes the inner (northern) edge
of the Gulf Stream to and beyond the southern corner of the Grand Banks of New-
foundland. It was therefore to be expected that any lines we might run seaward
as far, say, as the 1,000-meter contour, would bring us into warm water, where our

tow nets would yield a tropical plankton instead of the boreal community charac-

teristic of the Gulf of Maine to the north. And so it has proved, as the follow-

ing brief notes on our offshore hauls will illustrate.

On July 10, 1913, for instance, we saw fragments of gulfweed on the surface

near Nantucket Lightship, and the neighborhood of the stream was made evident

over the 150-meter contour to the south (station 10061) by “the presence of Salpse,

Phronima, and the amphipod genus Vibilia, though the bulk of the plankton still con-

sisted of Calanus jinmarchicus, with such other boreal forms as Euchseta norvegica,

Euthemisto, and Sagitta elegans
”
(Bigelow, 1915, p. 268) . We had a similar experience

over the 1,000-meter contour, some 70 miles farther east, about a week later in the

season the following year (station 10218), when we found the water of the high tem-

perature 27 characteristic of the inner edge of the Gulf Stream, more properly the

tropical water (p. 52), with a typically tropical plankton including Salpa fusiformis

and its relative genus, Doliolum; the tropical amphipod genera, Phronima, Vibilia,

and Oxycephalus; the copepods Phincalanus and Sapphirina; the chfetognaths Sagitta

enflata, S. hexaptera, and Pterosagitta draco; with the 11 species of tropical pteropods

and 19 species of tropical medusas and siphonophores fisted below, and gulfweed

(Sargassum) floating on the surface, as I have elsewhere noted (Bigelow, 1917,

p. 245).

Tropical pteropods and ccelenterates taken over the continental slope off Georges Bank, July 21, 1914,
station 10218

Species
60-0

meters
300-0

meters
400-0
meters

Species
60-0

meters
300-0
meters

400-0
meters

Mollusks: Medusae—Continued.
1 Rhopalonema funerarium X
1 Rhopalonema velatum X X
1 X
1 x

Cuvierina columneila, Rang 2 Aglaura hemistoma X X
Diacria trispinosa, Lesueur-.
Cavolina longirostris, Lesueur

1

1

Nausithoe punctata
Siphonophores

:

X

1 Hippopodius hippopus X
i Diphyes spiral is ______ X

1 i X
1 X
2 Diphyopsis dispar X X

x x
x x x x
x x X
X X X

87 Temperature 17.7° and salinity 36.04 per mille at 40 meters; 20.48° at the surface.
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Rather scanty catches at the same relative position on the slope 100 miles far-

ther east on July 22, 1914 (station 10220), likewise included tropical animals (Rhin-

calanus, a phyllosome crustacean larva, Phronima, Doliolum, and four specimens of

the warm-water pteropod Limacina rangii) as well as boreal, while the tropical ele-

ment was similarly represented by Phronima and Sagitta enflata in the plankton over

the slope off Marthas Vineyard a month later (August 26, stations 10260 and 10261),

although the catch was chiefly boreal (Bigelow, 1917, p. 245). In the cold summer
of 1916 the tropical water lay farther out from the edge of Georges Bank in July,

with the 50-meter temperature ranging from 4.85° to about 8° over the slope between

the 175 and 1,000-meter contours on the 23d (stations 10349-10351, and 10352).

Corresponding to this, the plankton along this zone was typically boreal (much the

same as in on the bank and in the gulf), Calanus jinmarchicus dominating, with Pseu-

docalanus, Metridia lucens, Euchseta norvegica, large Euihemisto compressa and E.

bispinosa 'abundant (as is usually the case along the slope), Limacina retroversa,

Thysanoessa inermis, Th. raschii, and Sagitta elegans. Indicative of the zone of mix-

ture between coastal and ocean water was the fact that Sagitta serratodentata was about

as numerous as S. elegans over the 200-meter contour (station 10349) and Nematoscelis

megalops at the outer station; but the only planktonic animals or plants to which a

tropical origin could safely be credited were a few Salpa fusiformis at station 10349,

many at station 10352, a single Physophora hydrostatica (station 10353), a large

Pyrosoma (station 10352), and a few fragments of gulfweed (Sargassum, station

10352). This poverty of warm-water forms contrasted strongly with what we had
found there in July, 1914, listed above (p. 54).

None of our three lines off Cape Sable (where high temperatures are separated

from the slope by a still broader wedge of cold mixed water) has run out far enough

to reach Gulf Stream water. Nevertheless we have taken Rhincalanus and Sagitta

enjlata over the 500 to 1,000 fathom contours in summer even there (station 10233),

and have seen Physalia (June 24, 1915). No doubt the boreal forms would be left

behind altogether a few miles farther out to sea along this line in summer also,

to give place to tropical forms on the surface and to typically oceanic plankton in

the shadow zone of the mid-depths.

In winter and early spring it is necessary to go considerably beyond the 1,000-

meter contour to find surface water as warm even as 10° or tropical pelagic animals

in any numbers abreast of the Gulf of Maine. For example, on February 22, 1920,

the only representatives of this community in hauls made off the western end of

Georges Bank (station 10244) were an occasional copepod (Rhincalanus) and amphi-

pod (Phronima), with Phronima and the medusan genus Rhopalonema at the

corresponding location off Cape Sable on March 19 (station 10277). The tow off

the southeast face of Georges Bank on March 12 (station 10269) produced no dis-

tinctively tropical forms, but by May 17 of that year the Gulf Stream community
had again approached so close to the western end of the bank that our nets yielded

several Salpae, subtropical copepods (Eucheirella), amphipods, and medusae

(Rhopalonema) among the boreal organisms of which the bulk of the plankton con-

sisted at the outermost station (20129).
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Tropical pelagic animals as conspicuous as Salpa and the Portuguese man-of-

war (Physalia), together with others less noticeable, are often carried close in to the

coasts of southern New England during the summer, west and south of longitude

70°, by sporadic movements of Gulf Stream water, with the topographic bight west

of Nantucket Shoals serving in particular as a trap for them, as the common occur-

rence of Physalia at Woods Hole and the considerable list of tropical pelagic fishes that

have been taken there (PI. M. Smith, 1898; Kendall, 1908; Sumner, Osburn, and Cole,

1913) bear witness. Occurrences of this sort are far less frequent east of Cape Cod,

however, and when invasions of the inner part of the Gulf of Maine by tropical

planktonic animals do take place it is usually in the persons of but few individuals

and fewer species.

How slightly this tropical pelagic community encroaches on Georges Bank even

in midsummer, when abundantly represented only 15 to 20 miles seaward from its

200-meter (100-fathom) contour, was brought forcibly to our attention in July,

1914, when only occasional warm-water animals or plants (e. g., Pterotrachea Jcerau-

denii, Doliolum, Phronima, a phyllosome larva, and the tropical pteropod Cavolina

tridentata) occurred over the southern edge of the bank (station 10219) where the

plankton was otherwise boreal, in spite of the rich and varied tropical plankton

we have just mentioned (p. 54) as occupying the warmer water over the continental

slope only a few miles farther out.

Tropical pelagic animals have been found even more rarely in the inner parts of

the Gulf of Maine than along the offshore banks, as might be expected. In fact,

the euphausiid shrimp Thysanoessa gregaria (p. 142) is the only member of this com-
munity occurring regularly there (but see, also, Sagitta serratodentata, discussed on

p. 320). Except for these, the complete list of tropical planktonic animals so far

detected in our catches in the gulf proper is brief. Among copepods the genera

Eucalanus, Dwightia, Eucheirella, Pleuromamma, and Rhincalanus may be so

classed, because all of them undoubtedly enter the gulf from the inner edge of the

Gulf Stream, and, judging from their rarity, are unable to establish themselves in

its cool waters, though properly speaking they are oceanic-Atlantic rather than

typically tropical. The status of each in the gulf is given in detail in the chapter

on copepods. The euphausiid shrimp Nematoscelis megalops, often plentiful along

the continental slope, appears only as a stray in the interior parts of the gulf (p. 146).

Salpse (perhaps the best tropical indicators of all) have been taken at a number of

stations, usually represented, however, by few examples.

This was the case with Salpa fusiformis near German Bank and off Lurcher

Shoal, August 14, 1912 (stations 10030 and 10031), though other scattered speci-

mens were seen floating on the run from one station to the other. A few Salpa tilesii

were also taken in the tow near Lurcher Shoal, August 12, 1913 (station 10096).

Huntsman (1921) records five S. fusiformis found on the beach at Campobello

Island (New Brunswick) in the autumn of 1913, and two S. zonaria taken in

that general region (probably near Grand Manan) in 1910. On September 30,

1912, Capt. John McFarland, of the fishing schooner Victor, to whom the Bureau
of Fisheries is indebted for other interesting tow-net hauls, made a large catch of

S. mucronata 25 miles off Chatham, Cape Cod; and fishermen reported great
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numbers of large Salpas (probably S. tilesii) in Massachusetts Bay in November

and December, 1913, which, so far as I can learn, are the only occasions when

Salpse have been found in such numbers within the gulf, though they are often reported

in abundance south and west of Cape Cod. Local swarms, such as this, probably

result from their very rapid asexual multiplication (there is no evidence that they

can reproduce sexually in cool waters) in summer and early autumn (A. Agassiz,

1866).

The Portuguese man-of-war (Physalia), with its translucent float, is even more

apt to attract attention than Salpa, as it drifts on the surface, and it is equally a

tropical visitor, though at the mercy of wind as much as of current. We have only

one record of Physalia within the gulf, viz, in the eastern basin, June 19, 1915

(Bigelow, 1917, p. 246; a single specimen seen but not captured). In the summer of

1889, however, a year when Physalia was unusually plentiful off the coast of southern

New England, many were seen in the Bay of Fundy and several were taken near

Grand Manan and submitted to Doctor Fewkes for identification (Fewkes, 1889

and 1890). The only other tropical coelenterates so far recorded within the gulf

are two examples of the siphonophore Physophora hydrostatica on German Bank
(station 10030) in August, 1912 (Bigelow, 1914, p. 103),

28 while the “Venus girdle”

(Cestum), a warm-water ctenophore, is known from off the southeast slope of Georges

Bank (Smith and Harger, 1874; Bigelow, 1914b, p. 31).

We have one record for a tropical pteropod (Limacina infiata ) off Cape Cod on

July 19, 1914 (station 10213), while two living specimens of the pteropods Diacria

trispinosa and Atlanta, genera that are of warm Atlantic if not strictly tropical

origin (Meisenheimer, 1905), were taken in a haul near Gloucester on July 8, 1913.

The warm-water hyperiid amphipod PJironima sedentaria was taken on Browns

Bank on June 24, 1915 (station 10296), which, with a fragment of gulfweed near

German Bank (September 2 of that year), completes the list.

The geographical locations of these records, the most characteristic of which are

shown on the accompanying chart (fig. 31), and their dates prove that occasional

planktonic immigrants from the inner edge of the Gulf Stream may be expected

anywhere in the Gulf of Maine at any season. Aside from Thysanoessa gregaria,

however, which may, perhaps, be endemic in small numbers in our waters, or which

at least is able to survive there for a long time if it does not reproduce (p. 143), and

omitting Sagitta serratodentata, which falls in a different category (p. 58), there is a

decided preponderance of tropical records in the eastern part of the gulf, though

fewer hauls have been made there than in the western, a concentration, that is to

say, where the salinity curves locate the chief influx of offshore water. The great

majority of the records lie in the peripheral zone corresponding to the anticlockwise

oceanic eddy that dominates the circulation of the gulf.

In spite of the considerable tropical list, we have never made anything that could

be called a tropical haul in the gulf or encountered a community of animals of warm-
water origin there. In fact, most of the records are for single specimens; seldom has

the tow net yielded as many as half a dozen at any one station, and, except for certain

28 Also taken off the southern face of Georges Bank on July 24, 1916, station 10352.
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copepods (p. 56), never more than two tropical animal species among the hosts of

boreal animals.

This scarcity of planktonic visitors of the tropical category within the Gulf of

Maine and even over its shallow southern rim, when so rich a tropical surface fauna

inhabits the inner edge of the Gulf Stream along the outer edge of the continental

slope only a few miles without the 100-fathom contour, is fundamentally due to their

inability to survive or to reproduce in the low temperatures of the coast water.

Their sporadic and solitary occurrence there, contrasted with the considerable

numbers and even communities of tropical planktonic animals that often drift close

inshore west of Cape Cod, is explicable only on the assumption that the surface

waters of the Gulf Stream very seldom overflow the barrier formed by Georges Bank
an assumption corroborated by the physical character of the water. Nevertheless,

the Gulf of Maine does owe to the tropical water indirectly, if not directly, one

common and very characteristic summer visitor, the large chsetognath Sagitta serrato-

dentata. This species, which is the dominant member of its systematic group in the

coastal waters south of New York, occupies a rather peculiar faunal niche in the

Gulf of Maine, for while it breeds only in the high temperatures of the Gulf Stream

(so far as the area under discussion is concerned), great numbers drift into the cooler

mixture zone along the edge of the continental shelf, where they thrive and grow
to a much larger size than they do in the warmer waters farther offshore, either

because lower salinities and temperatures especially favor their growth (though not

their reproduction), or perhaps because of a richer food supply (p. 323, and Hunts-

man, 1919). As a denizen of this mixed water, S. serratodentata is swept in abundance

into the Gulf of Maine, where, because of its size and abundance, it is the most
prominent of all the exotic immigrants, though it never attains a more permanent

status there.

Owing to its peculiar relationship to oceanic temperatures, all the Gulf of Maine
records so far obtained for S. serratodentata have been for large specimens, the locali-

ties of capture indicating considerable longevity for it within the gulf. It is strictly

seasonal in its presence there, however, being so rare in winter and early spring that

we have taken it only twice between December 1 and May 1, viz, in Massachusetts

Bay on December 4, 1912 (station 10048), and again on January 16, 1913 (station

10050). It appears in the eastern side of the gulf as early as the first week in May
(p. 320, and Bigelow, 1917, p. 296), and by June it has spread generally over the

eastern basin and into the Bay of Fundy as well as over the outer edge of the shelf

off Cape Sable, and probably also all along the southern and eastern parts of Georges

Bank, where we found it in July, 1914. This species penetrates the inner parts

of the gulf so slowly during the early summer that in five years we have found it

only once in the western and southwestern parts prior to August 1. Thereafter,

however, it spreads so rapidly westward and southward along the coast of Maine
that our August and September records for it cover the whole northern half of the

gulf from Cape Ann right across to Cape Sable, including Massachusetts Bay, where

it occurs regularly in late summer and autumn.

The locations of the stations of capture and the fact that S. serratodentata is

usually more numerous in the eastern than in the western side of the gulf (p. 322) are
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sufficient evidence that its invasion takes place chiefly into the eastern side and from

the southwest and south; that is, across the eastern end of Georges Bank and via the

Eastern Channel. It is probable (as suggested by Doctor Huntsman in a recent

letter) that S. serratodentata also comes to the gulf from the east, drifting with re-

current movements of mixed water along the outer edge of the continental shelf off

Nova Scotia and entering across Browns Bank or through the Eastern Channel, but

there is no reason to suppose that any come by way of the Northern Channel or around

Cape Sable across the coastal shallows; in fact, it would be very surprising to find any

warm-water species journeying along that route.

Our failure to find S. serratodentata off Cape Cod in autumn, although Septem-

ber, October, and November are the months when it is widest spread in the northern

parts of the gulf, suggests that the individuals of the species taking part in the

successive waves of immigration inward past Nova Scotia seldom survive long enough

in the eddy-like circulation of the gulf to journey much beyond Massachusetts Bay
in their circuit. The fact that specimens from the outer edge of the continental

shelf have been much larger than is usually the case in the Gulf Stream, or in tropical

seas generally, corroborates this view, for it indicates a considerable sojourn in the

cool band of banks water on the part of S. serratodentata before it enters the Gulf of

Maine.
ARCTIC VISITORS

In the Gulf of Maine the Arctic, like the Tropic, immigrants fall in two categories,

depending on whether they are able to survive for a considerable period and even to

reproduce to some extent there, or whether they find the high temperature of the

water so fatal that they soon perish. The latter group—most typically Arctic—has

not been represented within the gulf in our midsummer, autumn, winter, or early

spring hauls except for an odd Mertensia 29 off Penobscot Bay on June 14, 1915 (p. 371),

though this ctenophore and the Arctic medusa Ptychogena lactea have previously been

recorded in Massachusetts Bay and at Grand Manan in September (A. Agassiz, 1865;

Fewkes, 1888) ;
but in early May of 1915 both of these cold-water coelenterates, with

the large shelled pteropod Limacina helicina and the appendicularian Oilcopleura

vanhoffeni, which are equally characteristic of a northern origin, were taken in the

eastern side of the gulf at localities where temperature and salinity gave clearest

evidence of an influx of the cold Nova Scotian water past Cape Sable into the gulf at

the time (fig. 32). Since each of these species was represented by several specimens,

their capture just then and there can hardly be looked upon as accidental.

As I have pointed out elsewhere (Bigelow, 1917, p. 248), “the appearance of

the Arctic Oikopleura in the gulf is especially noteworthy, since it has not been

recorded previously on this side of the Atlantic south of Baffins Bay, though known in

European waters as far south as the Shetland Islands (Lohmann, 1896 and 1901),

Thanks to Lohmann’s excellent descriptions and figures (1896, p. 72, Taf. 14, figs. 6,

7, and 10; 1901, p. 15, figs. 16 and 17), it is easily recognized, its chief difference from

the closely allied 0 . labradoriensis being the presence of many small dendritic chordal

cells. Its very large size (rump length upward of 4 millimeters) is likewise diagnostic,

while the red margin of the tail makes it a conspicuous object in the water.”

Jt Mertensia occurred over the outer half of the continental shelf off Shelburne, Nova Scotia, on Mar. 19, 1920 (p. 371)

.
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It was for only a brief period, however, that these Arctic animals persisted in the

plankton of the gulf during the spring in question, for none of them were captured

there during our later cruises (June to October) that year, except for the single Mer-
tensia just mentioned; and although Mertensia, Limacina, and Oikopleura van-

hoffeni were all present over or outside the continental shelf abreast of Cape Sable as

late as June 24, available data suggest that the planktonic species of this category

disappear, from west to east, successively, from the coast water between Cape Sable

and Halifax with the advance of the summer, as I have noted elsewhere (Bigelow,

1917, p.249).

Whether the Gulf of Maine is annually invaded by these species is yet to be deter-

mined, but what little is known of the seasonal expansion and contraction of the

Fig. 32.—Localities at which certain planktonic animals of Arctic origin were taken in May and June, 1915. H, Limacina
helicina

;

M, Mertensia ovum; O, Oikopleura mnhojjeni; P, Ptychogena ladca

Nova Scotian current makes this seem probable. Nor does the fact that the more
delicate of the Arctic planktonic animals are scarce, if not absent, from the gulf in

any given summer mean that no such invasion occurred during the year in question,

for Mertensia (A. Agassiz, 1865) is extremely sensitive to water that is too warm.
And since, judging from my own experience, this applies equally to Limacina helicina

and to the Arctic Oikopleura, it is only while a direct and considerable influx of

northern water is taking place around Cape Sable into the gulf (distinguished from
the increment it contributes to the general inflowing drift) that they are likely to

appear in the catches of the tow nets. Consequently, failure to find them in mid-

summer has no bearing on their presence or absence a month or two earlier in the

season.
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Judging from our cruise during the spring of 1915, they reach their greatest

abundance and their widest dispersal in the gulf some time in May. The localities

of capture, with what data are available on the currents at that season, suggest that

after they have once passed Cape Sable their general line of drift is westward toward

the center of the gulf, not northward along the west coast of Nova Scotia, which is

the route followed by most visitors from the south (e. g. by Sagitta serratodentata)

,

and that they keep near the surface.

Alexander Agassiz’s (1865) discovery of Mertensia and of Ptychogena in Massa-
chusetts Bay in early autumn, of Mertensia in abundance at Eastport, Me., in the

early sixties of the past century, and Fewkes’s (1888) record of the latter as plentiful

there in the summer of 1885 and at Grand Manan in July and August, 1886, are

contrary to our experience during the period 1912 to 1915; nor does Doctor McMur-
rich mention Mertensia at all in his plankton lists for St. Andrews. It is probable

that such an abundance of Mertensia and its presence in the inner part of the gulf

so late in the season were the visible evidence of a greater influx of northern water

past Cape Sable than has taken place at any time during the past decade, and that

this inflow turned more northward toward the Bay of Fundy. Unfortunately,

however, no record was taken of the temperatures of the gulf during the years in

question, and, conversely, no collections were made of the plankton during the

abnormally cold summer of 18S4.

The group of northern animals that better resist high temperature is repre-

sented in our catches with some frequency by the two calanoid copepods Calanus

hyperboreus and Metridia longa, occasionally by a third large copepod, Gaidius

tenuispinis, and regularly by the naked pteropod Clione limacina (p. 125). The
status of each of these in the gulf is discussed below. I need only add here, of

Metridia longa, that while it reaches the gulf chiefly as an immigrant with the Nova
Scotian water, it is able to survive there for a considerable period and to thrive
“ amazingly in their wanderings,” says Willey (1921, p. 194), speaking of the species

at St. Andrews, in the Bay of Fundy, “
if we may judge from their store of oil.” Prob-

ably, as he suggests, most of them perish eventually in the gulf without leaving de-

scendants, and thus, though the animals concerned are diametrically opposite in

faunal origin, the distributional status of this copepod within the gulf is analogous

to that of Sagitta serratodentata, the specimens that penetrate the gulf as driftage from

the north, surviving there long enough to scatter far and wide and to be picked up
in the tow net, still flourishing though far from Cape Sable and long after they have

passed by it.

Metridia longa can not be looked upon as a regular annual visitor to the gulf,

for while it has been taken at many stations in some years, in others it has been

sought in vain (p. 247). There is some evidence that in the years when it passes

west of Cape Sable in greatest number it succeeds in breeding to some extent in

the gulf, and the result of its longevity there, coupled with this local reproduc-

tion, is that in its years of plenty it becomes so widely distributed that the locality

records do not mirror its lines of immigration and of dispersal. For further dis-

cussion of this point see page 249.
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The copepod Calanus hyperboreus affords a second example of an Arctic immi
grant that finds an environment in the gulf favorable for the growth of the indi-

vidual and to some extent for reproduction. Its recorded occurrence in the Gulf of

Maine illustrates the care with which such data must be analyzed before general

conclusions can be drawn from them, for if its Arctic nature were not well estab-

lished, the fact that there is a center of abundance for it in the western side of the

gulf and a second in the eastern might easily lead one to assume a totally erroneous

faunal status for it. In reality it is probable that its comparative abundance off

Massachusetts Bay is the result of a certain amount of local reproduction, though
replenishment of the stock depends directly on immigration via the Nova Scotian

current, as emphasized hereafter (p. 215).

The routes by which G. hyperboreus enters the gulf are discussed in the general

account of the species. Once past Cape Sable they spread so generally over the

gulf that it is impossible to trace their further drift from the actual locality records,

probably because the large oily adults, on which most of our records have been based,

live long enough to become dispersed far and wide, as well as because of the local

production just mentioned.

OTHER IMMIGRANTS

The indraft of water through the eastern channel and over the neighboring

parts of the banks is not only fairly constant in its physical characters but carries

with it various planktonic animals as characteristic of this source as those previously

discussed are of an Arctic or Tropic origin. They include in their ranks, however,

perfectly successful colonists, which, consequently, are also regularly endemic in

the gulf (for example, the mamm oth copepod Euchasta and the amphipod genus

Euthemisto), as well as species that evidently find the gulf a less favorable environ-

ment than the salter and heavier mixed water, as evidenced by their comparative

scarcity near shore and the smaller size attained there at sexual maturity. Others,

too, are included, which are unable to breed at all in the gulf, though they may live

there for some time, in which respect they correspond to S. serratodentata, of the Tropic

group, and to L. helicina, of the Arctic category.

The influx of this mixed water into the gulf being more or less continuous through-

out the year, either via the two channels, Northern and Eastern, or across Georges

Bank, the mechanical agency for replenishing the stock of visitors from this source

is always available, their life histories and chiefly their seasons of reproduction

determining whether they are in evidence in the gulf at any given season of the year.

As I have pointed out, Tropic and Arctic visitors are brought into the gulf

chiefly in the superficial water stratum, but the whole column of water down to the

bottom of the deepest trough of the eastern channel serves as a medium for the dis-

persal of the immigrants entering with the mixed water, the precise “sailing routes”

(to borrow a nautical term) followed by its inhabitants depending upon the courses

of the inflowing water at the different levels at which they live. For the most in-

structive animal index to the movements of the surface layers of the mixed water,

because the most abundant and conspicuous, we need only refer back to Sagitta

erratodentata (p. 58) ;
for, although this chostognath primarily originates in the Gulf
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Stream, it is not direct overflows or influxes of the latter across the offshore banks

that maintain the large stock within the gulf during its season of abundance, but

the general indraft of mixed water.

The euphausiid shrimp Nematoscelis megalops (p. 146), which is less common
than S. serratodentata in the inner parts of the gulf but is equally characteristic of

the upper strata of water along the continental slope, occupies the same faunal

status.

The large and easify recognized chsetognath Eukrohnia hamata (p. 328) is a

characteristic inhabitant of a lower level in the mixed water (say, below 50 meters)

,

though not of the deepest. Its faunal relationship is diametrically opposite to that of

its relative, S. serratodentata, for while it is widely dispersed over the ocean basins

in the mid-depths, it is only in the Arctic or at least in cold seas that it comes to the

surface regularly (Apstein, 1911). It enters the Gulf of Maine by the same route

followed by S. serratodentata, but below it, and is equally unable to breed within the

gulf,30 though in its case this failure is because the temperatures it experiences there

are too high instead of too low.

The eastern channel entrance to the gulf is deep enough to include a part of the

vei'tical zone in which this species is most plentiful in the mixed water over the slope,

where it appears in considerable numbers between 100 and 300 meters as well as

deeper (p. 329, and Huntsman, 1919)
;
hence it is not surprising that it should occur

commonly in our deeper hauls in the gulf though seldom on the surface. The vary-

ing sizes of the individuals taken there suggest that it is able to “carry on” through-

out its natural span of life anywhere in the gulf below, say, 100 meters, though

unable to reproduce.

Our records do not show the migration routes for Eukrohnia as clearly as they

do for Sagitta serratodentata, because the former is a year-round member of the

plankton of the gulf. For this reason (coupled, as I believe, with longevity within

the gulf), it is to be expected anywhere within our limits below 100 or 150 meters and
at any season, though the extreme southwest corner of the deep basin off Cape Cod
and also certain isolated sinks to which its access is more or less obstructed, may prove

exceptions to this rule. If all our records of Eukrohnia for ail seasons are united,

however, there is a decided preponderance in the eastern, and particularly the ex-

treme northeastern, parts of the gulf contrasted with its western side, not only in the

number of stations at which it has been taken but also in its local abundance, which
agrees with the general anticlockwise direction of the inflowing eddy. The distribu-

tion of Eukrohnia (p. 328) illustrates how closely its inward route follows the Eastern
Channel and the slope of Browns Bank. Although Eukrohnia is a constant con-

stituent of the plankton all along the seaward slope of Georges Bank, the latter must
by its shoalness, oppose an absolute barrier to its dispersal, for we have not found a

single specimen at any of our stations on the bank at any season. Consequently,

none of the Eukrohnia that have passed the mouth of the Eastern Channel as they

drift westward can enter the gulf on their farther journey. Finally, I may point

out that the regularity with which Eukrohnia appears in the gulf is as good evidence

30 Although Gulf of Maine specimens are often large, we have found none there with sexual organs developed.
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as the salinity and temperatures that its native water is a large if not the major
constituent of the inflowing current, for it is not abundant even along the continental

slope (p. 333, and Huntsman, 1919).

The cold-water siphonophore DipJiyes arctica, which occasionally penetrates

the Gulf of Maine (p. 379), does so at about the same level as Eukrohnia (about 50 to

150 meters), and it is probable that, like the latter, it journeys with the mixed water,

in which we have found it over the slope off Shelburne both in March and in June
and off the slope of Georges Bank in July, but not along the Nova Scotian coast.

The Eastern Channel is, no doubt, the route by which it enters the gulf, judging from
the concentration of the localities of capture along the eastern slope of the gulf basin

in March and April, 1920. The ultimate origin of D. arctica is not clear as concerns

the Gulf of Maine, for while it was formerly supposed to have been one of the most
charactersitic of Arctic indicators, captures of it by the Gauss in deep hauls off Cape
Verde (Moser, 1915) suggest that it may also range widely in the cold mid-layers of

more southern seas, just as Eukrohnia does, and thus reach the gulf from the inter-

mediate depths abreast its mouth.

Sagitta maxima, the largest of local chsetognaths, is perhaps the most useful

animal indicator of the deepest stratum of the water entering the gulf via the Eastern

Channel, both because its habitat is well known offshore, and because it neither breeds

in the gulf nor can long survive there, being unfitted for life in water of low salinity no

matter what the temperature (Huntsman, 1919, p. 433). S. maxima is so closely con-

fined to depths of 150 meters or deeper, both in the Gulf of Maine and in neighboring

parts of the Atlantic Ocean, that its presence anywhere in the inner parts of the gulf

is unmistakable evidence of the existence of an inflowing current then, or shortly

previous, and close to the bottom of the trough. The locality records for S. maxima
are concentrated correspondingly in the Eastern Channel, in its immediate debouche-

ment into the general basin of the gulf, and thence northward along its eastern trough

as far as the Grand Manan deep, on the one hand, and in the deepest part of the

western basin, on the other. As might be expected from its faunistic status, S.

maxima is no more periodic (seasonally) than Eukrohnia in its occurrence in the gulf;

but although specimens drift in more or less constantly throughout the year, it has

invariably been so sparsely represented in hauls made within the gulf, contrasted

with considerable abundance at 200 to 300 meters along the continental slope to the

east and north, that the indraft can tap only the uppermost levels of its natural

habitat offshore at any season.

The lines of dispersal followed, respectively, by Sagitta serratodentata, Eukrohnia,

and S. maxima within the gulf correspond closely with the dominant drift of water at

as many levels—that is, surface, mid, and deepest—as made evident by the physical

data afforded by temperature and salinity and by drift bottles. Thus, while S.

serratodentata not only spreads widely over the offshore parts of the gulf in its season,

it also sweeps right around the coast to Massachusetts Bay (which apparently serves

more or less as a cul-de-sac for it, as it has for certain drift bottles released in the

Bay of Fundy), and Eukrohnia has much the same distribution except that it lives
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so much deeper that it is prevented from entering Massachusetts Bay by the contour

of the bottom, and, in fact, hardly encroaches at all on the shallow coastal belt

within the 100-meter contour. Furthermore, the two agree in their scarcity in the

southwestern part of the basin of the gulf—that is, just where the physical data, to be
discussed elsewhere, locate the “dead water” in the anticlockwise eddy that occupies

the gulf. However, S. maxima, living in the deepest waters of the basin, must follow
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its two diverging troughs, in both of which there is a dominant though perhaps not

a constant indraft along the bottom, the result being that while its route parallels

those of the two preceding species in the eastern part of the gulf, it crosses below

them at a lower level in the western, an interesting phenomenon illustrated in the

accompanying chart (fig. 33) . No doubt this applies in general to the three bathy-

metric groups which these three cluetognaths typify.

The possibility that visitors may occasionally penetrate the gulf from the mid-

depths of the Atlantic basin below, say, 300 meters, deserves a word.

The successive deep-sea expeditions, from the Challenger in 1872 to 1876 down
to the Michael Sars in 1910, have found an abundant and varied pelagic fauna in

the Atlantic below the level to which strong sunlight penetrates. Generally speak-

ing, the adults of this community live well below 200 meters (man}?
-

of them chiefly

below 400 to 500 meters) and many of them are characterized by a peculiar coloration.

Thus, those dwelling so deep that red light reaches them feebly, if at all, often exhibit

a very dense pigmentation (Hjort, 1911 and 1912; Bigelow, 1911a), many fishes of

this category being black with phosphorescent organs, decapods dark red, and

medusae either of a beautiful, translucent, deep claret color or opaque chocolate,

tints quite unknown among jellyfishes in shallow water. This extreme development

of pigment is so characteristic of this whole faunal group that the latter is often

referred to as the “black fish-red prawn” community.
At a higher level (that is, in the zone between 150 and 500 meters, but neverthe-

less below the reach of the wide diurnal fluctuations in illumination to which the

surface waters are subject) there exists an entirely distinct series of fishes of quite

different aspect, which as a rule are “laterally compressed, with a mirrorlike silvery

skin; when colored, the back is generally blackish brown, and the resplendent mirror-

like sides of the body blue or violet. The eyes are large, very often telescopic,

and the body is provided with a number of light organs” (Hjort, 1912, p. 628).

They are accompanied by sundry medusse, which parallel them in their pale pigmen-

tation but brilliant iridescence, as I have pointed out elsewhere (Bigelow, 1911a, p. 6).

It is a fortunate chance for the oceanographer that many of the bathypelagic

animals are so distinctively colored, because their presence in any numbers any-

where in shoal water over the continental shelf would be the best of evidence of

an upwelling of Atlantic water from the mid-depths or deeper, a type of oceanic

circulation that has evoked considerable discussion as a possible factor in maintain-

ing the low temperature of the coastal waters off the eastern United States. Conse-

quently, the presence or absence of the black fish-red prawn community within the

Gulf of Maine is a question of some moment, and it is in the hope of encouraging

others to keep a sharp lookout for it there that I have devoted the preceding lines

to the general appearance of its members. No doubt this planktonic community
is represented at the appropriate level all along the continental slope off the United

States, for it occurs generally over the whole Atlantic basin from high latitudes to

low. We encountered it over the 1,500-meter contour off Cape Sable on March 19,

1920 (station 20077), the following being a partial list of its more noticeable repre-

sentatives in hauls from 500 and 800 meters: Several black lantern-fishes (genus

Myctophum); a specimen of the curious deep-sea snipe eel (Serrivomer beanii), 45
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centimeters long; 12 the wine-red medusa Periphylla hyacinthina

;

13 specimens of

its chocolate-colored relative VEginura grimaldii

;

the iridescent medusae Halicreas

papillosum and Rhopalonema funerarium; and many red prawns; side by side with

the chsetognaths Eukrohnia and Sagitta maxima, the large copepod Euchseta norvegica,

and the euphausiids Nematoscelis and Thysanoessa, besides boreal animals such as

S. elegans, Tomopteris, Limacina balea, and Calanus.

Scanty though the catch just listed is, compared with the abundant pelagic

fauna that has been encountered by the National, the Valdivia, and the Michael Sars

at many stations in the North Atlantic, and by the Albatross on many occasions

and in localities in widely separated parts of the Pacific, it is the only one in which

the black fish-red prawn community has been represented by more than an occasional

example even at our outermost stations, though we have towed down to 400 meters

or deeper at several other localities off the slope abreast of the Gulf of Maine in

February, May, June, July, and August. In fact, to complete our list of captures

of this category I have only to add two genera of fishes (Cyclothone and Myctophum)
and one red medusa (Atolla) from 750 meters off the southwest face of Georges Bank,

February 22, 1920 (station 20044); a few black fish and bathypelagic medusae

(TEginura) from 1,000-0 meters southeast of the bank three weeks later (March 12,

1920, station 20069); a scattering of bathypelagic fish (mostly juvenile Sternop-

tychids and Myctophids) at our summer stations along the same zone off the bank
in June and July, and off Cape Sable.

With bathypelagic animals so scarce in the cool water that washes the continental

slope abreast of the Gulf of Maine, and with both the Eastern Channel (the bottle-

neck through which, alone, the deeper strata of oceanic water flow into the gulf)

and the basin into which it debouches considerably shoaler than the levels at which

they attain their maximum development offshore, it would be surprising to find

any of them in the inner parts of the gulf except as the rarest of stragglers. As a

matter of fact, our cruises have yielded only two such records—viz, one Cyclothone

signata 23 millimeters long on 'Browns Bank, station 10296, June, 1915, and a muti-

lated specimen, probably of this same species, taken in an open-net haul from 180

meters in the Fundy Deep on March 22, 1920. Nor have other students been more

successful in this respect so far as I can learn. Thus it is evident that members
of this community occur only accidentally within the limits of the gulf, for did they

enter the latter as often even as the tropical animals discussed above, they would

have been sure to attract attention in the tow net by their striking appearance.

In short, the plankton of the gulf receives practically nothing from the deeper layers

of the Atlantic at any season. Even the most temporary invasion on their part

would be so important an event, both faunistically and hydrographically, that

sharper and more constant watch should be kept for them in the gulf than their

rarity there would warrant otherwise.

The several Tropic and Arctic visitors and immigrants from the continental slope

touched on above illustrate the less successful degrees of colonization, ranging from

utter failure in the cases of sporadic visits of exotic tropical animals and the equally

3! For a description of this eel see Goode and Bean, 1896, p. 155, fig. 168. It is not included in the report on the fishes of the

Gulf of Maine (Bigelow and Welsh, 1925), because the localities of record lie outside the limits covered therein.
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short-lived incursions by the more delicate Arctic forms, to the more successful

though equally temporary immigrations by animals that are able to survive under
the physical conditions which they encounter in the gulf and even to grow there,

but not to breed; such, for example, as Sagitta serratodentata and Eukrohnia. The
next step toward successful colonization would be the ability to breed in the gulf in

small numbers or during especially favorable years, which would still leave the species

concerned dependent on immigration from prolific centers elsewhere for the main-
tenance of the local stock. In the nature of the case instances of this sort are difficult

to demonstrate without intensive and long-continued studies of the plankton, but it

is evident that the copepods Calanus hyperboreus and Metridia longa both fall in

this class (p. 61) ;
also the curious pelagic worm Tomopteris catharina, the continuous

and rather common occurrence of which in the gulf and its wide dispersal there

depend chiefly on immigrants of northern origin (it is a north-boreal form), for

while it breeds in the gulf in some summers it fails to do so in others (p. 338). It is

probable, also, that the large naked pteropod Clione limacina has this same faunal

status, breeding in sufficient numbers for the local production, coupled with individual

longevity, to give it a uniform distribution over the gulf and so to obscure the routes

followed by the immigrants from colder waters east and north of Cape Sable, on

whose visits its continuous presence in the gulf equally depends (p. 127).

The amphipod genus Euthemisto stands a rung higher on the ladder of pro-

gressive colonization, for it neither breeds so abundantly (though it does so regularly)

in the gulf nor grows to so large a size there as it does over the outer edge of the

offshore banks—Georges and Browns (p. 158). Local fluctuations in the abundance

of animals of this status throw no direct light on their waves of immigration, being

due, as often as not, to local centers of reproduction within the gulf itself and even

close up to the land, such as we have occasionally encountered for Euthemisto

(p. 160)
;
but greater abundance in the eastern part of the gulf than in the western,

especially if coupled with prolific centers of reproduction in the zone of mixed water

over the outer part of the continental shelf abreast of it (and this is true of Euthe-

misto), shows that the stock produced within the gulf receives frequent accessions

to its numbers from outside.

No doubt one or other member of the plankton might be found to represent

every conceivable intergradation from utter failure to perfect success in colonizing the

waters of the Gulf of Maine (for all members of the plankton are colonists in the last

analysis) were the known record sufficiently complete. The copepod genus Euchaeta,

for example, may be taken as representative of animals that breed indifferently and
grow equally large along the continental slope, in the Eastern Channel, and in

the gulf wherever the depth is sufficient, as proven by the occurrence of sexually

adult males, of females with large egg clusters, and of juveniles. For this copepod

the gulf basin is simply a diverticulum from its general geographic range. Most
successful of all are those that find a more favorable environment in the inner

parts of the gulf than in the waters immediately tributary to it, and it is to this

group that such members of the local zooplankton as the copepods Calanus ftn-

marchicus and Pseudocalanus elongatus and the chaetognath Sagitta elegans belong. It

is true that most, if not all, the animals of this category have equally prolific centers of
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abundance elsewhere (chiefly to the eastward and northward), connected with the gulf

by a continuous zone of occurrence, but all of them are regularly more abundant in

the particular temperatures, salinities, densities, etc., that characterize the Gulf of

Maine than immediately outside it, whether to the east or the west or offshore.

Indeed, such multitudes of several of these species (Calanus, especially) are pro-

duced there that the small accessions which the gulf may receive from the north

must be far outnumbered by the emigrants that emerge from it to journey either

northward along the inner edge of the continental slope, on the one hand, or around

Cape Cod to the westward and southward over the outer part of the continental

shelf, on the other. It is probable that the boreal winter plankton of the coast

water south of New York draws more from this source than from local production.

MIGRATIONS OF PELAGIC FISH EGGS AND LARWE

One of the most interesting and economically important fields of study to which

our Gulf of Maine explorations are introductory is the involuntary migrations of

the early stages of fishes, with the effects of such journeyings on the fish population of

different parts of the gulf.

Any information obtainable on this subject is instructive from the point of view

of the migration of the plankton within the gulf, because every buoyant fish egg

floats from spawning until hatching, wherever the current may carry it, rising or

falling vertically according to specific gravity of the water only, with the young
larvge equally at the mercy of tide and current until after the yolk sac is absorbed.

Even the older pelagic fry of most fishes are hardly less helpless, so far as voluntary

horizontal migration is concerned, until they attain considerable size (some species

become contranatant—that is, turn to swim against the current—at an early stage),

even though they are able and do swim up and down and thus exercise a choice of

level at which they live.

Now the water of the open sea never being at rest (no area as large as the gulf

lacks some dominant movement, if not a definite current, in one direction or another)

,

it follows that only in the rarest instances does a fish hatched from a buoyant egg

ever grow large enough to descend to the bottom in the precise locality where the

egg that gave it birth was spawned. The drift during its pelagic life may be only a

few miles if spawning occurs in some bay or sound sheltered from the free circulation

of the sea by off-lying islands; it may, indeed, be almost nil in this case, should the

tidal currents in the two directions be of equal strength. Outside the outer head-

lands, however, the journeyings of floating fish eggs are, generally speaking, so

considerable that they are often measured better by degrees of latitude and longitude

than by miles. Such, to quote only a couple of the more striking and better known
examples, is the case with the cod eggs spawned south and west of Iceland, for most
of the fry resulting therefrom drift right around to the north and east coasts of the

island before they seek the bottom (Schmidt, 1909). Off Norway, too, cod eggs

and fry have long been known to carry out long journeys with the current (Damas
1909a; Hjort, 1914). Indeed, events of this sort are inevitable, given the indicated

factors of animals able to swim but weakly, caught up in the set of any current.
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Extensive migrations of fisli eggs and of young fishes, in fact of all the plankton

,

are therefore to be expected as characteristic events in the Gulf of Maine with the

dominant anticlockwise eddy that governs its circulation—not their occurrence,

but their absence would cry for explanation. And so interesting is this question,

and so directly does it bear on the practical problems of the fisheries, that it deserves

passing notice, even granted that we can not yet outline the travels of so much as a

single species of fish in the gulf.

No matter how little related the various species are, it is justifiable to consider

as a unit all fishes that are subject to similar influences during their pelagic lives, the

precise routes they follow at this early age depending not on themselves but on the

locations and times of year where and when their eggs are spawned, in relation to

the circulation of water in the gulf, and on the duration of the pelagic stage as govern-

ing the length of time during which they drift before they abandon this nomadic life

for a more stationary habitat on or near bottom. Several of our gadoid and
flat fish are particularly suitable for such a combined survey, because while they do

not spawn on precisely the same grounds or at just the same seasons, cod, haddock,

silver hake, and such common flounders as plaice, dab, and witch, agree in breeding

only in the peripheral belt of the gulf and on the offshore banks, seldom, perhaps

never, in its central deeps outside the 200-meter contour. As the composite chart

(fig. 34) shows, buoyant gadoid and flatfish eggs of one kind or another have

been found all around the coastwise belt of the gulf, likewise widespread on Georges

and Browns Bank, the richer clusterings of egg records mirroring the greater number
of hauls made at particular localities rather than any demonstrable preponderance of

eggs as compared with the intervening stretches. If there were no dominant drift

of current in one direction or the other, but only the tide to disperse the eggs in these

shoaler parts of the gulf, the distribution of the larvae would simply parallel that of

their parent eggs; but year after year and voyage after voyage we have come to see

more and more clearly that such is not the case, but that the young pelagic stages

of the cod and flounder families are much less plentiful in the northeastern corner of

the gulf than in its southwestern waters in general or in the Massachusetts Bay
region (fig. 35) in particular.

The considerable number of towings carried out along the coast of Maine from

spring until autumn, in 1915, fairly rule out the possibility that the discrepancy in

distribution between eggs and fry is only apparent and results from an imperfect

record. To suppose that the same nets would catch young fish in Massachusetts

Bay and as consistently miss them off Mount Desert and to the eastward is absurd;

nor can the depths of the hauls be made responsible, seeing that we have towed at

various levels, surface to bottom, as well as vertically, at many stations along the

coast. A difference of this sort between the locations where the eggs are spawned
and where the resulting larvae are to be found is not a novelty, for Petersen (1892)

long ago reported a precisely similar phenomenon for Danish waters. In short, I

am convinced that the scarcity of larval and post-larval fishes in the one corner of

the gulf as contrasted with their abundance in the other is real.

It is, of course, possible that the northeast part of the gulf is so ill fitted for a

fish nursery that only a small proportion of the pelagic eggs spawned there ever
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hatch or the resultant larvte survive. The researches carried on during the past

few years at the Canadian Biological Laboratory at St. Andrews point unmistakably

to the conclusion that few if any floating eggs of any groups of animals hatch success-

Fig. 34.—Locality records lor buoyant flounder (pleuronectid) and gadoid eggs combined (a dot for each record of each

species), 1912 to 1922

fully in certain parts of the Bay of Fundy, this being particularly true for chaitognaths

and fishes (Huntsman, 1922; Huntsman and Reid, 1921). As evidence of the un-

suitability of the bay as a breeding ground for fishes with buoyant eggs, Huntsman
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(1918, p. 65; 1922) offers the extraordinary rarity of the larvae, for example, of the

plaice (Hippoglossoides), witch (Glyptocephalus), cod, haddock, hake (Urophycis),

or pollock (PoUachius virens), although the adults of all of these are plentiful there;

all, in fact, spawn in the bay, for cod and plaice eggs have been recognized there

in the plankton (Huntsman, 1922), and floating fish eggs of some species were noted

by Doctor McMurrich as occurring occasionally during January, February, April,

and early May, and regularly thereafter until the end of August at St. Andrews.
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Taken by itself, the absence of larvae, contrasted with the presence of eggs, could

as well result from a drift of the latter out of the bay before hatching—such, indeed,

as the circulation of water would call for—as from their failure to hatch locally or of

the larvae to survive. But there are two objections to this view, to my mind unan-

swerable
;
first, that larvae and young fry of these several species are fully as rare along

the eastern shores of Maine—that is, in just the waters into which the outflow from the

bay debouches—as within the latter; second, that the drift into the southern entrance

of the bay would naturally bring with it gadoid and flatfish eggs from the shallows

off western Nova Scotia. Some of the cunner (Tautogolabrus) larvae produced in

St. Marys Bay, which Huntsman (1922) has found to be an important site of repro-

duction for this fish, must likewise find their way into the Bay of Fundy either around

Brier Island or through the passages; but so few of them survive the conditions they

encounter in the Bay of Fundy, that none have been recorded from all the winter

and summer towing which has been done from the St. Andrews station.

Most of the common fishes that do succeed in breeding in large numbers in the

bay lay demersal eggs; for instance, the several sculpins (Cottidse), the lumpfish

(Cyclopterus), the rock eel (Pholis gunnellus), the winter flounder (Pseudopleu-

ronectes americanus), and the herring. The rosefish (Sebastes) and the eelpout

(Zoarces), which are viviparous, produce young far advanced in development.

The evidence just summarized justifies the hypothesis that while young fish

hatched in the bay from demersal eggs, or such as are far developed as to size and
fins at hatching, thrive there, most of the very small and helpless larvae produced in

the bay from pelagic eggs, or which enter it as immigrants from the south, perish.

Hence we may speak of the Bay of Fundy as a deathtrap to buoyant eggs and larvae

drifting northward along the eastern shores of the gulf, and it contributes none of

these to the coastal waters to the westward. Even the very abundant stock of young
herring produced about the mouth of the bay (notably at Grand Manan) do not

spread far to the westward, Huntsman having found that they soon become contra-

natant and begin to work back against the current, which takes them out of the

planktonic category.

An understanding of the causes that prevent successful development in the

bay would make it possible to estimate the probable suitability, from east to west,

of the waters along the eastern coast of Maine, where eggs are certainly produced

in some abundance but where few larvse have been taken. Huntsman (1918) suggests

the violent tidal stirring in the bay as responsible, by preventing vertical strati-

fication of the water. The low surface temperature may also be an effective check

to species such as the cunner, which spawn in high temperatures. Neither of these

factors, however, would seem likely to interfere with the successful breeding of late

autumn, winter, or spring spawners—the American pollock and the haddock, for

instance. Further light on this interesting question, to which our own work has

contributed nothing, is to be expected from the investigations now being carried

out at St. Andrews by the Biological Board of Canada.

From Mount Desert eastward the coastal belt of the gulf more and more closely

approximates the Bay of Fundy hydrographically, owing to the increasing strength

of the tides and the consequent activity of tidal mixing. Correspondingly,
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the general neighborhood of Mount Desert Island is the most easterly location

along the northern shores of the gulf where we have found gadoid or flatfish eggs in

any numbers.

The rather uniform transition in the state of tidal mixing, with its consequent
effect on salinity and temperature, which characterizes the coastal belt from the

Bay of Fundy to Casco Bay, indicates an improvement from east to west in condi-

tions for buoyant fish eggs and larvae; but outside the outer islands 33 salinities and
temperatures vary so little from Penobscot Bay westward and southward to Massa-
chusetts Bay, especially during winter and spring when most of the more important
gadoid and flatfish species spawn, that there is nothing in the physical state of the

water to suggest one part of this zone as notably more suitable for their successful

reproduction than another.

With the dominant set of the water tending to drift all fish eggs and larvae

produced along the northern shores of the gulf toward the west and south, and with

few or no accessions coming from the east to the coastal zone between Mount
Desert and Cape Elizabeth because of the sterility of the Bay of Fundy in this

respect, tows there might be expected to take eggs and very young larvae, but seldom

older ones or the post-larval stages. Actually, most of our tow nettings there have
yielded eggs alone (fig. 34) ;

but the larvae hatched from buoyant fish eggs are so

small and soft until two weeks or so old that they are apt to be mashed past recog-

nition amongst the mass of other plankton, hence may very well have been over-

looked, and by the time they are large and resistant enough to be noticed among
the hard-shelled copepods, etc., they may have drifted for a considerable distance.

Mavor’s (1920 and 1922) recent experiments with drift bottles give some
idea of the actual speed with which the surface water, and consequently the fish

eggs and larvae floating with it, may travel westward and southward around the

gulf, indicating that a drift of about 4 nautical miles per day is not unusual in

summer and autumn, although more or less intermittent. The rate is probably

higher than this during the spring.

On this basis, buoyant eggs spawned off Mount Desert Island and far enough

out from the land to be caught up in the general peripheral eddy of the gulf (how

far tins means is not yet known) might drift well beyond Cape Elizabeth during

the two weeks interval that may be set as a fair average incubation period

for gadoids and flatfishes in general in Gulf of Maine temperatures. Whether the

eggs actually equal the drift bottles in the speed of their journey depends on whether

they float at the same level—that is, in the upper two meters or so. Many of them,

and perhaps most, taking the year as a whole, do so; but locally, and especially

when the surface is at its lightest after the river freshets, many eggs float deeper

down where the dominant drift probably is slower, notably those of the haddock,

which is spawning actively at that season (Bigelow and Welsh, 1925). During

the interval after hatching, when the larvse are so small that they are seldom

recognized in ordinary tow nets, the small proportion of them that survives the

vicissitudes of pelagic life very likely drifts another 50 miles or so, so that Mount

33 Low surface temperature close in along the land between Penobscot Bay and Casco Bay in summer may be a bar to the local

breeding of the cunner, though this would not apply up the many estuaries that indent this section of the coast.
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Desert fish may well reach Massachusetts Bay in their journey by the time they

are 10 to 15 millimeters long, if they remain in the superficial water layers. If

they sink to lower levels, as it is practically certain that many of them do, their

involuntary migration during this stage probably is not so extensive, there being

reason to believe that the general set is more rapid above than below 40 to 50 meters

;

but whatever depth they seek within the 100-meter contour (which in general limits

the offshore dispersal of both eggs and larvae in this side of the gulf), the majority

of them will tend in the same general direction. Similarly, the larvae hatched from

buoyant fish eggs spawned off Machias, where considerable numbers are produced,

might well travel as far as Cape Elizabeth before attaining the sizes we have recog-

nized in the tow nettings.

The distribution of the buoyant eggs of the cod and flatfish families in the

gulf bears precisely the relationship to that of the older larval stages (fig. 35) which

involuntary migration of this sort would produce. In fact, something of the kind

might safely have been prophesied from what is known of the circulation of the

gulf; and I believe it safe to assert that the great majority of the larval fishes

hatched from buoyant eggs spawned in the zone from 10 miles or so outside the outer

islands out to the 100 or 150 meter contour, between Cape Elizabeth and the Bay of

Fundy, drift a greater or lesser distance around the periphery of the gulf toward the

west and southwest (if they survive as long as three weeks or a.month), though this

drift may be interrupted or even reversed on any given day or over a period of several

days. They may tend to hug the coast, as it seems Mavor’s (1920) first series of

drift bottles did in 1919 (this probably is the usual event in spring), or swing more
offshore, and so, if they live pelagic long enough, come around to the northeastern

corner of the gulf as other drift bottles released in the summers of 1922 and 1923

have done. The variations in the dominant set are not well understood, but in any

case they will tend to follow an anticlockwise and eddying course.

Thus, fish eggs and larvae, and for that matter every member of the plankton,

animal or vegetable, tend to follow the same peripherical migration zone as do the

immigrants that enter the eastern side of the gulf in the upper 50 meters (p. 64).

Only such buoyant eggs as are spawned among the islands, in bays, or close in along

shore (as most of the cunners are) are likely to escape this dominant set.

At the times when the dominant drift of the surface water follows the coast

line closest, south toward Cape Ann, Massachusetts Bay probably acts to some
extent as a catch basin for all sorts of flotsam from the north, living, of course, as

well as dead, as it did for certain of Mavor’s drift bottles. The chart (fig. 35) sug-

gests that larvae that pass Cape Ann tend to be caught up in the back water of the

bay, to remain there until they abandon the pelagic life for the bottom. Thus, it

is probable that the rich fish fauna of the bay and its adjacent waters is regularly

recruited from the north and east.

Similarly, the abundant occurrence of young pollock at Woods Hole in late

spring (fry so small that they are evidently the product of the previous winter's

spawning) is clear evidence of a migration southward along and around Cape Cod
from the very productive spawning grounds at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay,
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because no important spawning is known for this fish south of the Massachusetts
Bay region (Bigelow and Welsh, 1925).

There is no evidence that the larval stages of the cod or flatfish families acquire

a contranatant (that is, up-current swimming) habit, as the herring does. Conse-

quently the extent of their involuntary journeyings depends on the duration of the

pelagic stage as much as on the velocity of the drift with which they travel. Very
little information has been gathered on this in the Gulf of Maine, but in north

European seas both the American pollock (.PollacMus virens) and the haddock are

pelagic for about three months; most of the cod hatched in the Gulf of Maine prob-

ably are so for at least two months, if not longer, before they take to the bottom.

So far as the elapsed time goes, experience with drift bottles suggests that this may
be long enough for some of them to make the entire round of the gulf—that is, from
off Mount Desert or Penobscot Bay around to the Bay of Fundy—but whether any
of them actually do so is not known. The extent of the actual drifts of different

species would be governed largely by the levels in the water at which the larvae live.

Schmidt’s (1909) classic and oft-quoted study of the distribution of cod and
American pollock (Pollachius virens) eggs and fry around Iceland illustrates how
far apart the fry of different species, hatched from eggs spawned in the same general

regions, may travel before abandoning their pelagic life, if living at different levels

and pelagic for different lengths of time. The two fishes in question spawn at the

same season (maximum egg production about April), and both of them mainly, if

not exclusively, off the southwest and south coasts of the island, while the fry of

both show a tendency to drift thence westward and northward. But while the

American pollock mostly descend to the bottom in practically the same waters where

spawned, either because their span of pelagic life is short or because living at such a

level that they drift slowly, the young cod generally travel right around the island

(a trip of something like 500 miles for many of them)
,
and the result is a scarcity of

the youngest bottom stages on the south and west but a great predominance of them
over those of the pollock off the northeast and east coasts. The Icelandic haddock

likewise perform a similar involuntary migration, enduring from May until July.

The great abundance of young pollock only a few inches long along the littoral

zone in the Gulf of Maine suggests that the involuntary drift of the pollock is also

shorter with us than is that of cod or haddock. Here, again, definite evidence, one

way or the other, is lacking for want of systematic towing during January and

February.

Very few definite observations have been made on the depths at which the

various young fish live while pelagic in the Gulf of Maine, and it is not safe to assume

that these will be the same as in the northeastern Atlantic, the vertical distribution

of temperature and of salinity being different. It is probable that the young pollock

frequent the surface layers more than either cod or haddock (except for such of the

latter as live commensal with medusae), this being the case in European waters;

but the involuntary migrations of the Gulf of Maine pollock take place in winter

when the circulation of the gulf is believed to be at its minimum. Drift bottles

released during the period from January to March would be extremely instructive

in this connection. On the whole, the drifts of young cod may be expected to follow
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deeper, and of young haddock still deeper currents, but to what extent this differen-

tiates the dispersal of their fry in the gulf from those of the pollock can not be stated

until a sounder knowledge of the circulation of the waters of the gulf has been

gained.

It has long been known that the larval and post-larval stages of the hakes (genus

Urophycis) are apt to be right at the surface in the Gulf of Maine in summer. They
might therefore be expected to follow very closely the tracks of the drift bottles

released at that season. Silver-hake (Merluccius) larvae, on the contrary, which are

among the most abundant of young fishes in the southwestern part of the gulf in

July and August, usually have been taken in hauls from 40 meters or deeper (seldom

at the surface), and it would seem that they must therefore travel with the under-

current. In the case of silver hake it is not improbable that some of the larvae that

journey down past Cape Cod drift on past Nantucket Shoals toward the south-

west. Consequently, eggs spawned in the Gulf of Maine may contribute to the fry

found west of Nantucket in summer, though most of these are the result of local

propagation (Bigelow and Welsh, 1925, p. 395).

It is equally possible that part of the young silver hake circle eastward over

the northern part of Georges Bank, and so northward into the gulf again, for drift

bottles released on a line running southwest from Cape Cod have shown a division

in this respect, many of the outer ones having gone westward and some of the inner

ones eastward, but we have found no Merluccius larvae in any of our July towings

over the banks, although they are abundant off Cape Cod during that month.

I have previously (Bigelow, 1917, p. 279) suggested the possibility of a passive

migration of cod and haddock from the western part of the gulf out onto Nantucket

Shoals and to the western parts of Georges Bank, where we have since found young
haddock in some abundance floating commensal with medusae in July (Bigelow and

Welsh, 1925).

The drift of the haddock eggs that are spawned in enormous numbers on the

eastern part of Georges Bank in spring (p. 37; and Bigelow and Welsh, 1925, p. 439),

and of the resultant larvae, is a question of great interest. A considerable propor-

tion of these may take to the bottom on more westerly parts of the bank, because

the northern part of this spawning ground seems to be affected directly by a set

from the northeast during the critical season; but at the time of our March and
April visits thither in 1920 the presence of newly spawned eggs in abundance right

out to the 1,000-meter contour proved that a drift out to sea was then taking place

from the southern point of the bank.

Eggs subject to this drift must suffer one of two fates. Probably they would be

caught up in the band of cool mixed water along the continental slope, in which case

the eggs and larvae might again be swept in on the shelf somewhere to the westward
by some incurving swirl in the complex interaction of warm and cold waters, or,

circling to and fro, come in again on Georges Bank. If they drifted farther offshore,

but still not far enough out to reach water of fatally high temperature, they would
probably tend to travel to the northeast. Therefore, as Doctor Huntsman suggests

in a recent letter, it is possible that the Georges Bank spawning ground, which is
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certainly one of the most important off the American coast, may even contribute

to the fish stock of the Grand Banks.

Haddock or any other bouyant eggs spawned on Browns Bank, or German
Bank to the north of it, would probably tend either northward into the gulf or west-

ward toward Georges Bank, depending upon the precise state of the Nova Scotian

current at the time; and it is probable that this was the source of the cod-haddock

eggs towed over the eastern side of the basin on May 6, 1915 (station 10270), and

on April 17, 1920 (station 20112). Larvee hatched on Browns and German Banks
might be expected to follow the same route during the spring, if living at about 40

to 50 meters, which it is probable that most of them do. Eggs spawned on Browns
and German Banks after the rush of water past Cape Sable has slackened, would

be more apt to be drifted northward toward the Bay of Fundy, but this would apply

mostly after the spawning season of the haddock had passed.

It is obvious that if practically no production of the species of gadoids and

flatfishes that lay buoyant eggs takes place in the Bay of Fundy, and if most of those

produced along the northern side of the gulf drift away to the southwestward, as

the evidence marshalled above seems to prove, there must be as regular an immigra-

tion of the older fry back again to maintain the stocks of adult fish. However, this

subject does not immediately concern the plankton.

It is interesting to compare the chart of gadoid and flatfish fry (fig. 35) with

the corresponding chart for the rosefish (Sebastes), a viviparous species (Bigelow

and Welsh, 1925, fig. 120), as an illustration of the degree to which the dispersal

of larval fishes depends on the precise locality where they are produced. In the case

of the former this happens chiefly inside the 100-meter contour, with the result just

described. No doubt, when young rosefish are born in that belt and chance to rise

near the surface they follow the same route, journeying with the dominant set. But
rosefish also produce their young general^ over at least the northern half of the

deep basin of the gulf, where the dominant anticlockwise eddy is felt less. It is

also probable that in most cases the young Sebastes, like their parents, live

rather below the level of the most active currents, hence are less apt to be caught

up by them. Further (though less important in its effect than is the location of the

breeding grounds in relation to the circulation of the gulf)
,
Sebastes is so compara-

tively large and strong at birth that its involuntary migrations cover a shorter period

than those of most of the fishes that lay floating eggs, and consequently its larvae

are to be found widespread, except close to land, and not concentrated in any one

part of the gulf.

QUANTITATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF THE ZOOPLANKTON

To give an adequate quantitative picture of the plankton would require a far

greater number of vertical hauls than have yet been made in the Gulf of Maine. Not
only are the seasonal gaps in the series serious, but hauls should be located closer

together than has been feasible for us, even in July and August, unless the plankton is

more uniform than our work suggests. However, even a cursory examination of the

zooplankton, if extended over a considerable area or through a considerable period of

time, is certain to reveal wide fluctuations in abundance as well as in its qualitative
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composition, both from season to season and from place to place; and inasmuch as an

understanding of the causes of the fluctuations in the numerical strength of any group

of marine animals would clarify the interaction of the many physical factors that

govern pelagic life in the sea, information along this line is never amiss.

Quantitative data regarding the plankton run the whole gamut from the most

casual to the most accurate and precise, depending on the method of collection and

enumeration employed, which in turn depends on whether it is the absolute numbers
of individuals of any group that is sought or merely their abundance relatively and in

a rough way. Perhaps I shall not be taken to task when I add that no wholly

satisfactory method has yet been devised for estimating the abundance of the larger

and more active members of the zooplankton.

With immobile objects such as fish eggs, or weak swimmers such as ctenophores

and copepods, vertical nets of the more modern patterns yield counts of reasonable

accuracy; but when we attempt to deal with animals whose powers of directive

swimming are as well developed as those of Sagittse, euphausiids, young fish, etc.,

the certainty that some of them—it may be many or it may be few—escape the net

introduces an unavoidable source of error and one that is far more serious than the

clogging of the meshes, resulting in only partial filtration of the column of water

through which the nets fish, and one that must always be reckoned with in quantitative

work. For this same reason enumerations of the plankton contained in samples of

sea water of known volume, collected by water bottle or by pump, a method that has

proved fertile for the study of the phytoplankton (p. 398), are of no value whatever for

any animals except the smallest. In short, any absolute census of the total plankton

in the open sea will, we think, long remain something of a will-o’-the-wisp. If the

goal be no more than a comparative (not an absolute) estimation of the amount of

zooplankton present in the water, these difficulties fade.

If the same type of net is employed for all the hauls and of a mesh calculated for

the general size of the plankton elements for which it is intended, and if the length of

the column of water fished through is either known accurately or is the same on all

occasions, the catches will be fairly comparable one with another, and the net error

(that is, failure to filter perfectly) becomes secondary. If the nets are large enough in

diameter 34 (say half a meter or more), with filtering surfaces sufficiently extensive in

proportion to the mouth area, and of a shape proper for the rapid passage of water,

they will certainly capture a majority of the animals in their path up to the size of

amphipods, Sagittse, and euphausiids. In the case of the copepods, which, after all,

are the backbone of the zooplankton of the Gulf of Maine, the catch will be suffici-

ently representative of the actual population for comparative purposes
,

35 even if the

few individuals that chance to lie near the outer rim of the mouth of the net dodge it

and escape. With this end in view we have, since 1914, abandoned vertical nets of the

Hensen pattern, with their small mouths, for a vertical net half a meter in diameter, of

the Michael Sars pattern
;

36 and I may add that in making vertical hauls the net has

34 The larger the better.

3t A whole literature, from the hands of its sponsors or critics, has arisen about the reliability or the reverse of the vertical net,

which has been the classic engine for quantitative plankton studies ever since Hensen (1887) first sponsored it.

36 For specifications of this pattern see Murray and Hjort, 1912.
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invariably been lowered as near to bottom as feasible, so as to sample the whole column
of water. As yet we have not attempted a quantitative survey of any particular

stratum, though, from the nature of the case, the hauls in the shallow coastal zone

have been confined to a thin layer of water.

The results of the vertical hauls are supplemented by the much more numerous
horizontal hauls, made with various nets and covering the gulf generally at most
seasons of the year. Inasmuch as the quantitative value of horizontal hauls has

often been disputed, I must admit at once that they seldom fulfill the basic requirement

of fishing through a column of water of known length. Furthermore, while the level

at which an ordinary open net works for the major part of the haul can be determined

within reasonable limits if it is used at moderate depths, its yield can not be depended
upon as an index of the richness of the plankton at that particular depth unless cor-

roborated by other evidence, because it may have passed through a swarm of copepods

or what not on its way up or down. Horizontal hauls made in deep water, say of

500 meters or more, have little quantitative value if of short duration, because the

horizontal journey made by the net may then be little if any longer than the vertical,

which, of course, may be equally true of individual hauls in shallow water under
exceptional circumstances. In general, however, it is safe to assume that when the

horizontal distance through which the net works exceeds the vertical manyfold, as

is the case for shallow hauls of considerable duration (for example, our standard of

half an hour at 100 meters or shallower), considerable weight may be given to the

average quantitative results of several hauls, the more so the greater the discrepancy

between their horizontal and vertical portions, hauls at the surface being entirely

satisfactory in this respect. In short, while everyone agrees that it is idle and

misleading to expect precise quantitative data from ordinary tow nets used hori-

zontally from a moving vessel, there is no need of going to the other extreme, as

some students have done, and discarding a method that is not only so convenient but

so often available when rough weather prohibits vertical hauls.37 As a matter of

fact, if they are interpreted with common sense and made at appropriate levels in

the water, the catches of the horizontal tow nets often throw much light on the quan-

titative distribution of the animal plankton, especially in preliminary surveys. At
the worst they can be trusted to reveal the existence of areas of markedly rich or of

very scanty plankton, for no one can deny that the plankton must be more abundant

where tows are uniformly productive than where the same nets as regularly yield

little or nothing, especially at times and places when and where the larger animals

occur in local shoals, which the vertical net may miss altogether but which a long

horizontal tow is almost certain to encounter.

Thus, to quote only one example, Jespersen (1924) was able to demonstrate very

wide differences in the abundance of zooplankton in different parts of the Atlantic,

from horizontal hauls of long duration with large nets, especially the general poverty

of the so-called “Sargasso Sea.”

37 An excellent example of the light which horizontal hauls may throw on the fluctuating abundance of the plankton is afforded

by the long-continued series of tow nettings carried out by the Marine Biological Laboratory at Port Erin, on the Isle of Man,
under Professor Herdman’s direction.
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The choice of a unit and of a method of measurement by which to express the

quantitative abundance of the zooplanktonic community as a whole, as distinguished

from its several component groups, is a matter of real difficulty. The

easiest thing to do is simply to let the whole catch settle in suitable

jars or graduates until visible shrinkage ceases and to record the

volume of the resulting mass. Unfortunately, however, this does

not give a true measure of the actual content of the net, much less

(owing to the sources of error just mentioned) of the total column

of water fished through, because it likewise includes the gaps between

the individual animals composing it, together with any detritus that

may have been in suspension in the water. This introduces a serious

error, for plankton settles more or less closely according to the shapes

of the individual animals composing it, smooth, round, fish eggs, for

example, packing far more closely and regularly than do copepods

with their long appendages. Nevertheless, even such simple measure-

ments as this yield rough pictures of the abundance of the animal

plankton, hence they have been made for all our vertical tows and for

many of the horizontal ones. Jespersen (1924) measured the volume

of the catch after draining the water from it. The process may be

rendered more accurate if after draining a known amount of water is

added, when the resultant increase in the volume will correspond to

that of the catch plus the small amount of liquid which still adhered

to the plankton after the draining. I have employed this method in

a few cases where it seemed likely that the direct measurement of

volume would be seriously misleading because of the character of the

organisms concerned. The use of the centrifuge would be still better,

but this has not been attempted for the Gulf of Maine hauls.38

Counting is the most instructive method of estimating the catch

from most points of view, though it entails much labor and time,

and this is the only method by which the actual numerical strength

of the several groups of animals composing the zooplankton can be

learned. Various types of apparatus have been devised for this

purpose, most of them by the Kiel School of Biologists, the process

followed for the Gulf of Maine hauls being as follows: The catch

of the vertical net (its volume having been measured as above) is

first diluted to a volume of 150 cubic centimeters, well mixed, and

then, while the plankton is still in suspension, 3 cubic centimeters

are taken with a suitable pipette and the copepods, fish eggs, etc.,

counted. The ordinary pipette, familiar to every biologist, will

seldom serve for taking this sample; but it is not necessary to em-

ploy the complicated “Stempel” pipette, for one of the shape shown

in the accompanying sketch (fig. 36), with large rubber bulb,

tube opening about 3 millimeters in diameter, and total volume of

Fio. 3fi.—Volumet-
ric pipette used
for sampling cope-
pods for counting

!# For an excellent account of these and of other methods of plankton estimation see Johnstone, 1908, p. 129.
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about 25 cubic centimeters, graduated as required, serves well for copepods and all

smaller animals. The chief difficulty is that it is not always easy to make sure that

the diluted plankton is evenly distributed in the fluid while the sample is being

taken, because the various animals settle at different rates. Therefore, it is usually

advisable to take two or sometimes three samples from each haul and average the

results.

Animals as large as amphipods, Sagittfe, and euphausiids are seldom so numer-
ous but that it is easy to count the entire number caught in a vertical haul, and as a

rule it is necessary to remove them before taking the sample of copepods, etc., lest

the}7 clog the mouth of the pipette. Fish eggs, also, can usually be counted directly

from the entire catch, though they sometimes occur in such numbers that it is neces-

sary to take a sample for this purpose. The copepods have been counted for most of

the vertical hauls, the results being discussed in the chapter on that group (p. 167).

Notes on numerical strength of other animals will be found under the particular

species.

The unit of measurement best available for the volume depends upon whether

horizontal or vertical nets are used. If the former, calculation of the amount per

hour’s hauling, as employed by Jespersen (1924), can hardly be bettered; but vertical

hauls lend themselves to a somewhat more exact measure, namely, the amount present

under some chosen area of the surface of the sea, which is usually expressed in cubic

centimeters of plankton per square meter. This would be a sufficient index to the

total productivity of any locality at any given time, and hence is often extremely

instructive from the biologic viewpoint; but, as I shall have occasion to emphasize

later (p. 90), it does not necessarily throw any light on the density with which the

plankton is aggregated, since it neglects the possible stratification of the latter at

different levels.

On this basis the animal plankton of the gulf as a whole, like the phytoplankton

(p. 399) ,
is apparently at its lowest annual ebb late in February and during the first

half of March, when it was only in the western basin and over a tongue extending

from the Eastern Channel and eastern edge of Georges Bank northward along the

axis of the eastern basin to the 100-meter contour off Grand Manan (fig. 37) that we
found as much as 75 cubic centimeters per square meter in 1920. Nor did we make
any rich hauls then even in these comparatively productive zones, judged by mid-

summer standards (p. 83). In all other parts of the gulf at the time, both inshore and

over the basin, except as just qualified, and on Georges Bank as a whole, the water

supported less than 25 cubic centimeters of plankton per square meter of sea surface,

with several of the catches too small to measure, while on one occasion (off Cape

Elizabeth, March 4, station 20059) the vertical net yielded nothing whatever.

If the minimal catches of February and March, 1920 (less than 25 cubic centi-

meters), be credited with 15 cubic centimeters of zodplankton per square meter

(probably an excessive estimate), the average for the whole gulf at this season was

only about 40 cubic centimeters, contrasted with about 100 cubic centimeters in

midsummer, and the distinction between rich and barren was decidedly more sharply

marked than we have found it during the more productive seasons of the year.
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The few data available suggest that April sees a general augmentation in the

amount of animal plankton across the southern half of the gulf from the mouth of

Massachusetts Bay to the coastal bank off Cape Sable, including the eastern part of

Georges Bank. Over this zone the plankton volumes per square meter averaged

about 100 cubic centimeters during the second and third weeks of that month in

1920; but north of a line from Cape Cod to Cape Sable, where diatoms were flowering

freely (p. 385), our hauls, horizontal as well as vertical, certainly yielded no larger

amounts of animal plankton in April than in March and an unmistakable decrease

in the amount of zooplankton took place from March to April in the northeastern

part of the basin coincident with the local flowering of diatoms. However, the

swarms of microscopic plants which are then present make quantitative measure-

ments of the larger forms difficult or even impossible, both by clogging the meshes

and by overshadowing the copepods, etc., in the catches of the tow nets.

Unfortunately we have not been able to follow the planktonic cycle through the

whole of any one spring. But if the May state of 1915 represents the normal sequence

to the April state of 1920 (a reasonable working hypothesis unless shown to be false),

the zooplankton increases to volumes of 200 to 235 cubic centimeters off Massachusetts

Bay and northward toward Cape Elizabeth, on the one hand, and in the eastern basin

off German Bank, on the other, during the last half of April and first half of May,
as tabulated elsewhere (Bigelow, 1917, p. 312), an increase caused by the tremendous

production of copepods which succeeds the vernal flowering of diatoms (p. 41).

In fact, it will probably be no exaggeration to set the average volume of zooplankton

per square meter by the last of May at 100 or more cubic centimeters for the whole

gulf outside the 50-meter contour and north of the Cape Cod-Cape Sable line,39 with

the exception of the coastal zone from Penobscot Bay eastward, where the water

still remained extremely barren on May 11 and 12 (volumes of 10 to 20 cubic centi-

meters at stations 10275 and 10276).

Except for this barren zone, where the catches have been so small as hardly to

be measurable, the gulf as a whole probably supports a greater mass of animal plank-

ton during the last week of May and the first part of June than at any other season,

though we have few quantitative records for the latter month. The considerable

number of vertical hards made in July and August during the summers of 1912 to

1916 (listed in table on p. 84) make it possible to outline with some confidence

the major geographic variations in the amount of zooplankton present in the gulf

in midsummer.
During the summer of 1914, which may serve as representative, the animal

plankton was most plentiful (volumes of 100 cubic centimeters or more per square

meter) in three distinct and separate regions, which I have described elsewhere

(Bigelow, 1917, p. 308, fig. 91)—first, over a belt running diagonally across the gulf

from the Massachusetts Bay- Cape Cod region to the northeast corner of the basin

off the mouth of the Bay of Fundy, as outlined on the accompanying chart (fig. 38);

second, over the northeast corner of Georges Bank; and, third, from Cape Sable out

across the northern channel to Browns Bank, which, on the evidence of the hori-

zontal hauls, should include German Bank, because of the Pleurobrachia which we

19 We have no quantitative data for May and June from Georges Bank.
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found swarming there in 1912, 1913, and 1914 (p. 19) .

40 While 1914 is the only

summer for which we have quantitative data from the offshore banks, all the most
productive (100 + cubic centimeters) of the summer hauls of 1913, 1914, 1915, and

1916 41 were likewise similarly concentrated in the Cape Cod-Bay of Fundy belt

just outlined (fig. 38). So uniformly productive has this "rich zone” proved in

summer that only 3 of the 25 vertical hauls, which we have made there in June,

July, and August, have failed to yield upwards of 100 cubic centimeters of animal

plankton per square meter, although the waters both immediately to the north and

to the south of it have often proved decidedly barren, as the chart illustrates.

The average volume of plankton for all the vertical summer hauls in this rich zone

has been nearly 170 cubic centimeters per square meter including those for 1916

(an exceptionally rich year), and more than 150 cubic centimeters if the 1916 hauls

are omitted.

Approximate volume of plankton per square meter of sea surface. July and August hauls, 1912 to 1916

Year Station

Volume
in cubic
centi-

meters

Depth Year Station

Volume
in cubic
centi-
meters

Depth

Meters Meters
1912 10002 250 119 1914 10213 210 110

10004 50 55 10214 120 175
10007 65 265 10215 60 70
10008 50 41 10216 30 70
10011 20 110 10218 50 500
10015 10 37 10223 170 75
10021 10 110 10224 240 55
10022 30 82 10225 30 260
10025 80 91 10226 200 85
10027 30 165 10227 50 220
10031 30 128 10229 170 100
10035 Trace. 73 10230 140 50
10036 30 165 10243 100 55
10038 20 73 10244 15 50
10043 15 165 10245 60 110

10246 200 190
Fathoms 10247 10 30

1913 10087 180 128 10248 100 190
10089 80 183 10249 105 220
10090 120 164 10250 350 145
10092 160 219 10253 60 140
10095 60 37 10254 200 260
10096 120 91 10255 70 175
10098 70 55 1915 1 10304 275 200
10099 30 37 10306 110 140
10100 220 165 10307 165 235
10101 100 73 1916 10340 125 45
10102 90 128 10341 250 80
10103 70 73 10342 250 55
10104 90 146 10344 225 80
10105 55 110 10345 200 150

*

10346 200 62

1 For a list of the hauls for other months of this year see Bigelow, 1917, p. 314.

Contrasting with the rich belt, the entire coastal zone of the gulf, from Cape
Ann on the south and west to Grand Manan Island at the mouth of the Bay of

Fundy on the east and north, has invariably proved far less productive of zooplankton

in midsummer—never with more than 90 cubic centimeters per square meter, usually

40 These ctenophores had shrunk in the preservative to only a fraction of their natural bulk before the vertical hauls were
measured.

41 In 1916 the zooplankton was unusually abundant in the waters off Cape Cod and in the southwest corner of the gulf in

July, a fact discussed on p. 97.
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with less than 70 cubic centimeters, and ranging from this down to traces too small

to measure. North of Cape Ann the general rule has been the closer to land in

summer the scantier the catch (fig. 38), while the coastal belt as a whole then sup-

Fig. 37.—Volumes of plankton, in cubic centimeters, below each square meter of the surface of the sea in February and

March, 1920, as calculated from the catches made in the vertical. hauls. In the shaded area the volumes were uniformly

greater than 75 cubic centimeters.

ports less zooplankton to the north and east of Cape Elizabeth than to the south and

west, with the Grand Manan Channel the most barren part of the open gulf. We
have no quantitative data from the immediate vicinity of the western coast of Nova
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the stippled curve where the catches have usually been less than 50 cubic centimeters per square meter.
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Scotia, but in 1914 the neighborhood of Lurcher Shoal proved far less productive

than the deeper basin near by.

Were all parts of the gulf equally favorable for the existence and multiplication

of animal plankton, the catches of the vertical hauls might be expected to vary in

direct ratio to the depth—that is, to the amount of water filtered by the net—and,

speaking broadly, there usually is more plankton below any given unit of the sea’s

surface in moderately deep water (say 50 meters or more) than in very shoal water.

Notwithstanding the comparative barrenness of the greater part of the coastal zone,

however, the regional differences in the abundance of plankton in the Gulf of Maine
do not correspond closely to the depth; nor can they be correlated with the distance

from the coast, per se, because we have repeatedly found the plankton very plentiful

in moderate depths both near land, as in Massachusetts Bay, and close in to Cape
Sable, and as far offshore as Georges and Browns Banks, while, on the other hand,

some of our deep hauls have proved unproductive in spite of the considerable length

of the column of water fished through. Such, for example, was the case in the Eastern

Channel and the neighboring part of the basin in July, 1914. In fact, the vertical

hauls made in the southeastern deep of the gulf in summer (July 23, 1914, station

10225, and June 25, 1915, station 10298), have both proved extremely barren, with

only 30 to 70 cubic centimeters per square meter in spite of the considerable depths of

the hauls (175 to 260 meters), showing that both in June of 1915 and July of 1914 the

rich zone was bounded on the east by much less prolific waters. It is on the strength

of these hauls that I have laid down the demarcation between the two zones on the

accompanying chart (fig. 38), but the volume of plankton present in the water varies

so widely from season to season and from year to year that the lines must not be

drawn too finely in plotting its regional variations, and the future alone can show
whether it is regularly characteristic of the summer season for such a barren wedge
to separate the rich waters to the north from the equally prolific shallows of Georges

and Browns Banks.

The presence of more than 200 times as much animal plankton beneath each

square meter of the surface of the sea at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay on July 20,

1916, as in water nearly twice as deep in the Grand Manan Channel on August 19,

1912 (only a trace), and the fact that there were 200 cubic centimeters per square

meter in 85 meters of water on the northeastern edge of Georges Bank on July 24,

1914, but only 50 cubic centimeters per square meter that same day in the Eastern

Channel, 15 miles distant, where the depth was 220 meters, illustrate the contrast

between productive and barren waters.

Vertical hauls in the Massachusetts Bay region, the only part of the gulf where

our data warrant even a tentative account of the quantitative fluctuations that take

place during late summer and autumn, suggest a diminution in the volume of zoo-

plankton during the late summer followed by an autumnal increase, which was so

considerable in 1915 that there was over twice as much plankton per square meter

in water only 80 meters deep by the end of October as we had found at a neighboring

station in 140 meters depth two months previous.
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Zooplankton volumes, mouth of Massachusetts Bay

Date Station
Depth
of haul

in meters

Approxi-
mate

volume,
cubic
centi-

meters
per

square
meter

Date Station
Depth
of haul

in meters

Approxi-
mate

volume,
cubic
centi-

meters
per

square
meter

July 10, 1912 10002 119-0 250 Aug. 31, 1915 10306 140-0 110
July 19, 1916 10340 45-0 125 Octf. 1, 1915 10324 140-0 150

Do. 10341 80-0 250 Oct. 27, 1915 10338 80-0 250
Do 10342 55-0 250 Mar. 1,' 1920 20050 150-0 ±25

Aug. 9, 1913. 10087 128-0 180 Apr. 9, 1920 20090 120-0 10
Aug. 22, 1914 10253 140-0 60 May 4, 1915 10266 125-0 270

Evidence that a similar augmentation spread generally throughout the coastal

waters west of Penobscot Bay in 1915 is afforded by volumes as great as 100 to 150

cubic centimeters per square meter off Penobscot Bay, off Cape Elizabeth, and near

the Isles of Shoals during that October. However, we have yet to learn whether

this increase is an annual event, nor does our experience suggest that it extends east

of Penobscot Bay, because vertical hauls yielded only 30 cubic centimeters per square

meter off Mount Desert Island and 20 cubic centimeters off Machias on October 9

(stations 10328 and 10327).

We have made no quantitative hauls in the gulf during the period between Octo-

ber and late February, but the comparative scantiness of the yields of the horizontal

nets in Massachusetts Bay during the cold months of 1913 (Bigelow, 1914a) and at

all our inshore stations from Cape Cod to Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, in December,

1920, and January, 1921, points to an ebbing zooplankton as characteristic of the

coastal belt in late autumn and early winter, leading progressively to the extremely

barren state of the water typical of the first weeks of spring (p. 82). Hauls made
near Mount Desert Island and in the northeast corner of the gulf from January 1

to 5, 1921 (stations 10497, 10500, and 10502) were equally unproductive,42 but I

hesitate to conclude from this that the water was actually so barren there, because

horizontal hauls were hardly more productive in that general region in March, 1920,

although the vertical nets yielded large catches, a fact suggesting that the former

missed the level at which the plankton was most concentrated. However this

may be, it seems that in winter and early spring the zooplankton is far more plentiful

in the western side of the basin than near shore, because we made a rich horizontal

catch there on December 29, 1920 (station 10490), a rich vertical haul (though a

rather scanty horizontal) on February 23, 1920 (station 20049), and a rich horizontal

and a comparatively rich vertical on March 24 of that year (station 20087).

The results of both vertical and horizontal hauls point to the Massachusetts

Bay region and the neighboring part of the basin, on the one hand, and to the deeps

off Lurcher Shoal and the eastern part of Georges Bank, on the other, as the parts of

the gulf uniformly most productive of zooplankton; while the deep water in the

i! Yield of half an hour’s haul with a J^-meter net was only about 100 to 150 cubic centimeters in each case at 50-0, 75-0, and
150-0 meters.
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southeastern corner of the gulf, where vertical hauls have yielded only 25 to 65 cubic

centimeters per square meter on four visits (March 11
,
1920, station 20064; April 17,

1920, station 20112; June 25, 1915, station 10298; and July 23, 1914, station 10225),

although made in depths of from 200 to 340 meters, and the coastal zone east of

Penobscot Bay would seem to be the least productive.

Recapitulating for the Massachusetts Bay region, the zooplankton is at its

scantiest some time in March, earlier or later according to the forwardness of the

season
;
it increases very rapidly in amount during May, reaches its annual maximum

of abundance late in May or early in June, when there may be from 10 to 20 times

as much animal life in the water (200 to 300 cubic centimeters per square meter) as

in March, and wanes in August. A second well-marked pulse is noticeable in Sep-

tember, culminating in October, after which the plankton diminishes once more.

Our experience during the cold months of 1912 and 1913 (Bigelow, 1914a) was that

a moderate amount of zooplankton is to be found in the bay throughout the winter,

but that it suddenly declines almost to the vanishing point late in February or

early in March.

The plankton passes through a corresponding quantitative cycle throughout

the entire coastal zone from Massachusetts Bay to the mouth of the Bay of Fundy;
but although the waters east of Cape Elizabeth are as barren as the region from

the Isles of Shoals to Cape Cod in early spring, they are never as productive of

zooplankton as is the latter in late spring and early summer, and, consequently,

the difference between the seasons of maximum and of minimum abundance of

plankton is not as great.

The fact that the northern corner of the eastern basin proved extremely barren

on April 20, 1920 (station 20100), whereas we have found an abundant animal

plankton there in summer, suggests that this region, like Massachusetts Bay, is the

site of a wide seasonal fluctuation, with a brief period of barrenness in spring coin-

cident with the vernal flowerings of diatoms. This applies likewise to the shallows

off Cape Sable and over the eastern part of Georges Bank, where the zooplankton is

extremely plentiful in midsummer but sparse in March.
So far as our experience goes, the seasonal fluctuation in the amount of plank-

ton present is widest in the neighborhood of the Isles of Shoals, with a range of

from practically nil to upwards of 300 cubic centimeters per square meter. The
coastal belt along the outer islands east of Penobscot Bay illustrates the opposite

extreme. FIere the catches of the vertical nets may be but little larger (25 to 30

cubic centimeters per square meter) in summer (the richest season) than in spring,

and we have only once made a reasonably productive vertical haul in this zone (70

•cubic centimeters per square meter at station 10098).

The quantitative fluctuations are also comparatively narrow from season to

season, or at least no pronounced impoverishment takes place in spring, in the deep

waters of the western basin, so that the plankton of that part of the gulf is classed as

“rich,” not "scanty,” the year around, as shown by the following table.
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Volumes of 'plankton per square meter, western basin

Date

Cubic centi-

meters of

zooplank-
ton per
square
meter

Date

Cubic centi-
meters of

zooplank-
ton per
square
meter

Feb. 23,1920 175 June 26,1915 250
Mar. 24, 1920 95 July 15, 1912. 65
Apr. 18^ 1920 150± Aug. 22,1914 200
May 5,1915 250 Aug. 31,1915. 165

There is, likewise, less fluctuation with the seasons on the western part of Georges

Bank than on the eastern. The largest volume of plankton per square meter yet

recorded for the Gulf of Maine was 425 cubic centimeters in the eastern side of the

basin on September 1, 1915 (station 10309), while the smallest was a bare trace.

In fact, the animal population may be so sparse locally that a vertical haul may catch

nothing at all, as has been our experience at several stations along the coast of Maine
and in the Grand Manan Channel (p. 84) ;

but even then, a half hour’s tow with the

horizontal net has invariably yielded a few copepods or other animals, proving that

although the planktonic community may fall to a very low ebb, indeed, at its season

of scarcity, it never vanishes wholly from any part of the gulf at any time of the year

DENSITY OF ASSOCIATION OF THE ZOOPLANKTON

A statement of the volume of zooplankton existing in the total column of water

below any chosen unit of sea area—e. g., each square meter—serves to illustrate the

total regional and seasonal production of the gulf
;
but unless the water in question

be very shallow, it throws little light on the density in which the animals concerned

are congregated, because the catch of the vertical haul may be distributed generally

over a column so long that even a considerable volume of plankton might mean only a

sparse population. To meet this need, another unit of measurement is required, the

one usually employed in other seas, and of which I have made use in previous re-

ports (Bigelow, 1915 and 1917), being the volume of plankton present in each cubic

meter of water. This, of course, is simply the product of the volume per square meter

of sea surface divided by the depth (in meters) covered by the haul in question.

Were the zooplankton of the gulf uniformly distributed from the surface down
to bottom, this simple calculation would not only "establish the relative richness of

different regions in plankton, and hence in food for the pelagic fishes ” (Bigelow, 1915,

p. 327), a question naturally of much importance in the economy of the gulf, but go

far to explain many biologic problems even more far reaching. Unfortunately for

the statistician, however, such is not the case, all our experience tending to show that

the zooplankton is often more or less stratified and that the degree of stratification,

varies widely from place to place with the time of day and with the change of the

seasons. Consequently, the results always require analysis in the light of any

information bearing on the vertical distribution of the planktonic communities

represented in the catches in question. Otherwise one is apt to be led to conclusions

so widely astray as to be worse than none.
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On the whole, it is in late winter and early spring, when the physical characters

of the sea water are most uniform vertically and when its vertical stability is least,

that the zooplankton of the Gulf of Maine and of other boreal seas most nearly

approaches vertical uniformity of distribution. At this season, as illustrated by the

March cruise of 1920, the volumes of zooplankton present in the water are so small

in all parts of the gulf, and the depth of water through which it was distributed at

the more productive localities is so considerable, that the volume per cubic meter

(by direct calculation) was only 0.7 to 1 cubic centimeter even where the plankton

was densest—for instance, in the eastern and northeastern troughs of the basin, in the

Eastern Channel, and over the northeastern and southeastern parts of Georges Bank.

It ranged down from this to a minimum of practically nothing in the deep water in

the southeastern corner of the gulf, the average for all stations being about 0.4 cubic

centimeters, which is something less than half the summer average by the lowest

possible estimate. Nor is it likely that this calculation seriously understates the

density of aggregation of the zooplankton for any large portion of the gulf in March,

because there was little evidence of vertical stratification during that month.

Zooplankton volumes per cubic meter, March, 1920

Locality Date Station

Cubic
centi-
meters

per cubic
meter

Locality Date Station

Cubic
centi-
meters

per cubic
meters

Western Basin.. Feb. 23
Mar. 1

20049
20050

0.6
. 1

Georges Bank:
Northeast part Mar. 11 20065 .0

Mar. 2 20052 . 1 Eastern part ...do. 20066 .3
Mar. 3 20053 .3 Southeast part Mar. 12 20067 .5
...do 20054 .4 Southeast slope ...do 20068 1.7
...do 20055 .5 Northeast part Mar. 13 20070 .0
...do 2005G .2 Eastern Channel 20071 .7
Mar. 4 20057 .2 Fundy Deep _ Mar. 22 20079 . 1

OS Seguin Island ...do. 20058 .5 Off Machias (Me.)..
Northeast trough
Off Yarmouth, Nova Scotia

___do._ . 20080 .4
...do.. _ 20060 .2 ...do. _. 20081 .7

20061 . 1 Mar. 23 20083 .4
...do. .. 20062 .5 Off German Bank do.. . 20086 .5

North of Georges Bank Mar. 11 20063 . i Western Basin Mar. 24 20087 .4
Southeast Deep ...do 20064 .0 Off Boston Apr. 0 20089 .4

With the advance of the spring the concentration of the plankton is augmented
both by the increase in the total amount present in the gulf, just remarked, and by
its stratification at one level or another. Not only does the first of these factors

raise the volume per cubic meter to 2 to 4 cubic centimeters at the very least by
midsummer in such prolific though rather shallow regions as the waters off Cape
Cod, the neighborhood of Cape Sable, and the eastern part of Georges Bank, 43 but

stratification may result in a far denser concentration of the plankton at some
particular level while rendering other strata of water far more barren than the

ostensible volumes per cubic meter (as derived from the usual calculation) would
call for. We have encountered this phenomenon in its most extreme form in the

deeper parts of the gulf, but experience has shown that a greater or less tendency on

the part of the zooplankton, as a whole, to congregate at some particular level is to

be expected anywhere in the gulf in summer, leaving the shoaler as well as the deeper

<3 Plankton volumes per cubic meter, calculated from our summer and autumn hauls, have been published already; those for

the year 1913 in Bigelow, 1915, p. 326; for 1914 and 1915 in Bigelow, 1917, pp. 310 and 314; and for 1916 in Bigelow, 1922, p. 136.
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layers of water practically deserted except in regions where active vertical currents

keep the water thoroughly mixed. Therefore, it is usually safe to assume that

the plankton is far more densely aggregated at some level, though perhaps only

through a very narrow vertical zone, than the calculation of volume per cubic meter

would indicate; but since we have occasionally found it rather uniformly distributed

from the surface downward, even in the more stagnant parts of the gulf, no hard

and fast rule can be laid down in this respect.

Vertical stratification may result from a definite vertical migration of various

animals toward the surface during the hours of darkness and downward again at

sunrise, but quite apart from this phototropic phenomenon, which has often been

described in other seas and which I have touched on above (p. 24), the tendency

frequently shown by animals of different systematic groups (one of which may be

and often is far more plentiful than the others) to segregate at different levels during

the warm half of the year—copepods, for instance, at one depth and Sagittse at

another—often causes a very uneven quantitative distribution of the plankton

vertically in summer and early autumn.

In July and August, 1913, for instance, it was invariably the shoaler subsurface

haul that yielded the largest catch at stations where two such were made with the

horizontal nets at different levels, even after making allowance for the use of nets of

different types, although the reverse might have been expected because of the greater

volume of water strained by the deeper hauls. 44 Evidently, then, the zooplankton

was usually densest in the upper strata of water during that particular summer, say

from 20 meters down to 50 at the localities of record, which were generally distributed

over the offshore parts of the northern half of the gulf, and it was decidedly less

abundant below 75 meters on the one hand or in the surface stratum on the other.

This rule did not hold during the summer of 1914, however, when it was sometimes

the deeper haul (stations 10215, 10246, 10248, and 10254), sometimes the shallower

(stations 10214 and 10249), that yielded the largest catches, but usually one was
much more productive than the other, as illustrated by the following table:

Comparative catches of horizontal hauls of half an hour's duration (reduced to a column 1 square meter
in cross section) during July and August, 1914

[The depth is the level at which the major part of the haul was made «]

Southwest Basin

Georges Bank, northwest part.

Southeast Deep

Eastern Basin

Northeast Deep

Off Mount Desert Rock

Western Basin

Locality Station Date
Depth

in
meters

Volume
in cubic
centi-

meters

10214 July 19. / 30

\ 150
3, 550

250

10215 July 20. / 30

\ 60
150
375

10225 July 23.
/ 60

\ 240
150
125

10249 Aug. 13. / 50

l 175
2,180

500

10246 Aug. 12. / 60

\ 150
150

1,000

10248 Aug. 13.
1 50

\ 150
150

1,250

10254 Aug. 22. / 75

\ 225
150
625

• Assumed to have fished through three quarters of a mile.

44 For discussion of these hauls, with necessary corrections, and for the tabulated results, see Bigelow, 1915, p. 327.
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Although it was often the deeper haul that yielded the larger amount of plankton,

all the very rich tow-net catches (2,000 cubic centimeters or more) made in the gulf

during that summer (six in number; see Bigelow, 1917, p. 312) were from depths of

100 meters or less, with the average volume (about 900 cubic centimeters) of all the

subsurface catches made shoaler than 100 meters, almost three times that of the

deeper hauls (about 350 cubic centimeters), although the latter fished through a

longer column of water on their journey down and up. Thus, it seems that the gulf

is usually richer in zooplankton above than below 100 meters depth during the

summer season, and very rich catches were made in vertical hauls shoaler than that

at the few stations which the Grampus occupied in the gulf during July, 1916

(p. 96; Bigelow, 1922, p. 136).

With the plankton often concentrated at some one level, it becomes more or

less a matter of chance whether a net fishing horizontally hits or misses the richest

zone. Consequently, the yields of the two sorts of hauls, horizontal and vertical, are

often far from parallel. When there is a wide discrepancy between the two it has

usually been in favor of the horizontal net (especially in deep water), for we have

usually made at least one horizontal tow in the productive stratum between 40 and

100 meters at each station, whereas the vertical catch mirrors the plankton content

of the barren strata combined with that of the rich. Occasionally, however, the

tables are turned, as was the case on July 23, 1914, on the eastern part of Georges

Bank (station 10223), where the volume per cubic meter taken by the vertical haul

was more than seven times as great (2.2 cubic centimeters) as that taken by the

horizontal haul (about 0.3 cubic centimeter) although the depth of water—that is,

the length of the column fished through—in the case of the former was only 82 meters,

whereas the latter worked for about three-quarters of a mile. Thus, the vertical

net must have passed through water much more productive than the level at which

the horizontal net was fishing. In 1913 and 1914, too, the richest catches with

horizontal nets were not at the stations where the volumes per square meter or per

cubic meter were largest, as calculated from the vertical hauls.

It follows from these facts that while the ostensible volumes per cubic meter

may be a satisfactory index to the density of the planktonic population of the Gulf

of Maine in winter or early spring, and in summer at stations where no stratification

is apparent from the yields of the horizontal hauls, and while this calculation may
approximate the truth in very shallow waters generally at most times of year, as a

rule it greatly understates the actual maximum density of aggregation of the

plankton in deep water, making such regions appear much less prolific as feeding

grounds for pelagic fishes than their richer layers actually are, while crediting far too

high a plankton content to their more barren strata, as I have pointed out else-

where (Bigelow, 1917).

Owing to the tendency of the zooplanktonic community as a whole to con-

gregate in the upper 100 meters of water during the warm months, but at the same
time to keep some few meters down (p. 24), the seasonal difference between the

volumes of plankton per cubic meter present in March, on the one hand, and in

July and August, on the other, is actually much greater than the ratio arrived at

by any calculation which fails to take account of its vertical stratification. A more
8951—28 7
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nearly correct picture of the summer state results from the assumption that the

entire catch of zooplankton in the vertical net at that season was taken below 10

meters at each station, but that it was only one-third as dense as the ostensible

volume per cubic meter below 100 meters, and correspondingly concentrated above

that level. The results of such a calculation for 1914 are given in the following table:

Volumes of plankton per cubic meter (in cubic centimeters) between the depths of 10 and 100 meters,
July to August, 191

4

l

Locality Date Station
Total

depth in

meters

Volume
per cubic
meter if

calculated
as above,
in cubic
centi-
meters

Volume
per cubic
meter if

uniformly
distrib-

uted, in
cubic
centi-

meters

Off Cape Cod __ July 19

do
10213 110 2. 2 1.90

Southwest Basin. _ 10214 175 1 .68
Georges Bank:

Northwestern part . July 20
do

10215 70 1 .85
Southwestern part 10216 70 . 5 .43

July 23
...do

10223 75 2. 6 2. 40
Northeastern part 10224 55 5.3 4. 30
Northeastern part July 24

July 23
July 24

July 25
-do.. ..

10226 85 2. 6 2. 30
Southeast Deep.. 10225 260 .2 . 12
Eastern Channel _ 10227 220 . 4 . 23
North Channel-.. 10229 100 1.9 1. 70

10230 50 3.5 2. 80
Do..* Aug. 11

Aug. 12
do

10243 55 2.2 1.80
.30

1.

10244 50 .4
Northeast trough 10246 190 1.7

10247 30 . 5 .33
Off Mount Desert Rock Aug. 13 10248 190 .7 .52
Eastern Basin.. 10249 220 .8 . 48
Off Penobscot Bay Aug. 14

Aug. 22
10250 145 3. 3 2. 40

Off Cape Ann 10253 140 .6 .42
10254 260 1. 4 .77

Center of gulf near Cashes Ledge Aug. 23 10255 175 . 6 .40

1 For tables of the volume per cubic meter for July and August, 1913, and for May to October, 1915, see Bigelow, 1915, p. 328,
and 1917, p. 314.

The most instructive feature of this table is its demonstration that, although

the total amount of plankton present below any given unit of the sea’s surface rules

larger in the deeper parts of the gulf than in the shallower water, as a rule it is most
densely aggregated in the coastal belt within the 150-meter contour and in the

shallows of Georges Bank, no matter which calculation be employed. This was
true, also, in the summer of 1913. In fact, the northeastern part of the deep basin,

where the water has proved very productive on several occasions in summer and

early autumn, as well as in late spring, has been the only exception to this rule for

any time of year.

Enough hauls have now been made to show that the zooplankton (especially

the Crustacea) is usually most densely congregated, summer after summer, in four

rather definite areas— (1) over the eastern end of Georges Bank, (2) in the shoal

water south of Cape Sable, (3) in the deep northeastern basin, and (4) off Massachu-

setts Bay out to the 100-meter contour (fig. 39). At the other extreme the western

and southern parts of the deep basin and the coastal belt inside the 100-meter contour

east of Penobscot Bay have never yielded as much as 2 cubic centimeters of plankton

to the cubic meter of water at any season by either mode of calculation, nor has the

water over the coast bank west of Nova Scotia proved productive except for the

Pleurobrachia swarms so characteristic of that locality (p. 19).
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The most abundant concentrations of plankton which we have yet encountered

in the Gulf of Maine have been off Cape Cod on May 26, 1915 (station 10279, nearly

4 cubic centimeters per cubic meter)
;
on the eastern part of Georges Bank on July

Fig. 39.—Locations where vertical hauls have taken more than 2 cubic centimeters of animal plankton per cubic meter at

different seasons, calculated by the method described on page 94. X> September to November; 0> May; July to

August 15

23, 1914 (station 10224, about 5 cubic centimeters per cubic meter)
;
in the eastern

basin on September 1, 1915 (station 10309, approximately 3.5 cubic centimeters per

cubic meter, assuming some stratification)
;
and at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay
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in July, 1916 (station 10342, at least 4.5 cubic centimeters per cubic meter); but

occasionally it is much more dense than this at one level or other, the volumes just

listed being the minima possible. For example, a horizontal haul of 15 minutes’

duration at 40 meters depth, with a net 1 meter in diameter, off Cape Cod on July

22, 1916 (station 10344), yielded over 6 liters, mostly copepods, which is equivalent

to about 12 cubic centimeters per cubic meter for the water fished through (the tow

covered about one-third of a mile) . In fact, it was the richest tow-net catch we have

ever made in the gulf, although the vertical haul indicated only about 2.8 cubic

centimeters of plankton per cubic meter.

ANNUAL VARIATIONS IN ABUNDANCE

Annual variations in the amount of zooplankton living in the waters of the

gulf will mirror the long-time fluctuations in its physical state—may, indeed, be

the best clue to such—and exert an important influence on the growth, local repro-

duction, and distribution of the adults of such important plankton-feeding fishes

as herring, mackerel, and pollock.

It is certain that considerable fluctuations of this sort in the plankton do take

place from year to year, as illustrated by the following table of the volumes per

square meter of sea surface for corresponding localities in the summers of 1913-14

and the first week of September, 1915. 45

Locality

Stations
Plankton, in cubic centimeters

per square meter

1912 1913 1914 1915 1912 1913 1914 1915

' 10002 10087 10253 10306 250 180 60 110
‘ 19007 10089 10254 10307 65 80 200 165

10090 10255 120 70
10028 10092 10249 10309 30 160 105 425

10095 10244 10311 60 15 45
10031 10096 10245 10315 30 120 60 50
10036 10246 30 200

Of! Petit Manan Island 10033 10098 10247 10316 2 25 70 10 12.5
10100 10248 220 100

10033 10101 10250 2 10318 20 100 350 25

74 123 117 117

1 July hauls. 2 From horizontal hauls.
1 A few miles west of the corresponding stations, 1912 to 1914.

According to these measurements the volume of the plankton was greater in

1913 than in 1914 at all but two stations. As between 1913 and 1915, however,

one year was the richer at some, the other at other localities. However, since the

average is practically the same (or at least did not differ as widely as the probable

error) for the three years, there was apparently no important general change in the

amount of plankton existent in the gulf from 1913 to 1915, though both these years

were apparently decidedly more productive, on the whole, than was 1912 during

the corresponding months (Bigelow, 1915, p. 337). During the summer of 1916

(a year of low temperatures) the waters off Massachusetts Bay proved more produc-

ts Although different types of nets were used during these years, the results, reduced to the common standard, will allow

rough and ready comparison.
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tive than we have previously found them at that season, thanks to the abundance

of large Calanus, with volumes of plankton per square meter for six stations along

the shore from Cape Ann to southern Cape Cod (July 19, 1922) ranging from 135

to 250 cubic centimeters (average 208 cubic centimeters), and it was then that we
made the exceptionally rich horizontal net haul already mentioned (p. 96)

Notes on the yearly numerical fluctuations in the local stock of the commoner
copepods will be found under the discussions of the several species.

PLANKTON AS FOOD FOR WHALES AND FISHES

We might, figuratively, conceive of the swimming and floating life of the sea

as a pyramid, with the microscopic plants as its base and the large sharks and whales

as its apex, the latter few in numbers but each enormously destructive of the smaller

organisms on which it preys. The general thesis that the smaller plankton,

animal and vegetable, is practically the sole food supply for young marine fishes no

longer requires further proof or argument. It likewise so serves for many species of

fish when adult, especially for the schooling fishes, such as herrings, menhaden,
mackerel, shad, and the like. The large adult gadoids, too, feed on plankton to

a greater extent than is generally appreciated. The great basking shark ( Cetorhinus

maximus), which is still an occasional visitor to the gulf, is exclusively a plankton

feeder throughout its life, and most of the northern whalebone whales have long

been known to subsist largely on the smaller pelagic animals—several of them
exclusively so—a fact widely heralded in zoological textbooks.

The literature dealing with the dependence of the larger marine animals on the

plankton has grown to formidable dimensions in the last half century, but very few

first-hand observations have yet been made on the relationships between fish and
plankton in the Gulf of Maine. So far as these go, however, they show that what
is true of north European seas in this respect applies equally to American waters,

as, indeed, might have been prophesied, allowing for the differences between the

composition of the planktonic communities of the two sides of the north Atlantic

Ocean.

In the Gulf of Maine the groups of Crustacea that are of chief importance in

the diets of adult fishes and whales are the copepods and the euphausiids. Exami-
nation of stomach contents at European whaling stations has proved that instead

of subsisting indiscriminately on all sorts of plankton, large and small (as has some-
times been taken for granted), or on pteropods (as the Arctic right whale often does)

,

the planktonic part of the diet of the other species of whalebone whales common in

boreal seas consists almost exclusively of these two groups of Crustacea. While
there is ample ground for the choice of a crustacean rather than a molluscan diet in

the greater abundance of the former than of the latter on both sides of the north
Atlantic, it is possible that the whales in question may voluntarily prefer the harder

and more oily shrimps and copepods.

The finback (Balxnoptera physalus Linne), commonest whale in the Gulf of

Maine to-day, eats a mixed diet of plankton and fish, devouring the latter, particu-

larly the herring, in great numbers, but probably depending more on the smaller

pelagic animals in the long run. A considerable number of finback stomachs have
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now been examined by various observers, and in every case (apart from fish) they

have been packed with euphausiids and with euphausiids alone. Thus G. M. Allen

(1916, p. 200) writes that “on the Newfoundland coast stomachs of several finbacks

which I examined contained enormous quantities of the small shrimplike schizopod

Thysanoessa inermis.” Lillie (1910), too, found the stomach contents of several

finbacks taken off Ireland in July and August to consist altogether of euphausiids

(in this case Meganjmtiphanes) and of fish; and in more than 150 finbacks killed at

the Belmullet whaling station on the west coast of Ireland, Burfield (1913) and
Hamilton (1915 and 1916) found nothing but immense numbers of these same
pelagic shrimps (Meganyctiphanes)

,
with occasional fragments of fish. Nor have

I been able to find any definite evidence that this whale ever succeeds in capturing

copepods, or any of the smaller plankton for that matter, though, according to

Murie (1865), the stomach of one captured near Gravesend, England, contained

fragments of medusae as well as of Crustacea. In short, euphausiids, and these

alone, are its support, apart from fish.

The Atlantic humpback ( Megaptera nodosa), which is not uncommon off the

New England coast, though never so plentiful there as the Atlantic right whale

once was or as the finback now is, subsists on much the same diet as the latter—viz,

fish and pelagic shrimps (euphausiids)—while Andrews (1909) found its close ally,

the Pacific humpback, feeding on the latter alone; smaller planktonic animals have

never been found in humpback stomachs so far as I am aware.

The blue whale, or sulphur bottom (Balxnoptera musculus), which is not un-

common along the coasts of the Gulf of Maine and is numerous in Newfoundland
waters, is even more dependent on euphausiids than are the two whales previously

mentioned, for it is not known to eat fish at all, on the one hand, or copepods, on

the other. All the sulphur-bottom stomachs recently examined (a considerable

number in the total) have been packed with euphausiids alone—Thysanoessa in

whales from Newfoundland (G. M. Allen, 1916), Meganyctiphanes in others taken

off the west of Ireland (Lillie, 1910; Burfield, 1913; Hamilton, 1915 and 1916), and

Euphausia in the Antarctic (Liouville, 1913). The destructiveness of these huge

mammals is illustrated by Collett’s (1877, p. 161) statements that sulphur-bottom

stomachs frequently contain 300 to 400 liters of shrimps, and that occasionally one

is taken crammed with up to 1,200 liters of Thysanoessa. Andrews (1916), too,

writes that this whale feeds exclusively on euphausiids; Millais (1906), however,

credits it with a copepod diet.

The North Atlantic right whale (Eubalsena glacialis), once common in New
England waters though now unhappily nearly extinct there (and with it the glories

of the New England coastwise whale fishery), subsists largely on euphausiids,

notably on Thysanoessa (Kukenthal, 1900). Collett (1909), indeed, found nothing

else in right whales taken off the Hebrides and off Iceland. The only eyewitness’s

account of its feeding habits in New England waters, for which we must turn back

nearly 200 years (Dudley, 1734, quoted by G. M. Allen, 1916) tells of “this whale,

in still weather, skimming on the surface of the water to take in a sort of reddish

spawn or brett, as some call it, that at some times will lie on the top of the water

for a mile together.” From its geographic situation and mode of occurrence this
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Fig. 40.—Marginal fringe on one of the whalebone plates of a finback whale ( Balaenoptera physalus) from the Gulf
of St. Lawrence. Natural size

Fig. 41.—Marginal fringe on one of the whalebone plates of a pollock whale ( Balxnoplcra borealis) from the Gulf
of Maine. Natural size
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was probably Calanus or other copepods. Unfortunately, little is known of the

habits of the Atlantic right whale, but it is well established that the pollock whale

(.Balseno'ptera borealis) feeds chiefly on copepods at certain times and places, for

Collett (1886, p. 26) found the stomachs of several, killed off East Finmark in July,

“filled with a fine gritty mass, which consisted entirely of Calanus finmarchicus,”

with the Calanus occurring “in great numbers and in a tolerable state of preserva-

tion” among the hairs of the baleen plates; and since he gives excellent figures of

these copepods, their specific identification is assured. In West Finmark, however,

this same whale has been reported as subsisting chiefly on euphausiids (Collett,

1886). Klikenthal (1900) likewise states that it feeds on these shrimps, and

Andrews (1916) writes that most of the specimens which he opened in Japanese

waters contained euphausiids only, while a few had eaten fish. G. M. Allen (1916)

and Millais (1906) are therefore fully justified in crediting it with a mixed copepod

(Calanus and Ternora) and euphausiid diet.

The fact that only two of the species of whalebone whales known to occur in

the Gulf of Maine eat copepods, while all feed on euphausiids, seems not to have

been appreciated, though established past cavil by the analyses of stomach contents

just mentioned.

It is, I think, impossible to explain this preference for shrimps on the ground

of voluntary selection, for while it is not unreasonable to suppose that whales follow

the schools of Crustacea rather than the soft-bodied Sagittae, coelenterates, or

mollusks, copepods (and particularly Calanus) usually abound in northern seas

wherever euphausiids are plentiful, and finback, pollock whale, and right whale must
gather them all, the large with the small, into their open and expectant mouths as

they swim. With whales, however, just as with tow nets of different mesh, the

fineness of the straining apparatus determines what part of the total planktonic

population is retained to serve as food. If the whalebone be coarse or comblike, as

it is in the finback whale (fig. 40), the blue whale, and the humpback, objects as

small as copepods are driven out through the sieve with the outrush of water when
the mouth is closed, while the much larger euphausiids are retained. The pollock

whale, however, possesses, in the “unusually fine and curly, almost wooly bristles” on
the inner side of the baleen plates (fig. 41), so well described by Collett (1886, p. 263),

a straining apparatus so much more efficient as to sift out the copepods as well as

the larger crustaceans. This is true also of the right whale, with its silky-fine

baleen (Collett, 1909, p. 95) and ability to strain large volumes of water with little

effort.46 However, the finer the strainer and the better adapted for the capture of

the smaller animals, the less effective it is for capturing fish, as witness the depend-
ence of the pollock whale on plankton contrasted with the piscivorous habit of the

finback.

The fertility of the gulf as a feeding ground for wdiales depends, then, not only

on the total amount and local concentration of the plankton or on its nature—whether
or not crustacean—but equally on the size of the units of which it is composed.
Thus, the abundance of Calanus in Massachusetts Bay and off northern Cape Cod

18 For a general account of its feeding habits see Beddard, 1900.
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provided an ideal pasture for the Atlantic right whale, of which it once fully availed

itself, as early records show, but not for the finback, for which the bay is a desert

except when herring or other fish are schooling there or during the brief local swarm-
ings of euphausiids. It is common knowledge among fishermen that finbacks

seldom appear in any numbers anywhere in the gulf except when in pursuit of fish.

It is also probable that the volumetric preponderance of copepods over euphausiids

in most parts of the gulf explains the comparative rarity there of the shrimp-eating

blue whale with its very coarse whalebone.

Before leaving this subject I should emphasize that the large, easily recog-

nized, pelagic amphipod Euthemisto, locally and temporarily so abundant, has

never been recognized in the stomachs of any of the whalebone whales. Is it not

eaten? And if not, why not?

It is probable that copepods are the main dependence of the basking shark

( Cetorhinus maximus), whose gillrakers perform the same service in filtering its

crustacean food from the water taken into the mouth as do the baleen plates of the

whalebone whales. I need merely point out that the alimentary canal of a speci-

men taken at West Hampton Beach, Long Island, on June 29, 1915, contained a

large quantity of minute Crustacea, “whose reddish bodies lent color to the entire

mass” (Iiussakof, 1915, p. 26).

When we turn to the dependence of the smaller fishes on crustacean plankton,

we are confronted by a published record so embarrassing for its wealth (mostly,

however, based on experiences in European seas) that I shall lay only a few of the

more typical examples before the reader, and those most applicable to the Gulf of

Maine.

The unicellular plants have been described repeatedly in zoological literature as

the chief food supply of the youngest larval fishes, and a long list of diatom and peri-

dinean species has, at one time or another, been recorded as having been eaten by
them; but recent studies of the stomach contents of large series of various common
fishes in the English Channel (Lebour, 1919, 1920, 1924) have proved that although

many fish do take more or less diatoms, peridinians, etc., few depend on these uni-

cellular forms to the extent that has been generally supposed, even during their

earliest larval stage (cf. also Hjort, 1914, p. 205), but begin to take larval copepods

and other microscopic animals by the time the yolk sac is absorbed, if not sooner.

However, Lebour found the young European flounder (Pleuronectes flesus) subsisting

chiefly on the green flagellate genus Phseocystis up to the time of its metamorphosis,

with other flatfish taking a considerable proportion of peridinians and diatoms, and

this proved true of young herring less than 10 millimeters long, which also take Halo-

sphgera.

Outside of the littoral zone, where the mummichogs (Fundulus heteroclitus)

consume diatoms as well as other small organisms indiscriminately, the menhaden
is the only important Gulf of Maine fish that continues throughout life to subsist

chiefly on diatoms and peridinians, with the most minute of Crustacea and other

animals. These it is enabled to sift out of the water by its fine branchial sieve, as

Peck (1894) long ago described.47

<7 On the feeding habits of the menhaden see also Bigelow and Welsh, 1925, p. 123.
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Fig. 42.—Segments of the branchial sieves of three common fishes that feed on plankton, a. Menhaden, Brevoortia

tyrannus; b, herring, Clupea liarengus; c, mackerel, Scomber scombrus; d, mackerel, side view of gill raker, with
gill spines. X 25
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The menhaden has no rival among the fishes of the gulf in its utilization of this

pelagic vegetable pasture (indeed, Peck (1894) so noted)
;
nor is any other local species

possessed of a filtering apparatus comparable to that of the menhaden (fig. 42a) for

fineness and efficiency, though in European waters its relative, the sardine (Clupea

pilchardus), feeds equally on microscopic plankton as well as on copepods. The

Pacific anchovy also feeds on diatoms and peridinians as well as on zooplankton

(W. E. Allen, 1921, p. 54).
48

Among clupeoids, as among whalebone whales, a direct relationship obtains

between the fineness of the sieve through which the water taken in through the

mouth is strained—in this case the gillrakers—and the minimum size of the organisms

that can be retained and utilized; everything smaller passes through. Even the

menhaden (though most of its food is microscopic) is unable to capture the very

smallest organisms, such as coccolithophorids and infusoria; and the herring and

alewife, with coarser sieves (fig. 42b), subsist chiefly on organisms with a longest

dimension of at least 0.5 millimeter (copepods or larger animals), which they select

individually and not by swimming open-mouthed, as the menhaden does 49 (Bigelow

and Welsh, 1925, p. 103).

Experience with the tow net shows that if diatoms are plentiful enough they

will be picked up by a coarse mesh, and the mackerel, which carries broadly spaced

spines on the long rakers on the foremost gill arch (figs. 42c and 42d) consumes more

or less pelagic plants, and especially the diatom genera Lauderia and Chsetoceros, in

British waters in winter when the fish are in deep water (Bullen, 1908 and 1912).

I know of no direct evidence, however, that mackerel ever feed on diatoms or peri-

dinians in the Gulf of Maine unless taken accidentally along with other plankton.

Pelagic Crustacea of one land or another form the major part of the diet of the

adults of all plankton-feeding fishes other than the menhaden in the Gulf of Maine
and in northern seas generally, and of the fry of all Gulf of Maine fishes, the sundry

crustacean members of the plankton appearing in the lists of stomach contents with

monotonous regularity. For most species of fish, indeed, this is true from the

earlier larval stages onward, as just noted. In fact, Lebour (1920 and 1924) found

that herring, and others as well, devour larval mollusks, small Crustacea, etc., even

before the yolk sac is absorbed. Thereafter the diet of all the species of fish which

she studied consisted chiefly of the latter, most frequently of copepods, adult and

larval, and of Cladocera, with decapod and other larvae playing a secondary role and

microscopic plants taken only vicariously, except that some larval herring had fed to

some extent on unicellular organisms.

Perhaps the most interesting result of Lebour’s work, apart from her general

conclusion (1920, p. 262) that copepods, other Entomostraca, and molluscan larvae

are the chief food of nearly all young sea fish, is that “usually each species of fish

selects its own favorite food, to which it keeps, indiscriminate feeding seldom or never

taking place.”

It would not be safe to postulate the precise larval food of any of the Gulf of

Maine flounders from that of their European congeners, so widely do the latter

,8 Mullets also subsist largely on unicellular plants, but they are only accidental visitors to the cool waters of the Gulf of Maine.
It is easy to watch them doing so in the aquarium.

8951—28 8
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differ among themselves in their choice of diet, 50 nor were any of the gadoids common
to American and North European waters studied by Lebour. However, several

North Sea members of the family were feeding on small copepods—mainly Pseudo-

calanus—and Calanus was taken freely as the larval fishes grew in size. Dannevig,

too, writes that numbers of newly-hatched cod placed under observation at the

hatchery at Flodevigen, Norway, took no food until the yolk sac had been absorbed,

and thereafter fed from the first on such animals as mollusk larvae, nauplii, etc.,

"seeming to despise the innumerable diatom forms which are likewise present in

the water” (Dannevig, 1919, p. 48). Evidently this applies to the American cod

as well, because young fish 12 to 20 millimeters long have been observed to feed

exclusively on copepods at Woods Hole (Bumpus, 1898), and according to Mead
(1898) copepods are likewise the favorite diet there for young sculpins and sand

launce (Ammodytes).

Judging from the general similarity between the planktonic communities of the

two sides of the North Atlantic, there is every reason to assume that the dietary

lists which Lebour gives for very young herring and mackerel would apply as well

(in a general way) to the Gulf of Maine as to the North Sea. For the former species

this diet consisted chiefly of larval gastropods, with copepods, particularly Pseudo-

calanus, next in importance, barnacle (Balanus) and bivalve larvae in smaller

amounts, and with unicellular forms, as just noted (curiously enough, out of about

1,000 specimens 8 to 15 millimeters in length over 700 contained no food); while

the young mackerel had eaten copepod nauplii (chiefly Calanus and Temora) and

crustacean (probably copepod) eggs, with a few ostracods, euphausiid larvae, and

even young fish.

In Norwegian waters, according to Nordgaard. (1907), the older herring feed

chiefly on euphausiids and copepods, especially the genera Calanus and Temora,

with ostracods, tintinnids, larval barnacles, Halosphtera, and other small members
of the plankton consumed in smaller amounts. Copepods and euphausiids together

constitute almost the entire diet of the herring in the Gulf of Maine, with fish smaller

than about 4 inches long taking chiefly the former and larger ones taking both at

localities where they are available (Moore, 1898; Bigelow and Welsh, 1925, p. 103).

Young herring, taken while feeding on the surface at Woods Hole, have been found

full of copepods of several species. What is known of the feeding habits of the

alewife (Pomolobus pseudoharengus)

,

and blueback (Pomolobus sestivalis)
,

is to the

effect that they also subsist chiefly on these two groups of Crustacea during the part

of the year when they are in salt water, and that shad (Alosa sapidissima) subsist

on copepods and mysid shrimps. Mackerel, in the Gulf of Maine, have also long

been known to feed greedily on calanoid copepods (the "red feed” or "cayenne” of

which fishermen often describe the fish as crammed full). I have found fish, taken

off Cape Elizabeth, August 12, 1912, packed with Calanusjinmarchicus and Pseudoca-

lanus elongatus; Goode (1884a) found the stomachs of mackerel, taken off Portland in

1874, full of large copepods and euphausiids. The schools of mackerel frequenting

the Bay of Fundy have also been reported as following and pre3nng upon the shoals of

50 So far as I can learn the^e is no record of the stomach contents of the larval witch (Glyptocephalus) or American plaice

(Hippoglossoides).
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shrimp (Meganyctiphanes and Thysanoessa)

,
which so often appear on the surface

there (S. I. Smith, 1879). Richard Rathbun (1889) reports some of the mackerel

that lie examined from the southern fishery (off the coasts of Virginia and Maryland

in latitudes 37° 48' N. and 38° 01' N.; longitudes 74° 13' and 74° 21' W.) in 1887,

as full of copepods and others of euphausiids. Dr. W. C. Kendall found the mackerel

on the northern part of Georges Bank feeding on Calanus (probably also Pseudoca-

lanus) and on small brown copepods (probably Temora), as well as on other plank-

tonic animals (Bigelow and Welsh, 1925, p. 201)
;
and many more instances might be

mentioned where copepods, euphausiids, or both, have been reported as mackerel food

in American waters as well as in European. The larger copepods also enter to some

extent into the dietary of the American pollock (Pollachius virens) in the Gulf of

Maine—witness Willey’s (1921) record of a fish taken near Campobello Island with

many Euchseta norvegica in its stomach and some Calanus jinmarchicus and C.

hyperboreus.

Euphausiid shrimps offer as important a food supply for this large and active

gadoid as do small fish. Thus, Moore (1898) describes pollock at Eastport as feed-

ing chiefly on them and following them in their appearances and disappearances.

Willey (1921) also found pollock feeding on euphausiids at Campobello. Welsh saw
great numbers of pollock schooling in pursuit of shrimps and greedily feeding on
them in the neighborhood of the Isles of Shoals in spring, as I have described elsewhere

(Bigelow and Welsh, 1925, p. 401).

In the North Sea region medium-sized specimens of this gadoid (there called

the “coalfish” or “green cod”) eat considerable amounts of small pelagic Crustacea,

such as Calanus, Temora, Centropages, Pseudocalanus, cirriped larvte, ostracods

(Evadne), as well as euphausiids, in addition to the small fish and to the bottom-

dwelling worms and Crustacea that form their staple food.

It is probable that when euphausiids descend toward the bottom in the Gulf of

Maine they become food for the hakes (genus Urophycis), which, in the main, are

shrimp eaters (Bigelow and Welsh, 1925, p. 450), and which are known to gorge on

euphausiids along the outer part of the continental shelf (Hansen, 1915, p. 94). So,

too, the deep-water fish Macrourus (Bigelow and Welsh, 1925, p. 470); and even as

typical a bottom and fish feeder as the cod is known to adopt a pelagic life and to

feed on euphausiids off the north and east coasts of Iceland (Paulsen, 1909, p. 39;

Schmidt, 1904). The common skate (Raja erinacea ) also feeds on copepods on

occasion (Linton, 1901, p. 279), though this is quite exceptional for it.

In North European waters the hyperiid amphipods are a major food for herring

(Brook and Calderwood, 1886), but although the genus Euthemisto is widespread

and at times locally abundant in the Gulf of Maine, I have found no record of

herring feeding on it there, and have recognized none in the stomachs of the Gulf of

Maine herring I have opened. Probably this is due to the mutual geographic distri-

bution of the two animals, Euthemisto being most plentiful offshore and herring

along the coast. These amphipods may be expected to form an important item

in the diet of herring on Georges Bank. This is certainly true of the mackerel

there, for Dr. W. C. Kendall found the latter feeding on Euthemisto on the northern

part of the Bank in August, 1896 vBigelow and Welsh, 1925, p. 201). Mackerel taken
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near Woods Hole in summer have also contained Euthemisto (Rathbun, 1896), and
Rathbun (1889) found mackerel feeding largely on amphipods off Virginia and
Maryland in the spring. European mackerel also feed on Euthemisto, and, generally

speaking, the latter are no doubt more important as a source of fish food over the

outer part of the shelf and along the continental edge (where they are constantly

abundant) than in the inner part of the Gulf of Maine; but no evidence is at hand
that any Gulf of Maine fishes depend on them to the extent to which the long-finned

albacore (Germo alalunga

)

does off the French coast (Le Danois, 1921).

Whenever and wherever the larvae of decapods are plentiful, all plankton-

eating fishes feed on them greedily. In the Gulf of Maine the “megalops” stages

of crabs are of considerable economic importance in this respect. Linton (1901 and

1901a), for example, found many young herring at Woods Hole full of them, and
Doctor Kendall in his field notes records some of the fish in certain schools of Georges

Bank mackerel as packed with them, almost to the exclusion of other plankton.

Larval shrimps, prawns, and lobsters also enter regularly into the dietary of many
fishes in European seas, notably the various clupeoids. In Swedish waters the

young stages of bottom-dwelling shrimps are regularly consumed by mackerel

(Nilsson, 1914); no doubt also in the Gulf of Maine, though definite information so

far available on this point is scanty. Adult decapods hardly enter into the plankton

of the Gulf of Maine, except for the large deep-water prawn Pasiphsea, which may
be expected to prove a staple food for hake (genus Urophycis).

Sagittse are eaten in considerable quantity by mackerel. Rathbun (1889), for

example, found them in fish taken in the southern fishery off the Middle Atlantic

States, and Doctor Kendall, in his notes, records some of the mackerel taken on the

northern part of Georges Bank during the last week of August, 1896, as full of them.

Sagittse probably will be found to enter largely into the dietary of the mackerel in

Massachusetts Bay in early summer; in fact, whenever they are plentiful (p. 18).

They are also eaten by herring in Scottish waters (Brook and Calderwood, 1886),

and probably this will also prove to be the case to greater or less extent in the Gulf of

Maine. In the Adriatic Sagittse are also the chief dependence of the young goosefish

(Lophius piscatorius) while it lives pelagic (Stiasny, 1911), which probably applies

equally to the Gulf of Maine goosefish (Bigelow and Welsh, 1925, p. 526). The
American pollock also consumes Sagittse in the Gulf of Maine (Willey, 1921).

The shell-bearing pteropods, represented locally by Limacina retroversa, are

seldom plentiful enough in the Gulf of Maine to be of much importance as a possible

food supply for the schooling fishes there, but when these mollusks do swarm mackerel

would no doubt feast on them, for they are an important food for this fish off the west

coast of Ireland (Massy, 1909). According to Rathbun (1889), mackerel eat L.

retroversa off the Middle Atlantic States, and mackerel taken off No Mans Land (an

islet near Marthas Vineyard) have been recorded as full of them. In Norwegian

waters, according to Nordgaard (1907), this pteropod also enters into the dietary of

the herring, but as Limacina seems not to have been recorded as herring food else-

where in north European seas it probably does not so serve to any great extent in the

Gulf of Maine. Lebour’s (1920) observation that young fish of various species not

only had not eaten Limacina, although the latter were plentiful in the tow, but
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refused them when offered in the aquarium is interesting as suggesting that the mack-

erel is rather an exception in feeding on this pteropod. Naked pteropods are never

plentiful enough in the Gulf of Maine to be of any importance as food for larger

animals.

Probably all the fishes that eat plankton consume buoyant fish eggs to some

extent, the amount taken depending chiefly on the local supply conveniently available.

Thus Brook and Calderwood (1886) found fish ova more or less prominent in the diet

of Scottish herring, according to the varying abundance of the eggs in the plankton,

and although fish eggs have not actually been recorded from the stomachs of Gulf of

Maine herring there is no reason to doubt that the latter consume them whenever

they offer, as is also the case in the English Channel, according to Lebour’s (1924a)

recent studies.

Mackerel also are known to take eggs of their own as well as of other species.

Fish eggs have been found in small mackerel from the Woods Hole region, to quote a

local instance, and in European seas medium-sized specimens of the American

pollock (Pollachius virens) eat considerable amounts of fish eggs among other

plankton.

The only groups of planktonic animals sufficiently plentiful in the Gulf of Maine
to be of any importance in its natural economy, but which are not regularly con-

sumed by its fishes in as large quantities as the supply allows, are the medusae,

siphonophorae, and ctenophores. E. J. Allen (1908) and Goode (1884 and 1884a)

record medusae and siphonophores from mackerel stomachs; but this is exceptional,

and although they may bite out pieces of large medusae this is probably for the sake

of the amphipods (Hyperia) living within the cavities of the latter (Nilsson, 1914).

It would not be surprising to find mackerel gorging on Pleurobrachia in the Gulf of

Maine at the places and times when this ctenopliore swarms, for Andrew Scott

(1924) reports mackerel in the Irish Sea full of them during one of their incursions.

The spiny dogfish (Sqtialus acanthias) feeds to some extent on ctenophores

(Pleurobrachia) in spring, the fish often containing them when they first appear at

Woods Hole in May; and in north European waters this troublesome little shark

sometimes devours ctenophores in such quantity that their stomachs are full of

them (Mortensen, 1912, p. 72
, fide Dr. C. G. J. Petersen). The lumpfish likewise

feeds regularly on medusae and ctenophores in European waters, hence probably

in the Gulf of Maine, and the sunfish (Mold mold), which is only an accidental

visitor to the gulf, subsists chiefly on these watery organisms (Bigelow and Welsh,

1925, p. 303)
;
but so far as is known neither the herring tribe nor any of the gadoids

ever eat them—in fact, no Gulf of Maine fishes other than those just mentioned.

With the young fry of the whole fish population of northern seas dependent

for their existence on the supply of plankton, it is but natural that many attempts

should have been made to correlate the movements and migrations of the more
important food fishes with local and temporal fiuctations in the supply, either of

the plankton as a whole or of such members of it as serve as the chief diet of the

particular species in question, as well as with the far-reaching physical phenomena
that may be looked on as the ultimate causes of such fluctuations. Thus, to mention

only a couple of examples, Bullen (1908) has established at least a plausible causal
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relationship between the fluctuations in the amount of zooplankton present in the

sea and in the seasonal and yearly catch of mackerel, corroborated by experience

for herring, also, in the Irish Sea (A. Scott, 1924)
;
and E. J. Allen (1908) aroused an

interesting discussion by his tentative hypothesis that the abundance of mackerel
at any given locality depends on the amount of sunshine during the previous months,
sunny weather favoring the multiplication of diatoms and thus affording a rich

pasture for copepods, an abundant stock of which attracts mackerel. Dr. C. B.

Wilson, in a letter, suggests that the diurnal migrations of copepods upward toward
the surface at night and downward by day may be the reason why mackerel and
herring most often school at the surface at night, following the daily migrations of

their prey.

To attempt to connect the fluctuations in the stock or the movements of the

fish population of the gulf, even of such typical plankton feeders as the herring, with
variations in the supply of plankton is as yet out of the question, neither digested

statistics of the catch of the former nor sufficiently definite information as to the

latter having been gathered. However, it is evident that a correlation between the

two must exist, and, as Dr. C. B. Wilson writes,
“ anything that contributes to a

detailed knowledge of the presence and movements of the copepods throughout
the year will give us information as to the movements and distribution of the fish,”

and is therefore of as direct interest to the fisherman as to the scientist.

FOOD OF THE PLANKTON

The study of the stomach contents of the smaller pelagic animals, which to-

gether make up the zooplankton, is, as Steuer (1910, p. 622) points out, beset by
many obstacles, principal among which is the rapidity with which the various organic

substances are digested after being eaten, leaving as recognizable in the masticated or

half-digested state only such objects as are provided with spines, bristles, etc., or with

calcareous or silicious shells of characteristic outline. Then, too, it is a common
experience to find whole series of animals, even of the larger species, perfectly empty.

In spite of these difficulties, however, so considerable a body of observations has

been accumulated that the general diet of most of the important planktonic groups

can now be stated with some confidence, and although little attention has yet been

paid to the diets of the plankton of the Gulf of Maine, there is no reason to suppose

that the feeding habits of its various members differ essentially from those of their

north European representatives.

Among the zooplankton, as among the pelagic fishes, some species or groups are

carnivorous while others depend for subsistence on the unicellular vegetable life of the

high seas, but within the various groups the smaller planktonic animals are decidedly

uniform in their feeding habits. Perhaps as striking an illustration of the carnivorous

habit as any is afforded by naked pteropods such as Clione limacina, which, so far as

known, live exclusively on other pelagic animals and most often on their own shell-

bearing relatives (for instance, on Limacina), which they devour by thrusting the

protrusible proboscis into the shell and tearing the inmate to pieces in spite of its

futile efforts to escape by contracting into the smallest possible compass, as Schie-

menz (1906, p. 29) has so graphically described.
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Equally voracious, and far more destructive to smaller animals in the Gulf of

Maine because of its greater abundance there, is the pelagic amphipod Euthemisto.

The few Euthemisto stomachs which I have examined all contained copepods, often

so nearly intact as to show that they had been swallowed whole and were not torn to

pieces by their captor’s mandibles. In seven Euthemisto upwards of 20 millimeters

long, from several localities (stations 10294, 10296, and 10307), the stomachs were

packed with copepods (mostly Calanus, but occasionally Temora)
,
with more or less

other crustacean debris, parts of legs, antennte, etc., and in one instance a fish egg.

The presence of an entire young Euthemisto in the stomach of one adult shows that

this amphipod, like so many other marine animals, is cannibalistic when opportunity

offers. Euthemisto is so large and so active that wherever it is abundant it must
wreak havoc among the Calanus hordes among which it swims. Probably it

materially decimates the stock of copepods existing all along the outer edge of the

continental shelf (p. 165), and it may also be a serious enemy to them locally and
temporarily within the gulf. Small individuals of Euthemisto feed on unicellular

organisms as well as on Crustacea, specimens about 10 millimeters long 51 from the

western basin, August 31, 1915 (station 10307), containing more radiolarians (Acan-

thometron) than copepods.

Decapod larvse, so abundant at times in shallows and in coastwise waters, are also,

as a rule, carnivorous in their later stages {vide Steuer’s (1910, p. 631) account of

zoeas devouring young fish, smaller Crustacea, etc.). Lobster larvae also feed

greedily on other young decapods of smaller size (Weldon and Fowler 1890), their

cannibalistic habit being the bane of the fish-culturist. Lebour (1922), however,

describes crab zoeas as also eating green plant cells, Phseocystis, and diatoms, most
often Coscinodiscus among the latter. The young lobster also consumes diatoms

in large amount, likewise fragments of algae during its pelagic life (Herrick, 1896),

and this is probably true of most other decapods, if not of all Crustacean larvae^

at least when they are newly hatched and until they are large enough to capture and
subdue more active organisms.

Sagittse are strictly carnivorous and so active, fierce, and well-armed that it is no
wonder they are recorded as feeding on things as far apart as tintinnids, crustaceans,

other Sagittse, and young fish. Among the Gulf of Maine species, S. maxima is

notable in this respect, for while the commoner S. elegans and Eukrohnia hamata are

usually empty or contain, at most, oil globules or unrecognizable debris, I have on
several occasions found S. maxima that had perished in the preservative while in the

act of devouring animals as large as Euchaeta and Tomopteris, as well as their own
kind, or containing in their guts newly-swallowed copepods or smaller Sagittse of other

species. Lebour (1922 and 1923) speaks of the larval herring as frequently falling

victim to Sagittse, which may be serious enemies when as plentiful as they often are

in the Gulf of Maine.

It is probable that the comparative scarcity of copepods, often remarked
at the precise levels, localities, or times when Sagittse abound, is direct evidence

of the extent to which the latter may reduce the stock of their prey. But of all the

members of the plankton, the most destructive to smaller or weaker animals are the

51 Euthemisto as small as this can contain but one or two large copepods at the most.
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several coelenterates, and especially the ctenophore genus Pleurobrachia, a pirate

to which no living creature small enough for it to capture and swallow comes amiss.

Small Crustacea of all kinds, other coelenterates, Sagittae, fish eggs, and even fish

of considerable size all are devoured, and so clean does it sweep the water with its

trailing tentacles that wherever these ctenophores abound practically all of the

smaller animals are soon exterminated.

The larger ctenophore Beroe is even more voracious, though, fortunately for

the productivity of our seas, it is less numerous than Pleurobrachia. As Chun (1880)

long ago observed and graphically described, Beroe feeds on its own relatives, even

on other ctenophores many times as large as itself, as well as on whatever else it can

capture. Lebour (1922 and 1923) found it dieting chiefly on Pleurobrachia, also

to some extent on other ctenophores and diatoms, while we ourselves have often found

Calanus and other copepods in its gastric cavity.

Mertensia is no less voracious, for I have seen one individual of this genus

which “had entirely engulfed a young scidpin (Acanthocottus groenlandicus Fabricius)

no less than 21 millimeters long, the victim being doubled up so as to fit into the

digestive cavity of its captor” (Bigelow, 1909a, p. 317). The various species of

medusae, large and small, all belong to the piratical category, and the total destruc-

tion they wreak on euphausiids, copepods, appendicularians, the various larval forms,

etc., is beyond any estimation. Even animals as active and themselves as voracious

as Sagittae may fall victims to medusae (Obelia) far smaller, as Steuer (1910, p. 631)

describes. The siphonophores, too, of which our waters support one species in

abundance (p. 377), destroy countless copepods, etc.

The common boreal euphausiids, important in the faunal community of the Gulf

of Maine, may typify the planktonic animals that feed chiefly on pelagic vegetables,

but which also consume animal food in less amount. Thus Lebour (1922) found

bits of green weed, diatoms, and fragments of mollusks in NyctipJianes couchii.

Paulsen (1909, p. 48) records Thysanoessa inermis from Icelandic waters stuffed

with the diatoms Asterionella, Chsetoceras, and Coscinodiscus, and describes Megany-
ctiphanes as full of these same diatoms, with tintinnids (Cyttarocylis), peridinians

(Dinophysis, Ceratium, and Peridinium), and Globigerina in addition; but his dis-

covery of crustacean debris (Calanus antennae recognizable among it) in the stomachs

of both these species of pelagic shrimps proved that they had also eaten smaller

Crustacea—some of the specimens examined had, indeed, partaken of a purely

animal diet. Holt and Tattersall (1905, p. 103) likewise found some examples of

Meganyctiplianes with the leg basket more or less stuffed with prey, including

copepods, schizopods, and decapod larvae, Limacina and other animal debris, and

one with the tail of a young fish actually in its mouth. Lebour (1924a) reports

Meganyctiplianes feeding on Sagittae, Crustacea, and dead specimens of its own
kind in the aquarium. We can substantiate these observations in part, having-

recognized algal filaments and diatom debris among the mass of finely comminuted
particles (themselves, to judge from their brownish green color, probably vegetable

in nature) with which the alimentary tracts of numerous specimens of Meganycti-

phanes from various parts of the gulf are packed, and we have often found specimens

of this shrimp carrying loads of small crustaceans. For example, one taken off Cape
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Cod on December 29, 1920 (station 10491), had a dozen or more Metridia and as many
Pseudocalanus, live or six large Calanus, the siphon and part of the stem of a Ste-

phanomia, besides a considerable mass of diatoms (Phizosolenia) and some unrecog-

nizable animal debris clasped between its thoracic legs. Several others taken at

random from a large catch of these shrimps, made in the northeastern corner of the

gulf on June 10, 1915 (station 10283), carried packs consisting chiefly of Calanus,

occasionally a Euchseta, and Pseudocalanus, matted together with unrecognizable

vegetable debris. One had a starfish larva and two eggs, probably of its own species,

with the young nauplius almost ready to hatch out. Lest the reader think this

omnivorous diet is at all seasonal, I may add that most of the Meganyctiphanes

taken in the eastern basin on August 7 of that year carried loads of Calanus, Metridia,

and Temora, with the cladoceran genus Evadne in great numbers, besides algal

filaments and debris, the origin of which I could not determine. At Eastport,

too, I have seen Meganyctiphanes clasping bits of herring refuse from the sardine

factories.

Up to very recently the method by which euphausiids gather their food had not

been actually observed in life, but since the preceding lines were written, Lebour

(1924a, p. 405) has described the food as “brought to the thoracic limbs by a current

from behind, set up by the movement of the abdominal limbs, the thoracic limbs

forming a sort of basket-like receptacle for the accumulated food.” Thus with the

bristly armature of their legs they sweep the water for their prey just as barnacles

do, gathering whatever copepods, Cladocera, diatoms, peridinians, or indeed small

animals or plants of any sort, come within their reach as they dart to and fro in the

water.

The nourishment of the marine copepods remained a riddle until Dakin (1908)

found that the alimentary canals of hundreds of Calanus, Pseudocalanus, Centro-

pages, and other genera of copepods from the North Sea contained chiefly diatoms.

He counted up to 200 diatom shells in the stomach of a single copepod, with peridin-

ians and a green substance (previously noted by other students), apparently the remains

of shell-less unicellular plants. Esterly (1916) has similarly described the contents

of the guts of several hundred copepods (mostly Calanus) from San Diego, Calif.,

as consisting chiefly of Coscinodiscus and other diatoms, silicoflagellates, Dinophysis,

Peridinium and other peridinians, and of coccolithophorids. Lebour (1922) also

found diatoms of various species, Phseocystis, coccolitlis, and peridinians in Calanus;

diatoms and green remains in Pseudocalanus; diatoms and flagellates in Temora;
and Phaeocystis in Anomalocera.

Murphy (1923, p. 450) writes that the copepod Oithona nana ate kelp and

diatoms in the aquarium, and we have recognized remnants of Thalassiosira in sundry

specimens of Calanus, and Thalassiosira, Chsetoceros, and Biddulphia in Metridia

from Massachusetts Bay at the time of the vernal diatom flowering. Diatom frag-

ments have also been detected repeatedly in the excreta of copepods, which are

familiar objects in the catches of tow nets, but Esterly’s (1916) discovery of an oc-

casional nauplius and copepod fragment in copepod stomachs proved that they

are not exclusively vegetarian. Lebour (1922) has more recently found that

the large, blue copepod Anomalocera may feed largely on micro- Crustacea, while
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smaller copepods form a considerable item in the diet of Temora. Calanus, however,

she found chiefly vegetarian, and Pseudocalanus perhaps exclusively so. Marshall’s

(1924) more recent study of the gut contents of large numbers of Calanus taken

throughout the year in the English Channel corroborates this, diatoms proving the

chief article of diet in spring and autumn with peridinians (curiously enough, however,

no Ceratium) in summer. Silicoflagellates were also eaten in small quantities,

while a few of the Calanus had eaten other copepods, molluscan larvae, and tintinnids.

All the Tomopteris I have examined have been empty, which has been the

experience of most students, but it is probable that they are vegetable feeders chiefly,

Lebour (1922 and 1923) having found diatoms their principal diet, with some green

flagellates. Tomopteris, however, sometimes turns carnivorous, for she watched

one swallow a Sagitta whole and saw another that contained a larval herring. All

the shell-bearing pteropods (Limacina retroversa, for example) are also vegetarian,

dieting chiefly on diatoms. The Salpse likewise feed on diatoms, peridinians, and other

small organisms, animal as well as plant, their gut contents and foecal masses having

long been a treasure house to the student of the microscopic plankton. For example,

the “guts” of large S. tilesii collected south of Nantucket Lightship in July, 1913

(station 10061), contained a varied assortment of diatoms, Peridinium, and Ceratium,

besides an occasional newly-hatched Euthemisto; but the most successful captors

of the unicellular pelagic plants are the appendicularians, which, thanks to their

very fine-meshed straining apparatus, are able to utilize gymnodinids, rhizopods,

naked flagellates, coccolithophids
,

52 etc., forms so tiny that for the most part they

pass through the finest tow nets. Appendicularians likewise devour the larger

protozoans and unicellular plants. For example, a large OiTcopleura vanhoffeni from

the neighborhood of Lurcher Shoal (May 10, 1915, station 10272) was packed with

the horns and other fragments of Ceratium, besides small Peridinium of several

species, tintinnids, and silicoflagellates (Distephanus).

None of the pelagic tunicates are plentiful enough in the Gulf of Maine to make
serious inroads on the phytoplankton. In the Gulf Stream to the south Salpse

sometimes occur in hordes, and on such occasions strain the water bare (Bigelow,

1909).

Among the unicellular planktonic animals the infusorians are proverbially rapa-

cious. The tintinnid genus Cyttarocylis has been found to contain a great variety

of microsocopic organisms—e. g., Peridinium, Dinophysis, Goniaulax, and diatoms

(Lebour, 1922)—and even the Infusoria, which are provided with chromatophores,

are known to take solid food (Steuer, 1910, p. 627). Radiolarians engulf diatoms,

tintinnids, and other Infusoria; hence, when Acanthometron swarms in the gulf

(p. 460) it must locally take heavy toll of other microscopic animals and of planktonic

plants. Foraminifera are also rapacious animals, but have never been found plentiful

enough in the plankton of the Gulf of Maine to be of any great importance in the

economy of its planktonic communities.

On the border line between plant and animal, so far as their mode of nourishment

is concerned, stand the peridinians, for while the shelled forms are typical producers

42 For an account of the food of appendicularians see Lohmann (1903, p. 23, pi. 4) and Johnstone (1908, p. 139).
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the naked peridinians have repeatedly been found to contain other peridinians,

Phseocystis, and occasionally a diatom .

53

It is a question of moment in the economy of the sea, and of practical bearing

on the fisheries problems of the gulf, to what extent the sundry carnivorous mem-
bers of its plankton menace the survival of the stocks of larval fishes that are produced

there.

The preceding pages contain sundry instances of planktonic animals eating

young fish, which could be multiplied manyfold from published reports, were this

worth while. In the Gulf of Maine it is probable that the most deadly enemies of

newly-hatched fishes are the medusse, ctenophores, and Sagittse. The rapacity of

Mertensia and Pleurobrachia in this respect has been mentioned; when and where

the latter are abundant (as is so often the case on German Bank) it is hard to see how
any larval fishes can escape their constant fishing. Pleurobrachia is also known to

devour buoyant fish eggs of various species. In view of its local abundance, this

ctenophore must be a serious enemy to the propagation of cod and haddock over the

banks to the south and west of Cape Sable. Lebour (1925) has also reported Bolin-

opsis, another ctenophore plentiful in the gulf (p. 372), as devouring larval goosefish

(Lophius) in the aquarium; no doubt it accepts a fish diet equally in nature.

The two medusae which are most abundant in the open waters of the gulf—
Aurelia and Phialidum—are also proven fish eaters, as are others plentiful in the

coastal zone
,

54 and the swarms of both of these which we have frequently encountered

(pp. 350, 362) must take heavy toll of the little fishes that cross their paths.

With Sagitta elegans so plentiful and so widespread in the gulf, it, too, must de-

stroy great numbers of young fish; must, then, be as serious a menace to the stock

of herring, etc., in the Gulf of Maine as Lebour (1923) has found it in the English

Channel. It may, perhaps, be named the most effective check among all the plank-

tonic category to the local propagation of such fishes as pass through a prolonged

planktonic stage, and this incudes most of the important food-species of the gulf.

I have found no published record and have seen no actual instance of the amphipod
genus Eutliemisto eating fish; but in view of its known rapacity it is likely to do so

when occasion offers. Decapod larvae certainly do (p. 107), and these are abundant

locally near shore at certain seasons. Euphausiids also eat fish to some extent,

though probably it is a minor article in their dietary (p. 108)

.

It is fortunate, indeed, that the copepod species which so usually dominates the

plankton of the gulf (Calanus finmarchicus) is not a fish eater (at least, it is not

known to eat fish). Were the blue copepod Anomalocera as plentiful as Calanus,

hardly a young fish could survive. As it is, few can “run the gauntlet” of the

medusae, ctenophores, Sagittae, and crustaceans that prey upon them; and so many
species (and these plentiful in the gulf) of these groups are now known to prey on

fish larvae that they are almost certainly the most effective check on the survival of

the countless myriads of young fish that are yearly produced in the gulf. There is

good reason, then, to believe that the fluctuations known to occur from year to year

i! Lebour (1922) has recently given a considerable diet list for Amphidinium and Gymnodiniuro.

Lebour (1923, 1924) found Aurelia, Phialidium, Aequorea, Obeiia, Laodicea, Rathkea, and Bougainvillea feeding on young
fish; likewise several other medusa and Pleurobrachia.
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in the stocks of herring, mackerel, haddock, etc., which are reared in the gulf,

depend more on the abundance of the rapacious members of the planktonic com-

munity (and especially on the abundance of Sagittse, medusae, Pleurobrachia, and

Euthemisto) than on any other one factor. If plankton studies need any defense

from the standpoint of the fisheries we need look no further.

THE MORE IMPORTANT GROUPS OF PLANKTONIC ANIMALS

MOLLUSKS

In coastal and estuarine waters generally the larval stages of mollusks are

abundant in the plankton, but in the open gulf they hardly figure in the catches,

leaving the pteropods as the only molluscan group that is a regular factor in the

planktonic community. The cephalopods are also considered briefly because of

their importance in the natural economy of the sea, although so large and such

active swimmers that they are not properly “plankton.”

Cephalopods

Only two of the considerable list of cephalopods recorded at one time or another

from the coasts of New England (for a complete list see Johnson, 1915) play a role

of any importance in the pelagic life of the Gulf of Maine, but these two—Loligo

pealii Lesueur and Illex illecebrosa (Lesueur)—are extremely abundant locally in

their proper season, when they form one of the principal sources of bait for fisher-

men. While, on the one hand, their young provide an important element in the diet

of various larger fishes, the adult squids devour innumerable fish fry.

So active are these cephalopods and so easily do they avoid small or slow-

moving gear that we have never taken a single specimen in our tow nets. Indeed,

I can, from my own experience, verify Verrill’s (1882, p. 306) statement that it

is hard to capture them with a dip net, even when confined in a fish pond or weir.

Hence I can offer the reader only a brief summary of accounts published pre-

viously, with such notes as have been gleaned from personal observation on the

beaches, and from accounts given me by fishermen and other observers.

Loligo is the common squid south of Cape Cod, Illex north of Cape Ann, with

the ranges of the two overlapping in Massachusetts Bay. Illex also occurs, if less

commonly, as far south and west as the Woods Hole region (Sumner, Osburn, and
Cole, 1913a). Loligo, on the other hand, has long been known occasionally as far

north as Penobscot Bay, and Dr. A. G. Huntsman and Dr. A. H. Leim write me
that it has recently been found to be quite common in summer in various estuaries

of the Bay of Fundy; for instance, Passamaquoddj" Bay, Scotsman Bay, and Cobe-

quid Bay.

Since more is known of the life history of Loligo than of Illex, it may be con-

sidered first. Loligo is common in the Woods Plole region from April or May until

November but disappears during the winter. During the 10-year period, 1900 to

1909, the earliest captures ranged from April 16 to May 7 (Sumner, Osburn, and
Cole, 1913a), which probably applies to Massachusetts Bay, though, taking one

year with another, this squid appears there later in spring and disappears earlier in

autumn than it does along the southern coast of New England. During the late
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spring, summer, and early autumn Loligo is extremely common both south and

north of Cape Cod, passing part of the time on or near the bottom, but often seen

swimming in shoals near the surface, and it is taken in great numbers in fish traps

and weirs and even in eelpots. Many specimens have likewise been dredged. Along

the shores of southern New England it breeds from May until September, or later.

I am informed by W. F. Clapp that he has frequently found its eggs in Duxbury
and Plymouth Bays from June until October, and in the Bay of Fundy its eggs and

larvae are reported by Doctor Leim in August and September. Since Verrill (1882)

notes the capture of considerable numbers in breeding condition near Cape Ann as

early as May in 1878, it is safe to credit it with a breeding season enduring throughout

the warmer half of the year over the major part of its range. The eggs, which

adhere together in bunches of hundreds of gelatinous capsules, attached to some
fixed object, are laid chiefly (perhaps not exclusively) in depths varying from just

below tide mark down to 50 meters or so and have been trawled in large numbers

on ever}^ sort of bottom south of Cape Cod (Verrill, 1882; Sumner, Gsburn, and

Cole, 1913a). It has been estimated that individuals of the European representa-

tives of this genus may lay as many as 40,000 eggs.

According to Verrill, hatching takes place from June until October south of

Cape Cod; probably during these same months along the shores of Massachusetts

Bay, according to Mr. Clapp’s observations. We owe to Verrill (1882) an extensive

series of measurements of the young squids at various seasons, and though he found

it difficult to follow their rate of growth, owing to the protracted period over which

spawning endures, his general conclusion was that June-hatched squids attain a

mantle length of 60 to 85 millimeters by November; that the smallest have grown

to about 150 to 180 millimeters when they reappear the next May; that the later-

hatched summer broods are about 60 to 80 millimeters long in the following spring;

and that the largest adult breeding squids are probably from 2 to 4 years old. The
young squids, from less than 6 up to 25 or more millimeters in length, often swim near

the surface, where they have been taken in immense quantities with the tow net.

Mr. Leim informs me that he towed young Loligo 2 to 4 millimeters long in Cobe-

quid Bay, Bay of Fundy, in September, 1921. Nevertheless, although young Loligo

must be produced in myriads on their main breeding grounds, the larval stages are

so closely confined to the coastal or inclosed waters of their nativity during their

first summer that we have never taken them even in Massachusetts Bay (though

they spawn abundantly in its tributaries) or anywhere in the open Gulf.

It is not known whether this squid moves offshore as the water chills in autumn
or whether it passes the cold season inshore on the bottom. There is, however, some

slight presumption in favor of the latter alternative, for it seems to be strictly a

coastal form, which, so far as I can learn, has never been reported from the offshore

banks in summer or from deep water.

North of Cape Ann Loligo is always far outnumbered, and, except for the small

Bay of Fundy colony, is practically replaced east of Penobscot Bay by IJlex illece-

brosa
,

53 a squid much resembling it in appearance but easily distinguished (indeed it

•• This squid has often been referred to the genus Ommastrcphes. Recent students of the cephalopods, however, unite in

referring it to Illex, a genus founded by Steenstrup for the reception of its European relative. I. coindeti. For a recent discussion o

IUex see Pfeffer (190S and 1912).
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belongs to a different family) by its perforated eyelid as well as by its shorter fins.

It has long been known that this beautiful animal is very abundant from Massa-
chusetts Bay northward to the shores of Newfoundland and Labrador, and my own
observations lead me to believe that its numbers increase from southwest to north-

east around the coasts of the Gulf of Maine. However, though its economic value

has been fully appreciated by fishermen for over a century, and while it has often

been referred to in scientific literature, practically nothing is known of its life

history.

Illex appears along the shores of the gulf in late spring or early summer (I have
been unable to find any record of the exact date of its vernal arrival), is found very

plentifully there throughout the summer and early autumn, and vanishes from the

coast some time in October or November. According to reports by fishermen it

is present offshore in winter, though not to be found in the coastal zone at that season,

a phenomenon to which I shall have occasion to recur. During its season Illex

occurs even more abundantly than does Loligo farther south, the vast schools

in which it visits the coast having been described long ago by Verrill. Owing to a

habit of stranding, the presence of this squid is very evident, as it oftens comes
ashore in large numbers on the beaches from Cape Cod to the Bay of Fundy. On
the islands near the mouth of the latter, in particular, I have found them, as did

Verrill, in windrows on the flats in August and September, stranded squids being a

familiar sight there to everyone. At low tide shoals of squid may often be seen

darting to and fro over the sand or struggling in the shallows. For some inscrutable

reason the squid, once aground, seems forced by instinct to drive farther and farther

ashore—throw it out ever so often into deeper water, and it shoots, arrowlike, back on

the beach, to perish there as the tide ebbs. This fatal habit causes the destruction

of multitudes of squid, as long ago recounted by Verrill and by Smith and Harger

(in Verrill, 1882, p. 307), who tell us that when in pursuit of young mackerel many of

the "squids became stranded and perished by hundreds, for when they once touch

the shore they begin to pump water from their siphons with great energy, and this

usually forces them farther and farther up the beach.” " It is probable, from various

observations,” says Verrill (1882, p. 307), "that this and other species of squids are

mainly nocturnal in their habits, or at least are much more active in the night than

in the day.” Certainly it is at night that they most often enter the weirs and pounds.

During the dark hours in summer and autumn the presence of shoals of squid is often

disclosed by their phosphorescent wakes, Hjort (1912, p. 649) describing the common
Norwegian squid, of the genus Ommastrephes, as "moving in the surface waters like

luminous bubbles, resembling large milky white electric lamps being constantly lit

and extinguished.” The Gulf of Maine Illex, however, is often seen swimming near

the surface during the daytime as well.

Whenever and wherever found, these squids are extremely voracious, and the

schools that run ashore often do so in pursuit of fish fry. At the mouth of the Bay of

Fundy, both in summer and in early autumn, I have seen them eagerly following the

schools of young herring, which in their turn are feeding upon shrimps (euphausiids)

,

often so common in the surface waters there (p. 135). I can corroborate Verniks

observation that squid stomachs are then often distended, both with shrimp and
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with fragments of herring, having found this to be the case in dozens of specimens.

Young mackerel, too, suffer from their attacks, and we owe to Smith and Harger

(quoted by Verrill, 1882, p. 306) a graphic account of their pursuit of the latter among
the wharves of Provincetown Harbor during the month of July. Particularly inter-

esting is their activity at such times, the ferocity of the attack, and the deadly nature

of the single bite. The cannibalistic habits of Illex have likewise been commented
upon, its own young being a common article of diet. This squid, like so many of the

pelagic fishes, is very erratic in its appearance, being here to-day in hordes and gone

to-morrow, perhaps to reappear in a few days.

Illex provides a valuable source of bait for the offshore fishermen. It has been

estimated that at one time squid formed fully half the bait supply of the vessels

resorting to the Grand Banks (Goode, 1884), and we have record of 30,000 to 40,000

taken in one Newfoundland harbor in a single day. Probably Illex never occurs

in the Gulf of Maine (which is the southern outpost of its regular range) in such

abundance as this, but as long ago as 1897 the squid fishery of Massachusetts Bay
alone (no doubt this and the preceding species combined) yielded over a thousand

barrels of bait, and in 1902 the catch of squid in Massachusetts was upward of

5,000,000 pounds. At one time or another large numbers are taken by various

methods all along the coasts of the Gulf as well as on the offshore banks. So voraci-

ous and active an animal, and one at the same time so numerous, must take a heavy
toll of the young fish, not to mention the various planktonic animals.

Illex is probably to be classed as an oceanic animal, for it occurs commonly on the

Grand Banks far from land and is often plentiful on Georges Bank as well. Probably

its vernal appearance and continued presence off the coasts of the gulf of Maine
throughout the summer are to be explained as a feeding migration (certainly this

has nothing to do with its spawning), while its disappearance from the coast in

autumn is part of a general offshore movement. Mr. Clapp’s capture of several

large specimens on Georges Bank (taken in otter trawl) during the last week of Novem-
ber in 1911 harmonizes with this suggestion. The fact that a whale (species unknown)
that stranded on the south shore of Cape Cod on January 29, 1869, contained in

its stomach thousands of Illex beaks 56 belonging to squids of about 12 to 15 inches

body length throws no light on this point, for it may have eaten them many miles

away from where it came ashore. We have no other winter records for Illex from the

Gulf of Maine.

Nothing is known of the breeding habits of this squid; its eggs have never been

found, nor have its newly hatched young been recorded. 57 However, it is safe to

say that it does not spawn along the coast of the Gulf of Maine at any season, for

all the adult squids examined by Verrill and all that I have seen have been sexually

inactive. Neither did McMurrich find its young at any season in his tows at St.

Andrews. Indeed, the smallest Gulf of Maine specimens of which we can learn are

one of about 10 centimeters, reported by Capt. H. E. Calder near Campobello, at

16 Some hundreds of these are preserved in the collection of the Museum of Comparative Zoology. Their identity has been
established by Mr. Clapp by comparison with the beak dissected from an Illex from Georges Bank, which measured about 14 inches

in length from the edge of the mantle to tip ol tail. ,

51 One with a mantle measuring only 33 millimeters in length is recorded by Pfeffer (1912).
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the mouth of the Bay of Fundy (date unknown), and others of 16 to 19 centimeters,

taken off Shelburne, Nova Scotia, in July, 1921. 58 Very likely its eggs are pelagic,

as are those of some of its relatives, but it is certain that they do not occur regularly

among the plankton of the Gulf of Maine, pelagic squid eggs (at least such as I have
seen in the West Indies) being very easily recognized at all but the very earliest stages

by the characteristic embryo.
In European waters Illex illecehrosa is replaced by the form I. coindeii, so closely

allied that Pfeffer (1912) regards the difference between them as no more than

subspecific. 7. coindeti ranges from Scottish waters to the Mediterranean.

No squids other than Loligo and Illex have ever been found in any numbers in the

Gulf of Maine, nor is it likely that any other species are ever numerically important
in its pelagic fauna, with the possible exception of the boreal-arctic Gonatus fabricii.

There is only one actual record of this species from the Gulf, a single specimen taken

from the stomach of a cod near Seal Island, off Cape Sable (Johnson, 1915) ;
but since

its larvtc have been taken at several localities between Newfoundland and Ireland,

once, even, close to the southern edge of the Grand Banks (Hjort, 1912), the adult

(which resembles Illex so closely that it might well be overlooked among the shoals of

the latter) maybe more common along the coasts of Nova Scotia and even in the

Gulf of Maine than the paucity of actual records suggests. Finally, we may note

that no “ giant squids” seem ever to have been found in the Gulf of Maine.

Pteropods

Limacina retroversa Fleming 59 /

This shelled pteropod, a boreal form known from latitude about 50° to northern

Norway, off the European coast, and from latitude about 34° to the southern part

of Davis Strait, in the western Atlantic, is one of the most characteristic of the

permanent pelagic inhabitants of the Gulf of Maine, where its numbers depend on

local reproduction and not on immigration from elsewhere. It is the only pteropod

of which this can confidently be asserted. Although it has now been taken in all

parts of the gulf at one season or another, it is, as I have previously pointed out (p. 45

;

Bigelow, 1917, p. 299), far less regular in its occurrence in the gulf than certain

of the calanoid copepods, the amphipod genus Euthemisto, or Sagitta elegans.

It has commonly been our experience to find it comparatively plentiful at one station

but rare or absent at another hard by. Similarly, waters where the nets yield an

abundance of Limacina on one visit may prove quite barren of it a few weeks later,

as was the case in the spring of 1920 on the eastern part of Georges Bank, where large

Limacina were plentiful on March 11 (station 20065), but were sought in vain on

April 17 (station 20111). Limacina was present on one cruise and absent on the

next, or vice versa, at several localities during the season of 1915, notably off Mon-
hegan and Matinicus Islands and in the northeast corner of the basin of the gulf.

88 Information supplied by Doctor Huntsman.
!t I follow Meisenheimer (1905) in uniting under this name the L. retroversa and L. balea of the early malacologists. Eonnevie

(1912), it is true, has separated the two once more, basing the distinction partly on the shape of the shell (in which character,

however, her specimens intergraded) and partly oh the structure of the radula; but W. F. Clapp writes that “a careful exami-

nation of the quantities of Limacina from the Gulf of Maine has shown that it is impossible to consider tho material as belonging

to more than one species.”
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As appears from the accompanying charts (figs. 43 and 44), this pteropod has

been taken over all the offshore waters of the gulf, on Georges Bank, and over the

continental shelf off Nantucket. During our summer cruises (the season for which

Fig. 43.—Occurrence of the pteropod Limacina retroversa from July to September, 1912 to 1922. a
, occurred; ©, swarmed;

O, not taken

our records are most extensive) it has appeared at rather more than half of all the

stations, hut the regularity of its distribution differs from summer to summer.
For example, it was practically universal over the deeper parts of the gulf in August,
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1913 (Bigelow, 1915, p. 302), whereas in July and August, 1912, we found it only

in the northwest part of the gulf, on the one hand, and over German Bank, on the

other (Bigelow, 1914, p. 120). At the same season in 1914 we found no Limacina

Fig. 44.—Occurrence of the shelled pteropod Limacina retroversa in winter and spring. X, locality records for December,

1920-January, 1921; ©, February to April, 1920; O. May of 1915 and 1920. The hatched curve incloses its area of

occurrence in early spring up to May

off Penobscot Bay, where it had been plentiful during the two summers preceding,

but towed numbers of them in the northeastern corner of the gulf (stations 10246

and 10247) not far distant, and likewise in the Eastern Channel, over the northwest
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part of Georges Bank, and off Cape Cod (Bigelow, 1917, pp. 298 and 299). We
have not taken Limacina on Browns Bank either in spring or in summer, but since

it has appeared at several of our stations over the shelf farther east, as well as on

German Bank, in June, July, and August, and in the eastern basin of the gulf in

March and April, it is more likely that our failure to find it on Browns Bank was

accidental than that this pteropod does not occur there.

Our most productive summer catches of Limacina retroversa have been as follows:

On July 29, 1912, we encountered a swarm of juveniles off Casco Bay (station 10019);

in 1913 great numbers were taken off Nantucket on June 21 (by Capt. John McFar-
land, lat. 40° 45' N., long. 70° W.); off Penobscot Bay, August 11 (station 10091);

and near Cape Elizabeth, August 15 (station 10104); while the largest haul of all,

yielding about 125 cubic centimeters of Limacina (besides other plankton), was

made over the northeast edge of Georges Bank on July 20, 1914 (station 10215).

Thus, the few rich stations just mentioned (fig. 43) show no definite grouping in

any one part of the gulf, but are spread far and wide. We did not find Limacina in

numbers at any time during the spring, summer, or autumn of 1915, though it was

taken at about 50 per cent of our stations for that year; nor was it more plentiful

in the gulf at our few stations for July and August of 1916, though odd specimens

were detected at about half of them.

In spite of the erratic way in which Limacina appears and disappears (or at

least vanishes from observation) in the Gulf of Maine, the records for the five years

1912 to 1916 show that in summer this pteropod is much less plentiful in the coastal

zone and out to the 100-meter contour, from Massachusetts Bay northward and

eastward as far as Mount Desert Island, than it is farther offshore. Limacina has

appeared in less than 10 per cent of the June-August stations in this inshore zone,

to which we have paid particular attention, but seldom in any of the hauls at that

season in the inner part of Massachusetts Bay or in any of the other indentations of

the coast west of Mount Desert. Close proximity to the coast and shoalness of

the water do not necessarily imply a scarcity of Limacina in summer, however, for

this, it seems, is its period of maximum abundance at St. Andrews, where Doctor

McMurrich found it at almost every station from mid-June until September in 1916.

Limacina is likewise a regular summer inhabitant of the coastal waters along the

outer shores of Cape Cod and of the shallows over German and Georges Banks, and

south of Nantucket. Furthermore, it may occasionally appear in great numbers in

Massachusetts Bay in summer, when it is usually rare or absent there, for Alexander

Agassiz (1866) found it swarming at Nahant (some 12 miles from Boston) during

the summer of 1S63.

A considerable number of records of Limacina for September, October, and

November show that this pteropod, like Euthemisto, tends to work inshore in the

western side of the gulf in autumn. Thus, in 1915 60
it occurred at four out of six

late October and early November stations in Massachusetts Bay, whereas we have

only once found it inside a line from Cape Cod to Cape Ann in July or August of

recent years (station 10342, July 19, 1916). Similarly, no Limacina were taken in

the hauls along the Maine coast inside the 100-meter contour in 1915 until Sep-

t0 See Bigelow, 1917, p. 299, for records of Limacine in 1914 and 1915.
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tember, though in other years it has appeared in numbers off Casco Bay in summer,
as just noted (p. 119). Apparently it partially withdraws from the Bay of Fundy
in autumn, for McMurrich found only occasional examples at St. Andrews from the

first week of October until the new year.

It is not yet possible to plot the distribution of Limacina over the gulf as a

whole for winter, our December-January cruise having been confined to the

northern and western parts; but there, at least, Limacina is as widespread during

early winter as it is in summer; and if the season of 1920-1921 be representative,

it is even more regularly distributed, for it occurred at 10 out of 14 tow-net stations,

both in Massachusetts and Ipswich Bays near land, and from Cape Cod to Nova
Scotia offshore (stations 10488 to 10491, 10493, 10495, 10496, 10497, and 10500 to

10502). Similarly, Stimpson (1854) described it as present in Massachusetts Bay
from February until April, more than half a century ago, though the fact that it

appeared in the tow near Gloucester late in November, 1912, and again in Feb-

ruary, 1913, but neither in December nor in January of that winter, shows that it is

as subject to sporadic fluctuations in abundance there during the cold season as dur-

ing the warm.
Failure to find Limacina in the Fundy Deep on January 4, 1921, with McMur-

rich’s record of it as only occasional at St. Andrews during the half-year from Decem-
ber to May, 61 suggests that it occurs less regularly and is much less plentiful in the

Bay of Fundy in winter than in summer, which is just the reverse of its seasonal

history in Massachusetts Bay.

If the season of 1920 can be taken as representative, Limacina withdraws from

the whole northern and eastern part of the gulf and likewise from the immediate

coastal zone in the western side during the last few weeks of winter or first days of

spring, for we did not take a single specimen anywhere in the gulf during that

March or April north or west of the undulating curve laid down on the accompany-

ing chart (fig. 44) : although Limacina in various stages in growth then occurred

irregularly along Cape Cod, in the western, southern, and southeastern parts of

the basin, and over and off the slope of Georges Bank.

Our records point to the months of March and April as the season when the

geographical range of Limacina in the Gulf of Maine is least extensive, and to the

area just outlined as the only part of the gulf where this pteropod is regularly present

the year round. With the advance of spring it once more spreads over the northern

corner of the gulf, occurring at four stations in the eastern side of the basin in May,

1915; but while a considerable augmentation in its numbers takes place in the St.

Andrews region (which probably mirrors conditions in the Bay of Fundy generally)

by late June, as reflected by the frequency of captures listed by Doctor McMurrich,

this does not happen in the coastal zone of the gulf west and south of Mount Desert

until three months later, as just noted.

In this connection it is interesting that Limacina is present all the year round

off the west and south coasts of Ireland, just as it is in the offshore waters of the

Gulf of Maine, but is seasonal along the Irish shores, with its maximum in spring

61 From his plankton lists for 1915 and 1916.
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and summer (Massy, 1909), and that it is as erratic in its occurrence in the North

Sea as it is in the Gulf of Maine.

Limacina has been taken at about 50 per cent of our stations over the conti-

nental slope between the longitudes of New York and Cape Sable in late winter,

spring, summer, and early autumn, though never in great numbers. Only one

specimen was taken at our most oceanic station (10218, July, 1914), where the plank-

ton as a whole was tropical, nor did we find it associated with the warm-water

pteropods at our outermost stations south of New York in 1913.

Being typically boreal in its affinity to temperature, it is not to be expected in

the warm waters of the so-called Gulf Stream off the American littoral except as an

accidental and probably short-lived straggler from the cooler coastal zone, but in

more northern seas Limacina occurs chiefly in what is generally known to European

oceanographers as the “Atlantic” water. This, for example, is the case south of

Iceland, where it appears in great shoals, and it is with the general drift of this water

(which is warm in contrast to the polar currents) that Limacina penetrates the

Norwegian sea (Paulsen, 1910), for it is not at home in the icy cold Arctic water of

comparatively low salinity.

Most of the records of Limacina in the gulf have been from subsurface hauls,

for which the precise depths can not be stated because made with open nets; but

most of them have apparently come from comparatively shoal levels, for when two

hauls have been made at different depths below the surface the shallower has

usually taken the most Limacina. On the whole, the most prolific depth zone

may be stated as from 20 to 25 meters down to about 80, which corroborates

Paulsen’s (1910) generalization that Limacina lives chiefly shoaler than 50 meters

in north European seas, though it has occasionally been taken much deeper.

In summer we have never detected Limacina on the surface during the hours

of bright sunlight. In August, 1913, for example, “it was only once taken on the

surface (station 10103), although a surface haul was made at every station, usually

with a net of the same mesh as the one in which Limacina was taken in the depths”

(Bigelow, 1915, p. 303), that one occasion being at 7 p. m. On several occasions

during August, 1914, however, and the summer and autumn of 1915 (stations 10247,

10264, 10294, 10295, 10308, 10329, and 10333), surface tows between sunset and

sunrise have yielded it in some numbers. This suggests that Limacina, like many
other planktonic animals, performs a more or less regular diurnal migration in summer,
rising toward the surface during the dark hours, to sink again at sunrise. The fact

that the surface captures of Limacina (10 stations) 62 on our March and April cruises

of 1920 were made invariably either in the dark or during the twilight hours between

sunset and sunrise shows that this also takes place in spring, but perhaps not in

autumn and early winter, when the sun is at its lowest. 63 This habit certainly is

not so characteristic of Limacina in the more northern seas, where the sunlight is

62 Limacina retroversa was taken at the following stations during the spring of 1920: 20044 , 20045, 20040 , 20048, 20053, 20057,

20060, 20061, 20064, 20065, 20067, 20068, 20070, 20071, 20088, 20091, 20094, 20105, 20107, 20110, 20114, 20116, 20119, 20120, 20126, 20129; and

at the following in the winter and early spring of 1920-21: 10488, 10490, 10491, 10493, 10495, 10496, 10497, 10501, 10502, 10505, 10509,

10510, 10511. For earlier Gulf of Maine records of this pteropod see Bigelow, 1914, 1915, 1917, and 1922.

63 We lack direct information on this point, our surface hauls for that season having been made with small, fine-meshed nets

through which so little water filters that the apparent absence of Limacina may not be significant.
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weaker. In fact, it may not be followed at all there, for this pteropod is occasionally

met with in great shoals on the surface off Iceland in daytime, though usually not

when the sun is high.

The presence of Limacina retroversa in the Gulf of Maine throughout the year,

together with its very general distribution there, proves that its local presence or

absence is not governed by small variations in temperature or salinity. On the

contrary, Limacina (both large and small) has been taken at one season or another

in water varying in temperature from 2° to about 16.6°—that is, over practically

the entire range proper to the gulf except for the very coldest and the very

warmest. Probably its habit of coming up to the surface at night brings it into

the latter also, on occasion. But the great majority of the Gulf of Maine records

for this pteropod have certainly been from temperatures lower than 15° at all sea-

sons, and since it has never been found regularly or abundantly in water warmer
than this in any part of the ocean, 15° may be set arbitrarily as the upper tem-

perature limit to its continued presence and prosperous existence. Thus, in our

latitudes it is probably the high temperature of the oceanic water that is the offshore

barrier to it, confining it to the continental edge and shelf off the coast of the

United States.

On the other hand, although Limacina occurs in temperatures as low as 2 to 3°

in the gulf in winter, it does not tend to congregate in the very coldest water at

that season, but rather the reverse, for it was either absent altogether or at least

very rare during the spring of 1920 (one or two only at stations 20055 to 20061)

wherever the major part of the column of water was colder than 2°, although it

was present in the neighboring parts of the gulf at the time. We have found it

equally lacking or very rare in early spring in the icy cold water over the whole

breadth of the shelf abreast of southern Nova Scotia, and certainly it is very scarce,

if it occurs at all, in the coldest water along that coast in summer. Furthermore,

Doctor McMurrich’s notes show that there is a very close agreement between winter

chilling and scarcity, vernal warming and regular presence of Limacina at St. Andrews,

where it practically disappears when the temperature falls below about 3°, not to

reappear regularly in the tows until the water warms to 8 or 9° the following spring.

Although the evidence is not so clear, it seems that the presence or absence of

Limacina may be correlated similarly with temperature in Massachusetts Bay,

whence it appears to vanish when the water chills below, say, 2 to 3°, as happened

in February and March of 1920; whereas in warmer winters, as that of 1912-1913,

when the temperature of the water did not fall much below 3°, Limacina may
occur sporadically and in small numbers right through from autumn until February

(p. 120). These facts obviously suggest that it is the local cooling of the water that

drives this pteropod from the coastal waters of the gulf, and from its northeastern

corner generally, in late winter and early spring.

Temperature may also determine the bathymetric occurrence of Limacina.

For example, we found it comparatively abundant on the surface over the outer part

of the shelf abreast of Cape Sable early in the summer of 1915 (station 10294,

June 23), when the superficial water had warmed to 9° to 10°, but with temperatures

as low as 2° to 3° only 40 meters down it was certainly scarce at deeper levels. In
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fact, it may not have occurred at all, for the few specimens brought in by the deep

hards may have been picked up by the nets close to the surface on their journey down
or up; and the scarcity, if not absence, of this species in the coldest water along

Nova Scotia is sufficient evidence that it is not an immigrant to the Gulf of Maine by
that route. The general thesis that it is not at home in water of Arctic temperatures

is further corroborated by Doctor Huntsman, who informs me that Limacina retro-

versa is scarce, if not wanting, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, where, by contrast, its

larger Arctic relative (L . helicina) is very plentiful.

I have pointed out elsewhere (Bigelow, 1917, p. 299) that L. retroversa occurs

in numbers in waters of widely varying salinity in the Gulf of Maine, which agrees

vdth experience in European seas; but in spite of its tolerance for variations in salinity

it is clearly characteristic of the salter rather than of the fresher waters of the gulf.

Thus, it has been detected at only five stations out of 55, where the upper 10 meters

or so have been fresher than 31.5 per mille; never in any numbers except where the

underlying layers were much salter (e. g., station 10294, surface 31.06, 80 meters,

32.79 per mille). While such evidence is perhaps not conclusive for an organism

so sporadic in its local appearances and disappearances, at least it justifies the working

hypothesis that L. retroversa is seldom to be expected in water fresher than, say,

31.5 per mille, and not likely to persist in much lower salinities. About 31.06 per

mille is the lowest salinity in which it has certainly been taken within the limits of

the gulf, and Paulsen (1910) has already suggested the probability that when this

pteropod chances to stray into water much fresher than 30 to 31 per mille it perishes.

The dependence of L. retroversa on comparatively high salinity may have as

much to do with making Massachusetts Bay and the coastal belt of the gulf generally

unfavorable for it in spring as has its avoidance of very low temperatures.

Until the seasonal cycle of these two sets of phenomena—biologic and hydro-

graphic—has been followed more closely, the dependence of the former on the latter

can only be stated in the most general terms. However, it is important for an

understanding of the biology of this pteropod to emphasize the probability that

there is a causal relationship between the seasonal expansions and contractions in its

geographic range in the Gulf of Maine, on the one hand, and local and seasonal

differences in the salinity of the water, on the other. We find in this a resasonable

explanation for the fact that while winter chilling to 2° to 3° probably is the cause

which banishes L. retroversa from the coldest parts of the gulf in winter, 64
it does

not reappear near the coast in regions where the effect of the spring freshets

in lowering the salinity persists longest into spring and summer (Massachusetts

Bay, for example) until several months after the water has warmed to a point

favorable for its existence, and until a considerable increase has taken place in the

salinity of the upper 40 meters or so. In such locations, therefore, low salinity is

probably responsible for its protracted absence, which continues until the water is

once more salt enough for its liking.

Repopulation of the coastal zone by Limacina after its annual period of scarcity

might take place in one of two ways—either by local survival or by immigration.

61 From parts of the Bay of Fundy and from the inner parts of Massachutests Bay and probably from all along the shore in

cold winters.
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Alexander Agassiz’s (1866) observation that Limacina often sinks to the bottom
suggested to him, and to other students subsequently, that this habit may explain

its sudden appearances and disappearances—that is, that it may endure unfavorable

periods on the bottom, where salinity would always be sufficiently high for its existence

in all parts of the gulf except in very shallow water. However, since this habit has

not been observed in European waters, where L. retroversa is often far more abundant

than we have ever found it in the Gulf of Maine, probably its disappearance from

the coast water reflects either the death of the local stock or a migration out to sea,

its reappearance there reflecting an actual immigration from offshore in toward land,

which follows more or less closely on the reestablishment of a favorable environment

in the coast water and depends on the precise distribution of Limacina at the time

relative to the circulation in the central parts of the gulf.

The upper limit of salinity for Limacina is certainly as high as 36 per mille

(35.9 per mille is the most saline water in which I find it actually recorded), and

inasmuch as it thrives in water of 34 to 35 per mille in the North Sea region no part

of the Gulf of Maine could ever be too salty to afford it a favorable environment.

Nothing is known of the reproduction of L. retroversa in the Gulf of Maine except

that young as well as old individuals have been taken repeatedly in spring, summer,
autumn, and Avinter, proving it endemic. Very little information is as yet available

as to the actual numbers in which L. retroversa occurs in the gulf, and comparison of

the catches of the horizontal nets with those of the verticals shows that Avhether it

be scarce or plentiful, it is so prone to congregate in shoals (which one net may hit

but the other miss) that it would take a great number of vertical hauls to yield even

an approximation of its actual numerical strength over any considerable area of the

sea. For example, the vertical haul from 70 meters yielded none at all at the station

where we made our largest catch in the horizontal net (station 10215, northwest part

of Georges Bank, 125 cubic centimeters of Limacina in a 50-meter haul of one-half

hour’s duration). An instance of the opposite sort is afforded by a station in the

center of the gulf (March 2, 1920, station 20052), A\ffiere the quantitative haul yielded

enough (58 specimens) to indicate comparative abundance (theoretically 240 Limacina

under each square meter of the sea’s surface), whereas the surface haul yielded only a

few dozen individuals, the horizontal net, working at 100 meters, none at all, and the

closing net only a few at 160 meters. Instances of this sort, which might be multi-

plied, make any attempt to plot its actual numbers from the data yet in hand not

only idle but apt to prove misleading. However, it can be stated as a general propo-

sition that only on the rarest occasions does L. retroversa form any considerable pro-

portion of the plankton in any part of the gulf, judged either by numbers of individ-

uals or by bulk. 65 Nor have we ever found it in abundance to compare with the

shoals recorded by Paulsen (1910) from the waters south and west of Iceland. There-

fore, it is not likely that this pteropod is ever of as much importance as pasturage for

the pelagic fishes in the Gulf of Maine as it is in Irish waters, for instance, where,

says Massy (1909), it regularly serves as an important item in the diet of both mack-
erel and herring.

05 The richest catches of Limacina are noted above (p. 119).
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Limacina helicina Phipps

The Arctic pteropod L. helicina, a close relative of the boreal L. retroversa,

though characteristic of a different zoogeographic province, appears but rarely in the

gulf, and then only as an immigrant from the colder waters to the east and north.

Its status as such and its importance as an indicator of cold currents being discussed

elsewhere (p. 59), this mention may be confined to a list of its recorded occurrence in

the Gulf of Maine. 68

May 6, 1915—off Cape Sable, station 10270, 150-0 meters and 50 meters.

May 10, 1915—near Lurcher Shoal, station 10272, 60-0 meters, occasional specimens

on each occasion.

Clione limacina (Phipps)

The large shell-less pteropod Clione, beautiful in the water and easily recog-

nized, may be expected anywhere in the northern half of the Gulf of Maine in winter,

spring, or summer (fig. 45). During the cold half of the year—December to May

—

it has appeared at nearly 50 per cent of our stations, both over the gulf as a whole

and on the individual cruises. Not only are the records for these months very

generally distributed over the deeper basins and along the coastal belt, but Clione

may be more universal than the actual records suggest, for we have usually taken it in

numbers so small that its failure to appear in the tow nettings at other stations may
have been purely accidental.

In summer, too, we have found Clione repeatedly in the northern parts of the

gulf, but during the period from June to August it has appeared at only about 20

per cent of our stations—that is, distinctly less regularly than in winter or spring.

We have not found it at all in September, October, or November, though the few

stations for those months have been occupied at localities where it has been taken at

other times of year. From this it appears that Clione is distinctly seasonal in its

occurrence in the gulf, reaching its maximum from February until May and its

minimum in autumn.

Although Clione is oceanic in its general biologic status as opposed to neritic or

coastwise, it shows no apparent predilection for the deeper rather than the shoaler

parts of the Gulf of Maine; and while we have not found it in inclosed waters, and

Doctor McMurrich detected it only once at St. Andrews (on February 16, 1916),

it has been known to appear in swarms in Portland Harbor, an event referred to below

(p. 127). Neither do our records suggest any seasonal onshore or offshore migrations

on its part, such as appear to be executed by its relative, Limacina retroversa.

I should point out that Clione is no more regular in its occurrence and shows

no more concentration in the eastern than in the western side of the gulf, such as

might be expected of an organism the maintenance of whose numbers within our

limits depends partly on immigrations around Cape Sable, and such as actually ob-

tains for various Arctic animals (p. 59). On the contrary, no general portion of the

open gulf north of a line from Cape Cod to Cape Sable appears more favored by it

than another at its season of maximum abundance, but our few traverses of Georges

8E Also oil Halifax, Aug. 2, 1914; near Shelburne, Nova Scotia, and over the continental slope off that port, June 23 and 24, 1915

(Bigelow, 1917, p. 300).

8951—28 9
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Bank suggest that Clione is less common there than within the gulf proper to the

north. Thus, in March, 1920, it was not detected at all at the three stations (20065

to 20067) on the eastern end of Georges Bank, though on the slope to the south

Fig. 45.—Occurrence of the naked pteropod Clione limacina. ©, locality records for June, July, and August; O. the winter

months; X, March, April, and May

(20068) a haul from 150-0 meters yielded four; and while it appeared again there

(station 20109) and on the bank to the north (station 20110) on April 16, only one

specimen was noted at each station. Apparently Clione vanishes from all parts of
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Georges Bank as the season progresses, for we did not find it at any station there or

along the continental slope abreast the gulf in July of 1913, 1914, or 1916.

We have never found Clione assuming any faunal prominence in the open waters

of the Gulf of Maine, where it is usually represented by occasional specimens only

among the mass of other plankton brought in by the nets. For example, in Febru-

ary, March, and April, 1920, all our hauls combined yielded not over 175 specimens

of Clione, although it occurred at some 30 stations, whereas various other animals

were captured in thousands—even millions in the case of the commoner copepods.

Wood (1869, p. 185), it is true, found Clione so abundant in Portland harbor in May,
1868, that “the water appeared to be alive with them,” but our experience ever

since 1912 has been so consistent in this respect that I can only look on such local

swarms of Clione as altogether exceptional for the Gulf of Maine, although this

pteropod regularly appears in vast shoals in more northern seas.

It is still uncertain to what extent Clione is endemic in the Gulf of Maine.

There is every reason to suppose that it immigrates more or less regularly into the

gulf around Cape Sable via the Nova Scotian current, as do the various Arctic

organisms, because it is far more numerous off the east coasts of Newfoundland and
Labrador—where I found it swarming among the floe ice in the summer of 1900

—

about the Grand Banks of Newfoundland, and in the Arctic seas as a whole, than we
have ever found it of late years in the Gulf of Maine or farther south. However,

as I have elsewhere emphasized, in reality the local presence of Clione is not the

sure index to Arctic currents many have supposed (Bigelow, 1917, p. 301, and

1922, p. 174), for it is as abundant in Atlantic as in Arctic waters around Iceland

(Damas and Koefoed, 1907; Paulsen, 1910); and while Clione grows to a larger size

in the latter than in the former, there is no reason to doubt, from their evidence,

that it breeds successfully in both. Many authors have quoted its abundance south

of Ireland, to which Massy (1909) called attention, and where there is no reason to

credit it with an Arctic origin. According to Dr. A. G. Huntsman (in Bigelow, 1922,

p. 135), its larvse are found over the whole region from the Gulf of Maine to the Gulf

of St. Lawrence and the Newfoundland Banks, at sea but not in estuaries.

Like many other animals, Clione decreases in numbers toward the boundary

(in this case the southern) of its range, but it is probably impossible to draw any

sharp line beyond which it can not maintain itself. No doubt as we pass from north

to south it becomes more and more dependent on accessions of fresh blood from the

north for the maintenance of the local stock, but in favorable seasons it may be

expected to reproduce itself in unwonted numbers far beyond its normal zone of

abundance. Probably the Portland swarm just mentioned resulted from an unusu-

ally successful wave of local reproduction; and the generality of its distribution over

the gulf suggests that more or less Clione are produced there yearly, though probably

immigration via the Nova Scotian current is the more important source of supply.

On the whole, I see no reason to alter the view, earlier stated, that it probably

rarely succeeds in breeding south of Cape Cod. Even in the Gulf of Maine
Clione can reproduce itself in abundance only on the occasions when hydro-

graphic conditions conspire in its favor, conditions occurring so rarely that only

the one instance of this is known. I must caution the reader that very few
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observations have been made on the occurrence of larval Clione that might or might

not survive to maturity. Even in European seas, where the plankton has been

much more intensively studied, little is known of the conditions of temperature and

salinity under which its reproduction normally takes place (Paulsen, 1910).

Granting that Clione does reproduce itself to some extent in the Gulf of Maine,

it follows that its presence at any particular time and place is not necessarily to be

taken as evidence of a northern current; but in the last analysis Clione is essentially

of northern origin in the gulf, and it is probable that a considerable proportion of the

stock existing there at any given time are actual immigrants via the Nova Scotian

current, some indirect evidence of which is yielded by the details of the records of its

occurrence in the gulf. Thus, although the data yet at hand do not indicate any
connection between the winter increase in the numbers of Clione and the fluctuations

of the cold current (the latter is then at a low ebb), and although Clione shows no
definite tendency toward concentration in the side of the gulf where this water is

most in evidence, the spring maximum for Clione corresponds to the maximum
annual intrusion of the latter into the gulf.

West and south of Cape Cod Clione may safely be classed as primarily an immi-

grant. As such it was long ago recorded as far south as the coast of Virginia (Rath-

bun, 1889), and probably it is a more or less regular if usually uncommon visitor

along this part of the continental shelf in winter and spring, for the Albatross towed

it off Delaware Bay on February 20, 1920 (station 20042), and Rathbun (1889)

recorded it from localities on the outer part of the shelf between the latitudes of

New York and Chesapeake Bay in April and May of 1887. Occasionally large

numbers of them may drift south, De Kay (1843, p. 66) describing them as very

abundant in the bays near New York in April, 1823, but only for a few days, after

which they vanished. In warm summers, such as that of 1913, it vanishes beyond

Cape Cod by July, but in the cool summer of 1916 its presence off Chesapeake Bay,

off Delaware Bay, and off New York in August suggested temporary breeding activ-

ity under rarely favorable local conditions, a view supported by the fact that at

one of these stations (10386) Clione larvae were taken with the adults (Bigelow, 1922,

pp. 156, 174). Evidently, however, Clione did not succeed in maintaining itself

there much later into the season, because it was not taken in these southern waters

at any of the November stations for that year. The high temperatures of the tropical

“Gulf Stream” water are a fatal barrier to the offshore dispersal of Clione a few

miles outside the continental edge, from abreast of southern Nova Scotia southward.

Probably Clione is never numerous enough, or locally numerous, in the Gulf of

Maine for a long enough period to be of any importance in its natural economy.

In more northern seas its great swarms afford a bounteous food supply for whales,

and it is an important article of diet for both mackerel and herring in Irish waters,

according to Paulsen (1910). 67

87 Station records of Clione in the Quif of Maine have been published as follows: For July and August, 1912, in Bigelow, 1914,

p. 118; for the winter of 1912-1913 and the spring of 1913, in Bigelow, 1914, pp. 403, 406, and 407; for the summer of 1913, in Bigelow,

1915, p.302. In July and August, 1914, it was detected at stations 10213, 10243, 10249, and 10255; in the season of 1915 at stations,

10276, 10277, 10278, 10280, 10281, 10282, 10286, 10287, and 10306; in July, 1916, station 10346; in October and November, 1916, not at all;

in the spring of 1920, stations 20046, 20048, 20049, 20053, 20055, 20056, 20057, 20058, 20068, 20074, 20079, 20081, 20086, 20087, 20091, 20094,

20095, 20097, 20100, 20101, 20103, 20105, 20106, 20109, 20110, 20112, 20113, 20114, 20115, 20119, 20122, 20124, and 20126; in December, 1920,

and January, 1921, stations 10489, 10491, 10493, 10495, 10496, and 10497.
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Other pelagic mollusks

Apart from the cephalopods and the three pteropods (Limacina retroversa, L.

lidicina, and Clione limacina) just discussed, very few adult pelagic Mollusca have

ever been found within the southern rim of the Gulf of Maine. 68 The Grampus

cruises have yielded an Atlanta and two specimens of the pteropod Diacria trispinosa

from 10 miles north-northwest of Gloucester on July 8, 1913, and two of Limacina

injlata taken off Cape Cod July 19, 1914 (station 10213). All these species are char-

acteristic of the warmer parts of the North Atlantic, not of boreal waters, and hence

reached the gulf as stragglers from the warm waters of the Atlantic to the south;

but it is hard to account for their presence at the particular times and places of cap-

ture, because “they were taken with an otherwise typical boreal assemblage of

plankton organisms” (Bigelow, 1915, p. 306).

A Pneumoderma, or some closely allied pteropod too young for identification,

was taken near Lurcher Shoal on August 12, 1914 (station 10245); and, under the

name Pseudoclione, Danforth (1907) has described a pteropod of doubtful relationship

from Casco Bay, which showed sexual maturity combined with various larval charac-

ters (taken August 29 and again September 5 to 8, 1902). A Cavolina tridentata and

two Pterotrachea from the southern edge of Georges Bank, respectively on July 21

(station 10219) and July 20 (station 10216) in 1914, complete the brief list.

In contrast to the Gulf of Maine, the waters along the continental slope from

the longitude of New York eastward have proved extremely rich in warm-water

pteropods and heteropods carried thither in the sweep of the Gulf Stream, whence

considerable lists of them W'ere obtained by the early expeditions of the Bureau of

Fisheries (Smith and Hargar, 1874; Verrill, 1885; Johnson, 1915), as well as on our

more recent Grampus cruises (Bigelow, 1917, p. 302). However, since it is only

in the rarest instances that any of these find their way into the inner parts of the Gulf

of Maine, little space need be devoted to them here.

The captures of this category made by the Grampus in July, 1913, and July,

1914, are noted elsewhere (p. 54; Bigelow, 1915, p. 301; Bigelow, 1917, p. 302).

These two lists together comprise some 14 species, while Johnson (1915), in his more

complete summary of previous records, mentions 25, representing the genera Firoloida,

Carinaria, Atlanta, Clio, Cuvierina, Peracle, Corolla, and Glaucus. Others (e. g.,

Janthina) have also been recorded, but only from examples washed up on the beaches

of southern New England or the outlying islands. To illustrate how seldom any

of these oceanic Mollusca stray within the 500-meter contour and how sharply their

range contrasts with that of their boreal relative L. retroversa
,
the accompanying

chart (fig. 46), showing all records listed by Johnson (1915), is offered. All these

are from summer and autumn. In winter and spring warm water, with its character-

istic tropical-oceanic inhabitants, lies farther out from the continental edge.

58 Leaving out of account the various pelagic bivalve and gastropod larvae.
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CRUSTACEANS

Adult decapods

The Gulf of Maine supports a host of decapods—that is, crabs, shrimps, and

lobsters—the larval stages of which often swarm in the plankton, most often along

shore, as noted elsewhere (p. 34). The adults of nearly all of them live on the

bottom, except when some of the shrimps make brief swimming excursions upward

when disturbed, as, for instance, by the passage of the bottom net or trawl, or when
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they are lifted by active vertical currents. The glass shrimps (genus Pasipheea) are

the only decapods regularly planktonic in the Gulf of Maine when adult.

Pasiplieea

These shrimps are so much larger (80 to 90 millimeters long when adult) than

any other crustaceans pelagic in the gulf that even a single specimen is sure to be

detected in the tow. It is therefore safe to assume that the list presented herewith

comprises our whole catch, which is not true of smaller organisms easily overlooked

in the mass of other plankton unless abundantly represented in the catch.

We towed our first glass shrimps (three in number) in the western basin in a

haul from 150 meters on August 9, 1913 (station 10088). Since then they have been

taken there on August 22, 1914; August 31, 1915; March 5, 1920; and April 18, 1920

(stations 10254, 10307, 20087, and 20115), and likewise at two stations in the deep

water in the northeastern part of the gulf (March 3, 1920, station 20055, and March

22, 1920, station 20081)
;
once in the southeast corner (April 17, 1920, station 20112),

and once at the outer edge of the shelf off Cape Sable (March 19, 1920, station 20076).

So far as I can learn, the only previous records of this genus for the Gulf of

Maine are as follows: Western Basin, approximate latitude 42° 38', longitude 69°

38', two specimens dredged in 203 meters in August, 1877; two more near the same
locality, 256 and 311 meters (dredge), on August 27, 1878 (Smith, 1879) ;

others from

Cape Cod Bay and from off Cape Cod, 25 meters and 212 to 223 meters, respectively

(Rathbun, 1905).

These early captures were recorded as Pasiphsea tarda, which has long been

spoken of as the characteristic northern representative of the genus (Wollebsek,

1908). Sund (1913), however, has more recently shown that at least three perfectly

distinct and easily recognizable species have been confounded under this name,
Smith’s own illustration (S. I. Smith, 1879, pi. 10, fig. 1) showing that in reality

the early American records were not based on tarda but on the P. multidentata of

Esmark, which has also proved to be the commonest glass shrimp in Norwegian

waters. 69 All the recent specimens from within the Gulf of Maine likewise are

multidentata, a perfectly transparent species, whereas P. tarda is commonly blood

red. Our records of P. multidentata have been from comparatively deep hauls,

though not invariably from the deepest stratum in the Gulf (fig. 47) as follows:

Station

10088.

10254.

10307.

20055.

Depth of Depth of Depth of Depth of
haul in water in Station haul in water in
meters meters meters meters

146-0 274 20076 200-0 250
7.5-0 20081 140-0 206

225-0 20087- 200-0 255
230-0 245 20112 200-0 290
180-140 230 20115 200-0 290

So far as I can learn, Pasiphsea has never been taken on the surface or in

plankton hauls shoaler than 75 meters in the Gulf of Maine, though it has been

dredged in as shallow water as 25 meters; hence, it is clearly bathypelagic in the

69 The several species are easily separable by the form of the rostrum, which is high and coniform in multidentata. For details
I refer the reader to Sund (1913).
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gulf, just as in the Norwegian fjords (Wollebsek, 1908), and very probably it lives

on the bottom part of the time.

The material at hand is not sufficient to throw any light on the breeding habits

of Pasiphsea in the Gulf, except that females carrying the very large eggs were taken

Fig. 47.—Locality records for the decapodous shrimp Pasiphsea. x> P- multidentata: ®, P. tarda: A, S. I. Smith’s record.

(See p. 131)

in August (station 10254) but not in March or April. The locations of capture

suggest the western basin (where we have usually, though not invariably, found it

in our deepest hauls) as the chief local center of abundance for Pasiphsea, but it is
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to be expected anywhere in the gulf below 200 meters—witness the records from the

eastern basin and from the southeast deep.

We have only two records for P. tarda, both over the continental slope off

Georges Bank in hauls from 750 to 100 meters, February 22 and March 12, 1920

(stations 20044 and 20069), which agrees with Sund’s (1913) experience that this

species usually lives at a rather deeper level than P. multidentata, from which it is

separable by the low rostrum, hardly rising above the general dorsal outline, and by

its red color. We have not taken P. principle, but this species is recorded from south

of Marthas Vineyard by Sund (1913).

Euphausiids

We are indebted to Dr. H. J. Hansen, who identified the collections made dur-

ing the summer of 1912 and winter of 1912 and 1913, and to Dr. W. M. Tattersall, who
undertook the same task for the gatherings of 1914,70 for ability to include a chapter

on this economically important and faunistically instructive group of pelagic crus-

taceans. I have attempted the identifications of the euphausiids contained in

the tow nettings of our subsequent cruises by comparison with specimens named by
these two eminent specialists and by the aid of Zimmer’s (1909) very clear keys

and descriptions; but while it is easy to name the adults of all the species occurring

regularly in the Gulf of Maine, by easily recognizable anatomical features, the larval

stages, occasionally abundant (p. 134), still await reference to their proper parentage.

Knowledge of the occurrence of this group in the deep water outside the conti-

nental shelf abreast of the gulf, between the longitudes of 71 and 65°, is chiefly

based on the collections made by the Bureau of Fisheries’ vessels in past years,

recently reported upon by Doctor Hansen (1915).

Only a few species of euphausiids are yet known to occur within the gulf, nor

is it likely that the various oceanic members of the group will ever be found in its

inner parts except as stragglers; but these few (to be treated in detail below) are

among the most characteristic if not the most numerous members of its endemic

plankton. True, they seldom dominate the catch, or even form any considerable

part of it, except locally in the northeast corner of the gulf and near the mouth of the

Bay of Fundy, and when they swarm in other parts of the gulf it is only for brief

periods. But our tow nets have seldom failed to yield them in greater or less number,

except at times and localities when the catch as a whole has been of the scantiest.

Euphausiid shrimps are so important in the dietary of whales and of many fishes that

pursue them eagerly (and indeed one can well believe them dainty morsels) that they

are much more important economically than their small numbers, contrasted with

the hosts of copepods, might suggest. This subject is discussed in another chapter

(p. 97).

The occasions on which we have made notably rich hauls of euphausiids within

the limits of the Gulf of Maine have been as follows: On Browns Bank, July 24,

1914 (station 10228), the haul at 60-0 meters yielded about 500 cubic centimeters of

small Thysanoessa, representing three species ( Thysancessa gregaria, Th. longicaudata,

70 For tables of occurrence of the several species in these years see Bigelow, 1914a, p. 411, and 1917, p. 282.
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and Th. inermis), many large Meganyctiphanes
,
and a few Nematoscelis. Four days

later we again encountered a euphausiid plankton over the continental slope off

Shelburne, Nova Scotia (station 10233), where half-hour hauls on the surface, at

100-0 meters and at 200-0 meters, yielded, respectively, 125, 500, and 250 cubic

centimeters, chiefly euphausiids. On this occasion the surface catch consisted mainly

of Euphausia, but Nematoscelis dominated at 400 meters, with the two species

mingled at the 100-meter haul. 'An abundance of these two genera is perhaps

characteristic of this general location in summer, for we again found them in large

numbers over the continental slope nearby on June 24, 1915 (station 10295). This

does not apply to Browns Bank, however, which was barren of euphausiids on June

24, 1915 (station 10296), though productive of them the previous July; nor did we
find more than an odd specimen there in March or April, 1920 (stations 20072 and

20106). Small Th. longicaudata were numerous over the northeast part of Georges

Bank on March 13 of that year (station 20070). By April 16 (station 20108) they

had vanished thence, but the fact that we once more found small Th. longicaudata

very plentiful off the southwest face of the bank on May 17 (station 20129) sug-

gests that the swarm had drifted westward from one end of the bank to the other

during the interval from March to May.
Turning now to the inner parts of the gulf, we have twice found the waters off

northern Cape Cod supporting larval and very young Thysanoessa in abundance

(July 8, 1913, station 10057, and August 28, 1914, station 10264). Medium-sized

and adult specimens of this genus (particularly Th. inernis, p. 135) were also taken in

large numbers in the eastern side of the basin in May (station 10270) and off Cape
Ann in August, 1915 (station 10306). On August 22, 1914 (station 10254), we found

Meganyctiphanes abundant in the deeper water layers of the western basin, but

the most interesting swarming of shrimps of this group in the western part of the

gulf was the sudden appearance of shoals of Thysanoessa raschii off the Isles of

Shoals late in April, 1913, as described below (p. 145). Provincetown Bay was
similarly invaded by "shrimps,” very likely of this same species, in March, 1880,

as described by A. H. Clark (1887), and in August, 1923, euphausiids of some sort

were so plentiful at the surface off Penobscot Bay that Dr. George C. Shattuck

wrote me of seeing “a good many shrimp in the water” while sailing from Isle au

Haut to Matinicus Island during the last week of the month.

All the congregations of pelagic shrimps mentioned so far have been sporadic,

or at least of brief duration; but euphausiids are often enough plentiful in the ex-

treme northeast corner of the deep basin, some 50 miles southwest of Grand Manan,
at various seasons, for this local abundance to be regarded as characteristic. Our
first visit to this locality (in August, 1912) did not suggest this (indeed, not a single

euphausiid was noted in the tow on that occasion), but many large specimens of

Meganyctiphanes norvegica were taken at this general location on August 13, 1913

(station 10097), in a haul from about 160-0 meters; again on August 13, 1914 (sta-

tion 10246, 150-0 meters)
;
on May 10, 1915 (station 10273, 125-0 meters)

;
on June

10, 1915 (station 10283, 100-0 meters)
;
and in the basin, a few miles to the south-

ward, on August 7, 1915 (station 10304). If the year 1920 can be taken as typical,

this local abundance of Meganyctiphanes is as characteristic of spring as of midsum-
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mer, for this shrimp was plentifully represented in that region on March 22 (station

20081) in hauls from 40 and from 200 meters, while the haul from 100 meters

yielded about 50 on April 12 (station 20100), although the zooplankton as a whole

was decidedly scanty on that occasion. I hesitate to extend this generalization

to the winter, however, because only a few euphausiids were taken there on January

5, 1921 (station 10502).

Euphausiids 71 are often extremely plentiful near the surface in the Eastport-St.

Andrews region at the mouth of the Bay of Fundy, where the smaller-sized herring

can be seen chasing them to and fro right up to the docks (p. 102), and they are so

conspicuous when schooling that they must have been seen and commented upon

by local fishermen from the first settlement of that coast. The earliest published

reference to their local abundance there, or in any part of the gulf, for that matter, seems

to have been in 1879, when S. I. Smith (1879, p. 90) described Meganyctiphanes norvegica

as occurring at the surface in the Eastport region in “swarms, filling the water for

miles,” and as “usually accompanied by schools of mackerel, young pollock, and

other fish, and in autumn by immense flocks of gulls, the fish and smaller gulls appear-

ing to feed almost exclusively on Thysanopoda at such times.” Such occasions he

recorded for April, August, September, and October, adding that Verrill found these

shrimp swarming in myriads in the ripplings in the center of the Bay of Fundy in

1869, and that they are often so abundant among the wharves at Eastport that they

may be caught there by the quart. Moore also wrote (1898, p. 401) that “during

the summer and fall dense bodies of Thysanopoda are seen swimming about the

wharves at Eastport and at other places in the vicinity, and they are also extremely

abundant on the ripplings at Grand Manan, which has long been famous as a herring

fishery. Excepting the eyes and the phosphorescent spots beneath, which are

bright red, the bodies of these shrimps are almost transparent, yet such is the

density of the schools in which they congregate that a distinct reddish tinge is often

imparted to the water. In the summer and early fall of 1895 they were especially

abundant about the wharves at Eastport, and on one occasion, at least, they were

left at low water several inches deep over a considerable area of one of the docks.”

Moore believed that Thysanoessa inermis was the species chiefly concerned, but

in the light of subsequent observations it is probable that then, as now, it was
outnumbered there by Meganyctiphanes. Our own observations, with information

communicated by Doctor Huntsman, show that the passage of time has seen no
diminution in the abundance of the latter in the Eastport-St. Andrews region in

summer and early autumn.
It is only in the extreme northeast corner of the gulf, perhaps east of Machias,

that euphausiids appear regularly in estuarine situations; farther west and south

the group, as a whole, are creatures of the open sea.

Tliysanoessa inermis (Krpyer )
72

Thysanoessa inermis, as I have stated elsewhere (Bigelow, 1917, p. 283), occurs

more regularly over the gulf as a whole than any other euphausiid, though it is not

the most abundant locally. In July and August, as exemplified by the summers of

71 Chiefly Meganyctiphanes, but Thysanoessa as well, according to Smith (1879), Moore (1898), and our own observations.
72 1 follow Hansen (1911) in including under this name both Th. neglecta and fihoda inermis, which, as he has shown are

merely varieties of the one species.
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1912, 1914, and 1915, it occurred at about 50 per cent of our stations (fig. 48), with

the records for those months distributed generally throughout the offshore parts of

the gulf as well as over Georges and Brown’s Banks and over the shelf off Marthas
Vineyard and Nantucket.

Fig. 48.—Occurrence of the euphausiid shrimp, Thysanoessa inermis, for June, July, and August. O, occurred; O, not

taken; x, records by Hansen (1915). The hatched curve incloses the area where it has occurred at 50 per cent of the

stations

This species (figs. 48 and 49) has occasionally been recorded close to land in

Massachusetts Bay and may be abundant temporarily in Eastport Harbor, as just

noted, but its presence in these estuarine waters is only sporadic in summer. Nor
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did Doctor McMurrich detect it at all at St. Andrews at that season, though it

occurred there in November, December, and January, and occasionally in February

and March. In fact, we have usually found it wanting in summer throughout the

Fig. 49.—Occurrence of the euphausiid shrimp, Thysanoessa inermis, February to April, 1920. ®, occurred; O. none

taken. The hatched curve incloses the area where it occurred in about 50 per cent of the stations for March and April

coastal zone from Cape Cod to Grand Manan, with the 100-meter contour roughly

marking its shoreward limit from Cape Ann to the mouth of the Grand Manan
Channel at that season. But its regular presence over the shallow southern rim of
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the gulf, as well as close up to the land off Cape Sable and in Eastport harbor during

the warm months, shows that it is not the shoalness of the water which holds it

offshore, but either some influence of the coast line itself or the physical state of the

water. Thus it is rather more oceanic in the gulf than its omnipresent and much
more plentiful companion, the copepod Calanus finmarchicus, for the latter thrives

right up to the outer islands and headlands, though its adults are seldom abundant
in inclosed waters.

The term “ oceanic,” however, as applied to Thysanoessa inermis, does not imply

that it reaches the Gulf of Maine from the warm water of the Atlantic Basin to the

east and south. On the contrary, we have never found it in our hauls outside the

continental edge, either east or west of Cape Cod, except at one station (10349, July

24, 1916), where low temperature proved that the inner edge of the "Gulf Stream”
lay some distance farther offshore. Nor did Hansen (1915) find it in gatherings

taken over the slope abreast of the gulf, where other euphausiids—e. g., Nemato-
scelis— occurred in abundance, though he records it from various localities over the

outer part of the continental shelf within the limits of the gulf—e. g., off Marthas
Vineyard, near Browns Bank, and south of Nova Scotia. It is evident from this that

the warm and highly saline tropical water, which is never far out beyond the edge

of the continent in these latitudes, is an effective barrier to the offshore dispersal of

Th. inermis off the eastern United States, although it ranges southward regularly to

southern New England every summer, and even accompanies the Calanus com-
munity as far south as the latitude of Chesapeake Bay in cool summers (e. g., 1916)

and probably every winter.

In all this its occurrence in American waters parallels its distribution on the

other side of the Atlantic, where it is distinctively arctic-boreal, as Kramp (1913,

p. 544) points out, occurring chiefly in the northern Atlantic and in the adjacent parts

of the Arctic Ocean from Franz Josef Land to West Greenland, and southward as

far as the North Sea and the waters around Ireland.

Thysanoessa inermis is present in the Gulf of Maine throughout the year, as

proven by the fact that we have taken it there throughout the spring and summer,

at several stations in September and October of 1915, twice (out of five stations) in

November in 1916, and at about half the stations occupied during our midwinter

cruise of 1920 and 1921. As I have just pointed out, winter is its season of greatest

abundance at St. Andrews, but it shows no apparent tendency to work inshore off the

coasts of Massachusetts at that season, for we did not detect it at all in tows taken

near Gloucester every two weeks throughout the winter of 1912 and 19 13.73

The most notable seasonal fluctuation in the distribution of Th. inermis within

the gulf (supposing its status in 1920 to be representative) is that it almost totally

disappears from the southern deeps, from the eastern channel, and from Georges

Bank in March and April, although it occurred at about 50 per cent of our stations

around the coastal belt at that season (fig. 49). Our failure to find it over the eastern

73 For its occurrence from 1912 to 1916 see Bigelow, 1914a, p. 411; Bigelow, 1917, pp. 282 and 283; and Bigelow, 1922, pp. 133, 136, and

150. In the spring of 1920 it was detected at stations 20046, 20049, 20054, 20057, 20059, 20060, 20070, 20073, 20075, 20079, 20080, 20085, 20086,

20088, 20092, 20093, 20094, 20097, 20099, 20100, 20101, 20102, 20105, 20106, 20116, 20119, 20122, 20125, and 20126; as well as at the following

stations from December, 1920, to January, 1921: 10490, 10494, 10497, 10499, 10500, 10502, and at stations 10507, 10508, 10509, and 10510

in March, 1921.
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end of Georges Bank during these months certainly was not accidental, for we made
two traverses of the bank four weeks apart, and it was equally wanting at our several

stations on the western end of the bank on May 17, a month when we have previously

found it widespread in the inner parts of the gulf.

It will require more than the one year’s data to prove whether this vernal con-

traction of the range of Th. inermis on the offshore side, which must be followed by a

corresponding expansion in June to repopulate these waters to the extent that

obtains in midsummer, is an annual occurrence.

We have yet to learn how far the maintenance of the local stock of Th. inermis

in the Gulf of Maine depends on the reproduction which takes place there and how
far on immigration around Cape Sable from the colder waters of the Nova Scotian

current, no attempt having yet been made to trace the life history of this shrimp in

the gulf. It is probable that Th. inermis breeds successfully at least as far west as

Cape Cod, and that it is represented among the considerable numbers of larval

euphausiids which we have taken there side by side with medium-sized specimens

and large adults of this species.

Thysanoessa inermis has never been found in abundance at the surface in any
part of the gulf except at Eastport, though it has often occurred in small numbers
in the catches of the surface nets. On the other hand, our deepest hauls in the gulf

have never yielded many, and the largest catches have all been in nets working at 40

to 80 meters depth. Thus it tends to congregate at about the same level as Calanus

and is not associated with the Euchseta community of the deep basins, as its relative

Meganyctiphanes norvegica so often is.

I can offer no data bearing on the actual numerical strength of Th. inermis in

the gulf, nor could much dependence be placed on the results of vertical hauls in the

case of so active an animal unless with larger nets than we have used. Our largest

catches of it have been made near Cape Ann (August 22, 1914, station 10253), on the

eastern end of Georges Bank (July 23, 1914, station 10223), near Cape Sable (August

11, 1914, station 10243), and off Marthas Vineyard (August 25, 1914, station 10259).

Tliysanoessa longicaudata (Kr0yer) 74

This species, as Kramp (1913) and Holt and Tattersall (1905) have pointed out,

is generally distributed in Arctic Seas and in the northern part of the Atlantic,

ranging south to the west coast of Ireland and northern North Sea in European
waters. On the whole, it is more northern and more oceanic in its affinities than

Th. inermis, but, like the latter, the records for it in the Gulf of Maine are so widely

distributed that it is to be expected anywhere in the offshore parts of the latter in

summer (fig. 50), late winter, and early spring. Only three times in all our

experience, however, have we detected it in the coastal zone inside the 100-meter

contour at any season, and never in inclosed bays or estuaries.

Thysanoessa longicaudata is far less numerous in the gulf than its relative Th.

inermis, and occurs there far less regularly, having been detected at fewer than 25

per cent of our summer stations (fig. 50), and then usually in small numbers; nor

?) For the occurrence of this species in 1912 to 1916 see Bigelow, 1914a, 1917, and 1922. In the spring of 1920 it was taken at

stations 20046, 20046, 20054, 20057 , 20060, 20064, 20065, 20066, 20069, 20070, 20073, 20075, 20076, 20077, 20079, 20080, 20086, 20087, 20100,

20101 ,20107, 20112, 20116 ,and 20129. It was also taken in December, 1920, and January, 1921 ,at stations 10490,10494, and 10502.
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does there appear to be much change in its status from season to season, for it was
found at about 20 per cent of the stations occupied by the Halcyon during December,

1920, and January, 1921, and at about 25 per cent of the Albatross stations of Feb-

Fig. 50.—Occurrence of the euphausiid shrimp Thysanoessa longicaudata. X, locality records, February to May, 1920;

®, July to September, including Hansen’s (1915) records

ruary to May, 1920 (fig. 50). Although the locations where Th. longicaudata has

actually been taken are not concentrated in the one side of the gulf or in the other,

we have usually made our largest catches of it in the eastern part, both in spring
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and in summer. For instance, it was abundant on the edge of Georges Bank on

March 13, 1920 (station 20071), and on Browns Bank on July 24, 1914 (station

10228). This phenomenon and the fact that we have found it at most of our stations

along the continental slope abreast of Georges Bank and south of Nova Scotia, where

inermis has usually proved wanting, is no doubt correlated with its oceanic nature,

and Hansen (1915) records Th. longicaudata from many localities over the slope

south of Marthas Vineyard, often in great abundance.

Evidently this shrimp is a characteristic inhabitant of the cool band of water

of mixed origin which separates the tropical Atlantic (so-called “Gulf Stream”)

water from the continental shelf. Probably it comes as a wanderer from the east

and north, and it may follow the outer part of the shelf at least as far south as the

latitude of Chesapeake Bay in cool summers, as in 1916 (Bigelow, 1922, p. 151)
;
but

we have never found it at any station where the presence of a tropical planktonic

community has betrayed a large admixture of
“ Gulf Stream” water. Judging from

the boreal-Artic affinities of Th. longicaudata, it is probable that high temperatures

and salinities form an impenetrable offshore barrier to its dispersal off the coasts

of Nova Scotia and the United States.

Bathymetric range.—We have yet to find Th. longicaudata on the surface in the

Gulf of Maine in summer, most of the records of it for the three months, July to

September, being in hauls from 80 meters or deeper, the shoalest from 50-0 meters

(two hauls). An interesting example of its preference for deep water is afforded

by its vertical distribution in the western basin on August 22, 1914 (station 10254),

when there were none on the surface, and, allowing for the use of different-sized

nets, many more at 235-0 meters depth than at 75-0 meters (Bigelow, 1917, p. 282).

Although it is not so closely confined to the deeper strata of water during the early

spring (for we found many on the surface over the eastern end of Georges Bank on

March 13, 1920 (station 20070), and a few on the surface in the western side of the

basin 10 days later (station 20087)) most of the spring records of the species in the

gulf have likewise been from depths greater than 75 meters. Thus, it finds its most
favorable habitat at a deper level than that of Th. inermis.

Judging from the rather conflicting statements of European students (Holt

and Tattersall, 1905; Hansen, 1908; Tattersall, 1911; Kramp, 1913), Th. longi-

caudata is equally a deep-water form on the other side of the Atlantic, though it

comes right up to the surface of the w~ater about Iceland (Paulsen, 1909). Probably

the warm layer that forms over the surface of most boreal seas in late spring and
summer acts as a barrier to its upward dispersal during the warm half of the year,

just as high temperature confines it offshore, abreast of the Gulf of Maine. At any
rate, its avoidance of the surface in summer and of the coastal zone at all seasons

makes it an inhabitant of low temperatures and comparatively high salinities in

the Gulf of Maine, where the water in which most of the stock lives ranges from
about 2° to about 10° in temperature and upward of 32.5 per mille in salinity.

Whether Th. longicaudata breeds in the Gulf of Maine or appears there only as

an immigrant from the north is yet to be learned. Probably it is endemic there

in small numbers, like other planktonic animals with a similar affinity for low
temperature, but depends as much on more or less constant immigration from
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northern sources, either around Cape Sable or from the mixed water along the outer

part of the continental shelf, for the maintenance of its numbers within the gulf.

Nematoscelis, July to September, Including Hansen’s (1915); A, locality records for Nematoseelis, February to May,

1920; X, locality records for Thysanoessa gregaria

Tltysanoessa gregaria, G. O. Sars

The fact that Thysanoessa gregaria occurs side by side with its boreal-Arctic

relatives Th. inermis, Th. longicaudata, and Th. raschii in the Gulf of Maine is,

asjDoctor Tattersall writes me, an interesting phenomenon; for, unlike them, it is a
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tropical and warm-temperate form which undoubtedly reaches the gulf from the

warmer waters offshore and not from the cooler seas to the east and north. Its

local presence is sure evidence of an influx of such water into the gulf.

As I have noted elsewhere (Bigelow, 1917, p. 284), Th. gregaria is much less

common in the gulf than Th. inermis, or, I may add, than Th. longicaudata

;

but

the records for 1912 (Bigelow, 1914a, p. 412), 1914, and 1915 (Bigelow, 1917, p. 285),

show that in summer it is to be expected anywhere on Browns and Georges Banks,

along the continental slope south of Nova Scotia, in the Eastern Channel, and in

the inner parts of the gulf as well (fig. 51). We have never found Th. gregaria in

any abundance anywhere in the gulf north of the offshore banks, but we took it in

numbers on the western part of Georges Bank on July 20, 1914 (station 10216),

and Hansen (1915) detected it in the gatherings from two deep stations south of

Marthas Vineyard. Curiously enough, however, in spite of its well-established

warm-water origin, we did not find it at our saltest and warmest station east of Cape

Cod, where the plankton was distinctly tropical in aspect (station 10218, July 21,

1914), nor did it appear in the tow nettings along the slope from Georges Bank to

the latitude of Chesapeake Bay during July, 1916. Our r6cords for this species 75 prove

that it is more seasonal in its occurrence in the Gulf of Maine than are its northern

relatives, nearly all being for August; and its history in 1915 in particular, when
it was not detected until August, although we made frequent tows in various parts

of the gulf during the spring and early summer, shows that it increases in numbers
and penetrates farther and farther into the gulf with the advance of summer. Its

presence there seems short lived, however, for we did not find it at all during October,

1915, or November, 1916; and although the tow yielded an odd specimen off Glouces-

ter on December 23, 1912, we sought it in vain in December, 1920, and January,

1921, and during the late winter and spring of 1920. Probably the correct explana-

tion for its absence from the Gulf of Maine during the cold half of the year is that

the species vanishes thence when the stock that has entered the gulf during the

summer perishes at the onset of autumnal cooling. It does not reappear until the

surface waters are once more sufficiently warm for its existence, which means mid-

summer. Thus it closely parallels Sagitta serratodentata (p. 58) in its status in the

gulf, and there is no reason to suppose that Th. gregaria ever breeds successfully

there.
Tlxysanoessa rascMi, M. Sars

This species (fig. 52) resembles Th. longicaudata in its Arctic-boreal nature

(Kramp, 1913; Zimmer, 1909), and ranges southward along the European coast

to the northern part of the North Sea, to the longitude of Nantucket and probably

still farther, off North America; but, as I have noted in an earlier report (Bigelow,

1917, p. 284), it is much less common in the Gulf of Maine in summer than is either

Th. inermis or Th. longicaudata. It was not detected there at all in the hauls of

July and August, 1912, and appeared at only three stations within the limits of the

gulf during the summer of 1914—two of them in its northeastern part and the third

off Marthas Vineyard (Bigelow, 1917, p. 282). It was not detected at all during the

™ For lists of the Gulf of Maine records of Th. gregaria, 1912 to 1915, see Bigelow, 1914a, p. 411, and Bigelow, 1917, p. 282.
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summer of 1915, was represented by occasional specimens only in Massachusetts

Bay and over the continental slope south of Nantucket in July, 1916 (Bigelow,

1922, pp. 133 and 138),
78 and Hansen (1915) adds only one station on Browns Bank

Fig. 52.—Occurrence of the euphausiid shrimp Thysanoessa raschii. 9, locality records, February to May, 1915, 1920, and
1921; X, August, 1912 to 1916; A- August records by Hansen (1915)

(August, 1877) and a second off the northern end of Cape Cod (for the same month
in 1881) to this brief list.

77 Even during the cold July of 1916 we found no Th.

raschii west of Nantucket, either near shore or over the slope, though the range of

76 Doctor McMurrich did not detect it at St. Andrews.
77 He lists many localities for it in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, where it is evidently a common species.
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Th. longicaudata, a species equally northern in its faunal status, then extended south-

ward beyond the latitude of Delaware Bay. In short, the Gulf of Maine and the

continental shelf abreast of Marthas Vineyard and Nantucket together form the

southern outpost of Th. raschii in summer.

Thysanoessa raschii is apparently no more plentiful in the gulf in autumn,

for we have not noted it either in October or November and only twice during our

December-January cruise of 1920-1921 (occasional specimens off Cape Elizabeth

on December 30, station 10494, and off Lurcher Shoal on January 4, station

10500). Neither did we detect Th. raschii in any of the tows made off Gloucester

from November, 1912, until March, 1913, but it swarmed a few miles north of

Cape Ann during that April. The first specimens were noted on the 22d in the

neighborhood of the Isles of Shoals; on the 23d (when, as it chanced, none were

taken) Mr. Welsh wrote in his field notes of “ the pollock schools feeding on shrimps,

which were also in dense schools” (Bigelow, 1914a, p. 408); and a large catch of

them made off Boon Island on the 25th, when Welsh saw “the feed (shrimps)

breaking water trying to get away from the pollock, which are after them,” estab-

lished their identity as this species. At that time the shrimp, as he noted, were

concentrated “in dense swarms apparently 6 inches to a foot below the surface,”

and although these schools had dispersed by the first week in May, so that they were

no longer in evidence from the vessel, he still found them near the Isles of Shoals

in abundance on the 12th and 13th of the month. There is no knowing how much
longer they persisted there, for we did not revisit that region until the following

August, when they had disappeared.

We have never found this species so plentiful in the gulf since then, but in 1920

it appeared at about 25 per cent of the stations occupied by the Albatross in March
and April, 78 twice in considerable numbers— that is, off Cape Elizabeth on March 4

(station 10059), and a few miles north of Cape Ann on May 8 (station 20122).

It again appeared in abundance in this same general region in the spring of

1925, when tows from the Fish Hawk at two stations 5 to 7 miles southwest from
the Isles of Shoals yielded large catches of Th. raschii on April 7, with a few Th.

inermis.

The facts just outlined are enough to show that the spring is the period of

maximum abundance, the summer and autumn of minimum abundance, for Th.

raschii in the Gulf of Maine, and the coastal zone between Cape Ann and Cape
Elizabeth a center of abundance for it. Most of our records for it have been

located either around the periphery of the gulf within or close to the 100-meter

contour or in the shoal waters over Georges Bank (fig. 52), but more data are needed

to show whether this apparent concentration in the coastal zone is significant.

Most of the specimens of Th. raschii that Welsh took during its period of abund-

ance in April and May, 1913, were large, and we again found large adults in Ipswich

Bay—that is, in the same general region—on May 8, 1920 (station 20122); but

with this species so rare in the gulf in summer, few, if any, of the larvse resulting

from such local centers of reproduction can survive there. Thus it is chiefly as

» Stations 20044, 20059, 20060, 20070, 20073, 20075, 20080, 20085, 20092, 20093, 20096, 20097, 20099, 20102, 20105, 20116, 20122, and
20125.
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an immigrant, not as a regular inhabitant, that Th. raschii occurs within the Gulf

of Maine, where it occupies much the same faunal niche as the northern copepods,

Calanus hyperboreus and Metridia longa (pp. 212 and 245).

Nematoscelis megalops, G. O. Sars

The presence of this euphausiid at our outermost stations has been mentioned

in an earlier chapter (p. 56), and we have also found it occasionally within the

Gulf—that is, off Mount Desert Rock on August 16, 1912 (station 10032), and
at eight stations during July and August, 1914 (Bigelow, 1917, p. 282), as illus-

trated on the accompanying chart (fig. 51). Most of these scattering records are

from the eastern and southeastern parts of the gulf, as might be expected of a visitor

from offshore, and it is probable that the few Nematoscelis that were present over

Browns Bank and in the Eastern Channel in July, 1914, represented the innermost

fringe of a swarm of this species that populated the waters over the continental

slope southeast of Cape Sable at the time.

Our summer records for Nematoscelis within the gulf are based on very few

specimens in each case; nevertheless, this is the season at which it most often

occurs, for we have never detected it there or even on Georges Bank during autumn,

winter, or spring; but the fact that the Albatross towed it in fair numbers off the

western end of Georges Bank on February 22 (station 20044) and southeast from

Cape Sable on March 19, 1920 (station 20077), is sufficient evidence that it is to be

expected along the continental slope abreast of the gulf during the cold half of the

year as well as the warm. It not only occurs more constantly along this belt than

within the gulf, but is much more abundant there in actual numbers—witness the

large catches made at our outermost stations off Cape Sable by the Grampus on July

28, 1914, and June 24, 1915, and off the southern slope of Georges Bank on July

24, 1916 (Bigelow, 1922, p. 138).

Hansen (1915) likewise records it from many localities over the continental

slope off Marthas Vineyard, but not from the Gulf of Maine, from Georges Bank,

or from anywhere on the continental shelf east of Cape Cod. This evidence supports

the general thesis (Hansen, 1915; Zimmer, 1909; Kramp, 1913) that Nematoscelis

megalops is typically an oceanic form of warm-temperate affinity, at home in the

open Atlantic Basin; and since it is known to range as far north as Iceland and to

the waters east of Newfoundland during the warm season, it is not surprising that

it should occasionally enter the Gulf of Maine with the general indraught into the

eastern side of the latter. We have no evidence that Nematoscelis ever breeds there

successfully, however, nor is this at all likely, the probable fate of these rare im-

migrants being either to withdraw once more to warmer regions as the water cools

in autumn (if they have been able to survive the vicissitudes of life in a foreign

environment so long), or to perish like other visitors from offshore, such as Thy-

sanoessa gregaria and Sagitta serratodentata (pp. 142 and 320).

Eupliausia kroluxii, Brandt

Euphausia Irohnii (the only species representative of this large genus so far

detected in the Gulf) has not been taken in the inner parts of the Gulf of Maine
but was sparsely represented off the southern slope of Georges Bank (station 10220)
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and in the Eastern Channel (station 10227) in July, 1914. As has been noted above

(p. 134), it occurred in abundance over the continental slope southeast of Cape Sable

(station 10233) a few days later. We also found it at this general locality on June

24, 1915, which, with one record at the same relative position off Marthas Vineyard
on August 26, 1914 (station 10261), completes the list for the Gulf of Maine cruises.

All the records given by Hansen (1915) are from well outside the continental

edge, though he lists so many captures of E. Tcrohnii that the species is evidently

one of the commonest of euphausiids off the slope abreast of Cape Cod and at least

as far east as off La Have Bank, and perhaps still farther. Thus, on the basis of

actual record, Euphausia is hardly to be expected inside the outer rim of the Gulf of

Maine except as a straggler from the warmer Atlantic.

Meganyctipliaiies norvegica (M. Bars) 79

While this brilliantly phosphorescent shrimp, the largest and most familiar of all

euphausiids in the Gulf of Maine, has not appeared as regularly in our tow nets in most
parts of the Gulf as has Thysanoessa inermis, it occurs locally in such abundance
that it is far more important economically than the latter. The locality records

for Meganyctiphanes are distributed generally enough to show that it may be ex-

pected anywhere within the gulf north of the Cape Cod-Cape Sable line during

the summer and early autumn, both in the deep basin and along shore. Nor does

the chart (fig. 53) show any apparent concentration in distribution in one or the

other side of the gulf at that season, if the considerable number of stations which
the Grampus has occupied in the Massachusetts Bay region be allowed for.

I have just mentioned (p. 135) the swarms of Meganyctiphanes that regularly

appear during the warm months about St. Andrews and in Eastport Harbor, where

numbers of these shrimps can usually be seen darting to and fro at the surface on

almost any calm day in August. It seems that this region of violent tidal currents

is the only part of the Gulf of Maine where Meganyctiphanes regularly enters the

estuaries, but it appeared in the shallows at the head of Frenchmans Bay for a brief

period in June, 1923, when a number were collected by Dr. IJlric Dahlgren. Me-
ganyctiphanes appeared there again in abundance in the summer of 1924 (Dahlgren,

1925, has already reported these incursions).

We have never taken it in our tow nettings inside the off-lying islands west or

south of this at any season, and although neither comparatively shoal water, per se,

nor the general neighborhood of the coast is any bar to its presence—witness its

occurrence in Massachusetts Bay and in the Eastport-St. Andrews region—most of

the Grampus, Albatross, and Halcyon records for it have been from the basin of the

gulf outside the 100-meter contour. We have found it only once on German Bank
(August 14, 1912, station 10029), once on Browns Bank (July 24, 1914, station 10228)

and twice on Georges Bank (station 10223, July 23, 1914, and station 20124, May,

17, 1920), although it has been taken in the Woods Hole region and in shoal water

south of Long Island (Hansen, 1915).

78 For station records for this species from 1912 to 1916, see Bigelow, 1914, p. 118; 1914a, p. 411; 1915, p. 273; 1917, p. 282; and 1922,

p. 133. During the spring of 1920 it was taken at stations 20049, 20052, 20053 , 20054, 20055, 20056, 20057, 20076, 20079, 20081, 20087,

20088, 20093, 20097, 20098, 20100, 20102, 2C113, 20114, 20115, 20122, 20126, and 20127. In December-March ,1920-1921 ,it was taken

at stations 10490 ,10491, 10494 ,10497, 10499, 10500, 10502, 10507 ,10509, and 10510.
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The Gulf of Maine is the most southerly important center of abundance for this

shrimp, and although it ranges much farther southward along the continental slope,

most of Hansen’s (1915) locality records of it from abreast of Cape Cod to the latitude

Fig. 53.—Occurrence of the euphausiid shrimp Meganyctiphanes norvegica, July to September 15. locality records.

The hatched curve incloses the area of regular occurrence in summer and early autumn

of Delaware Bay (37° 25' N. lat.) were based on odd specimens only, and we did

not detect it west of Cape Cod in the summers of 1913 or 1916. The frequency with

which it has been recorded in deep water off Cape Cod and off southern New England
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reflects the number of tow nettings that have been carried out along that part of the

slope rather than any general abundance of Meganyctiphanes there, corresponding to

which we have found it at only one of our stations off the slope of Georges Bank.

The scarcity of Meganyctiphanes over Georges Bank and in the southeastern

deeps of the gulf generally, in spring as well as in summer, suggests that the few

specimens that drift westward beyond Nantucket Shoals along the continental slope

are migrants, either from along the Nova Scotian coast to the eastward (and possibly

even from as far away as the Gulf of St. Lawrence) or from the western side of the

Gulf of Maine, not from the eastern or central parts of the latter.

The alternation of the seasons sees a corresponding expansion and contraction in

the area of distribution of Meganyctiphanes in the inner part of the Gulf of Maine.

Probably this is at its narrowest late in the winter and early in the spring, for from

February to April, 1920, we had only two records of it anywhere inside the 100-meter

contour in the whole coastal zone on both sides of the gulf—one for half a dozen

specimens near Mount Desert Island on March 3 (station 20056), and the other for

a single specimen off Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, on April 9 (station 20102)—although
we took it at many stations marked on the chart (fig. 54) in the central and northeast

deeps of the gulf during that period. Nor did we find it anywhere on Georges or

Browns Banks during these months. In fact, it is seldom that the local presence or

absence of any one of the larger members of the zooplankton can be defined so sharply

as in this instance. Thus it is evident that Meganyctiphanes withdraws altogether

from the shallows of the gulf within the 100-meter contour during the coldest season,

unless, perhaps, it persists locally around the shores of the Bay ofFundy; and our

failure to find it at any of our February-May stations over the continental slope

abreast of the gulf suggests that it vanishes similarly from this portion of its range in

late winter and spring. Thus its area of distribution in the Gulf of Maine is then

cut off from its more northerly centers of occurrence by an extensive zone off southern

Nova Scotia and extending around Cape Sable, where there are no Meganyctiphanes

at that season, which is not the case for Thysanoessa inermis (p. 135) or for Th,

longicaudata (p. 139).

During the later spring and early summer Meganyctiphanes disperses in all

directions in the Gulf of Maine, to occupy the much more extensive range over which

we have found it occurring in midsummer, and reappears over the slope off Marthas
Vineyard.

The contraction of the range of Meganyctiphanes, from its maximum in summer
and early autumn to the spring state just outlined, may commence as early as October

in the western side of the gulf, for we have not taken it anywhere in the Massachusetts

Bay region in October, November, December, or during the winter of 1912-1913.

It persists until later in the coastal belt north of Cape Ann, where we towed it near

the Isles of Shoals and off Monhegan Island on November 1 and 2, 1916 (stations

10400 and 10402)
;

off Cape Elizabeth, near Mount Desert Island, in the northeastern

part of the basin, in the Fundy Deep, and off Lurcher Shoal during the last days of

December and first week of January of the winter of 1920-1921 (stations 10494,

10497, 10499, 10500, and 10502).
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I have already mentioned the fact that the deepest water in the northeast corner

of the basin, off Grand Manan, has yielded an abundance of Meganyctiphanes in

March, April, May, and June, as well as during the later summer (p. 134). Consider-

Fig. 54.—Occurrence of the euphausiid shrimp Meganyctiphanes norvegica, February to April, 1920. locality records;

O, not taken. The hatched curve incloses the area where it occurs regularly in early spring

able numbers were also taken by the Halcyon in the deepest haul (150-0 meters)

near-by on January 5, 1921 (station 10502), proving that this serves as a reservoir

for Meganyctiphanes throughout the year. This shrimp has also been taken at most
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of our stations in the western side of the basin of the gulf, except on May 5 and

June 26, 1915 (stations 10267 and 10299).

The triangular extremity of the deep trough north of latitude 44° is the only

offshore locality in the gulf where we have found it constantly abundant. Moderate

catches of Meganyctiphanes were also made on Browns Bank on July 24, 1914

(though our hauls at about this same location just one month earlier in 1915 yielded

none), in the Fundy Deep on March 22, 1920 (station 20079), in the center of the

gulf on April 17 of that year (station 20113), and it has been found swarming in

Massachusetts Bay at least once in the past (Hansen, 1915). However, we have

never taken more than a few specimens at any station there in all our cruising; and

the fact that, with the exceptions just recorded, our hauls in other localities have

usually yielded only from one or two to a couple of dozens of these shrimps is evidence

that Meganyctiphanes seldom swarms anywhere in the gulf except in the northeastern

part.

It is not possible to estimate the actual numerical strength of Meganyctiphanes

at any of our stations, because the small nets that have been used for the vertical

tows in the Gulf of Maine do not yield reliable data for so active an animal and one

which so commonly occurs in shoals. Two stations occupied by the Albatross in

the center of abundance for this shrimp off Grand Manan during the spring of 1920

illustrate this imperfection of the record, for the vertical haul of April 12 (station

20100) did not yield a single specimen—that is, missed the school of shrimps alto-

gether—although the catch of the horizontal haul—about 50 specimens—was about

the same as on March 23 (station 20081), when the vertical haul indicated a

Meganyctiphanes population of about 275 below each square meter of sea surface.

Although Meganyctiphanes is not neritic (for it is not dependent on the bottom

at any stage in development or associated with the coast line in its distribution),

it is a creature of the banks water on both sides of the Atlantic and is not oceanic

in the typical sense, finding the high temperatures and salinities outside the edge

of the continent an absolute barrier to its offshore dispersal along the American

littoral. At one place and season or another Meganyctiphanes occurs over a very

wide range of temperature in the Gulf of Maine, certainly from upward of 15° to

as low as 2 to 3°, and possibly even colder; but it was rare at the coldest stations

(0.5 to 2.5°) during March and April, 1920, with only three records from water as

cold as 2°, 80 the temperature being higher than 3° and in most cases as warm as 4°

to 5° at the five localities and at the deeper levels where it was most abundant during

those months, although the surface strata might be colder. 81 It follows that almost

the entire local stock of the species was then living in tempeartures of 3.5 to 5°.

Therefore 3 to 4° may be set tentatively as the coldest favorable for the existence

of Meganyctiphanes in the Gulf of Maine, a thesis corroborated by its absence from

Ipswich Bay on April 9, 1920 (station 20092), when the temperature at 20 to 30 meters

was still only 2.5°, coupled with its presence there on May 8 (station 20122), by
which date the temperature had risen to 3 to 4° at that level.

80 One specimen at station 20054, 100-0 meters, temperature 1.7 to 2.5°; occasional examples at station 20050, whole column of

water, 0.5 to 1.8°; 3 specimens at station 20057, whole column of water, 1.9 to 2.2°.

81 Station 20079, 180 meters, about 4°; station 20081, 140 meters, 4.5°; station 20100, 100-0 meters, about 4.5°; station 20113,

surface, 3.3, and 4.5° at about 130 meters; station 20114, 110 meters, about 4°.
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These observations make it probable that Megancytiphanes deserts the shallow

coastal zone as winter draws to its close, in order to avoid the extreme chilling to

which this part of the gulf is subject; but data for a single year, and especially for

one as cold as 1920, are not enough to settle this point definitely. On the other hand,

the great majority of our captures of Meganyctiphanes have been from water colder

than 12°, both in the offshore parts of the gulf and on the surface about Eastport

and St. Andrews. But off Cape Cod, on August 23, 1914 (station 10256), we found

it indifferently on the surface at a temperature as high as 19.5° and in the much
cooler (5 to 6°) layers deeper down, and probably the Massachusetts Bay swarm
mentioned below (p. 153) was likewise living in water at least as warm as 16°.

Evidently the highest temperatures that ever obtain in the open waters of the

Gulf of Maine are not immediately fatal to Meganyctiphanes, though it is doubtful

whether it could long survive water so warm; nor does it always avoid it, although

it may cease its upward swimming to do so or sink a few fathoms to escape it once it

has come up to the surface. Nevertheless, judging from the distribution of Mega-
nyctiphanes in other seas, it is probable that a constant high temperature is not

favorable for it, and I think it safe to set 12 to 15° as the upper limit for its per-

manent existence, and especially for its reproduction. Within the limits of 3 to 15°

it is practically eurythermal in the Gulf of Maine, both horizontally and vertically,

and its distribution there is equally independent of local and vertical differences in

salinity, for it occurs indifferently over the whole range—that is, from 31 per mille

or less to 34 per mille—except perhaps in the very freshest water at the time of

the spring freshets. This parallels its distribution in European seas, where it is

common in the Skager-Rak in salinities ranging from as low as 28 to 30 per mille to

as high as 34 to 35 per mille at different seasons (Kramp, 1913).

Apparently there is nothing in the physical state of the water over Georges

Bank to account for the scarcity or absence of this euphausiid there, nor can a cause

be assigned for this apparent anomaly in its distribution until its life history has

been traced in more detail.

The bathymetric distribution of Meganyctiphanes in the Gulf of Maine remains

puzzling. Most of our summer records for it in the offshore parts of the gulf have
been from deeper than 40 meters or so, and when this shrimp has occurred on the

surface at that season it has usually been represented more numerously at some
deeper level, a rule illustrated by two stations in the western basin (August 22 and 23,

1914), when the number of Meganyctiphanes taken in the several hauls was as

follows:

Station
Depth in

meters

Number
of speci-

mens
Station

Depth in

meters

Number
of speci-

mens

10254 0 13 10256 0 8
45-0 38 45-0 35

225-0 50

Not only have we taken it right down to the bottom of the deepest trough of the

gulf, but it is only in the lowest strata of the latter that it occurs regularly and in

numbers throughout the year, except in the Eastport region. To balance against
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this apparent preference for considerable depths is the fact that the small surface

net captured no fewer than 111 large specimens in the center of the gulf on April 17,

1920, at 2 p. m. (station 20113), while the haul from 120 meters took only three,

though there were many of these shrimps at 110 meters, but none on the surface only

35 miles distant to the westward (station 20114), that same day. S. I. Smith (1879,

p. 89) likewise found it in shoals on the surface “on the mackerel ground” off Casco

Bay, both day and evening during the warm months 40 years ago. It swarms on

the surface in the Eastport-St. Andrews region in midsummer and early autumn,

as just remarked (p. 147), and although recent records for it in Massachusetts Bay
have all been from depths of 40 meters or deeper, quantities of Meganyctiphanes

were taken at the surface at the mouth of the bay on July 7, 1894, in dip nets from

the rail of the Grampus; and they were so abundant there at a depth of less than 2

fathoms two days later that a large number found their way into the fish well of the

vessel (Hansen, 1915). Thus, while the normal habitat of Meganyctiphanes is in the

low temperatures and darkness of the deeper strata in the trough of the gulf, it may
rise to the surface anywhere at any time. In the Eastport region it may be brought

up involuntarily by the active stirring of the water which takes place there, and the

constancy of this type of vertical circulation may account for the regularity of its

presence at the top of the water there, expecially in view of the low surface tem-

perature that characterizes that locality (10 to 12° in summer and early autumn).

The Massachusetts Bay region, with surface readings of 16 to 18°, is nearly the

warmest part of the gulf in midsummer, so Meganyctiphanes is not prevented from

making occasional excursions upward to the top of the water even by temperatures so

high that a prolonged stay would probably prove fatal. Furthermore, such excur-

sions in this part of the gulf during the warm months involve voluntary upward
swimming, the vertical currents being weak and the water highly stable, with its

density much the lowest at the surface. Neither do they correspond to the diurnal

vertical migrations shared in by many copepods (p. 25), because the appearances of

Meganyctiphanes at the surface appear to be independent of the time of day. There-

fore, the actual captures so far recorded do not indicate any definite phototropism

on its part, positive or negative, although it is doubtful whether it could long survive

the full illumination of bright sunlight.

Experience in most parts of the Gulf of Maine is therefore in line with Paulsen’s

(1909) conclusion that when Meganyctiphanes visits the surface in Icelandic waters

it is not as a direct response to temperature (to which I may add salinity) or to the

degree of illumination, but in pursuit of food. It is also brought up by vertical

currents, where these are active.

The depth at which Meganyctiphanes is most plentiful is more definitely limited,

and the relationship between its vertical occurrence and temperature is closer in

North European waters than in the Gulf of Maine. Off Ireland, for instance, and
in such parts of the North Sea as it visits, this euphausiid fives chiefly in the deeper

layers of water, reaching its maximum, according to Tattersall (1911), at about 200

meters. In the Skager-Rak (Kramp, 1913, p. 542) it carries out a more or less

definite vertical seasonal migration, always seeking the coldest level, which leads

it to the surface in winter and down to lower levels in summer.
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Breeding habits .—The spawning of Meganyctiphanes has not actually been

observed either in American or European waters, but it seems certain that this

genus either does not carry its eggs with it at all after they are extruded, as some
other euphausiids do, or that it nurses them only for a brief period at most, both

because ovigerous females have never been seen, so far as 1 can learn 82 (Holt and
Tattersall, 1905), and because eggs probably ascribable to this species have been

found free floating in the one-celled stage by Sars (1898) and by Lebour (1924a).

It is true that the eggs of Meganyctiphanes have not been identified with

absolute certainty from among the plankton. Sars (1898), however, thought it

probable that at least some of the euphausiid eggs 83 about 0.7 to 0.8 millimeter in

diameter, which he found in Christiania Fjord where Meganyctiphanes is plentiful,

had that parentage. Similar eggs had already been recorded from the Clyde area,

a center of abundance for Meganyctiphanes, by Brook and Hoyle (1888). Holt

and Tattersall (1905, p. 103), too, have assigned to this genus certain loose ova

found side by side with Meganyctiphanes and occasionally even clasped between

its thoracic legs, among various articles of prey, though without describing the

dimensions or appearance of the eggs in question. Lebour (1924) has recently

ascribed to this same parentage certain euphausiid eggs from the English Channel,

because of the characters of the larvse hatching therefrom.

Brook and Hoyle, Sars, and Lebour all agree in describing these eggs (the

correct identification of which is made practically certain by cumulative evidence)

as inclosed by a perfectly transparent capsule 0.7 to 0.8 millimeter in diameter, the

ovum proper having a diameter of approximately 0.3 to 0.4 millimeter. Thus, when
first set free in the water they much resemble buoyant fish eggs with wide

perivitelline membrane; but cleavage being holoblastic and the development of the

nauplius plainly visible within the egg, thanks to its transparency, their crustacean

nature is apparent almost from the beginning. Euphausiid eggs are so characteristic

in appearance, also, that there is no danger of confusing them with any other buoyant

eggs-

Our own hauls in the Gulf of Maine have yielded considerable numbers of eggs

of this same type and size in various stages of development. We first detected them
in a surface tow in the Grand Manan Channel, off Campobello Island, August 19,

1912 (in the report for that year (Bigelow, 1914, p. 104) they were referred to through

eri’or as “balanus” eggs). These were for the most part in early cleavage stages,

a few in various stages up to the fully formed nauplius ready to hatch. Eggs of this

same type, as well as the recently hatched nauplii, were again taken on the 22d of

the month off Penobscot Bay (station 10039). Since that time we have detected

similar eggs in the Fundy Deep and off Mount Desert Island in June (stations 10282,

10284, and 10286, June 10 to 14, 1915) and off the mouth of the Grand Manan
Channel on July 15, 1915 (station 10301). It is not safe to say that all these eggs

are Meganyctiphanes, for Lebour (1924) found eggs of Thysanoessa inermis indis-

tinguishable from them; but the strong probability that at least part of them belong

82 The considerable series of large adults which I have examined contained none.
83 Metschinkoff (1871, pi. 34, fig. 1) first described the peculiar and very characteristic buoyant eggs of this group of

pelagic Crustacea.
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to the former suggests that Meganyctiphanes spawns in summer, which fits in with

the season of abundance of euphausiid larvae (p. 134) and points to the northeastern

part of the gulf, where this shrimp is so abundant, as its chief spawning ground.

Nothing is yet known of the seasonal occurrence or distribution of the larvae

of Meganyctiphanes in the Gulf of Maine except that juveniles of the species were

taken in some numbers off Cape Cod on July 19, 1914, in a haul from 70 meters

(Bigelow, 1917, p. 282, station 10213). Very likely this genus was represented

among the larval euphausiids taken on the surface off Cape Elizabeth on August 14,

1913 (station 10103); in Massachusetts Bay and off Cape Cod in July, 1916 (Bige-

low, 1922, p. 133, and station 10343); and off the cape in August, 1914 (Bigelow,

1917, p. 283). These, however, have not been studied. 84 McMurrich, too, found

young (unnamed) euphausiids common at St. Andrews from April until August,

probably the offspring of the two pelagic shrimps Meganyctiphanes and TJt. inermis,

which are so plentiful in that region. However, larval euphausiids of any sort

have always been very rare in our offshore catches in the northeastern part of the

gulf, notwithstanding the constant presence of the adults there.

Hansen (1915, p. 68), I may add, records "immense numbers of older

larvae” of Meganyctiphanes taken on May 25, 1891, over the 50-meter contour

south of Shinnecock Light, Long Island, which is more than 2° of longitude farther

west than the adults of this euphausiid have ever been found in any number. The
possibility that adult Meganyctiphanes, in company with the general Calanus com-
munity, may spread farther west and south over the shelf during the cold season

than it does in summer makes it unsafe to assume that the larvae in question had
drifted to the locality of capture from a more easterly birthplace. (Compare, in

this connection, the status of Thysanoessa inermis west of Cape Cod, p. 138.)

Although the evidence that the Gulf of Maine is a successful breeding ground

for Meganyctiphanes still lacks something of proof positive, it is probable that this

shrimp is not only regularly endemic there but that the northeastern part of the

gulf is one of the most important centers of production for it off the American coast,

and one, too, which receives few accessions from the north but forms a distinct and
practically isolated colony. The relative distribution of euphausiid eggs and larvae,

like that of pelagic fish eggs and larvae, is consonant with a general drift around the

shore of the gulf with the dominant anticlockwise eddy, from the Bay of Fundy to-

ward Cape Cod, on the part of the developmental stages.

Thysanopoda acutifroms, Holt and Tattersall

The claim of this species to mention here rests on a single record—five specimens

from the southeast corner of the gulf, July 23, 1914 (station 10225), identified by
Dr. W. M. Tattersall (Bigelow, 1917, p. 282).

Other euphausiids

The species discussed above are the only euphausiids actually identified from
within the Gulf of Maine or from the shoal waters over its southern rim up to the

present time. Sundry other members of this group have been taken at one time or

84 According to Lebour (1924a) the larval stages of Meganyctiphanes and Thysanoessa are easily recognized.
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another at the outermost stations, between longitudes 71 and 65° and north of

latitude 39°, both in the earlier collections of the Bureau of Fisheries, reported on

by Hansen (1915), and during the more recent Gulf of Maine explorations, the latter

identified by Doctor Tattersall. 85 The combined list is as follows: Bentheuphausia

ambylops, Thysanopoda orientalis, Euphausia americana, E. mutica, E. brevis, E.

tenera, E. hemigibba, Stylocheiron carinatum, S. abbreviatum, Thysanoessa parva,

Nematoscelis atlantica, N. microps, and N. tenella. These are all oceanic species,

any of which may be expected to occur occasionally in the southeastern corner of

the gulf; hence a lookout should be kept for them in future collections from that

region.

PIyperiid amphipods

Euthemisto

The genus Euthemisto is one of the most characteristic, if not abundant, mem-
bers of the plankton of the offshore waters of the Gulf of Maine. How regularly

it is distributed there in summer (fig. 55) and over the shore banks as well appears

from the fact that it has been taken at at least 90 per cent of our stations outside

the immediate coastal zone, as bounded by the 100-meter contour on our July and
August cruises of 1912, 1913, 1914, 1915, and 1916. Inside this zone, on the con-

trary, it fails almost as regularly at this season, with only four or five summer records

for it from water shallower than 100 meters along the western side of the gulf. Simi-

larly, it is so rare at St. Andrews that it finds no place in Doctor McMurrich’s local

plankton lists, and this is true, to a less extent, off western Nova Scotia as well,

judging from its irregular occurrence on German Bank.

Euthemisto is usually only a minor factor in the plankton of the inner parts of

the gulf. This rule has its exceptions, however, for we encountered swarms of its

larvas off Penobscot Bay on August 11, 1913 (station 10090), and of adults as well

as young in the deep basin farther east (station 10092), while it was so plentiful in

the western basin on August 31, 1915 (station 10307), that the haul from 40 meters

yielded about 200 cubic centimeters of adults and multitudes of newly-hatched

larvjn.

We have usually found Euthemisto an important element in the tow nettings

at the mouth of the gulf and over the outer part of the continental shelf generally

from off Halifax to abreast of New York. For example, E. compressa abounded on

the south side of Nantucket Shoals on July 9, 1913 (station 10060), while young

bispinosa swarmed in the water southwest of Nantucket on August 22 of that same
year (station 10112). We took about 1,000 cubic centimeters of medium-sized

Euthemisto in a half hour’s tow at 40 meters near Cape Sable on August 11, 1914

(station 10243), an equal volume of large specimens in a surface haul of the same
duration with a net 1 meter in diameter on Browns Bank, July 24. 1914 (station

10228), and 750 cubic centimeters on the surface off Shelburne, Nova Scotia, three

days later (station 10231). Euthemisto “again formed a considerable part of our

catches on the shelf south of Nova Scotia (stations 10291 to 10294), on Browns
Bank (station 10296), and off Marthas Vineyard (stations 10332 and 10333) in

81 For the actual details of capture I refer the reader to Hansen (1915) and Bigelow (1917).
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the summer of 1915” (Bigelow, 1917, p. 286), as well as over the southwest part of

Georges Bank in July, 1916 (stations 10351 and 10353), which substantiates the

tow nettings made by vessels of the Bureau of Fisheries in past years.

records for E. compressa] 0> locality records for E. bispinosa
; ©, locality records for both species together. The large

symbols are for the more notable swarms

This zone of abundance can hardly extend out beyond the continental edge,

for, generally speaking, we have found Euthemisto decidedly less common over the

continental slope and rare at the deep stations where the plankton is characterized

8951—28 11
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by a large tropical element (e. g., station 10218, July 21, 1914). Thus its abundance
along the outer edge of the shelf does not imply an oceanic origin, but, like Calanus,

it is typical of the water of the coastal banks off the Gulf of Maine and along the

American litoral as a whole, finding the inner edge of the so-called Gulf Stream a

fluctuating barrier to its seaward dispersal, which is in line with its boreal nature.

Euthemisto is not only more numerous over the outer part of the shelf than

within the Gulf of Maine, but it grows larger there, although very large specimens

occasionally occur even close to land. VvTten adult females with eggs are taken in

our coastwise hauls they are seldom over 10 millimeters long, with the general run

of the catch still smaller, whereas the numerous adults taken over the offshore banks

are often as long as 20 millimeters.

Although we know little of the status of Euthemisto in the offshore parts of

the gulf in autumn, there can be little doubt that an inshore movement of greater

or less extent takes place at that time, for in 1915 this genus occurred in some numbers
in October in Massachusetts Bay, where it is usually scarce or absent in summer
(p. 156). Apparently it reaches its maximum abundance in the coastal zone of the

gulf in October and November, and during the third week of November in 1912 it

was comparatively common near Gloucester (Bigelow, 1914a, p. 403). To judge

from the season of 1920 and 1921, however, this autumnal increase is followed by
shrinkage in its numbers with the onset of winter, for in late December and early

January we took Euthemisto at only 5 out of 14 stations in the northern and western

parts of the gulf—never more than a few specimens in any haul—nor did it appear

in any abundance later than November during the winter of 1912-1913, though a

few were noted at all our stations until February.

In February and March, 1920 (fig. 56), Euthemisto was as generally distributed

over the gulf and over Georges and Browns Banks, as it is in summer (fig. 55) ;
but it was

far less numerous, for it appeared at only about half the February and March stations

(occasional examples only)
,
the only exception to this rule being the waters off south-

ern Nova Scotia (not strictly within our limits), where it was taken in some numbers

on two occasions (stations 20074 and 20075). Its numbers in the gulf fell to an even

lower ebb in April, when we detected it (in very small numbers) at only 6 out of 30

stations, a shrinkage due to an actual decrease in the stock and not to an emmigra-

tion out of the gulf, for, as it happens, these few records were near Cape Elizabeth,

on the one hand, and off the western shores of Nova Scotia, on the other, with no

Euthemisto whatever taken at our stations farther out at sea during the month.

In 1920 none were detected in the western side of the gulf in May (stations

20120 to 20126), though a few (both bispinosa and compressa) were taken off the

seaward slope of Georges Bank on the 17th (station 20129), in a haul from 100-0

meters; but in 1915 (which was also an earlier season in other respects) a scattering of

Euthemisto was noted at most of the May and June stations at the mouth of Mas-

sachusetts Bay, in the gulf generally outside the 100-meter contour, off Lurcher

Shoal, on German and Browns Banks, and over the outer part of the continental

shelf outside the continental edge off Shelburne, Nova Scotia. 89 During these months

s« Recorded in my field notes from stations 10269, 10270, 10272, 10273, 10278, 10279, 10281, 10282, 10284, 10288, 10290, 10291, 10293,

10294, 10296, and 10296.
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it was noted at only one of the stations (10287) inside the 100-meter contour along

the eastern coast of Maine.

Fig. 56.—Occurrence of the amphipod genus Euthemisto from February to April, 1920. 0 , locality records for Eutliemisto

compressa: O, locality records for E. compressa and E. bispinosa; O, stations where neither occurred; X, locality records

for larvse too young for identification as the one species or the other.

Euthemisto thus exhibits a more or less definite summer and early autumn
maximum contrasted wfth an early spring minimum in the Gulf of Maine, disappear-

ing from the coastal zone, as its numbers dwindle in late winter or early spring, to
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reappear there in October and later. This seasonal cycle is just the reverse of what
obtains in the North Sea region, where Euthemisto compressa occurs commonly in

winter with the indraught of Atlantic water (Tesch. 1911), but only in small numbers
at other seasons.

The presence of adults with eggs, of larvae, and of immature specimens at various

stages in development shows that Euthemisto 87 breeds successfully over the entire

area of the Gulf of Maine outside the outer islands and headlands—perhaps even in

Massachusetts Bay. Large numbers of young are sometimes produced in the inner

parts of the gulf—for instance, the swarms of young off Penobscot Bay in August,

1913, mentioned above (p. 20)

—

as well as in the surface waters of the western basin,

where newly hatched as well as medium-sized Euthemisto were plentiful on August

31, 1915 (station 10307). The chief breeding areas, as indicated by relative abun-

dance, lie over the outer edge of the continental shelf, extending as far west at least

as longitude 71°, where we found shoals of young specimens as well as of adults late

in August in 1913 (Bigelow, 1915, p. 281)
;
likewise on the central, northwestern, and

southwestern parts of Georges Bank, on Browns Bank, and in the coastal waters

off Cape Sable. In this general zone we have not only found breeding adults as

well as young on many occasions, but more than once have taken young in abundance

on the surface and adults with eggs in the deeper hauls (p. 163).

The breeding season of Euthemisto certainly extends over a large part of the

year, for we have found its larvse in every month from February until October.

Probably it also breeds during the late autumn, when we have not visited its chief

offshore areas of reproduction, for occasional young specimens appeared in our

tows near the Isles of Shoals and off Cape Cod in the first week in November, 1916

(stations 10400 and 10403), and in the deep near Cape Ann late in December, 1920

(station 10389)
;
but young are produced in greatest number in June, July, and

August.

No attempt has yet been made to estimate the actual numerical strength of

Euthemisto in the Gulf of Maine, but at times the local population must be con-

siderable to yield the abundant tow-net catches mentioned above (p. 156).

In the preceding lines the genus has been treated as a unit. The relative

fluctuations of its two local representatives, the species compressa and bispinosa
,

88

are next to be considered. Although these two species of Euthemisto are often

taken side by side, they occupy somewhat different faunal niches, with bispinosa

the more oceanic of the two and showing a more definite seasonal movement toward

and away from the coast than compressa does. 89 During the period February to

May, when the genus as a whole is at a low ebb in the Gulf, compressa is decidedly

the commoner member of the pair in its inner waters, while on Georges Bank and

south of Nova Scotia the two occur in roughly equal numbers at that season (at

least such was the case in 1920). In June, when the numbers of the genus as a

whole increase, compressa still predominates within the gulf, but we found bispinosa

87 Both B. compressa and E. bispinosa.

88 For descriptions and the distinguishing features of these two see Sars, 1895. I have elsewhere given tables of the relative

abundance of the two for several of our cruises (Bigelow, 1914a, p. 4; 1915, p. 279; 1917, p. 287; 1922, pp. 133 and 148).

88 For tables of the relative abundance of the two species of Euthemisto from 1913 to 1915 see Bigelow, 1915, p. 282, and Bigelow

1917, pp. 287 and 288.
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outnumbering it off Shelburne (station 10294) and on Browns Bank (station 10296)

during that month in 1915.

Station Species present Station Species present

20044 Compressa.
Do.

Compressa and bispinosa.
Juveniles.
Compressa and bispinosa.
Compressa.
Compressa and bispinosa.

Do.
Juveniles.
Compressa and bispinosa.
Juveniles.
Compressa.

20074 Compressa and bispinosa.
Do.

Compressa.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Juveniles.
Do.

Compressa.
Compressa and bispinosa.
Compressa.
Compressa and bispinosa.

20045 20075
20046 20077
20050 20079
20052 20087.
20055 20095
20057 20102
20065 20104
20067 20112
20068 20113
20071 20114 .

20072 20129

With the advance of summer the ratio of bispinosa to compressa increases.

Thus, in July, 1914, bispinosa outnumbered the latter on the southern part of Georges

Bank (stations 10216 and 10223) and on Browns Bank (station 10228) and about

equalled it on the northwest part of Georges Bank (station 10215) and in the eastern

channel (station 10227)
;
but compressa was still the dominant member of the pair

off Massachusetts Bay (station 10213), in the southeastern part of the basin of the

gulf (station 10225), over the northeastern edge of Georges Bank (station 10226),

along the continental edge off the southeast and southwest slopes of Georges Bank
(stations 10220 and 10218), and abreast of Shelburne, Nova Scotia (station 10233).

In August of that year bispinosa was the dominant member of the pair near

Cape Sable (station 10243) and in the eastern side of the basin (stations 10245 and

10249). The two species were about equal off Mount Desert and Penobscot Bay
(stations 10248 and 10250). In the deep water off Cape Ann (station 10254) com

-

pressa was the more numerous at the surface, but bispinosa predominated in the

haul from 225-0 meters. Compressa still dominated at the mouth of Massachusetts

Bay and in the south central parts of the basin (stations 10253, 10255, and 10256),

but bispinosa was much the more numerous of the two at two stations on the conti-

nental shelf off Marthas Vineyard at this time (stations 10258 and 10259), and while

it dominated at one station at the continental edge (station 10260), compressa out-

numbered it at another station a few miles farther out (station 10261).

Bispinosa is not so important, relatively, in the inner parts of the gulf every

summer, for in 1913 compressa outnumbered it at all the August stations east of

Cape Cod and north of Georges Bank, though bispinosa was more plentiful then
than it had been a month previous (we have no autumn records for that year in

the gulf), and with the same center of abundance as in 1914—that is, the central

and eastern parts of the deep basin. Bispinosa outnumbered compressa in Massa-
chusetts Bay, off Cape Cod, and locally south of Marthas Vineyard in October,

1915 (stations 10258 to 10267); and in the first week of November, 1916, it again

predominated off Cape Cod (station 10404) but was detected at only two of five

stations farther north in the gulf at this time, whereas compressa was at all of them.

Compressa was also the only Euthemisto noted close to land near Marthas Vineyard
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on November 10 (station 10405), but farther out on the continental shelf on this

line bispinosa predominated in the rich catches of these amphipods (stations 10406

and 10407).

In Massachusetts Bay, which may be taken as fairly representative of the western

coastal waters of the gulf, E. bispinosa attains its greatest numerical strength, com-
pared to E. compressa, during late autumn or early winter, dwindling rapidly there-

after, as appears from the following table of the relative abundance of the two
species in samples of the catches made off Gloucester during the winter of 1912-1913.

Station Date Com-
pressa

Bispi-
nosa

Station Date Com-
pressa

Bispi-
nosa

10047. Nov. 20, 1912 20 12 10051 Jan. 30,1913 4 0
10048. Deo. 4, 1912 15 25 10052... do__ 25 3
10049 Dec. 23, 1912 15 12 10053 . Feb. 13, 1913 30
10050 Jan. 16,1913 30 2 10054 Mar. 4,1913 20 0

Although it is not yet possible to outline the relationship of the two species

more in detail, it is safe to say that E. compressa is a permanent and characteristic

inhabitant of all parts of the Gulf of Maine except the immediate coastal zone,

occurring there wherever the genus is known at all, and at all seasons. E. bispinosa

is to be found over the outer parts of the continental shelf throughout the year,

but it is only a seasonal visitor to the inner parts of the gulf, spreading first into its

eastern half in summer. By autumn and early winter it may rival compressa locally

right up to the western and northern shores of the gulf, but in the western coastal

zone it is usually outnumbered by the latter even at that season, and either perishes

or withdraws seaward once more with the advance of winter.

Thus, E. bispinosa is decidedly more oceanic than E. compressa
,
as it occurs

in the inner parts of the gulf, which corresponds to the fact that it usually equals

or predominates over the latter in the coast waters south of Nova Scotia, over the

whole southern part of Georges Bank, and in the shallow waters south of Marthas
Vineyard and Nantucket. It is also more oceanic than compressa on the European
side of the Atlantic, seldom appearing within the North Sea, but regularly present

off the west coast of Ireland (Tesch, 1911; Tattersall, 1911), well out from the west

coast of France, at least in autumn (Le Danois, 1921), and in the colder waters

of the Norwegian and Arctic Seas. But with the two species in roughly equal

numbers in the rather scant catches outside the continental edge, or with compressa

and not bispinosa predominating there (sometimes, in fact, the only member of the

pair represented, as at station 20064 on March 11
, 1920), the relative status of the

two species off the North American littoral can not be established without further

study.

As a general rule, when bispinosa outnumbers compressa its preponderance is

greatest in the deep hauls, whether in the gulf, over the banks, or west and south

of Cape Cod.

The adult Euthemisto are not characteristic of any precise depth level in the

water, as is the large copepod Euchseta norvegica, for example (p. 29), but occur

at all depths from the surface down to the deepest strata of the Gulf of Maine.
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Large ones, however, especially the females with eggs, have rarely been taken in

our surface nets; and even medium-sized individuals have usually been but sparsely

represented in the surface hauls, although we have occasionally met exceptions to

this rule, notably in the northeastern part of the gulf during August in 1912 and

1913 (stations 10032 and 10096) and off Marthas Vineyard on July 10, 1913 (station

10062). On the other hand, E. compressa, like Calanus, has usually proved more

abundant above than below 100 meters depth whenever two or more subsurface hauls

have been made at different levels.

The bathymetric distribution of the larvae of Euthemisto differs from that of

the adults, for they are usually most numerous at or close to the surface. The

fact that we have taken them in swarms in the surface nets at several stations where

their parents (or at least females -with eggs) were plentiful at deeper levels is evidence

that they rise through the water immediately after they are hatched—one of the

innumerable provisions of nature for the perpetuation of the species, for otherwise

they would inevitably be devoured by their own voracious progenitors (p. 107).

Examples of a bathymetric stratification of this sort as between adults and larvae

were noted in the eastern part of the gulf (stations 10092 and 10093) and off Marthas

Vineyard (station 10112) in August, 1913; over Georges Bank in July, 1914 (sta-

tions 10215 and 10219); off Shelburne in June; in the western basin in August,

1915 (stations 10293 and 10307); and off Marthas Vineyard in July, 1916 (station

10353).

Both species of Euthemisto—compressa and bispinosa—like Calanusjinmarchicus

and Sagitta elegans, tolerate very wide fluctuations of temperature and salinity, as,

indeed, they do in European waters as well (Tesch, 1911). So far as actual occur-

rence goes, we have taken them over the whole range of temperature prevailing

within the limits of the gulf, from the icy waters of winter and of the Nova
Scotian current, on the one hand, to the summer-heated surface of the western

basin and the warm waters along the outer edge of the offshore banks, on the other;

likewise over the entire range of salinity proper to the open waters of the gulf, except

for the very lowest. It is not possible to draw any close parallel between the abund-

ance (or reverse) of Euthemisto and the temperature from the data so far obtained,

but we have never found it abundant in the coldest season, and most of the rich

catches have been made in temperatures warmer than 5°, as appears from the follow-

ing list of the readings at and above the levels at which the horizontal parts of the

hauls were made, at several stations productive in large Euthemisto.

General locality Station Date Depth in
meters

Temper-
ature in

degrees

Eastern basin... 10092 Aug. 11,1913
Aug. 31,1915
July 25,1914
Aug. 11,1914
June 24, 1915

170 5+
Western basin ... .... ... 10307 40 7-8+
Off Cape Sable 10229 80 5-6+

Do 10243 40 7. 5+
3+Browns Bank 10296 50

Do 10228 July 24,1914
___do

0)
60

14. 72
Do... 10228 8. 3+

12+Georges Bank .. . 10216 July 20, 1914
July 21, 1914
Aug. 25,1914
July 24,1916
July 27,1914

50
Do 10219 40 13+

Off Marthas Vineyard 10258 25 12+
Do 10351 160 4.8+

Oil Shelburne, Nova Scotia 10231 (<) 6. 62

1 Surface.
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The last of these records is especially instructive, because there were very few,

if any, Euthemisto in the icy water below the surface at that station. The autumnal
augmentation of the stock of Euthemisto in the coastal belt of the gulf likewise

takes place in comparatively high temperatures (e. g., 7 to 11° on October 26 and 27,

1915, in Massachusetts Bay, stations 10337 to 10339), and our largest November
catch was on the surface in water of about 10.3° (station 10404). Thus, whether

or not the relation be a causal one (and this is not safe to postulate, in view of the

wide distribution of Euthemisto in northern seas), the maximum abundance of

Euthemisto in the Gulf of Maine coincides with rather high temperature, both in

season and in the depth at which it congregates, corroborating Le Danois’s (1921)

observation that off the French coast E. bispinosa is common only in water as warm
as 14°. The adults, however, whether of compressa or of bispinosa, certainly show
no tendency to accumulate in the warmest waters of the gulf, which they could

easily reach by swimming upward for a few meters. On the contrary, Avhen they

have been found in any number on the surface it has been at times and places where

the water was at least no warmer than 15°. Only once have we found large Euthe-

misto in any number at a temperature higher than 14°.

For the adult, then, the optimum range of temperature in the Gulf of Maine
is from 4° to about 12°. We have no evidence that any considerable reproduction of

Euthemisto takes place in the gulf in temperatures lower than 5° or higher than 12

to 14°, but the fact that we towed occasional very small specimens in February,

March, and April, 1920, both off Massachusetts Bay, in the western basin, near

Cape Sable, on Browns Bank, and on the southwest part of Georges Bank (stations

20045, 20048, 20050, 20072, and 20104), proves that a certain amount of breeding

takes place in water as cold as 2 to 3°. The larvae, however, are most often abun-

dant in considerably warmer water, thanks to the fact that summer is the chief

breeding season, and to their habit of rising to the surface. Here, again, we hesitate

to assume any causal connection between temperature and the depth which they

seek, it being as likely that their tendency to congregate at the warmest level is

due to some quite different cause; such, for example, as the available supply of

food, the density of the water, or the influence of sunlight.

Within the Gulf of Maine Euthemisto is usually most numerous in compara-

tively high salinities, say, upwards of 32.5, per mile, and while we have made very rich

catches in water as little saline as 31.6 per mille along the Nova Scotia coast, this is

the lowest salinity in which we have found it in any numbers. Hence, 31.5 per mile

may be set arbitrarily as the lower limit to its common occurrence in the Gulf of

Maine. When the superficial layers of the coastal zone of the gulf are fresher than

this—that is, throughout the period of spring freshets and in early summer—Euthe-

misto is usually rare there, if not absent; but it would be no surprise to meet excep-

tions to this rule, for Euthemisto has been found swarming off the English coast in

water of only 30.26 per mille (Tesch, 1911).

It is questionable whether high salinities ever act as a barrier to the migrations

of Euthemisto in the one direction as low salinities do in the other. It certainly

occurs regularly in water as saline as 35 per mille in the eastern North Atlantic,

and while it is not a characteristic inhabitant of salter seas (the highest salinity

we have actually found it in was about 35.2 per mille (Bigelow, 1915, p. 283) ) it is
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more likely that constantly high temperature, not high salinity, is its outer barrier

off eastern North America, and bars it from the warmer parts of the Atlantic in

general. Within these wide limits, however, Euthemisto is very tolerant of varying

salinity, both in the western Atlantic and in the eastern.

At times and places where Euthemisto is abundant it probably serves as a valu-

able food for pelagic fishes in the Gulf of Maine, though little information is avail-

able. In Irish seas Tattersall (1906) found it forming a very large part of the food

of two of the principal food fishes—herring and mackerel—as well as of the sea

trout, while at times it forms the chief sustenance of the long-finned tuna (Germo

alalunga) off the French coast (Le Danois, 1921). Euthemisto, in its own turn,

is extremely destructive to copepods and to other small planktonic animals (p. 107).

Before closing the brief account of this genus, I must emphasize our failure

to find even a single specimen of the arctic Euthemisto (E . libellula) within the

limits of the Gulf of Maine. Certainly it does not reach it unless as the rarest of

stragglers.

Other hyperiids

The two species of Euthemisto are the only hyperiids that are of any numerical

importance in the plankton of the Gulf of Maine. Their relatives, Hyperoche and

Hyperia (similarly boreal in faunistic status), have been taken at several stations

but always in small numbers.
Hyperia

Hyperia is represented locally by two species

—

galba and medusarum—both of

which usually live commensal with the large medusae Aurelia or Cyanea. This is

not invariably the case, however, for Hyperia has repeatedly appeared in the catches

of the tow nets at stations where no medusae were taken or seen—for example, on

German Bank, August 14, 1912 (Bigelow, 1914, p. 103). Associated with their

occasional independence of the medusfe we have found one or other species of the

genus widely distributed in the northern half of the gulf, over deep water as well

as shallow, but our nets have never yielded more than four or five specimens of

Hyperia at any one station. Hyperia medusarum has been taken both in summer
and in winter, but H. galba has so far been taken only in July and August.

In the case of animals as comparatively scarce as Hyperia is in the Gulf of

Maine, captures in tow nets are so largely a matter of accident that they do not give

a reliable picture of the numerical strength of the species in question from season

t'o season and from place to place. It seems, however, that Hyperia was decidedly

more numerous in 1913, when we found it at some half dozen stations in the gulf

(Bigelow, 1915, p. 279), than in the summer of 1914, when it was not found at all

at the same localities and season (Bigelow, 1917, p. 289), or in 1915, when only odd

individuals were taken during the summer.

Hyperoclie

Hyperoche tauriformis 90 has appeared rather more commonly in our tow net-

tings than has either species of Hyperia, having been taken at 10 stations in the

so In an earlier report (Bigelow, 1915) this amphipod appears as “ H. kroyeri Bovallius,” but recent students of the group

—

e. g. Teseh, (1911) and Tattersall (1906)—agree that while it has passed most often as “kroyeri” or as “ abyssorum” Boeck, its cor-

rect designation is “H. tauriformis” Bate and Westwood. This name is accepted here for the sake of uniformity, the question

not being of specific identity but simply of the distribution of the only species of Hyperoche known to exist in northern seas.

8951—28 12
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gulf during August, 1913 (Bigelow, 1915, p. 279). Like Hyperia, it was far less com-
mon in 1914, when we took it only once within the gulf limits and occasionally off

the Nova Scotian coast east of Shelburne (Bigelow, 1917, p. 289); in 1915 it was
taken at several stations, but never more than one or two specimens at any. Judg-
ing from the regularity with which it appeared in Massachusetts Bay during the

winter of 1912-1913 (Bigelow, 1914a, p. 410; six out of nine stations, but only
one or two examples on each occasion), Hyperoche is at least as common during
the period from November to February as during the warm months; but it has not
been detected at all at any of the stations occupied in late February, March, April,

or May, suggesting that it becomes very rare in the gulf, if it does not entirely

vanish thence, when the water is at its coldest for the year.

Our captures of Hyperoche in the Gulf have all been near shore, for the most
part within the 100-meter contour (Bigelow, 1915, p. 284), but the numbers of

specimens concerned are too small to throw any light on its bathymetric distribu-

tion or on the relationship which its occurrence bears to the physical state of the

waters of the gulf.

Paratbemisto oblivia

Parathemisto oblivia has been detected twice in our hauls in the open gulf (sta-

tions 10032 and 10036, August 16 and 20, 1912) and at three stations off the outer
coast of Nova Scotia (Bigelow, 1917, p. 289), all in late summer. Doctor Fluntsman
informs me that it breeds locally under estuarine conditions in the Bay of Fundy
also. This amphipod is far more abundant in North European waters, where it

plays much the same r61e as does Euthemisto in our gulf and sometimes occurs in

shoals right up to the land (Edward, 1868; Tattersall, 1906; Tesch, 1911).

Oceanic byperiids

Our stations along the continental slope have occasionally yielded oceanic and
warm-water hyperiids in some numbers, but it is only on the rarest occasions that

any of them encroach more than a few miles on to the shelf within the limits of the

gulf, nor are any of them known from within Georges and Browns Banks (p. 56).

For the sake of completeness, such records as have been obtained within the geo-

graphic limits of the present study since 1912 are listed below 81 (for earlier records

for New England waters, see Holmes, 1905).

Date and stations

Species
July,
1913,

«

10061

July and August, 1914 » June to Au-
gust, 1915

February to May, 1920

10218 10219 10220 10260 10261 10296 10333 20044 20045 20076 20129

Oxycephalus sp 3

4

X
Phronima sedentaria 1

1

2 1

Phronima atlantica 1

Phronima sp. X X X X X X
Phrosina semilunata X

3

2

Phronimclla elongata
Vibilia sp 1

° For records between the latitudes of New York and Chesapeake Bay during that summer see Bigelow, 1915, p. 279.

‘Previously listed in Bigelow, 1917, p. 289.

81 For descriptions and an account of the general distribution of these hyperiids on the high seas see Bovallius, 1887 to 1899.
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The distribution of these and of other warm-water planktonic animals is dis-

cussed in a preceding chapter (p. 53).

Copepods

Except in certain restricted localities, or for brief periods when some other

animal swarms, the animal plankton of the Gulf of Maine consists chiefly of copepods

at all seasons. The seasonal fluctuations of the group as a whole are touched on

above. The following chapter gives brief discussions of most of the species so far

detected in the plankton of the open gulf or at St. Andrews (Doctor McMurrich’s

lists, p. 12). The great majority are forms that are not only typically pelagic but

widespread in northern seas; but at St. Andrews, where strong tides stir the water

from bottom to top, sundry dwellers in the littoral zone are brought up to or near

the surface, and probably this takes place more or less in estuarine situations all

around the shore line of the gulf. Samples of the copepods collected in 1912, 1913,

and 1914 were identified by Dr. C. O. Esterly, and lists for those years have been

published elsewhere (Bigelow, 1914, p. 115; 1914a, p. 409; 1915, p. 287; 1917

p. 290). It is not necessary to repeat them here. Only a preliminary survey has

been made of the copepods towed by the Grampus in 1916 (Bigelow, 1922), but

Dr. C. B. Wilson has supplied lists for the vertical hauls made in 1915 and the spring

of 1920 and for the horizontals for the winter of 1920-21, which are tabulated

below (p. 297). Doctor McMurrich’s manuscript lists of plankton for St. Andrews,

New Brunswick, have been especially instructive for the seasonal periodicity of

the copepods.

Previous to the inception of the Grampus cruises in 1912, almost no attention

had been paid to the copepods of the Gulf of Maine, the only published data for

that precise region being a few notes on species from Plymouth Harbor, Mass.

(Wheeler, 1901). Subsequently Willey (1919, 1920, and 1921) has given some
notes on the copepods of the St. Andrews region in the Bay of Fundy. The Copepoda
of southern New England have been studied by Wheeler (1901), Williams (1906

and 1907), Sharpe (1911), and Fish (1925); those of the outer coasts of Nova Scotia

and of the Gulf of St. Lawrence by Herdman, Thompson, and Scott (1898), by T.

Scott (1905), and by Willey (1919), whose lists of the species collected by the Cana-

dian fisheries expedition of 1915 are referred to repeatedly in the following accounts

of the several species.

All living copepods are small—the largest up to 10 to 11 millimeters, the smallest

less than 1 millimeter in length. The commonest Gulf of Maine species (Calanus

jinmarchicus) is about 2 to 5 millimeters long when adult. They are present in such

immense numbers in the plankton, and they reproduce so rapidly, that they are the

most important of all pelagic invertebrates from the economic viewpoint, furnishing

the primary food for the young of most marine fishes until these attain considerable

size, as well as for many of the larger planktonic animals of various groups. Copepods
are the major article in the diet of the adults of such plankton-feeding species as the

mackerel and all the herring tribe. This aspect of copepod economy is touched

on in another chapter (p. 97). I need only emphasize here that evidence is con-

stantly accumulating to prove that the fertility of any part of the northern seas in
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commercial fishes depends very largely on the stock of copepods. As Dr. C. B.

Wilson writes, it is not too much to say that “their presence and abundance
count as much for the higher animal life in the ocean as does that of nitrates in the

soil or carbon dioxide in the air for plant life upon the land,” for they are the chief

intermediary through which the elemental foodstuffs elaborated by the marine

plants on which the copepods feed are made available for the support of the larger

marine animals that feed on them.

Copepods are the only animal group that has been systematically counted in the

catches of the vertical nets in the Gulf of Maine; and while the numerical calculations

include so many indeterminate sources of error that they can be taken only in a

general way, they have proved undeniably instructive in tracing the seasonal perio-

dicity and relative regional abundance of several of the more common species. I

must emphasize, however, that the counts given are only a rough indication of the

relative abundance or scarcity of the several species, and that the “probable error”

(unknown) may amount to as much as 80 to 100 per cent in extreme cases. (For a

discussion of the allowance that must be made on this account see Johnstone, Scott,

and Chadwick, 1924, p. 180.)

For the group as a whole the numbers present per square meter have varied

from next to none at occasional stations in the coastwise zone during the early spring,

when diatoms are flowering and copepods are scarcest (p. 39), to upwards of 500,000

in May, when Calanus finmarchicus is swarming (e. g., station 10266, May 4, 1915).

Copepods are at their lowest ebb in the gulf in February and March, when the maxi-

mum per square meter at any station within the edge of the continent in 1920 was

37,500 (station 20049, in the western basin), the minimum 55, in the inner part of

Massachusetts Bay, and the average about 6,600. Generally speaking, at this season

there are more copepods under any given area of the sea surface in the deeper parts

of the gulf than in the shoal, the numbers caught being roughly proportional to the

amount of water strained by the net in its journey from the bottom up to the surface.

Thanks to a swarm of Calanus (p. 189), there were more copepods outside the south

eastern edge of Georges Bank than anywhere within the gulf.

In April, 1920, the average within the continental waters of the gulf was about

twice as large (13,300) as it had been in March, the maximum more than three times

(130,000 in the northern channel), and the minimum had risen from 55 to 900.

In another chapter (p. 41) I have commented on the tremendous augmentation

of copepods which takes place in May and for which the vernal wave of reproduction

of Calanus finmarchicus is chiefly responsible. In 1920 this was hardly under way
by the middle of the month, but in 1915 it had raised the average number of copepods

over the inner parts of the gulf to upwards of 140,000 by the 4th to the 14th (stations

10266 to 10278), with maxima of 511,000 off Cape Ann on the 4th and 411,500 in the

eastern side of the basin on the 6th.

Fewer copepods were taken in June, the average being only about 23,000 per

square meter. The fact that the vernal reproductive activity commences later

in the northeastern and eastern shallows of the gulf, where most of the June stations

were located, than in its western side is chiefly responsible for this apparent shrinkage;

but with only about one-seventh as many copepods in the eastern basin on June 19,
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1915 (station 10288) as at a near-by location (station 10270) on May 6, it seems that

the swarm resulting from this local center of active reproduction had dispersed in the

interim. Unfortunately no vertical hauls were made later than June in the summer of

1915, but in July and August, 1914, the average number of copepods per square meter

for the gulf, as a whole, inside the continental edge but including the offshore banks,

was between 72,000 and 73,000 (see Bigelow, 1917, p. 315, for table of counts)—i. e.,

something less than half the May average for 1915, with a maximum of 227,000 in the

northern channel and a minimum of 6,000 on the northern edge of Georges Bank
at this time.

Copepods were then most numerous per square meter (70,000 + ) in four distinct

regions as follows: (1) Over a V-shaped area, with one arm extending from Cape Cod

Fig. 57.—Number of copepods per square meter of sea area, July and August, 1914, as calculated from the catches of the

vertical hauls. 1, scanty (less than 20,000); 2, intermediate (20,000 to 70,000); 4, rich (70,000 to 150,000); 6, very rich

(150,000 or more). Reproduced from Bigelow, 1917, fig. 94.

toward Penobscot Bay, the other to the eastern part of Georges Bank; (2) off Cape

Sable; (3) in the extreme northeast corner of the basin of the gulf; and (4) south

of Marthas Vineyard (fig. 57) . The maxima were off Cape Cod, off Cape Sable,

and in the northern channel (stations 10213, 10243, and 10229; Bigelow, 1917, p. 316).

On the other hand, we have found very few copepods in the coastal zone in the ex-

treme northeast corner of the gulf, in the southeastern part of the basin, in the eastern

channel, or in the oceanic water outside the edge of the continent during the summer.
The distribution of copepods on the basis of numbers per cubic meter has paralleled

this, except that the region northeast of Cape Cod was shown to be relatively less

productive by this than by the other calculation in July, 1914. The numbers per
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square and cubic meter for that summer and for the season of 1915 are tabulated in

an earlier report (Bigelow, 1917, pp. 315 and 319). September stations for 1915

yielded an average of about 65,000 copepods per square meter in the northern half

of the gulf—no noticeable change, that is, from the midsummer state—but the fact

that the maximum (173,000) was considerably less and the minimum (14,700) con-

siderably greater is interesting as evidence that copepods tend to become progres-

sively more and more nearly equalized in number over the gulf as the season advances.

In the earlier chapter I have pointed out that we have observed an autumnal

increase in the amount of plankton present in the western and northwestern parts

of the gulf (p. 87). In 1915 this was due to a multiplication of copepods from the

September average just given to an average of about 107,000 per square meter at

ten stations for the month of October (stations 10323 to 10329 and 10336 to 10339;

table, p. 297). As evidence that this multiplication was due to increased local repro-

duction we found upwards of 200,000 off Cape Cod (station 10336) and in Massa-

chusetts Bay (station 10338) on the 26th and 27th.

Unfortunately no vertical hauls have been made in the gulf in November,
December, or January. It is therefore impossible to follow numerically the gradual

decimation of the local stock of copepods which takes place during the winter (p. 88),

leading to the sparse copepod population of early spring (p. 82).

Outside the continental edge the numbers of copepods have invariably been small,

except for the one Calanus swarm of March just mentioned, the origin of which is

discussed under that species.

The pelagic copepods are perhaps the most truly planktonic of all anim als, for

although some of them dart actively through the water, and all swim more or less

vigorously, they are utterly at the mercy of the current so far as directive journeyings

from place to place are concerned. Most of the copepods of the Gulf of Maine are

eupelagic ocean forms, floating at various depths beneath the surface of the water by
means of their elongated first antennae. The two species of Acartia (clausi and

longiremis)
,
the two species of Calanus {finmarchicus and hyperboreus)

,
the two species

of Metridia (longa and lucens) ,
and Pseudocalanus elongatus, which together constitute

80 per cent of the copepod plankton of the gulf, all belong to this class.

The scope of the present paper being ecologic and geographic, not systematic, the

copepods are arranged alphabetically here, the list of species, the distribution of which

is discussed, being as follows. Those starred are only accidental in the plankton.

For supplemental notes on a few other rare species detected by Dr. C. B. Wilson after

the body of the report was ready for the press see p. 305.

Acartia clausi.

Acartia longiremis.

Acartia tonsa.

Aetidius armatus.

Anomalocera pattersoni.

Asterocheres boecki.

Calanus finmarchicus.

Calanus hyperboreus.

Candacia armata.

Centropages bradyi.

Centropages hamatus.

Centropages typicus.

*Dactylopusia thisboides.

Dwightia gracilis.

*Ectinosoma neglectum.

Eucalanus attenuatus.

Eucalanus elongatus.

Euchseta media.

Euchseta norvegica.

Euchirella rostrata.
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Eurytemora herdmani.

Gaidius tenuispinis.

Halithalestris croni.

*Harpacticus litoralis.

*Harpacticus uniremis.

Heterorhabdus spinifrons.

*Idya furcata.

Labidocera sestiva.

Lucicutia grandis.

Metis ignea.

Mecynocera clausi.

Metridia longa.

Metridia lucens.

Monstrilla serricornis.

Oithona similis.

*Parathalestris jacksoni.

Phyllopus bidentatus.

Pleuromamma (genus).

Pseudocalanus elongatus,

Rhincalanus cornutus.

Rhincalanus nasutus.

Scolecithricella minor.

Temora longicornis.

Tortanus discaudatus.

Undeuchaeta major.

Undeuchaeta minor.

*Zaus abbreviatus.

*Zaus spinatus.

Acartia clausi Giestoreclit

This species has a more southerly distribution than A. longiremis, ranging widely

on both sides of the temperate North Atlantic, southward from western Norway on

the one side and from the St. Lawrence River on the other; but it was not found in

any of the samples of Arctic plankton examined by Sars (1900) and at only one station

north of the Arctic Circle in the collection of the Canadian Arctic expedition (Willey,

1920) . In general, it may he described as neritic, as opposed to oceanic, for although

it is widely distributed in the oceanic areas of the North Atlantic, European students

have found it most plentiful in coastal waters such as the Irish and English Channels

and the southern parts of the North Sea. It is found plentifully in water as little

saline as 18.42 per mille, but salinities much lower than this apparently bar it (Farran,

1910). Willey (1920) has characterized it as more of an estuarine form than A.

longiremis, but the distribution outlined below for the Gulf of Maine shows that this

can hardly be laid down as a general rule. Steuer (1923) has recently charted its

distribution in the Eastern Atlantic and generally.

In a continuous collection of plankton from Liverpool to Quebec, made by Sir

Wm. Herdman in 1897, it disappeared at longitude 38° 6' W. and did not reappear

until the ship was well up the St. Lawrence River (Herdman, Thompson, and Scott,

1898). T. Scott (1905) reports it from the Gulf of St. Lawrence, but Willey (1919)

did not find it among the many samples which he reported on thence, and if not

wholly wanting it is at least so rare over the continental shelf off Nova Scotia and

south of Newfoundland that the Canadian fisheries expedition took it at only one

station—this, curiously enough, the outermost on the line off Cape Sable (Willey,

1919).

It was not detected among the collections made by the Grampus between Cape
Cod and Chesapeake Bay in 1913 or in 1916, though its relative A. tonsa swarmed
locally off Delaware Bay during August of the latter year (Bigelow, 1922, p. 146).

Neither did Wheeler (1901) nor Sharpe (1911) find it at Woods Hole, where A. tonsa

is one of the commonest of copepods. It is not uncommon there during some winters,

for Fish (1925, fig. 46) found it regularly from October, 1922, to February, 1923,

It does not appear in Fowler’s (1912) list of Rhode Island copepods, but Williams

(1906 and 1907) describes it as abundant in Narragansett Bay in January and
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February, and Dr. C. B. Wilson contributes the statement that in and around
Chesapeake Bay A. clausi is more abundant than A. longiremis.

The earlier cruises in the Gulf of Maine gave no grounds for supposing that A
clausi was ever plentiful there, Esterly having detected it at one station only (Glou-

cester Harbor) in the towings taken during the summer of 1912, and not at all for

July and August, 1913 or 1914, nor for the winter of 1912-13 (Bigelow, 1914, 1914a,

1915, and 1917). Willey (1919), however, reported it from Passamaquoddy Bay in

August, 1915, and on January 16, 1920, he found that adults and juveniles of A.
clausi formed 68 per cent of the total catch of copepods there (Willey, 1921). Dr.

C. B. Wilson has detected it in so many of the Gulf of Maine towings made during the

summer of 1915 (fig. 59), the spring of 1920 (fig, 58), and the winter of 1920-21, that

it was certainly widespread and locally abundant in the gulf during those years at

least.

The counts tabulated here may be considered from two aspects

—

a, the relative

importance of A. clausi in the copepod community, and l>, its absolute abundance.

It constituted 0-15 per cent of a comparatively scanty copepod plankton during

December, 1920, and January, 1921, but was so nearly universal in the inner parts

of the gulf that it occurred at 85 per cent of the stations. In February, 1920, how-
ever, it was not taken at all, either in the surface or in the vertical hauls, at the few

stations occupied in the southwest deep and on Georges Bank during that month.
It is probably at its minimum in early spring, because it averaged only 41 specimens

per square meter inshore of the 100-meter contour, and 47 in the deeper parts of the

gulf, in March, 1920, occurring in 15 of the 35 hauls. In April, however, it was
detected in 25 of the 30 vertical hauls, having risen, on the average, to 10 per cent

of the total catches of copepods and in absolute abundance to an average of 2,390

individuals per square meter within the 100-meter contour, 180 in the deeps. In

May it occurred in all the vertical hauls, both in 1915 and in 1920, averaging 6 to 9

per cent of the total copepods, with an average of 2,787 per square meter in shoal

water in 1920, and 7,857 in shoal and 8,469 in deep water in 1915. The augmenta-

tion which takes place in its numbers during the spring is further illustrated by
counts of the numbers taken at pairs of stations in the western part of the gulf in

February and March and again in May of 1920, as follows:

Locality Date Station

Number of

specimens
in surface

tow

Number of
specimens
per square
meter in
vertical
tow

Southwest part of Georges Bank. _ ... Feb. 22 20046 0 0
May 17 20128 60 1, 425

Southwest corner of basin Feb. 23 20048 0 8
May 17 20127 162 1, 437

Oil Gloucester Mar. 1 20050 115 0
May 4 20120 1, 750 5, 500

In 1915 it continued universal in June, averaging 14 per cent of the total copepods

in the vertical hauls and 45 to 50 per cent at two of the stations, but its absolute

abundance was somewhat less (averaging about 4,000 per square meter in shoal water
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and 1,600 in deep). There are no vertical-net collections for July, 1915, and the

normal summer status of A. clausi in the Gulf of Maine can not be stated from the

other data at hand. In 1915 it varied in abundance from about 500 to upwards of

Fig. 58.—Occurrence of the copepod Acartia clausi during the spring of 1920. X, locality records for February and March;

®, locality records for April and May. The hatched curve incloses the area where it occurred in March

10,000 per square meter at three stations in August, but was not detected at all at

sea during this month in the three previous years, which I take to mean that it

passes through a summer minimum succeeding the late spring maximum. In Sep-
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tember, 1915, it proved more abundant, both absolutely (on the average about

7.000 per square meter inside 100 meters and 11,000 outside) and relatively (an

average of 20.5 per cent of the vertical catch of copepods), than at any time from

December to August, and the average numbers per square meter rose, respectively,

to 9,693 and 11,205 92 in October of that year, when it occurred at 88 per cent of the

stations, though it constituted only about 11.5 per cent of the total copepods caught in

the vertical net during the month.

The two maxima suggest two breeding seasons for A. clausi in the gulf—one in

early spring and the other in late summer—each followed by a well-marked increase

in the actual abundance of the species, as measured both by the number of specimens

existing per square meter of sea surface and by the percentage of the total copepod

population which it constitutes. Probably it does not breed to any extent in the

gulf during the autumn or winter. A. clausi is likewise at its minimum during

winter in north European waters and most abundant during the warm months. In

the southern part of the North Sea its minimum falls in February and its maximum
in August (Farran, 1910). It is to be noted that the seasonal distribution of A.

clausi in the gulf shows it to be endemic there, not an immigrant, propagating in

spring in the centers where some few have persisted through the unfavorable winter

season and extending its area of reproduction as its spreads far and wide with the

increase in its numbers.

Regional distribution .—In February and March, 1920, it occurred sparingly on

the eastern part of Georges Bank, on Browns and German Banks, off Machias, off

the mouth of the Merrimac River, near Gloucester, and off Cape Cod, but at only

3 stations in the basin of the gulf, all in the southeastern part (fig. 58). Thus, at

the season when it is at its miminum it persists in small numbers here and there

throughout the shoal zone but disappears from most parts of the basin. By April,

with the increase in its numbers just noted (p. 172), it had become sufficiently dis-

persed over the basin to be taken at most of the deep stations in one or other net;

but it still continued most abundant over a zone running offshore from the neigh-

borhood of Cape Sable out across Browns Bank to the Eastern Channel and to the

eastern part of Georges Bank, with secondary centers of abundance along western

Nova Scotia, off Cape Cod, and off Cape Elizabeth, just as was the case in March.

By May and June of 1915 we found A. clausi so generally distributed over the

eastern, northern, and western parts of the gulf (in numbers ranging from 1,400 to

25.000 per square meter) that no separation into "rich” and "poor” areas is possible,

except that it seems to have been scarce in the neighborhood of Mount Desert

Island. Curiously enough, this was also the case on Browns Bank, which was one

of its chief centers of abundance in April, 1920. Probably it is equally universal on

Georges Bank during these months, judging from its presence at all the stations on

the line from Cape Cod out across the western end of the bank on May 16 and 17,

1920; but there were only about 200 per square meter at the outermost station,

just outside the continental edge (Station 20129), contrasted with about 14,000 at

the station on the bank (Station 20128), suggesting that this was about its offshore

boundary, which accords with its neritic nature.

« The counts of copepods for 1915, on which these calculations are based, are given in Bigelow, 1917, p. 319.
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A. clausi continued universal over the northern and western parts of the gulf

during November and October, 1915 (this, as just remarked, being its season of

maximum abundance), and across the whole breadth of the continental shelf off

Marthas Vineyard, varying in abundance from 6,000 to upwards of 40,000 speci-

mens per square meter of sea area at most of the stations. Nor do our records for

the midwinter cruise of 1920-1921 suggest any shrinkage in its range during the

later autumn, for it occurred at nearly all the stations during that December and

January. But if the picture presented by the early spring hauls of 1920 be normal,

A. clausi must disappear from the basin of the gulf later in the winter as its numbers
decline.

A. clausi has always averaged a larger percentage of the total copepod popula-

tion in the coastwise belt of the gulf and over the offshore banks than in the deeper

parts. In 1920 it formed 10 to 20 per cent of the copepod catch in the vertical hauls

at most of the stations on the eastern part of Georges Bank, on Browns Bank, in

the Cape Cod-Massachusetts Bay region, off Cape Elizabeth, and along western

Nova Scotia from February to May, but usually less than 5 per cent at the stations

in the deeper basin and channels where it occurred. From June to October in 1915,

the area in which A. clausi usually constituted 10 per cent or more of the copepods

was continuous around the whole periphery of the gulf and around Cape Cod and
Nantucket to the westward (fig. 59). In December, 1920, and January, 1921, it

amounted to less than 10 per cent at all but one of the stations. Thus, this species

is only of minor importance in the general planktonic community in the more oceanic

parts of the gulf and negligible outside the continental edge in the open Atlantic,

but in shoal waters, both inshore and on the banks, it is usually an important factor

and may locally equal as much as half the total catch of copepods of all kinds.

Vertical distribution.—The hauls have not been adapted to show the vertical

distribution of A. clausi, and the fact that all but one of the percentages of 30 or

more were in hauls shoaler than 75 meters can not be taken as meaning a concentra-

tion of this species in the upper water layers because associated with the fact that

the species is most plentiful in the shoal zone. On the whole, however, A. clausi

was a slightly larger element in the copepod community on the surface than in the

vertical hauls during the spring of 1920 (March, 13 per cent; April, 15.5 per cent;

and May, 14 per cent, on the average)
;
and on two occasions—that is, Eastern

Channel, March 17 (station 20073), and off the northern slope of Georges Bank,
March 10 (station 20063)—we found them congregated so close to the top of the

water that each of the surface hauls yielded about 1,200 specimens, whereas the

vertical hauls took none in the one case and only 3 in the other. On the other hand,

A. clausi has repeatedly proved more plentiful at some deeper level than on the sur-

face, of which the following cases are typical

:

Locality Date Station

Number
per

square
meter
from

vertical
haul

Number
taken in
surface
haul

Southeast basin Mar. 3,1920
Apr. 9, 1920
Apr. 12,1920
Apr. 16,1920

do -

20053
20091
20100
20106
20108
20115

600
1, 125

475
3,000

21, 262
800

0
31
0
2

225
0

Off Cape Ann
Northeast basin-.,

Browns Bank
Eastern part of Georges Bank
Western"basin Apr. 18,1920
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It is to be noted that this has been observed in the shoal water of the banks as

well as in deep water. A. clausi has seldom been found plentiful enough in the Gulf

of Maine to suggest that it is ever important there as a food supply for larger ani-

Fig. 59.—Percentages of the copepod Acartia clausi in the total catches of copepods of all kinds in the vertical hauls from

June to October, 1915. The hatched curve incloses the area where it usually constitutes more than 10 per cent of the

copepods in summer

mals. This is likewise true of it, as a rule, in north European seas, though it has

been recorded there among the stomach contents of various fishes; but as Farran

(1903, 1910, and 1911) reports it as taken throughout the year on the mackerel-
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fishery grounds off Ireland, most commonly in autumn, it may prove a more im-

portant ingredient in the food of the European mackerel than it is ever likely to

be off the seaboard of eastern North America.

Acartia longiremis L/illjeborg

This species is of minor importance in the Gulf of Maine but is recorded suffi-

ciently often to deserve brief mention. In the Atlantic A. longiremis ranges from the

polar basin on the north, where it has been taken at many localities both on the

European side and along the Arctic coast of Canada (Willey, 1921), to the Mediter-

ranean on the one side and southward to Chesapeake Bay on the other. It is also

reported from the Gulf of Suez. Its distribution, in general, has recently been charted

by Steuer (1923).

It has usually been described as more or less neritic, though less so than A. clausi-

According to Farran (1910 and 1911) it is mainly a littoral form in the more southern

parts of its range, though often found in the open sea off Norway. Herdman,
Thompson, and Scott (1898) record it regularly in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, out to

the Straits of Belle Isle, and again between longitude 31° 40' W. and the British

coastal waters, but not at all in the intervening zone. It was not found at Woods
Hole either by Wheeler (1901) or by Sharpe (1911), nor was it found in Rhode Island

waters by Williams (1906 and 1907) or off New Jersey by Fowler (1912). Probably,

however, it is to be expected all along southern New England, for Fish (1925) found

it at Woods Hole from January to May, while Dr. C. B. Wilson contributes the

statement that it occurs in and about Chesapeake Bay, though less abundantly than
A. clausi.

The only previous records for A. longiremis in the Gulf of Maine are as fol-

lows: Station 10020 (about 4 per cent of the cope pods), Gloucester Harbor, and
6 miles off Cape Porpoise (2 per cent of the copepods) during the summer of 1912;

station 10251, off Cape Elizabeth, August 14, 1914 (especially interesting because

upwards of 90 per cent of the hundreds of copepods taken in the surface net were

adults and juveniles of A. longiremis) 03
;
and Passamaquoddy Bay, January 16, 1920,

when A. longiremis (adult and young) constituted 13 per cent of the copepods taken

(Willey, 1921).

During the cruises of 1915 and 1920 this species proved much less plentiful and
less generally distributed in the gulf than A. clausi, its status in the gulf differing

widely from year to year. In 1920 it was not detected at all in February. In March
(fig. 60) it occurred at 38 per cent of the stations, confined to four distinct regions:

(1) the coastal zone from Cape Cod to Cape Elizabeth, (2) the eastern part of Georges

Bank and the deep water to the north, (3) Browns Bank, and (4) the shallows off

western Nova Scotia out to German Bank. In every case the number of specimens

taken was trifling, the highest frequency in the vertical hauls being only 95 per square

meter of sea surface. The scarcity of this species during March appears also from

its percentage in the total copepod catch (0-30 per cent; average 2^4 per cent).

13 Identified by Dr. C. O. Esterly.
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During April it became so scarce in the Massachusetts Bay region and oven the

northwestern part of the gulf generally that it did not appear there in the catches

of the vertical nets, although the surface tows picked up a few at the localities marked

Fig. 60.—Occurrence of the copepod Acartia longiremis, February to April, 1920, surface and vertical hauls combined.

X, present; O, not found. The hatched curve incloses the areas where it occurred at every station

on the chart (fig. 61 ); but, by contrast, it had spread generally over the whole eastern

side of the gulf, with a rather definite line of demarcation between the areas where it

did and did not occur in sufficient number for the vertical net to take it (fig. 61 ), but
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not to the deep water off the southeastern slope of Georges Bank. The numerical fre-

quency of A. longiremis likewise rose by April to a maximum of 2,S00 per square meter

off Cape Cod, 1,300 per square meter in the northern channel, and 863 per square

Fig. 61.—Numbers of the eopepod Acartia longiremis per square meter of sea area, April, 1920, as calculated from the vertical

hauls. 0> none in vertical haul; X, taken in surface haul. The hatched curve incloses the area where it was plentiful

enough to be taken regularly in the verticals

meter north of Georges Bank, though on the average it was still only about 2J/2 per

cent of the total copepods (0-14 per cent). In 1920 it reappeared in Massachusetts

Bay in May, when it occurred at all the stations there and along the line from Cape
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Cod out across the western end of Georges Bank, with frequencies of from less than

10 to nearly 3,000 specimens per square meter, averaging 3 per cent of the copepods

taken in these vertical hauls. In the year 1915 it was not detected anywhere in the

gulf in May or during the first three weeks of June, though vertical hauls were made
at 20 stations during that period, but on June 26 (station 20099) it was taken at the

rate of 430 per square meter in the western basin, and it figures in the lists (p. 298) for

two August stations. In September it occurred in all the vertical hauls in the coastal

zone from Cape Cod northward and eastward toward the mouth of the Bay of Fundy,

as well as on German Bank (80 per cent of all the stations for the month), averaging

4,490 per square meter where the vertical net took it.

During the first half of October, 1915, it continued universal along the coastal

zone from off Cape Cod to the neighborhood of Mount Desert Island (six stations),

varying in abundance from 1,140 to 14,225 per square meter (average about 5,600).

It also occurred in two out of three vertical hauls over the shelf south of Marthas
Vineyard on the 22d (stations 10332 and 10333), frequencies of about 6,000 and

4,000 square meters. By the last week of the month it seems that it had vanished

from the Massachusetts Bay region, for not a single specimen was detected at

four stations there; but this can not be interpreted as a regular seasonal change,

because it was taken at all the stations within 15 to 20 miles of land, from off Cape
Cod to the mouth of the Bay of Fundy during December, 1920, and January, 1921,

averaging about 5.5 per cent of the copepods and 10 to 15 per cent of the extremely

sparse community at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay and off the Isles of Shoals

(stations 10489 and 10493), though not found at any of the four stations farther

out in the basin.

It is not clear from the data just outlined whether A. longiremis has two sea-

sonal maxima in the gulf, one in late spring, another (much more pronounced) in

early autumn, separated by a period of a month or more during which it nearly

or quite disappears, as the records for the two years 1915 and 1920 suggest; or

whether it followed different seasonal cycles during the two years, multiplying from
April on in 1920, but not appearing at all until June in 1915. In either case it

clearly attains its maximum abundance in the gulf during the warm half of the year.

It is never more than a minor factor in the plankton except when all other species

of copepods are very scarce, and never occurs in numbers that would be called large

for other more important copepods, 14,265 per square meter being the highest

frequency yet recorded for it east or north of Nantucket. A. longiremis, like A.

clausi, contracts its range to the shoaler waters of the gulf during the cold half of the

year, including the offshore banks as well as the coastal zone. When its numbers
increase, its area of occurrence spreads out over the deep basin of the gulf, but we
have not taken it outside the continental edge.

That A. longiremis is endemic in the gulf is proved by the presence of numerous
juveniles, together with adults, at the one August station already mentioned (p.

177). This, however, does not forbid the possibility that its numbers are recruited

by immigration as well as by local propagation. On the average, A. longiremis

was relatively more important in the catches at the surface than in the vertical

hauls in March and April, though not in May, as appears in the following table of

its percentage in 1920, counting only the stations at which it occurred:
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Time Surface
hauls

Vertical
hauls

March _ _

Per cent.

14. 5
11

3

Per cent
G
5

4
April.. . .

May

In several instances the greater percentage on the surface was the result of a

definite concentration there, proved by the capture of hundreds of specimens in the

surface net at several stations where A. longiremis was so scarce deeper down that

the vertical net missed it altogether—for instance, off the Isles of Shoals on March
5 (station 20061); off the northern edge of Georges Bank, March 11 (station 20063);

on its eastern edge and southern slope, April 16 (stations 20108 and 20109); and,

notably, on March 23, off Yarmouth, Nova Scotia (station 20083), where the richest

surface catch of all was made (711 specimens) . At a rather larger number of localities

the yield of the vertical nets was considerable, where few or none were taken on the

surface, as shown in the following table:

Locality Date Hour Station

Number
per

square
meter in

vertical

hauls

Number
taken in
surface
hauls

Near Mount Desert Apr. 12,1920
Apr. 15,1920
Apr. 16,1920
Apr. 17,1920
Apr. 18, 1920
May 16,1920
May 17,1920

1 p. m
10 p. m .

1 a. m

20099 280 0
Northern Channel 20105 1,300 53
Browns Bank _ _ 20106 240 2

Deep water north of Georges Bank _ 7 a. m 20112 863 0
Western basin 4 a. m 20115 800 0

Off Cape Cod . 11 p. m
8 a. m

20125 470 0
Southwest part of basin 20127 1, 437 27

The most that can be said from this is that at times A. longiremis tends to gather

at the surface, both in spring and in midsummer, but that on other occasions it keeps

at least a few fathoms down. The hauls here listed give no evidence of diurnal

migrations, for the richer surface catches 'were more often between 9 a. m. and 5 p. m.
than at night, and, on the other hand, several of the hauls in which it most predomi-

nated in deeper levels were between sunset and sunrise.

A. longiremis has been found over a very wide range of salinity, being common
in water as brackish as 6.72 per mille in the Baltic and as salt as 35.32 per mille in

the English Channel. In the Gulf of Maine it occurs well within these limits. It is

likewise eurythermal over a wide range of temperature, being present in the gulf

indifferently in water as warm as 16° and as cold as 0.3° to 2°. The physical limits

within which it reproduces locally have not been determined, but the presence of

juveniles in August (p. 177) proves that reproduction takes place successfully in summer
temperatures, probably upwards of 10 to 12°.

Acartia tonsa Dana

This species was originally described from Port Jackson, Australia, and was
reported by Giesbrecht (1892) from the west coast of South America, and from the

Malayan Archipelago by Cleve (1901). On the one side of the North American
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continent it occurs in numbers at San Diego, Calif., in the bays, but rather infre-

quently outside (Esterly, 1905). On the other, it is reported from the Gulf coast of

Louisiana (Foster, 1904), and is a dominant copepod in sheltered inlets and brackish

ponds at Woods Hole. It is abundant, also, in the open water in that neighborhood,

andVecorded from the Gulf Stream off Marthas Vineyard (Wheeler, 1901; Sharpe,

1911). Cape Cod seems the northerly boundary to its presence in numbers, for

although Wheeler (1901) reports it from Plymouth Harbor on the southern shore of

Massachusetts Bay (this is the only gulf of Maine record), none of the Grampus,

Albatross, or Halcyon gatherings in the gulf have contained it. McMurrich did not

detect it at St. Andrews, nor has it been found in Canadian waters farther east or

north.
Aetidius armatus Brady

Dr. C. B. Wilson contributes the following on the faunistic status of Ae. armatus:

This species is quite cosmopolitan and has a wide distribution throughout the northern Atlantic,

Pacific, and Indian Oceans. It is widely distributed in the northern fauna, but nowhere occurs in

any numbers. Farran (1910) has reported it as a characteristic inhabitant of the lower layers of

the northeast Atlantic off the coast of Ireland and Scotland. Carl With (1915), in his report on

the copepods of the Danish Ingolf expedition, said that it was found in deep water, probably as a

member of the Atlantic fauna, in the Iceland-Faroe channel, Denmark, and Davis Straits. It has

also been taken in the North Sea and in several of the Norwegian fjords, and was included in the

list published by Esterly (1905) of copepods found in the San Diego region off the coast of southern

California.

In the summer of 1915 the Canadian fisheries expedition took it in small num-
bers in the deep oceanic triangle off the mouth of the Laurentian channel, between the

Scotian and Newfoundland Banks (two stations), and outside the continental edge

off Cape Sable (Willey, 1919).

It has not been recorded previously from the Gulf of Maine, but the spring,

summer, and autumn cruises of 1915 and of 1920 yielded odd specimens of it at eight

stations—one for March, three for April, two for May, one for August, and one for

October. It has not been reported at Woods Hole.

Although this species is evidently only a rare stray in the Gulf of Maine (at most

it amounted to 1 per cent of the copepods, with a maximum frequency of 87 individ-

uals per square meter of sea area) the locations of the captures are of interest, all being

either in the peripheral belt of the gulf, with a preponderance in its eastern side, or

over the continental edge. A distribution of this sort (fig. 62), which parallels the

dominant counterclockwise eddy of the gulf, indicates that the species is an immi-

grant in the gulf from the open Atlantic and not endemic there. The fact that all

but one of the records within the gulf were in hauls shallower than 100 meters sug-

gests that it enters in the upper layers and across Browns Bank, not along the bottom

of the eastern channel
;
but it tends to keep at some little depth, for it was not de-

tected in any of the surface hauls from February to May, 1920, even at the

stations where it occurred in the verticals.

Anomalocera pattersoni Brady

This beautiful bluish green or Prussian blue calanoid is generally distributed over

the North Atlantic between latitudes 36 and 67° N., in the Mediterranean and in the

North Sea and English Channel (Giesbrecht, 1892; Brady, 1878-1880; T. Scott,
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1911). It seems not to enter the Baltic, probably being barred therefrom by low

salinity. It is recorded from the Indian Ocean, doubtfully from the Pacific (Gies-

brecht and Schmeil, 1898), and from the Black Sea (van Breemen, 1908). Off the

Fig. 62.—Occurrence of the copepods Mtidius armaius and Candacia armata. x, locality records for Mtidius armatus:

locality records for Candacia armata. The hatched curve incloses the zone where tropical-oceanic species occur most

frequently

North American seaboard it has been reported from the Gulf of St. Lawrence (T.

Scott, 1905; Herdman, Thompson, and Scott, 1898; and Willey, 1919); off Halifax

and Shelburne, Nova Scotia (Willey, 1919); at many localities in the Gulf of Maine;
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at Woods Hole and in the Gulf Stream off Marthas Vineyard (Wheeler, 1901); and

likewise at several stations on the continental shelf and along the continental edge

between Woods Hole and Chesapeake Bay (Bigelow, 1915 and 1922).

Because of its large size and brilliant color this is the most conspicuous of all

Gulf of Maine, copepods, but is usually so scarce there that horizontal hauls must be

depended upon to outline its distribution, the verticals being apt to miss it. Up to

the present, time has not permitted search for it in the mass of copepods taken in the

deep horizontals for the period Februai'y to May, 1920, but it did not occur at all in

the surface hauls for those months (table, p. 303), and only three times and in minimal

amounts (1 per cent of the catch) in the verticals, suggesting that although these

captures prove its presence in the gulf in spring it is then very scarce. This is

corroborated by the fact that in July it has been detected at only two of the forty-odd

stations for which the copepod catches of the horizontal nets were examined by
Doctor Esterly or by me (p. 10)—one of them in Massachusetts Bay and the other

a few miles north of Cape Ann—but Anomalocera must either multiply in the gulf

or invade it during midsummer, for it has occurred at fully 50 per cent of our stations

for August and at localities generally distributed over the whole inner and northern

part of the gulf north of a line Cape Cod-Cape Sable. Although no tows were

made on Georges Bank in August during the period 1912 to 1921, Dr. W. C. Kendall,

in his field notes (p. 12), records “green copepods” (which, from his description, can

only have been Anomalocera) from enough of the surface tows on the northwestern

part of the Bank and thence to Cape Cod and off Marthas Vineyard, in the last week
of August, 1896 (fig. 63), to show that this copepod is as generally distributed over

the offshore grounds during that month as it is in the inner parts of the gulf. The
seasonal history of Anomalocera is the same in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, where the

Canadian fisheries expedition did not find it at all in May or June, but widely dis-

tributed (though nowhere plentiful) in August. Similarly, it appeared in the last

week of July off Halifax, where it was wanting in May (Willey, 1919).

Judging from the year 1915, Anomalocera practically vanishes from the gulf

after the end of August, for it was taken in only two of the horizontal tows at the

12 September stations (on the 1st and 6th, stations 10308 and 10314), and did not

appear in a collection of copepods made at St. Andrews by Dr. A. G. Huntsman on

the 15th (Willey, 1919, p. 220) . We have only one record of it in the gulf in October, 94

none for November, one for December (see table, p. 304), none for January, February,

or until March (see table, p. 305).

Thus, Anomalocera certainly persists in the gulf throughout the greater part

of the year; and it is probable that a few survive over the coldest period, though it

has not actually been taken within our limits at that time. From September until

July it is always very scarce, but it has a brief period of comparative abundance

during the month of August, when it may become so nearly universal in all parts of

the open gulf that surface tows usually pick up at least one or two. It is such a

noticeable object in the catch that its presence is almost certain to be recognized.

It is equally a summer copepod at Woods Hole (Fish, 1925, fig. 46).

94 Vertical haul oS Penobscot Bay, Oct. 9, 1915, station 10329.
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Anomalocera is likewise least plentiful in the North Sea region generally in

February, but from year to year may reach its maximum there at any time from

May to November (T. Scott, 1911). Recognition of the brevity of its period of maxi-

Fig. 63.—Occurrence of the blue copepod Anomalocera pattersoni in August. X. locality records for August, 1912 to 1914;

locality records for August, 1896 (from Dr. W. C. Kendall’s field notes)

mum abundance (now sufficiently established as usual if not invariable) forces me
to correct a previous statement that it markedly diminished in the Gulf of Maine
from 1913 to 1915 (Bigelow, 1917, p. 292). Its more frequent occurrence in the
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towings of 1912, 1913, and 1914 than in those of 1915 may simply have been a sea-

sonal phenomenon associated with the fact that in the first three years the Grampus
cruised in August, when Anomalocera is at its maximum, whereas in 1915 most of

the towing was done either before July or from September on, when this copepod is

scarce, with only five towing stations for August, at two of which it occurred.

Anomalocera is peculiar among Gulf of Maine copepods in being seldom, if

ever, abundant even at the season when it is practically omnipresent, the catch

usually amounting to less than 50 to 60 individuals (Bigelow, 1915, p. 288). In

tow after tow Doctor Kendall found only one or two or “a very few.” Sixty is the

largest number actually counted for any of the horizontal hauls in the gulf since

1912, and 550 the greatest frequency per square meter in any of the verticals (Massa-

chusetts Bay, station 20120, May 4, 1920). Drifting along in a dory on a day when
the water is glassy calm, Anomalocera may often be seen right in the surface film,

when, as Sars remarked (1903, p. 141), its movements are exceedingly rapid and
energetic. On such occasions I have usually noticed one here and one there,

seldom more than half a dozen or so together. Evidently it can never be important

in the economy of the Gulf of Maine, where it has not been reported from the dietary

of either mackerel, herring, or other plankton-eating fishes.

On the other side of the North Atlantic this copepod must be far more plentiful,

for Brady (1878-1880) writes that it often occurs in immense profusion, and Sars

(1903) describes it as generally congregated in great shoals, when its presence is

betrayed by a disturbance of the surface like fine rain as it keeps leaping out of the

water. On such occasions it may well be of economic importance, and Norwegian

fishermen, who have christened it “blue bait,” consider its presence a good sign of

the approach of the schools of summer herring; but T. Scott’s (1911) failure to find it

in fish stomachs raises the question whether it is actually eaten to as great an extent

as has been supposed.

No direct observations have been made on the breeding of Anomalocera in the

Gulf of Maine, but the geographic distribution of the localities where it has been

taken argues that local multiplication of the few that survive winter and spring

—

not immigration—is the cause of the augmentation that takes place in its numbers in

midsummer. The fact that there is no preponderance of locality records in the

eastern side of the Gulf is especially significant in this connection, because most
immigrants occur there chiefly, and are more or less localized around the periphery

of the gulf (p. 51) instead of as evenly and universally distributed as Anomalocera is.

Of all the Copepods occurring with any regularity in the open gulf Anomalocera

is the most distinctively a surface form. This is especially the case during its period

of abundance in August. In 1913, for example, most of the records for that month
were from surface hauls, “ only one from a haul as deep as 40 fathoms; and of course,

that one specimen may have been caught at or near the surface; and this may also

be true of the few specimens yielded by hauls from 20, 25, and 30 fathoms in the

Gulf of Maine” (Bigelow, 1915, p. 295).

This tendency to keep close to the surface was well illustrated in August, 1914,

at the following stations, in spite of the fact that the mouth area of the surface net

was much less than that of the nets towed deep.
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Station and depth in meters

Anomalocera 10245 10246 10254

0 100-0 0 50-0 150-0 0 25-0 75-0 225-0

Number of specimens in sample 1 0 6 0 0 10 0 0 0
Percentage of total copepods in sample 33 0 12 0 0 2M 0 0 0

There is no positive evidence that Anomalocera ever sinks more than a few

meters in the Gulf of Maine in summer, and most of the Gulf of St. Lawrence records

listed by Willey (1919) are likewise from the surface or from trivial depths. In

winter and spring it seems to live slightly deeper, for it was not taken in any of the

surface hauls from November, 1912, to April, 1913, or February to May, 1920;

but it descends to only a moderate depth—probably to escape the most severe

winter chilling—the vertical records for December, March, and April all being from

hauls shoaler than 75 meters.

Anomalocera is similarly an inhabitant of the upper strata of water in north

European seas. Sars (1903) always found it swimming close to the surface off the

west and south coasts of Norway, and T. Scott (1911) describes it as most generally

met with at or near the surface, very rarely in deep water, though he gives its vertical

range as extending down to 700 meters.

This copepod occurs only in water of tolerably high salinity, and its preference

for the surface makes it easy to establish the precise conditions under which it is

living at any given station. In the Gulf of St. Lawrence it occurred regularly in

water as little saline as about 30 per mille (Willey, 1919; Bjerkan, 1919). In the

Gulf of Maine most of the records are from salinities of 31.55 to 33.06 per mille, and
south and west of Cape Cod it occurs in water salter than 35 per mille, which is a

usual salinity for it in the eastern North Atlantic. It is certainly able to survive

a wide range of temperature, but in the Gulf of Maine it is most abundant when the

surface water in which it lives is warmer than 10°, which may prove about the lower

limit for its successful reproduction. Temperatures as high as 21° to 25°, even, seem

not unfavorable for it.

Anomalocera is an inhabitant of the open sea, never yet recorded f rom harbors

or from estuarine situations except when brought in by heavy winds or by surface

currents, as occurs at times in Norway (Sars, 1903) and at Woods Hole (Wheeler

1901). In its relationship to the North American littoral it may be described as

intermediate between neritic and oceanic, maintaining itself in the Gulf of Maine
and in the Atlantic basin alike.

sterocberes boecki (Brady)

Doctor Wilson contributes the following note on this copepod, which is only

accidental in the plankton:

This species occurred in the form of two partially mutilated specimens taken in one of the

surface tows early in March, 1920. As far as could be determined, these specimens were identical

with those described by Brady in his monograph on British Copepoda as Artotragus bcecki, but
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Brady, as he himself admitted in his later writings, confused the two genera, Artotragus and Astero-

cheres, and should have assigned his species to the latter instead of the former. Most of the species

of this genus are parasitic upon, or commensal with, some invertebrate animal, but Brady gave no

information upon this point. Scott, in his “Catalogue of the Crustacea of the River Forth,”

reported obtaining this species in the water passages of sponges (Chalina oculata) growing on the

walls of a pier. It was later recorded by Norman and Brady from a tidal pool on the coast of

England, and it was added that this was probably a truly commensal or parasitic species, acci-

dentally found in a free condition. This readily explains why more specimens were not found in

the present collections, and it is significant that these two came from close to the coast of Maine
south of Portland [station 20059],

Calanus finmarchicus (Gunnerus )
11

General distribution .—Farran (1910, p. 83), whose words I can not better,

has described the distribution of Calanus finmarchicus as “centered in the North
Atlantic. It has also been recorded from the South Atlantic off Cape Colony, the

west coast of South and North America, 96 the Mediterranean, the Adriatic, and the

Polar Ocean.” Following the North Atlantic around from east to west, we find

it occurring in dense though limited swarms off the mouth of the English Channel
(Farran, 1910); on the south and west coasts of Ireland, where Farran (1903) found

it the most abundant and economically important of the copepods
;
and on the west

coast of Scotland (T. Scott, 1898, p. 182). Many authors have described the ex-

traordinary abundance of this species in Norwegian seas. Gran (1902), Paulsen

(1906), and Damas (1905), in particular, comment on the shoals of it between Nor-

way, Iceland, and Greenland. The Ingolf expedition (With, 1915) had it at many
localities off west and east Greenland. Sars (1900, p. 35) describes it as “by far the

commonest of all the Copepoda in the north polar basin explored by the Fram
expedition, forming, indeed, in all the samples the great bulk of the contents.”

Cleve (1900) remarked its abundance in the Labrador current. Herdman, Thomp-
son, and Scott (1898) record it from practically every tow netting across the North

Atlantic from Liverpool to the Straits of Belle Isle—largest in the Labrador current

—

and Farran (1910, p. 83) speaks of it as “in great abundance along the coast of North

America in the path of the Labrador current, forming, in the summer months, a

rich belt, which, off Newfoundland, is at least 500 miles wide. ” Corroborating this,

the international ice patrol has taken great masses of it on the Grand Banks; Willey

(1919) found it the commonest copepod between Nova Scotia and the Newfoundland
Banks, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and along the outer coast of Nova Scotia.

It dominates the plankton of the Gulf of Maine at all seasons, as will shortly

be described, and outside the immediate coastal zone is usually plentiful and often

the dominant copepod over the continental shelf off southern New England to longi-

tude about 72° W.
;
that is, abreast of Long Island, New York (Bigelow, 1915). South

of this its occurrence along the seaboard of the United States becomes more seasonal

and less regular. It is to be expected in abundance over the shelf between the

latitudes of New York and Chesapeake Bay during the cold half of the year and into

early summer, Rathbun (1889) having found it characterizing the plankton at many

88 According to With (1915) the relationship of C. helgolandicus Sars to C. finmarchicus is still in doubt, but Dr. C. B. Wilson

writes “ Whatever may be the outcome, it seems reasonably certain that all the specimens from the Gulf of Maine are finmarchicus.”
88 Esterly (1905, p. 126) describes it as the commonest copepod about San Diego, Calif., and as often very predominant.
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localities in this zone during April and May of 1887, while Fowler (1912) reports it in

great abundance along the New Jersey coast in June, 1911, and early July, 1912.

In cool summers, such as that of 1916, it continues extremely plentiful along the

zone of lowest temperature on the shelf, narrowing to the southward to abreast the

mouth of Chesapeake Bay until the end of summer and becoming much less plentiful

in autumn, as I have described in a previous report (Bigelow, 1922), but in warm
years—e. g., 1913—it practically vanishes south of New York by July (Bigelow,

1915, p, 269). So far as known, the latitude of Chesapeake Bay may be set as the

southern limit to its occurrence off the east coast of the United States in numbers
sufficient to color the plankton at any season. Westward and southward from

abreast of Cape Sable the zone of abundance for Calanus jinmarchicus is bounded
offshore by the high temperatures and salinities of the “Gulf Stream,” a boundary

which fluctuates in location from season to season but which is never far outside the

edge of the continent.

Regional distribution in the Gulf of Maine.—In the gulf Calanus fnmarchicus is

decidedly more oceanic than neritic (p. 35), but exists to some extent in estuarine

situations as well as offshore. I can offer little first-hand information as to its

occurrence in inclosed waters, most of our stations having been located out at sea, but

it has appeared in abundance in Gloucester Harbor (p. 194), and we have likewise

taken it in abundance in the harbors of Ivittery, Portland (Bigelow, 1914, p. 117),

Eastport, Provincetown, and in Casco Bay. Doctor McMurrich, in his manu-
script list, records it regularly at St. Andrews, often in abundance, during the

winter of 1915-16, from November through April, but only occasionally during the

later spring, summer, or early autumn. Willey (1921) found it in abundance in the

mouth of the St. Croix River during the winter of 1916-17, but decidedly rare in the

winter and spring of 1919 and 1920. If these observations in the St. Andrews
region apply equally to other parts of the shore line of the gulf, Calanus fnmarchicus

is to be classed as a winter copepod in estuarine waters, where it has never been

found in the swarms in which it often occurs in the open sea. Williams (1906)

similarly found it an abundant winter visitor to Narragansett Bay, and Fish (1925)

found it in winter and early summer at Woods Hole.

Outside the estuaries and inside the continental edge, Calanus fnmarchicus is

universal in the Gulf of Maine, both in deep water and over the shoal banks, but it

is consistently less abundant in the coastal zone northward and eastward from Cape
Ann along Maine and Nova Scotia than off Massachusetts Bay and in the basin in

general. Although the distinction between regions fertile and poor in Calanus is

apparently least marked in early spring, when the species as a whole is least plentiful

in the gulf, the chart for February and March, 1920 (fig. 64) shows no frequencies as

great as 3,000 per square meter anywhere in the peripheral belt inside the 100-meter

contour between Cape Ann and Cape Sable, with the whole of Georges Bank equally

barren except for the transitory swarm of Calanus which we encountered over and
off its southeastern slope on March 12, 1920, as I have described (p. 168). On the

other hand, all but one of the vertical hauls in the basin and in the channels (eastern

and northern) yielded more than 1,500 Calanus fnmarchicus per square meter, and
most of the hauls more than 5,000, with a maximum of 33,700 in the western basin.

8951—28 13
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In April of that year Calanus was more evenly distributed, with the coastal belt

supporting about as many per square meter as the basin, but with three circum-

scribed centers of abundance— (1) from Cape Cod out over the western basin (sta-

Fig. 64.—Numbers of the copepod Calanus finmarchicus per square meter of sea area, February and March, 1920, as calcu-

lated fron the vertical hauls. The single hatched curve incloses the area where there were usually upward of 1,000;

the double hatched curve upwards of 100,000

tions 20114, 20115, 20116, and 20117), (2) in the northern channel (station 20105),

and (3) on the eastern peak of Georges Bank (station 20108)—reminiscent of the

local March swarm. From April on reproduction of Calanus takes place so much
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more rapidly in the basin and off Massachusetts Bay than along the coasts of Maine
and off western Nova Scotia that by May and June (fig. 65) we have found a marked
contrast between the rich Calanus population of the former and the sparse catches

of the tow net in the latter, a distinction persisting in our experience throughout

the summer and into September, except that on August 11, 1914 (station 10243)

there was a notable shoal of this copepod close in to Cape Sable.

We have no data on the numbers of Calanus existing in the offshore parts of

the gulf later in the autumn, but in October, 1915, this copepod was far more numer-
ous along Cape Cod, in Massachusetts Bay, and between Cape Ann and Cape

Fig. 65.—Numbers of the copepod Calanus finmarchicus per square meter of sea area, May and June, 1915. The hatched

curve incloses the area where there were regularly more than 15,000

Elizabeth (23,000 to 122,000 per square meter) than from abreast Penobscot Bay
eastward (7,700 to 14,700 per square meter)—that is, the southwestern part of the

gulf was then much more prolific of Calanus than the northeastern, and probably

as much so as any part of the basin, judging from the large numbers per square

meter off Cape Cod (102,500) and at one station in Massachusetts Bay (122,200).

In the parts of the gulf visited by the Halcyon during December, 1920, and
January, 1921, Calanus finmarchicus was most abundant in the western basin on

the one side and in the Fundy deep on the other, and least so in the northeastern
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part of the basin, but the data are not sufficient to show whether or not it was more
plentiful in the offshore parts of the gulf than near land, as is so constantly and
characteristically the case in summer (p. 189).

Our several sections across Georges Bank have shown that in summer the off-

shore boundary to abundant Calanus jinmarchicus—indeed, to an abundance of

copepods of all kinds—abreast the Gulf of Maine is but a few miles outside the

continental edge (p. 21). Even on July 23 and 24 in the cold summer of 1916, when
Calanus was reasonably plentiful over the southwestern part of Georges Bank gen-

erally, it was represented by only an occasional specimen a few miles outside the

100-meter contour, where the general aspect of the plankton was more oceanic

(station 10352).

During the cold half of the year Calanus spreads somewhat farther offshore.

It may even be extremely plentiful along the southeastern slope of Georges Bank in

early spring (p. 189), and on May 17, 1920, it was about as numerous at the outer-

most station off the western end of the bank (17,000 per square meter at station

20129) as in over the latter or in the neighboring part of the basin of the gulf to the

north, but it is probable that very few Calanus exist at any season more than a few

miles outside the 1,000-meter contour west of the longitude of Cape Sable.

The regional distribution of Calanus is so irregular, with particular swarms
often so soon dissipated, and the relative abundance of the species in different regions

is in a state of such constant change, that it is not safe to postulate a typical rule for

it from its quantitative distribution at any given time; but sufficient data have now
been accumulated over a period of years to show (a) that Calanus jinmarchicus is

far more plentiful in the open waters of the gulf than in estuarine situations or

among the islands, and usually most plentiful some miles offshore; (b) that the

coastal belt inside the 100-meter contour, from Cape Ann northward and eastward

to the mouth of the Bay of Fundy, is a zone of comparative scarcity for it, as con-

trasted with the Massachusetts Bay region, the basin as a whole, or the northern parts

of Georges Bank; and (c) that the chief center of abundance is in the southwestern

part of the gulf, along Cape Cod, off Massachusetts Bay, in the neighboring parts

of the basin, and as far northward as the region of the Isles of Shoals. The eastern

basin, the northern channel, and the neighborhood of Cape Sable are secondary

centers, where Calanus is occasionally extremely plentiful, but we have never taken

it in frequencies as great as 100,000 per square meter anywhere else within the

gulf (fig. 66).

In 1920 the stock of C. jinmarchicus increased slightly throughout the coastal

zone generally between Cape Cod and Mount Desert from March to April, raising

the average numbers per square meter for this region from about 1,800 to about

5,000. 97 At the head of Massachusetts Bay, off Boston Harbor, there were some-

thing like four hundred times as many Calanus on April 6 (station 20089, 1,250 per

square meter) as on March 5 (station 20062, only 3 C. jinmarchicus per square meter).

On the other hand, the Albatross found fewer Calanus in the eastern basin of the

gulf generally in April (average about 2,540 per square meter) than in March (aver-

97 Eight stations lor March and 11 for April.
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age 7,320 per square meter), though the difference is perhaps not great enough to be

significant in the case of a planktonic animal so usually occurring in swarms or

streaks which the net may chance either to hit or to miss.

Fig. 66.—Localities where the vertical hauls have taken more than 100,000 Calanus finmarchicus per square meter of sea

area, ail years and seasons, including July stations for 1916, where an assumed percentage of 70 per cent Calanus in the

vertical hauls indicated more than 100,000 per square meter

The dissipation of the swarm existing off the southeastern slope of Georges

Bank in March has been noted (p. 190). Over the eastern end of the bank Calanus

finmarchicus increased eight to ten fold from March 12 to April 16, by the evidence
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of the vertical hauls, and three-fold on Browns, but decreased by about that same
proportion in the eastern channel, a change probably too small to be significant.

In the western basin the average number of C. Jinmarchicus at all the stations was
practically the same in April (about 13,000 per square meter) as in February and
March (about 12,000), but an equalization of the species had taken place.

The augmentation of the stock of C. Jinmarchicus that takes place during the

later spring is the most notable event in the seasonal history of the animal plankton

of the gulf. In 1920 this multiplication of Calanus began in the Massachusetts

Bay-Cape Cod region by the middle of April, as I have just pointed out (p. 41),

and by the first week in May it had progressed sufficiently to raise the numbers per

square meter to an average of 19,000 for all the stations from near Cape Ann out

across the western end of Georges Bank.
In 1913 no notable increase of Calanus was observed in Massachusetts Bay

until the first week in May; this was first evidenced in Gloucester Harbor, where on
the 3d Welsh found the water "reddened for areas of about a square yard, several

yards apart, with what proved to be swarms of copepod nauplii and young copepods.

And on the 17tli, hauls off Magnolia, Mass., yielded great numbers of small copepods,

chiefly C. jinmarchicus.
”

(Bigelow, 1914a, p. 407.)

In the spring of 1915 the vernal augmentation of Calanus either commenced earlier

in the season than in 1913 or 1920, or proceeded more rapidly, for on May 4 the

vertical net took it at the rate of 459,900 per square meter off Gloucester (station

10266), this being the greatest number ever counted in the gulf. It was only slightly

less numerous in the eastern basin off German Bank on the 6th, and the average

number per square meter for a belt right across from the Massachusetts Bay region

in the west to German Bank and Lurcher Shoal in the east was about 150,000. It

is probable that the multiplication of Calanus does not proceed so rapidly in the

northern parts of the gulf, though it may commence there as early as mid-April (p.

41), the June counts off Penobscot Bay and eastward 98 ranging from only 7,500 to

21,000 per square meter for 1915. Probably a fairer concept of the late spring status

of the species, both numerically and regionally, would result from the union of the

May with the June counts despite the disparity in date, which gives an average of

about 96,000 per square meter for the whole gulf north of a line Cape Cod- Cape
Sable, or about 63,000 if the vertical hauls for May, 1920, be included. Although

this calculation may very well be 100 per cent out of the way, due to faults inherent

in the process of estimation and to the paucity of stations, at least it shows that the

stock is many times as great in late spring and early summer as it is in winter or

during March and April.

It is not possible to follow the seasonal fluctuations of C. jinmarchicus at close

intervals through the summer for want of sufficient data for late June and July, nor

have the percentages in which the species occurred been determined for the vertical

hauls for August, 1912 or 1914. This was done for the vertical hauls for August,

1913 (Bigelow, 1915, p. 286), and for most of the horizontal hauls at various depths

for stations for 1912 and 1914, when the total numbers of copepods were calculated

from verticals. With Calanus so greatly preponderating over all other copepods

88 No vertical hauls were made in this part of the gulf in May.
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combined, this will at least give an idea of the general status of the species. The

average numbers of Calanus finmarchieus per square meter for all parts of the. gulf

combined have been as follows: July and August, 1912, about 45,000; August, 1913,

about 28,000; July and August, 1914, about 55,000—results probably not far from

the truth, judging from the evenness of the frequencies from summer to summer.

About 30,000 to 40,000 specimens of this copepod would then be a reasonable expec-

tation for the average frequency below each square meter of the surface of the gulf

in midsummer, though actually with extremely wide variations from station to sta-

tion—that is, from hardly a trace to upward of 200,000. This is a decrease by more

than one-half from the most prolific period and region of May (p. 194) and a con-

siderable shrinkage from the stock existing generally in the gulf in May and June.

Correspondingly, the richest July or August catch for the period 1912 to 1914 was

less than half the richest May catch, and while we have never found less than 7,000

Calanus per square meter in May, several August catches have contained fewer than

100. In some summers, however, the stock remains very high or may even con-

tinue to increase until well into July, as exemplified by the year 1916, when vertical

hauls yielded an average of about 147,000 Calanus" (approximately 71,000 of them
being large adults) among 210,000 copepods of all kinds for six stations in Massachu-

setts Bay, off Cape Cod, and in the southwestern part of the basin (Bigelow, 1922,

p. 136).

In September, 1915, for which month vertical haids were made at nine stations,

including the Massachusetts Bay region, the average per square meter (about 35,900),

with frequencies per square meter of 4,400 to 138,400, about equaled the expectation

for August
;
but the individual counts, station by station, show a tendency toward

dispersal of the local shoals of Calanus by the general circulation of water in the gulf

during early autumn, resulting in equalization of the stock, a phenomenon which

often accompanies, though is not necessarily a sign of, a cessation of active repro-

duction.

If the counts for 1915 may be taken as typical, Calanus may be expected to

increase again in numbers from September to October, the average per square meter

being about 51,000 for the latter month with three of the vertical hauls more produc-

tive than 100,000 and none producing less than 7,500. This period of reproduction,

if it be one, must be brief, with the stock dwindling rapidly later in autumn, for the

yields of the horizontal tows taken during December, 1920, and January, 1921, were

uniformly scanty. The volume of the catches, however, suggest that C
.
finmarchieus

was more evenly distributed over the inner parts of the gulf at that season than we
have usually found it during its period of greater abundance in spring and summer.
Unfortunately, however, these stations do not afford numerical data.

Density of aggregation.—Calanus finmarchieus
,
being the most plentiful copepod

in the Gulf of Maine, and, thanks to its comparatively large size coupled with its

numbers, by far the most important source of crustacean food for the plankton-

feeding fishes, the local abundance in which it gathers is of importance in the natural

economy of the region. The numbers present per square meter are not a direct

index to this, for the specimens living under that or under any other unit of the

58 Assuming Calanus to have constituted 70 per cent of the catch, which is probably below the actual figures.
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surface of the sea may be scattered sparsely through a great depth or concentrated

in a shoaler stratum, depending both on the depth of water at the station in question

and on whether they are more or less stratified or are evenly distributed from the

surface downward.
In spring the latter state may be said to apply generally down to 175 meters;

and assuming that practically the whole catch (in the case of the deeper hauls) was

made above that level, as seems justified for the reasons outlined above (p. 24),

we arrive at an average of about 48 Calanus per cubic meter for March, 1920, and

69 for April, with extremes of 1 to 654 and 4 to 624, respectively, for these two months.

Thus it seems that a slight general increase took place from March to April, cor-

Fig. 67.—Numbers of the copepod Calanus finmarcliicus per cubic meter of water in May and June, 1915, as calculated

from the vertical hauls, assuming that all were living shoaler than 175 meters depth

responding to the beginning of the vernal wave of reproduction of the species, but

irregularly from station to station and reversed at many stations, without apparent

correlation between the relative density of aggregation and the depth of water or

the locality in the gulf.

As might be expected, the great increase in abundance of this copepod which

takes place in May is accompanied by a corresponding increase in the numbers

present per cubic meter to an average of about 500 for all the May and June stations

of 1915 and 1920 combined (fig. 67)—that is, to more than seven times the April

average—and with a well-defined cleavage into “rich” and “poor” regions. In the

Western parts of the gulf and along a line toward Cape Sable Calanus then averaged
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about 1,000 per cubic meter, with 2,300 and 3,700 at two stations at the mouth of

Massachusetts Bay, these being among the densest aggregations of the species yet

demonstrable from our vertical hauls.

In marked contrast to this rich region and to a second center of abundance in

the eastern basin (1,900 per cubic meter), there was a sparse stock of Calanus along

the coast of Maine east of Penobscot Bay (40 to 100 per cubic meter) in June, and

it was only moderately abundant on Browns Bank (120 per cubic meter, station

10296).

In the cool year of 1916, when it is probable that the vernal cycle in the lives

of planktonic animals lagged behind its normal schedule, Calanus was extremely

plentiful in the Massachusetts Bay region and off Cape Cod in July, as already

described (p. 195); and while the numbers per square meter fell somewhat short of

the maximum for May, the numbers per cubic meter—both maximum and average

—

were slightly greater because of the shoalness of the localities where the vertical

hauls were made.

Numbers of copepods and Calanus finmarchicus per cubic meter, assuming the latter to average 70 per
cent of the former, July 19 to 22, 1916 1

Station
Depth in

meters

Copepods
per cubic
meter

Calanus
per cubic
meter

Station
Depth in

meters

Copepods
per cubic
meter

Calanus
per cubic
meter

10340 45 2, 066
3,312

1,446
2,318
4, 301

1, 568
1

10345 150 930 651
10341 80 10346 62 2, 987 2,791
1 0342 6, 145

2,24010344 80 Average. 3,113 2,179

1 The exact proportions of the several species of copepods have not been determined as yet for these hauls, but preliminary
examination suggests at least 70 per cent Calanus and probably more.

The copepod population being confined largely to the deeper layers, as evidenced

by the comparative poverty of the surface catches, Calanusfinmarchicus was evidently

more densely aggregated locally than even these amounts per cubic meter would

suggest. For example, the haul at 40 meters (station 10344), with the 1-meter net,

yielded about 6 liters in 15 minutes, chiefly copepods, and contained upward of

2.500.000 large Calanus (Bigelow, 1922, p. 136). This compares favorably with

200.000 in a five-minute haul near Iceland, listed by Paulsen (1906) as one of his

richest.

In the daytime the stock of Calanus at, say, the 10 to 30 meter level, becomes
to some extent enriched by the tendency of this little crustacean to sink when the

sun is high; at night it is correspondingly impoverished.

The July hauls for 1916 represent the richest Calanus pasture for mackerel,

herring, etc., that has come to our notice, and hence may be regarded as containing

about the maximum number per cubic meter to be expected in any part of the gulf

at any season, except in years for some reason unusually productive. When and
where this crustacean food supply is at its best, therefore, a plankton-feeding fish

finds at least 2,000 Calanus per cubic meter at some level, and probably many more
at others, for this copepod has often been reported in shoals. On such occasions

every few mouthfuls of water taken by an adult mackerel, herring, alewife, or shad

8951—28 14
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would contain at least one and sometimes two or three large oily adult Calanus,

even without the voluntary selection of such morsels which these fishes regularly

practice, and the fish may be expected to be (and often are) packed full of this “red
feed.

”

At any time from early May until midsummer there exists a sufficient stock of

Calanus, which is dense enough in some part of the gulf to afford a bountiful food

supply. Our hauls point to the outer part of Massachusetts Bay, with the neighbor-

ing waters along Cape Cod to the south, offshore to the east, and probably north-

ward to Cape Elizabeth, as on the whole the subdivision of the gulf where it appears

most abundantly during the spring and early summer, both absolutely and per cubic

meter of water. Secondary centers of abundance have been recorded in the eastern

basin, the northern channel, and off the southeast slope of Georges Bank, but the

last of these was certainly transitory, (p. 193) and the others may have been equally so.

In warm summers, when the peak of abundance for Calanus finmarchicus has

passed before July, fewer are to be expected per cubic meter. In August, 1913, when
the percentage of Calanus in the vertical hauls was determined by Dr. C. O. Esterly

(Bigelow, 1915, p. 286), this copepod averaged only 244 per cubic meter at 14 stations

generally distributed over the northern half of the gulf, even assuming that all of

them were taken above 175 meters, the figures being as follows:

Station
Number
per cubic
meter

Station
Number
per cubic
meter

100S7 293 10098 91
10089 94 10099. 324
10090 229 10100 309
10092 503 10101 . ..... 411
10095 104 10102 176
10096. 330 10103 274
10097 160 10105 123

The average at the Gulf of Maine stations inside the continental edge for July

and August, 19 14,
100 was about 600 Calanus per cubic meter, varying from less than

100 to upward of 2,000. These calculations show that in late summer most parts of

the gulf offer by no means as fertile a feeding ground for the fishes that eat Calanus

as it does two or three months earlier in the season.

In the offshore parts of the gulf there is less variation in the number of Calanus

per cubic meter of water, from station to station, in August than in May, with no

definite contrast between "rich” and "poor” regions; but in the coastal belt the

extremes, represented by very barren hauls between Mount Desert Island and the

mouth of the Bay of Fundy and by upward of 2,000 at one station close to Cape Sable

(station 10243), are perhaps as far apart as at any season. The fact that Calanus

about tripled in number at the locality last mentioned during the interval from July

25 (station 10230) to August 11, in 1914, shows that rapid changes take place.

Nine vertical hauls for September, 1915, distributed over the eastern half of the

gulf along the coast of Maine and in Massachusetts Bay give an average of approxi-

11,0 A table of the number of copepods and large Calanus per square and per cubic meter for that year is given in an earlier report

(Bigelow, 1917, p. 315) . The present calculation for 1914 is based on an estimated average of 70 per cent Calanus, which is probably

below the true figure.
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mately 300 per cubic meter, paralleling the calculations for August as closely as

could be expected with an animal distributed so irregularly.

Numbers of Calarms finmarchicus per cubic meter, September and October, 1915

Station Date Depth in
meters

Number Station Date Depth in

meters
Number

10309 Sept. 1 200-0 692 10324 Oct. 1 150-0 225
10310 190-0 482 10325... Oct. 4 175-0 634
10311 60-0 205 10326 ...do 145-0 325
10315 Sept. 7 80-0 264 10327 Oct. 9 60-0 126
10316 Sept. 11 60-0 265 10328 do 60-0 237
10318 Sept. 16 70-0 63 10329 ...do 60-0 245
10319.... Sept. 20 35-0 380 10336 Oct. 26 50-0 2,050
10320 Sept. 29 70-0 273 10338. Oct. 27 80-0 1, 528
10321 40-0 170 10339 ...do 75-0 343
10323 Oet. 1 80-0 288

Six stations between Massachusetts Bay and the mouth of the Grand Manan
channel gave about the same average (298) for the first week of October, with but

little variation from station to station (see table above), evidence that, as judged

by the number per cubic meter—that is, the density of aggregation and availability

for fishes

—

Calanus finmarchicus was distributed with comparative uniformity over

the inner parts of the gulf during the late summer and early autumn of 1915, a year

probably fairly representative. Vertical hauls off Cape Cod and in Massachusetts

Bay on the 26th and 27th of the month yielded it in much larger numbers, rivaling

the denser communities of the species in spring and early summer.
We have no data on this subject for the months of November, December, or

January, but the catches of the horizontal nets, at depths of 15 to 240 meters during

the cruise of December to January, 1920-1921, were so small that Calanus must
then have been distributed very sparsely, indeed, and probably in no greater numbers
per cubic meter than in March (if as great), judging from the volumes of the catches

of the horizontal hauls, which consisted chiefly of copepods (see table, p. 304, for

percentages of Calanus). Thus the whole Gulf of Maine supports a much sparser

community of Calanus in winter and until May than it does from late spring to

October, with the maximum density of aggregation for this copepod falling from May
to July, the seasonal fluctuations in this respect paralleling those of the actual

numerical strength of the local stock.

Percentage of occurrence.—The degree to which Calanus finmarchicus predomi-

nates over all other copepods in the Gulf of Maine basin may best be illustrated by the

percentages of this species in the total catches of copepods. The vertical hauls of 1915

1920, and 1921, combined, averaged about 55 per cent C. finmarchicus, inclusion of the

surface hauls for the spring of 1920 and the horizontals made during the summers of

1912 and 1914 bringing theprecentage up to about 60. Furthermore, C.finmarchicus

is the only copepod that has occurred at every tow-net station in all parts of the gulf

at all seasons and in almost every haul, vertical or horizontal, and the only one that

we have ever taken in 100 per cent purity. The three instances of this among the

surface tows for 1920 (stations 20100, 20111, and 20112, see table, p. 303) are not

especially significant, the total catch being so small in each case that other less

common species occurring side by side with Calanus might easily have been missed by
the net.
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Among 246 hauls, vertical and horizontal, for which the proportionate rep-

resentation of different copepod species has been determined, 51 have contained

90 per cent or more of C. finmarchicus. At 12 of our 42 tow-net stations for July

and August, 1912, this was the only copepod detected by Doctor Esterly in the

subsurface hauls. Its dominating role in the copepod community of the gulf may be

further emphasized by the statements that it has been an unusual event for any other

species to form as much as 50 per cent of the catch, and that we have never found

as many as 50,000 of any other copepod per square meter, though there are often

upward of 100,000 Calanus.

The frequent dominance by C. finmarchicus, especially in spring and early

summer, not only over other copepods but of the entire community of planktonic

animals, is commented on in an earlier chapter (p. 37). If the seasons of 1920 and
1921 can be taken as representative, C. finmarchicus is at its lowest ebb (compared

with other copepods, as well as absolutely) during January and February, when
it constituted 30 to 90 per cent (average about 55 per cent for the two months) of

the copepods caught in horizontal and vertical hauls in the inner parts of the gulf

(tables, pp. 299 and 304), but only 2 to 10 per cent over the western end of Georges

Bank or outside the continental edge to the southward. The average percentages

for March (58 per cent) and April, 1920 (57 per cent), were about equal, but

experience in 1915, 1916, and 1920 proves that the percentage of Calanus among
the total copepods increases notably as the spring advances, consequent on the

active vernal multiplication of this species (p. 194), which no other local copepod

rivals. In 1920 the relative augmentation of C. finmarchicus far outstripped the

general augmentation of the copepod community as a whole 1 in the southwestern part

of the gulf and on the western portion of Georges Bank. The percentage of Calanus

in the vertical hauls at the May stations for the two years combined averaged about

80 per cent for the more prolific parts of the gulf.

Direct comparison can not be made between the percentages for May and for

June (average 56 per cent), because most of the stations for the latter month were

located in the northern corner of the gulf, where we have not towed in May. Con-

sequently, the difference may be a regional phenomenon, not seasonal.

The vertical hauls for August, 1913—14 in number—give an extreme range of

from 87 per cent to 12 per cent Calanus, averaging 50 per cent, and 4 August hauls

for 1915 average 46 per cent Calanus, suggesting that this species is proportionately

less dominant in the general copepod population of the gulf in late summer than

in spring. Forty-five horizontal hauls at various depths generally distributed over

the gulf, including Georges Bank and out to the continental shelf, for July and

August, 1914, averaged 71 per cent Calanus, with 100 per cent on several occasions,

in both surface and deep hauls—that is, about the same percentage that resulted

from the vertical hauls for May, 1920 (table, p. 302), and only slightly less than for

that month in 1915 (table, p. 297). It is therefore doubtful whether any decided

diminution in the percentage of Calanus, relative to other copepods, is a regular

phase in its annual cycle in the gulf during the period June to August, though there

may be a considerable variation in the percentage of Calanus from summer to

1 Compare stations 20044 to 20047 with stations 20127 to 20129, table, p. 299.
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summer, consequent on fluctuations in its actual abundance, and in the abundance

of the other species of copepods. Twenty-one vertical hauls at as many stations

for September and October, 1915, give an average of only 38 per cent and 42 per

cent of Calanus, respectively—that is, little more than half of the May percentage.

The percentage of Calanus averaged somewhat higher in the horizontal hauls

of December, 1920 (about 58 per cent; table, p. 304). However, this does not reflect

an increase in the actual abundance of the species (which, on the contrary, decreases

markedly in numbers during the late autumn and early winter), but a still more

pronounced decrease in the local stock of other species of copepods. Thus, while

curves for the actual and for the relative abundance (percentage) of C. -finmarchicus

would be similar for the spring, they would be contradictory for the September-

December quarter, and to this extent the percentages taken by themselves would

give a totally false picture of the seasonal fluctuations of the species in the Gulf of

Maine.

From the economic standpoint this means that any copepod-eating fish in the

Gulf of Maine is likely to make Calanus its chief diet from May until August and
in October, but to dependless on it and more on othercopepods during the early autumn
and again in late winter and early spring.

The average percentages need further qualification to bring out the great

irregularity in the relative abundance of the species which we have encountered

from station to station on most of the cruises and from month to month at individual

stations, irregularities connected with the streaky way in which 0. finmarchicus

often occurs, and with the formation and dissipation of its shoals. In Massachusetts

Bay, for example, the percentage fell from 80 to 45 at one locality off Gloucester

between March 1 and April 9, 1920, but increased from 6 per cent to 50 per cent

off Boston Harbor, near by, during approximately the same interval. In the western

basin, at three successive stations, the percentage of C. finmarchicus was 90 on

February 23, 25 on March 24, 75 on April 18, and at three stations along a line run-

ning out from Ipswich Bay toward Platts Bank, on April 9 and 10, the percentages

were alternately 75, 25, and 80. Seventy-five per cent of Calanus in the south-

western part of the basin on February 23, but only 2 per cent on the neighboring

part of Georges Bank the same day, was evidence of a corresponding difference in

the actual number of C. finmarchicus per square meter—respectively, 6,562 and
25—but on the southeastern slope of the bank the percentage fell only from an

average of about 75 per cent on March 12 to 60 per cent on April 15, although this

interval saw the dissipation of a very dense swarm of Calanus, occasioning a shrinking

in the number per square meter from 103,000 to about 600.

Apart from the question of vertical stratification (p. 24), the percentages of

Calanus have proved more nearly uniform over considerable areas in the later

spring and summer. In early May, 1920, for example, it constituted 60 to 80 per

cent of the copepods at most of the stations in the southwestern part of the gulf

and on the western end of Georges Bank (table, p. 302). In July and August, 1914,

its percentages in the horizontal hauls at most of the stations inside the continental

edge approximated the average (71 per cent) for all the stations, irrespective of

regional variations in the actual abundance of the species. In September and the
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first half of October, 1915, considerable differences were noted in the percentages from

station to station, but during the last week of the latter month the percentage of

Calanus (50 per cent) was nearly uniform at the several stations off Cape Cod and
in Massachusetts Bay. In December, 1920, and January, 1921, considerable regional

differences obtained in the horizontal hauls, with extremes of 90 per cent of C. jin-

marchicus in the western basin (station 10490, table, p. 304) but only 10 per cent

in the eastern basin (station 10502).

The only definite regional subdivision that can be drawn in summer, from the

standpoint of the percentages of C. jinmarchicus, is between the gulf proper (including

its offshore banks) and the waters outside the continental edge. Calanus is usually

dominant in the copepod community of the former, but is only a very minor element

in that of the latter. Experience suggests that the farther out in the Atlantic'basin

abreast the gulf, the less important relatively and the less plentiful absolutely is this

copepod. It is probable that this is equally true throughout the year, but it is

certain that the line of demarcation lies farther out from the continental edge in late

winter and spring than in the warm season, when the high salinities and temperatures

of the inner edge of the Gulf Stream are closest in to the banks—witness the notable

dominance of Calanus off the southeastern slope of Georges Bank in March and

April, 1920, and the increase in its percentage in the catches off the western end of

the bank from February (5 and 6 per cent) to May (80 per cent, station 20129; table,

p. 303).

The data so far gathered show that this species may attain a very high percent-

age anywhere in the inner parts of the gulf. When the local copepod plankton is

more intensively studied, characteristic regional differencesmaybe developed there, too.

Vertical distribution .—The vertical distribution of C. jinmarchicus in the Gulf

of Maine varies somewhat with the season of the year. In spring, as exemplified

by the February to May cruises of 1920, it was taken in' all but one of the surface

hauls, irrespective of the time of day. The numbers of specimens per haul do not

suggest any diurnal migration upward by day and downward by night, such as this

copepod carries out in summer (p. 204), the average being somewhat greater for hauls

made between 7 a. m. and 6 p. m. (average, 521 Calanus per haul in February and

March; 1,458 in April and May) than for those made between 6 p. m. and 7 a. m.

(average 263 for February and March; 838 for April and May). Whether Calanus

actually is as plentiful at the surface during the spring months as it is at the lower

levels can hardly be determined from the data available.

Further evidence that the surface stratum is as productive of Calanus in spring

as are the underlying waters is afforded by the average percentages of occurrence,

which for the surface hauls 2 are about the same as for the verticals for the several

months, and show a corresponding increase with the advance of the season (p. 201),

as follows. Note, also, that the only spring hauls yielding 100 per cent Calanus in

1920 were at the surface (stations 20100, 20112, and 20113).

1 Taken in hauls uniform in duration and in the diameter of the net employed.
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Date

March.
April...

May...

Percent- Percent-
age in age in
surface vertical
hauls hauls

53 58
63 57
76 80

It is probable that a certain number of C. finmarchicus exist right down to the

bottom of the trough of the gulf in spring, as they do in summer, though no direct

proof of this is yet at hand. However, were it as plentiful below, say, 175 meters

as it is above that level, the deepest vertical hauls—that is, those filtering the longest

columns of water—would on the average have yielded the largest catches of Calanus,

which was not the case. Actually, the average numbers (about 11,000 per square

meter) taken in 15 vertical hauls from depths of 200 to 340 meters in the basin, and

in one off the southeastern face of Georges Bank from 1,000 meters,3 during Feb-

ruary, March, and April, 1920, were less than the yields of 20 shoaler vertical hauls

from depths of 100 to 175 meters (average approximately 18,000 O. finmarchicus

per square meter)—evidence that there were not enough Calanus below 175 to 200

meters to add appreciably to the catches. The two richest catches for March and
April 4 were in hauls from depths of only 150 and 125 meters, respectively.

With the increasing intensity of the sunlight and progressive warming of the

water which accompany the advance of the season, the surface stratum evidently

becomes less favorable for Calanus, for in summer it is usually decidedly scarce or

even wanting in the surface hauls, even at localities where it swarms a few meters

down; but at other summer stations it has been taken in abundance at the surface.

I have already pointed out (Bigelow, 1915, p. 290) that its absence on the surface

in the regions where it swarms in deeper water is not caused altogether by sunlight,

for while it probably does tend to descend during the most brilliantly illuminated

hours, on several occasions we have made rich catches on the surface when the sun

was high in the sky. Such was the case off the entrance to Gloucester harbor on

July 22, 1912 (station 10012), when nearly a liter was taken in the 4-foot net on the

surface at about 3 p. m. Again, on August 14, 1914 (station 10251), we made a

rich surface catch of Calanus at about 2 p. m. off Cape Elizabeth; in July, 1916, a

month when C. finmarchicus was notably abundant, surface hauls yielded considerable

numbers off Cape Cod at 4 p. m. (station 10345), and off Marthas Vineyard at 5

p. m. (station 10351). Willey (1919, p. 181) records the presence of this copepod
in abundance on the surface in the Bay of Fundy between 3 and 4 p. m. under a

bright sun; but, as he further remarks, this is unusual. Willey suggests that in the

Bay of Fundy the active stirring of the water by tidal currents may be instrumental

in bringing the Calanus up at an hour when they ordinarily shun the surface, an
explanation that may apply to the particular case in point but not to the other in-

stances just mentioned, which were in regions of weak vertical circulation and cer-

tainly not of upwelling.

3 This station touched the swarm of Calanus already described for that location.
1 103,300 and 78,000 per square meter, stations 20068 (southeast slope of Georges Bank, Mar. 12) and 20105 (Northern Channel,

Apr. 15, 1920, station 20078L
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Most of the other surface catches of Calanus in the gulf that can be classed as

“rich” have been made during the hours after the sun has declined below an altitude

of about 8 to 10°, or before it has risen that high in the morning. More specifically,

five of these rich surface catches were at 6 to 7 p. m., two at 8 to 10 p. m., five at

10.30 p. m. to midnight, two at 1 to 2 a. m., and two at 6 a. m. Cases in point are

statons 10024, 10027, 10038, and 10042 in July and August, 1912; a swarm off

Gloucester on July 7, 1913; stations 10093, 10097, and 10100 in August, 1913; and
stations 10246, 10247, and 10254 during August, 1914. Thus in the Gulf of Maine
Calanus shows some tendency in summer to diurnal migration upward toward the

surface at the approach of sunset, which it deserts after sunrise in the morning.

Esterly (1911a, p. 142), in his study of the diurnal migrations of C. finmarchicus at

San Diego, Calif., where the surface was practically barren of it during the day,

found it “overwhelmingly more abundant at the surface about twilight or imme-
diately after” than at any other hour, with its plurimum at about 7 to 8 o’clock in

the evening; but the fact that we made as many rich catches about midnight as

about sunset suggests that in the Gulf of Maine it is as likely to swim upward at

one hour of night as another. It has been as scarce at the surface at most of our

night stations, even when plentiful deeper down, as it usually is in the daytime,

evidence that the vertical movement is only carried out at particular times and

places, or that it usually fails to bring any large percentage of the Calanus right up
to the top of the water. For example, “ Calanus certainly did not come to the

surface off Cape Cod during the night of August 5 [1913], for surface hauls taken at

2 a. m. and at practically the same locality at 8 a. m. (station 10086) yielded very

few Calanus, although the deep haul caught thousands” (Bigelow, 1915, p. 290).

Other instances of the same sort for other hours between sunset and sunrise might be

mentioned.

Our few stations (10399 to 10404) in the western part of the gulf for October

31 to November 8, 1916, indicate a similar tendency on the part of Calanus to shun

the surface by day but to ascend by night during the autumn as during the summer,
for the one surface haul moderately productive of large Calanus was at 4 a. m. (sta-

tion 10402), while juveniles were taken in numbers on the surface at 6 a. m. (station

10400) . At the other stations (10 a. m., 2 p. m., and 3 p. m.) the surface hauls yielded

few, though it was moderately plentiful at 50 to 180 meters.

During the winter, as the water continues to cool and the sun is low, the surface

must gradually offer a more favorable environment to Calanus, resulting in its

occurring as regularly and probably as plentifully there by March as deeper down,

irrespective of the time of day. How early in the winter this takes place remains

to be learned, however.

These observations corroborate Esterly’s conclusion that when Calanus does

carry out a vertical diurnal migration it is not induced thereto solely by the time

of day, but that the direction of its vertical swimming (or sinking) is governed

by geotropism, which changes with physiological changes in the animal itself. Es-

terly’s experiments pointed to varying degrees of solar illumination as governing

these changes, thus bringing its reactions into line with those of other copepods.

(See, for example, Parker, 1902, on Labidocera.) This explanation, however, does
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not cover its constant presence on the surface in the gulf at all hours of the day

in spring, contrasted with its absence from the surface by day in autumn (p. 204),

the illumination being about as bright at the one season as at the other.

It is possible that temperature, combined with light, may be a factor in the

case—that is, Calanus may tend to sink in warm, brightly illuminated water, but

to rise in pale illumination, irrespective of its temperature—but until this interesting

subject has been studied more thoroughly I need only emphasize that the reactions

of Calanus in their local application to the gulf result in its being far less plentiful

in the surface stratum than below 1 0 meters or so by day, and often by night, during

the half of the year when the temperature is highest and the solar illumination

brightest.

Horizontal hauls locate the zone of chief abundance for this copepod in the

gulf at 25 down to about 100 meters depth during the months of July, August,

and September, showing that it tends to avoid the deepest waters of the gulf in

summer as well as in winter and to congregate in the mid depths. I have pointed

out elsewhere (Bigelow, 1915, p. 290) that in the summer of 1913 much larger catches

of Calanus usually were made in hauls from 30 to 40 meters than from 100 to 170

meters at stations where we towed at three levels—surface, intermediate, and deep

—

with the shallower catches "usually two to four times as large in bulk as the deep

ones, a difference too great to be charged to the difference in mouth area between

the 4-foot and the Helgoland nets. And this source of error was further checked

by occasionally alternating the two nets.” The only exceptions to this rule during

that cruise were at three stations in the eastern half of the gulf (10093, 10097,

and 10100), where Calanus was about equally abundant in the deep and shallow

hauls and plentiful right up to the surface. Again, on July 19, 1916, a much larger

quantity of C. finmarcTiicus (upward of l }/2 liters) was taken in Massachusetts

Bay in the 30-0 meter haul than at 83-0 meters. The next day a 40-0 meter haul

off Cape Cod (station 10344) yielded upward of 2,500,000 large Calanus (Bigelow,

1922, p. 136),
5 not to mention smaller ones, while the 88-0 meter haul took not

over one-twelfth as many, estimated by their bulk (6 liters in the one case and less

than one-half liter in the other).

The catches of Calanus in the open horizontal nets likewise averaged from two
to three times larger from above 100 meters than from greater depths during the

cruise of July and August, 1914; and though stations 10246, 10248, and 10254 were

exceptions, with several times as many Calanus and other copepods taken in tows

at 150 to 225 meters as at 50 to 75, it was only above 100 meters that notably large

catches were made (Bigelow, 1917, p. 312).

The chief zone of abundance for C. finmarcTiicus in the Norwegian Sea also

lies above 200 meters (Damas, 1905, p. 11), with about 400 meters as its lower

limit. Around Iceland Paulsen (1909) found it in great abundance down to 500

meters; Nordgaard and J0rgensen (1905) record it as most plentiful at 200 to 300

meters in the Norwegian fjords in winter; and Damas and Koefoed (1907) found

it down to at least 1,200 meters depth between Norway, Spitzbergen, and Greenland.

5 Our largest catch of large Calanus.
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In the San Diego region Esterly (1911) took it in abundance as deep as 400 to 500

meters, to which depth diurnal migration was effective.

Physical factors offer no apparent explanation for the comparative scarcity of

Calanus in the deepest water of the gulf as compared with the intermediate levels,

both temperature and salinity being well within the optimum for it; and it is more
likely that the cause lies in the distribution of the food supply, Calanus tending to

congregate at the levels where the microscopic plants on which it feeds are most
abundant.

Reproduction .—It is now well known that Calanus finmarchicus deposits its eggs

singly in the water, where they float until the young copepod hatches in the “nau-
plius” stage. Being of characteristic appearance (Damas, 1905), Calanus eggs are

easily recognized in the plankton. The larval stages are distinguishable by the

number of thoracic and abdominal segments and developed legs, as well as by their

size. The stages are described by Lebour (1916). Damas’s (1905) notation of

them, now generally adopted, is as follows:

Stage
Thoracic
segments

Abdom-
inal

segments

Fully
devel-

oped legs

I - 2 2 2
II- 3 2 3
Ill 4 2 4

IV 5 3 5
V 5 4 5
VI, adult female 5 4 5

VI, adult male 5 5 5

The proportionate numbers in which the different stages in development have

occurred in the many samples, American and European, which have now been

studied by various authors, indicate that C.finmarchicus passes most of its existence

in the late postlarval stages, living only for a short time as an adult, to perish shortly

after breeding; but much is yet to be learned of its breeding habits in detail.

Only a few scattered observations have been made on the occurrence of eggs

or juveniles of C. finmarchicus in the Gulf of Maine; enough, however, to show that

it is regularly endemic there and that the local stock is chiefly the product of repro-

duction in the Gulf, though more or less recruited by immigration from colder waters

to the east and north.

As previously remarked (p. 194), swarms of copepod nauplii and young copepods

appeared off Gloucester during the first week of May, 1915, a decided increase in

juvenile Calanus took place in the neighborhood of the Isles of Shoals during the

first fyalf of the month, and there were great numbers of young Calanus in Mas-
sachusetts Bay off Magnolia on the 17th. In 1920, again, copepod nauplii newly

hatched swarmed in the surface waters of the bay on May 4 (stations 20120 and

20121, fig. 27 and 28), and on the 16th juveniles of C. finmarchicus were identified

among a rich catch of young copepods off Gloucester (station 20124). 6 The fact

that the Calanus that swarmed off Cape Ann on May 4, 1915 (p. 297), were mostly

in the younger, intermediate stages of growth is sufficient evidence that a production

6 These juvenile stages were taken chiefly on the surface and in some abundance in the vertical hauls as well (see table, p. 297)

.
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of nauplii such as that just mentioned does actually presage the great augmentation

of C. jinmarckicus that takes place in that side of the gulf during the late spring and

early summer. In other words, the Massachusetts Bay region and neighboring

waters are actually important centers of reproduction for the species, and of growth,

leading to a dominance of adults in July. Willey (1921) has remarked that this

part of the Gulf of Maine would seem to be the southern headquarters for the pro-

duction of C. jinmarckicus in the northwestern Atlantic, and it is not unlikely that

the Calanus population of the gulf as a whole originates chiefly in the area bounded

by Cape Elizabeth on the north, Cape Cod on the south, and the western basin

offshore.

Judging from the data for 1915 and 1920, the production in this region must
be very large to account for the local abundance of this copepod in May and July,

but it is probably not to be compared with the tremendous production that takes

place in the Norwegian sea, for Calanus eggs have not occurred in notable numbers
in any of the samples in question

,

7

whereas Damas (1905, p. 12) describes them as

locally so abundant between Norway and Iceland that in certain regions they are

one of the principal elements in the plankton, even to the exclusion of everything else.

No attempt has yet been made to determine the presence or absence of the early

stages of C. jinmarckicus in the samples from other parts of the gulf. Probably it

breeds to some extent over the whole of it (Willey (1921) mentions juveniles in

Passamaquoddy Bay in April), but the preliminary study of the tow nettings points

to the region just outlined as by far the most productive center of local production.

It is also safe to say that spring, from late April on, is the chief breeding season for

Calanus in the gulf, and that breeding probably continues actively through June to

account for the abundance of juveniles in various stages which we found off Cape Cod
on July 9, 1913 (station 10057; Bigelow, 1915, p. 291), 8 and in Provincetown Harbor
on July 20, 1916 (station 10343). It is certain that no production comparable with

the vernal wave takes place later in the summer, though positive evidence (in the

form of eggs and juveniles) as to whether Calanus spawns at all in the gulf during

July, August, or September is yet to be sought among the masses of copepods collected

on our cruises. Doctor Esterly’s 9 report of many juveniles at two stations off

southern Nova Scotia on July 29 and August 6, 1914 (stations 10235 and 10237),

shows that Calanus breeds well into the summer east of Cape Sable.

In 1915 the increase in the numbers of C. jinmarckicus in the gulf during early

autumn was preceded during the first half of September by an abundance of develop-

ment stages of copepods in the tow. (See table, p. 298.) If these larval stages actually

were C. jinmarckicus
,
as seems probable from the constant dominance of the copepod

fauna by that species, this points to a second but less productive breeding season in

autumn, an interpretation corroborated by the presence of a large proportion of

juveniles of this species in the surface tows near the Isles of Shoals and in the western

basin on November 1
,
1916 (stations 10400 and 10401). Development stages of

some copepod were likewise recorded in comparative abundance for January, 1921,

7 No special attention has yet been paid to the eggs in the Gulf of Maine tow nettings—a task for the future,

8 These were identified by Dr. C. O. Esterly.

8 In a letter.
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by Dr. C. B. Wilson (table, p. 305), but the fact that no decided multiplication of the

later stages of Calanus takes place during late winter (p. 39) suggests that these

belonged to some other species of copepod and that C. jinmarchicus breeds little, if

at all, in the gulf from September or October until the following April.

In north European seas generally, where the biology of this copepod has attracted

the attention it deserves, it is primarily a spring or summer breeder, the spawn-
ing season commencing soon after vernal warming of the water is appreciable and
consequently var}dng with latitude and with oceanic conditions. Thus Gran
(1902) found it in full breeding condition on the northwestern coast of Norway
(latitude about 67° N.) in April and May; Damas (1905) in June in the Norwegian
sea, where the Arctic and Atlantic currents meet, and in May and June around the

Faroes. Paulsen (1906) states that the reproductive season south of Iceland lasts

from March into June; Damas and Koefoed (1907) describe this copepod as spawning
in late June along Norway and in the fjords of Spitzbergen; while With (1915) found
it in breeding condition in June in Denmark Strait, in May south of Iceland, in June
and July off West Greenland, and as late as the last days of July off eastern Greenland.

Thus With justly interprets the term “spring,” as descriptive of the chief breeding

period of C. jinmarchicus, to mean the period at which the waters reach a certain

temperature and salinity, and which varies according to the latitude from March
(February?) to August (east Greenland). The April to June spawning in the Gulf

of Maine thus parallels the breeding period of this copepod in the southern parts

of the northeastern Atlantic area.

Although most European authors have credited C. jinmarchicus with one com-
paratively brief period of reproduction annually, Paulsen (1906), with whom With
(1915) agrees, has pointed out that it probably breeds to some extent at other seasons

also in Norwegian and Icelandic waters, just as it certainly does in the Gulf of Maine,

because adults of both sexes have been found at other times of year almost every-

where in northern seas where towing has been carried out at appropriate depths.

If it proves characteristic of C. jinmarchicus to have two distinct periods of

active reproduction in the Gulf of Maine—a major in spring and a minor in autumn

—

as a preliminary study of our samples suggests, and only one in north European

and Arctic seas, the difference may simply be one of latitude, the first spawning

occurring so early in the year in the gulf and autumnal cooling commencing so late

that there is opportunity for a part of the product of the spring hatch to mature and

breed before the temperature of the water falls too low for sexual development.

Thus, it is probable that for most of the stock breeding is an annual event and the

individuals survive for a year; for others it is biennial, with the autumn hatch passing

the winter in the late postlarval stages, as Paulsen (1906) suggests, and enough

irregular reproduction taking place at any time from early spring until well into the

autumn to maintain the variety of stages in development that have been seen though-

out the year. More intensive study of the Gulf of Maine samples may be expected

to throw light on this question that would be important not only as bearing on the

life history of the species but with regard to the natural economy of the gulf, of

which C. jinmarchicus is the most important planktonic inhabitant.
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The chief value of the foregoing notes on the reproduction of Calanus is their

demonstration that this copepod is regularly endemic in the gulf just as it is in the

Gulf of St. Lawrence (Willey, 1919). How far west of Cape Cod Calanus breeds

in any abundance is still to be determined. Judging from its constant presence

off southern New England (p. 188) and from the fact that juveniles were numerous
over the inner part of the shelf off Long Island and off New York on August 1 and 26,

1916 (stations 10362 and 10396; Bigelow, 1922, p. 143), it is probable that consider-

able production takes place that far west. The rich catches of Calanus made farther

south during that summer consisted in the main of very large individuals, which

apparently did not succeed in reproducing to any extent because young stages were

scarce or absent west and south of Cape Cod in the following November.
There is reason to believe that the Calanus stock of the eastern part of the

Gulf of Maine is recruited to some extent by immigration around Cape Sable from

more northerly breeding centers. Thus, a swarm of large Calanus with comparatively

few young stages, in the eastern basin on May 6, 1915 (station 10270), might (so far

as internal evidence goes) as well have represented an immigration as a late stage

in a local reproduction cycle, the unmistakable westward extension of the Nova
Scotian current at the time giving the first alternative an a priori probability which

our failure to find any great production of young Calanus in this region in April,

1920, tends to corroborate. The swarm off the southeast slope of Georges Bank in

March, 1920, had probably drifted thither from the east or northeast.

At present it is impossible to state how regularly such immigrations into the

gulf take place, or their precise source, but it is probable that in the maintenance of

the stock of this copepod existing in the Gulf they are of far less importance than

local production.

Such data as are available suggest, furthermore, that the northern and eastern

parts of the gulf are kept supplied with Calanus chiefly by the dispersal of the swarms
of young produced in the southwestern side, the general circulation of the gulf

indicating a general anticlockwise drift eastward along the northward side of Georges

Bank and thence northward and westward around the gulf. Nor is a drift of this

sort inherently improbable, for Calanus regularly carries out far more extensive

involuntary migrations from its chief breeding centers in north European and sub-

Arctic seas.

Relationship to temperature and salinity .—Most authors have described C.

Jinmarchicus as eurythermal, which is certainly true within very wide limits. In the

Gulf of Maine it occurs regularly over a range of from fractionally above 0° to 20°

(station 10254, surface, Calanus plentiful). I do not know the highest range in

which it has ever been found, but on August 30 and 31, 1913, the Grampus took

occasional specimens (living) in 24.44° on the surface off Delaware Bay, where by
sinking 20 meters or so it could have found much cooler water of 11 to 12° (Bigelow,

1915, p. 290). Although apparently it is able to exist in such high temperatures,

much evidence has been accumulated to the effect that somewhat cooler water offers

a more favorable environment for it, whether as it effects the growth of the Calanus

itself, its reproduction, or its food supply. This was unmistakably the case in the
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southern extremity of its range during the summer of 1916, when there was a very
close correspondence between the limits occupied by abundant Calanus on the shelf

south of New York, vertically as well as horizontally, and water of 4 to 7°. With one

exception it swarmed only in water of 6° or colder (Bigelow, 1922, p. 143, figs. 45

to 47).

In general it may be said that along the North American seaboard C.jinmarchicus

is abundant and dominates the plankton only in temperatures lower than 12 to 15°,

or where it can have ready recourse to water as cool as this by sinking or by swimming
downward a few fathoms. The fact that in 1916 Calanus was not as definitely

concentrated in the deeper water between Marthas Vineyard and Delaware Bay in

November as in August, is in line with this general thesis, for the equalization in

its vertical distribution corresponds to the vertical equalization of temperature

(and of salinity) which takes place there in autumn; and it suggested that “the
failure of the southern Calanus swarm to migrate to the surface during the mid-
summer nights, as it so often does in the Gulf of Maine and elsewhere, was due
either to the very high surface temperature, or possibly to the very low surface

density” (Bigelow, 1922, p. 145). With the advance of autumn both these barriers

are weakened by surface cooling, until in winter, thanks to the vertical uniformity

of the water, the only physical factors governing vertical migration are sunlight

and geotropism.

At the other extreme, while C. jinmarchicus probably can survive in the very

lowest temperatures obtaining anywhere at sea, the isotherm of 2° has been found to

mark approximately the lower level to its regular occurrence in the northern part of

the Norwegian Sea (Damas, 1905). Damas and Koefoed (1907) found it more
plentiful in the intermediate strata in the seas between Spitzbergen and Greenland

at temperatures of 1 to 2° and upward than in the colder water below.

It is probable that C. jinmarchicus requires a somewhat higher temperature for

its successful reproduction. Thus the abundance of early postlarval stages in the

Gulf of St. Lawrence during June, July, and August (Willey, 1919) suggests that

breeding takes place there chiefly after the end of May, by which season the upper

20 meters or so have warmed by several degrees from the winter minimum. This

is certainly the case in the Massachusetts Bay region, where nauplii did not appear

in any abundance in 1920 until the whole column of water, down to 70 meters, was
warmer than 2.7° and the upper 25 meters warmer than 4.5°.

The relationship between the breeding range of this copepod and temperature

is similar around Iceland, for in spring it spawns abundantly to the south of the

island in water of 4° and upward
;
but apparently it does not do so at all to the north,

where the temperature remains as low as 1 to 3° throughout May, though enough

Calanus drift westward around Iceland to make this copepod extremely abundant

along the northern coast in summer (Paulsen, 1906). As Damas and Koefoed

(1907) have pointed out, C. jinmarchicus is therefore less Arctic in its relationship

to temperature than is C. hyperloreus, probably finding the lower limit to its active

reproduction at about 2 to 3°
;
and the same for its rapid growth, though it is able to

survive through long periods of lower temperature, growing slowly if at all.
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C’. finmarchicus is likewise indifferent to changes in salinity within wide limits,

but I have been unable to learn that it is regularly abundant anywhere in water more

saline than about 35.3 per mille 10 (Farran, 1910). Thus high salinity is probably a

more effective barrier to its dispersal seaward abreast of the Gulf of Maine and thence

southward along the continental edge of North America than is high temperature,

though, to quote from an eminent student of this group (Willey, 1919, p. 176),

“the factor which determines the limit of southern dispersion of C. finmarchicus is

clearly neither a simple physical constant nor a single organic tropism,” but “includes

the biological factors of food-supply and propagation.”

G. finmarchicus is regularly and abundantly present in considerably less saline

water (31 to 33 per mille) in the western side of the North Atlantic than Farran

(1910) set as the lower limit to its plentiful occurrence in the North Sea region (33.5

per mille), and apparently it was spawning actively in a salinity of only 29 to 30

per mille in Massachusetts Bay in May, 1920. Judging from its status in the en-

trances to the Baltic, however, and from its rarity within the latter, probably it can

not exist long in water much fresher than this, though it may reach brackish situations

as driftage.

Economic importance.—The importance of C. finmarchicus in the general economy
of the Gulf of Maine and of all other seas where it abounds can hardly be over-

estimated. Certainly it is no exaggeration to call it the most important single

planktonic animal, probably more important in the gulf in its relation to both larger

and smaller organisms than all other copepods combined. It is the basic food for the

local mackerel, and is certainly a major article in the diet of the herring, alewife, and

shad while these are at sea. All the other fishes of the offshore waters of the gulf

that eat plankton at all may be expected to feed on Calanus more than on any other

single item. Through the medium of the herrings, which are nourished on it, Calanus

helps support the finback and humpback whales, Balsenoptera physalus and Megaptera

nodosa (the only whalebone whales now common in the gulf), though neither of these

feeds directly on copepods, their whalebone being too coarse (p. 97). On the other

hand, it is probable that Calanus makes greater inroads on the planktonic plants

on which it preys than do all other copepods combined, and conceivably it may
practically exterminate them locally and temporarily.

Calanus gracilis Dana

Dr. C. B. Wilson contributes the following note:

This species has been reported from the western part of the Mediterranean and from the

Indian and Pacific Oceans as well as the Atlantic. Cleve (1900), in discussing the distribution of

Atlantic Copepoda, gave the northern and southern limits of this species as from the 44th parallel

north to the 35th parallel south. The Gulf of Maine, therefore, is about its northern limit, and it

would not be expected to appear in large numbers. Neither would it be widely distributed. It is

worthy of note that Pesta has reported it from a depth of 1,200 meters in the Adriatic, while Gies-

brecht gave 1,500 meters as the maximum depth limit. The few specimens found in the present

plankton were obtained in October from shallow water rather close to the shore [at two stations

off Marthas Vineyard and at one in Massachusetts Bay (see table, p.|298)[.

10 Willey (1919, p. 176) records abundant Calanus at a salinity of 35 per mille in the edge of the Gulf Stream between the Scotian

and Newfoundland Banks on June 1, 1915.
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This species was not found in the Woods Hole region by Wheeler (1901), nor

did Dr. C. 0. Esterly detect it among the tow nettings of the Grampus made between

the Gulf of Maine and Chesapeake Bay during the summer of 1913 (Bigelow, 1915,

p. 287), but Willey (1919, p. 218) reports it from two stations outside the continental

edge off Cape Sable, July 22, 1915. It has no regular place in the fauna of the Gulf

of Maine, where it is only a stray.

Calanus hyperboreus Krpyer

This is an Arctic species with its chief center of distribution in polar seas, where

it is probably circumpolar and universal, having been taken at many localities off

the northern coasts of Europe, Asia (to longitude 136° E.), and America (north

coast of Alaska, Dolphin, and Union Strait; Willey, 1920). It is described by
Damas and Koefoed (1907) as the commonest surface copepod in the Greenland

sea. It drifts southward past Iceland with the east Icelandic current over a well-

defined tongue (Farran, 1910), spreading thence in small numbers over the southern

part of the Norwegian sea to the Skager—Rak and the southern Norwegian fjords,

where Sars (1903) regards it as a “relict” species. A few are also carried south-

ward in the cold bottom current across the Wyville Thomson ridge into the North

Atlantic, where it has been recorded southward to latitude 51° N., longitude 11° 43' W.,

off the mouth of the English Channel. 11 On the American side it occurs generally

and abundantly over Davis Strait (With, 1915) and Baffins Bay (Aurivillius, 1896).

Curiously enough, Herdman seems not to have had it on his two traverses of the

Labrador current abreast the Straits of Belle Isle during the summer of 1897, 12

but the Canadian fisheries expedition of 1915 found it generally distributed over

the Gulf of St. Lawrence as well as between Nova Scotia and the Newfoundland
Banks and over the continental shelf along the Nova Scotian coast to abreast of

Cape Sable. On their summer cruise, however, it was not found at the stations

outside the continental edge west of Sable Island (Willey, 1919). It has been

taken at many localities in the Gulf of Maine, shortly to be discussed, but Georges

Bank and Cape Cod mark the limit to its occurrence as anything more than an

accidental stray in this direction. South of this our only record for it is one speci-

men off Delaware Bay on August 12, 1916, in a haul from 70 meters (Bigelow, 1922,

p. 148).

Regional and seasonal occurrence in the Gulf of Maine.—Judging from our expe-

rience in 1915 and 1920, Calanus hyperboreus is, to all intents, universally distributed

over the gulf during the late winter, early spring, and early summer. Thus it

appears at about 80 per cent of the stations in Doctor Wilson’s lists for February

to May, 1920, at localities covering all parts of the gulf from the immediate coastal

zone, on the one hand, out to the continental edge, on the other, and indifferently

from the eastern side to the western, irrespective of the depth of water (fig. 68)

;

and since a species as comparatively rare as C. hyperboreus might easily be missed

by the vertical hauls, probably it was actually present at every station. Similarly,

11 For further details see Gran (1902), Paulsen (1906), Damas and Koefoed (1907), and Farran (1910).

>2 Unless possibly some of the Calani listed by Herdman, Thompson, and Scott (1898) as C. propinquus were actually C.

hyperboreus.
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it occurred in the vertical hauls at all but one of the May and June stations for

1915 (table, p. 297), covering the basin and coastwise waters of the gulf and Browns

Bank as well.

July to November; December and January. The hatched curve marks the offshore limit to the occurrence of this

species in summer

During the summer and early autumn it continues widespread in the northern

and western parts of the gulf 13 over a belt some 60 to 70 miles wide paralleling the

13 In addition to the localities marked (fig. 68), Willey (1921) found it forming about 8 per cent of a sample of copepods col-

lected in a 10-fathom tow off Eastport, Me., Aug. 2 1916.
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coast; but during the July and August cruise of 1914 we failed to find it at any
station in the southeastern part of the basin, in the eastern and northern channels,

on Georges or Browns banks, or near Cape Sable, indicating that at this season

the C. Tiyperboreus of the Gulf of Maine are entirely cut off from the more northerly

centers of abundance along the outer coast of Nova Scotia, though continuous with
them and drawing from them by immigration earlier in the year (p. 217). During De-
cember and January it occurred in the horizontal hauls in the western basin, off Penob-
scot Bay, off Mount Desert Island, and in the Fundy Deep in 1920 and 1921 (table,

p. 304); also at three stations off Gloucester in the winter of 1912-1913 (Bigelow,

1914a, p. 409); and Willey (1921) records it in some abundance in the mouth of the

St. Croix River from November to February during the winter of 1916-17, but not
in January, 1920, though two specimens were noted in a tow taken on the 25th of

March in that year. Unfortunately our November-January cruises have not
extended to the offshore banks.

Thus, the geographical range of C. Tiyperboreus in the gulf narrows from the

sea shoreward in summer and expands offshore again at some time (just when remains
to be discovered) during autumn or winter.

Numerically C. Tiyperboreus is never more than a minor element in the plankton
of the gulf, though its economic importance may be considerable because of its large

size. Thus the average percentage of C. Tiyperboreus at the stations where it was
detected in the vertical hauls was only about 4.5 per cent for March, 1920; 7 per

cent for April, 1920; 2 to 3 per cent for all the May stations; and 7 per cent for all

the June stations (see tables, pp. 297 and 299). In July, 1915, it averaged 2J4 per cent

of three vertical hauls, and in 1913 about 1 per cent of two hauls (80 and 270

Tiyperboreus to 8,800 and 5,400 jinmarchicus) . In 1912 there was 1 Tiyperboreus

to 50 Jinmarchicus in a sample from one station (10023), and 6 Tiyperboreus among
thousands of JinmarcTiicus in another (10040). On July 22, 1916 (station 10345)

only one specimen was detected in a preliminary survey of some thousands of cope-

pods and none at all at neighboring stations. Willey (1919), however, records 8 per

cent of Tiyperboreus near Eastport in August. In December, 1920, and January,

1921, it averaged 3.5 per cent at the stations where it occurred (table, p. 304) but only

about 1 per cent at all the stations combined. The maximum abundance of C.

Tiyperboreus is 45 per cent, but this is at a station where the total catch of copepods

of all kinds was extremely scanty (7,500 copepods per square meter off Gloucester

on April 9, 1920, station 20090). The vertical hauls for 1915 and 1920 afford only

eight instances of Tiyperboreus in percentages as great as 15 per cent.

The numbers per square meter—counting only the stations at which it

occurred—are as follows:

Date Average Maximum Minimum

February, 1920 683 1,125 25

March, 1920 403 4, 162 0
April, 1920 804 9,100

20, 575
6, 450

0
May, 1915, and May, 1920 - 2,561

1,634
0

June, 1915 25
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Evidently the numbers of C. Tiyperboreus existing in the gulf increase considerably

from February to May and then decrease during June, 14 and later in the summer
the species becomes so scarce that we have never found as many as 3,000 per square

meter at any station 15 for July, August, September, or October, while none at all

have been detected at most of the midsummer and autumn stations. The fact

that C. Tiyperboreus has been detected at only about 10 per cent of the towing stations

for July and August, notwithstanding its wide distribution at that season, con-

trasting with its presence at 80 to 100 per cent of the stations during March, April,

May, and June (p. 212), is further evidence of its scarcity in the Gulf of Maine in

summer. In 1915 it occurred at 10 per cent of the September stations and at one

out of eleven stations east and north of Nantucket in October, while in December,

1920, and January, 1921, Dr. C. B. Wilson detected it at about one-third of the

stations.

The regional distribution of the richer and scantier catches of C. Tiyperboreus

proves interesting from the standpoint of the source of the local stock, whether

endemic or immigrant. When the stations are plotted, where appreciably more
than the average number per square meter for the respective months were taken,

(fig. 69), it appears that during the season of maximum abundance for the species

(March to June) it is usually most plentiful in three distinct localities— (1) in the

Massachusetts Bay region and thence out to the western basin; (2) in the eastern

side of the gulf from the northern channel (but not on Browns Bank) westward over

the neighboring basin; and (3) along the southeast face of Georges Bank. In all

other parts of the gulf, including the waters intervening between these “rich”

centers—that is, all along the coasts of Maine, in the northeastern corner off the Bay
of Fundy, in the central and southern parts of the basin, and over Georges and
Browns Banks—0. Tiyperboreus has been uniformly much scarcer. Unfortunately

the stages in development of the specimens taken in the vertical hauls, on which this

chart is based, have not yet been determined
;
but such a distribution, coupled with

the seasonal increase in the numbers of C. Tiyperboreus during the spring, would be
presumptive evidence that the western center is a region of local production, drawing
little from immigration but contributing to the stock in other parts of the gulf.

If such be actually the case, this would be by far the most southerly spawning
ground for this species. Until Willey’s (1919) account of the copepods of the

Canadian fisheries expedition appeared, such a suggestion might have seemed highly

improbable, C. Tiyperboreus having previously been known to breed only in the polar

sea; but his discovery of young stages, besides adult females (but no adult males),

in the gatherings at many localities in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, southeast of Nova
Scotia, and along the continental shelf westward nearly to the longitude of Cape
Sable, proved that the regular breeding range of this copepod extends much farther

south along the American coast than it does off Europe. Willey has more recently

reported adult males—previously known only from the far north—as well as adult

females and younger stages at the mouth of the St. Croix River near St. Andrews,

11 This statement is justified by the fact that the cruises for April, May, and June have covered the parts of the gulf most pro-

lific in this species.

IS Maximum for summer, 2,700 per square meter off Mount Desert Rock, Aug. 13, 1913, station 10100.
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February 23, 1917 (Willey, 1921). He maintains that these individuals would not
reproduce where found, but the presence of adults of both sexes of breeding age in

Fig. 69.— Calanus hyperboreus. 9, February to April stations with 50 per cent more than the average number per square

meter for the respective months; X, May and June. The large symbols mark three times the average catch or more.
The plain curves and arrows indicate the chief lines of migration; the hatched curve the probable site of local reproduction

within the Gulf.

the Bay of Fundy becomes more suggestive of local breeding if taken in conjunction

with the existence of a more or less isolated center of abundance for the species off
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Massachusetts Bay, and makes the hypothesis that the latter is actually a center

of local production worthy of consideration.

The two eastern centers are indicative of immigration, being continuous with the

more abundant occurrence of the species to the eastward along the outer coast of

Nova Scotia. More direct evidence that the comparatively rich gathering made
off the slope of Georges Bank on March 12, 1920 (station 20069), was such a wave
from the northeast is the fact that it was no more plentiful there a month later

(station 20109), though at most localities its numbers had about doubled in the interim

(p. 214).

It is, furthermore, entirely consistent with the probable flow of the currents in

this region in spring that there should be a drift of C. Jiyperboreus from northeast to

southwest along the continental edge and perhaps over the southern edge of Georges

Bank during March and April, continuing into June in some years, but the evidence at

hand suggests that few pass west of longitude 70° at any season. The large catches

in the northern channel and the eastern basin in March, April, and May, contrasted

with the scarcity of the species at all our Browns Bank stations irrespective of season,

point to the former as the chief route by which G. Jiyperboreus enters the Gulf of

Maine. If the data for the two years, 1915 and 1920, can fairly be combined, it

would seem that there is comparatively little movement in this direction before the

end of April
;
but with C. Jiyperboreus relatively much more plentiful in the northern

channel on March 20 (station 20078), and again on April 15 (station 20105), than

in the neighboring parts of the gulf, invasion only awaited the first considerable

movement of water westward past Cape Sable, which occurs by the first half of

May, for the richest catch of the species yet recorded in the gulf was made in the

eastern side of the basin on May 6 (station 10270).16 A comparatively large catch

(about twice the average for the month) in this general region six weeks later (station

10288, June 19) may have been evidence of continued immigration throughout May
and into June.

There is nothing in the records of the distribution of the species for summer or

autumn to suggest that C. Jiyperboreus rounds Cape Sable in appreciable numbers
later in the summer; but to find it doing so would not be surprising, for the stock

existing along the outer Nova Scotian coast during the warm months fluctuates so

widely from year to jrnar that Esterly did not detect it at all in the Grampus tows

between the cape and Halifax during the last week of July and first week of August
in 1914, whereas Willey (1919) records a moderate representation of the species

over the shelf generally nearly to the cape in August, 1915. Willey (1921) has

explained the presence of C. Jiyperboreus at St. Andrews in the winter of 1917 as an

invasion.

Vertical distribution.— C. Jiyperboreus occurs to some extent on the surface in the

gulf in spring (table, p. 303), but more regularly deeper down, appearing in the lists

for about 80 per cent of all the vertical hauls during this period but in only about 50

per cent of the surface hauls, though the latter filtered much larger volumes of water.

Counting all the stations at which surface hauls were made in 1920 (table, p. 303),

18 Doctor Wilson’s analysis of the catch made in the vertical net at this station proves my earlier statement (Bigelow 1917, p.

292) that C. hypcrboreus was rare or absent in this general region at the time, to have been incorrect.
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there were only about 2 per cent of C. hyperboreus

,

less than half its percentage

in the verticals. In the two instances when the percentage rose to 25 and 30 per

cent, 500 and 150 copepods of all kinds were taken—that is, only 125 and 45 C.

Tiyperboreus, respectively. It has been detected in only one surface haul in the gulf

for July, August, or September—that is, off Cape Elizabeth on August 14, 1913

(station 10103; see Bigelow, 1915, p. 293), a locality where the surface tempera-

ture was comparatively high (16.11°) and where it was probably brought up to the

top of the water by vertical currents. The date when it abandons the uppermost

stratum can not be stated, no data being available on this for the May and June
cruises of 1915, but probably its sinking is induced by the vernal warming of the

surface water.

Relationship to temperature and salinity.—As might be expected from its polar

origin, C. hyperboreus occurs in greatest number and is most regularly distributed

in the gulf in comparatively low temperatures, the great majority of the spring

(February to May) records being from temperatures of 1 to 5°. It is doubtful

whether any of the specimens taken in June were actually living in water warmer
than 7°, and most of the few captures in the later summer have been in horizontal

hauls at depths where the temperature ranged from 4.8 to 8°, only one of them in the

much warmer surface stratum. The highest temperatures in which the presence of

C. hyperboreus is definitely established, apart from the one capture on the surface

just mentioned (p. 217), are 9 to 10°, 17 a temperature in which probably it could not

long survive.

If C. hyperboreus actually does succeed in breeding in the western side of the

gulf in spring and early summer, probably it does so exclusively in temperatures

lower than 3 to 4°, the range of temperature at the rich March and April stations

(stations 20087 and 20090, fig. 69) being from 2.25 to 5.09°, and the comparatively

large numbers taken there on June 26, 1915 (station 10299), may be explicable as

resulting from spawning some weeks or months previous when the temperature was
no higher than that. The richest immigrations of C. hyperboreus into the gulf so

far encountered have been in temperatures falling between 1.9 and 4.6°. It is not

probable that the distribution of C. hyperboreus is influenced by variations in salinity

within the limits prevailing in the open waters of the Gulf of Maine.

Candacia armata Boeck

This large and powerful species may be recognized by the asymmetry of the

posterior part of the body, the genital segment being irregularly dilated in the mid-

dle, and the first segment of the abdomen having a sac-shaped dilatation turned toward

the right side. The frontal margin between the bases of the antennse is squarely

truncated, also. It has been recorded from the coast of Norway, the British Isles,

the Mediterranean, the North Atlantic, and the Indian Ocean (Scott, 1911), while

Esterly 18
(1905, p. 194) described it as "rather common” at San Diego, Calif. The

17 Off Penobscot Bay, Aug. 4, 1913, station 10101, temperature at 50 meters about 9.3°; off Seal Island, Nova Seotia, Sept. 2,

1915, station 10311, whole column of water, surface to bottom, 9.4 to 10.1°; off Machias, Me., Oct., 9, 1915, station 10327, whole

column 9.4 to 9.8°.

18 As C. pectinata Brady.
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Grampus had it in fair numbers at three stations along the outer edge of the con-

tinental shelf south of Delaware Bay and off Delaware Bay in July and August,

1913, in hauls from about 40 meters’ depth (Bigelow 1915, p. 287). Wheeler (1901)

reported a considerable number of specimens of both sexes (as C. pectinata Brady)

from the “Gulf Stream,” 70 miles south of Marthas Vineyard, on July 25 and 29,

1899, and Willey (1919) counted two specimens among 100 copepods off the mouth
of the Laurentian channel between the Scotian and Newfoundland banks on June 1,

1915, at a temperature of 10.2 to 13.75° and salinity of upward of 35 per mille.

It did not appear in any of the collections made by the Canadian fisheries

expedition on the banks or in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, nor did Herdman, Thompson,
and Scott (1898) report it between the Straits of Belle Isle and Liverpool.

Candacia arrnata has not been reported from the Gulf of Maine previously, but

Doctor Wilson lists it at two stations outside the continental edge on March 14 and

May 17, 1920 (stations 20077 and 20129)
;
also in the eastern part of the basin of the

gulf on March 3 (station 20053) and on German Bank on April 15 (station 20103),

from vertical hauls (table, p. 299). It likewise appears in one vertical haul in the

eastern part of the basin for May, 1915 (station 10270), one off Cape Elizabeth for

September (station 10319), and one off Cape Cod for October of that year (station

10336; table, p. 297), but not in any of the surface hauls.

The general geographic range of the species, as summarized above, and its dis-

tribution in British waters, where it is most plentiful in the English Channel and

penetrates the northern part of the North Sea from the north around Scotland,

point to an oceanic origin for the occasional specimens taken in the Gulf of Maine.

The localities of record bear this out, being grouped in the eastern side and near

shore in the western (fig. 62), like other visitors from the open basin, with no records

in the western basin or from Georges Bank. It is a decidedly rare species in the

gulf, usually amounting to 1 per cent or less of the copepods, only once reaching 4

per cent, and it is not likely that it is endemic there.

Centropages foradyi (Wlieeler )
20

Dr. C. B. Wilson, in a letter, describes it as “fairly common on the Atlantic

coast off the mouth of Chesapeake Bay.” Wheeler (1901) obtained both sexes in

the Gulf Stream, 70 miles south of Marthas Vineyard, in July. Willey (1919) lists

it at three stations outside the continental edge, along the inner edge of the Gulf

Stream, off Cape Sable, and off Sable Island in July, 1915, and Esterly (1905) records

it from San Diego, Calif.

This species has not been recognized previously in the Gulf of Maine, where it

is to be expected only as a straggler from warmer waters offshore. In 1920 it was
noted in one vertical haul off Cape Cod for March and one off Gloucester in May
(table, p. 299); in 1915 occasional specimens were noted in the eastern basin on June
14 and near Cape Elizabeth on September 20 in vertical hauls. The numbers of

specimens concerned are in each case minimal, 1 per cent being the maximum fre-

quency.

20 This name was given by Wheeler (1901, p. 174) to the species figured by Brady (1883) as C. violaceus Claus, but which, as

Giesbrecht (1892) pointed out, is quite distinct. It is readily distinguished from the other two species of the genus mentioned here

by lacking spines at the posterior corners of the thorax.
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Centropages hamatus (Lillj et>org)

This species is so far known from the North Atlantic area between the latitudes

of 40° N. and 70° N. (Scott, 1911), including the North Sea and the Baltic—most
commonly within a moderate distance of the coast. Sars (1903) describes it as com-

mon along the whole west and south coasts of Norway, and, according to Scott (1911,

p. 106), it is
“ one of the more common of the Calanoida met with in the North Sea.”

On the American side it did not appear in the towings made south of New York
during the summer of 1913 (Bigelow, 1915, p. 287) or 1916, but was taken off that

port on August 26, 1916 (station 10394; Bigelow, 1922, p. 146), and near the Long
Island shore on August 1, 1913 (station 10083), which, so far as I can learn, are the

most southerly records for it along the United States coast. Northward it becomes
more plentiful. Williams (1906) found it in Narragansett Bay in January and Feb-

ruary, and it is
“ nearly always present in the tow at Woods Hole, in Vineyard Sound,

and in the Gulf Stream south of Marthas Vineyard,” writes Dr. C. B. Wilson. 21

Wheeler (1901) also records it as nearly always present in considerable numbers at

Woods Hole. Its range includes the Gulf of Maine, as described below. Willey

(1919) found it at many localities on the banks and over the deep intervening channel

between Nova Scotia and Newfoundland in May, 1915, but not at the more oceanic

stations, and restricted to the immediate vicinity of the Nova Scotian coast in July.

It is widespread and plentiful in the shoaler parts of the Gulf of St. Lawrence (T.

Scott, 1905; Willey, 1919), and Herdman, Thompson, and Scott (1898) report it

from the Labrador current off the Straits of Belle Isle out to longitude about 53°

W., and again between longitude 28° 24' W. and the coasts of Great Britain, but not

over the intervening stretch of ocean.

Gulf of Maine.— C. hamatus appears only twice in the published lists of Gulf of

Maine copepods from the Grampus cruises—viz, occasional specimens off Boothbay
on July 26, 1912 (station 10016), and off Cape Porpoise on August 18 of the same
year (Bigelow, 1914, pp. 115, 116). It was not taken in the vertical hauls during

June, 1915, and at only two of the four August stations (table, p. 298), proving it

decidedly uncommon in the open waters of the Gulf during the summer, though it

may be more plentiful in estuarine situations, where we have made few hauls. It

appeared in about 60 per cent of the September verticals for 1915 (Willey (1919)

lists it for 3 out of 10 stations near St. Andrews during that month), and it

occurred at about half the October stations in the gulf east and north of Nantucket

that year, off Gloucester on October 31 (station 10399) and off Cape Cod on Novem-
ber 8 in 1916 (station 10404; Bigelow, 1922, p. 135). No information is available as

to its local status in November; but the fact that it occurred at about 50 per cent of

the midwinter stations for 1920 and 1921 (table, p. 304) points to its constant and

widespread presence throughout autumn and early winter. It was detected in only

2 of the 80 vertical hauls made in various parts of the gulf during the spring season

of 1920 (table, p. 299), and there were less than 100 per square meter in every case.

During the month of October in 1915, C. hamatus averaged about 9,000 per square

meter at the several stations where it occurred to the eastward and northward of

J> In a letter.
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Nantucket, and 7 per cent of the total catch of copepods; but it was much more plenti-

ful, relatively as well as absolutely, in the shoal water south of Marthas Vineyard on

October 21 and 22 (stations 10331 to 10333), with 12,240 to 58,500 per square meter

(constituting 6 to 25 per cent of the total copepods), and was most numerous at the

station closest to the land.

Numerical data as to the occurrence of C. hamatus are not available for the early

winter, but it formed about the same proportion of the catches in the inner parts of the

gulf (2 to 16 per cent, averaging 6 to 7 per cent), at the stations where it occurred in

December, 1920, and January, 1921, as in autumn. It has never amounted to more
than 1 to 2 per cent of the copepods at any station from February to the middle of

September, nor has it been more numerous than about 4,000 per square meter.

Obviously this suggests that C. hamatus is definitely seasonal in the gulf, occurring

with some regularity from September until January but only very sparsely from

February until August. Thus, even at the season and in the zone of its greatest

abundance, C. hamatus is but a minor element in the copepod population of the gulf.

The regional distribution of the captures (fig. 70) is interesting, nearly all being

near shore and the majority within a few miles of land, with not a single record

anywhere in the central and southern parts of the basin or on Georges or Browns
Banks. Although C. hamatus occurs across the whole breadth of the continental

shelf off southern New England, on the one hand, and from Cape Sable eastward,

on the other, its geographic range within the Gulf of Maine 22 has so far proved neritic,

as contrasted with oceanic, and closely parallels that of the neritic medusse (p. 33).

No observations have been made on the breeding of C. hamatus in the gulf,

but the abundance of developmental stages of copepods of some sort during August
and the first half of September, preceding the increase that takes place in the number
of adults of this species and of its ally, C. typicus, during the last half of September,

suggest that both of these species are regularly endemic in the gulf. If this be the

case it breeds in comparatively high temperatures, stated tentatively as upwards
of 7° in the gulf because of its neritic distribution, chiefly in salinities lower than

32.5 per mille.

Centropages typicus Krpyer

This species is described by T. Scott (1911) as a true Atlantic form, estuarine

as well as oceanic. In the eastern Atlantic it occurs from the Mediterranean to

northern Norway, being one of the common species in the North Sea region generally,

where it often occurs side by side with C. hamatus

;

but it has not been reported from
Arctic seas. In the western North Atlantic it has been found on the Louisiana coast

of the Gulf of Mexico (Foster, 1904) and occurred commonly over the continental

shelf as far south as the mouth of Chesapeake Bay during the summers of 1913 and
1916—was, in fact, the commonest copepod at many of the stations but chiefly in the

uppermost stratum of water, as I have described in earlier reports (Bigelow, 1915,

p. 293, and 1922, p. 146).

In July, 1913, the Grampus took it abundantly off New York, and although
Williams (1906) does not list it from Narragansett Bay, Wheeler (1901, p. 173)

22 Also plentiful in the eastern side of the basin on August 20, 1926.

8951—28 15
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describes it as “nearly always present in small numbers in the tow taken from the

Fish Commission’s wharf at Woods Hole and in the neighboring Vineyard Sound.”

Fig. 70.—Occurrence of the copepods Centropages hamatus and C. typicus. X. locality records for C. hamatus, all seasons; HJ

©, locality records for C. typicus, all seasons. The hatched curve incloses the chief zone of occurrence for C. hamatus

within the Gulf; the stippled curve for C. typicus

It occurred abundantly also in the Gulf Stream 70 miles south of Marthas Vineyard.

Fish (1925) also took it regularly at Woods Hole.
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On July 10, 1913 (station 10062), it swarmed near the 100-meter contour off

Marthas Vineyard, and again on October 21 and 22, 1915, it occurred right across

the whole breadth of the continental shelf off Marthas Vineyard, most abundantly

near shore (see table, p. 298, stations 10331 to 10333), all of which proves it as wide-

spread out to the continental edge off southern New England as it is farther south.

C. typicus has proved to be a decided^ more important member of the plankton

of the Gulf of Maine than is its relative, C. hamatus, as is described below; but Cape

Sable evidently marks the most northerly and easterly limit to its regular occurrence

along the North American coast line, for it does not appear in Willey’s (1919) lists

of copepods collected on and along the slopes of the Nova Scotian and Newfoundland

Banks and in the intervening deeps. The Grampus did not find it between Cape

Sable and Halifax that same summer. It has not been reported from the Gulf of

St. Lawrence, nor did Herdman take it west of longitude about 28° W. on his two

traverses of the North Atlantic between Liverpool and the St. Lawrence River.

Comparison with the known range of C. hamatus shows C. typicus to be the more

southerly of the pair by about 7° of latitude, in terms of its northern boundary.

Gulf of Maine.—When the locality records for C. typicus in the Gulf of Maine
are expanded to include Georges Bank 23

(fig. 70) there is no evident concentration in

the western side or in the eastern.

It is reported from Plymouth Harbor by Wheeler (1901) and from St. Andrews
by Willey (1919); hence it would no doubt be found in similar estuarine situations

all along the intervening coastline. Apparently it is never plentiful as far east as

the shallows west of Nova Scotia and perhaps never reaches Browns Bank or the

eastern part of Georges, and one record close to land off Shelburne, Nova Scotia,

September 6, 1915 (station 10313), is, so far as I can learn, the most easterly known
outpost of the species on the Atlantic coast of North America. The preponderance

of records in the inner parts of the gulf, as contrasted with the basin, accords with

a nature more neritic than oceanic (p. 35). In fact, its distribution east and north

of Cape Cod closely parallels that of the hydromedusa Phialidium languidum p. 350)

;

but this applies only to the most northerly part of its range, for off southern New
England and thence southward it occurs generally right out to the continental edge.

Seasonal fluctuations.—In its seasonal ebb and flow in the gulf, C. typicus closely

parallels C. hamatus. Thus it was so rare during the spring quarter, as exemplified

by the February to May cruises of 1920, that it was detected in only 6 out of 81

vertical hauls (about 7 per cent); it appeared in but one May haul in 1915 and not

at all in June. Furthermore, the numbers of specimens concerned have invariably

been small on the few occasions when G. typicus has figured in the spring lists. On
the western part of Georges Bank (February 23, 1920) it constituted 18 per cent of

the copepods, but the total number was so small that this percentage amounts to

only about 325 C. typicus per square meter. The maxima during the February to

June period are 2,625 per square meter in the western basin on February 24, 1920

(station 20049), and 4,115 in the eastern basin on May 6, 1915 (station 10270, see

tables, pp. 297 and 299), with less than 300 per square meter at the few other stations

of record for these months.

23 Also dominant over northern and eastern parts of Georges Bank, at the surface, August 7, 1926.
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There are only two records of C. typious in the gulf in July—one off Cape Elizabeth

on the 29th (station 10019) and the other in Casco Bay on the 31st (station 10020)—
both in 1912. The records point to a notable increase in August, when it occurred at

23 per cent of the stations (7 out of 31) in 1912, 40 per cent (8 out of 20) in 1913,

and at 2 out of 11 in 1914. It is most regularly distributed in the gulf during autumn
and early winter, occurring at 60 per cent of the September stations and 66 per cent

of the October stations in 1915 and at about 60 per cent of the stations for December,

1920, and January, 1921. The local abundance of the species, as well as the generality

of its distribution, likewise increases during late summer and autumn, mounting

to an average of about 1,000 per square meter for August, 1913 (counting only the

stations where it is actually recorded east and north of Nantucket), about 5,300 for

September, 1915 (maximum 18,200 in Massachusetts Bay on the 29th), and to about

8,637 during that October (maximum 24,450 in Massachusetts Bay on the 27th).

Off Marthas Vineyard on October 22, 1915, the numbers per square meter ranged

from about 58,400 near shore (station 10331) to slightly more than 12,000 on the

outer part of the continental shelf (station 10333). Even at its season of maxi-

mum abundance, C. typicus is usually a minor element in the plankton of the gulf,

averaging only 7 to 9 per cent of the total copepod population at the stations where it

occurred in September and October, 1915 (table, p. 298). Occasionally, however, it

may dominate locally near shore—witness 40 per cent of this species in Massachusetts

Bay on September 21 of that year (station 10321)—but probably this never happens

out at sea in the gulf.

C. typicus constituted so small a percentage (1 to 8 per cent) of the scanty

catches of copepods made during the December and January cruise of 1920 and 1921

as to suggest a shrinkage in its numbers during the late autumn.

The numbers of C. typicus present per square meter are further interesting as

proving the Massachusetts Bay region generally and the waters off Cape Cod its

chief centers of abundance in the gulf during the late summer and autumn. In late

winter and spring the largest catches have been made in the western and eastern sides

of the basin—2,600 per square meter at the former locality on February 23, 1920

(station 20049), and 41,100 per square meter near German Bank on May 6, 1915

(station 10270). It is also worth noting that this last was the richest catch of C.

typicus that has ever been recorded east of Nantucket, though at a time of year when
the species occurs only irregularly in the gulf and usually in very small numbers.

Breeding.—No observations have been made on the breeding of this species in the

gulf, but the fact that its chief center of local abundance lies off Massachusetts Bay,

whereas summer immigrants, whether of northern or of Tropic origin, enter chiefly

via the eastern side, is strong evidence that the stock is maintained by local reproduc-

tion, aided little, if at all, by immigration. The presence of this species within the

gulf throughout the year tends to corroborate this. Seasonal fluctuations point to

summer as the chief breeding season, as does the fact that in 1915 the autumnal

multiplication of C. typicus and C. hamatus was preceded by an abundance of larval

copepods of some sort (see table, p. 298). With only one period of abundance

annually, and that well-marked in contrast to the scarcity of the species during the

other months, it is safe to assume one chief breeding period for it yearly.
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Vertical distribution.—In an earlier report (Bigelow, 1915, p. 293) I have noted

that west and south of Cape Cod, Centropages typicus is most abundant near the

surface, citing as noteworthy examples of this one station (10088) where the surface

haul yielded ten times as many specimens as the haul from 80 fathoms, though made
with a net of only one-sixth the mouth area, and another (10083) where the surface

haul brought in several hundred O. typicus and the haul from 20 fathoms only one

specimen. Our largest catches of the species have also been on the surface, where it

swarmed ofl Marthas Vineyard on July 10, 1913 (station 10062), and at 15 fathoms off

New York on July 12 (station 10066).

Observations of this same tenor were made in the Gulf of Maine during August,

1912, C. typicus amounting to about 40 per cent of the copepods at the surface at

station 10041 but not over 2 per cent at 40 meters; about 60 per cent at the surface

and not found at all at 30 meters at station 10042. At a third station for that month
(in Massachusetts Bay, station 10044) it and C. dnmarchicus each constituted 50

per cent of the copepods on the surface. Our few records for it north of Cape Cod in

August, 1914, are also from surface hauls; and while it has figured in a considerable

number of hauls at various depths in one year or another, it has never been more
than a trifling percentage of the copepod catch in the deeper horizontals, and
rarely in the verticals (p. 225). Failure to take it in the surface hauls during the

spring of 1920 (table, p. 303) is not necessarily significant in this connection, the species

being so rare at that season that it might have been missed by the nets. Consequently

it may be classed as typically a surface form in the gulf, most plentiful above 20

meters and perhaps never sinking as deep as 100 meters. It is likewise most numerous
near the surface in north European seas.

Relation to physical conditions.—In different seas C. typicus occurs over a wide

range of temperature and salinity. Along the Atlantic seaboard of North America
its presence is established in water as warm as 24.4° (Bigelow, 1915, p. 293) and
as cold as 3.05° (station 20104, April 15, 1920). It did not occur in the coldest

waters of the gulf, for example in the inner part of Massachusetts Bay, at the season

of minimum temperature, and the locations of the few early spring records suggest

either that it tends to withdraw from the coastal waters as the latter chill or that

the specimens living there perish, leaving only those that are in the parts of the

gulf less subject to winter cooling to survive the cold season. The fact that the

species did not appear in the surface hauls for March or April suggests that C. typicus

may sink in the deeper parts of the gulf as the surface chills. In the western basin,

for instance, where this copepod was comparatively numerous on February 23, 1920

(station 20049), it might have been in temperatures anywhere between 5.6° and
2.8°, according to the precise depth at which it was living.

However this may be, O. typicus increases notably in abundance about when
the upper 20 meters or so have warmed to the maximum annual temperature, and
the tendency of the species to keep near the surface makes it safe to set 8° to 10° as

the lower limit to its active multiplication in the gulf. In autumn it is probable

that its numbers fall off after the upper 20 meters have chilled appreciably below
this figure, which, speaking broadly and for the gulf as a whole, takes place some
time during November.
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The salinities of the open waters of the Gulf of Maine lie so far inside the limits

within which C. typicus has been found abundantly in other seas that this is probably
not an important factor in its local distribution horizontally or vertically. Cer-

tainly no part of the gulf can ever be too salt for an animal occurring regularly in

salinities of upwards of 35 per mille in European seas. Toward the other extreme,

G. typicus is common in salinities of 31 to 32 per mille at Woods Hole, and one of

our largest catches was in water of about 31.5 per mille (on the surface off New York,
July 12, 1913, station 10066)

;
but the fact that this species is apparently absent

from the Baltic makes it probable that it is more susceptible to low salinity than its

relative, G. hamatus, which is generally distributed there, and thus suggests that

the very lowest salinities of the surface along shore in the gulf (below 30 per mille)

at the time of the spring freshets may be unfavorable for it.

Dactylopusia tMsboides (Claus)

The known distribution of this harpacticoid 24 includes Franz Josef Land, Bear
Island (south of Spitzbergen)

,
the north and west coast3 of Norway, the British and

French coasts, Mediterranean, Red Sea, and Woods Hole, Mass., where Sharpe

(1911) collected it among algae on sandy bottom in about 2 fathoms of water in

July, the latter being the only previous American record. It is also reported from

Kerguelen in the southern Indian Ocean, from the collections of the German South

Polar Expedition (Brady, 1910), but until these southern specimens are described

it remains doubtful whether they are actually identical with the northern form.

Brady (1878-1880) dredged this species in all kinds of situations, from brackish

water, on the one hand, out to depths of 40 fathoms, on the other, among weeds on

bottom; but it has been found only close to land and is not usually planktonic.

At St. Andrews, where the stirring of the water by violent tides is probably

responsible for bringing it up to the top, Doctor McMurrich lists a few specimens

on one occasion only—a tow at 7 fathoms on April 5. This record is interesting

as extending its known range to the littoral zone of the Gulf of Maine, but it is hardly

to be expected in the plankton of the open sea there.

Dwightia 25 gracilis (Dana)

This species is widespread in the warmer parts of all three great oceans. In the

Atlantic it has been taken at various localities from latitude 36° 44' S. to latitude

52° 27' N. (west of Ireland) in the east, and northward to the Gulf of Maine in the west,

most frequently in the tropical zone between latitudes 10° S. and 30° N. It also

occurs far and wide in the Mediterranean (Thompson and Scott, 1903). In the

Red Sea, Arabian Sea, Indian Ocean down to the latitude of the Cape of Good
Hope, and among the Malay Archipelago it has been reported from so large a pro-

portion of tow nettings that it can be described as universal (Thompson and Scott,

1903; Cleve, 1901, 1903; and A. Scott, 1902, 1909); and the German South Polar

Expedition had it at Kerguelen and even farther south (Brady, 1 9 1 0 ;
Wolfenden ,1911).

u This has been summarized, with quotation of authorities, by Sars (1903-1911) and Sharpe (1911).

35 C. B. Wilson (1924), finding that the generic name Setella, by which this species has long been known, was preoccupied by
Scbrank in 1902 for a genus of Lepidoptera, has proposed Dwightia in its place.
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In the Pacific it has been described from north of Papua, the Philippines, Straits

of Sunda, the China Sea, north of the Hawaiian Islands, and other localities between

latitudes 32° S. and 30° 22' N. (see Giesbrecht, 1892, and Brady, 1883, for lists of

Pacific records), but it does not appear in Esterly’s (1905 and 1911) lists of the

copepods of the San Diego region.

The geographic distribution of this species is thus tropical and warm temper-

ate. The only previous records of Dwightia gracilis off the North American coast

are from the “Gulf Stream,” 70 miles south of Marthas Vineyard, where many
were taken on July 25, 1899 (Wheeler, 1901, p. 188), and Woods Hole (Fish, 1925).

Dr. C. B. Wilson’s lists add seven records for the Gulf of Maine (table, p. 297) and

one near Shelburne, Nova Scotia (station 10291). In the gulf, D. gracilis is to be

regarded as an immigrant of southern-oceanic affinity, and, correspondingly, most
of the locality records for it, like those for the two species of Rhincalanus and for

Scolecithricella, are in the peripheral belt near the eastern, northern, and western

shores. Being for the months of March, April, June, October, and December, they

show that it is to be expected in the gulf at any time of the year; but since all five

of the records from within the gulf have been based on odd specimens (three at sta-

tion 20063 were the most specimens noted in any one haul inside of Georges Bank),

either the immigrations into the gulf are in very small numbers and at rare inter-

vals or such as do enter survive only for a brief period in the low temperatures to

which they are subjected there. A somewhat larger catch (about 140 per square

meter) was made on the southeastern part of Georges Bank on March 12, 1920 (sta-

tion 20063) . It may be taken as certain that this copepod appears in the gulf only

as an immigrant, never breeding there.

In tropical seas this species has been taken repeatedly on or close to the surface,

and the Gulf Stream specimens described by Wheeler (1901) were also, presumably,

from the surface; but it has not been found in any surface haul in the Gulf of Maine,

all the records there being from open-net hauls, vertical and horizontal, from depths

ranging from 30-0 to 190-0 meters. Apparently it is more apt to enter the gulf

at least some few meters down and to remain there as long as it survives in its jour-

neyings in the gulf. But for it, as for Scolecithricella (p. 285) and for the two species

of Rhincalanus (p. 283), the preponderance of captures near the coast of the gulf

points to the upper 50 to 100 meters, where the counterclockwise Gulf of Maine eddy

is most active, as the stratum in which it chiefly drifts. The chart for Rhincalanus,

Scolecithricella, and Dwightia (fig. 72) is a graphic illustration of the tendency of

natural flotsam of any kind, entering the eastern side of the gulf from the oceanic

basin offshore, above, say, 100 meters, and keeping at or above that level, to circle

its periphery, leaving its central basin bare.

Ectinosoma neglectum G. O. Sars

Thisharpacticoid is described by Sars (1903-1911) as abundant along the southern

and western coasts of Norway, usually in 10 to 20 fathoms on muddy bottom. He
also records it from polar islands north of Grinnell Land, and Willey (1920) men-
tions it from the Arctic coast of Canada. Apparently it is strictly a boreal-Arctic

species. I find no previous record of it on the east coast of North America, but
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Doctor McMurrich (in his plankton lists, see p. 12) lists a few at St. Andrews on
January 23 and again on January 26, 1916. Probably it becomes pelagic only by
accident in tide-swept situations.

Eucalanus attenuatus Dana

This species is widely distributed in the warmer parts of the Atlantic, Pacific,

and Indian Oceans, and in the Mediterranean. In the northeastern Atlantic it has

been taken as far north as the Faroe Channel. Wheeler (1901) records one specimen

from the Gulf Stream off Woods Hole; our outermost station (10218) off the con-

tinental edge south of Georges Bank yielded a few in hauls from 60-0 and 300-0

meters on July 21, 1914; and Willey (1919) records it in equally small numbers
from about the same position, relative to the continental slope, off Cape Sable on

July 22, 1915.

In the Gulf of Maine it occurs very rarely, only as a stray from the oceanic

waters of the Atlantic Basin. Its name does not appear at all in the summer lists

for the years 1912 to 1914, or during the months of February and March, 1920, or

May, 1915; but there is record of it in small numbers (1 to 2 per cent of the copepods)

in Massachusetts Bay on April 6 (station 20089) and on May 4 (station 20121),

and on German Bank on April 15 (station 20103), all in 1920. In 1915 odd speci-

mens appeared in the vertical hauls in the Fundy Deep on June 10 (station 10282),

in and off Massachusetts on September 29 and October 1 (stations 10321 and 10323),

and finally off Penobscot Bay on January 1, 1921 (station 10496). Wken these

locality records are plotted in connection with those of its genus mate, E. elongatus

(fig. 71), they point to immigration into the eastern side of the gulf and around its

northern shore to the Massachusetts Bay region, which is the route followed by most

of the planktonic immigrants. It is evident from the dates just given that E. atten-

uatus may stray into the gulf at any time of the year, but it is not likely that it is

ever able to establish more than a temporary footing there.

Eucalanus elongatus Dana

This species, described by Farran (1911, p. 93) as
“ characteristic of the warm

seas of the open ocean,” has been recorded from sundry widely separated localities

in the tropical parts of the Pacific and Indian Oceans, in the Mediterranean, and

in the south and north Atlantic. According to Farran (1911) it occurs the year

round in the Atlantic as far north as the coasts of Ireland, while Wolfenden (1904)

describes it as abundant in the Faroe Channel and not uncommon in the fjords of

Shetland, and the plankton lists of the International Committee for the Exploration

of the Sea show that it is frequently carried round the north of Scotland into the

North Sea and even to the Skager-Rak. Not being known from the Norwegian

sea farther north, its northern limit, as Wolfenden remarks, is well defined. Wheeler

(1901) did not find it in the Gulf Stream gatherings taken off Marthas Vineyard,

but more recently we have taken it at three stations over and seaward from the

southwestern part of Georges Bank (July 21, 1914, station 10218, and February 23,

1920, stations 20044 and 20045); also off the southeast face of the same bank on

March 12 (Station 20069) and in the eastern channel on April 16 (station 20107),
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proving it to be of general occurrence in the oceanic water outside the continental

edge abreast of the gulf in winter as well as in summer. It was in sufficient numbers

at the three spring stations (approximately 500, 1,000, and 3,800 per square meter)

to show that it may locally attain a fair degree of abundance at that season. Willey

(1919) also reports it in small numbers from one station outside the continental

edge off Cape Sable on July 22, 1915.

Fig. 71.—Occurrence of the copepods Eucheirella rostrata, Eucalanus attenuatus, and E. elongatus. O. locality records for

Eucheirella rostrata: X, locality records for Eucalanus attenuatus (©, approximate location of Wheeler’s record); ©.

locality record for E. elongatus. The arrows mark the chief route of immigration into and around the Gulf; the hatched

curve, the inshore boundary to the area of regular occurrence for all three of these copepods

8951—28 16
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Only five captures of this species are recorded from the inner parts of the gulf

(fig. 71), as follows: Massachusetts Bay region, August 22, 1914 (station 10253),

and September 29, 1915 (stations 10320 and 10321); eastern basin, May 6, 1915

(station 10270); and off Lurcher Shoal, April 12, 1920 (station 20101). In each

case the record is based on occasional specimens only. 26

Eucalanus elongatus, like E. attenuatus, is only a rare stray in the Gulf of Maine
from the warmer and salter Atlantic waters outside the continental edge, entering

in the eastern side and on rare occasions following around as far as the Massachusetts
Bay region.

Eucheeta media Giesbreclit

This species, originally described from the tropical Pacific, has since been

recorded from San Diego, Cali!'. (Esterly, 1905), and from off Delaware Bay (one

specimen at station 10072, Bigelow, 1915, p. 2S7). There is no previous record of

it in the Gulf of Maine, but the lists of the vertical hauls of 1915 and 1920, prepared

by Dr. C. B. Wilson (pp. 297 and 299), include occasional specimens of it in the western

basin, March 24 (station 20087); off Mount Desert Rock, April 10 (station 20098);

on German Bank on the 15th (station 20103) : off Cape Cod, May 16 (station 20125)

in 1920; near Mount Desert Island, June 11 (station 10284); and in Massachusetts

Bay near Provincetown, October 26, 1915 (station 10337). The hauls vary in

depth from 60-0 to 250-0 meters. The distribution of this species in the oceans is

so little understood, and it is so rare in the Gulf of Maine, that its status there,

whether endemic or an immigrant, is a question for the future. For the present it

will suffice simply to report the few local captures.

Euclimta norvegica Boeck

This powerful species, which, as Sars (1903) has remarked, reaches the truly

gigantic size, for a free copepod, of 10 millimeters or more in length of body, with

the furca and its setie adding another 10 millimeters, is known only from the North

Atlantic Ocean and from polar seas. It is one of the most characteristic inhabitants

of the Norwegian Sea below 400 meters and occurs in quantities at 200 to 400 meters

north of Iceland (Paulsen, 1906). Its known range extends southward in the eastern

side of the Atlantic to latitude about 50° N., and to the Skager-Rak, but hardly

encroaches on the North Sea. It is not known in the Baltic. It is abundant in

the Faroe Channel and is recorded from many localities around Iceland; between

Norway, Greenland, and Spitzbergen; in Barents Sea; and in the polar basin. 27

No doubt its range extends right across the North Atlantic, for it is reported from

West Greenland. The Ingolf Expedition found it in the southern part of Davis

Strait to latitude 65° N., and Murray and Hjort (1912) reported it between the Grand

26 At station 20101 Doctor Wilson lists it as 1 per cent of the copepods (table, p. 301), but with only about 560 copepods of all

kinds caught in the net there were but 6 of this species.

” For further details and references see Farran (1911) ,Sars (1900 ,1903) ,Damasand Koefoed (1907), With (1915), and Willey (19201.
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Banks ot Newfoundland and Flemish Cap.28 E. norvegica is widespread in the

Gulf of St. Lawrence, in the deep oceanic triangle between the Scotian and New-

Fig. 72.—Occurrence of thecopepods Rkincalanus cornutus; Rh. nasuias; Scolecithricella minor; Dicightia gracilis: Undeu-

ckxta major, and U. minor. Ci locality records for Rhincalamus cornutus: D. for Dwightia; N.for Rkincalanus nasutus:

S, for Scolecithricella; U. for Undeuchasta. The hatched curve incloses the area where these oceanic species have

been taken most frequently

foundland Banks, and over the deeper parts of the continental shelf along Nova
Scotia (Willey, 1919, tables; Bigelow, 1917, fig. 88). It is one of the most charac-

28 Listed simply as Euchseta, but probably this species.
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teristic planktonic animals in the deeper strata of the Gulf of Maine and abreast its

mouth along the continental slope. The most southerly record of it off the American

coast is in latitude 37° 46' N. (Bigelow, 1922, p. 148; station 10384, August 12,

1916) in a haul from 500-0 meters.

The locality records for E. norvegica prove it generally distributed over the

basin of the Gulf of, Maine at all times of the year (fig. 73), and so nearly universal

there that it has been taken in about 80 per cent of all the horizontal hauls below 100
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meters, irrespective of the season. In August, 1913, for example, every such haul

captured it, and in the spring of 1920, 80 per cent of the deep hauls took it. In

fact, we have learned to expect it in every deep haul (it is made very conspicuous in

the catch by its large size and by the brilliant blue egg clusters borne by the adult

females) and to regard it as almost as typical of the bottom waters of the gulf below,

say, 150 meters as Calanus fmmarchicus is of the upper 100 meters. The plotted

positions (fig. 73) do not suggest that its area of regular occurrence in the gulf under-

goes any expansion or contraction with the change of the seasons.

Although so nearly universal in appropriate depths, E. norvegica "is never

abundant in the Gulf of Maine in the sense that Calanus or any of the other small

copepods can be so described” (Bigelow, 1915, p. 292), the richest horizontal hauls

yielding a few thousands at most, as is described in detail below. Since the passage

of even the deeper vertical hauls through the stratum regularly inhabited by Euchreta

is necessarily brief everywhere in the gulf, 29 the result has been that the vertical

hauls have often missed it at stations where it has been taken in the horizontals,

and consequently do not give a true picture of its distribution. For example, it

does not appear in the list of copepods for the vertical haul in the eastern basin on

June 10, 1915 (station 10283), though considerable numbers were taken in the hori-

zontal haul as they had been a month previous also (station 10273).

Contrasted with its universal distribution in the basin of the gulf and its con-

stant occurrence there, we have few records of this species inside the general 100-

meter contour, whether in the coastwise zone or over the offshore banks—Georges

and Browns. Records of it in Massachusetts Bay (fig. 73)—apparent exceptions—

are all located in the deep sinks off Gloucester where Euchseta is apparently a

permanent inhabitant of the deepest water below, say, 60 to 70 meters.

Present knowledge suggests that E. norvegica regularly ranges closer in to the

land—and in shoaler water—off the Eastport-St. Andrews region, just within the

entrance to the Bay of Fundy, than elsewhere in the gulf, Willey (1921) having

reported 7 per cent of this species in a 10-fathom tow off Eastport on August 2, 1916,

and having found a quantity of Euchseta in the stomachs of pollock caught about

Campobello Island, New Brunswick. E. norvegica also entered the mouth of the

St. Croix River to abreast of St. Andrews on February 23, 1917 (Willey, 1921), this

being the only record of its presence in any estuarine situation tributary to the Gulf

of Maine. Our failure to take this species at any of the stations in the deep eastern

and northern channels is instructive in connection with the possibility of its immi-
gration into the gulf.

Although the geographic range of E. norvegica follows the continental edge as

far as the longitude of Delaware Bay (p. 232), it has been found at only about 50 per

cent of our deep stations abreast the mouth of the Gulf of Maine, and only once

(the station noted, p. 232) beyond the longitude of Nantucket in this direction,

although a number of hauls were made along the slope southward to the latitude of

Chesapeake Bay in the summers of 1913 and 1916. Longitude 70° may therefore

be set as about the western boundary to its regular presence along the North Ameri-

can coast.

21 In explanation I may point out that only the deepest half of a vertical haul from 200 meters is likely to take Euchreta.
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Kecords of E. norvegica along the slope westward and southward from the

eastern channel have all been from deeper than 100 meters, and this southward

extension of its range is probably only a narrow zone above the 500-meter level

—

perhaps not more than 20 to 30 miles wide—sandwiched in between the continental

slope on the one side and the high temperatures offshore on the other. The recent

discovery of this copepod living at 1,000 to 1,250 meters at two Michael Sars stations

in the Sargasso Sea west of the Azores, however, between the fortieth and fiftieth

meridians of longitude (Murray and Hjort, 1912, p. 657), makes it probable that it

will be found widely distributed over the whole Atlantic basin in the deeps, like the

chsetognath Eulcrohnia hamata, with which it is often taken.

The presence of E. norvegica at six out of our seven deep stations off the slopes

of Georges Bank and off Shelburne, Nova Scotia, during the spring of 1920 (not

found at station 20109), but at only three of our five summer stations outside the

continental edge abreast the gulf, and at none of our July, August, or October stations

off Marthas Vineyard, indicates a distinct seasonal periodicity in this part of its

range, with its maximum abundance in the cold months; but one of these spring

stations (20069, March 12, 1920) yielded it in greater numbers per square meter

(about 7,750) than any vertical haul yet made within the Gulf of Maine.

Actual numbers.—Although E. norvegica often gives character to the catches of

the deepest horizontal hauls because of the scarcity of other copepods, it has averaged

only about 930 per square meter for all seasons and at all the stations where it figures

in the lists for the vertical hauls, with maxima of 4,690 in the eastern basin on August

6, 1915 (station 10304), and 7,750 off the southeast slope of Georges Bank on March

12, 1920, as just noted (station 20069). The average for June to September within

the gulf (about 1,200 per square meter) has been slightly above the annual average,

and that for February to May slightly below it (about 800), but so small a difference

can not safely be interpreted as evidence of any notable seasonal fluctuation in the

numerical strength of the species.

The density of aggregation, as measured by number per cubic meter, is like-

wise invariably small. Assuming that all the specimens taken in hauls deeper than

100 meters came from below that level, as most of them certainly did, the maximum
per cubic meter would be less than 50 and the average something like 10; but this is

probably an overstatement, because some few Euchseta were shoaler—that is,

scattered through a longer column of water.

In terms of percentage E. norvegica has invariably ranked low in the vertical

hauls, its maximum being 20 per cent off the southwest slope of Georges Bank, Feb-

ruary 22, 1920 (station 20044), and 10 per cent on several occasions within the gulf

(tables, p. 297), where its average for all the verticals has been about 4 per cent. But

it occasionally dominates the catch in the deepest horizontal hauls at or below 150

meters (e.g., closing-net haul at 85 to 60 fathoms, August 29, 1912, station 10043),

and on several occasions it has amounted to 30 to 50 per cent of the copepods taken.

At times, however, we have found only 2 per cent or less of Euchseta in hauls as deep

as 175 to 250 meters (table, p. 304).

Vertical distribution.—Perhaps the most interesting phase of the status of E.

norvegica in the gulf is its vertical distribution, for, unlike most of the other common
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local copepods, it is most characteristic of the deepest water there. As just pointed

out, it has been taken in the great majority of the horizontal hauls below 100 meters,

and as a general rule it may be stated that the deeper the haul the more certain it is

to yield Euchada, and in the greatest numbers, both absolutely and relative to other

copepods. During the July and August cruises of 1913, for example, it was taken

more abundantly at “90-0 fathoms at station 10100, 80-0 fathoms at stations

10088 and 10097, 75-0 fathoms at station 10090, 70-0 fathoms at station 10061”

(Bigelow, 1915, p. 292) than in any of the shoaler tows. The use of closing nets is

requisite for more definite information on this point, because the open tow nets often

pick up such large amounts of Calanus and other copepods in their journeys up and

down that it is impossible to estimate the relative abundance of Euchseta and Calanus

at the towing level.

In contrast with the frequency with which E. norvegica occurs in the deepest

Gulf of Maine hauls, it is usually wanting in tows shoaler than 100 meters, which

establishes that level as roughly the upper limit to its regular range. Among the

several hundred hauls at lesser depths with various nets it has been detected in only

20 of the horizontals 30 and 7 verticals (tables, pp. 297 and 299) and only twice shoaler

than 40 meters; and the fact that on at least two of these occasions it was about

equally abundant at 60 meters and in considerably deeper hauls is evidence that E.

norvegica reaches the upper strata of water as the result of temporary dispersals and

not by a general ascent on the part of the whole local stock. On six occasions it has

been taken on the surface in various parts of the gulf, as follows: (1) 12 miles off

Mount Desert Rock, August 16, 1912, at 3 a. m. (station 10032)
; (2) in the northeastern

part of the basin off the mouth of the Bay of Fundy, August 13, 1913, 2 a. m. (station

10097)
; (3) near the same locality, August 12, 1914, 10 p. m. (station 10247)

; (4) west-

ern basin, August 22, 1914, 8 p. m. (station 10254); (5) in the southwestern part of

the basin, the following night, 11 p. m. (station 10256); and (6) Fundy Deep, March
22, 1920, 2 p. m. (station 20079). It will be noted that these localities extend right

across the gulf from northeast to southwest—that is, they do not suggest thatEuchseta

comes more often to the surface in the northeastern corner of the gulf, where vertical

mixing by tidal currents is most active, than in the more stagnant and stratified and

vertically stable waters off Massachusetts Bay and Cape Cod. More extensive data

may prove that a local difference of this sort does actually obtain; indeed, it is to be

expected. Neither does the evidence available suggest that Euchseta rises to the

surface more frequently during the winter or spring than in summer, for it appeared

in only one of the 55 surface tows for February-May, 1920 (table, p. 303). The times

of day for the several surface captures of E. norvegica, if corroborated, would indicate

that in summer it makes its rare visits to the surface only at night, but that in

early spring (probably also in winter) it may do so at any hour.

Damas and Koefoed’s (1907) characterization of E. norvegica as a form living

mostly in midwater but occasionally appearing at the surface applies as well to it in

the Gulf of Maine as in the Greenland seas. E. norvegica has been found in small

numbers at the surface in most other regions where it occurs regularly. This, for

30 Willey (1921) also reports Euehasta at about 20 meters off Eastport and near the surface at St. Andrews.
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instance, is the case in the fjords and along the coast of Norway (Sars, 1903; Farran,

1910), between Iceland and the Faroes (Wolfenden, 1904), in the Faroe channel, in

the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and along the outer coast of Nova Scotia (Willey, 1919).

In the northeastern Atlantic reports of it at the surface have usually been based

on immature specimens; but this rule does not apply to the Gulf of Maine, Willey

(1922) having found it in the breeding state close to the surface near St. Andrews.

Euchssta necessarily inhabits a somewhat shoaler zone in the gulf (with its lower

limit set at about 300 meters by the topography of the bottom) than in the

Norwegian sea and between Iceland and the Faroes, where it occurs chiefly below

200 to 300 meters, and down to 1,000 meters.

Breeding.—Our failure to find E. norvegica at any time in the eastern or northern

channels (we have one record of it on Browns Bank, June 24, 1915, station 10296) and

the fact that its seasonal fluctuations in abundance along the continental shelf are

not reflected within the gulf are evidence that the maintenance of the Gulf of Maine
stock depends more on local reproduction than on immigration. Were the opposite

true, we would expect to find it in the two channels, these being the entrances for

visitors from the mid-depths offshore, or from the east and north, and most plentiful

within the gulf at the season when it is most plentiful outside. Adult females with

egg clusters attached are familiar objects in the deeper Gulf of Maine tows, while

Willey (1921) has found adult males with spermatophores as well as egg-bearing

females and immatures of both sexes at St. Andrews.

Willey’s specimens were taken in February, and since females with egg sacs

were noted in the Albatross tows on March 3, 1920 (station 20055), and outside the

continental edge off Shelburne, Nova Scotia, on the 19th (Station 20077), while

most of the summer catches of the species have contained them, E. norvegica evi-

dently spawns throughout the year in the Gulf of Maine. The vertical distribution

of the species proves that reproduction takes place almost entirely below 100 meters,

though occasional individuals in breeding condition may occur at the surface.

Relationship to temperature and salinity.—The tendency of this species to keep to

deep water makes it easy to establish the physical conditions under which it lives in the

gulf.

The great majority of the captures have been in comparatively high salinities

(33 to 34 per mille) and from temperatures lower than 10°, the quantitative occurrence

of the species pointing to the higher salinity and to a temperature lower than 8° as

its optimum. Such of the Gulf of Maine stock as lives below 150 meters inhabits a

zone in which the yearly range of temperature is narrow—for the most part between

6 and 4°. However, its presence at the surface proves that it can survive a brief

visit in water as warm as 19 to 20° (stations 10254 and 10256, western basin, August

22 and 23, 1914). On the other hand, the wide Arctic distribution of E. norvegica

makes it unlikely that the temperature is ever unfavorably low for it in the Gulf of

Maine, which is corroborated by its presence near the surface at St. Andrews during

the coldest season (Willey, 1921). The failure of this species to work farther inward

toward the Baltic 31 than the Skager-Rak makes it probable that salinities lower than

51 One record from the Kattegat is mentioned by Farran (1910).
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32 to 33 per mille are an effective bar to its wanderings, and its distribution in the

Gulf of Maine is consistent with this.

Economic importance .— E. norvegica has been considered as of comparatively little

economic importance in the northeastern Atlantic because of the considerable depth

of its habitat. But it occurs regularly within reach of at least one of the important

plankton-eating fishes in the Gulf of Maine, for Willey (1921) found the stomach of

an American pollock (.PoTlachius virens ) densely packed with a mass of Euchasta and
euphausiid remnants in about equal amounts, the percentages of different copepods

which he tabulates—84 per cent Euchseta, 3 per cent Galanus iinmarchicus, 2 per

cent C. hyperboreus, and 1 per cent Metridia longa—suggesting that the fish had
voluntarily selected the Euchsetae in preference to the smaller C. finmarchicus ,

which

was probably far the more plentiful of the two. Another pollock opened by him
had also eaten Euchreta. To what extent mackerel and the several species of her-

ring feed upon it in the gulf is not known, but it is likely to be an important article

in their diet when it rises toward the surface.

Euclieeta spinosa Giesbreclit

This species, known from localities in the North Atlantic, Mediterranean,

Indian Ocean, and Pacific (Giesbreclit, 1892; van Breemen, 1908; Thompson and

Scott, 1903; Esterly, 1905), has been reported from surface collections off Nausett

Beach, Cape Cod, and off the northern extremity of the cape by Sharpe (1911,

p. 410), but it has not appeared in any of the more recent towings in the gulf or in

Canadian Atlantic waters.

Eucbeirella rostrata (Claus)

This is an oceanic species, widespread in the temperate Atlantic (Cleve, 1900;

T. Scott, 1911) and common on the Pacific coast of the United States at San Diego,

Calif. (Esterly, 1905 and 1911). It has been recorded at several stations along and
outside of the continental edge off Chesapeake and Delaware Bays and off New
York (Bigelow, 1915, p. 296; 1922, p. 147), abreast of Georges Bank (stations 10218

and 10219), and thence eastward and northward along the slope of the Nova Scotian

shelf and in the Laurentian channel (Willey, 1919, p. 189, fig. 9). Although this cope-

pod is not typically tropical, it enters the Gulf of Maine as a visitor from the mid-
depths along the inner edge of the “Gulf Stream,” and its locality records, like

those for other planktonic organisms of that category, are localized in the eastern

side of the gulf and around its periphery (fig. 71). The station records number 13,

all but 4 of them being for July and August—2 for May, 1 for June, and 1 for

September. Evidently the species is most apt to enter the gulf during the warm
months, and apparently it does not do so at all in the low temperatures of late

autumn, winter, and early spring.

All records of the species off the east coast of America have been from depths of

50 meters or deeper, and the Gulf of Maine records are all based on occasional

specimens.
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Eurytemora herdmani Thompson and Scott

This species is known only from the coasts of North America. It was originally

described from the lower reaches of the St. Lawrence River below Quebec (Thompson
and Scott, 1898), and has since been found in the Gulf of St. Lawrence (T. Scott, 1905;

Willey, 1919), on the Bering Sea shore of Alaska and Arctic shores of Canada (Willey,

1920), in the Gulf of Maine, at Woods Hole (Sharpe, 1911; Fish, 1925), and in Nar-

ragansett Bay (Williams, 1906 and 1907).

In the Gulf of Maine it probably occurs in all harbors, having been taken at

Gloucester, Rockport, Kittery (Esterly, in Bigelow, 1914, p. 116), and at St. Andrews,

where Doctor McMurrich 32 found it regularly throughout June, July, August,

September, and October, occasionally in February, April, and May, but not at all

in November, December, or March. Willey (1919 and 1921) also records it from

one station in Passamaquoddy Bay in September, 1915, and again on November

2, 1916. Altogether we have eight records of this species in the open Gulf—off

Boston Harbor and off Boothbay Harbor on July 1 3 and 26, 1912 (stations 10006 and

10016); in the western and eastern basins on August 31 and September 1, 1915

(stations 10307 and 10309)
;
off the Isles of Shoals on October 4, 1915 (station 10325)

;

western basin and southeast slope of Georges Bank on March 24 and April 16, 1920

(stations 20087 and 20109); and off Boston Harbor on December 29, 1920 (station

10488). Never more than a few specimens have been taken at any offshore station.

Judging from these records, it seems that Eurytemora herdmani is characteristic

of estuarine situations and perhaps also of brackish water all around the coast line of

the gulf, but that such specimens as drift offshore are equally able to survive in the

open sea, and so are as apt to be met with in one part of the gulf as another and even

out to the continental edge. But being so scarce everywhere in the gulf away from the

close vicinity of the coast, it is not likely that this species breeds successfully there

outside the outer headlands, McMurrich’s observations point to the summer and

early autumn as its season of maximum abundance, and winter and early spring

as its minimum abundance in Gulf of Maine harbors and river mouths, but at Woods
Hole Fish (1925) found it regularly in winter as well as summer.

Gaidius tenuispinis Sars

This is an Arctic and North Atlantic species recorded from many stations in the

polar basin (under the ice, Sars, 1900), from the seas between northern Norway and

Jan Mayen, Spitzbergen and Greenland; around Iceland; along east and west Green-

land and in Davis Strait; 33 and Esterly (1911) had one specimen in a vertical tow from

325 fathoms at San Diego, Calif. In the eastern side of the Atlantic it occurs south-

ward regularly to the Iceland-Faroe and Faroe-Shetland channels. There are a few

records from the Norwegian sea, from north and east of Scotland, and from deep

water southwest of Ireland (Murray and Hjort, 1912, p. 655) . In the polar sea it has

been taken at the surface in latitude 85° N. (Sars, 1900). All other records of it have

been from considerable depths, varying from 100 to 1,000 meters.

33 In his unpublished plankton lists.

33 For more detailed statements of its occurrence in northern seas see Sars (1900), Mrazek (1902), Damas and Koefoed (1907),

Farran (1910), and especially With (1915)«
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On the American side Willey (1919) lists it at one station in the Gulf of St. Law-
rence and one just outside the continental edge of Le Have Bank off Nova Scotia, and

the Michael Sars had it near Flemish Cap, east of the Grand Banks. Wolfenden

(1911) has described as this species a Gaidius from the Antarctic and off the Cape of

Good Hope, but differences which he mentions, though slight, may prove sufficient to

differentiate the northern from the southern form when larger series are compared;

hence the bi-polarity of the species can not be accepted yet as definitely established

(With, 1915). G. tenuispinis has not been found in the Pacific, where a closely allied

form, G. pungens (Giesbrecht), occurs in lower latitudes.

There are no previous records of G. tenuispinis in the Gulf of Maine or farther

south in the western Atlantic, but odd specimens were taken in the vertical hauls

off Penobscot Bay on April 10, 1920 (station 20097), and again on January 1, 1921

(station 10496)—about 6 specimens on the first occasion and 15 on the second. It

also figures (1 per cent) in the list of copepods taken at the outermost station outside

the continental edge off Shelburne, Nova Scotia, on March 19, 1920 (station 20077,

table, p. 300) . Evidently G. tenuispinis reaches the gulf, which is its extreme southern

limit on the American coast, only as an accidental stray from the north, and is more

apt to do so during the cold half of the year than in summer.

Halitlialestris croni (Krpyer)

This is one of the largest of harpacticoid copepods and one of the few represent-

atives of the group recognized in the plankton of the open Gulf of Maine by Doctor

Esterly (in Bigelow, 1914, p. 115; 1915, p. 287; 1917, p. 290) or by Dr. C. B. Wilson

(tables, p. 297), and atWoods Hole by Fish (1925, p. 146). It is widely distributed in the

North Atlantic, being known on the European side from the Bay of Biscay northward

to the Faroe Channel, Iceland, Spitzbergen, and north of Norway, including the

English Channel and the northern part of the North Sea. On the American side it has

been reported at several stations in the Gulf of St. Lawrence (Herdman, Thompson,
and Scott, 1898; Willey, 1919), in the Straits of Belle Isle (Herdman, Thompson, and

Scott, 1898), in the Gulf of Maine, and at Wkiods Hole, but as yet not farther south.

Gulf of Maine.—Previous records for the Gulf are two hauls in the central basin

in July, 1894
;

31 St. Andrews, September, 1915 (Willey, 1919)
;
and occasional specimens

mentioned for that locality during the months of November, January, and April in

Doctor McMurrich’s lists of the local plankton (p. 12). E. croni was not detected in

the numerous horizontal hauls for the years 1912 to 1914, reported on by Doctor

Esterly, probably because entirely overshadowed by the masses of Calanus and other

calanoids; but the vertical and surface hauls for 1915, 1920, and 1921 (tables, pp. 297,

299 and 304) extend its range over the Gulf of Maine generally, including the coastal zone

and the basin indifferently, to the eastern part of Georges Bank and to the continental

slope off its southwestern face (fig. 74). It has not yet been found on the western

part of the bank or off Nantucket, but judging from its widespread distribution in the

gulf it is to be expected there. The records cover the months of March, April, May,
June, August, September, and January, proving that it is present in the gulf the year

Listed by Sharpe (1911) from latitude 42° 55', longitude 68° 49', and latitude 42° 07', longitude 70° 08', and collected by the

Grampus.
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round, with 12 station records for March, 7 for April, 3 for May, and only 1 or 2 for

each of the remaining months. On its face this seasonal distribution of the records

would suggest that H. croni is most widespread during the spring, and so scarce during

October that all the hauls missed it; but this conclusion may need modification when

a greater number of surface hauls for the autumn have been examined. We have

taken it in greatest abundance locally in August.
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No seasonal localization of the species in one region or another is demonstrated
within the gulf. In other seas H. croni has usually been taken at or near the surface,

and the Grampus specimens of 1894, just mentioned, were likewise from hauls at or

near the surface. Similarly, this copepod occurred in about 25 per cent of the

surface hauls during the spring of 1920, but only in about 12 per cent of the verticals.

Evidently it lives chiefly close to the top of water, but the fact that seven verticals

took it at April and May stations when the surface net missed it, although the latter

filtered much the larger volume of water, is evidence that its vertical range extends

down at least for some few meters and possibly to a considerable depth. No infor-

mation is available as to its presence or absence on the surface in the gulf during the

remainder of the year.

H. croni has never been more than a very minor factor in the copepod fauna of

the gulf, as revealed by the tow net. At the stations where it has been recognized

it has averaged only about 1 per cent of the copepods; at the most 5 per cent. The
numbers per square meter at the stations of record for the species have varied from

a mere trace to a maximum of about 2,300 (station 10304, August 6, 1915). Although

H. croni was taken at more stations during the spring months than in summer, the

numbers per haul were less (average less than 150 per square meter for March,
April, and May; maximum about 277) than in August, when there were 1,700 and

2,300 per square meter at the two stations (stations 10304 and 10309; table, p. 298);

but it is not safe to draw conclusions as to the numerical fluctuations of the species

from so few hauls.

Dr. C. B. Wilson, in a letter, speaks of the egg sacs of the females; therefore

it is to be presumed that this copepod is endemic in the gulf, but no observations have

yet been made on its season of reproduction there.

Harpacticus littoralis G. O. Sars

This is a littoral species, known from the south and west coasts of Norway,

where it is usually found in very shallow water, especially at the heads of flat, sandy

creeks, and about Great Britain. 35 H. littoralis has not been reported previously

from the American coast under its own name, but it is possible that it was included

among the H. chelifer recorded by Sharpe (1911) from Woods Hole and from the

vicinity of New York.

At St. Andrews Doctor McMurrich lists H. littoralis occasionally between Decem-
ber 12 and March 28, rather more frequently but always in small numbers during

April and May (about 45 per cent of the stations), and not at all during the other

months.

Judging from its littoral nature on the other side of the Atlantic there is no reason

to suppose that it ever becomes planktonic outside the outer islands in the Gulf of

Maine; but probably tow nets would take it in most of the harbors north of Cape
Cod at some stage of the tide.

35 See Sars (1903-1911) for the history of this species, previously confused with H. chelifer Miiller.
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Harpacticus uniremis Krpyer

This harpacticoid becomes planktonic only occasionally or accidentally but nor-

mally lives on thebottom—according to Sars (1903-1911) on muddybottom in 20 to 100

fathoms. The localities of capture which he quotes from various earlier authorities

include the Scottish coast, Norwegian coast, Spitzbergen, Bear Island, polar sea

north of Grinnell Land, and Bering Sea. Williams (1907) has also recorded it from

Narragansett Bay and from the brackish Charlestown Pond in Rhode Island, Fish

(1925) at Woods Plole, and the Canadian Arctic expedition collected it in surface

tows at two localities off southern Alaska (Willey, 1920).

Doctor McMurrich, in his plankton lists, records this species occasionally at

St. Andrews in December (one haul)
;

in five hauls between March 28 and May 19;

twice in June; not at all during the later summer or autumn; and Willey (1923)

reports it from the stomachs of winter flounders (Pseudopleuronectes) caught there.

In this region of violent tidal circulation it is perhaps swept up from the bottom by
the active stirring of the water. It has not been taken in the open Gulf and is hardly

to be expected there in the plankton.

Heterorliabdus spinifroms (Claus)

Dr. C. B. Wilson contributes the following note on this species, which “is easily

recognized by the asymmetry of the caudal rami and by the excessive length of one

of the apical setae attached to the left ramus. In the plankton taken continuously

across the Atlantic by ITerdman this species was found sparingly between mid-ocean

and the Canadian shore, and hence is found considerably north of the Gulf of Maine.

During the Challenger expedition it was taken at several widely separated stations

in the North Atlantic, and at one place in the South Atlantic from a depth of 2,650

fathoms (Brady, 1883). Thompson and Scott (1903) have reported it in the Medi-

terranean, in the Indian Ocean, and near Ceylon. Esterly (1905) obtained only a

single female of this species from the plankton at San Diego on the Pacific coast,

and incidentally one or two specimens of three other species of the genus. In the

Gulf of Maine it was obtained in only two vertical hauls—one in the open ocean

southeast of Georges Bank and the other outside of Boston Harbor. The first haul

was made on March 12, 1920, and this species had a percentage of four in the catch.

The second haul was made on May 4, 1920, and spinifrons formed only 1 per cent

of the catch. In none of the reports here enumerated was it found in any numbers,

and the four per cent mentioned [indicating an absolute abundance of about 3,100

per square meter] is about its maximum anywhere.”

In the Gulf of Maine it may be classed as an accidental visitor from warmer
and more oceanic waters offshore.

Idya furcata (Baird)

Sharpe (1911, p. 417) describes this as “perhaps the commonest and most
widely distributed of all the Harpactoida.” Probably it will eventually prove

cosmopolitan in suitable situations, being recorded from widely separated localities

in the Arctic Ocean, including the Alaskan shore of Bering Strait and the Arctic
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coast of Canada (Willey, 1920), and from north European coasts generally inward

to the mouth of the Baltic. Brady (1878-1880) calls it ubiquitous around Great

Britain, and Sars (1903-1911 ) names it the commonest of Norwegian harpactoids. It

occurs in the Mediterranean and Red Seas and about New Zealand and the Chatham
Islands in the Pacific .

36 Like most of its group it chiefly inhabits the littoral zone,

among seaweed, often in tide pools, and only occasionally, perhaps accidentally, it

becomes pelagic out at sea.

In northeastern American waters it has previously been reported from Narra-

gansett Bay, Rhode Island (Williams, 1907), and from Woods Hole, where Sharpe

(1911) collected it in summer, both among floating algae and eel grass (Zostera) in

water about 10 fathoms deep and in the so-called “eel pond,” an inclosed tidal pool.

At St. Andrews, Idya, like other Harpactoida, is perhaps swept up into the upper

waters by the violent tides. Doctor McMurrich lists it three times between January

26 and March 28; in nearly 60 per cent of the hauls from March 28 to May 19; and

in 25 per cent of the hauls from May 20 to July 6; but not at all during the later

summer, autumn, or early winter. It has not been detected in the plankton of the

open gulf and is hardly to be expected there except perhaps as a stray from the

littoral zone with the masses of eel grass (Zostera) and rock weed (Fucus) so often

seen drifting on the surface.

In estuarine situations, where this little copepod is plentiful, it may be an

important article of diet for fishes, Willey (1920, p. 35) having found it in abundance

in the stomach of the winter flounder (Pseudopleuronectes) at St. Andrews.

Labldocera eestiva Wheeler

This species was described by Wheeler (1901) from Woods Hole, where he found

it very common in the tow during June and September, and where Parker (1902,

p. 103) speaks of it as “one of the commonest species.” Williams (1906 and 1907)

did not find it in Narragansett Bay nor Fowler (1912) off New Jersey, but Dr. C. B.

Wilson writes me that it is “in considerable numbers along the Atlantic coast south

of New England,” and in August, 1916, it was taken at three stations off the mouth
of Chesapeake Bay (Bigelow, 1922, p. 146). Fish (1925) had it at Woods Hole

from June through November. Up to the present time it is known only from the

American side of the North Atlantic.

The only previous records of it from east or north of Cape Cod are T. Scott’s

(1905) mention of it in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and Willey’s (1919) two citations of

it in Northumberland Strait and between Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton

Island in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, but the towings of 1920 and 1921 extend its range

into the Gulf of Maine.

There are only three records for it in the Gulf of Maine—that is, western

basin, March 24, 1920 (station 20087); off Penobscot Bay, April 10, 1920 (station

20097); and again on January 1, 1921 (station 10496)

—

always in minimal amounts.

Thus it is evidently very rare in the gulf, and probably only a straggler there from
its center of abundance in the Woods Hole region. This species, having no constant

place in the local plankton, is chiefly interesting here as the subject of Parket’s (1902)

88 Sars (1903-1911) and Sharpe (1911) summarize its distribution as known.
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experiments on the vertical migrations of copepods, which lead to the conclusion that

while it is at all times negatively geotropic—that is, tends to swim upward against

gravity—the phototropism of the females, whether positive or negative, depends

upon the intensity of the light, weak attracting and strong repelling them, whereas

the males show a weak negative phototropism under all conditions. Thus, he

concludes, the females may be expected to rise with the setting sun, as the light

weakens, and to descend again after sunrise, when they become positively photo-

tropic enough to counteract their negative geotropism. The males, he believed,

follow the females because chemically attracted to them. What little is known of

the vertical movements of Labidocera at liberty in the sea conforms to this schedule,

for Parker found them at the surface from sunset to sunrise.

This species is an important article of diet for copepod-eating fishes farther

south, writes Dr. C. B. Wilson, but probably it is never sufficiently plentiful for this

in the Gulf of Maine.
Lucicutia grandis Giesbreclit 37

This species was founded on a single male specimen obtained off the west coast

of South America just north of the Equator. The two Gulf of Maine specimens

are interesting because there has been no subsequent report of it except one female

from the North Atlantic doubtfully referred to it by Wolfenden (1 904). The Gulf of

Maine collections contain two males from a vertical haul from 1,000-0 meters off

the southeast slope of Georges Bank, March 12, 1920 (station 20069), indentified by
Dr. C. B. Wilson (table, p. 299).

Metis ignea Philippi

This small, brilliant, blood-red harpacticoid, originally described from the Medi-

terranean, has since been redescribed as “ Uyopsyllus coriaceus” from the Irish coast

by Brady (1883) and by Brady and Robertson (1873); Sars (1903-1911) also found it at

several localities on the coast of Norway. M. ignea has not been reported definitely

from American waters, but Williams’s (1907)
“ Uyopsyllus natans” from Narragansett

Bay is a very closely allied form, if not identical, as Sars (1903-1911, p. 346) suggests.

So, also, is the “I. sarsi” described by Sharpe (1911) from Woods Hole. Brady and

Robertson described M. ignea as living among black peaty mud and roots of seaweed

near high-tide mark; Sars also found it in moderate depths on a muddy bottom amid

decaying algse, and Sharpe (1911) took his sarsi among floating algse at Woods Hole.

Another species of the genus M. Tiolothurise 38 was taken from a holothurian. On
the other hand, Williams (1907) described his natans as swimming at the surface in

Narragansett Bay, so that the genus is both bottom dwelling and planktonic.

The Gulf of Maine records of M. ignea, nine in number, are for the months of

December, March, April, May, June, and October, proving it present the year

round with no definite seasonal maximum, and always in numbers so small that no

haul yielded more than a few specimens. At the most it was 1 per cent of the

copepods, meaning about 20 to 28 specimens per square meter, and usually only

one or two were detected per haul.

37 Originally described by Giesbrecht (1895) as Leucltartia grandis, but this generic name being preoccupied he later (Giesbrecht

and Schmeil, 1898) replaced it by Lucicutia.
38 Described by Edwards (1891) as Abacola holothurise
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All but two of the records are inshore from the general 100-meter contour

—

that is. off Boston Harbor (stations 20089, 10488, and 10505, April 5 and December

29, 1920, and March 5, 1921); outer part of Massachusetts Bay (station 10323,

October 1, 1915); near Chatham, Cape Cod (station 10336, October 26, 1915); near

Mount Desert Island (station 10286, June 14, 1915), and on German Bank (station

10271, May 6, 1915)—but one of the stations of record lies in the central part of the

basin (station 20114, April 17, 1920) and another outside the 100-meter contour off

Cape Cod (station 20116, April 17, 1920). The locations of the several locality

records are not such as to suggest that the specimens in question had been swept up
from the bottom by some current, for most of them are in regions where vertical

currents are comparatively weak; and it is significant that M. ignea was not taken

at any of the stations where the surface tows contained sand brought up by active

stirring of the whole column of water. It may therefore be concluded that in the

Gulf of Maine this copepod is regularly planktonic in small numbers; but judging

from its habitat in other seas it is also to be expected on the bottom in shoal

water, and probably in greater abundance.

The data of capture point to the upper 100 meters as the habitat of this species

where it is planktonic, probably because this covers the normal depth zone of the

stock living on the bottom, some of which take to a pelagic life. It will be noted,

however, that none of the surface hauls made during the spring of 1920 took it, this

negative evidence suggesting that it is more apt to be at some little depth than

close to the top of the water. No observations have been made on the breeding of

this species.

Mecynocera clausi J. C. Thompson

Dr. C. B. Wilson contributes the following note on the general geographic range

of this species:

The original specimens were obtained near the Canary Islands and at Malta, to which localities

Giesbrecht (1S92) has added Naples and the tropical Pacific from the surface to a depth of 1,000

meters. Thompson and Scott (1903) reported the species from the Red Sea and throughout the

Indian Ocean, Wolfenden (1905) among the Maidive Islands, and A. Scott (1909) in the Malay
Archipelago. Wheeler (1901) obtained a single specimen from the Gulf Stream 70 miles south

of Marthas Vineyard, and Esterly (1905) found the species at San Diego on the Pacific Coast.

Esterly’s specimens were taken on December 30, while Wheeler’s were captured July 25. It is thus

very widely distributed but does not seem to occur anywhere in any but small numbers. This,

coupled with its small size, makes it of practically no economic importance.

Except for Wheeler’s specimen just mentioned, this species had not been taken

anywhere along the Atlantic coast of North America, hence its presence at three

stations in the Gulf of Maine in September, 1915—one near Cape Elizabeth on the

20th (station 10319) and two in Massachusetts Bay on the 29th (stations 10320 and
10321)—is interesting as extending its known range.

Metridia longa (Lubbock)

This brilliantly phosphorescent copepod is a true Arctic species, though its distri-

bution in the Gulf of Maine suggests that Farran’s (1910, p. 70) characterization of

it as “probably the most typically arctic copepod of whose distribution there is any
accurate knowledge” needs some modification. Except for one record from the
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Indian Ocean (van Breemen, 1908), it is known only from the North Atlantic and

polar oceans. It is commonly distributed over the parts of the polar basin crossed

by the Frarn on her famous drift (Sars, 1900); in the Kara Sea; between Norway,
Spitzbergen, Greenland, and Iceland; and southward regularly to the Greenland-

Faroe and Faroe-Shetland channels. It is widespread in the Norwegian sea, nu-

merous in the deeps of the Norwegian fjords, and occurs southward to the Skager-

Rak, where it is usually present in fair numbers. There are isolated records of it

in the central part of the North Sea, and it has been taken to latitude 55° 23' N.,

longitude 11° 6' W., west of Ireland (Wolfenden, 1904), this being the most southerly

record of it off Europe.

On the American side it is recorded from Baffin Bay and from the Arctic coasts

of Alaska and western Canada (Willey, 1920), hence is no doubt circumpolar. On
the east coast of North America the Canadian fisheries expedition found it wide-

spread in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, over the continental shelf along Nova Scotia,

and outside the neighboring continental slope, but, curiously enough, not at all in

the Green Bank-St. Pierre Bank region off Newfoundland. It also occurs with some
regularity in the Gulf of Maine and over the shelf south of Marthas Vineyard, which

so far as known is its most southerly outpost along the eastern seaboard of America.

Distribution in the Gulf of Maine.—M. longa was not recognized at any of our

stations in the gulf during the summer of 1912 or the following winter, nor can it

have been other than very rare during that period, if actually present at all, for Dr.

C. O. Esterly examined many- samples of the copepods. In July and August, 1913,

however, he detected it in small numbers at four stations east and north of Cape Cod

(20 per cent of the stations). In the summer of 1914, as in 1912, not one was de-

tected in the gulf, or for that matter along the outer coast of Nova Scotia, although

special watch was kept for it; and if not actually altogether absent from the gulf

then, it must at least have been extremely rare, for it is so easily distinguishable in

general body form from its relative M. lucens that it could not have been overlooked

had it occurred in such numbers as we have subsequently found in the gulf. The
year of local abundance for it was 1915, when it was detected in vertical hauls at

about 65 per cent of the stations right through the season from May to October.

It again dropped wholly out of sight in the gulf in the summer and early autumn of

1916, when it was not found in the preliminary examination of any of the hauls

(Bigelow, 1922, p. 147), although this was a very cold season, which is evidence that

the low temperatures of that summer were reminiscent simply of extreme winter

chilling and of tardy vernal warming resulting from local climatic conditions, and not

due to any unusual flood of cold northern water. A few M. longa must, however,

have existed in the gulf during the autumn of 1916, for Willey (1921) reports it as

occasional at St. Andrews on November 2 and December 8 of that year, with a scatter-

ing of it in the tow on February 23, 1917.

Owing to the interruption of all oceanographic research in the open gulf by the war,

no information is available as to the local status of M. longa during the remainder

of 1917, 1918, or 1919, but it occurred in 81 percent of the vertical hauls during the

spring (March to May) of 1920 and at 90 per cent of the stations during December
of that year and in January and March of 1921 (tables, pp. 299, 304). Thus it
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is evident that M. longa fluctuates widely in the gulf from year to year, being ex-

tremely rare, if not altogether absent, in some years but widespread in others. The

years 1912 and 1914 and the summer of 1916 were periods of scarcity, while 1915,

the winter of 1916-17, and 1920 were times of plenty. The relationship of tempera-

ture to these annual differences is discussed below (p. 252).

Seasonal distribution .—During the years 1915, 1920, and 1921, which may be

taken as representative of the periods when M. longa is at a maximum in the gulf,

it was taken at the following percentages of the stations

:

Months Percentage
of stations

Months
Percentage
of stations

100 60

February 17 August 75

March 74 September 60

April 87 86

May 72 87

This suggests that on the whole M. longa is apt to be found most widespread

in the gulf during the late autumn, winter, and early spring, and least so during the

summer and early autumn. The low percentage of stations at which it was recog-

nized in February, 1920 (only station 20046), would upset this rule were it a regular

annual phenomenon; but it is more likely that that month marked the beginning

of a period of abundance which endured throughout 1920, and that still fewer stations,

if any, would have yielded it during the preceding January or December. In fact,

a February station was most prolific of this species at St. Andrews during the winter

of 1916-17, as noted above (Willey, 1921).

Seasonal fluctuations in the actual abundance of M. longa, as reflected in the

numbers of specimens per square meter, did not parallel the seasonal rise and fall in

the percentage of stations at which it occurred, it being much more plentiful in the

vertical hauls in August and October than from March to June or in September of

the years 1915 and 1920, as shown in the following table:

Date

Average
number

per square
meter at
stations
where it

occurred

Average
number

per square
meter, all

stations
included

Date

Average
number

per square
meter at
stations
where it

occurred

Average
number

per square
meter, all

stations
included

March, 1920 990
1, 650
2, 504

3, 193

692
1, 429
1,808
1,552

14, 850
2,453
8,601

13, 637

1, 533

7, 280

April, 1920
May (1915 and 1920 combined)
June, 1915

October, 1915

It is unfortunate that only four vertical hauls were made during August, 1915,

when the species averaged so much more plentiful than we have ever found it before

or since in the gulf. It may have been only a chance that the net hit local swarms,
and more vertical hauls might have proved barren of M. longa

,
thus reducing the

month’s average. However, the fact that this northern species should have been
so plentiful (from 10,300 to 23,400 per square meter) at three late summer stations
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when the temperature was near the maximum for the year, and at localities as

widely separated as the eastern basin (station 10304), the mouth of Massachusetts

Bay (station 10306), and the western basin (station 10307), is an interesting and

an unexpected find, for we have seldom found more than two or three thousand

per square meter even during its years of abundance.

The numbers per square meter can not be stated for December, 1920, and

January, 1921, when M. longa was nearly universal in the northern parts of the

gulf, for want of vertical hauls; but although the percentages of M. longa among

copepods as a whole averaged larger then than in any other month except August

(table, p. 304), the total catches of copepods were so scanty that the number of speci-

mens concerned was small. Even during its periods of maximum abundance M.

longa has never been more than a minor element in the total copepod population

of the gulf, the average percentages in the vertical hauls for 1915 and 1920 combined

being as follows at the stations at which it occurred

:

Months Average
percentage

Months Average
percentage

10 9
March __ 10 August 17
April 9 4

May - 3 9

If the stations at which it was not taken be counted in, the February percentage

is thereby reduced to 2 per cent, August to 12 per cent, and percentages for all the

other months by 1 to 3 per cent. The table suggests that in its years of abundance
in the gulf M. longa is relatively least important in the plankton at seasons when
the Calani are most plentiful, irrespective of fluctuations in its own numerical

strength and in the generality of its distribution over the gulf.

Vertical distribution.—In the polar basin north of Europe and Asia M. longa

seems indifferently distributed from the surface downward to 300 meters (Sars,

1900), and Nordenskiold (1882) has given an interesting account of its occurrence

in great abundance along the tide line in water-soaked snow in Spitzbergen.

Passing southward in the eastern Atlantic, European observers have described

this species as tending to keep deeper and deeper. Thus, it occurs chiefly between

50 and 200 meters in the seas between Spitzbergen and Greenland, though to some
extent at the surface (Damas and Koefoed, 1907)

;
in the Norwegian seas (Damas

and Koefoed, 1907) and fjords (Sars, 1903) it has been taken in greatest number
below 200 meters, rarely at the surface; chiefly below 300 meters between the Faroes

and Iceland (Damas and Koefoed, 1907) ;
and its most southerly record—west of

Ireland—was from 540 to 720 meters (Wolfenden, 1904).

It likewise occurs more regularly in the deeper levels than at the surface off

the American coast, figuring in only 30 per cent of the surface hauls in the Gulf

of Maine for the spring of 1920, contrasted with its presence in 46 per cent of the

verticals during that same period; but it is worth noting that at two stations it

was taken in the surface but not in the vertical hauls (stations 20081 and 20092),
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on the second occasion with 100 specimens in a total of only 400 copepods of all

kinds. Willey (1919) also records it much more often from vertical than from

surface hauls in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and off Nova Scotia.

I can offer no data on its presence or absence at the surface in the Gulf of

Maine during the summer months; hut Willey’s (1919) tables, which show that a

larger proportion of the records of it obtained by the Canadian Arctic expedition

were from the surface in May and June than in July and August, suggest that

it tends to sink down into cooler strata as the seasonal warming of the top of

the water progresses.

The vertical distribution of this species in other seas makes it probable that it

ranges right down to the deepest levels in the Gulf of Maine, but the data are not

sufficient to show whether it tends to gather at any particular level or is more evenly

and indifferently distributed vertically.

When the locality records for M. Tonga are plotted (fig. 75) it is evident that

in the years when it is most plentiful in the gulf it becomes generally distributed

over the entire area of the latter, indifferently in the peripheral zone, in the central

basin, and over the offshore banks as far west as Marthas Vineyard. It should be

noted that the absence of summer and autumn records on Georges and Brown’s

Banks, and in the southeastern part of the gulf generally, is actually not a contra-

diction, because there were no, or at least very few, M. Tonga in the gulf during

1914, the year when we made our chief midsummer cruise in this region. The
apparent predominance of records in the western side of the gulf is equally deceptive,

due simply to the fact that we have worked more there than elsewhere.

Immigration and breeding.—The periodic appearances and disappearances of

M. Tonga in the Gulf of Maine, coupled with its Arctic nature in general, identify

it as primarily an immigrant to the gulf from the north, depending on frequent

accessions from more prolific centers to maintain the local stock. But the fact that,

unlike most of the immigrant species, it is not localized in the eastern side and around

the peripheral belt of the gulf is evidence either that the visiting specimens come
in such abundance and live so long that they spread universally over the entire

extent of the latter before they perish, or that they succeed in breeding within the

gulf to an extent sufficient for the dispersal of the resulting generations to hide

the routes of entrance of their parents. In this connection it is instructive to find

the distribution of M. Tonga paralleling the spring status of Catanus Tiyperboreus,

a species similarly of northern affinities but for which a certain amount of local

reproduction within the gulf seems sufficiently demonstrated.

The locations of the stations (fig. 76) where more M. Tonga have been taken

than the average numbers per square meter for their respective months (in which

respect M. Tonga closely parallels CaTanus Tiyperboreus ) are further evidence of this.

In spring and early summer (the season when the influx of northern water is at its

height, and when consequently the greatest invasions of M. Tonga are to be expected)

two distinct lines of immigration are suggested by the rich catches—the one inward

into the eastern side of the gulf via the northern and eastern channels, and the other

westward along the continental edge of Georges Bank. The rich spring catches made
in the western side of the gulf in 1920 might have been the result either of local
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propagation or of invasion (probably of the latter, judging from the scarcity of the

species in the preceding February, as shown in the table on p. 299); but the rich

gatherings of M. Tonga made there during August, September, and October, 1915,

Fig. 75.—Occurrence of the copepod Metridia longa. ®, locality records, August to January; X. February to June. The
hatched curve incloses the area where it has been found in summer and autumn

are the clearest evidence, short of the actual discovery of breeding adults and of

young stages, that active reproduction had been taking place locally, because there

was nothing in the plankton in general, in the salinity, or in the temperatures of that
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year to suggest that any unusual influx of northern water or immigration of Arctic

animals had entered the gulf during that summer. The large catch of M. longa on

October 21, 1915, near Marthas Vineyard (station 10331, about 9,000 per square

Pig. 76.—Localities where the vertical hauls have yielded more Metridia longa per square meter of sea area than the average

for the respective month. ©, March to June; X, August to October. The arrows indicate the.chief migration routes;

the hatched curve incloses the area where reproduction probably takes place within the gulf

meter), at a location much farther west and south than the speciesjhad^ever been

taken before, is especially instructive in this connection, for in this^case there is no

possibility that any direct influx had taken place from Nova Scotian waters for
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several months previous. Probably the specimens in question had drifted thither

around Cape Cod from the center of abundance in the southwestern part of the gulf.

Granting that M. Tonga is able to breed in the gulf to some extent, its periodic

disappearances are sufficient evidence that it does so only sporadically and tempo-

rarily. Perhaps it is only able to carry on through one or two generations in the

high temperatures in which it must exist there, and failing accessions of new stock

dies out until there is a fresh invasion from the north. Evidently such fluctua-

tions in local reproduction and migrations mirror the physical features of the water

in which this little crustacean lives, but it is not yet possible to state the precise

relationship which its temporary appearances in the Gulf of Maine bear to tempera-

ture and salinity there or in the waters to the east and north, or to the seasonal or

annual variations in the flow of the currents.

There is every reason to class it a cold-water species in the gulf, and it has

actually been taken there in water a fraction cooler than zero (at St. Andrews,
February, 1917; Willey, 1921); but having been found widespread in the summer
and autumn of 1915 in temperatures as high as 8 to 10°, it can survive and perhaps

even breed over a wider range than has generally been supposed in European seas,

where 6.75° is the highest temperature of record for it (Farran, 1910), and where
most of the captures have been from water of 2.25 to 3.25°. M. Tonga was in

comparative abundance and apparently in good condition off Marthas Vineyard at

14.5° (station 10331), but it is hardly conceivable that it could have lived long there.

Minimum, temperatures at any depth at stations where Metridia longa is recorded for August, September,

or October, 1915

Station Date

Minimum
tempera-
ture in

degrees C.

Station Date

Minimum
tempera-
ture in

degrees C

10304 Aug. 6 4. 78 10325 Oct. 4 5.28
10306 Aug. 31 5. 78 10326 do 5. 39
10307 5.

1

10327 - Oct. 9 9.4
10309 5. 72 10328 - do. 9.4
10311 Sept. 2 9.4 10329 .do 8. 95
10315 Sept. 7 10 10331 Oct. 21 14.5
10318 Sept. 16 8. 61 10333 Oct. 22 11. 89
10319 8.5 10337 Oct. 26 30. 39
10321 __ 11. 22 10338 Oct. 27 9.4
10323 6 10339 ___ do 7.28
10324.. do 6. 78

More information is needed before the relationship between the salinity of

the water and the occurrence of M. Tonga in the gulf can be traced. Most of the

records for this species in the northeastern Atlantic have been from salinities rather

higher than those of the Gulf of Maine, where it has been taken most commonly
in water of 32 to 33.5 per mille; but Nordenskiold’s account (p. 248) suggests that in

the very low temperatures of the polar sea it may be able to exist in water but slightly

saline, and we took it in salinities of 31 to 32 per mille on several occasions during

the spring of 1920 and once in 29.94 per mille (station 20096, surface haul). Probably

M. Tonga is never plentiful enough to be of much importance in the natural economy
of the Gulf of Maine, but no doubt it serves to some extent as fish food, having been
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found in the stomach of the Arctic cod (Boreogadus saida) in the Greenland Sea

(Damas and Koefoed, 1907, p. 566).

Metridia lucens Boeck

This species has a more southern range than M. Tonga, being widely distributed

over the temperate and boreal parts of the North Atlantic but hardly entering the

Arctic zone. On the European side it occurs regularly west of France, at the mouth
of the English Channel, south and west of Ireland, between the Faroes and Iceland,

in the northern part of the North Sea to the Skager-Rak, and northward along

the west coast of Norway to the Lofoten Islands. There are a few records of it

north of the Murman coast and in the Greenland Sea 39
. To the southward it occurs

in the Mediterranean, and it has also been recorded from the Gulf of Suez (van

Breemen, 1908). Presumably M. lucens ranges right across the North Atlantic,

though Herdman did not find it on his passages between England and the Gulf of

St. Lawrence (Flerdman, Thompson, and Scott, 1898), for the Canadian fisheries

expedition had it generally in and off the mouth of the Laurentian channel, along

Nova Scotia, and occasionally in the Gulf of St. Lawrence (Willey, 1919, p. 202,

fig. 27).

M. lucens is a common species in the Gulf of Maine. Wheeler (1901) reports it

from Woods Hole (as
“ M. hibernica Brady and Robertson”) and Fish (1925) found

it there in winter. During the summers of 1913, 1914, and 1916 the Grampus towed

it at about a dozen stations on the outer part of the shelf and outside the continental

edge southward from off Cape Cod to abreast of Chesapeake Bay (Bigelow, 1915, p.

295; 1917, p. 290; 1922, p. 147), as well as at two localities near land—off Long
Island (station 10083, August 1

,
1913) and off Delaware Bay (station 10375, August

4, 1916). West of Cape Cod it seems to keep offshore, for Williams (1906 and 1907)

does not list it from Narragansett Bay nor does Fowler (1912) from New Jersey.

The latitude of Chesapeake Bay, in the one direction, and the deep water between

the Scotian and Newfoundland Banks and the Gulf of St. Lawrence, in the other,

are, respectively, the southern and northern limits to its known range along eastern

North America.

M. lucens is also known from the Pacific, being described by Esterly (1905) as

one of the most abundant copepods in the plankton at San Diego, Calif., both in

summer and winter.

As van Breemen (1908) has pointed out, this is one of the few copepods which

is luminescent, and as it is chiefly responsible for the phosphorescence on the Irish

coast in spring (Farran, 1903, p. 12), no doubt it is partly responsible for the

brilliant phosphorescence so often seen in the Gulf of Maine.

Distribution in the Gulf of Maine.—Next to Calanus finmarchicus and Pseudocala-

nus elongatus, M. lucens has appeared most frequently in the towings in the gulf, but

with considerable fluctuation in the regularity of its distribution and in the numerical

strength of the local stock from year to year. In the summer of 1912 it was recog-

nized at 26 per cent of the offshore stations and at 30 per cent during the ensuing

winter; but this was the poorest period for it in our experience, for Doctor Esterly

39 For a summary of what is known of its distribution see Sars (1903) and Farran (1910).

8951—2S 17
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found it at 76 per cent of all the stations east and north of Nantucket in the summer
of 1913 and at 60 per cent of the July-August stations of 1914. The year 1915

yielded M. lucens in the vertical hauls at 58 per cent of the stations right through

the season, irrespective of locality in the gulf (table, p. 297), and 1920 and 1921 were

the best years, with M. lucens occurring at 84 to 85 per cent of the stations, both

for the spring months and for December and January. In addition to the captures

of this species on the recent cruises of the Grampus, Albatross, and Halcyon, Wheeler

(1901, p. 176, as “ M. hibernica”) describes it as very common in Plymouth Harbor,

Mass., in August, 1899, while Dr. A. G. Huntsman (Willey, 1919) and Dr. J. P.

McMurrich 40 have taken it frequently in the neighborhood of St. Andrews.

Plotting the stations at which M. lucens has and has not been taken (fig. 77)

shows that it occurs over the whole extent of the Gulf of Maine, on the offshore

banks as well as inshore, across the whole breadth of the shelf off Marthas Vine-

yard, and along the continental slope; and although we failed to find it in the

harbors of Gloucester, Rockport, Battery, or Portland during July and August,

1912, its presence in Plymouth Harbor and at St. Andrews proves that it inhabits

estuarine and inclosed waters as well as the open sea. The rather confused picture

presented by the chart of distribution is simplified if the records be classed as summer-
autumn and winter-spring, for all the years combined, and if the gulf be divided

as follows:

1. Coastal zone out to 150 meters, Cape Cod to Grand Manan. Summer-
autumn, present at 53 per cent of the stations; winter-spring, present at 70 per cent

of the stations. (In the Massachusetts Bay region it was present at 77 per cent

of the summer-autumn stations.)

2. Off Lurcher Shoal. Occurred at all the stations, both summer-autumn and
winter-spring.

3. Coastal banks west of Nova Scotia, out to German Bank. Occurred at all

the stations, both summer-autumn and winter-spring.

4. The basin in general, west of longitude 68° 30'. Summer-autumn, at 56 per

cent of the stations; winter-spring, at 73 per cent.

5. Basin in general, east of longitude 68° 31' W, including the Fundy Deep.

Summer-autumn, 75 per cent of the stations; winter-spring, 75 per cent.

6. Northern channel. Occurred at all the three stations for which the copepods

have been listed, spring and summer.

7. Browns Bank. Occurred at one of two stations in summer, and at the two

spring stations for which the copepods have been listed.

8. Eastern channel. Occurred at all the stations, four in number, for which

copepods have been listed, summer as well as spring.

9. Eastern half of Georges Bank, east of longitude 68° W. Present at one and

absent at one summer station; present at all five spring stations.

10. Georges Bank west of longitude 68° W, and continental shelf off Marthas
Vineyard and Nantucket. Present at three of eight summer-autumn stations for

which the copepods have been listed and at one station in July, 1916; present at

all three winter-spring stations.

46In his unpublished lists of the plankton for St. Andrews.
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11. Outside the continental edge abreast of the gulf, off Cape Sable, and off

Marthas Vineyard. Present at two out of seven summer-autumn stations and

three out of four winter-spring stations.

O, stations where it was not found. The hatched curve incloses the area where it has been taken at 75 per cent of the

stations, irrespective of the year or season

Irrespective of the time of year M. lucens has appeared more regularly in the

towings made in the two deep entrances to the gulf (eastern and northern channels)

and along the eastern slope of the basin, where every station in every year has yielded
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it, than anywhere else in the gulf. Its occurrence has been nearly as universal over

the whole eastern half of the basin and in the southern part right across to Cape
Cod (recorded at 75 to 80 per cent of all the stations), but it has been decidedly less

regular in the northwestern part of the basin generally (about 63 per cent of the

stations)
,
and the percentage of occurrences has been much lower in the deep trough

off Cape Ann than anywhere else. The trough between Jeffreys Ledge and the

Isles of Shoals, however, seems a definite center of abundance for it. On the whole,

M. lucens occurs rather less regularly over the coastwise belt out to the 100-meter

contour (about 59 per cent of the stations) than in deeper water (about 72 per cent

of all the stations in the basin)

.

In the richer region outlined on this chart no seasonal variation is apparent in

the regularity of occurrence of the species for the periods June to October and Decem-
ber to May, the number of occurrences being the same (28) and the number of

stations at which M. lucens was not detected as nearly equal (6 and 3) as could be

expected with the constant possibility that one net will pick up and another miss

any particular animal unless it is present in abundance and uniformly distributed.

In the coastwise belt and the northwestern part of the basin it occurs somewhat
more regularly during the winter and spring, when it has been detected at about

66 per cent of the stations for which the copepods have been listed by Doctor Esterly

and Doctor Wilson, than in summer and autumn, when it figured in only about 45

per cent. M. lucens has proved similarly but more definitely seasonal on Georges

Bank and over the continental shelf off Marthas Vineyard, having been taken at

all the late winter and spring stations of 1920 but at only 30 per cent of the summer
and autumn stations; as pointed out in the foregoing regional analysis, this also

applies to the waters outside the continental shelf as far offshore as our lines have

extended.

When the stations where M. lucens was more plentiful than the average for the

month are plotted (fig. 78), a definite regional separation can be drawn between the

northeastern part of the gulf, where it has been found in relatively large numbers

on several occasions in August, September, and October but never in the spring,

and the southeastern and southern parts of the area generally, including Georges

Bank and its offshore slope and the eastern and northern channels, where rich catches

of Metridia have been made in February, March, and April but never from May to

October. In the coastwise belt in the western side of the gulf there are “rich”

stations both for spring and for summer-autumn.

Seasonal variations in the actual numerical strength of the stock of M. lucens

in the gulf can only be stated in a tentative way until more extensive data have

been gathered, because the annual fluctuations in its abundance introduce a source

of error of unknown magnitude into calculations based on a combination of the

data for different years; and unfortunately the only year when vertical hauls were

taken at frequent intervals from spring until autumn (1915) was one in which this

copepod occurred less regularly than it sometimes does. Furthermore, M. lucens,

like most other copepods, has proved decidedly “streaky” in its distribution. This

phenomenon was illustrated off Gloucester on May 4, 1920, when, with the Albatross

lying at anchor, a vertical haul at 3 p. m. (station 20120) yielded this species at the
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rate of 16,500 per square meter (an unusually rich catch for it in the gulf), but a sec-

ond vertical haul with the same net, hauled up at the same rate of speed and from a

slightly greater depth (55 meters) at 10 p. m., gave a frequency of only 252 per

square meter. Evidently the shoal encountered by the first haul had drifted past

with the tide during the 7-hour interval before the second haul was made. Never-
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theless, the average numbers per square meter, calculated by months, for the seasons

ofJ|1913, 1915, and 1920 combined (fig. 79), are consistent enough to suggest, though

hardly to prove, that on the whole M. lucens is at a low ebb numerically at the end

of the winter, but that its numbers increase during March, April, and May.

Fig. 79 .—Metridia lucens. Average numbers per square meter of sea area taken in the vertical hauls, by months, for all the

years and stations combined

Off Gloucester the number rose from nothing on March 1, 1920 (station 20050) ,
to

150 per square meter on April 9 (station 20098) and to 16,500 in one haul on May 4,

but only 252 in another, as just noted. Off the Isles of Shoals the increase was from

none on March 5 (station 20061) to 1,500 per square meter on April 9 (station 20093).
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In the western basin the number per square meter rose from none on February 23

(station 20049) to 5,550 on March 24 (station 20087), and then declined again to only

200 per square meter on April 18 (station 20015). It is probable, however, that this

decline was local, one haul hitting and the other missing a shoal, for a few miles to

the eastward. The interval from March 2 (station 20052) to April 17 (station 20114)

saw the number of M. lucens increase from 1,250 per square meter to 3,000. In-

creases were likewise registered in the southeastern part of the basin, in the eastern

and northern channels, and over the eastern part of Georges Bank from March to

April. In the year 1915 the average number of M. lucens at 4 stations in the inner

part of the gulf was about 8,000 in May, but one very rich catch, at the rate of about

26,000 per square meter off the Isles of Shoals (station 10278), was chiefly responsible

for this large figure.

In 1920 the vernal augmentation of M. lucens was apparent earliest in the season

over a belt extending west-east across the gulf from the Massachusetts Bay-Cape

Elizabeth region to the southeastern part of the basin; but no general change of

this sort can have taken place in the northeastern part of the gulf generally until a

month or more later, because all the early spring catches were decidedly scanty there

(at the most 550 per square meter)
,
and in most instances the March figure was some-

what larger than the April count. Neither did the numbers of M. lucens taken in the

southwestern part of the basin and over the western end of Georges Bank in that

year show any change sufficient to be classed as seasonal, some of the later catches

being the larger, some the smaller. Off the southeastern slope of Georges Bank there

was an apparent falling off in the numbers of M. lucens from March 12 (stations

20067 to 20069) to April 16 (station 20109), but a high frequency (2,360 per square

meter) on the east slope of the bank on the 16th (station 20108) makes it likely that

the apparent seasonal drop actually reflected nothing more significant than a streaki-

ness in the distribution of the species. However this may be, our failure to find M.
lucens at the stations outside the slope of Georges Bank in July, 1914 (stations 10218,

10220), argues against the idea that this region is the site of a vernal augmentation

such as takes place in the inner part of the gulf.

An average of about 3,300 per square meter at 14 stations in the inner part of the

gulf for August, 1913, ranging from 600 to 9,000 at the individual stations (Bigelow,

1915, p. 286), does not indicate any notable alteration in the numerical strength of

the stock of this species during the summer. One August station for 1915 (10304,

eastern side of basin) was unusually productive of M. lucens, the vertical haul taking

it at the rate of about 23,000 per square meter, but probably the net chanced to pass

through a local shoal of these little crustaceans on this occasion.

In 1915, which may or may not have been a typical year, some multiplication of

M. lucens seems to have taken place from August to October, for though the dif-

ferences between the numbers taken are not large they are consistent. Thus none
at all were taken in a vertical tow off Gloucester or in the basin off Cape Ann on
August 31 (stations 10306 and 10307), but the stations in the coastal zone between
Cape Cod and Cape Elizabeth (stations 10319, 10320, and 10321) gave an average of

about 2,400 per square meter on September 20 to 29. On October 1 to 4 three

stations along the same zone (stations 10323, 10324, and 10325) gave an average of
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nearly 6,000, and M. lucens averaged about 8,000 per square meter at two stations at

the mouth of Massachusetts Bay on October 27 (stations 10338 and 10339).

The count off Penobscott Bay rose similarly from 590 per square meter on Sep-

tember 16 (station 10318) to 12,250 per square meter on October 9 (station 10329),

and from none at all off Machias, Me., on September 11 (station 10316) to 7,687 per

square meter on October 9 (station 10327). In no case did we find the numbers of

M. lucens decrease from September to October at any given locality. Though the

evidence just detailed is not precise, with each example being explicable as the re-

sult of chance, when all are taken together they point to a more or less definite autum-
nal maximum for M. lucens within the Gulf of Maine.

The scarcity of M. lucens in the Woods Hole region in summer, deducible from the

fact that the only specimen which Wheeler (1901) saw there was taken in December,

contrasted with large catches of 11,700 and 16,300 per square meter made close in to

Marthas Vineyard and offshore on this line on October 21, 1915 (stations 10331 and

10333), suggests a similar autumnal augmentation for the species as far west and
south as it regularly inhabits the shoal waters over the inner part of the continental

shelf.

Unfortunately no vertical hauls were made, and consequently the numbers per

square meter can not be stated for the later autumn or until February in any year;

but it is probable that the numbers existing over the Gulf of Maine as a whole suffer a

sharp drop in November because the catches of copepods in the horizontal hauls

during the midwinter of 1920-21 were uniformly very scanty, M. lucens averaging

only about 8 per cent of them.

Vertical distribution.—In other seas M. lucens has been found from the surface

down to 2,000 meters. In the North Atlantic it is, on the whole, most abundant

between 50 and 100 meters, with a decided tendency to swim up to the surface at

night and to sink again by day (Farran, 1910); but in the San Diego region on the

Pacific coast of the United States, where Esterly (1912, p. 301) describes it as
“ over-

whelmingly more abundant and frequent on the surface between 10 p. m. and 2

a. m.” and “practically absent from the surface between 8 a. m. and 8 p. m.,” its

daytime plurimum is much deeper—200 to 300 fathoms.

In the gulf of Maine it is decidedly more numerous at some little depth than

at the surface, and the frequency of its presence at the top of the water is apparently

a factor of the time of year, to some extent, as well as of the time of day. Thus,

during the spring of 1920 it was recognized in 24 surface hauls (table, p. 303), wide-

spread over the gulf, and in 62 verticals. It has been listed only five times at the

surface in July and August—twice in 1912 (Bigelow, 1914, table, p. 115), three

times in 1914 (Bigelow, 1917, table, p. 290), and not at all in 1913, although this was
a summer when it was nearly universal east and north of Cape Cod. No data are

available for 1915. As regards the time of day, sixteen of the spring records for it

at the surface were from between 6 p. m. and 8 a. m., and eight between 8 a. m. and

6 p. m. All but one of the summer records were between sunset and sunrise, the single

exception (station 10245, August 12, 1914) being for 10.30 a. m., but at a locality near

Lurcher Shoal where considerable vertical stirring of the water by tidal currents is to

be looked for. Thus, in the Gulf of Maine M. lucens is more apt to come to the surface
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in spring than in summer, and its excursions upward to the top of the water are not

so closely confined to the hours of darkness in spring as they are during July and

August.

The vertical hauls shoaler than 100 meters yield further evidence of a diurnal

migration of M. lucens, for the catches have averaged decidedly larger between

6 p. m. and 8 a. m. (average 4,246 per square meter for 26 stations) than between

8 a. m. and 6 p. m. (average 896 per square meter for 21 stations); and if further

separated into two groups by months—February to May and September to October

—

the same holds good, as follows

:

6 p. m. to
8 a. m.

8 a. m. to

6 p. m.

Average number per square meter, February to May . 1,601
7,854

287
4, 553Average number per square meter, September to October

To compensate for this, smaller averages might be expected by night and larger

by day in the deeper hauls as the Metridia swim up and sink back. Interpretation of

these and comparison of the deeper hauls with the shoaler is complicated by the fact

that we have one unusually rich catch of almost 23,000 per square meter in a vertical

haul from 200 to 0 meters (station 10304, August 6, 1915) by night, but it is obvious

that if the specimens in question were concentrated near the surface, as is perfectly

possible, a shoal haul would have caught nearly or quite as many. This applies

to any individual haul, but when deep hauls consistently average more productive

than shoal, with a greater difference than can be accounted for by the longer column

of water fished through, it is safe to say that the animals are concentrated in the

lower levels.

The greater the number of hauls, the greater the dependence which can be

placed on the average results. In the present case the number of hauls is not large

enough to warrant definite conclusions. If the one very rich deep haul just men-
tioned be omitted, we have 1,190 as the average number per square meter in vertical

hauls from deeper than 200 meters from 8 a. m. to 6 p. m. and 1,200 from 6 p. m. to

8 a. m. This does not suggest any diurnal migration as deep as 200 meters.

It is obvious that the contour of the bottom of the gulf largely determines the

depth range of this copepod or of any other animal, for such of the stock as inhabit

the coastal zone are necessarily confined to a very shoal stratum. No copepod can

sink as deep in the Gulf of Maine, where the greatest depth is only about 330 meters,

as it can off San Diego. Apart from this limitation by topography, however, the

level of plurimum abundance of this species is about the same in the gulf as in the

eastern North Atlantic—namely 50 to 150 meters. Thus all but one 41 of the verti-

cal hauls which have yielded 5,000 or more per square meter have been from depths

of 200 meters or less, more than half of them shoaler than 100 meters, irrespective

of the time of day or part of the gulf in which the stations were located. The depths

of the five richest catches of all (those yielding M. lucens at the rate of more than

15,000 per square meter) have likewise varied from shallow to deep.

The exception is station 20087, Mar. 24, 1920, from 250 meters

8951—28 18
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Station Date

Number of

Metridia
lucens per
square
meter

Depth
in meters

Station Date

Number of

Metridia
lucens per
square
meter

Depth
in meters

10278 May 14,1915
Aug. 6, 1915
Oct. 9, 1915

26, 250
23, 450
17, 100

150-0
200-0
60-0

10333 .. Oct. 22,1915
May 4, 1920

16, 300
16, 500

80-0
48-010304 20120

10328

These average numbers of this copepod per square meter, calculated from the

vertical hauls, do not suggest that the strata of water below 150 to 200 meters added
appreciably to the catches, although not enough deep hauls were made for a positive

assertion.

Depth of vertical hauls

Between 30 and 100 meters..
Between 101 and 199 meters.
Deeper than 200 meters

Average
number

per
square
meter

2, 750
3, 136
2,562

Local breeding and immigration.—No direct observations have been made on

whether or to what extent M. lucens spawns in the Gulf of Maine. Consequently, its

geographic and seasonal distribution is the only basis on which to judge whether

the local stock is chiefly the result of local reproduction or depends upon immigration

from richer centers of propagation for its maintenance. The regularity of occur-

rence and comparative abundance of the species within the gulf is a strong argument

that it is regularly native there. Its regularly increasing numbers during the spring

and the pronounced augmentation in its numerical strength in September and

October likewise point to vernal and autumnal waves of propagation. However,

no definite areas of abundance which might be looked upon as local centers of repro-

duction have yet been demonstrated for this species in the gulf, notwithstanding the

large numbers of locality records and counts of actual abundance which the Grampus,

Albatross, and Halcyon cruises have afforded. The fact that it has been found most

regularly in the eastern and southern parts of the gulf points to a certain amount of

immigration via the two channels and across Browns Bank from the continenta

shelf off Nova Scotia, where the Canadian fisheries expedition found it widespread

(Willey, 1919).

Until its status is better understood in the gulf the latter may be looked on as a

regular and important breeding center for it, but with the local stock augmented by
immigration.

Relationship to physical conditions.—In other seas M. lucens has been found over

a wide range of temperatures from 4.83 to 20.5°, usually upwards of 5.5°; and

in salinities ranging from 28.1 to 35.4 per mille, most commonly in 33.3 to 35.3 per

mille (Farran, 1910; Esterly, 1912). The Gulf of Maine records bring the lower

limit of temperature down to 0.33 to 0.78° (station 20062, March 5, 1920); and its

presence on the surface in the coastal waters of the gulf in late winter and early
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spring (e. g., stations 20056, 20058, 20060, 20061, 20077, 20081, and 20083, March,

1920) makes it unlikely that any temperature that may be experienced in the open

gulf is fatally cold for this species, though it may not be able to survive the subzero

temperatures of ice-laden seas. On the other hand, one of the records of it on the

surface of the western basin (station 10256, August 23, 1914) was from nearly as high

a temperature (19.56°) as it has ever been found in, although it could have reached

decidedly cooler water by sinking a few meters. Most of the records of this copepod

in the gulf have been from temperatures between 4 and 15°, but, like Esterly (1912),

I have found it impossible to correlate its regional and seasonal variations in

abundance with changing temperature. Nor is it likely that its distribution within

the gulf is governed by local differences in salinity, the whole of that body of water

being well within the limits within which M. lucens occurs commonly elsewhere.

Economic importance.—While no definite observations seem to have been made
on the extent to which M. lucens is eaten by plankton-feeding fishes, it is generally

assumed to be an important article in the diet of the mackerel in Irish waters. No
doubt mackerel, all the herring tribe, and the other copepod eaters consume it to

some extent in the Gulf of Maine, but it averages such a small numerical percentage

of the catch of copepods compared with the dominating swarms of Calanus fin-

marchicus, which its adults about equal in size, that it can vie with the latter in

economic importance only when local shoals gather.

Average percentage of Meiridia lucens, by months, in the total catches of copepods

Hauls Per-
centage

Hauls
Per-

centage

March, 1920, verticals 8 September, 1915 - 4
April, 1920, verticals 7 12

May, 1915 and 1920, verticals 5 December, 1920, horizontals 6

June, 1915, verticals 9 January, 1921, horizontals 12

August, 1913 and 1915 5

On three occasions in October, 1915 (stations 10327, 10328, and 10329), M.
lucens, forming 25 to 30 per cent of a moderately abundant copepod community
(table, p. 298) and about equaling Calanus, would have offered an attractive pasture

for the schooling fishes. This was also the case off Gloucester on May 4, 1920

{M. lucens constituted 30 per cent at station 20120). In every other instance,

however, when we have found it forming 25 per cent or more of the copepods the

total catch of all kinds has been extremely scanty.

Monstrilla serricornis Sars

G. O. Sars described this species in 1921 from two male specimens taken off

the west coast of Norway. Occasional specimens from four surface hauls in the

Gulf of Maine in March and April, 1920 (table, p. 303), are the second record of its

occurrence; but these four, including Browns Bank, the northeastern part of Georges

Bank, the neighborhood of Lurcher Shoal, and Mount Desert Island, indicate that

it is to be expected anywhere in the gulf. It is the only representative of its family

yet reported there.
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OitHona similis Claus

This species has variously been described as “ world-wide” (Farran, 1910) and as

Arctic, with southern extension (Willey, 1920). The first would seem to fit it best,

for it has been taken from Barents Sea, Spitzbergen, and from the Arctic coasts of

Alaska and Canada (Willey, 1920) in the north, right down the whole extent of the

North and South Atlantic to latitude 35° S., and beyond that to latitude 60 to

65° S. in the Antartic south of Kerguelen Island. It is likewise widespread in the

Red Sea and in the Indian Ocean and about Ceylon; it is also reported from the

Pacific and New Zealand, occurs in the Mediterranean, has been taken at the Cana-
ries, is plentiful about the British Isles, enters the Baltic, and is abundant along the

whole coast of Norway, in the Norwegian sea, and in Barents Sea. 42 It occurred in

practically every one of Herdman’s gatherings right across the North Atlantic and
through the Gulf of St. Lawrence from Liverpool to Quebec (Herdman, Thompson,
and Scott, 1898). T. Scott (1905) also lists it from the Gulf of St. Lawrence, but the

only other published records for it on the eastern coast of North America are for

Woods Hole (Wheeler, 1901; Fish, 1925) and Rhode Island (Williams, 1907).

This species appears in Doctor McMurrich’s plankton lists for St. Andrews during

December and January in about two-thirds of the hauls; less frequently during

February and March (about 50 per cent of the hauls). During the late spring,

summer, and early autumn until mid-October, it was found in about 11 per cent of the

hauls. This indicates a winter plurimum for the species, but at no season was it as

abundant as the larger calanoids, being almost always recorded in the lowest of the

four classes of abundance (1 to 4) used by Doctor McMurrich.
Oithona similis was not found in any of the earlier towings in the open gulf, but

being so frequent at St. Andrews and so widely distributed over the high seas else-

where, probably this slender little copepod has usually slipped through the com-
paratively large-meshed nets used for the vertical hauls and for the horizontals for

which the copepods have been listed. This seems the more likely because the

Canadian fisheries expedition did not take it at all in many hauls in the Gulf of St.

Lawrence, where Herdman found it in almost every gathering. This is corroborated

by Doctor Wilson’s report of it at several stations in 1920 and 1921, as noted below

in his supplementary note on the copepods (p. 306).

Perhaps no marine planktonic copepod exists over a wider range of temperature

and of salinity than does this little cyclopid. Equally at home in the tropic Indian

Ocean, in polar seas close to the freezing point, in the brackish Baltic (it has been

found there in salinity as low as 7 per mille), and in the very salty surface water of the

Gulf of Suez and Red Sea (salinity upwards of 38 per mille), it is not likely that

either of these factors determines its seasonal periodicity or regional distribution in

the Gulf of Maine.
Paracalauus parvus (Claus)

This species is probably cosmopolitan in temperate and tropical seas, the localities

from which it has already been reported being almost “world wide” (Farran, 1910,

p. 61) except for the Arctic and Antarctic. These include the northeastern Atlantic

42 For further details see Giesbrecht (1892); Sars (1918); Farran (1910); Thompson and Scott (1903); Wolfenden (1911); Willey

1920); van Breeman (1908).
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up to Denmark Strait and to the north of Iceland (With, 1915); the Faroes; the

west and south coasts of Norway; the English Channel; southern part of the North

Fig. 80.—Occurrence of the copepod Paracalanus parvus. locality records, June to October; X> December to May

Sea, Skager-Rak, and west Baltic; the Mediterranean and Black Seas; the Gulf of

Guinea (T. Scott, 1S9443
) ;

the south Atlantic off the Cape of Good Hope; the Red and

Arabian Seas and the Indian Ocean (A. Scott, 1902 and 1909; Cleve, 1901) ;
the Malay

13 Wolfenden (1911) questions whether these specimens ol Scott’s were correctly identified.
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Archipelago; New Zealand (Brady, 1901); and from various other localities in the

Pacific between latitudes 61° N. and 55
°
S. 44

Fig. 81.—Stations where the vertical hauls have yielded more Paracalanus parvus per square meter than the average for

the respective month. X, June to October; ®, February to May

There are only three previous records for it on the east coast of North America

—

that is, Gulf Stream off Woods Hole (Wheeler, 1901), Woods Hole (Fish, 1925), and

uFor a more complete account of the distribution of this species as at present understood see Thompson and Scott (1903), Farran

(1910), and With (1915).
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Gloucester Harbor (Esterly, in Bigelow, 1914, p. 116). Farran (1910) has classed

it as a tropical and temperate form, which is corroborated by Willey’s (1919) failure

to find it in the collections of the Canadian fisheries expedition off Nova Scotia

and Newfoundland or in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, where it has never been reported,

and by its absence from the plankton collections made by Herdman off the Straits of

Belle Isle (Herdman, Thompson, and Scott, 1898); but it ranges eastward along

Nova Scotia for some distance past Cape Sable, for the Grampus took it at three

stations across the continental shelf off Shelburne, Nova Scotia, on June 23, 1915

(stations 10291, 10293, and 10294), and the Albatross found it again near Roseway

Bank (station 20074) and outside the continental edge on this line (station 20077)

on March 19, 1920.

Paracalanus parvus may have been overlooked in the earlier towings in the

Gulf of Maine because it is so tiny (it is the smallest of calanoids), but the collec-

tions of 1915, 1920, and 1921 prove it present in the gulf in every month in the

year except July and November, when no hauls were made—that is, a year-round

resident. In spite of its brief history in our towings its records extend widespread

over the gulf, indifferently outside the continental edge, over the offshore banks,

in both sides of the deep basin, and all around the coastal belt (fig. 80). There are

also records over the continental shelf off Marthas Vineyard (stations 10331 to

10333; table, p. 298).

In spite of the seasonal fluctuations outlined below, the regional distribution is

as general in the cold half of the year as in the warm half, and Paracalanus occurs

in all parts of the gulf and about as regularly in one region as another. The plotted

records might suggest a concentration in the inner parts of the gulf, but in reality

this merely reflects the greater number of hauls which have been made there, and

more especially the fact that no towing was done in the southern or eastern parts

of the basin or on Georges Bank during the summer of 1915. In short, this copepod

is to be expected anywhere in the region at any time of year. I have not been

able to subdivide the gulf into regions "rich” or "poor” for this species, whether

for the year as a whole or for the individual months, the stations where

catches were larger than the monthly average being widely distributed (fig. 81)

(having reference to the regional distribution of the hauls in different years and

seasons) both for the winter-spring and for summer-autumn; but we have taken

it in much larger numbers off Marthas Vineyard (station 10332 and 10333) than

anywhere east or north of Nantucket, suggesting that the waters over the conti-

nental shelf south of southern New England are a center of abundance for it.

Seasonal fluctuations.—P. parvus has been taken at the following percentages of

the stations for 1915, 1920, and 1921 (tables, p. 297):

Date
Percent-
age of

stations
Date

Percent-
age of

stations

March, 1920 and 1921 29 September, 1915 75
April, 1920 23 October, 1915 93
May, 1915 and 1920 80 December, 1920_ 50
June, 1915 100 January, 1921 .. 40
August, 1915 100
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Cautioning the reader that the difference may be partly explicable as evidence

of “rich” and “poor” years for the species, the percentages indicate that it is prac-

tically universal in the inner half of the gulf throughout the summer and early

autumn but less plentiful during winter and spring. The average number per

square meter likewise shows it to be most abundant in the inner part of the gulf

during the warm months.

The average numbers of P. parvus per square meter in vertical hauls, counting

only the stations where it occurred, are as follows:

Date Average
number Date Average

number

455 August, 1915 14, 042
4,065
9,045

600 September, 1915

3, 656

1, 015
October, 1915

June, 1915

If the table were made to include the stations where it was absent, or at least so

rare that the vertical net failed to take it, the discrepancy between March and April

and the other months would be still greater. The hauls for February, 1920 (sta-

tions 20044 to 20048)
,
are omitted from this table because the high average resulting

from them (about 2,000 per square meter) is due to catches of 5,000 and 3,000 per

square meter at the two stations outside the continental edge (stations 20044 and

20045), which would undoubtedly be several times too high for the inner waters of

the gulf at this season.

In the western side of the basin Paracalanus increased in number in 1915 from

about 1,000 per square meter on May 5 (station 10267) and 1,300 on June 26 (station

10299) to 16,100 on August 31 (station 10307).

In the eastern side of the basin where there were only about 1,100 Paracalanus on

June 19 (station 10288) the vertical haul took 23,450 per square meter on August 6

(station 10304). On September 29 there were 850 per square meter at a station in

Massachusetts Bay (10320), and the number had risen to about 14,000 by October

27 (mean of stations 10338 and 10339). A change of the opposite order at a neigh-

boring location near Gloucester, where the number per square meter declined from

more than 25,000 on May 4 (station 10266) to about 2,500 on August 31 (station

10306) and about 3,000 on October 1 (station 10324), shows how the formation and
dispersal of local shoals may more than offset the general seasonal augmentation of

the species at any particular locality.

Off the Isles of Shoals a slight decrease took place from 5,250 per square meter on

May 14 (station 10278) to 3,170 on October 4 (station 10325); on German Bank the

figure remained about stationary from May 7 (1,500 per square meter at station 10271)

to June 19 (1,500 at station 10290) and September 2 (1,600 at station 10311).

Notwithstanding these irregularities, not one of the October stations yielded less

than 2,000 P. parvus per square meter, and the maxima within the gulf were much
greater in October (30,750 off Cape Cod, station 10336, and 24,450 in Massachusetts

Bay, station 10338) than in September (6,650 per square meter, station 10319).

Thus it seems that there are actually more P. parvus in the gulf in mid-autumn than
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a month earlier in the season; probably more than in summer, though perhaps no

more than in May. This parallels its seasonal periodicity off northern Europe, for it

is usually most plentiful in the English Channel in autumn (Farran, 1910), with

its plurimum falling in late summer and early autumn in the northeastern Atlantic

up to Iceland (With, 1915).

Another fact clearly brought out is that this species, like most other copepods,

may be decidedly streaky in its distribution at times. For instance, when we made
one of our richest catches of it (24,450 per square meter at station 10338) on October

27, 1915, there were hardly one-sixth as many a few miles inshore (station 10339;

about 4,040 per square meter). As a less striking example, there were respectively

3,600 and 3,400 at two stations (10321 and 10324) at the mouth of Massachusetts

Bay on September 29, but only 850 per square meter at a third station (10320).

This makes it impossible to draw any but the most general conclusions from the

numbers of specimens taken until a much larger body of information has been

accumulated.

I have purposely refrained from discussing seasonal periodicty for P. parvus on

the offshore banks for want of sufficient data. Until something is known of its

status there during the summer and autumn all that can be said is that it was slightly

more plentiful on Browns Bank on June 29, 1915 (470 per square meter, station

10296) than on March 13, 1920 (60 per square meter, station 20072), but both catches

were so scanty and the difference between them so small that it is not significant.

On the eastern part of Georges Bank it was not taken at all at two stations on March
11, 1920 (stations 20065 and 20066), but was comparatively plentiful on April 16 and

17 (3,400 per square meter at station 10310; 1,640 at station 10311). Off the south-

western slope of the bank, on the contrary, it was much more numerous on February

22 (5,000 and 3,000 per square meter, respectively, at stations 20044 and 20045) than

on May 17 (only 400 per square meter at station 20129), contradictory observations

from which no conclusions can be drawn.

Vertical distribution .

—

With (1915) has described the species as usually near the

surface in the northeastern Atlantic, and the majority of records of it in other seas

have been from shoal towings. In the Gulf of Maine, however, it showed no ten-

dency to congregate in the uppermost strata during the spring of 1920, for it was
detected in a smaller percentage (10 per cent) of the surface hauls than of the vertical

hauls, and only in small numbers at these few (table, p. 303). Little can be said of

its vertical distribution in other months of the year because the copepods have not

yet been listed from any of the surface hauls for 1915 or subsequently, and a record from
a vertical haul merely locates the specimen somewhere between the top and the bottom
of the water. It is probable, however, that most of the specimens collected by the

Halcyon in 1920-1921 (table, p. 304) came from the general level at which the nets

were working horizontally—that is, from depths varying from 20 to 240 meters.

The average depth of all the vertical hauls which had more than the average

number of P. parvus is 127 meters, and the four richest catches of all—that is, those

with more than 20,000 P. parvus per square meter (stations 10332, 10333, 10336, and
10338)—were, respectively, from 50-0, 80-0, 50-0, and 80-0 meters, locating the zone

of chief abundance for the species as shoaler than 100 to 125 meters.
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Relationship to temperature and salinity.—The geographic distribution of P. parvus

n the ocean in general points to moderately high temperatures as most favorable

for it, justifying Farran’s (1910) characterization of it as a tropical and temperate

species. The many records of it in the Red Sea, around Ceylon, and in the Malay
Archipelago, often from hauls no deeper than the intake pipe of a steamer’s pump
(A. Scott, 1902), make it probable that no temperature ever prevailing in the open

sea is fatally high or even unfavorably so for it. Toward the other extreme, the

presence of P. parvus at so many localities in the Gulf of Maine in February and
March (table, p. 299) proves it able to survive cooling down to 3 to 5°. In fact, the

actual localities and depths of capture locate it in water fractionally cooler than 2°

at three different stations;45 but most of these February-March records are from
localities where the temperature was above 3° at some level between the surface and
the bottom (stations 20044, 20045, 20046, 20048, 20054, and 20081). Specimens

drifting into colder regions or levels of the gulf in early spring may perish, as any
animal finding its optimum environment in high temperature probably would.

Thus, the zone close to the coast may well be a death trap for this copepod during

the coldest season, but the stock living in the basin can avoid winter chilling by
sinking to the deeper levels, where it would not experience a temperature lower than

4 to 5° in most years. Therefore, it would not be surprising if more extensive study

proves its zone of maximum abundance in the gulf to lie at a greater depth during

the coldest season than during summer and autumn. Tending to corroborate this

prediction is the fact that the richest catches for March and April (stations 20054

and 20115) were in vertical hauls from 250 and 295 meters, respectively, where the

temperature below 150 meters was 5° or higher; and that the vertical nets fished

through zones of water warmer than 10° (below 100 meters) at the localities of the

“rich” catches off the southwest slope of Georges Bank for February (stations 20044

and 20045).

Previous records locate P. parvus in salinities higher than 40 per mille in the

Arabian Gulf and as low as 19.33 per mille in the Kattegat. In addition it appears

indifferently oceanic or neritic, occurring from the open sea, on the one hand, to

tide pools, on the other (fide Dr. C. B. Wilson). Therefore, it is not likely that the

variations in salinity which obtain in the Gulf of Maine are an important factor in

influencing its distribution there. Perhaps no member of the crustacean plankton

of the open sea can accommodate itself to greater fluctuations in the salinity of the

water than this little copepod.

Endemicity and immigration.—The spawning of P. parvus has not actually been

recorded in the Gulf of Maine, but the fact that the species occurs there throughout

the year and is about equally widespread from month to month, though with a

definite periodic cycle in its abundance and in the regularity of its distribution, is

strong evidence that P. parvus does reproduce successfully in the gulf, and that

enough of the stock survives the winter to multiply to the frequencies recorded for

summer and autumn. The monthly averages for the percentages of stations at

which the species has been taken and for the numbers of specimens per square

meter both point to May as the commencement of the breeding season in the gulf;

45 Station 20056, whole column cooler than 1.19°; station 20058, whole column 1.39 to 1.43°; station 20081, surface 1.95°.
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but it is not clear how continuously reproduction proceeds throughout the summer
and autumn or whether the definite wave of propagation from September to October,

which the catches for those months suggest, actually takes place.

Economic importance.—Numerically, P. parvus usually forms only a small frac-

tion of the catches of copepods in the Gulf of Maine, the maximum percentage

recorded for any station east and north of Nantucket being only 30 per cent in

one instance (station 10303). The averages for the area thus limited have been

about 11 per cent for March, 3 to 5 per cent for April to June, 15 per cent for August,

and 6 to 8 per cent for September and October. Therefore, owing to its small size,

it can never be of much importance as fish food within the gulf; but the shoals

which we have encountered in the shallows off Marthas Vineyard (station 10332)

may serve as a large item in the diet of the smaller and young fishes there. This may
also apply at times outside the continental edge off Georges Bank, where P. parvus

constituted 30 to 50 per cent of the copepods at two stations on February 22, 1920

(stations 20044 and 20045).

Paratbalestris jacksoni (Scott)

The localities where this species has been takti (assembled by Sars, 1903-1911)

are mostly Arctic and exclusively coastwise, including the polar islands north of

Grinnell Land, Franz Josef Land, and the north coasts of Norway and Finland. He
found it occasionally on the west and south coasts of Norway, the latter being the

most southerly station for it previously reported.

Doctor McMurrich lists Parathalestris jacksoni occasionally between December 28

and January 20 at St. Andrews, New Brunswick; more frequently (about 44 per

cent of the hauls) from January 20 until mid-May, but not at all during the summer
or autumn. The greatest frequency—late winter and spring—falls during the

coldest season, which corresponds to its Arctic nature.

Probably P. jacksoni will be found all around the coast line of the Gulf of Maine
in similar situations and in the littoral zone generally to Cape Cod, but not farther

south except as a stray.

It was never sufficiently numerous at St. Andrews to suggest that it has any great

importance in the economy of the estuarine waters of the gulf, much less in the

offshore parts of the latter, where it has not yet been found.

Pbyllopus toidentatus Brady

This species, first described (Brady, 1883) from a single specimen from the south

Atlantic off the mouth of the Rio de la Plata in a haul from 2,650 fathoms, has since

been recorded by Giesbrecht (1892) from the eastern equatorial Pacific, from the

Gulf of Guinea at a depth of 5 fathoms at night and 360 by day by T. Scott (1894)

;

at San Diego, Calif., by Esterly (1905) ;
in the Malay Archipelago by A. Scott (1909)

;

and off the west coast of Ireland by Thompson (1903), Wolfenden (1904), and Farran

(1905); but in subsequent publications (Farran, 1908; Wolfenden, 1911) the last

two authors have referred their Irish specimens to two new species since described

by Farran (1908) from that same region under the names belgse and impar.
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So far as I can learn, the genus Phyllopus has not previously been reported

anywhere along the eastern seaboard of North America, hence two female specimens

recognized by Dr. C. B. Wilson in a vertical haul from 80 meters off Penobscot

Bay, April 10, 1920 (station 20097), are of interest.

Genus Pleuromamma

Four species of this genus have been taken occasionally in the Gulf of Maine

—

P. abdominalis (Lubbock), P. gracilis (Claus), P. robusta (Dahl), and P. xiphias

(Giesbrecht) . These are all true oceanic forms, widespread on the high seas in

tropical and temperate oceans, and as they are only strays in the Gulf of Maine a

brief outline of their geographic distribution will suffice.

P. abdominalis has been taken at many localities in the eastern side of the

Atlantic from the Cape of Good Hope (Wolfenden, 1911) to the west of Ireland

(Farran, 1908), in the North Atlantic between England and longitude 46°, and in

the Gulf of St. Lawrence (Herdman, Thompson, and Scott, 1898). There are many
records for it in the Mediterranean; it has been taken repeatedly in the Red Sea and
right across the northern part of the Indian Ocean (Thompson and Scott, 1903;

Wolfenden, 1905); commonly in the Malay Archipelago (Cleve., 1901; A. Scott,

1909)
;
and at stations widely distributed over the Pacific, both south and north of

the Equator, including San Diego, Calif., where Esterly (1905) describes it as common.
P. gracilis has been found over much the same geographic range in the eastern

Atlantic (Ireland to the Cape of Good Hope), in the Mediterranean, Red Sea,

Indian Ocean, and Pacific, but has not been recorded so often.

P. xiphias is so far known from the Atlantic between the latitudes of Ireland

and the Cape of Good Hope, the Indian Ocean, Malay Archipelago, and Pacific,

where it has been reported at San Diego (Esterly, 1905) and in the tropical belt

between 3° S. and 20° N., 99° W. and 160° E. (Giesbrecht, 1892).

Up to the present time P. robusta is known only from the Atlantic between the

tropical belt on the south (Dahl, 1893) and the latitudes of the Faroe Channel and

the coast of Norway on the north (Sars, 1903), from the Mediterranean, and from

the Red Sea. It is, it seems, the most northerly of the four species of the genus here

mentioned and the only one which has occurred often enough at the stations of the

International Committee for the Exploration of the Sea in the northeastern Atlantic

province to be treated by T. Scott (1911) in his resume. 46

Previous records for the four species of Pleuromamma off the Atlantic seaboard

of North America, outside the Gulf of Maine, are as follows:

P. abdominalis, near Sambro Bank and outside the continental edge off Nova
Scotia, June and July, 1915 (Willey, 1919, three stations); also Gulf of St. Lawrence,

as just mentioned.

P. gracilis, two stations on a line across the continental shelf off Marthas Vine-

yard August, 1914, and one off the continental edge southeast of Georges Bank,

July 22 of that same year (stations 10220, 10258, 10260, and 10261; also one record

east of the Grand Banks (Murray and Hjort, 1912. p. 654).

« The more important locality records for the genus have been collected by Giesbrecht (1892), Thompson and Scott (1903), A.

Scott (1909), Wolfenden (1911), Farran (1908), T. Scott (1911), Sars (1903), and van Breenem (1908).
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P. robusta, two stations outside the continental edge between the latitudes of

Delaware Bay and New York, July, 1913 (stations 10064 and 10071); one station

outside the edge off Shelburne, Nova Scotia, July 28, 1914 (station 10233); one

Canadian fisheries expedition station outside the continental edge and three over

the outer part of the shelf off Nova Scotia, July, 1915 (Willey, 1919)
;
and one Michael

Sars station east of the Grand Banks (Murray and Hjort, 1912, p. 654).

P. xiphias, one station outside the continental edge off Delaware Bay, July 20,

1913 (station 10071). The Canadian fisheries expedition of 1915 had it at one

June station in deep water off the mouth of the Laurentian channel, one July station

near Sambro Bank and one outside the continental edge off Cape Sable (Willey, 1919)

;

it was also listed by Sars from the same Michael Sars station east of the Grand
Banks which yielded gracilis and robusta (Murray and Hjort, 1912, p. 654).

It is probable that when the ranges of these four Pleuromammas are better

understood it will be found that all of them are universal away from land over the

temperate and tropic latitudes of all oceans. Off the eastern coast of America, the

continental edge and the outer part of the continental shelf would seem their normal

inshore boundary, along which all of them may be expected in the warm, highly

saline waters of the inner edge of the so-called “Gulf Stream” as far north as the

Grand Banks; but the presence of abdominalis in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and the

Gulf of Maine records to be mentioned next show that on occasion they may drift

into distinctly neritic situations.

One other species of the genus, P. boreale, is to be expected in the Gulf of Maine,

having been found by the Canadian Fisheries Expedition of 1915 at five stations off

Nova Scotia (Willey, 1919) side by side with the others; but as yet it has not been

detected in the Gulf of Maine towings.

The several Pleuromammas, like other planktonic animals which are purely

immigrants, and uncommon ones, in the Gulf, have most often been found in the

eastern side—that is, nearest their path of entrance (fig. 82)—and in the southwest

part, which they may fairly be assumed to have reached via the anticlockwise eddy
which dominates the circulation of the gulf.

If the data so far obtained are fairly representative, abdominalis (only one

record) is the least common of the four species in the Gulf of Maine, whereas it is

the only Pleuromamma yet reported from the Gulf of St. Lawrence and the most
common at San Diego (Esterly, 1905). Pleuromamma has been represented by
scattering specimens in the Gulf of Maine tows, its numbers per square meter working

out as follows for the spring stations of 1920:

Species and station
Number
per square

meter
Species and station

Number
per square

meter

P. gracilis: P. xiphias:
20056 10 20048 10

20103 26 20072 50
20114 200 20102 9

P. robusta: 20117 175

20089 50
20098 12
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The summer records inside the gulf and over the shelf off Marthas Vineyard
have likewise been for odd specimens, but on August 26, 1914 (station 10261), P.

Fig. 82 .—Occurrence of the genus Pleuromamma in the Gulf of Maine. A> locality records for P. abdominalis: G> locality

records for P. gracilis: R, locality records for P. robusta: X> locality records for P xiphias: locality records for

Pleuromamma species (?) . The dates are the years of record

gracilis was the dominant copepod outside the continental edge off Marthas Vineyard,

as P. robusta was at the same relative position off New York on July 11, 1913 (station

10064: Bigelow, 1915, p. 287).
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It is interesting that 80 per cent of the 10 records of occurrence within the off-

shore banks of a genus whose source is undoubtedly the oceanic basin outside the

continental edge should be for March and April, when the temperature is lowest, and

only two for the summer-autumn season (P. robusta, station 10100, August 13, 1913;

P. abdominalis, station 10246, August 12, 1914), whereas our summer stations alone

have yielded this genus outside the banks. 47 However, with the possibility that a

rare species may be overlooked among the masses of Calanus and other of the more

plentiful copepods taken in the horizontal hauls, the few records do not show at

what season the genus as a whole (or any one of its several species) is most likely

to enter the Gulf of Maine.

It is not likely that Pleuromamma succeeds in breeding in the gulf; but the

geographic distribution of the records indicates that individual specimens may be

long-lived there. No relation is apparent between the occurrences of Pleuromamma
in the gulf and high temperature, for its presence has been established there in

readings as low as 0.49 to 1.95° (station 20056), and the two midsummer records

may have been from water as cold as 4.22° and 7.58°, though, equally, the few speci-

mens involved may have been picked up by the open net near the surface in a much
higher temperature.

Pleuromamma has not been taken on the surface in the Gulf of Maine, but

none of the hauls producing it have been from deeper than 175 meters and all but

three of them were as shoal as 100 meters, or shoaler, pointing to the strata above

the latter level as the region which it usually inhabits in the gulf. At San Diego

Esterly (1912) found both P. abdominalis and P. gracilis coming nearly or quite

to the surface during the night and sinking to considerable depths by day, chiefly

to deeper than 150 meters. Similar diurnal migrations, though not so deep, are

to be expected of the few specimens unfortunate enough to stray into the Gulf

of Maine.
Pseudocalamis eloiigatus Bceck 48

This is a northern species and one of the most widespread and abundant cope-

pods in the North Atlantic region and in the Arctic, where it is circumpolar. The
records of its distribution have recently been summarized by Farran (1910) and by
With (1915). On the European side its southern boundary seems to be the Black

Sea (Sars, 1903, p. 154), the Mediterranean, and the Gulf of Suez (Thompson and

Scott, 1903), which it would seem to have reached via the Suez Canal, not being

known from farther down the Red Sea or from the Indian Ocean. It is widespread,

probably universal, northward from Gibraltar to the North Sea, along the entire

length of the coast of Norway, and far up into the Baltic. It is recorded near the

New Siberian Islands, repeatedly and at many localities in the White Sea, about

Spitzbergen, off Jan Mayen, in the Norwegian and Greenland seas, about the Faroes

Iceland, northward to Disko along West Greenland, from East Greenland, and

right across the North Atlantic from England to the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

47 Noneat stations 20044, 20045, 200,38, 20069, 20077, 20109, February-April, 1920.

43 According to With (1915) the P. minutus of Kr0yer was based on immatures of this species, which should therefore bear the

name minutus; but until the change is generally accepted by students of the group (Willey’s (1920, 1921) recent communications
still use elongatus) it is as well to follow the more general usage in a paper not concerned with systematics.
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In American waters it has been taken as far south on the Pacific coast as Puget

Sound (Giesbrecht and Schmeil, 1898), but apparently it does not reach San Diego,

not having been found there by Esterly. Willey (1920) records it from south of the

Alaska Peninsula, from Bering Sea, and from several localities along the Arctic

coasts of Alaska and Canada. On the Atlantic side it occurs in the Labrador cur-

rent off the Straits of Belle Isle (Herdman, Thompson, and Scott, 1898). The
Canadian fisheries expedition found it one of the most plentiful of copepods in the

Gulf of St. Lawrence and had it at most of the stations between the Newfoundland
and Scotian Banks, as well as along Nova Scotia, though not in such abundance
(Willey, 1919). Wright (1907) also describes it as abundant off Canso, Nova
Scotia, in July and August; and as I have remarked in several previous communi-
cations, Pseudocalanus is one of the most characteristic members of the copepod
community of the Gulf of Maine. West and south of this it is much less abun-

dant and more seasonal. In warm summers it probably finds its farthest bound
about New York, judging from the fact that it has not been reported at Woods
Hole during the warm half of the year, though Fish (1925) found it there in winter,

and from our failure to find it at any of the nine southern stations in 1913 (Bigelow,

1915). In the cool August of 1916 it was recognized at three stations on the con-

tinental shelf off New York (stations 10363, 10364, and 10365) and may have occurred

at others, for only a preliminary examination has been made. In September, 1914,

it was taken just outside the continental edge off Marthas Vineyard (station 10260),

and in October, 1915, it occurred at all three stations across the continental shelf

on this line (stations 10331 to 10333; table, p. 298). It enters Narragansett Bay in

January and February (Williams, 1907), and Dr. C. B. Wilson (in a letter) writes

that he has “examined specimens taken in winter as far south as the thirty-seventh

parallel of latitude, opposite the mouth of Chesapeake Bay,” this being the most

southerly record of it along the seaboard of eastern North America.

Gulf of Maine .—Pseudocalanus is nearly as universal as Calanus finmarchicus in

the gulf, indifferently in the coastal zone, in the deep parts of the open basin, and on

the off-shore banks. Evidently it is a constant member of the plankton of Gulf of

Maine harbors, the Grampus having had it in Gloucester, Rockport, and Kittery

(Bigelow, 1914, p. 116). Doctor McMurrich took it at St. Andrews, where he lists

it for 71 per cent of the 160 tows covering all seasons of the year. Since 1913 it

has been recognized in the following proportion of the stations for which the cope-

pods have been listed:'19

Date

Percentage
of stations
with Pseu-
docalanus

Date

Percentage
of stations
with Pseu-
docalanus

February, 1920 83 90
March, 1920 and 1921 94 91

April, 1920_ 90 88
May, 1915 and 1920 77 January, 1921 80

77
August, 1913, 1914, 1915, and 1922 69 General average 83

10 The summer of 1912 and winter of 1912-13 are not included in this calculation because there is reason to believe that Pseudo-

calanus is underestimated in the published lists because of the nets employed (Bigelow, 1914, p. 115; 1914a, p. 409).
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We have found it at 77 per cent of the stations on Georges Bank and the shelf

off Marthas Vineyard, 72 per cent of the stations in the basin as inclosed by the 100-

meter contour, 86 per cent in the coastal zone inside 100 meters from Cape Cod to

Grand Manan, 77 per cent in the coastal zone along western Nova Scotia, 86 per cent

in the eastern and northern channels, but at only half the stations on Browns Bank
and 65 per cent of the stations outside the continental edge.

Thus, on the whole, Pseudocaianus elongatus is somewhat more nearly universal

close along shore than out at sea in the gulf (fig. 83) ;
but the regional difference

is so small inside the continental edge that it may be of no general significance and

merely the result of one haul chancing to pick up and another to miss scattered

specimens at times and places where the species is scarce. Probably the apparent

infrequency of this copepod on Browns Bank is to be explained in this way.

Although P. elongatus is so nearly universal, the numbers actually present at

any given time have usually averaged larger in the basin, in the entrant channels

(northern and eastern), and along the offshore slope than anywhere in the coastal

belt of the gulf inside the 100-meter contour. The locations of the stations where

the number of specimens per square meter has been larger than the average for the

respective month and year afford a graphic illustration of this localization of the

rich catches in the deeper parts of the gulf, for 22 out of 36 have been outside

and only 14 inside the 100-meter contour (fig. 84). Otherwise expressed, only 20

per cent of the shoal catches have been above average, as contrasted with 40 per

cent of the deep hauls.

The “rich” catches in the basin have been distributed indifferently from the

west side to the east; but this correlation between the abundance of Pseudocaianus

and the topography of the bottom does not apply in the southern part of the area,

for rich hauls have been made over the outer part of Georges Bank and on the con-

tinental shelf off Marthas Vineyard, while all records of the species so far obtained

from farther west and south than this along the coast have been well inside the

100-meter contour.

Vertical distribution .—In the northerly part of its range P. elongatus has been

found commonly at the surface in other seas as well as at various deeper levels, and
its presence is established down to about 900 meters by the use of the closing net

(Wolfenden, 1904), but its chief zone of abundance lies above 200 meters. The
Canadian fisheries expedition took it as regularly at the surface in the Gulf of St.

Lawrence as in deep tows down to 150 meters, and apparently about as abundantly.

The great majority of records for this species in the Gulf of Maine have been

based on hauls from depths greater than 50 meters, not so much because of a con-

centration in deeper water as because the deeper hauls, horizontal or vertical, have

been the basis for most of the lists of copepods. During the Albatross cruise of 1920

Pseudocaianus was found regularly at the surface as well as at deeper levels from the

last week in February until the last week in March (about 90 per cent of the stations),

irrespective of locality, but less frequently (only about 42 per cent of the stations)

through April and May (table, p. 303). It is probable that this change resulted from

a general tendency on its part to desert the uppermost stratum as the season advances.

It was detected at only three of the six stations where the surface net yielded enough
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copepods to be worth listing in the summer of 1914, but its constant presence in surface

tows at St. Andrews the year round (p. 276), with the Grampus captures of it at the

Fig. 83.—Occurrence of the copepod Pseudocalanus elongatus. X. locality records, June to October; 0, December to May

surface in other harbors in midsummer, proves that it is always to be expected a few

meters down and is brought up by the mixing effect of moderately strong tidal currents.

I have been unable to find evidence of a stratification of this species at any

definite depth in the gulf. The concentration of the richer catches of Pseudocalanus
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in the deeper parts of the gulf, together with the fact that the average depth of the

36 hauls yielding more than the average number of specimens per square meter for

the respective month and year has been 164-0 meters, but only 113-0 meters for the

Fig. 84.—Localities where the vertical hauls have yielded more Pseudocalanus elongalus per square meter of sea area than

the average for the respective month. X, June to October; February to May

80-odd hauls yielding less than the average number of specimens, does not suggest

any impoverishment of Pseudocalanus in the deep strata of the gulf, such as is demon-

strated for Calanus Unmarchicus (pp. 203, 205). On the other hand, there is nothing
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in the data here offered to indicate any tendency on the part of P. elongatus to keep to

the deepest levels, nor can I offer any evidence of diurnal vertical migration on its part,

though this is so common a phenomenon among copepods that more detailed study

of the occurrence of the species is likely to show it in some degree.

Seasonal cycle .—Pseudocalanus can not be described as definitely seasonal any-

where within the gulf. This appears both from the percentages of stations at

which it has been taken in different months, the variation from month to month
being no greater than the chances of the hauls, and from the distributional chart

(fig. 83), which proves Pseudocalanus present in all parts of the gulf both in the

summer-autumn and in the winter-spring seasons. 50 However, if the records be
considered by locality, the following regional differences appear: In the coastwise

zone out to the 100-meter contour, from Cape Cod to Grand Manan, the frequency

of occurrence (percentage of stations) has been about the same for one season as

for another, 51 and Pseudocalanus was taken with equal regularity (70 to 80 per cent

of the stations) over the western half of the basin west of the longitude of Mount
Desert Island (long. 68° 30' W.) in July-August as in October-January, February-

March, April, or May-June (the copepods have been listed at 39 stations from
that region)

;
but while it was recognized at three of the four December-May stations

over the shallows west and southwest of Nova Scotia, out to the 100-meter contour,

it failed at two out of five summer-autumn stations there. It appears in the lists for

only eight out of 17 July-August stations in the eastern half of the basin, east of

longitude 68° 30' W. (including the Eastern and Northern Channels), where it was
taken at every station for September, January, March, and April, and at four out

of five May-June stations.

On Georges Bank and over the shelf off Marthas Vineyard it likewise occurred

in all the vertical hauls for the spring of 1920 but failed at four out of eight July-

August stations in 1913 and 1914, though present at all three stations off Marthas
Vineyard on October 21 and 22, 1915 (stations 10331 to 10333; table, p. 298). Our
few hauls outside the continental edge abreast the gulf also point to a definite and

similar seasonal cycle for Pseudocalanus, it being present at six out of seven of the

December-May stations but at only two of the five for May-October. Thus, while

Pseudocalanus is uniformly frequent throughout the year in the western half of the

gulf, irrespective of depth, and along the northern coast, it occurs somewhat less

frequently and regularly in the southeastern and eastern part during the two-month
period, July-August, than at any other time of year. Apparently it follows the

same seasonal cycle, but with a decidedly greater impoverishment in summer, on

the offshore banks and in the more oceanic water outside the continental edge,

though more tows are needed in this region before a final pronouncement can be

made.

It must be borne in mind that any planktonic animal may or may not be taken

most frequently when most abundant (may even be most frequent when least

numerous), the relationship between the two measures of occurrence depending on

the uniformity of distribution. In the case of P. elongatus the data afforded by

40 In contrast, compare the seasonal fluctuations in the regional distribution of such an immigrant species as Sagitta serrato-

dentata (p. 320).

51 Eighty-five per cent for December-May, 90 per cent for June-October; total number of hauls, 51
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the vertical hauls for 1915 and 1920 (tables, pp. 297, 299) point to a greater absolute

abundance over the area as a whole in late summer and autumn than in early spring,

constantly increasing from March until October, with average numbers per square

meter, by months, for the years 1915 and 1920, as follows: February-March, 685;

April, 501; May-June, 2,238; August-September, 5,723; and October, 8,456.

If the year 1913 be included in the calculation (Bigelow, 1915, table, p. 286),

the August average would mount to 19,834, making this the seasonal maximum;
but the possibility of an annual as well as a seasonal fluctuation must always be

kept in mind.

The seasonal cycle for 1915 and 1920 in the coastal zone between Cape Cod and

Grand Manan paralleled the figures just given for the gulf as a whole, with the

average numbers of P. elongatus augmenting from about 300 per square meter in

March-April, to 2,124 for May-June (or 1,699, if the stations where it failed as well

as those where it occurred are counted), 2,819 or 3,947 for August-September, and

7,622 or 8,710 for October, depending on which basis of calculation be employed.

The vertical hauls in the deeper parts of the gulf show a similar seasonal augmenta-
tion from early spring to September, whether for the basin as a whole or for its

eastern half separately, as follows:

Average numbers per square meter, by months, counting only the stations of occurrence

Locality
February-
March April May-June August-

September

October
(only 1 sta-

tion)

1, 068

1,083

656 2,914 8, 963
6,752

9,110
811 3,149

Unfortunately, nothing can he said as to seasonal fluctuations in the abundance

of P. elongatus as distinguished from its frequency on Georges Bank or outside the

continental edge, no vertical hauls being available thence for summer.

Breeding habits .—In the northeastern Atlantic sexually adult specimens of both

sexes have been reported repeatedly at various dates between April and September (for

a summary see With, 1915), and since Willey (1919) describes females with eggs and
attached spermatophores from the Gulf of St. Lawrence for August, the breeding

season for Pseudocalanus might be expected to fall in late spring and through the

summer in the Gulf of Maine. Dr. C. B. Wilson writes, in a letter:

In this connection it is of interest to report that although the present collection includes speci-

mens of this species taken in every month of the year except November, not a single specimen

was observed with eggs.

However, as he points out, Sars’s (1903, p. 21) discovery that the ovisac is so

very fragile that it becomes detached at the slightest touch “readily explains Willey’s

(1919) statement that the ovisacs of all the females were ruptured, and the fact

that no females with eggs were found in the present collection.”

Next to the actual discovery of egg-bearing females, the constant presence of this

species in the gulf, its universal distribution and considerable abundance there, and
the unmistakable seasonal cycle in its abundance are the strongest evidence that it is
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regularly endemic there and that the maintenance of the local stock is primarily by
local reproduction. The seasonal fluctuations in the numerical strength of the stock

point to breeding as taking place most actively from June until September and to

the entire gulf as its site.

Relation to temperature and salinity.—P. elongatus has been taken over a wide
range of temperature. Judging from its abundance in polar seas, it thrives in temper-

atures close to the freezing point; but, on the other hand, notwithstanding its north-

erly distribution (p. 275), it has been found living in the warm Mediterranean and in

upwards of 20° in the Gulf of Suez. However, the species reaches its maximum
abundance and frequency in seas and at levels where the water is cooler than

about 15°.

In the Gulf of Maine its presence has been definitely established in water as warm
as 20° (surface, station 10254, August 22, 1914) and 19.56° (surface, station 10256,

August 23, 1914); but its usual scarcity at the surface during the warmest months

(pp. 24, 277) and the great preponderance of records (vertical and subsurface horizontal

hauls) from temperatures below 12 to 15° would seem to set this as the upper limit

for its optimum environment, even though much warmer water is not fatal either to

its existence or even to its reproduction—witness its Mediterranean range. If the

rising temperature of spring is actually the factor which tends to drive Pseudocalanus

down into the deeper and cooler water in summer, this does not take place until the

uppermost stratum of water has warmed from its winter minimum to warmer than

7 to 8°, for Pseudocalanus occurred rather more frequently on the surface in May,
1920, when the surface temperature averaged about 7.9° at the Albatross stations,

than in April at an average temperature of about 3.5°.

Any species living indifferently in the inner Baltic, on the one hand, and in the

open Atlantic and Mediterranean, on the other, necessarily exists over a much wider

range of salinity than obtains in the Gulf of Maine. Therefore, it is not likely that

the details of distribution of Pseudocalanus in the gulf are governed by the local

and temporal variations in salinity obtaining there, nor does any parallel between

the two appear from what is known so far.

Economic importance.—In the English Channel, Lebour (1919, 1919a, and 1920)

found that Pseudocalanus was, on the whole, the copepod chiefly preyed upon by
all kinds of larval fishes and young fish fry; and since it may be expected to play the

same r61e in the Gulf of Maine (though there are no local observations bearing on

this point)
,
probably it ranks next to Calanus finmarchicus in its importance in the

natural economy of the gulf. Granting Pseudocalanus second rank in this respect, it

must still fall far behind Calanus, not only because its individuals are much smaller

but because it is seldom as numerous anywhere in the gulf. Thus, Pseudocalanus

outnumbered Calanus in only eight out of 139 vertical hauls between the longitudes

of Marthas Vineyard and Cape Sable during the years 1913, 1915, and 1920, and

equaled it in three others. As a rule there have been from five to ten times as many
Calanus as Pseudocalanus at any given station. Taking the vertical hauls together

for all years, for all localities west of Cape Sable, and for all seasons, Pseudocalanus

has averaged about 11 per cent of the copepods. Assuming the Pseudocalanus to
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have been uniformly distributed vertically, the numbers present per cubic meter

of water work out as follows for our richest catches of the species

:

Station Date Number Station Date Number

10092 Aug. 11,1913
Aug. 12,1913

do.

119 10332 Oct. 21, 1915 958
10095. 666 10333 Oct. 22, 1915 382
10096 330 10336 __ Oct. 26,1915

Oct. 27,1915
287

10097 „ Aug. 13,1913 306 10338 306

RMncalanus cornutus Dana

This species has its center of distribution in the Tropic belts of the three great

oceans. It has been described from the Sulu Archipelago, from the Philippines

(Brady, 1883), and from the western Pacific between latitudes 7° S. and 15° N.

(Giesbrecht, 1892). It is common in the Malay Archipelago (Cleve, 1901; A. Scott,

1909). Thompson and Scott (1903) had it at ten stations in the Indian Ocean;

A. Scott (1902) reports it from the Red Sea; but up to the present I have found

no record of it in the Mediterranean. The German South Polar expedition found it

widespread in the South Atlantic (Wolfenden, 1911). To the northward it is reported

from the equatorial belt off Africa; from the Gulf of Guinea, where T. Scott (1894)

found it one of the most common and widely distributed species; and in the eastern

side of the Atlantic at a few stations up to latitude 52° (Thompson, 1903). The
only previous report of it on the American side is from one station outside the con-

tinental edge off Cape Sable by the Canadian fisheries expedition, July, 1915 (Willey,

1919). So far as eastern North American waters are concerned, the true home of

this species lies well outside the continental edge, in almost Tropic temperatures and

high salinities.

In the Gulf of Maine this species is an accidental stray, appearing in the lists

for nine hauls, including both horizontals and verticals (fig. 72; tables, p. 298-305),

the captures within the gulf being in the northeastern part of the basin, off Penobscot

Bay, off Cape Elizabeth, off the Merrimac River, and in Massachusetts Bay, a

localization along the northern and western shores which parallels the distribution of

other immigrants. There are also two station records for it on the continental

shelf off Marthas Vineyard.

Two of the records for R. cornutus in the inner part of the gulf are for March,

two for September, and thrive for December. Evidently it may enter at any time of

year, and is about as apt to do so at one season as another. The records off Marthas

Vineyard were for October 21 and 22, 1915 (table, p. 298).

There is no reason to suppose that this copepod is able to breed successfully

within the gulf or to establish a permanent foothold there, the records from within

the gulf all being for scattering specimens, up to a frequency of about 455 per square

meter off Massachusetts Bay, September 29, 1915 (station 10321), at most 2 per

cent of the copepods. Off Marthas Vineyard, however, the vertical haul yielded

about 2,000 per square meter at one station (10333).
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Riiincalanus nasutus Giesbreclit

This is a typically oceanic species, warm temperate in its relationship to tem-

perature, and wide ranging in all three great oceans. It has been recorded widely

in the eastern Pacific (Giesbrecht, 1892; Esterly, 1905), in the Malay Archipelago

(Andrew Scott, 1909 52
), at several localities in the northern part of the Indian

Ocean (Thompson and Scott, 1903; Wolfenden, 1905), and at the mouth of the

Red Sea (A. Scott, 1902). In the Atlantic it is known from latitude 35° 10' S., in the

south (Wolfenden, 1911), to Denmark Strait, the sea south of Iceland, the neighbor-

hood of the Faroes, the Norwegian sea, and the northern part of the North Sea in

the north. Farran (1910) and With (1915), who have summarized what is known
of its distribution, have both pointed out that in the northeastern part of its area

of occurrence its range is coterminous with the ebbings and flowings of the highly

saline and comparatively warm waters of the Atlantic current. This applies equally

off the Atlantic seaboard of North America, where it has been taken outside the

continental edge off Chesapeake Bay, off Delaware Bay, and off New York in the

summer of 1913 (stations 10064, 10071, and 10076); off Georges Bank, Juljq 1914

(stations 10218 and 10220); off Cape Sable; off Sable Island; and off the mouth
of the Laurentian Channel between the Nova Scotian and Newfoundland Banks,

June-July, 1915 (Willey, 1919, 7 stations); also east of the Grand Banks by the

Michael Sars (Murray and Hjort, 1912, p. 654).

Within the Gulf of Maine R. nasutus has much the same status as its close rela-

tive R. cornutus (p. 283), there being 10 records, all but one of them in the peripheral

belt, around which they are scattered from Browns Bank and off Yarmouth, Nova
Scotia, to off the tip of Cape Cod, a distribution quite typical for any planktonic

animal reaching the gulf as an immigrant from the Atlantic basin and unable to

survive long or to reproduce itself there.

The geographic locations of the stations where R. nasutus was taken (fig. 72)

are also interesting in pointing to the upper 100 meters or so as the stratum in which

it enters, for if it drifted into the gulf in the underlying waters it might be expected

to follow the branches of the basin, as do the bathypelagic chaetognaths Eukrohnia

hamata (p. 328) and Sagitta maxima (p. 324), instead of circling along and inside

the 100-meter contour.

Farran (1910) and With (1915) have described the vertical range of this species

as uniform from the surface down to 1,800 meters. Most of the captures listed by
Willey (1919) in Canadian waters were in open vertical hauls from depths of 200 to

375 meters; once on the surface. The Michael Sars record just mentioned was in a

closing net at 950 to 525 meters. The captures within the Gulf of Maine have all

been in open nets—horizontal (station 10225) or vertical—from depths of from 48-0

down to 240-0 meters; none from the surface.

The Gulf of Maine records for R. nasutus are for the months of March (three),

April (two), May (four), and one for July; 53 but with so few records it is questionable

whether this seasonal periodocity actually means that R. nasutus is more apt to enter

* JHe uses the name Rhincalanus gigas Brady for it.

83 In addition to the stations listed in the tables, (p. 297), R. nasutus was taken at station 10225 on July 23, 1914, and at

stations 10272 and 10273 on May 10, 1915.
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the gulf in spring and early summer than at other seasons, or whether it has been

an accidental feature of the towings.

It should be noted that the presence of R. nasutus in the Gulf of Maine at any

particular temperature or salinity does not necessarily bear any relation to the range

of these factors in which it finds its most favorable environment, but simply means
that once swept into the eastern side of the gulf by the entrant eddy it has been able

to survive long enough to drift to the place where found. The present records prove

such survival possible for a time in water as cold as 2 to 3° (stations 20072 and 20095)

and in salinities no higher than 29.16 to 31.36 per mille (station 20120), though its

usual range in the open North Atlantic is nearly if not wholly limited to salinities

higher than 34.9 per mille, and for the most part to regions where the water is warmer
than 10° at some level. Geographic distribution suggests that R. nasutus finds tem-

peratures and salinities appreciably lower than these figures an effective preventative

to successful reproduction.

The records for R. nasutus within the gulf have invariably been for small num-
bers of specimens, in three cases for single individuals noted in the catch of copepods

(designated “T” (trace) in the accompanying tables), and only once for as many
as 550 per square meter (station 20120). It has invariably been a minor element

(5 to 10 per cent) in the copepod community, even along the continental slope,

where it occurs more constantly, with a maximum abundance of about 1,000 to 4,000

per square meter (stations 20045 and 20069).

Scolecitliricella minor (Brady)

This species has its chief center in the North Atlantic and neighboring Arctic

seas. In the northerly part of its range it has been found along the Norwegian coast

as far as Lofoten; at many localities, but usually in small numbers, between Spitz-

bergen and Greenland northward to latitude 80° 17' N.; and generally distributed

about the Faroes and Iceland, in Denmark Strait, off southern Greenland, and north-

ward to latitude 64° 54' in Davis Strait (see With, 1915, for a summary of the records

for this species so far published).

The Michael Sars did not find it off the western slope of the Grand Banks, but

the Canadian fisheries expedition had it at six stations outside the continental edge

at the mouth of the Laurentian Channel between Banquereau and Green Bank, off

Sable Island, and off Cape Sable; also twice in the Gulf of St. Lawrence (Willey,

1919), and there are a few records for it in the Gulf of Maine, to be noted below. It

has not been reported south of Cape Cod in the western Atlantic. In the eastern

Atlantic it is common west of Ireland (Farran, 1905 and 1908), and while not known
in the Mediterranean or anywhere in the north-central Atlantic, it was found by T.

Scott (1894) in two samples from the Gulf of Guinea, one of them taken so close in

to the mouth of the Congo River that the water was visibly brownish. S. minor
has not been reported either from the South Atlantic, the Pacific, or from the tropical

part of the Indian Ocean, but the original specimens of the species were from the

subantarctic zone of the latter, west of the Crozet Islands, in latitude 46° 46' S.,

longitude 45° 31' E., in a surface haul.

8951—28 19
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Gulf of Maine .—This species has not been reported previously from the gulf,

nor for that matter from off the American seaboard south of Nova Scotia, but it

appeared in one vertical haul off Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, and one off Shelburne,

Nova Scotia, in 1915 (stations 10272 and 10313), off Boothbay Harbor on March 4

and again on April 10, 1920 (stations 20058 and 20096), and in one horizontal haul

near the mouth of the Merrimac River on the 20th of the following December (sta-

tion 10492), in each case for odd specimens only (tables, pp. 297 and 299).

This copepod is typically warm oceanic, though tolerance for low temperature is

evidenced by its more northerly distribution in the Arctic-Atlantic area. In the Gulf

of Maine it occurs only as one of the rarest of strays from outside the continental

edge. The localization of the records of capture (fig. 72), in which it agrees with

Rhincalanus, points to the upper 100 meters as the stratum in which it most often

enters the gulf, where, like other immigrants, it circles first north, then west, then

south around the periphery, drifting in the great anticlockwise eddy. If it were

swept in with the deeper lying water along the bottom of the eastern channel it would

be more apt to be found along the two branches of the basin; and since it has been

taken over a wide range of depth elsewhere, from the surface downward, in low lati-

tudes as well as high, and most often from 20 to 400 meters (With, 1915), odd captures

of it may be expected in the deepest strata of the gulf. So far it has not been detected

in any surface haul in the Gulf of Maine.

The present records, with those of the Canadian fisheries expedition off Nova
Scotia and in the Gulf of St. Lawrence (Willey, 1919), cover so many different months

that this copepod may be expected in the Gulf of Maine at any season, a fact instruc-

tive for its bearing on the question of the periodicity of oceanic circulation in the

region.

The biology of this species must be understood better before the relationship

of its distribution to temperature and salinity can be stated. The records of capture

locate it over a wide range of each—that is, in temperatures as low as —1.6° to

— 1.8° along East Greenland to upward of 24° in the Gulf of Guinea, while in the

Greenland Sea the Belgica (Damas and Koefoed, 1907) found it nearly universal in

salinities ranging from about 32 per mille on the Greenland side to nearly 35 per mille

about Spitzbergen.

So far as temperatures and salinities per se are concerned, the Gulf of Maine is

thus wide open to it, and its presence there in any particular temperature and salinity

is simply the result of the particular drift which the specimens in question have taken

and of its ability to survive wide fluctuations, something which is true of most

copepods.

Scolecithricella is never sufficiently numerous in the Gulf of Maine to figure in

the natural economy of the local plankton, but its immigrant nature being beyond

dispute, with the Atlantic Basin as the source, it is among the most instructive of

natural floats when it appears there, as showing the course followed by the indraft.
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Ternora longicornis Miiller

This copepod is neritic in the sense that its areas of abundance are confined to

the continental shelves of the continents or large islands and to their close vicinity.

The vast majority of the records obtained for it have been from one or other side of

the North Atlantic,54 none from either the South Atlantic or from any part of the

Pacific. It enters the Mediterranean to some extent (Thompson and Scott, 1903)

and has been recorded from the Indian Ocean (van Breemen, 1908). Off the coasts

of Europe its range as now known is confined between the latitudes of about 35° and
74° N., and it reaches its maximum development in the English and Irish Channels,

in the North Sea region generally, whence it extends far up into the Baltic, and along

the whole southern and western coasts of Norway. Except for a few records between

northern Europe and Spitzbergen (Farran, 1910), its range seems hardly to encroach

on the Arctic Seas. It has not been found in the Greenland Sea, but Sars (1903)

reports it from Iceland.

On the American side the most southernly station for it is off Chesapeake Bay
(Bigelow, 1922, p. 146). It is an important member of the coastwise plankton

from New York eastward, including the Gulf of Maine, the continental shelf all along

Nova Scotia, along the southerly aspect of the Newfoundland Banks, and in the Gulf

of St. Lawrence, where the Canadian fisheries expedition collected it at about 70

per cent of the tow-net stations in 1915, locally in abundance (Willey, 1919). It has

also been found in the Labrador current off the Straits of Belle Isle and thence east-

ward to latitude 55° 24', longitude 41° 10', south of Greenland (Herdman, Thompson,
and Scott, 1898), which is the most northerly station known for it in the western side

of the North Atlantic.

Gulf of Maine .

—

As the chart (fig. 85) shows, T. longicornis is widespread in the

shoaler parts of the gulf, not only from land out to 10 to 12 miles outside the 100-

meter contour, from Cape Cod to Cape Sable, but on Browns and Georges Banks as

well, and across the whole breadth of the continental shelf off Marthas Vineyard and

Nantucket. It is a creature both of the open sea and of harbors, common in winter

right up to the dock at Woods Hole (Wheeler, 1901, p. 175), in Portland Harbor
(Bigelow 1914), and at St. Andrews (from Doctor McMurrich’s unpublished plankton

lists), but recorded at only 10 to 12 percent of the stations farther out in the deep basin of

the gulf. Within this neritic area, as bounded above, and between longitudes 65° and
71° W., it has been recognized at about 41 per cent of all the tow-net stations for which
the copepods have been determined, irrespective of year, season, or precise locality.

Its independence of the distance from land, within the bounds of the continental

shelf, may be further illustrated by the fact that Dr. W. C. Kendall, in his field notes

(p. 12), mentions “small brown copepods,” which from the context were almost

certainly Ternora, as plentiful in haul after haul on the northwestern part of Georges

Bank and over the shelf out from Nantucket in August and September, 1896.

The neritic nature of Ternora is further brought out by its quantitative dis-

tribution, for only three of the 20-odd stations where we have taken a greater number
of specimens per square meter than the average for the respective month and year

54 Sars (1903) and Farran (1910) have summarized its distribution; the reader is referred to them for more detailed information
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have been as far as 16 miles out from the 100-meter contour, and the only two swarms
of this species which we have encountered (p. 290) have been well inside the 100-meter

line. Among all the records of it in American waters west of the longitude of Sable

Fig. 85.—Occurrence of the copepod Temora longicornis. X, locality records, June to November; #, December to May

Island, which have now been gathered by the cruises of the Grampus, Albatross,

and Halcyon and by the Canadian fisheries expedition, not one has been from outside

the continental edge as outlined by the general contour line for 400 meters; but it

drifts out to the Laurentian channel between Nova Scotia and Newfoundland
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and over the deep trough within the Gulf of St. Lawrence (Willey, 1919), and its

range extends far out into the ocean off Labrador, as just noted (p. 287).

Seasonal distribution .—McMurrich (1917) has remarked that Temora occurred

at intervals at St. Andrews during the autumn of 1914 and up until January 27,

1915 (on which date it was the dominant component of the plankton), but not at

all from February to mid-May. His unpublished plankton lists for November, 1915,

to October, 1916, carry the observations a step farther, showing Temora constantly

present at St. Andrews, and in considerable numbers, from mid-September through

January, but only at intervals, and represented by odd individuals, during the other

months. Wheeler (1901) and Fish (1925) have likewise found it much more plentiful

at Woods Hole in winter than in summer.55

Temora longicornis has been recorded in the open waters of the Gulf of Maine

in every month in the year except November and February, when few tows have

been studied for their copepods. In the coastwise belt the frequency of occurrence

has been highest during the period September to January, and again from March to

April, as indicated by the percentage of stations at which it occurred (about 50 per

cent in each case), and lowest during the June-August quarter, when it was recorded

at only 22 per cent of the stations in this region. However, this may reflect an

annual and not a seasonal fluctuation, because Temora occurred in a much larger

percentage of our hauls in July and August of 1913 (about 50 per cent in the gulf,

on Georges Bank, and off Nantucket) than in those months in 1912. It was again

scarce in the summer of 1914 (14 per cent of the stations on Georges Bank and in

the gulf; not at any of the stations off Marthas Vineyard); but the year 1915, when
Temora occurred at about 42 per cent of the stations right through the season from

May to October, apparently saw the local stock increase once more. The percentage

of occurrence has been about the same (33 to 38 per cent of the stations) for July-

August as for February-May on the offshore banks and over the shelf off Nantucket

and Marthas Vineyard.

In short, such analysis as I have been able to make does not prove a definite

periodicity in the frequency of this species in the open gulf beyond suggesting the

possibility that there is a minimum in midsummer.
The evidence of the vertical hauls (tables, pp. 297 and 299) is that Temora is

seldom if ever dominant anywhere in the open gulf at any time, for at the maximum
it has constituted only 20 per cent of the catch of copepods (station 20062)

;

56 and
in only six of the many vertical hauls anywhere between the longitudes of Marthas
Vineyard and Cape Sable has it constituted as much as 10 per cent of the copepods,

the average for all being only about 3 to 4 per cent of Temora, even if the calculation

be limited to those stations where this copepod was plentiful enough to be picked up
by the vertical net. If the stations where it was missed be included, its average

percentage drops below 2 per cent. The absolute numbers of individuals per square

meter have been correspondingly insignificant, compared to those of Calanus jin-

marchicus, at the maximum being only about 18,000 within the gulf, 18,760 off Shel-

burne, Nova Scotia (station 10313, September 6, 1915), and about 33,000 near Marthas

88 Williams (1907) reported it as abundant throughout the year in Narragansett Bay.
86 28 per cent off Shelburne, Nova Scotia, Sept. 6, 1915, Station 10313.
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Vineyard onOctober21, 1915 (station 10331). But perhaps less reliance can be placed

on quantitative calculations based on vertical tows for this species than for any of

the other copepods of frequent occurrence in the gulf, because, as Farran (1910,

p. 72) has remarked (which our own experience corroborates), it “has the habit,

more marked than in most copepoda, of forming swarms of great density but of

limited extent.” For this reason conclusions as to its abundance in any region

may be entirely misleading unless a great number of hauls are made close together,

both in time and in location.

On two occasions we have encountered such swarms (fig. 20) within the geographic

limits covered by this report—first over Nantucket shoals on July 9, 1913 (station

10060), when Temora dominated the tow at 40 meters (Bigelow, 1915, p. 287),
57 and

second on the surface off Gloucester on October 31, 1916 (station 10399), as recorded

elsewhere (Bigelow, 1922, p. 135). Had a vertical net chanced to pass through either

of these swarms, we would have obtained very much larger numbers per square

meter than have ever resulted from the vertical hauls actually made. But were
Temora as abundant in the Gulf of Maine (relative to other copepods) as Brady
(1878-1880) describes it about the British Isles, along the Norwegian coast, at the

mouth of the Baltic, or in the Gulf of St. Lawrence (where Willey (1919) found it

locally constituting up to 62 and 70 per cent of the copepod catches of the surface

nets), surely our many towings would more often have yielded it in comparative

abundance instead of with monotonous scarcity.

Because the distribution of Temora is so often streaky and its frequency of occur-

rence varies so much in the gulf from year to year, numerical calculations based on

vertical hauls scattered through different years, and often too far apart in miles,

can not be depended upon to reflect its seasonal cycle correctly. But whereas the

frequency of occurrence has been as high for March and April as for summer or

autumn, the numbers of specimens actually taken per station have ranged smaller,

averaging only about 200 per square meter for March and 300 for April at the stations

where it was taken, with maxima of 1,075 (station 20068) and 1,300 (station 20105),

respectively; and if the stations where the species failed were included in the calcula-

tion the averages would fall below 100 per square meter for both these months.

In summer Temora has usually been much more plentiful than this, if taken

at all, the August catches for 1913 ranging from 600 to 18,000 per square meter

(average 5,362), with 800 to 3,300 (average 1,484) for September, 1915.58 In

October, 1915, there were from 980 to 5,700 per square meter at the stations within

the gulf (average 2,755), with 32,760 and 8,160 at two stations off Marthas Vineyard.

No vertical hauls were made in November, December, or January, but the small

percentages of Temora in the uniformly scanty catches of copepods in the horizontal

hauls for December, 1920, and January, 1921 (table, p. 304), and our failure to take

it at all off Gloucester during the winter of 1912-13 (Bigelow, 1914a, table, p. 409),

point to this as a season of local scarcity.

Thus, there is some evidence, if not entirely conclusive, that while Temora is

widespread in the open gulf in early spring it is usually very sparsely represented

In the published account this and the preceding station are confused.

!i Also 18,760 per square meter ofi Shelburne, Nova Scotia, station 10313.
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anywhere at that season; but that as the existing stock, which has carried over the

winter, dies out entirely in some localities between April and August, active multi-

plication takes place locally, which under exceptionally favorable circumstances may
build up the shoals previously alluded to (p. 290) and which in any case raises the general

average of abundance to several times its early spring level. It is not possible to

set a definite date when this multiplication begins. In 1915 catches as large as 1,100

to 8,200 per square meter were made in the eastern side of the gulf by May 6 to 10

(stations 10270 and 10272; table, p. 297), but we found only 140 to 420 Temora per

square meter at stations in the western side from the 4th to the 17th of the month
in 1920. Probably the schedule varies over a period of several weeks from year to

year, as do most periodic changes in northern seas, but it agrees essentially with the

seasonal periodicity of the species in the Irish Sea, where it is most plentiful in

summer, 89 and in the Baltic generally, where it is scarce in February, most common in

August and November, and scarce or common in May, depending on the locality

(Farran, 1910).

Comparison of the data just outlined for the open Gulf of Maine with Doctor

McMurrich’s plankton lists brings out the interesting difference that Temora com-

mences to multiply three months or more earlier in the season out at sea than in

the inclosed waters at St. Andrews, a difference which may be correlated with tem-

perature.

Vertical distribution .—Obviously a species having its center of distribution

within the 100-meter contour must be most plentiful above that level, and Temora
has been found most numerous close to the surface. For example, the swarm off

Nantucket of July 9, 1913 (station 10060), was so closely confined to the uppermost

stratum that while the surface haul with a small net yielded thousands the haul

from 40 meters with a large net caught only 25 specimens (Bigelow, 1915, p. 294).

The Massachusetts Bay swarm of October 31, 1916, was likewise on the surface,

with Calanus, not Temora, dominating the catch from 60 meters. Doctor McMur-
rich’s St. Andrews records were all from within 7 meters of the surface, and many of

them were immediately at the surface irrespective of season. Dr. W. C. Kendall also

took it repeatedly in surface tows on Georges Bank in August and September, 1896.

In the spring of 1920 the surface tows (table, p. 303) yielded it with about as great

frequency and in about as great numbers as the vertical hauls, and as an extra-

limital instance of the same sort in neighboring American waters Temora longicornis

dominated the surface tow between Block Island and Marthas Vineyard on November
10, 1916 (station 10405). It is plentiful in very shoal water at Woods Hole, and Willey

(1919) found it regularly on the surface in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and about as

often in surface as in vertical hauls on the Nova Scotian shelf. Herdman, Thompson,
and Scott’s (1898) records in the North Atlantic were all from within a couple of

fathoms of the surface, and this copepod has repeatedly been taken in abundance at

the surface in north European waters.

No direct evidence is available as to how deep Temora descends in the Gulf of

Maine, but apparently the zone of greatest abundance for it hardly extends below

about 50 meters. No attention has been paid to possible stratification of Temora

89 This appears in the counts of copepods given by Herdman (1908 and 1919).
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in the gulf within this depth zone, but at one of Doctor Kendall’s stations off Nan-
tucket shoals (September 2, 1896), when there was a difference of less than one

degree of temperature between the surface (14.2°) and the 20-meter level (13.6°),

the catch of “small brown copepods” in 5-minute tows at 10 meters, 20 meters, and

30 meters was roughly proportionate to the depth—that is, to the length of the

column of water fished through—indicating that Temora was comparatively uni-

formly distributed down to that depth.

Temperature and salinity .—The distribution of T. longicornis in other seas proves

it tolerant of a wide range in its physical surroundings from salinities as low as 6.54

per mille in the inner Baltic to upward of 35 per mille in the open Atlantic, in tem-

peratures as low as about 2° and upwards of 20°. Its tendency to congregate near

the surface makes it subject to a wide seasonal variation in temperature in many
seas. Thus, at St. Andrews it survives temperatures as low as —1° to 0° in mid-

winter; at Woods Hole also. At the other extreme, one of our largest catches of

Temora (station 10260, surface) was from water of 16°.

The highest temperature at which it has been definitely recorded in North
American waters is 20.5° on the surface at a July station off New York (station

10066; Bigelow, 1915, p. 294), where sinking to a depth of only 30 meters would
have lowered the temperature by 10°. But there is some reason to believe that it

finds somewhere between 15° and 20° the upper limit of favorable temperature, for

it was fairly well represented in the hauls from 25 and 10 meters, at another station

off New York on August 1, 1916 (station 10362), levels at which the temperature was,

respectively, about 12° and 16°, but was wanting at the surface in 21.1°. Within the

Gulf of Maine any planktonic animal can always reach water cooler than 15° by
sinking down less than 20 meters even at the warmest season and in the warmest

region, but there is no direct evidence that Temora tends to sink below the warmest

zone. The fact that Doctor Kendall, in his notes for August and September, 1896,

records “small brown copepods” (in all probability T. longicornis) in several surface

tows off the northwestern slope of Georges Bank and in the neighboring parts of the

basin at temperatures of 17.5° to 20°, as well as repeatedly in 13° to 15° on the bank

itself, makes it more likely that temperatures as high as 18° to 20° do not hinder

its existence or growth.

It is not likely that differences in salinity within the limits prevailing in the Gulf

of Maine affect the distribution of this copepod, but the high salinities of the oceanic

basin, per se, or in conjunction with high temperature, may be the effective barrier

which confines it to the banks water inside the inner edge of the Gulf Stream off

the North American coast.

Why Temora (and this applies to many other neritic members of the plankton)

should be so closely confined to comparatively shoal regions, irrespective of the

physical state of the water within wide limits, when it has no connection with the

bottom at any stage in its existence but is pelagic throughout its life, is a question

to which no answer can yet be given.

Breeding .—No direct observations have been made on the breeding of Temora
in the Gulf of Maine nor have its larval stages been detected there, but its distribution,

regional and seasonal, is such as to leave no doubt that it is regularly endemic. Its
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seasonal periodicity, both in the gulf and in the seas of northern Europe (p. 291),

points to a wave of reproduction in the rising temperature of late spring or early

summer, very little production taking place during the coldest months of the year;

but with Temora occupying so broad a range in latitude and living under physical

conditions so various, it is not likely that the precise temperature governs its periods

of reproduction. Even in an area as confined as the Gulf of Maine there may be re-

gional differences in this respect, for the comparatively large catches made at two

stations in the eastern side of the gulf on May 6 to 10, 1915 (stations 10270 and

10272), at temperatures of 3° to 4°, point to reproduction in even colder water shortly

previous, whereas Doctor McMurrich did not begin to find Temora a constant ele-

ment in the tow at St. Andrews until the temperature of the water was near its annual

maximum of 12° to 13° in September. It is questionable, however, whether it

breeds successfully in temperatures higher than 15° to 16°.

Economic importance.—Wherever Temora abounds in northern seas it is one of

the most important articles in the diet of herring (it is described by Willey (1921, p.

187) as “herring food par excellence”)
,
of mackerel, and probably of other plankton-

eating fishes. Lebour (1920) found it one of the copepods most commonly eaten by
young fishes at Plymouth, England. Except for Willey’s (1921) suggestion that

fluctuations in the abundance of this and of other copepods may possibly be corre-

lated with the weir catches of young herring (“sardines”) in the Bay of Fundy.

I know of nothing published on Temora as food for fishes in the Gulf of Maine,

Certainly it can not rival Calanus Jinmarchicus in that respect in the open gulf,

but on the occasions when it swarms any schooling fish in the vicinity would no

doubt gorge on it, and large mackerel opened by Doctor W. C. Kendall off the north-

west slope of Georges Bank on August 23, 1896, were full of these “small brown
copepods” and of red feed (Calanus).

The frequency and comparative abundance of Temora at St. Andrews from

September on suggests greater economic importance for it there than in other parts

of the gulf.

Temora turbinata (Dana)

This form is very closely allied to T. longicornis but is recognizable by a uniform

and well-defined difference in the size and structure of the fifth legs of both male and

female, a difference which Dr. C. B. Wilson writes he has been able to substantiate

on a very large number of specimens from Chesapeake Bay. There are differences,

also, in the relative length of the last two segments of the abdomen and in the struc-

ture of the two terminal setae of the furca, as described by Giesbrecht (1892).

T. turbinata is a more southern copepod than T. longicornis, previously published

records for it including the tropical Pacific, Sulu Sea, China Sea, New Zealand,

Malay Archipelago, and Gulf of Guinea. It has not been reported from the North

Atlantic, but Dr. C. B. Wilson contributes the note that it “is present in great

abundance in the plankton of Chesapeake Bay and vicinity,” and he detected a

scattering of T. turbinata at three Gulf of Maine stations in the spring of 1920

—

viz, off the continental slope of Georges Bank on February 22 and April 16 (stations

20045 and 20109) and in Massachusetts Bay near Boston Harbor on April 9 (station

20089). In the Gulf of Maine it is evidently a very rare stray from the south.

8951—28 20
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Tortanus discaudatus (Tliompson and Scott)

This species has so far been found only off the Pacific and Atlantic coasts of

North America, either close to land or in partially inclosed waters. On the west
coast it is reported from Puget Sound (Thompson and Scott, 1898) and from Bering

Sea and Alaska (Willey, 1920). The Atlantic records are from the Gulf of St. Law-
rence, whence it was first described (Thompson and Scott, 1898) and where it has

since been found widespread and in abundance in the shoaler parts (T. Scott, 1905;

Willey, 1919), and recently at Woods Hole (Fish, 1925). The Canadian fisheries

expedition had it outside Cabot Strait and at two stations close to the outer coast of

Nova Scotia (Willey, 1919). Wright (1907) records it from Canso, Nova Scotia,

Willey (1921) has stated that it is plentiful at St. Andrews, and there are other

Gulf of Maine records, as below. It has been found in considerable numbers at

Woods Hole in July and occasionally in December and May (Wheeler, 1901; Sharpe,

1911; Sumner, Osburne, and Cole, 1913a), but it has not been found further south.

Gulf of Maine .—At St. Andrews this is one of the most frequent and abundant
copepods. It appeared in about half the hauls from mid-May through June in

Doctor McMurrich’s plankton lists for 1915 and 1916, rising to its maximum during

July, August, and September, for which quarter it is listed in almost every haul.

In October and November it was much less constant (only about 50 per cent of the

hauls), and when taken it was less abundant. In December Tortanus occurred in

only about 25 per cent of the hauls, in January only once, and not at all in February,

March, or April. During the late autumn and winter of 1916-17, Tortanus formed

46 per cent of the copepods in a gathering at St. Andrews on November 2, 9 per cent

on December 8, 4 per cent on February 23, and was not detected at all on April 7,

May 1, or May 17 (Willey, 1921). It is likewise plentiful in summer at Canso,

Nova Scotia (Wright, 1907), and in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, Willey (1920, p. 22)

describing it as composing u 50 to 75 per cent of the summer copepod plankton off

Souris, Prince Edward Island.” On the whole, therefore, it may be classed as a

summer species along the northeastern coast of America. A periodicity of this sort

indicates one breeding period yearly, probably extending from early summer until

early autumn, with little or no reproduction taking place in late autumn, winter, or

early spring.

The abundance and frequency of Tortanus at St. Andrews, with its presence

in Portland Harbor in July (Bigelow, 1914) and at Woods Hole, as just noted,

suggest that it occurs in estuarine and inclosed waters all around the coast line of

the gulf; but it is so closely confined to such situations that we have taken it only

four times in the open gulf in all our towing—twice in Massachusetts Bay during the

winter season of 1912-1913 (station 10048, November 20, and station 10053, Febru-

ary 12), once on German Bank (April 15, 1920, station 20103), and once in the

northeastern corner of the basin off the mouth of the Bay of Fundy (January 5, 1921,

station 10502). Not only is Tortanus extremely infrequent outside the outer head-

lands in the Gulf of Maine, but it is among the scarcest of copepods there, in numbers,

the first three of the records just listed being based on one or two specimens each.
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In the last instance there were 7 per cent of this species in a very scanty catch of

copepods made with the open net towing horizontally at 150-0 meters.

It will be noted that the dates of these offshore captures do not correspond

with the seasonal periodicity of the species at St. Andrews, but with a species as

rare as this is out at sea it is largely a matter of luck whether any given haul chances

to pick it up, and if the catch of other copepods be large, it is equally a matter of luck

whether the particular sample of the tow examined chances to contain it.

T'ortanus discaudatus is thus so strictly neritic in the gulf (decidedly more so than

in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, where it is widespread over the shoal southern part) that

it is hardly a factor at all in the offshore plankton, but probably it enters regularly

into the diet of the small herring and other young fishes among the islands and in the

harbors of the gulf, judging from its abundance at St. Andrews.

Undeuclieeta major Griesforeclit

This species is probably worldwide in temperate and tropic latitudes in the

oceanic basins. It has been recorded off the west coast of Ireland in the north

and from several stations below the Equator down to 40° S., 35° E., off South Africa

in the south. It was originally described from the central Pacific and has since been

taken off southern California (Giesbrecht, 1895) and at San Diego (Esterly, 1905)

in that ocean. U. major has not yet been found in the Mediterranean but has been

reported from the Indian Ocean (van Breemen, 1908) and among the Malay Archi-

pelago (A. Scott, 1909).

Previous records for this species off the Atlantic coast of North America are

one station outside the continental edge off New Jersey, in July, 1913 (Bigelow, 1915,

p. 287, station 10071), and three Canadian fisheries stations in July, 1915—one out-

side the continental edge off La Have Bank, one at the same relative location somewhat

farther east off Banquereau Bank, and the third in the oceanic basin off the mouth
of the Laurentian channel between Sable Island Bank and the Newfoundland Banks

(Willey, 1919). To these Dr. C. B. Wilson’s table (p. 299) adds two vertical hauls

in the Gulf of Maine—one of them on Browns Bank (March 13, 1920, station 20072)

and the other on German Bank (April 15 of that year, station 20103). In each

instance there were about 10 specimens in the catch, being at the rate of about 50

per square meter.

In the Gulf of Maine this copepod is one of the rarest of strays from the oceanic

basin offshore, locally interesting when it occurs as an indicator of the prevailing

indraught. Not having been taken farther in than German Bank, it may be assumed

to be shorter-lived in the gulf than the species of Eucheirella, Pleuromamma, or

Rhincalanus, which are similarly exotic and immigrant in the gulf.

Undeuclieeta minor Giesbreclit

The distribution of this species parallels that of TJ. major and it is equally

oceanic. In the North Atlantic it has been reported as far north as the Faroe-

Shetland channel (lat. 61° 20' N.) and west of Ireland; as far south as latitude 35°

(Wolfenden, 1911; With, 1915); it is known from the central Pacific and from off
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southern California (Giesbrecht, 1892); also at San Diego, Calif. (Esterly, 1905),

from the Indian Ocean (Thompson and Scott, 1903), and among the Malay Archi-

pelago (A. Scott, 1909). Previous records for this species off the east coast of North
America are one station off New York (July 11, 1913, station 10064) and four by
the Canadian fisheries expedition—two of them off La Have Bank, one off Banquereau
Bank, and one in the deep between the latter and the Newfoundland Banks (Willey,

1919). All these American records were from outside the continental edge.

77. minor was not detected in the Gulf of Maine until 1920, when Dr. C. B.

Wilson found occasional specimens in the vertical hauls on Browns Bank on March
13 and on German Bank, April 15 (stations 20072 and 20103), these being the same
two hauls that yielded 77. major (p. 295).

Judging from the numbers of specimens taken, minor is, if anything, even scarcer

than major in the gulf. In the Canadian hauls the reverse was true. So seldom

entering the gulf, its chief local interest is as flotsam from the Atlantic offshore.

Zaus abbreviatus G. O. Sars

This harpacticoid, described by Sars (1903-1911) as not rare off the west coast of

Norway, appears in Doctor McMurrich’s lists of plankton at St. Andrews, New
Brunswick, in about 20 per cent of the gatherings between November 23 and January

26, occasionally in April and June, and not at all during the later summer or early

autumn. Sars (1903-1911, p. 59) speaks of it as restricted to the red algae, where it

often occurs in considerable numbers. There is no reason to suppose that its presence

in the plankton is anything but accidental, and it has not been found in any of the

tow nettings in the open Gulf of Maine.

Zaus spiuatus Goodsir

This species is widespread on North Atlantic and Arctic coasts, Sars (1903-1911)

enumerating the polar islands north of Grinnell Land, Nova Zembla, and Franz

Josef Land in the Arctic, all along the Norwegian coast, the British Isles, Helgoland,

and the coast of France. It has not been recorded previously from American waters.

According to Brady (1878-1880) it lives among seaweeds from tide mark down to

10 to 12 fathoms. Under normal circumstances it is strictly littoral, living close to

shore, but in regions of active vertical circulation it, like other littoral harpactoids,

may be swept up to the surface. At St. Andrews, for example, Doctor McMurrich
found it on one occasion (March 17, 1916), in a haul at 7 meters. It has not been

detected in any of the tow nettings in the open Gulf of Maine nor in its other harbors.
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Percentages of the several species of copepods in vertical hauls, May to October, 1915, identified

and tabulated by Dr. C. B. Wilson

[In this and similar tables, T. = occasional specimen or trace; A. = abundant; C. = common; F. = few.]

10266 10267 10269 10270 10271 10272 10278 10279

May

4 5 6 6 7 10 14 26

125-0 260-0 115-0 175-0 70-0 90-0 150-0 65-0

VERTICAL NET

5 10 10 5 14

T.
1 2 2

T.
70
3

90 85
1

80
5

80
5

T.
1

1

T.

70
1

84
5

78
3

1

T.
T.

2

1

1

2

2

15
3

5

5
1

2
3
2

3
T.

2

5 5 14

1

4
5

2
A.

3
A. c. C. F. F.

Total number of copepods per square meter >... 511,000 50, 000 48, 000 411, 500 11, 000 55, COO 175, 000 189, 000

Station number 10282 10283 10284 10286 10287 10288 10290 10291 10293 10294 10296 10299

Month June

Day of month 10 10 11 14 14 19 19 23 23 23 24 26

Depth in meters 180-0 180-0 80-0 80-0 70-0 200-0 60-0 70-0 75-0 170-0 60-0 200-0

VERTICAL NET

Acartia clausi 15 10 2 4 25 3 50 45 5 2 2 3
Acartia longiremis 1

Calanus finmarchicus 75 50 70 80 60 80 25 20 50 58 78 40
Calanus hyperboreus 1 10 1 6 5 6 3 10 5 5 10 15
Centropages bradyi T.
Dwightiagracilis T.
Eucalanus attenuatus T.
Euchaeta media T.
Euchseta norvegica _ 1 3 3
Halithalestris croni 1

Metis ignaea T.
Metridia longa. _ _ „ 10 15 3 15 10 15 25 20
Metridia lucens _ 5 3 15
Paracalanus parvus 3 10 6 4 5 2 7 5 io 5 5 3
Pseudocalanus elongatus 4 5 6 6 5 3 5 3
Ternora longicornis 10 10 2 2 T.
Development stages A. F. F. S.

Total number of copepods
per square meter 1 10, 000 21,000 2, 500 11, 500 35, 000 55, 500 21, 500 15, 500 20, 000 65, 500 9, 500 43, 000

* From Bigelow, 1917, p. 319.
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Percentages of the several species of copepods in vertical hauls, May to October, 1915, identified and
tabulated by Dr. C. B. Wilson-—Continued

10808 10304 10306 10307 10309 10310 10311 10313 10315 10316 10318 10319 10320 10321

September

4 6 6 16 20 29 29

70-0 900-0 140-0 200-0 60-0 70-0 80-0 60-0 70-0 30-0 70-0 40-0

Acartia clausi 30 1 1 10 6 10 40 6 40 50 30 15 8
Acartia longiremis 6 5 2 5 2 40 4 5 5 4

Aetidius armatus T.
Calanus finmarchicus 30 65 60 30 80 80 30 30 45 10 30 20 45 15

Calanus hyperboreus. ... 1 3 1 5 2
Candacia armata _ 5 II

Centropages bradyi T.
Centropages hamatus 1 1 1 2 1 6 5 15
Centropages typicus 1 -1 1 5 2 5 10 40
Eucalanus attenuatus T.
Eucalanus elongatus T. T.
Euchseta norvegica 2 1 1

Eurytemora herdmani 1 1

Halithalestris croni 1 1 T.
Mecynocera clausi T. 1 T
Metridia longa 10 20 20 2 3 15 6 5 3
Metridia lucens 10 1 2 5 4 5 5 4

30 10 5 15 3 3 4 10 15 10 2 8
10 15 3 7 4 15 15 16 5 15 2

T. 1

Scolecithricella minor T.
4 2 28 2 5 2

c. c. C. A. A. A. C. c. F.

Total number of copepods
234, 500 51, 500 104, 000 173, 000 114, 500 41, 000 67, 000 47, 000 39, 700 14, 700 66, 500 42, 500 45, EOO

Station number - 10323 10324 10325 10320 10327 10328 10329 10331 10332 10333 10336 10337 10338 10339

Month. October

1 1 4 4 9 9 9 21 21 22 26 26 27 27

80-0 150-0 175-0 145-0 60-0 60-0 60-0 30-0 50-0 80-0 50-0 60-0 80-0 70-0

VERTICAL NET

10 15 6 15 30 10 15 5 15 6 15 10

10 2 9 5 2 8 5 2
T.
T.

30 30 70 55 25 25 30 15 15 25 50 50 50 50
1 T. T.

4

T.
10 25 5 6 7 6 10 8
10 2 3 25 5 6 6 6 10 10

T. T.
T.

T.
Eurytemora herdmani... T.

T. T.
10 30 6 7 7 10 8 4 2 4 5 8

10 15 4 4 25 30 25 5 8 4 5 8

3 2 7 7 5 8 3 40 25 16 10 10 8

10 5 6 7 6 4 3 15 15 7 10 10 8
T. 1

1 10 2 14 T. 4

Total number of cope-
pods per square meter 1 . 77, 000 112, 500 158, 500 86, 000 30, 700 57, 000 49, 000 234, 000 319, 500 204,000 205, 000 244,600 50, 500

i From Bigelow, 1917, p. 319.
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Percentages of the several species of copepods in vertical hauls, February to May, 1920, identified and
tabulated by Dr. C. B. Wilson

Station number 20044 20045 20046 20047 20048 20049 20050 20052 20053 20054 20055 20056 20057

Month February March

Pay of month 22 22 22 23 23 23 1 2 3 3 3 3 4

Depth in meters 150-0 150-0 50-0 50-0 150-0 200 0 150-0 200-0 225-0 250-0 225-0 100-0 120-0

VERTICAL NET

4

1

64
C

1

Calanus fmmarchicus 5

5

e

14

10

5
2
2

75

3

90
3

80
2

35
5

66 90
2

70
2

75
5Calanus hyperboreus

18 7

5 10
20 10

1C

3

4
2

10
30
30

1

160
3

2

10
25

15

6
10

T
50 30 4 15

T
10Pseudocalanus elongatus 30

5

10

10
15 15 14 25 £ 15 2 10 5

2

T
ADevelopment stages

Number of adult copepods per square
meter of sea surface (approximate)...

A C A A C A C c F

10,000 10, 000 3,750 1,250 8,750 37, 500 10, 750 5, 000 15, OOC 12, 50C 15, 000 150 500

Station number 20058 20059 20060 20061 20062 20003 20064 20065 20066 20067 20068 20069 20071

Month March—Continued

Day of month 4 4 4 5 5 10 11 11 11 12 12 12 13

Depth in meters 45-0 60-0 90-0 175-0 50-0 190-0 340-0 80-0 70-0 90-0 150-0 1000-0 150-0

VERTICAL NET

Acartia clausL 30
5

25
1

5

8

75
1

30
5

6

10
30

.
40

5

1

80
1

20
5

40
1

5

2

60
2

1

1

70

Acartia longiremis
60
1

70 96 60
2

75
Calanus hyperboreus
Dwightia gracilis 3

Eucalanuselongatus 5
10

4

Euchseta norvegica 4 3 1

Heterorhabdus spinifrons
Lucieutia grandis T

10

5

Metridia longa 20
10
3

6

2
1

10

10
1

3

1

1

4 25
3

25

3

20

4
10
4Metridia lucens 1

Paraealanus parvus 24
15Pseudocalanus elongatus

Rhinealanus nasutus
8 10 35 10 5 3 3 3 i

5

10

Scoleeithricella minor T
Temora longicornis 20 5 1 i

Development stages F F C

Number of adult copepods per square
meter of sea surface (approximate)... 1,250 1,000 2,500 50 130 2, 000 1,000 370 5, 000 107, 500 77, 500 10, 000
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Percentages of the several species of copepods in vertical hauls, February to May, 1920, identified and
tabulated by Dr. C. B. Wilson—Continued

20072 20073 20074 20075 20076 20077 20078 20079 20080 20081 20083 20085 20086 20087 20088

March—Continued

13 17 19 19 19 19 20 22 22 22 23 23 23 24 24

75-0 70-0 150-0 90-0 200-0 800-0 110-0 210-0 60-0 200-0 65-0 60-0 170-0 250-0 75-0

VERTICAL NET

Acartia clausi 10 2 15 5 40 2
Acartia longiremis 5 10 5 8 2

1

1

32 30 30 55 50 30 55 50 45 75 50 50 75 25 50
30 5 10 10 15 10 5 5 2 15 10

Candacia armata 1

Centropages bradyi 1

Centropages hamatus 2
T

5 10 4 5 5 5 10 10
Eurytemora herdmani 2
Gaidius tenuispinis 1

1

7 10 6 15 20 20 10 5 5 15 7 15 20
Metridia lucens 25 35 6 15 10 10 10 15 10 5 20 10 20 5

Paracalanus parvus 5 6 4

4

6 15 5 10 10 10 20 10 15 6 10
T

T T
10

Temora turbinata 5 5

4 T
2

Number of adult cope-
pods per square meter
of sea surface (approxi-
mate) 1,250 100 5, 000 1,000 2, 300 25,000 1,250 375 5, 000 250 500 8,750 27, 750 4,750

/
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Percentages of the several species of copepods in vertical hauls, February to May, 1920, identified and
tabulated by Dr. C. B. Wilson—Continued

Station number 20089 20090 20091 20092 20093 20094 20095 20096 20097 20098 20099 20100 20101 20102 20103

Month April

Day of month 6 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 10 12 12 12 13 15

Depth in meters 60-0 120-0 30-0 80-0 160-0 90-0 90-0 35 80-0 90-0 70-0 225-0 115-0 60-0 90-0

VERTICAL NET

Acartia clausi 15 10 10 15 2 1 10 1 45 20
Aeartia longiremis 2 14 1 1 5 5

Aetidius armatus 1

Anomalocera pattersoni 1

Calanus finmarchicus 50 45 65 75 25 80 75 80 80 80 80 75 34 30 35
Calanus hyperboreus 45 4 10 20 17 5 3 2 2 2 2 1 5 6
Candacia armata... 1

Centropages hamatus 2
Centropages tvpicus 1

Dwightia gracilis T T
Eucalanus attenuates 2 2
Eucalanus elongatus 1

Euchaeta media T 2

Euchaeta norvegica 1 2 2
Euchirella rostrata. 1

Gaidius tenuispinis 1

Halithalestris croni 1

Labidocera sestiva 1

Metis ignea 1

Metridia longa 10 4 12 20 1 5 4 2 35 1 5

Metridia lucens 15 2 4 20 1 3 2 1 20 1 5

Paracalanus parvus. T 1 2
Phyllopus bidentatus T
Pleuromamma abdominalis 1

Pleuromamma gracilis I

Pleuromamma robusta 2 i

Pleuromamma xiphias 1

Pseudocalanus elongatus 15 2 10 12 1 2 16 1 5 4 10 10
Rhincalanus cornutus 2
Rhincalanus nasutus T
Scolecithricella minor 1

Temora longieornis 2 5 3 1 1 1 1 1 2
Temora turbinata 1

Tortanus discaudatus 1

Undeuchaeta major 2
Undeuchaeta minor T
Development stages F C c A c A A A A C

Number of adult cope-
pods per square meter
of sea surface (approxi-
matel 2, 500 7,500 7,500 12, 500 7,500 5,000 10, 600 7,800 3, 250 1, 250 2,000 4, 750 2,750 900 2,650
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Percentages of the several species of copepods in vertical hauls, February to May, 1920, identified and
tabulated by Dr. C. B. Wilson—Continued

Station number.. 20104 20105 20106 20107 10108 20109 20110 20111 20112 20113 20114 20115 20116 20117 201 If

Month April--Continued

Day of month 15 15 15 16 16 16 16 17 17 17 17 18 18 18 20

Depth in meters 45-0 125-0 40-0 240-0 135-0 155+0 80-0 65-0 290-0 230-0 175-0 295-0 200-0 85-0 90-0

VERTICAL NET

Acartia clausi 1 2 50 2 45 2 6 25 2 1 4 20 20 15
Acartia longireinis 1 4 10 10 1 4 10 5
Aetidius armatus 1 1

Calanus finmarchieus... 25 60 20 60 35 60 60 60 50 54 75 50 55 65 75
Calanus hyperboreus 1 7 20 5 5 10 2 1 4 5 1 5
Centropages typicus S. 1 1

Dwightiagracilis 5
Euealanus elongatus 1

Euchgeta norvegica. 2 1 4 2
Eurytemora herdmani 1

Halithalestris eroni 1 T 1

Metis ignsea 1 1

Metridfa longa 10 20 2 2 5 10 3 5 25 20 3 20 i 1 i

Metridia lucens 16 6 1 20 5 10 3 5 3 16 15 1 2 2 2
Paracalanus parvus. 2 7 8 1

Pleuromamma gracilis 1

Pleuromainma xiphias 1

Pseudocalanus elongatus 45 3 1 10 2 5 5 5 5 7 4 i 2 2 2
Rhincalanus nasutus 1

Temora longicornis 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Temora turbinata 1

Development stages. C F F c c A

Number of adult cope-
pods per square meter
of sea surface (approx-
imatei 2, 600 130, 000 6, 000 4,800 47, 250 1, 000 2, 800 9, 000 8, 600 5,600 20, 000 20, 000 28,000 17, 500 5, 000

Station number 20120 20121 20122 20123 20124 20125 20126 20127 20128 20129

Month May

Day of month 4 4 7 16 16 16 17 17 17 17

Depth in meters 48-0 55-0 95-0 55-0 90-0 140-0 155-0 145-0 70-0 160-0

Acartia clausi 10 15 15 8 10 7 5 5 5 1

Acartia longiremis 5 2 5 8 1 1 5 5 2
Aetidius armatus. T

1

Calanus finmarchieus 40 60 60 80 75 80 80 80 80 80
5 2 3 3 5 1 1

Candacia armata 2
1

Centropages typicus i

1

1

i l

Halithalestris croni i 1 ]

l

Metridia longa 10 2 3 i 2 3 3 2 2 2

Metridia lucens 30 2 3 1 2 1 2 2
Paracalanus parvus 1 2 1 1 2 2
Pseudocalanus elongatus 1 15 5 8 4 1 1 10 2

1 1

1 1 1 1 2

A A C c F

Number of adult copepods per square
meter of sea surface (approximate).. 55, 000 12,600 27, 750 14, 000 77, 000 21, 750 28, 750 28, 500 21, 250
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Percentages of the several species of copepodsin samples from the surface hauls, February to May, 1920,

identified and tabulated by Dr. C. B. Wilson

Station number 20044 20045 20046 20047 20048 20049 20053 20056 20058 20059 20000 20061 20003 20064

Month. February March

Day of month.. 22 22 22 23 23 23 1 3 4 4 4 5 11 11

SURFACE NE1

25 T. 20

Acartia longiremis- T. 10 4

T.
Oalanus finmarchicus- 66 50 80 75 34 90 60 70 66 95 50 60 10 45

T. T. 10

10 4 5 -T, 4 T.
20 25 33 -5 -15 6

T.
Pseudocalanus elongatus. 34 30 20 33 - 5 30 22 17 10 20 66 45

3 17

Development stages. A. A A. C. A. c. F. ’ C.

Station number 20065 20067 20070 |20071

, V .V.l t'

20072 20073 20075 20077 20079 20081 20083 20084 20087 20088

Month March—Continued

Day of month . ..
00101

1

11 12 13 13 13 17 19 19 22 22 23 23 24 24

SURFACE NET

Acartia clausi 25
5

30

10

5

75

60 T.
T.

30
3

30

5

5

65
5

6

T.
T.
50
25
25

10

6

60

15
65

25
25

15
5

10
5Acartia longiremis

Calanus finmarchi
Calanus hyperbore
Euchaeta norvegics
Halithalestris cron
Metridia lonea

US 5 T. 2
,'r

1

1 2 5 1

5

8

10

5

10
5

5

3

15
6

2

6Metridia lucens. 20 1 25
Monstrilla serricor

Paracalanus parvu
Pseudocalanus elo

Temora longicorni
Development stag

nis T.
s 5

1

2 10
agatus 5

2
25
T.

10 20 33 30 33
4

T. 15 8
10

A.3S C. C. A. C.

Station number... 20089 20090 20091 20092 20093
^

20094 20096 20099 20100 20101 20104 20105 20106 20107 20108

Month April

Day of month.. . 6 6 9 9 9 10 10 12 12 12 15 15 16 16 16

SURFACE NET

Acartia ciausi... 15

5
70

1

1

97
1

1

1

95
1

40
5

45
2

12
6

50

65
10

10

20
3

50
7

1

1

65
30

70
5

5

45
40
10
3

Acartia longiremis
Calanus finmarchi
Calanus hyperbore
Halithalestris cron
Metridia lonea...

cus 98 50
1

55

1

98
2

100
US

1

20
10

T.
1

25

12
16
14

1

1

6

2
15

5
1

1

T.
1

Metridia lucens .. 10 10
Monstrilla serricor

Pseudocalanus eloi

nis

igatus 10
2

12
2

5 20
Temora longicorni 2 2
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Percentages of the several species of copepods in samples from the surface hauls, February to May, 1920,
identified and tabulated by Dr. C. B. Wilson—Continued

Station number 20109 20110 20111 20112 20113 20114 20115 20119 20120 20122 20124 20125 20127 20128 20129

Month ADril—Continued May

Day of month 16 16 17 17 17 17 18 20 4 8 16 16 17 17 17

SURFACE NET

Acartia clausi 45 16 17 8 35 6 6 10 6 30 7
Acartia longiremis 40 16 17 2 5 3 1 4 2
Calarms finmarchicus 10 60 33 100 100 98 80 87 60 90 90 75 65 60 90
Calanus hyperboreus 5 6 T. 5 T. 1 1 .2 2
Halithalestris croni 2 T.
Metridia longa_ 2 5 3 20 1

Metridia lucens 4 1

Paracalanus parvus 20 10 1

Pseudocalanus elongatus 10 2 3 10 4 1

Temora longicornis 3 i 1

F. c. C. C. A. A. c.

Percentages of the several species of copepods in samples from the horizontal hauls, December, 1920,
and January and March, 1921, identified and tabulated by Dr. C. B. Wilson

Station number 10488 10489 10490 10491 10492 10493 10494 210495

Month December

29 29 29 30 30 30 30 31

Depth, in meters, of major part of haul 15 75 240 125 20 75 60 60

HORIZONTAL NET, OPEN

Acartia clausi 5 3 1 3 1 10 3 6
Acartia longiremis 6 15 2 1 10 5 5
Anomalocera pattersonL T.
Calanus finmarchicus 65 30 90 55 55 65 75 25
Calanus hyperboreus 5

8 5
Centropages tvpicus 5 2 1 5
Dwightia gracilis T.
Euchseta norvegica 2
Eurytemora herdmani 1

Metis ignea 1

Metridia longa 1 20 25 10 15 5 3
Metridia lucens 1 20 5 10 2 3 1

Paracalanus parvus 2 2 2 2
5 10 10 15 5 5 50

Rhincalanus cornutus i 1

Scolecithricella minor T.
2 5 1 1
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Percentages of the several species of copepods in samples from the horizontal hauls, December, 1920, and
January and March, 1921, identified and tabulated by Dr. C. B. Wilson—Continued

Station number 10496 10497 10499 10500 10502 10505 10506 10507 10508 10509 10510 10511

Month.. January March

Day of month.. 1 1 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 5 5 6

Depth, in meters, of major part of haul. 100 50 150 60 150 20 10 60 40 150 175 100

HORIZONTAL NET, OPEN

Acartia clausi 5 2 10 5 5 3 15 5 10 5

Acartia iongiremis 2 1 T. 2 2
Calanus finmarchicus 65 35 75 35 10 45 45 50 50 70 30 70
Calanus hyperboreus 2 2 5 2
Centropages bradyi ... T.
Centropages hamatus _ _ _

.

3 16 2 5
Centropages typicus .. 5 8 3 3 1 1
Eucalanus attenuatus T.
Euchaeta norvegica 2 2 T. 30
Gaidius tenuisplnis in
11 alithalestris croni .. 5 1 1

Labidocera aestiva. i

Metis ignea T.
Metridfa longa 10 8 10 30 25 5 20 10 15 15 10
Metridia lucens 5 8 30 5 2 T. 5 5
Paracalanus parvus 2 10 5 1

Pseudocalanus elongatus 5 14 5 10 45 45 25 25 3 10 5
Rhincalanus cornutus 1

Temora longicornis 10 1

Tortanus discaudatus 7
Development stages C. C. C. A. c. A. c. F.

Supplementary note on tlie copepods 60

Since the preceding account of the copepods was written. Dr. C. B. Wilson has

made a further examination of the tow nettings of 1920 and 1921 and communicates
the following notes on additional species detected. Most of these appear only in

very small numbers. One, however

—

Oithona similis—-is plentiful enough to suggest

that it will prove widespread in the gulf.

Aegisthus mucronatus.—A single female was obtained from a vertical haul at

station 20069, March 12, 1920, southeast of Georges Bank.
Alteutha depressa.—About a dozen of these peculiar harpactids, which look very

much like sowbugs, were taken in a vertical net at station 20117 on April 17, 1920,

close to the eastern shore of Cape Cod.

Amallophora magna.—Three females taken in a vertical net just off the southern

edge of Georges Bank, February 22, 1920, station 20044.

Calanus minor.—Ten of these tiny calanids were taken at the surface between
the eastern end of Georges Bank and Nova Scotia, April 16, 1920, station 20106.

Calanus tonsus.—Six females were taken in a vertical net off the eastern end of

Georges Bank, April 16, 1920, station 20107.

Candacia norvegica.—Three females were captured at the surface off the southern
edge of Georges Bank, May 17, 1920, station 20129.

Chiridius armatus.—Eight specimens, including both sexes, were taken in a

vertical net southeast of Nova Scotia, March 19, 1920, station 20077.

19 Communicated by Dr. C. B. Wilson.
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Chiridius obtusifrons.—Three females were captured in a vertical net southeast

of Cape Sable, March 19, 1920, station 20075.

Chirundina streetsii.—Two females were found in a vertical haul just south of

Georges Bank, February 22, 1920, station 20045.

Clytemnestra rostrata.—A single female was taken in a vertical haul south of

Georges Bank, February 22, 1920, station 20044.

Cornucalanus magnus.—A single female of this large calanid was found in a

vertical haul southeast of Nova Scotia, September 6, 1915, station 10313.

Corycseus carinatus.—Eight specimens, including both sexes, were taken in a

vertical net just north of Georges Bank, February 23, 1920, station 20048.

Corycseus elongatus.—Ten specimens, including both sexes, were found in the

same haul with the preceding species, station 20048.

Corycseus ovalis.—Two females were taken with the preceding species.

Corycseus speciosus.—Two females were captured in a closing net north of

Georges Bank, March 1, 1920, station 20053.

Dwightia gracilis.—Ten specimens, including both sexes, were taken in a vertical

net just north of Georges Bank, February 23, 1920, station 20048 (see also p. 226).

Dwightia oculata.—Six females and three males of this beautifully colored

species were taken in a vertical haul southeast of Nova Scotia, March 19, 1920,

station 20076.

Euchseta marina.—A single male of this species was taken in a vertical haul

northeast of Cape Cod, August 31, 1915, station 10307.

Euchirella curticauda.—-Six specimens, including both sexes, were taken in a

vertical net southeast of Nova Scotia, September 6, 1915, station 10313.

Euchirella pulchra.—Three females were captured in a vertical haul south of

Georges Bank, February 22, 1920, station 20044.

Gsetanus miles.—A single female was taken in a vertical net in deep water south-

east of Nova Scotia, March 12, 1920, station 20069.

Gaidius brevispinus.—Three females were taken in a bottom net at a depth of

150 meters south of Georges Bank, February 22, 1920, station 20045.

Eeterorhabdus norvegicus.—Six specimens, including both sexes, were captured

in"a^vertical haul south of Georges Bank, February 22, 1920, station 20044.

Metridia brevicauda.—Fifteen specimens, including both sexes, were taken at the

surface northeast of Cape Cod, April 18, 1920, station 20115.

Metridia princeps.—A single female was taken in a vertical haul off the southern

edge of Georges Bank, February 22, 1920, station 20044.

Microthalestrisforjicula.—About 50 specimens of both sexes of this tiny harpactid

were obtained at the surface north of Georges Bank, station 20114.

Oithona atlantica.—Thirty males and females were taken at the surface southeast

of Nova Scotia, March 19, 1920, station 20075.

Oithona plumifera.—Three females were captured at the surface at station 10511,

March 5, 1921.

Oithona similis.—Several hundred specimens of both sexes were obtained at

various stations in vertical nets and at the surface.
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Oncsea conifera.—Twelve specimens, including both sexes, were taken at the

surface in the Eastern Channel, April 16, 1920, station 20107.

Oncsea minuta.—Fifteen males and females were captured in a vertical haul in

deep water southeast of Georges Bank, March 12, 1920, station 20069.

Oncsea venusta.—Twenty-five males and females were found in a vertical haul

south of Georges Bank, February 22, 1920, station 20044.

Scolecithricella obtusifrons.—Three females were captured in a vertical net in

deep water southeast of Nova Scotia, March 19, 1920, station 20077.

Scolecithricella ovata.—Twenty females were taken in a vertical net south of

Georges Bank, February 22, 1920, station 20044.

Temora stylifera.—A single female was captured in a vertical net southeast of

Nova Scotia, September 6, 1915, station 10313.

Tisbe furcata.—A single female was taken at the surface just outside Boston

Harbor, April 6, 1920, station 20089.

Daphnids (Cladocera)

These little crustaceans are often extremely plentiful in the coastwise waters

\of boreal seas, especially of the North Sea region. It is probable that they are an

important element in the plankton of estuarine situations all around the coast line

of the Gulf of Maine, for McMurrich found the genera Podon and Evadne regularly

at St. Andrews during the summer months, often in abundance, while to the south

of our area Fish (1925) reports both Evadne and Podon in abundance at Woods Hole

and in Long Island Sound. The group as a whole, however, is so strictly neritic

that it hardly figures in the planktonic communities of the open gulf more than a

few miles out from land, except at rare intervals for brief periods, and is only acci-

dental outside the 100-meter contour.

Only one cladoceran genus—Evadne—has yet been noted in our catches, and

because of its slight importance in the natural economy of the offshore waters of

the Gulf of Maine no attempt was made to list the occurrence in the towings of

1912 to 1914. A preliminary survey of the surface towings for 1915 located it at

stations 10287, 10302, 10303, 10313, 10317, 10318, and 10319 and in Shelburne Har-

bor, Nova Scotia. In 1916 Evadne was recorded at only one Gulf of Maine station-

10398. All these localities, as I have already stated (p. 35), lie within 15 miles

of land. It did not appear in the samples of the catch at the other summer sta-

tions, which were passed under the microscope, but as examination of larger amounts

of the plankton might have disclosed occasional specimens of Evadne, the most that

can be said is that it was certainly scarce if not actually absent at the stations where

it was not recorded (also on Georges Bank, August 13, 1926).

Evadne was not found at all in the spring towings of 1920 or during the winter

and early spring of 1920-1921, but in August, 1922, it appeared at several stations

in Massachusetts Bay (10636, 10637, 10638, 10640, 10641, 10643, and 10644). Up
to that time we had found it in large numbers on only two occasions, namely,

near Cape Elizabeth, September 20, 1915 (station 10319), and Cape Cod Bay, August

24, 1922 (station 10644), most of the other records being based on only a scattering.

On August 18, 1924, however, after this report was ready for the press, surface tows
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yielded a great abundance of Evadne off Gloucester, 1 to 10 miles out in Massachu-

setts Bay. It was less abundant 16 miles out and scarce or absent over the northern

end of Stellwagen Bank. A tow made that same day close to the extremity of

Cape Ann yielded only a fraction as many Evadne as off the mouth of Gloucester

Harbor, and only a scattering was taken two days later in Provincetown Harbor,

though young herring seined there were full of Podon and Evadne.

In the North Sea region Evadne is definitely seasonal in its occurrence. The
two species whose occurrence there has been plotted

—

spinifera and nordmani—are

both most plentiful in August. The entire stock of the former produces resting

spores in autumn; then dies off. This is likewise the fate of most of the nordmani,

though some few of these survive and continue to reproduce parthogeneticaliy dur-

ing the winter. The spores of the two species winter on the bottom, hatch in May,
and by rapid asexual multiplication the stocks are again built up to their summer
plurimum. 01

Specific identification of the Evadne of the Gulf of Maine has not been attempted

as yet, but our few records of the genus as a whole, with McMurrich’s data for

Podon and Evadne at St. Andrews, show a corresponding seasonal periodicity in

the Gulf of Maine, all falling within the period June 8 to September 20, with the

largest offshore catches in August and September. At Woods Hole, Fish (1925)

found Evadne nordmani most plentiful in November, least so in spring, but E. ter-

gestina at its maximum during the summer and early autumn.

Cladocera are one of the most important items in the diet of many species of

larval and post-larval fishes in British waters (Lebour 1919 and 1920). Judging

from the general similarity between the planktonic communities in general, proba-

bly this applies also to the inshore waters of the Gulf of Maine. The various young
fishes that are in shoal water there in summer will probably be found to consume
Evadne and Podon regularly—-herring, for instance, as just noted.

WORMS
Glass worms (ciletognaths )

02

Four species of chaotognaths are known from the Gulf of Maine, one of which

—

Sagitta elegans—is a regular member of the local endemic plankton while the others

enter its limits as immigrants only.

Sagitta elegans

If I were asked to name three animals as most characteristic of the plankton

of the offshore waters of the Gulf of Maine I should unhesitatingly select the

copepods Calanus jinmarchicus and Pseudocalanus elongatus and the chaetognath

Sagitta elegansP Throughout the year and in every part of the Gulf of Maine, as

well as over the offshore banks which inclose it on the south, this large, active, and

voracious worm is so nearly universal that it has been taken at practically every

station and in the great majority of our hauls. To the east and north of our limits,

61 See Apstein (1910) for an account of the seasonal cycle.

83 Identifications follow von Ritter-Zahony (1911) and Huntsman (1919).

83 1 follow Huntsman (1919) in treating as a unit the several “subspecies” of S. elegans, a species comparable to the herring,

among fishes, in its tendency to develop local races in different physical environments.
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too, it is a regular inhabitant of the whole continental shelf off Nova Scotia (Bigelow,

1917, and Huntsman, 1919), likewise over the Grand Banks of Newfoundland and

in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, where the Canadian fisheries expedition found it at

many localities and in large numbers (Huntsman, 1919). Generally speaking, the

Gulf of Maine is the most southerly important center of regular reproduction and
constant abundance for S. elegans, as it is for various other boreal planktonic animals.

West and south of Cape Cod this chsetognath is less plentiful, less regular in its

occurrence, and more or less seasonal, ranging southward as far as Chesapeake Bay
in cold summers (e. g., 1916) but rare beyond Nantucket in warm (e. g., the year

1913), as I have elsewhere remarked (Bigelow, 1922, p 152). At Woods Hole it is

fairly plentiful from December to June, but decidedly rare or lacking entirely in

summer (Fish, 1925, fig. 34). Probably it occurs farthest to the southward in

winter, but the limit to its distribution in that direction is not yet known for the

western Atlantic.

It has been well established, both by our own records and by those of the Cana-

dian fisheries expedition of 1915 (Huntsman, 1919), that S. elegans (though not

dependent on the bottom at any stage of development) is a creature of coast and not

ocean waters. This, indeed, its occurrence in other seas would suggest. Broadly

speaking, the outer edge of the continental shelf is its offshore boundary west of

Cape Sable at all seasons, a fact illustrated by its rarity at our deep stations over the

continental slope 64 both in the cold months and in the warm. East of this, however,

Huntsman has shown that its outer limit fluctuates with the seasons, spreading out

to the eastward to cover the great oceanic triangle between the Nova Scotian and

Newfoundland Banks in spring, to contract again to the general contour of the con-

tinental edge as far as the tail of the Grand Banks (including the Laurentian Channel,

however) in midsummer. The high temperature, or high temperature combined

with high salinity, of the inner edge of the so-called Gulf Stream is an impassable

offshore barrier to it along the North American coast.

Only a preliminary survey has yet been made of the collections of this species

gathered during the Gulf of Maine cruises; enough, however, to show that its range

covers the offshore parts of the gulf. We have seldom found it in any abundance

over the deep basin, however, as appears clearly from the accompanying chart

(fig. 86) showing the numbers of S. elegans per square meter of sea area as calculated

from the catches of the vertical nets for the summer seasons of 1913, 1914, 1915, and
1916. Out of a total of about 80 such hauls, only seven have yielded more than 50 S.

elegans per square meter anywhere in the gulf outside the general 100-meter contour,

and these seven stations were all located close to that contour line. With these few

exceptions, all our rich hauls of S. elegans have been in shallow water, either in the

coastal zone (in July, 1912, we found S. elegans in some numbers in Casco Bay) or on

the offshore banks. But the localization of the rich and poor catches show that not all

parts of the peripheral zone of the gulf offer an equally favorable habitat for S. elegans,

M None were taken at station 10220 in 1914, station 10352 in 1910, stations 20044 and 20129 in 1920, nor at any of the deep stations

on the slope west and south of Cape Cod either in 1913 or in 1916, but a few were detected in the vertical haul from 500 meters off

Georges Bank, July, 1914 (station 10218).
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the “rich” hauls (50+ and especially 400+ per square meter) being definitely concen-

trated in three chief centers of abundance—viz., in the Massachusetts Bay region and

the waters immediately to the north and south of it on Georges Bank, which would

Fig. 86.—Numbers of the glass worm Sagitta elegans per square meter of sea area, June to September, as calculated from

the vertical hauls. O, less than 50, including stations where it was so scarce that none were taken in the verticals;

• , 50 to 1,000; O, 1,000+

probably apply equally to Nantucket Shoals, and in the neighborhood of Cape Sable

in the eastern side of the gulf. It is only in these regions that we have made catches

of 1,000 and more to the square meter.
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The most abundant congregation of S. elegans so far encountered in the gulf

was approximately 5,000 per square meter (young stages) over the outer part of the

shelf off Nantucket on July 25, 1916 (Station 10354). S. elegans is far less abundant

along the coast of Maine east of Cape Elizabeth, and off western Nova Scotia it is

often so rare that the vertical nets failed to take it, though it might occur in the

horizontal hauls. It is frequently as numerous as 50 per square meter in the Bay of

Fundy, however, as Huntsman and Reid (1921) have pointed out.

Approximate numbers of individuals of Sagitta elegans per square meter of sea surface, based on the

catches of the vertical nets

Station Date Number Station Date Number

10213 July 19,1914 10
10

1, 380
860
20
170

2,000
260
260
50

1,340
2, 140

70
40
10
20
0
0
10
10
50
30
10
0
10
15
40
25
6
0
0
6
0
10
0
20
20

585
0
5
0

70
25
15
10

25
0

20
15

410
10
15

455
130
145

10329 Oct. 9, 1915

Oct. 26,1915
do.

230
10

0
100
385

2,500
1,750

60
810
445

2,500
470

5, 000
65
50
30
25
15
50
5

5

15

0
204

5

50
150

0
0

180
50

150
60
10
5

0
10
40
0

65
50
5

50
20
10
10

490
85
10
5

20
15
90
0
0

20
100
95
5

1, 000
100

10214. 10336.
10215-

.

July 20,1914 10337
10216 10338 Oct. 27,1915

do.10219-

_

July 21, 1914
July 23,1914

10339.
10223- 10341. July 19,1916

do..10224 10342. -

10225- do 10344-.- ___ - July 22,1916
do.10226 July 24, 1914 10345

10227. __ 10346- _ ...do..
10229. July 25,1914 10347 July 23,1916

July 24,1916
July 25,1916
Feb. 23,1920

do.. .. .

10230- 10349-
10243 Aug. 11,1914

Aug. 12,1914
10354

10244 20048
10245-.—

_

20049
10246- 20050 Mar. 1, 1920

Mar. 3,1920
do

10247 20053
10248- Aug. 13,1914 20054
10249.-- 20055- do.
10250 Aug. 14,1914

Aug. 22,1914
Aug. 23,1914
May 4, 1915
May 5, 1915
May 6, 1915

20058- Mar. 4,1920
10253 20060-
10255 20061- Mar. 5,1920

.. ..do10266. 20062
10267. 20064 Mar. 11, 1920

do10269. 20065-
10270- - 20066 do__ -- -

10271. May 7, 1915
May 10, 1915
May 14, 1915

20067 Mar. 12, 1920
do10272 — 20068.

10278. 20069 do..
10279 May 26; 1915

June 10,1915
20074. __ Mar. 19, 1920

. ..do. . ..10282. 20075-
10283 20079- Mar. 22, 1920
10284 June 11,1915

June 14, 1915
20080 -

10286- 20082. Mar. 23, 1920
do. _10287. 20086--- -

10288 June 19,1915
do

20087. - Mar. 24, 1920

Apr. 6, 1920
Apr. 9, 1920

Apr. 10,1920

10290.. 20089
10291 June 23,1915

June 24, 1915
June 25,1915
June 26,1915
July 7, 1915
Aug. 7, 1915
Aug. 31,1915

20090- -

10296 20094--
10298 20095
10299. 20100- - Apr. 12,1920

Apr. 13,1920
Apr. 15,1920
Apr. 16,1920

10303 20102
10304. — 20105
10306 20107.
10307- — 20108
10309. Sept. 1,1915

Sept. 2,1915
do . .

20109
10310. 20110- do
10311. 20111 Apr. 17,1920
10313.. Sept. 6,1915

Sept. 7, 1915
Sept. 11, 1915

20112.
10315 20113-
10316 20115--. Apr. 18,1920
10318 Sept. 16; 1915

Sept. 20, 1915
Sept. 29, 1915

20116-
10319 20118- Apr. 20,1920

May 4, 1920
. .. do..

10320.. 20120
10321.. 20121. -

10323.. Oct. 1, 1915 45
130
115

5

5

25

20122- May 8,1920
May 16,192010324.. 20123---

10325- Oct. 4, 1915 20124--
10326 20125
10327. Oct. 9, 1915

do. _

20128- May 17,1920
10328 20129. -
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We have encountered one or more centers of abundance for S. elegans on every

cruise, and on such occasions the numbers actually present in the water may be

very great (for so large an animal)
,
as illustrated by the following examples

:

Date Station

Approxi-
mate

number
of S.

elegans
per

square
meter

Date Station

Approxi-
mate

number
of S.

elegans
per

square
meter

July 19, 1916
Do

July 23, 1916

10341, Massachusetts Bay...
10342, Massachusetts Bay...
10347, Georges Bank

2,500
1, 750

2, 500

July 25, 1916
July 23, 1914.

July 25, 1914

10354, ofi Nantucket
10224, Georges Bank..
10330, near Cape Sable

5. 000
2.000
2,140

In every case, however, we have found these swarms limited to areas so small

that the neighboring stations have yielded only a fraction as many Sagittse. Thus,

in July, 1913, hauls off northern Cape Cod and on the western end of Georges Bank
each yielded upwards of 1,000 large S. elegans, but an intermediate station of about

the same temperature and salinity yielded only 28, while a month later the Sagitta

stock at the first of these localities had dwindled nearly to the vanishing point

(Bigelow, 1915, p. 298). Variations in the local abundance of this species were no
less striking on August 15 of the same year, when we found it abundant off Cape
Elizabeth and near the Isles of Shoals but extremely rare at a station halfway

between those two localities. Again, on July 23, 1914, we found the waters over the

northeast edge of Georges Bank (station 10224) alive with S. elegans, though there

were very few at a neighboring station (10223) on the bank to the south or over

the deep a few miles to the north. Similarly, S. elegans swarmed a couple of days

later near Cape Sable and in the Northern Channel (stations 10229 and 10230),

but was so rare over Browns Bank (station 10228) that our tow nettings yielded

only one or two examples; and in July, 1916, we found S. elegans in multitudes in

Massachusetts Bay on the 19th (station 10342) but much less common off Cape

Cod only a few miles away (station 10344).

The data gathered on the spring cruises of 1913 and 1920 show that S. elegans

,

like most other large planktonic animals, becomes very scarce in most parts of the

Gulf in early spring shortly after the water has cooled to its winter minimum, and

falls to its lowest numerical ebb during the vernal flowering period of the diatoms.

Thus in Massachusetts Bay in 1913 S. elegans dominated the tow in mid-February,

with a catch of about 125 cubic centimeters in the horizontal haul on the 13th (Bige-

low, 1914a, p. 405); but it had become so scarce by March 4 that the total catch in

the large net (half hour’s haul) was only 12 individuals, and no Sagittse at all were

taken on April 3, when diatoms were swarming. In 1920 S. elegans persisted in some
numbers in the bay until the diatom flowerings were well advanced, vertical hauls

on April 6 and 9 (stations 20089 and 20090) still yielding Sagittse at the rates of 10

and 40 specimens, respectively, per square meter; but shortly thereafter they became

so scarce in that general region that none were taken in the vertical haul and only

occasional specimens in the horizontals on May 4 (station 20120). In this respect
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Passamaquoddy Bay closely parallels Massachusetts Bay, for Saggittre do not appear

at all in Doctor McMurrich’s plankton lists for St. Andrews between the first week
in April and the first week in June. Our spring cruises in 1915 and 1920 suggest

Fio. 87.—Numbers of Sagitta elegans per square meter of sea area in March, April, and May, as calculated from the vertical

hauls. O. less than 50, including stations where none were taken in the verticals; ©, 50 to 400; •, 400 to 1,000; 9,
1,000+; stations where the horizontal haul yielded a swarm, but where no vertical haul was made

that the stock of S. elegans is at its lowest ebb over the inner parts of the gulf as a

whole at about the same season (that is, end of April and beginning of May) as it is

in Massachusetts and Passamaquoddy Bays (fig. 87) but does not fall to so low an
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ebb offshore, having proved sufficiently plentiful in April and May for the vertical

net to pick up at least a few specimens at almost every station. Similarly, Hunts-

man and Reid (1921) record considerable numbers of Sagittse in the open Bay of

Fundy in March and May, though McMurrich found few or none at St. Andrews
at that season.

We have no definite evidence of vernal impoverishment in the numerical strength

of 8. elegans on Georges Bank, having, on the contrary, made rich catches there in

March, April, and May 63 as well as in midsummer.
In the Massachusetts Bay region S. elegans increases in numbers after the first

few days of May coincident with the multiplication of copepods, which is so nota-

ble an event in the planktonic cycle (p. 41), and may do so rapidly. In 1920, for

example, the S. elegans population had risen to the respectable number of about

100 per 'square meter at two stations in the bay and at its mouth on the 16th (sta-

tions 20123 and 20124). Unfortunately we have no data on this subject for this

part of the gulf for June, but it is probable that S. elegans usually reaches its max-
imum abundance there during the last half of that month, because in the very cold

summer of 1916, when the seasonal cycle lagged several weeks behind more normal

summers, vertical hauls at two stations within the bay on July 19 yielded an extra-

ordinary abundance of this Sagitta—2,500 and 1,750 per square meter (stations

10341 and 10342)—numbers far in excess of its usual summer frequency there, and

which may reflect the status of this chsetognath during late June of warmer sum-

mers. This tremendous Sagitta population had dwindled, however, to perhaps not

more than 50 individuals per square meter by the 29th of the month following; 66

and this may be an annual event, for although we have taken S. elegans in every

subsurface haul which we have made in the Massachusetts Bay region in summer,

it has usually been only a minor element in the local plankton in July or August, as

reflected in catches of only 10, 50, and 15 individuals per square meter, respectively,

on August 9, 1913, August 22, 1914, and August 31, 1915.

Apparently S. elegans may be expected to increase again in numbers in the

western side of the gulf during the early autumn, because our vertical net yielded

it at the rates of 130 and 145 per square meter in Massachusetts Bay on Septem-

ber 29, 1915 (stations 10320 and 10321), and of 100 and 385 per square meter at

neighboring localities on October 27 (stations 10338 and 10339). By the evidence

of horizontal hauls it was perhaps as abundant as this near the Isles of Shoals on

November 1, 1916 (station 10400), and formed about one-fifth to one-fourth of the

volume of the catch in Massachusetts Bay, off Gloucester, on December 4, 1912

(Bigelow, 1914a, p. 404). But S. elegans proved scarce throughout the northern

half of the gulf generally on the December to January cruise of the Halcyon in

1920-1921, none of the hauls yielding more than a scattering among the copepod

plankton, and at one station (10493) we missed it altogether—an unusual event.

Our data on the status of S. elegans during the later winter are confined to the

65 On the eastern part of the bank S. elegans dominated the horizontal catch on March 11, 1920 (station 20066), though the

vertical haul indicated only about 60 per square meter, which illustrates the unreliability of the latter method when dealing

with animals so large and so active. There were 490 per square meter at a neighboring location on April 16 (station 20110),

and on the southwest part of the bank 1,000 per square meter on May 17 (station 20128).

69 Judging from the scanty yield of the horizontal haul at station 10298. No vertical haul was made.
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Massachusetts Bay region. Here we found it constituting from one-fourth to one-

half of the rather scanty tow in January, 1913, and it dominated the planktonic

community off Gloucester on February 13.

Sagitta elegans certainly is endemic in the Gulf of Maine. Huntsman and

Reid (1921, p. 104), to whom we owe the only local record of its eggs (this for the

Bay of Fundy), found from examination of ovarian eggs that in the Bay of Fundy
the “spawning season is a long one, extending from the end of March or the begin-

ning of April to September at least. September 4 would seem to be near the end

of the season.” Corresponding to this, they found eggs (identified by comparison

with large series of eggs and young Sagittse from the southern part of the Gulf of

St. Lawrence, an important breeding ground) in the Bay of Fundy plankton from

April to October, numerous or rare locally according to the abundance of the adult

Sagittse. Huntsman and Reid further point out that the proportional abundance of

eggs at different stages in development proves that they do not develop properly in

the Bay of Fundy until September, the warmest month of the season, nor did they

find the young Sagittas in any numbers in the plankton until that time. However,

the young proved to be even more widely distributed than their parents, occurring

not only in the open bay but also up the estuaries, where the adults are not to be

found; and in general the younger stages were most plentiful at locations where the

water was stratified vertically as to its temperature and density, and least so where

vertical circulation was most active.

Huntsman and Reid concluded (and I believe justly) that the Bay of Fundy is

such an unfavorable environment for the reproduction of S. elegans that the stock

raised there locally is small and that the Sagitta population is kept up by immigra-

tion from the Gulf of Maine.

Sagitta eggs have not been detected (perhaps because not especially sought)

in our plankton hauls in the open gulf, nor has the probable spawning season, as

revealed by the state of the ovarian eggs, yet been established except for the Bay
of Fundy, a region so peculiar in its hydrography as to be a law unto itself. Statisti-

cal study of the relative sizes of the Sagittse captured in our hauls, from which much
information about the seasons and localities of reproduction may be hoped, is like-

wise a task for the future. However, I may point out that catches of S. elegans

made prior to mid-May during the springs of 1915 and 1920 consisted chiefly of

very large individuals, such as might be expected toward the end of a period of growth.

In 1915 it was not until June 14 that Sagittse less than 10 millimeters in length were

recognized among the plankton of the gulf. In 1920, however, equally young
S. elegans (8 millimeters long) were taken in Massachusetts Bay as early as May 16

(station 20123), with still smaller stages (5 to 12 millimeters long) on the western

part of Georges Bank on the 17th (station 20128), and from June on through the

summer, until the last of October, specimens smaller than 10 millimeters have been

detected at a considerable proportion of our stations.68

On the whole, then, it is safe to say that S. elegans is a late spring and summer
breeder in the Gulf of Maine, in so far as any considerable production is concerned,

but probably it reproduces more or less throughout the entire year. Fish’s (1925)

68 Oct. 31, 1916, is our latest date for specimens of 10 millimeters or shorter (station 10399).
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records suggest that its most active breeding season commences earlier to the west-

ward of Cape Cod, for he found them with ripe eggs at Woods Hole as early as March,

and many eggs in the plankton during the latter part of April. He first observed

the young on May 2 and found them in abundance throughout May and June.

Thus the season of active reproduction falls later and later from southwest to north-

east along the coast, as it does for many other animals.

It is likely that with sufficient search the young would be found to be as widely

distributed as the adults over the open gulf, just as is the case in the Bay of Fundy,

but definite records of them from outside the 100-meter contour are still so few (as a

rule based on few individuals and invariably greatly outnumbered by larger sizes)

that the importance of coastwise and shoal banks waters as the breeding ground of

this species appears very clearly on the chart (fig. 88) . Georges Bank in particular

serves as a nursery for Sagittse, witness the notable concentration of young Sagittse,

accompanied by a few larger (15 to 20 millimeters) specimens, over its western end on

May 17, 1920 (station 20128). Specimens ranging in size from 4 millimeters up-

wards abounded over a considerable area at about the same general locality in mid-

July, 1916 (stations 10347, 10348, and 10354). Slightly older specimens, 5 to 15

millimeters long, were also plentiful a few miles farther east on the 20th of the same
month in 1914 (about 430 per square meter at station 10216) and occurred sparingly

among the hosts of adults on the eastern part of the bank three days later (station

10224). Other notable catches of young S. elegans were made near Cape Sable

among a swarm of adults on July 25, 1914 (station 10230), and off Shelburne, Nova
Scotia, June 23, 1915 (about 200 small ones of 6 to 10 millimeters in a total of about

600 Sagittse of all sizes per square meter at station 10291). I may also mention

the presence of young S. elegans in Casco Bay in July, 1912, as an example of its

propagation close in to the land. Probably it is simply because the adults are more
abundant, not because physical conditions are more favorable to reproduction, that

more young Sagittse are produced within the 100-meter contour than over deeper

water. At any rate we can regard it as established that 8. elegans is not only endemic

in the Gulf of Maine but breeds there in sufficient numbers to maintain the abundant

stock by local production, quite apart from any additions this may receive by im-

migration from other rich centers of reproduction.

The general relationship of S. elegans to temperature and salinity, and its bathy-

metric status, is well established by Huntsman’s (1919) exhaustive analysis, which

our Gulf of Maine data generally confirm. Broadly speaking, it is a creature of low

temperatures and comparatively low salinities, and wherever its range spreads out

from the coastal banks over parts of the oceanic basin high salinities act as a barrier

to its downward migrations. It is not likely, however, that this applies to any

part of the Gulf of Maine, unless it be to the deepest stratum of water in the extreme

southeastern corner. On the other hand, judging from the occurrence of 8. elegans

in the Baltic, no part of the gulf, not even the larger estuaries, is too fresh for some
local variety of it to survive. Consequently, its local presence or absence in the

Gulf and its concentration at one or other level there can not be ascribed to the

precise salinity of the water, but its bathymetric distribution as it varies from

season to season is just what might be expected of any planktonic animal preferring
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low temperature and tending to shun strong light. Thus in late February and

March of 1920, while the water was still near its annual minimum in temperature,

with the surface nowhere warmer than 3.6° in the inner parts of the gulf or 4° to

Fig. 88.—Locality records for young Sagitta elegans less than 10 millimeters long, June to October, 1912 to 1916

5° over the seaward slope of Georges Bank, and with the vertical range of tempera-

ture less than 4° at most of the stations, we found large S. elegans indifferently at all

the depths at which we towed and almost as regularly at the surface as at any other

8951—28 21
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level, 69 but the numbers caught at the surface were usually small compared to the

deep hauls. The two stations at which moderately rich surface catches were made
were both occupied after dark; at one of them (20049) there were nearly as many
S. elegans on the surface as in the 240-0 meter haul, while at the other (20066)

swarms of this cluetognath dominated the water at the time, but the deep haul cap-

tured upwards of a liter of them and the surface net but about half as many. On
the whole, these stations suggest that the sagitta population was sparser above than

below, say, 10 meters depth in March, but below that depth they afford no evidence

of concentration at any level down to the deepest stratum of the gulf.

S. elegans occurred as regularly at the surface in April, 1920 (18 stations out of

a possible 22), as in March; usually, however, in small numbers, except that the

notable swarm which we had encountered on the eastern part of Georges Bank the

month before, just mentioned (station 20066), still dominated the water there on

April 16, at the surface as well as at 50 meters depth. S. elegans was also taken on

the surface, though in small numbers, at all our stations in the western side of the

gulf during the first half of May in 1920, by which time the surface temperature

had risen to 6° to 9.7°. In summer, however, we have usually found few or no S.

elegans at the surface, even at localities where it has been plentiful at some lower

level, and the zone between 40 and 100 meters has generally proved the most pro-

ductive of the large adult S. elegans, though they have been taken in sufficient num-
bers in the deeper hauls to establish their presence, though in diminishing number,

right down to the bottom of the deep basins. Perhaps the most instructive example

of this vertical stratification which has come to our notice was in the Massachusetts

Bay region on July 19, 1916, when there were few or no S. elegans at the surface

and relatively few (compared to the copepods) at 30 to 40 meters, but swarms

at 80 to 90 meters. Similarly, the surface haul took no Sagittse and the 30-meter

haul but few off Cape Cod on July 8, 1913, although the net from 60 meters brought

back an abundance of them (Bigelow, 1915, p. 267). In the eastern corner of the

basin of the gulf, off the mouth of the Bay of Fundy (station 10246), on August 12,

1914, only one S. elegans was taken on the surface, many in the 50-0-meter haul,

and few at 150-0 meters. No S. elegans were taken on the surface on July 23, 1914

(station 10224), on the eastern part of Georges Bank, where it was plentiful at 40

meters, and other instances of this same sort might be mentioned.

Although our surface tows usually have yielded no S. elegans or only a scattering

of them in summer, we have occasionally taken it in abundance right on the sur-

face in July and August. This, for instance, was the case near Mount Desert Rock

on August 16, 1912 (station 10032), south of Nantucket Shoals, July 9, 1913

(station 10060), and in the Northern Channel, July 25, 1914 (station 10229), while

Huntsman (1919, p. 464) records it at the surface at one station in the Bay of

Fundy in mid-September.

The large-sized individuals of S. elegans were relatively as scarce at the surface

in the western half of the gulf at the end of October and during the first days of

November in 191 6,
70 when the surface temperature had fallen to 8.3° to 10.2°, as they

«« S. elegans taken in 20 surface tows out of a possible 27.

70 No large ones taken in the surface hauls, stations 10399 to 10404i
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are in summer, though moderately plentiful at deeper levels in temperatures of 4 to

7°; but the small sizes were taken in all the surface hauls on that cruise, once in

some numbers (station 10399). With the continued cooling of the water the adults

must spread through the superficial stratum of water at some time during the late

autumn and winter to attain the distribution just described for March (p. 317), but

the horizontal hauls at our winter stations have not been adapted to show just when
this takes place.

The data just outlined for the Gulf of Maine are directly in line with Hunts-

man’s (1919, p. 465) observations based on the collections made by the Canadian

fisheries expedition, that off Nova Scotia the large 8. elegans rise to the surface by
night during May and June while the surface temperature is still low, sinking again

during the hours of bright daylight, but are virtually absent from the surface during

July and August, night as well as day.

The primary cause for this seasonal variation in the vertical distribution of

S. elegans is to be found in the temperature of the water, which, being uniformly

low during the early spring, then imposes no barrier to upward dispersal
;
but when

the vernal warming of the surface has proceeded to a certain degree, which may
tentatively be set at 10 to 12°, most of the Sagittae remain below the warm super-

ficial layer. The diurnal migration described by Huntsman (1919), together with

the fact that when S. elegans rises to the surface in the Gulf of Maine in July or

August this usually takes place at night, makes it probable that bright light as well

as high temperature to some extent limits its dispersal upwards. But, judging from
its vertical distribution in March and April, when it is at the surface day and night

indifferently, this is not the case until the sun attains a comparatively high declina-

tion, the inference being that while S. elegans is negatively tropic to light of more
than a certain intensity, its movements are little influenced by a paler illumination.

This warrants the following working hypothesis. In winter and early spring all levels

in the Gulf are sufficiently cool for S. elegans, and the illumination by the sun is not

so bright but what a certain number may regularly be found at the surface by day
as well as by night; but in late spring and early summer it is daily driven downward
for some meters by the sun, and by July and August the high temperature renders

the uppermost stratum of water unsuitable for its permanent presence, an unfavor-

able condition from which it can and does escape by sinking. Occasionally it rises

to the surface in summer, irrespective of temperature or of illumination. We found
an abundance of medium-sized specimens south of Nantucket Shoals, July 9,

1913 (station 10060), at 6 p. m., in a surface temperature of 16.1°, but it is not

likely that such upward incursions endure for more than a brief period, perhaps only

for a few hours.

Huntsman and Reid (1921) have pointed out for the Bay of Fundy (and our
own observations corroborate them) that the young S. elegans tend to congregate

nearer to the surface than the adults.

In the deeper strata of the gulf, below 20 meters or so, where the physical state

of the water is apparently favorable for the existence of 8. elegans, the local varia-

tions in its abundance at different depths may be governed by quite a different
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factor—that is, the supply of available food—-for this chaetognath is both extremely

voracious and an active swimmer and hence would tend to gather at the levels,

and probably to some extent to congregate in the regions where the copepods on
which it chiefly preys are most abundant. Furthermore, it would naturally grow
fastest and breed most actively where food was most plentiful, tending to produce

and maintain an abundant local stock.

It seems more probable that it is the dependence of S. elegans on the calanoid

copepod plankton which, as remarked above (p. 30), is most plentiful in the mid-

levels, which accounts for the comparatively sparse sagitta population of the deepest

levels in the Gxdf of Maine and not the comparatively high salinity at these depths,

for it thrives in still higher salinities in the North Sea region (Apstein, 1910).

Temperature not only governs the distribution of S. elegans but also the size

to which it grows, a fact that has long been recognized. Indeed, three varieties or

subspecies of this species, one of them a large northern (“arctica”)
,
another a smaller

boreal-temperate (“elegans”)

,

have been recognized by von Ritter-Zahony (1911);

but Huntsman (1919) points out that these are not distinct, being connected by inter-

mediates. In fact, the Gidf of Maine collections suggest that the difference in size

between them probably is not hereditary at all, but the result of a direct physiological

influence of the environment on the individual, for the adults average decidedly

larger (up to 35 millimeters long) in March and April, when the temperature is near

its lowest for the year, than in summer. This is not the maximum size for the Gulf

of Maine, however, Huntsman (1919, p. 446) having recorded specimens of this

length with ovaries still immature, and he describes S. elegans up to 52 millimeters

long from the still colder waters of parts of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. He has also

pointed out that it matures sexually at a smaller size in high temperatures than in

low, as is the case with sundry other boreal planktonic animals—for example

Aglantha digitale. 11

Sagitta serratodentata Krolm

The fact that S. serratodentata is an annual immigrant to the Gulf of Maine and

not endemic there has been brought out in an earlier chapter (p. 58), and its tropical

origin and lines of dispersal have been discussed. It is safe to say there are no S.

serratodentata in the inner parts of the gulf in late winter or early spring, the visitors

of the previous summer all having perished, because our February and April

cruises of 1920 did not yield it anywhere within the continental edge except for a

single specimen in the southeastern part of the basin on March 11 (station 20064).

It is probably to be found in the warmer water along the slope abreast of the gulf,

however, throughout the year, for odd specimens were detected at our outer stations

off the southwest face of Georges Bank on February 22 /station 20044), and off Cape

Sable on March 19 (station 20077).

In the year 1915 S. serratodentata had penetrated the eastern side of the gulf as

far as the neighborhood of Lurcher Shoal and the northeastern part of the basin by

May 10 (stations 10272 and 10273; Bigelow, 1917, p. 296), and by the last of that

month and first days of June the Canadian fisheries expedition found it at two

71 For a discussion oi other differences between the races of S. elegans living in high temperatures and in low see Huntsman
(1919).
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stations on the outer part of the shelf off Halifax and generally distributed over

the deep oceanic triangle into which the Laurentian Channel debouches, but not

Fig. 89.—Occurrence of the glass worm Sagilta serratodentata. O. locality records, May to August X, August to Decem-

ber; O. December to May. The large symbols mark the stations where this species has predominated notably over

S. elegans. The hatched curve is the approximate limit to its area of occurrence up to August

nearer shore in Scotian waters (Huntsman, 1919, p. 442, fig. 5). During June of

that year S. serratodentata spread generally over the eastern side of the gulf with

locality records on Browns Bank, in the Fundy Deep, in the Grand Manan Channel
,
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off Mount Desert Island, and in the eastern basin, as well as on the outer edge of

the continental shelf and over the slope off Shelburne, Nova Scotia (stations 10281,

10282, 10286, 10294, 10295,' and 10296). By the 1st of August it may be expected any-

where over the southern and eastern parts of Georges Bank, in the eastern channel,

on Browns Bank, in the eastern side of the gulf generally, and as far westward along

the coast as outlined on the accompanying chart 72
(fig. 89). As the summer ad-

vances S. serratodentata continues to spread westward, until by August we have
found it very generally distributed over all parts of the gulf where we have towed
during that month, right across from Massachusetts to the Nova Scotian Bank,

though still with a decided preponderance of locality records for the eastern side

(p. 58), reminiscent of the fact that it enters the gulf chiefly between the eastern

part of Georges Bank and Cape Sable, perhaps not in the western side at all. The
Canadian fisheries expedition likewise found it plentiful on the banks off southern

Nova Scotia late in July; also at most of the stations along and outside the con-

tinental edge and in the trough of the Laurentian Channel, marking a considerable

expansion in its range in this general region since May, but not at all on the banks
off Cape Breton or on the Newfoundland Banks.

Judging from captures in 1915, it continues as widespread in the gulf during

September and probably throughout October, also, when we found it at localities as

widely separated as off Machias, Me., off Mount Desert Island, Massachusetts Bay
(two stations), and the continental edge off Marthas Vineyard.

S. serratodentata reaches its maximum expansion and greatest abundance in the

gulf during the late summer and early autumn, the precise date no doubt varying

from year to year. Later in the autumn it disappears. In some years it seems

that this happens as early as the first week in November, for we did not find it at

any of the stations in the western side of the gulf from October 31 to November 8

in 1916 (stations 10399 to 10404); but in 1912 there were a few in Massachusetts Bay
on November 20 (station 10047; Bigelow 1914a, p. 403). Although S. serratodentata

was not detected anywhere in the inner part of the gulf during the December to

January, 1920-1921, cruise of the Halcyon, the fact that odd specimens were towed
off Gloucester on December 14, 1912 (station 10048), and January 16, 1913 (station

10050), and none on December 23 (station 10049) suggests that a scattering may
continue to exist in Massachusetts Bay for a month or two after they have vanished

from other parts of the gulf.

No attempt has been made to estimate the numerical strength of S. serrato-

dentata in the gulf, but, as I have previously remarked (Bigelow, 1917, p. 297),

we have always found it subordinate to S. elegans early in the season—that is, until

August—and in the western part of the gulf at all seasons. In fact, most of the

Gulf of Maine records from west of Penobscot Bay and north of the continental

edge have been for odd individuals or at most for a few dozens per haul; but during

August and September we have found it predominant over S. elegans at the several

stations in the eastern side of the gulf marked on the chart (fig. 89), and once swarm-
ing (station 10032, August 16, 1912). In July and August, 1914, “ Sagitta serrato-

72 For station records for 1912 to 1915, on which this statement is based, see Bigelow, 1914, p. 121; 1914a, p. 403; 1915, p. 297; and

1917, p. 294.
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dentata was much the more numerous of the two in the deep hauls in the eastern and

southeastern parts of the gulf (stations 10225, 10245, 10246, 10249), in the eastern

channel (station 10227)” (Bigelow, 1917, p. 295), and on the southern edge of

Georges Bank.

Along the continental edge abreast of the gulf, S. serratodentata has usually pre-

dominated over S. elegans at most of our stations irrespective of the season of the

year, or at least equaled the latter in numbers (stations 10218, 10219, 10220, 10233,

10260, 10261, 10295, 10349, 10351, 20044, 20077, and 20129).

From New York southward S. serratodentata is the prevalent chaetognath right

in to the shore during warm summers such as that of 1913 (Bigelow, 1915), but in

cooler years, such as 1916, S. elegans is the dominant member of the pair over the

inner part of the shelf as far south as Delaware Bay and perhaps still farther, but

with S. serratodentata outnumbering it farther offshore and along the continental

edge generally, as I have pointed out in a previous report (Bigelow, 1922, p. 152).

The strong probability that S. serratodentata is not able to reproduce success-

fully in boreal water, though it not only grows to a larger size there than in higher

temperatures but attains sexual maturity, as evidenced by the large size of the repro-

ductive organs (Huntsman, 1919, p. 482), lends interest to the wide range of tem-

perature in which it occurs both in the Gulf of Maine and off southern Nova Scotia.

In the gulf its presence is definitely established in water as cold as 3.9° (station

10272, May 10, 1915) and 4.4° to 7.5° (stations 10281, 10282, and 10286, June 4, 10,

and 14, 1915), and the Canadian fisheries expedition likewise had it in 4° to 5°; but

most of the Gulf of Maine records (also the Canadian) have certainly been from

temperatures upwards of 7° to 8°, though there is no positive evidence of its presence

in the gulf in water warmer than 13.9° (station 10032, August 16, 1912; Bigelow,

1914, p. 122), most of the captures having been in subsurface hauls, or if at the surface

in regions of low surface temperature (stations 10030, 10229, and 10247). However
the occurrence of S. serratodentata elsewhere forbids the assumption that high tem-

peratures are per se unfavorable to it, for it has been taken in great abundance off

the continental edge in Gulf Stream temperatures (station 10070, surface 23.33°;

a few at stations 10071, 10073, and 10074 in temperatures of 24.44° and 23.9°), as

well as off southern Nova Scotia in 19.7° (Huntsman, 1919, Acadia station 44,

surface).

Uncertainty as to the depth of the captures makes it impossible to establish

the precise salinity for the Gulf of Maine records of S. serratodentata except in the

following instances

:

Salinity, per mille

Station 10025, closing net, 30 fathoms 32. 9

Station 10027, closing net, 30 fathoms 33. 3

Station 10030, surface 32. 7

Station 10032, surface 32. 5

Station 10229, surface 32. 01

Station 10247, surface 32. 52

It is not likely that it would be altogether barred from the surface by salinities

considerably lower than this, for Huntsman (1919) found it repeatedly in eastern
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Canadian waters on the surface in 31 to 32 per mille when a few fathoms sinking

would have carried it into much more saline water.

From the data just outlined it would appear that the whole column of water in

the offshore parts of the Gulf of Maine offers an environment favorable for the exist-

ence if not for the reproduction of S. serratodentata during the season (July to Sep-

tember) when it is most widespread there, but probably it could not long survive

water much less saline than about 31 per mille or colder than 6° to 8°, and Huntsman
(1919) has suggested that low salinity may be the factor that bars it from the Gulf

of St. Lawrence.

Neither temperature nor salinity offers an explanation for the disappearance

of S. serratodentata from the gulf in autumn, fcr the water is considerably warmer
in November than when it first enters the gulf in spring, and the salinity is not very

different from that of late summer. Neither does its immigration into the gulf in

spring parallel the vernal warming of the water, but is not at its height until long after

the gulf is warm enough for its support. It is therefore likely that the increase in its

numbers with the summer chiefly mirrors an accumulation of the stock within the gulf,

where it finds good feeding ground and conditions favorable for growth and prolonged

existence. Apparently no more enter after early autumn, a phenomenon probably

connected with the seasonal reproductive cycle of the species, and as the visitors of

summer die off during the autumn from one cause or another or are devoured by
other animals without leaving progeny to take their places, S. serratodentata disap-

pears from the gulf, not to reappear there until with the earliest immigration of the

succeeding spring.

Our data do not allow a statement as to the vertical distribution of S. serratodentata

in the Gulf of Maine more definite than that it has seldom been detected there at the

surface, though most often in hauls from shoaler than 100 meters. If it is actually

as uncommon right at the top of the water in the gulf as now appears to be the case,

the food supply may be as effective a factor as any of the physical features of its

surroundings in holding so rapacious an animal at lower levels.

There is no evidence that this chsetognath ever succeeds in reproducing itself in

the gulf.

Sagitta maxima Conant

In a previous chapter (p. 64) I have discussed the geographical distribution of

this species and of the next within the gulf from the standpoint of their routes of

entrance and dispersal. What demands chief emphasis here is that both S. maxima
and S. lyra are distinctly seasonal in the inner parts of the gulf, like S. serratodentata.

During all our cruises we have found only a single specimen of S. maxima within the

offshore banks during the summer or early autumn months (eastern basin, September

2, 1915, station 10310), our failure to find it there in July and August, 1914, being

specially significant because it occurred then off the seaward slope of Georges Bank
(station 10220). Neither have we any early winter records for it in the gulf; this,

however, may be an accident, for we have tried only two tows in the deep trough in

December or January, which may simply have missed the S. maxima. However,

tins large chsetognath was detected at 12 stations within the gulf as well as over the

deeper parts of the continental shelf off southern Nova Scotia during March, April,
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and early May of 1920, and at all four of the stations on the continental slope. The
localities for the gulf proper (fig. 90) are all from the deepest trough, as is the one

autumn record for the eastern basin just mentioned, and most of the captures have

been in hauls from considerable depths, as follows:

Station
Depth in

meters

Number
of speci-
mens

20044 / 250-0

\ 750-0
180-140

1

20055
13

1

20066 60-0 1

20069 1, 000-0 9
20074 125-0 5
20076 200-0 15
20077_ 800-0 20
20079 180-0 1

Station
Depth in

meters

Number
ofs peci-
mens

20081 ___ 40-0 1

20086. . 150-0 2

20087 200-0 2

20107 140-0 2

/ 100-0 1
20112 __

\ 200-0

20013 130-0 2

20015 200-0 3

20129 100-0 2

The single September specimen was from a tow at 130-0 meters, while the June

specimens off southern Nova Scotia (station 10295) were from 500-0 meters. The
reader will note that there are only two records (a total of two specimens) from tows

shoaler than 100 meters, one of which was taken over much deeper water and may
have been brought up from its normal habitat by some local upwelling; the other was

on Georges Bank.

Associated with the considerable depth of the records, we have usually found

S. maxima in water of the relatively high salinity of 33.5 to 34 per mille, or more,

though on the rare occasions when it is swirled up toward the sin-face it may stray

into less saline strata of water (32.36 per mille at station 200S1; 32.6 per mille on

Georges Bank). Its general distribution farther north, and especially its failure to

colonize the Gulf of St. Lawrence (Huntsman, 1919), suggests that it is unable to

survive in water of low salinity, irrespective of temperature.

S. maxima is at home only in comparatively low temperatures. We have never

found it in temperatures warmer than about 6.5° within the gulf, but, on the other

hand, it usually lies below the coldest level in waters of 3.5 to 5°, the only records from

temperatures lower than 3° being its sporadic appearances in the upper levels, in about

1.63° at station 20081 and about 2.6° at station 20066. The captures of S. maxima
along the continental slope have been in temperatures of 3 to 6° and salinities of

34 to 34.9 per mille. It occurred under about these same conditions over the con-

tinental shelf abreast of Shelburne in March, 1920 (stations 20074 and 20076).

Occasionally, however (whether or not as a result of upwelling is not clear)
,
we have

taken it in decidedly warmer water at our outermost stations; for example, in 7 to 8°

temperature at station 20129 and one specimen in 9° or warmer at station 20044.

In north European seas S. maxima is equally characteristic of cold but highly

saline water layers (Apstein, 1911), and probably it is this rather precise relationship

to the physical state of the water which bars it from the Gulf of Maine in summer but

allows it access there in winter; for while the trough of the gulf is sufficiently salt for

it throughout the year and cold enough—say, 5° to 6° below 100 meters—in winter and

early spring, the bottom water may well be too warm for it in some summers if not in

all. At such times any maxima that drift inward through the eastern channel

8951—28 22
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probably perish shortly, whereas during the cold months they survive long enough to

spread generally along the trough of the gulf. There is no reason to suppose that

S. maxima ever breeds successfully in the Gulf of Maine.

Fig. 90.—Occurrence of the glass worms Sagitta lyra and S. maxima. •, locality records for S. lyra; X. locality records

for S. maxima. Contours for 100 and 200 meters.

Sagitta maxima is as cosmopolitan on the high seas as Eukrohnia (von Ritter-

Z&hony, 1911) but reaches its maximum abundance at a rather deeper level. Only in

high latitudes does it normally rise near the surface, then usually in the persons of

young specimens, and it is on such that most of our Gulf of Maine records are based.
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Inasmuch as the planktonic communities of the deeper levels of the Atlantic

never penetrate the gulf in toto ( p. 67)
,
it can hardly be questioned that such examples

of S. maxima as appear there come via the northeastern route in the band of cold

mixed water along the edge of the continent, not from the much greater depths which

they inhabit off the slope. Very likely the chief source of supply for this species in

the Gulf of Maine is the deep oceanic triangle between the Nova Scotian and New-
foundland Banks, where the Canadian fisheries expedition found S. maxima in great

abundance in a haul from 200 meters on the 1st of June, 1915 (Huntsman, 1919,

p. 429). In short, it is as a distinctively northern visitor and as such alone that

S. maxima reaches the Gulf of Maine, but our experience so far has been that but few

individuals find their way in through the eastern channel, which is the only line of

ingress sufficiently deep to be normally open to it.

S. maxima is an extraordinarily voracious animal and as such must occupy an

important position in the natural economy of the plankton of the deepest waters of

the gulf if it ever enters the latter in any abundance.

Sagitta lyra Krohn

This chsetognath is as distinctly a summer visitor as is its larger relative,

S. maxima, a winter one to the inner parts of the Gulf of Maine, where it has been

detected on six occasions in three distinct years—all in July and August. These

records are as strictly confined to the deep trough as are those of S. maxima (p. 325),

and whether within or without the gulf the depths of capture are about the same as

for that species.

Station
Depth

in meters
Speci-
mens Station

Depth
in meters

Speci-
mens

10031.. 100-0 2 10227 180-0 1

10093 155-0 2 10246 . 150-0 2
10225 225-0 2 10254 225-0 1

S. lyra occurs side by side with S. maxima over the continental slope in late winter

and early spring as well as in summer.

Station Date Depth in
meters

Speci-
mens of
S. lyre

20129 May 17,1920
June 24, 1915
July 22,1914
July 10, 1913

50-0 2
10295 750-0 10
10220 400-0 5

10061 73-0 1

Being a summer visitor to the gulf, S. lyra occurs there in rather higher tem-

peratures than does S. maxima. About 6° is the lowest in which our records estab-

lish its presence, and the upper temperature limit for the captures so far made
within the gulf is at least as warm as 8.17° (station 10031). Our records for it over
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the continental slope have been in temperatures ranging from about 6 to 10.8°

(station 10061).73

The salinities have been even higher for S. lyra than for S. maxima, ranging

from 34.3 per mille to about 35 per mille within the gulf and about the same along

the slope outside. Thus, on the whole, our observations corroborate Huntsman’s

(1919, p. 432) conclusion that S. lyra is associated with rather higher temperatures

than is S. maxima, though equally cosmopolitan in the mid-depths of the high seas.

Sagitta hexaptera D’Orbigny

The claim of S. hexaptera to mention here rests on a single specimen, since lost,

taken near Lurcher Shoal on August 12, 1914, in a tow from 100 meters (Bigelow,

1917, p. 297). Outside the gulf it is a regular inhabitant of the intermediate strata

of the oceanic basin, occurring at all the outermost Canadian stations (Huntsman,

1919, p. 423) and at one of our own (station 20044). We likewise found it over

the slope abreast of Delaware and Chesapeake Bays in July, 1913 (Bigelow, 1915,

p. 297). Huntsman (1919, p. 424) has described its faunistic status, saying that it

belongs to the Gulf Stream coming up from the south off the northeastern American
coast, not to the cold boreal water coming down from the north. In the former

it is characteristic of the intermediate depths from 100 to 200 meters, and it occurs

so regularly 50 to 60 miles out beyond the continental edge that careful watch
should be kept for it within the Gulf of Maine as an indicator of tropical water.

Eukrolmia hamata Mobius

The general status of this glass worm has been discussed in an earlier chapter

(p. 63) as an immigrant in the Gulf of Maine. Only a few notes need be added

here on the actual record of its local occurrences. Eukrohnia being, beyond ques-

tion, a creature of the deeper strata of water in these latitudes, the precise depths

of the captures are of interest. So far as I can learn it has only once been found

on the surface within the limits of the gulf—viz, a single specimen recorded by
Huntsman (1919, p. 476) from Friar Roads in the Bay of Fundy. No doubt, as

he suggests, vertical currents were responsible for bringing this lone Eukrohnia up
to the surface there from its normal habitat deeper down, the local tides being
“
of such magnitude that the water forms whirlpools and the boiling up of the deep

water to the surface can be seen constantly.” At this locality three Eukrohnia were

also taken at 20 meters on the same occasion. For the open gulf our shoalest

records for it are from 40 meters (stations 10095 on German Bank, 10099 close to

Mount Desert Island, and 10102 off Penobscot Bay, one or two examples at each,

all in August, 1913, and several taken near the eastern Maine coast on March 22,

1920, station 20080), 50 meters (one specimen, station 10497, near Mount Desert

Rock, January 1, 1921, and odd specimens from Browns Bank, June 24, 1915, station

10296), and 60 meters (off Cape Elizabeth, December 30, 1920, station 10494;

near Lurcher Shoal; and over the deep trough to the northeast on August 12 and

13, 1913, at stations 10096 and 10097).

33 At station 10295 the specimens may have come from water as cold as 4.9°, but equally from the warmer strata penetrated

by the net on its journey down and up.
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That Eukrohnia should so seldom have been captured in the many tows that

have been made between the surface and 60 meters in different years and seasons

and in various parts of the gulf is sufficient evidence that it is only an accidental

visitor to the upper strata of water there; so much so, indeed, that we have learned

not to expect it shoaler than 75 meters except on rare occasions.

Stations.

Fig. 91.—Numbers of specimens of Eukrohnia hamata taken in hauls from different depths at selected stations. In the

case of closing-net hauls the depth zone is bracketed

Its scarcity at 60 to 100 meters, contrasted with its comparative abundance in

deeper water, illustrated by the accompanying diagram of the catches of Eukrohnia

at representative stations where two deep horizontal tows were made at different

levels (fig. 91) points to the 100-meter level or thereabouts as about the upper limit

to its common and regular occurrence. Below 100 meters, however, it has been de-
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tected in something like 50 per cent of our horizontal tows, 74 irrespective of season or

general situation in the gulf. The average depth of the trough of the gulf being

about 250 meters, it follows that the bulk of its Eukrohnia population is confined to a

Fig. 92.—Occurrence of Eukrohnia hamata in the Gulf of Maine. X, locality records, June to September; Oi December
to January; ©, February to May. Contours for 100 and 200 meters

stratum hardly more than 150 meters in thickness; but whether it is usually con-

centrated in the deepest water within this stratum is still to be learned, for up to the

Eukrohnia usually occurs in numbers so small that its presence or absence in vertical tows is not significant, with nets as

small as we have employed for that purpose. Contours for 100 and 200 meters.
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present time we have made only 9 horizontal tows at depths of 20U meters or more
within the gulf, in six of which Eukrohnia occurred.

It follows from the bathymetric status of Eukrohnia, as just outlined that this

worm is practically confined to the offshore parts of the gulf (fig. 92), occurring only

very rarely between the 100-meter contour and the coast; and while it may be ex-

pected anywhere in tows of appropriate depth, the actual localities of capture have

been concentrated along the eastern, northern, and western margins of the deep

Fig. 93.—General distribution of the glass worm Eukrohnia hamala ofl the coasts of the northeastern United States and of

eastern Canada. A half hour’s tow with a net 1 meter in diameter, at the appropriate depth, may be expected to yield

up to 20 specimens in the lightly hatched areas, and more than 20 in the heavily hatched area. The chart east of

longitude 63° is based on the published records of the Canadian fisheries expedition (Huntsman, 1919)

basin, a reflection of its immigrant origin and of the anticlockwise eddy current with

which it drifts once it is within the gulf. It has usually proved far more numerous
along the eastern side of the basin from the Eastern Channel right up to the entrance

of the Bay of Fundy on the one side of the gulf, and in the northern half of the

western trough on the other, than in the intervening deep waters. In these two rich

areas half an hour’s tow with a meter net at any level deeper than 100 meters will

usually yield at least 20 Eukrohnia if it occurs at all (fig. 93); elsewhere it is usually
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represented in the tow by occasional examples only, even though the water be well

over 100 meters deep. Its apparent rarity in the southeastern deep of the gulf—

I

say apparent because we have made few tows there—is interesting in connection

with the probable route which it follows in its journeyings (p. 64). Eukrohnia
occasionally reaches the trough between the Isles of Shoals and Jeffreys Ledge,

where we have found it at one station (20093, April 9, 1920) ;
but apparently it

never finds its way into the sink at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay, or at least so

rarely that we have never taken it there, though we have towed repeatedly at

various seasons of the year 75
.

The largest catch of Eukrohnia actually counted so far from any one of our tow-

net hauls has been 63 specimens (station 10093, haul from 85-0 fathoms, August 12,

1913). Possibly other haids may have yielded more, but, if so, very rarely. We
have no reason to suppose that it ever occurs anywhere in the gulf in numbers to

compare with S. elegans or even with S. serratodentata.

A catch of 20 to 50 individuals in half an hour’s towing (which may be stated as

a fair average of the more prolific horizontal hauls, whether made with the 1-meter

open net or with the slightly smaller closing net) means a very sparse population,

indeed, when translated into terms of actual density of aggregation in the water

—

say one Eukrohnia to every 30 to 70 cubic meters of sea water. To make this more
graphic let us say not more than one Eukrohnia in a space the size of an ordinary

room.

There is no direct evidence that Eukrohnia breeds within the gulf at any time

of year, sexually mature specimens never having been found there. Hence the local

stock is maintained chiefly if not entirely by immigration from centers of production

elsewhere, but a few large Eukrohnia (up to about 45 millimeters in length) with

well-developed ovaries were taken among the more numerous immature specimens

in the deep haul over the slope abreast of Cape Sable on March 19, 1920 (station

20077).

Eukrohnia is never absent from the gulf at any time of year, but our records,

if they can be taken at face value, point to the late spring and early summer as a

period of decided scarcity, for only one specimen was taken at our May stations in

1920 (station 20125), and none at all during May or June in lf)15.

The stock of Eukrohnia present in the Gulf of Maine fluctuates unmistakably

and widely from year to year. The summer of 1913, when it occurred in all but one

of the horizontal hauls deeper than 100 meters and at a total of 10 stations in July

and August, was the best summer for it in our experience, while the summers of 1912 76

and 1915 stand at the other extreme. In March and April, 1920, Eukrohnia was

detected in 60 per cent of all the horizontal hauls deeper than 100 meters, and at

21 stations scattered far and wide over the gulf; likewise in the deep water along

the continental slope.

7i For records of Eukrohnia, 1912 to 1916, see Bigelow, 1914, p. 123; 1915, p. 294; 1917, p. 298; and 1922 pp. 138 and 155. During

the spring of 1920 it was recognized at stations 20044, 20053, 20055, 20057 20064 20068 20069 ,20074 .20075. 20077, 20079, 20080, 20081

20086, 20087, 20088, 20093 20097, 20098, 20107, 20112, 20113, 20114, 20116, and 20125, and during the winter of 1920-1921 at stations 10490,

10494, 10496, 10497, and 10499.

7 » Found only once in 1912 (Bigelow, 1914, p. 123), three times within the gulf, in July and August, 1915, once on Browns Bank

and once over the continental slope abreast of Shelburne, Nova Scotia (Bigelow, 1917, p. 298).
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Thanks to the confinement of Eukrohnia to considerable depths, where seasonal

variations in the physical state of the water are slight, it is easy to establish the

temperatures and salinities in which it most often occurs in the gulf, the former

ranging from 1.3° to upward of 9°, the latter upward of 32.16 per mille, with most

of the Eukrohnia living in water more saline than 32.5 per mille. Assuming
Eukrohnia to occur close to the bottom, the maximum salinity in the gulf would be

about 34.8 per mille.

Our largest summer catches of this worm have been made in water of about

6 to 8° temperature and of 33 to 34 per mille salinity, with an extreme range from

about 5.9° to about 9.3° temperature and from about 32.6 per mille to about 35

per mille salinity. In spring we have taken it in 1.3 to 6.7°. The seasonal data

thus show that' Eukrohnia can survive in the gulf through a considerable range

of temperature, from the coldest up to 9° or so, or even slightly warmer, and in

water varying in salinity from slightly more than 32 to 35 per mille; that is, in all

but the warmest and least saline locations. This is interesting, for with both the

salinity and the temperature of the surface waters within these limits over most of

the gulf in winter and spring, and with the water as cool and as saline as this only

a few meters down even in midsummer, neither temperature nor salinity but probably

ight is the factor that bars Eukrohnia from the upper layers of water at all seasons.

With Eukrohnia occurring in the gulf only as an immigrant and not as a per-

manent and endemic inhabitant, a few words as to its distribution in the waters to

which the gulf is tributary will be germane. Originally supposed to be an Arctic

animal, this glass worm is now known to be cosmopolitan in the high seas from Arctic

to Antarctic; but except in high latitudes it is confined to waters so deep that it prob-

ably never reaches the Gulf of Maine from the oceanic basin abreast of it. Hence,

as Huntsman (1919, p. 476) points out, the Eukrohnia living in the upper 500 meters

or so (and this includes practically all the representatives of the species collected

either by the Gulf of Maine or by the Canadian fisheries expeditions) may be con-

sidered as distinctly northern. It is known to be common in the cool, heavy, mixed
water all along the continental slope from the Grand Banks of Newfoundland on

the north to the latitude of Chesapeake Bay to the south (fig. 93) in depths of 300

to 500 meters. For records of it east of Cape Sable see Huntsman (1919). How
universal it is along this zone abreast the mouth of the Gulf of Maine and thence

westward and southward in considerable depths will appear from the fact that it

has been detected in the towings from 250 to 1,000 meters at 9 out of 12 Grampus
and Albatross stations from 1913 to 1920, irrespective of the time of year (stations

10076, 10220, 10233, 10352, 10368, 10384, 10393, 20044, and 20077).

Outside the Gulf of Maine it is probably more numerous below 400 meters than

above, for on February 22, 1920 (station 20044), none were found at 250-0 meters

when a number were taken in a haul from 750-0 meters. Again, on the slope abreast

of Cape Sable more Eukrohnia were taken in the haul from 800-0 meters on March
19, 1920 (station 20077), than from 500-0; and on July 21, 1914, none were taken

in a horizontal haul at 300 meters off the slope of Georges Bank at station 10218,

but several were had at 400-0 meters at a neighboring station (10220) at about
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the same relative position on the slope. Farther offshore, where the warm surface

stratum is thicker, Eukrohnia probably tends to keep still deeper.

From this main area of distribution it works into the Gulf of St. Lawrence via

the Laurentian Channel, and into the Gulf of Maine via the eastern channel. It

likewise reaches the deep sinks between the Nova Scotian fishing banks, as Huntsman
(1919) showed, recent examples of which are its occurrence at two stations off Shel-

burne (20074 and 20075) in March, 1920. Generally speaking, the farther in from
the continental slope, the less plentiful is Eukrohnia.

Other cheetognatlis

The species just mentioned completes the list of glass worms so far recorded from
the inner parts of the Gulf of Maine, nor are any others to be expected there unless

as rare and accidental stragglers; but it would be no surprise to find any of the

chaetognaths known from any part of the North Atlantic at one level or another

in the oceanic basin abreast of the gulf. In fact, Sagitta enflata, a tropical species

common in waters of southern origin off the east coast of North America “appeared,

with other tropical organisms, in the tows over the continental slope in 1914 [stations

10218 and 10220]; off Marthas Vineyard in 1915 [station 10333, one specimen]”

(Bigelow, 1917, p. 298). Pterosagitta draco, similarly tropical in origin, was repre-

sented by about 50 specimens in the 60-meter haul off the slope of Georges Bank on

July 21, 1914 (station 10218). Previous to that time we had taken it over the slope

abreast of Delaware Bay and Chesapeake Bay in July, 1913 (Bigelow, 1915, p. 299),

and Huntsman (1919) has since recorded it at the outer stations of the Canadian

fisheries expedition off Cape Sable and off the mouth of the Laurentian Channel in

July and August, 1915. Along the American littoral and off the Grand Banks region

these two species are among the most reliable of tropical indicators. Watch should

therefore be kept for them in the Gulf of Maine, where it is not likely that they

could long survive the low temperature.

Tomopterids

Tomopteris catHarina (Gosse )
77

The curious pelagic worm, Tomopteris, not uncommonly appears in the plankton

of the Gulf of Maine, though never forming an important constituent of it, quantita-

tively speaking. So far the well-known T. catharina is the only species of the genus

which has been detected regularly within the southern rim of the gulf.

In the western Atlantic this species is Arctic-boreal, having been recorded in

abundance on the Newfoundland Banks (Apstein, 1900) and in the Laurentian

Channel (Huntsman, 1921); southward, also, over the continental shelf about to

latitude 39° 30' (station 10069, July 19, 1913; Bigelow, 1915, p. 301); but it does

not occur in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, except as carried thither in the inflowing

current around the northern side of Cabot Strait or via the Strait of Belle Isle.

n This Tomopteris has usually been called T. helgotandiea (e. g., by Apstein, 1900; by Reibisch, 1905; and by Southern, 1911),

but Rosa (1908) and Southern (1911) have shown that the common Tomopteris of the North Sea region was first described under

the specific name catharina, which consequently was adopted by Huntsman (1921). For accounts of Tomopteris and diagnoses of

its several species see Apstein (1900), Reibisch (1905), and Huntsman (1921)
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In the eastern Atlantic it is widely distributed in the North Sea (not, however, in

the Baltic, from which it is probably barred by low salinity), around Ireland, and in

the English Channel. It is also recorded from the Sargasso Sea and from off the

mouth of the Amazon (Apstein, 1900); but, as Huntsman (1921) points out, it

seems so unlikely that T. catharina should normally occur at these tropical stations

that the records call for confirmation.

Slight differences have been described between the American and European
races of this worm (Huntsman, 1921), interesting because of a possible physiological

difference in their relation to the salinity of the water.

T. catharina has been taken here and there in the Gulf of Maine in every month
of the year, including midsummer (the warmest season), on the one hand, and late

winter and early spring (the coldest)
,
on the other. As the chart (fig. 94) shows, it

is very generally distributed north of a line from Cape Cod to Cape Sable. For

example, it appeared at about 60 per cent of our stations in August, 1913; at about

50 per cent of the stations in the waters thus limited during February to May,
1920; at 5 stations (out of a possible 13) in the northern half of the gulf during

December and January, 1920-1921; and occasionally off Gloucester during the

winter of 1912-13. 78

Thus, it is constantly present in the gulf throughout the year, with no definite fluc-

tuations in abundance from season to season except an apparent scarcity in late autumn
and early winter, evidence for which is our failure to find it at any of our stations in

the western part of the gulf in October and November, 1916, or in Massachusetts

Bay during. November and December of 1912. We have also found it occupying

the same geographic range in the cold season as in the warm, which is also the case

around Ireland (Southern, 1911).

Although Tomopteris is so large and conspicuous that one is not apt to overlook

it in the catch, it occurs so sparsely (usually from one to half a dozen individuals

per haul) that it may well have been missed by the net at other stations, though

actually present in the immediate neighborhood.

As appears from the chart, T. catharina has been taken with about equal fre-

quency in the coastwise belt and over the deeper basin of the gulf. It is also

recorded (once only) from St. Andrews in Doctor McMurrich’s plankton lists (p. 12)

and in the Bay of Fundy by Huntsman (1921), but we did not find it in Casco Bay
in July, 1912, when it was taken at several stations along the coast from Massachu-

setts Bay to Mount Desert (Bigelow, 1914, p. 121). As we have never taken

it in any harbor (e. g., Gloucester, Portland, Southwest, or Eastport, etc.) it is to

be looked upon as occurring chiefly outside the outer islands and headlands and

rarely in the estuarine waters tributary to the gulf. On the other hand, we have

never taken T. catharina anywhere on Georges Bank or Browns Bank at any season,

nor at any of our deep stations along the continental slope. Thus, while not

78 For records of T. catharina (as“ T. helgolandica") 1912 to 1913, see Bigelow, 1914 p. 121; 1914a, pp. 403-405; 1915, p.301. Since

then it has been detected at the following stations: In 1914 at 10213, 10214, 10225, 10245, 10246, 10247, 10248, 10249, 10250, and 10255;

at stations 10267, 10270, 10290, and 10317 in 1915; 10398 in 1916; at stations 20048, 20050, 20052, 20055, 20056, 20057, 20059, 20060, 20062,

20079, 20080, 20081, 20084, 20085, 20087, 20092, 20093, 20096, 20097, 20098, 20100, 20107, 20113, 20114, 20115, 20116, 20119, 20125, 20126, and

20127 in the spring of 1920; and at stations 10489, 10490, 10494, 10495, 10499, 10510, and 10511 in the winter and early spring of 1920

and 1921.
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Fig. 94.—Occurrence of the worms Tomopteris catharina and T. septentrionalis

.

O- locality records for large T. catharina,

Jujy and August; X for young T. catharina, July and August; O. for large T. catharina, March to May; A, for T.

septentrionalis, March to May. The hatched curve includes the parts of the Gulf of Maine where T. catharina has been

taken in summer

actually neritic (witness its rarity or absence under estuarine conditions), T. catha-

rina is clearly a creature of the coastwise waters, as it occurs within the limits of

the Gulf of Maine.
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The bathymetric range of T. catharina in the gulf is considerable. We have

taken it on the surface at four stations in August, two in March, and three in April .

79

In connection with the relationship of Tomopteris to temperature, discussed below*

it is interesting that the surface captures in summer have all been in the northeast

part of the gulf—that is, on German Bank, near Lurcher Shoal, and off the eastern

coast of Maine—whereas the localities where we have taken it on the surface in early

spring include Massachusetts Bay and the general neighborhood of the Isles of

Shoals in the western side as well as German Bank in the eastern.

At the other extreme T. catharina certainly occurs as deep as 180 meters (closing-

net haul at station 20079, March 22, 1920), and probably down to 200 meters, if

not still deeper, though the majority of captures have been in open-net hauls from
40 to 150 meters depth. When the actual depths of the individual hauls yielding

Tomopteris are classified by months, its bathymetric distribution appears decidedly

uniform from season to season, as illustrated by the following partial list of the cap-

tures for midsummer as compared with early spring:

Partial list of the captures of Tomopteris for midsummer, as compared with early spring

MIDSUMMER

Station Date Depth in

meters
Station Date

Depth in
meters

10011 July 17,1912
July 24,1912
Aug. 14.1912
Aug. 16,1912
July 8,1913

do

110-0
40-0

(')

(>)

55-0
73-0
146-0
37-0
36-0
146-0
36-0
165-0

10103 Aug. 14,1913
July 19,1914

... do .

55-0
70-0
100-0
240-0

(’)

50-0

0)
50-0
175-0
120-0
150-0

10014 10213
10030. 10214
10032. 10225.. July 23,1914

do ._10057 10245 .

10058 10240 Aug. 12,1914
do10088 Aug. 9, 1913

Aug. 11,1913
Aug. 12,1913
Aug. 13,1913

do..

10247
10091 10248 Aug. 13,1914
10095 10249
10097 10250... Aug. 14, 1914

Aug. 23,191410099 10255
10100 . _do

EARLY SPRING

20050 Mar. 1, 1920
Mar. 2,1920

75-0 20086 Mar. 23, 1920 150-0
20052 100-0 20087 Mar. 24, 1920 200-0
20055 Mar. 3,1920 3 180-140 20092 Apr. 9, 1920

.. .do ..

(’)

20056 75-0 20093 (')

35-020057 Mar. 4,1920
...do ..

75-0 20096.... Apr. 10, 1920
Apr. 11,1920

do... _

20059 60-0 20097 80-0
20060 do 0)

30-0
20098 .. 90-0

20062. Mar. 5, 1920
Mar. 13,1920
Mar. 22, 1920

do. .

20100 . Apr. 12,1920
Apr. 16,1920
Apr. 17,1920

. .do ..

100-0
20072 75-0 20107 _ 140-0

20079 3 180-0 20113 130-0

20080 40-0 20111 110-0

20081 Mar. 23, 1920
__do

140-0 20115 Apr. 18,1920
__do _.

200-0
20084 30-0 20116 100-0
20085 do 60-0 20119 Apr. 20,1920 0)

’Surface net. ’Closing net.

Although T. catharina has not yet been detected in the bottom water of the deep-

est trough of the gulf, it is to be expected there, for off Ireland it occurs indifferently

from the surface down to more than 1,000 meters depth (Southern, 1911). Our sur-

face catches, like Huntsman’s (1921, p. 87) were with one exception between 6 p. m.

7( The surface records are as follows: Stations 10030 and 10032, Aug. 14 and 16, 1912; stations 10245 and 10247, Aug. 12 and 13,

1914; stations 20060 and 20085, Mar. 4 and 23, 1920; stations 20092,P0093, and 20119, Apr. 9 and 20, 1920.
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and 6 a. m., corroborating his view that T. catharina comes to the surface most often

by night.

As a rule, Tomopteris has been represented in our hauls by large adults or

medium-sized specimens 15 to 40 millimeters long, with from 15 to 21 parapods,

and Doctor Huntsman informs me that he has invariably found this to be the case

in the Bay of Fundv. But during our August cruise of 1913 we took a considerable

number of its young in the northern and western parts of the gulf, including speci-

mens as small as 4 to 8 millimeters in length, with only 6 to 8 parapods (but identi-

fiable as this species by the tail, already visible, and by the number and location of

the rosette organs), at about the stage figured by Apstein (1900, pi. 10, fig. 2), as

follows

:

Locality Station
Number
of speci-
mens

Stage of development

German Bank 10095 0)
1

6 millimeters upward, 8 to 12 parapods.
6 millimeters, 12 parapods.
8 and 11 parapods.
10 millimeters, 12and 14 parapods.

Do.

Northeast corner off Grand Manan 10097
North of Cashes Ledge 10089 2
Near Mount Desert island 10099 2
Off Penobscot Bay 10101 2
Eastern basin 10093 1 5.5 millimeters, 13 parapods.

7 millimeters, 11 parapods.
4 millimeters upward, 6 parapods and
upward.

6 millimeters upward, 8 to 14 parapods.

Off Penobscot Bay 10091 1

Oil Cape Elizabeth 10103 (>)

(>)15 to 18 miles southeast from Chatham, Cape Cod

1 Several.

Judging from the early stage in development represented by these specimens,

it appears that T. catharina reproduced itself in some numbers in the Gulf of Maine
during the summer in question, proving that it is actually endemic there and not

restricted as a breeder to more northern seas. Although young specimens have

not been detected in our tow nettings before or since at any season (evidence that

it would be quite exceptional for Tomoptens to breed in any abundance within the

gulf), what little reproduction does take place there may be enough to maintain

the rather sparse stock of this worm.
Of course, this does not negative the possibility that more or less immigration

takes place into the gulf from the north (p 339) ;
but the distribution of T. catharina

in eastern Canadian waters, as outlined by Huntsman (1921), suggests rather that

the Gulf of Maine colony is to some extent isolated and separated from the more
abundant stock of this worm in Newfoundland waters and in the region of the Lau-
rentian Channel by a considerable gap, for it was taken at only one station inside

the continental edge along Nova Scotia by the Canadian fisheries expedition of

1915. Our scanty data point to an early summer breeding season, which agrees

with Southern’s (1911) discovery—based on the occurrence of females with eggs

as well as of young—that it breeds from May until August in Irish waters.

Relation to temperature and salinity.—The highest temperature in which w
have positively established the presence of T. catharina m the Gulf of Maine is 14.44°

(surface haul, Station 10245, August 12, 1914), and the great majority of captures

have been from water colder than 8°. At the other extreme it has been taken in
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temperatures between 0 and 1° at several stations along the coasts of Maine and

Massachusetts in March (e. g., stations 20056, 20059, and 20062), frequently in water

of 2 to 4°, and the specimens taken by the Canadian fisheries expedition over the

Newfoundland Banks and in the Laurentian Channel in May, 1915, were probably

in water colder than 0° (see Huntsman, 1921, p. 86, for these records) and very

likely fractionally colder than —1°. Thus this worm finds its optimum in compara-

tively low temperatures. Perhaps 15° might be stated as its absolute upper limit in

the Gulf of Maine, and, in fact, it is doubtful whether it could long survive water

warmer than 10 to 12°.

On three occasions we have taken T. catharina in salinities as low as 31 to 32

per mille
,

80 but the great majority of captures have been in water of 32 to 33 per

mille. The highest salinity in which our records positively establish its occurrence

in the Gulf of Maine (closing-net hauls at stations 20052 and 20055) is 33.7 to 33.8

per mille, and although we took Tomopteris at one station (10225) where the net

worked for a time in water as saline as 35 per mille, it is more likely that the odd

specimens that it brought back were picked up on its journey up or down through

the lower salinities of the superficial strata of water.

Thus, these additional records obtained during 1920 and 1921 corroborate Hunts-

man’s (1921, p. 90) conclusion that a salinity of approximately 33 to 34 per mille is

the upper limit for T. catharina off North America. On the other hand, it seems

well established that it never occurs in water much less saline than 32 per mille

except when it makes brief excursions to the surface, and our records thus support

Huntsman’s (1921, p. 90) suggestion that low salinity is the factor that prevents it

from colonizing estuarine situations. In north European waters^ as he remarks, the

relationship which T. catharina bears to salinity is quite different, for around Ireland

Southern (1911) found it only in water more saline than 34 per mille. Of course, it is

possible that this is a physiological difference between the American and European

races of this species; but the question also naturally occurs whether high salinity,

per se, acts anywhere as a bar to its dispersal, and whether it is not high temperature,

quite independent of salinity, which lays down a definite offshore bound for T.

catharina just outside the American continental edge as far northward as the Nova
Scotian banks. The rarity of T. catharina over the continental shelf along Nova
Scotia (Huntsman, 1921) is especially interesting in this connection, because the

temperatures and salinities there both fall within the limits in which it exists either

to the south or to the north.

The most reasonable explanation for its peculiar distribution is that T. catharina

occurs chiefly in the immediate neighborhood of its centers of production, of which

there are but two in the seas under discussion—a major on the Grand Banks and a

minor in the Gulf of Maine. It does not breed in the intervening stretch of waters

because it requires a closer balance in its physical environment for successful breeding

than for vegetative existence. This, we may assume, it does not find in the Gulf of

St. Lawrence.

It is therefore likely that when the geographic limits within which T. catharina

breeds successfully are better known, specimens taken elsewhere will prove to be

»o Station 20092, surface, 31.01 per mille; station 20093, surface, 31.92 per mille; station 20119, surface, 31.43 per mille.
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among the most reliable of indicators of ocean currents. Huntsman (1921, p. 89)

has remarked that failure to find it more frequently along Nova Scotia “
indicates

the smallness of the contribution given by the water covering the Newfoundland
Bank to the mass of water passing southwestward over the Breton and Scotian
Banks.” In fact, the evidence so far at hand suggests that it is exceptional for

Tomopteris of Newfoundland Bank origin to stray southwestward much beyond 60°

longitude, much more so for it to reach the Gulf of Maine by this route.

What role T. catharina plays in the economy of the planktonic community is still

to be learned.

Tomopteris septentrionalis Apstein

Tomopteris catharina is the only species of the genus which so far has been recog-

nized anywhere in theinnerparts of the Gulf of Maine at any season, but during March,
1920, a second and much smaller tailless Tomopteris, provisionally identified as T.

septentrionalis
,

81 was taken over the outer edge of the continental shelf off Cape
Sable (stations 20076 and 20077), on Brown’s Bank (station 20072), and in the south-

eastern part of the Gulf basin (station 20086)
;
also in the Eastern Channel (station

20107) in April and off the southwest slope of Georges Bank in May (station 20129),

one or two specimens on each occasion (fig. 94)

.

These records are interesting as extending the known range of this species

southward along America to the Gulf of Maine. It was found off Halifax and at the

mouth of the Laurentian Channel by the Canadian fisheries expedition of 1915

(Huntsman, 1921); has been taken at many localities in the Labrador current from
the Grand Banks northward; along the west coast of Greenland; right across the

North Atlantic to the Hebrides (Apstein, 1900); off Ireland, where Southern (1911)

described it as common; and as far south as the region of the Canaries and as the

Mediterranean near Gibraltar (Malaquin and Carin, 1911). It is likewise recorded

from the South Pacific off Chile (Rosa, 1908).

Unlike T. catharina, T. septentrionalis, is characteristically oceanic, but its

status in regard to temperature is not yet understood.

PELAGIC CCELENTERATES

The Gulf of Maine supports many species of ccelenterates, which live pelagic

for at least part of their lives. Most of them, however (medusa stages of hydroids)

,

are strictly neritic animals, which find their most favorable environment in the

sheltered bays and among the islands and on the offshore banks, and which so seldom

stray more than a few miles away during the brief period during which they are

afloat that they are of practically no importance in the plankton of the gulf basin.

Animals belonging to this category need not concern us here, since they have seldom

if ever dominated in our offshore catches. Most of the local species have been de-

scribed and beautifully illustrated by Alexander Agassiz (1865), to whom I refer

s* The distinguishing characters of this species are its lack of tail, of rosette organs, or of first cirri; the development of sex organs

only in the dorsal branches of the parapodia; and the presence of one glandular organ in each ventral branch of the latter. There

is no danger of confusing septentrionalis, with the much larger catharina, specimens of the former, sufficiently adult to bear 21

parapods, being only 12 millimeters long, according to Reibiseb (1905). Our largest with 17 parapods was 7.5 millimeters. The
separation from T. planktonis, which depends on the parapodial glands, requires specimens in good condition.
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any reader who may desire knowledge of them. 82 The few species of hydroid medusae

which do drift out more or less frequently into the open basin are among the most

valuable indicators of coast water. Two of the local species of scyphomedusse,

which are of similarly neritic habit, are of still greater interest in this connection

because of their large size (p. 33). In the following pages the reader will find notes

on the occurrence of most of the species which we have found in any number in the

deeper parts of the gulf.

The ctenophores (p. 365) are much more important in the natural economy of

the plankton community than either of the groups just mentioned, for they are not

only exceedingly abundant at times and locally in the gulf, but they are among the

most voracious of pelagic animals (p. 108). Only one species of siphonophore

(p. 377) is a regular inhabitant of the Gulf of Maine. 83

Hydroid medusa:

Only a few of the many species of hydroid medusae assume any numerical

importance in the planktonic communities of the open Gulf of Maine outside the outer

headlands and islands, except over the offshore banks.

Melicertum campanula (Fabricius)

This boreal neritic species is common on the North American coast from eastern

Newfoundland southward to Cape Cod, and it occasionally occurs as far south as

Woods Hole, whence Nutting (1901) recorded it once. It is represented in the

northeastern Atlantic by a form ( M. octocostatum) so closely allied that it may prove

identical when the two are compared critically. The European Melicertum is known
from Iceland and from many localities around southern Norway, from the Skager-

Rak, all around Scotland, and along the northeast coast of Iceland. 84

The hydroid stage of M. campanula, was grown from the egg by Alexander

Agassiz (1865) many years ago, hence there can be no question of its neritic nature,

while the medusa stage is so large, so easily recognized, and so closely confined to

the immediate vicinity of the land that it is one of the most valuable of neritic indi-

cators. Hence, its distribution in the gulf deserves more attention than its slight

importance in the natural economy of the plankton might suggest.

The youngest medusae of Melicertum so far recognized were found by Alexander

Agassiz in Massachusetts Bay toward the end of spring. Older stages are common
all along the western and northern coasts of the gulf in June (Mayer, 1910, p. 208),

and the sexually mature adults swarm in harbors and bays from Cape Cod to the

Bay of Fundy during the late summer. It has been found plentiful, for example,

in Salem Harbor, in Gloucester Harbor, about Nahant, and off Cohasset in Massa-

chusetts Bay; equally at the mouth of the Piscataqua River below Portsmouth;

in Penobscot Bay, where I have seen processions of these beautiful medusae drift-

ing with the tide in late July and early August; at Southwest and Northeast Harbors

82 See also Fewkes, 1888; Mayer, 1910. I have elsewhere (Bigelow, 1914b) listed all the positive records of the pelagic ccelen-

erates on the New England coast.

83 For lists of the coelenterates collected during the summers of 1913 and 1914. see Bigelow 1915 pp. 308 and 316, and 1917 ,p. 302
81 Its occurrence is charted by Kramp, 1919, p. 54, chart i
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on Mount Desert Island; and in the bays of Grand Manan, where Fewkes found

it one of the commonest medusae in the summer of 1886 and I, myself, in August,

1910. Its breeding period endures from mid-July throughout August or even later,

both in Massachusetts Bay and in Penobscot Bay, hence is no doubt uniform along

the whole coast line of the gulf. The eggs are shed freely, are easily fertilized

artificially, and the early stages in development can be followed without difficulty.

I have not seen Melicertum after August, but A. Agassiz (1865, p. 181)

describes it as plentiful in Massachusetts Bay “in the fall at the time of spawning.”

How late in the season its medusae may survive is not known. Perhaps it appears

and dies earlier in the southwestern than in the northeastern part of the gulf, like

Staurophora.

It is probable that the hydroid stage of Melicertum is invariably passed in the

immediate neighborhood of the coast, there being no evidence that this ever takes

place on Georges or Browns Banks or even on offshore ledges within the gulf, such

as Cashes and Platts. And while the adult meduste occasionally drift out to sea

(for we have taken odd specimens over the western basin on August 9, 1913 (station

10088) and near Mount Desert Rock (station 10248) on August 13, 1914), it is very

seldom that one strays beyond the 100-meter contour; nor have we ever found

Melicertum in numbers anywhere outside the bays, river mouths, or harbors, except

off Cape Cod and near Browns Bank (p. 33, footnote). 85

Staurophora mertensli, Brandt

This is a boreal Arctic species, circumpolar in its distribution, ranging widely

over the Arctic Ocean and adjacent parts of the North Atlantic, and also in the

North Pacific. In the eastern side it is known from many localities about Iceland,

from Spitzbergen, Nova Zembla, the White Sea, all along the west coast of Norway,
between Scotland and Iceland, and from the northern part of the North Sea. 88 In

the western Atlantic and its tributaries Staurophora has been recorded from the

west coast of Greenland, from the east coast of Newfoundland, from many localities

in the Gulf of Maine, as detailed below, at Woods Hole, and as far westward along

the south shore of New England as Newport (Mayer, 1910) and Fisher’s Island

Sound (Verrill, 1875, p. 43). Its known range in the North Pacific area includes

Bering Sea, the Aleutian Islands, and the coast of Alaska on the east, and Japan on

the west; and if Kramp’s (1919, p. 41) contention that the S
.
falklandica of Browne

(1902) from the Falkland Islands is actually S. mertensii proves correct, it is bipolar.

This large hydromedusa is a very conspicuous member of the plankton of the

Gulf of Maine during its periods of plenty, for it attains a diameter of upwards of

200 millimeters at maturity and is made easily recognizable by its white central

cross. It has not been actually demonstrated that Staurophora passes through a

hydroid stage, but its systematic relationships and its seasonal history, outlined

below, make it practically certain that such is the case.

“ For locality records of Melicertum during the summer cruises of 1912 to 1914 see Bigelow, 1914, p. 125; 1915, p. 316; and 1917

p. 303.

88 Kramp (1919, p. 44), who has plotted its distribution in the northeastern Atlantic, has shown that the young “Staurophora”

described by Hartlaub (1899) from Helgoland probably was not this genus, but that the S. discoide

a

described by Kishinouye

(1910) from Japan is not distinguishable from S. mertensii.
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The young medusas of Staurophora appear off Cape Cod and probably else-

where along the coast farther north during the last half of April. 87 In 1920, for

Fig. 95.—Occurrence of the hydromedusa Melicertum campanula, and of the ctenophore Bolinopsis infundibulum. X.
locality for Melicertum; 9, locality records for Bolinopsis

example, we noted them first off the northern end of Cape Cod on the 17th of that

month (station 20117) and found the tiny medusae (about 5 to 15 millimeters in

diameter) plentiful on the surface in Massachusetts Bay on the 20th (station 20119).

87 According to Mayer (1910) this takes place early in the month, but such has not been our own experience.
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Small specimens were again found there on May 4 (station 20120), in Ipswich Bay
on the 7th and 8th (station 20122)

;
less numerously at the Massachusetts Bay

station (20124) and along Cape Cod (stations 20125 and 20126) on the 16th, and
one of 40 millimeters on Georges Bank on the 17th (station 20127). It is probable

that most of the Staurophora of that region are set free and reach recognizable

dimensions during the last week in April and the first week of May, for in 1913 we
found great numbers of the youngest stages in Gloucester Harbor on May 3 (Big-

elow, 1914a, p. 407). In favorable years a tremendous production of Staurophora

takes place in Massachusetts Bay, and the distribution of the adults suggests that

this is true of the western coasts of the gulf as a whole, if not for its whole shore line.

As yet, however, no search has been made for it in early spring anywhere north of

Cape Ann in the inshore waters where the medusae first appear, nor is it mentioned

in Doctor McMurrich’s plankton lists from St. Andrews.

Staurophora rivals the still larger scyphomedusae in the rapidity of its growth,

a fact long ago commented upon by Alexander Agassiz (1865) and more recently

by Hartlaub (1899), who kept the young medusae under observation for some weeks.

By the middle of May the medusae attain a diameter of about 2 inches in the

Massachusetts Bay region, and during the last week of that month I have seen

specimens 3 to 4 inches in diameter cast up on the beaches of Cape Cod Bay in great

numbers. Staurophorae as large as 5 to 6 inches may be found early in June in

Massachusetts Bay, and they attain a diameter of 6 to 9 inches there during the

following month.

Staurophora reaches sexual maturity later, and the medusae live until later in

the season in the northern part of its range than in the southern, paralleling the

differences of temperature with latitude. Thus, Mayer (1910) records mature indi-

viduals in Newport Harbor as early as the 5th to the 9th of June, 1895, while it is in

spring that Staurophora appears most commonly at Woods Hole. In Massachusetts

Bay it does not mature until early July, and our own experience corroborates Alex-

ander Agassiz’s statement (1865, p. 137) that Staurophora vanishes thence by the

middle of that month, for we have found none there subsequent to that date. They
occurred very generally, however, and often in large numbers over the northern

half of the gulf, in deep water as well as shoal, during the last half of July and the

whole of August of 1912, a year of plenty (Bigelow, 1914, p. 123), while Fewkes records

it as common and of large size at Grand Manan during July and August, 1886,

particularly in sheltered bays near the north end of the island (Fewkes, 1888, p. 233),

and at Eastport until October. However, as we have not found it in September or

later, it is probable that few if any of the medusae of Staurophora survive much later

than the end of August in the open gulf. Thus Staurophora disappears from most

parts of the Gulf of Maine at least a month earlier in the season than either Aurelia

or Cyanea; and it is probable that when specimens are seen in the southwestern part

of the gulf as late as mid-August—for example, we noted it off Cape Ann and off

Cape Cod on the 24th and 29th in 1912 (stations 10042 and 10043)—they are not the

product of the shallows nearby but have drifted thither from the northern part of

the gulf with the general eddylike circulation.
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Staurophora fluctuates greatly in abundance in the Gulf of Maine from year to

year. According to Willey and Huntsman (1921
,
p. 2) it was common in the channels

leading into Passamaquoddy Bay in 1910. As just noted, also, the summer of 1912

was one of plenty. For example, great numbers were seen floating on the surface and

a fathom or so down off Cape Elizabeth on July 29 and August 7 ;
over Jeffrey Bank

and near Monhegan Island on August 8; it swarmed off Penobscot Bay on the 13th;

again a few miles off Seguin Island on the 22d; and 20 large medusae, upwards of 8

inches in diameter, were taken in a haul from 30 meters a few miles north of Cape

Ann on the 24th (Bigelow, 1914, p. 123). Staurophora occurred at more than one-

third of our stations for 1912 (16 locality records), distributed very generally over

the western and northern parts of the gulf, including Platts Bank, the Grand Manan
Channel, and Eastport. 88 Willey and Huntsman (1921) also mention its presence

in Passamaquoddy Bay and at St. Andrews during that summer.

If our hauls gave a true picture, the years subsequent to 1912 saw a progressive

decrease in the numbers of Staurophora living in the Gulf of Maine. Thus, it was

at only two localities that we found it in any numbers in 1913—in the southwest

part of the gulf on July 8 and over Jeffreys Ledge off Cape Ann on August 11

—

with the other locality records based on occasional specimens only or on fragments,

although it occurred at ten localities89—that is, at about the same proportion of

our stations as in 1912. Straurophora proved even scarcer in the gulf in 1914,

when we found it at only three stations in all (10214, 10224, and 10249), although we
visited the same general localities as in the two previous summers and at about

the same season.

In 1915 this medusa was so rare that we took only three specimens at as many
stations (stations 10272, 10282, and 10290), although we towed in the coastwise

waters of the gulf as well as offshore on many occasions from May onward through-

out the summer: nor did we find it at all at our Gulf of Maine stations from Massa-
chusetts Bay to Georges Bank in July or August, 1916. From that time forward

the war caused a suspension of our work until the spring of 1920, hence nothing is

known of the status of Staurophora for the years 1917, 1918, and 1919 except that

none were seen at St. Andrews during that period (Willey and Huntsman, 1921).

But young Staurophora were once more plentiful in Ipswich Bay, Massachusetts

Bay, and along Cape Cod during the spring of 1920 (stations 20117, 20119, 20120

to 20122, and 20124 to 20126) ;
and since it was found very generally in Passama-

quoddy Bay and its tributaries during that July and August (Willey and Huntsman,

1921, p. 2), it had evidently reestablished itself in the gulf in its former abundance.

Although Staurophora, like the scyphomedusan genera Aurelia and Cyanea.

and like the various smaller hydromedusse (p. 340), is neritic, it is much less closely

confined to the coastal zone in its medusan stage than is either of the former or

than are most of the latter (p. 341), but occurs widely over the triangle betweeu

Nova Scotia and the Maine coast in its summers of plenty, offshore as well as in the

coastal zone, and out to the 100-meter contour off the Massachusetts Bay region

(fig. 96). But it seems to be wholly absent from the south-central and southeastern

88 For these stations see Bigelow, 1914, p. 123.

88 Stations 10057 and 10058 in July; stations 10089, 10090. 10091, 10093, 10100, 10103, and 10104 in August.
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parts of the basin of the gulf, and it is only near shore or over comparatively shoal

water that we have encountered it in any abundance (p. 345).

Staurophora, like Cyanea, breeds on Georges Bank as well as in the coastal

zone—witness the young medusa taken there by Mr. Douthart in April, 1913 (Bige-

low, 1914a, p. 414), and the specimen of 40 millimeters mentioned above at station

20127. Very likely it is commoner and more widespread there than the actual records

suggest, its seasonal history in Massachusetts Bay suggesting that it may grow to

maturity on Georges Bank and die there in the seasonal interval (late May to mid
July) between the dates of our visits. Our failure to find it at all over the coastal

bank west of Nova Scotia, including Browns Bank, may have been equally accidental.

The preponderance of records for this medusa in the western side of the gulf, as

contrasted with the eastern, evident on the chart (fig. 96), can not be explained away
in this manner, however, but suggests that its chief center of abundance is in the zone

between Cape Cod and Penobscot Bay.

Vertical distribution .—The youngest medusae recognizable as Staurophora swarm
on top of the water, as do the medium-sized specimens so often cast up on the beach,

but although the large adults of midsummer occasionally rise to the top (most often

at night and in regions of active vertical circulation—e. g., in the Grand Manan
Channel) they are usually at least a meter or more below the immediate surface at

this season, a fact that has been noted elsewhere (Bigelow, 1914, p. 124). On calm

days they may often be seen from the ship’s side as deep down as the limit of visibility,

but, on the other hand, we have no evidence that Staurophora ever descends to any

considerable depth, most of the records being from hauls shallower than 100 meters.

As our largest catches have been made at 40 meters or less it is probable that this is

the lowest level of its common occurrence and that the occasional Staurophorse taken

in the deep hauls have been picked up by the net on its way down or up through the

water.

I should emphasize that the status of Staurophora as a regular endemic inhabi-

tant of the Gulf of Maine is thoroughly established; was, indeed, to all intents and

purposes by Alexander Agassiz (1865) many years ago. Inasmuch as its geographic

range when it is in the medusa stage covers the whole of the inner waters of the gulf

from Massachusetts Bay to the Bay of Fundy, no doubt it breeds successfully all

along the New England coast north of Cape Cod and perhaps farther west as well,

for the medusae appear in most years both at Woods Hole (Hargitt, 1905a) and at

Newport (Fewkes, 1888).

It is certain that many Staurophora pass through their hydroid stage in water as

shallow as that of Gloucester Harbor, where we found the very young medusae in

great numbers in 1913 and 1920 (p. 43; Bigelow, 1914a, p. 407). In fact, it is probable

that the majority of the stock live through their attached stage within 20 to 30 meters

of the surface within a few miles of the coast line, as is the case in Massachusetts

Bay. The wide distribution of Staurophora in the offshore parts of the gulf, however,

and especially the fact that its medusae are set free on Georges Bank suggest that

it may also pass through its development in considerably deeper water. How
deep is not yet known. Probably Platts Bank, Cashes Ledge, and Jeffreys Ledge

are also nurseries for it.
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The large Staurophora no doubt takes a very heavy toll of Calanus and smaller

copepods, which are often to be found entangled along the elongated lips of its cruci-

Fig. 96.—Occurrence of the hydromedusa Staurophora mertensii. X, locality records, summer of 1912; ®, subsequent

years. The hatched curve includes its chief zone of occurrence within the Gulf of Maine

form mouth opening, and since the young Staurophora also feed on them greedily

according to Hartlaub (1899), this medusa must play an important role in the natural

economy of the animal plankton wherever it is plentiful.
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Ptydiogena lactea, A. Agassiz

The importance of this Arctic hydroid medusa in the Gulf of Maine as an indica-

tor of water from the north has been emphasized in an earlier chapter (p. 59) . I

need merely list here the following records of its occurence:

Massachusetts Bay at Nahant, "where they have only been found during a

single fall, and then only for a few days, when they seemed quite abundant” (A.

Agassiz, 1865, p. 139); eastern basin of the gulf, May 6, 1915 (station 10270);

German Bank the next day (station 10271), one specimen at each station; and several

examples near Lurcher Shoal on the 10th of the month (station 10272).

The presence of this Arctic medusa in Massachusetts Bay in the autumn of 1863,

as recorded by Agassiz, contrasted with the fact that we have since found it only in

spring at the time the Nova Scotian current is at its maximum, and in the opposite

side of the gulf, is an interesting phenomenon and one yet to be accounted for.

The nearest locality record for Ptychogena to the northward with which I am
acquainted is from the neighborhood of Halifax, Nova Scotia, where it was taken by
the Challenger (Haeckel, 1881).

Ptychogena lactea is Arctic and circumpolar. It has been recorded from several

localities along the west coast of Greenland and in Barents Sea between northern

Norway and Spitzbergen, from Franz Josef Land, from the Kara Sea near Nova
Zembla, from Bering Sea, and from the Sea of Okhotsk. Its most southerly records

are the Gulf of Maine in the western side of the Atlantic, between Scotland and

Iceland in the eastern side, and the east coast of Hokaido, Japan, in the Pacific

(Bigelow, 1913; Kramp, 1919, p. 37).

Mitrocoma cruciata (A. Agassiz)

Mitrocoma cruciata, Staurophora, and Phialidium are the only hydroid medusae

that we have found generally distributed in the open gulf at any season. Mitro-

coma is further interesting because it was not seen from the time it was first de-

scribed by Alexander Agassiz (1865) from Nahant, Mass., many years ago, until

the Grampus rediscovered it in the gulf in July, 1913 (Bigelow, 1915, p. 316).

Although the development of this species has not been traced, there is every reason

to suppose that its hydroid stage, like that of its close relative, the Mediterranean

M. annse, is a Cuspidella.

In the Gulf of Maine Mitrocoma is a spring species. In 1920 the Albatross

towed specimens occasionally from February 23 (our earliest seasonal date for it)

until May 4 (stations 20048, 20091, 20105, 20106, and 20120). In 1915 we found

it not uncommonly in May and June (stations 10270, 10271, 10278, 10282, 10286

to 10288, 10290, 10291, and 10293). A. Agassiz’s record was also for June. We
have one July record of it in 1913, just noted, one in 1915 for July 15 (station

10301), one for August 4 (station 10303) and others for the 12th and 14th in 1914

(stations 10246 and 10250)
;
but the middle of August apparently marks the end

of its season of occurrence, for we have not found it on any of our cruises later

in the season. Thus, its period of abundance precedes and somewhat overlaps

that of Phialidium. The localities of capture are widely distributed in the
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western, northern, and eastern parts of the gulf, over deep water as well as

shallow, and include Browns Bank (fig. 97). We have not found Mitrocoma on

Georges Bank, though a specimen was towed in the basin between the latter and

Fig. 97.—Occurrence of the hydromedusa Mitrocoma cruciatar ®, locality records, February to June; X. July and August

Cape Cod on July 8, 1913. Thus, the few locality records for Mitrocoma roughly

parallel those for Phialidium (p. 350) in their geographic distribution, and so large

a percentage of the captures have been made over one part of the basin or another

8951—28 23
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that Mitrocoma, like Phialidium, probably passes through its hydroid stage over
rather a wide range of depth and perhaps down to 100 meters or more.

Up to the present time all known captures of M. cruciata have been from the

Gulf of Maine except for a few taken off Shelburne, Nova Scotia, by the Grampus
on June 23, 1915 (stations 10291 and 10293), and it seems nowhere to be abundant
even in the gulf, for our tow nets have never yielded more than a dozen specimens
or so at any one station.

PMalidium languidum 90 (A. Agassiz)

Phialidium languidum (fig. 98) is the only one of the smaller medusae with

hydroid stage that is ever an important factor in the plankton in the open basin

of the Gulf of Maine.91

The young medusae of Phialidium appear in the waters of Massachusetts Bay
late in May (A. Agassiz, 1865, fig. 96), and to judge from Mayer’s (1910) observa-

tions at Newport it is probable that they are constantly set free from their hydroid

stocks from that time until July, but they are so small and so easily destroyed in

their earliest stages that it is not until they have reached almost mature size that

we have recognized them in the general mass of plankton taken by our tow nets.

The adults are most numerous from the last week of July through August, to vanish

from Massachusetts Bay by the end of September, and our latest autumnal records

of Phialidium are for October 9 in the coastal zone between Grand Manan and
Penobscot Bay in 1915 (for list of stations see Bigelow, 1917, p. 304). The abun-

dance in which these medusae sometimes occur was mentioned by Alexander Agassiz

(1865, p. 73), who found them “in immense shoals on warm, sunny, still days” in

Massachusetts Bay during September. Mayer (1910), too, observes that from July

until September they are extremely abundant along the New England coast, par-

ticularly at Eastport, where they crowd the water of the harbor, and my own more
recent experience has been similar. For instance, we found Phialidium common'
in every harbor and bay that we entered during the month of August in 1912, espe-

cially so in Gloucester Harbor, at the mouth of the Piscataqua River, at Boothbay,

and at Eastport. I had previously seen this medusa in myriads both at Grand
Manan during August, 1910 (whence Fewkes (1888) also records it), and along the

southern shores of Massachusetts Bay. The Grampus likewise found it swarming

near Mount Desert Rock on August 16, 1912 (station 10032), and near Seguin

Island off the mouth of the Kennebec River on the 22d of that month (station

10040)
;
even as far offshore as the eastern basin on August 13, 1914 (station 10249),

and also in the Piscataqua River and off Rye, N. H., on July 23, 1915.

We have no record of Phialidium out in the open gulf prior to the first of

August, either because the young medusae are confined to the immediate vicinity of

their shallow nurseries along the coast or because they have not been recognized in

the tow, but during that month it occurs very generally right across the gulf north

of a line from Cape Cod to Cape Sable.92

90 For description and figures see A. Agassiz, 1865, p. 71; Mayer, 1910, p. 269

Other species are plentiful locally on Georges Bank.
B!For locality records, summers of 1912 to 1915, see Bigelow, 1914, p. 125 1915, p. 273; and 1917, pp. 303 and 304.
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Although we have taken Phialidium over the basin as well as near shore, it

occurs most regularly within a comparatively short distance of the land, as might

be expected of any neritic animal that passes the greater part of the year attached

Fig. 98.—Occurrence of the hydromedusa Phialidium languidium (®) and of floating hydroids (X). The large symbols

mark the swarms of Phialidium; the hatched curve its approximate offshore boundary

to the bottom in shoal water. There is evidence that Georges Bank and Browns
Bank serve as nurseries for it, for we found it on the northwestern part of the former

on August 13, 1926. We have no record for it in the southeastern part of the

basin or in the Eastern Channel.
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Our experience has been that the medusae of Phialidium are always most nu-

merous at the surface or a meter or so down at most, no matter what the precise

locality in the gulf or the time of day, a fact well illustrated in the eastern basin

on August 13, 1914, at “station 10249, where only a few were taken in the 50-

meter, none in the 175-meter haul, though it was very numerous on the surface”

(Bigelow, 1917, p. 305). Similarly, the offshore swarms twice encountered in August,

1912, were so close to the surface that the deep hauls yielded very few (no doubt
caught by the net in its passage down and up through the rich superficial zone),

although the surface nets were clogged with them.

Trachomedus,e

The Trachomedusse as a group are oceanic and only one of them is known to enter

regularly into the planktonic fauna of the Gulf of Maine.

AglantUa digitate (Fabricius)

Whether the known representatives of the genus Aglantha represent two species,

a large northern with four otocysts (digitate

)

and a smaller southern (rosea) with eight

of these organs, or only one, has been the subject of much discussion. The most
recent observations (e. g., Mayer, -1910; Bigelow, 1911, 1913, and 1915) favor the

latter view, it having been proved that the older separation, based on the number of

otocysts, can not stand. It is still possible, however, that the genus is represented in

different seas by more or less definite size varieties, of which the geographic and

seasonal relationships are still to be traced. In the following pages all Aglanthas,

large and small, are treated as a specific unit because they have not yet been subjected

to examination more critical than has been necessary to establish their generic identity.

Aglantha digitale is circumpolar and boreal-Arctic. In the northeastern North

Atlantic and tributaries its known range includes the White Sea, the Arctic Ocean about

Spitzbergen, Barents Sea, the Norwegian Sea, and the northern part of the North Sea.

It penetrates thence into the Skager-Rak, which is a center of abundance for it (Kramp,

1913), and has been found very plentiful in the Bay of Biscay in depths of 50 fathoms

or more (Browne, 1906, as “ A. rosea”) . The collections made by the plankton expedi-

tion show that Aglantha is practically universal between Iceland and Greenland; in

fact this probably applies to the whole North Atlantic north of the isotherm of 60°

surface temperature. Aglantha is the commonest of the smaller medusae in West
Greenland waters (Vanhoffen, 1897), and the records for it off the coast of eastern

North America include the east coast of Labrador, the east coast of Newfoundland

(Bigelow, 1909a), the Grand Banks, and the continental shelf generally along Nova
Scotia (Bigelow, 1917, p. 303). It occurs far and wide in the Gulf of Maine, as de-

scribed below, and follows the cool water over the continental shelf as far west and south

as the mouth of Chesapeake Bay in winter (Bigelow, 1918, p. 388); sparingly to the

latitude of Delaware Bay even in summer. The high temperature of the inner edge of

the Gulf Stream forms an insurmountable offshore barrier to Aglantha off the Ameri-

can littoral, as it does for so many other boreal members of the plankton.

Although the early development of Aglantha has not yet been traced, it is prob-

able that it is direct, like that of its close ally, the genus Aglaura—that is, without
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hydroid stage—and consequently that the medusa is independent of the coast line and

of the bottom at all stages in development. Its distribution is therefore wholly

independent of distance from land or from shoal water.

Aglantha, like many other medusae, was first recorded from the Gulf of Maine by
Alexander Agassiz (1865), who detected both large, sexually mature medusae and

young ones at Nahant, Mass., during the summers of 1863 and 1864, since when
it has been reported both by Hargitt (1905) and by Mayer (1910) as common in

spring off the shores of southern New England. Consequently it was no surprise to

find it in our plankton hauls at many stations in the Gulf of Maine. The localities of

capture, as appears on the chart (fig. 99) ,
are concentrated in a peripheral zone 40 to

60 miles broad, paralleling the coast from Cape Cod to Cape Sable and spreading

thence southward and westward across Browns Bank, the Eastern Channel, and

following the southern half of Georges Bank westward; but we have never taken

a single specimen of Aglantha in the central waters of the Gulf or over the northern

part of Georges Bank.

The reader need but compare the chart of Aglantha with the corresponding chart

for Beroe (fig. 102) or for Pseudocalanus elongatus (fig. 83), animals equally pelagic at

all stages and of similar temperature affinity but regularly and constantly endemic in

the Gulf of Maine, to note the sharp contrast between the definite localization of

the records for Aglantha 93 and the universality of the others.

Although we have never found Aglantha with sufficient regularity (and seldom in

sufficient abundance) to regard it as a characteristic member of the plankton of the

gulf, it has occurred often enough and at stations indifferently enough spaced to show
that it may be expected anywhere and at any season in the area inclosed by the

curve on the chart. Within this area the locality records show no definite concen-

tration in one side of the gulf or the other, nor do they correspond to the depth of

water, and our experience has been that the local presence or absence of Aglantha

in the gulf at any particular time is as independent of precise temperature or salinity

as it is of depth, the close neighborhood of land, or the contour of the bottom. Its

distribution closely mirrors the anticlockwise circulation of the upper strata of

water in the gulf. The natural inference from this is that the continued presence of

Aglantha within the gulf depends more on immigration from the east and north than

on local reproduction. Once such immigrants have passed Cape Sable they follow

right around the gulf, first north then west, southwest, and south in their involuntary

journey, with little more tendency to spread toward the center of this great eddy
than have the various fish eggs or other animals of neritic nature that are set free

near the coast line. In this its distribution in the gulf parallels (though it does not

exactly reproduce) that of the elitetognath Eukrohnia hamata, another common visi-

tor from colder seas to the east and north, which occurs far more regularly around

the periphery of the deep basin than in its center and spreads southward along the

slope of Georges Bank but at a deeper level than Aglantha.

83 For locality records of Aglantha for the years 1913 to 1916, see Bigelow, 1915, p. 316; 1917, pp. 303 and 304; 1922, pp. 134 and 136.

During the spring of 1920 it was taken at stations 20044, 20046, 20049, 20055, 20056, 20058, 20064, 20067, 20068, 20071, 20072, 20073, 20074,

20075, 20076, 20077, 20079, 20081, 20087, 20096, 20105, 20107, 20111, 20115, 20116, 20118, 20122, 20128, and 20129, and at stations 10490, 10491,

and 10499 during December-January, 1920-1921.
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Although Aglantha abounds on or near the surface in Arctic Seas its usual habi-

tat in the Gulf of Maine is at some deeper level, with only six of our sixty-odd locality

records for it from surface hauls; 94 but, although it so seldom rises quite to the top of

Fig. 99.—Occurrence of the trachomedusa Aglantha digitate. 9, locality records, July to October; 0> October to February;

X, February to July. The hatched curve incloses the chief zone of occurrence for this species in the Gulf of Maine

the water in the gulf, we have occasionally taken it at not over 15 meters depth,

often in tows from 50 or 60 meters, and usually within 150 meters of the surface.

94 Aglantha has also been found on the surface at Woods Hole by Hargitt (1905), and at Nahant in Massachusetts Bay by A
Agassiz (1865).
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Only eight hauls (whether with the open or closing nets) from deeper than 160 meters

have yielded Aglantha. Evidently, then, this medusa lives chiefly in the upper

strata of water in the Gulf of Maine, just as it does in the North Sea region (Kramp,

1913) and for that matter over the North Atlantic as a whole, though not on the

surface. The frequency of captures in hauls made between 50 and 150 meters (a depth

range which included about 40 per cent of all Gulf of Maine records for Aglantha)

points to this stratum as its chief center of abundance. The greatest depth from

which I can definitely establish the presence of Aglantha within the gulf is ISO to

140 meters (closing net, off Mount Desert Rock, March 3, 1920, station 20055). The
only specimen we have taken in a tow from deeper than 200 meters (240-0 meters,

station 20049, western basin, February 23, 1920) may have been picked up by the open

net on its journey down or up; nor is it any more certain that the few Aglanthas

which we have collected along the continental slope ostensibly from 400-0 and 500-0

meters (e. g., station 20077, March 19, 1920), but in open nets, actually came from

so great a depth.

Aglantha is seldom abundant in the Gulf of Maine; in fact, most of the records

obtained by the Grampus, Albatross
,
and Halcyon (now amounting to the respectable

total just mentioned) are for single or occasional specimens. Only five times have we
taken it in large numbers—that is, near Lurcher Shoal, May 10, 1915; near Glouces-

ter, July 19, 1916 (station 10340); in Provincetown Harbor the next day (station

10243); off Gloucester, October 31 of that same year (station 10399); and on the

southeast part of Georges Bank, March 12, 1920 (station 20069).

Aglantha is present in the gulf throughout the year, taken there during every

month except October, when we have done little towing; nor is there anything in our

records to suggest that it is notably more abundant at one season than another, for

the rich hauls just mentioned were made in spring (March and May), summer
(July), and autumn (October). It is probable, however, that a more intensive

study of the local occurrence of this medusa in the gulf would show that its numbers
there do wax and wane with the succession of the seasons. At Woods Hole it occurs

most often in spring (March to May, according to Hargitt, 1905).

Although the distribution of Aglantha in the Gulf of Maine is more consistent

with an extralimital source of supply than with widespread local production such as

maintains the stocks of Calanus, Thysanoessa inermis, Sagitta elegans, or even Euchseta

in the gulf, the fact that very young specimens as well as adults have repeatedly

been taken there not only during our recent cruises but half a century ago (A. Agas-

siz, 1865) is evidence enough that it reproduces itself to some extent. Occasionally

a local wave of production must take place to produce such an abundance of the

young medusae as we found off Cape Ann on October 31, 1916 (Bigelow, 1922,

p. 136; station 10399).

Aglantha, large or small, is usually so scarce anywhere in the gulf that such

events must be unusual. Additional information on this point would be very welcome,

for it is not possible to appraise the faunal significance of the occasional swarmings
of Aglantha as indices to influxes of northern water into the Gulf of Maine without

knowing how regularly the stock of this species existing there is replenished by local

breeding.
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The dimensions of the specimens of Aglantha from the Gulf of Maine, compared
with their states of sexual maturity, corroborate all previous studies of the genus to

the effect that there is a wide range of variation with respect to the size attained by
this medusa at maturity. At the one extreme is a large race in which the gonads do

not reach full size until the bell is 20 millimeters high or even higher, and there seems

to be every gradation from this down to specimens in which the sex organs are already

well developed and the eggs plainly visible when the bell is only 6 to 10 millimeters

high. The Aglanthas from Massachusetts Bay, described by Alexander Agassiz

(1865) as upwards of 25 millimeters high when adult and with the gonads just

appearing in specimens of 5 to 8 millimeters, were among the largest known repre-

sentatives of the species. Most of the Aglanthas collected by the Albatross from

February to May, 1920, were likewise large, as appears from the following table:

Station

Height
of bell in
milli-

meters

State of sexual development Station

Height
of bell in
milli-

meters

State of sexual development

20067 9 No gonads.
Do.

20096 - 18 Gonads 6 to 7 millimeters long.
Gonads 4 millimeters long.
Gonads 5 millimeters long.

Gonads 7 to 8 millimeters long.
Gonads mature, up to 6 to 7 millimeters
long.

20129. - 10 20129 18
20129 12 Small gonads.

Do.
20069 21

20129- 13 20088 23
20081 19 Gonads 2 to 3 millimeters long. 20116 26

A large variety was also represented among the Aglanthas taken in May, 1915,

and part (just what proportion is yet to be determined) of the swarm of young just

mentioned as encountered off Gloucester on October 31, 1916, were also destined to

grow large, for the series taken included many specimens up to 10 millimeters high

but without visible trace of gonads. But that same swarm yielded many Aglanthas

with gonads of good size and (in the case of the females) eggs already visible, although

the bells were only 6 to 7 millimeters high. Our largest catches of the ‘‘small”

Aglantha were in Massachusetts Bay and especially at Provincetown on July 19 and

20, 1916 (stations 10340 to 10343), when specimens sexually mature, though only

6 to 10 millimeters high, were abundant and no large ones were taken. Examples of

this small variety have also been recorded by Hargitt 95 (1902 and 1905) from off

Chatham, August 19, 1902.

These data suggest that the large race usually predominates in the gulf during

the cold season, giving place to smaller specimens during the warm; and the occur-

rence of large and small specimens side by side in Massachusetts Bay in October,

which I have just mentioned, may mark the transition from the season when most
of the Aglanthas are small to that during which they average large. The presence of

occasional large specimens in midsummer—for instance, off Grand Manan on August

13, 1913, and in Massachusetts Bay in summer and autumn—shows that there is no

hard and fast rule.

To settle the true relationship of the two races to each other, to the physical

state of the water, and to their origin in the gulf, whether local or immigrant, calls for

a study more intensive than has yet been devoted to the genus. For the present the

n Described by him as a new species, “A. conica.'
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most reasonable hypothesis is that the small form is evidence of conditions less

favorable, the larger specimens of an environment more favorable, for growth, though

both may mature their sexual products.
' ‘

' .

'

•

•;
. ,

. . i

ScYPHOMEDUSjE

Cyanea capillata var. arctica, Peron et Lesuear

The distribution of the genus Cyanea, the largest of all the medusae, is very

wide along the coasts of both sides of the North Atlantic and Pacific Oceans and in

the Arctic Ocean. The genus is likewise represented in south Temperate and Ant-

arctic Seas, but not in the Tropics. Numerous supposedly distinct “species” of

Cyanea have been described, separated for the most part by color, size, and minor

anatomical differences, but these have been found to intergrade in so many cases

that, as I have remarked elsewhere (Bigelow, 1913, p. 92), it seems impossible to

distinguish more than one species of this genus in northern seas, where all its varieties

are connected by intermediates. Several of the latter, however, deserve recognition

in nomenclature, being not only well marked but occupying rather definite geographic

ranges.

The Cyaneas which occur in the Arctic-boreal waters of the western side of the

North Atlantic province, from West Greenland to the region of Cape Cod and Nan-

tucket Shoals, are the largest of their race and usually of a rich brown and yellow

color. They form the basis of the “species” C. arctica of Peron et Lesueur and of

most recent authors. Following the coast west and south from Cape Cod we find

this northern form giving place to smaller, more yellowish Cyaneas (the var. fulva

)

along southern New England and the Middle Atlantic States to the Carolinas, and

this form in turn to a still smaller and pinker race christened “
versicolor” by L.

Agassiz, which is very plentiful locally from Cape Hatteras to the southern boundary

for the genus off Florida (Mayer, 1910, p. 600).

Cyanea, like Aurelia (p. 362), is neritic and its life cycle is similar. The egg 88

develops to the planula stage among the folds of the mouth parts of its parent, and
when it is shaken free it attaches itself to the bottom, to develop there into the

tentaculate scyphostoma from which the young medusae (ephyrae) are produced

serially by annular constrictions of the oral end.

The distribution of this common red jellyfish in the Gulf of Maine is interesting

because its presence is a sure sign of coast or of banks water, and because it offers

a refuge to the fry of the haddock 97
. Locality records for it in the gulf are now very

numerous. In the neighborhood of Woods Hole (and probably this applies all

along the southern shores of New England) the young medusae of Cyanea appear

in March; by the end of the month “the calm surface of the water in Great Harbor
was literally spangled with the slightly protruding discs” (Bumpus, 1898, p. 487);

by mid-April some have grown to a diameter of 7 inches (Mead, 1898); many are

sexually mature at Woods Hole by May, though the youngest medusae (ephyra

stage) are still to be found there as late as the end of that month; and the mature

16 On the development of Cyanea see L. Agassiz, 18C2; Hyde, 1894; MeMurrich, 1891; Hargitt, 1902.

97 For an account of its movements in Norwegian waters see Damas (1909).

8951—28—24
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medusae in the act of releasing their ova are taken in abundance from the early part

of June (McMurrich, 1891) until September (Sumner, Osburne, and Cole, 1913a,

p. 575).

North of Cape Cod it seems that the ephyrae of Cyanea are liberated later in

the season, corresponding to the more tardy vernal warming of the water. I

have no direct data as to the precise season when the ephyrae are set free in the

Gulf of Maine, 98 for we have never seen a young Cyanea in the inner parts of the

gulf during the spring months, but the few we have taken there during the last half

of June have been only 2 to 3 inches broad (e. g., north of Georges Bank, June 25,

1915, station 10298). It is not until the first part of July that we have seen Cyanea
as large as 6 to 10 inches in diameter in the Massachusetts Bay region, pointing to

April and May as the season when their liberation commences. At that time the

smallest medusae of Cyanea must be extremely plentiful along the shores of the gulf.

Alexander Agassiz (1865, p. 45) saw great numbers of them measuring to 3 inches

in diameter on the surface in Provincetown Harbor in the early morning, all, however,

sinking as the sun rose, and we have found them in abundance on Nantucket Shoals

in April (p. 359). Our failure to take them in our tow nets elsewhere in the gulf

during those months, in spite of the considerable number of hauls, recalls Louis

Agassiz’s remark (1862, p. 109) that “there must be something peculiar in the habits

of the young Cyanea to render them apparently so rare, when in the adult state they

are so common” along the coasts of Massachusetts Bay. His suggestion that they

keep near the bottom during their early stages has been corroborated by Mayer’s

(1910, p. 600) observation that young Cyaneas rarely come to the surface in the

aquarium but spend most of their time clinging to the bottom or side of the tank

with their widespread oral fringes. The tendency of the small Cyaneas to seek the

surface so much more regularly about Woods Hole than in the Gulf of Maine is an

interesting local difference in habits still awaiting explanation.

It seems that Massachusetts Bay and the Gulf of Maine generally offer an

especially favorable environment for the Cyaneas, which grow so rapidly there that

many of them attain a diameter of 2 to 4 feet by the close of the summer. This is

about the average size at the end of their lives, though Alexander Agassiz (1865, p. 44)

records one monster from Massachusetts Bay that measured 73^ feet across the disk,

with tentacles upward of 120 feet in length.

It is certain that the breeding season for Cyanea endures from June until mid-

autumn in the Gulf of Maine, for on the one hand Hyde (1894) obtained developing

eggs near Cape Ann early in summer, while on the other we have frequently found

the medusae, with mature eggs and carrying great numbers of the planulae, cast up

on the beach in September and early October. Probably Cyanea becomes sexually

mature as soon as a certain size is attained, regardless of the precise season when
this takes place, and continues to produce eggs or sperm throughout the remainder

of its life, with the autumnal storms, which either cast the medusas on the shore or

batter them to pieces at sea, setting the natural period to their existence. We find

no record of Cyanea in the Gulf of Maine after October.

»> One ephyra was taken near Mount Desert on June 14, 1915, but it was probably among the latest produced there.
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It is not easy to reconstruct the life histories of planulae set free at the beginning

of the breeding season, which may be in May at Woods Hole or early in June north

of Cape Cod. It is possible that some of these pass through the scyphostoma stage,

that these produce ephyrse, and that the latter grow to sexual maturity—but proba-

bly not to a large size—that same autumn; for Hargitt (1902) found that in high

temperatures (19 to 20°, and upwards) the development of Cyanea may go forward

so rapidly that the whole cycle, from planula to young medusae, is sometimes com-

pressed into a period of 18 days. McMurrich’s (1891) experience, however, that

planulae of Cyanea produced in May, which he kept under observation in the aqua-

rium at Woods Hole and apparently under favorable conditions, were still in the

scyphostoma stage at the end of August is sufficient evidence that the rate of larval

development is usually much slower than this even at summer temperatures. Nor
is it likely that if any great number of Cyaneas passed through two generations a

year at Woods Hole—that is, produced sexually mature medusae in spring and again

in autumn—the fact would so long have escaped detection there, with marine col-

lecting carried on so intensively and continuously. It is also probable that in the

Gulf of Maine, with its cooler water, few of the larval Cyanea that are produced in

late spring and early summer (none of the late summer and early autumn crop)

attain the stage at which the young medusae are set free ("strobila stage”) before

autumnal cooling checks their further development.

What few precocious medusae may be produced in the gulf during some unusually

warm autumn or in some locality abnormally warm for its latitude probably perish

at the onset of winter without leaving issue. In short, the evidence is strong that

there is only one annual generation of Cyanea in the Gulf of Maine. Cyanea passes

the winter in the attached ("scyphostoma”) stage until stimulated to renewed devel-

velopment by the rising temperatures of spring.

Because of its life history, Cyanea is strictly neritic in its faunistic status. It

has generally been taken for granted that the American Cyanea, like Aurelia, passes

through the attached phase of its life history close to tide mark only, this being

the case in European waters where the larvae are described as attaching themselves

to stones, seaweeds, etc., along the strands where their parents are cast up by wind

and wave in the storms of autumn (Damas, 1909). So far as I can learn the scy-

phostoma stage of the American form of Cyanea has not been found at liberty in its

natural surroundings, but the fact that the newly liberated medusae have often been

found in partially inclosed waters—e. g., Woods Hole Harbor—and the facility with

which the young can be reared from egg to medusa in the aquarium are sufficient

evidence that at least a large part of the stock of Cyanea inhabiting the Gulf of

Maine is produced in very shoal water. On the other hand, the presence of the

young medusae on Nantucket Shoals, where we saw many very small ones only one-

half to 1 inch in diameter floating by the Halcyon while tagging codfish on April 23,

1923, and over the western, northern, and eastern parts of Georges Bank, where spec-

imens 2 to 4 inches in diameter were plentiful on July 23, 1916 (stations 10347 and

10348), and August 13-20, 1926, proves that this medusa is equally able to pass

through its scyphostoma stage in depths of from 30 to 70 meters.
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We have never taken Cyanea smaller than 2 inches in diameter out in the open
gulf, except as I have just noted; but by the time they have passed that size and
have scattered farther from their birth places in shoal water, we have either cap-

tured them or seen them floating on the surface on many occasions and at many
localities in the gulf. Not only is Cyanea a familiar object to fishermen, for it often

swarms in the more open bays from Cape Sable to Cape Cod, though never in our

experience in the river mouths and other estuarine and slightly brackish situations

where Aurelia so abounds (p. 362), but it is dreaded by swimmers with good cause

because of its venomous tentacles. On July 29, 1921, for example, hundreds of per-

sons suffered more or less irritation of the skin from touching red jellyfish while

bathing at Nantasket Beach near the mouth of Boston Harbor," and the tentacles

retain their irritating power for some time after the medusae strand on the beach.

Most of our locality records for Cyanea (fig. 100) have been from within or

at most only a few miles without the 100-meter contour, which corresponds to

its neritic nature. It is universal all around the coastal belt of the gulf, the ab-

sence of definite records along western Nova Scotia mirroring the fact that we have
made no summer hauls there and not a scarcity of Cyanea. No doubt its range

also covers the whole of Georges Bank, though the western part of the latter seems

more prolific in Cyanea than the eastern. The Grampus found rather small speci-

mens (2 to 4 inches in diameter) so plentiful on July 23, 1916 (station 10348), that

one half hour’s haul with the 1-meter net at 30 meters depth yielded 3 gallons of

them. It is probable that Cyanea also occurs on Browns Bank, though we did not

chance to find it there on our June and July visits.
100

Cyanea shows little tendency to drift out into deep water in the northern and

northeastern parts of the gulf east of Cape Elizabeth, but we have taken (or seen) it

at several stations well out in the basin off Massachusetts Bay and thence south-

ward toward Georges Bank, its distribution agreeing in this with that of other neritic

animals as well as with the general distribution of salinity. The presence of a consider-

able number of rather small (2 to 3 inches) Cyanea floating over the deep basin in longi-

tude 67° 30' W., some 15 miles north of Georges Shoals on June 25, 1915, is likewise

worth noting, though it is not clear whether they came from the neighboring bank
or from Cashes Ledge to the north, which is likewise shallow enough to serve as a

nursery for this jellyfish. There is nothing in our records to suggest that Cyanea
disperses any more widely over the central portion of the gulf in autumn than in

summer, and although it is so widespread in the peripheral zone of the gulf and so

plentiful at times near shore, we have never found it in any abundance more than

a few miles outside the outer headlands except on the offshore banks as just noted.

Cyanea hugs the coast of the Gulf of Maine much more closely than it does the

Norwegian coast, where it may drift as much as 250 miles out to sea with the current

by September (Damas, 1909). We found Cyanea similarly restricted to the coastal

zone within the 100-meter contour from New York southward to Chesapeake Bay
during our summer cruises of 1913 (a warm year) and 1916 (a cold year) (Bigelow,

1915, p. 318; 1922, p. 159).

This event was widely reported in the daily press.

100 For the offshore records for Cyanea see Bigelow, 1914, p. 124; 1915, p. 316; and 1917, p. 303.
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It has long been known that Cyanea, like other large medusas, often acts as a

nurse to young fish, especially to gadoids, which live beneath the bells and follow

them in their wanderings. In north European waters, where Cyanea often swarms

Fig. 100.—Occurrence of thescyphomedus® Aurelia aurita and Cyanea capillata. ®, locality records for Aurelia, Qrampus

and Halcyon cruises since 1812
; X, locality records for Cyanea, Qrampus and Halcyon cruises since 1912 . The stippled

curve marks the approximate offshore boundary for Aurelia in the Gulf of Maine; the hatched curve the probable

offshore boundary for Cyanea

well out at sea, this seems to be the chief means of dispersal for the young of the

whiting (Gadus merlangus; Damas, 1909a). A large proportion of the European

records for the pelagic young of the haddock have also been of specimens taken in
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company with these medusae, and young cod have also been found associating with

them. We have found young haddock in company with Cyanea on Georges Bank
on one occasion (July 23, 1916, stations 10347 and 10348), as has Huntsman (1922,

p. 20) in the St. Andrews region in the Bay of Fundy, but Cyanea is so closely re-

stricted to the neighborhood of the coast and to shoal water in the Gulf of Maine
that it can hardly play as important a role there as in the northeastern Atlantic and

North Sea region, unless it be over Georges Bank.

Young butterfish (Poronotus triacanthus) also commonly shelter under Cyanea

off the coasts of southern New England (Goode, 1884), but they have not been seen

following this habit north of Cape Cod.

The large Cyanea must be extremely destructive to copepods and other plank-

tonic animals, which may usually be found entangled among its curtainlike lips.

Aurelia aurlta (Linne)

The genus Aurelia is probably more nearly cosmopolitan in the coastal waters of

all the great oceans than any other neritic medusa, for it is known from Arctic to

Tropic latitudes, both in the Atlantic and in the Pacific, as well as from the Indian

Ocean. Several supposedly distinct “species” of Aurelia have been described, but

it becomes increasingly probable, as one collection after another is examined, that

most of these names have actually been given to variants of one wide-ranging Aurelia

—

the A. aurita. This, I believe, is certainly true of the Aurelias that inhabit

north European seas, on the one hand, and the American side of the Atlantic from

Labrador to the West Indies, Cuba, and Gulf of Mexico, on the other. It still

remains an open question whether the Aurelias of west Greenland, the northern

shores of Alaska, Bering Sea, the Sea of Okhotsk, and northern Japan, which are

separable from the typical aurita of boreal-Temperate and Tropic seas by a very com-

plex anastomosis of their canal systems, are actually a distinct species or merely a

variety of auritaJ

The multitudes of this large white jellyfish which annually appear along the

coasts of New England, New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia are familiar to every fisher-

man, yachtsman, and summer visitor and have often been commented on. 2 Indeed,

it is lucky they are not venomous to man, like their larger relative Cyanea, or bathers

would be driven from our beaches during the Aurelia season. It is characteristic of

Aurelia to appear suddenly in lines or windrows, often miles in length, as where two

tidal currents meet. On such occasions, in calm weather, their shadowy forms can be

seen shimmering as far down in the water as the eye can penetrate, while the white

genital rings stand out conspicuously on the translucent bodies of those near the

surface. They are often cast up on the shore in heavy weather, to lie in piles. When
swarming, it is not unusual to find variants from the normal type.3

To illustrate how generally Aurelia occurs along the shores of the Gulf of Maine
(fig. 100), I may note that we have encountered it in multitudes in Yarmouth Harbor

'The interrelationships of the various Aurelias have been discussed recently by Mayer (1910), Kramp (1913b), and by the

author (1913, p. 98).

3 L. Agassiz (1862, pp. 75 to 78) has given a graphic account of the habits of Aurelia in Massachusetts waters.

3 1 find in my notes that on the evening of July 23, 1912, we “saw one with seven, one with six, and two with five genital

rings,” the normal number being four, while watching them float by the Grampus lying at anchor at Kittery, Me.
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(Nova Scotia), about Eastport, in Passamaquoddy Bay, at Grand Manan, about

Mount Desert Island, in Penobscot Bay, in Bootlibay Harbor, at the mouth of the

Kennebec River, in Casco Bay, near Cape Porpoise, in Kittery Harbor, about the

Isles of Shoals, in Gloucester Harbor, at many localities and on many occasions in

Massachusetts Bay, and off Cape Cod, while I have no doubt that Aurelia may be

found in season in every bay, harbor, or river mouth and all along the coast line from

Cape Cod to Cape Sable. The localities marked on the accompanying chart fail to do

justice to the universal distribution of Aurelia in the coastwise waters of the Gulf

because most of our cruises and towings have been carried on outside the outer islands

and headlands, whereas Aurelia is most plentiful and appears most regularly in more

or less inclosed estuarine waters and bays.

Although Aurelia is so universally plentiful along the coast line of the gulf, it

seldom strays more than a few miles offshore. We have only two records of it more

than 15 miles from the nearest land, and only one more than a mile or two outside the

100-meter contour (fig. 100). 4 Thus its distribution is more strictly coastwise than

that of the red jellyfish (Cyanea, p. 357).

The lack of locality records off western Nova Scotia is not due to any local scarcity

of Aurelia (for I have seen it in abundance in Yarmouth Harbor in August) but

merely reflects the fact that we have occupied no towing stations close in to this part

of the coast during its annual season of plenty.

To emphasize more strongly how closely Aurelia is bound to the coast in the

Gulf of Maine, I need only add that whereas it was frequently seen floating on the

surface or taken in our tow nets during July and August of 1912, when we did much
of our cruising close in along the shore, we saw very few in the open gulf (all of them
near land) in July or August, 1913, when we worked mostly outside the 100-meter

contour. We had only one specimen during our summer cruise of 1914, when the

stations were located well out in the gulf, though Aurelia was plentiful enough
during both these summers in bays and harbors. We have not found it on Georges

Bank or on Browns Bank, nor has it been recorded from either, though the former

is an important center of production for Cyanea (p. 359). Neither is there any
record of Aurelia over Nantucket Shoals, although the proximity of Nantucket
Island suggests that it will be found there.

The facts of distribution just outlined make it certain that in the Gulf of Maine
the attached stage of Aurelia is invariably passed in very shallow water, probably

never deeper than 20 meters or so. In fact, many of its planuke are set free along

the tide mark where their parents are cast ashore by the autumn gales. For this

reason as well as because of its large size this medusa is perhaps the most trust-

worthy indicator of coast water in the Gulf of Maine.

Thanks to the definite seasonal periodicity of its occurrence and to the ease

with which its early stages may be raised in aquaria, the life history of Aurelia is

well known; in fact time has added little but corroboration to Louis Agassiz’s (1860

and 1862) account, apart from the details of egg cleavage, histology, etc., which
need not concern us here. The course of its life is, briefly, as follows: 5

* For the offshore records, see Bigelow, 1914, p. 124; 1915, p. 316; 1917, p. 303.

'Mayer (1910, p. 626) gives an excellent account of the development of Aurelia and of the different ways in which the formation

of the gastrula has been described.
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After fertilization the developing eggs remain in small pouches along the free

margins of the mouth arms, where, by total and unequal segmentation, they form
first a blastula, then a gastrula, and finally a ciliated pear-shaped planula. These
planulse, which swim actively, are shaken loose from the mouth arms of the parent,

often accidentally by the stranding of the latter on the beach, and settle to bottom,

where they become attached by the wide (anterior) end, to develop into the
“
scy-

phostoma, ” which finally grows to a height of about 4 millimeters with 24 tentacles.

The “scyphostoma” then produces as many as 12 disklike “ephyrae,” as the young
medusae are called, cutting them off by a series of annular constrictions.

In the northern part of its range one generation of Aurelia is produced each

year, the winter being passed in the scyphostoma stage, and the young medusae

appearing later and later in the season from south to north, corresponding to the

difference in temperature of the water with the latitude. Thus Bumpus (1898 and
1898a), Hargitt (1905 and 1905a), and Fish (1925) have found both the ephyrae and

the slightly older medusae near Woods Hole from March to May. Many have grown
to a diameter of 1 to 2 inches there by April (Mead, 1898) and to 4 to 5 inches by
mid May, 6 but few if any Aurelia appear in Massachusetts Bay before Alay (we found

none there during that month in 1915 or in 1920), and it is not until July that they

attain their full size of 6 to 10 inches north of Cape Cod.

According to Louis Agassiz (1862, p. 76), the Aurelia off Massachusetts become
sexually mature late in July and through August, which I can corroborate, having

found the mouth arms of all large adults examined at that season laden with develop-

ing eggs and planuke. No doubt they continue producing young from that time

onward, through September and October, until they are destroyed by the autumn
gales, which seems to be their normal fate. According to Mayer (1910), Aurelia

does not mature until September in the Eastport region, but I have never seen

nor heard of one in the Gulf of Maine after October.

It is probable that the breeding season of Aurelia and the seasonal succession of

its generations are not so definite in the warmer parts of its range, for I have seen

large specimens in April in Santiago Bay, Cuba (according to Mayer (1910) Aurelia

matures in May at the Tortugas, Fla.), others collected in Barataria Bay, La.,

during the last week in September, and half-grown individuals taken in the Indian

River, Fla., as late as the second week of December.

Other ScyptLomedusse

Only one other scyphomedusa (Phacellophora ornata) has yet been reported from

the inner parts of the Gulf of Maine, and it has been reported so seldom that nothing

can yet be said of its distribution, either seasonal or geographic, except that it must

be very rare there because it grows to so large a size (up to 18 inches in diameter)

that it would be a very conspicuous object if abundant. It has a very wide dis-

tribution in latitude, for Browne (1908) has reported a Phacellophora, indistin-

guishable from the Gulf of Maine species, from the South Atlantic off Montevideo.

The recorded captures in the gulf are Eastport, three specimens, 1868 (Verrill, 1869)

;

• An occasional ephyra of Aurelia has been found at Woods Hole as late in the season as mid June. Fish (1925) has also re-

ported its ephyrae there in late summer and early autumn, but it is doubtful whether this second brood survives the winter.
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Eastport, one specimen, summer of 1885 (Fewkes, 1888, p. 235); and Western Basin,

March 24, 1920, 200-0 meters, Albatross station 20087.

Dactylometra quinquecirrha, a southern species, is fairly common as far east and

north as the Woods Hole region, but has never been taken past Cape Cod.

The bathypelagic Periphylla hyacinthina has been credited to Georges Bank. 7

Actually, however, the specimens in question were taken off the southeast slope of

the latter well out beyond the 500-meter contour (Smith and Harger, 1874, p. 52,

as “ Charybdea hyacinthina”). Pelagia cyanella and the large tropical rhizostome

Stomolophus meleagris have been reported just outside the 100-meter contour south

of Marthas Vineyard (Fewkes, 1886, and Hargitt, 1905a), and the cruises of the

Albatross from 1883 to 1885 yielded a considerable list of tropical and bathypelagic

scyphomedusae (including Periphylla) outside the edge of the continent abreast of

the Gulf of Maine (Smith and Harger, 1874; Verrill, 1885; Fewkes, 1886). How-
ever, except as just noted, none of these have ever been taken inside the 500-meter

contour off the offshore banks of the gulf or within the latter. 8

Ctenophores

PleuLrobrachia pileus (Fabricius)

From the economic standpoint the ctenophore Pleurobrachia pileus 9
is the most

important pelagic coelenterate inhabiting the Gulf of Maine, for not only is it ex-

tremely voracious and locally abundant beyond all computation, but it is present

there throughout the year, not for only a brief season annually, as are Aurelia

(p. 362) and Cyanea (p. 357).

The abundance in which Pleurobrachia appears in Massachusetts Bay and
elsewhere along the New England coasts in summer and early autumn has often

been referi’ed to in literature, but practically nothing was known of its occurrence

in the gulf at any other season until the recent systematic exploration was under-

taken. During March and April (which is a natural starting point in the seasonal

history of any planktonic animal, being the time when vernal warming makes itself

felt) we have found Pleurobrachia occurring very generally all around the periphery

of the gulf from Cape Cod to Cape Sable (fig. 101), but so closely confined to shoal

water that we took it only twice outside the 100-meter contour in the inner parts

of the gulf in 1920 and not at all in the basin of the gulf except for the extreme north-

eastern corner. Nor did we find it on Georges Bank at any of our February, March,

or April stations, though it was plentiful on Browns Bank on March 13 (station 20072)

and again on April 16 (station 20106).

Our experience in 1915 suggested that Pleurobrachia remains confined to the

shoal periphery of the gulf until well into May, if not later, as I have previously

noted (Bigelow, 1917, p. 304), but we found it in abundance on the southwestern

part of Georges Bank and less plentifully off the seaward slope of the latter on the

17th of that month in 1920 (stations 20128 and 20129), where there had been none

7 1 fell into this error myself (Bigelow, 1914b, p. 27).

> See also page 67 for a list of bathypelagic medusse from our outermost station off Shelbourne, Nova Scotia, Mar. 19, 1920

(station 20077), and page 54 for tropical ccelenterates at the outer station off Georges Bank, July 21, 1914 (station 10218).

* For a description, with beautiful figures of the adult, see L. Agassiz, 1849. Mayer (1912) gives a more recent account.
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in February. It extends its range offshore in the gulf during the following months
until in midsummer and early autumn it is to be expected anywhere north of a

line Cape Cod-Cape Sable, both near land and over the deep basin, and with no

Fig. 101.—Occurrence of the ctenophore Pleurobrachia pileus in the Gulf of Maine. X, locality records, March, April, and

May; @, June through September. The hatched curve marks the approximate offshore boundary for this ctenophore

in the Gulf in early spring; the stippled curve in summer

decided preponderance of the locality records in one side of the gulf or the other.

We have found no Pleurobrachia in the southern deeps of the gulf, in the eastern

channel, or over the eastern half of Georges Bank at any season, and the May sta-
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tion (20129) just mentioned is our only record for it as far out at sea as the con

tinental slope.

A. Agassiz (1865) describes Pleurobrachia as abundant within Massachusetts

Bay in September. In October we have taken it off Cape Cod, off Penobscot Bay,

near Mount Desert Island, and off Macbias, Me. (Bigelow, 1917, p. 304, stations

10323, 10327, 10328, and 10329), and in Massachusetts Bay and over the western

basin abreast of Cape Ann in November (Bigelow, 1914a, p. 403, and station 10401 ,

November 1
,
1916). During the last days of December and first week in January

of the winter of 1920-21 (Halcyon stations 10488, 10491, 10492, 10497, and 10501)

it occurred at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay, off Cape Cod, in Ipswich Bay, near

Mount Desert, and close to Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, our failure to find it at any of

our offshore stations on this last cruise suggesting that its area of distribution in the

gulf contracts to the coastal zone as winter advances.

Thus, although Pleurobrachia does not depend on the bottom at any stage in

its development, it is more neritic than oceanic in the Gulf of Maine, just as it is

over the continental shelf south and west of Cape Cod (Bigelow, 1915, p. 320).

This is equally true of it in other seas as well, for although it ranges from the Antarctic

Ocean on the south to Spitzbergen on the north (it is not a regular inhabitant of

true polar water) and occurs in waters varying as widely in salinity as the Mediter-

ranean, on the one hand, and the inner parts of the Baltic, on the other (Kramp,

1913), it is chiefly confined to the general neighborhood of the land or of the coastal

banks and has seldom been taken on the high seas far from the coast (Mortensen,

1912, p. 73).

The region of German Bank and the shoals west of Nova Scotia out to

the 100-meter contour generally are the chief and the only constant center of

abundance for Pleurobrachia within the limits of the Gulf of Maine. Whether in

March, April, May, June, August, September, or in January, we have invariably

found these ctenophores, either large or small, swarming there, except that on

August 14, 1912, when it abounded at one station (10030), only a few were taken

at another close at hand (10029).

We have also seen it in great abundance about Grand Manan in August and
have found it numerous off Seguin Island both in August, 1912 (station 10040),

and in March (March 4, 1920, station 20058). Rich catches have also been made
in Massachusetts Bay in summer and autumn; likewise on April 20, 1920, when
Pleurobrachia monopolized the water to the exclusion of almost everything else at

a station (20118) in Cape Cod Bay, but when the swarm of these ctenophores was
limited to an area so narrow that few of them were taken that same day at a station

30 miles to the northward (station 20119), where they were replaced by a com-
paratively plentiful Calanus community. The waters over Browns Bank likewise

supported an abundance of Pleurobrachia in the spring of 1920, but we have not

found it there on our visits in June and July.

Our records do not suggest that any definite ebb and flow takes place in the

numbers of Pleurobrachia existant in the Gulf from season to season. There may
be a general impoverishment in autumn and winter, but if this actually occurs the
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local stock is fully reestablished by the first weeks of spring when (judging from
the year 1920) Pleurobrachia may be fully as abundant locally as it is in summer.
Its appearances and disappearances are so sporadic, not only in the Gulf of Maine
but also in European waters, where it is an equally familiar member of the plankton

(Kramp, 1913), that a long-continued series of records of its occurrence will be re-

quired before its seasonal fluctuations can be outlined more definitely.

We have no satisfactory data on the absolute numbers in which Pleurobrachia

occurs in the Gulf of Maine, but obviously with so large an animal it requires only

a fraction as many individuals for the tow-net catches to be measurable by quarts

as for creatures as small as copepods to yield very moderate catches. Furthermore,

quantitative hauls often fail to afford a true estimate of the local abundance of these

ctenophores even when they are plentiful, for they are usually so streaky in their

occurrence that the vertical net may catch only a few (or even miss them altogether)

at a locality where the horizontal net with its longer journey through the water

takes them in multitudes. For example, the quantitative haul yielded Pleurobrachia

at the rate of only 220 per square meter of sea surface (less than 10 individuals per

cubic meter) off Yarmouth on April 13, 1920 (station 20102), although half an hour’s

haul of the meter net at 25 meters brought back upwards of 4 liters of them, and a

net of 20 centimeters diameter captured 1 liter at the surface. Again, in Massa-

chusetts Bay on March 4, 1920 (station 20058), the vertical net did not yield a

single Pleurobrachia (though its catch otherwise showed it to be working properly)

,

whereas many hundreds were taken in the horizontal haul from 30 meters.

Economic importance.—Pleurobrachia is an important factor in the economy of

waters where it abounds, chiefly as a destroyer of smaller planktonic animals but also

in some small degree as food for certain fishes. Wherever these ctenophores swarm
they sweep the water so clean and they are so voracious that hardly any smaller

creatures can coexist with them. Copepods in particular are locally exterminated

in the centers of abundance for Pleurobrachia, though in their own turn they may
swarm nearby; and it is common to find these ctenophores packed with copepods or

with euphausiid shrimps and larval fishes ingested and partially digested.

There is reason to believe, too, that Pleurobrachia is a serious enemy to the suc-

cessful reproduction of sundry fishes (e. g., cod and haddock) by feeding on their

buoyant eggs (p. Ill), few of which can escape destruction in localities where cteno-

phores are numerous. Indeed, it is doubtful if more than a trifling proportion of the

fish eggs of any sort that are spawned on German Bank can survive there, with

Pleurobrachia so plentiful in that neighborhood the year round. In short, the local

abundance of the latter may well determine the productivity or otherwise of any

particular area in the Gulf as a nursery for gadoids or flatfish. Hence, it is fortunate

for the inhabitants of New England that the spawning ground for haddock on the

eastern part of Georges Bank seems practically free from Pleurobrachia. Neither

did we find it in any number on the haddock-spawning grounds off Massachusetts

Bay in May, 1920, notwithstanding its local abundance in the southern part of the

bay a few weeks earlier (p. 367), nor on the Isles of Shoals-Boon Island grounds in

April and May, 1913.
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Although Pleurobrachia can hardly be classed as an important food supply for

other animals, fish do prey on them more or less. In New England waters this applies

especially to the spiny dogfish (p. 105).

Alexander Agassiz, to whom we owe an excellent account of the development

of Pleurobrachia, found its eggs in Massachusetts Bay late in July, in August, and

in September, when, as he writes (1874, p. 359), “ the water round them is filled with

eggs floating a few inches below the surface,” and when he took the earliest stages

after hatching. This, with our own observations, makes it certain that Pleurobrachia

is regularly endemic and breeds in large numbers in the Gulf of Maine, of which it is

as characteristic an inhabitant as Calanus jinmarclricus or Sagitta elegans. But how
many generations are produced there per year is not known. The older view was

that there is only one, and that the product of eggs spawned in late summer and

autumn live over winter, to mature and spawn in their own turn the following sum-

mer. The presence of large Pleurobrachia in winter and spring as well as in mid-

summer and autumn, together with the various sizes of the individuals which go to

make up the different schools in different localities at any given season, makes it

more probable that one generation succeeds another irregularly throughout the year.

In spite of conclusive evidence to the contrary, assembled by recent students

of ctenophores, Pleurobrachia has often been termed a northern, even an Arctic,

form in its occurrence off the New England coast. I must therefore reiterate that

this is not the case but that its regular range along the coasts of eastern North America

extends southward to Chesapeake Bay; in fact, nearly to Cape Hatteras in the cold

season, for I myself have found it plentiful in the waters of Pamlico Sound in

winter.

On both coasts of North America Pleurobrachia grows much larger in cool water

(10° or colder) than in warm (Bigelow, 1915, p. 322; Esterly, 1914). Judging from

the large size (upwards of 30 millimeters long) and local abundance of Pleurobrachia

in the Gulf of Maine, the latter is as favorable an environment for it as are the colder

waters off Newfoundland and Labrador; and if numbers of individuals present can

be trusted as a criterion this applies equally to the coast water off New York and

New Jersey, where rather smaller individuals are so abundant in some summers, for

instance 1913, that they have been given a vernacular name (“sago”) by local

fishermen

Pleurobrachia is a creature of the upper strata of water. As Alexander Agassiz

(1874, p. 359) remarked long ago, they come to the surface whenever it is smooth,

at all times of day; “they are found in the greatest number between the hours of 9

and 11 in the morning, and from 4 to 6 in the afternoon in the summer,” which is a

common habit of this ctenophore in all parts of the gulf during summer and early

autumn. In August, 1912, for example, we made our largest catches of Pleurobra-

chia at the surface; but they sometimes lie deep throughout the day in midsummer
and even in bright calm weather, as was the case on German Bank on August 12, 1913,

when we found no Pleurobrachia on the surface at 10 to 11 a. m., although a haul

from 40 meters yielded them in abundance. At other times of year this ctenophore

occurs more regularly a few meters (say 20 to 30) down than shallower, as exemplified
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by the early spring of 1920, which corroborates Alexander Agassiz’s suggestion that

Pleurobrachia abandons the surface in the cold season.

Catches of Pleurobrachia in 1920 1

Off Seguin Island ; 20058 Mar. 4 /Surface None.
\30-0 meters „ Many.

None.Off Cape Elizabeth 20059 do _ /Surface _

160-0- Few.
Near Isles of Shoals 20060 do /Surface None.

190-0 Few.
Off Boston Harbor 20062 Mar. 5 /Surface Many.

Do.\30-0

Browns Bank... 20072 Mar. 13 /Surface None.
\75-0._ Many.

None.Off Shelburne, Nova Scotia 20073 Mar. 17 /Surface
\70-0__ 35.

Do 20074 Mar. 19 /Surface None.
1125-0. Few.

Do... 20075 do /Surface None.
\80-0 Swarm (2 liters)

None.Off Machias, Me 20080 Mar. 22 /Surface
\40-0._ Many (1 liter)

.

None.Off Petit Manan 20081 Mar. 23 /Surface

\140-0 Occasional.
Off Yarmouth, Nova Scotia 20083 ...do /Surface Do.

\30-0_ Many (1 liter)

Few.Off Seal Island, Nova Scotia 20084 do /Surface
130-0. Many.

100+

.

Do
German Bank 20085 ...do /Surface

\60-0__
East side of basin 20086 do /Surface None.

\ 150-0 Few.
Off northern Cape Cod 20088 Mar. 24 /Surface None.

\75-0_ Few.
Off Cape Ann 20090 Apr. 9

Apr. 10

None.

Platts Bank 20094
160 (closing net)
/Surface

Few.
None.

\60-0 Few.
Off Cape Elizabeth 20095 do 60-0 2.

Off Seguin Island . .. 20096 Few.
\35-0_ Do.

Off Mount Desert 20099 Apr. 12 None.
\35-0 Few.

Off Yarmouth, Nova Scotia 20102 Apr. 13 /Surface 12.

\30-0 Many.
None.German Bank 20103 Apr. 15

\60-0 Swarm.
Off Seal Island, Nova Scotia 20104 do Many.

Swarm (4 liters)

Few.
\25-0

Browns Bank 20106 Apr. 16

\40-0 Many.
Few.Off northern Cape Cod 20117 Apr. 18

Apr. 20

40-0.
Cape Cod Bay..’ 20118 15-0... . ... . Swarm (6 liters)

.

None.Massachusetts Bay 20119
\40-0__ Few.

Off Merrimac River 20122 May 8
\65-0__ Few.

Southwest part of Georges Bank 20128 May 17
do

Many.
None.Continental edge 20129 /Surface

\50-0._ Many.

1 For records ol Pleurobrachia from 1912 to 1916 see Bigelow, 1914, p. 126; 1914a, p. 403; 1915, pp. 318and 320; 1917, pp. 303 and

304; 1922, p. 158. In the winter of 1920-21 it was taken at stations 10488, 10491, 10492, 10497, and 10501.

In most cases surface hauls alone would not have revealed the existence of the

local swarms of Pleurobrachia at these stations, but occasionally they are evenly

distributed downward through the upper 30 meters or so of water in the cold season,

just as they often are in summer. On the other hand, this ctenophore seldom or

never sinks into the deepest strata of the gulf, a statement justified by its absence

over the basins as well as by the fact that most of our records and all the richest

catches have been from hauls no deeper than 30 to 50 meters.

Since Pleurobrachia is present in the Gulf of Maine throughout the year, it

necessarily experiences a wide range of temperature and salinity there. On the one
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hand, its habit of rising to the surface on warm summer days brings it into water of

16° and upward, while, on the other, it has been taken in the gulf in water as cold

as 2.5°, and there is no reason to doubt that it can survive the minimum to which the

temperature of any part of the gulf ever chills. Nor is it surprising to find it in

extremes as wide apart as this, for the species is practically eurythermal in its geo-

graphic distribution (p. 369). As I have previously pointed out (Bigelow, 1915,

p. 323), its optimum salinity in North American waters is from about 32 per mille to

about 34 per mille, but since it lives in decidedly more saline water in the North

Sea region its absence from the saltest water of the Gulf of Maine does not mean
that high salinities are unfavorable to it but is due to its neritic habit and to its

preference for the uppermost stratum of water.

It is not unlikely that the vertical movements of Pleurobrachia are influenced

by the density of the water in which it lives .

10 Although there does not seem to

be any connection between the occurrence of Pleurobrachia and density within a

range of 1.022 to 1.026, we have never found it (probably it can not float or swim)

in water lighter than 1.022, seldom, indeed, in specific gravity lower than 1.023.

On the other hand, the presence of Pleurobrachia has never been established in water

heavier than 1.027 in the Gulf of Maine or anywhere off the coast of North America,

which may explain its failure to sink into the heavier bottom water of the deep basin

of the gulf.

Mertensia ovum (Fabricius)

This cold-water ctenophore, so abundant in Arctic seas (Mortensen, 1912) and
especially along the eastern coasts of Labrador and Newfoundland (Bigelow, 1909a),

reaches the Gulf of Maine only as an immigrant from the north and is short ved

there. Its faunal status being discussed elsewhere (p. 59), I need only add that

recent records of it in the gulf are confined to spring and early summer at the follow-

ing localities and dates:

Eastern basin, May 6, 1915 (station 10270), in surface, 50-0-meter, and 150-0-

meter hauls, a total of about 20 specimens; near Lurcher Shoal, Maj^ 10, 1915

(station 10272); off the mouth of Penobscot Bay, June 14, 1915 (station 10287).

It is present through a longer season off southern Nova Scotia, for we have taken

it along the Shelburne profile both in March, 1920 (stations 20075, 20076, and 20077),

and in June, 1915 (stations 10291 and 10294); and off Halifax in August (Bigelow,

1917, p. 249). During some years it appears in the Gulf of Maine in autumn, for

Alexander Agassiz (1865, p. 29) records it as “exceedingly common in Eastport

Harbor during the month of September,” a record indisputable because of his excel-

lent figures and description. Fewkes (1888, p. 212) similarly speaks of it as “the

common tentaculated ctenophore” at Eastport and at Grand Manan during the

summers of 1885 and 1886, but his failure to mention Pleurobrachia, which is actually

so abundant there, suggests the possibility that he confused the two genera.

Large Mertensia are unknown south of Massachusetts Bay, and indeed only

one adult has been taken even there (A. Agassiz, 1865), but its young may travel

as far west and south as New Jersey during the cold season (Mayer, 1912).

ls Rose (1913) has experimented on the flotation of this ctenophore in waters of varying densities
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Bolinopsis infundibulum 11 (M tiller)

This boreal-Arctic ctenophore is one of the most familiar of pelagic animals

along the New England coast, for, as Alexander Agassiz remarked (1865, p. 15),

“there is hardly a more common medusa than the Bolina alata on our coast.” It is

equally abundant off Newfoundland and Labrador, in Arctic seas generally, and south-

ward to Norway and Scotland in the eastern Atlantic.

Unfortunately, Bolinopsis is so fragile that the specimens captured by the

tow net are usually reduced to a mass of unrecognizable slime among the other

plankton, hence our hauls throw no light on its occurrence in the Gulf of Maine.

However, we have observed it often enough from the deck of the vessel (for it is a

conspicuous and beautiful object at the surface of the water on the calm days so

common in July and August) to show that it is to be expected anywhere in the

coastal waters of the gulf. It occurs over the deep basin as well (fig. 95), though

there we have observed it but rarely (on Georges Bank not at all).
12

Our earliest spring record for Bolinopsis is May 6 (station 10270), but L. Agassiz

(1849) records its presence in Massachusetts Bay in March and April. It is most
abundant during the three months July to September, when, like previous observers,

I have seen it in numbers in various bays and harbors from Cape Cod to the Bay
of Fundv. It apparently disappears after September, for we have no late autumn
or winter records of it anywhere in the gulf.

Bolinopsis, like Pleurobrachia, reproduces regularly and abundantly in the gulf.

A. Agassiz 13 (1874) found it spawning in late summer and early autumn. This being

the only season when large specimens are to be found in the gulf, probably but one

generation is produced there annually.

Beroe cucumis Fabricius 14

Beroe cucumis is as typically oceanic as Aurelia and Cyanea are neritic, and

correspondingly it occurs over the basin of the gulf generally as well as in its coastal

zone (fig. 102), instead of being chiefly restricted to the latter like the various medusae
that pass part of their lives attached to the bottom. Beroe seems first to have been

reported in the Gulf of Maine in 1849, when L. Agassiz noted the occurrence of the

genus (as “Idya”) at Nahant and on the shores of Massachusetts Bay (L. Agassiz,

1849, p. 365). In 1852 he saw it in numbers in Provincetown Harbor in August, and

he writes (1860, p. 272) that in 1858 “it appeared in such quantities upon our coast

during the whole summer that at times it would tinge extensive patches of the

surface of the sea with its delicate rosy hue during the warmest part of the day.”

By 1860 he had established the presence of Beroe from Cape Cod to the Bay of

Fundy, and more recent students have found it common all along the New England

coast in summer. Being practically cosmopolitan in all oceans—Tropic, Temperate,

11 Beautifully pictured by L. Agassiz (1849).

13 For offshore records from 1912 to 1914 see Bigelow, 1914, p. 126; 1915, p. 316; and 1917, p. 303.

13 A. Agassiz (1865 and 1874) describes and figures stages in its development.
14 Probably this is the only species of Berog which occurs in the gulf; at any rate all Gulf of Maine specimens examined so far,

which have been in condition good enough to show critical characters, have proved to belong to it. For general accounts of the

genus, of the interrelationships and general distribution of its several members, and of its development see A. Agassiz (1874), Mayer

(1912), and Mortensen (1912)
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as well as Arctic—indifferently on the high seas and in such inland waters as the

Baltic (Mortensen, 1912; Kramp, 1913), Beroe cucumis was to be expected in the

central parts of the Gulf of Maine as well as in its coastal belt; but it was only with

Fig. 102.—Occurrence ol the ctenophore Be-ol cucumis in the Gulf of Maine since 1912. locality records, July to Sep-

tember 15; O, November through February; X, March and April; A, May and June

the inception of the present explorations that definite information of its presence

and distribution there was obtained.

Our locality records for Beroe (fig. 102) show that it is universal in the gulf north

of Georges Bank, with the actual captures distributed indifferently over the deep
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basin and the shoaler coastwise zone, except that we have not found it over the coastal

banks along western Nova Scotia—that is, German Bank and near Lurcher Shoal.

It is probable, however, that we have simply missed it there. The concentration

of records in the Massachusetts Bay region, if anything more than accidental, sug-

gests that this is the chief center of abundance for Beroe in the Gulf of Maine. 15

Our experience has been that it is a rare event for Beroe to appear in large

numbers anywhere in the open gulf
;
in fact, our tow nets have seldom yielded more

than 15 or 20 at any station—-a population quite insignificant as compared with the

swarms of Pleurobrachia so often encountered—while a large percentage of our

records of Beroe have been based on one or two specimens each or on broken frag-

ments. Our failure to find a single Beroe on Georges Bank, either during the cold

season (February to May, 1920) or the warm (July, 1914 and 1916) is difficult to

account for when it occurs so nearly universally in the basin a few miles to the

north, is not rare on Browns Bank to the east, and has been taken repeatedly along

the continental shelf farther west and south. Certainly the shoal water over the

bank can not be responsible for its apparent absence there, for Beroe is common at

still shallower localities inshore—for instance, at Provincetown Harbor and in

Massachusetts Bay—nor is there anything in temperature or salinity to suggest

that the physical state of the water on the bank is locally unsuitable for it. Nor
is our failure to find it over German Bank on any of our several visits to that locality

less puzzling, for the local swarm of Pleurobrachia would serve Beroe as food instead

of preying upon the latter, as they do on the sundry crustacean members of the

plankton.

According to L. Agassiz (1860) the earliest specimens of Beroe appear in Massa-

chusetts Bay early in July, when they are only 1 to inches long, to grow there

to three or four times that size by August. Corresponding to this time-table,

Alexander Agassiz (1874) found them spawning from July or early August to early

September, and took the young stages, from egg to fully formed Beroe, during that

same season. Not all of the adults are destroyed by the September storms, as L
Agassiz supposed, for a tow in the western basin on November 1, 1916 (station

10401, 80-0 meters) yielded many fragments of Beroe with turgid sexual organs,

and the 75-0 meter tow off Gloucester, December 29, 1920 (station 10489), brought

back parts of one which must have been 40 to 50 millimeters high when alive—that

is, it W’as large enough to be mature. Thus it is evident that Beroe breeds more or

less regularly until well into December off Massachusetts Bay (probably in other

parts of the gulf as well)
,
and it is certain that a few mature and breed there during

the later winter, for we have taken very young specimens less than 10 millimeters

long at several stations in various parts of the gulf in March, April, and May. 16

The fact that most of the Beroe that have been taken in the gulf between November

15 For locality records for 1913 and 1914 see Bigelow, 1915, p. 316, and 1917. p. 303. It was also taken (or seen floating) at stations

10002, 10006, 10007, 10009, 10011, 10012b, 10019, 10023, 10036, 10040, 10043, and 10047 in 1912; at stations 20044, 20050, 20052, 20053, 20055,

20056, 20067, 20068, 20071, 20079, 20081, 20086, 20087,20088, 20097, 20105, 20112, 20114, 20115, 20118, 20119, 20126, and 20129 in the spring

of 1920; and at stations 10488, 10489, 10491, and 10494 during December, 1920, and January, 1921

18 Center of gulf, Mar. 3, station 20053; off Mount Desert Rock, Mar. 3, station 20055; between Mount Desert Rock and Mount
Desert Island, Mar. 3, station 20056; southeast slope of Georges Bank, Mar. 12, station 20067; Browns Bank, Mar. 13, station

20072; Fundy Deep, Mar. 22, station 20079; northern channel between Browns Bank and Cape Sable, Apr. 15, station 20105;

southeast of Cape Cod, May 17, station 20126; and on the southwest slope of Georges Bank, May 17, station 20129; all in 1920.
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and May have been small (15 to 20 mm. long) and immature—that is, were the

product of the spawnings of the preceding summer and autumn—is evidence that

no considerable production of this ctenophore takes place in the Gulf of Maine during

the cold half of the year, and it is probable that the coming of spring sees the

stock of this ctenophore at its lowest ebb for the year in all parts of the gulf.

Beroes 30 millimeters long and upwards, such as we have taken in mid-April in

Massachusetts Bay (station 20119), may be expected to grow so rapidly under the

favorable conditions of food supply and temperature prevailing in May as to attain

spawning size in June or early in July at latest. It is probable that the few that spawn

in winter are the offspring of these early summer spawners, the development of those

produced in late summer and autumn being arrested by the low temperature of

winter, so that they do not mature until the following summer. Thus, particular

groups of Beroe may produce either one or two broods per year, according to the

rapidity with which they grow and the season at which they mature
;
and while the

chief production takes place from July to September, probably some spawn at all

seasons except perhaps in early spring.

It is worth emphasis here that A. Agassiz’s studies on the development of this

ctenophore, corroborated by our own captures of its young in almost every month
and at localities widely scattered, prove that Beroe is regularly endemic in the gulf,

hence that the maintenance of the local stock depends chiefly on local production

though it may be recruited more or less by immigration.

Recent captures of Beroe support the suggestion made by Louis and Alexander

Agassiz that it passes the winter at some little depth, for only 4 of our records for the

cold half of the year (November to April) out of a total of 30 (and these for occasional

specimens only) were from the surface, with one other from a 15-meter haul (Cape

Cod Bay, station 20118, April 20, 1920). All our other winter-early spring captures

of Beroe have been from depths of 40 meters and more. It may sink to a con-

siderable depth in the Gulf during the cold season, for we took it with the closing net

at 140-160 meters, and at 125-190 meters in the central part of the basin, March 2

and 3, 1920 (stations 20052 and 20053).

In summer Beroe frequently comes to the surface, most often during the midday
hours, to sink again toward the end of the afternoon. This habit, long ago described

by Louis Agassiz (1860) as well as by more recent authors, has repeatedly come under

our own observation on the Grampus, notably during July and August of 1912, when
we frequently saw large specimens of this ctenophore floating alongside the ship,

usually in calm weather. On stormy days Beroe lies deeper, probably sinking below

the limit of destructive wave action, and it is frequently taken at depths of 40 to 100

meters, summer as well as winter. We have no evidence that this ctenophore ever

descends into the deepest strata of the Gulf of Maine at any season (a single Beroe

taken in a haul from 240 meters in the southeast part of the basin, July 23, 1914,

station 10225, may have been picked up by the net on its journey down or up).

The voracity of Beroe being commented on elsewhere (p. 108), I need only re-

mark here that it has been described as preying greedily on other ctenophores in the

Gulf of Maine, devouring Pleurobrachia and Bolin opsis whole if they are not too

large for its widely distensible mouth to engulf, with digestive process so rapid that
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a large Bolinopsis is completely absorbed by a Beroe in four or five hours’ time

(L. Agassiz, 1860, p. 274). Copepods, also, are often found in its digestive cavity.

Beroe, like all the other pelagic animals that inhabit the gulf throughout the

year and are widely distributed there vertically as well as horizontally, necessarily

experiences nearly the whole gamut of temperatures and salinities that prevail there

at one season or another; and although its habit of sinking in winter results (whether

voluntarily or not) in its avoiding the very coldest water, with 2 to 3° the lower limit

to its regular occurrence in the gulf, it has been found living actually among the ice

in the Arctic Ocean (Mortensen, 1912), apparently thriving, to judge from the large

size of the specimens in question. Nor does heat act as a barrier to its vertical migra-

tions within the extremes normal to the gulf—witness how often it comes to the

surface on calm days in summer and how abundantly it spawns at that level at the

season when the gulf as a whole is at its warmest. Beroe is equally catholic with

respect to salinity, except that it has not been found in the very freshest water of the

gulf at the time of the spring freshets—that is, in salinities lower than about 31 per

mille.
Other ctenophores

No other ctenophores have actually been recorded of recent years within the

geographic confines of the Gulf of Maine as here limited. Another lobate species,

Lesueuria Tiyboptera, was described by A. Agassiz (1865) from Massachusetts Bay,

but has never been seen since. Mayer (1912, p. 20) has suggested that it was actually

Bolinopsis with the oral lobes torn off and the edges healed over to produce a rounded

contour, he having seen many in that condition in Halifax harbor after a storm. Its

status remains problematical.

Mnemiopsis leidyi, a southern neritic form very abundant along the coasts of the

middle Atlantic States, is common as far north as the Woods Hole region during some
summers, but it has never been known to round Cape Cod.

The Venus’ girdle ( Cestum veneris

)

was taken off the southeastern slope of

Georges Bank in 1872, among an assemblage of other tropical plankton (Smith and

Harger, 1874).

SlPHONOPHORES

Although the siphonophores are well represented in the warm oceanic waters

off the continental slope abreast of the Gulf of Maine, only one member of this

group of oceanic coelenterates—StepJianomia earn—is anything but a rare stray

within the latter. It is probable that the low salinity of the gulf, as much as its

comparatively low temperature, makes it inhospitable to siphonophores, for, as I

have previously pointed out (Bigelow, 1911a, p. 381), they “are almost a negligible

factor in the plankton in waters with a salinity less than 35 per mille” and “are

entirely absent when the salinity is below about 30 per mille,” a generalization that

applies as well to the North Sea region on the eastern side of the North Atlantic

as to North American coastal waters on the western.
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Steplxaiiomia cara (A. Agassiz)

Although this siphonophore is widely distributed in the gulf both in time and

in space, we know little more of its natural history or of its status in the economy

of the plankton than when Alexander Agassiz (1865) first recorded and beautifully

pictured young specimens of it from Massachusetts Bay; and although Fewkes

(1888) has since given a description and figures of the adult, it is still doubtful

whether the “S. cara

”

of northern seas is identical with or distinct from the “S.

hijuga” of warmer latitudes. Unfortunately our Gulf of Maine collections can not

settle this question, because these very delicate animals are usually battered almost

past recognition in the tow nets; but the presence of a spherical red or yellow oil

globule at the base of each palpon (a conspicuous character first described by Fewkes
and visible in the least damaged of the Gulf of Maine series) is apparently peculiar

to the northern cara, and since cara grows much larger than its warm-water relative,

besides differing from it in minor anatomical details, it probably deserves recogni-

tion as a distinct species. The relative ranges of the two—cara and hijuga—are

consistent with this, for while S. cara is common in the Gulf of Maine 17 we did

not find it along the coast south or west of Cape Cod during the summers of 1913

or 1916, the autumn of 1916, the winter of 1914 (Bigelow, 1918), or in February of

1920. On the other hand, the southern hijuga is not known to occur north of Key
West in the western Atlantic, which leaves a gap of something like a thousand

miles between the southern limit of the one and the northern limit of the other, as

now known. Similarly, there is a long gap between the most southerly known
record of the northern and most northerly record of the southern race or species in

the eastern Atlantic.

Just what relationship the S. cara of North American waters bears to the Arctic-

boreal Stephanomia of the northeastern Atlantic is also uncertain, no detailed account

having appeared of the specimens most recently recorded thence (Sloan, 1891;

Browne, 1900); but probably the two are identical; in fact, it would run counter

to all our experience of the northern pelagic fauna as a whole to find them otherwise.

During our recent cruises we encountered Stephanomia in the months of

January, March, July, August, September, and December, and at the various locali-

ties indicated on the chart (fig. 103), but it is not safe to base a definite statement

of its status in the gulf on these records, both because it is decidedly erratic in its

occurrence and because its bells are so fragile that they are apt to be battered past

recognition by the other plankton taken with them in the tow nets.

Stephanomia may usually be found in one part of the gulf or another during

the summer months, but it can not be very generally distributed at that season,

for we have never taken it at more than a small percentage of our stations during

any one summer’s cruise. In 1913, for example, it was detected at three stations

only, once, however, in abundance (p. 19; station 10058). There are only four

records of it in the July and August towings of 1914; none for 1916. If the years

1920 and 1921 can be taken as representative, it is decidedly more abundant and
widespread during the winter, for it occurred at about half our December and Janu-

17 Some long-stemmed physophore, and probably this species, ranges northward as far as Lady Franklin Bay on the west coast

of Greenland (Fewkes, 1888a) and to Robeson Channel (Moss, 1878).
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ary stations and again at four stations in early March, 1921; but it was detected at

one station only (20048) in February, 1920, and not at all during that March, April.

Fig. 103.—Occurrence of the siphonophore Stephanomia cara in the Gulf of Maine. •, locality records, June through

November; O, December, January, and February; X, March through May

or May, in spite of the considerable number of tows, both horizontal and vertical,

made during that cruise. Neither did we find it in May or June of 1915. 18

is For records of Stephanomia from 1912 to 1914, see Bigelow, 1914, p. 126 (as “Agalma elegans"); 1915, p. 316; and 1917, pp.

303 and 306. Fragments tentatively referred to it were taken at stations 10488, 10489 to 10491, 10493,J10497, 10502, 10508, 10609, 10510

and 10511 during the winter and early spring of 1920-19211
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The obvious inference from this is that there is a winter maximum and spring

minimum for Stephanomia in the Gulf of Maine. Other years might yield quite

different results, however, and it is questionable whether the concentration of

Stephanomia in the southwestern part of the gulf, suggested by the chart (fig. 103),

and its apparent rarity in the southeastern part and on Georges Bank, are any-

thing more than accidental, especially when we remember that the neighborhood

of Grand Manan is the only locality in the gulf where it has ever been found of

large size (Fewkes, 1888).

Alexander Agassiz’s (1865) discovery of very young stages of this species in

Massachusetts Bay in early summer is undeniable evidence that it breeds in the

gulf, but how regularly it does so from year to year, what proportion of the local

stock results from local reproduction and what from immigration, and what rela-

tionship the fluctuations in the local stock of Stephanomia bear to hydrographic

conditions are questions for the future.

Dipliyes arctlca Cliun

The faunal status of this species is discussed in an earlier chapter (p. 64). The
Gulf of Maine records are as follows: Southeast slope of Georges Bank, July 22,

1914 (station 10220)
;

outside the continental edge off Shelburne, Nova Scotia,

June 24, 1915 (station 10295), and March 19, 1920 (station 20077); near Lurcher

Shoal and in the Eastern Channel, April 12 and 16, 1920 (stations 20101 and 20107).

Other siphonophores

The occurrence of Physophora and Physalia is discussed above (p. 55). To
complete the record of the group in the Gulf of Maine I have only to mention a

single Dipliyes truncata 19 from the northeast slope of Georges Bank, July 22, 1914

(station 10220), a few more examples of this species from our deep stations off its

southwest face in February and May, 1920 (stations 20044 and 20129), and two
taken in the northeastern basin of the gulf off Grand Manan on April 12 of that

same year (station 20101). The beautiful Agalma elegans, so common in the inner

edge of the Gulf Stream and which sometimes even reaches the coast west of Cape
Cod (Fewkes, 1881), has never been taken within the Gulf of Maine. 20

Pelagic hydroids

In an earlier chapter (p. 33) the floating hydroids that we have encountered

over Georges Bank are mentioned. The records on which this observation is based

are as follows:

On April 14, 26, and 27, 1913, campanularian hydroids were found floating on the

top of the water over the bank (Bigelow, 1914a, p. 414; lat. 41° 37' N., long. 67°

18' W., and about lat. 41° 40' long. 68° 30'), some of the specimens being complete

—

that is, with all the ends of the stems rounded, closed, and apparently growing, as

Dr. S. F. Clarke reported on examining them. On the 9th of the following July

le For a discussion of this species see Bigelow, 1913, p. 73; 1918, p. 422; and Moser, 1913, p. 232.

!0 Agalmid fragments taken during the summer cruise of the Grampus in 1912 were provisionally referred to this species, but
subsequent study leads me to believe that they were in reality the common Stephanomia cara (p. 378).
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our surface net took great numbers of them over the northwest part of the bank
(station 10059). These were submitted to Dr. C. McLean Fraser for study, and
the reader is referred to his report (in Bigelow, 1915, pp. 268 and 306) for details.

It will suffice to say here that the catch of hydroids was not only considerable in

amount but included no less than 13 species, belonging to 4 families. Most of these

were represented by broken fragments only, or by colonies attached to bits of eel-

grass (Zostera)
;
but the hundreds of colonies of Clytia cylindrica (the predominant

species) were floating free of any support, and not only in a perfectly healthy state

as far as appearances go, but so completely regenerated that there were few or no

broken ends visible.

As it can hardly be supposed that these colonies had passed through their

whole development, from the planula stage onward, at the surface of the sea, the most
reasonable explanation for their presence afloat is that they had been torn from

their attachments on the bottom by the strong tidal currents and kept suspended

in the water by this agency. Finding a rich food supply in their pelagic surround-

ings, with nothing fatal in such an environment, they regenerate, grow, and even

propagate their kind, as appears from their development of gonophores. After all,

there is nothing surprising in such a phenomenon, for it is "not unusual to find

fragments of hydroid colonies torn from their support or from the rest of the colonies,

living for a considerable time as they float on the surface” (Fraser, 1915, p. 307).

Similar congregations of floating hydroids have been encountered thrice since 1913,

always on Georges Bank—viz., July 23, 1914 (station 10224), July 23, 1916 (stations

10347 and 10348), and February 23, 1920 (station 20047). Judging from the geo-

graphical grouping of these stations (fig. 98) their place of origin is probably on the

shallows known as "Georges” and the " Cultivator” Shoals.



SECTION 2.—GENERAL SURVEY OF THE PLANKTONIC PLANTS
(PHYTOPLANKTON) AND UNICELLULAR ANIMALS

Unicellular pelagic plants, or, to use the more convenient term, “phytoplankton,”

play as large a role in the natural economy of the Gulf of Maine as in other boreal

seas. Strangely enough, however, systematic collection and examination of them

in this particular region date back only to 1912 (Bigelow, 1914). Since then many
hauls of phytoplankton have been made in the offshore parts of the Gulf of Maine,

but time and the assistance available have so far allowed only a preliminary examina-

tion of these. Besides these records for the open sea in the gulf, McMurrich (1917),

Bailey (1910, 1915, and 1917), Bailey and Mackay (1921), and Fritz (1921)

have published valuable surveys of the phytoplankton (particularly the diatoms)

from the estuarine waters near the Canadian biological station at St. Andrews in the

Bay of Fundy, and in addition Doctor McMurrich has very kindly allowed the use

of his unpublished notes, to which frequent reference will be found in the following

pages.

Gran (1912) has recently given such an excellent and readable account of the

phytoplankton of the high seas as a whole and of the role it plays in the economy
of nature that no general survey is called for here. Suffice it to say that these

unicellular algse are the chief marine producers (organisms, that is, capable of elab-

orating organic compounds from inorganic substances in sunlight) and the only

producers over the high seas outside the narrow coastal zone within which seaweeds

flourish. I do not know who first paraphrased the expression “all flesh is grass”

with the words “all fish is diatoms,” but if not taken too literally it expresses the

fundamental truth that the whole system of animal life in the sea (as on land) depends

on plants in the last analysis and chiefly on the tiny unicellular algse, which we often

capture in millions in our tow nets.

The groups that play the major roles in the phytoplankton of the Gulf of Maine,

as well as in other northern seas, are the diatoms and the peridinians, which alternate

in more or less regular seasonal succession, to be described below; and since the value

of the following account depends chiefly on the correct identification of the several

species, a word on this subject will be germane here. The diatoms are proverbially

a “difficult” group because fresh and brackish waters support a multitude of species,

which are separable one from another only by most painstaking study with the

microscope. Fortunately, however, although the planktonic diatoms are probably

the most numerous of all marine organisms in number of individuals, the species

occurring regularly in the plankton of northern seas are comparatively few
,

21 while

those that dominate the northern planktonic communities at one time or another

(and these are, of course, the most important from both the geographic and the

21 Gran (1908) lists about 170 species as typically pelagic in boreal*Arctie waters.

8951—28 25 381
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ecologic standpoints) are fewer still. Until comparatively recently the identification

of even these few could hardly be attempted by anyone not a specialist in the group,

but thanks to Gran’s (1908) excellent synopsis, to Meunier’s (1910) beautiful figures,

and to the fact that most of the important species are distinguished by rather precise

characters, they are now no more difficult to name than are other planktonic groups;

far less so, for instance, than the smaller copepods. A certain number of species, of

course, are hardly to be determined except under most favorable circumstances.

For example, certain members of the genus Chsetoceras are separable only when
carrying their resting spores, but these are in the minority. It chances that most
of the diatoms that are prominent numerically in the phytoplankton of our gulf at

one time or another—for example, the members of the genera Thalassiosira and

Rhizosolenia and most of the predominant members of the genus Chsetoceras—are

characterized by such well-marked structural features that no one trained in sys-

tematics in general and in the study of marine plankton in particular should experi-

ence any unusual difficulty in referring them to their respective species by Gran’s

(1908) tabular keys. What is required for this is close observation of small charac-

ters, often under high powers of the microscope; but the technique is simple, amount-

ing usually to nothing more than examination in water or in formalin—at most to

the drying process employed by Gran (1908, p. 6) or to one of the modes of mounting

described by Mann (1922). The complicated methods of cleaning, so valuable in

the study of estuarine and bottom-living diatoms as a whole, are not essential when
the object in view is merely the identification of the comparatively large and already

well-known species of marine planktonic diatoms preserved in formalin as taken from

the tow net.

Since no attempt is made in the present paper to contribute to the systematics

of marine diatoms, the nomenclature follows Gran (1908) strictly, except as noted

below. The identification of the representative lists (p. 423) having been verified

by Dr. Albert Mann, a leading student of the group, they are offered with some con-

fidence, although the catches still await final examination.

The peridinian element in the plankton of the gulf is represented chiefly by

members of two genera—Ceratium and Peridinium—genera so unlike in appearance

as to be separable at a glance
;
and while a good deal of discussion has centered about

the relationships, specific, varietal, or genetic, of the numerous representatives of

Ceratium (which is usually the dominant peridinian in the Gulf of Maine), it is not

difficult to refer the specimens in question to the proper subgroup—call it species

or what you will—by the use of Paulsen’s (1908) recent synopsis. The following

identifications follow him strictly. Fortunately the naked peridinians,22 which are

not only far more difficult to discriminate among but apt to be mashed past recog-

nition in the nets, have never been prominent in our tows; in fact, never detected

except for a brief period in the spring (p. 417).

21 For descriptions and beautiful figures of these the reader is referred to Kofoid and Swezy’s (1921) monograph.
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PHYTOPLANKTONIC COMMUNITIES

Although our studies in the Gulf of Maine are in their infancy, as compared

with the intensive surveys that have been made in north European waters, they

have progressed sufficiently to give a general idea of the groups of microscopic

plants primarily concerned, and of their seasonal alterations; and although periodic

or sporadic fluctuations are to be expected in the composition of the pelagic com-

munities, the seasonal cycle here outlined and the accompanying charts, based on

our tow-net hauls, are offered with some confidence as representing what may be

called the basic status of the phytoplankton of the Gulf of Maine.

It is necessary to select some arbitrary starting point in describing the general

seasonal succession of diatoms, peridinians, and other groups, though necessarily

this is an artificial one because the planktonic cycle is uninterrupted from year’s

end to year’s end. Perhaps the most convenient is the status late in February or

during the first days of March, when the phytoplanktonic community falls to its

lowest ebb over the Gulf of Maine as a whole, just prior to the vernal awakening

that takes place in the sea as well as on the land. Unfortunately our data for the

open gulf at this season are not all that could be desired, for although the Albatross

made a general planktonic survey of the gulf between the 22d of February and the

24th of March in 1920, this, as it proved, did not altogether forestall the earliest

flowerings of diatoms. But from this cruise, added to winter tow nettings made in

1912 and 1913 (Bigelow, 1914a), and during December to January, 1920-1921,

and from the counts of diatoms tabulated by Fritz (1921), it is safe to assert that when
the temperature of the gulf is at its minimum for the year, just prior to the first

trace of spring warming, its offshore waters as a whole and the estuarine tributaries

of the Bay of Fundy 23 support only a very scanty phytoplankton, in which peridinians

(p. 407) and oceanic diatoms mingle (fig. 104), except that vernal flowerings of dia-

toms are already under way locally along its northwestern shore and over the western

part of Georges Bank. In 1920 this description applied to the entire basin of the

gulf as well as to the eastern part of Georges Bank, at least up until the middle of

March. But flowerings of diatoms, resulting in local swarms so dense as to be the

most spectacular event in the yearly planktonic cycle, were already under way along

a narrow coastal zone between Cape Ann and Cape Elizabeth by the first week of

that month (stations 20059 and 20060), and their future expansion was foreshadowed

even thus early in the season by the fact that diatoms in small numbers had replaced

the peridinians as far east along the coast as Mount Desert Island, on the one hand
(stations 20056 and 20058), and bulked about as large as the peridinians in a very

sparse phytoplankton off Gloucester on March 1, on the other (station 20050; genera

Coscinodiscus and Thalassiosira) . On March 4, 1913, diatoms dominated near this

last locality, and on March 5, 1920 (station 20061), we found a pure diatom plankton

with only an occasional peridinian; but on both these occasions the total catch of

phytoplankton was still very scanty. As April 3 (Bigelow, 1914a, p. 405) is the

earliest date when we have found diatoms in great abundance at the mouth of Mas-

23 No planktonic data are yet available for other inclosed wafers or harbors around the gulf at this season.
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sackusetts Bay, it is not likely that the vernal flowerings become active there until

after the middle of March—-that is, at least three weeks later than in the waters be-

tween Cape Ann and Cape Elizabeth, or in Cape Cod Bay (p. 396).

Fig. 104.—Distribution of the more characteristic types of phytoplankton, February to March, 1920. 1 , rich diatom;

2, sparse diatom; 3, sparse Ceratium and diatom

The shallow waters off western and southern Nova Scotia, out to and including

German and Browns Banks, are the site of a second center of propagation for dia-

toms late in March, for though the phytoplankton was still very scanty there on
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the 23d of that month in 1920 (stations 20078 and 20082 to 20085), it consisted chiefly

of diatoms with few peridinians; and by April 15 (stations 20101 and 20103 to 20106)

the waters in this part of the gulf were cloudy with neritic diatoms of the species

listed below (p. 427). A rich diatom community was also discovered by the Albatross

on the southwestern part of Georges Bank even earlier in the year (February 22,

station 20046).

The diatom flowerings of the western side of the gulf expand in all directions

and at the same time multiply so rapidly during the last half of March that their

numbers are soon countless. By the 3d of April we have found them so abundant

in Massachusetts Bay as to cloud the water and clog our nets (Bigelow, 1914a, p. 405),

a state again observed from the 6th to the 9th of April in 1920 (stations 20089 and

20090)
;
and by that season diatoms swarm from Cape Cod on the south to Cape

Elizabeth and Casco Bay on the north, as far out from land as the 200-meter contour

at the inner edge of the western basin (fig. 105). Fritz also found diatoms aug-

menting suddenly and to an extraordinary abundance at St. Andrews between the

end of March and the end of April. Meantime the eastern diatom community

vastly augments in numbers over the whole coastal bank off southwestern Nova
Scotia and out across Browns Bank to the eastern channel (stations 20103 to 20107),

where we found them swarming on April 12 to 16 in 1920.

A rich gathering of diatoms off the southeast slope of Georges Bank on that

date (station 20109) is especially interesting because there were comparatively few

(and these of more oceanic species) in the waters over the neighboring parts of

the bank (stations 20108, 20110 to 20111). The presence of the abundant

flowering in question at just that place therefore points to a drift from Browns and

the other shallows to the eastward, as did a shoal of Calanus at that same locality

the month previous (p. 189). However, Georges Bank is itself the site of extremely

productive flowerings in April, though we did not chance to encounter them there

in that month in 1920, for Douthart’s tows yielded a great abundance of several

species on its northern part during the last half of the month in 1913 (Bigelow, 1914a,

p. 415).

Hand in hand with this vernal multiplication of diatoms, peridinians diminish

almost to the vanishing point. As the impoverishment of this group apparently

takes place nearly simultaneously over all but the southeast corner of the gulf, and

so early in the season that the rich diatom flowerings are still restricted to the coastal

waters within the gulf, to the shallows of Browns and of Georges Banks, and to the

intervening channel and the continental slope, there is a very sharp contrast during

the last half of April between these swarms of diatoms and a very scanty diatom

plankton in the central and northeastern deep of the gulf, which is reminiscent of the

mixed peridinian and diatom community existing there in March.
During late April the flowerings of diatoms that have originated in the north-

west part of the gulf two months earlier (fig. 104) spread eastward beyond Mount
Desert Island, while at about this same time a great increase takes place in the

numbers of diatoms (though of other species) present in the waters of the Western
Basin 24 and thence throughout the center of the gulf generally, where we found

21 In 1915 diatoms were extremely abundant in the Western Basin and near Cashes Ledge on May 4 (stations 10267 and 10268,

fig. 121)

.
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diatoms swarming and peridinians practically nonexistent during the first half of

May in 1915 (Bigelow, 1917, p. 324), the result being that the vernal flowerings

of diatoms reach their widest expansion at this season.

Fig. 105.—Distribution of the more characteristic types of phytoplankton, April, 1920. 1, rich diatom; 2, sparse diatom;

3, sparse Ceratium and diatom; 4, rich Phaeoeystis and diatom

The unicellular alga Phseocystis may also swarm, even to the extent of monopo-
lizing the surface waters locallj7

,
for a brief period during the month of April, but

shortly disappear once more, as occurred in the southern part of Massachusetts
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Bay and off Cape Cod during the last half of the month in 1920 (p. 458). Although

this is the only occasion on which we have actually observed this event, it is to be

expected equally in other parts of the gulf, where the peak of abundance for Phgeo-

cystis may have chanced to fall between the dates of our successive cruises.

These diatom flowerings of the Massachusetts Bay region are so short-lived

and dwindle so suddenly after they have attained their plurimum that we found

them reduced to an occasional Coscinodiscus only among a scanty community of

Ceratium, Peridinium, and Plalosphsera on May 4 to 16 in 1915 25 and again in 1920,

although diatoms continue swarming in the central parts of the gulf and along

its northern shore line generally until considerably later. Diatoms vanish equally

from the waters along Cape Cod by the middle of May, where only an occasional

diatom was to be found among the small catches of Ceratium and Peridinium at

three stations on a line run by the Albatross from Cape Cod out to the north slope

of Georges Bank in 1920 (stations 10225 to 10227, May 16), though the water over

the southwestern part of the bank still supported much the same diatom com-
munity as the last week of February (p. 383). This late flowering was strictly

limited, however, to the shallows of the bank because our tow nettings over the

continental slope a few miles to the south yielded little except a sparse gathering of

peridinians (station 20128).

In the western side of the gulf the shrinkage of the diatom communities, fol-

lowing their season of abundance, which, as we shall see, foreshadows their eventual

disappearance from the plankton, proceeds progressively from south to north during

May. Thus tow-net catches made about the Isles of Shoals, where we were able

to follow the rise, culmination, and eclipse of the diatom flowerings at close intervals

during the spring of 1913, were still exceedingly abundant (almost purely diatom)

and very clean up until the first week in May in 1913, whereas there were very few

diatoms on the other side of Cape Ann as late as this. From that time forward,

however, the plankton of the Isles of Shoals area began to contain noticeable

amounts of diatom debris, and as the season advanced the relative amount of dead

specimens and variously fragmented remnants grew progressively greater until

the 25th of the month, when there were very few living diatoms (Bigelow, 1914a,

p. 406), though the nets still yielded large amounts of their debris.

Peridinians, on the other hand, and especially the genus Ceratium, multiplied

as the diatoms dwindled (perhaps more relatively than absolutely), changing the

general composition of the phytoplanktonic community so rapidly, from rich diatom

at the beginning of May to peridinian with but few diatoms at the end of the month
in the area bounded on the south by Cape Ann, on the north by Cape Porpoise,

and offshore by Jeffrey’s Ledge, that it is represented as “mixed diatom and
peridinian” on the accompanying chart for May (fig. 106).

The duration of the spring flowerings of diatoms in the shoal waters off south-

western Nova Scotia is likewise brief, for though they filled our tow nets there on

April 15, 1920 (stations 20103 and 20105), we found a sparse Ceratium plankton

in that general region from May 7 to 10, 1915 (stations 10271 and 10272), with but

few diatoms.

J! Station 10266, May 4, 1915; station 10220, May 1 and 16, 1920.
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In the deep offshore waters of the gulf, diatoms do not attain their maximum
abundance for the year until some time during the last half of May or first week

in June, after which they diminish so rapidly in number that in 1915 (the only year

Fig. 106.—Distribution of the more characteristic types of phytoplankton, May, 1915 and 1920. 1* rich diatom; 3, Cer-

atium and diatom; 5, Ceratium. The heavy broken curve marks the offshore boundary to abundant Thalassiosira

of record) we found that diatoms had practically vanished by mid-June from the

tow nettings made in the basin of the gulf south of the line Cape Ann-Cape Sable,

having been replaced there by a scanty peridinian plankton. Diatoms had also
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fallen to a low ebb everywhere in the offshore waters of the northern hah of the

gulf by June 10 to 19, when they mingled with a scanty community of peridinians.

Diatoms, however, were still flowering abundantly in the coastal zone east of

Penobscot Bay at that time, for we found them in swarms off Petit Passage on the

southern side of the Bay of Fundy on June 10 and again near Mount Desert Island

(stations 10285 to 10287) on June 14 in 1915. Fritz (1921) also records diatoms in

comparatively large numbers at St. Andrews in June, though not as abundantly

as in May, on the one hand, or in July, on the other. It is probable that in June

these three localities are local centers of production and not parts of a continuous

coastwise belt of rich diatom plankton for two reasons—first, because Fritz found

very few diatoms in the open Bay of Fundy on June 15, 1917, and, second, because

they were but sparsely represented in our tow in the Grand Manan Channel on

June 4, 1915 (station 10281).

Thus, a general and very pronounced diminution in the number of diatoms

takes place over the offshore waters of the gulf as a whole and all along its western

shore during May and June; but in the year 1915 diatoms reappeared, though not

in great numbers, and mingled with peridinians, over the shoal coastal bank off

western Nova Scotia during the last half of June (station 10290, June 19). The
scarcity of diatoms in that region in May of that year may be assumed to have

followed rich April flowerings and coincides with the greatest expansion of the

Nova Scotian current in that region. Unfortunately we have made no hauls close

in to this part of the Nova Scotian coast during June and have no data on the

phytoplankton of the eastern hah of Georges Bank, of the southeastern part of the

basin of the gulf, or of Browns Bank for May.
As I have pointed out in an earlier report (Bigelow 1917, p. 326)—indeed, the

facts outlined above would suggest it—the seasonal history of peridinians in the Gulf

of Maine is just the reverse of that of the diatoms. In late February and during

March they join with the latter to characterize the sparse plankton of the whole

basin of the gulf, this "mixed” zone extending into its northeastern corner, on the

one hand, and over most of Georges Bank, on the other, likewise over the shelf abreast

of Shelburne, Nova Scotia. But even this early in the season they are entirely dom-
inated in the several centers where diatoms have commenced flowering actively, and

by April they are so wholly overshadowed in the regions where the diatom flora is at

its climax that only an odd ceratium or peridinian is to be found among the masses of

diatoms that clog the nets. Over most of the central and southern parts of the gulf,

where diatoms are not yet very plentiful, they are sufficiently so to make the few

peridinians a minor element in the tows (though these never wholly disappear from

any part of the gulf at any season), leaving only a small area in the southeastern part

of the gulf where there are so few diatoms that the few Ceratium still color the

plankton of April.

As the flowering of diatoms reaches its climax and then diminishes in its regular

seasonal progression, the peridinians (chiefly Ceratium) take their place in constantly

augmenting abundance. This happens earliest in the season in the Massachusetts

Bay region in the western side of the gulf and off southwestern Nova Scotia in the

8951—28 26
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eastern, where Ceratium dominated the plankton as early as the first week of May
in 1915, leaving diatoms still overwhelmingly dominant in the central deeps of the

gulf and along its northern coastline. Comparison of the chart for May (fig. 106)

with that for April (fig. 105) illustrates the encroachment of these two peridinian

centers—western and eastern—on the areas previously characterized by abundant
diatoms, the former replacing the latter over the coastal zone from Cape Cod
northward across Massachusetts Bay and past Cape Ann, on the one side of the gulf,

southward, too, as far as Georges Bank, and offshore over the eastern side of

the basin on the other, by the last half of May.
Probably peridinians would also have been found to dominate the phytoplank-

tonic community right across the southern part of the deep basin of the gulf at that

Fig. 107.—Distribution of the more characteristic types of phytoplankton, July to August, 1914. 1, Ceratium and diatom;

2, diatom; 3, Ceratium; 4, tropical, characterized by Triehodesmium; 5
,
Radiolarion. (Reproduced from Bigelow,

1917, fig. 97)

time. This is certainly the case by mid-June, when we have found them in consider-

able abundance at all our stations near the coast as well as offshore (and this covers

the whole northern half of the gulf)
,
except in the rich but circumscribed diatom areas

just described for that month, where peridinians were still extremely rare.

No doubt variations from this planktonic cycle are to be expected from year to

year, but it is sufficiently established that the vernal flowerings of the pelagic diatoms,

followed by their eclipse, with the coincident disappearance and reappearance of

peridinians, are as characteristic of the spring season in the offshore waters of the

Gulf of Maine as are the spring freshets from the rivers that discharge along its coast,

in which, as in so many other ways, the gulf closely parallels other northern seas.
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In midsummer (fig. 107) we have usually found the entire basin of the gulf

occupied by a peridinian (Ceratium) plankton, with only occasional diatoms, and we
have never found diatoms in abundance anywhere in the gulf in July or August

except close along the coast, on the one hand, and on Georges Bank, on the other.

We found diatoms flowering in abundance on each of our summer visits to the

latter locality, but in different regions in different years. Thus they dominated on

the western end of the bank on July 9, 1913 (station 10059) and on July 23, 1916

(stations 10347 and 10348), but when we visited that general locality on July 20,

1914, the water contained very few diatoms but, instead, a characteristic peridinian

plankton. Three days later, however, we encountered a rich flowering of diatoms

near the northeastern edge of the bank (station 10224). Furthermore, the Georges

Bank flowerings of July, 1913 and 1914 (stations 10059 and 10224; see list, p. 430),

though far apart geographically, were both dominated by Guinardia. In July, 1916,

however, we found no Guinardia on a traverse of the western part of the bank but

swarms of Thalassiothrix (p. 455) and Rhizosolenia (p. 444) in its stead. With so little

data available it is not possible to outline the normal summer status of diatoms for

the Georges Bank region. Nevertheless, the fact that we have found them in such

abundance on some part of the bank on each visit in summer, with the abundant flow-

erings encountered there in February and May of 1920 by the Albatross (pp. 383, 387),

and in April, 1913, by Douthart (p. 385), shows that swarms of diatoms may be ex-

pected somewhere on its extent at any time from late winter until midsummer. It

is not unlikely that this applies to Nantucket Shoals also, for Dr. W. C. Kendall writes,

in his field notes, that on September 2, 1896, the water ‘'was very full of brown slimy

stuff” at latitude 40° 47', longitude 69° 43', which could only have been diatoms.

It is not yet clear whether any particular region on the banks is more favorable

for the multiplication of diatoms than another, except that we have always found

these rich flowerings on its shoaler parts and never close enough to the continental

slope to be within the influence of the high temperature outside the edge, which, in

its own turn, supports various oceanic diatoms in small numbers mingled with

peridinians of similarly Tropic origin.

The fertility in diatoms of the waters over Georges Bank is interesting, not

only from the standpoint of the phytoplankton per se, but because of the great im-

portance of the bank as a spawning ground for haddock. The prevalence of the

genus Guinardia on the bank, contrasted with its absence or rarity in the deeper

waters of the gulf to the north, is likewise instructive for its bearing on the circula-

tion of the water in this region.

Turning now to the coastwise belt, diatoms continue a more important factor

in the phytoplankton of estuarine situations throughout the summer than they are

in the open waters of the deeper parts of the gulf at that season. Owing to the

fact that most of our towing has been well out at sea, we have few data to offer on
this regional differentiation. It was clearly demonstrable in Massachusetts Bay on

August 22 to 24, 1922, however, when several stations close in to the land, following

around the coast line from Cape Cod Bay to Cape Ann,26 were dominated by diatoms

“ Stations 10633, 10634, 10637, 10639, and 10642.
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(chiefly Skeletonema and Khizosolenia alata; pp. 448 and 447), whereas hauls at several

stations farther out in the bay or off exposed stretches of the coast line 27 were domi-

nated by the peridinian genus Ceratium (p. 407), as the open gulf as a whole usually
is in summer.

We also found the water in Casco Bay, near the Harpswell biological laboratory,

so cloudy with diatoms and Peridinium with bright red chromatophores on July 27,

1912, that its transparency was only about 4 meters. Two days later, however, a

tow at the same location yielded hardly a diatom and very little phytoplankton of

any kind, its place being taken by a fair representation of copepods, small medusae,

and many ophiuran larvae.

Tows for the years 1912, 1914, and 1915 proved diatoms a major element in the

phytoplankton in the neighborhood of Mount Desert Island in August; locally

swarming (p. 431). Fritz (1921) also found this to be the case in the St. Andrews
region. She also records an abundant July plankton of diatoms in the more open
waters of the Bay of Fundy. Our few August tows in the Grand Manan Channel

have yielded chiefly diatoms, though the phytoplanktonic community as a whole

has been extremely sparse there. Diatoms have likewise shared with the peridinians

the domination of our summer tows in the northeastern corner of the gulf off the

mouth of the Bay of Fundy, and we have found this condition on German Bank and
off Lurcher Shoal during each August when we have visited that region, while there

were a few diatoms as far offshore as Browns Bank on July 24, 1914, among the

more abundant peridinians that characterized the phytoplanktonic community there.

Cape Sable, however, seems to mark the eastern boundary for diatoms as an appre-

ciable factor in the plankton during the latter half of the summer.
Diatoms were a much more important factor in the plankton of the gulf in the

ummer of 1912 than at that season in 1913, 1914, or 1915. During that July and

August they occurred in great abundance all along the coast from Seguin Island

(situated a few miles east of Casco Bay) as far eastward as the mouth of the Grand
Manan Channel, and were plentiful enough over the whole northeastern corner of the

gulf, mingled with the peridinians, to give a distinctive aspect to the catches, instead

of being limited to the narrow confines just outlined as the usual bounds to their

summer flowerings. More interesting than the unusual abundance of diatoms which

characterized that summer is the fact that this was mostly due to a species (Asterion

-

ella japonica) which has not been found in the offshore waters of the gulf since that

time (p. 432). The genera Thalassiosira and Chsetoceras likewise were more wide-

spread and numerous in the eastern side of the basin then than we have since found

them at that season, reflecting an unusually late continuance of their vernal flowerings

(Bigelow, 1914, p. 132).

This much stress has been laid on the midsummer status of diatoms in the Gulf

of Maine because of the very important role which this group of microscopic plants

plays in the economy of the sea earlier in the season; but when all is said, diatom

plankton occupies only a small part of the area of the open gulf during the warm
months, as contrasted with the much more extensive area which then supports a

typical peridinian plankton dominated by the genus Ceratium.

” Stations 10630, 10631, 10632, 10636, 10838, 10640, and 10641.
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The record of towings is now sufficient to show that this peridinian community,
with only an occasional diatom, normally dominates and usually monopolizes the

phytoplankton of the whole of the central part of the gulf outside the 100-meter

contour during the late summer and early autumn, from off Cape Elizabeth and

Cape Cod, on the one side of the gulf, to German Bank and Cape Sable, on the

other, and from about the 100-meter contour on the north, southward across the

whole breadth of the basin to include the Eastern Channel, though with an admixture

of diatoms in the northeastern part, as just noted.

A typical Ceratium plankton, or at least a predominance of Ceratium mingled

with the diatoms, has likewise characterized all our summer tows on Georges Bank
except for the local diatom flowerings just described. But, judging from St. Andrews
and from conditions in north European seas, it is not likely that Ceratium, the peri-

dinian genus that is predominant out at sea in the gulf, ever attains abundance in its

estuarine waters, for according to McMurrich (1917, p. 3) none of the dinoflagellates

were sufficiently numerous to be an important quantitative constituent of the plank-

ton at St. Andrews at any season, “ C. tripos only on one occasion being in sufficient

quantity to be regarded as frequent.” Nevertheless, Ceratium follows essentially

the same seasonal pulse there as at our stations out at sea, reaching its plurimum in

autumn and practically vanishing from the tows in April and May.
It is impossible to prepare a chart of the mutual limits of the chief classes of

phytoplankton in the gulf for midsummer, which shall be as true for one year as for

another, because of the yearty fluctuations in the abundance of and area occupied by
diatom plankton near its northern coast and of the variable midsummer flowerings

of diatoms on Georges Bank. On the whole, however, the state obtaining during

July and August of 1914 (fig. 107) seems fairly representative of the offshore waters

of the* gulf in the summer season, bearing in mind the different locations of the diatom

swarms on Georges Bank of July, 1913, and July, 1916. A corresponding chart of

the northern part of the gulf for 1912, published in an earlier report (Bigelow, 1914,

pi. 8), illustrates a summer more productive of diatoms.

The sporadic occurrence of swarms of acantharian radiolarians in the western

part of the gulf in some summers, though perhaps not annually, a conspicuous feature

of the chart for 1914 (fig. 107), need be mentioned but briefly here, being discussed

below (p. 460).

It is in July and August, if ever, that tropical phytoplanktonic communities may
be expected to drift northward from the Gulf Stream across Georges Bank and thus to

penetrate the inner parts of the Gulf of Maine. But if our hauls are to be trusted

as fairly representative, this rarely takes place, the only positive records of this sort

which have yet been obtained for the inner parts of the gulf or even for the shoaler

parts of Georges Bank itself being a fragment of gulf weed (Sargassum) picked up
on German Bank on September 2, 1915 (station 10311; Bigelow, 1917, p. 246), and

an occasional Ceratium macroceras detected among other boreal species of the genus

off the Merrimac Biver on December 30, 1920 (station 10492).

Planktonic forms of tropic origin, plant as well as animal, are, of course, more
important along the slope south of Georges Bank (p. 54), thanks to the close proximity

of the tropic water. Thus gulf weed is often seen floating there in some quantity.
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as was the case at our outermost stations in the summer of 1914 (stations 10218

and 10220). July and August stations (10218 and 10261) in 1914 over the slope

west of longitude 68° W. and south of latitude 42° 10' N. likewise yielded small

amounts of the characteristically tropical alga Trichodesmium, together with

Ceratium macroceras, which also occurred off the southeast face of Georges Bank
in July (station 10220) and in the coastal waters off Martha Vineyard in August
(stations 10258 to 10260)

;
but we have never found C. macroceras along the conti-

nental slope farther east than the Eastern Channel.

Although tropical pelagic plants, both large and miscroscopic, as well as plank-

tonic animals belonging to this same category in their relationship to temperature,

may be expected to encroach on the western half of Georges Bank at some time during

most summers, just as they do more regularly and abundantly farther west and
south, the exact season when this happens varies considerably from year to year, as

might be expected from the fluctuations in the location of the inner edge of the

Gulf Stream, a fact illustrated by their failure to appear there by the third week of

July in 1916. Probably they are hardly to be expected along Georges Bank earlier

than the first of that month, even in warm years, and are locally more characteristic

of the months of August and September.

Autumnal data on the phytoplankton of the gulf outside the Bay of Fundy are

limited to a series of stations covering its northern half for September, 1915, and to

occasional October and November hauls between Cape Cod and the Grand Manan
Channel during the years 1912, 1915, and 1916. Bailey (1910 and 1917) and Fritz

(1921) have also published lists of diatoms from St. Andrews and neighboring parts

of the Bay of Fundy, for the autumn as well as for other seasons of the year, and

Doctor McMurrich’s plankton lists include the status of several genera of diatoms and

of peridinians at St. Andrews in autumn. These records, united, show that diatoms

practically disappear from the deeper parts of the gulf-—not, however, from the

Bay of Fundy— after the last days of August, leaving almost its entire area outside

the outer headlands occupied by a Ceratium community, with the Mount Desert

and Massachusetts Bay regions and the Bay of Fundy alone supporting diatoms in

appreciable number. In fact, we have never found abundant diatom plankton

anywhere else in the open gulf, either in September or in October, though diatoms

were present in some numbers, together with the peridinians, along shore from

Penobscot Bay to the Bay of Fundy up until the 9th of October in 1915, and

dominated the phytoplankton near Mount Desert Island on that day (station 10328).

Considerable catches of diatoms at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay during

the last week of September, 1915, resulted from a rich flowering of Skeletonema.

This genus is comparatively rare there in spring (p. 448), but in the summer of 1922

it had commenced flowering in the coastwise belt and among the islands along the

northern shore of the bay by August, and the three successive states—spring, August,

and September—though for different years, suggest that its normal cycle is to

spread offshore as the season advances. Its flowering period was apparently brief

in 1915, however, and probabfy is in most years, having come to an end before

October 26 or 27, by which date its place had been taken once more by Ceratium,

with only occasional diatoms (Coscinodiscus and Thalassiothrix longissima) in the
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tows on a line across the mouth of the bay (stations 10337 to 10339), where it had

dominated the phytoplankton a month earlier.

Bailey (1917, p. 101) also records an abundance of diatoms (Skeletonema) near

Grand Manan Island in the Bay of Fundy in early September, and Dr. McMur-
rich’s lists show a rather pronounced maximum of diatoms (chiefly Thalassiothrix)

at St. Andrews in September and October, 1916. But during the season of 1917,

when Fritz’s (1921) counts located the vernal maximum in late April and early

May at St. Andrews, with a period of scarcity for diatoms in June, the second

maximum fell in July, followed by a sudden diminution in the number of diatoms in

August, with much smaller numbers in September. The wide fluctuations in her

counts at the same locality on different dates in July and August is an instructive

illustration of the streaky way in which shoals of diatoms often occur. Note

especially an increase from 632,000 on July 23 to 7,186,000 on August 2, falling to

14,900 on the 8th. It is more likely that the net chanced to hit a streak of diatoms

on the occasion of the rich catch, which a haul made shortly previous or later might

have missed, than that an active flowering culminated during the two-weeks interval.

It is dangerous to generalize from a small number of hauls, especially for a

tide-swept locality, but it seems that a secondary maximum of diatoms is to be

expected sometime during the late summer or early autumn both in Massachusetts

Bay and in Passamaquody Bay, and therefore probably all along the coast line in

estuarine situations; one, however, which is less abundant than the vernal flowering

and likewise less regular in the date of its occurrence.

Little change has been noted in the general composition of the phytoplankton

of the Massachusetts Bay region during the period November-January, Ceratium

dominating. Hauls off Gloucester on November 20, December 4, and December 23,

1912, yielded a scanty plankton, chiefly Ceratium, with few diatoms (Bigelow,

1914a, p. 404). In 1920 the several species of diatoms that are most abundant from

spring to early autumn had practically vanished from the whole coastal belt between

Cape Cod and the mouth of the Bay of Fundy by December and January; but by
contrast the diatom genus Coscinodiscus apparently has a flowering period in mid-

winter, for it rivalled Ceratium at all the stations occupied by the Halcyon off the

western and northern shores of the gulf from December 28, 1920, to January 9,

1921, dominated locally off the Merrimac Biver (station 10442), and was the

most numerous diatom genus (though dominated by the peridianians) in the eastern

side of the basin, in the Fundy deep, and off western Nova Scotia at this time (stations

10499 to 10502).

Judging from the midwinter data just outlined and from our experience during

the first days of March in 1920 and 1921, peridinians are predominant and diatoms

—

except for Coscinodiscus—fall to a very low ebb out at sea in the Gulf of Maine dur-

ing the later winter. Fritz (1921) found only very small numbers at St. Andrews
from November until the middle of March, compared with the tremendous flower-

ings of spring. But diatoms may be a considerable element, quantitatively, in the

plankton here and there along the open coast even in midwinter, as was the case off

Gloucester on January 16 and in Ipswich Bay, a few miles north of Cape Ann, on

January 30 in 1913, on which occasions our towings yielded about as great a bulk
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of the diatom genus Chastoceras as of the peridinian genus Ceratium (Bigelow

1914a, p. 405).

In 1925 Cape Cod Bay was hkewise the site of a rich flowering of Rhizosolenia

alata (p. 447) from the middle of December (appearing between the 10th and 15th)

through January. Butwhile the Ipswich Bay diatoms may have been the precursors

of the vernal flowerings for the coastal belt Cape Ann-Cape Cod, marking the site

of their inception, this flowering of Rhizosolenia can hardly be so classed for Massa-
chusetts Bay, both because the waters in the western and central parts of the latter

contained almost no diatoms in January when Rhizosolenia was at its maximum in

Cape Cod Bay, and because when flowerings suddenly appeared off Plymouth to the

west and near Stellwagen Bank to the north during the last week in that February,

the plankton at the latter locality was dominated by Thalassiosira, with very few

Rhizosolenia detected in such of the towings for later dates as have yet been examined.

So far we have no other record of R. (data flowering richly in the Gulf of Maine in

winter; in this respect the shoal waters of Cape Cod Bay agree rather with the

Wood Hole region, where Fish (1925) has reported winter maxima of Rhizosolenia

for two different years.

In summary, diatoms and peridinians alternate in dominating the phyto-

plankton of the gulf. The former, scarce in the offshore waters of the gulf during

late autumn and winter, flower in tremendous abundance during the spring, the

flowerings commencing in the coastal belt. Probably they always appear between

Cape Ann and Cape Elizabeth as early as the first week in March, perhaps earlier.

In early years the vernal flowerings appear in Massachusetts Bay by the last week of

February, perhaps not till the last week of March in late years, preceded (at least in

some years) by winter flowerings of Rhizosolenia in Cape Cod Bay. Eastward along

the coast from Cape Elizabeth to the Bay of Fundy diatoms swarm from early April on.

The diatom flowerings are of but brief duration in Massachusetts Bay, having passed

their climax in its southern side by the first week of April of 1925, and by the last

week of the month in the northern side of the bay in 1913; but the diatom maxima
endure till May to the northward of Cape Ann and to some extent throughout the

summer along the northern shore of the gulf. At St. Andrews the vernal flowerings

continue through May, followed by a period of scarcity in June. On the Nova
Scotia side diatoms swarm in April, but only for a brief period, reappearing in some
numbers in June (p. 389). Over the central deeps of the gulf the spring flowering

reaches its climax in May; and shortly after mid-June diatoms practically vanish

from the western basin, though in some summers diatoms are an element in the

plankton of the eastern part of the basin all summer. During some years, if not

annually, a secondary brief flowering of diatoms takes place in Massachusetts Bay
in late August or September, and at some time in late summer or early autumn
(the precise date varies from year to year) in the St. Andrews region and likewise in

the open Bay of Fundy. Diatoms probably play a more important role in estuarine

situations generally and close in to the shore than they do out at sea, but I can

offer little on this point, most of our towing having been done well out from the land.
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Diatoms may also be expeqted to flower on one part of Georges Bank or another

at any season from late winter to midsummer, but nothing is known of their status

there in autumn or early winter.

Fish (1925) has pointed out that the waters just west of the barrier of Cape Cod
show quite a different seasonal cycle—namely, rich diatom plankton throughout the

winter, usually with a brief summer maximum, but with few diatoms in spring—this

seasonal distribution corresponding to the Mediterranean, as that of Massachusetts

Bay and of the Gulf of Maine generally does to the diatom cycle of the North Sea,

Irish Sea, and Skager-Rak. Thus, as Fish (1925, p. Ill) emphasizes, the same
relationship between the seasonal succession of diatom maxima and the latitude and

temperature obtains in the western side of the North Atlantic as in the eastern.

Peridinians dominate the phytoplankton of the open gulf throughout the summer
and autumn, but they become very scarce, actually as well as by contrast, during the

flowering period of the diatoms. The latter are much the more important group of

the two in estuarine situations, where they occur in greater or less abundance through-

out the year instead of dwindling almost to the vanishing point between their flower-

ing periods. Peridinians, on the other hand, are seldom more than a very minor
constituent of the plankton in estuarine situations.

Finally, before turning to the quantitative records, I may point out that the

Gulf of Maine diatoms are chiefly of local origin—that is, that they are produced

in the gulf itself and are not immigrants thither from elsewhere. For the western

center of dispersal this may be taken as proved; and while the chain of evidence

favoring the endemic origin of the diatom plankton of the Nova Scotian side of the

gulf is not so complete, there is nothing in our records to suggest that it receives any
important accessions from the east around Cape Sable. On the contrary, none of the

hauls made east of the cape during March, 1920, June, 1915, or July and August,

1914, have yielded diatoms in any abundance; nor are the diatoms of the eastern

side of the gulf more Arctic in their affinities than those of the western, as might be

expected if the Nova Scotian current were responsible for their presence there, but

rather the reverse.

QUANTITATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF THE PHYTOPLANKTON
When the study is undertaken of the plankton of an ocean area previously

virgin ground in this respect, a general qualitative and seasonal survey is the first

task. Until we know what groups of organisms are the chief constituents of the

pelagic community, at what seasons they reach their maximum abundance, and
have outlined their temporal and geographic fluctuations in general, it is difficult to

plan counts of the actual numbers in which they occur, to yield results commen-
surate with the vast amount of labor entailed. For this reason our hauls in the Gulf

of Maine have so far been made with the ordinary horizontal nets of appropriate

mesh, but I believe that with the information now at hand the time is ripe for more
intensive quantitative studies of the phytoplankton of the offshore waters of the

gulf, such as Fritz (1921) has undertaken for the St. Andrews region.

In north European waters this stage has long been passed, and since the time

when Henson (1887) first focused scientific attention on the productivity of the

high seas, quantitative determinations innumerable of marine and fresh-water
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plankton have been made by methods the reliability of which has steadily increased

through the medium of successive trial and criticism. Inasmuch as our Gulf of

Maine studies touch only the edge of this field, I may simply refer the reader to

Hensen himself, to Lohmann (1903 and 1911), to Steuer (1910), and especially to the

summaries by Johnstone (1908) and by Gran (1915),
28 for general accounts of such

undertakings. Much of the earlier work of this sort was robbed of part of its value

by the impossibility of determining how much of the vertical column of water fished

through by the net was actually filtered by it. But thanks to Lohmann’s (1911)

demonstration that satisfactory counts of many of the most important pelagic

plants could be obtained by centrifuging a water sample obtained with an ordinary

water bottle, and to Gran’s (1912a; 1915) discovery of a satisfactory preservative

(Flemming’s fluid) for such samples, a simple but exact method for quantitative

plankton work is now available, which it is to be hoped American biologists will

soon adopt.

While this method gives far more reliable results for the smaller planktonic

plants, "many of the larger species,” as Lebour (1917, p. 135) points out, "do not

get into the water samples in anything like a representative number,” and as a rule

this method is quite worthless for the larger animal plankton. In fact, no one

collecting apparatus can be expected to be equally satisfactory for all the members
of the plankton, large as well as small.29

Horizontal hauls with ordinary tow nets yield useful information as to the

relative abundance of phytoplankton, but only if hedged about by the same pre-

cautions as are necessary for the zooplankton (p. 79), the need of which is now
universally recognized. For example, we face the impossibility of insuring that

all the tows shall fish through an equal column of water, because it is practically

impossible to keep even a steamer moving at a uniform rate at the low speed that

towing requires. The uncertainty introduced by imperfect filtration is much more
serious for phytoplankton than for zooplankton, for the much finer-meshed nets

that must be employed become clogged much sooner and to a greater degree. This

is especially the case when Phseocystis and certain diatoms swarm (that is, just

when information on their abundance is most to be desired), for they often clog

the silk so thoroughly that the nets become quite impervious to water after a few

minutes, so that the catch becomes the product of the first part of the tow only.

There is also the problem of a method of estimating the amount of phyto-

plankton caught, on the one hand sufficiently accurate for the results to be instruc-

tive and on the other rapid enough to deal in a practical manner with the large

amounts which horizontal tows at the surface often yield. The total volume

—

simplest and easiest measure—is estimated by the same method as for the zoo-

plankton, described above (p. 81), and entails the same sources of error, the worst

being the uncertainty as to what proportion of the measured volume represents the

actual plankton and how much of its bulk is due to the spaces between its members.

28 W. E. Allen (1921) has recently formulated a formidable list of sources of error inherent in all collections of plankton taken

with tow nets.

29 Lebour’s (1917) tables give instructive examples of the discrepancy between net hauls and collections made with the water

bottle oil Plymouth, England.
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This depends somewhat on the shapes of the plant cells, smooth ones naturally

fitting together much more closely than setose or irregular cells or chains (Michael,

1921, p. 564). Unfortunately, measurements of volume have little value as a

measure of the phytoplankton for tow nettings containing appreciable proportions

of larger organisms (e. g., copepods), unless these be painstakingly picked out.

Nevertheless, even the most critical supporter of more rigorous methods must

allow a certain value to estimates of the volume of plankton, at least for comparative

purposes, especially when diatoms are flowering, for as a rule there is then very little

else in the water. At their worst horizontal hauls tell whether the plankton is com-

paratively rich or scanty, as between stations where similar hauls are made; and
when prosecuted over a period of years, as has been done near the Isle of Man
under the leadership of Professor Herdman, 30 very instructive results may be

expected. Because of their inherent inaccuracy, however, they can not be used

as a measure of the absolute amount of plankton present in the water, nor even as

a basis of comparison between different areas, unless the requirements of hauls of

uniform duration, at uniform speed, and with nets of uniform type be rigorously

adhered to.

In midwinter the production of phytoplankton in the inner parts of the gulf is

so low that the volumes recorded in December, 1920, and January, 1921, ranged

only from 0.5 to 6.5 cubic centimeters; 31 but toward the end of February or early in

March of 1920 the vernal flowerings of diatoms on the southwestern part of Georges

Bank, on the one hand, and in the immediate vicinity of Cape Elizabeth, on the

other, were responsible for catches of phytoplankton 40 to 200 times as great as in

the center of the gulf or along its northern and eastern coast, where the catches made
during the March cruise of the Albatross in 1920 were often too small to measure

(fig. 108). During April of that year, the month when the diatom flowerings attain

their maximum abundance in the two sides of the gulf, the amount of vegetable

matter present in the surface waters of the Cape Elizabeth region in the west and
from the shallows off Cape Sable out to Browns Bank on the east is so much larger

still, without any corresponding augmentation in the central or northern part of

the gulf, that, allowing for the clogging of the nets, which I have repeatedly empha-
sized, it is not out of bounds to claim plankton volumes a thousandfold greater in

the most productive regions than in the more barren localities (fig. 109). Two
successive stations located 25 miles west of Cape Sable, where the volume of plankton

increased from less than 1 cubic centimeter to at least 380 cubic centimeters (actually,

no doubt, much more) during the three-weeks interval between March 23 and
April 15 of that spring, is a notable illustration of the rapidity with which the pelagic

flora augments in quantity when diatoms are flowering actively. The plankton

* See especially Herdman, Scott, and Dakin, 1910.

31 The volumes here listed are the total yields of surface hauls of one-half hour’s duration with a No. 18 bolting-silk net 14 centi-

meters in diameter, not the amounts in any given volume of water or below any given areas of sea surface. They, therefore, are not

absolute measures, though comparable one with another. Since the unavoidable errors preclude accuracy, measurements have

been only to the nearest cubic centimeter, and all the larger volumes should be regarded as too small because of the clogging of the

net already alluded to. Probably none of the volumes of 200 cubic centimeters or more represent much more than half the amount
of plankton that was actually present in the horizontal column of water through which the net was dragged, but through a part

of which it failed to fish after its meshes were clogged.
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augmented similarly in volume at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay from less than

5 cubic centimeters on March 1 (station 20050) to at least 200 cubic centimeters on

April 9 (station 20090), while Fritz (1921) records the numbers of diatoms per haul

Fig. 108.—Volumes of phytoplankton (in cubic centimeters) per standard surface haul in February and March, 1920. The
hatched curve incloses areas with more than 50 cubic centimeters; the stippled curve with more than 250 cubic centi-

meters

as increasing from about 28,000 on March 15 to upwards of 9,000,000 on May 1 at

St. Andrews.32 When the water is cloudy with diatoms, as is the usual state when

SJ Fritz’s counts are for the catches of horizontal hauls that fished through an unmeasured volume of water.
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these microscopic plants are flowering most intensively, volumes even as large as

those noted (fig. 109) are but a pale reflection of the mass of vegetable matter actually

present in the water.

Fig. 109.—Volumes of phytoplankton (in cubic centimeters) per standard surface haul, April, 1920. The hatched curve

incloses areas with more than 50 cubic centimeters; the stippled curve with more than 250 cubic centimeters

The accompanying chart (fig. 109) for the last half of April is necessarily imper-

fect, because records for the several stations ought to be taken simultaneously

(which has not been practicable) . But the variations that appear there in the local
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density of the eastern diatom center, reflected by the volumes of plankton, and
more especially the rather large volumes along the 100-meter curve west of Nova
Scotia contrasted with the barren water both over the basin to the west and close

in to the neighboring coast on the east, point directly to a tonguelike drift of diatoms

northward toward the Bay of Fundy from the rich center of production off Cape
Sable.

The rich catches in the Eastern Channel (375 cubic centimeters at station

20107) and off the southeast face of Georges Bank (290 cubic centimeters at station

20109) similarly suggest another line of dispersal for the Cape Sable-Browns Bank
diatoms toward the southwest, a thesis supported by the qualitative uniformity of

the April catches in that region, illustrated by the following table:

Diatoms

Browns
Bank,
station
20106;

volume,
690 cubic
centi-

meters

Eastern
Channel,
station
20107;

volume,
375 cubic
centi-

meters

South-
east

slope of

Georges
Bank,
station
20109;

volume,
290 cubic
centi-
meters

Chsetoceras laeiniosum x X x
Chsetoceras debile x x x
Chaetoceras atlanticum x x
Chsetoceras decipiens x x x
Chsetoceras diad'ema _ x X X
Chsetoceras didymum x X X
Chsetoceras convolutum X X
Chsetoceras criophillum _ _ _ x x
Thalassiosira gravida X x x
Thalassiosira nordenskioldi X X
Thalassiothrix nitschioides.. X X x
Coscinodiscus x
Rhizosolenia semispina _ x x x
Lauderia glacialis_~ X x x
Fragillaria sp x x
Coscinosira _ x X

If such a drift of diatoms from the Nova Scotian center was actually taking place

at the time of our April cruise in 1920 it must have been strictly confined to the outer

edge of Georges Bank, because the shallows to the northward (stations 20108, 20110,

and 20111) supported a phytoplanktonic community not only much less abundant

(15 to 120 cubic centimeters per haul), but one of rather a different type, in which

the oceanic diatoms Chsetoceras decipiens, C. criophillum, C. atlanticum, G. densum, and

Coscinodiscus were dominant, with the several species of Ceratium continuing as an

important factor in April just as they had been in March.

As long as the diatom flowerings continue at their peak, volumes of plankton as

large as or larger than those noted on the chart (fig. 109) are to be expected all along

the coast north and east of Cape Ann, on the one side of the gulf and over the banks

west and southwest of Nova Scotia on the other (Browns Bank yielded one of our

largest spring catches, as appears on the chart), locally, too, on Georges Bank (p. 385)

;

and while the central part of the gulf is hardly less barren in April than in March, the

spring flowering may be no less intensive there, once it is under full headway, than in

the coastal zone. For example, diatoms were so plentiful in the western basin on
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May 4, 1915 (station 10267) that every interstice of the fine net was clogged and its

silken bag transformed into a cone of slime almost impervious to water after a few

minutes submergence at a locality where a net of the same specifications took only

5 cubic centimeters of phytoplankton on March 24, 1920, and 50 cubic centimeters on

April 18 of that year. Even a coarse (No. 5 silk) net, 24 centimeters in diameter,

yielded over 2,000 cubic centimeters, mostly diatoms of one species, after 20 minutes’

towing, though a large part of the phytoplankton must have escaped through it.

Perhaps I should remark in passing that while very rich catches are the rule

throughout the areas occupied by the flowerings of diatoms during these periods of

abundance, considerable local variations in the volumes of plankton present in the

water are to be expected from place to place, for instead of being uniformly and evenly

distributed, the congregations of diatoms are often so streaky that one can actually

see the net pass through alternate bands of brownish diatoms and of clear water

(Bigelow, 1914a, pp. 405 and 407). 33 Conceivably it might miss the productive spots

altogether, and very likely this happened off Cape Ann on April 9, 1920 (station

20091), when the catch of phytoplankton was very small though diatoms were then

extremely abundant (200 + cubic centimeters) both south and north of the cape a few

miles away. In the deeper waters offshore, however, the phytoplankton is much more
evenly distributed, and it may even approach perfect uniformity over large areas in

the open sea.

The duration of the flowering season of the diatoms determines the period during

which large volumes of phytoplankton (say upwards of 50 cubic centimeters per haul)

are to be expected anywhere in the Gulf of Maine. After the diatoms pass the peak

of their abundance the amount of phytoplankton rapidly diminishes, and from that

time forward, as copepods, Sagittse, and other animals form an increasing proportion

of the catch, measurements of its volume become less and less instructive.

In Massachusetts Bay the phytoplankton attains its maximum abundance (as

measured by volume) by the last half of April, diminishing again so suddenly that

the amount taken among the copepods during the first week in May, 1920 (after the

brief swarming of Phasocystis had come to an end), was hardly measurable. And
while large volumes may be expected in the western basin until well into May (p. 338),

the volume of phytoplankton taken there in the standard haul on June 26, 1915,

after diatoms had practically disappeared, was less than 3 cubic centimeters (station

10299).

Near land, east of Penobscot Bay, where diatoms persist more or less throughout

the summer (p. 396), we have occasionally made large catches in August, notably in

1912, when Asterionella (p. 431) occurred in such abundance that although the net

came back aboard filled to the brim with several liters of slimy brown diatom soup

(Bigelow, 1914, p. 133), its yield was only a part of what was actually present in the

water through which it was drawn. In fact, this has been the richest haul of phyto-

plankton ever recorded for the Gulf of Maine.

In most parts of the gulf where the spring diatom flowering is a short-lived

phenomenon, its dissipation leaves but little vegetable plankton in the water; nor does

the augmentation of peridinians, characteristic of late spring and early summer,

“ This has often been remarked by previous students.
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produce a flora at all comparable in abundance to the diatoms which it succeeds. As
a rule, indeed, the Ceratium plankton of midsummer has seldom yielded volumes much
larger than 25 cubic centimeters, rarely as much as 40 cubic centimeters except when
fortified by diatoms, or by Acanthurian radiolarians, as was the case off Cape Ann in

August, 1914 (p. 460; Bigelow, 1917, p. 324). Occasionally, however, Ceratium occurs

in greater abundance—for example, on August 13, 1912 (Bigelow, 1914, p. 131), when
“ we were struck by the slick, oily appearance of the water some 35 miles off Cape

Elizabeth, and consequently stopped the vessel for a surface tow (station 10026b).

The net, when brought aboard, was distinctly reddish, and its meshes clogged with

what proved to be a mass of Ceratium, * * * and this phenomenon continued

for several miles.” It is not unlikely that a swarming of Ceratium was reponsible for

a streak of white water 65 to 75 miles long and 30 to 40 miles wide reported off

Monhegan Island in 1882 (Collins, 1883, p. 282). But such events as these are quite

exceptional for the Gulf of Maine, our subsequent cruises having shown that 1912 was,

generally speaking, a very "rich” summer for Ceratium as well as for diatoms.

With our standard net and time of towing, 50 cubic centimeters would be a very rich

catch of Ceratium for the gulf, whereas 10 times as much as this is nothing remarkable

for diatoms during the period of their greatest abundance. Neither do the local

swarms of Acanthometron, which are sometimes met with in the western part of the

gulf in midsummer (p. 460), produce any such abundance of organic matter as do the

diatoms; at the greatest, they have raised the volume of the catch to 70 or 80 cubic

centimeters, as was the case off Cape Ann on August 12, 1914 (station 10253).

In summer, as a general rule, the greatest volumes of phytoplankton are to be

expected in the coastal zone east of Penobscot Bay, especially over the small area near

Mount Desert Island, where diatoms usually persist in numbers right through the

season into autumn. But this productive area does not extend westward past Pe-

nobscot Bay, on the one hand, nor more than a few miles eastward past Mount Desert

Island, on the other. July and August hauls near the coast off the mouth of the

Grand Manan Channel and in the latter itself have been decidedly barren. Local

swarms of diatoms may also produce an extremely abundant phytoplankton in July

on Georges Bank (p. 391). In other parts of the gulf, where the abundance of the

summer phytoplankton, or the reverse, depends on the numbers of Ceratium locally

present, no division into “rich” and “barren” areas is yet possible, for our large

hauls of peridinians have been at widely separated localities in different summers.

Thus in 1912 our richest hauls of Ceratium (the largest we have ever made) were

off Cape Elizabeth, as just noted; off Cape Cod in July, 1913, and July, 1916 (stations

10057 and 10058, Bigelow, 1915, p. 334; station 10345); and near Lurcher Shoal in

August, 1914 (station 10245). On the whole, the deep offshore waters of the gulf

have always proved decidedly barren of phytoplankton in midsummer, contrasted

either with these Ceratium centers or, more markedly, with the diatom flowerings

of the coastal waters.

In the Massachusetts Bay region the September flowering of Skeletonema is

reflected in the amount of phytoplankton taken in the nets, as might be expected,

raising the volume to some 25 to 30 cubic centimeters on September 29, 1915 (station

10320), when this diatom formed the bulk of the catch, contrasted with a volume of
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only 2 to 3 cubic centimeters at a neighboring locality on August 31 (station 10306).

Though the eclipse of Skeletonema left the phytoplankton hardly richer at the mouth

of the bay in that October (volume about 4 cubic centimeters on the 26th, in 1915,

station 10338) than it had been at the end of August, it is probable that a general

increase over its midsummer state takes place in the volumes of phytoplankton of

Massachusetts Bay in late autumn, because peridinians, chiefly Ceratium tripos,

were abundant enough there in November, 1916, to yield volumes of 18 to 20 cubic

centimeters on the 8th (stations 10403 and 10404).

With the falling temperatures of winter the volume of phytoplankton as a whole

shrinks to its annual minimum in all parts of the gulf which we have visited at that

season; so much so that the greatest measured volume for the winter cruise of 1920-

1921 (stations 10489 to 10502) was only 6.5 cubic centimeters (station 10488), and

ranged down to less than 1 cubic centimeter per haul at the other stations, as follows:

Station

Approx-
imate
volume
in cubic
centi-

meters

Station

Approx-
imate
volume
in cubic
centi-

meters

10488 6. 5 10495 3.5

10489 ... 5 10496 3

10490 4.5 10498 2.5

10491.. . 3.5 10499. 2

10492 .5 10500 .5

10493— .... 2 10502 4.5

Having made no vertical hauls for the phytoplankton in the Gulf of Maine,

counting of diatoms or of peridinians has not seemed worth while. Fritz’s (1921)

counts of diatoms in the Bay of Fundy are likewise based on horizontal hauls, and

hence do not represent the number present in any known volume of water; but Peck

(1896) made a quantitative study of the diatoms of Woods Hole and Buzzards Bay
based on the filtration of large samples (5 liters each) of sea water through a sand

filter.
34

Unfortunately, Peck’s tables do not give the actual counts per sample, but are

based on combinations of the several samples for a given level—surface, inter-

mediate, and bottom—at all four stations and for all these levels combined for each

station. On averaging them, however, it appears that the largest catches of diatoms

were at least 420,000 per liter—that is, 420,000,000 per cubic meter of sea water.

To give the reader a more concrete idea of the numerical strength to which

marine diatoms may attain when flowering actively, some of the oft-quoted counts

for European waters will not be out of place here. One of the richest catches ever

recorded, Johnstone (1908, p. 210) tells us, is Brandt’s (1902, p. 71) of 3,173,000,000

diatoms, besides 500,000 peridinians and a few thousand copepods, in a net 1 square

meter in mouth diameter, hauled up vertically from 30 meters, which, says Brandt,

indicates an actual diatom flora of at least 6,000,000,000 per cubic meter of sea water

after allowing for imperfect filtration by the net. To make these collossal numbers

31 Essentially the Sedgewick-Rafter method, for an account of which see Whipple (1905, p. 15).
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even more impressive, Johnstone (1908, p. 163) has calculated that on the basis

of this haul "every drop of sea water from this part of Kiel Bay contained some
200 diatoms;” and though by Hensen’s (1887) calculations less than one-tenth as

many diatoms as this are present on the average in the West Baltic, their numbers
are sufficiently appalling when extended to any considerable sea area.35

During the years that have passed since Hensen’s pioneer studies in this field

many similar counts have been made in the Baltic and in various parts of the North

Sea, with the details of which it is unnecessary to delay here.36 Lohmann, for in-

stance (1908, Table B), has recorded some very large counts by the centrifuge

method, including 7,800,000,000 Skeletonema per cubic meter in June, 1906, with

another individual catch of about 2,000,000,000 diatoms in Kiel Bay on April 11, 1906.

As still another example of the results of this modern method, the accuracy of which
leaves little to be desired, though, as Gran (1915) himself points out, it is not of

universal application, I may quote his own average of about 228,000,000 diatoms

per cubic meter in the surface waters of the Skager-Rak for February, 1912.

The centrifuge, however, is not the "last word” in quantitative determination of

the phytoplankton, for E. J. Allen (1919) has recently essayed the following totally

novel procedure: To a small sample of sea water (0.5 cubic centimeters) he added a

large amount (1,500 cubic centimeters) of a nutrient solution that had previously been

found suited for the cultivation of marine diatoms (Allen and Nelson, 1910; E. J.

Allen 1914). The culture was then examined after a period of incubation, where-

upon he found a total of 232 different kinds of organisms. A second experiment

yielded similar results. Since now it is obvious, to use his own words (E. J. Allen,

1919, p. 4), that each of these organisms "must have been represented by at least

one individual or unit, either cell or spore, in the original Yz cubic centimeter of

sea water from which the experiment was started,” the latter must have contained

at least 464 organisms (mostly diatoms) per cubic centimeter—-that is, 464,000 per

liter—and probably, as he calculates, as much as 1,000,000 per liter for the part of

the English Channel whence his sea-water sample was taken. How much more
effective this method is than centrifuging, even for such comparatively large organ-

isms as diatoms (for which the culture method is particularly well adapted, as

indicated by their great predominance in the final product), is illustrated by the fact

that whereas the two culture experiments call, respectively, for 378,000 and 290,000

diatoms as the absolute minimum per liter, centrifuging a similar sea-water sample

at the beginning of the experiment revealed only about one-thirtieth as many. Nor
can even the method of the culture medium be relied on to give a total census of the

phytoplankton, because it is by no means certain that the nutritive fluid employed

was as suitable for the growth and reproduction of peridinians, infusorians, coccoli-

thophorids, etc., as it was for diatoms. In short, as Herdman says (1920, p. 819),

"every new method devised seems to multiply many times the probable total

population of the sea.”

35 There has been much discussion as to the reliability of numerical results yielded by nets of the “Hensen” type, owing to

uncertainty as to their coefficient of filtration. In the present connection it is enough to point out that in any case the ostensible

results are always smaller, never larger, than they should be
36 For details of such I may refer the reader to Hensen (1887) himself, Driver (1908), Lohmann (1903 and 1908), and Oran (1915).
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How closely the foregoing data, obtained in European waters, would apply to

the Gulf of Maine is yet to be determined, but judging from Peck’s results and from

the large volumes of phytoplankton which we have ourselves obtained, there is

no reason to suppose that its fecundity is lower than that of the North Sea or even

than the still more prolific waters of the West Baltic. When such numbers as I have

listed as examples are expanded from the trifling hulk of a cubic meter of water to

cover the 36,000 square-mile area of the Gulf of Maine north of its offshore hanks,

and to a stratum at least 20 meters thick, they become too vast for the human mind
to envisage. Peridinians never approach the diatoms in actual numbers so far as is

known. For example, the largest count recorded by Gran (1915) in the North Sea

(May 9, 1912) was 3,740 per liter for Ceratium longipes, a species with an April to

June maximum, and hence to be expected in relatively large numbers at that par-

ticular season.

PERIDINIANS

The peridinian communities of the Gulf of Maine, like those of the North Sea,

consist chiefly of one or other of two species (longipes and tripos) of the genus

Ceratium, 37 with smaller numbers of C. fusus and at times C. arctica The two

predominant species alternate in dominance with the season of the year.

Ceratium

Judging from winter data for Massachusetts Bay (Bigelow, 1914a) and from

our December and January stations of 1920-1921, C. tripos predominates every-

where in the gulf throughout the winter, though C. longipes likewise occurs in small

numbers in most of the winter catches. Tripos was still the predominant member
of the pair at every station in the western, central, and northern parts of the gulf

and on Georges Bank as a whole during early March, 1920, except in the flowering

centers for diatoms (p. 383 ;
fig. 104), where so few Ceratium occurred that the relative

numbers of the two species are not significant. C. longipes or intermediates between

it and C. arctica, such as are reported by Paulsen (1908), occurred side by side with

C. tripos at most of the March stations. Off the southeastern slope of Georges

Bank longipes was at least as numerous as tripos, outnumbered it in the Eastern

Channel, on Browns Bank, and over the slope farther east, and was the only member
of the pair detected in tows made in the Northern Channel and over the shelf abreast

of southern Nova Scotia, from March 17 to 20 (stations 20073 to 20076 and 20078).

Ceratium arctica, interesting because its occurrence is associated with low tem-

peratures (J0rgensen, 1911), was likewise very generally distributed over the gulf

in March, 1920, occurring only in very small numbers in the western half, but rela-

tively more abundant in the Eastern Basin (though subordinate to tripos there)

;

predominant, or at least as numerous as either C. longipes or C. tripos, at our

several stations from Browns Bank to Cape Sable and off Shelburne; and more
abundant, absolutely as well as relatively, in the eastern side of the gulf than in the

western. The distribution of C. arctica at this season suggests an intrusion on its

37 Identifications of peridinians follow Paulsen (1908) strictly. Being concerned here only with questions of distribution and
relative abundance, not with systematics or genetic relationships, Paulsen’s view that C. longipes and C. arctica are distinct (not

varieties of one species as Meunier (1910) maintains) is accepted without comment.
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part around the cape from the eastward. But if C. arctica occurs in the gulf chiefly

as an immigrant from the north, as seems probable at present, its quantitative dis-

tribution within the gulf in early spring does not parallel the distribution of tempera-

ture, for at the time of the winter minimum the water is coldest next the western

side of the gulf while arctica is most abundant in the eastern side.

The actual proportions in which the several species of Ceratium occurred during

the early spring of 1920 appears from the following list of actual counts of samples

at representative localities

:

Relative numbers of species of Ceratium in samples, “Albatross” cruise, March 1 to 19, 1920

Locality
C.

tripos

C.
lon-
gipes

Inter-
medi-
ates
be-

tween
lon-

gipes
and

arctica

C.
arctica

c.
fusus

Massachusetts Bay, station 20050 - 22 1 0 1 0
Western Basin, station 20049 25 0 1 1 0
South center, station 20063 49 0 6 2 2
Eastern Basin, station 20054... 12 0 1 4 1
Off Mount Desert, station 20056 9 3 0 2 0
Southeast Basin, station 20064 8 2 8 3 1

Georges Bank:
Northwest, station 20047 20 0 0 0 0
Southwest, station 20045 22 5 5 4 1

East, station 20065 11 1 8 2 1

Southeast, station 20068 7 9 2 2 1

Southeastern slope, station 20069 5 7 X 3 0
Eastern Channel, station 20071 5 8 2 5 2
Browns Bank, station 20072 1 6 6 9 1

Off southern Nova Scotia:
Station 20074 1 6 10 7 1

Station 20077 1 2 4 15 3

With the advance of the season and hand in hand with the augmentation of

diatoms, peridinians of all species so diminish in numbers that in 1920 they had

practically disappeared from the two productive centers for diatoms in the two
sides of the gulf by mid-April and were so scarce elsewhere that counts of the relative

numbers of the several species of Ceratium are no longer significant. But
when they reappear in the Massachusetts Bay region late in April or early in May in

the western side of the gulf, and in the Nova Scotian waters in the eastern, following

the eclipse of the diatom flowerings, a complete reversal has taken place in the

relative importance of the two leading species, for we have found longipes far more
numerous than tripos during the first week in May at every station where the genus

as a whole was sufficiently abundant for counts to be of value, only excepting the

southwestern edge of Georges Bank, where the two species were about equally

numerous (station 20129, May 18, 1920). In fact, C. tripos is then practically non-

existent within the gulf, or at best represented by occasional examples only. A
slight recrudescence of C. arctica (or perhaps a fresh wave of immigration) apparently

takes place during the first half of May, when occasional examples have been detected

at most of our stations (except among the diatom swarms)
;
and on the seventh of

that month in 1915 C. arctica proved to be as abundant on German Bank (station

10271) as C. longipes, its area of abundance coinciding with the location of the cold
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water from the Nova Scotian current (then near its maximum flow for the year),

which corresponds to a northern extralimital origin.

Relative abundance of species of Ceratium in samples, “Grampus” cruise, May 4 to Ilf, 1915, and
“Albatross” cruise, May 1 to 17, 1920 1

Locality C . tripos
C. Ion
gipes

C. arctica C. fusus

1 30 0 0
1 39 8 4

2 12 1 1

Eastern Basin, 1915:
0 30 5 1

0 20 1 1

0 100+ 100+
6

0
1 18 0

North of Cape Ann, 1915, station 10278. 0 12 1 0
Southwestern Basin, 1920, station 20127 1 10 0 0

25dh 25+ 0 1

Southern edge of Georges Banks, 1920, Station 20129 0 25± 0 0

1 In this table no account is taken of the intermediates between C. arctica and C. longipes, although occasional examples of
this sort were noted at most stations, because it was usually possible to refer the specimens to one species or to the other.

C. longipes continues the dominant species in the Gulf during the last half of

May and throughout the month of June, when peridinians play an increasingly

important role in the phytoplankton, as illustrated by the following counts of samples

for the year 1915:

Locality C. tripos
C. lon-
gipes 1

C. arctica C. fusus

3 100+
9

0 1

0 0 0
(
2
)

4
(
s
)

19

0 0
0 o

1 Including occasional intermediates between it and arctica. 3 Swarm.
1 Occasional.

During this period C. arctica practically vanishes from the gulf, where our only

June record of it is in the extreme northeast corner (Bigelow, 1917, p. 328, stations

10283, 10284, and 10286), and off Petit Passage in the southern side of the Bay of

Fundy (June 10, 1915). C. arctica has been detected only twice in the gulf in

the later summer or in autumn—that is, off Mount Desert, August 13, 1914 (Bigelow,

1917, p. 323, station 10248), and off Cape Ann, August 31, 1915 (station 10306)—

-

though it persists in some numbers along the southern coast of Nova Scotia at least

as late in the season as August (Bigelow, 1917, p. 323).

C. tripos reappears in numbers in the Gulf of Maine tow nettings in July.

During the first half of that month, when the surface temperature of the gulf is

approaching its seasonal maximum and Ceratium its annual plurimum of abundance,

C. longipes has still predominated over C. tripos (usually markedly so) at almost all

the stations, both in the western half of the gulf generally, 38 over Georges Bank as

a whole, and across the whole breadth of the shelf abreast of southern Nova Scotia

(Bigelow, 1917, p. 323). Late in July, 1914, we found C. tripos dominating off the

31 At one station (10301) off the mouth of the Grand Manan Channel, July 15, 1915, there were 16 longipes to 3 tripos.
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southeast slope of GeorgesBank (station 10220), where longipes slightly outnumbers it

in March and April (p. 407), and local phenomena of the same sort noted on the

western part of the bank and in the southwest corner of the basin of the gulf in July,

1913 and 1914 (station 10058, July 8, 1913; station 10215, July 20, 1914), fore-

Fig. 110.—Approximate dates when Ceratium tripos may be expected to become dominant over C. longipes in different

parts of the Gulf of Maine

shadow a second alteration in the mutual relationship of the two species during the

latter part of the summer, which once more makes C. tripos the dominant member
of the pair.

A detailed account of the augmentation of C. tripos in the gulf with the advance

of the summer can not be given as yet, but the approximate dates when it may be
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expected to dominate the plankton in different regions, by our experience, are laid

down on the chart (fig. 110). Our records show that it outnumbers or replaces

C. longipes first in the offshore parts of the gulf, and that it may be expected to pre-

dominate over the latter in the western and central deeps and in the eastern branch

of the basin north to latitude 43° or 43° 30' N. by mid-August.

The following counts of samples from corresponding pairs of stations illustrate

how completely the relative importance of the two species is reversed between June

or the first half of July and the first days of August, and how nearly to the vanishing

point C. longipes sinks in these particular parts of the gulf as C. tripos multiplies.

General locality

Relative numbers
in samples

C.
longipes

c.
tripos

100-meter curve, off Cape Cod:
43 15

Aug. 5, 1913, station 10086 5 60
50-meter curve, northeast of Cape Cod:

50 1

Aug. 28, 1914, station 10264. 1 23
Southwest part of deep basin:

July 19, 1914, station 10214 63 3

5 76

Western Basin, off Cape Ann:
19 4

Aug. 31, 1915, station 10307 1 50+
Eastern Basin, lat. 43° 17':

13 47
Eastern Basin, lat. 43° 08':

4 28

A corresponding preponderance of tripos (32 to 2 longipes) likewise characterized

a haul made by Capt. John McFarland off Chatham (Cape Cod) on August 26,

1913. 39

The multiplication of or intrusion by C. tripos is apparently a slower process,

and C. longipes persists correspondingly longer as an important factor in the plankton

over the northeastern part of the basin. Thus in mid-August of 1914, when tripos

already greatly predominated right across the gulf along a line from Cape Ann to

Cape Sable, C. longipes still outnumbered it a few miles to the northward, as follows:

Number in samples

Locality
C.

longipes
c.

tripos

Off Lurcher Shoal Aug. 12, 1914, station 10245 105 1

Extreme northeast corner of basin, Aug. 12, 1914, station 10246 62 1

Off Mount, Desert Rock, Aug. 13, 1914, station 10248 29 1

Off Penobscot Bay, Aug. 14, 1914, station 10250 32 2
Off Cape Elizabeth, Aug. 14, 1914, station 10251 115 1

In 1913 longipes still continued about as numerous as tripos in the deep hauls

in the eastern side of the gulf (latitude about 43° 25' N., stations 10092 and 10093)

on August 11 and 12, by which date tripos was already predominant in the western

basin (stations 10088 and 10089).

39 In the report on the cruise of 1912 the two species were listed together as tripos (Bigelow, 1914).
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Whether the summer augmentation of C. tripos, accompanied as it is by a decrease

on the part of C. longipes, actual as well as relative, originates as the result of local

propagation of the few specimens that survive the spring, or from immigration from

the south and west, or of both processes, is not yet clear; but in either case the central

deeps may be looked upon as its chief area of multiplication in the Gulf of Maine.

From this center it gradually expands its area of abundance right in to the immediate

vicinity of the land where C. longipes decreases in abundance as the numbers of C.

tripos augment, just as happens offshore.

Relative abundance of the two 'predominant species of Ceratiuni, July and August, 1914

Station
C. lon-
gipes

C. tripos Station
C. lon-
gipes

C. tripos

10213 50 1 10249 13 47
10216 38 14 10250. 32 2
10223 21 1 10251 115 1

10225 9 4 10253 2 10
10227 34 1 10254 4 50
10229 21 1 10255 0 50
10230 60 0 10256 76
10245 _ 105 2 10258. 1 11

10246 62 4 10264 1 23

10248 29 1

C. tripos usually predominates near Cape Cod and in the southern part of Massa-

chusetts Bay by the last week in August. For example, we found 23 tripos to 1

longipes off the east side of Stellwagen Ledge on August 28, 1914 (station 10264),

while the relationship between the two species was much the same near Provincetown

on the 29th of the month in 1916 (station 10298). In some years, at least, this

practical elimination of C. longipes from the catches happens equally early in the

season near Cape Ann, where we found C. tripos much the more abundant of the

two as early as August 22 in 1914 (station 10253, five times as many tripos as longipes),

but in other summers C. longipes persists in numbers in the northeastern part of

Massachusetts Bay long after tripos has taken its place off Cape Cod. This was
the case in 1915, when the former predominated off Cape Ann on August 31 (station

10306, 17 longipes to 2 tripos) and about equaled tripos there as late as September 29

(station 10320), though the latter abounded, with almost no longipes, inside Stell-

wagen Ledge and near the tip of Cape Cod, only a few miles distant to the south,

on the same day (stations 10221 and 10222). In fact, it was not until well into

October that tripos finally replaced longipes at our standard station off Gloucester

during that autumn (station 10330, October 18, 100+ tripos to 1 longipes). Prob-

ably the fact that C. longipes may persist in abundance in the northern side of Massa-
chusetts Bay long after it has dwindled almost to the vanishing point in the southern,

and such variations as I have just recorded in the precise date when C. tripos

replaces it off Cape Ann from summer to summer, are due to variations in the drift

flowing southward past Cape Ann, which may be expected to bring a constant supply

of C. longipes with it throughout the summer, for the latter continues predominant

over C. tripos, or at the least is a large factor in the peridinian plankton of the

more northerly and easterly parts of the coastal belt of the gulf until well into

the autumn as follows

:
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Relative numbers of C. tripos and C. longipes in samples

General locality and date

Off Isles of Shoals:
Aug. 5, 1913, station 10105.

.

Nov. 1, 1916, station 10400.
Off Cape Elizabeth:

Aug. 14, 1913, station 10103.

Aug. 14, 1914, station 10251.

Sept. 20, 1915, station 10319.

Off Penobscot Bay:
Aug. 14, 1914, station 10250-

Sept. 16, 1915, station 10318.

Oct. 9, 1915, station 10329..

C. lon-
gipes

C. tripos General locality and date
C. lon-
gipes

C. tripos

Near Mount Desert Island:

« 0) Aug. 13, 1913, station 10099 (>> ()
i 3 Aug. 18, 1915, station 10305 20+ 1

Sept. 15, 1915, station 10317 13 3

40 18 Oct. 9, 1915, station 10328 (
!
) (

4
)

115 1 Off Machias, Me.:
(
!
) (

3
) Aug. 13, 1913, station 10098... 26 7

Aug. 12, 1914, station 10247.. 42 3

32 2 Sept. 11, 1915, station 10316 9 25
13 5 Oct. 9, 1915, station 10327... (

2
) 0

8 5

1 Numbers about equal. 2 Predominant. 3 Fewer. 4 Not found.

Just how rapidly C. tripos may be expected to spread eastward toward Cape Sable

from its offshore center of abundance in the center of the gulf is yet to be learned.

It is established, however, that on August 12, 1913 (station 10095), and again on

September 2, 1915 (station 10311), the two species were present in roughly equal

numbers on German Bank, where longipes alone was found in June, 1915 (station

10290). Tripos greatly outnumbered longipes near Lurcher Shoal (station 10245)

and in the neighboring part of the basin (station 10246) as early as August 12 in 1914.

It is also probable that tripos will usually be found to dominate close in along the

west Nova Scotian coast before the middle of September, for it outnumbered longipes

near land off Shelburne (a few miles east of Cape Sable) on the 6th of that month in

1915 (station 10313, 30 tripos to 12 longipes), where we had found longipes predomi-

nant the previous June, 40 as well as during July and August of 1914. 41

Ceratium tripos comes finally and definitely to dominate over C. longipes in all

parts of the gulf by the middle or end of October, including even the coastal belt east

of Penobscot Bay. McMurrich (1917) did not find longipes at all at St. Andrews
after the 16th of that month, whereas C. tripos occurred there regularly from that

date until March 2, when Ceratium disappeared with the inception of the vernal

flowering of diatoms.

C. tripos has greatly outnumbered C. longipes in all the parts of the gulf we have
visited in midwinter; in fact, the latter, if not wanting, was at least so rare that I

failed to find it in several of the samples examined.

Relative abundance of the several species of Ceratium in winter, from samples

Locality
C. lon-
gipes

C. tripos C. fusus
C. arcti-

cum

Massachusetts Bay, Dec. 29, 1920, station 10488. 1 19 2 2
Off Cape Ann, Dec. 29, 1920, station 10489. 1 20 1 0
Western Basin, Dec. 29, 1920, station 10490 0 50 2 0
Off Cape Cod, Dec. 30, 1920, station 10491 2 30 3 0
Off Merrimac River, Dec. 30, 1920, station 10492 1 18 1 0
Off Isles of Shoals, Dec. 30, 1920, station 10493 0 15 3 1
Off Cape Elizabeth, Dec. 30, 1920, station 10494. 0 15 3 X
Off Penobscot Bay, Jan. 1, 1921, station 10496 1 40 2 0
Off Mount Desert Island, Jan. 1, 1921, station 10497 2 35 4 3
Off Machias, Me., Jan. 4, 1921, station 10498 1 15 1 0
Fundy Deep, Jan. 4, 1921, station 10499 1 52 7 0
Eastern Basin, Jan. 4, 1921, station 10500 3 20 13 0
Eastern Basin, Jan. 5, 1921, station 10502 7 43 1 0
Off Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, Jan. 4, 1921, station 10501. 1 19 2 o

40 Station 10291, 19 longipes, 1 tripos; station 10294, many longipes and intermediates between it and arctica, no tripos.

41 Station 10232, July 28, many longipes, no tripos; station 10233, July 28, 42 longipes, 3 tripos; station 10243, August 11, many
longipes, no tripos.

8951—28 27
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The hauls listed above are further interesting as showing that C. arcticum, so

widely distributed in spring (p. 407) but not detected in the gulf in late summer or

autumn, reappears there in small numbers in midwinter, but curiously enough along

its northern and western shores and not in the eastern side.

There is no reason to suppose that any notable alteration takes place in the

relative numbers of the several species of Ceratium during the months of January and

February; certainly not off Gloucester during the winter of 1913, where C. tripos

Fig. Ill—Proportionate numbers of C. longipes (solid curve) and C. tripos (broken curve) in samples of 100 Ceratium of

all species in the Massachusetts Bay region at different seasons, 1913 to 1922

continued predominant until the diatom flowerings commenced in March. Doctor

McMurrich’s plankton lists also show this to have been the case at St. Andrews during

1916.

The mutual fluctuations of C. tripos and C. longipes in the northern part of

Massachusetts Bay are represented in the accompanying diagram (fig. Ill) based on

the combined data for the years 1912, 1913, 1915, 1916, and 1920, which will serve

equally for the offshore parts of the gulf if the reversal of dominance be imagined as



Bull. U. S. B. F., 1924. (Doc. 968.)

Fig. 112.—Phytoplankton dominated by Ccratium longiprs, with only an occasional C. tripos. The photograph
also shows eopepod nauplii. Surface haul off Cape Elizabeth, August 14, 1914 (station 10251). X 50

Fig. 113.—Monotonous Ceratium tripos plankton, with occasional C.fusus, Peridinium, and eopepod nauplii.

Surface haul off Cape Cod. October 26. 1915 (station 10336'. X about 25



Bull. U. S. B. F., 1924. (Doc. 968.)

Fig. 114.—Phytoplankton dominated by Centrum tripos with fewer C. fusus. Surface haul in Massachusetts
Bay, October 26, 1915 (station 10337). X 50

^ lc:
' F,

5 ' Pendinian plank on dominated by Peiidinium, with Ceralium longipes and C. arclica
Surface haul, eastern side of basin of the Gulf of Maine, May 6, 1915 (station 10270). X 40
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taking place a month or so earlier in the season. With similar emendation in date in

one direction or the other, it would apply to Massachusetts Bay equally in an “ early”

year, such as 1913, or in a late year.

The mutual fluctuations of G. tripos and C. longipes may be summarized as

follows for the Gulf of Maine as a whole:

Early in spring when the vernal augmentation of diatoms is at its height, Cera-

tium (and indeed all peridinians) practically vanishes from the gulf, an event taking

place first along the northwest coast, where the diatoms flower earliest, and soo

afterwards in other parts of the gulf. After the flowerings of diatoms dwindle, C
longipes (fig. 112) multiplies until July, when all the gulf, except for a narrow zone

along its northeast and east coasts, supports an abundant Ceratium plankton.

During July C. tripos (figs. 113 and 114) multiplies in the central deeps. As the

summer advances the area of abundance of C. tripos expands coastwise and the stock

of C. longipes dwindles until tripos becomes predominant along the southwestern, the

eastern, and finally along the northwestern and northern coasts of the gulf, with C.

longipes persisting latest as an important factor in the plankton in the region between

Cape Elizabeth and the Grand Manan Channel. C. tripos predominates throughout

the winter, but even then, when C. longipes is at its lowest ebb, the latter has occurred

in small numbers at most of our stations; nor does either species vanish wholly

from the gulf at any season, though either may be so scarce when the other is at

its peak of abundance, as well as during the flowering period of the diatoms, that

careful search of considerable amounts of plankton may be required to reveal its

presence.

The seasonal changes in the relative abundance of these two peridinians must
not, of course, be understood to take place in as orderly a manner as they are repre-

sented here, for they are undoubtedly accompanied by temporary interruptions and
even reversals, which would alter the smooth curves to a succession of zig-zags, were
daily or weekly records available. In fact, such a reversal is known to have taken

place in 1915 off Machias, Me., where longipes was predominant on July 15 (in the

proportion of 16 longipes to 3 tripos at station 10301), was outnumbered by tripos

on September 11 (station 10316), was again predominant on October 9 (station

10327), and would doubtless have been found outnumbered by tripos a month after

that, had we visited that region again later in the season. Sporadic alternations of

this sort do not weaken the general thesis that the succession, as here outlined, is a

regular and characteristic feature of the planktonic cycle of the gulf, however, though

its time table varies from year to year, as do all other seasonal changes in the sea.

In the foregoing account I have purposely refrained from alluding to the status

of the two leading species of Ceratium on Georges Bank in late summer or autumn
(longipes predominates there in spring and early summer (p. 408) as it does elsewhere

in the gulf), because no collection of phytoplankton has yet been made on the bank
during the half year, August to February1

.

A fourth species of Ceratium

—

C. fusus—has been taken so often in our tow
nets that it deserves brief mention, though it is never predominant in the Gulf of

Maine. C. fusus has been found at most of the stations where the genus as a whole
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occurs in any numbers, and at all seasons
,

42 both in the inner parts of the gulf, on
Georges Bank, on Browns Bank, and off southern Nova Scotia (Bigelow, 1917, p.

323). It has been lacking, or at least so rare as to be overlooked, whenever diatoms

swarm, in which it parallels the more abundant species, tripos and longipes; occasion-

ally, also, among catches of Ceratium plankton. However, no more definite seasonal

fluctuation in abundance has been established for it in the Gulf of Maine, nor any
regional concentration. Notwithstanding its nearly universal distribution in the

gulf and almost constant occurrence there, it seldom rivals the tricornuate forms of

Ceratium in abundance, the only instance of this sort so far recorded being that

C. tripos and C.fusus were about equally numerous in the center of the gulf on August

10, 1913 (Bigelow, 1915, p. 334, station 10090).

The sporadic occurrence of the tropical species, C. macroceras, in the inner

parts of the gulf has already been alluded to (p. 393). C. buceplialum (Paulsen, 1908,

p. 77, fig. 100) has also been recognized once in early spring (mouth of the Bay of

Fundy, station 20079, March 22, 1920); likewise off the southeast face of Georges

Bank on February 22, 1920 (station 20044), and south of Marthas Vineyard, Novem-
ber 11, 1916 (station 10406).

Other peridinians

Only two other genera of peridinians have so far been definitely recognized in

the Gulf of Maine—Peridinium and Dinophysis—though others doubtless occur.

The former has been noted in practically every summer sample in which Ceratium

occurs (Bigelow, 1915, p. 334); that is, it is practically universal in the gulf except

in regions and at times where diatoms flower abundantly, (and even there it may be

present but overshadowed by their masses) or when the plankton is so scanty that

it may have been overlooked, though actually present, as, for example, at several

of our stations in the early spring of 1920. Peridinium is usally a minor element in

the phytoplankton; far less numerous than its companion genus Ceratium. In

summer and early autumn the only exceptions to this rule have been on the western

part of Georges Bank, July 20, 1914 (stations 10215 and 10216); near Mount Desert

Island, September 15, 1915 (station 10317); and off Penobscot Bay, October 9 of that

same year (station 10329), where the genus as a whole (represented by several species)

was nearly as numerous as either species of Ceratium. Peridinium is relatively

even less important in early spring, as exemplified by our cruises of March and April,

1920, when it was represented by few or occasional examples only, though it occurred

at about half the stations, distributed over the gulf generally 43 except in the rich

diatom centers. In May of 1915, however, Peridinium not only occurred at every

station where Ceratium was detected, but rivaled the latter in abundance in the

eastern side of the gulf (fig. 115, stations 10270, 10272, and 10273).

As it was again an important element in the plankton of the southwestern part

of the basin and of the South Channel on May 17, 1920 (stations 20127, 20128, and

« For records of its occurrence in the summer hauls of 1913 and 1914 see Bigelow, 1915, p. 333, and 1917, p. 323. During the

autumn of 19J6 it was recognized at stations 10400 to 10406; during the spring of 1920 at stations 20044 to 20046, 20048, 20049, 20052 to

20065, 20057, 20063 to 20005, 20067, 20068, 20070 to 20074, 20077, 20080, 20086, 20087, 20093, 20096 to 20098, 20101, 20108, 20111, 20112, 200116,

20118, 20125, and 20128; and at all the stations during December, 1920, and January, 1921 (stations 10488 to 10502).

43 Recorded for stations 20044, 20045, 20046, 20048, 20057, 20060, 20064, 20065, 20068, 20071, 20074, 20075, 20080, 20086,20088,20089,

20096, 20111, 20118, and 20119 for these months.
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20129), it is probable that a considerable production of Peridinium takes place

during that month. Doctor McMurrich likewise notes Peridinium as appearing in

May at St. Andrews, and occurring in some numbers from June until September,

while Willey (1913) describes it as sometimes abundant there in July and August.

Specific identification of the several members of this genus which occur in our

tow nettings must await a specialist, but I may note that P. depressum 44 was the

species chiefly responsible for the May maximum in the eastern half of the gulf in

1915, whereas most of the specimens so far identified in the rich catches from the

other side of the gulf in the same month of 1920, especially station 20127, were P.

crassipes. Inasmuch as the few Peridinium so far named from the summer and

autumn catches likewise belong to P. crassipes, it is probable that that species

occurs in the gulf throughout the year. P. pallidum is also recorded from the center

of the gulf (Bigelow, 1915, p. 334, station 10090). The only species so far identified,

in the estuarine waters off St. Andrews is P. divergens, typically a neritic form (Willey

1913; McMurrich, 1917).

The genus Dinophysis has been noted often enough in a preliminary examina-

tion of the catches to show that it may be expected anywhere in the gulf in summer,

at which season its presence has been established in the central basin, off Lurcher

Shoal, in the northeast corner of the gulf, in the coastal belt between Cape Elizabeth

and Penobscot Bay, on the northwest part of Georges Bank, and off Shelburne,

Nova Scotia; but only occasional specimens have been noticed among the Ceratium.

Until its presence in the hauls has been fully listed, discussion of its seasonal and

regional distribution would be idle; but its absence or at least rarity in the spring

hauls for the years 1913, 1915, and 1920 suggests that it is at its lowest ebb at that

season. Most of our records for Dinophysis are based on D. norvegica, a species

widely distributed in northern waters (Paulsen, 1908). D. homunculus, native to

warm seas and a valuable index for warm currents because it is easy to recognize,

has not been found within the gulf although a lookout has been kept for it, but was
noted south of Marthas Vineyard on October 1

,
1915 (station 10332).

No doubt the plankton of the gulf will finally be found to include many if not

most of the naked peridinians known from other seas. 45 So far, however, I can

only record the presence of considerable numbers of an unidentified gymnodinid
among the scanty plankton of the Eastern Basin on March 3, 1920 (station 20055).

DIATOMS

It is probable that with sufficient search all the diatom species that are pelagic

in northern seas would be found in the Gulf of Maine at one season or another, but

few species or groups of species, and fewer genera, are ever sufficiently abundant
there to dominate the plankton .

48

The following remarks apply chiefly to the open gulf. Quite different associations

of diatoms are to be expected in its estuarine tributaries, especially a rich representa-

tion of brackish-water species that have been practically nonexistent at our Grampus.

Albatross, and Halcyon stations. No study has yet been made of the plankton of

14 Identifications follow Paulsen (1908).

** For descriptions of these, see Knfoid and Swezy’s (1921) monograph and beautiful illustrations.

48 On the identifications of the diatoms see p. 382.
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the various river mouths, bays, and harbors between Cape Cod and Grand Manan,
but McMurrich (1917), Bailey (1917), and Fritz (1921) have published extensive

lists of the diatoms occurring in the neighborhood of St. Andrews as well as at other

localities in the Bay of Fundy and its tributaries, and Fish (1925) has done so for

Woods Hole diatoms.

The survey of the diatoms, like that for the peridinians (p. 407), may commence
at the end of the winter or first days of spring. At this season, as exemplified by the

cruises of the Albatross during February and March, 1920, the diatom communities

of the gulf fall naturally into three groups, according to locality— 1, the sparse diatom

flora of the whole deep basin and of the eastern half of the gulf from the mouth of the

Bay of Fundy and the Nova Scotian coast on the one side to Cape Cod on the other,

and from the 100-meter contour on the north to the shallows of Georges Bank on
the south (p. 383)

; 2, the rich area on the western part of Georges Bank (p. 385) ;
and 3,

an even more productive zone along the western shore of the gulf (p. 383)

.

Over all the considerable expanse of the first area, noted on the chart (fig. 104)

as “sparse mixed”, Coscinodiscus (mingled with peridinians, as I have noted

above) is the dominant diatom genus in March (dominant, however, not so much
for its own numbers as for the scarcity of anything else)

,
with the easily recognized

G. asteromphalus (p. 437) its chief though not its only representative at that time.

At most of the March stations offshore the three species of Chsetoceras

—

C. decipiens,

C. atlanticum, and C. criophilum—were likewise practically universal in the gulf in

1920. 47 These three are all oceanic in nature (Gran, 1908 and 1912; Ostenfeld, 1913)

;

such, likewise, are Chsetoceras densum, Rhizosolenia semispina, and R. styliformis,

which have been detected at 5, 12, and 2 of the February and March stations in 1920.

The offshore hauls likewise yielded an unmistakable if minor component of neritic

origin, contributed by the coastal belt or by the offshore banks, including the follow-

ing species: Chsetoceras debile, Ch. didymum, Ch. diadema, Ch. mitra, Ch. sociale,

GJi. laciniosum, Ch. contortum, Biddulphia aurita, Eucampia zodiacus, Licnophora,

Lauderia glacialis
,

48 Thalassiothrix nitschioides, Skeletonema, and Thalassiosira.

Thalassiothrix longissima, which is partly oceanic and partly neritic on the other

side of the Atlantic (Ostenfeld, 1913), was likewise detected just north of Georges

Bank (station 20064) and on its eastern part (station 20066) on March 11.

When the occurrence of these several neritic forms is plotted for March, 1920

(fig. 1 16) .i t is evident (as might be expected) that they were most abundant around

the periphery of the gulf, and especially in its western side between Massachusetts

Bay and Portland, where diatoms were flowering actively at the time (p. 383) ;
very

rare, indeed, in the central deeps of the gulf, to whose diatom flora neither the coast

line nor the shallow banks were contributing appreciably. It is interesting that this

was equally true of the eastern part of Georges Bank in that March, though neritic

diatoms swarm there at other seasons (p. 391).

17 These three species were detected side by side at 21 stations for February and March, 1920 (stations 20044 to 20046; 20048 to

20050, 20053, 20057, 20061 to 20069, 20071, 20082, 20086, 20088); decipiens and criophyllum at stations 20070, 20078, 20079, 20088; atlanticum

and criophyllum at station 20052; atlanticum and decipiens at stations 20056 and 20083; atlanticum only at station 20054; and decipiens

only at stations 20058, 20059, 20060, 20072, and 20084.

18 This species is well described and figured by Gran (1908), but Dr. Albert Mann, in a letter, remarks that several other diatoms

are confused under the synonyms there given.
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I may add, for the sake of completeness, that much the same list of diatoms

occurred over the whole breadth of the continental shelf off Shelburne, Nova Scotia,

on March 19, 1920 (stations 20073 to 20076), though here the variety of species per

Fig. 116.—Occurrence of certain neritic diatoms in February and March, 1920, a dot for each locality record of the following

species: Biddulphia aurita, Chsetoceras debile, Ch. contortum, Ch.diadema, Ch. didymum, Ch.laciniosum, Ch.mitra, Ch.

sociale, Eucampia, Lauderia glacialis, Licnophora, Skeletonema, Thalassiothrix nitschioides, and Thalassiosira. The
hatched curve incloses the area where most of the stations yielded five or more of these species; the stippled curve where
we found none of them

station averaged larger than in the neighboring parts of the Gulf of Maine, as, for

example, in Browns Bank, in the Northern Channel, and along western Nova
Scotia. The most interesting feature of the diatom communities along this line is
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that Coscinodiscus was most numerous over the inner half of the shelf where it,

together with the oceanic species Ghsetoceras criophilum and Gh. decipiens, composed
the bulk of the catch (stations 20073 to 20075), but occurred only sparsely at the

outer stations (stations 20076 and 20077) ;
whereas neritic species (notably Ch. mitra,

Ch. diadema, Gh. laciniosum, Gh. debile, and Thalassiothrix nitschioides ) were most
plentiful over the outer half of the shelf (stations 10275 and 10276), not next the

land as one might have expected, and even occurred outside the continental slope

as well (station 20077).

Such a concentration of neritic forms at the outer stations off Shelburne instead

of at the inner is intelligible when hydrographic conditions are taken into account,

because the axis of the cold Nova Scotian current of low salinity, itself essentially

neritic in its biologic aspect, occupied precisely the same location at the time.

The abundant diatom community already mentioned (p. 383) as characterizing

the western part of Georges Bank on February 23, 1920, consisted chiefly of slimy

masses of the tiny neritic species Ghsetoceras sociale, not of Coscinodiscus nor of the

oceanic species of Chsetoceras, though Gh. decipiens, Gh. criophilum, and Gh. atlan-

ticum all occurred there, as did the neritic forms Rhizosolenia shrubsolei, Eucampia
zodiacus, and Leptocylindrus. This flowering of Gh. sociale was very local, as seems

usually to be the case when concentrations of diatoms occur on Georges Bank, and
was confined strictly to the comparatively shoal waters of the bank (stations 20046

and 20047). Gh. sociale was sought in vain in the tow netting over the edge only

20-odd miles distant (station 20045), where Thalassiothrix nitschioides and an

occasional cell of Guinardia and Ghsetoceras diadema were the only neritic diatoms

recognized. The very sparse community of diatoms in the basin immediately to

the north of the bank (station 20048) consisted of the same oceanic species of diatoms

that characterize the central parts of the gulf generally in February and March—that

is, Coscinodiscus, Ghsetoceras atlanticum, Gh. criophilum, Gh. decipiens, Gh. boreale,

Ch. densum, Rhizosolenia semispina, and Thalassiothrix longissima.

No tropical phytoplankton was found at our stations outside the continental

slope in February or March, 1920 (stations 20044, 20069, and 20077).

Our work for 1913 had already suggested that the diatoms that first commence
rapid multiplication in the Cape Ann-Cape Elizabeth region in spring are the fore-

runners of the vernal flowerings that are the most spectacular event in the yearly

planktonic cycle of the Gulf of Maine. These are the several species of Chsetoceras

that may rival the peridinians here and there along the coast even as early as the last

of January or early February, especially in Ipswich Bay. Shortly thereafter the

genus Thalassiosira begins flowering, a phenomenon which we have been able to

follow through parts of the years 1913, 1915, and 1920.

In 1920 the tow at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay contained Thalassiosira,

besides several other kinds of diatoms, on March 1 (station 20050; see list p. 423);

and Thalassiosira and Chsetoceras must both have commenced flowering actively

even earlier than this alongshore between Cape Ann and Cape Elizabeth that year,

the “rich” diatom area outlined on the chart (fig. 104) being dominated by these

two genera on March 4 and 5.

The list given below (p. 425) for the station near Cape Elizabeth (20059), which

was paralleled near the Isles of Shoals (station 20060), and the dominance by Thalas-
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siosira may be taken as typical of this part of the coastwise belt during the first half

of March. A few miles farther out at sea, however, on the same day, between

the Isles of Shoals and Jeffrey’s Ledge (station 20061), the several species of Chseto-

ceras, combined, dominated instead of Thalassiosira, though there was also a con-

siderable amount of the latter in the catch; in fact, practically a repetition of the

list of species given for station 20059 (p. 425).

In the spring of 1921, when we found the vernal flowering just commencing along

the western shores of the gulf during the first week of March, there was a typical

though still only moderately plentiful Thalassiosira-Chsetoceras plankton in Massa-

chusetts Bay on the 4th (station 10505), dominated by the former, with Chsetoceras

debile, Ch. didymum, Oh. diadema, Oh. decipiens, Biddulphia aurita, Ditylium bright-

wellii, Coscinosira, Coscinodiscus, Lauderia borealis, and Rhizosolenia semispina.

Thalassiosira nordenskioldi, with Biddulphia aurita, also dominated a very sparse

diatom plankton in Ipswich Bay that same day (station 10506), with a strong sprink-

ling of Ditylium brightwellii, a few Chsetoceras criophilum, Lauderia, and Coscino-

discus. North of this (stations 10507 and 10508) and farther offshore (stations

10509 and 10510) the water was still almost clear of diatoms except for Coscinodiscus.

In a tow near Seguin Island, March 4, 1920 (station 20058) Lauderia glacialis,

not Thalassiosira or Chsetoceras, dominated a moderately plentiful diatom plankton,

which also included Chsetoceras decipiens, Ch. debile, Ch. diadema, and other species

not yet determined, Rhizosolenia semispina and R. setigera, Thalassiosira nordenskioldi,

Tlialassiothrix nitschioides

,

and Coscinodiscus. The assemblage of species was much
the same near Mount Desert Island the day before, though the plankton was extremely

scanty (station 20056; see list, p. 426). The inference from this is that Lauderia

began flowering in this zone earlier in the season than either Thalassiosira or Chseto-

ceras. We have found no evidence of such a sequence either between Cape Cod
and Cape Elizabeth in the one side of the gulf or off western and southern Nova
Scotia in the other (the latter marked “ sparse diatom” on the chart, fig. 104),

where tows during the second and third weeks of March, 1920, shortly antedating

the local flowerings of Thalassiosira and Chsetoceras, yielded no Lauderia at all but

were dominated by Coscinodiscus, the diatom flora, as a whole, still being very

sparse, though including a considerable list of species (see list, p. 427
;
stations 20072,

20078, and 20084).

In the coastal waters of the gulf the genera Thalassiosira and Chsetoceras are

the most characteristic members of the diatom flora of spring; it is unusual for any
other to dominate there after the vernal flowerings are well underway.

Rapid multiplication of Thalassiosira and Chsetoceras is responsible for the

expansion of the extent of rich diatom plankton which takes place in the western

side of the gulf from March on (p. 385) . In 1920 Thalassiosira nordenskioldi, Chsetoceras

debile, and C. decipiens together dominated the plankton in Massachusetts Bay
on April 6 (stations 20089 and 20090), with a considerable list of other species less

numerous (see list, p. 424).

The swarms of diatoms off Cape Ann (station 20091), northward past Cape
Elizabeth, across the mouth of Casco Bay, and seaward out to Platts Bank (stations

20091 to 20096) also consisted chiefly of Thalassiosira and of various species of

8951—28 28
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Chsetoceras. The lists given below for station 20093 off the Isles of Shoals (p. 425)

and station 20095 off Cape Elizabeth (p. 425) may serve as representative.

The two genera, Thalassiosira and Chsetoceras, similarly dominated the plankton

in the Isles of Shoals region during the April flowerings of the year 1913, as well as

in Massachusetts Bay, where the tow on the 3d was chiefly Thalassiosira norden-

slcioldi and TJi. gravida, with a scattering of Chsetoceras decipiens, Ch. densum, Ch.

atlanticum, Ch. contortum, Biddulphia aurita, Coscinosira polychorda, Thalassiothrix

nitschioides, and Rhizosolenia semispina (Bigelow, 1914a, p. 405).

Much the same lists of species—chiefly Thalassiosira and Chsetoceras—are respon-

sible for the April flowerings of diatoms off western Nova Scotia, in the eastern side of

the gulf, and out from Cape Sable across Browns Bank to the Eastern Channel (see lists

for stations 20103, 20105, 20106, and 20107, pp. 428, 429. But whereas Thalassiosira

is, on the whole, the dominant genus in the western side of the gulf in April and some-

times almost monopolizes the water there (p. 452)
,
it has been entirely overshadowed

by a great abundance of Chsetoceras in all the hauls in the eastern side. This was
also the case with the rich gathering of diatoms made off the southeast slope of

Georges Bank on April 16 (station 20109; see list, p. 430). Douthart’s tows in

1913 over the northern part of Georges Bank suggest that Chsetoceras is also the most
characteristic spring flowering diatom there (hence over the offshore banks as a whole),

for on April 14 Chsetoceras densum, Ch. atlanticum, and Ch. decipiens dominated on
the central part of the bank, with smaller amounts of Thalassiosira nordenskioldi

and Th. gravida, besides a scattering of Ditylium brightwellii, Rhizosolenia obtusa,

Rh. styliformis, Rh. semispina, Thalassiothrix nitschioides, Asterionella japonica,

Coscinodiscus, Coscinosira, and the neritic genus Pleurosigma. The fact that Rhizo-

solenia styliformis instead of Chsetoceras dominated an equally productive gathering

a few miles to the westward two weeks later illustrates the local fluctuations in the

flowerings of different diatoms (Bigelow, 1914a, p. 415).

As the flowerings of diatoms expand eastward along the coast of Maine and
offshore over the western half of the basin from April to May (p. 385), Thalassiosira

continues to dominate in the coastwise belt (the seasonal expansions and contractions

in the range of Thalassiosira are described below, p. 449), and Chsetoceras offshore.

The very rich gathering in the western side of the basin on May 5, 1915 (station

10267), consisting chiefly of three species of the latter, was one of the most monot-
onous we have made (see list, p. 429). The rich diatom plankton on the south-

western part of Georges Bank on May 17, 1920 (station 20128), was chiefly

Chsetoceras sociale (p. 430).

The status of the diatoms in summer, autumn, and early winter is discussed

above (p. 391) and in the accounts of the several genera. The phenomena chiefly

deserving attention are flowerings of Guinardia, Thalassiothrix, and Rhizosolenia

on Georges Bank in July (p. 391), of Rhizosolenia in the shoalw ater off Marthas
Vineyard in August (p. 431), the very productive flowering of Asterionella japonica

along the coast of northern Maine in August, 1912 (p. 431), the persistence of an

abundance of Thalassiosira and Chsetoceras in the region of Mount Desert Island

until into autumn (p. 426) and in the eastern side of the basin until late in the summer
of 1912 (p. 392), and the flowerings of Skeletonema and Rhizosolenia alata in Massa-
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Fig. 117.—Phytoplankton near Seguin Island, March 4, 1920 (station 20058), dominated by Laudcria glacialis,

Thalassiosira, Chaetoeeras, Rhizosolenia, and Tlialassiothrix nitschioides. (See list, p. 425.)

Fig. 118.—Sample of a rich flowering of Thalassiosira from a surface haul off Penobscot Bay, May 12, 1915 (station

10276). X 150
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Fig. 119.—Phytoplankton of early spring dominated by neritie species of the diatom genus Chaetoceras. Sur-
face haul near Cape Elizabeth, March 4, 1920 (station 20059). X 150. (See list, p. 425.)

Fig. 120—Diatom plankton near Lurcher Shoal, April 12, 1920 (station 20101), surface haul, dominated by
oceanic species of Chaetoceras, X 150. (See list, p. 42S.)



Bull. U. S. B. F., 1924. (Doc. 968.)

Fig. 121.—Diatom plankton in the western side of the basin of the Gulf of Maine, May 5, 1915 (station 10267,
surface), dominated by the oceanic species Chaetcceras densum. X 150. (See list, p. 429.)

Fig. 122.—Diatom plankton on the northeastern part of Georges Bank, April 17 .1920 (station 20111), dominated
by Coscinodiscus with several species of Chaetoceras. X 40. (See Jjst, p. 430.)



Bull. U. S. B. F., 1924. (Doc. 968.)
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Fig. 123.—Diatom plankton in the western part of Georges Bank, July 9, 1913 (station 10059), dominated by
Guivardia flaccida and Eucampia. (See list, p. 431.)

Fig. 124.—Diatom plankton on the western part of Georges Bank, July 23, 1916 (station 10347), dominated by
Thalassiothrix longissima and Rhizosolenia styliformis (see list p. 431). X 75



Bull. U. S. B. F., 1924. (Doc. 968.)

Fig. 125.—Phytoplankton south of Marthas Vineyard, August, 1914 (station 10258), dominated by the
diatom Khizosolenia semispina. X 150. (See list, p. 431.)

Fig, 126.—Midwinter phytoplankton in the inner part of Massachusetts Bay (station 10488, December, 1920),
dominated by the diatom genus Coscinodiscus, with Chaetoceras, the peridinian Ceratium longipes, and miero-
copepods. X 40
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chusetts Bay and of the former in the Bay of Fundy late in summer and early in

autumn (p. 394). Fish (1925) has already called attention to the interesting fact

that these, which are summer forms in Massachusetts Bay to the north of Cape Cod,

dominated the December catch at Woods Hole. The winter flowering of Rh. alata

in Cape Cod Bay, described above (p. 396), is also interesting because suggesting a

more southerly seasonal cycle there than for other parts of the gulf.

The accompanying photographs (figs. 117 to 126) illustrate the actual associa-

tions of the various species of diatoms in different parts of the Gulf of Maine from

season to season. Several representative lists for standard stations also follow.

The reader is cautioned, however, that in no case do these pretend to be complete,

only the more numerous forms, such as would be found by examining a fair sample

(but without exhaustive search)
,
being enumerated. Whenever the genus Chsetoceras

forms any considerable part of the total plankton it has comprised specimens (listed

as Chgetoceras sp.) the identity of which has not been determined for one reason or

another. But this limitation does not interfere seriously with the value of the lists,

for it is precisely the more common and therefore ecologically more important species

that are of interest to the student of broad oceanographic and biological problems.

The samples for each station were examined independently by Dr. Albert Mann
and by me unless otherwise noted. Species verified by Doctor Mann are starred.

Since no attempt is made to contribute to the systematics of the group, the nomen-
clature follows Gran’s (1908) convenient manual of the planktonic diatoms of northern

seas, except in the genus Coscinodiscus, where Doctor Mann recognizes the older

species, asteroraphalus Ehrenberg and oculus-iridis Ehrenberg, as distinct from sub-

bulliens Jorgensen.

Lists of diatoms at representative localities

[The most plentiful species for each station are so designated by being located above the dotted line. Species of which only

odd examples were noted are marked S. The presence of the starred (*) species was verified by Dr. Albert Mann.l

1.—Massachusetts Bay

A. Southwest side Cape Cod Bay, November
12, 1925 (Fish Hawlc, trip 1, station 9)

:

Diatoms scarce.49

Rhizosolenia alata dominant.

Chsetoceras boreale.

Ch. decipiens.

B. Center of Cape Cod Bay, February 7, 1925
( Fish Hawk, trip 6, station 7)

:

Diatoms abundant.49

Rhizosolenia alata dominant.

Chsetoceras decipiens.

Ch. boreale.

Coscinodiscus sp.

Thalassiosira nordenskioldi.

Thalassiothrix longissima.

4" Identified by Dr. C. J Fish.

C. West of Stellwagen Bank, February 28, 1925

(Fish Hawk, trip 7, station 2)

:

Diatoms very abundant.49

Thalassiosira nordenskioldi dominant.

Thalassiothrix longissima abundant.

Biddulphia aurita.

Chsetoceras atlanticum.

Ch. decipiens.

Coscinodiscus sp. (?).

Rhizosolenia alata.

Rh. semispina.

Thalassiothrix nitschioides.

D. Off Gloucester, March 1, 1920, station 20050:

Diatoms scarce.

Chsetoceras decipiens dominant.

*Tha)assiosira nordenskioldi dominant.
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D. Off Gloucester, March 1, 1920—Continued.

*Chsetoceras atlanticum.

*Ch. constrictum.

*Ch. criophilum.

Ch. debile.

Ch. diadema.

*Ch. didymum.
*Coscinodiscus concinnus.

*C. curvulatus.

*Lauderia glacialis.

*Nitschia seriata.

E. Off Gloucester, April 9, 1920, station 20090

:

50

Diatoms very abundant.
*Chsetoceras debile dominant.

*Thalassiosira nordenskioldi dominant.
*Chsetoceras contortum abundant.
*Ch. decipiens abundant.
*Ch. furcellatum abundant.

*Biddulphia aurita.

*Cha3toceras atlanticum S.

*Ch. criophilum.

*Ch. densum.
*Ch. diadema.

*Ch. scolopendra.

*Ch. willei.

*Coscinodiscus asteromphalus.

*Fragilaria cylindrus.

*Navicula sp. (?) S.

*Rhizosolenia semispina.

R. setigera.

2.

—

Neighborhood of

A. March 4 and 5, 1920, stations 20060 and
20061 combined:

Diatoms very abundant.

*Chsetoceras contortum dominant.

*Ch. diadema dominant.

*Thallassiosira gravida dominant.
*Th. nordenskioldi dominant.

*Biddulphia aurita.

*Chsetoceras atlanticum.

*Ch. criophilum.

*Ch. debile.

*Ch. decipiens.

*Ch. didj'mum.

*Ch. laciniosum.

*Ch. sociale.

*Ch. teres.

*Coscinodiscus asteromphalus.

30 The list of diatoms for a haul in the inner part of the bay

*Chaetoceras laciniosum* Ch. sociale, and *Ch. teres, likowise Rhizos

Coscinodiscus, Fragilaria, and Rhizosolenia styliformis.

E. Off Gloucester, April 9, 1920—Continued.

*R. styliformis.

*Thalassiosira gravida.

*Thalassiothrix nitschioides.

F. August 24, 1922, station 10635:

Diatoms moderately abundant.

Skeletonema costatum dominant.

Rhizosolenia alata.

(Skeletonema costatum and Rhizo-

solenia alata together constituted

nearly 100 per cent of the diatoms.)

Chtetoceras decipiens S.

Chaetoceras sp. (?) S.

G. August 24, 1922, station 10640:

Diatoms moderately abundant; many
Ceratium.

Rhizosolenia alata nearly 100 per cent

of the diatoms.

Skeletonema costatum.

H. October 1, 1915, station 10323 (near Cape
Cod):

Diatoms in medium abundance.

*Skeletonema costatum nearly 100 per

cent of the diatoms.

*Chsetoceras decipiens S.

*Coscinodiscus sp. (?) S.

*Rhizosolenia shrubsolei S.

the Isles of Shoals

A. March 4 and 5, 1920—Continued.

*C. concinnus.

*C. curvulatus.

*C. excentricus.

*C. radiatus.

*C. subtilis.

*Detonula cystifera.

*Ditylium brightwellii.

*Lauderia glacialis.

*Melosira borreri S.

*Nitschia seriata.

*Pleurosigma stuxbergii.

*Rhizosolenia semispina.

*R. setigera.

*Stephanodiscus astrea S.

*Skeletonema costatum.

*Thalassiosira baltica.

*Thalassiothrix nitschioides S.

n Apr. 6, 1920 (station 20089) is the same except that it includes

enia setigera and *Thalassiosira subtilis, but lacks Ch.furcellatums .
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B. April 9, 1920, station 20093. 61

Diatoms very abundant.

Chsetoceras decipiens dominant.

*Thalassiosira nordenskioldi dominant.

Chaetoceras debile abundant.

Rhizosolenia semispina abundant.

*Biddulphia aurita.

*Chsetoceras atlanticum.

*Ch. contortum.

*Ch. criophilum.

*Ch. diadema.

*Ch. furcellatum.

Ch. scolopendra.

*Ch. sociale.

*Ch. teres.

*Ch. willei.

*Coscinodiscus asteromphalus.

*C. concinnus.

*Pleurosigma stuxbergii.

*Rhizosolenia setigera.

Thalassiosira gravida.

Thalassiothrix nitschioides.

3.—Off Cape

A. March 4, 1920, station 20059 82 (fig. 119):

Diatoms abundant.

*Thalassiosira nordenskioldi dominant.

Chaetoceras contortum abundant.

C. Nearer the coast, in Ipswich Bay, April 9,

1920, station 20092:

Chaetoceras contortum dominant.

*Ch. debile dominant.

*Thalassiosira gravida dominant.

*Biddulphia aurita.

Chaetoceras atlanticum S.

Ch. contortum.

*Ch. decipiens.

*Ch. diadema.

*Ch. furcellatum.

Ch. laciniosum.

Ch. teres.

*Ch. wighami.

*Coscinodiscus concinnus.

Rhizosolenia semispina.

*R. setigera.

Thalassiosira nordenskioldi.

Thalassiothrix nitschioides.

Elizabeth

B. April 10, 1920—Continued.

*Ch. contortum dominant.
*Thalassiosira nordenskioldi dominant.

Biddulphia aurita.

Chaetoceras debile.

*Ch. decipiens.

*Ch. diadema.

Ch. didymum.
Ch. sociale.

Ch. teres.

Ch. sp. ?

*Coscinodiscus curvulatus.

*C. excentricus.

*Ditylium brightwellii. S.

Lauderia glacialis

Pleurosigma stuxbergii S.

*Rhizosolenia setigera.

*R. semispina.

Skeletonema costatum.

Thalassiothrix nitschioides.

Thalassiosira gravida.

B. April 10, 1920, station 20095:

Diatoms very abundant.

Chaetoceras debile dominant.

Biddulphia aurita.

Cerataulina bergonii S.

Chaetoceras atlanticum.

Ch. decipiens.

Ch. diadema.

Ch. didymum.
Ch. laciniosum.

Ch. scolopendra S.

Ch. sociale.

Ch. teres.

Ch. willei.

Coscinodiscus asteromphalus,

Coscinosira polychorda.

Eunotia areus S (accidentally present).

Nitschia closterium.

*N. seriata.

Rhizosolenia semispina.

*R. setigera.

Skeletonema costatum.

Thalassiosira gravida.

Thalassiothrix nitschioides.

*i The list for Platts Bank the next day (station 20094) was the same,'except that it included 'Chxtoceras densum and Ch,

didymum, *Coscinodiscus curvulatus, *Nitschia seriata, and Skeletonema costatum, but lacked Chxtoceras furcellatum, Ch. willei, and
Thalassiothrix nitschioides.

* J The list was the same near Seguin Island on that day (station 20058, fig. 117), except that it lacked Chxtoceras diadema, Coscino-

discus excentricus, and Rhizosolenia semispina, but included * Chxtoceras atlanticum, * Ch. criophilum, * Ch. laciniosum, * Ch. willei,

• Coscinodiscus asteromphalus, * C. concinnus, and C. subtilis.
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C. May 13, 1915, station 10277: 53

Diatoms very abundant.

Thalassiosira nordenskioldi dominant.

Thalassiothrix longissima abundant.

Chsetoceras contortum.

Ch. debile.

Ch. decipiens.

Ch. didymum.

4.—Neae

A. March 3, 1920, station 20056: 54

Diatoms scarce.

Lauderia glacialis dominant.

Coscinodiscus sp.?

Chsetoceras decipiens.

Ch. didymum.
Ch. atlanticum.

E. May 11, 1915, station 10275:

Diatoms very abundant.

*Thalassiosira nordenskioldi nearly 100

per cent of the catch.

*Biddulphia aurita.

Chsetoceras debile.

Ch. decipiens.

*Ch. diadema.

Rhizosolenia setigera.

*.Thalassiosira gravida.

(A scattering of each.)

C. June 11, 1915, station 10285:

Diatoms abundant.

*Thalassiosira nordenskioldi dominant.

*Chsetoceras contortum dominant.

*Ch. debile dominant.

Chsetoceras constrictum.

Ch. decipiens.

*Ch. furcellatum.

Ch. laciniosum.

*Ch. scolopendra S.

Ch. teres.

Ch. sp.?.

Coscinodiscus concinnus.

Coscinosira polychorda.

Lauderia glacialis.

Rhizosolenia semispina.

*R. setigera.

Thalassiosira gravida,

ss Not examined by Doctor Mann.
3« Not examined by Doctor Mann.
55 On Aug. 21, 1912, Asterionellajaponica was nearly 100 per

C. May 13, 1915—Continued.

Ch. laciniosum.

Coscinosira polychorda.

Ditylium brightwellii.

Lauderia glacialis.

Rhizosolenia semispina.

R. setigera.

Thalassiosira gravida.

Thalassiothrix nitschioides.

' Desekt Island

D. July 19, 1915, station 10302:

Diatoms in medium abundance.

Thalassiosira gravida dominant.

*Chsetoceras scolopendra abundant.

*Rhizosolenia setigera abundant.

Chsetoceras contortum.

Ch. debile.

*Ch. decipiens.

Coscinodiscus asteromphalus.

Nitschia seriata.

Rhizosolenia alata.

Thalassiosira decipiens.

Thalassiothrix nitschioides.

E. August 14, 1914, at a locality off the mouth of

Penobscot Bay, station 10250:

Diatoms abundant, with many Cera-

tium.

Chsetoceras criophilum dominant.

Ch. constrictum dominant.

Ch. decipiens dominant.

Ch. diadema dominant.

Ch. scolopendra dominant.

Chsetoceras debile.

Ch. densum.

Ch. laciniosum.

Ch. peruvianum.

Corethron valdiviae.

Licmophora jurgensii.

Nitschia seriata.

Rhabdonema arcuatum S.

Rhizosolenia setigera.

Skeletonema costatum.

Thalassiosira gravida.

Th. nordenskioldi.

F. September 15, 1915, station 10317: 65

Diatoms in medium abundance.

Thalassiosira gravida dominant.

ent of the very abundant phytoplankton in this region (p. 431).
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F. September 15, 1915—Continued.

*Coscinodiscus concinnus dominant.

Chsetoceras constrictum.

Ch. decipiens.

*Ch. diadema.

*Coscinodiscus oculus-iridis.

*C. asteromphalus.

*Ditylium brightwellii.

*Melosira crenulata.

*Nitschia closterium.

*Paralia sulcata.

*Pleurosigma normanii.

*Rhizosolenia setigera.

*R. shrubsolei.

*Skeletonema costatum.

*Thalassiosira nordenskioldi.

*Thalassiothrix longissima.

G. October 9, 1915, station 10328:

Diatoms moderately abundant.

*Chsetoceras decipiens numerous.

*Rhizosolenia setigera numerous.

5.—Bay

A. Petit Passage, Nova Scotia, June 10, 1915:

Diatoms very abundant.

*Chaetoceras contortum dominant.

*Ch. decipiens dominant.

*Ch. scolopendra dominant.

*Rhizosolenia semispina dominant.

*Actinoptychus undulatus S.

Chsetoceras constrictum.

*Ch. criophilum.

*Ch. debile.

*Ch. diadema.

6.—Banks off W
A. Near Seal Island, Nova Scotia, March 23,

1920, station 20084:

Diatoms scarce.

*Actinoptychus undulatus dominant.

*Biddulphia aurita dominant.

*Coscinodiscus concinnus dominant.

*C. asteromphalus dominant.

Chsetoceras decipiens.

*Paralia sulcata.

*Pleurosigma stuxbergii.

*Rhabdonema arcuatum.

*Rhaphoneis surirella.

*Rhizosolenia setigera.

*R. semispina.

Skeletonema costatum.

*Thalassiosira gravida.

*Thalassiothrix nitschioides.

G. October 9, 1915—Continued.

*Thalassiosira decipiens numerous.

*Thalassiothrix longissima numerous.

*Actinoptychus undulatus.

*Ch2etoceras breve.

*Ch. didymum.
*Ch. constrictum.

Ch. danicum.

Ch. debile.

*Ch. difficile (with endocysts).

*Ch. laciniosum.

*Coscinodiscus concinnus.

*C. excentricus.

*C. asteromphalus.

*C. oculus-iridis.

Coscinosira polychorda.

*Ditylium brightwellii.

*Paralia sulcata.

*Rhabdonema arcuatum.

*Rhizosolenia shrubsolei.

*Thalassiosira hyalina.

)F Fundy

A. Nova Scotia, etc.—Continued.

*Ch. laciniosum.

*Ch. teres (with endocysts).

*Corethron valdiviae.

*Coscinodiscus concinnus.

*Nitschia seriata.

*Paralia sulcata S.

*Rhabdonema arcuatum S.

*Rhizosolenia alata.

*Thalassiosira gravida.

*Thalassiosira nordenskioldi.

stern Nova Scotia

B. South of Seal Island, Nova Scotia, April 15,

1920, station 20104:

Very abundant diatom plankton.
*Chsetoceras contortum dominant.
*Ch. debile dominant.
*Ch. diadema dominant.

*Actinoptychus undulatus S.

*Biddulphia aurita.

*Chsetoceras criophilum.

*Ch. decipiens.

*Ch. laciniosum (with endocysts).

*Ch. seiracanthum.

*Paralia sulcata.

*Rhizosolenia semispina.

*Thalassiosira gravida.

Th. nordenskioldi.

*Th. decipiens.

*Thalassiothrix nitschioides.
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C. Near Lurcher Shoal, April 12, 1920, station

20101 (fig. 120):

Diatoms moderately abundant.

*Chaetoceras atlanticum dominant.

*Ch. criophilum dominant.

*Ch. decipiens dominant.

*Ch. laciniosum dominant.

Chsetoceras debile.

Ch. diadema.

*Ch. seiracanthum.

*Ch. scolopendra.

*Ch. sociale S.

*Coscinodiscus radiatus.

Lauderia glacialis.

*Rhizosolenia semispina.

*Thalassiosira decipiens.

Th. gravida.

*Tb. hyalina.

*Thalassiothrix nitschioides.

Th. longissima S.

D. German Bank, April 15, 1920, station

20103.68

Diatoms very abundant.

*Chsetoceras contortum dominant.

*Ch. debile dominant.

*Ch. decipiens dominant.

*Ch. laciniosum dominant (with en-

docysts)

.

*Biddulphia aurita.

*Chsetoceras atlanticum.

*Ch. criophilum.

*Ch. densum.

*Ch. diadema.

D. German Bank, April 15, 1920—Continued.

*Ch. didymum.
*Ch. scolopendra S.

*Coscinodiscus lineatus.

Coscinosira polychorda.

Lauderia glacialis.

*Pleurosigma longum S.

*Rhizosolenia semispina.

*R. setigera.

*Thalassiosira decipiens.

*Th. gravida.

Th. nordenskioldi.

*Thalassiothrix longissima.

*Th. nitschioides.

E. German Bank, June 9, 1915, station 10290

Diatoms in medium abundance.

*Rhizosolenia semispina dominant.
*Chsetoceras decipiens abundant.

*Actinoptychus undulatus.

Chsetoceras contortum.

Ch. debile.

*Ch. diadema.

*Ch. laciniosum.

*Coscinodiscus asteromphalus.

*Navicula directa S.

*N. lata S.

*Nitschia seriata.

*Pleurosigma normanii S.,

*P. stuxbergii S.,

*Rhaphoneis surirella S.,

*Rhizosolenia alata.

*R. styliformis.

Thalassiosira sp.?

7.—Western Basin abreast of Massachusetts Bay

B. April 18, 1920—Continued.

*Thalassiosira nordenskioldi abundant.

*Biddulphia aurita.

Chsetoceras densum.

Ch. contortum.

Ch. teres.

*Ch. scolopendra.

*Rhizosolenia setigera.

*Skeletonema costatum S.

*Thalassiothrix longissima.

" At a neighboring station (20104) Doctor Mann also lists • Adinoptychus undulatus, • Chuicceras seiracanthum, and *Paralia

sulcata.

97 A station (20114) in the center of the basin that same day adds the following species, verified by Doctor Mann: Chsetoceras

criophilum, Ch. didymum, Ch. furcellatum, Ch. teres; Rhizosolenia alata; Thalassiosira gravida, Thalassiothrix nitschioides; also Ch.

densum and Ch. contortum in another sample from station 20115.

A. February 23, 1920, stations 20049 and 20058:

Diatoms very scarce.

Coscinodiscus sp. ? dominant.

Chsetoceras decipiens.

Ch. atlanticum.

Ch. criophilum.

B. April 18, 1920, station 20115: 67

Diatoms moderately abundant.

*Chsetoceras atlanticum dominant.

*Ch. decipiens dominant.

*Rhizosolenia semispina dominant.
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c. May 5, 1915, station 10267 (fig. 121):

Diatoms very abundant.

*Ch£etoceras densum fully 50 per cent

of the catch.

C. May 5, 1915—Continued.

Chsetoceras criophilum.

*Ch. decipiens.

*Rhizosolenia semispina.

*Thalassiothrix longissima.

8. North Channel

A. March 20, 1920, station 20078: 88

Very few diatoms.

Chsetoceras contortum.

Ch. criophilum dominant.

Ch. didymum.
Coscinodiscus subbullien3.

Rhizosolenia semispina S.

B. April 15, 1920, station 20105:

Diatoms abundant.

*Chgetoceras decipiens dominant.

*Ch. diadema dominant.

*Thalassiothrix nitschioides also abun-

dant.

Bacteriosira fragilis S.

*Biddulphia aurita.

B. April 15, 1920—Continued.

Chsetoceras contortum S.

*Ch. criophilum.

*Ch. debile.

*Ch. laciniosum.

*Ch. teres S.

*Coscinodiscus asteromphalus,

*C. denarius S.

*Nitschia seriata.

*Pleurosigma stuxbergii S.

*Rhizosolenia alata.

*R. semispina.

R. styliformis.

*Thalassiosira decipiens.

*Th. gravida.

*Th. hyalina.

Th. nordenskioldi.

9.—Brown’s Bank

A. March 13, 1920, station 20072. 58

Scanty diatom and Ceratium plankton.

Coscinodiscus asteromphalus dominant.

Coscinodiscus sp. dominant.

Chsetoceras diadema.

Ch. debile.

Ch. mitra.

Thalassiothrix nitschioides.

B. April 16, 1920, station 20106:

Diatoms moderately abundant.

*Chsetoceras contortum dominant.

*Ch. debile dominant.

*Ch. decipiens dominant.

B. April 16, 1920—Continued.

*Ch. diadema dominant.

*Thalassiosira gravida abundant.

*Chsetoceras atlanticum.

Ch. criophilum.

*Ch. laciniosum.

*Coscinodiscus asteromphalus.

Coscinosira polychorda.

*Rhizosolenia semispina.

*R. setigera.

*Thalassiosira decipiens.

Th. hyalina.

*Th. nordenskioldi.

Thalassiothrix nitschioides.

10.

—

Eastern Channel

A. April 16, 1920, station 20107:

Diatoms very abundant.

*Chsetoceras contortum dominant.

*Ch. debile dominant.

*Ch. decipiens dominant.

*Thalassiosira gravida dominant.

*Th. nordenskioldi.

*Biddulphia aurita.

*ChEetoceras atlanticum.

*Ch. criophilum.

Ch. diadema.

A. April 16, 1920—Continued.

*Ch. laciniosum (with endocvsts)

*Coscinodiscus oculus-iridis.

*Fragilaria oceanica.

*Navicula frigida S.

*N. vanhoffeni S.

*Rhizosolenia alata.

*R. semispina.

*Thalassiosira bioculata.

*Th. hyalina.

*Th. sp. ?

*Thalassiothrix nitschioides.

t! Not examined by Doctor Mann.
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11.—Geobges Bank, east end

A. March 11, 1920, station 20066:

Diatoms not plentiful.

*Coscinodiscus asteromphalus domi-
nant.

*Actinoptychus undulatus.

Chsetoceras atlanticum.

*Ch. criophilum.

*Ch. decipiens.

Ch. densum.

*Ch. didymum.
*Coscinodiscus concinnus.

*C. excentricus.

*C. oculus-iridis.

*C. radiatus.

*Melosira sulcata.

Rhaphoneis surirella.

*Thalassiothrix nitschioides.

B. April 16, 1920, station 20109, southeast edge

of bank.

Diatoms very abundant.

Chsetoceras debile dominant.

*Ch. decipiens dominant.

*Ch. laciniosum dominant.

Chsetoceras atlanticum.

*Ch. contortum.

*Ch. criophilum.

*Ch. densum.

*Ch. diadema.

*Ch. didymum.
*Coscinodiscus asteromphalus.

C. sp.?

B. April 16, 1920—Continued.

*Fragilaria oceanica.

Lauderia glacialis.

Nitschia seriata.

Pleurosigma stuxbergii.

Rhizosolenia semispina.

*Skeletonema costatum.

Thalassiosira gravida, abundant.
*Th. nordenskioldi, abundant.
*Th. hyalina.

Thalassiothrix longissima.

*Th. nitschioides.

C. April 17, 1920, northeast part of bank,
station 20111 (fig. 122):

Diatoms in medium abundance.
Chaetoceras atlanticum.

Coscinodiscus 60 dominant.

Chsetoceras decipiens.

*Ch. densum.

Coscinodiscus concinnus.

*C. heteroporus (?)

D. July 23, 1914, station 10224:

Diatoms abundant.

Guinardia flaccida dominant.

Rhizosolenia shrubsolei notably abun-
dant.

Actinoptychus undulatus.

*Cerataulina bergonii.

Navicula gelida.

Rhizosolenia semispina.

*R. styliformis.

12.—Georges Bank, western end

A. February 22, 1920, station 20046:

Diatoms abundant.

Chsetoceras sociale dominant.

*Actinoptychus undulatus.

Chsetoceras atlanticum.

*Ch. criophilum.

Ch. decipiens.

Coscinodiscus crassus.

*C. subbulliens.

Eucampia zodiacus.

Guinardia flaccida.

Leptocylindrus sp.?

Navicula gelida.

Nitschia sp.? abundant.

Rhizosolenia imbricata.

B. May 17, 1920, station 20128:

Diatoms few on surface, abundant at

20 meters.

*Chsetoceras sociale dominant.

Chsetoceras atlanticum.

*Ch. decipiens.

Coscinodiscus concinnus.

*C. subtilis.

Navicula gelida.

Pleurosigma normanii.

Thalassiosira decipiens.

Thalassiothrix longissima.

oo Doctor Mann states ‘‘fully 50 per cent of the diatoms are an intermediate form between C. asteromphalus and C. oculus-

ridis, having the convexity and areolation of the former and the fineness and general delicacy of the latter. Indeed, Rattray and

others look on C. oculus-iridis as not a valid species ”
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C. July 9, 1913, station 10059 (fig. 123)

:

Diatoms very abundant.

*Guinardia flaccida dominant.

*Eucampia zodiacus dominant.

*Biddulphia alternans.

*Coscinodiscus asteromphalus.

*Pleurosigma normanii.

*Rhizosolenia alata.

*R. shrubsolei.

*R. stolforthii.

*R. styliformis.

Skeletonema costatum.

*Stephanopyxis turris.

13.

—

Shallow water sout

A. August 25, 1914, station 10258 (fig. 125)

:

Very abundant diatom plankton.

Rhizosolenia semispina 100 per cent

of a large sample.

D. July 23, 1916, station 10347 (fig. 124)

:

Diatoms very abundant.

*Thalassiothrix longissima dominant.

*Rhizosolenia styliformis dominant.

(Both together constitute 90 per cent

of the phytoplankton.)

*Actinoptychus undulatus.

*Biddulphia alternans.

*Coscinodiscus concinnus

*C. oculus-iridis.

*C. woodwardii.

*Pleurosigma normanii.

*Rhaphoneis amphiceros.

of Marthas Vineyard 61

A. August 25, 1914—Continued.

Guinardia flaccida S.

No other diatoms noted.

Notes on the dominant genera of diatoms

On the following pages such notes are given on the status of the more prominent

genera as the preliminary examination of the tow nettings warrant. For convenient

reference the genera are arranged alphabetically.

Asterionella

Asterionella japonica, as noted above (p. 392), occurred in extraordinary abundance

in August, 1912. During that summer we first found it close to land in Ipswich Bay
on July 8 (station 10008; it was not in Massachusetts Bay at that time), again in the

coastal zone between Cape Elizabeth and Penobscot Bay the next week (stations

10016 to 10021), and near Lurcher Shoal off Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, on August 15

(station 10031) ;
likewise in the basin near Mount Desert Rock (station 10032) and off

the mouth of the Grand Manan Channel (station 10036) a few days later—captures so

widely separated that its range must then have included the whole northern coastal

belt of the gulf, though nowhere in any notable abundance. During the last half of

August it flowered in such abundance that on the 21st, when “ passing Great Duck
Island, one of the small islands off Mount Desert, the appearance of the water was
noticeably soupy, and immediately the vessel was hove to and a surface haul made
with the No. 20 net. When brought on board, the net was filled wdth a brown slimy

mass, which on examination proved to consist almost wholly of countless numbers of

chains oi Asterionella japonica * * *” (Bigelow, 1914 p. 133).

This swarm extended westward, though gradually diminishing in density, right

across the mouth of Penobscot Bay to the neighborhood of Seguin Island, where there

was such a sudden transition to clear water with very little phytoplankton that the

•* Not examined by Doctor Mann.
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change was plainly visible from the deck of the Grampus. Though occasional Aster-

ionella were taken nearly as far west as Cape Elizabeth (station 10040), which seems
to have been its southern and southwestern boundary at the time, we have never
found Asterionella in the open gulf since then. But according to Bailey, Asterionella

(his illustration (1915, pi. 2, fig. 18) identifies it as probably A. japonica) is not very
uncommon in the St. Andrews’ region. He has also reported it from Dead Man’s
Harbor and from the St. John’s River in August, and Fritz (1921) found it occasion-

ally—always in small numbers—in October, 1916, and from April until September,

1917, at St. Andrews. It was likewise noted in the northern part of Georges Bank
on April 16, 1913, in the collections made by Douthart (Bigelow, 1914a, p. 415).

Herdman, Scott, and Lewis (1914) have described a similar swarming of Asterio-

nella japonica near the Isle of Man in May as an event unprecedented for the Irish

Channel. But the occasional presence of an abundance of this diatom at that locality

is easily explained, for it is known to occur elsewhere in the waters between Ireland

and England in February, May, August, and November, not far from the region cov-

ered by the plankton studies of the Liverpool Marine Biological Laboratory (Ostenfeld,

1913, pi. 57), while it flowers abundantly every spring in the English Channel (maxi-

mum in April) and throughout the whole southern part of the North Sea.

Whether Asterionella japonica is regularly abundant anywhere along the east

coast of North America is still to be learned, but its presence in small numbers along

the coastal zone between New York and Marthas Vineyard and in Long Island Sound
during July and August, 1916 (stations 10360, 10361, and 10396), suggests that it may
be more important south and west of Cape Cod than it is in the Gulf of Maine. Fish

(1925) reports it at Woods Hole both winter and summer.

BiddulpMa

Because of its dinstinctively neritic habit (it lives planktonic for only a short part

of the year)
,
locality records for Biddulphia aurita are valuable as indices of movements

of water out from the coast. This diatom was found in small numbers among the

swarms of Chgetoceras and Thalassiosira all around the coastal zone of the gulf

during March and April in the years 1913 (Bigelow 1914a, p. 405), 1920 (stations

20054, 20059, 20061, 20084, 20090, 20093, 20095, 20097, 20098, 20099, 20100, 20102,

20114, 20116, and 20117), and 1921 (stations 10505, 10506, and 10508). It is com-
monest close to the shore, as might be expected from its life history, rivalling Thalas-

siosira in abundance in a moderately plentiful diatom plankton off the Merrimac
River on March 4, 1920 (station 10506), and occurs in some abundance at St. An-
drews and elsewhere in the Bay of Fundy (Bailey, 1917, p. 104; McMurrich, 1917;

and Fritz, 1921). It was also dominant in the deep off Mount Desert on April 11,

1920 (station 20098), and again off Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, on the 13th (station

20102), but on both these occasions all other planktonic forms were so scarce that

the preponderance of Biddulphia was due less to abundance on its part than to an

absence of other diatoms. The station off Mount Desert, just mentioned, is our

only record for B. aurita outside the 100-meter contour; nor have we found it on

Georges Bank. These scattered captures show that B. aurita is only a very minor
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factor in the diatom flora of the offshore waters of the gulf, where it can safely be

credited with a coastal origin.

Biddulphia is distinctly a spring species; in fact, we have never found it in the

open gulf at any other season. At St. Andrews it occurs only irregularly and sparsely

during the October-February period (McMurrich, 1917; Bailey, 1917), but Doctor

McMurrich found it regularly, often in abundance, from February 26 until April 23,

after which it is rare. Fritz (1921) likewise records an abundance of Biddulphia

on April 20, but without naming the species concerned. The seasonal cycle is much
the same for B. aurita in European seas, where Ostenfeld (1913, p. 500) describes it

as living on the bottom for the greater part of the year, to invade the planktonic

communities in great numbers during the spring months.

Biddulphia mobilensis, a true planktonic form though neritic in nature, has

been noted in September and October, 1915 (stations 10316 and 10327), and in

March, 1921 (station 10505), always in small numbers. Like B. aurita, it is more

abundant in the estuarine tributaries of the Bay of Fundy, where Bailey (1917)

records if for various dates in January and February and again from August to

October, and where he found it very abundant and locally dominant in August.

Cliaetoceras

The relationship which the diverse genus Chsetoceras bears to Thalassiosira

during the spring flowerings of the latter, and the wide distribution of several of its

members in the offshore and eastern coastal waters of our gulf at that time, have

already been touched upon (p. 418). As a rule, the same species of Chsetoceras

that precede the Thalassiosira swarms in spring (p. 421) are to he found in some
numbers among the masses of the latter later in the season, even when Thalassiosira

is most abundant. To enumerate them, station by station, would be repeating

entire the lists given above (p. 423), for practically all the species of the genus defi-

nitely known from the gulf have been found among the Thalassiosira plankton of

April and May. Nor do the lists for the individual stations off the west and north

coasts of the gulf for April (stations 20090 to 20096) differ seriously from the March
lists (stations 20056 to 20062), Ch. decipiens being universal, with the oceanic species

Oh. criophilum and Oh. atlanticum, on the one hand, and the neritic forms Ch.

diadema, Oh. laciniosa, Ch. contortum, Oh. scolopendra, Ch. didymum, and Oh. sociale

on the other, occurring often enough to show that though they may be overshad-

owed by Thalassiosira all of them may be expected anywhere along this zone. Ch.

debile shows decided augmentation in April, when it not only occurred at every

coastwise station in 1920 but dominated the phytoplankton locally on Platts Bank
on the 10th (station 20094). Ch. furcellatum, easily recognized by its peculiar

spine-bearing spores, which was not found at all in March, appeared in numbers
near Cape Ann, off Cape Cod, and in Massachusetts Bay on April 9, 18, and 20,

1920 (stations 20090, 20116, 20117, and 20119).

Practically the same association of Chsetoceras species, barring Oh. furcellatum,

was likewise encountered off the west coast of Nova Scotia, on Browns Bank, and
in the North Channel during April, 1920 (stations 20101 to 20106), and although
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the oceanic species criophilum, densum, and atlanticum were more generally repre-

sented there than at the inshore stations, others as distinctively neritic—e. g.,

diadema and debile—were equally universal, and the latter was dominant at three

out of these six stations (stations 20102, 20103, and 20106).

In the offshore deeps of the gulf, where Thalassiosira never dominates the

plankton, the augmentation of diatoms characteristic of late spring is chiefly due to

these same species of Chaetoceras. Thus the April lists for these waters (stations

20097, 20098, 20112, 20113, 20114, 20115, and 20116) are much the same as those

for March (p. 418), Ch. criophilum, Gh. atlanticum, and Ch. decipiens being practically

universal even in the most oceanic parts of the gulf, with Ch. diadema, Ch. lacini-

osum, Ch. contortum, Ch. didymum, and Ch. debile less regular though widely dis-

tributed. The latter, in spite of its neritic affinities, dominated a very rich assem-

blage of diatoms in the Eastern Channel (p. 429, station 20107) and was abundant
off the southern face of Georges Bank (station 20109) on April 16, 1920, although

Ch. decipiens, Ch. atlanticum, Ch. criophilum, and Ch. densum were the only species

of Chaetoceras noted on the shallows of the bank itself at that time (stations 20110

and 20111). The fact that Ch. densum, which was apparently confined to Georges

Bank during March, 1920, had spread to the southeast part of the basin by mid-
April (stations 20112 and 20113), foreshadows the great abundance to which it

attains in May (p. 429).

On the assumption that the status of the various diatoms was essentially the

same in the gulf in 1913 and 1915 as in 1920, little change takes place in the general

association of Chaetoceras species from April until June. For example, the list for a

station (10278) north of Cape Ann for May 14, 1915, includes Ch. densum, Gh. deci-

piens, Ch. laciniosum, and Ch. debile, with Ch. contortum and Ch. didymum nearby

(station 10277). Even where Ch. debile is the only species of Chaetoceras mingled

in any abundance with the swarms of Thalassiosira, as is sometimes the case in April

and May when Thalassiosira may practically monopolize the plankton, various

other species of Chaetoceras can usually be detected by sufficient search.

The vernal augmentation of Ch. densum just mentioned resulted in such an abun-

dance of this diatom by the first week of May, 1915, that it either dominated the

plankton or at least played that role jointly with Ch. criophilum over the western,

central, and eastern deeps of the gulf generally (stations 10267 to 10269). In fact,

these two, -with smaller amounts of Ch. decipiens, were almost the sole components

of the rich diatom plankton (fig. 121) at the first-named locality (station 10267);

but few if any Ch. densum had reached the northeast corner of the gulf (station

10273) by that time, nor have we ever found this oceanic species an important factor

in the phytoplankton near the land, where Ch. decipiens, Ch. diadema, Ch. contortum,

Ch. debile, and Ch. didymum have proved the most plentiful representatives of

their genus during May.
Chaetoceras sociale in great abundance dominated the phytoplankton on the

western part of Georges Bank in the last week of February (station 20046) and again

on May 17 (station 20128) in 1920, suggesting that it continued flowering actively

there throughout this period of more than two months. But apparently its season

of reproduction was drawing to a close on our second visit to that general locality,
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because the diatoms had then sunk from the surface (which was practically barren

of them) to a depth of about 20 meters, where they were congregated in such num-
bers that even the coarse-meshed net came back clogged.

The same neritic species of Chsetoceras

—

laciniosum, contortum, debile, and

diadema—together with the more oceanic decipiens, besides occasional Lauderia

glacialis, Thalassiosira gravida, and Coscinodiscus, were found over the coast banks

west of Nova Scotia in June, 1915 (there were few diatoms there in May; p. 387) and

dominated the much more abundant diatom plankton of that region in April, 1920

(stations 20103 to 21015).

I may also note that in 1915 the easily recognized cells of Chsetoceras con-

strictum, which I have not detected during the spring, appeared in some numbers

in the catches near Mount Desert Island on June 14 (station 10285) and in Petit

Passage, Nova Scotia, on the south side of the Bay of Fundy on the 10th. Appar-

ently this species reaches its plurirnum in the gulf in mid-August, when we have

found it dominant off Mount Desert (station 10250, August 14, 1914). On the other

hand, the group of oceanic species that includes Ch. atlanticum, Gh. criophilum, and

Ch. densum (subgenus Phaeoceras of Gran, 1908), have as a rule been represented

sparsely in our summer hauls. They were either wanting or at least very rare in

all our tow nettings during July and August of 1913 and 1915, although several of the

more neritic representatives of the genus (listed above, p. 418), with other diatoms,

occurred abundantly along the coast east of Penobscot Bay during those months.

In 1914 criophilum was an important though not the dominant element in the

diatom plankton off Penobscot Bay on August 14 (station 10250), and at the more

easterly stations the day before (stations 10247 and 10248), while Ch. atlanticum

and Ch. densum were likewise detected in these hauls. More data are needed to show

whether these oceanic species are to be expected regularly in the gulf in August

but have been overlooked in the cruises made during that month in other summers.

If Chsetoceras plankton is characteristic of the western part of Georges Bank
in spring, as the abundance of Ch. sociale suggests, it must vanish before midsummer,
because no Chaetoceras were detected on the bank among the swarms of Guinardia

(p. 391) in July, 1913 or 1914; only an occasional Ch. densum and Ch. decipiens on

the southwest part of the bank on July 23, 1916 (station 10348); and no Chsetoceras

at all among the Thalassiothrix-Rhizosolenia community near by (station 10347,

p. 391).

Chsetoceras decipiens is the only species of the genus that has been detected

consistently in the open gulf during the autumn months, and that only in the coast-

wise belt, 62 the only part of the gulf where diatoms of any kind occur in any number
at that season. Ch. debile, Ch. constrictum, and Ch. laciniosum have been recorded

locally along the coast of Maine in October (near Mount Desert Island, station

10328, October 9, 1915). C. danicum was also detected at this station—so far the

only record for this brackish-water species in the gulf outside the Bay of Fundy.

The genus Chsetoceras as a whole probably falls to its lowest ebb in the offshore

waters of the gulf late in December and early in January, at which season Ch.

decipiens and Ch. criophilum alone were detected at two stations (10488 and 10592)

62 Stations 10310, 10316, 10317, 10318, 10322, 10323, 10327, and 10328, September and October, 1915.
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on the Halcyon cruise in 1920 and 1921; but, as pointed out above (p. 396), a com-
paratively rich collection of Cbsetoceras was made in Ipswich Bay on January 30,

1913 (see also Bigelow, 1914a, p. 405).

According to McMurrich (1917, and unpublished notes), the genus Cbsetoceras

as a whole is scarcest at St. Andrews during the winter and most abundant between
mid-June and September. Fritz’s (1921) more detailed counts of the several species

of Chsetoceras combined, at the same locality, show constantly increasing numbers
from the middle of March through April and May, with very abundant flowerings

in July and August followed by a decrease during the autumn to the midwinter

minimum, when the genus was so scarce that on two occasions (December 27 and
January 13) none at all were detected.

McMurrich’s, Bailey’s (1915 and 1917), and Fritz’s lists for St. Andrews, com-
bined, comprise the following species: Ch. boreale, Ch. constrictum, CTi. contortum,

Ch. convolutum, Ch. crinitum, Ch. criophilum, Ch. danicum, Ch. debile, Ch. decipiens,

Ch. diadema, Ch. laciniosum, Ch. sociale, Ch. teres, and Ch. willei. Ch. debile begins

flowering actively there in April and May, is far the most important species numeri-

cally, and was chiefly responsible for the very rich Chastoceras flora of July and August
recorded by Fritz. Ch. sociale, which yielded her next largest counts, was practically

nonexistent in November, December, January, February, and March; appeared in

April; flowered actively (207,500 per haul) in May; vanished in July; reappeared

in August; and attained its maximum abundance (280,000 per haul) on September 6.

Ch. diadema and Ch. laciniosum have been found at St. Andrews from late winter

through spring, summer, and early autumn, both of them having their plurimum in

July. Ch. decipiens has been found sparsely represented at St. Andrews in late

June, July, August, September, October, and early November, and the various other

species only between early July and the last week in October. The most notable

difference between the status of the genus Chsetoceras at St. Andrews, as contrasted

with the open gulf, is the scarcity of oceanic species. Ch. atlanticum and Ch. densum

have not been detected there at all. Fritz found C. criophilum in only one haul

on October 12 at St. Andrews. It is also interesting that in 1917 Ch. constrictum did

not appear in Fritz’s lists at St. Andrews until July 17—i. e., about a month later

in the season than on the other side of the Bay of Fundy in 1920 (p. 435). Fritz

(1921, p. 53) has remarked that the greatest number of species of Chsetoceras was
recorded for September, though the plurimum for the genus as a whole and for its

two most numerous species fell in August. Fish (1925) reports 20 species ofChse-

toceras at Woods Hole, but only two of them

—

decipiens and didymum—were plentiful

enough in his catches ever to be classed as “abundant.” These two showed a suc-

cession of maxima in winter, summer, and autumn; not, however, in spring.

Coscmodiscus

The genus Conscinodiscus is very widely distributed in the Gulf of Maine,

both in time and space. In midwinter, on the whole, it is the dominant genus of

diatoms, both at St. Andrews (McMurrich, 1917; Fritz, 1921) and along the northern

and western shores of the gulf generally as off Cape Cod; for example, in Massa-
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chusetts Bay and off the mouth of the Merrimac River,63 and likewise out at sea, as

exemplified by the western basin (p. 428). It seems that at this time of year Coscino-

discus is decidedly more numerous near land and on the offshore banks than in the

deeper parts of the gulf or over the bank west of Nova Scotia, for during the Halcyon

cruise of December and January, 1920-1921, our largest catches of Coscinodiscus

were made in the Massachusetts Bay region (stations 10488 and 10489) and off the

Merrimac (station 10492), whereas only a scattering was taken in our January

hauls at sea off Penobscot Bay or in the eastern side of the gulf (stations 10496 and

10499 to 10502). Coscinodiscus was most numerous in the shallow waters over Georges

and Browns Banks during the cruises of the Albatross in 1920 (stations 20066, 20072,

20110, and 20111); but although this genus may reach its highest development in

the gulf in or near comparatively shoal water, its abundance in the Western Basin

at the end of February, 1920, and again a month later (station 20049, February 23,

1920; station 20087, March 24, 1920), forbids the assumption that it is distinctively

neritic. In fact, one of its commoner members

—

C. asteromphalus—has usually been

described as oceanic in other seas.

Coscinodiscus does not exhibit as definite a flowering period in the gulf as do

Thalassiosira or the more plentiful species of Chsetoceras, nor does it ever rival the

enormous numbers in which these latter genera so often appear there. None of our

standard hauls has ever yielded more than a few cubic centimeters of Coscinodiscus,

contrasted with hundreds of cubic centimeters of Thalassiosira and Chtetoceras during

their period of greatest abundance (p. 399).

In the open gulf we have made our richest catches of Coscinodiscus during mid-

winter, in February, March, and April. In fact, this genus has occurred in almost

every offshore haul between the end of December and the middle of April, and Fritz

(1921) found it constantly throughout the winter and early spring at St. Andrews.

Coscinodiscus has been detected only occasionally in the western half of the gulf

generally or on the offshore banks during the late spring or early summer. Thus it

was found at only 1 out of 14 stations (station 10266) between May 4 and 30 in

1915, at 2 of the 12 June stations for that year, and not at all in the Massachusetts

Bay region or off Cape Cod from May 4 to 17, 1920. If Coscinodiscus is not actually

nonexistent in midsummer among the peridinian plankton of the basin of the

gulf (likewise along the coastwise belt between Cape Ann and the Bay of Fundy)
it is at least so overshadowed there by other more plentiful plant cells as to be

overlooked easily. Fritz, too, records it as sometimes wanting and usually scarce

at St. Andrews during June, July, and early August; but Coscinodiscus was a

considerable element in the plankton near Lurcher Shoal, off Yarmouth, Nova
Scotia, on August 12, 1914 (station 10245). Apparently this foreshadowed a wide-

spread augmentation of it in the northeastern part of the gulf during the early autumn,

for it occurred in considerable numbers at two stations off the eastern part of the

Maine coast on September 11 and 15, 1915 (stations 10316 and 10317), again at these

same localities on October 9 (stations 10327 and 10328), indicating that it is more

63 At this locality we found Chsetoceras far more numerous than Coscinodiscus as early in the winter as Jan. 16 in the year 1913.
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plentiful and more generally distributed in the coastal belt east of Penobscot Bay
in autumn than we have found it in August. McMurrich and Fritz have likewise

found it comparatively plentiful at St. Andrews during the last half of October;

in fact, Fritz’s counts locate its plurimum for the year at that season.

We have no evidence that this autumnal augmentation of Coscinodiscus extends

to the western part of the gulf, our October and November stations west and south

of Penobscot Bay having yielded few or none during the seasons of 1912, 1915, and

1916. Its duration must be short even in the St. Andrews region, also, for both

McMurrich (1917, p. 9) and Fritz (1921) found it considerably less plentiful there

in November than in October, but it must multiply in early winter, being widespread

from late December on.

The several species of Coscinodiscus are so closely allied to one another that the

determination of them must await future critical study, wrong identifications being

worse than none. The reader will find above (p. 423) lists of those so far determined

by Doctor Mann for representative stations and seasons.

Coscinosira

Coscinosira polychorda, a neritic species, has occurred sparingly among the

Thalassiosira and Chsetoceras at the April and May stations in both sides of the

gulf (stations 20090, 20093, 20095, 20096, 20103, 20104, 20106, and 20107 in April,

1920, and 10277 on May 14, 1915) and at one June station (10285, June 14, 1915),

always near land. We have never found it an important factor in the spring phyto-

plankton, but it was relatively abundant, if not dominant, off Swan Island near

Mount Desert Island on September 15, 1915 (station 10317), and occasional speci-

mens were also noted at the same general region on the 9th of the following month
(station 10328). One well-preserved chain was also noted in a haul off Machias,

Me., January 4, 1921 (station 10498). The only Georges Bank record for Cos-

cinosira is for April 15, 1913 (Bigelow, 1914a, p. 415). Bailey (1915, pi. 2, fig. 15;

pi. 3, fig. 4) figures it from the Bay of Fundy, and Fritz (1921) includes it under the

general heading “ Thalassiosira” in her lists of diatoms for St. Andrews.

Ditylrum.

The genus Ditylium is never more than a minor factor in the plankton of the

open Gulf of Maine, but it deserves a brief word here because it is an excellent indi-

cator of waters of coastwise origin, being strictly neritic, but at the same time able

to survive long sea journeys thanks to its powers of flotation, and so easily recognized

that it is not apt to be confused with any other diatom.

The Gulf of Maine records for it are confined to the immediate vicinity of the

western and northern coasts, mostly inshore from the 100-meter contour (fig. 127).

Ditylium is not known either from Nova Scotian waters on the east or from the

offshore banks on the south.

As a rule, the records of Ditylium outside the outer islands have been based on

occasional specimens only among more plentiful diatoms of other genera. It was
comparatively abundant in Massachusetts Bay on March 4, 1921 (station 10505),

and Fritz (1921) found it plentiful at St. Andrews in October, with a scattering in

November.
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Wherever Ditylium is endemic in European seas it occurs throughout the year,

though most commonly during the autumn and winter. McMurrich’s and Fritz’s

(1921) data, combined, show it more seasonal at St. Andrews, occurring only from

Fig. 127.—Occurrence of the diatoms Ditylium and Thalassiothrix nitschioides. O, locality records for Ditylium; X, for

Thalassiothrix nitschioides, February and March, 1920; ®, for Th. nitschioides, April, 1920; A, for Th. nitschioides, other

seasons and years. The hatched curve bounds the chief area of occurrence of Th. nitschioides in March

mid-August until mid-December, with its maximum in October. In the open gulf

it has been recognized most often in December and January, when it occurred at

about 50 per cent of the Halcyon stations in 1920 and 1921 (stations 10488, 10489,
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and 10492 to 10497). We have occasional records of it in March (stations 10505,

10506, 20056, 20058, 20059, and 20061), none at all in April, one in May (station

10277), none for June, July, or August, and one each for September (station 10317)

and October (station 10328).

Thus Ditylium is chiefly an autumn and early winter form in the coastal zone

of the gulf, spreading offshore during the later winter and early spring. Fish (1925)

likewise found it a winter diatom at Woods Hole.

Eticampia

Eucampia zodiacus, like Guinardia, has been strictly confined to Georges Bank
in our towings, and to the coastal waters farther west and south, though Fritz (1921)

found occasional specimens at St. Andrews in one July tow. It shared with Guin-

ardia in the rich diatom flora that occupied the waters over the western part of the

bank on July 9, 1913 (station 10059, fig. 123) ;
was sparsely represented in that same

general region in July, 1916 (station 10348), and again on February 22, 1920 (stations

20046 and 20047). The Arctic species, Eucampia grcenlandica, has not been iden-

tified from the Gulf of Maine, but specimens apparently intermediate between

it and E. zodiacus (cf. Gran, 190S, p. 99, fig. 126b) occurred in some numbers
among the Guianardia-Eucampia community just mentioned (station 10059).

Guinardia

G.jlaccida, the unique member of this genus, has only once been detected within

the Gulf of Maine (occasional specimens near Cape Ann, October 18, 1915, station

10330), and has not been reported at St. Andrews, but, as I have already noted

(p. 391), it swarmed locally on the western part of Georges Bank in July, 1913

(station 10059); again on the northeast edge in the same month in 1914 (station

10224).

Guinardia is a summer, not a spring or autumn, diatom there, for it was only

sparsely represented on our line across the western end of the bank on February

22 and 23, 1920 (stations 20044 to 20046), and not at all on the more easterly sec-

tions for the two months following, or in the collection which Mr. Douthart gathered

on the bank during April, 1913. It is irregular in its occurrence on Georges Bank
even in July, for in that month in 1914 it was wanting in the region where it swarmed
in 1913, though abundant a few miles farther east at the time. It is a question

whether Guinardia appears there in such numbers every summer, for it was not

detected at all at our July stations on the western end of the bank in 1916 (stations

10347 and 10348), though the water was then full of other diatoms ( TTialassiothrix

longissima and Rhizosolenia styliformis) . No towings have been made on the bank
during autumn, but Guinardia probably occurs there at that season as well as in

summer, the Grampus having found it flowering along shore west of Newport, R. I.,

as late as November in 1916 (stations 10405 and 10406). Fish (1925) found it

regularly in winter at Woods Hole and only occasionally in summer.
It is not surprising that Guinardia should be at its maximum on Georges Bank

during the July to September quarter, which is its flowering season in north European
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waters as a whole (Ostenfeld, 1913), but its rarity or absence in the inner parts of

the Gulf of Maine contrasts sharply with its status in European coastal waters,

such as the English Channel and the North Sea generally, where it is one of the

most dominant of diatoms. This difference in its distribution in the two sides of

the North Atlantic can not be explained until its life history is better known for

American waters, but it is at least suggestive that Guinardia flowers chiefly at a

time of year when the Gulf of Maine offers the least favorable environment for the

multiplication of diatoms of any sort.

Lauderia

The brief dominance of Lauderia glacialis off the coast of Maine in the very

scanty pelagic flora of early March (stations 20056 and 20058) prior to the flowering

of Thalassiosira has already been mentioned (p. 421), as has its occurrence near Cape

Ann and in Massachusetts Bay at that same season (stations 20060 to 20062).

In the western side of the gulf the flowering of Lauderia probably reaches its cul-

mination by the end of March, at the latest, for it was not detected at any of the

April stations west of Mount Desert in 1920. It is later in appearing in the eastern

side of the gulf, for while none were detected at our several stations off western

Nova Scotia on March 23, 1920, it was present there and out to the eastern chan-

nel and the southeast face of Georges Bank by April 15 and 16 (stations 20101,

20107, and 20109), accompanying the early flowerings of Chsetoceras and Thalas-

siosira, though nowhere abundant.

Thus Lauderia appears just prior to the rich vernal flowerings of Thalassiosira

and Chsetoceras, reaches its maximum while these two genera are still in a state of

active multiplication, and diminishes or vanishes after the brief period of a few

weeks while they are still swarming. We have occasionally found Lauderia among
other diatoms in May (station 10285 in 1915), but it is not recorded for later sum-
mer or autumn. Neither McMurrich (1917), Bailey (1917), nor Fritz (1921) have

detected it at St. Andrews or in the Bay of Fundy. L. glacialis (fig. 117; Gran,

1908, p. 23, fig. 23) is the basis of all our records for the genus.

NitscMa

Nitschia seriata, like Skeletonema costatum (p. 448), is a summer species in the

Gulf of Maine, where it has not been detected during the spring months. Our
earliest seasonal record of it is for June 10, when it was represented by occasional

examples among the more abundant Chsetoceras and other genera off Petit Passage,

Nova Scotia, in 1915. Fritz (1921) found it constantly at St. Andrews from July

3 onward throughout the summer; Bailey (1917) records it from the Bay of Fundy
in August; and it has appeared with comparative regularity in our July and August
tow nettings in those parts of the gulf where diatom plankton persists so late in the

season, more especially in the coastal belt between Cape Elizabeth and Nova Scotia.

For example, N. seriata was present in fair quantity on Jeffreys Bank off Penobscot

Bay, as well as close in to the land nearby (stations 10016 to 10021 and 10025),
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from July 26 to August 8, 1912; on German Bank, near Mount Desert Island, and
off Penobscot Bay from August 12 to 14, 1913 (stations 10095, 10099, and 10101)

;

and again off Penobscot Bay on August 14, 1914 (station 10250). Fritz (1921)

found it throughout September and during the first week of October at St. Andrews;
Bailey (1917) likewise lists it from the Bay of Fundy for September 18; but occa-

sional specimens in the tow in Massachusetts Bay on October 1, 1915 (station 10322)

constitute our only autumnal record for it in other parts of the gulf. N. seriata

has not been detected in winter either at St. Andrews or in the open gulf, nor in the

eastern channel, on Georges Bank, or over the continental slope at any season.

The seasonal fluctuations of N. seriata are essentially the same in the Gulf of

Maine as in the English Channel, where it attains its maximum abundance in August
(Ostenfeld, 1913); but it is described as most plentiful in spring in the northern

part of the North Sea and over the northeastern Atlantic generally. Hence, if

Ostenfeld’s (1913, p. 415) suggestion that this species includes two biologic races

—

a northern, with maximum in spring, and a more southern, with maximum in

August—be well founded, the Gulf of Maine N. seriata belongs to the latter. How-
ever this may be, N. seriata is one of the several diatoms that are summer forms in

the gulf but which Fish (1925) found to be characteristic of the winter flora at

Woods Hole (p. 423).

This species is of minor importance in the gulf, where it occurs only sparingly

even at the time of its greatest abundance, and never, so far as known, in swarms
such as have been recorded in European waters. Several other neritic species of the

genus have been reported from the estuarine waters at St. Andrews and St. Marys
Bay (Fritz, 1921; Bailey and Maclcay, 1921), but they are not likely to be found

out in the open sea in the gulf except as strays.

RMzosolenia

The species of this genus that appears most frequently in the towings in the

inner parts of the Gulf of Maine is the variety semispina of Rh. hebetata (Gran 1908,

p. 55, fig. 671b), a form which fortunately is very easily recognized. In March Rh,.

semispina is widely distributed in the coastal belt from Cape Cod to Penobscot Bay
on the western side of the gulf (stations 20058 to 20061 and 20088 in 1920; 10505

and 10506 in 1921), and in the shoal water along western Nova Scotia out to the

Eastern Channel (stations 20072, 20078, 20079, and 20084) in the eastern; likewise

over the outer part of the shelf off Shelburne (stations 20075 to 20077). As a rule

Rhizosolenia has proved wanting among the sparse Coscinodiscus-Ceratium plank-

ton that occupies all the central and deeper parts of the gulf during that month, but as

a notable exception to this rule it dominated the diatom community of the western

basin on March 5, 1921 (station 10510). A few Rh. semispina were also noted near

the northern edge of Georges Bank on March 11, 1920 (station 20064), and over the

slope to the southward on February 22 (station 20044). In April of that year

Rhizosolenia semispina occurred at nearly all the stations in the gulf proper

(stations 20089 to 20098, 20100 to 20107, 20109, 20112, and 20114 to 20117), domi-

nating the plankton in the Western Basin on the 18th (station 20115). It was like-

wise recorded over the continental slope southeast of Georges Bank on the 16th
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(; ition 20109), and in 1913 it was prominent in the rich diatom flora over the north

it part of the banks during the last few days of the month, as noted above (p. 422)

May, 1915, it was not uncommon among the more plentiful Chsetoceras and Tha*

dosira in the deeps of the gulf (stations 10267 to 10269) and was dominant locally

;re on the 10th (station 10273) and near the Isles of Shoals on the 14th (station

!78). It was also recorded in Ipswich Bay on the 8th in 1920 (station 20122),

t it was not detected at all on the western part of Georges Bank and neighboring

asin, in the Massachusetts Bay region, in the coastal belt north and east of Cape

Elizabeth, nor off western Nova Scotia during that month, either in 1915 or 1920.

Rh. semispina was not found among the abundant diatom flora of the Mount
sert region in June, 1915 (e. g., station 10285), or in the offshore parts of the gulf

a ring that month, but there was a scattering of it among the Thalassiosira and

setoceras in Petit Passage on the 10th, and it might fairly be classed as domi-

lt over German Bank on the 19th (station 10290).

Our midsummer records for this species are confined to Georges Bank (where

:c asional cells were noted in July, 1914, stations 10219 and 10223, but none at all

among the Rh. styliformis, Rh. shrubsolei, and Thalassiothrix longissima that swarmed
July 23, 1916); to the Eastern Channel (station 10227), Browns Bank (station

28), the neighborhood of Lurcher Shoal (station 10245), the northeast corner of

tne gulf (stations 10247 and 10248), the waters off the coast of Maine east of Cape

Elizabeth (station 10258) ;
and to the shelf off Marthas Vineyard, where it swarmed

on August 25, 1914 (station 10258; fig. 125). Like diatoms generally, Rh. semispina

practically vanishes from the central deeps of the gulf during the summer. Nor is

there any reason to look for a considerable augmentation in its numbers there during

the autumn, for it has appeared only sparingly in our September, October, and

November hauls (station 10047, November 20, 1912; stations 10317 and 10336,

September 15 and October 26, 1915; and stations 10400 and 10403, November 1

and November 8, 1916). It was widely distributed over the northern half of the

gulf (always, however, in very small numbers) in the midwinter of 1920-21, when it

occurred at about 50 per cent of the stations (stations 10490, 10491, 10494, 10495,

10496, 10497, 10500, and 10502). Fritz (1921a) records a scattering of “Rh. hebe-

tata,” which probably were this variety, at St. Andrews in every month except

November.

The most notable feature of the occurrence of Rh. semispina in the Gulf of Maine,

as outlined by our data, is its irregularity; no definite succession of flowerings is

demonstrated. On the whole, however, it can be described as at its maximum
during the spring and summer (this half of the year includes all the rich flowerings

we have encountered), and at its minimum in autumn and winter. At Woods Hole,

too, Fish (1925) reports the richest flowerings of this species as occurring in summer.

This parallels its seasonal status in northern European seas, where it is most abun-

dant from April until June, flowering earliest in the more southern and latest in more
northern waters. 64 But no definite correlation between flowering periods and latitude

or temperature is yet apparent for the Gulf of Maine.

Flowers most abundantly in the North Sea in May, but not until August in Greenland waters and in Barents Sea.
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Rh. semispina certainly is no more neritic in the Gulf of Maine than it is off

north European coasts, where it is commonly regarded as oceanic, and I may hazard

the guess that its occasional abundance in waters as shoal as those of German and
Georges Banks and off Marthas Vineyard reflects local hydrographic conditions

exceptionally favorable for its growth and reproduction, not any dependence on its

part on the bottom below or on the neighboring coast line. Nevertheless, the

presence of Rh. semispina is not a reliable index to offshore water, because it may be

able to thrive in coastwise regions "several years after the inflow of oceanic water has

taken place,” as Ostenfeld (1913, p. 443) has remarked. In short, from the distribu-

tional standpoint Rh. semispina is intermediate between the typically oceanic Rh.

styliformis and the strictly neritic Rh. setigera (p. 446), these three species bearing

the same relationship to one another in the Gulf of Maine as on the other side of

the North Atlantic. A fuller knowledge of the degree to which Rh. semispina is

endemic within the limits of the gulf, or is immigrant thither from elsewhere, is much
to be desired.

Only two other species of Rhizosolenia have so far been detected with any

regularity in the collections from the open Gulf of Maine

—

Rh. styliformis and Rh.

setigera (fig. 128). Rh. styliformis has been but sparsely represented in the tow

nettings north of Georges Bank. In March, 1920, it was not found there at all; in

April of that year it was noted (occasional specimens) off Cape Cod (station 20088).

at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay (station 20090), and in the Northern Channel

(station 20105). We did not detect it at all in the gulf north of the banks in May
either in !1915 or in 1920, and only once in June, 1915 (station 10290), and have

only one summer record of it in the inner parts of the gulf—viz, off Lurcher Shoal

on August 12, 1914 (station 10245). It appeared in small numbers at three out of

five stations near Massachusetts Bay from November 1 to 8 in 1916 (station 10400

north of Cape Ann and stations 10401 and 10403 off Massachusetts Bay), likewise

off Cape Ann, off Cape Cod, and in the Western Basin on December 29 and 30, 1921

(stations 10489, 10490, and 10491), suggesting a period of augmentation in autumn
and early winter either by propagation within the gulf or, as is more likely, by immi-

gration from offshore. Similarly, Fish (1925) found it only in winter at Woods Hole,

and very scarce even then. Evidently it is rare in the Bay of Fundy, for while Bailey

(1915) notes it for St. Andrews, McMurrich found it on one occasion only, and Fritz

(1921) does not list it there at all.

Rh. styliformis is far more important in the plankton over the offshore banks

than it is in the inner parts of the gulf, as might be expected from its typically oceanic

nature. For example, the Grampus found it in abundance on the western part of

Georges Bank in July, 1913 (station 10059), and again in July, 1916 (stations 10347

and 10348), and likewise over the northeast part of the bank in that same month in

1914 (station 20223). It also occurred generally from off Nantucket out to the con-

tinental slope of Georges Bank in July, 1916 (stations 10349, 10351, and 10354

to 10356) Although we did not detect Rh. styliformis anywhere on the bank (or

on Browns Bank either, for that matter) in March, April, or May of 1920, it domi-

nated the pelagic flora over the northern part of Georges Bank on the 27th of April

in 1913, when “many of the specimens were so large (1.1 millimeters) as to be easily
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visible with the naked eye” (Bigelow, 1914a, p. 415). Curiously enough, this species

has not been detected in our tows over the offshore slope of the bank in summer,

though represented there in March, 1920 (station 20069).

The comparative scarcity of Rh. styliformis in the inner parts of the Gulf of

Maine, contrasted with its abundance over large areas of the open north Atlantic

in summer (Cleve, 1897; Ostenfeld, 1913), suggests that the optimum salinity for

8951—28 29
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it is high (over 35 per mille, as Ostenfeld suggests) and that water less saline, say,

than 33 per mille operates as an actual bar to its dispersal and propagation. Other-

wise it would be hard to explain its failure more completely to colonize the Gulf of

Maine, which is fully as accessible to it, both by temperature, by the influx of offshore

water, and by its geographic location, as the northern part of the North Sea is, where
Rh. styliformis occurs in abundance throughout the half year from May to November.

Inasmuch as Rh. styliformis occurs chiefly as an immigrant in the Gulf of Maine,

where its presence is indicative of ocean water, it is one of the diatoms for which
a sharp lookout should be kept, a lookout facilitated by its large size and precise

structural characters.

Rhizosolenia setigera is the antithesis of Rh. styliformis in its relation to the coast

line, for it is neritic instead of oceanic and produces resting spores, corresponding to

which difference it occurs more regularly in the Gulf of Maine. Its period of greatest

abundance falls in spring. Its richest flowerings roughly correspond with those of

the abundant Thalassiosira-Chsetoceras flora in their geographic locations, having

been limited in 1920 to the Cape Ann-Cape Elizabeth belt (stations 20058, 20059,

and 20061) and to one locality off Yarmouth (station 20083) in March, spreading to

Massachusetts Bay on the one side of the gulf (stations 20089, 20116, and 20117)

and to the banks off Nova Scotia, to Browns Bank, and to the northeast corner of the

gulf on the other (stations 20098 and 20099) by the last week of April. McMurrich
(1917), too, found this species attaining its maximum abundance in the St. Andrews
region in April, though Fritz (1921) does not list it at all from that locality. At
Woods Hole, however, Fish (1925) found rich flowerings in late summer as well as

during the winter and early in spring.

Rh. setigera either diminishes in numbers in the open gulf during May and June

or has been overlooked there among the more numerous diatoms of other genera,

for we have only one definite record of it for each of these months (station 10277

on May 13, 1915, and station 10299 on June 26, 1915). But it occurs occasionally

throughout the summer and at least until early October in coastal areas wherever

diatoms persist so late in the season in any quantity; off Penobscot Bay and in the

Mount Desert region, for example; near Machias, Me.; and on German Bank (stations

10029 and 10030 in 1912; 10248 and 10250 in 1914; and 10301, 10305, 10317, and

10318 in 1915). In the Bay of Fundy this species apparently passes through a period

of abundance in September and October (Bailey, 1917), an interesting phenomenon
paralleling its occurrence on the other side of the Atlantic, where it has two max-
ima—one in spring and the other in autumn (Ostenfeld, 1913). We have found

nothing to suggest this in other parts of the Gulf of Maine, however, or in Massa-

chusetts Bay.

Rh. setigera was recognized at only two stations during the December to

January cruise of 1920-1921 (stations 10490 and 10502), and not at all in Massa-

chusetts Bay during the winter of 1912-13. Rh. setigera has not been found on

Georges Bank, on Browns Bank, in the Eastern Channel, or over the continental

slope to the south. The chart (fig. 128) illustrates the sharp contrast between the

distribution of the neritic species, Rh. setigera, and that of its oceanic relative, Rh.

styliformis.
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Rhizosolenia shrubsolei was sparsely represented off Cape Cod and near Mount
Desert Island early in October, 1915 (stations 10323 and 10328), and on the north-

east and southeast parts of Georges Bank in July, 1914 (stations 10220 and 10224);

it swarmed on the western end of the bank on July 23, 1916 (station 10348), and

likewise in Nantucket Sound on October 25, 1915 (station 10335). Fritz (1921)

lists it regularly from St. Andrews through October and November, occasionally

in December, and not at all during the other months of the year, but Fish (1925)

found it flowering in midsummer at Woods Hole, as well as in winter. Rh. imbricata,

if it be actually separable from shrubsolei, which Gran (1908) doubts, was detected

by Doctor Mann at one station on the western part of Georges Bank on February

22, 1920 (station 20046).

We have found Rhizosolenias of the alata-obtusa group (critical examination of

them is needed before they can be referred definitely to one or the other species or

variety) in small numbers on and south of Georges Bank in July (stations 10215 and

10220 in 1914, and 10348 in 1916), and once in abundance in the deep water a few

miles to the north of the bank during that month (station 10058, July 8, 1913).

There are no other summer records for them in the basin of the gulf, but they

dominated the moderately abundant diatom plankton at most of the stations occupied

by the Halcyon in the outer part of Massachusetts Bay from August 22 to 24 in

1922 (stations 10631 to 10642), though not in Cape Cod Bay (stations 10643 and

10645); likewise off Mount Desert Island on July 19, 1915 (station 10302). Fritz

(1921) noted them (occasional cells) at St. Andrews on August 28, regularly during

the last half of September, October, and November, but not in any other month.

We have no autumnal record for the alata-obtusa group in the open gulf but they

were detected at three stations (10493, 10496, and 10497) along the coast between

Cape Ann and Mount Desert from December 30, 1920, to January 1, 1921. In

1925 they were flowering in great abundance in the eastern side of Cape Cod Bay
and in the channel between Cape Cod and Stellwagen Bank from December 16 to

February 6 to 7 (Fish Hawk stations 2, 4, 6, and 7, trips 3, 5, 6, and 7, p. 396), after

which date they were only occasional, being succeeded by Thalassiosira (p. 396). We
also have record of them in the North Channel (station 20105), in the Eastern Chan-

nel (station 20107), and in the center of the gulf (station 20113) in April, 1920.

This completes the list of Rhizosolenias so far recognized in the towings from
the outer waters of the Gulf of Maine. Fritz (1921), however, also lists Rh. faroensis

occasionally in August and October at St. Andrews. In general, the genus Rhizo-

solenia is far less important a factor in the phytoplankton of the offshore waters of

the Gulf of Maine than in the open North Atlantic, where, as Cleve (1900) long ago

pointed out and as Ostenfeld (1913, p. 444) has recently remarked afresh, this genus

may be its most abundant member, a difference to be expected because most of the

species of Rhizosolenia, and especially Rh. styliformis (p. 444), are oceanic in nature.

As noted above (p. 396), however, rich flowerings of the genus (Rh. alata) in the inner

parts of Massachusetts Bay during the winter of 1924-25 suggest greater importance

for its neritic members close to the coast.
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Skeletonema

STcelteonema costatum is an interesting species because it reaches its maximum
abundance in the Gulf of Maine during the summer and early autumn, not in spring,

as most other diatoms do, whereas Fish (1925) found it a winter form at Woods Hole

and occurring only occasionally during the warm months. Skeletonema is typically

neritic and has been found flowering actively in Massachusetts Bay, the Bay of

Fundy, and on Georges Bank, but not in the deeper parts of the Gulf of Maine.

Bailey (1917) found it occasionally in estuarine situations on the north shore of the

Bay of Fundy in January and February and again in July and August, but not at all

during March, April, May, June, or October. In the open bay near Grand Manan
he describes it as abundant on September 18. Fritz’s (1921) more extensive lists

note Skeletonema as occurring irregularly (always in small numbers) at St. Andrews
during the winter and early spring of 1917, multiplying in April, and reaching its

maximum in July and early August. In Massachusetts Bay we have not detected

it at all at any October, November, winter, spring, or early summer station, nor in

any of the hauls made in this region in 1916—July, August, October, or November.
In 1915 it appeared at the mouth of the bay, near Provincetown, and off Cape

Cod from September 29 to October 1 (stations 10320 to 10323) in sufficient abundance

to give a characteristic aspect to the phytoplankton (p. 394), though the period of

reproduction must have been brief, for no Skeletonema were found at three stations

across the mouth of the bay on October 26 and 27 (stations 10337 to 10339).

It would be interesting to know how far offshore this autumnal flowering ex-

tended, but unfortunately we have no data bearing on this. In 1922, however, when
it again dominated the phytoplankton at six stations around the shore of Massa-

chusetts Bay from Gloucester to the neighborhood of the Cape Cod Canal on August

24 (stations 10634, 10635 to 10637, 10639, 10642, and 10643), the belt that it occu-

pied extended only 4 to 5 miles out from land, none having been detected at the

eight other stations in the outer parts of the bay which the Halcyon occupied on that

day and two days previous. Unfortunately no plankton hauls were made later in

the season during that year.

Skeletonema was also abundant on the western part of Georges Bank on July 9,

1913 (station 10059)—our only record of it on the offshore banks—among the Guin-

ardia and Eucampia, which at the time dominated the local phytoplankton. The
only other records for it in the open gulf, outside the outer headlands, are for occa-

sional chains off Cape Sable, off Cape Cod, near Cape Ann, off Mount Desert Rock,

and in the northeastern corner of the basin in March and April, 1920 (stations 20084,

20088, 20091, 20098, and 20100).

Evidently the flowerings of this genus are closely confined to the immediate

vicinity of the land in the Gulf of Maine and to the shallow water of the banks, where

it flowers irregularly during summer and early autumn; and probably it will be found

to occur as abundantly along the coasts of Maine and Nova Scotia as it does in

Massachusetts Bay and at St. Andrews, when the diatoms of the other harbors and

bays are studied.

Skeletonema costatum, a form of wide distribution, mainly northern, but, as

Ostenfeld (1913) remarks, including the coasts of almost all countries, is similarly
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neritic in other seas and usually confined to the neighborhood of the coast. In

north European waters it has its maximum in spring but has been found flowering

in autumn as well at many localities.

Thalassiosira 66

The spring flowerings of Thalassiosira (fig. 129) are perhaps the most notable

event in the phytoplanktonic cycle of the coastal belt of the Gulf of Maine. In 1920

these commenced first in the coastal belt between Cape Elizabeth and Cape Ann,

probably during the last week of February, and they progressed so rapidly that by
March 5 (stations 20059 and 20060) a tow of a few minutes clogged the nets with

brownish masses of Thalassiosira nordenskioldi ( Th. gravida only occasionally appears

in these catches, and Th. decipiens still more rarely), with smaller amounts of Chseto-

ceras criophilum, Ch. decipiens, Ch. didymum, Ch. diadema, Ch. atlanticum, Ch. lacinio-

sum, Ch. debile, Rhizosolenia semispina, Rh. setigera, Thalassiothrix nitschioides,

Coscinodiscus, and Lauderia glacialis. Thalassiosira also commenced to flower at

about this same date in the Massachusetts Bay region in 1925, when it was not

detected in Cape Cod Bay in December or January, but was extremely abundant

near Stellwagen Bank on February 24, in Cape Cod Bay and near the tip of Cape Cod
during the first week of April, and still plentiful in the northern side of Massachusetts

Bay during the last week of the month.

Thalassiosira is a characteristically neritic genus, and at first its flowerings are

closely confined to the immediate vicinity of the land. Thus it was overshadowed

by Chaetoceras 22 miles out at sea on March 5, 1920 (station 20061), though dia-

toms were in as great volume there as close inshore, with practically the same list

of species plus the more oceanic Chaetoceras atlanticum but lacking the neritic Thalas-

siothrix nitschioides .

66 During the first week of March in 1920, Jeffreys Ledge marked
roughly the offshore boundary for the flowerings of Thalassiosira in the western side

of the gulf; in fact, it did not spread out over the western basin until some time

between March 24 and April 18 in that spring.

Thalassiosira may be expected to commence multiplying one or two weeks later

in the season in Massachusetts Bay than it does just north of Cape Ann, for only

occasional specimens were noted off Gloucester on March 1 and at the head of Massa-

chusetts Bay on the 5th in 1920; B7 but it was extremely abundant at both these

localities from April 6 to 9 (stations 20089 and 20090).

In the northern side of the gulf the first flowerings of Thalassiosira hardly

spread beyond Cape Elizabeth, it being only sparsely represented near Seguin

Island on March 4, 1920 (station 20057), though other diatoms were moderately

abundant there (p. 425), and it was not found at all off Mount Desert Island the day

before (station 20056). On April 10 (station 20096), however, it dominated a

moderately abundant assemblage of diatoms at the first of these localities, evidence

65 For records of Thalassiosira during the spring of 1913 see Bigelow, 1914a. It has since been recognized at station 10250 in August,

1914; stations 10275 to 10278, 10280, 10281, 10285, 10287, 10290, 10301, 10302, 10322, 10328, 10329 and off Schoodic Head on June 3 and

Petit Passage on June 10, 1915; stations 20050, 20058 to 20061, 20072, 20088 to 20107, 20109, 20114 to 20117. and 20122 in 1926; and stations

10505 to 10507 in 1921.

88 Halosphaera was likewise detected at this station (p. 459).

67 At this station (20062) no peridinians were detected and but few diatoms, chiefly Th. nordenskioldi with occasional cells of

Chaetoceras decipiens, Ch. atlanticum, Ch. criophilum, and Lauderia glacialis.
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of an eastward expansion of its flowering area; and although the waters farther east

along the coast supported only a scattering of Thalassiosira on the 12th (station 20099,

April 12), it is probable that this genus is flowering actively all along the northern

the years 1913 and 1920

shores of the gulf by the middle of the month in most years. It is also likely that

the harbors and bays along this part of the coast see a great production of Thalas-

siosira commencing a week or two earlier, judging from conditions at St. Andrews.
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Thus Fritz (1921) found no Thalassiosira during November, December, or January,

but a scattering appeared in her tows in February and early March; it was flowering

actively by the end of that month, reaching its plurimum during the last half of April

and first half of May. Similarly, McMurrich (1917) did not detect it at St. Andrews
until March nor regularly until April in 1916.

Thalassiosira likewise spreads seaward over the whole western half of the gulf

from mid March to mid April (fig. 129). And while we found no Thalassiosira on

Georges Bank in February, March, or April of 1920, except for occasional examples

at one station on the southeastern slope (station 20109) on the 16th of the latter

month (flotsam, perhaps, from the Thalassiosira flowerings then under way from

Cape Sable out to the Eastern Channel)
,
this genus is to be expected to appear over

the western half of the bank during the last half of April, Douthart having collected

masses of it over the north central part on the 14th of the month in 1913 and in less

abundance at various locations in that same general region on the 27th (Bigelow,

1914a, p. 415).

It is not clear whether this Georges Bank flora is primarily driftage from the

inner parts of the gulf which multiplies actively in the shoal waters over the bank,

or whether it represents the local flowerings of Thalassiosira that have survived there

since the last preceding period of multiplication as resting spores on the bottom.

In any case the result is that the range of Thalassiosira extends from the north shore

of the gulf right out across the western side of the basin to Georges Bank by the last

week in April, and Douthart’s rich gatherings point to the northwestern part of the

latter as the site of very productive flowerings.

The flowerings of Thalassiosira that take place in the shoal waters off Cape
Sable and out to Browns Bank arise entirely independent of those in the western

side of the gulf. They do not commence until later in the season, for only an

occasional specimen was found off the Cape on March 23 in 1920 (station 20084),

and none on Browns Bank or in the northern channel a few days earlier (stations

20072 and 20078). However, production must have been under full headway there

soon after that, because the genus occurred in abundance at all the stations off Cape
Sable, on German Bank, and right out to the Eastern Channel by April 15 and 16

(stations 20103 to 20107).

At this time the Eastern Channel marked the extreme limit of the shoals of

Thalassiosira in this direction, there being none in our towings on the neighboring

parts of Georges Bank on April 16 and 17 (stations 20108 to 20111), although there

was a very abundant community of Chsetoceras over the seaward slope (station

20109). But what is known of the expansion of the Nova Scotian current during

the later spring makes it probable that Thalassiosira would have been found generally

dispersed over the eastern half of Georges Bank a week or two later, thus making
its range continuous over the whole of the latter at some time late in April.

It is at about this date that Thalassiosira attains its widest distribution as an

important factor in the plankton of the gulf, as outlined on the chart (fig. 129).

It is doubtful whether it ever spreads in any abundance over the western side of

the basin, for we found a belt of considerable breadth entirely free from it there
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from April 12 to 17 in 1920; nor did we find it at all in the eastern side of the gulf

in the first half of May in 1915.

Considering the gulf as a whole, Thalassiosira attains its plurimum abundance
as well as its widest range during the last half of April, but it remains so typically

neritic throughout its vernal flowering period that it is always most plentiful close

in to the land, where it may monopolize the surface waters locally. Such, for example,

was the case off Gloucester on April 3, 1913 (station 10055), when the mass of diatoms
taken in a short tow was almost exclusively composed of two species of Thalassiosira

—

T. gravida and T. nordenslcioldi—with only occasional examples of Chsetoceras densum,
Ch. atlanticum, Ch. contortum, Biddulphia aurita, Coscinosira polychorda

,
Thalassio-

thrix nitschioides, and Rhizosolenia semispina. Even more monotonous and equally

abundant catches of Thalassiosira were made by Welsh between Cape Ann and
Cape Elizabeth early in May, 1913. On the 2d he wrote: 68 “The water yesterday

and to-day full of green slime,” and on the 3d, “the water is full of greenish-brown

algte, ” which on examination proved to consist almost altogether of Thalassiosira

(in Bigelow 1914a, p. 406). This genus was equally predominant, and in great

abundance, off Penobscot Bay on May 12, 1915 (station 10276), and at St. Andrews
Fritz found it far outnumbering all other diatoms combined on April 20 and May 1,

1917, the dates of its maximum abundance.

Even in the centers of greatest abundance for Thalassiosira along the western

and northern shores of the gulf we have usually found a considerable mixture of the

several species of Chsetoceras in the catches of the tow nets, especially of Ch. debile,

Ch. decipiens, Ch. diadema, and of various other diatoms as well. Farther out at

sea, in the basin of the gulf, Thalassiosira has never been notably abundant and has

been both outnumbered and outbulked by Chsetoceras at most of the stations.

This was the case on Platts Bank (station 20094) on April 10 and in the western side

of the basin (station 20115) on the 18th in 1920. Near Cashes Bank, however,

Thalassiosira was a large element in the plankton—though hardly to be described

as dominant—the day previous (station 20114). Possibly this shoal ground is a

local flowering center.

These observations suggest that Thalassiosira first spreads to the basin of the

gulf as flotsam from the coastal zone and to some extent from Georges Bank, but

that it continues to multiply as long as the physical state of the water with which it

drifts continues favorable for its existence and reproduction.

Thalassiosira did not dominate the diatom community at any of our stations off

western and southern Nova Scotia during the spring of 1920, though it was both

plentiful and widespread there in April, as I have just remarked.

It is probable that the geographic range of Thalassiosira in the Gulf of Maine
begins to contract, from the sea shoreward and from south to north along the

western shore, about the 20th to the 25th of April in most years. Our stations for

1915 and 1920 combined show that it entirely vanished from the Cape Cod-
Massachusetts Bay region by the first week of May. It was confined to the northern

coastal zone, from Cape Ann to the Bay of Fundy, by the second week of the month
in 1915. In the zone between Cape Ann and Cape Elizabeth, where it was so

68 In his field notes.
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abundant during the first days of May, 1913, that the streaks in which it occurred

were dense enough to discolor the water, the proportion of living cells and chains

rapidly diminished and dead debris increased after the 1st of May.
In 1915 Thalassiosira, like most other diatoms, had likewise entirely disappeared

from the banks off western Nova Scotia by May 7 to 10 (stations 10271 and 10272),

where our tows for the spring of 1920 proved it plentiful in April, though it may
persist until later close in to the coasts. It is also probable that it vanished by
May from the parts of Georges Bank where it flowers in April, none having been

found on the western end on May 16 and 17 in 1920 (stations 20127 to 20129), nor

in any of our summer tows on the bank.

As the spring draws to a close the range of Thalassiosira continues to contract,

until by the middle of June it is confined to the immediate vicinity of the land from

Cape Elizabeth on the west to the northern shores of Nova Scotia on the east 69
;

but notwithstanding this shrinkage in the area occupied by it, it continues flowering

actively along the northern shore of the gulf. Thus we made almost pure catches of

Thalassiosira nordenskioldi and Th. gravida and in great abundance near Mount
Desert Island, off Penobscot Bay, and off Casco Bay on May 10 to 13 in 1915 (stations

10275 to 10277), and again off Schoodic Head, a few miles east of Mount Desert

Island, on June 3. It was also fairly plentiful off the mouth of Penobscot Bay on

June 14 (station 10287), and in 1912 Th. gravida was a considerable element in the

plankton at two stations between Casco Bay and Penobscot Bay as late in the

season as July 26 to August 2 (stations 10016 and 10022).

In 1915 it was not uncommon near Mount Desert Island and off Machias, Me.,

as late as July 15 and 19 (stations 10301 and 10302), while Bailey (1917, p. 98)

records it from Eastport on July 29 and locally along the shores of the Bay of Fundy
during the first half of August.

Thalassiosira was not detected at any station outside the 100-meter contour in

the northern and eastern deeps of the gulf in August, 1913, 1914, or 1915, but in

1912 we found it at two stations and in some numbers in the Eastern Basin as late

as the 14th of that month (stations 10027 and 10028). Evidently its summer status

varies from year to year in this part of the gulf. This is also the case at St. Andrews
and probably in all estuarine situations generally along the coast line east of Mount
Desert Island. Thus Doctor McMurrich’s notes give it as dominant only until

about June 8 at St. Andrews in 1916 and scattering until July 6, but in 1917, when
Fritz (1921, p. 53) found its flowering culminating early in May, with “the enormous
total of 8,750,000 frustules” in her tow on the 1st, it persisted in moderate numbers
throughout June. She noted a second maximum (1,760,000 in the tow) on July 3,

and while only small numbers of Thalassiosira were taken after that date, the genus

persisted, among more numerous diatoms of other genera, right through the late

summer and early autumn until October 24, which was her latest date for it. Thus
there is a marked contrast between the seasonal periodicity of Thalassiosira at St.

Andrews on the one side of the gulf and in Massachusetts Bay in the other, where,

99 During June, 1915, Thalassiosira was detected at stations 10281, 10284, 10285, 10287, 10290; also half a mile oil Schoodic Head
on the 3d, where it was extremely abundant, and off the entrance of Petit Passage, Nova Scotia, on the 10th.

8951—28 30
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though dominant and extremely plentiful in April, it practically vanishes by the

first week of May.
Neither of the two most abundant species of Thalassiosira ( Th . nordenskioldi or

Th. gravida) exists planktonic in the surface waters of the open gulf in any numbers
after August, nor are they recorded for the outer parts of the Bay of Fundy after

August 10 by Bailey (1917). The fact that we found a scattering of Th. norden-

skioldi close to Swan’s Island off the mouth of Penobscot Bay on September 15

(station 10317), and again in Massachusetts Bay on October 1 (station 10322),

during the autumn of 1915, shows that they may persist in small numbers here and
there along the coast until well into the autumn

;
but the genus has not been detected

in any haul in any part of the open gulf between the last week of October and the

first week of February. 70

The seasonal lists of Thalassiosira in northern seas generally (especially the

well-marked periodicity in its appearances and disappearances), and the certainty

that its abundance in the Gulf of Maine results from local flowering and not from
immigration, makes it probable that is passes the balance of the year, from the close

of the summer flowerings until its reappearance in the plankton in early spring, on

the bottom as resting spores. But so far as I am aware these have not actually

been seen in this genus.

The relative numerical proportions in which the two commoner species of Thalas-

siosira— Th. nordenskioldi and Th. gravida—occur in our spring and summer samples

have not been worked out fully, but the preliminary examination suggests that on

the whole Th. nordenskioldi is the more important in March, April, and May (as

might be expected from the experience of European students)
,
and that Th. gravida

increases in relative abundance as the season advances. A third species of Thalas-

siosira, Th. decijpiens, which has been rare in the spring tow nettings (stations 20059

20101, and 20104 to 20106), appeared in numbers near Mount Desert Island (station

10328) and off Penobscot Bay (station 10329) on October 9, 1915. Th. hyalina has

been detected at several widely separated localities during the spring of 1920 (occa-

sional specimens only)—viz., off Cape Cod on March 24 (station 20088), in the

Northern Channel (station 20105), over Browns Bank on April 16 (station 20106),

off the southeast face of Georges Bank on April 16 (station 20109), and in the Eastern

Channel (station 20107). Thalassiosira baltica is recorded from one station (20061)

and may well have been overlooked elsewhere among the swarms of Th. nordenskioldi.

There is also one locality record each for Th. clevei (station 10328), Th. subtiles

(station 200S9), and Th. bioculata 71 (station 20107).

THalassiothrix

This genus is represented in the Gulf of Maine hauls by two species

—

longissima

and nitschioides. The records for Th. longissima are too scattered to outline its

seasonal fluctuations in our waters in a satisfactory way. It appeared only twice in

the catches for March, 1920—that is, in the southeast corner of the basin (station

20064) and on Georges Bank (station 20066). McMurrich (1917), too, found it

only once at St. Andrews during that month (March 4) ;
then, however, in abundance.

It was not detected among the Thalassiosira- Chsetoceras flowerings in the north-

70 Fritz (1921) records it on Feb. 9. 71 Identified by Dr. Albert Mann.
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western side of the gulf during April, 1920, nor did Fritz find it at St. Andrews at

any time during the spring or until the end of August. But it occurred sparingly

at two of our April stations in the northeast corner of the gulf and off the Nova
Scotian coast (stations 20101 and 20103), likewise locally off Georges Bank (station

20109), in the basin (stations 20114 and 20115), and off Cape Cod (station 20116)

during that month in 1920. We have twice made rich catches of Thalassiothrix

between Cape Elizabeth and Penobscot Bay in May (station 10277, May 13, and

station 10280, May 31, 1915). It likewise dominated the diatom plankton on the

western end of Georges Bank and southeast of Nantucket Shoals on July 23, 1916

(stations 10347, 10348, and 10354), but we have not found it elsewhere in the open

gulf during June, July, or the first half of August, though Fritz (1921) records it at

St. Andrews on August 28.

Th. longissima was present in small numbers off Penobscot Bay on September

15, 1915 (station 10317), and irregularly at St. Andrews during that month in 1917,

according to Fritz. It flowers abundantly in the Bay of Fundy and along the coast

of Maine in October, for Fritz counted over half a million in her standard haul at

St. Andrews on October 6, 1917. It was abundant near Mount Desert Island on

October 9, 1915 (station 10328), and a corresponding augmentation of this species

extended southward at least as far as Cape Ann during the last 10 days of that

month (stations 10329 and 10330).

Fritz found few Th. longissima at St. Andrews after the middle of October and

none in January or February. Neither have we found it anywhere in the open gulf

during the winter. McMurrich (1917) describes it as present in great numbers at

St. Andrews on February 26, 1915.

On the whole these data suggest two maxima for Th. longissima—one late in the

spring and the other in October,72 paralleling its seasonal history in the North Sea

region, where its chief flowering time is May, though it may also occur in great

quantities around Scotland in August and November (Ostenfeld, 1913, p. 408).

At Woods Hole Fish (1925) found it regularly in late winter and spring but only

occasionally at other seasons. The flowerings of Thalassiothrix observed by Mc-
Murrich in February and March show that its seasonal cycle is less regular than

that of Thalassiosira, Biddulphia, etc.

TJi. longissima is usually a minor element in the phytoplankton of the inner parts

of the gulf, where its flowerings are not only local but brief in duration. But it was
extremely plentiful on the western end of Georges Bank on July 23, 1916, at the

stations just mentioned, where with fewer Rhizosolenia styliformis it formed a very

rich and monotonous diatom community (fig. 124)
,
and when its center of abundance

extended over a considerable area, out to the continental slope on the south and to

Nantucket Shoals on the west.

We have never seen this flowering of Thalassiothrix rivaled within the gulf,

and a single occurrence of this sort does not necessarily establish Georges Bank as a

major center of production for it. This species is so large and so easily recognized

that it may finally prove of great value for the study of ocean currents, as Ostenfeld

12 Probably the “Thalassema” mentioned by Bailey (1917, p. 107) as dominating some of the October gatherings in Passama -

quoddy Bay were actually Thalassiotkriz longissima.
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(1913) points out, but before it can be used in this way for American waters a far

clearer insight must be gained into its hydrographic and geographic relationships.

In fact, it is still an open question whether Th. longissima is oceanic or neritic in the

western Atlantic, or as indifferent to the proximity of coasts or shallows as it is on
the European side.

Thalassiothrix nitschioides, although one of the most characteristically neritic

of all pelagic diatoms, has occurred far more often in our tow nettings than has its

relative, Th. longissima. Fritz (1921) found Th. nitschioides at St. Andrews through-

out the year except between October 15 and December 13, and the numbers counted

were usually so small that its absence from the hauls made during that period is

perhaps not significant. Probably it occurs irregularly the year round in similar

situations all along the coast line of the gulf, and its presence or absence and its rela-

tive abundance out at sea may depend more on the currents sweeping it out from
these sources of supply around the coast line than on local flowerings.

It seems that few drift out to sea during the winter, for it was detected at only

one station—off the mouth of the Merrimac River (station 10492)—during the mid-

winter cruise of the Halcyon in 1920 and 1921, and not at all in our tows off Gloucester

from November, 1912, to February, 1913. But we had it off the western part of

Georges Bank on February 22, 1920 (station 20045), and during that March it was
found at four stations in the coastal belt between Cape Cod and the Bay of Fundy;
also in the Eastern Channel, on the southeastern slope of Georges Bank, and at two
stations off Shelburne, Nova Scotia (stations 20056, 20058, 20059, 20064, 20066,

20068, 20071, 20075, 20076, 20084, and 20088; fig. 127). Th. nitschioides attains

its widest distribution in the gulf in April, during which month in 1920 it not only

occurred more regularly in the coastal belt than in March (in fact, at almost every

inshore station where diatoms of any sort were plentiful), and off Nova Scotia out to

the southeastern slope of Georges Bank, but likewise at four localities in the central

basin of the gulf (stations 20089 to 20093; 20095 to 20098; 20100, 20102 to 20107,

20109, 20114, and 20117).

Our records suggest that Th. nitschioides practically disappears again from the

offshore parts of the gulf after the end of April, for it was detected at only one station

off Cape Elizabeth (10277) during the May cruise of the Grampus in 1915, not at all

at the 10 stations occupied by the Albatross on the western side of the gulf and on

Georges Bank from May 4 to 17, 1920 (stations 20120 to 20129). We have not found

it at sea in the gulf during the summer and only once during the autumn, viz, off

Penobscot Bay on October 9, 1915 (station 10329).

Th. nitschioides follows much the same seasonal cycle in north European waters,

where it flowers most abundantly from February until April, according to locality,

diminishing in abundance during May, and with its annual minimum in August.

It is far less important as a member of the plankton in the Gulf of Maine, where we
have never found it abundant, than it is in the North Sea region, where it occurs at

all times of the year (Ostenfeld, 1913, p. 409), very generally over the entire area,

and at times in great numbers.

The occurrence of Th. nitschioides so far offshore off Nova Scotia and over the

southeastern slope of Georges Bank, contrasted with our failure to find it in any of
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our other towings on the bank irrespective of season, is best explained as due to a

drift of the Nova Scotian current moving southwestward in spring from the Scotian

banks across Browns Bank and the eastern channel and along the outer part of Georges

Bank. This is corroborated by sundry other lines of evidence, planktonic as well

as hydrographic.

As there is some confusion between this species and the closely related Th.

frauenfeldi in the European lists published by the International Committee for the

Exploration of the Sea (Ostenfeld, 1913), I may note that only such cells as were

attached to one another in their characteristic zigzag chains are recorded here as

nitschioides, these being quite different in appearance from the chains of frauenfeldi.

The latter species has not been identified in any of the Gulf of Maine tow nettings.

Other diatoms

The genera so far discussed include all that we have found important in the

plankton of the outer waters of the Gulf of Maine, and while the station lists (p. 423)

include various others, none of them occur regularly or abundantly enough to color

the plankton. I may emphasize especially the universal rarity of brackish-water,

littoral, and bottom-dwelling diatoms out at sea. Pleurosigma, for example, is never

represented by more than occasional examples, though detected at many localities

far and wide. Under estuarine conditions, however, as in the tributaries of the Bay
of Fundy, littoral diatoms of many genera are much more abundant (Bailey, 1917;

Fritz, 1921; Bailey and Mackay, 1921).

Finally, I may emphasize our failure to find any diatoms in the gulf to which

it is safe to ascribe either a Tropic or an Arctic origin, except, perhaps, for Fragilaria

oceanica, occasional examples of which were detected in the tows in the Eastern

Channel and over the southeast slope of Georges Bank on April 16, 1920 (stations

20107 and 20109). The absence of other arctic diatoms in the Gulf of Maine is

the more striking if contrasted with their abundance and frequent dominance in

the Gulf of St. Lawrence in spring, as is illustrated by the following table based on

Gran’s (1919) list for May 11, 1915. This Arctic community proved so shortlived

there, however, that it had entirely disappeared in June, to be replaced by a typically

boreal assemblage, most of whose members

—

Rhizosolenia setigera, Nitschia seriata,

Coscinodiscus, and Chsetoceras laciniosum—are equally characteristic of the spring

plankton of the Gulf of Maine.

St. Lawrence diatoms, May 11, 1915 Arctic 1
Gulf of

Maine St Lawrence diatoms, May 11, 1915 Arctic 1
Gulf of
Maine

x Fragilaria cycliDdrus x
Amphiprora hyperborea X Fragilaria oceanica.. x x

X Navicula pelagica X
X Navicula septentrionalis x
x Navicula vanhoffeni X
x Nitschia closterium X

Chsetoceras criophilum X Nitschia frigida X
Chaetoceras debile X Pleurosigma stuxbergi x

X Rhizosolenia hebetata X
X Thalassiosira bioculata
X Thalassiosira gravida x

X X Thalassiosira hyalina X x
Detonula confervacea X Thalassiosira nordenskioldi x

X x

1 Species that are endemic in the Polar seas, where ice forms in winter, and in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, but which occur only
as immigrants farther south.
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NOTES ON OTHER UNICELLULAR PLANTS AND ANIMALS

The flagellates Phaeocystis and Halosphaera and the tintinnid infusorians and
acantharian radiolarians are secondary in importance to the peridinians and diatoms

in the plankton of the Gulf of Maine, but are still sufficiently abundant there at

times to call for brief notice. The last two are grouped here with the phytoplankton

for convenience sake, though they are animals and consequently consumers and
not producers.

PH/EOCYSTIS

The brown unicellular alga Phaeocystis is the only organism that we have ever

found rivaling the vernal flowerings of diatoms in the Gulf of Maine either in abun-

dance of floating vegetable matter produced or in actual numbers. Its identity is

established by the simple structure of its cells, together with their green color and
association into slimy colonies. But whether we have to do with Ph. pouchetii, Ph.

globosa, or with both these species, has not been determined, the precise character

by which the two are separable—i. e., the form of the colonies, whether lobate

(pouchetii) or globose as in globosa (Lemmermann, 1908)—having been destroyed

either by preservation or by the churning which they underwent in the nets. This

is unfortunate, because pouchetii, with a range hardly extending south of 55° N.

latitude in European waters, is decidedly a more northern form than globosa, which

occurs in maximum abundance in the southern part of the North Sea and in the

English Channel (Ostenfeld, 1910).

The Gulf of Maine records for Phaeocystis have been confined to April 18 to

20, 1920, when it was sparsely represented in the western basin (station 20115) but

so plentiful off Cape Cod and in the southern part of Massachusetts Bay (stations

20116 to 20118) that the fine-meshed silk nets used on the surface were clogged

with its slimy masses after a few minutes towing, making it impossible to obtain a

representative catch of diatoms or of other members of the phytoplankton. The
Phaeocystis colored the water brown; in fact, the appearance of the nets as they

are lifted dripping with brown slime of offensive odor betrays the presence of this

alga at once.

Plentiful though Phaeocystis was at this time, its flowering period must have

been brief, because it was not found in the region in question three weeks earlier

(stations 20087 to 20090) or off Massachusetts Bay and Cape Cod two weeks later

(stations 20120 to 20125), and it was not found anywhere in the gulf during the first

weeks of May, 1915.

These few records show that Phaeocystis fills much the same biologic niche in

American as in north European waters. The region of its occurrence in the gulf is

reconcilable, without discussion, with the neritic habit with which Gran (1902 and

1912) and Ostenfeld (1910) have credited it, and which its European distribution as a

whole demands, though it is not confined to the immediate neighborhood of the coast

in either side of the North Atlantic. It seems a regular event for Phaeocystis to

appear suddenly in tremendous quantities, and while its maximum flowering falls

later in the northern than in the southern part of its range, it is characteristic of it to

dominate the plankton for only a short time at any given region. Off the Norwegian
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coast, according to Gran (1902, p. 17), Phseocystis reaches its maximum after the

diatoms have passed their apex of abundance, with a monotonous Phseocystis plank-

ton succeeding them for a very short period. Apparently it bears much the same
temporal relationship to the vernal diatom flowerings in Massachusetts Bay, but

in the western basin farther offshore it seems that Phseocystis precedes instead of

succeeds the greatest seasonal abundance of diatoms.

The records of the International Committee point to May as the month in which

Phseocystis is at its maximum in the North Sea—that is, about the same season as

in the Gulf of Maine. Judging from the general geographic distribution of Phseocys-

tis, the latter is probably its most southerly center of abundance in the western side

of the North Atlantic, but the optima of temperature and salinity for this alga can

not be established for American waters until more records are available. It may,

however, be of interest to note that the Gulf of Maine collections (being from water

of 3 to 4.5°) have been well within the temperature limits of Ph. pouchetii in European

waters. But the salinity in which we have found it (31.43 to 32.45 per mille) is far

less than the mean of the European records, which is given by Ostenfeld (1910) as

about 34.8 per mille for pouchetii and as 34.89 per mille for globosa, though the former

also occurs at the mouth of the Baltic in waters less saline than those of the Gulf of

Maine.
HALOSPHSERA

The unicellular pelagic alga Halosphsera viridis Schmidt 73 has been found at many
of our stations, sometimes in considerable numbers, though it is not sufficiently

prominent in the Gulf of Maine to have received a local vernacular name as it has

in the Mediterranean (Steuer, 1910, p. 2). Halosphsera was first detected in the

gulf in 1915, when it was widely distributed over the eastern basin of the gulf in

May (stations 10269, 10270, 10271, 10272, and 10273), though nowhere abundant,

and occurred locally off Mount Desert in June (stations 10284 and 10286)
;
also at one

station (10310) in August. It was likewise found across the whole breadth of the

continental shelf south of Nova Scotia in June (stations 10291, 10293, 10294, and

10296), and off Shelburne in September (station 10313); likewise on German Bank
on September 2 of that year (station 10310) and in the Massachusetts Bay region

early and late in October (stations 10322, 10336, and 10337). During the spring

cruises of the Albatross in 1920 Halosphsera was detected at some thirty stations in

the gulf widely distributed both in time and space (stations 20044, 20045, 20048,

20054, 20057, 20064, 20067, 20069, 20070, 20072, 20073, 20074 to 20076, 20078 to

20080, 20086, 20097, 20098, 20100, 20105, 20112, 20120, 20123, 20124, 20126, and

20129). These records, combined, suggest that Halosphsera attains its maximum in

the gulf late in the spring, practically disappearing again in midsummer, 74 though it

has been described as plentiful at that season in the colder waters about Cape Breton,

Nova Scotia (Wright, 1907). Doctor McMurrich found Halosphsera in late spring

and early summer (April 17 to July 6) at St. Andrews, which corresponds to the

May-June maximum in the open Gulf of Maine.

73 Identification according to Lemmermann, 1908, p. 21.

74 Our failure to find Halosphsera previous to 1915 was probably due to the fact that most of our stations in previous years were
in late July and August when Halosphsera is rare in the Gulf of Maine.
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We have never found Halosphaera dominant in the plankton of the gulf. The
richest catches have been over the outer part of the shelf off Nova Scotia (fig. 130;

stations 10293 to 10295) and off Mount Desert Island (station 10284) in June, 1915.

Most of our records are based on the vegetative stage and on stages in division of

the protoplasm (Lemmermann, 1908, p. 21, figs. 71 and 72). Cells with aplanospores

have been detected only once in our towings—that is, near Shelburne, Nova Scotia,

June 23, 1915 (station 10293), and no attempt has been made to trace the life history

of Halosphaera in American waters, as Gran (1902, p. 12) has done so carefully for

the Norwegian Sea.

The seasonal fluctuations of Halosphaera in the Gulf of Maine generally parallel

its occurrence in the North Sea, where it is at its maximum in May and its minimum
in August. But east of Cape Sable it evidently reaches its greatest abundance later

in the season, for Wright (1907) describes it as an important factor in the plankton

at Canso, eastern Nova Scotia, in June and July.75

It is now well established that Halosphsera is not endemic in the North Sea but

occurs there only as an immigrant from the Atlantic via the northern route around

Scotland; and it is primarily of southern—Atlantic—origin in the Norwegian Sea,

though it may also be endemic there to some degree. Whether it is equally an

immigrant in the Gulf of Maine is yet to be determined, but the facts that our largest

catches of it have been made over the outer part of the continental shelf and that

we have never found it in any great numbers in the inner part of the Gulf point

in this direction.
ACANTHARIAN RADIOLARIANS 76

The swarming of radiolarians, represented by the genus Acanthometron, is

a decidedly sporadic event in the Gulf of Maine, as it is in North European waters

also (Mielk, 1913), but on such occasions they are extremely conspicuous among
the plankton, thanks to their large size, distinctive appearance, and reddish color.

Up to the present time we have only once found Acanthometron dominant—that

is, on August 22, 1914 (station 10253, fig. 131), when it swarmed off Cape Ann and

in the western basin. We have never found Acanthometron before or since in

midsummer in the gulf. Apparently it occurs more regularly in early autumn and

is more generally distributed then, for it was comparatively plentiful in the center

of the gulf (station 10309), in the northeast corner (station 10316), off Penobscot

Bay (station 10318), and off Shelburne, Nova Scotia (station 10313), during the

first and second weeks of September in the year 1915. It was a conspicuous ele-

ment in the plankton of Massachusetts Bay during the last week of that month
(stations 10320 and 10321; fig. 132), but its presence there was short-lived, for none

were found a month later (stations 10337, 10338, and 10339, October 26 and 27).

Acanthometron has been detected in only one October tow elsewhere in the gulf

(a few miles off Penobscot Bay, October 9, 1915, station 10329). It was not found

at any of the stations in the western part of the gulf in the late autumn, winter, or

spring, but a few specimens were noted on German Bank and in the North Channel

on April 15, 1920 (stations 20103 and 20105).

78 For notes on the temporal occurrence of Halosphsera in the open Atlantic, the Norwegian Sea, and in the Mediterranean

see Cleve (1900), Gran (1902), Steuer (1910), and Ostenfeld (1910).

78 For an excellent account of the northern acantharians see Popofsky, 1905.
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Fig. 130.—Phytoplankton dominated by ITalosphaera, with Ccratium longipes. Surface haul off Shelburne, Nova
Scotia, June 23, 1911 (station 10293). X 40

Fig. 131.—Plankton dominated by the radiolarian genus Aeanthometron. Surface haul off Cape Ann,
August 22, 1914 (station 10253). X 50
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These scattered records point to late summer and early autumn as its season

of greatest abundance in the Gulf of Maine, and they suggest, though hardly prove,

that its chief center of distribution lies in the western part of the gulf with a second-

Fig. 132.—Locality records for Acanthometron, 1914 to 1920. O. August, many; A AugustAfew; ®, September, many;

H> September, few; X, October, few; A, April, occasional

ary center somewhere off southern Nova Scotia, for which its presence off Shel-

burne on September 6, 1915, is evidence. Furthermore, the areas of abundance

for Acanthometron have been small in extent, with neighboring stations yielding
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few or none even on the same day. The August swarm just mentioned was so con-

centrated that only odd specimens appeared in the tow at the station next to the

south (station 10256) and none at all at those to the east or north. On September

1, 1915, when it was abundant at station 10309, none were taken 40 miles to the

southwest (station 10308), 35 miles to the east (station 10310), or 60 miles to the

northeast (station 10315). Similarly, none were taken off Cape Elizabeth on Sep-

tember 20, 1915 (station 10319), nor off Mount Desert Island on the 15th (station

10317), though it was plentiful at an intervening station (10318) on the 16th, with

no notable hydrographic difference in the state of the water. There is no apparent

correlation between the presence or absence of Acanthometron in the gulf and the

precise temperature, for while the August swarms of 1914 were living in water of

about 18 to 20° off Cape Ann, the Nova Scotian collections for September, 1915,

were from a temperature colder—and perhaps very much colder—than 15°. We
have one record of Acanthometron from water of only about 4° (German Bank,

station 20103, April 15, 1920).

Its occurrence is equally independent of salinity within broad limits, for it was
most abundant in the Western Basin and off southern Nova Scotia when the water

was near its freshest for the year, but we have not detected it in Massachusetts

Bay until salinity has increased considerably from its seasonal minimum. Broadly

speaking, however, Acanthometron is plentiful in the gulf only while the tempera-

ture is comparatively high and the salinity comparatively low.

Acanthometron likewise attains its seasonal maximum in late summer and

autumn off north European coasts, with a general increase from August on, and its

minimum in May. On both sides of the Atlantic the richest catches of this radio-

larian have been from the eddies of cyclonic currents—that is, from the southern

Norwegian Sea (May), Irminger Sea (July), middle of the North Sea (November),

and in our gulf from the Western Basin (August).

Although Acanthometron occurs at times and locally in even greater abundance

in the shallow coastal waters of the eastern side of the Atlantic than in the Gulf of

Maine, it is essentially an immigrant there from the open ocean. The records of

the International Committee for the Exploration of the Sea prove that although it is

independent of actual temperature and salinity for its ability to exist, its abundance

in the North Sea depends more or less on the amount cf warm, highly saline ocean

water entering around the north of Scotland (Mielk, 1913). Its chief centers of

abundance in the Gulf of Maine have been in the regions farthest removed from

such oceanic influence—that is, close in to land and in the semistagnant Western

Basin. Furthermore, we have never found it in the zone of mixture between cool

coast waters and warmer ocean waters along the continental slope, and its absence

there is particularly significant because Acanthrometron centers have often been

encountered in the contact zone between Atlantic and Arctic waters on the other side

of the North Atlantic.

Here we must leave the question of the distribution of Acanthrometron for the

present; but in passing I may point out that more data on this point are particu-

larly desirable, not so much for the sake of mere completeness of local information as

because of a very interesting phenomenon exhibited by this form, namely, the sharply
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circumscribed areas in which it occurs when it does swarm and the suddenness of its

appearances and disappearances, the causes of which are totally unknown,

TINTINNIDS

The tintinnids of the Gulf of Maine offer an interesting field for study because

the several members of Cyttarocylis—the chief genus—have rather precise geo-

graphic characteristics (Jprgensen, 1899; Brandt, 1906). The records for 1914, 1915,

1916, and 1920 show that tintinnids may be expected anywhere in the gulf; only

rarely, however, have they formed any considerable part of our catches of phyto-

plankton. As a rule, they are decidedly scarce, often absent, or at least so rare as

to be overlooked, though they are conspicuous objects in the field of the microscope.

In 1920 they were found at most of the March stations in the eastern side of the gulf

from the coast of Nova Scotia out to the Eastern Channel and across the continental

slope off Cape Sable (fig. 133; tintinnids sufficiently numerous to be recorded at

stations 20071, 20072, 20074 to 20079, 20083, 20084, and 20086); but none were

detected on Georges Bank or in the western half of the gulf during that month.

By mid-April 77 the tintinnids, like the peridinians, had practically disappeared from

the waters where they occurred in March, with no compensating augmentation else-

where in the gulf. In 1915 we found tintinnids in some numbers on German Bank
and off Lurcher Shoal on the 7th and 10th of May (stations 10271 and 10272), as

well off as Penobscot Bay two days later (station 10276). Apparently (though our

records are insufficient) they gradually spread westward from May on, with the ad-

vance of the season, for we took them in large numbers off Cape Cod on July 22,

1916 (station 10346).

In August and September, 1915, tintinnids were recognized in the Eastern Basin,

in the center of the gulf, and alongshore from Penobscot Bay to Cape Elizabeth

(stations 10304 to 10306, 10310, 10311, and 10316 to 10319). In October of that year

they occurred in localities as widely separated as the Massachusetts Bay region (stations

10320, 10323, and 10336), the neighborhood of Mount Desert Island (station 10328),

and off the Grand Manan Channel (stations 10316 and 10327). McMurrich found

them at St. Andrews from late August until October 9, in 1916. In short, they may
be expected anywhere in the gulf in summer and early autumn.

Only three times have we found tintinnids an important factor in the plankton

of the gulf—that is, at the Cape Cod station just mentioned, July 22, 1916, where

there were about half as many Cyttarocylis as Ceratium in a sample taken at random;
off Cape Elizabeth on September 20, 1915 (station 10319); and off the southeast

slope of Georges Bank on July 22, 1914 (station 10220). But the group is evidently

more important east of Cape Sable, for they appear at times in great numbers in the

cold water along the outer coast of Nova Scotia, this being the case at several of our

stations in July and August, 1914 (Bigelow, 1917, p. 329). Wright (1907) records

both Tintinopsis and Cyttarocylis as common at Canso, Nova Scotia, during the

summer.

77 There are only two April records for the group in the gulf—stations 20098 and 20101. Elsewhere during that month they
were at least so rare as to be overlooked.
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I can give only the briefest of notes on the species of tintinnids concerned,

though these are not hard to identify, thanks to Jprgensen’s (1899) and Brandt’s

(1906) beautiful figures. Most of the Gulf of Maine records listed above are based

Fig. 133.—Distribution of the tintinnid genus Cyttaroeylis in February and March, 1920. X, localities where it was, and

O, where it was not found. The hatched curve marks its approximate western boundary at the time

on one form or another of the highly variable Cyttaroeylis denticulata. This was

notably the case for the rich haul off Cape Cod and for the towings off southern

Nova Scotia in July and August, 1914, just mentioned, but the rich catch off Cape
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Elizabeth (station 10319) was chiefly C. serrata (Brandt, 1906, Taf. 39, figs. 4 and 6).

McMurrich (1917) records C. ehrenbergi and two species of Tintinopsis

—

T. cam-

panula, and T. ventricosa—from St. Andrews, while his unpublished plankton lists

note Cyttarocylis denticulata and C. subulata.

According to Brandt (1910) the limits of C. denticulata in the North Sea area

are chiefly determined by temperature, its upper optimum being about 12°. In a

general way this is true also of the Gulf of Maine and of Nova Scotian waters, for

it is more numerous in the cold Nova Scotian current than in the higher temperatures

of the gulf, but the data are not sufficiently extensive to show whether its distribu-

tion within the gulf reflects the slight regional differences in temperature that prevail

tiiero

OTHER UNICELLULAR ORGANISMS

The reader must not assume that the foregoing notes exhaust the major groups

of unicellular organisms in the Gulf of Maine. On the contrary, such important

divisions as the coccolithophorias, the silicoflagellates, and the infurosia (apart from

the tintinnids) have not been mentioned at all, not because they do not occur but

because they have not been detected so far in our offshore hauls, or only on the

rarest occasions. Infusoria, in particular, may be expected to prove of considerable

ecologic importance when tow-net catches, preserved by methods suitable for these

minute and very delicate organisms, are intensively studied. Such, at least, is the

case in June in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, where the infusorian genera Mesodinium
and Laboea occur in abundance, as they do also in the waters off Halifax in May.
(Gran, 1919, p. 493.) The silicoflagellate genus Distephanus occurs at times in some
numbers at St. Andrews. (McMurrich, 1917, p. 4.)

We have not detected Notiluca in any of the Gulf of Maine towings, though

its wide distribution in general and its seasonal abundance in the Irish Sea and

coastal regions of the North Sea region in particular, where it is one of the most
frequent sources of phosphorescence (Ostenfeld, 1910; Herdman, Scott, and Dakin,

1910), point to its presence in the gulf as probable.

Globigerina is likewise to be expected in the gulf as an occasional immigrant

from the ocean waters of the open Atlantic, but is never likely to prove of anj^ im-

portance in the Gulf of Maine plankton.

NOTES ON THE BIOLOGY OF THE PHYTOPLANKTON

Perhaps no phenomenon in the natural economy of the gulf so arrests attention

(certainly none is so spectacular) as the sudden appearance of enormous numbers
of diatoms in early spring, and their equally sudden disappearance from most of its

area after a brief flowering period. As precisely this same phenomenon takes

place in north European waters, where biologists have long occupied themselves

with the marine plankton, no wonder the possible factors, hydrographic and seasonal,

or the physiology of the diatoms themselves, which first permit and then estop

their almost inconceivably rapid multiplication and finally even prohibit their fur-

ther existence, have been the subject of much study and discussion. Nevertheless,

as Herdman (1920, p. 817) has recently declared, the factors governing this phenom-
enon still remain imperfectly understood.
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The obstacle to the advance of knowledge along this line has not been any lack

of plausible explanations; on the contrary, various changes take place in spring in

the physical medium in which the plankton exists, any or all of which might, a priori,

be assumed to control the life history of the planktonic plants. Such, for example,

are the seasonal variations in the temperature of the water; in its salinity; in its

density, viscosity, and vertical stability; in the activity of its vertical circulation;

in its alkalinity; in the supply of dissolved foodstuffs; and in the strength of the sun;

every one of which, directly or indirectly, affects the viability and reproduction of

the phytoplankton, and which, in unfavorable combination, may make existence

impossible for them.

It has been observed repeatedly, and in widely separated seas, that the vernal

augmentation of the diatoms synchronizes with the first vernal warming of the water.

But, as Moore, Prideaux, and Herdman (1915, p. 247) have emphasized, “it is to be

remembered that the physical cause must have a latent period ahead of the biolog-

ical effect.” It may be stated as a general rule that the vernal flowerings of diatoms

follow so closely after the commencement of vernal warming (if not antedating it)

that the latter can not be the cause of the former. This is certainly the case in the

waters between Cape Ann and the Isles of Shoals, where diatoms commence to

multiply actively in March, the temperature still being at its winter minimum (p. 383) >

while in 1925 winter flowering of Rhizosolenia alata commenced in the falling tem-

perature of December (p. 396). Furthermore, marine diatoms as a class have been

found tolerant of such wide variations of temperature and of salinity, both over the

geographic and seasonal ranges in nature, and in cultural experiments (Allen and

Nelson, 1910; Fritz, 1921a), as to make it in the highest degree unlikely that slight

changes in either of these environmental features, within the limits of both obtaining

in the Gulf of Maine, are themselves of prime importance in the economy of these

pelagic plants. But temperature and salinity in combination determine the viscosity,

the density, and the vertical stability of the water, which in turn tend to control the

activity of its vertical circulation and thus indirectly to favor or hinder the flotation

and food supply of marine diatoms as the seasons change.

Herdman (1920) believes the increasing intensity of the sunlight is the chief

stimulant for the spring flowering of diatoms, and certainly without sufficient sun-

light the reproduction and even the continued existence of diatoms—for that matter,

of all chlorophyllous plants—would become impossible. This may well be the

case in the higher latitudes of northern Europe, likewise in Canadian waters, during

the short winter days. And while terrestrial experience in the latitudes of the Gulf

of Maine (40 to 45° N.) shows that the sun rises high enough in the sky for active

photosynthesis at all seasons, the increasing percentage of hours of sunlight per day,

and its greater intensity consequent on the increasing declination of the sun, no

doubt help to make the spring a more favorable season for the flowering of diatoms

than late autumn or winter. But this factor can not by itself explain the seasonal

cycle of diatom flowerings as they actually occur, for if increasing light be a factor

inducing their commencement it should equally favor their continuance throughout

the summer, instead of the culmination and disappearance after a few weeks that

characterizes most parts of the Gulf of Maine (p. 396).
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On the whole, with successive observations and experiments it grows more and

more probable from year to year that, given temperatures, salinities, and alkalinities

(p. 486) in which diatoms can exist, with sunlight sufficient for active photosynthesis,

their regional and seasonal abundance depends chiefly on the richness of the water

in dissolved food substances, organic and inorganic, and to a less extent on the

activity of vertical circulation of the water and its viscosity. 78

The suddenness with which diatoms commence flowering in spring tends to

corroborate this generalization, for if the gulf were abundantly supplied with nutrients

the year round we might expect to find their numbers steadily augmenting through-

out the coastal waters of the gulf during the late winter, as vertical circulation

grows more and more active and as the sun rises higher and higher; but as a matter

of fact (and this is true not only of the Gulf of Maine but of other northern coastal

waters) the tremendous flowerings of diatoms so characteristic of early spring culmi-

nate almost between one week and the next.

The most reasonable explanation for this is that at least one of the nutritive

substances on which they depend, whether it be nitrogen, phosphoric acid, silica, or

some other, occurs in less than the minimum required for their active growth and

reproduction during the winter and until the first days of spring, when the increasing

outflow from the rivers, combined with an increasingly active vertical circulation of

the sea water, raises the supply above this critical point, whereupon a rapid multiplica-

tion of diatoms at once ensues. Conversely, an exhaustion of one or other foodstuff

is now generally accepted as the cause of the sudden disappearance of diatoms after

their vernal flowering period. The diminishing viscosity, also, and the increasing

vertical stability of the water, which characterize the advancing summer owing to

the rising temperature, likewise militate against the continued multiplication of

diatoms. The former renders flotation difficult, as explained below (p. 482), and

the latter so effectively isolates the surface stratum of water (where diatoms find

their optimum light conditions) from the underlying layers that replenishment with

nutrients from below is effectively hindered.

Although our Gulf of Maine studies touch only the outer edge of this very

complex subject, it is of such fundamental importance in the economy of the sea

that a brief discussion here needs no apology.

Diatoms being producers, not consumers, it is, of course, from what Johnstone

(1908, p. 212) has called the "ultimate foodstuffs in the sea” that they derive their

nourishment, chief of which are carbonic acid, the nitrogen compounds, phosphoric

acid, silica (because of their habit of secreting silicious skeletons), and various other

mineral salts in minimal quantities; also oxygen (not, of course, a food substance

but necessary for life). Except under very special circumstances it is hardly con-

ceivable that the phytoplankton of the open sea ever suffers a shortage of oxygen
or of the available sources of carbonic acid. But as all the other nutrients occur only

in minute quantities in sea water we can readily understand that the supply of one

or the other might fall temporarily below the minimal amount 79 required for diatom

78 See Johnstone (1908), Herdman (1923), and Johnstone, Scott, and Chadwick (1924) for general discussions of the nutrition

of the phytoplankton.
78 For discussions of Liebig’s “Law of the Minimum” in its relation to marine plants, see Johnstone, 1908, p. 234; Gran, 1912,

p. 367.
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growth, and in the long run probably the supply of nitrogenous compounds chiefly

determines the regional richness and poverty of the phytoplankton as a whole.

Allen and Nelson’s (1910) experiments on rearing marine diatoms corroborate

this, for they found it necessary to increase the concentration of nitrates, and
apparently also of phosphates, above that of normal sea water in order to produce

active multiplication. Fritz’s (1921a) work along this line is especially pertinent

here, for she experimented at St. Andrews on the culture of planktonic marine

diatoms of Gulf of Maine species with similar results, being unable to obtain any
considerable and persistent growth without the addition to the normal sea water of

the nutrient salts—nitrates and phosphoric acid—employed by Allen and Nelson.

With these, however, she obtained flourishing cultures of Thalassiosira nordenslrioldi,

Skeletonema costatum, Asterionella japonica, Nitschia closterium, Melosira hyperiorea,

and various other planktonic species.

NITROGEN

It has long been known that sea water absorbs nitrogen so readily from the air

that the surface strata are usually saturated with this element, but it is still question-

able whether any of the planktonic plants are able to utilize elemental nitrogen first

hand. It has long been the commonly-accepted belief, also, supported by experiments

on land, that no chlorophyllous plants can do so, unless, like the Leguminosse, in

symbiosis with nitrogen-fixing bacteria; but that all others—terrestrial or marine,

unicellular or multicellular—are dependent on nitrogen compounds elaborated by
some other means for their food supply of this essential element.

In 1920, however, Moore and Webster (1920) published the results of experiments

which seemed to demonstrate that certain green unicellular algae do possess the ability

to obtain, and to fix by a process of photosynthesis, elemental nitrogen dissolved by
the water from the air. A year later Moore, Whitley, and Webster (1921) carried out

further experiments on a marine green alga, which they grew in measured volumes

of sea water, finding that at the end of the experiment the amount of fixed nitrogen

in plant and water combined exceeded the nitrite present at the beginning. From
this they concluded that the excess must have come from the elemental nitrogen

dissolved in the water, and so, in turn, from the air. These experiments, however,

were not conclusive, no precaution having been taken to exclude the nitrogen-fixing

bacteria which Keinke (1904) and Keding (1906) found on the fronds of several

species of fixed algae at Helgoland, and which, therefore, were probably present on

the algal fronds used by Moore, Whitley, and Webster in their experiments, or to

determine their presence or absence. And although Moore and his associates adduce

several reasons why they think it improbable that the value of their experiments

is detracted from by this “ loophole” in technique, it remains an open question

whether the increase in the amount of fixed nitrogen, which they demonstrated,

did actually result from photosynthesis by the algal fronds experimented upon or

from activity on the part of bacteria living symbiotic upon them.

So far as I am aware, the ability of marine phytoplankton to synthesize ele-

mental nitrogen has not actually been tested by critical experiment directed to this

definite end. But it has repeatedly been found that very much richer cultures of
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planktonic diatoms may be grown with the aid of appropriate nutriants (including

ammonium sulphate) than in normal sea water, and that exhausted cultures of dia-

toms may be temporarily revived by adding nitrogen in appropriate combination,

which would hardly be the case were the diatoms able to avail themselves directly

of the nitrogen gas dissolved in the water .

80 Therefore it may be assumed that

diatoms, probably also peridinians, Phaeocystis, Halosphasra, etc., require a supply

of ready combined nitrogen for their existence.

The elemental nitrogen absorbed by the water from the air may serve as the

source of this combined nitrogen through the medium of the bacteria just mentioned.

These nitrogen-fixing bacteria have been found in the Baltic and in the North

Sea, in bottom muds from many localities; also on the surfaces of a great variety

of fixed algae, including Fucus and Laminaria, and on the surfaces of planktonic

organisms; likewise in the Indian Ocean (Keutner, 1905; Keding, 1906). Hence,

they are probably cosmopolitan in such situations and may be expected to prove as

widespread in the Gulf of Maine as they are in the North Sea region, though they

have not been actually detected there as yet. The two genera, Clostridium and

Azotobacter, have been found to exist under the most diverse physical conditions,

and they may well prove of prime importance in the economy of life in the narrow

coastwise belt where fixed algas flourish, though this is still a matter of conjecture,

as is the extent to which their activities depend on symbiosis with other bacteria or

with algae. But since they have never been detected free in the sea water it is not

likely that their activities contribute much directly to the supply of nitrogen avail-

able for the use of planktonic plants on the high seas.

However this may be, normal sea water is extremely poor in nitrogen in com-
binations utilizable by plants—that is, as ammonia, nitrates, or nitrites—the chief

sources for the latter in coastwise seas such as the Gulf of Maine being the drainage

from the land and the decomposition of organic matter in the sea.

It has long been appreciated by biologists that northern rivers, especially those

that flow from countries with heavy rainfall and much cultivated land and those that

are polluted with organic wastes, do bring down to the sea vast amounts of this dis-

solved nitrogenous nourishment (Gran, 1915). It has been calculated from the nitro-

gen content of the Khine (averaging 2 to 3 milligrams of nitrogen, in the form of

dissolved compounds, per liter) that the North Sea receives annually not less than

390,000,000 kilograms (383,000 tons) of combined nitrogen in this way (Brandt, 1899,

p. 230; Johnstone, 1908, p. 282).

The greater part of the watershed of the Gulf of Maine being timbered, not

cultivated, and less densely settled than the countries bordering the North Sea,

its river waters might be expected to prove less rich in nitrogen than the Rhine water;

and the many analyses made by the United States Geological Survey prove such to

be the case, with the rivers of Massachusetts richer in nitrogen than those of Maine.
Thus the Charles River, a short distance above Boston, has been found to average
about 0.879 part of nitrogen—as ammonia, nitrates, and nitrites—per million of

water
,

81 the Merrimac 0.524 part per million in its lower course above Haverhill, and

80 Allen and Nelson (1810) give an extended discussion of this subject.
81 Massachusetts Board of Health, 1890, examination of water supplies
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the Kennebec only about 0.3 part of combined nitrogen per million at Augusta
(Whipple, 1907, p. 182). Perhaps 0.5 part per million would be a fair average for all

the rivers emptying into the gulf—that is, only about one-fourth to one-fifth as rich

as Rhine water. Nevertheless, this is a considerably higher concentration of total

nitrogen than Raben (1905a and 1910) found in the sea water of the North Sea,

where it ranged from 0.110 to 0.378 part per million, or in the Baltic (0.105 to 0.247

part per million). With a total annual runoff of not less than twenty-five hundred
billion cubic feet of water from the rivers and streams that drain the watershed of

the gulf, the latter must yearly receive at least 39,857 tons of nitrogen fixed in com-
binations readily assimilable by plants. This, roughly, is one-tenth the amount
(383,000 tons) given by Johnstone (1908, p. 282) for the North Sea from Brandt’s

(1899) oft-quoted calculation of the nitrogen discharged by the Rhine. But the area

of the Gulf of Maine, as inclosed by a fine Cape Cod-Cape Sable, is only about one-

fifth that of the North Sea, hence its river waters contribute at least half as much of

nitrogen compounds yearly per unit of sea area as do those of the North Sea, and
very likely more than half, for the other rivers that drain into the North Sea may
not carry as heavy a load of nitrogen as does the Rhine.

Whipple’s (1907) analyses of the water of the Kennebec, which may be taken

as typical of the rivers tributary to the gulf, may not prove a definite Seasonal

periodicity in the concentration of dissolved total nitrogen, the range being from

0.24 to 0.49 part per million of water for the months of January, March, April, May,
June, and August; but the highest concentrations (0.487 and 0.327) were in March
and April, just when the total outflow is swelling with the spring freshets. Therefore

it is safe to assume that the land drainage that empties into the gulf is at least as

rich in nitrogen in spring, when the discharge from the rivers is at its maximum,
as it is during the rest of the year, if not actually richer, as the analyses suggest.

With the concentration of dissolved nitrogen compounds probably at least twice as

high in river water as in the sea water of the gulf, the freshening of the latter, which is

caused in spring by river freshets, is probably accompanied by a considerable in-

crease in the concentration of nitrogen in the coastal zone over the values obtaining

there in winter, with the alteration greatest near the mouths of the larger rivers and

along the zones where their discharges have the greatest effect on salinity.

Although the decomposition of dead animals and plants in the sea does not

actually add anything to the store of nitrogen preexisting in the water, simply trans-

forming it from one form to another, it must constantly be making available for the

use of the phytoplankton large amounts of this foodstuff that was previously bound
up in other organic forms 82—that is, in the bodies of animals and in attached plants,

such as eelgrass (Zostera) and the larger algae; and great though the amount of

nitrogenous fertilizer brought down to the Gulf of Maine by its affluent rivers is,

this source may rival it.

As every seaside farmer knows, eelgrass (Zostera) rots much more slowly than do

the various algae such as the "rock weeds” (Fucacese) and "kelps” (Laminariae)

82 Johnstone (1908) gives an interesting chapter on the circulation of nitrogen.
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and the many smaller forms, but even for Zostera time brings progressive decomposi-

tion. After it has disintegrated to a fine dustlike state, further oxidization probably

takes place more rapidly, particularly when it is suspended in the upper, more illu-

minated water layers. Is it not reasonable, then, to think of such organic particles

or aggregates of particles as foci around which diatoms can multiply, being nourished

by the nitrogenous substances as these constantly go into solution, just as the weeds

in our gardens thrive around the particles of manure or of nitrogenous fertilizers

that are similarly disintegrating or dissolving in the soil? At any rate, whether or

not this particular picture be correct, a vast supply of organic matter is derived from

the Zostera, the constituents of which must eventually join the general nutritive

store of the sea water in which it decays and from which it was taken in the first

instance. Even such of it as passes through the digestive tracts of bottom-dwelling

mollusks must also travel the same path in the end, either as excreta or by the final

death and decay of the endless chain of animals that feed one on another. What is

true of Zostera is equally true of the more rapidly decaying marine algae.

Qualitatively, at least, all this applies as well to the Gulf of Maine as it does to the

other side of the North Atlantic, Zostera, with the “rock weeds,” “kelps,” etc.,

being abundant, with the general conditions of temperature, etc., under which they

live, die, and decay, much the same. And since Zostera forms dense fields in the sandy

and muddy bottoms of sheltered bays, estuaries, etc., all around the coast from Cape

Cod to Nova Scotia, with beds of “rock weeds” (Fucacese), Laminariae, etc., along

the rocky or stony shores where it fails, the organic debris produced by the annual

decay of submerged marine vegetation along the coast, spermophyle and algal,

must reach very large proportions.

The decay of the dead bodies of the members of the animal communities that

thrive so abundantly in the gulf, both on the bottom and planktonic, are also con-

stantly making nitrogenous compounds available in the first instance as detritus,

finally to find their way into solution. The importance of the rain of dead bodies

of planktonic organisms, which is constantly descending through the water, as

providing pastures for animals living on the bottom below, has long been realized.

Some are devoured by other animals en route; others, like the medusae and cteno-

phores, may entirely decompose and go into solution as they sink; but it is probable

that in moderate depths, such as those of the Gulf of Maine, fragments at least of

most of them reach the bottom before they entirely disintegrate. Naturally a

larger amount of plant detritus accumulates on bottom in shoal water near land

than out at sea because nearer the source of supply, and animal debris may also be

expected to be most abundant in moderate depths. Think, for instance, of the product

of the death rate in an extensive mussel (Mytilus) bed. But the following analyses

prove that there is some nitrogenous debris (derived from plants and animals com-
bined) everywhere in the uppermost layer of mud, silt, or sand on the bottom of

the gulf, in deep water as well as in shoal.
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Analyses of nitrogen (as Nf) in sea sediments from the Gulf of Maine and vicinity, performed by the

chemical laboratory, United States Geological Survey

Station Locality
Depth in
meters

Per cent
Na

10288 Latitude 48° 28', longitude 67° 30'_ 227 0.09
10291. 64 .12
10292 Latitude 43° 19', longitude 64° 59' 157 .11
10294 Latitude 42° 30', longitude 64° 27' 176 .06
10295. Latitude 42° 22', longitude 64° 16'_ _ 500+ .24

10301 Latitude 44° 31', longitude 67° 24'_ _ _ 73 .01
10513 Latitude 43° 47', longitude 69° 08' 80 .13
10518. 194 .24
10522 157 .32
10523 219 .32

10525. 110 .20
10526 44 .19
10530. Latitude 43° 38', longitude 69° 46'__ 77 . 12
10534 137 . 17

10540 185 .19

10541.. Latitude 42° 00', longitude 68° 20'. _ 201 .27
10548 Latitude 43° 30', longitude 68° 38'. _ 122 .19
10550 Latitude 43° 13', longitude 68° 30' 198 .19
10551 192 .07
10552 Latitude 43° 18', longitude 67° 11' 201 .11

10553 186 . 19
10556 218 .05
10575. _ 117 .13
10577. _ 110 . 16
10595. Latitude 43° 58'|longitude 68° 16' ... 101 .13

10608.. Latitude 41° 58', longitude 69° 40' 174 .13
10617 Latitude 42° 04', longitude 69° 57' 64 .09
10623 24 .17
20064. 320 . 19

Owing to technically unsatisfactory preservation of the specimens, these deter-

minations can be regarded only as approximations of the amounts of nitrogen actually

present in the muds
;
but recognizing this possible source of error, the average is about

0.16 per cent of nitrogen (as N2 ), for the whole series (otherwise expressed, about 3.2

pounds per ton of mud or sand).

As long as this store of nitrogenous detritus remains mingled with the mineral

deposits that cover the sea floor, it remains unavailable for the use of the planktonic

vegetation, though it supports many mud-eating animals that live on the bottom.

It must be constantly going into solution, however, as the breaking down by decom-
position proceeds, a process hastened in regions of strong tides where vertical currents

keep much of this flocculent material in suspension, as is proved by the considerable

amounts of fine organic debris often taken in the tow nets. Its availability for the

support of diatoms and of the other planktonic plants thus depends largely on the

state of circulation of the water, a question discussed below (p. 479).

The gradual impoverishment of the animal plankton, which takes place from

autumn on, with the dying of the large medusae, copepods, and other groups, has been

commented on (pp. 47, 88). Its natural result is to cause a more rapid accumulation of

animal debris during the cold half of the year than in summer. Generally the death

rate among the animals living on bottom along the littoral zone is also higher in winter

than in summer. Everyone who frequents the shores of the gulf knows that this is

true of the algae, vast quantities of rockweed and kelp being torn adrift from the rocks

by the autumnal gales and piled up along the beaches, where they are soon ground up
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into fine fragments. The largest amounts of eelgrass (Zostera) leaves are also thrown

off around the shores of the gulf during the autumn and early winter; but these are so

tough and decay so slowly that great accumulations of their fragments are still to be

found the following spring, especially in the deeper channels that cut the mud flats

where fields of this plant flourish, and it may be several years before they are reduced

to the state of fine silt. Thus, the amount of nitrogen in solution in the sea water

tends to increase during the winter, while conversely the denitrifying bacteria (which

are known to exist in the sea) are less active at low than at high temperatures.

Rain and snow falling on the surface of the gulf likewise add nitrogenous com-
pounds to its waters, for they wash out ammonia from the air and nitric acid formed

during electrical discharges. But the amount of nitrogen dissolved in rain is much less

in temperate than in tropical climates, Muntz and Marcano’s (1889 and 1891)

analyses showing larger amounts (an average of 2.23 milligrams nitric acid and 1.55

milligrams ammonia per liter) in the rain water at Carracas, Venezuela, than have

been found in Continental Europe or in England. No nitrogen analyses have been

made of the rain water that falls on the Gulf of Maine, or, so far as I can learn, for

any neighboring part of North America, but probably it does not differ much from

European analyses—that is, is in the neighborhood of 0.2 milligram nitric acid and

0.5 to 0.9 of ammonia per liter.

SILICA

The obvious dependence of diatoms on silica (which is present in only very

minute quantities in sea water) for the construction of their shells has naturally

tended to focus attention on the fluctuations in concentration of that substance as

probably governing the abundance of marine diatoms, and several recent authors,

among them Michael (1921), have definitely accepted it as the chief determinant.

Diatoms require much more silica than nitrogen, the disparity between these two

substances being much greater in the dry matter of these plants than in the sea water

in which they live. Evidently it would be impossible for diatoms to form their

silicious frustules without a sufficient supply of silica; in fact such a failure, with

resultant abnormal forms, has actually been recorded by Allen and Nelson (1910) for

experimental cultures, while these were undergoing rapid multiplication.

Sourcesfor dissolved silica .—We might naturally expect to find the land drainage

from an area as largely composed of felspathic rocks and of glacial debris as is the

watershed of the Gulf of Maine, much richer in dissolved silica than the sea water,

an expectation confirmed by several analyses of the waters of several New England
rivers and springs made by the United States Geological Survey, as well as for river

waters in other parts of the world. Thus, according to Fuller (1905, p. 53), 12 repre-

sentative springs in various parts of the State of Maine carry from 5.1 to 15.1 parts of

silica (as Si02 ) per million, the average for all 12 being about 10 parts per million, which
is about five times as much as the sea water off Gloucester at the season of its highest

concentration (p. 476). Spring waters, of course, undergo various and rapid modifica-

tions on their way first to the rivers and then to the sea, a river being "the average of

all its tributaries plus rain and ground water, and many rivers show also the effects of

contamination from towns and factories” (Clark, 1916, p. 64). Nevertheless, Clark’s

(1916, p. 71) analyses of the water of the Androscoggin a few miles above tide water 83

!J Average of 38 analyses of weekly samples taken between Apr. 25, 1905, and Jan. 16, 1906.
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show as much as nine parts silica (as Si02 ) per million. Androscoggin water is, there-

fore, almost as rich in silica as the spring water average just quoted (Clark’s exact

figures are Si02 ,
18.63 per cent of total solids, salinity 48.3 per million). According

to one analysis the upper waters of the Merrimac are even richer in silica than this

(Si02 ,
about 31 parts per million), but since the Merrimac flows for many miles

through an alluvial valley in its lower course, and at the same time receives several

important affluents from swampy areas, it probably reaches the sea with a much
smaller percentage of silica in its water.

If we can take the Androscoggin as fairly typical of the rivers of northern New
England (including the St. John Biver, of which no analyses are available), which

is justified by the nature of its watershed, it appears that, on the whole, the river

water emptying into the Gulf of Maine is 7 to 8 times as rich in dissolved silica (Si02)

as our analyses off Gloucester suggest as a fair average for the latter. A discrepancy

of this sort obtains between the silica contents of river and sea water in temperate

zones generally, and its effects are probably accentuated in the Gulf of Maine,

just as the effect of land drainage is in reducing surface salinity by the concentration

of the run-off from a large watershed into a comparatively small and topographic-

ally circumscribed area of sea. It would therefore be reasonable to expect the waters

of the Gulf of Maine to average high in silica when sufficient analyses are made
to plot the distribution of silica in boreal seas generally.

In addition to the silica brought down by the rivers in the dissolved state,

probably much larger amounts are carried to the sea, suspended in the form of the

finely divided clay which is derived from the disintegration of felspars, etc. Though
most of this clay is precipitated to the bottom on mixture with the salt water, part

of it is carried to great distances. Murray and Irvine (1892, p. 240) suspected from

their cultural experiments “that the pelagic silicious organisms might, in part at

least, obtain the silica for their frustules and skeletons” from this clayey matter.

So far as I know these experiments have been neither confirmed nor refuted,

nor is it clear whether they were sufficiently precise to eliminate other possible causes

for the abundant growth of diatoms which ensued on the introduction of clay into

the artificial culture solution. But we must reckon with the possibility that diatoms

not only make use of the dissolved silica but also of the insoluble silicates, given

vertical circulation strong enough to keep the latter in suspension in the water.

A third possible source of silica is the slow solution of the rocks that form part

of the coast line of the Gulf, and of its submarine boulders, sands, and clays. Silicious

deposits of this sort have commonly been regarded as so nearly insoluble in sea

water as to be negligible biologically; but as Clark (1916, p. 132) points out (geol-

ogists generally recognize this), sea water does attack and in the end dissolve the

most refractory silicates, even if very slowly. In fact, Joly (1901) found that sea

water dissolves more silica (Si02) from felspar than does distilled water. 84 But

there are two reasons for hesitancy in applying Joly’s generalizations to conditions

as they occur in nature. First, I am unable to judge from his brief account whether

his analyses took due account of the small amount of dissolved silica which we must

» Earlier tests by Thoulet (1889) gave the opposite result.
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suppose to have been present originally in the sea water employed in his tests, and

second, because distilled water exercises much less solvent action than do the land

waters with their load of dissolved organic compounds, humus acids, and Co2 ,
which

actually do the work of erosion on their way to the rivers and so to the sea; but,

however slowly rock silicates are degraded in the sea, they are so degraded in the

end. Indeed, all minerals, given time, finally succumb to the combined action of

water, oxygen, and carbonic acid. Where a constant and rapid interchange of water

between the bottom and the upper layers is kept up by vertical circulation (water,

too, of low alkalinity—-that is, of comparatively high carbonic acid tension—as is

the case on Georges Bank (p. 481) and in the Bay of Fundy) degradation of silicates

will be more rapid than in the deeps, where, as Murray (1912, p. 187) points out,

“the soluble by-products are removed and the supply of oxygen and carbonic acid

maintained by diffusion only.”

Furthermore, we must bear in mind that in the case of the degree of concentra-

tion of silica we are dealing with solutions so attenuated that although the destructive

action of sea water on felspathic rock fragments is almost inconceivably slow, it

may be sufficient under hydrographic conditions as favorable as Georges Bank
offers to yield the very small extra amount of silica needed to favor the active growth

and multiplication of diatoms when added to what is in all sea water. Finally, the

frustules of dead diatoms are themselves a potential store of this element and in one

of its less insoluble forms.

It is still to be proved that there is not always a sufficient supply of silica at all

times and in all parts of the sea for the growth and multiplication of diatoms. But

stress has often been laid on the apparent parallelism between the seasonal fluctua-

tions in the concentration of dissolved silica which Raben (1905) reported for the

waters of the North Sea and of the Baltic (Murray and Irvine’s earlier analyses

are open to criticism) and the ebb and flow of the diatoms. Indeed, the corre-

spondence between the two sets of phenomena, as it appears on Johnstone’s dia-

gram (1908, fig. 30), is striking enough. Subsequent analyses made by Raben
himself during the years 1904 to 1912 (Raben, 1905a to 1914), both for the central

and eastern North Sea and for the western part of the Baltic, show that the seasonal

fluctuations in the amount of silica are less regular than his earlier work suggested.

But he again found maxima in February and November over the periods of years

covered by the tests, the silica (Si02) content varying in the Baltic from 0.53 to 1.76

milligrams per liter in February, to 0.40 to 0.93 in May, 0.20 to 1.49 in August, and
0.93 to 1.36 in November, averaging as follows:

Average silica (S1O2 ) content in the western Baltic, 1902 to 1912

Month

Silica,

milli-

grams
per liter

Num-
ber of

analyses
Month

Silica,

milli-

grams
per liter

Num-
ber of

analyses

February 0.97 19 June 0. 80 2
March... .83 5 August .86 14
April .65 4 November 1. 17 23
May .69 17
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Diatoms are at their maxima in this part of the sea in spring. Hence, the

general correspondence between the silica curve and the fluctuations of the diatoms

is at least suggestive. Furthermore, only a very slight difference in the concentra-

tion of silica dissolved in the sea water may be needed to control the multiplication

of diatoms—perhaps less than one part in two million of water.

To test whether a similar parallel between seasonal concentration of dissolved

silica and abundance of diatoms would be found in the Gulf of Maine, samples of

sea water of about 8 liters each were collected monthly off Gloucester from December

28, 1920, to October 26, 1921, and shipped in 2-gallon tinned-iron cans to the chemical

laboratory of the United States Geological Survey for analysis. The determina-

tions for silica were made by Dr. R. C. Wells, who has described his methods (Wells,

1922), the results being as follows:

Soluble silica in sea water collected at the surface about 1 mile south of Eastern Point Light
,
Gloucester,

Mass.

Date of collection

Silica as
Si 02 in
milli-

grams per
liter of

water=
parts per
million

Dec. 28, 1920 1.5

Jan. 26,' 1921 2. 5

Mar. 2, 1921 _ 2.9
Mar. 25, 1921 1.4
Apr. 25, 1921 .3

May 26, 1921 .4

Date of collection

Silica as
Si02 in
milli-

grams per
liter of
water *=

parts per
million

June 27, 1921 /
1 1.9

l
].9

July 27, 1921 .G
Aug. 26, 1921 .3

Oct. 26, 1921 /
2

.

4

l ’.7

Average, 1.4. 2 Average, 0.55.

These are the first analyses for silica for sea water off the North American

coast. Unfortunately, the samples of water were not large enough to allow dupli-

cate determinations except in two instances. 85 As the diagram (fig. 134) illustrates,

the seasonal fluctuations proved much wider than Raben’s work would have sug-

gested, with a pronounced maximum early in March, perhaps a second maximum in

June and July, and something like six or seven times as much silica per liter at the

beginning of March as in May or in autumn. That is to say, in the particular year

in question (1921) the sea water near Gloucester was richest in silica a week or two

prior to the time when we have usually found diatoms commencing to flower

actively, became rapidly impoverished during the month when we have found

diatoms most plentiful there in other springs, and poorest in silica at about the time

the rich diatom flowerings come to a close. During June the supply of silica accu-

mulated somewhat, and correspondingly we have twice found diatoms flowering in

the bay late in summer or early in autumn (September in the year 1915, August in

1922; pp. 394 and 391). With the seasonal fluctuations so notable for diatoms and

fairly demonstrated for the concentration of silica, with the maxima for the former

81 Doctor Wells writes me that although the iron of several of the containers was somewhat rusted, in most cases caroful analysis

of the sediment showed practically no silica; and by analysis the iron of the cans was found to contain not more than 0.0002 gram

silica per gram, so that measurable contamination of such large volumes of water by that agency is ruled out of consideration.
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preceding those of the latter, and with the dependence of flowerings of diatoms on

an adequate supply of silica obvious, the parallelism between the curves for this

substance and for abundance of diatoms can not reasonably be regarded as accidental.

PHOSPHORIC ACID

Recent analyses of seasonal fluctuations in the amount of phosphoric acid in north

European seas make it probable that exhaustion of the supply of this essential food-

stuff operates, widespread, to check the vernal flowerings of diatoms. Phosphoric

acid (P205) exists in such weak solution in sea water (usually less than one part per

million), and its analysis is attended with such difficulty that none of the earlier

determinations can be depended on; but recent tests 86 have shown a definite seasonal

periodicity in the silica content of the English Channel, the North Sea, and the

Baltic. Atkins’s (1923a and 1925a) data for the neighborhood of Plymouth (espe-
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daily significant, as they extend over two years) show maximum values in winter

and minimal in summer, when the water may be almost phosphate free. Atkins’s

(1925a, p. 718) conclusion that “where illumination is adequate the phytoplankton

increases until the phosphate is almost absolutely used up” is supported not only by
the parallelism between the increase in phosphoric acid in northern seas in winter,

followed by its depletion in late spring, and the vernal flowerings of diatoms, but by
experimental evidence, for he had earlier (1923) found that in a culture of the diatom
NitscJiia closterium a great increase in the number of diatoms reduced the phosphoric

acid from 2.38 parts per million (milligrams to the liter) to 0.006. 87

A supply of phosphoric acid being essential for plant growth, it is obvious

enough that whenever and wherever this substance is entirely used up the lack of it

89 In review of these see Mathews (1916) and Atkins (1923a and 1925)

87 In one of Moore and Webster’s (1920) experiments on photosynthesis on a unicellular fresh-water alga a lack of phosphate
was demonstrated as the growth-limiting factor

8951—28 31
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must, as Atkins points out, limit the abundance of the phytoplankton. He has

made interesting calculations of the amounts of diatoms that could be produced,

supposing all the phosphate in the water to be consumed. The facts so far garnered,

however, do not warrant the assumption that a poverty in phosphorus can safely be
invoked as the universal cause for the eclipse of the vernal flowerings of diatoms when
this event takes place. As we have seen, a parallelism of the same sort has been

established with fair probability between the amount of silica in the water and the

abundance of diatoms. There is also good reason to believe that at times and over

large areas of sea the supply of available nitrogen falls below the minimum requisite

for their active reproduction. The strong probability that different groups of

planktonic plants, and even different species within the major groups, differ widely

in their nutritive requirement, makes the question complex.

I have no first-hand information to offer on the richness of the Gulf of Maine
water in phosphoric acid, but the fact that the vernal swarmings of diatoms are

succeeded by peridinians and not by other diatoms over most of the area of the gulf

is sufficient evidence that water that is no longer fit to support rich flowerings of the

latter, through the exhaustion of some substance essential to their growth, still offers

a favorable environment for the former.

Thus it does not seem likely that the spring diatom maxima in Massachusetts

Bay and in the southwestern part of the gulf generally as nearly exhaust the phos-

phates as Atkins found to happen in the English Channel. But if diatoms require

a richer supply of phosphates than peridinians do (as they certainly require a more
abundant supply of silica) the reduction in the available supply of this nutrient result-

ing from their consumption of it may terminate the flowerings of diatoms, though still

leaving the water rich enough in dissolved phosphates to support an abundance of

peridinians. It is true that Brandt (1905, p. 11) and others following him have sug-

gested that peridinians may need more phosphorus than diatoms, not less, but noth-

ing whatever is definitely known as to their requirements.

The desirability of analyses of Gulf of Maine water for phosphoric acid at dif-

ferent times of year is obvious, and further speculation on the dependence of the

local phytoplankton on fluctuations in the supply of this nutrient is best postponed

until such are undertaken.

In addition to the major foodstuffs which I have mentioned, planktonic plants, like

terrestrial plants, require a small but available supply of various other substances

—

iron, sulphur, sodium, etc. Nothing whatever is definitely known as to their exact

requirements in this respect, but recent experiments on the cultivation of diatoms

have shown that some species require substances which others can do without. In

the case of Thalassiosira gravida, E. J. Allen (1914) was unable to obtain good cultures

in artificial sea water to which he added the same nutrient solution that had produced

abundant growth in natural sea water until a small percentage of the latter was

added to the artificial medium, when excellent cultures ensued. Provided this small

amount— 1 per cent or so—of natural sea water was added, the constituents of the

artificial sea water (which formed all but this trifling proportion of the culture medium)

could be varied within wide limits, as could its total salinity, without either hindering

or apparently helping the growth of the diatoms. Thus this particular genus appar-
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ently requires “ some specific substance present in minute quantity in the natural

sea water” (E. J. Allen, 1914, p. 439), but not in the artificial.

Fritz (1921a), experimenting in the culture of diatoms at St. Andrews, New
Brunswick, found that Melosira hyperborea not only made considerable growth in

artificial sea water but continued to multiply rapidly in cultures in natural sea water

long after Thalassiosira nordenskioldi, Chxtoceras debile, and Skeletonema costatum

became exhausted. Her conclusion that the persistence of Melosira is permitted

by its independence of some substances which the other forms required but soon

exhausted seems justified.

Suggestive, also, in this conn ection is Crawshay’s (1915) observation that the

excretory products of the copepod Calanus jinmarchicus (apparently not, however,

of Pseudocalanus or Acartia) exert a strong fertilizing action on the diatom genus

Nitschia; but no such effect followed E. J. Allen’s (1914, p. 429) introduction of

the crustacean genus Hemimysis, with its faeces, into artificial sea water, which

proved as barren for diatom growth with as without them.

Nathansohn (1906) has suggested that the supply of carbonic acid (C0 2 ) may
temporarily fall below the minimum required for active growth of the phytoplankton,

a possibility also accepted by Gran (1912, p. 380) ;
and Moore’s calculation 88 that

20,000 to 30,000 tons of carbon are annually converted from inorganic to organic

form per cubic mile of water in the Irish Sea emphasizes the vast amount which the

flowerings of diatoms and peridinians utilize. More recent experimentation on the

dynamics of photosynthesis 89 have shown that when the total available C02 has

been withdrawn from the bicarbonates present in sea water the latter becomes fatally

alkaline, and since sea water has never been found in this state or even approxi-

mating it, although many determinations of alkalinity have been made, it is safe to

conclude that the growth of marine phytoplankton is never prevented by a shortage

of carbon dioxide.

The facts outlined above show that the coastal waters of the Gulf of Maine are

probably more fertile for diatoms in spring than at any other time of year with

respect to dissolved silica; likewise in nitrogen, one of the other nutrients on which

this particular group of planktonic plants chiefly depends. The density and state

of vertical circulation of the water also influence their abundance, both by governing

the availability of the phosphoric acid and compounds of nitrogen that go into solu-

tion on the bottom of the sea and by influencing the flotation of the diatoms them-

selves.

The influence which the state of circulation of the water exerts on the seasonal

abundance of diatoms seems first to have been fully appreciated by Whipple (1905,

p. 103) for fresh water, for which it is now accepted generally. Briefly it is as follows

:

During periods of stagnation (that is, when there is no vertical circulation) the

bottom waters of lakes are the seat of active decomposition of organic matter, with

consequent increase of ammonia and solution of inorganic substances. When
vertical circulation recommences this “foul” water is brought to the surface, where,

88 Quoted from Herdman (1920 and 1923).

^Especially Osterhout and Haas (1918); Moore, Prideaux, and Herdman (1915); Moore, Whitley, and Webster (1921)
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under further oxidization, compounds favorable to the growth of diatoms result.

At the same time the vertical currents bring diatoms up to the surface from the

bottom, where they or their spores had previously been resting, prevented from
growth by darkness and lack of available food substances. Once near the surface,

they multiply rapidly under favorable surroundings, and this multiplication con-

tinues either until the available supply of nutrient substances is exhausted or until

a cessation of the vertical currents allows them to settle once more below the fertile

and illuminated stratum, when they lie over until the next period of vertical circula-

tion.

In the same way the state of stability of the water, joined to the effects of the

river freshets, influences the distribution and availability of the food substances on
which diatoms depend for their nutrition in coastal seas such as the Gulf of Maine.
As Nathansohn (1906) pointed out, wherever there are upwelling currents these

may be expected to bring a rich supply of nitrogenous compounds up to the surface

from the deeps, where they accumulate from the decomposition of the rain of dead

plankton. In the Gulf of Maine local upwellings are a characteristic event along

the western and probably along the northern coasts in spring, following offshore

winds (Bigelow, 1914a, p. 394). But here and in shoal boreal seas generally the

active vertical mixing by tides, by dominant currents, and by winds, which takes

place whenever or wherever the water possesses little vertical stability, is no doubt

more effective in dispersing accumulations of dissolved nutritive compounds
through the upper strata of water than are the more definite upwellings, because

more widespread, given an accumulation of organic detritus on the bottom.

The analyses of nitrogen in samples of mud and sand (p. 472) prove this last

requisite fulfilled for the area of the Gulf of Maine as a whole; probably most
abundantly so around the coastal zone, where submarine vegetation (Zostera and

algae) and animals (bottom dwellers as well as planktonic) die and decay in vast

quantity. Atkins (1923 and 1925) has also emphasized the importance of vertical

circulation in making available to the phytoplankton of the upper illuminated layers

the dissolved phosphates that accumulate in the deeper strata. As Gran (1912,

p. 379) has pointed out, it is in areas where the summer and winter temperatures of

the surface differ most that vertical circulation is most active during the brief period

(or periods) when vertical stability is lost (a period generally coinciding with the

lowest surface temperature), and our first winter’s work proved that the Gulf of

Maine is a typical example of this.

The physical aspect of this subject has been touched upon in earlier papers

(Bigelow, 1914a and 1917) and will be discussed in the third part of the present

report. 90 It will therefore suffice to note here that the whole coastal zone of the Gulf

and the water over its offshore banks, down to a depth of at least 100 meters, is in

such an active state of vertical mixing at the end of the winter and during the first

days of spring (when the temperature is lowest for the year and just before the river

freshets lower the surface salinity appreciably) that it often carries sand in suspen-

sion, 91 not to speak of light flocculent material.

»o Section 2 of Part II, Vol. XL, Bulletin of the Bureau of Fisheries.

91 In 1920 we had instances of this on Georges Bank in February (station 20047) and on German Bank on Apr. 15 (station

20163).

I
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In the western coastal zone, south of Cape Elizabeth, and in the basin generally,

the vernal period of vertical mixing is brief, its activity lessening as soon as the

combined effect of solar warming and of the freshening of the surface increases

the vertical stability of the water. This becomes very stable indeed by the early

summer with very little interchange taking place between the upper and deeper

strata from that time until into the autumn. But strong tidal currents keep the water

in the northeastern corner of the gulf in a state of more active vertical circulation

throughout the year, especially in the Bay of Fundy, along western Nova Scotia,

and locally on Georges Bank. In the Grand Manan Channel, an extreme example,

the water is kept practically uniform in temperature from surface to bottom, even

in midsummer.
Planktonic diatoms, with their silicious frustules and without power of locomo-

tion, tend to sink unless kept afloat mechanically by some movement of the water.

Although sinking is more or less hindered by their spines, slime threads, disclike

outlines, etc., 92 they are more liable to sink than other members of the phytoplankton

are, as Gran (1915, p. 136) has emphasized.

The mechanical influence of the state of circulation of the water on the flotation

of diatoms or on small objects of any sort is obvious. Indeed, particles as heavy as

sand may be kept in suspension by active vertical currents, as just remarked; and

from what has just been said it is evident that diatoms are more apt to remain in

suspension in the coastal waters of the Gulf of Maine from midwinter on through

spring, when the water is actively mixing, than in summer. The flotation of diatoms

or of any of the unicellular planktonic organisms is likewise made more easy in winter

and early spring than in summer by the more viscous condition of the water during

the cold season. The importance of viscosity in this respect, first appreciated by
Ostwald (1903), is now so generally recognized (Steuer, 1910; Gran, 1912; Murray
and Hjort, 1912) that no general discussion of it is called for here. 93 It is in waters

such as those of the Gulf of Maine, where a cold winter alternates with a warm
summer in the sea as well as in the air, that seasonal differences in this respect are

greatest, because the viscosity of the water depends almost wholly on its temperature

within the range of salinities there obtaining (say 27 to 34 per mille). The following

table is compiled, in a slightly modified form, from Krummel (1907, p. 282), Murray
and Hjort (1912, p. 690), and Murray (1913, p. 102).

Viscosity for sea water of SO to S3 per mille salinity, 100 being that of distilled water at 0° temperature

Temperature in degrees centigrade Viscosity Temperature in degrees centigrade Viscosity

0 104. 5-105.

2

100. 4-101.

1

97.

3-

98
94.

3-

95

5_ 89. 1-89

77. 2-77.

8

67. 5-68.

2

59. 9-60.

6

1 .. 10.

2 15
3 20

43 For a summary of these arrangements for flotation see Steuer, 1910, p. 193.

43 As a homely and extreme illustration of the effect of differences in viscosity in fluids familiar to every biologist, consider how
much more rapidly a round cover glass, resting on its flat surface (which we may conceive as representing a Coscinodiscus), will

sink in water than in ordinary xylol-balsam, fluids hardly differing in specific gravity but of which the latter is much the more
viscous.
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With the temperature of the upper strata in the coastal waters of the Gulf only

about 1 to 0.5° at its annual minimum when the vernal flowerings of diatoms com-
mence, but rising to upwards of 18° off Massachusetts Bay and even to 20° locally in

the center of the gulf in August, the viscosity decreases, say, by 40 per cent (from

about 100 to about 60) during the spring and early summer. Consequently, other

things being equal, a diatom would sink four-fifths faster in midsummer than during

the first days of spring. Other things are not equal, however, because the specific

gravity of the water as well as its viscosity decreases with the rising temperature and

with diminishing salinity of spring. Thus, the surface stratum is not only a thinner

fluid but a lighter one absolutely in summer than in winter, which makes for a still

greater disparity between the tendency of diatoms to sink in the cold and in the warm
seasons.

It would, perhaps, be safe to say that differences in specific gravity of the water

and in its viscosity would necessitate twice as active vertical circulation to hold any

given object in suspension in summer as in early spring. As we have seen, however,

(p. 481), the reverse actually obtains, the active vertical mixing characteristic of spring

giving place to a condition of comparative vertical stagnation in midsummer, con-

sequent on the increasing vertical stability of the water, which must increasingly hinder

the flotation of diatoms in the gulf, just as happens in the fresh-water lakes described

by Whipple (1905). Thus the seasonal cycle of viscosity and of vertical circulation

combined tends to put a period to the seasonal multiplication of the species of diatoms

which are characteristic of spring by increasing their tendency to sink.

In the preceding pages I have tried to show that on theoretic grounds the

gulf, taken as a whole, offers its most favorable environment for planktonic diatoms

in spring, because of the following combination of circumstances: The supply of

two of the nutrients on which it is probable that diatoms chiefly depend—nitrogen

and silica—is then greatest. (European analyses suggest that this also applies to

phosphoric acid.) The circulation of the water then tends to bring up a supply of

nitrogen compounds and of dissolved phosphates most actively from below, the

high viscosity of the water then most favors the flotation of diatoms, and the increas-

ing strength of the sunlight from late winter on increasingly favors the processes

of photosynthesis. It is probable that for abundant flowerings of diatoms all

these requirements must be satisfied. Conversely, fluctuations in the amount of

•any one of the essential foodstuffs may govern the amounts of diatoms actually

present at any given time or place, and may even terminate the flowerings if it fall

below the requisite minimum.
The parallelism that has actually been shown to exist between the fluctuations

in the concentration of silica in the sea water of Massachusetts Bay and of the diatoms

there (p. 476, fig. 134) makes this our most suggestive illustration. Without the

accumulation of this substance (which takes place during the winter when there are

few diatoms to make use of it) the tremendously productive flowerings which we have

encountered in spring probably could not take place, any more than they could

unless there were enough nitrogen in available form to nourish them. But after the

flowerings have abounded for a few weeks in this particular location they so reduce

the supply of silica (as the analyses show) by converting it into an unavailable
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form (that is, their own shells) that the water becomes unable to support their

active multiplication.

It is obvious that the water of the coastal zone north of Cape Ann, along the

coast of Maine, and in the Bay of Fundy must continue fertile for diatoms until

much later in the year, as is proven by the rich flowerings which take place there

late in the spring and in early summer (p. 396). On theoretic grounds this regional

difference may have any or all of several causes. First, and probably most important,

is the discharge from the rivers, richer in nitrogen, phosphorus, and silica than

the sea water with which it mixes. The importance of river waters as carriers of

dissolved nutrients is so great that the regions immediately off river mouths might

be expected to be richest in diatoms. Though this is not strictly the case in the

Gulf of Maine, fuller knowledge may show a closer correspondence between the

outpourings from the rivers and the vernal diatom flowerings than is now apparent.

Certain facts point in this direction, especially the general parallelism between the

season of spring freshets and melting snow, on the one hand, and the date of appear-

ance of the diatom flowerings off different parts of the coast, on the other. Thus,

generally speaking, it is off the mouths of the most southerly group of large rivers

—

Merrimac, Piscataquis, and Saco—between Cape Elizabeth and Cape Ann, where

the flood waters from the land are felt earliest in the spring, that the diatoms flower

earliest in great numbers. There is no important influx of river water into the gulf

south of this, and the expansion of the diatom flowerings around Cape Ann into

Massachusetts Bay corresponds roughly with the probable expansion of the "spring

current” of land water to the southward past the cape.

The large rivers east of Cape Elizabeth—Kennebec, Penobscot, Machias, St.

Croix, and St. John’s—-come into flood later in the season; correspondingly, the

augmentation of diatoms commences later in the season along this part of the coast

than farther west and south.

As the outflow from the rivers diminishes in late spring and summer, the sea

water might be expected to remain richer in silica, phosphorus, and nitrogen near

their mouths than elsewhere—i. e., close along the stretch of coast between Cape
Elizabeth and Nova Scotia, which includes all the localities where we have actually

found notably rich diatom flowerings in summer (p. 392) . In line with this is the fact

that Fritz (1921a) did not find it necessary to include silica among the nutrients

which she added to sea water at the mouth of the St. Croix River in order to obtain

abundant growth of several genera of diatoms there.

The viscosity is likewise more favorable for the growth of planktonic diatoms in

the northeastern part of the gulf than in the southwestern in summer, in inverse

ratio to the local differences in temperature, the Bay of Fundy at 10 to 11°, for

example, offering a much more favorable medium for the flotation of diatoms than

Massachusetts Bay at 16 to 18° in the proportions given in the viscosity table (p. 481).

A similar regional difference exists, with respect to the vertical circulation of the

water, during the warm months of the year, this being least active in the southwestern

part of the gulf where the tidal currents are weakest, and most active east of Mount
Desert, to culminate in complete and constant stirring of the water from surface to
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bottom throughout the season in the Grand Manan Channel and locally in the Bay
of Fundy.

These several factors unite to make the coastal zone east of Penobscot Bay on the

whole a more favorable environment for diatoms in summer than any other part of the

gulf except Georges Bank, to be discussed later (p. 485). Since this theoretic

generalization corresponds with the quantitative distribution of diatoms as actually

observed during the warm months, the factors just mentioned are probably the chief

ones which explain the persistence of rich flowerings of diatoms in abundance in the

Mount Desert region and in Passamaquoddy Bay throughout the summer, con-

trasted with their exhaustion in the Massachusetts Bay region by early May. I

have not been able to trace the dependence of particular flowerings on physical

or chemical conditions in the sea water more closely than this.

Our failure to find diatoms in as great abundance between Mount Desert Island

and Grand Manan as the flowerings farther west, on the one hand, or those reported

by Fritz (1921) at St. Andrews at the mouth of the St. Croix River, on the other, is

puzzling, for this section of the coastal zone not only receives a considerable influx of

land water from several streams that may be expected to be rich in dissolved food-

stuffs, but there is a dominant outflow along it from the Bay of Fundy.

No part of the gulf becomes uninhabitable for diatoms even when the water

becomes warmest and most stable and flotation most difficult. On the contrary,

certain species then reach their maximum development, as an example of which the

summer flowerings of Asterionella and Skeletonema will serve (pp. 431, 448). The
latter, as it occurs in Massachusetts Bay, is especially interesting because the dates

when an abundance of Skeletonema has been recorded in 1915 and 1922 (early

autumn and late summer, respectively; p. 476) follow so closely the rise in the con-

centration of silica recorded for late June in 1921 (fig. 134) as to suggest that it is the

accumulation of silica taking place during the late spring and early summer (when

there are few diatoms in that region) which makes the water there able to support

the autumnal flowerings of Skeletonema.

The general scheme of circulation in the gulf (with the water from the rivers

tending to swing westward and to hug the coast line during most of the year, as

shown by the distribution of salinity) is a sufficient explanation for the fact that the

vernal flowerings of diatoms of its inner parts appear first close in to the land and

attain a greater abundance and endure longer there than over the deep basin. The
contrast in this respect between the coastal zone and the offshore banks, on the one

hand, and the central deeps of the gulf on the other, simply reproduces on a small

scale that between coastal or neritic waters and more oceanic regions in general.

The gradual expansion of the diatom flowerings offshore from the land out over the

central part of the gulf, where it does not reach its maximum until early May (p. 388),

follows the offshore dispersion of the spring freshets of land water with their load of

nitrogen, phosphorous, and silica.

It is in just such areas as the open basin of the Gulf of Maine, where the tran-

sition from a state of free vertical circulation in early spring is sudden to one of very

pronounced vertical stability in summer, when the supply of nitrogen and of phos-

phates from the deeps is thereby prevented, and where the silica content of the
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water is probably low except for a brief period in spring while the rivers are in flood,

that the vernal flowerings of diatoms are briefest and vanish most completely

after their culmination.

The case is quite otherwise on Georges Bank, where one diatom community or

another flourishes from late winter to midsummer, but where these flowerings are

local by contrast to the extensive vernal flowerings in the inner part of the gulf.

The distance of the bank out from the land and the general distribution of salinity

in the gulf forbid the possibility that the nutrients on which its diatoms depend are

contributed directly by river water, while hydrography in general equally rules out any

possible updraught of nutrients from the ocean deeps, this not being an area of up-

welling. Neither can we suppose that the general surface outflow from the gulf

reaches the bank especially rich in dissolved foodstuffs, for it is only for a brief period

in the spring that the basin of the gulf to the north supports an abundant diatom

flora.

Probably the rich animal population of the sea floor of the bank makes the bank

itself a richer source for nitrogen than its comparative barrenness in fixed plant

growthwould suggest. The destruction of plankton that takes place along the meeting

zone of cool and warm waters just off its southern face also affords a rich potential

food supply for pelagic plants as well as animals, though to what extent the products

of this decomposition actually reach the shallows of the bank is a question. With
the comparatively active vertical circulation that prevails locally on the bank even

in midsummer, tending to sweep any organic debris from the bottom up to the upper

layers, whether in suspension or in solution, the bottom no doubt contributes a

greater store of assimilable nitrogenous compounds to the overlying sea water than

in the deeper parts of the gulf to the north. This applies also to phosphates going

into solution from the dead bodies of animals decomposing on the sea floor. Further-

more, the activity of vertical circulation on the bank, combined with low surface

temperatures of summer dependent thereon, makes its waters a favorable environ-

ment physically for the flotation of pelagic plants, and these factors combined
may well account for the summer flowerings there. There is also the interesting

possibility that small amounts of silica go into solution from the felspathic sands,

pebbles, and gravel that floor the bank (p. 475).

The precise causes of the periodic rise and fall of the peridinian flora are even

more obscure than those that determine the diatom flowerings which they replace

in summer and autumn, partly because, being less spectacular, they have attracted

less attention, and partly because the peridinians as a whole are less obviously depend-

ent upon any one nutrient substance than are the diatoms on a sufficiency of silica.

And as I have pointed out (p. 478), the suggestion that the abundance of peridinians

depends upon the available supply of phosphates is not borne out by the seasonal

succession of this group and of diatoms compared with recent analyses for the phos-

phate content of the water. Nor is it by any means certain that the seasonal fluc-

tuations of the peridinians mirror the fluctuations in the supply of any one food

substance in the water as closely as the diatom flowerings are supposed to do.

Since the group as a whole is more thermaphile than most of the diatoms character-

istic of the Gulf of Maine, with the three most abundant species of Ceratium following

8951—28—32
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a regular seasonal succession there, temperature is undoubtedly an important factor

in their economy.

Recent studies 94 have brought out the possibility that flowerings of pelagic

plants may become self-poisoned under certain circumstances when they are most
productive by increasing the alkalinity of the water as they draw C02 from the

dissolved bicarbonates through the process of photosynthesis, thus increasing the

proportionate amount of carbonates and making the solution more alkaline. Moore,

Whitley, and Webster (1921) have shown that this change probably does exercise

a profound biologic effect in inclosed pools, first killing off the animals (which are much
more sensitive to high alkalinity than the plants are) and finally the plants them-

selves. A slight rise in alkalinity has been found to accompany the vernal multi-

plication of diatoms, etc., in the Irish Sea (Moore, Prideaux, and Herdman, 1915)

from Ph 8.1 to 8.16 in December to Ph 8.2 to 8.4 in spring and summer; likewise

from Ph 8.14 in the English Channel off Plymouth in December to Ph 8.27 in May
(Atkins, 1923). But none of the determinations of alkalinity that have been made
anywhere in the open sea have approached the figure fatal to plant cells (Ph about

9)
95

;
and it seems certain that this never happens in the Gulf of Maine (which is

one of the less alkaline of seas), a considerable number of tests by Mayer (1922)

and at our spring, summer, and winter stations for the years 1920 to 1923 giving

a maximum alkalinity of Ph 8.1. In short, it is hardly conceivable that the life

or multiplication of diatoms or peridinians is ever hindered in the open gulf by a too

alkaline state of the water.

It is also possible that the continued existence of exceptionally rich flowerings

of diatoms may become self-limited by lack of oxygen, the dissolved supply of this

element being used up, so to speak, in the oxidation of the dead plants, just as the

decay of organic matter may reduce the supply of oxygen too low to support animal

life in water contaminated by sewage. Whether this ever actually takes place in

the open sea is yet to be learned, but it is not likely to be other than an exceptional

event and one limited to very special inclosed inlets, probably never occurring in

waters subject to as free circulation as those of the Gulf of Maine.

•4 See especially Moore, Prideaux, and Herdman (1915); Osterhaut and Haas (1918); and Moore, Whitley, and Webster (1921).

MAtkins (1923) states that he was able to maintain a pure culture of the diatom Nitschia closterium in water as alkaline as Ph 9.4.
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INTRODUCTION

This memoir is the third and final part of the general report on the oceanographic

survey of the Gulf of Maine .

1

Key charts to the stations will be found in the preceding part of this volume

(Bigelow, 1926, figs. 1-9)
;
the dates and positions are tabulated below (p. 976) with the

physical data.

The chapter on hydrodynamics has been made possible by Lieut. Commander
E. H. Smith’s collaboration; R. Parmenter tabulated the physical data for the Fish

Hawk cruises of 1925, collaborating also in the charts and discussion based thereon.

Records of temperature or salinity have been contributed by R. A. Goffin,

Wm. C. Schroeder, Capt. G. W. Carlson, Capt. G. W. Greenleaf, C. G. Corliss, and Dr.

C. J. Fish of the Bureau of Fisheries. Capt. John W. MacFarland, from his schooner

Victor, and Henry Stetson and T. C. Graves, from their yachts, also have taken

welcome observations.

I owe a debt of gratitude also to Dr. A. G. Huntsman, who has generously

allowed quotation from his report on Canadian drift-bottle experiments in advance

of publication, and who contributed other data acknowledged in the appropriate

connections; to Dr. J. P. McMurrich, who has offered the use of his unpublished

data on temperatures at St. Andrews, New Brunswick; and to the late Dr. A. G.

Mayor, who contributed the colorimetric tubes used in the determination of alkalinity

on the Albatross and Halcyon cruises of 1920-21.

OCEANOGRAPHIC HISTORY
1. GULF OF MAINE PROPER

The first Gulf of Maine temperatures, so far as I can learn, were taken in October,

1789, by Benjamin Franklin’s nephew, Jonathan Williams, who read the “heat of

the air and water at sunrise, noon, and sunset” (1793, p. 83) on a voyage from

Boston to Virginia, and found the surface 8.9° C. (48° F.) off the mouth of Massa-

chusetts Bay on October 11, warming to 11.1° (52° F.) off Chatham on Cape Cod,

to 15° (59° F.) over the outer part of the continental shelf south of Nantucket, and

to 18.3°-19.4° (65° to 67° F.) in the inner edge of the Gulf Stream outside the edge

of the continent on the 13th—readings that agree very well with the usual distribu-

tion of temperature for that season. On another voyage (from Halifax to New York)

during the last week of July, 1790, he again took temperatures on Roseway Bank,

Browns Bank, and in the gully between them; also along the southern side of Georges

Bank (53° to 64° F.).

Enough readings of the surface temperature of the Gulf of Maine had accumulated

during the first half of the nineteenth century to permit Maury (1855 and 1858) to

show its coastal belt and the Bay of Fundy as between 50° and 60°, its southern side

out to the continental edge as between 60° and 70° in July, and the entire gulf as

colder than 50° in March. 2

1 The first part was devoted to the fishes (Bigelow and Welsh, 1925); the second to the plankton (Bigelow, 1926).

2 Petermann (1870) more correctly interprets the individual readings reproduced on Maury’s (1852) thermal chart by showing
the inner parts of the Gulf of Maine as 54.5° to 59° and the Georges Bank-Nantucket Shoals region as about 59° to 65.5° in July

about 32° and 32° to 41°, respectively, in January
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The first attempt to measure the temperature of the gulf below the surface was
made in the summer of 1870, when Verrill (1871, p. 3) found the water virtually homo-
geneous, surface to bottom, inPassamaquoddyBay, though readings with thermometers

of the maximum-minimum type established a considerable range of temperatures on

the offshore slope of Georges Bank (Verrill, 1873; Sanderson Smith, 1889, p. 887).

Two summers later surface and bottom temperatures were taken at a large num-
ber of stations in the neighborhood of Casco Bay from the Fish Commission steamer

Blue Light (Verrill, 1874, 1874a), and also at various localities in deep water in the

western side of the gulf by the Coast Survey steamer Bache (Sanderson Smith,

1889, p. 885; Packard, 1876). As a result of this summer’s work Verrill was able to

bring to scientific attention the contrast between the low bottom temperature and

the warm surface of the western side of the gulf.

The survey was continued by the Bache in the summer of 1874 at about 40 dredg-

ing stations in the western side of the Gulf of Maine, in depths of 27 to 113 fathoms

(Sanderson Smith, 1889, p. 886). No observations were taken in the gulf in 1875

or 1876; but in 1877 the Fish Commission, from the Speedwell, in connection with a

survey of the bottom fauna, took surface and bottom temperatures in the northern

part of Massachusetts Bay, with serial observations at several stations on a line

crossing the gulf to Cape Sable.

Unfortunately, none of the subsurface temperatures taken in the gulf up to that

date were even approximately dependable, according to present-day standards,

because the Miller-Casella thermometers employed were not only unreliable (Verrill,

1875, p. 413), but, being of the maximum-minimum type, they would register merely

the lowest temperature at each station, which was not necessarily at the level at

which the reading was ostensibly taken. Modern oceanographic research in the gulf

may therefore be dated from the summer of 1878, when the Speedwell took temper-

atures in Massachusetts Bay and off Cape Ann, including serials at 31 stations (San-

derson Smith, 1889, p. 905; Rathbun, 1889, p. 1005), with reversing thermometers.

This type, improved from time to time, has been employed regularly ever since.

The Speedwell worked again in the gulf in the summer of 1879 (Sanderson Smith,

1889, p. 909; Rathbun, 1889, p. 1006). In June, 1880, the Blake took surface

and bottom readings at three stations inside the 200-fathom contour on the eastern

part of Georges Bank (Rathbun, 1889, p. 972, and A. Agassiz, 1881), while in

August the Fish Hawk obtained similar data off Chatham, Cape Cod, in 10 to 43

fathoms (Rathbun, 1889, pp. 922-923), but did not visit the more northern parts of

the gulf.

The year 1882 is an important one in the annals of North American oceanography,

because that spring saw the oft-quoted destruction of the tilefish
3 and of the inver-

tebrate fauna that inhabited the warm band along the edge of the continent, pre-

sumably by flooding with very cold water. During the following August the Fish

Hawk took observations south of Marthas Vineyard and made one trip to the 100-

fathom line east of Cape Cod (Rathbun, 1889, p. 925).

Surface and air temperatures were recorded from early spring to late autumn at

several lighthouses and lightships along the coast of the gulf from Nantucket Shoals

to Petit Manan during the years 1881 to 1885, the 10-day averages of which are

8 For an account of this event and of the gradual reestablishment of the species see Bigelow and Welsh, 1925.
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tabulated by Rathbun (1887). The very large number of temperatures taken on the

lightships in the ordinary routine since that time have not been examined critically,

however.

The Albatross occupied a large number of dredging stations along the offshore

slope of Georges Bank during 1883, 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887, but only five of her

serial readings and a few of the bottom records fall within the limits of the Gulf of

Maine .

4 An extensive series of temperatures taken by Dr. W. C. Kendall at the

surface and at small depths in the western part of the gulf, in connection with mack-

erel investigations carried out by the Grampus in 1897, also deserves mention (p. 594)

.

A gap follows in the thermal history of the gulf until the summer and autumn

of 1904, when the Tidal Survey of Canada took a large number of surface and subsur-

face temperatures in the Bay of Fundy region and off the west coast of Nova Scotia

(Dawson, 1905, 1922). Many of these were repeated in 1907. In July, 1908, a few

readings were taken from the Grampus in the region of Nantucket Shoals.

The reestablishment of the biological station of the Biological Board of Canada

at St. Andrews, at the mouth of the St. Croix River, in 1908 marks an epoch in the

oceanographic study of the Bay of Fundy region. The first published survey of the

temperature and density (the latter determined by hydrometer) in the neighbor-

hood of St. Andrews was carried out in July, 1910 (Copeland, 1912). Since then

the taking of temperatures and of salinity has been a regular part of the station’s

work, and such of the data as have been published are mentioned below.

Although the preceding summary may seem somewhat formidable, very little

was yet known of the subsurface temperatures of the offshore parts of the gulf, even

in summer, for only one small area in its western side had been examined with

satisfactory instruments. Nor had anything been learned of its winter state or of

the salinity of its deep waters at any time of year until 1912. In that year the

United States Bureau of Fisheries and the Museum of Comparative Zoology jointly

undertook the general oceanographic exploration of the gulf, which, continued to

date under my direction, has been the foundation of this report and of those that

have preceded it (Bigelow, 1914 to 1926; Bigelow and Welsh, 1925).

The first fruits were the serial records at 46 stations (10001 to 10046) in the

northern half of the gulf during that July and August (p. 978; Bigelow, 1913, 1914),

including the first determinations of the salinity of the water of the gulf by the

titration method (p. 976) that for some years had been in general use on the other

side of the Atlantic. This, subsequently, has been a routine part of our station work.

Observations were taken bimonthly off Gloucester by the Blue Wing during the

winter of 1912-1913; north of Cape Cod during the following spring by W. W.
Welsh (stations 10047 to 10056; W. W. Welsh stations 1 to 32; and Bigelow, 1914a);

also a few temperatures and water samples between Massachusetts Bay and Georges

Bank by Thomas Douthart and W. F. Clapp (table, p. 980)

.

The Grampus carried out a general survey of the western and northern parts of

the gulf in the summer of 1913 (stations 10057 to 10061, 10085 to 10112, p. 982; Bigelow,

1915), as well as of the coastal waters between the longitudes of Marthas Vineyard and
Chesapeake Bay. This was followed by a more comprehensive oceanographic exami-

nation of the offshore banks, as well as of the inner parts of the gulf and of the coastal

* For these Albatross data see Townsend (1901, dredging stations 2053, 2054, 2060-2064, 2068, and 2522).
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shelf eastward along Nova Scotia to Halifax in the summer of 1914 (stations 10213

to 10264, p. 985; Bigelow, 1914b, 1917). Temperatures and water samples (density

of the latter determined by hydrometer) were taken at many localities in the Bay of

Fundy region that summer and the following winter from the biological station at

St. Andrews (Mavor, Craigie, and Detweiler, 1916; Craigie, 1916, 1916a; McMurrich,

1917; and Doctor McMurrich’s unpublished plankton lists). In 1915 the Grampus
cruised in the gulf from spring to midautumn (stations 10266 to 10339, p. 987;

Bigelow, 1917). Craigie (Craigie and Chase, 1918) likewise took serial temperatures

in the Bay of Fundy, in Annapolis Basin, and in St. Marys Bay, as well as salinities

in the latter (Vachon, 1918).

That same summer is memorable in oceanographic annals for the general survey

of eastern Canadian waters carried out by the Canadian Fisheries Expedition (Hjort,

1919; Sandstrom, 1919; Bjerkan, 1919). This, however did not touch the Gulf of

Maine region except for one profile crossing the shelf off Shelburne, Nova Scotia, in

July.

It is a fortunate chance that the western and southwestern parts of the gulf, on

the one hand (stations 10340 to 10357, 10398 to 10404; Bigelow, 1922 5

), and the

Bay of Fundy, on the other (Vachon, 1918), both were studied in 1916, for that

summer and autumn followed an almost Arctic winter and a backward spring.

Exploration of the offshore waters of the Gulf of Maine was interrupted by the

war, except that serial observations were taken at a station between Grand Manan
and Nova Scotia by the St. Andrews station at intervals from 1916 to 1918.

In 1919 work was resumed, when the United States Coast Guard cutter

Androscoggin, on ice patrol, ran profiles across the gulf in March, April, and May
(United States Coast Guard stations 1 to 3, 19 to 22, 35 to 38, p. 997; E. H. Smith,

1924, p. 103), while Mavor (1923) made an oceanographic survey of the Bay of Fundy
in August. Study of the surface currents of the Bay of Fundy by drift bottles also

was inaugurated by the St. Andrews station during that summer (Mavor, 1920 to

1923), and later was expanded into a joint project to cover northeastern American

waters generally.

Prior to 1920 attention had been directed chiefly to the state of the gulf during the

warm half of the year. To remedy this seasonal deficiency the Albatross carried out

a general survey of the entire region from February to May, 1920 (stations 20044 to

20129, p. 998; United States Bureau of Fisheries, 1921), while the Halcyon cruised in the

northern half of the gulf during the following December, January, and March. The
Halcyon also occupied a net of oceanographic stations in Massachusetts Bay during

August, 1922, and has made scattered observations at various seasons since then

(stations 10631 to 10645, p. 995, and unnumbered stations, p. 1012). Finally, the

Fish Hawk took temperatures and salinities at many stations in Massachusetts and

Cape Cod Bays at intervals during the winter and spring of 1924-25 (p. 1004).

The following lines of drift bottles have been set out in the Gulf of Maine since

1919: July, 1922, one line running southeasterly from Cape Elizabeth to the center

of the gulf; another from the southern angle of Cape Cod southeasterly out across

the edge of the continent; and likewise a line off New York. A line also was set out

5 The operations of the Grampus in 1916 were in the immediate charge of W. W. Welsh.
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off Cape Sable that summer by the Biological Board of Canada, besides several other

lines farther east (p. 908). During August, 1923, lines of bottles were set out normal

to the coast line off Mount Desert, Cape Elizabeth, Cape Ann, and Cape Cod (p. 874)

;

and a much larger number of bottles was put out in more eastern Nova Scotian

waters by the Biological Board of Canada, some of which have drifted to the Gulf of

Maine, as described below (p. 908). No bottles were put out in the Gulf of Maine
proper in 1924, although lines were run across Vineyard and Nantucket Sounds. Some
of the many Canadian bottles put out that summer off the outer coast of Nova Scotia

have been picked up in the Gulf of Maine. Finally, bottles were put out in Massa-

chusetts and Ipswich Bays in February, April, and May, 1925; in Massachusetts

Bay again by Henry Stetson in April, 1926, and off Cape Nedick by T. E. Graves

that July, from their yachts (pp. 878, 879).

The measurements of currents, which have been taken in the gulf by the Tidal

Survey of Canada and by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, are mentioned

in a later chapter (p. 857).

2. CONTINENTAL SHELF SOUTH OF NANTUCKET AND MARTHAS
VINEYARD

The earlier explorations in this area are summarized in a previous report (Bige-

low, 1915), hence they may be passed over briefly here.

The general range of surface temperature south of Woods Hole is now well

known for the summer season, thanks to the early explorations by the vessels of the

Bureau of Fisheries, notably in 1880 to 1882 (Tanner, 1884 to 1884b) and in 1889

to 1891 (Libbey, 1891, 1895). Daily records of temperature of air and water also

have been recorded for many years at Woods Hole, 6 and observations have been

taken on the various collecting trips carried out summer after summer from that

station. Dickson (1901) likewise has collected a large number of surface tempera-

tures from the logs of vessels, and the Grampus has crossed this part of the conti-

nental shelf on several recent cruises.

A large number of subsurface temperatures and determinations of salinity by
hydrometer also have been taken from Marthas Vineyard and Nantucket out to

the edge of the continent and beyond, beginning with the early dredging trips of

the vessels of the Fish Commission (1880 to 1881 7
) and continued by Libbey in 1889,

1890, and 1891. Libbey continued his study in subsequent years, but the results

never have been published; nor, except in a few instances, have the bottom tem-

peratures taken subsequently on the various dredging trips sent out to the waters

south of Marthas Vineyard from the Woods Hole station of the Bureau of

Fisheries.

In 1908 the Grampus took temperatures in 31 to 400 fathoms southward from
Nantucket Shoals (p.595; Bigelow, 1909). In July, 1913, she occupied several ocean-

ographic stations in that general region, working southward thence to Chesapeake
Bay (Bigelow, 1915; stations 10062 to 10084). During that August she took

surface temperatures from Cape Cod to Cape May (Bigelow, 1915, p. 350); in 1914

8 These are summarized by Sumner, Osburn, and Cole (1913) and by Fish (1925).

7 For records of temperature during this period, see Sanderson Smith (1889); for the Albatross stations, see Tanner (1884a,

1884b) and Townsend (1901).

8951—28 34
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and 1915 she ran oceanographic profiles across the slope abreast of Marthas Vine-

yard in August and October, mentioned above (p. 517). In 1916 she again made
summer and November cruises from Gloucester to Chesapeake Bay (Bigelow,

1922).

TOPOGRAPHY
The indentation of the coast between Cape Sable, at the southeast angle of Nova

Scotia on the east, and Cape Cod and Nantucket Island, on the west, seems to have

gone unnamed until late in the last century, when it was christened “Gulf of Maine.”

As outlined by the coast, the gulf is roughly rectangular, much wider (about 200 miles)

than deep (about 120 miles). It is a far better marked natural province below the

surface of the sea than the shallow recession of its shore line would suggest, for its

southern boundary is marked by a shallow rim, or “sill,” pierced by three narrow

passages only. Passing eastward from Nantucket, with its off-lying shoals, these,

successively, and the banks that separate them, are : The South Channel (not very

well defined and only 40 to 50 fathoms deep), Georges Bank, the Eastern Channel,

Browns Bank, the Northern Channel, and finally the Seal Island or coastal bank off

Cape Sable. This rim, as Mitchell (1881) long ago pointed out, 259 miles in length

from Nantucket to Cape Sable, follows, in its main outlines, the arc of a circle whose

radius is about 167 miles. Along this arc the length of Georges Bank, from the

deepest trough of the South Channel to the 50-fathom contour on the slope of the

Eastern Channel, is about 140 miles, with a greatest breadth of about 80 miles from

north to south between the 50-fathom contours. Between these same contours of

the Eastern Channel and of the Northern Channel each occupies about 25 miles of

the arc. In round figures, the area of Georges Bank is 10,000 square miles; that

portion of Browns Bank west of longitude 65° 30' W. (taken as the arbitrary bound-

ary of the region under discussion) is about 550 square miles.

The area of the gulf north of the rim is given by Mitchell as about 36,000 square

miles. The coast line of the gulf, as it would appear on a small-scale chart, follows

a fairly regular curve, but in detail it is extremely complex; for the northern and

eastern shores are not only frequently and deeply embayed, but are bordered by a

perfect labyrinth of islands, large and small, extending in places 10 to 20 miles sea-

ward from the mainland. Its largest bays (Massachusetts on the southwest and the

still larger Bay of Fundy on the northeast) are too well known to need more than

passing mention.

The coast of the Gulf of Maine falls into two main types, Cape Elizabeth mark-

ing the transition from one to the other. South of this headland the shore line is

characterized by a succession of sand beaches alternating with bold headlands, nota-

bly Cape Ann, and with rocky stretches, which in Cape Cod Bay give place to the

continuous sand strand of the cape. Along this part of the coast there are but few

islands, except in Boston Bay, and the fjord type of indentation is notably absent.

East of Cape Elizabeth, on the contrary, the shores of the State of Maine are almost

continuously rocky, as are the islands of the outlying archipelago already mentioned;

and deep bays succeed each other in close succession as far as the mouth of the

Bay of Fundy. As a whole, the shores of the gulf are low, seldom rising to more

than 100 to 200 feet in the immediate neighborhood of the sea; but the Camden hills
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and the mountains of Mount Desert (with the maximum elevation of 1,500 odd feet)

are exceptions to this rule, while the cliffs of the north shore of Grand Manan rise to

a height of 200 to 300 feet, almost sheer from the water.

DEPTH OF THE GULF 8

If we take the 50-fathom (virtually the 100-meter) contour as marking the con-

fines between the peripheral and central parts of the gulf (a natural boundary, because

this level not only outlines the northern slope of Georges Bank but includes virtually

all the outlying islands), the coastal shallows to the east, north, and west and the

rim on the south inclose a bottle-necked basin that communicates with the open sea

by two narrow channels only—the eastern and northern. The Eastern Channel, at

its narrowest point between Georges and Browns Banks, is about 140 fathoms (256

meters) deep along its trough; the Northern Channel is 65 to 80 fathoms (120 to 145

meters), with a maximum of 78 fathoms (143 meters) in the narrows between Browns

Bank and the Coast Bank. North of the rim the deepest water (100 fathoms, or 200

meters and over) takes roughly the form of a Y> with its two arms extending west-

ward and northeastward. As these two troughs apparently were unnamed, I have

christened them the "western” and "eastern” basins. They join in the southeast

corner of the gulf, where they are continuous with the Eastern Channel. As Mitchell

(1881) has pointed out, more than 10,000 square miles of the gulf are deeper than 10C

fathoms. The gulf is deepest just inside the entrance to the Eastern Channel and

close to the northern slope of Georges Bank as a trough some 50 miles long (west

and east), with 150 fathoms (275 meters) or more, and a maximum of 184 fathoms

(336 meters). There is also a second, smaller bowl, deeper than 150 fathoms (180

fathoms, or 329 meters, maximum) in the inner part of the western branch of the Y>

off Cape Ann.

Over the south-central region of the gulf (that is, the region of union of the two

arms of the basin) the depth is generally from 100 to 120 fathoms (180 to 220 meters),

varied, however, by many shoaler spots of 90 to 100 fathoms and by occasional

deeper soundings of 120 to 135 fathoms (220 to 250 meters). The configuration of

the bottom makes the fathom a more instructive basis for contour lines than the

meter in just this region; for whereas the 100-fathom curve includes the whole basin,

the 200-meter contour, though differing so little in actual depth, is much interrupted

here by ridges of 180 to 190 meters, obscuring the essential troughlike conformation

of the basin. In the western arm of the basin the water is deepest 45 miles east of

Cape Ann; in the eastern arm it is deepest in the extreme northeast corner (145

fathoms, or 265 meters). In both branches the general level of the basin floor is

from 115 to 130 fathoms (210 to 238 meters).

BANKS AND SINKS

Isolated sinks or pot holes are numerous; indeed, the deeps of the two basins

just mentioned are such. Most of these do not fall deep enough below the sur-

rounding bottom to call for any special comment, but three such bowls are so deep

8 On the ordinary navigational charts of the region, published by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey and the United

States Hydrographic Office, the depths are given in fathoms. Consequently, the following discussion is also in fathoms, but
w th the equivalents in meters also stated.
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and are inclosed by rims so much shallower that they have been made the field of con-
siderable hydrographic investigation. These, for want of better names, I may
christen (1) the Cape Ann sink, lying near Stellwagen Bank, centering about 12 miles
southeast of Cape Ann, having a general depth of 50 to 70 fathoms (91 to 128 meters)
and a greatest depth of 99 fathoms (181 meters), and inclosed by a continuous rim
of 40 fathoms (70 to 75 meters) or shallower; (2) the Isles of Shoals sink, centering
28 miles northeast of Cape Ann, having a general depth of 80 to 100 fathoms (146
to 183 meters), and inclosed on the south and east by the shallows of Jeffreys Ledge
and on the north by depths of 60 to 70 fathoms (110 to 128 meters). The Fundy
deep, south of Grand Manan Island at the mouth of the Bay of Fundy, is a basin
some 27 miles long, with 100 to 112 fathoms (183 to 205 meters) and its deepest
spot 165 fathoms (302 meters).

The two arms of the deep trough or basin of the gulf are separated by a roughly
triangular area, with depths ranging generally from 70 to 90 fathoms (128 to 165
meters) but rising at its apex (roughly, in the center of the gulf) to within 4)/£ fathoms
(8 meters) of the surface, as the dangerous, rocky shoal known as Cashes Ledge, the

patch less than 30 fathoms (55 meters) deep being about 6 miles long in a southwest
northeast direction. Other offshore shoals in the gulf proper, which deserve mention
here because I shall have occasion to refer to them later as landmarks, are as follows:

1. Stellwagen Bank, tying between Cape Cod and Cape Ann at the entrance to

Massachusetts Bay, 9 to 20 fathoms (16 to 37 meters), with deeper channels north

and south of it.

2. Jeffreys Ledge, a narrow ridge extending northeasterly from Cape Ann for

about 45 miles, with depths less than 50 fathoms (91 meters), shoalest place 18

fathoms (33 meters).

3. Platts Bank, situated about 34 miles east-southeast from Cape Elizabeth,

which rises to within 29 fathoms (53 meters) of the surface.

4. Jeffrey Bank, ofi Penobscot Bay, some 26 miles south of the outermost islet

(Matinicus Rock)
,
where there is a small area within the 50-fathom curve with a

shallowest depth of 46 fathoms (84 meters).

5. Grand Manan Bank, a small shoal about 7 miles long tying about 18 miles

south of Grand Manan Island; general depth 30 to 40 fathoms (55 to 73 meters).

6. Lurcher Shoal, a patch of broken, rocky bottom 1.5 to 20 fathoms (3 to 37

meters) deep, 15 miles off Yarmouth, Nova Scotia.

7. German Bank, a considerable but vaguely defined area west of Cape Sable,

with depths of 30 to 35 fathoms (55 to 64 meters) bounding the debouchment of the

Northern Channel into the basin of the gulf.

Mitchell (1881) has calculated that the mean depth of the gulf north of the sill,

including its navigable bays and tributaries, is about 75 fathoms (137 meters).

The banks that form the southern sill of the gulf have been described frequently,

and because of their importance in navigation their main features are summarized in

the coast pilots issued by the British and United States Governments. The di-

mensions and area of Georges Bank, one of the most famous and productive fishing

grounds in the North Atlantic, are mentioned above (p. 518). On the southern and

eastern parts the depths range, in round numbers, from 30 to 40 fathoms (55 to

73 meters). Over its northwestern one-third the water is shallower, with a consider-
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able but much broken area shallower than 20 fathoms (37 meters), culminating in the

dangerous ‘''Georges” and Cultivator Shoals, the former with only 2)^ to 10 fathoms

(A }/2 to 18 meters), the latter with 3 to 10 fathoms (6 to 18 meters). Both of these

shoals break heavily in stormy weather, and both have proved graveyards for many
fishing vessels. According to early rumor (Mitchell, 1881), Georges Shoal has been

awash or even dry within historic times; but even as early as 1776 Hollingsworth

decided that this tradition had no basis. It is worth noting that there is one well-

marked sink situated on the northeast part of Georges Bank, centering at latitude

41° 59' N., longitude 67° W. Prior to the spring of 1920 this was known (at least

officially) from one sounding of 83 fathoms (152 meters) only, with neighboring

depths of 30 to 40 fathoms (55 to 73 meters). On March 11 of that year the U. S.

S. Albatross developed the region by a series of soundings, finding a maximum depth

of 120 fathoms (220 meters) and an area of about 27 square miles deeper than 75

fathoms (about 140 meters).

Inside the 50-fathom (90-meter) contour Browns Bank is about 55 miles long

from east to west, with an area about 700 square miles and a general depth of 30 to

50 fathoms.

Around most of the periphery of the basin of the gulf the slope is gradual, the

100-fathom (183-meter) curve lying about 12 miles from shore at its closest (off Cape
Cod and about as near the outer islands in the northeast corner). The northern

slope of Georges Bank is much more abrupt, falling from about 40 fathoms (73 meters)

to 100 fathoms (183 meters) in a distance of only 3 to 5 miles.

The Gulf of Maine, with its southern sill, occupies the whole breadth of the

Continental Shelf off northern New England and western Nova Scotia, with the

south slopes of Georges and Browns Banks falling so steeply to the abyss of the

North Atlantic that the zone between the 100 and 1,000 fathom contours (the “ Con-
tinental Slope”) is at one point (longitude about 66° W.) only 4 or 5 miles broad

and not more than 20 miles anywhere abreast the mouth of the gulf between the

longitudes of 65° and 71°.

WATERSHED

In more or less inclosed coastal seas, where the salinity of the water is influenced

greatly by the amount of inflow from rivers and smaller streams, the extent of the water-

shed and amount of run-off of fresh water demand consideration. The land area tribu-

tary in this way to the Gulf of Maine includes something over one-third of the State of

Massachusetts, two-thirds of New Hampshire, the entire State of Maine, half of the

Province of New Brunswick, a small part of the Province of Quebec, and the north-

western and western coastal strips of Nova Scotia—altogether, in round numbers, some
61,300 square miles. No large rivers empty into the gulf south of Cape Ann; north

of that point the chief tributaries, with their approximate drainage areas in square

miles, are (1) the Merrimac, 4,553; (2) the Saco, 1,753; (3) the Presumpscot, 470;

(4) the Androscoggin, 3,700; (5) the Kennebec, 6,330; (6) the Penobscot, 8,550;

(7) the Machias, 800; (8) the St. Croix, 1,630; and (9), chief of all, the St. John,

draining no less than 26,000 square miles. That is to say, the nine principal tribu-

taries drain together over 53,000 square miles, or five-sixths of the total watershed.
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TEMPERATURE
FEBRUARY AND MARCH

It is most convenient to begin the account of the temperature of the Gulf of

Maine with the late winter and early spring, when the water has cooled to its

minimum for the year and before vernal warming has proceeded to an appreciable

degree.

No definite date can be set for this state because of regional and annual varia-

tions, but experience in 1913, 1920, and 1921 suggests that the lowest temperatures

are to be expected over the gulf as a whole during the last week of February and

first few days of March, except from Cape Sable out to the neighboring part of the

basin, where the surface is coldest some weeks later, when the Nova Scotian current

is flowing from the east past Cape Sable in greatest volume (p. 832). The tempera-

tures recorded during the February-March cruise of 1920 may not have been the

absolute minimum for that year, but the preceding winter had been so cold, with

snowfall so heavy, that probably the open gulf is never more than fractionally colder

than we then found it. The coastal belt may then be expected to chill below 2° at

the surface all around the gulf by the end of winter (fig. 1), its central and offshore

parts continuing slightly warmer (about 2.5° to 3.5°). In 1920 a surface tongue

equally cold had also developed off southern Nova Scotia by the middle of March,
spreading westward across Browns Bank but separated from the coast by slightly

warmer (2.2° surface) water close to Shelburne. Present knowledge of the seasonal

fluctuations of the Nova Scotian current (p. 832) also make it likely that some such

development is to be expected yearly.

SURFACE

The surface temperature falls fractionally below 0° in Cape Cod Bay during

winters when ice forms there in any amount. Thus in 1925, for example, the whole

column of water in its central and eastern sides, in 12 to 34 meters depth, chilled

to —0.4° to —0.7° by February 6 to 7, warming again to 1° to 2° by February 24.

Passamaquoddy Bay chills to nearly as low a figure (0.77° at 20 meters, February

23, 1917; Willey, 1921).

If the winter of 1924-25 can be taken as typical (as seems fair, because rather a

greater amount of ice formed in Cape Cod Bay than usual, although the air tem-

peratures averaged warmer than normal and the snowfall less), a line from the tip

of Cape Cod to Boston Harbor will bound this 0° water in the Massachusetts Bay
region. Equally low temperatures no doubt prevail on the surface in the inner parts

of the bays and among the islands along the coast of Maine in winters when much
ice forms there.

By contrast it is not likely that the surface of the basin of the gulf, including

the western part of the Bay of Fundy, ever cools below 2° at any season except for

a brief period later in the spring (p. 681), when the surface in the eastern side may be

chilled to 0° by the icy Nova Scotian current flowing past Cape Sable from the east.

Minimum readings of 3° to 4° are to be expected over the southern side of the basin

and on the eastern part of Georges Bank; 4° to 5° over its western half and off its

southwestern slope.
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An extreme range of about 5° surface temperature thus may be expected over

the whole area of the gulf at the end of the winter, and a range of about 4° in its

inner parts.

VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION

At the end of the winter the temperature is very nearly uniform, vertically, down
to a depth of 100 meters, rising slowly with increasing depth below that level. This

state continues into March, until the climbing sun has warmed the surface appreci-

ably. Whether the water is coldest immediately at the surface or 10 to 20 meters
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down at the end of February depends on the precise locality, on the state of the

weather during the few days preceding, and, locally, on the stage of the tide, a ques-

tion taken up in connection with the autumnal and winter cooling of Massachusetts

Bay (p. 649). Our March cruise of 1920 began a few days after the temperature had
passed its minimum for the year, the surface being fractionally warmer than the

deeper water; but the temperature was still so nearly uniform vertically that the

range was less than 1° in the upper 100 meters at most of the March stations within

the outer banks (figs. 2 to 11). Most of the individual stations also showed a

slight warming from the 20 to 40 meter level down to 100 meters, except in the sink

off Gloucester (station 20050), where the bottom water was fractionally the coldest.

Wherever the water was deeper than 100 meters a decided rise in temperature was
recorded from that level downward. Thus the temperature off Cape Ann (station

20049) was 2.6° higher at 200 meters than at 100, and from 1° to 3° warmer at 175

meters than at 100 elsewhere in the basin of the gulf. The highest temperatures

recorded inside Georges Bank during March, 1920, were at 150 to 250 meters, as fol-

Temperature, Centigrade

1° 2° 3° 4° 5° 6° 7° 8° 9° 10° 11° 12° 13° 14° 15° 16° 17° 18° 19°

Fig. 2.—Vertical distribution of temperature in the inner part of Massachusetts Bay, March to August. A, March 8, 1920

(station 20062); B, April 6, 1920 (station 20089); C, May 16, 1920 (station 20123); D, August 23, 1922 (station 10632); E,

August 23, 1922 (station 10640); F, August 20, 1915 (station 10106)

lows: Station 20049, 5.66° to 5.63° at 180 to 200 meters; station 20053, 5.39° at 225

meters; station 20054, 5.4° to 5.48° at 175 to 250 meters; station 20055, 5.59° at 220

meters; station 20081, 5.39° at 200 meters. Thus, generally speaking, the deepest

water of the gulf is the warmest and the superficial stratum the coldest at the begin-

ning of the spring. A glance at the temperature sections (figs. 2 to 11) will show how
widely this differs from the summer state.

TEMPERATURE AT 40 METERS

It is probable that the narrow band of 0° to 1° water that skirts the whole coast

line from Massachusetts Bay to the Grand Manan Channel on the 40-meter chart

for February and March (fig. 12) reflects conditions as they existed at the sur-

face a week or 10 days earlier in the season. Readings higher than 1° everywhere
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else, even after the unusually severe winter of 1920, make it seem unlikely that the

offshore parts of the gulf ever chill below 1° at the 40-meter level. Temperatures

of 1° to 2° at 40 to 50 meters in Massachusetts Bay early in February, 1925 (p. 658)

,

contrasting with 0.4° on March 5, 1920 (station 20062), suggest that this stratum is

about 1° warmer after a warm winter than after a cold one.

Rising temperature, passing offshore to 2° to 4° over the banks, with an abrupt

transition to much higher values (9°) a few miles to seaward of the edge of the con-

tinent, is the most instructive general feature of this 40-meter chart. This, however,

Temperature, Centigrade

2° 3° 4° 5° 6° 7° 8° 9° 10° 11 ° 12° 13° 14° 15° 16° 17° 18° 19° 20°

Fig. 3.—Vertical distribution of temperature off northern Cape Cod, March to July. A, March 24, 1920

(station 20088); B, April 18, 1920 (station 20116); C, May 16. 1920 (station 20125); D, July 19, 1914

(station 10214)

was complicated at the time by an expansion of water colder than that across the

eastern end of Georges Bank from the neighboring part of the basin, alternating with

a warm tongue that intruded inward along the Eastern Channel and a second area

of cold (2°) water that reached Browns Bank from the eastward. 9

• A profile run from Shelburne, Nova Scotia, to the edge of the continent in March (stations 20073 to 20077) affords a cross

section of this.
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TEMPERATURE AT 100 METERS AND DEEPER

In February and March, 1920, the entire basin of the gulf was warmer than 1.5°

at 100 meters (fig. 13); all but its northwestern margin was warmer than 2°. The
most noteworthy features of the chart for this level are the very striking contrast

between the cold inner waters of the gulf (1° to 3°) and the high temperature (7° to

13°) outside the edge of the continent, with the clearly outlined tongue of compara-

tively warm (4° to 6°) water entering via the Eastern Channel (better defined at

this level than at 40 meters) to extend northward and northwestward along the east-

ern branch of the trough, which deserves special attention. The influence of this

warm indraft also is made evident around the northern slope of Georges Bank, west-

Fig. 4.—Vertical distribution of temperature at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay, March to August. A, March

1, 1920 (station 20050); B, April 9, 1920 (station 20090); C, May 4, 1920 (station 20120); D, May 16, 1920

(station 20124); E, July 20, 1912 (station 10002); F, August 22, 1914; G, August 31, 1915 (station 10306)

ward to the Cape Cod slope, in readings of 3° to 3.6°. With this warm tongue as

clearly defined by high salinity as it is by temperature, its nature as an actual cur-

rent flowing into the gulf via the Eastern Channel from outside the continental edge

is sufficiently established. Seldom, in fact, do the curves for salinity and for tem-

perature correspond as closely as they do in this case, even to the pooling of the

warm, saline water off the mouth of the Bay of Fundy. This phenomenon, of which

we have had frequent evidence in other years and at other seasons, is discussed more
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Temperature, Centigrade
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O-

srtical distribution of temperature in the western arm of the basin, off Cape Ann, March to Aug-
., February 23, 1920 (station 20049); B, April 18, 1920 (station 20115); C, May 4, 1915 (station 10267);

e 26, 1915 (station 10299); E, August, 31, 1915 (station 10307)
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fully in the chapter on the circulation of the gulf (p. 921). Its existence and its effect

on the bottom temperatures of the gulf are among the most interesting facts brought

out by the survey.

A counter expansion of water colder than 6° and fresher than 33 per mille, out

of the gulf and around the southeast face of Georges Bank, also adds interest to the

100-meter chart.

In February and March, 1920, the gulf proved warmer at 200 meters than at

100. Probably the 200-meter level is never as cold as 4°; in fact, most of the readings

were fractionally higher than 5°, being from 4.29° in the Fundy Deep to 6.85° in the

Temperature, Centigrade

Fig. 6.—Vertical distribution of temperature in the deep trough between Jeffreys Ledge and the coast, March

to August. A, March 5, 1920 (station 20001); B, March 5, 1921 (station 10509); C, May 14, 1914 (station

10278); D, August 22, 1914 (station 10252). The broken curve is for August 9 of the cold summer of 1923

Eastern Channel, with 5.2° to 5.6° at most of the stations. The 200-meter temper-

ature at the three February-March stations outside the edge of the continent^were

as follows: 12.39° off the southwest face of Georges Bank on February 22 (station

20044), 5.9° off its southeast slope on March 12 (station 20069), and 7.89° off Shel-

burne, Nova Scotia, on March 19 (station 20077).
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PROFILES

Several profiles of the gulf are added, further to illustrate the distribution of

temperature in March as exemplified by the year 1920. The first of these, running

eastward from Massachusetts Bay to the neighborhood of Cape Sable (fig. 14), shows

the spacial relationship between the comparatively high temperature (upward of 4°)

in the bottom of the two arms of the basin, below about 120 to 160 meters, the

banking up of 4° to 5° water in the eastern side just mentioned, and the colder

(0° to 2°) water in the inner part of Massachusetts Bay in the one side of the

gulf and along western Nova Scotia in the other. It also affords evidence more

graphic |than the charts that this warm bottom water, as it drifts in through

Temperature, Centigrade
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Fig. 7.—Vertical distribution of temperature near Mount Desert Island in various months. A, March 3, 1920

(station 20056); B, April 12, 1920 (station 20099); C, May 10, 1915 (station 10274); D, June 11, 1915

(station 10284); E, June 14, 1915 (station 10286); F, July 19, 1915 (station 10302); G, August 18, 1915 (station

10305); H, October 9, 1915 (station 10328); I, January 1, 1921 (station 10497)

the Eastern Channel, makes itself felt right up to the surface in the coldest season

by temperatures about 1° higher than those either to the west or to the east of it.

A much lower temperature in the bottom of the bowl off Gloucester (1.5° to 1.6°)

than at equal depths in the neighboring basin (5°) deserves attention as evidence of

the efficacy of its barrier rim. Because so protected by the contour of the bottom,

the low temperatures of the preceding winter persist until much later in the season

in the deeper levels of sinks of this type than in other parts of the open gulf.

The considerable stratum of water colder than 3° (1.89° to 2.76°) in the mid
levels of the west-central part of the basin is made conspicuous on this profile by
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contrast with the warm core that splits it in the eastern side. Had the profile been

run a few miles farther north, the contrast in temperature would have appeared still

sharper in this relative region (at station 20054) ;
less so a few miles farther south

(at station 20053), as the charts for the surface and for the 40-meter level (figs. 1

and 12) make clear.

The most notable features of a profile running south from the offing of Cape
Elizabeth, across Georges Bank and the continental slope (fig. 15), is its demonstra-

Temperature, Centigrade

Fig. 8.—Vertical distribution of temperature in the northeastern corner of the Gulf of Maine. A, March

22, 1920 (station 20081); B, June 10, 1915 (station 10283); C, August 12, 1913 (station 10097); D, August

12, 1914 (station 10246); E (broken curve), January 5, 1921 (station 10502)

tion (a) that the transition in temperature from the boreal waters of the gulf, on

the one hand, to the oceanic water outside the continental edge, on the other, is

hardly less abrupt along this line in the last week of February and first week of

March than it is in midsummer (p. 615) ;
and (b) that the bottom at 75 to 300 meters

was bathed by water as warm as 8° to 11° as far east as longitude 68° along the
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continental slope. Equally high bottom temperatures on the upper part of the
slope in the latitude of Chesapeake Bay (station 20041), off Delaware Bay (station

20042), and off New York (station 20043), that same February, also off Chesapeake

Temperature, Centigrade

3); D, May 6, 1915 (station 10270); E, June 19, 1915 (station 10286); F, August 7, 1915 (station 10304); G,
September 1, 1915 (station 10309). The broken curve is for January 5, 1921 (station 10502)

Bay in January, 1914 (Bigelow, 1917a, p. 60), make it likely that a warm band of
this sort (often spoken of as the “inner edge of the Gulf Stream”) touches the bot-
tom along this depth zone throughout most winters. The March profile of the
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eastern end of the bank (fig. 16), however, shows much less contrast in temperature

between the two sides of the latter, with the oceanic water (warmer than 8° and
salter than 34 per mille) so much farther out from the edge of the continent that

even the outermost station (20069) did not touch it, leaving the bottom down the con-

tinental slope bathed with water colder than 5° at all depths. The profiles thus

corroborate the temperature charts (figs. 12 and 13), to the effect that the warm
bottom zone was obliterated somewhere between longitudes 67° and 68° W. (about

midway the length of Georges Bank) in February and March by the “cold wall”

Temperature, Centigrade
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°

Fig. 10 —Vertical distribution of temperature near Lurcher Shoal in various months. A, March 23, 1920

(station 20082); B, April 12, 1920 (station 20101); C, May 10, 1915 (station 10272); D, August 12, 1913

(station 10096); F, August 12, 1914 (station 10245); G, January 4, 1921 (station 10500)

that wedges in between the slope and the oceanic water. As it is the existence of

this warm zone that permits the year-round existence of warm-water subtropical

invertebrates and of the tilefish along this stretch, the definite location of its eastern

limit is a matter of some biological importance. The contrast between the graph

for our outermost station off the western end of Georges Bank and two other deep

stations off its eastern end and off Shelburne, Nova Scotia (fig. 18), is an addi-

tional illustration of the sudden dislocations about midway of the bank, with a
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difference of about 5° to 6° between the two ends of the latter at all levels from 20

meters down to 300.

The fact that the two eastern stations (20069 and 20077) did not differ from

each other by more than 2° in temperature at any depth is evidence that the cold

wedge that they illustrate was itself nearly uniform in temperature for a consider-

able distance from west to east. The difference between station 20044, on the one

hand, and stations 20069 and 20077, on the other, was greatest at the stratum where

all three were warmest—100 to 200 meters. Below this, at depths greater than 300

meters, the curves for all three of these deep stations converge, the readings for all

Temperature, Centigrade
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°

Fig. 11.—Vertical distribution of temperature on German Bank, March to September. A, March 23, 1920

(station 20085); B, April 15, 1920 (station 20103); C, May 7, 1915 (station 10271); D, June 19, 1915 (sta-

tion 10290); E, August 12, 1913 (station 10095); F, August 12, 1914 (station 10244); G, September 2, 1915

(station 10311)

falling within a range of 0.5° at 1,000 meters (station 20044,4.2°; station 20069,

3.77°; station 20077, 3.9°), approximately at the temperature that is typical of the

abyssal waters of the North Atlantic as a whole and differing little from the read-

ings obtained at corresponding depths and locations along the slope in summer
between Nova Scotia and the latitude of Chesapeake Bay (p. 605; Bigelow, 1915,

1917, 1922).

Unfortunately the data are not complete for the February station on the north-

ern part of Georges Bank (20047), but it is probable (hence so designated on the
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profile) that 3° to 4° water was continuous right across the western end of the bank

at the 10 to 30 meter level.

Our experience has been that the water is so actively mixed by tidal currents

on the shoaler parts of Georges Bank that a complete equalization of temperature may

be expected there locally at any season. Had the western profile (fig. 15) cut such

a location, the readings would have been about 4° to 4.5° from surface to bottom;

but with a difference of about 0.1 per mille of salinity between the surface and the

bottom in 50 meters at station 20047 (p. 998), evidently such was not the case.
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Only one other feature of this end of the profile calls for attention—the encroach-

ment of water warmer than 7° on the southern side of Georges Bank and the abrupt

transition in bottom temperature across the latter from north to south (4° to 12°).

The inner parts of the gulf at the coldest season are warmest (5° to 6°) at the

bottom, coldest (2°) along shore and within 10 to 20 meters of the surface.

The wedge-shaped contour of this coldest water (3°), projecting shelflike over

the basin, with slightly higher temperatures above it as well as below (fig. 15), taken

by itself might suggest some overflow by warmer surface water from the south.

The vertical uniformity of salinity in the upper stratum (p. 705), however, favors
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along the axis of this cold stratum then rose fairly uniformly from about 0.5° close

to land to from 2.4° to 2.7° in the southern side of the basin, to 2.7° to 2.9° over

Georges Bank, and to 3.1° over the continental slope, as just described. On the

other hand, the water as warm as 5° that floods the greater part of the basin at

depths greater than 120 to 150 meters did not then touch the northern slope of

Georges Bank, off which the water was fractionally colder than 5° right down into

the deepest fold of the trough (station 20064).

The fact that the southern end of this profile crossed one of the chief breeding

grounds for haddock in North American waters, and at the height of the spawning

Stations „
e=> <— Yf co
co oo oo oc

Fia, 17.—Temperature profile crossing the northeastern part of the gulf, off the mouth of the Bay of Fundy, for March
22 and 23, 1920 (stations 20080 to 20083)

season, lends biological interest to the temperatures at stations 20061 to 20068. Evi-

dently the eggs were being set free in water of about 2.5° to 2.7°.

The boundaries of the comparatively warm (5°) bottom water in the eastern arm
of the basin, for March, are outlined further by a profile from Maine to Nova Scotia,

opposite the mouth of the Bay of Fundy (fig. 17, stations 20080 to 20083). Tem-
peratures higher than 5° were confined to depths greater than 150 meters along this

line, but the isotherm for 3° shows the warmer bottom water banking up against the
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eastern slope of the gulf (against the right-hand side for an entrant current) to with-

in 90 meters of the surface in the manner with which cruises at other times of year

have made us familiar (p. 619). Temperatures are slightly lower in the shore ends of

this profile, as is usual for the cold season. Failure to obtain readings lower than 1°

may be explained on the assumption that solar warming is propagated downward to

a greater depth off Maine and off Nova Scotia by the strong tides of those localities

during the first three weeks of March, than in the western side of the gulf, where

tidal stirring is less active.

The relationship existing in March between the cold waters over Georges and

Browns Banks and in the Northern Channel, on the one hand, and the warm indraft

into the Eastern Channel, on the other, is illustrated by a profile following the arc

of the banks (fig 19) Bottom water of 6° to 7° in the Eastern Channel, banked

Fig. 19.—Temperature profile running from the eastern part of Georges Bank, across the Eastern Channel, Brown’s Bank,
and the Northern Channel, March 11 to 23, 1920

up like a ridge along its trough (isotherms for 3° to 6°), contrasts with 3° to 4.5° at

equal depths in the Northern Channel, where temperatures higher than 4° were con-

fined to a thin bottom layer deeper than 110 meters (station 20048). A bottom
temperature fractionally higher than 3° on Browns Bank points to some tendency
for the warm water that drifts in through the Eastern Channel to overflow the east-

ern rim of the latter; but the March data show that this circulatory movement was
limited to depths greater than 70 meters. Probably the fact that the readings on
Georges Bank showed no sign of any encroachment of the warm water in that direc-

tion, which is corroborated by salinity (p. 719), is due to the deflective effect of the

earth’s rotation, deflecting the current to the right (p. 849). Other features of the

profile that claim attention are the uniformity of temperature over the eastern part
of Georges Bank from east to west; the fact that the surface was fractionally warmer
than the 20-meter level there and over the Eastern Channel (a first sign of vernal

8951—28 35
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warming)
;
and that while the inshore (Cape Sable) end of the profile was coldest

as is usual at this season, the temperature was fractionally higher close in to the land

near the cape than a short distance out at sea. A differential of this same sort would

have been more apparent had the profile been located a few miles farther east,

because the whole column in 75 meters depth, close in to Shelburne (station 20073),

was fractionally warmer than 2° (p. 1000), while the water farther out on the shelf

(stations 20074 and 20075) was colder.

BOTTOM

The temperature of the bottom water, in depths greater than 200 meters, varied

in March from 4.02° off the northern slope of Georges Bank in 330 meters (sta-

tion 20064) to 6.84° in the Eastern Channel in 215 meters (station 20071), with

readings of 5.06° to 5.59° at depths of 225 to 250 meters elsewhere in the basin.

It is interesting to find the deepest water coldest just north of Georges Bank at the

location just mentioned, for this was also the case at 200 meters; whereas the north-

ern side of the basin, not the southern, was the coldest at 100 meters.

For the biologist, the bottom temperature of the gulf at the coldest season is

interesting as evidence of the greatest cold that bottom-dwelling animals of any sort

must endure in various regions. In general, a parallelism then obtains between

temperature and depth, the bottom being warmer the deeper the water. This rela-

tionship is complicated, however, by the increase in temperature from the shore

seaward (p. 525), independent of depth, illustrated by the charts for the 40-meter and

100-meter levels (figs. 12 and 13.)

With more or less ice forming every winter in shoal bays and among the islands,

the littoral zone is chilled from time to time to the freezing point of salt water in

such situations. In Cape Cod Bay the Fish Hawk had a reading as low as —1.5°

in 17 meters and —0.4° on the bottom in 34 meters on February 6, 1925 (cruise 6,

station 6a, p. 1005) ;
and while these readings are the lowest so far recorded for the

open gulf, the data for that year and for station 20062 show that in Massachusetts

Bay generally the bottom may be expected to chill to about 0° out to about the

30 to 40 meter level at some time during most winters, perhaps every year. No
doubt this applies equally to the bays along the coast of Maine and to the tributaries

of the Bay of Fundy; but along the open northern shores of the gulf, where strong

tides produce an interchange of water more active than in Massachusetts Bay, it is

not likely that the bottom temperature ever falls as low as 0° except within the

littoral zone. Our two March stations (20083 and 20084) similarly show the bottom
slightly warmer at 50 meters along western Nova Scotia at that season than in

Massachusetts Bay; but later in the spring, when the icy Nova Scotian water from

the east is flowing in greatest volume past Cape Sable, the bottom of the eastern

side of the gulf may also be chilled to 1° - 0° down to a depth of 50 meters—per-

haps still deeper, for a brief period, in some years. On the other hand, it seems

that the bottom temperature of the deep troughs of the gulf never falls below 4°,

except, perhaps, in very exceptional years.

Thus, any animal dwelling on bottom in the inner part of Cape Cod Bay, or

anywhere among the islands of the coastal zone shoaler than 40 to 50 meters, is apt

to be subjected to a temperature close to zero or lower at the end of winter. There
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is no danger of temperatures lower than about 1.5° to 2°, however, either on the

slopes of the basin or in any one of the deep isolated bowls at depths of 100 meters

or more, nor of temperatures lower than 4° on the bottom of the basin. A corre-

sponding difference in the upper strata also may explain the disappearance of sundry

planktonic animals from the coastal zone in winter, though they occur the year

around in the gulf out at sea (Bigelow, 1926).

The contour of this mass of comparatively warm bottom water in the deeps of

the gulf is graphically illustrated by a chart showing the isothermobath for 4° in

February and March (fig. 20), for wherever temperatures as high as this were

recorded within the gulf the underlying strata were still warmer. In 1920 (probably

this applies yearly) there was no water as warm as 4° at this season at any level in

the coastal zone, out to the 100-meter contour, on either side of the gulf. However
(without attempting to draw too close a parallel between the intricate contour of the

bottom and the temperature), the floor of the whole gulf at depths greater than 150

meters was bathed with water warmer than 4°, filling the whole basin below a

uniform level of 120 to 130 meters in the western side and rising to within 60 to 80

meters of the surface in the eastern, as a well-defined ridge extending northward

from the Eastern Channel, with a tendency to pool off the mouth of the Bay of Fundy.

It is not likely that this warm water ever overflows Browns Bank or the eastern

half of Georges at that season, although not barred from them by the contour of the

bottom. Certainly it did not in March, 1920; but the whole column of water over

the western half of Georges Bank was then warmer than 4°, so that the chart (fig.

20) shows the isothermobath in question as rising to the surface there and dipping

steeply toward the basin to the northwest. A contrast of 5° to 6° in bottom tem-

peratures between the southwestern and southeastern parts of the bank (station

20046, 8°; station 20067, 2.8°) illustrates the wide differences in the physical condi-

tions to which animals living on bottom are subject in winter and early spring on

various parts of the bank.

It seems that at this season the fauna of the so-called “warm zone,” which
characterizes the upper part of the continental slope off southern New England and
farther west (p. 531), must meet its eastern boundary at about longitude 67°, because

the bottom temperature was only 4.9° at 190 meters off the southeastern face of

Georges Bank on March 12 (station 20068), contrasting with 11.55° at a depth of

120 meters off its southwestern slope on February 22 (station 20045).

ANNUAL VARIATIONS IN TEMPERATURE IN EARLY SPRING

Slight variations are to be expected, of course, in the temperature of the gulf

from one winter and spring to the next, even in what we may roughly term “nor-
mal” years; still more so between the exceptionally cold and warm winters that no
doubt fall at intervals. The station data for 1920 and 1921 allow a thermal com-
parison for the northwestern parts of the gulf for early March of those years, ampli-

fied by the Fish Hawk survey of Massachusetts and Ipswich Bays in 1925 and by
readings taken at a few localities in 1913.

At the head of Massachusetts Bay, off Boston Harbor, the readings for early

March, 1921, and for February 24, 1925, are from 1° to 2° higher at all levels

than those for 1290, although the dates were within a few days of one another. As
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the observations were made so soon after the coldest time of year that the temper-

ature had not risen more than fractionally, it seems safe to say that the water did

not cool below 1.5° to 2° in the northern half of the bay during the winters of 1921

or 1925, except right along the land, where it is most subject to winter chilling

instead of close to 0°, as in 1920.

A similar relationship obtained between the years 1920 and 1921 at the mouth
of the Bay off Gloucester (fig. 21), the following readings taken there in the first

week of March pointing to a minimum of 1.5° to 2° for the winter of 1920 and

about 3° for 1921.
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The winter of 1913 (Bigelow, 1914a, p. 391) was
intermediate between 1920 and 1921 in temperature

at this locality, with readings of 2.83° on the surface

and 3.11° on bottom in 82 meters at a near-by loca-

tion on February 13 (station 10053), when the mini-

mum temperature for the winter was recorded.

An equally interesting annual difference is that

the temperatures of late February and early March
were lowest at the surface in 1913 and 1921, whereas
in 1920 vernal warming already had raised the tem-

perature of the surface fractionally above that of the

underlying water by March 4. On February 24 to

28, 1925, the bottom was fractionally the warmest
level at one deep station (Fish Hawk station 18a),

while the surface was warmest at another (station 2),

with the mid-stratum fractionally the coldest at

both. Thus, the date at which the vernal warming
of the surface begins to be appreciable does not

necessarily mirror the state of the preceding winter,

whether a cold one or a warm one in this part of the

gulf (1920 was a very cold winter), but depends

more on the degree of cloudiness, the precise condi-

tion of air, the direction of the wind, the tempera-

ture of the air, and on the snowfall from the middle
of February on.

Turning now to the coastal belt just north of

Cape Ann we find very little difference in actual tem-
perature between readings of 2.4° to 3.7° at the Fish
Hawk stations (Nos. 20 to 28) for March 10, 1925,

and Welsh’s records of 3.8° to 3.9° on March 19,

1913; but with the surface about 1° warmer than
the 30-meter level at all these Fish Hawk stations,

but the whole column virtually uniform in tempera-
ture down to 120 meters in 1913, it is evident that
the vernal warming of the surface commenced at

least two weeks earlier there in 1925 than in 1913.

The year 1920 was certainly colder at this general

locality than either 1913 or 1925, because the surface had warmed only to 3.05
there by the 6th of April (station 20092).

Fig. 21.—Vertical distribution of temperature

off Gloucester during the first week of

March of the years 1913, 1920, and 1921, to

show the annual variation. A, March 1,

1920 (station 20050); B, March 5, 1921 (sta-

tion 10511); C, March 4, 1913 (station 10054)
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The temperature of the upper 100 meters was 2° to 3° lower in the sink off the

Isles of Shoals on March 5, 1920, than on that same date in 1921, and while the

bottom readings for the two years differ by only about 0.1° in 175 meters, the bottom
water was certainly slightly colder there in 1915 than in either 1920 or in 1921, a

temperature of only 3.7° at 175 meters as late in the season as May 14 of that year

contrasting with about 4° early in March of 1920 and 1921.

Essentially this same relationship between the early March temperatures for

1920 and for 1921 was recorded off Cape Elizabeth and off Seguin Island, 1920 being

from 0.2° to 2.4° the colder year at all levels down to the bottom in 45 to 100 meters.

The temperatures of the western basin some 35 miles off Cape Ann for February
22 and March 24, 1920 (stations 20049 and 20087), and for March 5, 1921, did not

differ . by more than 1.2° at any level; in all cases the highest reading was at about

170 meters, with the upper 40 meters coldest, and 2.74° (on March 24, 1920) as

the absolute minimum. On the whole, however, the readings for 1921 are slightly

higher and the maximum for the month was recorded on that date (6.45° at 175

meters).

Thus 1920 may be described definitely as a cold winter in the coastal zone out

to the 50-meter contour; 1921 and 1925 as warm ones. There was much less annual

difference in temperature in the neighboring basin and almost none below the 200-

meter level. A regional difference of this sort is just what might be expected if the

winter chilling of the gulf is due chiefly to the severe climate of the neighboring land

mass to the west (as there is every reason to believe it is), because the icy north-

west winds, as they blow out over the adjacent sea, necessarily have most effect on

the temperature of the water near the land.

VERNAL WARMING

After the middle or end of February the temperature of the western and northern

parts of the gulf slowly rises as the heat given to the surface layers by the increasing

strength of the sun is propagated downward by the vertical circulation of the water,

but at different rates in different parts of the gulf, depending on the local activity

of tidal stirring.

Were solar warming alone responsible for the warming of the gulf in spring, the

change would, for the first month or two, be confined to the superficial stratum where

this vertical mixing is most active, except where a deeper column is kept stirred by

strong tides—the Bay of Fundy, for example, and parts of Georges Bank. Actually,

however, the gulf also warms from below during the early spring as the slope water,

comparatively high in temperature and which enters through the trough of the

Eastern Channel (p. 526), is incorporated by mixture with the colder stratum above,

any increase in the amount of this from season to season being betrayed by an

increase in salinity as well as in temperature. During the first weeks of March the

warming effected from below by this source raises the temperature of the deep

waters of the inner part of the gulf as rapidly as solar heat warms the surface

stratum.

It is interesting to trace the change that vernal warming effects in the level at

which the gulf is coldest. Probably the inner parts are invariably coldest in the

upper 40 meters by the end of winter, a state that persisted into the first week of
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March in the years 1913 and 1921, as just noted (p. 524). In 1925, too, the super-

ficial 10 meters of Massachusetts Bay did not become definitely and consistently

warmer than the underlying water until the end of March (locally even later)
;
and

although the whole column had been warming slowly at all the stations there since

the middle of February (p. 660), this change was at first so slow that the mean sur-

face temperature of the southern side of the bay was only about 0.3° higher on

March 10 (2° at stations 2, 10, 13a, 15, and 18a) than it had been on February 24

to 28, the mean bottom temperature for these same stations remaining virtually

unchanged. This probably applies also to the whole area of Massachusetts Bay,

for the surface had warmed by only about 0.56° just outside Gloucester Harbor, and

not at all within the latter.

In Ipswich Bay, however, the surface had become definitely warmer than the

underlying water by the first week of March, and this was the case over the gulf

as a whole in 1920, as just described.

From early March onward the progressive warming from above lowers the cold-

est plane in the western side of the basin to a depth of about 100 meters by the

middle or end of April. At the same time warming by slope water from below raises

the coldest plane in the northeastern part of the basin (the latter itself now slightly

warmer than in March) to within 15 to 20 meters of the surface. In the southeast-

ern part of the basin, however, the temperature was lowest at the 100-meter level on

April 17 (station 20112), instead of at 20 to 40 meters, as it had been on March 11

(station 20064). The minimum temperatures were recorded at about the same depth

(20 to 40 meters) for the two months in the Northern Channel, the Eastern Chan-

nel, and on the southeastern continental slope of Georges Bank. On Browns Bank,

however, where the upper 20 meters had been considerably coldest on March 13

(station 20072), the bottom (80 meters) was slightly coldest on April 16 (station

20106), and the whole column, top to bottom, had become nearly homogeneous in

temperature during the interval.

Vernal warming, the normal event in boreal seas, is retarded—may even be

reversed temporarily—in the eastern side of the Gulf of Maine when the intermittent

Nova Scotian current floods past Cape Sable, as described in a later chapter (p. 832).

The cold water from this source affects a greater displacement of the isotherms

within the gulf and produces lower temperatures there in some springs than in others,

depending on the volume and temperature of the flow past the cape, on the date at

which this reaches its maximum, and on the duration of the period during which

this Nova Scotian water enters the gulf in amount sufficient to appreciably affect

the temperature of the latter.
'

In describing the spring cycle vernal warming must be carried along hand in

hand with this chilling from the east. In 1913 the vernal warming of Massachusetts

Bay and of the Isles of Shoals-Boon Island region to the north was at first most rapid on

the bottom. Thus, the 82-meter temperature rose from 3.11° off Gloucester on Febru-

ary 13 (station 10053) to 3.61° on March 4 (station 10054), whereas the two surface

readings were less than 0.1° apart (both 2.83° to 2.89°). Mr. Welsh found the sur-

face still continuing fractionally colder (3.6°) than the deeper levels near Boon Island

on the 29th of the month also, although, judging by the date, the superficial stratum

almost certainly had experienced some increase in temperature by then.
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It is probable that vernal warming followed a similar course, at first, in the

coastal zone in 1921, with the indraft of warmer and salter water from offshore main-
taining the winter status of cold surface stratum and warmer bottom water into the

first week of March. In 1925, however (p. 1004) ,
warming from above and from below

raised the temperature of the whole column in Massachusetts Bay at a more nearly

equal rate from the middle of February until late in March, whereas in Ipswich Bay the

surface warmed the more rapidly from the beginning. In 1920, however, the surface

was already fractionally warmer than the 20 to 40 meter stratum as early as March
4 (p. 524), and it may be that in any year when an extremely severe winter chills the

upper 100 meters or so of the gulf to an abnormal degree the surface at once com-
mences to warm after the grip of winter is released, whereas in more normal years

the surface temperature may be expected to remain almost stationary for a brief

period during late February and early March. In 1924, when a foot or so of snow
fell on March 11 and 12, followed by several days of freezing weather, the surface

had warmed to only 2.2° at a station 8 miles off Gloucester {Halcyon station 10652)

by March 19, with about 1.8° at depths of 40 and 70 meters.

The progressive warming of Massachusetts Bay is illustrated for a warm April

by the Fish Hawk stations for 1925, when the mean surface temperature rose from
2° on March 10 to about 4.6° on April 4 to 8. A definite regional differentiation

also had developed, with the surface warmest (5° to 5.4°) in Cape Cod Bay, where it

had been coldest during the preceding months. Thus, the relationship characteristic

of winter (coldest next the land) was now definitely reversed, so to continue through

the spring (fig. 22) and summer. At the 40-meter level, however, the bay still con-

tinued slightly warmer at its mouth (3.2° to 3.9°, Fish Hawk stations 30 to 33 and

34) than in Cape Cod Bay or near the Plymouth shore (2.9° and 2.6°, stations 6a

and 10), evidence that the indraft of offshore water continued to exert more influence

on the temperature of the deeper strata (up to the 7th or 8th of April in that year)

than did solar warming from above. This was not the case in Ipswich Bay, how-
ever, where the 40-meter temperature was almost precisely the same on April 7 (2.4°

to 2.8°) as it had been on March 10 (2.5° to 2.7°), though the surface had warmed
from 3.35°-3.6° to 4.2°-4.9° during the interval.

By April 21 to 23 the mean temperature of the surface of Massachusetts Bay
had risen to 5.2° (4° to 6.8° at the individual stations, fig. 22) and the 40-meter

temperature to a mean value of about 3.8°, but virtually no change had yet taken

place in the temperature of the bottom water at depths greater than 60 meters, a

constancy illustrated by the following table. In 1920, also, the inner part of the bay
was actually slightly colder at 40 meters on April 20 (1.58°) than it had been on

April 6 to 9 (2.2°-2.4° at stations 20089 and 20090), evidence of some upwelling of

the colder water from below.

Fish Hawk stations Apr. 7 and 8, 1925 Apr. 21 to 23, 1925

No. 33 _.

Meters
80
84
112

Degrees
2.91
3.11
2.9

Meters
60
80
84

Degrees
3.06
2.92
2.7

No. 30 -

No. 31
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Fig. 22.—Surface temperature of Massachusetts Bay, April 21 to 23, 1925

8951—28 36
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The temperature followed a sim ilar cycle in 1913, when the surface warmed to

5.56° near Gloucester by April 14, though no appreciable change had taken place

at 25 meters during the preceding two weeks (about 4° to 4.1°; stations 10055 and
10056).

In 1923, following a very severe winter, the surface of the central part of the bay
had warmed to only 2.8° by April 18, with 1.6° at 40 meters and 0.4° at the bottom
in 80 meters. The bay continued nearly as cold as this until the end of April in 1920

(also following a cold winter) with readings of 3.6° at the surface, 2.87° at 20 meters,

1.58° at 40 meters, and 1.78° at 90 meters in its central part on the 20th (station

20119), but with the regional distribution (warmest, 4.4° in Cape Cod Bay, station

20118) essentially the same as in 1925. Probably the records for 1925, on the one

hand, and 1920 and 1923, on the other, cover the extremes to be expected in the

bay in April, except in very exceptional years.

Seasonal progression in the coastwise belt north of Cape Ann is illustrated for a

warm year by serial observations taken by W. W. Welsh near the Isles of shoals

and near Boon Island at intervals during the spring of 1913 (p. 980) . Here the winter

state prevailed until the end of March (fig. 23). On April 5 the temperature was
equalized, surface to bottom, and after the middle of the month the surface was
warmer than the underlying layers, warming progressively thereafter as illustrated by
the graph (see also Bigelow, 1914a, p. 394).

The rate at which the surface warms along this part of the shore during April is

irregular, often interrupted or even temporarily reversed by climatic conditions.

During the winter, when the column of water is of nearly uniform temperature from

the surface downward, the upwellings that follow offshore winds have little effect on
the surface temperature; but as soon as the surface becomes appreciably warmer
than the underlying water, any upweiling of the latter, or vertical mixing, is at once

made evident by a decided, if temporary, chilling of the surface. Northwest winds

are a frequent cause of such upwellings along the western shores of the gulf in early

spring, and a blow from any quarter causes a more or less active stirring of the upper-

most stratum by wave action.

During the spring of 1913 a northwesterly gale cooled the surface from 5° near the

Isles of Shoals on April 13 to 4.6° on the 14th and 15th. The water then warmed
to 7.9° by April 26, under the influence of unseasonably warm weather, when a north-

easterly gale, with rain, followed by high northwest winds, once more chilled the

surface to 6.7°. This was followed by another rise in surface temperature to 9.78°

by May 6, when a third northwest gale, of several days duration, once more reduced

it to about 7.2°. The wind then changed to the south, and by the 14th of May,
when the latest observation was made, the surface temperature had risen to 8.11°. 10

Temporary upwellings of this sort are as clearly evidenced by a rise in salinity (p. 729)

as by a fall in temperature.
APRIL

It is necessary to turn to the station data for 1920, combined with odd records for

1913 (p. 980) and 1925 (p. 1012), for a general picture of the temperature of the off-

shore waters of the gulf in April, remembering that after a mild winter readings 1°

to 2° higher than those pictured (fig. 24) are to be expected in the coastal belt.

10 For further details see Bigelow, 1914a, p. 395, fig. 7.
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In 1920 the entire surface of the open gulf ranged between 3° and 4° by.'April 9

to 20, including the eastern part of Georges Bank, the Eastern Channel, and Browns
Bank; except for one station on Platts Bank (20094), where active vertical circulation

caused a fractionally lower surface reading (2.78°), and off the Kennebec River

(station 20096, 2.78°), where a very low surface salinity (29.94j]per mille, p. 1001) was

Temperature, Centigrade

Fig. 23.—Vertical distribution of temperature near the Isles of Shoals and Boone Island at suc-

cessive dates of the year 1913, to show the progress of vernal warming. A, March 29, 1913;

B, April 5 (both near Boone Island); C, April 13; D, April 16; E, April 29; F, May 8; G,
May 14 (C and F are near the Isles of Shoals)

unmistakable evidence of freshet water. In 1925 the surface of the coastal belt

(Cape Ann to Mount Desert) was about 1 degree warmer at this season (Halcyon

records, p. 1012), grading (south to north) from 5.5° to 2.5°-3.8°, though with the

water to the eastward of Cape Elizabeth still continuing coldest next the land. 11

11 Close in to Boothbay 3.3°, but 4.4° near Seguin Island; 1.9° in Southwest Harbor, but 3 to 3.8° near Duck Island, off Mount
Desert Island.
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No temperatures were taken on the western part of Georges Bank or on Nantucket

Shoals during April, 1920. In 1913 Mr. Douthart had surface readings of 6.6° on

the northern part of Georges Bank on April 11 and 15, with 7.7° on its western side

on the 27th (p. 980). Taking into account the annual differences between early and

tardy springs, temperatures about 2° lower might have been expected at these stations

and dates in 1920. A surface reading of 3.3° on Rose and Crown Shoal near Nan-
tucket Island on April 27, 1923 (p. 996) suggests that the surface has about the same
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temperature over Nantucket Shoals as that of the western and southwestern parts

of the gulf generally at this season.

In 1920 the surface warmed by about 2° all along the belt from Massachusetts

Bay to the Bay of Fundy from mid-March to mid-April; by less than 2° over the

basin generally and along western Nova Scotia; by less than 1° on the eastern part

of Georges Bank; and there had been no measurable change in surface temperature

in the Eastern Channel (stations 20071 and 20107, 3.33°). In other words, where

the surface is most chilled in winter it warms most rapidly in early spring.

The fact that the surface temperature increased over the German Bank-Cape
Sable area and out across Browns Bank from March to April, 1920, is proof that the

westward flow of Nova Scotian water, chilled by ice melting far to the eastward

(p. 832), did not impress the temperatures of the gulf until still later in that spring,

marking 1920 as a “tardy” year in this respect as in others. The opposite extreme

is illustrated by a surface reading of 0° in the eastern side of the basin (the lowest

yet recorded for the open gulf) 12 on March 28, 1919, 13 explicable only by some
movement of cold water from the east, though as so thin a surface layer that neither

the temperature nor the salinity were appreciably affected by it more than 20 to 30

meters downward.

In 1920 the mean temperature of the 40-meter level proved about 0.8° warmer
in mid-April (fig. 24) than in mid-March, with this change greatest (1° to 1.67°) in

the eastern side of the basin and off western Nova Scotia, resulting in a general

equalization at 2.2° to 3° for the whole western and northwestern parts of the gulf,

with 3° to 3.7° over the southern and eastern parts. In the warmer spring of 1925

the Halcyon found the 40-meter level about half a degree warmer—namely, about
3.2°—four miles off Cape Ann whistle buoy on April 17; 2.8° close to little Duck
Island (off Mount Desert) on the 19th; and 2.9° eight miles out from Duck Island

on that same day.

The progressive change in temperature was not so regular from March to April

at depths greater than 40 to 50 meters in 1920, and wherever warming took place in

the deep strata during the interval, it was accompanied by a corresponding rise in

salinity, proving the source of heat to be warmer bottom water, solar warming not

having penetrated more than a few meters downward as yet.

Thus the inner parts of the gulf north of the Cape Cod-Cape Sable line

warmed by about as much (about 1.7°) from mid-March to mid-April at 100

meters (fig. 25) as at the surface. Virtually no change took place meantime
in the 100-meter readings in the southern part of the basin, while the 100-meter
level had cooled by nearly 1° in the southeastern part of the area, a change
accompanied by a corresponding decrease in salinity (p. 735). Thus, it seems that

the middle of April is the coldest season of the year in this region at this depth.

This regional difference in the rate and order of the seasonal change of temperature
tended to equalize the mid-stratum over the gulf as a whole, so instead of the re-

gional range of nearly 5° obtaining at 100 meters in March (fig. 13), the highest and
lowest readings at this depth were only 3.56° apart in April (fig. 25). While the

general distribution of temperature remained the same—lowest (3° to 3.5°) along

“ This reading is corroborated by a correspondingly low salinity (p. 727), 11 Ice patrol stations 1 to 3, p. 997.
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the western slope of the basin and in the sink off Cape Ann, highest (4° to 6°) in

the eastern side and in the Eastern Channel—the isotherms for April (fig. 25) do not
outline the warm indraft into the eastern side as clearly as do those for March
(fig- 13).

Fig. 25.—Temperature at a depth of 100 meters, April 6 to 20, 1920. The shaded area was colder in April than in March

Unfortunately the data do not afford an annual comparison for depths as great

as this, no readings having been taken so deep in April, 1925; but temperatures of

2.7° to 2.9° at 80 to 84 meters in Massachusetts Bay on April 21 to 23 of that year,

and of 2.9° at 91 meters at a station 8 miles off Little Duck Island (off Mount
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Desert) on the 19th, are interesting as evidence that this general stratum was ap-

parently no warmer in that spring than in the corresponding month of 1920, although

the upper 40 meters of water was considerably so. Thus, as the depth increases,

annual variations, like seasonal and regional variations, tend to diminish until a level

is reached below which the temperature is governed chiefly by pulses in the bottom

drift flowing in from the edge of the continent.

The bottom water at and below 200 meters was fractionally cooler in the eastern

arm of the basin in April, 1920, than it had been in March, and fractionally warmer

off the northern slope of Georges Bank and off Cape Ann (station 20115, 6.36° at

200 meters), with the deepest readings ranging only from 4.73° to 5.28° at 200 to

290 meters in the basin, rising to 6.07° in the Eastern Channel (station 20107). No
observations were taken as deep as this on the continental slope in April, but a read-

ing of 6.47° at 150 meters off the southeast face of Georges Bank on the 16th

(station 20109) shows a rise of about 1.6° since March 12 (station 20068).

In March, 1920, it will be recalled (p. 541), the trough of the Eastern Channel be-

low 100 meters was filled with water warmer than 6°, though no temperatures as high

as this were encountered anywhere within the gulf. By mid-April, however, still

warmer water (7.45° at 170 meters, fig. 26) had penetrated the channel, its effect

(6 to 6.39°) spreading inward to the western side of the basin off Cape Ann (station

20115) as a thin stratum at 180 to 260 meters, but with slightly cooler (4.92°) water

below it.
14

Again, on March 5, 1921, there was a thin, warm stratum (6° to 6.4°) at 160 to

210 meters off Cape Ann. Evidently, therefore, temperatures as high as 6° may be

expected below about 175 to 200 meters in the western arm of the basin of the gulf

at any time from March to April (in summer, also), though not invariably. This

warm stratum, when it occurs, may either be sandwiched in between lower tempera-

tures in the bottom of the trough below, as well as above, or may extend right down
to the bottom, with the vertical distribution of temperature following the curves

shown in the accompanying graphs (figs. 3 and 5).

Temperature and salinity combined establish the Eastern Channel as the source

of this indraft into the bottom of the gulf. Its course across the latter (unfortu-

nately not chartable in detail from the data yet on hand) is discussed in a later

chapter (p. 921). There is strong evidence that it takes the form of intermittent

pulses, the 6°-water encountered off Cape Ann in April, 1920 (station 20115), being

the result of such a pulse; for it seems to have been entirely cut off from the still

warmer source in the Eastern Channel at the time by fractionally lower temperatures

in the southeastern bowl of the gulf (stations 20112 and 20113).

These pulses are so important in the general circulatory system of the Gulf of

Maine that an April profile along the arc of the banks (fig. 26) is introduced here

for comparison with that of the preceding month (fig. 19). The most important
seasonal alteration is the rise in temperature at 150 to 200 meters in the channel

just mentioned, which could only result from the actual introduction of water of

still higher temperature from offshore. On the other hand, vernal warming from
above and a delay in the westward flood of Nova Scotian water until later in the

14 No readings so high were obtained anywhere in the southern or eastern parts of the basin that April, the maxima being
respectively, 5.28°, 5.14° ,5 28° .and 5.18° in depths of 210,2 25, 175, and 165 to 230 meters at stations 20098, 20100, 20107. 20112, and
20113.
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spring than this event is usually to be expected allowed a decided warming of the

upper stratum to 2.8° to 3.5° from the Cape Sable slope out to Browns Bank, though
with very little change from March to April on the Georges Bank side.

MAY
SURFACE

From late April, on, the temperature of the western side of the gulf constantly

rises, most rapidly at the surface, progressively slower with increasing depth. Near
Cape Sable, in the eastern side, however, the vernal cycle is dependent on the vol-

ume, temperature, and seasonal “time table” of the Nova Scotia current. Where

Fig. 26.—Temperature profile running from the eastern part of Georges Bank, across the Eastern Channel, Brown’s Bank,
and the Northern Channel, for April 15 and 16, 1920

this debouches into the gulf the surface stratum is at its coldest some time in April

or even as early as the last of March in “early” years (1919, for instance), but not

until May in “late” years, as probably happened in 1920. Unfortunately, neither of

our May*cruises (1915, 1920, or 1925), nor the ice patrols stations for 1919, has covered

the gulf as a whole
;
hence I can offer only a composite picture for the month, based on

years that certainly differed considerably in the rate of vernal warming and in the

date at which the chilling effect of the Nova Scotian current reached its maximum.
On this basis the highest surface temperatures of early May (fig. 27) are to be

expected in Massachusetts Bay, the lowest in the Cape Sable-German Bank region,

with the whole area west of the longitude of Penobscot Bay warmer than 6° by the

10th, if not earlier, contrasted with surface readings of about 3° or lower off western

Nova Scotia. 15

“Three degrees on German Bank, May 9, 1915 (station 10271); 2.7° there on Apr. 28, 1919 (ice patrol station No. 22)
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In 1915 a west-east gradation in surface temperature was recorded along

the coast of Maine from May 10 to 14, from 7.8° near the Isles of Shoals and off

Casco Bay to 5° off Penobscot Bay and 4.2° to 4.8° near Mount Desert Island. No
doubt the precise readings vary with the state of the weather, however, as well as

with the date and exact locality and from year to year. I must also caution the

reader that at this season the surface temperature is changing so rapidly in the west-

ern side of the gulf that a difference of a few days, one way or another, will make a

considerable difference in the readings obtained; less so in the eastern side.

Although the precise surface temperatures at any given date vary from one May
to the next, depending largely on the forwardness of the season on the land, probably

Fig. 27.—Surface temperature, first half of May, 1915

the comparative rates of vernal warming do not vary widely from year to year in

different parts of the gulf.

It appears from combining the records for the three years 1913, 1915, and 1920,

that this change is most rapid in the inner part of Massachusetts Bay, where the

surface warmed from 3.05° on April 6 (station 20089) to 8.89° on May 16 (station

20123) in 1920. Similarly, temperatures taken by the FisJi Hawk in 1925 show the

surface of the southern side of the bay, generally, warming from 5.3° to 6.8° on

April 21 to 23, to 7° to 11° on May 20 to 22.

At the mouth of the bay, where the surface does not chill to so low a figure at

the end of the winter, a less rapid rate of vernal warming causes about the same
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May temperatures. In 1925, for instance, the surface temperature at a line of sta-

tions from Cape Ann to Cape Cod rose from 4.3° to 4.4° on April 21 to 23 to 8.3°

to 9.4° on May 20 to 22 (Fish Hawk cruise 13); and vernal warming proceeded

at about this same rate there in 1920, when the surface reading rose from 2.5° off

Gloucester on March 1 (station 20050) and 3.3° on April 9 (station 20090) to 6.39°

on May 4 (station 20120) and 9.72° on May 16 (station 20124).

This thermal change is accompanied by an alteration in the regional distribution

of surface temperature over the bay. Cape Cod Bay continues to be its warmest
center, the immediate vicinity of its northern coast line its coldest, reflecting local

stirring by the tide or some upwelling, as is the case in April (fig. 22). In 1925,

however, the summer state was foreshadowed, as early as the last week in May, by
slightly higher surface readings (9°) at the outer stations than between Stellwagen

Bank and the shore (fig. 28).

The surface of Ipswich Bay, just north of Cape Ann, warms as rapidly from

April through May as does Massachusetts Bay, judging from readings of 3.05° on

April 9, 1920 (station 20092) and 7.22° on May 7 and 8 (station 20122).

Similarly, the surface temperature of the basin abreast of northern Cape Cod rose

from 3.61° on April 19 (station 20116) to 9.17° on May 16 (station 20125); the sur-

face of Gloucester and Boothbay Harbors rose from about 4° to about 9° between

April 15 and May 15, and Lubec Channel from about 2° to about 5° during this same
interval (figs. 29 to 31). As Doctor McMurrich 18 records arise from about— 1.67°

at St. Andrews, on March 3, to about 5° to 6° in mid-May after the very cold and

snowy winter of 1916, when the water was about 1° colder there than it was in 1917

(Willey, 1921) or than it is likely to be again for some years to come, the surface

may be expected to warm by about 5° to 6° between the middle of April and

the middle of May all along the western and northern shores of the gulf and out over

the southwestern part of the basin generally. This warming, however, is made
irregular, no doubt, or even intermittent, by local fluctuations in the weather (e. g.,

belated snowstorms) and by the cold freshets from the rivers.

The rise in surface temperature proceeds somewhat less rapidly out across

Georges Bank, on the southwestern side of which we found the surface only about 3°

warmer on May 17, 1920 (stations 20128 and 20129), than it had been there on

February 22 (stations 20045 and 20046). Vernal warming is also less and less rapid

from west to east across the gulf (fig. 32), with readings only fractionally higher along

the coast of Maine east of Mount Desert Island on May 10 and 11, 1915, than on

April 12, 1920, or between Grand Manan and Nova Scotia in 1917. 17

Whether the surface stratum is warmer or colder in May than in April, from

southern Nova Scotia out across German Bank (where the Nova Scotian current

from the eastward exerts its chief effect), depends on the date when this current

reaches its maximum and slackens again, events that certainly fall several weeks

earlier in some years than in others. In 1919, as noted above (p. 553), icy water from

this source was pouring into the gulf as early as the last week of March in volume

sufficient to chill the surface to 0° as far west as the eastern side of the basin; but

> 8 Plankton lists (p. 513).

1 7 Mavor (1923, p. 375) records the surface at Prince station 3 as 2.27° on Apr. 9, 1917, and 2.96° on May 4.
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Fig. 28.—Surface temperature of Massachusetts Bay at the surface (solid curves) and at 20 meters (broken curves), May
20 to 22, 1925
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its flow must then have slackened (or its temperature have risen), because the surface

temperature of the critical locality rose to 4.6° by April 28 and to 7.8° on May 29,

though the whole column of water on German Bank was still only 2.7° and 4.2°,

respectively, on these dates (ice patrol stations 3, 21, 22, 37, and 38, p. 997). The
seasonal time-table seems to have been about the same in 1915, when the cold Nova
Scotian water was responsible for a temperature of about 3° from German Bank
out across the eastern side of the basin on May 6 to 7 (fig. 27), suggesting that the

Fig. 29.—Mean air temperature (solid curve) and water temperature (broken curve) for 10-day intervals at Ten Pound
Island, Gloucester Harbor, Mass., from July 1, 1919, to June 30, 1920

inrush into the gulf had reached its head some time in late March or April of that

year. In 1920, however, it is certain that the cold current did not begin to flood

past Cape Sable into the gulf in any considerable volume until after the middle

of April.

Water as cold as 0.27° to 0.56° had, it is true, spread westward past La Have
Bank to within a few miles of the longitude of Cape Sable as early as the 19th of March,
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1920 (station 20075); but this seems to have constituted its western boundary dur-

ing the next four weeks, because the whole column warmed by about 1° on Ger-

man Bank and near the Cape between March 23 and April 15 (stations 20085 and

20103, 20084 and 20104), instead of chilling, or at least remaining stationary in tem-
perature, as would have happened with any considerable flow of 0° to 1° water from
the east. Nor did any extension of icy water develop to the southwestward along

the offshore banks or continental slope during the interval.

Fig. 30.—Mean air temperature (solid curve) and water temperature (broken curve) in Boothbay Harbor, Me., for

10-day intervals from July 1, 1919, to June 30, 1920

The greatest inflow of this cold water into the gulf may therefore be expected

between the last week of March and the middle of April in “early” years, but not
until the last of April or first part of May in “late” years. In spite of this annual

variation in date, the close agreement between the late April-early May tempera-

tures of 1915 and 1919 in the region most affected by it, and the uniformity in tem-
perature in the eastern side of the gulf summer after summer, enlarged on below
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(p. 626), suggests that it is not only a regular annual event but that the inflow from
this source is comparatively uniform, both in volume and in temperature, from year
to year. Its chilling effect on the surface temperature certainly extends northward
along the Nova Scotian slope of the gulf as far as the neighborhood of Lurcher Shoal,
where the whole column of water in 90 to 140 meters was about 0.4° colder on May
10, 1915 (station 10272), than on April 12, 1920 (station 20101)—just the reverse of

the seasonal change to be expected.

Fro. 31.—Mean air temperature (solid curve) and vfater temperature (broken curve) in Lubec Narrows, for 10-day inter-

vals from July 1, 1919, to June 30, 1920

It is much to be regretted that no data are available for May for the region from
Cape Sable out across Browns Bank, the Eastern Channel, or the eastern end of

Georges Bank. Lacking such, I can not outline the effect of the Nova Scotian cur-

rent in this direction. Probably, however, icy water from this eastern source over-

flows Browns Bank at some time during April or May, perhaps the eastern end of
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Georges Bank, also; and the presence of a band of water cooler than its immediate

surroundings along the outer side of the latter bank and off Marthas Vineyard in sum-

mer (p. 608) suggests its influence.

It is still an open question how far westward into the gulf the vernal warming
of the surface is retarded by this same agency. Even without its chilling effect, the

surface probably would not warm as rapidly in the eastern side of the gulf as in the

western, because the heat received there from the sun is more rapidly dispersed down-

ward by more active vertical tidal stirring. Consequently, a slight west-east differ-

ential in surface temperatures, late in spring or early in summer, does not necessarily

Fig. 32.—Normal rise in surface temperature from mid-April to mid-May. The hatched area experiences cooling

imply cold water from the eastward as its cause unless it reflects a corresponding

difference in the mean temperature of the upper 40 to 60 meters.

Up to the present time we have found no positive thermal evidence of the Nova
Scotian water beyond the eastern arm of the basin (the situation of ice patrol station

No. 3, p. 997) ;
and the temperature (salinity, too) of the gulf is so uniform from sum-

mer to summer that vernal chilling from this source is not to be expected farther west

than this, unless an exceptional spring may see a much greater inflow of cold water

from the east than usual past Cape Sable.
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BELOW THE SURFACE

In the northern and western parts of the Gulf of Maine, to which the chilling

effect of the cold Nova Scotian water does not reach and which are only indirectly

affected by the shoreward and seaward oscillations of the warm oceanic water out-

side the edge of the continent, the superficial stratum, down to say 20 meters, is

sensibly warmer by mid-May than in April. The surface, also, warms so much
faster than the water only a few meters down that a temperature gradient of several

degrees develops over all this part of the gulf by the end of May as the first step

in the transformation from the homogeneous state that characterizes the upper 100

meters at the end of the winter (p. 523) to the very steep gradient of summer (p. 596).

Thus, the mean temperature of the 20-meter level of Massachusetts Bay was only

about 1° higher on May 20 to 22, 1925 (about 5.5°), than it had been on April

21 to 23, the difference between this depth and the surface having now increased to

about 3° to 5°, except around the shores of Cape Cod Bay, where tidal stirring was
active enough to maintain a more homogeneous state (Fish Hawk cruise 13, stations

6 and 7). Local differences of this sort, in the rate at which heat is transferred

downward into the bay during the spring, were responsible for a regional variation

of about 6° (from 4° to 9.9°) in the temperature of its 20-meter level at this date,

and for a regional distribution (warmest in Cape Cod Bay) paralleling the sur-

face (fig. 28) ;
but evidently they had not yet been effective much deeper than 20

meters, because the temperature of the bay still continued virtually uniform from

station to station at the 40-meter level and at nearly the same values (3.3° to 3.8°)

as it had a month earlier.

While the deepest water of the bay (at 70 to 80 meters level) had warmed by
about 0.2° meantime, the source of heat in this case was probably the bottom water

offshore. Similarly, the 40 to 60 meter level of the bay warmed by only 0.6° in

1920 between April 9 (station 20090, 2.3°) and May 16 (station 20124, 2.9°); the

bottom water in 100 to 120 meters by only about 0.4° (from 2.3° to 2.7°), although

the surface temperature rose by about 6.4° meantime. In short, seasonal warming
is negligible at depths greater than 25 to 30 meters until after the third week of May
in the Massachusetts Bay region.

This statement applies equally to Ipswich Bay north of Cape Ann, where the 20-

meter level warmed from 1.94° to 4.18° between April 9 and May 7 to 8, 1920, and

the 40-meter level only from 2.45° to about 3.1° (stations 20092 and 20122), with no

appreciable change at depths greater than 60 meters, so that the vertical range of

temperature between the surface and 40 meters increased from only about 1° to

nearly 5° during the 4 weeks’ interval (fig. 33)

.

In the basin off the northern part of Cape Cod, just outside the 100-meter con-

tour, the 40-meter temperature rose from 2.2° on March 24 (station 20088) to 3.78° on

May 16 (station 20125), while the temperature at 100 meters hardly changed appre-

ciably during this interval of nearly 8 weeks. Below that depth the water, which

had cooled slightly from March to April, then warmed fractionally, so that the

curves for March and May fall close together (fig. 3) at 140 meters (about 3°-4°).

In the southwestern part of the basin, where no observations were taken in April,

a similar difference obtains between records for May 17 and February 23, 1920,
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showing a warning of about 4° at the surface (7.22° to 8.33° in May, according to

the locality), but with very little change at 100 meters.

Turning now to the opposite side of the gulf, Mavor’s (1923) tables show the cen-

tral part of the Bay of Fundy warming only fractionally at any level from April 9

to May 4, 1917 (whole column then between 1.9° and 2.8°), but then more rapidly

to 8.18° at the surface, 4.68° at 30 meters, and 3.92° at 100 meters on June 15.

Assuming, from the character of the winters preceding, that the mean temperature

at 40 meters ranged about l
p lower at the beginning of spring in 1920 than in 1915,

the difference between the April and May readings, just summarized, suggests that

Temperature, Centigrade

]° 2° 3° 4° 5° 6° 7° 8°

Fig. 33.—Vertical distribution of temperature in Ipswich Bay on April 9, 1920 (A, station

20092), and on May 7 and 8, 1920 (.B, station 20122)

this level normally warms by about 1° during the interval from mid-April to'mid-May
in the parts of the gulf where the change is most rapid.

Taking the open gulf as a whole, the 100-meter readings for April, 1920 (a^cold

year), so closely reproduced the May readings for 1915 (a warm year) 18 that the tem-

perature of the mid-depths may be described as virtually stationary during this part

of the spring.

As the result of the two contrasting processes—vernal warming in the western side

of the gulf and the inflow of cold water into the eastern—the regional distribution

18 Maximum divergence at this level, for pairs of stations, was only from 3° in the western basin on Apr. 18, 1920, station

20115, to 4.8° on May 4, 1915 .station 10267.
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of temperature at the 40-meter level alters from April (fig. 24) to mid-May (fig. 34)

by a shift of the coldest area (1.58° to 2.1° in April, 1920; 3° to 3.25° in May, 1915)

from the western and northwestern sides of the gulf to the eastern side. Similarly,

the warmest center shifts from the eastern arm of the basin, where the April read-

ings were highest in 1920, to the western, with the coastal sector from Massachusetts

Bay to Cape Elizabeth (4.5° to 5.1°, May 4 to 14, 1915), with about equal tempera-

tures along the southwestern edge of Georges Bank (5.4° to 5.6° on May 17, 1920,

stations 20128 and 20129).

The mid-stratum of the gulf, as illustrated by the 100-meter level, continues

through May as regionally uniform in temperature as it is in April (fig. 25), with an

extreme recorded range of only 2.45° within the gulf for the two years 1915 and 1920

(2.65°, Massachusetts Bay, station 20124, to 5.1° northeastern part of the basin, sta-

tion 10273) and slightly warmer (7.5°) along the southwestern slope of Georges Bank
(station 20129). Within the basin of the gulf the 100-meter readings for May have

been highest (4.4° to 5.1°) in the central and northeastern parts, lowest in the western

(2.6° to 3.5°) and eastern sides (about 4°). This last reading perhaps reflects the

chilling effect of the Nova Scotian current from above; but there is no reason to

suppose that the latter influences the spring temperature much deeper than this,

because the 150-meter readings for March 2 and 23, for April 17, 1920, and for May
6, 1915, all fall within 0.2° of one another (about 5° in temperature) in the eastern

side, and are nearly as uniform over the gulf, generally, for all the May cruises, as

appears from the following table

:

1915 1919 1920

Station

Approxi-
mate

temper-
ature

Station
Temper-
ature

Station
Temper-
ature

10267

° c.

5.2 Ice patrol 20 1

° c.

4. 35 201 25 2

°C.
4. 04

10268 5 lee patrol 21 4.4 20126.. 4
10269 5.

1

20127 1 __ 3.8
10270 5
10273 4. 98
10278 3. 5

1

1 At 146 meters. 2 At 140 meters.

Thus the open basin of the gulf may be described as virtually uniform in tem-

perature from side to side at the 150-meter level in May, though the precise read-

ings may be a degree or so warmer or colder from one year to the next. The read-

ings at the four deepest stations for May, 1915, also fall within 0.2° of one another

at 185 to 190 meters (5.6° to 5.9° at stations 10267, 10268, 10269, and 10270).

The graphs for individual stations (figs. 3 to 11) show that in May (as is the

case throughout the spring) the horizontal uniformity in temperature in the deep

strata of the gulf usually is associated with a considerable rise in temperature with

increasing depth, from the 50 to 100 meter level downward. As an example, I may
cite a station off Cape Ann, occupied on May 4, 1915 (station 10267), when the 130-

meter reading was 4.69°, with 6.59° at 260 meters depth. During the month the

200-meter level has averaged slightly warmer than the 100-meter level in the open
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basin of the gulf. In the Bay of Fundy, however, access to which for the inflowing

bottom drift is hindered by the contour of the sea floor (p. 691), the temperature was

virtually uniform from the 75-meter level downward on May 10, 1918 (about 2°),

while in 1917 it was slightly lower (2.11°) at 175 meters than at 75 to 100 meters

(2.2° to 2.8°) on the 4th of the month (Mavor, 1923). The deep sink inclosed by
Jeffreys Ledge (recalling the Bay of Fundy in the contour of its floor, though smaller

in area) was likewise nearly uniform in temperature from 100 meters (3.45°) down
to 175 meters (3.7°) on May 14, 1915 (station 10278).

Whether the bottom water of the gulf basin cools or warms slightly from April

through May, or whether the temperature remains virtually constant there, depends

on the pulses just discussed (p. 555) and on the quantity and temperature of water

Fig. 34.—Temperature at a depth of 40 meters, May 4 to 14, 1915

brought in by them. If the inward drift over the bottom continues comparatively

constant, little or no change is to be expected in the bottom temperature. If, how-

ever, the flow slackens or ceases, vertical circulation, from which no part of the gulf

is free, will tend to equalize the temperature vertically; that is, to cool the deepest

water while warming the overlying stata as they mix together. A pair of stations in

the southwestern part of the basin for February and May, 1920, illustrate just this

change, the slight rise in temperature with increasing depth from 100 meters down-

ward to bottom in 150 meters, which was recorded for February 23 (station 20048),

giving place to perfect vertical homogeneity by May (station 20127), while the 140

to 150 meter level cooled from 4.87° to 3’8° and the 100-meter level warmed from

3.54° to 3.8° during the interval.
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The spacial distribution of temperature in May may be illustrated in a more
connected way by three west-east profiles of the gulf—the first for April 28, 1919
(fig. 35), the second for May 4 to 7, 1915 (fig. 36), and the third for May 29 to 30,

1919 (fig. 37).

The first of these is interesting chiefly as it outlines the extension of the cold

Nova Scotian current into the eastern side of the gulf, indenting like a shelf into the

warmer water of the basin (isotherm for 4°, fig. 35). Water almost equally cold,

washing the slope of Cape Cod at 60 to 120 meters in the opposite side of the profile,

is reminiscent of the previous winter’s cooling in situ; and the definite separation of

these two cold masses by slightly higher temperatures in the central part of the basin

deserves emphasis. Unfortunately no readings were taken deep enough in the basin

to show what relationship the temperature of the bottom stratum bore to that of

the mid depths at the time. So far as they go, however, they point to a homogeneous
state at depths greater than 100 meters.

Although the May profile for 1915 (fig. 36) was run only a week later in date,

the presence of a lenticular mass of 5° to 6° water over the western part of the basin,

with maximum thickness of about 50 meters, illustrates a considerable advance in the

seasonal cycle, reflecting the penetration of solar heat downward from the surface

into the underlying water. Below it the cold coastal band that skirts the western
side of the gulf earlier in the spring (the product of local chilling) is still represented

at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay by temperatures of 3.5° to 4° at depths greater

than 20 meters.

Whether the cold water of Nova Scotian origin in the eastern side of the gulf

assumed a shelflike outline earlier in that particular spring, as it certainly did in

1919, is not known. If so, its tip had been eaten away by mixture with the sur-

rounding water until its limiting isotherm (4°) had come to assume the more nearly

vertical course shown on the profile (fig. 36). In actual temperature, however, this

cold water mass was very nearly the same in 1915 as the ice patrol found it in 1919
f

one of the many illustrations that might be cited of the surprising constancy of the

gulf in temperature from year to year. The presence of appreciably warmer
(4° to 5°) water below it in both these years illustrates how strictly the inflow past

Cape Sable into the gulf is confined to the upper stratum above the 100 to 120 meter
level, a phenomenon resulting from the distribution of density in this side of the gulf

(p. 946). As a consequence, the surface is the coldest level there in May, or at least

the lowest readings will be had only a few meters down.

Figure 37 illustrates still a later stage in the thermal cycle, the Nova Scotian

current having slackened and the two cold water masses that hug the two sides of

the gulf earlier in the season having merged into the general stratum of minimum
temperature (4° to 5°) at the 50 to 120 meter level. Vernal warming is illustrated

further on this profile by arise in the temperature of the upper 10 meters from about
5° at the end of April (5° to 6° on May 4 to 6, 1915) to 8° to 9°. In the deeps of

the gulf a rise in temperature from about 4.5° to 5.6° to 6° during the preceding four

weeks (cf. fig. 37 with fig. 35) is evidence of a considerable movement of slope water

through the Eastern Channel into the gulf during the interval. However, the nearly

horizontal course of the isotherm for 5 degrees across the basin on May 28 (fig. 37)

,
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69901 >
*

99901

evidence of a static

condition in the bot-

tom water rather than

one of active circula-

tion, marks the precise

date when this profile

was run as falling be-

tween two of the
pulses by which this

indraft is believed to

progress (p. 558), not

as coinciding with one

of them. Whether
such a pulse annually

succeeds the slacken-

ing of the Nova Sco-

tian current remains

to be learned, but this

is not unlikely.

In 1920 the
general increase in

temperature that in-

volves the gulf proper

and the western part

of its offshore rim from

April to May, did not

extend to the seaward

slope of the latter.

There, on the contrary,

a change of the reverse

order took place from

about the 40-meter

level right down to

the bottom in 150 to

200 meters (fig. 38),

illustrated by a de-

crease in the bottom

temperature from
11.5° on February 22

(station 20045, 150

meters) to 8.28° on

May 17 (station

20129, 160 meters).

Accompanied, as it

was, by a correspond-
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ing freshening at the bottom, this cooling is clear evidence that the warm, highly

saline oceanic water that bathed this part of the slope in February, as it usually

does in summer (p. 617), had receded offshore by May. Lacking data farther east-

ward along the slope for this season, it is impossible to state the precise cause of this

event further than that it probably represented a dynamic alteration (p. 936) rather

than a direct extension of Nova Scotian water in this direction (p. 825).

Whatever its cause, however, the fact that so great a chilling of the bottom

water undoubtedly did occur in just this location in 1920 (and may, perhaps, every

spring) is of great interest biologically, as events of this sort necessarily limit the per-

manent bottom dwellers of the eastern part of the so-called “warm zone” to such

Fig. 37.—Temperature profile from a point a few miles off Cape Cod to German Bank, for May 29 and 30, 1919 (ice patrol

stations 35 to 38)

animals as can survive temperatures as low as 7° to 8°. Unfortunately no readings

were taken there during the only spring (that of 1884) when a serious mortality is

known to have taken place among its inhabitants—invertebrates as well as fishes

(notably the tilefish)—but in very cold years the temperature there may fall several

degrees lower, perhaps, than happened in 1920. Tentatively, mid May may be set

as the coldest season on bottom along this part of the continental slope—three months
ater than in the inner waters of the Gulf of Maine.

JUNE

I am not able to present as satisfactory a thermal picture of the gulf for June as

for the spring, no measurements of temperature having been made in the western

side of the basin, along shore between Cape Ann and Cape Elizabeth, nor on Georges

Bank during that month. On the other hand, our June cruise of 1915 led far enough

east past Cape Sable to cross-cut the Nova Scotian current before it passes that
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promontory. The Fish Hawk, also, made a general survey of Massachusetts and

Cape Cod Bays on June 16 and 17 in 1925. A few temperatures were taken by the

_ Halcyon near Glouces-
Temperature, Centigrade ^ on the 6th in 1924>

in the Nantucket
Shoals region during

the first half of the

month in 1925, and

Dawson (1922) also

took a considerable

number of June read-

ings along Nova Scotia

in 1904 and 1907.

RATE OF WARMING

Progressive warm-
ing is to be expected,

of course, over the

whole area throughout

the month of June.

Thus, the surface had

warmed to 10.56° at

a station 8 miles off

Gloucester on the 6th

in 1924, and to 12.1°-

15.2° over Massachu-

setts Bay generally

by the 16th or 17th in

1925, an average
change of about 5

degrees since May 20

to 22. At the 20-

meter level these mid-

June temperatures
averaged about 7.8°

(18 stations), contrast-

ing with about 5.5°

in May (p. 564), with

the readings for June

6, 1924 (6.2°) inter-

mediate, as the date

would suggest. These

Massachusetts Bay
stations for 1925 also

illustrate interesting regional differences in the rate at which heat penetrates down-

ward into the water during the late spring and early days of summer, depending

Fig. 38.—Vertical distribution of temperature on the southwestern slope of Georges Bank to

show cooling of the bottom water, but warming at the surface, from February to May,

1920. A and B, February 22 (stations 20046 and 20045); AA and BB, May 17 (stations

20128 and 20129)
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chiefly, it would seem, on differences in the extent to which the water is stirred by
the tides and on the freedom of interchange of water between the coastal zone and

offshore—perhaps to some degree on upwellings.

In midwinter the Plymouth shore and Cape Cod Bay to the southward see winter

chilling more rapid than in any other part of the Massachusetts Bay region (fig. 81).

With the advance of spring, however, the regional relationship is reversed, so that by
May we find the surface water warmest in Cape Cod Bay (p. 557, fig. 28). During

the last week of that month, however, and the first half of June, the western side of

Massachusetts Bay had caught up with Cape Cod Bay in the progression of temper-

ature, so that all this area (inclosed by the isotherm for 15° on fig. 39) was now
nearly uniform (15 to 15.2°) in surface temperature, except for one station off Plym-

outh Harbor, where vertical circulation of some sort was responsible for a slightly

lower reading (14.43°).

Considerably lower surface temperatures (12.1° to 13. 3°), right across atthemouth
of the bay, show that the offshore waters had lagged behind the coastal belt in

warming; and still lower readings (12° to 13°), along the north shore of the bay

deserve emphasis because the 20-meter level was warmest here, coldest at the mouth
of the bay, and with a rather surprisingly wide range in temperature (12.03° to 4.56°)

from station to station. Active vertical stirring is clearly responsible by bringing

the upper 20 meters within the immediate effect of the sun’s rays, to warm nearly

uniformly along the northern shore. At the same time it is probable that the

warming of the upper stratum in this particular region is forwarded during June by
a more or less constant drift of the surface water—already wanned to 12° to 14°

temperature—around Cape Ann and westward into the bay. Consequently, a some-

what higher mean temperature for the upper 20 meters may be expected to prevail

along its northern shore than in its central parts in June, just as was actually

recorded in that month in 1925 (Fish Hawk cruise 14, stations 35 to 37), instead of a

lower mean temperature, as is the case later in the summer.
More rapid warming of the surface along the Plymouth shore and in Cape Cod

Bay, but a slower rise in temperature at 20 meters, points to a less active overturning

by the tides; and the fact that the surface and 20-meter readings both averaged 2°

to 3° higher there than over the deep sink off Gloucester (Fish Hawk station 31) is

evidence that the interchange of water between the open basin of the gulf, on the

one hand, and the western and southern parts of Massachusetts and Cape Cod Bays,

on the other, had been so slow for some weeks previous that the latter had acted as a

more or less isolated center of local warming. On the other hand, the low temperatures

(5 to 6°) at the 20-meter level along the eastern side of Stellwagen Bank, at the

mouth of the bay, point to a certain amount of upwelling over the slope of the latter,

bringing up cold water from greater depths offshore.

These regional differences in the June temperatures for 1925 are smoothed out

over the Massachusetts Bay region with increasing depths. At 40 meters, for example,

the extreme range of temperature was then only from about 3.5° to about 6.1°, with

the mouth of the bay uniformly 4° to 4.5°, and the 40-meter temperature (about 3.6°)

off Gloucester for the 6th of the month, for 1924 (station 10653), falls within this

range. At 75 to 94 meters the temperatures of Massachusetts Bay were also about
8951—28 37
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the same in 1924 (3.13°, station 10653) as in 1925 (3.97° and 4.04° at Fish Hawk
stations 30 and 32).

Out in the open basin, off Cape Ann, the surface warmed from 6.1° on May 4,

1915 (station 10267), to 13.6° on June 26 (station 10299), or at about the same rate

Fiq. 39.—Surface temperature in mid-June from all available sources. The dotted curves are based on Dixon’s (1901)

tabulation

as in Massachusetts Bay in 1925. The 40-meter temperature, however, rose by only

1.5° during the interval (from about 5.2° to about 6.8°), while virtually no change

took place at 90 meters or deeper (fig. 5). It is probable, also, that the seasonal
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succession illustrated by these two stations is characteristic of that side of the basin

in general.

No observations have been taken in the western side of the gulf in June, or on

Nantucket Shoals, on the cruises of the Bureau of Fisheries’ vessels, except those

just mentioned; but the daily data tabulated by Rathbun(1887) for several lighthouses

and lightships partially fill the gap for the coast sector between Cape Ann and the

Mount Desert region, and are consistent with the serials taken of late years in the

northeastern part of the gulf, in the Bay of Fundy, and in Massachusetts Bay.

Approximate temperatures (°C.) at the surface on June 16, from Rathbun’s (1887) tables 1

Locality 1881 1882 1883 1884 1885 Average

Pollock Rip lightship 14.2 9.7 12.2 11.7 10.6 11.7
13. 2 12. 2 12. 7
10 8.3 10.6 11.4 10.3 10.

1

9.8 10.9 11.9 11.4 9.4 10. 7
8.3 8.3 7.2 8.3 7.5 7. 9

7.6 8.9 10.3 10.6 10.

1

9.6

1 Given only to nearest 0.1 °.

The 10-day averages for Gloucester and Boothbay for 1920 (figs. 29 and 30)

show that the water warms only slightly faster in inclosed locations of this sort than

off the open coast (compare 13° at Gloucester and about 12° at Boothbay on June

15 with Rathbun’s record of 12° to 13° at Thatchers Island, off Cape Ann, and of 9°

to 11° at Seguin Island. A temperature about 3 degrees lower at Matinicus Rock,

at the mouth of Penobscot Bay, than at Seguin Island, some 34 miles along the

coast to the westward, probably reflects some local retardation of vernal warming
by the spring freshets from the Penobscot River. Conversely, the comparatively

high temperature at Petit Manan suggests that readings as warm as 10° are to be

expected by June 15 after a few days of warm weather, in sheltered locations along

shore in shallow water, to the east as well as west of Mount Desert. In fact, Doctor

McMurrich records almost as high surface temperatures (9° to 9.5°) at St. Andrews
by June 15 in 1916. Lubec Narrows, however, open to the Grand Manan Channel

and with a great volume of water rushing through on every tide, had warmed to

only about 6° by this date in 1920 (fig. 31).

Earlier in the season, and up to mid May, the vertical distribution of tempera-

ture in the upper 150 meters or so is of one type throughout the inner waters of the

gulf, though the actual values differ slightly from station to station. During late

May and June, however, very important differences develop between the state just

described for the western side of the gulf (where the rapid warming of the upper

stratum by the sun, coupled with the sudden establishment of a high degree of

vertical stability, causes the development of a steep temperature gradient in the

upper 40 to 50 meters, overlying water more nearly homogeneous) and the north-

eastern part of the gulf, where more active stirring by the tides spreads the warmth
received from the sun through a thicker stratum of water. Furthermore, we find

the rate of warming decreasing from west to east as we follow around the coast fine

of the gulf, even after this regional difference in the downward dispersal of the heat

received has been allowed for. Thus, the surface had warmed only from 5° on May
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12 (station 10276) to 7.8° on June 14 (station 10287) off Penobscot Bay; the 40-

meter level from 4.2° to about 5.8°, while the courses of the curves suggest that no
appreciable change in the temperature of the water is to be expected at or below 80

meters off this part of the coast during the month of June.

In the immediate vicinity of Mount Desert Island the surface temperature rose

by about 1° from May 10 to 11 (stations 10274 and 10275, 4.2° and 4.4°) to

June 10 to 11 (stations 10283 and 10284, both 5.4°); but four days later surface

readings of 7.5° to 8° were had at three stations (10285 to 10287) a few miles to the

westward. The graphs (fig. 7) for these stations, as compared with May 10 (station

10274), show that the whole column, down to the bottom in 80 meters, warmed at

a nearly equal rate there up to June 10, instead of most rapidly at the surface, as

happens off Penobscot Bay and in the Massachusetts Bay region, no doubt

because of the stronger tidal currents to the east than to the west of Penobscot Bay
(p. 678).

Near Mount Desert Island this vertical stirring is sufficiently active to bring

the whole column of water uniformly under the effect of the sun’s rays during the

early spring, resulting in the uniform rate of warming from surface to bottom just

noted. During June, however, the surface receives heat so rapidly there, coupled

with a corresponding freshening (p. 747), that the column is stabilized vertically,

though the deeper layers are never so insulated here as in the less actively stirred

waters to the west of Penobscot Bay and to the south of Cape Elizabeth.

In 1915 this establishment of stability in the Mount Desert region evidently

fell between June 10 and June 15, because the surface warmed more rapidly there

between these two dates (a change of about 2°) than it had during the preceding

month, though the 30-meter and deeper temperatures rose by only about 0.2°

meantime.

Data are not available for a general survey of the temperature of the Bay of

Fundy for the month of June, but very considerable local differences in the rate of

vernal warning are to be expected there during the early summer to correspond with

regional differences in the activity with which the water is stirred by the violent

tidal currents. The Grand Manan Channel stands at the one extreme, with the whole

column of water warming uniformly, or nearly so, through June down to 100 meters,

and correspondingly slowly at all depths. Thus, on June 4, 1915, the whole column

of water in the western end of the channel abreast the north end of Grand Manan
(station 10281; 80 meters) was about 4.5° in temperature, pointing to a rise of about

2° at all levels from the minimum of the preceding winter, and the channel continues

homogeneous in temperature from surface to bottom into August (p. 599).

In the central parts of the Bay of Fundy, however, vernal warming essentially

parallels the account just given for the Mount Desert region, with a similar seasonal

relationship between successive monthly curves (fig. 40) constructed from Mavor’s

(1923; Prince station 3) records for the spring of 1917, though the actual temperatures

differ somewhat at the two localities. Thus, this Fundy station warmed from 2.96° to

8.18° at the surface between May 4 and June 15; from 2.01° to 4.13° at 50 meters;

from 1.87° to 3.92° at the 100-meter level; and from 1.75° to 2.08° at 150 meters;
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so that the temperature curves for the two dates recall those off Mount Desert for

May 10 and June 14, 1915, in their mutual relationship. A similar seasonal rela-

tionship also obtains between serials taken in the Fundy Deep near by on March 22,

1920 (station 20079), and June 10, 1915 (station 10282).

Temperature, Centigrade

1 ° 2° 3° 4° 5° 6° 7° 8° 9° 10° 11 ° 12° 13°

Fig. 40—Vertical distribution of temperature in the Bay of Fundy in 1917, from Mavor (1923,

Prince station 3, 1916-17). A, February 28; B, May 4; C, June 15; D, July 4; E, July 31; F,

September 4.

In 1917 the surface temperature had risen only to 8.68° at the Prince station by
July 4 (Mavor, 1923, p. 375); the 50-meter level to 5.06°, the 100-meter level to

4.5°, and the 150-meter level to 4.21°; but warming either took place more rapidly

in the Bay of Fundy in 1904, or the temperature did not fall so low there during the

preceding winter, because Dawson (1922, p. 82, station F) found the deeper strata of

the Fundy Deep about 2° warmer than this a week earlier in the season, as follows:
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Serial temperatures (° C.) in Fundy Deep for June, 1904, after Dawson {1922)

Depth June 23,

1904
June 29,

1904‘
Depth June 23,

1904
June 29,

1904 *

Surface. __ 8 11.1
9.7
9.4

6. 7 8.6
9 meters 7.5 6.4 7.5
18 meters 7 6.4 6.4

1 Dawson’s records are given to the nearest 0.5° F.

Surface water only about 4° warmer than the 50 to 60 meter level at these Bay
of Fundy stations, as late as the last half of June, is an interesting contrast to the

coastal sector between Cape Cod and Cape Elizabeth, where the surface temperature

rises to 7° to 8° higher than 50 to 60 meter temperature by that season; nor does

this regional divergence reach its maximum until late in summer (p. 596).

The most interesting phase of the June temperatures for 1915 is the light which

the}7 throw on the hydrographic cycle in the southeastern parts of the gulf. As
stated above (p. 561), actual chilling takes place over the banks west of Nova Scotia,

and out into the neighboring basin, from April to May, while the icy water of the

Nova Scotian current is flowing into the gulf from the east past Cape Sable, although

vernal warming is well under way elsewhere.

In 1915 this flow had become so weak during the last half of May (if it had not

ceased altogether) that it no longer offset the normal tendency of the water to warm
at this season. Consequently the temperature of the whole column of water on

German Bank rose from about 3° on May 7 to about 6° on June 19 (station 10290).

Unfortunately, the neighboring station in the basin (10270) was not revisited in June;

but the surface a few miles northward also warmed from a temperature of 4° to 5°

in mid May to 9.7° on June 19 (station 10288), though with a rate so rapidly decreas-

ing with depth that the deep water, at 100 to 180 meters, was only 0.4° to 1° warmer
on the later date than on the earlier one. As this rise of temperature in the deeps

was accompanied by a corresponding rise in salinity (p. 755), it is to be credited to a

renewed pulse in the inflow through the Eastern Channel, and 1919 seems to have

been a still “earlier” season in this respect, as described above (p. 558).

Off Shelburne, only 25 to 30 miles to the eastward of Cape Sable, by contrast,

the 50 to 75 meter stratum continued very cold next the coast (0.7° to 0.9°) until

the last week of June in 1915 (Bigelow, 1917a, stations 10291 and 10292), and was

only slightly warmer at the end of July of that year (Bjerkan, 1919) or in July, 1914

(station 10231). Consequently, it would not be surprising to find the water along

western Nova Scotia temporarily chilled by a renewed pulse from this icy reservoir

at any time during June, either at the surface or a few meters down. Serial readings

taken off Yarmouth, also off Cape Sable, by Dawson in 1907 (1922, p. 82, stations

M and S), show that some such event did take place that year, made evident by

a drop in the bottom temperature (55 meters) in the offing of Yarmouth, Nova
Scotia, from 4.7° on June 17 to 1.1° on June 25, although the surface water con-

tinued to rise in the normal seasonal advance.
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Temperatures (°C.) 17 miles southwesterly from Cape Fourchu in 1907, from Dawson {1922, p. 82)

Depth June 17 June 21 June 25

5.6 6. 4 8.9
9 meters 5 6.

1

6.9
IS meters 5 4. 7 3.9
27 meters.. 4.7 4. 7 2.8
65 meters 4.7 4.7 1.1

The source of this cold indraft is found near Cape Sable—by Dawson’s records

10 miles south from Brazil Rock on the 26th and 27th, quoted below—which also

shows an interesting variation in temperature at different stages of the tide.

Temperatures (°C.) 10 miles south of Brazil Rock (from Dawson)

Depth
June 26,
high
water

June 27,
low
water

8.6 7.8
9 meters 4. 7 7.5
18 meters. . 2. 8 4. 7

2.5 3.9
55 meters 1.4 1.9

It is probable that when belated overflows of the cold Nova Scotian water into

the gulf do occur after early June they are of brief duration, for we have found no
evidence of such an event later in the season on our recent cruises.

Dawson’s June temperatures likewise afford an interesting illustration of the rate

at which the surface water may be expected to warm along the Nova Scotian coast

sector between Yarmouth and Cape Sable during the month of June. Thus, the

surface there was 4.4° to 5° on the 7th of the month in 1904, though it had already

risen to 6° at the mouth of Yarmouth Harbor by that date. In 1907 the surface

was 5° to 6° in the offing of Yarmouth on the 11th to 15th; 6° to 7.8° on the 22d
(warmest close in to the land)

;
6.5° to 8° to the eastward of Cape Sable by the end

of that month; but the tide-swept region close to the cape was still only 4.2° to 5°,

and this cold pool reappears on our charts for August (p. 592).

In 1915 the temperature of the surface water had risen to 10° over Browns Bank
and the Eastern Channel (stations 10296 and 10297) by June 24 to 25, which is 3.5°

cooler than the expectation for Massachusetts Bay at that date, and the water that

filled the trough of the channel at depths greater than 100 meters was about 1 to 2

degrees warmer (7° to 8°) than on April 16, 1920 (station 20107). On Browns Bank,
too, the temperature of the bottom water was about 4° higher at the June station

than at the April station (stations 10296 and 20106), but the 40-meter reading

was actually lower in June (2.8°)—colder, in fact, than any June reading in the inner

parts of the Gulf of Maine. The presence of a cold mid stratum at this particular

locality sandwiched between water of 7.36° on bottom at 80 meters, 10° at the

surface, is unmistakable evidence of an extension of the cold Nova Scotian water
from the eastward out over the bank, indenting into the higher temperatures that
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may be expected to prevail there earlier in the season. The profile run across the

shelf abreast of Shelburne, Nova Scotia, the day before (stations 10291 to 10295,

June 23 and 24, 1915) corroborates this apparent tendency for the cold Nova Scotian

current to swing offshore abreast Cape Sable at the time, instead of flowing past the

cape into the eastern side of the Gulf of Maine, as it does earlier in the season. This

profile (fig. 41) lies outside the geographic limits of the present discussion; it will be
enough, then, to point out that it cuts across a lenticular mass of water colder than
2°, occupying the whole breadth of the continental shelf at the 40 to 100 meter level,

with a minimum reading of only 0.7° (station 10292, 50 and 75 meters) in the trough

between the land and La Have Bank.

The high temperatures recorded for the Eastern Channel in June, 1915, prove

Browns Bank the westerly boundary for the icy water at the time; but it may
extend across the Eastern Channel to Georges Bank earlier in the month in some
years, a question discussed below in connection with the July temperatures of the

bank (p. 919).

Unfortunately, no temperatures have been taken below the surface on any part

of Georges Bank in June. It is probable that the vernal expansion of the cold Nova
Scotian current maintains temperatures lower than 10° on the eastern part of the

bank until the first of the month, and Dickson (1901) so represents it on his chart

of surface temperatures for June, 1897, contrasting with temperatures higher than
12° in the western side of the gulf, on the one hand, and outside the continental

edge, on the other. July temperatures (p. 594), however, suggest that the surface on

the western end of the bank may be expected to warm to 10° to 11° by mid June,

except locally, where strong tidal currents and rips sweep around its shoalest portions.

Considerable variations develop in the temperature gradient on Nantucket Shoals

by that month, however, according to the local activity of the tidal stirring, for the

Halcyon found the temperatures almost exactly the same on bottom in about 30

meters depth (8.3°) as at the surface near Round Shoal on June 7, 1925, but the

bottom more than 5° colder than the surface 19 in water of about 40 meters depth

only 6 miles to the eastward.

Judging from daily readings made at Nantucket lightship in the years 1881 to

1885 (Rathbun, 1887), and from the Halcyon temperatures just cited, surface tem-

peratures of 10° to 12° (varying somewhat from year to year) are to be expected in

the Nantucket Shoals region generally by the middle of June.

GENERAL DISTRIBUTION OF TEMPERATURE

A graphic picture of the June state for the gulf as a whole results from combin-

ing the June stations for the various years (fig. 39). Unfortunately, the obser-

vations not only include possible annual differences, but cover too long a space in

time for this surface chart to be as satisfactory as might be wished at a season when
the water is absorbing heat from the sun as rapidly as happens through June. It will

serve, however, as an indication of the regional distribution and approximate values

that may be expected in various parts of the gulf at the middle of the month. Its

feature of chief interest is that the temperature is higher in the western side than

‘•Surface 11.7°; bottom 6.4°.
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in the eastern side in June, just as it is in May (p. 556, fig. 27), and warmest in the

inner part of Massachusetts Bay.

In June the surface of the gulf is coldest over the shallows west of Nova Scotia,

with rather a sudden transition from surface temperatures of 8° to 9° and higher in

the eastern side of the basin to readings lower than 7° to 8° next the land. The
comparatively warm core (8° to 9°) extending up the deep trough of the Bay of

Fundy, outlined by the curve for 8° on this surface chart, also deserves mention, as

does the slightly cooler zone (7° to 8°) extending westward along the coast of Maine
across the mouth of Penobscot Bay.

In the offshore side of the picture, Dickson’s (1901) data for the years 1896 and

1897 locate the isotherm for 15° as following along the continental edge of Georges

Bank, with surface water of 20° separated from the edge of the continent by a wedge

of cooler water increasing in breadth from west to east.

Fig. 42.—Temperature of the eastern side of the gulf at a depth of 40 meters, last half of June, 1915. The Bay of

Fundy temperature is according to Mavor (1923); the temperatures along western Nova Scotia are from

Dawson (1922)

The June chart for 40 meters (fig. 42) shows a gradation in temperature across

the gulf from west to east of the same sort as appears at the surface (fig. 39).

The influence of the Nova Scotian current on temperature at the 40-meter level is

graphically illustrated by an expansion of water colder than 3° from the coast off

Shelburne, Nova Scotia, out across the western part of Browns Bank, contrasting

with higher temperatures (5° to 6°) on German Bank and along western Nova Scotia.

The most interesting feature of this 40-meter chart is the sudden transition

between the cold water on Browns Bank to the much higher temperature (8.2°) in

the Eastern Channel (a horizontal dislocation of 5° in a distance of only about 15
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miles) and its demonstration that the latter is clearly a tonguelike intrusion from

offshore. The records are not sufficient to outline exactly how far 7°-water then

penetrated the southeastern part of the gulf; but the temperatures at such of the

stations as lie in the course usually followed by the inflowing current (6.3° and 6.1° at

40 meters at stations 10288 and 10299) suggest that readings as high as 7° would

not have been found farther west in the basin than is outlined on the chart at any

time during June, 1915. Undoubtedly, however, wide fluctuations occur from year

to year in this respect.

If the data for the two years 1915 and 1925 can justly be combined, as seems

allowable because the preceding winters were not unusually severe, slightly higher

temperatures are to be expected over the eastern and central parts of the basin

generally than either in the northeastern corner of the gulf (including the Bay of

Fundy), on the one hand (40-meter level about 4° to 5°), or off Massachusetts Bay,

on the other, where the Fish Hawk recorded 40-meter temperatures of 3.5° to 4.5° at

most of her mid June stations in 1925. A 50-meter reading of 5.18° in the southern

side of the basin as late as June 25, 1915 (station 10298), suggests that the 6° to 7°

water then takes the form of a pool, as it is shown in the chart, entirely surrounded

by slightly lower temperatures except for its connection with still warmer water out-

side the edge of the continent, via the Eastern Channel. A regional distribution of

temperature of this sort is interesting as evidence that the influence of the indraft

through the Eastern Channel may raise the 40-meter temperature of the central

parts of the gulf slightly higher in late June than the figure (4° to 5°) to which solar

warming, unassisted, would bring it by that date.

At a depth of 100 meters (fig. 43) the isotherm for 5° shows a tendency on the

part of this indraft to follow the eastern slope of the basin and to eddy to the west-

ward around its northern side, but this drift seems not to have been active between

the dates covered by this cruise (June 10 to 26) because not as clearly outlined as in

March, 1920 (fig 13), but showing a gradation in temperature from 8° in the Eastern

Channel to 5° at the mouth of the Bay of Fundy. Had water been flowing actively

inward through the channel at the time, a uniformly high temperature (7° to 8°)

naturally would have resulted over a considerable area in the eastern side of the gulf.

A transition of the opposite sort along the Northern Channel, from 6° to 7° at its

western end to 2 0
to 3 ° at its eastern end, is evidence equally clear that no general

movement of the water was taking plaee through this trough, either westward into

the gulf or vice versa.

Unfortunately, no data are available on the subsurface temperatures along the

seaward slope of Georges Bank for June, but our Shelburne profile for June 23, 1915

(fig. 41), showed the warmest (8°) bottom water separated from the edge of the bank
by a much cooler (about 4°) wedge at 100-120 meters, as seems always to be the case

to the eastward of the Eastern Channel.

The temperature of the bottom water in the deeps of the gulf is always interest-

ing because of the light it throws on the inward pulses (p. 922). During the last half

of June, 1915, this was fractionally warmer than 6° in the eastern and south central

parts of the basin at depths greater than 175 to 185 meters (stations 10288 and
10298), underlying a cooler stratum (4° to 5°) at 50 to 150 meters; and although
no record was obtained of the bottom temperature in the western arm of the basin
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on this cruise, the presence of 6°-water there on May 4 (p. 566) at depths greater

than 225 to 230 meters, and again on August 31 of the same year (station 10307),
makes it almost certain that this was also the case in June.

The relationship which this warm bottom stratum bears to the cooler water above
it and to the indraft from outside the edge of the continent, is made more graphic by
the accompanying profile, running from the Eastern Channel westward and inward
along the basin (fig. 44).20 Obstructed on the north by the topography of the sea

floor, this warm bottom water reaches the western part of the basin off Cape Ann
via the southern branch of the trough, a route that entails its rising over the inter-

vening ridge to within 190 to 200 meters of the surface.

Fig. 43—Temperature at a depth of 100 meters, last half of June, 1915. (The Bay of Fundy is according to Mavor, 1923.)

It is probable that overflows of this sort are intermittent—frequent enough, how-

ever, to maintain the bottom temperature of the western bowl fractionally above 6°

for most of the year. The greater thickness of the warm bottom stratum in the

southeastern side of the basin (into which the Eastern Channel opens) than elsewhere

in the gulf corresponds to the proximity of the source of supply; and it is not

unlikely that bottom temperatures of 7° or higher would have been found there at

the end of June had readings been taken in depths greater than 275 to 300 meters.

In horizontal plan the bottom water of 6° takes the form of a Y, following the

outlines of the trough of the gulf; its approximate outlines for May and June, 1915,

are shown in the accompanying chart (fig. 45).

Jo The deepest readings in the western side of the basin are borrowed from the May station (10267).
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JULY AND AUGUST

The vessels of the Bureau of Fisheries have taken a large number of observations

within the gulf during the months of July and August since 1912. July and August

temperatures have been recorded in various parts of the Bay of Fundy region under

the auspices of the Biological Board of Canada over a series of years.21 The tidal sur-

vey of Canada (Dawson, 1905 and 1922) likewise has gathered a considerable body of

thermal information for the Fundian region and along the Nova Scotian side of the

open Gulf of Maine. With such a wealth of material available, the chief difficulty in

establishing the normal midsummer state of the gulf has been to appraise the

importance of the annual and sporadic fluctuations that confuse the record.

Fig. 44.—Temperature profile running easterly from the basin off Cape Ann along the trough of the gulf to the Eastern

Channel for June 25 and 26, 1915

SURFACE

As the result of continued warming by the sun, the surface of all parts of the

gulf is considerably warmer in July and August than it is in June, in most years

rising nearly to its maximum by the last week of July over most of the gulf. The
graphs for Gloucester and Boothbay Harbors (figs. 29 and 30) show that in inclosed

situations of this sort the surface water is warmest then, mirroring the air tempera-

ture; but in the open waters outside warming continues slowly until well into

August, depending on the weather, with the readings highest some time during the

21 See Copeland (1912); Mavor, Craigie, and Detweiler (1916); Craigie (1916£and 1916a); Craigie and Chase (1918); Vaehon

(1918); and Mavor (1923).
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last half of the month. On the whole, the surface temperature of the gulf may be

described as more nearly stationary from July 25 to the end of August than over

any equal interval during the spring, on the one hand, or during the autumn, on the

other.

The surface chart for late summer (fig. 46) represents the average state during

the last week of August. Deviations in one direction or the other from the precise

values there given are to be expected, however, according as the year is warm or

cold, the season forward or tardy (p. 626).

The surface temperature within the gulf rises highest over the western and

southwestern parts of the deep basin, at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay, and in

Cape Cod Bay, as outlined by the isotherm for 18°. Within this area readings of

20° have been reported on three occasions, namely, twice by Doctor Kendall in the

last week of August, 1897, and more recently on August 22, 1914 (station 10254).

On the other hand, the lowest surface reading so far recorded for the last week of

August in this warm subdivision, more than a few miles out from land, was 17.6°

in the western basin on August 31, 1915 (station 10307). The data from the cruises

of 1912, 1913, and 1914, compared with readings taken in August, 1922, and by

Doctor Kendall in 1897, show that the temperature first reaches 18° at the mouth

of Massachusetts Bay and out over the neighboring part of the basin in its offing,
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whence the limiting isotherm (18°) spreads south as well as north, to the confines

laid down on the chart, as the summer draws to its close.

We have invariably had surface readings higher than 18° in the outer half of

Massachusetts Bay after the first week of August, and in Cape Cod Bay; but off

Fiq. 46.—Normal surface temperature for mid-August, based on a combination of the recent station records with Rathbun’s

(1887) tabulation at lighthouses, the Canadian records, Dickson’s (1901) data, and the daily surface readings, at

Gloucester, Boothbay, and Lubec (figs. 29 to 31). (Close to Cape Sable, read < 10° for > 10° .)

the tip of Cape Cod, where tidal currents run strong, the surface is usually cooler

locally, as is the general rule in such locations, with readings of 17° to 18° for the

last half of August. For this same reason the coastal belt around the western and
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northern shores of Massachusetts Bay usually remains cooler than 18° on the sur-

face throughout the summer, though warmer than 15°; but as every bather knows,
continued onshore winds sometimes drive the warm offshore water right in to the

beach there, though in a surface film so thin that one’s legs may be in decidedly

lower temperatures while swimming. On the other hand, when westerly winds
drive the surface water out to sea, cooler water wells up from below, locally lowering

the surface temperature. Upwellings of this sort, combined with local stirrings by
the tides, are so common an event along the northern shore of the bay that usually

this is fringed by a zone, a few miles wide, where streaks of surface water warmer
than 16° alternate irregularly with patches cooler than 14° to 15°, and where we
have occasionally had surface readings as low as 12° in July, with 10° reported to

us in August. Cold streaks of this sort are most often to be expected about the

bold promontory of Nahant and along the rocky shore between Gloucester and
Cape Ann.

At Thatchers Island (the tip of Cape Ann) tidal disturbances may cause consid-

erable and irregular fluctuations in the temperature of the surface from day to day,

witness readings varying from 15.6° to 17.5° during the warmest periods of the

summer of 1881 (Rathbun, 1887) ;
but a temperature of 19.4° at the cape late in

July, 1882, shows that the warm surface water from offshore may touch the coast

line there during calm periods or after onshore winds, as it does elsewhere.

It appears from what little precise evidence is available, and from general

reports by seaside dwellers, that similar fluctuations prevail all along the coast line

in August, from Cape Ann northward about to Cape Porpoise; but the surface of

the coastal belt averages 1° to 2° colder in this sector than in Massachusetts Bay

—

usually below 16°.

It is unfortunate that daily records are not available for any station along this

stretch of coast line or for the Isles of Shoals, which occupy a commanding position

off the mouth of the Merrimac River. Most of our August passages, also, to and

fro, have followed courses outside the 100-meter contour. Rathbun’s (1887) record

of maxima of 15.6° to 16.7° at Boon Island for the summers of 1881 to 1885, with

our own stations between Cape Elizabeth and Cape Ann, suggest 15° to 16° as the

usual maximum for the coastal sector between the Isles of Shoals and Cape Eliza-

beth, out to the 100-meter contour, with temperatures 1° to 3° higher a few miles

farther out at sea.

The rise in surface temperature experienced as one runs offshore from Cape
Elizabeth is illustrated by the following readings taken by W. C. Schroeder on the

Halcyon on a trip to Platts Bank, July 20, 1915: 8 miles out from Cape Eliza-

beth, 16.1°; 17J^ miles out, 19.44°; 20 miles out, 19.44°; on Platts Bank, 30 miles

out, 18.9°. This agrees closely with the gradation indicated for this region on

the charts (figs. 46 and 47); also with the state of the surface on August 7, 1912,

when the temperature rose, progressively, from 15.6°, at a point 8 miles off the

cape, to 17.8° on Platts Bank (Bigelow, 1914, p. 46).

It has long been common knowledge that the coastal waters along eastern Maine

and in the Bay of Fundy are cold in summer, with a maximum difference of almost 10°

C. (18° F.) between the surface there and in the offing of Cape Ann. This cold area,
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outlined by the isotherm for 12° on the chart (fig. 46), also includes the whole east-

ern side of the gulf, off western Nova Scotia, out to the 100-meter contour, in an

undulating outline more easily represented graphically than verbally.

The transition from warm to cool is often very noticeable as one runs from the

offing of Cape Elizabeth, across the mouth of Casco Bay, to the neighborhood of

Fig. 47.—Surface temperature, July to August, 1912 (above), and July to August, 1923 (below)

Boothbay Harbor. On August 13, 1925, for example, the Halcyon had surface read-
ings of 16° at the mouth of the bay but only 12.8° close to Seguin Island. Next
the shore surface temperatures ranging from 13° to 15.3° have been recorded between
Casco Bay and Penobscot Bay in August; usually cooler than 14°, but with much
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local variation as the tide swirls around the islands and ledges. The maximum tem-
peratures at Seguin Island Lighthouse for the .years 1881 to 1885 (Rathbun, 1887),

were, respectively, 13.3° to 13.9°. 13.3° to 13.9°, 13.9° to 14.4°, 13.9° to 14.4°, and
14.4°. This agrees with readings of 13.9° at two localities within a few miles of the

island on August 22, 1912, and with 12.8° to 14° in that general neighborhood on July

18, 1925; but one need run only a few miles offshore from this part of the coast to fin d

the surface warmer than 16°, and Doctor Kendall records a reading of 16.7° within

about 8 miles of the land off Seguin on August 16, 1897.

The surface temperature rises to 16° to 18° in Boothbay Harbor during the last

week of July and the month of August (fig. 30); equally high, no doubt, in other

sheltered bays in this neighborhood.

Surface readings taken on a line across the mouth of Penobscot Bay ranged from
12.8° to 13.9° on August 21, 1912, while Rathbun (1887) gives maximum tempera-

tures of 11.7° to 12.2° at the lighthouse on Matinicus Rock at the western gateway
to the bay, where the water may be somewhat chilled by the swirling tidal currents.

The surface in sheltered situations within Penobscot Bay may warm to a tempera-

ture several degrees higher than this before autumnal cooling sets in, but infor-

mation is scant for this particular region.

Our surface readings among the outer islands along the coast of Maine, east of

Penobscot Bay, and out to the 100-meter contour usually have ranged between 10°

and 12° for the last half of July and for the month of August (fig. 47). After a

few calm, warm days the temperature of this zone may rise locally to 13° (12.78°

off Mount Desert Island, August 13, 1913, station 10099, has been our highest record

there). The surface water is considerably warmer up the bays, locally, depending

on the topography of the bottom as determining how actively the water is stirred by
the tide, and especially on the extent of the flats laid bare to the sun on the ebb.

Surface readings of 10.6° to 11.7°, recorded by the Halcyon within a mile or two of

Great Duck and Little Duck Islands, Bakers Island, and Long Island on August 8 to

11, 1925, cover the usual midsummer range close in to the islands and among them
for the Mount Desert region.

Rathbun (1887) gives maximum summer temperatures of 11.6° to 13.3° at Petit

Manan light, and although the surface water off Machias was only 8.9° on July 15,

1915 (station 10301), probably it is always as warm as 10°, or warmer, there during

the last half of August, and usually 11° to 12°, except where some local upwelling is

taking place.

The hourly temperatures taken off the eastern coast of Maine during the last half

of August, 1912, are especially interesting because they suggest a movement of the

coldest surface water (colder than 13.5°) offshore (i. e., to the southwest), out past

Mount Desert Rock (fig. 47) . Unfortunately I can not state whether this phenom-
enon is regularly recurrent in summer; but the fact that the surface was slightly

cooler (9.3°) near Mount Desert Rock on September 15, 1915, than close in to Mount
Desert Island (9.8° to 10.8°), near Petit Manan Island a few miles eastward along

the coast (10.5°), or near Swans Island to the westward (10.8°), suggests that some

such distribution of surface temperature is at least not unusual for that general

region.
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On August 17, 1912, and again on the 19th, we had readings of 10 to 11.7° as

the Grampus sailed lengthwise through the Grand Manan Channel; and it is proba-

ble that this is about the highest temperature attained in the tide-swept Lubec

Channel, because the highest 10-day average was about 10° there during the last of

August and first of September of 1920 (fig. 31). The highest mean temperature

recorded at Eastport for a 10-day period for the years 1878 to 1887 was 10.7° (Moore,

1898) in the second week of September.

The surface temperature of the greater part of the open Bay of Fundy likewise

ranges from 10° to 12° in August, rising above 12° only exceptionally and locally

(Huntsman, 1918; Vachon, 1918). Thus, Mavor (1923) records a range from 9.44°

to 12° at 19 stations on three traverses of the bay inward from Grand Manan on

August 22 to 27, 1919, warmest along the New Brunswick shore, coldest (9° to 10°)

near Digby Neck on the Nova Scotian side. A similar gradation is described by
Dawson (1922) for the first half of August, 1907. The records given by Craigie

(1916), Craigie and Chase (1918), and Vachon (1918) for the open bay, with a maxi-

mum of 12.68°, a minimum of 8.93°, in July and August, are consistent with this

on the whole.

Dawson (1922, p. 92) records surface temperatures somewhat higher (14.17° to

13.33°) than this on a run from Digby to the middle of the bay on the meridian of

St. John, New Brunswick (his station A), for July 22, 1907, but this may have been

an unusually warm summer in the bay. At any rate, temperatures so high were

briefly transitory, for the surface at his outer station had cooled to 13.6° by the next

day and to 12.8° three days later (Dawson, 1922, pp. 88-92), when the surface tem-

perature along the land from Digby Gut to Brier Island was only 8° to 9°. With a

variation from 10° to 11.7° over the Fundy Deep for the three-day period, August

23 to 25, 1904, independent of the stage of the tide (Dawson, 1922, p. 95), slight

changes evidently are to be expected in the bay from day to day, perhaps governed

by the roughness of the sea.

Many records of temperature, surface and subsurface, have been published for

the Passamaquoddy Bay region by Copeland (1912), by Craigie and Chase (1918),

and by Vachon (1918), showing a considerable regional variation in the temperature

to which the surface attains by the end of the summer. Copeland found the surface

warmest (13.9° to 15.6°) in the northern part of the bay, coldest (10.4° to 11°) near

Deer Island and in Letite Passage, with the central and western parts of the bay
ranging from 11.1° to 15°. Vachon (1918, station 4), likewise records the surface of

the center of the bay as warming from 11.4° on July 20 to 15.9° on July 27 in 1916.

cooling to 11° on August 3 and 17, but warming again to 12.48° on the 25th and
to 14.91° on the last day of the month. In the mouth of the St. Croix River, how-
ever, the water is kept so thoroughly stirred by the strong tides that Vachon’s

highest reading was 13.4°, the lowest 10.95°, for the period July 17 to August 31,

coolest after northwest winds. Low surface temperatures also rule in Friar Roads
between Campobello Island and Eastport, where Vachon reports 8.7° to 10.3°

between August 2 and September 17, with 9.5° to 12.62° in the western passage

between Deer Island and the coast of Maine, and with about this same range of

temperature at a station near St. Andrews.
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Vachon’s and Copeland’s records, combined, show that the temperature of the

surface of the northwestern part of Passamaquoddy Bay may be expected to reach

15° for a brief period in August in warm summers, though perhaps not every year.

At the other extreme, the surface water in the channels between the islands of west-

ern New Brunswick, where tidal stirring is more thorough, is seldom warmer than
11° to 11.5°. Considerable fluctuations are also recorded within brief periods in the

central part of the bay, where the surface temperature is intermediate between these

two extremes, and in the mouth of the St. Croix River, connected with the direction

of the wind and with the stage of the tide.

It is interesting to find that no part of the surface of the Bay of Fundy,22 with its

much stronger tides, is as warm as the greater part of Massachusetts Bay, though

the maximum readings for these two areas differ by only about 3° (15° for Passama-

quoddy and about 18° to 19° for Massachusetts Bay).

Craigie and Chase (1918) found the surface about as cold (9° to 11°) in the outer

part of the Annapolis basin on July 23 to 24, 1915, as it is along the Nova Scotian

side of the Bay of Fundy outside, but progressively warmer, passing inward, to 15.33°

near the head. According to Huntsman (1924), Minas Basin, at the head of the Bay
of Fundy, also warms faster than the latter in summer, but the definite values have

not yet been published for it.

Dawson’s (1922) very considerable list of surface temperatures for 1904 and 1907,

with our yearly stations off Lurcher Shoal, on German Bank, and near Cape Sable,

unite to show that a cool surface is characteristic of the whole coastal zone along

western Nova Scotia out about to the 100-meter contour, usually with the readings

falling between 9° and 12°, as outlined by the isotherm for 12° on the chart (fig.

46). More specifically, our own surface records for the Lurcher Shoal and German
Bank stations have been as follows:

Locality and date Station
Surface
temper-
ature

Near 100-meter contour, off Lurcher Shoal:
Aug. 15, 1912 - 10031

°C.
13. 33
12. 22
14. 44
12.20

10. 44

Aug. 12’ 1913 - 10096
Aug. 12’ 1914 10245
Sept. 7, 1915 10315

German Bank, outer part;

Aug. 14, 1912 - 10029
"Do - - - 10030 11.11

8.89
10. 00
9.40

Aug. 12, 1913 - 10095
Aug. 12'. 1914 10244
Sept. 2, 1915 - - 10311

The constant difference between these two localities shows that surface temper-

atures lower than 12° do not reach offshore beyond the 100-meter contour in the off-

ing of Lurcher Shoal, but on August 12, 1913 (station 10094), we found the surface

as cold (8.89°) 12 miles out from the edge of German Bank as it was over the latter

(station 10095).

As Dawson (1922, p. 99) has remarked, “as a rule, the temperature nearer

shore becomes higher when the weather remains quiet,” his data showing that the

“For further details regarding the Bay of Fundy thp reader is referred to the extensive tables given by Copeland (1912),

Craigie and Chase (1918), and Vachon (1918).
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water close in to the western coast of Nova Scotia warms to 10° to 12° by August

from St. Marys Bay to Yarmouth. Yarmouth Harbor he found only slightly warmer
(12° to 12.5°) than the open waters at its mouth, and it had about this same tem-

perature on September 8, 1916, 23 but the surface of St. Marys Bay rises to a consid-

erably higher temperature. The maximum for this bay can not be stated, data for

the inner part of the bay for August being lacking. Craigie and Chase (1918), how-

ever, found its surface progressively warmer, passing inward, from 9° to 10° at the

mouth to about 11° abreast of Petite Passage, 13° to 13.5° off Weymouth, and to

14.8° at the head during the second week of July in 1915; and as Yachon (1918)

again had readings of 11.08° abreast of Petite Passage and 12.92° off Weymouth on

September 4 to 5, 1916, it is not likely that August sees the surface temperature rise

much above 15° anywhere in St. Marys Bay.

A coastal belt skirting Cape Sable, 12 to 15 miles wide, like the vicinity of

Lurcher Shoal, is characterized by surface temperatures lower than 10° throughout

July. This, no doubt, results from thorough stirring by the tides, which proverbi-

ally run strong around the cape, causing a mixture in varying amount with the icy

water that persists until midsummer in the deeper strata next the coast, a few miles

to the eastward (p. 681).

Near the cape Dawson (1922, p. 85, station Q) had surface readings of 5.3° to 7.5°

(usually from 0.5° to 1° higher at high water than at low water) during the first half of

July, 1907. By the last week of that month he found that the mean surface temper-

ature 12 miles out from the cape had risen to about 9° at high tide and to about 8.4°

at low, with a slightly greater difference between high and low tide temperatures (aver-

age about 9° and 7.2°) closer in to the land, and with a maximum of 11.95° at the high-

water slack and a minimum of only 5° at low-water slack on the 20th. Our own
more recent record of 10.28° near by on July 25, 1914 (station 10230), falls well within

these extremes.

These temperatures suggest that the flood current, flowing westward past the cape,

draws warmer surface water toward the land from offshore, but that the ebb, flowing

to the eastward, carries out water that has been thoroughly mixed by the currents

swirling around the cape.

Surface readings of 10° to 12° on several lines along the coast sector between

Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, and the cape, for the middle of July (Dawson, 1922), show
that this narrow cold pool off Cape Sable becomes entirely isolated from the low

temperatures about Lurcher Shoal before the last of that month by the development

of a warmer surface over the intervening area, but is continuous with still lower tem-

peratures to the eastward along the outer coast of Nova Scotia until August, witness

a surface reading of 6.62° at low water a few miles off Shelburne on July 27 in 1914

(station 10231), no doubt reflecting some updraft of the icy water from below with

the outflowing tide. In 1915, however, the Canadian Fisheries Expedition found no

surface water colder than 9.7° off this part of the coast on July 21 (Bjerkan, 1919).

On September 6 of that year (station 10313) the surface was 15° 10 miles off Cape
Roseway, 13.3° 10 miles south of Cape Sable on September 2 (station 10312), and
13.6° near by on August 11, 1914 (station 10243). Apparently, then, if the cold sur-

face persists as late as August off the Cape, it becomes reduced to an isolated pool

23 Varying from 11.3° to 12.7° during that day (Vachon, 1918).
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not more than half a dozen miles wide by the end of the summer, persisting only as a

reflection of purely local activity of tidal stirring.

Our Gulf of Maine cruises have not crossed the southeastern part of the area in

August; hence the isotherms for this region (fig. 46) are only tentative for that

month, combined from the July cruise of the Grampus in 1914, the Canadian Fish-

eries Expedition stations off southern Nova Scotia for July, 1915, temperatures taken

by the Albatross in August, 1883, and July, 1885 (Townsend, 1901), and from scat-

tering records from other sources. These combine to show a rather abrupt transi-

tion in surface temperature in the region of the Northern Channel between the cool

area along western Nova Scotia (12°) and somewhat higher readings (14° to 16°) on
Browns Bank, but make it unlikely that the surface normally warms above 16° over

the latter at any season. It is probable, too, that much local variation in tempera-

ture exists on Browns Bank, with cool and warm streaks caused by tidal mixings,

especially along its southwestern edge fronting the Eastern Channel, where the

Albatross had surface readings of 12.78 to 13.3° at four stations on August 31, 1883.

The surface temperature in the center of the Eastern Channel was 15.1° on July

24, 1914 (station 10227), but readings of 12.8°, 16.1°, 14.2°, and 13.3° at four succes-

sive stations on a line crossing the deep water from Georges Bank to Browns Bank
on August 31, 1883, suggest that while the central core of the channel is usually

fractionally warmer than 16° by the end of the summer, vertical stirrings or upwell-

ings are sufficiently active along the edges of the two banks to maintain narrow lanes

there colder than 16° on the surface.

It is probable that the surface is from 1 to 3 degrees cooler over the eastern,

northern, and central parts of Georges Bank, as a whole, than in the basin of the gulf

to the north throughout the summer, and certainly it is considerably cooler than the

oceanic waters outside the edge of the continent to the south, just as it is in June

(fig. 39). Thus, Dr. W. C. Kendall had surface readings of 12.8° to 15.3° (averag-

ing about 14.5°) at 55 stations along the northwestern edge of the bank on August 21

to 25, 1897, and the isotherm for 16° for this region is located on the chart (fig. 46)

from these observations.

This part of the bank offers an excellent illustration of the chilling of the surface

that follows when cooler water from below is brought up over and around shoals by

the tides, with the surface averaging 1° to 3° cooler over the shoal ground than

elsewhere on the bank and (generally) coldest (13° to 14°) over the shoalest part,

where the water is less than 50 meters deep. Even small isolated shoal spots may cause

cool pools at the surface in this region, and the effect of projecting submarine prom-

ontories or ridges may be made evident for some miles by lowered surface temper-

ature. Where the water is not only shoal, but the topography of the bottom is

broken and tidal currents run strong, considerable variations in surface temperature

also are to be expected from ebb to flood, as Dawson found to be the case near Cape
Sable (p. 593). Doctor Kendall records several such alterations on Georges Bank,

notably a drop of about 1.5° at a station on its northern edge during a period of a

few hours on August 21. A few yards’ sailing may also be enough to bring the

vessel from a cool streak into a warm one, or vice versa, the explanation for which

is apparent enough on calm days when the lines of contact between different runs

of tide are often made visible by miniature rips, oily slicks, or by the accumulation
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of floating debris of one sort or another. In all this, Georges Bank, in the south of

the gulf, agrees with the coastal belt generally in the northeast, as it does in being

colder at the surface than is the intervening basin where “ the water moves to and fro

in an unbroken sheet, clear of obstruction,” as Dawson (1905, p. 15) expresses it.

Doctor Kendall’s temperatures, added to readings taken by the Grampus in

July, 1908 (Bigelow, 1909), and from the Halcyon in the summer of 1923, show

that the surface is correspondingly cool (12° to 16°) in August over the shallow

broken bottom south of Nantucket, with similar fluctuations within short dis-

tances and at different stages of the tide, due to the same disturbing influence of

tidal mixings. Thus, the Halcyon had surface readings varying from 11.6° to 15°

in August, 1923, as she fished at various locations within a mile or two of Round
Shoal bouy; 13.3° to 16.4° over Rose and Crown Shoal; 15.5° over the slightly deeper

channel between Round Shoal and Rose and Crown Shoal; and 13.8° to 15.5° on

the Great Rip fishing ground 12 miles southeast of the island of Nantucket. Unfor-

tunately, it is not yet known whether this cold area is separated from the equally low

surface temperatures of Georges Bank by a band of warm surface water along the

so-called “south channel,” as seems probable, or whether the cool surface forms an

unbroken band, west to east, from the one shoal ground to the other.

In 1913 the surface to the seaward of the 50-meter contour off Nantucket had

warmed to upward of 19° by the last week in August (Bigelow, 1915, p. 350, fig. 2,

stations 10107 to 10112). This was true also of the whole breadth of the shelf

abreast of Marthas Vineyard on the 26th of the month in 1914, except close in to

the land (station 10263), where a surface reading of only 17.9° probably reflected

some tidal disturbance or other. With this same exception, Doctor Kendall likewise

had 18° to 19° at every station off Marthas Vineyard early in September, 1897,

paralleling Libbey’s (1891) record of surface warmer than 19° over this part of the

continental shelf during August, 1889.

These data locate the isotherm for 18° as following the southern and western

edges of Nantucket Shoals around into the submarine bight west of the latter, but

with cool pools next the southern shores of Marthas Vineyard, as just noted.

It is probable that the surface temperature rises higher than 20° over the outer

part of the continental shelf off southern New England every August, and Libbey’s

(1891) extensive data show that in some years temperatures slightly higher than 20°

are to be expected within a few miles of Marthas Vineyard. But his records also

show that a considerable variation in surface temperature is to be expected within

short periods of time over the inner half of the shelf, where a sudden cooling of the

surface would be the natural accompaniment of any unusual stirring of the water or

of the upwellings that so often follow offshore winds.

There is also considerable variation in the surface temperature off Marthas Vine-

yard from year to year. In 1914, for example, the isotherm for 20° included only

the outer half of the continental shelf on August 21 at longitude 71° (fig. 46).

In spite of these fluctuations, it is safe to say that the surface is invariably

warmer than 20° along the edge of the continent in the offing of Marthas Vineyard
and Nantucket Island by the end of August. To find the surface warming to

upward of 22° to 23° it is only necessary to sail seaward a few miles farther.
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Passing eastward from the longitude of Nantucket, we find a more sudden tran-

sition from the comparatively cool water (18°) over the southwestern part of Georges

Bank to the high temperature of the oceanic water outside the 200 meter contour,

accompanied, however, by such irregularities as might be expected along the zone of

contact of waters differing in salinity as well as in temperature. At times the

north-south gradation in surface temperature along this sector of the edge of the

continent is also interrupted by a cooler band. On July 20 to 21, 1914 (stations

10216 to 10218),24 this was indicated by surface readings of 18.6°, 17.3°, and 20.48°

at three successive stations from north to south on a line crossing the southern slope

of the bank.

Such data as are available point to an abrupt increase in the breadth of the

cool wedge eastward from Georges Bank between the edge of the continent and the

warm oceanic temperatures of >20°, to the seaward of the latter. Thus the surface

was only about 17° at our outermost station off Shelburne on July 28, 1914 (station

10233), while the Canadian Fisheries Expedition crossed a band of 17° to 19.7°

water some 70 miles wide outside the 200-meter contour in the offing of Cape Sable

on July 22, 1915 (Bjerkan, 1919; Acadia stations 41 to 44). Unfortunately no tem-

peratures have been taken off the slopes of Georges or Browns Banks during the

last half of August of late years, but even if the isotherm for 18° should encroach a

few miles farther inward by the end of the month than is represented on the chart

(fig. 46), there is no reason to suppose that the surface temperature rises higher than
20° inside the 100-meter contour on the banks anywhere east of Nantucket Shoals

at any season, except possibly for brief periods following persistent southerly winds.

TEMPERATURE GRADIENT IN THE UPPER 100 METERS

A differentiation in the vertical distribution of temperature between the western

and eastern sides of the gulf begins to develop in June, widening with the advance

of summer, until the extremes, as represented by the western basin on the one hand

and by the Bay of Fundy and coastal banks off western Nova Scotia on the other,

yield graphs differing widely in the upper 100 meters by August.

The most striking feature of the western type, as exemplified by the basin off

Cape Ann (fig. 48) and by the bowl at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay off Gloucester

(fig. 4), is that the water cools very rapidly from the surface down to a depth of

40 to 50 meters, succeeded by only a slight fall in temperature down to the 100-

meter level. Whether increasing depth is accompanied by a further slight cooling

or by a slight warming depends on the locality, the topography of the bottom, and

to some extent on yearly fluctuations, as discussed later (p. 602). In August we have

found the 40-meter level averaging from 10° to 14.5° cooler than the surface in the

western side of the basin and 9° to 13° cooler at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay
(figs. 4 and 5), illustrating the remarkably sudden change that any animal would
experience there, from warm water to cold, by sinking down for a few meters only.

Observations taken farther up the bay on August 22 to 24, 1922 (stations 10630 to

10645), showed a similar vertical chilling down to 50 meters or so, except that the

25 This cool band is more clearly marked, by temperature, at deeper levels, as described on page 608.
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Temperature, Centigrade

Fig. 48 .—Vertical distribution of temperature at representative localities' in the basin of the gulf. A, western arm of

basin, off Cape Ann, August 22, 1914 (station 10254); B, southeastern part of the gulf, July 23, 1914 (station 10225);

C, northeastern arm of the basin, August 12, 1914 (station 10246). The broken curve (D) is for.Mavor’s (1923) sta-

tion 24, off the western end of Grand Manan Island, August 27, 1919
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uppermost stratum, 5 to 10 meters thick, was then nearly homogeneous in tempera-

ture at several of the stations closest to the land. Although the precise rate of ver-

tical cooling varies from station to station even over the small area of Massachusetts

Bay, the surface temperature of its whole area usually warms upward of 10° above

that of the 20 to 50 meter level by the end of the summer.
Serials have also yielded curves of this same general type in the west-central

parts of the basin, generally, and in the northwestern part of the gulf between the

latitudes of Cape Ann and of Cape Elizabeth during July and August.

Temperature, Centigrade

Fig. 49.—Vertical distribution of temperature at successive stations, from Cape Ann to Grand

Manan, in July and August, 1912. A, near tbe Isles of Shoals, July 17 (station 10011); B,

off Cape Elizabeth, July 29 (station 10019); C, off Penobscot Bay, August 22 (station 10039);

D, off the western entrance to the Grand Manan Channel, August 19 (station 10035)

Our first summer’s cruise (Bigelow, 1914, p. 51), however, proved that the dif-

ference of temperature between the surface and the underlying water (which is nearly

uniform, depth for depth, from Cape Ann to Platts Bank) decreases along the coast

to the eastward (fig. 49). Observations taken in the summers of 1914, 1915, and

subsequently have not afforded a single exception to the rule (stated in Bigelow, 1917,

p. 168) that the surface temperature is progressively lower and lower in summer, the
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Temperature, Centigrade

7° 8° 9° 10° 11 ° 12
°

bottom temperature (depth for depth) progressively higher and higher, around the

margin of the gulf from Cape Cod to the Bay of Fundy, with the average vertical

range of temperature decreasing from about 12° off Cape Ann to virtually nil in the

Grand Manan Channel.

Thus, the difference of temperature between the surface and the 50-meter level

(never less than about 10° at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay in summer) was only

about 5° to 8° off Casco Bay (stations 10019 and 10103), 4° to 5° near Monhegan
Island on August 4, 1915 (station 10303), and about 4° at the west entrance to Penob-

scot Bay on August 22, 1912 (station 10039). Near Mount Desert Island the vertical

range for the corresponding column of water was only 2° on August 18, 1915 (station

10305), about 4° on August 13, 1912 (station 10099),
25 about 4.5° on the 5th

of the month in the very cold year 1923, or an average of 3° to 4°. The water is

kept even more nearly homogeneous in temperature among the islands of the Mount
Desert region by strong tides, so that the surface was only 1.5° to 0.1° warmer than

the bottom a couple of miles off Little Duck Island

on August 8 to 11, 1925, in depths of 25 to 30

meters. Meter 0

This also applies off the open coast farther east. 10

Off Machias, for example, the surface reading was
only about 1° higher than the bottom reading on
August 16, 1912 (station 10033), 1.2° higher on
August 13, 1913 (station 10098), 1.5° higher on
August 12, 1914 (station 10247), 1.7° higher on
July 15, 1915 (station 10301), and 0.33° higher on
September 11 (station 10316) in 60 to 70 meters
(fig. 50)

.

We found the surface at the two ends of the

Grand Manan Channel, through which the tidal

currents run with great velocity, only fractionally

warmer (10° to 10.6°) than the bottom (9.6° to

9.7°) in 80 to 100 meters on August 17 and 19,

1912 (stations 10034 and 10035). Vertical stirring

is thus complete at this locality.

The temperature gradient that develops within the Bay of Fundy by the end

of the summer differs regionally, depending on local variations in the tidal circula-

tion. At the mouth, between Grand Manan and Brier Island, where tidal disturb-

ances are proverbially strong, Mavor (1923, p. 6, Sec. IV) records a maximum
difference of only 0.7° to 1.3° between the surface and 50 meters for August 27, 1919;

but his Section I shows a slightly greater average range (2.2°) for the corresponding

stratum at three stations halfway up the bay. This thermal difference, which de-

velops between the Bay of Fundy and the western side of the gulf during the summer,
is summarized in the following tabulation:
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Fig. 50.—Typical summer temperatures off

Machias, Me. A, August 13, 1913 (station

10098); B, August 12, 1914 (station 10247);

C, July 15, 1915 (station 10301); D, August

10, 1912 (station 10033)

1 Forty meters was the deepest reading taken at this station.
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Locality

Approximate temperature

Surface 60 meters 100 meters

Bay of Fundy. . . ...

°C.
10-12
16-20

°G
7.

5-

9

5.5-

8

°C.
7-8

4.5-6Off Massachusetts Bay .

The fact that the deep water is warmer in the Bay of Fundy, and for that

matter in the northeastern part of the gulf generally, than in the southwestern, while

the surface is so much colder, deserves special emphasis because of its bearing on
the circulation of the two regions (p. 924).

In St. Marys Bay the relative difference between surface and bottom temper-

ature increases from the mouth, inward, in July, as follows, if the total depth of

water be taken into consideration.

Surface and bottom temperatures at successive localities from the mouth of St. Marys Bay toward its

head, July, 1915. (From Craigie and Chase, 1918.)

Station

21
16
11

8..
6.:
4_.

2..

1 ..

Depth,
meters

Surface
tempera-

ture

Bottom
tempera-

ture

° C. ° C.

43 9. 28 8. 06
34 10. 12 8.44
32 11.96 9. 29
33 12.98 9. 03
21 13. 52 10.36
28 13. 95 11. 37

13 13. 78 11. 82
7 14.8 13.40

The water is likewise kept comparatively homogeneous in temperature out to the

100-meter contour over the coastal banks off western Nova Scotia by active tidal

stirring throughout the summer. Dawson (1905, p. 15) has already called attention

to the thermal effect of vertical circulation in this region, where the topography of

the bottom causes “a long trail or wake of colder water to extend from islands or

shoals along the line of the current; as, for example, north and south from Lurcher

Shoal.” He also points out that “when the islands and shoals are numerous, the

general effect of these strong currents is to chill the water in the vicinity of the coast

by mixing the surface water with the colder water from below.” As the result of

local disturbances of this sort, the vertical range of temperature is much narrower

along the 100-meter contour off Lurcher Shoal in August than at corresponding loca-

tions over the western slope of the gulf. The temperature on German Bank has

proved almost perfectly homogeneous from surface to bottom in August and Septem-

ber, as follows:
German Bank approximate temperatures

Depth, meters

Aug. 14,

1912,

station
10029

Aug. 12,

1913,
station
10095

Aug. 12,

1914,

station
10244

Sept. 2,

1915,
station
10311

o
°c.

10. 33
°c.

8. 89
°c.

10. 00
°C.

9.44

20 - —

-

9. 83 8. 67 9. 85 10. 30

40 9. 67 8. 61 9.64 10.20

60 9.61 8. 56 9.65 10.10
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Dawson's (1922) records for 1904 and 1907 show only a slightly greater vertical

range of temperature close in to the west Nova Scotian coast, with little change dur-

ing the month of August.

Temperatures for 1907. (After Dawson, 1922)

Depth

Seventeen miles south-
westerly from Yarmouth

Six miles
easterly
from

Lurcher
Shoal

July 29 to 31 Aug. 28 to 31 Sept. 2

°C.
9. 7-10. 8
7.5- 8
7. 2- 7. 5

°C.
9. 4-10. 0
8-8.6
7.8- 8

°C.
10.8
9.2

Tidal currents keep the water as thoroughly stirred near Cape Sable as they do

on German Bank, so that Dawson (1922, station Q) found the temperature virtually

uniform (about 4°) from surface to bottom 12 miles south of the cape on July 2, 1907

Observations taken by Dawson in this neighborhood later in the summer, however^

in three different years, and from the Grampus in 1914 and 1915, show that the

surface then warms rapidly enough to produce a considerable range of temperature

by the end of August, except when temporarily disturbed by the tide, as just de-

scribed (p. 593).

Temperatures 12 miles south of Cape Sable, °C. (From Dawson, 1922, station Q)

Depth
July 2,

1907

July 10,

1907
July 13,

1907
July 19,
19041

July 20,

1904 1

July 20,
1904 2

4.2 6.7 7.0 9.4 12.0 5.0
3.9 6.4 6.4 3.0 3.3 4.3
3.9 2.8 2.8 3.9

i High tide. J Low tide.

Grampus temperatures near Cape Sable, °C.

Depth
July 25,

1914, sta-

tion 10230

Aug. 11,

1914, sta-

tion 10243

10.28 13.61
3.03 7.47
3.14

3.51

A wide vertical range of temperature also has been recorded across the whole

breadth of the continental shelf, in the offing of Shelburne, for the last week of July,

both in 1914 and in 1915, with the surface averaging about 7.3° warmer than the

50-meter level for all these stations 26 (maximum difference about 11°, minimum
4.6°). This thermal contrast continues to develop during the summer near the land

off Shelburne, where the surface (15°) was nearly 13° warmer than the bottom (2.2°)

at a depth of 70 to 80 meters on September 6, 1915 (station 10313).

s3Grampus stations 10230 to 10232; Acadia stations 37 to 40 (Bjorkan 1919).
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TEMPERATURE GRADIENT IN DEPTHS GREATER THAN 100 METERS

The deeps of the gulf at depths greater than 100 meters have shown interesting

variations, regional and annual, in the vertical distribution of temperature in sum-
mer. In the bowl off Gloucester, isolated from the bottom water of the open gulf

by its barrier rim (p. 520), the temperature has either proved virtually homogeneous

vertically, from the 100-meter level downward, or has been fractionally coldest on

the bottom at that season. The water has also been slightly colder at the bottom

than at 100 meters at all our summer stations in the deep trough north of Cape Ann,

which is inclosed by the shoal ridge known as Jeffreys Ledge (fig. 6).
27

In the open basin of the gulf, however, the bottom water may either be about the

same temperature as the mid-stratum or may be decidedly warmer and much salter,

depending, probably, on the amount of slope water flowing into the gulf at the time

(Bigelow, 1922, p. 165), and the records suggest a tendency for the one or the other

of these alternate states to persist over a period of years.

In July and August, 1912, the western, northwestern, and northeastern parts of

the basin were virtually homogeneous in temperature (4.6° to 5.2°) from the 100 to

150 meter level down to the bottom in depths of 190 to 230 meters (stations 10007,

10023, 10024, 10036, and 10043); equally uniform vertically at depths greater than

75 to 100 meters in the eastern side (station 10028, 7.4°), or slightly colder on bottom

there (station 10027, 6°).

During the summer of 1913, however, we found this type of vertical distribution

replaced by the alternate state just described, with the water of the basin coldest

at about 100 to 110 meters, warmer at greater depths, both in July and in August,

as follows:

Depth, meters
Station
10058

Station
10088

Station
10090

Station
10092

Station
10093

°C. °C. °C. °C.
5.56
5.83

°C.

5. 17 6. 39 6. 56
no _ 4. 78

6.17

183 . — - 6.28 6.61 6.11
99.0 - - - 5.89

6.05
6.33

Only at the head of the eastern trough (stations 10096 and 10097) and on the

northern slope of the basin off Monhegan Island (station 10102) was the bottom
slightly colder than the 100-meter level in that summer (fig. 8).

The water was again coldest at about the 100-meter level at every deep station

in the inner parts of the gulf in July and August of 1914, and with the vertical

warming of the deep water not only much more pronounced than in 1913 but ex-

tending right down to the bottom in most cases. Only at one station (10249) for

that summer was the temperature slightly lower on bottom than at 150 meters, as

follows:

» The 100-meter temperature at this locality has ranged from 4.4° to 6.4° in August of 1913 and 1914 (stations 10104, 10105, and

10252), with 3.6° to 4.7° at 130 meters, 4.3° at 155 meters. On Aug. 7, 1923, the 30 to 80 meter stratum (about 4°) was 2° to 3°

colder
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Deep temperatures (°C.) in the western, central, and northeastern parts of the basin, July and August,
1914

Depth, meters
Station Station Station Station Station Station Station Station
10214 10246 10248 10249 10251 10254 10255 10256

100 4.22 6. 28 7. 18 5.31 4.41 4.36 3. 95 4. 24

145. 4.93

150. 6. 12 7. 58 6. 04 6.04 5. 51 5. 13 5. 38
180- - 6. 24 5.68
190 5. 53 8.17 8. 34

200 6.8

220 5.83
260 - 7.09

However, this type of gradient did not extend to the southeastern part of the

basin (station 10225), where the temperature decreased, though at a decreasing rate,

from the surface right down to the bottom. This was also the case in the Eastern

Channel (station 10227).

In 1915 the deep stations again exhibited vertical warming with increasing depth

in both sides of the basin in August and the first part of September, from the 100 to

150 meter level down to the bottom; but the depth at which the water was coldest

(100 to 150 meters) was not so uniform as it had been the year before, nor was the

vertical range of temperature below this stratum as wide. One station in the center

of the basin (10308) showed a progressive cooling toward bottom instead of the more
general rise in temperature, perhaps reflecting some disturbance of the normal circu-

lation by the tides flowing around the slopes of Cashes Ledge.

Deep temperatures, °C., August to September, 1915

Depth, meters
Station
10304

Station
10307

Station
10308

Station
10309

Station
10310

90 6. 36
loo 6. 22

4.78
5. 01
5.

1

5. 72
6 . 77

6.56
150 -

165 5. 63
190 - 7.1
200 - 6.89 6.7
210 — 6.98
235 - 6. 36

Only one deep serial was taken in the basin of the gulf north of Georges Bank
during the summer of 1916 (10345, July 22; southwest part of basin off Cape Cod),

again proving the water coldest at the 100-meter level (3.85°) and fractionally

warmer (4.06°) on the bottom in 150 meters. Thus the fact that this was an unusu-

ally cold year, from the gulf southward to Chesapeake Bay (p. 628; Bigelow, 1922),

both in land climate and in the upper 100 meters of water, was not reflected in the

vertical distribution of temperature in the deeps of the gulf. Again, this also applies

to August, 1923, another cold summer (p. 632), when the temperature off Mount Des-
ert Rock 28 was lowest (4.5°) at about 90 meters, warming to 4.9° at about 130 meters

and to 5.4° at 165 meters.

A considerable body of evidence has thus accumulated to prove this the usual

state in the inner parts of the open basin of the gulf during the late summer, just as

i' Lat. 43° 62' N., long. 67° 64' W., Aug. 6.
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it is earlier in the season, with the temperature lowest between the 100 and 150 meter

level, though with its precise gradient varying from summer to summer.

Temperatures fractionally higher close to bottom than in the mid depths have

also been recorded at several stations in the deeper parts of the Bay of Fundy in the

summers of 1915, 1916, and 1919. Craigie and Chase (1918), for example, found

the water midway between Letite Passage and Grand Manan coldest (5.59°) at 55 to

110 meters and fractionally warmer (5.7°) at 137 meters and 208 meters (5.66°).

Vachon (1918) again found the bottom water slightly warmer than the mid-stratum

at Prince station 3, off the eastern end of Grand Manan, on July 24, 1916, and

Mavor (1923) records a similar gradient at this same locality on September 4,

1917—from 5.94° at 125 meters to 6.15° at 150 meters and 6.06° at 175 meters.

However, the water was coldest there on bottom on August 25, 1916, and again

on August 26, 1919 (Vachon, 1918; Mavor, 1923), just as Craigie (1916a) recorded

it for August, 1914.

TEMPERATURE GRADIENT ON THE OFFSHORE BANKS

No serial observations have been taken in the Northern Channel between the

coastal bank off Cape Sable and Browns Bank in August; but a range of nearly 5.5°

there on July 25, 1914 (station 10229) between the temperature at the surface (1 1.44°)

and near bottom in 100 meters (5.96°) makes it likely that the contrast is still wider

at the onset of autumn.

Our only late summer serial on Browns Bank (station 10228, July 24, 1914)

showed a vertical range of about 6.2° between the surface (14.72°) and the 40-meter

level (8.35°), with the temperature then rising fractionally, with increasing depth, to

8.5° near bottom in 85 meters. The surface was also about 6° warmer than the bot-

tom at two Albatross stations 29 on the western and southern slopes of this bank on

August 31 to September 1, 1883, in depths of 146 and 119 meters, as tabulated below:

Temperatures on the slopes of Browns Bank, °C.

Date and station Surface 40 meters Bottom

Aug. 31 to Sept. 1, 1883:1
9nn«s _ _ _ - _ 12.8 7° at 146 meters.

6.4° at 119 meters,,

8 5° at 85 meters.

20066 - - 12.2
July 24, 1914:

10228 - 14. 72 8. 35

1 From Townsend (1901).

Values slightly lower here in 1883 than in 1914 probably reflect the difference to

be expected between warm and cool summers, and not a seasonal succession, because

there is every reason to expect higher temperatures here late in August than in July.

The Eastern Channel was also about 6° warmer at the surface than at 40 meters

on July 24, 1914 (station 10227).

The shoaler parts of Georges Bank correspond more nearly to the waters along

western Nova Scotia in the temperature gradient, with strong tidal currents, with

which every fisherman is familiar, responsible for a nearly homogeneous state of the

water over the parts of the bank where they are most active.

>» Dredging stations 20065 and 20066 (Townsend, 1901, pp. 393 and 394)
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Such, for example, was the case near the northern edge of the bank on July 23,

1914 (station 10224), when surface and bottom temperatures (11.11° and 10.78°)

differed by less than 0.5° in 55 meters depth. This same state prevailed at a station

on the western end of the bank (10059) on July 9, 1913 (surface 13.3°; bottom 12.6°),

and again on July 23, 1916.30 In August, 1896, Doctor Kendall found a maximum
difference of only about 1° between surface and 18-meter readings at many localities

along its northern and northwestern sides.

On the parts of the bank where the water is more than 50 to 60 meters deep,

and where tidal currents do not run so strong, the surface warms more rapidly during

the progress of summer, the bottom less so; witness readings of 14.8° to 17.8° at the

surface and 6° to 9° on bottom in 60 to 70 meters on the northern and eastern parts in

August, 1926 (stations 20203 to 20208). The temperature gradient likewise differs

widely from place to place in the Nantucket Shoals region in the late summer,

depending on the topography of the bottom, with the water most nearly homogeneous

over the shoal banks and ridges. Thus, the temperature of the entire column of

water was 10° to 10.5° in 30 meters at a station 12 miles ESE. from Round Shoal

buoy on July 15, 1924 (station 10655); and in August, 1925, when a greater number
of serials was taken, the surface was invariably less than 1° warmer than the bottom

on Rose and Crown Shoal, Round Shoal, and Great Rip in depths ranging from 20

to 30 meters, the actual temperatures ranging from 11.5° to 15° from station to

station (p. 595).

The surface temperature rises high above that of the bottom water by the end

of the summer over the smoother bottom to the south of the shoals, a regional

contrast illustrated by two Grampus stations for July 25 and 26, 1916. One of these,

located on the southern edge of the shoals (station 10355), was only about 1° warmer
(11.95°) at the surface than at the bottom (10.97° in 30 meters). The other, in

deeper water 23 miles to the southeast (station 10354), was 5° warmer at the surface

(13.6°) than at the 30-meter level, and 7.6° warmer than on bottom at a depth of

70 meters. Readings of 16.1° at the surface, 14.1° at 18 meters, and 10.2° at 46

meters, near by, show about this same vertical range on July 9, 1913 (station 10060).

A steep temperature gradient also develops to the west of the shoals by the end of

August, illustrated by Grampus stations 10258, 10259, and 10263 (p. 987), and by the

many serials taken off southern New England by Libbey (1891) in 1889.

TEMPERATURE GRADIENT ALONG THE CONTINENTAL EDGE

Sudden fluctuations in temperature are to be expected along the edge of the

continent where the conflict between warm oceanic and cool coastal waters is con-

stant. The station data do, in fact, show wide variations in the upper 100 meters
along this zone (fig. 51). The one extreme, which may fairly be described as

subtropical, is exemplified by stations 10218, southwest of Georges Bank, July 21,

1919, and station 10261, in the offing of Marthas Vineyard, August 26, 1914. These
chill, with increasing depth, from a very warm (20° to 24°) surface stratum to 7°

to 9° at 400 meters and to about 5.25° to 6° at 500 meters. These contrast with

stations showing a well-marked cold stratum at 40 to 80 meters, as south of Cape

30 Station 10347, surface 11.39°, bottom 9.61° in 60 meters; station 10348, surface 11.67°, bottom 11.26° in 51 meters.

8951—28 39
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Sable on June 24, 1915 (station 10295), south of Georges Bank on July 24, 1916 (sta-

tion 10253), and at several of Libbey’s (1891) August stations in the offing of Mar-

thas Vineyard. Various intermediate gradients are to be expected, also. Serials

taken southeast of Georges Bank cn July 24, 1914 (station 10220), and off Shelburne

Temperature, Centigrade

Fig. 51—Vertical distribution of temperature on the continental slope in summer. A, abreast of Shelburne, Nova

Scotia, June 24, 1915 (station 10295); B, on the southwestern slope of Georges Bank, July 24, 1916 (station 10352); C,

on the southwest slope of Georges Bank, July 21, 1914 (station 10218); D, south of Marthas Vineyard, August 26, 1914

(station 10261). The dotted curve (E) is for Libbey’s (1891) station 9, line G, south of Marthas Vineyard, August

17, 1889

a few days later (station 10233), are cases in point. So, too, are many of Libbey’s

stations and the Acadia stations in the offing of Cape Sable for July, 1915 (Bjerkan,

1919).
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TEMPERATURE AT 40 METERS

The regional differences that developed in the vertical distribution of tempera-

ture between various parts of the Gulf of Maine, as the summer advances, tend to

make the temperature (as plotted in the horizontal projection) more nearly uniform

in the mid depths than it is at the surface. Thus, all the 40-meter readings for the

month of August of the years 1912 to 1915 (figs. 52 to 54), and 1922 (omitting for

the moment the cold summers of 1916 and 1923), have fallen within a range of 6°,

from a maximum of 11.5° off Lurcher Shoal (station 10031, 1912) to a minimum of

5.5° off Cape Sable (station 10243, 1914). Only 6 August readings at 40 meters,

out of a total of 64, have been as warm as 10° to 11°; only 3 cooler than 6°, and

the great majority have fallen between 7° and 9.5°, irrespective of precise geo-

graphic location. Consequently, this may be taken as the normal temperature to

which the 40-meter stratum of the gulf as a whole warms by the end of the summer.

With so narrow a range, and with the water continuing to warm until well into

the autumn, a difference in date of a few days one way or the other will be accom-

panied by a greater difference in temperature, at this level, than any regional differ-

ence that might be disclosed by a simultaneous survey of the whole western and

northern part of the gulf.

Differences between cold and warm years, illustrated by a temperature of about
8° on August 9, 1913 (station 10088), but only 5.75° at the same locality in 1914 on

the 22d of that month (station 10254), likewise outweigh the regional differences for
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this station. Consequently, I have not found it possible to chart the normal
isotherms for values between (j° and 10° for the 40-meter level for August, except

for the very obvious fact that the whole Gulf of Maine is then 4° to 5° warmer at this

level than is the water along the outer coast of Nova Scotia, where the 40-meter

temperature was about 1.9° to 3° in July, 1914, warming to about 3.4° off Shelburne

by the first week of September in 1915 (stations 10313 and 10314).

If the gulf north of Georges Bank be arbitrarily divided into two subdivisions

by the meridian of Penobscot Bay (69° W. long.)
,
the average of all the 40-meter

readings to the west of it is 7.4° for August, 8.8° in the eastern subdivision (omitting

the Bay of Fundy).

When the August temperatures for the several years are studied individually,

instead of in combination, this separation into a cooler western and a warmer eastern

subdivision of the gulf proper, but with much colder water east of Cape Sable, becomes
still more apparent (figs. 52 to 54). Although the precise readings vary a degree

or two at any given station from year to year, the 40-meter charts agree in locating

the coldest area (6° to 8° in 1914; 9° in 1913 and 1915) in the western side of the

gulf, extending eastward into the south-central part of the basin in wedgelike outline.

Thus a line running from north to south across the gulf in the offing of Penobscot

Bay would alternately cross warm water next the coast, fractionally cooler farther out,

and warmer again in the southern side.

In August, 1913 and 1915, the 40-meter level was warmest along the eastern

side of the basin; closer in to western Nova Scotia in 1914.

A detailed temperature survey of Massachusetts Bay, carried out during the

last week of August, 1922 (stations 10631 to 10645), gave 40-meter values of 7° to

8.5°—lowest close in to the land off Gloucester (where upwelling is so often made
evident by low surface temperature) and along the inner edge of Stellwagen Bank
(5° at station 10632), where tidal overturnings are to be expected because of the con-

tour of the bottom. In other years August readings in the bay at the 40-meter level

have ranged from about 6.5° (off Gloucester, August 9, 1913, and August 22, 1914,

stations 10087 and 10253) to 8° at that same locality on August 31, 1915 (station

10306).

The 40-meter chart for 1914 (fig. 53) shows a band 1° to 3° cooler than the

water on either side of it extending lengthwise of Georges Bank. Our July profile of

the western end of the bank, in 1916, also cut across a similar but still cooler band

(p. 629 ;
about 4° to 5°) just outside the 100-meter contour (station 10352) . Although

nothing in our previous experience foreshadowed summer temperatures there as low

as those of that year, the presence near by of a similar cold stratum (10.8°) at about

75 meters in July, 1913 (station 10061), and temperature gradients of the same sort

recorded in the offing of Marthas Vineyard by Libbey (1891), show that a cool band

of this sort may be expected along the offshore edge of Georges Bank in most summers.

In some years this extends as far west as the longitude of Marthas Vineyard as late

as August, but in other years it is obliterated there at an earlier date by encroach-

ments of the warm oceanic water from outside the edge of the continent, as happened

in 1914 when the 40-meter level had warmed to 12.5° to 13.7° right across the shelf

abreast of Marthas Vineyard by the last week of August.
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Temperatures higher than 15° are always to be expected only a few miles outside

the edge of the continent during July and August at 40 meters, as illustrated by our

station data for 1914 (fig. 53), but there is no evidence that the 40-meter stratum

Fig. 53.—Temperature at a depth o! 40 meters for July-August, 1914. North of the heavy broken line (Cape Cod to Capo
Sable) the chart represents the state of the gulf from August 11 to 24; south of it, for July, combined with August.

The Bay of Fundy temperatures are from Craigie (1916b)

ever warms to so high a temperature as this anywhere within the 200-meter

contour abreast the Gulf of Maine.
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TEMPERATURE AT 100 METERS

The 100-meter level has an especial interest as representative of the stratum usually
coldest in the gulf in summer. Here the extremes of temperature so far recorded to

the north of the Cape Cod-Cape Sable line late in summer have been 3.95° south of

Cashes Ledge on August 23, 1914 (station 10255), and 10° near Lurcher Shoal in the

first week of September, 1915 (station 10315).

The western side of the gulf has proven cooler than the eastern at the 100-meter

level. Thus, 100-meter readings as low as 4.4° to 5° have been recorded only to

the west of the longitude of Mount Desert Island (long. 68° 30' W.), with the single

exception of the one station off Mount Desert Rock on August 9. The fact that all

but one of the 100-meter temperatures for August west of that longitude have been

below 5.5° 31
is evidence that this side of the gulf is uniformly the cooler at this level,

not merely so locally.

The absolute values vary from year to year within narrow limits, so that the

isotherm most graphically dividing the cold western area from the warm eastern

area in any given summer may be 5°, 6°, or even 8°. In each August of record this

critical curve, parting the gulf, has followed a characteristic S-like course (figs. 55

and 56), with the warmest water following the eastern side of the basin around to

31 The exception is station 10043 off Cape Cod, with a 100-meter temperature of about 6° on August 29, 1912.
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the north and west, so that a line run south from Mount Desert Island would alter-

nately cross a warm tongue and then cooler water at 100 meters, just as at 40 meters

(p. 608).

This regional distribution of temperature is precisely the opposite of the surface

state (fig. 46), where the gulf is warmest in the west and coolest in the northeast, a

1111

Fig. 55.—Temperature at a depth of 100 meters, August, 1912 (above), and August, 1913 (below)

difference discussed in a later chapter (p. 924). In August, 1912 and 1913, this

warmest zone at 100 meters extended westward along the coast of Maine as far as

longitude 69° 30'. In 1914 it hardly passed the mouth of Penobscot Bay. In all

three years—1913 to 1915—the 100-meter temperature was 3° to 4° higher along the

eastern slope of the basin (8° to 8.6°) than in the opposite side of the gulf.
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Craigie (1916a) had temperatures of 8.15° to 9.25° at 100 meters in the Bay of

Fundy on August 27 to 29, 1914, corresponding closely to about 9.6° in the Grand
Manan Channel at this depth on August 17, 1912 (station 10034). In 1919, Mayor
(1923) found the 100-meter level about 2° colder than this (6.9° to 8.5°) at a

Fig. 56.—Temperature at a depth of 100 meters, July to August, 1914. North of Georges Bank the chart represents the

state of the gulf during the last half of August; south of the bank the data are for July and August combined

number of stations in the lower half of the bay at the end of August; but it is prob-

able that the regional distribution of temperature was about the same in the two

summers, with the water slightly coldest in the center of the bay abreast of the

western end of Grand Manan Island.
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Notwithstanding the paucity of August data for the open gulf proper south of

the Cape Cod-Cape Sable line (p. 594), it is possible to estimate the 100-meter tem-

perature of the southeastern part of the basin, of the Northern and Eastern chan-

nels, and along the oceanic slope of Georges Bank from the July stations for 1914,

because the general cycle of temperature makes it practically certain that these

localities would have been found slightly warmer in August. On this assumption,

the 100-meter level is about 3° colder in the Northern Channel 32 than in the neigh-

boring part of the basin of the gulf to the west, with still lower temperatures (2°

to 5°) over the inner half of the continental shelf along the outer coast of Nova
Scotia (Bigelow, 1917, p. 182, fig. 16). The rather abrupt east-west transition

in temperature at the western end of this channel (fig. 56) also is evidence that no
general movement was taking place in either direction along its trough at the time.

In the Eastern Channel, however, the 100-meter water (8° to 9°) is about as

warm as it is in the eastern side of the gulf, with a gradual transition to still higher

readings (11°) along the continental edge and to 14° and higher a few miles farther

offshore. However, the precise distance it is necessary to run out from the edge of

the continent to find water as warm as this at the 100-meter level, on any given

date, depends on the circulatory interaction between the cool banks water and the

much warmer and salter oceanic water of the Atlantic Basin. Probably, how-
ever, the isotherm for 14° is always closer to the edge of the banks to the west of

longitude 68° than to the east of that meridian.

The low temperature (8.98°) on the southeastern face of Georges Bank at 90

meters (station 10222) deserves attention because it suggests a drift of cool water

out of the gulf around the peak of the bank, salinity being too low there (34.18 per

mille) to allow of upwelling up the continental slope from the mid depths offshore as a

possible cause. This is corroborated by the density there, as explained below (p. 958)

.

The 100-meter level remains much more nearly constant in temperature through-

out the summer than do the overlying waters, with readings only about 1° higher

in the western side of the gulf at the first of September, 1915, than they had been

during the last week of the preceding June.

In the eastern side of the gulf, where solar heat is more rapidly dispersed down-
ward by more active vertical circulation, the 100-meter level may be expected to warm
by 2° to 3° from June to the end of August; most rapidly along the eastern slope

of the basin and in the Bay of Fundy, where Mavor (1923) records an increase in

the 100-meter temperature from 3.92° on June 15 to 6.13° on September 7, 1919. 33

TEMPERATURE AT 150 METERS AND DEEPER

Annual variations in temperature have proved wider than the regional differences

at depths greater than 100 to 150 meters; nor has the regional distribution at differ-

ent levels been parallel from summer to summer. The following table shows the

western, central, and northeastern deeps of the basin fractionally warmer than its

eastern side in August, 1913.

32 The 100-meter temperature was 5.96° on July 25, 1915, at station 10229.

33 At Prince station 3, about 10 miles southeastward from the western end of Grand Manan.

8951—28 40
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Station Depth,
meters

Locality
Tempera-
ture, ° C

10088 183 Offing of Cape Ann 6.28
10090 183 6. 61

10092 183
183
219

6. 11

10100 6.22
10093 5.89

In August, 1914, however, the bottom water was appreciably warmer (7° to

7.9°) in the eastern and northeastern parts of the basin than in the western and

central parts (6° to 6.24°), apparently banking up against the Nova Scotian slope,

as indicated on the chart (fig. 57). Successive stations, from the offing of Cape
Ann to the Nova Scotian slope, again showed a slight rise in the temperature of the

of the bottom water (at 175 meters) from west to east across the basin on August
31 to September 2, 1915, as follows: Station 10307, 5.4°; station 10309, 5.8°; and

station 10310, 6.8°. The amount by which the temperature of the one side of the

gulf differs from that of the other, in this stratum, varies so widely from year to

year that it would not be surprising to find it virtually uniform over the whole area

of the basin in some future summer.
Other features of the temperature at 175 meters worth mention are its con-

stancy in the southwestern part of the basin from July 19 (station 10214, about 5.4°)

to August 23 (station 10256, 5.6°) in 1914, and the fact that the southeastern part

was warmer than the Eastern Channel in that summer
,

34 although the latter offers

the only route by which water of high temperature can flow into the gulf from off-

shore. Barring the possibility of higher temperature in one or the other sides of the

channel than in its center, where the observations were taken, the most reasonable

explanation for this apparent anomaly is that a considerable indraft had taken place

late in June, but that this had then slackened, allowing the temperature of the

channel to be reduced slightly by mixture with the cooler water to the east and
west of it.

Our data for 1914, combined with temperatures taken south of Marthas
Vineyard by Libbey (1891) in 1889, show the water along the continental edge

abreast of the gulf as 10° to 11° at the 175-meter level in late summer, warming to 12°

a few miles farther offshore (fig. 57). In 1914 the mouth of the Eastern Channel
marked a division at this and greater depths between these comparatively high

temperatures to the west and lower temperatures to the east, with the isotherms

swinging offshore, abreast of Browns Bank, and a 175-meter value of only about
7.7° in the offing of Shelburne on July 28 (station 10233). But with the tempera-

ture between 11.3° and 11.85° there at this same level and at about the same date

a year later (Bjerkan, 1919, p. 393; Acadia station 41), the ocean water was
evidently closer in to the slope—annual variation sufficient to exercise considerable

biologic effect on the bottom fauna along the southeastern slopes of Browns Bank
and Georges Bank.

Only a small portion of the basin of the gulf is deeper than 175 meters. The
bottom of the western bowl, at 260 meters (entirely inclosed at this level), was 7°

in August, 1914, that of the eastern branch ranging from about 6° in its western

** Station 10225 about 8.8° and station 10227 about 7.1° at 175 meters on July 23 and 24, 1914.
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side (station 10249) to about 8° in its northeastern side off Machias, Me. (station

10246), with 7.9° recorded for the southeastern part of the basin (station 10225) and

about 7° on the floor of the Eastern Channel (station 10227) that July.

Fig. 57.—Temperature at a depth of 175 meters within the gulf for August, 1914. The temperatures along the continental

slope are for July and August of that year, combined

PROFILES

The most striking thermal feature of the western side of the gulf in summer

—

certainly the one most often commented on—is its low temperature below the 40 to 50
meter level, contrasted with the warm surface water and with the still warmer
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oceanic water outside the edge of the continent to the south, illustrated more graph-

ically in profile (fig. 58) than in horizontal projection. To find water on the conti-

nental slope along this profile as cold as the 100-meter reading in the gulf it is

necessary to descend below 500 meters, while 10° water was within 40 meters’ depth

of the surface in the gulf but deeper than 180 meters on the slope. Farther east, where

Fig. 58.—Temperature profile running from a point off nort’nern Cape Cod, southeastward across Georges Bank to the

continental slope, for July 19 to 21, 1914 (stations 10213 to 10218)

the basin to the north of the banks is warmer and where a cool wedge intervenes

between ocean water and continental edge, a July profile (fig. 59) shows a contrast

of only about 1° between the gulf, on the one hand, and the continental slope, on

the other, at depths greater than 120 meters.

These two profiles of Georges Bank are further interesting for outlining the band

of cool water that then extended along the bank from northeast to southwest, as just
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described. On the western member of the pair (fig. 58) this appears as a core (10°)

over the offshore edge at a depth of 30 to 80 meters, but as a body of cold bottom
water (8°) well in on the bank on the eastern profile (fig. 59), with the column of

water nearly homogeneous in temperature from surface to bottom (inclosed by
isotherms for 10° and 12°, evidence of active tidal mixing) on the northeastern part.

Stations

Fig. 59.—Temperature profile running from the eastern side of the basin, southeastward across the eastern end of Georges

Bank to the continental slope, July 22 to 23, 1914 (stations 10220 to 10225)

With the August profile crossing the shelf off Marthas Vineyard (fig. 60), they

also afford an instructive demonstration of the continuity of the zone of warm
bottom water (10°) all along the offshore slope of Georges Bank at the 100 to 150

meter level in summer (though not farther east), with lower temperatures on the

shoaler bottom of the bank, on the one hand, as well as deeper down the slope, on
the other.
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The spacial relationship which the comparatively warm bottom water of the

gulf bears to the colder mid stratum, to the still colder Nova Scotian water, and to

the warm surface water, in summer, may best be illustrated by profiles crossing the

Eastern Channel (fig. 61), crossing the gulf from west to east (figs. 62 and 63), and
running out normal to the general trend of the eastern coast line of Maine (fig. 64).

The first of these, in conjunction with the corresponding profile for March (fig.

19), is especially interesting for its demonstration that it coincided with a slack period

when a counter drift out of the gulf had filled the western side of the channel with

colder and less saline water, but followed an inward pulse that had overflowed

Browns Bank, raising the temperature of the whole column there to the high figure

(8.5° to 14.7°) stated on the profile (station 10228). This, however, had spread no

Stations

Fig. 61.—Temperature profile running from the eastern end*of Georges Bank, across the Eastern Channel, Browns Bank,

and the Northern Channel, to the offing of Cape Sable, July 23 to 25, 1914

farther north—witness the lower values in the Northern Channel (station 10229) and

the still colder water (3° to 10°) at the Cape Sable end of the profile (station 10230).

Our summer cruise of 1914 does not afford a satisfactory profile across the gulf

for July or August, lacking serial observations along the eastern slope of the basin,

where the axis of warm bottom water, drifting into the gulf, is to be expected. One
running eastward from the mouth of Massachusetts Bay toward Cape Sable for August
31 to September 2, 1915 (fig. 62), however, will represent the late summer state

equally well for the gulf as a whole in a moderately warm year. The spacial rela-

tionship there shown between the warm surface water in the western side of the gulf

(>16°), the cold mid stratum centering at about 100 meters (close to 5.5°), the warmer
slope water (>6°) banked up against the eastern slope of the basin at depths greater

than 140 meters, and the homogeneous column (9° to 10°) on German Bank in the
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eastern side of the picture

(station 10311), resulting

from the active tidal stir-

ring, is characteristic of late

summer.35

The low surface read-

ing of 9.4° on German Bank
was unexpected, because the

whole underlying column
and the surface water to the

east as well as to the west

of the station were slightly

warmer. Probably this

local chilling had its source

in some upwelling from the

still colder bottom water

close in to Cape Sable.

In summers following

periods when the inflowing

bottom current has been

weaker, or at least less regu-

lar (1913, for instance), cross

profiles of the gulf bring out

the cold mid layer even

more clearly (fig. 63), with

minimum readings of about

5.2° in both sides of the

gulf at depths of 75 to 90

meters in this particular

year. But, contrasting
with this same month of

1914 and of 1915, the profile

for 1913 shows only a frac-

tional warming with in-

creasing depth, from this

level downward toward the

bottom, with no apparent

banking up of the warmer
bottom water against the

eastern slope.36

>5 The isotherm for 10° for this region,

on my earlier representation of this pro-

file, is incorrect (Bigelow, 1917, fig. 71).

as Highest value at 175 meters 6.6° off

Cashes Ledge (station 10090); lowest 5.9°

in the eastern side of the basin (station

10093).
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Fig.

63.

—

Temperature
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from

the

mouth

of

Massachusetts

Bay

to

German

Bank,

August

9
to

20,

1913

(stations

100S7,

10088,

10090,

10092

to

10095,

and

10106)
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The upper layers of the gulf thus present much the same picture from summer
to summer when studied in west-east cross section, with isotherms closely crowded

in the western side but spreading over the eastern coastal bank, and the uppermost

stratum cooling from west to east as already described (p. 588). Invariably, too, the

gulf has proved at least as cool at 100 meters as at any level in July and August, and

usually coolest there in the form of a definite layer of minimum temperature spread-

ing seaward, centripetally, from the western and northern shores. However, the

spacial distribution of temperature at depths greater than 150 to 175 meters varies

from summer to summer, depending on the volume and velocity of the bottom cur-

rent drifting in through the Eastern Channel at the time or shortly previous (p. 613),

as well as on the precise route followed by this water within the gulf. When this

current has been in large volume shortly previous, it tends northward and westward

around the eastern and northern slopes of the basin, so that the conditions described

for 1914 and 1915 prevail (fig. 62). Following a long slack period, a reproduc-

tion of the temperatures of 1912 or of 1913 may be expected.

A composite profile (fig. 64) ,
based on observations taken in the summers of

1913, 1914, and 1915, illustrates the relationship which the western extension of the

warm bottom current bears to the shoaler water along the coast of Maine, on the one

hand, and to the central part of the basin, on the other. When this drift is active, it

hugs the northern slope of the basin as it eddies around to the westward, a state-

ment supported by the evidence of salinity as well as of temperature.

The much lower surface temperature (12°) at the inshore end of this profile than

over the basin offshore (16°) is simply the result of active vertical circulation

along the coast; so, too, is the reverse relationship prevailing at the 60 to 100 meter

level. I may also point out that this profile, like those already discussed, shows
the cold mid-layer (of 5.3° to 6.04° at 100 to 150 meters) characteristic of the inner

parts of the gulf in most summers, and which is reminiscent of the low temperature

to which the whole mass of water shoaler than this had been chilled during the pre-

ceding winter (p. 689).

The maintenance of comparatively high temperatures down the slope, at depths

greater than 30 meters, which is probably characteristic of the summer season in

this part of the gulf, may have some biologic importance by making an especially

favorable environment for such bottom animals as prefer a moderate temperature

within narrow limits where they would find no sudden thermal bar to vertical

migration.

Profiles crossing the mouth of Massachusetts Bay fron Cape Ann to Cape Cod,
for the cold July of 1916 (fig. 65) and for August 22 of the warm summer of 1922

(fig. 66), are introduced for graphic demonstration of the thermal stratification that

develops there by the end of the summer. It is surely worth emphasis that the bottom
temperature should be only between 4° and 5° in water as shoal as 75 meters in as

low a latitude as 42° N. at the end of August, with a surface temperature as high

as 18°, as was the case in 1922—and this in a warm year.

The presence of a surface stratum of homogeneous water (18.6° to 18.7°) nearly

10 meters thick, blanketing the northern part of the August profile (station 10633),

is rather contrary to our previous experience in this part of Massachusetts Bay,
where low surface temperature usually has been recorded, reflecting upwellings or
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tidal mixings; but a temperature gradient of this type would result from active

stirring of the upper stratum, if there be little (interchange of water between the

latter and the deep strata. In Cape Cod Bay, where partial inclosure and shoal

water make local warming more effective than in any other part of the gulf, this

state is probably typical of midsummer, judging from the state of the upper 14

Stations

Fig. 64.—Temperature profile running southward from Mount Desert to the basin for August, from the

data for the years 1913, 1914, and 1915, combined (stations 10099, 10248, 10249, and 103C5)

meters of water there (18.3° to 17.9°) on August 24, 1922 (station 10644 and 10645,

p. 995). The fact that the superficial stratum of water warmer than 12° was con-

siderably thicker near Cape Cod than in the center of the bay that August corrobo-

rates the station data for May and June, 1925, to the effect that Cape Cod Bay is an
important center of production of warm water during the summer months. Had
the profile been run a few miles farther west, water warmer than 18° probably
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would have occupied the upper 10 meters from end to end, instead of showing the
chilling effect of the strong tides, which actually characterize its Cape Cod end.

In the July profile (fig. 65) the cold bottom water is banked up against the
southern side of the bay, but against the northern side on the profile for August
(fig. 66) . A difference of this sort probably reflects a corresponding difference in

the movements of the deep water around Stellwagen Bank. Judging from experi-

ence in other years, the state illustrated by these August stations is the more usual
in summer.

BOTTOM TEMPERATURE

'Stations

Meter O

The bottom temperature of the gulf in summer is governed chiefly by the
depths, but also to some extent by locality. At this season the bottom is coldest

(3° to 5°) in the

troughs off the west-

ern shore of the gulf,

irrespective of depth,

and in the offing of

Cape Sable in the

opposite side, with

the whole deep basin

1° to 3° warmer out-

side the 150-meter

contour (5° to 8°).

For example, an ani-

mal living in the
trough off the Isles

of Shoals might actu-

ally suffer lower tem-

peratures during
some summers than

in some winters or

springs, according as

Fig. 65.—Temperature profile crossing the mouth of Massachusetts Bay just west of Stellwagen the years be Cold Or
Bank, July 19, 1916 (stations 10340 to 10342). The contour of the bank is represented by the warm in the £ulf
br°keECUrve

The annual differ-

ences in the basins at depths greater than 175 to 200 meters consequent on irreg-

ular pulses in the bottom current may so overshadow the regular seasonal cycle as

to make the latter negligible, biologically, up to the end of the summer. Bottom
dwellers in the coastal zone, however, must be inured to a wide range of temperature

if they are to survive; as, indeed, they must in shallow boreal waters in general.

Cape Cod Bay experiences a wider fluctuation in bottom temperature, with the

succession of the seasons, than any other part of the open gulf outside the estuaries

and islands. In order to exist there, without bathic migration, in water shoaler

than 5 to 10 meters, any animal must be indifferent to temperatures as high as 18°

to 19° in midsummer (p. 623). A bottom temperature of 17.9° was even recorded

as deep as 13 meters off Barnstable on August 24, 1922 (station 10644)—an extreme
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for which the exposure of the neighboring flats to the sun at low tide is no doubt

responsible—with 13.2° at 18 meters off Plymouth (station 10642). In winter these

same regions cool to 0° or even fractionally colder. Around the more exposed shores

of Massachusetts Bay, however, we have found the bottom temperature 12° to 9.8°

in 15 to 18 meters depth; 7° to 9.8° at 25 to 30 meters; 7.2° to 5.6° at 40 to 50

meters; and 4.5° to 6.2° at 65 to 75 meters in August.

Compare this with the Bay of Fundy, where even the littoral zone warms
only slightly above 10° to 12° off open shores, but where the bottom in 40 to 50

meters is almost equally warm by the end of the summer (p. 599). Under these con-

ditions cool-water animals, at home in temperatures up to 10°, find no limit to their

bathic dispersal short of the surface, instead of being confined to depths greater

than 12 to 15 meters, as they are in Massachusetts Bay in summer. On the other

Stations

Fig. 66.—Temperature profile crossing the mouth of Massachusetts Bay from Gloucester to

Cape Cod, August 22, 1922 (stations 10631 to 10633). The broken curve represents the

shoalest contour of the bottom along the rim formed by Stellwagen Bank

hand, any animal restricted physiologically to truly Arctic temperatures would find

a more favorable habitat in the deeper parts of Massachusetts Bay and in the still

colder trough off the Isles of Shoals than in the Bay of Fundy at any depth.

The studies on the life history of the cod, on which the Bureau of Fisheries is

now engaged, lend special interest to the bottom temperatures on the grounds where

most of the fish have been tagged—Nantucket Shoals, Platts Bank, and the vicinity

of Mount Desert Island.

In August, 1925, the Halcyon had bottom readings of 11.2° to 15.56° on the

shoals in depths of 20 to 30 meters (p. 1012), and probably this is about the maxi-

mum to be expected there in an average summer. On the other hand, the bottom
water cools to about 3° to 4° there at the end of winter, so that any fish (or other
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animals) remaining the year round on the shoals may experience a difference of 11°

to 12° with the change of the seasons.

The bottom temperature usually has ranged from 9° to 10° in about the same
depth of water off Mount Desert Island in August, but in the cold summer of 1923

it was probably about 2° colder there, judging from a temperature of 7.5° at the

30-meter level a few miles farther out from shore on August 5 (p. 599) . On Platts

Bank the bottom water had warmed only to about 6° at a depth of 71 meters by
September 3, in 1925, with 4.5° at 80 meters on the 20th of July (p. 1012); but I

may anticipate by pointing out that the temperature there does not reach its maxi-

mum for the year until October or even later at depths so great.

ANNUAL VARIATIONS IN SUMMER TEMPERATURE

Although the temperature of the gulf shows wide fluctuations with the change

of the seasons, our data for seven summers, together with earlier records (p. 514),

prove that as a rule there is little difference at a given locality, from year to year, for

a given month. However, the period of observation has included the notably cold

summers of 1916 and 1923; such also was that of 1882. Conversely, it is to be

expected that unusually warm summers do also occur from time to time, though no

definite record of such has yet been obtained in the temperature of the gulf.

On the whole, the bottom of the western side of the gulf had virtually the same
temperature in July and August of 1872 (Verrill, 1874 and 1875) as when deep read-

ings were first taken there 37 in these same months of 1912. Verrill’s readings for the

northeast corner of the gulf were consistently 0.5° to 1.5° colder in 1873 and

1874 than in 1912, but correspond very closely with the state of that region in 1913.

The surface values for 1873 likewise correspond as closely with those for 1912 as

could be expected, except that autumnal cooling seems to have commenced earlier in

the season in the latter year (Bigelow, 1914, p. 92).

The summer of 1882 (the year that saw the oft-quoted destruction of the tilefish)

was colder than normal in the southern parts of the Gulf of Maine, where the Fish

Hawk (Verrill, 1882 and 1884, p. 654; Tanner, 1884b) obtained the following readings,

with reliable reversing thermometers, on bottom to the eastward of Cape Cod:

Depth, meters Temper-
ature

Depth, meters
Temper-
ature

51
°c.

4. 4 111
°c.

2.8
60 3.9 152 3.3
80 3.9 166 3. 3
100 2.8 201 3.6

Turning now to the more recent records, we find the August temperatures for

1912, 1913, 1914, and 1923 differing so little, one from another, at any level that

they may be taken as typical for that month.

The slight differences between the first three of these years have been discussed

in earlier reports (Bigelow, 1915, p. 246; 1917, p. 231). Briefly, the eastern part

81 These early readings and the allowance that must be made for the inaccuracies inherent in the type of thermometer used

are discussed in detail in an earlier report (Bigelow, 1914, p. 921.
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of the gulf was slightly colder, the western half slightly warmer, in the summer of

1913 than in 1912, though the greatest annual difference was nowhere greater than

2.5° for sets of observations taken at nearly the same date. Thus we found the

August stations in Massachusetts Bay agreeing very closely for these two years

(stations 10044, 10045, and 10106). The water a few miles north of Cape Ann was

about 1° to 2.5° warmer in August, 1913 (stations 10104 and 10105) than in

July, 1912 (stations 10011 and 10012b), a difference that may have been due chiefly

to a difference in the dates at which the readings were taken.

The surface of the western side of the basin was about 1° warmer, the 100-meter

level about 0.5° warmer, and the 200-meter level about 1.5° warmer on August 9,

1913 (station 10088), than on July 15, 1912 (station 10007); and while this differ-

ence was seasonal in the shoal strata, it probably reflected an annual fluctuation at

depths greater than 100 meters. Off Platts Bank, a few miles to the northward,

observations taken within three days of the same date (7th of August in 1912,

station 10023; August 10 in 1913, station 10091) showed the immediate surface

about 1° colder in 1913 than in 1912. However, this may have been due to a differ-

ence in the stage of the tide, which runs strong over the bank. The bottom tem-

peratures there were almost precisely alike for the two years. In the eastern side

of the basin 1913 was slightly the warmer year down to 70-odd meters, but about

1.5° the colder from that level down to bottom at stations only a few days apart in

date.

The fact that the water was more than 2.5° warmer on the surface near Monhe-
gan Island on August 14, 1913 (station 10102), than on August 2, 1912 (station

10021), though with virtually no difference below the 30-meter level, can hardly be

accounted for on a seasonal basis. The mean temperature for the whole column of

water was also about 0.7° higher on Jeffreys Bank, off Penobscot Bay, on August 2,

1913 (station 10091, about 10°), than on the 8th in 1912 (station 10025, about 9.3°),

with less active vertical circulation, as evidenced by a wider vertical range of temper-

ature. The 1913 temperatures, however, were about 0.75° to 1.5° the lower a few

miles farther east on August 14 (station 10038, 1912; station 10101, 1913). The
August temperatures for 1913 were likewise 1° to 1.5° the colder along the eastern

coast of Maine and over the coastal bank west of Nova Scotia, where the obser-

vations for the two years were taken within a few days of the same dates. For

example, the station off Lurcher Shoal was about 1° colder at the surface and in

the mid levels, about 2° to 3° colder near bottom at 120 to 140 meters depth, in

1913 (station 10096) than in 1912 (station 10031); German Bank was also about 2°

colder at all levels.

Except for the immediate surface, so subject to seasonal change, the upper 100

meters of the western basin was warmer in 1915 than in any previous summer of

record; below that depth the readings for that year were fractionally cooler than

those for 1913 or 1914, but warmer than for 1912, with an extreme annual variation

of about 2.4°.

The surface stratum of the center of the gulf near Cashes Ledge was 2° to 3°

warmer in 1914 than in 1913, but the water deeper than 40 meters was as much
colder, with temperatures for 1915 intermediate between these two years at depths
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greater than 80 meters. These differences may have been due to differences in verti-

cal circulation around Cashes Ledge, however, as may the fact that the water was
coldest here on bottom in 1915.

In the western side of the eastern arm of the basin the differences in tempera-
ture between the four summers were less than 1°. On German Bank the temperature
was about 1° higher in 1914 than in 1913, but about the same as in 1915 (allowing

for seasonal differences, due to the difference in date of the observations).

The temperature along the northeastern coast of Maine, in the one side of the gulf,

and in the deep bowl off Gloucester, in the other, have varied but little from summer
to summer; but the deep water was 1° to 2° colder next the land west of Penobscot
Bay and off Cape Elizabeth in 1914 than either in 1912 or in 1913. This also applies

at depths greater than about 75 meters to the trough between Jeffreys Ledge and
the coast.

In the deep strata of the Bay of Fundy the bottom water ranged about 2° warmer
in August, 1914 (Craigie, 1916a), than in the summers of 1915 (Craigie and Chase,

1918) or 1916 (Vachon, 1918), and slightly warmer than Mavor (1923) records it for

1917 or 1919.

These annual differences may be summarized as follows: Except for the imme-
diate surface, the upper 150 meters was slightly colder in the western, central, and
northern parts of the gulf in 1914 than in either of the two preceding years, but the

bottom water of the western, northern, and eastern parts of the basin were warmer,
with still higher temperatures in the western side in 1915.

More or less fluctuation in summer temperature is to be expected in any partially

inclosed basin as subject to violent climatic changes as is the Gulf of Maine, and
where waters of different temperatures meet. What really deserves emphasis is that

the yearly changes have been very small during the period of record; certainly not

enough seriously to affect the waters of the gulf as a biologic environment, except

perhaps in 1916.

During that year vernal warming proceeded so slowly in the sea, after an almost

Arctic winter and a tardy spring, that the temperature of the central part of Massa-
chusetts Bay was only 3.67° to 3.9° at 50 to 80 meters depth on July 19 (station

10341), though the immediate surface was about as warm as the expectation for

that date (16° to 17°). In fact, the deep readings were hardly warmer than read-

ings taken in May of the preceding year, only about 1.5° warmer than the winter

minimum for that level during 1913, and 2° warmer than the early March tempera-

ture of 1920 (p. 522). The water off Northern Cape Cod (stations 10344 and

10345) 38 was likewise decidedly colder in 1916 than in the summers of 1913 to 1915,

with the 20 to 40 meter lever 2° to 3° colder than in 1913 and 6° to 9° colder than in the

same month of 1914. The suprisingly low surface temperatures of 10° off Chatham and
7.2° in the southwestern part of the basin on July 22, 1916, contrast with 16° to 17°

for this part of the gulf as a whole at about that same date in 1913 and 1914. It

is clear that such cold surface water reflected some temporarily and locally active

vertical circulation, because the vertical range of temperature was less than 1° between

the surface and 30 meters at the coldest of these two stations (10346), instead of a

range of about 9°, which previous experience suggests as normal for the western side

3J About 4.1° at 50 meters, 3.85° at 100 meters, and warming fractionally below that level to 4.06 at 150 meters.
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of the gulf in July. But even allowing for this factor, a considerable annual differ-

ence in surface temperature remains to be accounted for between the cold July of

1916 and the warmer years, 1913 to 1915.

Furthermore, the vertical warming below 100 meters, so characteristic of this

side of the gulf in 1914 and 1915 (Bigelow, 1917), was hardly appreciable in 1916.

During the interval, July 22 to August 29, the mid layers off northern Cape Cod
warmed by about 1° or 2° (stations 10344 and 10398). Even then, however, the

temperature did not equal that of 1912 on the same date (station 10043, August 29),

or of 1913 three weeks earlier (station 10086, August 5; Bigelow, 1922, p. 91).

The surfac e water on the northwestern part of Georges Bank was also about 2°

colder in July, 1916, than in that month of 1913 or of 1914, as appears from the

following table:

Depth

July 9,

1913,
station
10059

July 20,

1914,
station
10215

July 23,

1916,
station
10347

Depth

July 9,

1913,
station
10059

July 20,

1914,

station
10215

July 23,

1916,

station
10347

Surface
°C.
13. 33

°C.
16.68
12.24

°C.
11.39

°C. °C.
10. 43

°C.

20 meters 12.60
27 meters 12.60 9.61
30 meters 10.91 9. 62

The difference in temperature between July of 1916, on the one hand, and of

1913 and 1914, on the other, was even wider along the southern edge of the bank.

Violent annual, even day by day, fluctuations are to be expected there (Bigelow,

1922, p. 10), but nothing in our previous experience foreshadowed summer tempera-

tures as low as those of 1916, when the bottom water was 4° colder there than in

1914, though the stations for the two years were close together in location and the

surface temperatures (17° to 18°) were almost alike. The surface near the continen-

tal edge south of Nantucket lightship and the depths greater than 50 meters were

likewise 3° to 4° colder in July, 1916 (station 10351), than in that month in 1913

(station 10061)
;
and the cold band just outside the edge was 4° to 5° (fig. 67) instead

of 9° to 10°, as we had found it in 1914 (fig. 58).

There is nothing unprecedented in a vertical distribution of temperature of the

type shown on this 1916 profile (fig. 67) over this part of the slope; indeed, its repeated

occurrence suggests that something of the sort is to be expected except when obscured

by encroachments from the warm water of the so-called “Gulf Stream” (p. 608).

The surprising feature of the summer of 1916 is that the temperature of the coldest

layer should have been so low and that water so cold lay so close to the surface of the

open sea in July at this latitude. In fact, as I have elsewhere noted (Bigelow,

1922, p. 103), this July temperature very closely paralleled the temperature taken

at the same relative position on the slope off Cape Sable, about 200 miles to the north-

eastward, on June 24 of the year previous (station 10295).

The Grampus did not visit the eastern side of the gulf in the summer of 1916,

where the water was also unusually cold during that summer, as Dr. A. G. Huntsman
writes: 39

>• Quoted from a letter from Doctor Huntsman.
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imperative of the water in the Fundy region was unusually low during the summer of

data given me by Craigie (1916a, 1916b), Craigie and Chase (1918), and by Vachon
w that in the St. Croix River, near St. Andrews, and in Passamaquoddy Bay the

remperature profile running southeastward from the offing of Nantucket to the continental slope of Georges

Bank, July 24 to 26, 1916 (stations 10351 to 10356)

e of the greater part of the water during the first half of August was approximately one

lower in 1916 than in 1914. In the Bay of Fundy, off Campobello Island, the water
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was slightly colder on July 25, 1916, than it had been on July 14, 1915, and nearly two degrees (C.)

colder on August 16, 1916, than it had been on August 27, 1914. Also, in the Bay of Fundy, east

of Grand Manan, the temperature of the body of the water was nearly one degree (C.) lower on

July 24, 1916, than on July 15, 1915, and more than two degrees (C.) lower oil August 16, 1916,

than on August 27, 1914. This shows that in the Bay of Fundy the water was colder in the

summer of 1915 than in that of 1914, and still colder in that of 1916.

Enough data have thus been gathered to class 1916 definitely as an abnormally

cold year in the gulf.

It is interesting to consider whether climatic conditions during the preceding

months will account for this abnormal] ty. Unfortunately, no observations were taken

in the gulf during the preceding winter, but the deep temperature of the western side

changes so little from February to June that its July state gives an indication of the

temperatures that have prevailed there in spring. Judged from this viewpoint, the

July temperatures of Massachusetts Bay and of the neighboring parts of the gulf

for 1916 do not suggest that the sea temperatures of the preceding winter were

abnormally low.

This conclusion is corroborated by meteorological conditions, for the early part

of the winter of 1915-16 was warmer than usual (mean temperature for January

about 6.7° F. higher than normal at Boston, 2.7° F. higher than normal at Province-

town)
;
but the temperature was about 2.5° F. below normal at Boston in February,

4.4° F. below normal in March, with unusually heavy snowfall in both these months

(30.3 and 33.3 inches, respectively). Consequently, there is every reason to suppose

that the temperature of the water of Massachusetts Bay did not commence to rise

until a month or even two months later than usual that spring, and that vernal

warming proceeded more slowly at first than in more normal years, because the

weather continued abnormally cool and cloudy throughout May and June. Fur-

thermore, it is in just such a spring as this, when the surface stratum warms very

slowly at first, but then rapidly, that the deeper water is most effectively blanketed

from the penetration of heat from above by the sudden development of a state of

high stability. Indeed, a better illustration of how slowly the deeper water warms
under such circumstances could hardly be found than by the very small rise in tem-

perature that took place off Cape Cod from July 22 (station 10344) to August 29 of

that year (10398) at 40 to 50 meters.

Thus the difference in temperature between the cold summer of 1916 and the

warm summers of 1913, 1914, and 1915, in the western side of the gulf, was no wider

than can be accounted for on the basis of the local weather.

I may point out that a cold winter and spring in 1916 were similarly followed

by low summer temperatures in the coastal water all along the continental shelf,

westward and southward to Chesapeake Bay during that same year (Bigelow, 1922),

not alone in the Gulf of Maine.

It is possible that the low gulf temperatures of 1916 also reflected some unusual

expansion of the Nova Scotian current, because even a temporary offshoot of that

icy-cold stream crossing the gulf at any time during the spring would chill the sur-

face of its western side 2° to 3° or more below normal (p. 680). Had the Grampus
made a general survey of the gulf in 1916, as she did in 1914 and 1915, this question

would have been cleared up; but the few stations for that cold year were all located
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close to the western shores. The salinity of the Nova Scotia current being consid-

erably lower than that of the water it meets in the Gulf of Maine (p. 727), its presence

causes low salinity as well as low temperature such, indeed, as prevailed at our few
gulf stations for 1916. Salinity, however, is not a safe criterion for northern water
in the western side of the gulf, because it is also dependent on the amount of run-off

from the rivers, which was greater during the spring of 1916 (p. 837) than usual.

No serial observations were taken in the open gulf during the summers of 1917
to 1919, but Mavor’s (1923) data for the Bay of Fundy classify 1917 and 1919 as

normal seasons. Brooks (1920), however, points out that 1920 continued a “cold"
year in the gulf through the summer, by the testimony of bathers along New Eng-

Temperature, Centigrade

Fig. 68.—Vertical distribution of temperature off Cape Elizabeth on August 15, 1913 (A, station 10104),

and on August 7, 1923 ( B, latitude 43° 18', longitude 69° 44')

land beaches. This was followed by a summer of at least average warmth in

Massachusetts Bay, and probably over the gulf as a whole, in 1922 (p. 995). By
contrast the summer of 1923, like that of 1916, was unusually cold in the deeper

waters following a severe winter, with unusually heavy snowfall, and a tardy spring.

Surface readings would not have suggested this more than a mile or two out from

the land anywhere in the western side of the gulf. In fact, the coast sector between
Cape Ann and Penobscot Bay was actually a degree or two warmer on the surface

in 1923 than in 1912 at the end of the first week of August, as illustrated by the

curves for 16° and 18° temperature on the charts for the two years (fig. 47), with

readings of 16° and upwards right into the land off Cape Elizabeth in 1923, where
we have usually found the coast skirted by a belt 1° to 3° cooler (p. 588).
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However, surface readings taken by the Halcyon to the eastward of Penobscot

Bay early that August proved about 2° lower than the expectation. Bathers, too,

reported the water unusually cold along the beaches throughout that summer, after

offshore winds. This was corroborated by serial observations off Gloucester, which

proved the whole column of water below the 30-meter level 1° to 3° colder in Au-
gust, 1923, than it was three weeks earlier in the season even in the cold summer of

1916, although the difference in date would suggest just the reverse. Depths greater

than 40 meters were also 1° to 3° colder off Cape Elizabeth in 1923 than in any pre-

vious August of record (fig. 68), notwithstanding the warm surface just mentioned.

This statement would probably hold good for the inner part of the basin in general,

also, as well as along the eastern coast of Maine, the relationship being similar near

Mount Desert Island and off Mount Desert Rock (table, p. 635).

It is probable that a summer colder than those of 1916 or 1923 comes very

seldom in the Gulf of Maine, because winters so severe, and with so heavy a snow-

fall, are exceptional (p. 697).

The possibility that cyclic changes of temperature may take place in the gulf,

with warmer or colder periods enduring over many years, must not be ignored; but

nothing of this sort has been recorded there within historic times.

The following comparative tables for representative localities will show in detail

the annual differences in temperature summarized in the preceding pages. 40

Annual differences in temperature

MOUTH OF MASSACHUSETTS BAY

Depth, meters
1912
10002

July 10

1913
10087
Aug. 9

1914
10253

Aug. 22

1915
10306

Aug. 31

1916
10343

July 19

1922
10632

Aug. 22

1923

Aug. 9

0 - - - 18.3 16.7 18.9 16.1 16.4 18.1 17.2
20 - 9.4 10.6 11.2 10.5 6.0 9.

1

9.0
40 - - — 6.6 6.7 6. 5 8.0 4.

1

7.4 5.5
60 - — 5.0 5.4 5.4 6.7 3.8 5.6 4.4
80 - 4.6 5. 3 4.8 6.3 3.7 3.3
100 4.6 5.2 4. 6 6.2 3. 2

120 - 5.2 4.5 0.0 3.

1

140 4.6 5.9 3.1

WESTERN BASIN

Depth, meters
1912
10007

July 15

1913
10088
Aug. 9

1914
10259

Aug. 22

1915
10307

Aug. 21

0 17.8 19. 2 20.0 17.2
20 - 11.7 12.6

8.7
6.4
5.4
5.2
5. 6

11. 5 12. 5

40 8.0 5. 8 9.0
60 - 6.0 4. 9 7.0

5. 780_ - 6.0 4. 5
100-- 4. 7 4. 4 5.2

5.2120 4.6 4.7
140 4. 6 5. 9 5. 3 5. 3

160 - 4.6 6.2 5.9 5. 7

180 4.6 6. 3 6. 5 5. 8
200 4.6 6.3 6. 8 5.9
220 - 4.6 6.3 7.0 6.2
240 — 6.3 7. 0 6.4
260 - - 6.3 7.1

40 As the readings were not taken at the same levels at all the stations, or at as many levels as it is desirable to show here, it

has been necessary in many cases to derive most of the values by interpolation. The temperatures are approximate, therefore,

and are given only to the nearest tenth of a degree, Centigrade.
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Annual differences in temperature—Continued

CENTER OF GULF NEAR CASHES LEDGE

Depth, meters
1913
10090

Aug. 10

1914
10255
Aug. 23

1915
10308
Sept. 1

o _ 16.

1

19. 2 15 8
20 _ 11.

1

12. 2 11,2
40 7. 2 7.8 9 1

60 _ 6. 6 5 7 7 7
80 6. 4 4. 3 6! 8
100 - 6.4 3.

1

6. 3
120 - 6. 4 4.

1

6 0
140 _ 6. 4 4 7 5 8

160 - - ___ 6.5 5. 5 6.7
180 6. 6 6.3
200 - - - 6.6

TROUGH BETWEEN JEFFREYS LEDGE AND COAST

Depth, meters
1912

10011-12b
July 17-23

1913
10104
Aug. 15

1914
10252
Aug. 15

o 16.0
8.3
6.1
4.8
4.6
4.6
4.6

17.2
9.6
7.8
6.6
5.8
5.2
4.8
4.5
4.3

16.2
12.0
7.8
6.2
6.0
4.3
3.8
’3.7

20 _ -

40 —
60
80
166 -

120 -

140 - -

160 4.1

180

* At 130 meters.
OFF CAPE ELIZABETH

Depth, meters
1912
10019

July 29

1913
10103
Aug. 12

1914
10251
Aug. 14

1923

Aug. 7

o_ . ______ 13.9
11.

1

• 8.3
6.9
5.8
5.7

16.1
11.3
8.7
7.4
6. 1

6.7

16.6 18.1
20
40 - - 5.7 4.3

3.960 -

80
100. _ 4.4 3.6

3.5120
140 _ 4.9

OFF PENOBSCOT BAY

Depth, meters
1912
10039

Aug. 22

1913
10101

Aug. 14

1914
10250

Aug. 14

0 13.3 11. 1 13.

1

20 - - 11.3 10.

1

10.2
40 _ — 9.3 9. 4 8. 6
60 8. 9 8.

1

7.

9

80 ___ 8. 7 8. 7 7. 4

100 8.3 8.4 7.

1

120 7.9 6. 6
140 — _ 7.3 6. 2
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Annual differences in temperature—Continued

CLOSE IN TO BAKERS ISLAND, OFF MOUNT DESERT ISLAND

Depth, meters
1913
10099
Aug. 13

1915
10305

Aug. 18

1923

Aug. 5

o 12.8 10. 8 11.7
25 10.0 9.4 7.6
40 9.3

50— - 8.8 7.0

OFF MOUNT DESERT ROCK

Depth, meters
1913
10100

Aug. 13

1914
10248
Aug. 13

1923

Aug. 6

12.8
8.7
7.7
6.8
6.0

13.3
8.5
7.2
6.0
8.3

12.8
7.1
4.5
5.

1

jnn _

150,

OFF THE NORTHEAST COAST OF MAINE

Depth, meters
1912
10033

Aug. 16

1913
10098

Aug. 13

10. 6 10 3
10.

1

9 6
9. 7 9. 3
9. 6 9.

1

NORTHEAST CORNER OF GULF

Depth, meters 1912,

10036
1913,
10097

1914,

10246

10.6 12.8 14. 4

10.2 11. 7 10.0
40 - - 9.3 10. 4 8. 4

8. 9 9. 2 7.3
6.68. 6 8. 4

8. 3 7. 7 6. 3
8.0 7.3 6.6

7. 37.6 6. 7

7.4 6. 5 7.8
8. 07.4 6. 2

6.0 >8.2

8 At 190 meters.
PRINCE ” STATION 3

[In the center of the Bay of Fundy, between Grand Manan and Nova Scotia, from data by Craigie (1916a), Vachon (1918), and
Mavor (1923).

Depth, meters
1914

Aug. 27
1916

Aug. 25
1918

Sept. 4
1919

Aug. 26

11.2 10.

1

12.2
11.2
9. 2±
7.7
6.7
6.1
6.2
6.1

11.3
11.

1

9.1
7.9
7.4±
7.1
7.0
6.7

10.4 9. 9
9. 5 9.

1

9.2 7.4
9.2 6. 5
8. 8 6.

1

8. 5 5.8
5.88.4
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Annual differences in temperature—Continued

WEST SIDE OF EASTERN BASIN

Depth, meters
1912
10027

Aug. 14

1913
10092

Aug. 11

1914
10249

Aug. 12

1915
10309

Sept. 1

0 15.0 16.7 17.5 15.6
20 9.2 8.

1

9.

1

12. 5

40 7.8 6.7 6.4 10.3
60 7.4 5.8 5.7 8.5
80 7.2 5.6 5.3 6.8
100 6. 1 5.9 5.3 5.9
120 6.6 6.

1

5.5 5.8
140 — 6.2 6.1 5.9 5.9
160 , 6.

1

6.

1

6.

1

5.9
180 6.0 6.

1

6.0 6. 0

200 6.

1

5.9 6.1
220 — — — 6.

1

5.8
240.. 6.1

OFF LURCHER SHOAL

Depth, meters
1912
10031
Aug. 15

1913
10196

Aug. 12

1914
10245

Aug. 12

1915
10315

Sept. 7

0 _ 13.3 12.

1

14.4 12. 2
25 . — - 11.8 10.5 10.3 11.3
50 _ 10. 7 9.4 9. 2 10.

1

75 — — - — 10.

1

8.6 8.8 9.9
100 - 8.5 7.4 8.6

AUTUMNAL COOLING
SURFACE

The surface is at its warmest at some time during August in all those parts of the

Gulf of Maine where the surface temperature rises much above that of the deep

water in summer.41 This includes the whole open area, except for the northeastern

part, and the sites of active tidal mixing on the banks, the precise date of maximum
surface temperature for any given summer depending on the prevailing weather. Our
recent studies have not been sufficiently intensive precisely to locate this critical

date for any one year or for any given locality in the gulf, but the records collected

by Rathbun (1887) for the years 1881 to 1885 show that it may fall at any time

between the first and last of August for the western and northern shores of the

gulf between Nantucket Shoals and Penobscot Bay. After the first of September

the surface of this subdivision cools as the autumn advances.

Experience in the summers of 1912, 1913, and 1914 suggests that the temper-

ature of the upper layers of the western and deeper parts of the gulf generally (i. e.,

where vertical circulation is only moderately active) probably had passed its mid-

summer maximum, and that autumnal cooling had commenced there by the date of

our late August and early September cruise of 1915. Thus, the highest reading

recorded on August 31 and September 2 of that year, on the run eastward from

Gloucester toward Cape Sable, was only 17.6°, contrasting with a probable maxi-

mum of about 19° to 20° over the western side of the basin during mid August.

The seasonal schedule seems to have been about the same in 1925, also, when the

Halcyon had surface readings of 16.6° a few miles north of Cape Ann, 15.2° on Platts

Bank, and 14.7 between the latter and Portland on September 3.

u The temperature of inclosed harbors is highest in July, mirroring the summer maximum for the air (p. 585).
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The more tide-swept waters along and among the islands east of Casco Bay
where the whole column of water continues nearly homogeneous in temperature

through the summer and the surface warms only to about 11° to 13° instead of 16°

to 18°, do not commence to chill until a month or more later in the season. In 1925,

for example, the surface temperature near the Duck Islands, off Mount Desert, was
almost exactly the same on September 9 and 10 (11.1° and 10.8°) as it had been

thereon August 11 (10.9°), 10° on September 15, and still 10.3° to 10.8° on October

15 to 16. Readings of 10.28° off Machias and of 11.6° near Mount Desert on
September 15 and 16, 1915, are in line with this.

This same rule holds good for the Bay of Fundy, where no appreciable cooling

takes place until after the first of October—a month later than in Massachusetts

Bay or off Cape Ann. Thus, Vachon (1918) had surface readings of 9.21° to 11.07°

in the central parts of the bay on September 27 and October 4, 1916, with 9° to

10.6° at various localities in Passamaquoddy Bay between October 3 and 17,

showing a cooling of only about 1° to 2° from the summer maximum. Mavor
(1923) likewise records surface temperatures of 11.07° between Grand Manan and
the Nova Scotian shore on October 4, 1916, and 9.77° on October 2, 1918. How-
ever, the 10-day averages for Lubec Narrows (fig. 31) show that considerable

variation is to be expected from year to year in the date after which the surface of

this part of the coast water commences to chill, for a steady though slight cooling

was recorded through September, 1920, whereas the mean surface temperature at

Eastport averaged highest at the last week of September for the 10-year period,

1878 to 1887.

Surface readings of 9.4° on German Bank (station 10311) and 13.3° near Cape
Sable (station 10312) on September 2, 1915, suggest that the temperature was then

about stationary at its summer maximum in this side of the gulf.

With the surface along the western shores of the gulf, from Massachusetts Bay
northward, chilling rapidly during the early autumn, but with the northeastern and

eastern margin of the gulf cooling only very slowly at first, there comes a time when
the whole peripheral belt of the gulf outside of the outer headlands is nearly uniform

in surface temperature (close to 9.5° to 10.5° in most years), varying only a couple

of degrees, at most, from place to place. In 1915 this state was apparently attained

sometime between the first and middle of October, the surface of Massachusetts Bay
having chilled to 10.5°-13.4° by the last week of September (stations 10320 to

10324), with 11.6° off the Isles of Shoals and 11.9° off Cape Elizabeth on October 4

(stations 10325 and 10326), 10° at the mouth of Penobscot Bay (station 10329), and
9.4° near Mount Desert and off Machias on the 9th (stations 10327 and 10328) . The
surface of Massachusetts Bay continued virtually constant at about 11° throughout

October.

The following tabulation (p. 638) of Rathbun’s (1887) graphs for the years 1881

to 1885 likewise shows extremely uniform averages of 11.67° to 9.44° on October 1

for Boon Island, Seguin Island, Matinicus Rock, Mount Desert Rock, and Petit

Manan Island, localities where the midsummer temperatures for the same years

would show a range of at least 6°. 42

12 The average surface temperature at Thatchers Island, at the tip of Cape Ann, was somewhat higher (14.17°) for the two
years, 1S81 and 1882, at the beginning of October.

8951—28 11
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Unfortunately, it is not known whether autumnal cooling proceeds at as rapid a

rate during October out over the basin of the gulf in general as it does along the

western shore, nor are data available for Georges or Browns banks during that

month; but Rathbun’s (1887) tabulations show the surface almost as cool at Pollock

Rip, off the southern angle of Cape Cod, on October 1 (11° to 13.5°) as it is in

Massachusetts Bay at that same date. This applies also to the whole region of

Nantucket Shoals, where the Halcyon had surface temperatures of 11.6° to 12.2° on

October 1, 1925, showing that a decided regional equalization had taken place

since midsummer, when surface readings in the same region have ranged from

11.6° to 16.4° (p. 1012).

The autumnal cycle of temperature to the southward of Marthas Vineyard lags

several weeks behind that of the waters to the north and east of Cape Cod. Thus,

the surface was 13.3° to 14.4° across the whole breadth of the continental shelf off

Marthas Vineyard on October 22, 1915 (stations 10331 to 10333), with 15.5° a few

miles outside the continental edge, while the Halcyon had 13.3° near No Mans Land

on the 28th of the month in 1925. This corresponds closely with Rathbun’s aver-

ages of 15° for October 1 and 11.7° for November 1, 1881 to 1885, 22 miles off Nan-

tucket (the old situation of Nantucket South Shoals lightship, which has since been

relocated)

.

Average and extreme svrface temperature, °C., 1881 to 1885, from Rathbun’s (1887) graphs, to the

nearest half degree only

Date

22 miles SSE.
of Nantucket,
lat. 40° 54',

long. 69° 49'

Pollock Rip
Lightship

Boon Island
Light

Seguin Light
Matinicus
Rock

Mount Desert
Rock

Petit Manan
Island *

Av. Ex. Av. Ex. Av. EX. Av. Ex. Av. Ex. Av. Ex. Av. Ex.

Oct. 1 15.0 14. 5-15. 5 13.0 11. 0-13. 5 11.0 9. 5-12.

0

11.0 9. 5-12. 0 10. 5 10. 0-11.5 9.5 9. 0-10. 5 11.5 11. 0-12.0

Nov. 1 11.5 11. 0-12. 0 10.0 9. 5-10. 5 9.0 7. 0-10. 5 9.0 8. 0- 9. 5 9.5 8. 5-10.

0

8.5 8. 0- 9. 5 9.5 9.5

Dec. 1 7.5 6. 5- 8. 5 6.5 4. 5- 8. 5 2 6.0 5. 5- 6. 0 5.5 5. 0-6. 25 7.0 6. 0- 8. £ 5.5 2. 0- 7.

0

6.5 5. 5- 8.

0

Dec. 16 6.0 5. 0- 6. 5 5.5 3. 5- 6. 5 5.0 4. 0- 6.

0

4.0 3. 0- 5. 0 5.5 4. 5- 6. 5 5.0 3. 0- 6.

5

4.5 3. 0- 6.

0

1 For years 1884 and 1885 only, the readings for 1881 and 1882 being omitted because so irregular that their reliability is

doubtful.
2 Omitting one reading of 0.56°, which was obviously an error.

SUBSURFACE

At first the autumnal cooling of the surface, which accompanies the cooling of

the air, is due not only to an actual loss of heat by radiation (p. 692) but reflects mix-

ture with the cooler underlying water, a process that correspondingly warms the

latter. The result is that the annual maximum is attained later and later in the year

as the depth of observation increases down to about 100 to 150 meters, or to the lower

boundary of the stratum, the temperature of which is controlled by solar warming

alternating with winter chilling. Consequently the wide vertical range of temperature

that characterizes most parts of the gulf in summer gradually gives place to a state

of vertical homogeneity as the autumn progresses. In 1915 (a typical year) autum-

nal cooling had affected only the uppermost stratum of Massachusetts Bay up to the

end of September, the 20 to 25 meter temperature having continued virtually sta-

tionary at the midsummer value (11° to 12°) up to that date, with a rise of 2° to 3° at
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greater depths, resulting, no doubt, from the constant tendency toward vertical equal-

ization by tidal mixing.

The profile for this date (fig. 69) shows that cooling had proceeded less rapidly in

the southern side of the bay next to Cape Cod, which receives warm water from Cape

Cod Bay, than in the central and northern parts, making the regional variation wider

than it is in summer (fig. 66) . Temperature of the upper 40 meters of Massachu-

setts Bay, however, was virtually equalized at 9.5° to 11.5° by the last week of that

October (stations 10237 to 10239). On the other hand, vertical stirring had been

active enough to raise the temperature of the 80 to 150 meter stratum of the bowl off

Cape Ann from 5.8° on August 31, 1915, to 6.8° to 7° on October 1 (stations 10306

and 10324).

Fig. 69.—Temperature profile at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay, inside Stellwagen Bank,
September 29 to October 1, 1915 (stations 10320 to 10322). The broken curve shows the

contour of the bank

The thermal cycle was essentially similar in the cold year of 1916, when the 80

to 90 meter level was nearly 2° warmer at the mouth of the bay on October 31 (sta-

tion 10399, 5.43° at 90 meters) than it had been on July 19 (station 10341, 3.67° at

80 meters), although the surface had cooled from 16.4° to 10° during the same inter-

val, or to about the temperature normal for the outer part of the bay at that season.

Graphs for temperature off the Isles of Shoals and off Cape Elizabeth on Octo-

ber 4, 1915 (stations 10225 and 10226), and at various dates in August (fig. 70.) show
much the same seasonal change as Massachusetts Bay, characterized by consider-

able cooling at the surface, but at a decreasing rate, down to about 30 to 40 meters,

contrasted with a slight warming at greater depths down to bottom in 145 to 175

meters. However, it is impossible to state the precise rate of change for any given

level for any one year from the data at hand.
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The entire column of water down to 30 meters had cooled to about 10° at the

mouth of Penobscot Bay by October 9, 1915, with about 9° at 60 meters, correspond-

ing to a decrease of 3° at the surface, but a rise of about 1° at depths greater than

20 to 25 meters (fig. 71).

The surface (9.4°) was about 0.7° colder than the bottom near Mount Desert

Island in 60 meters depth (10.1°) on October 9, 1915 (station 10328), the bottom

Temperature, Centigrade

3° 4° 5° 6° 7° 8° 9° 10° 11 ° 12° 13° 14° 15° 16° 17° 18° 19°

Fig. 70.—Vertical distribution of temperature in the trough between the Isles of Shoals and Jeffreys Ledge,

to show the progress of autumnal cooling. A, August 15, 1914 (station 10252); B, October 4, 1915

(station 10325); C, December 30, 1920 (station 10493). The broken curve is for November 1 of the cold

year 1916 (station 10400)

having warmed since August about as rapidly as the surface had cooled. Probably

the temperature would have been found homogeneous there from surface to bottom

at about 9.5° a week or so earlier in the season, as it was off Machias, Me., on that

same date (station 10327), with a reading of 9.4° at the surface and 9.83° close in

to the bottom.

The whole column of water warms slowly in the deeper parts of the Bay of

Fundy throughout the summer, and at a more nearly uniform rate vertically than is
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the case in the deeps of the open gulf. Probably this process continues into Septem-

ber every year, sometimes into October, as happened in 1916 (Vachon, 1918, tables, p.

309), with the bottom water continuing to warm for some time after the surface has

commenced to cool. Judging from Mavor’s (1923) tables, the depths greater than

about 60 meters in the trough between Grand Manan and the Nova Scotian shore

of the bay may be expected to warm by about 1° after the date when the surface read-

ing is highest and before the deep layers also commence to show the chilling effect

of autumn. In 1917 the temperature of the mid-stratum rose from about 6° to 7°

there on September 4 to 7°-8° on October 2, but the maximum (6° to 7°) was not

attained at depths greater than 60 meters until some weeks later in 1916.

Temperature, Centigrade
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Fig 71.—Vertical distribution of temperature off Penobscot Bay at successive dates, to show the progress of

autumnal cooling. A, August 14, 1914 (station 10250); B, October 9, 1915 (station 10329); C, November 2,

1916 (station 10402); D, January 1, 1921 (station 10496)

In the lower part of Passamaquoddy Bay, Vachon (1918; Prince station 4) found
the whole column in 30 meters depth cooling after October 3 as follows:

Depth Oct. 3,

19161
Oct. 16,

1916>
Oct. 21,

19161
Oct. 27,

19161

20 meters

° C.

10.60
9.83
9.82

°C.
9.35
9. 14

8.98

°C.
9. 32
9.08

18.88

°C.
8.51
8. 81
8. 8030 meters -

1 From Vachon’s (1918) tables. s 26 meters.
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In 1916 the temperature of the upper 30 meters was about the same a few

miles off Cape Ann on October 31 (station 10399, surface 10°, 30 meters 9.18°) as it

was on the 3d to the 16th in Passamaquoddy Bay, showing a regional difference of

about two weeks in the autumnal schedule between the southwestern and the north-

eastern parts of the gulf. This corresponds both to the land climate and to the

difference in latitude.

Our only records of autumnal temperatures for the offshore parts of the gulf

later than the first week of September are for its western and southwestern parts,

where serial readings were taken on November 1, 1916 (station 10401), and again

on the 8th of the month (station 10404). In this very cold year the autumnal

warming of the deeper layers may have lagged some weeks behind the normal; the

inflow of water of high salinity into the bottom of the trough seems also to have been

in smaller volume than usual. Consequently, the temperatures of 1916 can hardly

be taken as typical for depths greater than 100 meters.

Surface readings about 0.5° higher in the offing of Cape Ann (station 10401,

10.6°) than near Gloucester, 0.9° warmer than off the Isles of Shoals, and 1.3°

warmer than off Penobscot Bay on November 1 and 2 of that year show cooling

most rapid next to the land, as might be expected. This regional difference is

slight, however, and the deeper strata show much the same autumnal change off-

shore as they do closer to land, with the 40 to 70 meter level warming slightly (fig.

72) while the surface cools. At depths greater than this annual differences entirely

overshadowed any seasonal alteration that may take place in the western side of

the basin between August and October.

As a result of the progressive equalization of temperature, horizontal as well as

vertical, that takes place during the autumn, the regional variation in the temper-

ature of the western side of the gulf was only about 1.5° to 2° at any given level

deeper than 15 meters in the first week of November, 1916. This close approach

to uniformity is probably typical of the season, though the precise temperature at

any level varies slightly from year to year.

The average temperature of the region west of the longitude of Penobscot Bay
and north of Cape Cod is approximately as follows by the first of November in

normal years

:

Depth

Average
temper-
ature

Aug. 15

Average
temper-
ature
Nov. 1

Seasonal
change

Surface-. . __ _

°c.
15. 0-18.

0

°c.
10.0

°c.
-5. 0-8.

0

20 meters 11.5 9.5 -2.0
40 meters 7.2 8.9 + 1.6
70 meters 5.6 7.0 + 1.4
100 meters 4.7 5.0 +.3

No records of the subsurface temperatures have been taken on Georges Bank
in autumn. In the shallow water of Nantucket Shoals autumnal cooling may at first

reduce the temperature of the surface slightly below that of the bottom, the Halcyon

having recorded surface readings of 11.6° to 12.2° on October 1, 1925, on the shoal,

when the bottom water was 12° to 13.5° in a depth of about 25 meters (p. 1013).
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The whole column, however, cools nearly uniformly on the shoals during October,

whether the surface be slightly cooler than the bottom or slightly warmer at this

season depending on the wind as the latter moves the surface water in or offshore.

Fig. 72.—Vertical distribution of temperature in the western arm of the basin of the gulf in

autumn and winter. A, August 31, 1915 (station 10307); B, November 1, 1916 (station

10401); C, December 29, 1920 (station 10400); D, January 9, 1921 (station 10503)

The upper 40 meters of water over the continental shelf, south of Marthas
Vineyard and out to the edge of the continent, was vertically homogeneous in tem-
perature at 13° to 14.5° by October 22, 1915 (stations 10331 to 10333, fig. 73).
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Meter 0

We again found the superficial stratum over this part of the shelf equally homoge-
neous in temperature in November, 1916. While the bottom water then showed
slight vertical cooling at depths greater than 30 to 40 meters, it was considerably

warmer then than it had been there in August—a state obtaining as far southward
as Chesapeake Bay (Bigelow, 1922, p. 123).

Thus, the coast water off southern New England corresponds to the Gulf of

Maine in the fact that the temperature tends to become uniformly homogeneous
during September and October, though the change takes place at a temperature 3°

to 4° higher than is the case to the northward of Cape Cod. “A seasonal change

of this sort was, of course, to be expected in the absence of disturbances by extra-

limital currents, as the first step in the vertical equalization of temperature so

characteristic of northern coastal waters in late autumn and winter.” (Bigelow,

1922, p. 123.)

In 1916 the surface temperature near land a few miles west of Marthas Vineyard

had fallen fractionally below that of the 30-meter level by November 10 to 11 (sta-

tions 10405 to 10408);
Temperature, Centigrade and although this pro-

file lies a few miles

west of the geographic

limits covered by this

report, it is repro-
duced here (fig. 74)

because the readings

would have been

nearly the same had
it been run out from

Marthas Vineyard on

the same date. Its

most instructive
feature is its demon-
stration of the fact,

now sufficiently es-

tablished, that
autumnal cooling in

the coastal waters off

the northeastern
United States proceeds from the land seaward. In 1916, as I have earlier remarked

(Bigelow, 1922, p. 123), this process had progressed so far by that date as to nearly

obliterate the preexisting stability of the water on the inner half of the shelf.

Farther offshore, however, where the immediate surface alone had yet been chilled

by the cool land winds, the underlying water at 20 to 50 meters still continued 1°

to 2° warmer than the superficial stratum above or the bottom water below. As a

result the curves for 12° and 13° might suggest a landward intrusion of water from

offshore if taken by themselves. However, the salinities forbid this interpretation,

proving this apparent tongue merely reminiscent of the maximum temperature to

which this level had warmed during the preceding summer (Bigelow, 1922, p. 123).

Fig. 73.—Vertical distribution of temperature off Marthas Vineyard to show autumnal cooling.

A, August 25, 1914 (station 10259); B, October 22, 1915 (station 10333); C, November 1, 1916

(station 10406)
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A thermal distribution of the opposite sort, with a shelf of cold water projecting

seaward, has been recorded repeatedly off this part of the slope at the end of the

summer.
NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER

In 1912 the whole column of water off Gloucester had become vertically homo-

geneous in temperature (about 9°) by November 20 (fig. 75), suggesting that autum-

nal cooling had proceeded at about the same rate there as it did in 1915 and 1916

(p. 638), while the whole column, 70 meters deep, had cooled to about 7.8° to 8.1° by

December 4 (station 10048). It is interesting that the immediate surface was 0.1°

to 0.3° warmer there than the deeper levels on both these dates, which may have

reflected irregularities and setbacks in the progress of cooling from day to day,

because both these stations were occupied after one or two warm days, though on

Fig. 74.—Temperature profile crossing the continental shelf off Narragansett Bay, November 10 and 11, 1916 (stations 10405

to 10508)

both occasions the air temperature was a degree or so colder than the water at the

times the readings were taken.

The Fish Hawk again found the temperature virtually uniform vertically, from

surface to bottom, all along the southern side of Massachusetts Bay on Decmber
3, 1925, in depths of 25 to 40 meters; in fact, the surface reading did not differ by more
than 0.2° from the intermediate or bottom reading at any of the 10 stations. The
progress of autumnal cooling also was made evident by a mean temperature of about
6.2° for this side of the bay. Although the preceding autumn had been unusually

mild (suggesting that in most years the sea temperature is a degree or two lower

by that date), one station off Plymouth Harbor (No. 10) and two at the head of the

8951—28 42
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bay (Nos. 16 and 17) were then fractionally cooler at the surface than deeper—evi-

dence that the water had been rapidly losing heat from the surface for some days

previous, which can be associated with a cold northwest gale on November 23. No
great horizontal variation in temperature was to be expected over so small an

area; in fact, all the readings for this cruise fell within the limits of 4.80° and 6.93°.

The slight differences recorded from station to station on this cruise prove unex-

pectedly instructive, because the coldest water (4.8° to 5.8°) then formed a more or

less definite pool close

1
°

Temperature, Centigrade

3° 4° 5° 6° 7° 8° 10° 11
*

inshore, a few miles

north of Plymouth,

with appreciably
higher temperatures

(6.8° to 6.9°) to the

northward as well as

off the mouth of Ply-

mouth Harbor and in

Cape Cod Bay to the

south. Although the

data do not suffice to

bound this cold area

offshore, the general

distribution of tem-

perature to be ex-

pected at that season,

and actually recorded

there later in the

month (fig. 7 6) ,
makes

it virtually certain

that it was also en-

tirely surrounded by

higher temperatures

to the east.

On this same day

(December 3), C. G.

Corliss, superintend-

ent of the Gloucester

hatchery, found the

surface water 4.4° in

Gloucester Harbor

and 5.6° at a locality

1 to 2 miles off its

mouth, a gradation that illustrates the progression of winter cooling from the land

out to sea, but does not suggest any considerable thermal difference between the

two sides of the bay at the time. Unfortunately, no corresponding readings were

taken in the central part; but the water was about 2° warmer 7 miles off Glouces-

Fiq. 75.—Vertical distribution of temperature in the offing of Gloucester on successive dates of

the autumn and winter. A, October 1, 1915 (station 10324); B, November 20, 1912 (station

10047); C, December 4, 1912 (station 1C048); D, December 23, 1912 (station 10049); E,

December 29, 1921 (station 10489); F, January 16, 1913 (station 10050); G, February 9,

1921; H, February 13, 1913 (station 10053)
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ter on December 4, 1 9 1

3

43
(also a mild year), than in the coastal belt on that same

day in 1923. Temperatures of about 5° to 7° may therefore be expected around

the shores of Massachusetts Bay, with about 8° in its center, by the first week in

December in average years, with the water virtually homogeneous from surface to

bottom.

The data for the Fish Hawlc stations show that almost no change took place

either in the actual temperature of Massachusetts Bay or in its vertical distribution

during the first two weeks of December, 1925, the readings being fractionally higher

for the second cruise than for the first at some stations, lower at others. The
regional distribution remained unaltered, with the coldest water (5° to 6°) taking

43 Station 10048; 8.1° at the surface, 7.8° at 46 meters and 70 meters.
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the form of an isolated pool near the western shore, surrounded by slightly higher

temperatures (fig. 76). Equally cold water (about 5.3°, surface to bottom) off

the mouth of Provincetown Harbor (station 5) now marked the shallows of the

latter as a second center for local cooling.

After cold west winds on December 13, 14, and 15, the whole column of water

averaged about 1 degree colder in the southern half of the bay on the 16th and

17th than it had been a week earlier, with a maximum cooling of about 2° and a

minimum of about 1° at the surface.

M<lX&S?Q

AO

20

•4©

5o

60

70

Fig. 77.—Vertical distribution of temperature at three representative stations in the southern

side of Massachusetts Bay on December 9 to 11, 1924 (solid curves), and January G and 7, 1925

(broken curves).

Meantime the eastern and southern parts of Cape Cod Bay (5° at the surface)

had definitely become a site of production for cold water, separated from the still

colder pool next the land north of Plymouth (3.8° to 4.5°) by a slightly warmer

wedge (5° to 6°) in the center of the bay. At this season the water of the bay is so

nearly homogeneous, surface to bottom (fig 77), that a chart of the minimum tem-

perature, irrespective of depth (fig. 78), illustrates this regional distribution better

than a surface chart can.

When the temperature varies more widely between stations a few miles apart

than between surface and bottom at any one station, as is the case in the southern

i <&/-[-*» ps-'ra'fcuT&'
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side of the Gulf of Maine after November, the thermal relation between surface and

bottom temperatures may be reversed at different stages of the tide, as warmer
water from offshore comes in with the flood and water chilled near shore moves out

on the ebb. But whether the flood water will drift in at the surface, or whether it

will sink to some deeper level as it approaches the coast, depends on the regional

distribution of density. Accordingly, the flood tide may either raise the surface

temperature slightly above that of the deeper water near land in winter or it may
warm the mid stratum temporarily, a state which may persist until the last of the

ebb. Both these alternatives are illustrated among the Massachusetts Bay stations

for December 16 and 17, 1925 (stations 5, 6, 7, 9, 13, 14, and 17). The fact that the

station off Cohasset (16) was not only coldest at the surface but gave the minimum
temperature for the cruise (3.8°), although taken about the middle of the flood,

probably results from the general drift discussed below (p. 972).

The fourth week of December, 1925, saw very wintry weather, with several days

of northwest gales, the minimum temperature of the air falling to — 1° F. (
— 18.3° C.)

at Boston on the 21st and to about 5° F. (about —15° C.) on the 22d. This was

reflected by an average cooling of about 1° for the waters of the bay between the

16th and 17th and the 22d and 23d, which gives a rough measure of the radiation to

be expected from the surface during two or three days of low air temperatures and

high offshore winds at this time of year.

Although the entire area was much more uniform in temperature on December
22 and 23 than it had been a week earlier (all the readings for that date fell between

4.95° and 2.5°), temperatures of 2.5° to 3° near Plymouth, in the one side, and a

mile off Gloucester, in the other,44 on the same day, contrasting with 4.5° to 5° in

the central part of the bay (station 18; about 7° at station 10049 on December 23,

1913), show the thermal gradation usual for the winter season. Thus, 4° to 7° may
be taken as normal for the deep parts of the bay during the last week in December,

and 2° to 4° for its coastal belt.

The Bay of Fundy, in the opposite side of the gulf, experiences essentially the

same cycle of temperature as Massachusetts Bay during December. Thus, Mavor’s

(1923) tables show the whole column of its deep trough as virtually homogeneous,

vertically, by November (fig. 79), and about reproducing Massachusetts Bay in

temperature in December, notwithstanding the difference in latitude. Compare, for

instance, 6.4° to 6.9° in the central parts of Massachusetts Bay on December 11, 1925,

with 6.18° to 6.6° for the corresponding depth column in the Bay of Fundy on

December 2, 1915, and 5.62° to 6.12° on December 5, 1917 (Mavor, 1923, p. 375). 45

Some variation is to be expected in the vertical distribution of temperature in

these bays in December from year to year. In 1913, as noted (p. 645), the water off

Gloucester was homogeneous, surface to bottom, throughout that month; but in

1920 more rapid chilling had lowered the temperature of the surface (5.56°) about

1.5° below that of the 40-meter level (6.94°) at this locality by the end of the month

« Observation taken by C. G. Corliss (p. 513.)

« Mavor (1923) records 6.11° for the surface, 6.42° at 50 meters, and 6.6° at 175 meters on Dec. 2, 1916; 5.62° at the surface, 5.72°

at 60 meters, 6.16° at 100 meters, and 6.18° at 175 meters on Dec. 5, 1917.
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(station 10489), and the Bay of Fundy was also fractionally colder at the surface

than a few meters down at this season in 1916 and 1917.

Temperature, Centigrade

Fig. 79.—Vertical distributions of temperature at Prince station 3, in the Bay of Fundy, in autumn
and winter, from Mayor’s (1923) data. A, September 4, 1917; B, October 2, 1917; C, December
5, 1917; D, January 19, 1918; E, February 28, 1917.

MIDWINTER

The records obtained by the Halcyon during the last days of December, 1920,

and first half of January, 1921 (stations 10488 to 10503), represent the distribution

of temperature in the inner part of the open gulf for a midwinter neither unusually

cold nor unusually mild.
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Fig. 80.—Temperature of the northern part of the gulf on the surface (upper chart), at 40 meters (middle chart), and at

100 meters (lower chart), December 29, 1920, to January 9, 1921
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These several midwinter stations (fig. 80), combined, show that at this season

any line run normal to the coast of the gulf would lead from lower surface temper-

atures out into slightly warmer water, with the surface then coldest (below 1°),

locally, close in to the land between Boston and Cape Elizabeth on the one side of

the gulf, and along Nova Scotia on the other; slightly warmer than 4° along the

intervening coast sector, outside the outer islands, and about 6° on the central and
southern parts of the basin (fig. 80) ;

but the temperature may fall as low as 1°

among the islands by the end of December, as happened at Boothbay and in Lubec
Channel in 1919 (figs. 30 and 31).

These local differences result from the topography of the coast line, from the

local winter climate, and from differences in the activity of vertical stirring by the

tides. Thus, the surface chills more rapidly at the head of Massachusetts Bay than

along the open coast of Maine because less actively mixed by the tides with warmer
water from offshore and from deeper levels. Chilling takes place most rapidly of all

in the sounds and harbors, because their enclosure prevents free interchange with

the water outside.

In midwinter the surface is, as a whole, the coldest level, though differing by
less than 1° from the warmest stratum at most of the stations. Thus, the inner

part of Massachusetts Bay (station 10488) had cooled to 3.89° at the surface on

December 29, with 5.86° on the bottom in 60 meters. In the bowl off Gloucester

the readings were 5.56° at the surface and 6.9° to 7° from 40 meters down to the

bottom in 150 meters, the latter almost precisely reproducing the temperature recorded

there on December 23, 1912 (fig. 75). The surface was about 0.5° warmer 15

miles off the northern end of Cape Cod (station 10491), but the 100-meter level was

about 0.1° cooler. The vertical distribution of temperature was the same near the

land, off the mouth of the Merrimac River (station 10492), as near the head of Mas-
sachusetts Bay, and with the actual values nearly alike, while the trough off the Isles

of Shoals (station 10493, fig. 70) agreed equally with the sink station off Gloucester

just mentioned.

The vertical range of temperature was only about 0.2° off Seguin in about 80

meters depth on December 31, 1920 (station 10495, 5.83° on the surface, 6.1° at

40 meters, and 6.1° at 75 meters); but a few miles farther out from the influence

of the land off the mouth of Penobscot Bay, the next day (station 10496), where
the water is less subject to tidal stirring, the temperature curve closely paralled that

for the Isle of Shoals station 2 days previous in the upper 100 meters (5.6° at the

surface, 6.05° at 40 meters, and 6.79° at 100 meters), but showed a slight vertical

warming at greater depths to 7.5° on the bottom in 150 meters. Surface (4.7°) and

90-meter readings (5.7°) differed by about this same amount close in to Mount
Desert Island (station 10497). However, the temperature was uniform, surface to

bottom, a few miles off Machias (station 10498, 5.56° to 5.61°), a state approxi-

mated here throughout the year.

In the Fundy deep the Halcyon found the whole column about 1° to 2° warmer
on January 4, 1921 (station 10499), than Mavor (1923) records it for January 3,

1916; in fact, agreeing more closely with his temperatures for December 5, 1918, in

spite of the difference in date, as follows:
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Depth Station
10499

Prince
station 3,

Jan. 3,

1917‘

Surface _

°C.
5.56

2 6. 00
6.03

2 6. 80

°C.
3. 69
4. 56
5. 30
4.59

60 meters ... . ... ... _

1 From Mavor, 1923. 2 Approximate.

Apparently the waters along the western shores of Nova Scotia are about as cold

as the inner part of Massachusetts Bay in the first week in January, judging from

1921, when the temperature was uniformly 3.8° to 3.9°, surface to bottom, a few miles

off Yarmouth (station 10501) on the 4th; or about the same at the surface as the

reading off the mouth of Boston Harbor 5 days previous, with no wider difference at

20 to 40 meters than can be accounted for by more active vertical circulation and

by this difference in date.

In the northeastern part of the trough, on January 5 (station 10502), the surface

was coldest (5.56°) overlying a uniform stratum (6.6° to 6.7°) at 40 to 100 meters,

with slightly warmer water (6.9° to 7.2°) at still greater depths; but readings taken

in the western side of the basin for January 9 showed the water about 2° warmer

at 100 to 150 meters than either the surface or the bottom (station 10503).

Thus, the level that is coldest in the western side of the basin in summer is

warmest in midwinter—about 2.5° warmer, in fact (7.5° to 7.8°), than we have ever

found it in August. A serial for late November is required for a correct picture of

the autumnal change there; but the fact that the salinity of the 100-meter level was

higher at this locality in December, 1920, than we have ever found it in August,

September, or October (fig. 138), suggests that the temperature of its warm stratum

had been maintained at about the November value (about 8°) throughout December

by additions of warmer and more saline water from the southeastern part of the gulf,

while the surface stratum had cooled. This reconstruction is corroborated, also, by

the fact that while the surface continued to chill (about 0.5°) during the interval

between December 29 (station 10490) and January 9 (station 10503), the 100-meter

level warmed by about 0.5°, the 150-meter temperature rose by about 1.5° during

the interval, with no corresponding increase in salinity (p. 994).

In horizontal projection the midwinter serials just discussed show the 40-meter

level coldest (3.86°) in the eastern side of the gulf, off Yarmouth, Nova Scotia; 4°

to 6° in Massachusetts Bay, along the coast of Maine east of Penobscot Bay, and at

the mouth of the Bay of Fundy; 6° to 7° elsewhere (fig. 80). The temperature

was regionally as uniform at 100 meters, also, varying only from 6.03° to 7.81° over

the whole area—coldest in the mouth of the Bay of Fundy. At 200 meters, how-

ever, the regional distribution of temperature (also of salinity—p. 804), was just the

reverse, being warmest (6.9° to 7°) in the northeastern branch of the basin and the

Bay of Fundy and coldest in the western side of the basin off Cape Ann (5.3° to 5.6°)

.

No serial temperatures have been taken in the open basin of the gulf during the

last half of January or the first three weeks of February, but records for the vicinity
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of Gloucester in 1913, for the southern side of the Massachusetts Bay region in 1925,

and for the Bay of Fundy region show that the water continues to cool during these

months. In 1924-25 cold weather at about Christmas was reflected in the southern

half of Massachusetts Bay by temperatures about 2.5° lower on January 6 and 7

than they had been on December 22 and 23, the mean temperature having fallen to

about 2.5° to 2.6°, surface to bottom.46

Large amounts of ice formed in the southeastern side of Cape Cod Bay during

the low temperatures and northwest gales of the last week of that December, until

it was packed several feet high on the flats and along the beaches south of Wellfleet,

reaching for a mile or more offshore as I saw it on the 29th. Its chilling effect is

reflected in the fact that the temperature of the water was much lower (0.3° on the

surface, 0.25° on bottom in 13 meters) off Billingsgate Shoal on January 7 ( Fish

Hawk cruise 5, station 7 ) than at the other stations for that cruise.

The surface temperatures for this January cruise (fig. 81) are also instructive as

an illustration of the gradation from lowest readings of 0.5 ° to 2.5 °, close in to the

shore, to warmer water (4° to 5°) in the center of the bay, characteristic of the

season. A reading of 2.78° a mile off the mouth of Gloucester Harbor on this same
date shows that the coldest band was continuous right around the coast line of the

bay, as it had been the month before (p. 650).

Probably the mouth of the bay, generally, and the open basin in its offing are

usually about 5°' to 5.5° in temperature at the second week of January at all depths,

judging from readings of 5.3° to 5.6°, surface to bottom, in 70 meters off Gloucester

on the 16th of the month in 1913 (station 10050).

On January 6 and 7, 1925, the surface (fig. 81) was slightly cooler than the bot-

tom at the four stations in the central part of Massachusetts Bay (Fish Hawk cruise

5, stations 19, 18, 2, and 4) and in the eastern side of Cape Cod Bay (station 6),

fractionally warmer than the bottom in the southern part of the latter and along the

Plymouth shore. Nor is the cause for this slight regional difference clear, for most of

the stations of the second group, as well as of the first, were occupied on the ebb tide.

On January 9, 1920, Gloucester Harbor was between 0° and 1° (fig. 29), Booth-

bay Harbor fractionally colder than 0° (fig. 30), and Lubec Narrows about 0° (fig.

31), showing that the temperature falls about equally fast in such situations all

around the western and northern shores of the gulf in spite of the difference in lati-

tude.47 The water is also about as cold at Woods Hole at this season (Sumner,

Osburn, and Cole, 1913; Fish, 1925).

Massachusetts Bay is coldest during the first half of February; and this prob-

ably applies to the gulf as a whole. The precise date when the temperature fell to

its minimum can not be stated for any of the years of record (no doubt this varies

from year to year, as well as regionally), but the readings taken in the bay on
February 6 and 7, 1925 (Fish Hawk cruise 6), were close to the coldest for that

particular winter.

On this date the surface of the southern side of the bay (mean temperature

about 0.75°) averaged about 2° colder than it had on January 6 and 7, though the

regional distribution of temperature (fig. 82) continued reminiscent of the late December

«! The mean temperature of the air had been below normal at Boston on every day save three since Dec. 19.

« Gloucester Harbor, 42° 35' N; Lubec Narrows, 44° 49' N.
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Fiq. 81.—Surface temperature of the southern side of Massachusetts Bay, January 6 and 7, 1925
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Flo. 82.—Surface temperature (solid curves) and minimum temperature (broken curves) of the southern side of Massa-
chusetts Bay, February 6 and 7, 1925
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state, with two distinct cold centers—the one along shore between Boston Harbor
and Plymouth (

— 0.5° to 0°), the other in the southeastern part of Cape Cod Bay.
These very low temperatures in the southeastern part of Cape Cod Bay and along

the Marshfield-Plymouth shore (<0°) are colder than any previously recorded for

the open waters of the Gulf of Maine. However, judging from the fact that the mean
temperature of the air had been close to normal during the preceding month, and
the snowfall unusually light, these parts of the bay may be expected to chill to as low

a figure as this during most winters.

Probably the northern side of the bay is never as cold as its southern part is in

February, for on February 7, 1925, the temperature was 1.67° only a mile out from

the mouth of Gloucester Harbor, though lower (
— 0.56°) within the latter; and

Fig. 83.—Temperature profile running from the Marshfield shore out into Massachusetts Bay, January 6 and 7, 2925 (Fish

Hawk stations 2 and 15)

readings of 2.83° on the surface and 3.11° at 82 meters 7 miles off Gloucester on

February 13, 1913 (station 10053), are probably normal for the mouth of the bay at

this date.

The mid-level proved colder than either the surface or the bottom in Massachu-
setts Bay on February 6 and 7, 1925, at 12 out of the 15 stations (fig. 82). At the

same time the coldest stratum lay at a depth of 30 to 35 meters at the offshore

line {Fish Hawk cruise 6, stations 19, 18, 2, and 4) but within 10 to 15 meters of the

surface near the Plymouth-Marshfield shore.

Profiles running out from the land off Marshfield for January 6 and 7 (fig. 83)

and for February 6 and 7 (fig. 84) show a very interesting succession, with the
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water that had been cooled near shore moving out from the land and at the same
time sinking, to develop a shelflike intrusion into the warmer water of the center of

the bay. The profiles also suggest that the coldest water was produced even closer

in to the coast line than the innermost of the two stations, and that the whole column

was colder than 0° next this sector of the coast at about the end of January, down
to a depth of 10 to 15 meters.

In 1925 the southern side of Massachusetts Bay had experienced its mini-

mum temperature for the winter and had commenced to warm again by the last

week in February, when the mean temperature of the surface (1.65°) was nearly 1°

higher than it had been two weeks earlier, with a corresponding rise in mean bottom

IS S>r<ATions

Fig. 84.—Temperature profile running from the Marshfield shore out into Massachusetts Bay, February 6, 7, and 27, 1925.

The broken curve is the isotherm for 2° on February 24

temperature from 0.95° to 1.68°. On the 24th the whole surface of the bay was
close to 2° in temperature, a regional uniformity illustrated by readings of 2.2° a mile

or two off Gloucester, in the one side of the bay, with 2° to 2.1° in the central parts

and 2.3° near Provincetown (station 5) in the other side. The offshore drift of water,

chilled next the Plymouth shore, had also slackened, if not entirely ceased (fig. 84).

The vertical distribution of temperature off Provincetown (Fish Hawk station 5)

on February 24 is interesting because the bottom reading was the highest (2.34°)

recorded for any level at any of these late February stations. A 40-meter salinity

of about 33 per mille at 40 meters there, contrasted with 32.7 to 32.8 per mille in the

central part of the bay, shows that some inflow through the bottom of the channel
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that separates Cape Cod from Stellwagen Bank was responsible for this unexpected

warmth of the bottom water at the tip of the cape.

The facts that the inshore stations for the last week of February were slightly

warmer at all levels than they had been three weeks previous, and that the water

was slightly warmer inside Gloucester Harbor (2.78°) than a mile or two off the

mouth (2.2°), instead of the reverse, are sufficient evidence that the coastal belt had

begun to gain heat from the sun faster than it was losing heat by radiation from its

surface. This gain was not yet rapid enough, however, to have produced any general

differentiation in temperature between surface and underlying water in the moderate

depths of Massachusetts Bay; and periods of severely cold weather may be expected to

cause temporary reversals during the first weeks. In fact, a setback of this sort seems

Fig. 85.—Temperature at tbree representative stations (5, 10, and 18 to 18A) in the southern side

of Massachusetts Bay on January 0 and 7, 1925 (solid curves), and on February 6 and 7

(broken curves), to show change in one month

to have occurred between the 25th and 27th of that February, because the Fish Hawk
once more found the water off the mouth of Plymouth Harbor coldest at the surface

on the latter date, after three days of severe cold accompanied by a northwest gale

Thus, the shoals seem to have acted as a temporary center for cooling there, as

might be expected.

The winter of 1912-13 seems to have been about as cool as 1924-25 in Massachu-

setts Bay, minimum temperatures slightly higher (2.8° at surface and at 46 meters,

3.11° at 82 meters, February 13, 1913) being associated with the situation of the

standard station well out in the mouth of the bay. February, 1921, was measur-

ably warmer, with 3.3° at the surface, 3.52° at 20 meters, and 3.63° at 40 meters ljH>
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miles off Gloucester Harbor on the 9th (p. 994), where the surface reading was 1.67°

on the 6th in 1925. After the almost Arctic February of 1920, the Albatross found

the surface about 1.1° on March 1 on the run from Boston out to station 20050 at

the mouth of the bay, and the open gulf correspondingly low in temperature, as

described above (p. 522).48

It is also probable that the temperature of the water did not begin to rise in

1920 until after the first of March, instead of gaining heat from the middle of Feb-

ruary, as happened in 1913 and in 1925; but rising temperatures may be expected

in Massachusetts Bay by the last of February in all but the tardiest seasons.

It would be interesting to compare the midwinter temperature of Massachusetts

Bay with that of the Bay of Fundy in the opposite side of the gulf. Unfortunately,

the winter data so far available do not sufficiently establish the relationship between

the two regions because they are for different years, except that there is no great

difference between them at the coldest season.

Depth

Massachusetts Bay
Feb. 6 and 7, 1925

Feb. 13,

1913, ofi

Glouces-
ter, sta-

tion 10053

Feb. 7,

1917,

Bay of

Fundy
(Mavor,

1923)

Fish
Hawk
Station
18A

Fish
Hawk

Station 2

°C.
2.00

°C.
2. 00

°C.
2. 83

°C.
1. 46
1.9930 meters

30-34 meters 1.85 1. 81
46 meters 2.78
50 meters _ 2. 44
64-08 meters „ 2. 00 3. 10

75 meters 3. 12

82 meters 3. 11

Passamaquoddy Bay, tributary to the Bay of Fundy, seems also to correspond

closely to Cape Cod Bay in minimum temperature, its inclosed situation so exposing

it to climatic chilling that its surface falls close to the freezing point. Thus, Doctor

McMurrich’s notes (p. 513) record a temperature of about —1.7° at St. Andrews
from February 16 to March 3 in the very cold winter of 1916, compared with a

minimum of —1.55° in Cape Cod Bay on February 6 and 7 of the more moderate

season of 1925 {Fish Hawk cruise 6, station 6A). Willey (1921) also records —0.77°

at 20 meters depth in Passamaquoddy Bay on February 23 1917, which is about the

expectation for Boston Harbor and probably for the inner parts of Casco Bay and

of Penobscot Bay.

Neither is the difference of latitude between the Bay of Fundy and Massachu-
setts Bay accompanied by more than a week’s difference, or so, between the dates

when vernal warming becomes effective in the two regions. Thus, the trough of the

Bay of Fundy commenced to warm about the first of March in 1917 (Mavor, 1923),

and while Doctor McMurrich’s plankton notes for St. Andrews do not show a rise

in temperature until the end of that month in 1916, this was even a more tardy

spring than 1920.

48 The surface of Massachusetts Bay is recorded as 3.3° on Feb. 24, 1920 (Bureau of Fisheries Document No. 897, p. 183); but

this is simply the quartermaster’s record.
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During the winter of 1919-20 the water of Gloucester Harbor (fig. 29) chilled

to about — 1.5° and was colder than 0° from about January 12 to March 20; Booth-

bay Harbor (fig. 30) chilled nearly to — 2° and was below 0° from January 5 to March
5; Lubec Narrows (fig. 31), where tidal mixture with the water outside is more active,

chilled to about the same temperature as Gloucester and was colder than zero

for a slightly longer period—January 5 to March 20. In such situations, then, the

strength of the tides and the frequency with which the water is renewed from out-

side govern the minimum to which the temperature drops in winter more than the

latitude does.

THERMAL SUMMARIES

Summaries of the thermal cyles for the following representative localities are

given: (1) Mouth of Massachusetts Bay, off Gloucester; (2) the Fundy Deep,

between Grand Manan and Nova Scotia; (3) near Mount Desert Island; and (4)

the western side of the basin of the gulf in the offing of Cape Ann.

1. MOUTH OF MASSACHUSETTS BAY, OFF GLOUCESTER

Temperatures at various dates, to 0.1°, some by direct observation and others by interpolation

Depth
Mar. 1,

1920
20050

Mar. 4,

1913
10054

Mar. 19,

1924

Apr. 7,

1925, Fish
Hawk

station 31

Apr. 3,

1913
10055

Apr. 9,

1920
20090

May 4,

1920
20120

Surface 2.5 2.9 2. 2 4.

1

4.

1

3.3 6.4
20 meters 1.9 2. 9 1.9 3.4 4.

1

2.5 4.7
40 meters 1.9 3.0 1.8 3.0 4.0 2.4 4.3
70 meters 1. 7 3.4 1.8 2.8 4.0 2.4 2.7
100 meters . 1.5 2.3

Depth
May 4,

1915
10266

May 16,

1920
20124

May 26,

1915
10279

June 16-

17, 1925
Fish
Hawk

station 31

July 10,

1912
10341

July 19,

1916
10341

Aug. 9,

1913
10087

Surface 6.

1

9. 7 10. 0 12.9 18. 3 16.4 16.7
20 meters 4.0 5.

1

7.2 5.5 9.0 6.0 10.4
40 meters 3.6 2.9 5. 2 4.0 6.6 4.

1

6. 7

70 meters 3. 6 2. 8 3.8 3.6 4.6 3.7 6.3
100 meters 3.6 2.7 4.6 5.2

Depth
Aug. 22,

1914
10253

Aug. 22,

1922
10632

Aug. 22,

1922
10633

Aug. 31,
1915
10306

Sept. 29,

1915
10320

Oct. 1,

1915
10324

Oct. 27,

1915
10339

Surface 18.9 18. 00 18.7 16.

1

10.5 10.3 10.8
20 meters . 12.0 9. 10 12.3 12.0 10. 6 10.0

6.5 7. 40
4. 70

7.0 8. 3 10.

1

9.0
70 meters 5.3 6. 7 7.0 7.5 7.3
100 meters 4.6 6.0 7.1

Depth
Oct. 31,

1916
10399

Nov. 20,

1912
10047

Dec. 4,

1912
10048

Dec. 23,

1912
10049

Dec. 29,
1920
10489

Jan. 16,

1913
10050

Feb. 9,

1921
10504

Feb. 13,

1913
10053

Surface _ 10.0 9.2 8.

1

6. 9 5. 6 5.4 3.3 2.8
20 meters 9. 6 9. 0 7.8 6. 9 6. 0 6.4 3. 5 2.8
40 meters 8.2 9.0 7.8 6.9 6.9 5.3 3.6 2.8
70 meters 6.

1

7.8 6.9 6.9 5.6 3.0
l'OO meters 6.4 7.0
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In' this region (fig. 86) the most obvious seasonal change is the very rapid

warming of the surface, which takes place from the end of the winter until about

the end of July, resulting (on the average) in a rise of nearly 17°. After the first

month or so of vernal warming (March to April), during which the whole column

warms nearly uniformly, the rate at which the temperature rises becomes inversely

proportional to the depth; and it so continues throughout the spring and summer,

Fig. 86.—Composite diagram of the normal seasonal variation of temperature at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay, off

Gloucester, at the surface, 20 meters, 40 meters, 70 meters, and 100 meters. The curves are smoothed. The station

for August 9, 1923, is omitted because the water between the 20 and 150 meter levels was much colder that summer
than usual, after an unusually cold winter

primarily because the source of heat is from above and secondarily because the ver-

tical circulation is not sufficiently active to prevent a constant increase in vertical

stability as the upper strata becomes warmer and warmer. The steadily widening

spread between the curves for the surface and for the 20-meter level thus mirrors

increasing stability. The result of this partial insulation of the deeper strata from

the penetration of heat from above is that the maximum temperature for the year is
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reached later and later in the season, at greater and greater depths, with the water

continuing to warm at any given level until the autumnal cooling of the surface

brings the temperature of the overlying mass down nearly as low. Thus, the sur-

face is warmest in August, the 20-meter level about the first week of September, the

40-meter level not until October, and the 70-meter level in November, while the 100-

meter temperature probably does not reach the maximum for the year until the first

part of December. This has the interesting biologic complement that while any
animal living in the littoral zone, or pelagic close to the surface, encounters the

highest temperature while the solar illumination has fallen but little from its maxi-

mum intensity, for inhabitants of the deep water in 70 to 100 meters the summer,
as measured by temperature, falls when the illumination by the sun is nearing its mini-

mum for the year.

Sometime in July the warming of the surface suddenly slows down as the sun’s

declination falls lower and lower; but the cooling that takes place during September
no doubt is due more to vertical mixing than to the loss of heat by radiation from
the water, because the mean temperature of the air does not fall below that of the

surface until about the middle or end of October (p. 671) . The two chilling agencies

that affect the surface of the Massachusetts Bay region—i. e., the constantly lower-

ing temperature of the air and the incessant tidal stirring that becomes more and
more active as the stability of the water decreases—make the whole column vir-

tually homogeneous in temperature (about 9°) down to 100 meters depth by the

beginning of winter. From that date on we have never found the surface differing

by more than 2.5° in temperature from the bottom in any part of Massachusetts

Bay until March; and in depths of 70 meters, or deeper, the bottom water is usually

slightly warmer than the superficial stratum from the last half of December until

the middle of February, with the winter minimum for the whole column usually fall-

ing between 2° and 3°. At the mouth of the bay, 7 to 12 miles off Gloucester, the

temperature is at its minimum about the middle of February in most years.

2. BAY OF FUNDY

The graph for Massachusetts Bay illustrates the thermal cycle for the coastal

zone of the gulf where least stirred, vertically, by the tides; that for the Bay of

Fundy shows the opposite extreme. Corresponding to this difference in circulation

under the influence of a much more severe winter climate and a somewhat cooler sum-
mer in the atmosphere, the graph of annual temperature in the Bay of Fundy (fig. 87)

shows a vertical range of only about 5° in the upper 100 meters in summer, contrast-

ing with 14° in Massachusetts Bay. Similarly, the annual range of surface temper-

ture is only about 10°; 17° or 18° at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay. At 100

meters, however, the annual range (approximately 5°) is about the same for the two
localities. Although the Bay of Fundy is much less stratified, with regard to tem-

perature, than is Massachusetts Bay during the warm months, it is more so during

the winter, with the surface 1° to 1.5° colder than the 100-meter level between the

dates when the whole column becomes homogeneous in temperature in autumn and

again in early spring.

In normal years the surface of the Bay of Fundy reaches its highest tempera-

ture in August or early September (slightly later than the date when the surface of
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Massachusetts Bay is warmest), the 20-meter level early in September, 40-meter

level about the 1st of October, and. the 70-meter and 100-meter levels during that

month or the next.

3. NEAR MOUNT DESERT ISLAND

Off Mount Desert, where tidal stirring keeps the water thoroughly mixed, surface

to bottom, throughout the year, the column cools nearly uniformly at all levels

during the autumn and warms only slightly more rapidly at the surface than in the

deeper strata during the spring (fig. 88) ,
so that the period when the surface is more

than 1.5° to 2° warmer than the 20 to 40 meter level averages 2 to 3 months instead

of 5 to 6 months, as in Massachusetts Bay; and the 40-meter level warms to its
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Fig. 87.—Composite diagram of the seasonal variations of temperature at Prince station 3, in the Bay of Fundy, between
Grand Manan and Petite Passage, from November, 1916, to November, 1917, from Mavor’s (1923) data

maximum for the year only a month or so later than the surface, instead of about 2

months later. The autumnal equalization of temperature also takes place by the

first week of October near Mount Desert, a month earlier than in the deep part of

the Bay of Fundy (fig. 87) but only a week or two earlier than in Massachusetts

Bay (fig. 86).

4. WESTERN SIDE OF THE BASIN

Probably the western arm of the basin (fig. 89) is less subject to tidal stirring in

its upper strata than any other part of the gulf. Therefore, it is not surprising to

find the seasonal rise and fall of temperature of its superficial stratum (surface to 40

meters) closely reproducing that of Massachusetts Bay, except that the temperature
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does not fall quite as low in winter, being farther offshore. The date when the tem-

perature rises to its maximum for the year is also about the same' here^as in the bay

—

mid-August for the surface, late August or early September for the 20-meter level

—

but in 1920 this part of the basin was not coldest until about the last week in March,

whereas the surface in the neighborhood of Gloucester had begun to warm by the

end of February, a difference corresponding to the difference in location (p. 694).

Vernal warming is also generally parallel at these two locations down to the 40-meter

level; but it can readily be appreciated that any upwelling of the much colder bot-

tom water at any time from June to October would interrupt the orderly progression

Fig. 88—Composite diagram of the normal seasonal variations of temperature near Mount Desert Island, at the surface,

20 meters, and 40 meters, from data for the years 1915, 1920, 1921, and 1923. The curves are smoothed

of the 40-meter temperature, and it is probable that the very low 40-meter reading

recorded off Cape Cod for August 22, 1914 (station 10254, 5.75°) is to be accounted

for on this basis. Lacking data for late September or early October, I can not defi-

nitely state whether the 40-meter level of this side of the basin warms .to its annual

maximum at about the same date as in Massachusetts Bay (September)

.

The amplitude of the seasonal variation in temperature is nearly the same in the

superficial stratum of the basin off the mouth of Massachusetts Bay as within the

latter— i. e., a range of about 17° to 19° from summer to winter at the surface, about

10° to 11° at 20 meters, and about 7° to 8° at 40 meters. Unfortunately the only
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autumnal data for the deeper levels (100 and 150 meters) were for October and

November of the very cold year 1916, when these underlying strata certainly had not

warmed to the temperature usual for the date, although the superficial strata had

(p. 642 ) ;
but warming is probably to be expected here at 100 meters until some

time in December. However, no rule can be laid down for depths greater than 100

to 150 meters in the basin. Thus, the lowest temperature so far recorded in the

Fig. 89.—Normal seasonal variations in temperature at the surface, 20 meters, and 100 meters in the west-

ern side of the basin of the gulf, in the offing of Cape Ann, combined from the data for the several

years and months. The curves are smoothed

western side of the basin at 150 meters was for midsummer (1912) instead of at the

end of the winter, as is the case off Gloucester only 30 miles to the westward. This
lack of conformity between the season of the year and the temperature is still more
notable at 200 meters, for which level the lowest as well as the highest temperatures
for this locality have been recorded in summer, the latter (6.3° and 6.8°) in August,
1914 and 1915, and the former (4.61°) on July 15, 1912.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE TEMPERATURE OF THE SURFACE
AND OF THE AIR

The daily air and surface temperatures for Gloucester, Boothbay, and Lubec for

the year 1919-20 (figs. 29 to 31) show the air constantly warmer than the water

along the western and northern shores of the gulf from the middle of that March
until late in October, a difference averaging greatest from some time in June until

the last half of August. During the summer the 10-day averages for air and water

frequently differ by 4° C.—occasionally by as much as 7°—and very hot days would

show a still wider divergence.

The 10-day averages for air and water recorded by Rathbun (1887) for the

years 1881 to 1885 are of the same tenure at the following lighthouses: Thatchers

Island, Boon Island, Seguin Island, Matinicus Rock, Mount Desert Rock, and

Petit Manan, with air averaging warmer than water after the first half of March.

At Eastport, too, the Signal Service of the United States Army found the mean tem-

perature of the air higher than that of the water after March 21 for the 10-year

period, 1878 to 1887 (Moore, 1898, p. 409).

In 1920 the Albatross 49 found the air averaging about 1.7° colder than the water

across Georges Bank during the night of February 22-23 and up to 1 p. m. of Febru-

ary 23, but the average difference between air and water was only 0.7° (day and

night) on the run in from the bank to Massachusetts Bay on that date, with air and

water temperatures precisely alike in Massachusetts Bay.

On March 2 to 4 (stations 10252 to 10260) in that year the surface of the cen-

tral parts of the gulf (stations 20052, 20053, and 20054) still continued warmer than

the air up to March 2 to 4 (average difference about 1.5° C.)
;
but the air had warmed

so fast over the land that the air readings for the coastal sector between Penobscot

Bay and the inner part of Massachusetts Bay (stations 20055 to 20062) were con-

sistently 1.1° to 5.6° higher than the surface readings by that date, night as well as

day, averaging about 3.5° warmer.

This regional difference between the coastwise belt and the water farther out at

sea had disappeared by the 10th to 11th of March, when the Albatross ran out from

Boston to the southeastern part of the basin (station 20064), the air now being con-

stantly warmer than the surface over the 24-hour period, 1 p. m. to 1 p. m. From
that date on the hourly readings showed the air invariably warmer than the water,

except on March 20, when we ran along the west coast of Nova Scotia to St. Marys
Bay in a southeast storm with snow squalls.

Apart, then, from extremes of weather, the air averages warmer than the surface

of the gulf from about March 10 on, though the precise date when this state is estab-

lished varies from year to year and falls a week or more sooner near land than out

in the central parts of the gulf.

15 Hourly temperatures, United States Bureau of Fisheries (1921, p. 183).
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Amount by which the air was warmer than surface water, April 6 to 20, 1920

General locality Station Date Time

Amount
by which
air was
warmer
than
water,
°C.

Off Boston Harbor,. — ... 20089 Apr. 6 3 p. m 5.5
20090 Apr. 9 10.15 a. m - 1.0

Off Cape Ann 20091 — /do 1.50 p. m 5.7
20092 do 5 p. m 2.5
20093 do 10.30 p. m .8

20094 Apr. 10 3 a. m 1.

1

20095 do 8 a. m 1.9

20096 ...do 12.20 p. m. 9.4

Off Penobscot Bay 20097 ...do 11 p. m 1.0

20098 4 p. m 3.6
20099 Apr. 12 1 p. m 6.3
20100 do 4.30 p. in 3.9

Do ...1 __ 20101 9.30 p. m 3.5
Off Yarmouth, Nova Scotia 20102 Apr. 13 2.15 a. m 3.9

20103 Apr. 15 1 p. m 6. 7

Off Seal Island, Nova Scotia 20104 do 6 p. m 4.7
North Channel 20105 do 9.15 p. m 4. 1

20106 Apr. 16 3.5
Eastern Channel 20107 do
East edge of Georges Bank 20108 do 6.4
Southeast slope of Georges Bank 20109 do 5.8
East part of Georges Bank _ _ 20110 ...do 8.30 p. m 6.

1

Do- — - 20111 Apr. 17 3.6
Southeast part of basin 20112 do .7

20113 3.8
20114 3.3

Basin off Cape Ann 20115 Apr. 18 3.40 p. m. _ 2.0
Off Cape Cod 20116 ../do 3. 0

Do 20117 ...do 1 p. m 4. 6
Cape Cod Bay 20118 Apr. 20 8.3
Mouth of Massachusetts Bay 201 19 8.20 p. m 6. 9

The air averaged about 5° warmer than the water in Massachusetts Bay, along

Cape Cod, and out across Georges Bank to the continental edge by May 16 to 17,

1920 (run from station 20123 to station 20129), with the difference greatest (10°)

in Massachusetts Bay from 10 a. m. to 1 p. m., least (1.4°) at 9 p. m., but increas-

ing again to 4° to 5.5° over Georges Bank during the daylight hours of the next day.

In any partially inclosed body of water, such as the Gulf of Maine, where the

wind may blow either out from the land over the water or in from the open sea, the

relation of water to air temperature depends largely on the strength and direction

of the wind at any particular moment. For instance, the Halcyon recorded an air

temperature of 23.3° C. and surface reading of 14.44° while fishing on Platts Bank
on July 27, 1924, at 5 a. m. in a flat calm; but shortly afterward a breeze coming in

from the south—from the open sea—lowered the temperature of the air to 15.6°, with
no change in the water. On the whole, however, the difference between air and water
during the part of the year when the air is the warmer certainly rules greatest by
day, when the sun’s heat pours down, and least by night. For instance, the air was
3° to 4° warmer than the water from 7 a. m. to 5 p. m. on the run out to the basin

off Cape Ann on July 15 to 16, 1912, and only about 1.5° to 2° warmer than the

water from 9 p. m. to 1 a. m.

8951—28 43
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The hourly temperatures taken on our summer cruises have not yet been stud-

ied in detail, but preliminary examination shows that the spread between air and
water continues of about this same order of magnitude over the open gulf from May
until July, averaging about 0.3° to 5°.

Usually we have found the air at least 2° but seldom as much as 4° warmer
than the water of the open gulf in August and September by day. This accords

with Craigie and Chase’s (1918, p. 130) and with Craigie’s (1916a) records of air 2.2°

to 6.24° warmer than surface over the Bay of Fundy generally during July, 1915, and
air 2° to 3.8° warmer than water along a section of the bay from Grand Manan to

Nova Scotia on August 27 to 29, 1914. Mavor’s (1923) experience was also similar.

(No night time records have been published for the Bay of Fundy.)

The only regional distinctions that I dare draw in this respect for the open gulf

until the very considerable mass of material is more carefully analyzed, is that the

difference between daytime temperatures of the air and of the water averages great-

est near the shore, as was to be expected.

It is common knowledge that the air along our seaboard is often much warmer
than the water that actually washes the coast during the warmest part of the sum-

mer. Thus, we find the air averaging 6° to 7° warmer than the water at Boothbay
and Gloucester and in Lubec Channel about July 25, 1920 (figs. 29 to 31), with

differences as wide as 10° C. (18° F.) on individual hot days.

Vachon (1918), too, found differences as great as 10° to 12° between the

temperatures of air and water in Passamaquoddy Bay on individual days in July,

August, and September, whereas the maximum difference between air and surface

so far recorded for the open Bay of Fundy is only 7.34°; 8.3° for the Gulf of

Maine outside the outer headlands (on August 16, 1912). The mean difference

between air and surface temperatures for the Gulf of Maine as a whole will

probably be found to fall between 2° and 5° for the summer.

We have occasionally found the surface slightly warmer than the air as early

as the first week in August. In 1912, for example, the Grampus, running offshore

from Cape Elizabeth in a flat calm and bright sun on August 7 and 8, found the

water fractionally colder than the air early in the day, 1° to 1.5° warmer than the

ah' from noon to 2 p. m., once more slightly colder than the air from 3 to 9 p. m.

.

and then again fractionally warmer than the latter from 10 p. m. until 1 a. m.

A period is next to be expected when the air will be cooler than the water

during some of the nights, though still warming by day to a temperature higher

than that of the water, presaging the date (sometime in October) when the mean
temperature of the air falls permanently below that of the surface of the gulf, so

to continue throughout the winter. The following table of hourly differences will

illustrate this for one 24-hour period (August 15, 1 a. m., to August 16, 1 a. m.),

during which the Grampus ran eastward from the vicinity of Mount Desert Kock

toward the Grand Manan Channel.
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Difference between surface and air temperatures (° C.)

[— signifies that the air was colder, + that it was the warmer]

Hour Differ-
ence

Hour Differ-

ence

August 15: August 15—Continued.
+2.8 2 p.m. __ +5. 6
+ 1. 7 3 p.m. . +3. 9
+ 1.

1

4 p.m ... + 4.4
+ 1. 7 5 p.m. +2. 2
-0. 6 6 p.m. + 2.2
— 0. 6 7 p.m. + 2. 2
+0. 6 8 p.m. + 2. 2
+ 1. 1 9p.m. -1.

1

+2.8 10 p.m -1. 7
+2.8 11 p.m. . -1. 7
+2. 8 0.0
+3. 3 August 16: 1 a.m 0.0

1 p.m. - + 5.0

It is to be noted that while the air temperature did not fall below that of the

water until between 3 and 4 a. m. on the first night, this happened at 9 p. m. on

the second.

In 1920 the air averaged colder than the water in the harbors of Gloucester,

Boothbay, and Lubec after about the middle of October. According to the temper-

atures collected by Rathbun (1887), the surface was colder than the air at the

several lighthouses after the following approximate dates of 1881 to 1883:

Locality

Pollock Rip

Thatchers Island

Boon Island

Seguin Island

Matinicus Rock

Mount Desert Rock

Petit Manan

Year Date

After Nov. 16.

After Nov. 1.

After Nov. 8.

Between Nov. 11 and 16.

After Oct. 30.
After Nov. 1.

After Nov. 6.

After Nov. 1.

After Oct. 25.
Nov. 1 to 6.

After Oct. 17.

After Oct. 25.

Nov. 1 to 6.

After Nov. 16, but with reversals.
After Nov. 16.

After Nov. 6.

After Nov. 8.

After Oct. 22.

After Nov. 26.

Thus the water in the coastal belt is constantly warmer than the air after the

last week of October or the first week in November. From that time on the differ-

ence between air and water increases until the middle of January, when the air

averages about as much colder than the water as it is warmer in summer (illustrated

by the 10-day averages for Gloucester, Boothbay, and Lubec, figs. 29 to 31). During
periods of extreme cold, such as come to New England and to the Maritime Prov-

inces almost every winter, the spread between air and surface temperatures is even
wider than the spread of the reverse order in summer. At Lubec, for example, the
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air averaged 10° the colder for 10 days in January, 9° the colder at Boothbay, and
it may be more than 20° colder than the water in the western side of the gulf on the

coldest days. Thus, on December 21, 1924, when the mean surface temperature of

the southern side of Massachussetts Bay was about 4.3° (p. 650), the air temperature

was — 18° C. at Boston (p. 650) . As another example I may cite December 17, 1919,

when the air temperature was about —21.5° C. at Lubec (7° below zero F.),the

temperature of the surface water being 0°.

In the winter of 1919-20 (a cold year) the air temperature averaged about 3.1°

colder than the surface at Gloucester from December 2 to March 1 and about 5°

colder than the water at Lubec. At Eastport the United States Army Signal Service

found the mean water temperature to average about 6.6° warmer than that of the

air for the period December to February during the 10 years 1878 to 1887.

The temperatures collected by Rathbun at lighthouses and lightships do not

cover the months of January or February, and his statement (Rathbun, 1887, p.

166) that the reason for this omission is “the manifest errors of observation some-

times made during extremely cold weather” makes it doubtful how close an approx-

imation to the truth is given by his averages for the last half of December. Conse-

quently, it is necessary to turn to the observations taken on the Halcyon during

December to January, 1920-21, for the relationship between the air and surface tem-

peratures for the open gulf in midwinter; nor do these fairly represent its outer

waters, all having been taken within 30 to 40 miles of land.

These Halcyon stations show the air 4.4° colder than the water off Boston Har-

bor (station 10488), but averaging about 2.5° colder than the water in the northeast-

ern corner of the gulf and precisely the same as the water in the Fundy Deep
(station 10499).

The records for this cruise would have been more fairly representative had it

included any severely cold days, which it did not, for the obvious reason that when
icy northwest gales sweep the gulf oceanographic research from a small ship becomes

impossible. Nevertheless, the regional difference just sketched does illustrate the

very important fact that the cold winds of winter are most effective as cooling

agents close in to the land.

While no exact data are at hand for Georges Bank in early winter, general

report has it that the temperature of the air is close to that of the water there in

December and January, except when cold northwest gales blow out from the land

or warm “southerlies” blow from the tropic water outside the edge of the continent.

From the oceanographic standpoint, the most instructive conclusion to be drawn
from the relationship between the temperature of the air and that of the water is

that the surface of the gulf follows the air in its seasonal changes (p. 699; Bigelow,

1915 and 1917). This, of course, is a corollary of its situation to leeward of the

continent, with winds blowing from the land out over the sea for a much greater

percentage of the time than vice versa, especially in winter. It follows from this, as

I have emphasized in earlier publications, that the relation of sea climate to air

climate is, on the whole, the reverse here of what applies to northwestern Europe,

the surface of the sea responding rapidly in winter to the rigorous air climate.

How closely the winter temperature of the water of the harbors and bays tributary

to the gulf depends on the influence of the land is illustrated by the fact that Gloucester
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Harbor, which opens freely

to the deeps off Massachu-

setts Bay, is 0.05° to 1° warmer

than the more inclosed waters

of Woods Hole in winter,

although a degree of latitude

farther north and bordering a

colder ocean area (Bigelow,

1915, p. 257). Gloucester
Harbor, in turn, is colder than

the neighboring parts of Mas-

sachusetts Bay. For example,

the surface temperature of

the outer part of the harbor

fell to about 0.5° to 1.1° dur-

ing the winter of 1912-13,

but the lowest reading a few

miles outside was 2.78° (Bige-

low, 1914a). Boothbay Har-

bor, 75 miles north of Glou-

cester and shut in by numerous

islands, is likewise colder in

winter than are the neighbor-

ing waters of the open gulf.

On March 4, 1920, for instance,

the temperature of the harbor

was fractionally below 0° (fig.

30), at which date the Albatross

had surface readings of 2.2° to

1.1° on the run in to the land

there from a station some 35

miles offshore (20057). In-

formation to the same effect re-

sults from an average March
temperature of about 0.11° at

the Bureau of Fisheries station

at the head of Boothbay Har-

bor for March, 1881 to 1885,

contrasting with 1.1° to 1.7° at

Seguin Island (Rathbun, 1887).

Finally, a graph (fig. 90) is

offered to show the thermal

progression of air and water in

Massachusetts Bay during the

winter of 1924 and 1925.

December

3,

1924,

to

June

17,

1925.

Compiled

by

E.

Parmenter
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FACTORS GOVERNING THE TEMPERATURE OF THE
GULF OF MAINE

The temperature of the gulf, like that of other boreal seas, is governed by a

complex of factors into which the temperature of the water that enters the gulf from
the several sources enumerated below (p. 854), warming by the sun’s rays, and cooling

by the radiation of heat from the water to the air in autumn and winter, as well as

by evaporation from its surface and by the melting of snow (and locally of ice), all

enter. Added to all of which the temperature at any given depth, date, and local-

ity depends to a large degree on the local activity of vertical circulation, especially

of tidal stirring.

Continued studies confirm the earlier generalization that the temperature of the

superficial stratum of the gulf down to a depth of about 100 meters is governed

chiefly by the chilling caused by rigorous winter climate and by the influx of cold

water from the Nova Scotian current in spring, on the one hand, balanced against

local solar heating in spring and summer, on the other, and against the warming
influence of the influx of offshore water which enters its eastern side. As the

gulf lies to leeward of the continent, its western and northern sides are the most
responsive to climatic changes (Bigelow, 1922, p. 164).

In evaluating the relative importance of these several processes it is to be

observed that all of them are distinctly seasonal in their effects.

SOLAR WARMING

In the Gulf of Maine, which very seldom is invaded by warm water from the

south or from outside the continental edge—situated, too, at a temperate latitude,

with the sun’s noon altitude rising to more than 63° above the horizon during the

months of May, June, July, and the first half of August—solar heating in situ is the

chief and, indeed, almost the sole source of heat.

The absorption of heat by the water from warm air blowing over its surface

exerts much less effect on the sea temperature. This last statement rests on the

fact that the capacity of sea water for heat (technically its specific heat 50
) is about

3,000 times greater than that of air.

Such great volumes of warm air must, then, blow over the surface of the sea

before the latter is warmed appreciably that heat from this source can be responsi-

ble for only a very small part of the vernal rise in temperature that characterizes

the Gulf of Maine.

Water, fresh or salt, is apparently a transparent fluid when viewed in small

volumes. Actually this is far from the truth. Consider, for example, how rapidly

any object lowered into even the clearest sea vanishes from sight. 51 In fact, sea

water is so nearly opaque to such of the sun’s rays as convey most of its energy

!0 The specific heat of distilled water is usually stated as 3,257 times that of air. Sea water has slightly less capacity for heat,

Kriimmel (1907, p. 279) quoting from experiments by Thoulet and Chevalier (1898), giving the specific heat of water of 30 per

mille salinity as 0.939 and that of water of 35 per mille salinity as 0.932, both at 17.5° temperature, taking distilled water as

unity.

!1 See page 822 for actual measurements of the visual transparency of the Gulf of Maine at various times and places.
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that only a very thin surface stratum of the sea is warmed by direct solar radiation.

Further transference of the heat so gained, downward to the deeper strata, depends

on other processes, discussed below (p. 678).

Oceanographers, therefore, long have realized that the thickness of the stratum

that receives the heat of the sun directly depends on the distribution of this energy

along the solar spectrum and on the transparency or opacity of the water toward

rays of different wave lengths, which, in turn, depends largely on the clarity or

turbidity of the water.

The altitude of the sun—i. e., the angle at which its rays strike the surface of

the water—and the roughness of the water determine what percentage of the total

radiation is reflected and what percentage penetrates. No attempt has yet been

made to measure this for the Gulf of Maine; but there is no reason to suppose that

the latter differs much in this respect from Puget Sound, where Shelford and Gail

(1922) found about 25 per cent of the light reflected or shut out by the surface mirror

between 10 a. m. and 2 p. m. in calm weather, with the loss increasing to 60 to 70

per cent, or even more, when the sea was rough. On the average, then, about 50

per cent of the solar radiation falling upon the gulf may be expected to warm the

latter; the remainder is lost, so far as any direct effect on the temperature of the

water is concerned. 52

When we attempt to estimate the warming effect which the 50 per cent or so

that does penetrate actually exerts at any given level, we must keep clearly in mind
the distinction between the intensity of radiation and the extreme penetration of

light. The latter has been the subject of repeated experiments, and, as might be

expected, successive tests with more and more delicate photographic apparatus have

revealed faint light at greater and greater depths. The mere fact, however, that

light penetrates to depths as great as 1,000 to 1,700 meters 53 in amount sufficient to

affect photographic plates does not imply an equal penetration of radiant heat in

measurable amount, witness the fact that stars—even nebulae—can be photographed

though their heat is not appreciable on the earth. On the contrary, theoretic cal-

culation and practical experiments unite to prove that the intensity of solar radiation

falls off very rapidly as the depth increases, especially for the longer wave lengths.54

Hulburt (1926) has found that sea water is slightly more opaque than fresh

water for the shorter wave lengths but shows about the same coefficient of absorption

as fresh water for the longer.

The long waves below the visible end of the spectrum (the so-called “infra red”

or “heat” rays) convey more energy than all the rest of the spectrum combined,

bringing from 51 to 67 per cent of that part of the total energy of the sun that pene-

trates to the earth’s surface near sea level through air of the same general order of

humidity as prevails over the Gulf of Maine (Abbott, 1911, p. 289). The precise

percentage conveyed by these infra red rays varies with the altitude of the sun.

t2 This is a much greater loss by reflection than Schmidt (1915) found for fresh-water lakes, where he records only a 6 per cent
loss with the sun 30° above the horizon. Probably the state of the surface accounts for the difference

t! See Helland-Hansen (1912); Grein (1913).

M For the coefficient of absorption of the visible part of the spectrum in pure water, see Krilmmel (1907), Fowle (1920), and
Kayser (1905).
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I know of no direct measurements of the depth to which the infra red rays do
actually carry heat into the sea water in measurable amount under the conditions

of turbidity actually existing at sea, but even distilled water is so nearly opaque to

them that they are almost entirely absorbed (for practical purposes, entirely so) in

one meter, and their penetration into the sea is certainly less. That is to say, nearly

half of the sun’s direct radiant heat is expended, theoretically, upon this thin surface

film.

According to a calculation carried out in the physical laboratory of Harvard
University through the kindness of Prof. Theodore Lyman, 58 per cent of the energy

conveyed by the visible part of the solar spectrum would be absorbed by passage

through 9 meters more (i. e., a total of 10 meters) of perfectly clear distilled water,

so that only about 20 per cent of the total solar energy entering the water would
penetrate as deep as 10 meters, this small residual lying chiefly in the blue-green

part of the spectrum. Certainly less than 1 per cent could penetrate as deep as 200

meters—chiefly in the ultra violet. Probably this calculation would apply equally

to pure salt water. The sea, however, is never clear; and in boreal coastwise waters

such as the Gulf of Maine, which are always comparatively turbid, the fine particles

in suspension—silt or plankton—absorb so much of the sun’s rays that the penetra-

tion of heat is much reduced.

It is, of course, with the depth to which the water of the gulf is measurably

warmed by the direct penetration of solar radiation under conditions actually pre-

vailing there that we are now concerned. This may be approximated by experi-

ments that have been made in other seas. In the comparatively clear water of the

Mediterranean, off Monaco, Grein’s (1913) measurements 55 of the penetration of

different parts of the solar spectrum showed that the wave lengths as long as the

blue-green, and longer, were virtually all absorbed in the upper 50 meters, red-yellow

in the upper 10 meters, as appears in the following table condensed from his

account.

Intensity of light penetrating to different depths, taking the amount at 1 meter as 100

Color and wave length

Depth, meters
Red,

680-610

Orange-
vellow,
620-585

Green,
570-486

Blue-green,
515-486

Blue,
476-420

Blue-violet,
435-400

1 100. 00000
. 27000
. 00021

100. 0000
.2000
.0032
.0001

100. 0000
16. 6000
.2200
.0030
.0004

100. 0000
16. 6000
.2500
.0033
.0010

100. 000
43. 700
20. 100
.550
.004

100.0
80.0
20.0
1.0
.1

10
50.
100 ^ .

200

Translated into terms of solar energy, this means that at least 70 per cent of all

the radiant solar heat that penetrated as deep as 1 meter was absorbed at a depth of

10 meters; and as nearly all of the energy of the infra red certainly was absorbed in

that upper meter of water, it is not likely that more than 13 per cent of the solar

heat that entered the water at all reached as deep as 10 meters by direct radiation,

“These experiments were made with a “revolving photometer,” for description of which, and of the method by which the

degree of blackening of the photographic plates was measured, see Grein (1913).
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and virtually all of this residue was absorbed sboaler than 50 meters. Grein’s exact-

ing measurements, therefore, confirm Knott’s (1904) conclusion that a. m. and p. m.

temperatures taken by the “Pola” at 16 pairs of stations, with thermometers grad-

uated to 0.1° C., showed no evidence of the penetration of direct solar radiation

deeper than about 20 meters.

In more turbid northern seas we may expect the solar radiation to be absorbed

in a still shoaler surface stratum, depending largely on the character and abundance

of the plankton at the time. In Puget Sound, for example, Shelford and Gail (1922)

found the first meter of water absorbing about 20 per cent of the visible light that

actually penetrates below the surface, with only 8 to 10 per cent of even the shorter

wave lengths reaching a depth of 10 meters under average illumination.

In the English Channel, Poole and Atkins (1926) found the illumination at 20

meters to be about 5.5 per cent as strong as just below the surface; while in the

Bay of Fundy, according to Klugh (1925), onty about 1.5 per cent of the illumination

recorded just below the surface penetrates to 10 meters in August in bright sunlight.

In Lake Seneca, New York (probably still more turbid), Birge and Juday (1921)

found that only 15 per cent of the solar energy that entered the water penetrated to

a depth of 2 meters, 5.4 per cent to 5 meters, and only 1 per cent to 10 meters. Per-

haps as striking an example as any in nature of the absorption of the sun’s heat by
the uppermost stratum of water is afforded by certain oft-quoted salt-water basins

along the west coast of Norway, in which the salinity is very low at the surface but

so high from the depth of 1 meter downward that the water is in extremely stable

equilibrium. Here solar radiation in summer induces temperatures as high as 20°

to 30° in the upper 2 meters of water but hardly affects the temperature deeper

than about 5 meters. (See Helland-Hansen, 1912a, p. 65, for a discussion of these

“Polls,” as they are named locally.)

Judging from the similarity in latitude and in general hydrographic conditions,

the penetration of solar radiation is probably of about the same order of magni-

tude in the open Gulf of Maine as in Puget Sound. If, then, the water of the gulf

were entirely without motion, and if heat were conveyed downward by no other means
than direct solar radiation, more than 90 per cent of such of the sun’s radiant energy

as penetrated the water at all would be expended within 10 meters of the surface,

something like 98 per cent within 25 meters of the surface, and all but a fraction of

1 per cent at a depth of 100 meters. At times of year when the water was particu-

larly turbid—spring, for example, during the active flowerings of diatoms—the solar

radiation would be absorbed still more rapidly.

We must also bear in mind that that part of the sun’s insulation which is inter-

cepted by the superficial stratum of water does not act solely to warm the latter, but

that a part of its energy is expended directly in evaporating water vapor from the

surface (p. 680).

Under the conditions existing in the gulf it seems that if direct solar radiation

warms the surface by 20° at any given locality in the gulf, the 10-meter level would

certainly warm by only about 2°, very probably the 50-meter level would warm
by no more than 0.2°, and the 100-meter level would not suffer change sufficient for

our most delicate deep-sea thermometers to record during the part of the year when
the water is gaining heat, unless this heat were carried downward into the deeps by

8951—28 44
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some other process. The warming by direct solar radiation would therefore be vir-

tually negligible during a single summer at depths greater than about 50 meters if

there were no vertical circulation, this limit varying with varying states of turbidity

and with the roughness or smoothness of the surface of the water as well as with the

cloudiness of the sky, the haziness of the atmosphere, the percentage of foggy days, etc.

DISPERSAL OF HEAT DOWNWARD INTO THE WATER
With at east nine-tenths of the solar energy that enters the water of the gulf at

all absorbed within 10 meters of the surface, and virtually all of it shoaler than 30

to 50 meters, the importance of vertical circulation in carrying down into the deeps

water that has been warmed at the surface, and by bringing cold water up within the

influence of the sun from below, becomes at once apparent. 66

The vertical circulation of the gulf is discussed in another chapter (p. 924). It

concerns us here, however, as the factor that chiefly governs the temperature of the

mid-stratum between the depths of, say, 25 and 100 meters. In different parts of the

gulf and at different seasons we find all gradations from water so stable, vertically,

and with currents so weak that virtually no interchange takes place between the

different strata, to the opposite extreme where the whole column is kept so thoroughly

churned by tidal currents that the heat absorbed by the surface is uniformly dis-

persed downward. This last state characterizes nearly the entire area of the gulf

during the first days of spring and is responsible for the fact that the whole

upper stratum, down to 100 meters, at first warms at so nearly uniform a rate.

The vertical uniformity of temperature that characterizes Nantucket Shoals,

locally, too, Georges Bank, parts of the Bay of Fundy, and the coastal belt along

the west coast of Nova Scotia, results similarly from tidal stirring so active that it

overcomes the tendency of the water to become stable as the spring progresses. Off

the western shores of the gulf, however, where tidal stirring is not active enough to

counteract the increasing stability of the column induced by the warming of the

surface, the development of a light stratum at the surface tends more and more to

insulate the deeper strata of water from the effects of solar warming as the season

advances. The more stable the water becomes, the more effectively are the deeper

strata protected in this way from thermal influences from above.

It is this obstacle, which the stable state of the water opposes to vertical circu-

lation during the warm half of the year, which is responsible for the fact that the

temperature rises so much more rapidly and to so much higher a value at the sur-

face than only a few meters down, and which allows the persistence of much lower tem-

peratures at depths of only 50 to 100 meters all summer. However, there is always

enough vertical movement of the water everywhere in the Gulf of Maine to prevent

this insulation of the deeper strata from becoming as effective as it is along the coast

from New York, southward, during some springs (Bigelow, 1922).

Observations taken during our first cruises in 1912 (Bigelow, 1914) pointed to

local differences in the strength of the tidal currents as chiefly responsible for the

fact that the surface is so much colder, but the bottom, depth for depth, so much
warmer along the coast of Maine east of Penobscot Bay and in the Bay of Fundy

*• Conduction and the radiation of heat from one particle of heat to the neit are negligible in this respect. (Wegemann, 1905;

Kxiimmel, 1907.)
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than it is off the western shores of the gulf in summer. The following exposition

may more graphically explain this general phase of the gulf temperatures:

Let us assume two localities, both with an initial temperature of 2°, surface to

bottom, but with vernal heating in the first (a) uniformally propagated downward
through the whole column to a depth of 50 meters by active tidal stirring, but absorbed

in regularly increasing ratio, with increasing depth, at the second (6), to nil at the

bottom. If enough heat were received at the surface to warm the whole column at

a to a temperature of 10°, the same amount of heat entering the water at b would

warm the surface to 20° there, but not affect the temperature at all 50 meters down.

The ideal condition represented by a is most closely paralled in the Gulf of Maine
area by the most tide-swept parts of the Bay of Fundy region. An approximation

to the vertical distribution of temperature at b is to be found in the western side of

the basin off Cape Ann, where the surface warms from a winter minimum of about
3° in February to a summer maximum of about 19° to 20° in August, but where the

temperature of the 50-meter level rises by only about 1° during the same interval.

The relative rates at which heat is dispersed downward in these two parts of the

Gulf of Maine correspond directly to the relative activity of the tidal currents, which

are weaker in the deep water in the offing of Cape Ann than anywhere else in the

Gulf of Maine.

THERMAL EFFECTS OF UPWELLINGS

Upwellings of water from below have little effect on the temperature of the sur-

face stratum of the gulf in winter, because the whole column of water is then so

nearly homogeneous that the rising currents have about the same temperature as the

water which they replace. From April on, however, the upwellings that follow off-

shore winds in the western side of the gulf are reflected in a chilling of the surface,

as described above (p. 550). This is not the case in the eastern side, however, or on

the banks, where tidal stirring keeps the water more nearly homogeneous, vertically,

throughout the warm season as well as the cold. The relationship between these

upwellings from small depths and the temperature of the surface water is sufficiently

described in connection with the midsummer state of the gulf (p. 588). I need only

add that the thermal effect of vertical circulation of this sort along our New England

coast has long been appreciated and has recently been discussed by Brooks (1920).

THERMAL EFFECTS OF HORIZONTAL CIRCULATION WITHIN THE
GULF

The effects of the transference of cold water by the Nova Scotian current is dis-

cussed below (p. 680). A word is also in order as to the opposite process. The trans-

ference of heat, from the tropics to high latitudes, by the great ocean currents, is

reflected on a very small scale in the Gulf of Maine in summer by the drift of surface

water, warmed in the western side, across to Nova Scotia by the dominant anti-

clockwise drift. The outflow from the eastern end of Nantucket Sound, now reason-

ably established (p. 886), must similarly tend to raise the temperature of the water

over Nantucket Shoals. On the other hand, the westerly drift from the Bay of Fundy
combines with the active tidal stirring to maintain the low surface temperatures char-

acteristic along the eastern sector of the coast of Maine.
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In winter, when the coastal belt is the coldest part of the gulf, the dominant cir-

culation tends to carry low temperatures from the western shores out over the central

part of the basin, an effect illustrated by the distribution of temperature in Massa-
chusetts Bay in February, 1925 (p. 658).

THERMAL EFFECTS OF EVAPORATION
The warming of the surface stratum of the gulf by solar radiation is constantly

opposed by the draft of heat from the water as the latter evaporates. Quantitative

statement of the cooling of the water which this process actually effects over the gulf

is not yet possible, but such observations as have been made on the comparitive rapid-

ity of evaporation of salt and fresh waters, and the actual measurements of the latter at

land stations around the coast of the gulf, afford a rough picture of the order of mag-
nitudes involved.

The latent heat of vaporization of fresh water depends to some small extent on
the temperature at which evaporation takes place; the average for the range pre-

vailing in the surface waters of the gulf of Maine (0° to 20°) is about 585 to 595

calories. 57

I know of no determinations of the latent heat of evaporation for salt water, but

probably it does not differ greatly from the above. The annual evaporation of a

blanket of water about 0.7 meters thick from the surface of the Gulf of Maine, which,

is probably close to the truth (p. 842), would thus take enough heat from the upper 50

meters to cool the latter by about 8° if all the necessary energy were drawn from
the water. Actually, however, a large part is supplied by direct solar radiation as it

strikes the surface (p. 677), proportionately reducing the draft of heat made from the

underlying water by the process of evaporation. No measurements of what percentage

of the heat requisite for evaporation is thus supplied direct by the sun seem to have
been made at sea, but it is certain that this can happen only while the sun is shining;

and evaporation is much more rapid in sunlight than at night or under a cloudy

sky—on the average about two and one-half times more rapid, according to Kriimmel’s

(1907, p. 248) summation of the available evidence. The actual hours of sunshine

average only about 50 per cent of the possible number at land stations around the

gulf, with the sun above the horizon only about half of the time for the year as a

whole at our latitude. Thus, a rough approximation of the yearly evaporation from

the gulf would be about 0.3 meter (out of the total of 0.7 meter, as stated on p. 842)

for the one-fourth of the time when the sun shines on the water, 0.4 meter during the

remainder of the year. Without going deeper into this question this implies that

the chilling effect of evaporation is certainly sufficient to reduce the mean tempera-

ture of the upper 50 meters in the gulf by at least 5° during the course of the year,

and probably by at least 6°.

THERMAL EFFECT OF THE NOVA SCOTIAN CURRENT

The distribution of temperature around and in the offing of Cape Sable makes
it certain that the cold Nova Scotian drift exerts its chief thermal effect to the east-

ward of the cape. Nevertheless, it is now fully established that this cold current

i7 Determinations of the latent heat of evaporation of water vary somewhat. The value stated above is calculated from

Herring’s formula, L=94.21 (365-T) 0.31249. (Quoted from Smithsonian tables, Fowle, 1920.)
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floods westward into the Gulf of Maine every spring, in some years into the summer.

It is obvious that if this reached the gulf close to zero in temperature, as it is farther

east, as well as in large volume, it would effectively cool the eastern side of the gulf

just as it cools the coastal zone along outer Nova Scotia, for it is considerably colder

than the central part of the gulf even at the season when the latter is at its coldest.

This difference in temperature widens during the spring as the vernal warming of the

gulf proceeds. Only once (March 29, 1919) have we found this icy Scotian water,

0° in temperature (p. 553) and low in salinity (p. 727), flooding the surface as far west

in the gulf as the eastern side of the basin; and, as pointed out (p. 558), the duration

of this intrusion of zero water seems to have been brief, because the temperature of

this side of the gulf had risen to 2° to 4° by the 28th of April and to 4° to 6° by the

end of May (p. 560).

I can not state whether the cold stream from Banquereau brings water as cold

as this to the Gulf of Maine every spring. In 1920 it certainly did not do so until

after mid April 58
(if at all)

,
when the temperature was still no lower from German

Bank and Cape Sable out across the Northern Channel to Browns Bank in the

eastern side of the gulf than in the northern and western parts; in fact, slightly

higher than in Massachusetts Bay, though the latter is so much farther removed
from any possible effect of cold water from the east and north. In 1915 the band
of zero water had extended westward past Halifax by the end of May, probably as

far west as Shelburne. However, it is unlikely that the Gulf of Maine received any

water so cold during that spring; surface readings as high as 3° to 3.5° in the region

of German Bank on May 6 to 7 (stations 10270 and 10271) certainly do not suggest

this. So sudden a dislocation in temperature had developed by June of that year

between the eastern side of the gulf (5° to 8°, surface to bottom) and the coldest

band on the Shelburne profile (0.7 to 0.9°, p. 582) that the latter no longer exerted any

cooling effect on the temperature to the westward of Cape Sable.

This evidence suggests that while icy water from the Banquereau region (p. 832)

reaches the Gulf of Maine as cold as zero for a brief period during some springs, in

most years it is so warmed en route by mixture with water of higher temperatures

in the neighborhood of Cape Sable that it enters the eastern side of the gulf only a

degree or two colder than the water it meets there.

The thermal effect which the Nova Scotian current exerts on the Gulf of Maine
is also limited by the fact that it passes Cape Sable as a surface and not a bottom
drift (p. 712), its deeper strata being deflected past the Northern Channel and into

the so-called “ Scotian Eddy” by the obstruction offered to its westward movement
by the rising slope of Roseway Bank (p. 836) . With the advance of spring the surface

of the Nova Scotian current warms, by the sun's rays, as the source of low temper-

ature (ice melting to the eastward) is gradually exhausted, until by July the surface

attains a higher temperature all along Nova Scotia (12° to 13 0
)
59 than around Cape

Sable or in the eastern side of the Gulf of Maine, although the bottom water only

20 to 30 meters down continues icy cold. In consequence of this solar warming of

the superficial stratum the surface drift that persists from the eastward past Cape

On the 17th 1o 19th of that March the coldest water (+0.3° to 0.5°) was then apparently flowing westward between La
Have and Roseway Banks at the 20 to 40 meter level.

“ For summer temperatures over the Scotian shelf see Bjerkan (1919) and Bigelow (1917).
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Sable in some summers enters the gulf about as warm as is the contribution from
the Cape Sable dead water (p. 835) ;

actually warmer than the water with which it

mixes in the offing of Cape Sable or close by to the westward. Although icy cold

water persists on bottom right through the summer only a few miles east of the

cape, we have no evidence that anything from this source actually penetrates the

gulf after May.
In short, the Nova Scotian current acts as a chilling agent in the Gulf of Maine

for only a few weeks during the spring, and then more to retard vernal warming

(p. 558) than actually to lower the temperature of the part of the gulf into which it

debouches below the readings prevailing there before the current commences to

flood past Cape Sable. During the short period of its westward flood, however,

and for some weeks thereafter, its chilling influence on the eastern side of the gulf is

obvious enough, as is described in the account of the distribution of temperature in

the spring (p. 553).

We have next to consider how far the difference in temperature between the

side of the gulf most directly exposed to the effects of the Nova Scotian current and

the opposite side most remote from it is recognizable at other seasons of the year.

This problem is complicated by regional differences in the activity of vertical

stirring by the tides, reflected in lower and lower surface temperatures at successive

stations around the shore line of the gulf from Massachusetts Bay to Nova Scotia,

but higher and higher temperatures at the 50 to 100 meter stratum. In order to

be instructive for the water mass as a whole, regional comparison must therefore be

based on a calculation of the mean temperature of the entire column. To name
one part of the gulf as potentially colder than another, or vice versa, on the

evidence of temperature of any one given level can only prove misleading.

In calculating the mean temperature the gulf is best divided into two sub-

divisions— (1) the basin outside the 100-meter contour and (2) the shoaler water of

the coastwise zone.

An earlier report (Bigelow, 1915) gives calculations of the mean temperature of

the stratum inclosed between the surface and the 50-fathom level for the basin,

which would apply closely enough to the upper 100 meters.

Appi oximate mean temperature (°C .) for the upper 50 fathoms, or 100 meters, of the basin, August,

1913

Locality Station
Mean

tempera-
ture

Locality Station
Mean

tempera
ture

10087 7.9 Off Penobscot Bay 10091 10.0
10086 9.7 Near Cashes Ledge 10090 8.6
10105 8.3 Near central part of basin 10092 8.0
10104 8. 4 Off Mount Desert __ 10100 9.

1

10103 9. 1 10097 10.2
10089 8.3 Near Lurcher Shoal 10096 10.

1

10102 9.2 East side of basin 10093 10.0
10101 9. 4 Do __ 10094 8.4

According to this table the eastern side of the basin, with the waters along

the Nova Scotian slope and off the mouth of the Bay of Fundy, was potentially

the warmest part of the gulf (10°), not the coldest, as the popular belief that an
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“Arctic current” chills the surface there would demand. This upper stratum was

as cold in Massachusetts Bay (farthest removed from the effect of the Nova Sco-

tian current of spring) as it was off Penobscot Bay.

In August, 1914, we again found the mean temperature of the inner part of

the basin of the gulf highest in the eastern side near Lurcher Shoal, lowest in

the western side off Cape Elizabeth, and slightly higher (7.7° to 9.9°) in the north-

eastern part in general than in the western (6.8° to 8°), as follows:

Approximate mean temperature (°C.) upper 100 meters, August, 1914

Locality Station
Mean

tempera-
ture

Locality Station
Mean

tempera-
ture

10253 7. 7 10250 8.8

10256 8. 0 10248 8.7

10254 7.6 Do — 10249 7.7

10255 8. 6 10246 8.6
Near Isles of Shoals 10252 8. 0 OS Lurcher Shoal 10245 9.9
Off Cape Elizabeth 10251 6.8

Similarly, the mean temperature of the upper 80 meters (the whole column) was

as high on German Bank (9.9°), off Machias, Me. (9.7°), and at the western end of

the Grand Manan Channel (9.8°) in August, 1912, as it had been off Penobscot

Bay or on Platts Bank a week previous (9° to 9.7°), or as it was in Massachusetts

Bay two weeks later (about 9.6°). The 80-meter mean was slightly higher off Cape
Cod, however (about 11°), on August 29 of that year.

Our data do not afford so satisfactory a regional survey of the mean temperature

of the coastwise zone shoaler than 50 to 60 meters because we have taken few obser-

vations so close to the land, and it is obvious that regional comparisons for any given

stratum within this belt will be misleading unless the observations are made at

approximately the same date and at localities where the depth of water is about

equal. The few readings that have been taken on Nantucket Shoals show the

whole column of water 1° to 2° warmer (mean about 10° to 12°) than in equal depths

in the Bay of Fundy (mean 9° to 10°), an instructive comparison because the temper-

ature is kept nearly uniform, vertically, in both these areas by the swirling tides.

The mean was also slightly higher over the 50-meter contour in Massachusetts Bay
in August, 1922 (11.7° and 13°, stations 10633 and 10640), than we have found it

at about this depth off Mount Desert and farther east along the coast of Maine at the

same season (usually 9° to 10°)
;
higher, too, than the mean at 35 meters depth in Passa-

maquoddy Bay in August (10° to 11°), 60 though the difference in depth would sug-

gest a relationship of the opposite sort.

Our summer cruise of 1913 afforded evidence to the same effect, the mean tem-

perature being considerably lower on German Bank (8.7°, station 10095) at the end of

the second week of that August than off Cape Elizabeth (about 1 1° at station 10103)

.

In August, 1914, also, the mean for the upper 50 meters was about 9.7° on German
Bank and between 10° and 11° near the Isles of Shoals across the gulf. However,
in the cold summer of 1916 (p. 628) the mean for 40 to 45 meters was almost exactly

the same at two stations in Passamaquoddy Bay in mid-August (8.5° and 9.4°), in

M Calculated from Craigie’s (1016) temperatures.
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St. Marys Bay on September 2 (9.8° in 48 meters), and in 40 and 45 meters off

Yarmouth Harbor, Nova Scotia, on September 7 and 9 61 (9.2° and 9.8° in 40 and 45

meters) as off Cape Cod on August 29 (9° at station 10398). Much lower summer
temperatures prevail to the eastward of Cape Sable, a dislocation illustrated for 1914

by mean values of 10.9° on the northeastern part of Georges Bank and of about 9°

on Browns Bank, contrasting with only about 5° at the 50-meter contour off Cape
Sable (station 10230) during the last week of July.

These data may be summarized as follows: No definite tendency is shown toward

lower mean values for the upper stratum in the one side of the basin of the gulf than

in the other, outside the 100-meter contour, in years neither unusually warm nor un-

usually cold. When we take into account the sharp temperature gradient that char-

acterizes most parts of the Gulf of Maine in summer, as a result of which even slight

upwellings from the mid-depths (at, say, 75 to 100 meters) would considerably lower

the mean temperature of the shoaler stratum, the most striking result of the

calculation is the uniformity of the gulf made evident.

In the coastal belt the mean temperature is usually, though not invariably, a

degree or so lower in the northeastern corner of the gulf in summer than in the

southwestern side; and it is possible that in years when the movement of water

westward along Nova Scotia persists late into the season (1924, for example, p. 834)

this regional difference in temperature is wider than has actually been recorded in

the summers when our general surveys of the gulf have been carried out. In evalu-

ating it, not only must the possible effect of this cold current be taken into account,

but also the difference in latitude between the different stations of observation,

which, per se, corresponds to some difference in temperature. The most interesting

regional comparison which the available records afford from this point of view is

between the waters on Nantucket Shoab, on the one hand, and Passamaquoddy Bay,

on the other, both being subject to tidal stirring so active that the water remains

comparatively homogeneous from surface to bottom throughout the year, and both

experiencing about the same amount of fog during the spring and summer. 62 The
difference in latitude between these two localities is about V/i°

.

The mean temper-

ature of the upper 30 to 40 meters of Passamaquoddy Bay is usually between 8.5°

and 10.5° in August, when it is at or close to its maximum for the year, differing 1°

or 2° in either direction at different stages of the tide and from year to year. On
Nantucket Shoals mean temperatures of 10° to 13° have been recorded in summer,

so that a difference of about 2° is to be expected between these two regions. Accord-

ing to Krummel’s (1907, pp. 400 and 401) tabulation and diagram this about equals

the average difference in surface temperature between the latitudes of the shoals

(41°) and of Passamaquoddy Bay (44° 30'), whether for the oceans as a whole or for

the North Atlantic alone.

The differences in latitude between Massachusetts Bay (lat. about 42°) and the

northeastern shores of the gulf generally (lat. 44° to 44° 30') corresponds to a

difference of between 1° and 2° in mean annual surface temperature for the North

Atlantic as a whole.

61 Calculated from Vachon’s (1918) tables.

S! According to the pilot chart (United States Hydrographic Office), Nantucket Shoals is somewhat the foggier region of the

two in June (40 to 45 per cent of foggy days; 30 to 40 per cent in the Bay of Fundy); but in July about half the days see some
fog in the eastern side of the gulf, only 30 to 40 per cent on the shoals.
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As every coastwise navigator knows, there is much less fog along the western

shore of the gulf from Cape Cod to Cape Elizabeth than there is at the mouth of the

Bay of Fundy. Consequently, the former is exposed to more hours of direct

sunlight, tending to accentuate the difference in temperature resulting from differ-

ences in latidude, per se. On the other hand, winds from the quadrant between west

and south, such as prevail over the Gulf of Maine during July and August (p. 965),

tend to drive the warmed surface water eastward toward Nova Scotia, thus trans-

ferring heat from southwest to northeast (with more or less colder water welling up

along the western shore), and so in part to counteract the difference in the rate of

solar warming which would otherwise accompany the difference of latitude. With

a “run” of easterly winds the direction of surface drift will be reversed. Thus, it is

by no means a simple task to account for variations in the mean temperature as

narrow as those prevailing between different parts of the Gulf of Maine in the

summer months. The much wider regional variations in surface temperature or in

the temperature of the water at any given level below the surface follow much
more obvious causes.

I think it sufficiently established, however, that the difference between the mean
temperature of the column of water (in other words, its potential temperature) in

the northeastern part of the gulf and in the southwestern part is not greater in most
summers than can be accounted for by the difference of latitude and by such other

local causes as fog, the direction of the wind, and the regional difference in the ac-

tivity of the vetical tidal mixing, on which too much stress can hardly be laid.

This is still more certainly the case in winter, when the temperature of the gulf

is so nearly uniform, vertically, that station for station comparison of the actual

readings at once reveals any regional differences in the mean temperature.

In winter it is only close along shore that any unmistakable difference between

the northeastern and southwestern parts of the gulf can be demonstrated, and this

is not wider than can be accounted for by the difference in latitude.

Winter temperatures at representative stations during the cold months, ° C.

•

Locality, date, and station Surface 40 meters 100 meters

Western side -

Off Boston Harbor, Dec. 29, 1920, station 10488 _ 3. 90 5. 34
Off Gloucester, Dec. 29, 1920, station 10489 5. 56 6. 94 6. 97
Off Gloucester, Mar. 1, 1920, station 20050 __ 2. 50 1. 89 1. 52

Eastern side:

Yarmouth (Nova Scotia) sea buoy, Jan. 4, 1921, station 10501 3. 80 3.86
Off Lurcher Shoal, Jan. 4, 1921, station 10500 5. 83 6. 17 6. 70
Off Mount Desert Island, Mar. 3, 1920, station 20056 1. 15 .49 1.95

The foregoing discussion leads to the conclusion that the cold water from the

Nova Scotian current is soon so thoroughly incorporated with the water of the gulf,

after the flow past Cape Sable slackens, that in most years the regional disturbance

of temperature which it causes at first is entirely dissipated by June. Even in years

when the longshore drift continues to pass Cape Sable until late in the summer
(p. 834), it may, at the most, hold the mean temperature a degree or two lower along

western Nova Scotia until July than it is out in the neighboring basin of the gulf.

After that (earlier still in “early” seasons) the surface water contributed by this
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source and by the Cape Sable “dead water” (p. 834) reaches the eastern side of the

gulf as a warming, not as a chilling, agency, actually 1° to 3° higher in temperature

than the water with which it mixes to the westward of Cape Sable.

One more thermal aspect of the Nova Scotian current (this the most important

of all) demands brief examination—namely, its more general influence on the tem-

perature of the gulf as distinct from any regional differences which it may cause

within the latter. In other words, to what extent is the Nova Scotian current

responsible for the boreal character of the gulf? Would the latter be considerably

warmer without it?

Until systematic exploration of the gulf was undertaken in 1912 it was gener-

ally assumed that the considerable contrast in temperature between the Gulf of

Maine, on the one hand, and the tropic water outside the edge of the continent abreast

of its mouth, on the other, resulted directly from the chilling effect of some such cold

stream from the north and east, though the Labrador and not the Nova Scotian cur-

rent was usually given this credit. There is no escape from the conclusion that

with water at least 3° lower in temperature than that of the gulf flooding into the

latter for several weeks every spring, the gulf must be somewhat cooler than it

would be if this source of cold should be dammed off.

The older view, that some Arctic current or other controlled the temperature all

along the seaboard of the gulf, was largely based on the supposition that the latter

is a very cold body of water. It is a truism that the gulf, with a mean annual sur-

face temperature of about 8° to 9°, is considerably colder than the average for its

latitude over the oceans as a whole, which is given by Krummel (1907) as about

14°; so, in fact, is the whole coastal belt along the North American seaboard from

Nova Scotia to Florida. However, “cold for its latitude” is by no means synony-

mous with “cold for its geographic position”, and it is more because of its contrast

with the tropic waters of the so-called “Gulf Stream” than because of its absolute

temperature that the coolness of the Gulf of Maine has impressed students and

laity alike. In attempting to estimate whether the gulf is actually colder, and if so,

how much colder, than it would be if its offshore banks were to rise above water

and so dam it off from currents, warm or cold, the situation of the gulf to leeward

of the continent, and the air climate over the land mass from which the chilling

winds of winter blow out over the sea, are factors of primary importance. The
actual effect which winter chilling by cold air exerts on the temperature of the gulf

is discussed in some detail in a later section (p. 692). For clarity, however, I must
repeat here that owing to the great difference in capacity for heat between air and
water the gulf is but little warmed by warm air blowing over it in summer (drawing

its vernal warming almost wholly from direct solar radiation), but is very effectively

chilled by the cold air of winter.

If the Nova Scotian current did cool the surface of the gulf generally to a tem-

perature more than a degree or two lower than would result from this winter chilling

alone we might expect the mean temperature of the upper 40 meters to prove consid-

erably lower in the eastern side of the gulf than in the western the year round; but

by actual observation the difference is no wider in this respect between the parts of

the gulf most and least open to the cold current than might be expected to accom-

pany the difference in latitude between the stations in question.
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The mean annual temperature of the surface of the gulf affords evidence to the

same effect, this being about the same at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay (9 to

10°) as the annual mean for the air at neighboring localities around its shore,

or slightly warmer. A similar relationship has been recorded between the mean
annual temperature of the surface water of the Bay of Fundy 63 and of the air over

the neighboring parts of New Brunswick and of Nova Scotia.

Most instructive clues to the temperatures that might be expected to prevail in

the deep strata of the Gulf of Maine if its basin were so nearly inclosed that it could

not be affected appreciably by currents from outside are to be found in the relation-

ships between its deep temperatures and those of the Norwegian fjords (Nordgaard,

1903) and of the Black Sea.

In the southwestern Norwegian fjords, where a very heavy rainfall maintains so

high a stability that convectional overturnings are confined to the superficial stratum,

so that this alone is directly exposed to winter chilling, the bottom temperature is

not only uniform throughout the year but is almost precisely the same as the mean
annual temperature of the air.

84 So close, in fact, is the correspondence that,

Nordgaard tells us, one need only take a reading of the bottom temperature in one

of the deep southern fjords to know the mean annual temperature of the air. In

the northern fjords, however, which receive so much less rain that the water is less

stable, salinity and temperature become nearly equalized from surface to bottom by
convectional circulation in winter, just as they do around the coastal belt of the

Gulf of Maine, and as a result of this winter chilling causes wide seasonal variations

and winter temperatures lower than the mean annual temperature of the air at 200

meters and deeper. In both these classes of fjords, as Nordgaard (1903, p. 46)

points out, the bottom temperature is purely the result of local factors, the topog-

raphy of the bottom being such that “no supply of heat by a submarine current is

possible,” nor any supply of cold of similiar origin.

More pertinent to the Gulf of Maine is the relationship between the air and

water temperatures of the Black Sea, situated at about the same latitude (most of

its area is included between the parallels of 41° and 45°), but in a somewhat warmer
climatic zone.85

At depths greater than 150 to 200 meters the entire area of the Black Sea is 8.8°

to 9° the year round (Spindler and Wrangell, 1899; Skvortzov and Nikitin, 1924), con-

trasting with mean air temperatures for the year of about 9.6° at Odessa, on the

north shore, about 11° over the western (Bulgarian) watershed, and about 14.3° at

Batum on the eastern coast. That the deeps of the Black Sea should be so much
colder than the mean annual temperature of the overlying air, in spite of the warming
effect of the bottom current flowing in from the Mediterranean, reflects the age-long

effects of winter chilling from above. Obviously the differential can not be credited

to any Arctic current in this case.

While no part of the Gulf of Maine is as thoroughly protected from thermal in-

fluences from the sea outside as are the Norwegian fjords and the Black Sea, such

83 Between 6° and 7° for the year 1916-17, according to Mavor’s (1923) tables.

01 Nordgaard (1903) quotes 7° as the mean annual temperature of the air at Bergen, 6.8° to 7° at 400 meters and deeper in the

neighboring fjords.

88 The Black Sea is usually represented on climatic charts as occupying the belt inclosed between the mean annual isotherms

for 10° and 15.66°.
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conditions are approximated in the deep bowl off Gloucester. By analogy, therefore,

we might expect the mean annual temperature of the bottom water of the latter to

be lower than the mean annual temperature of the air over the neighboring land,

quite independent of any possible chilling by northern sources. And such, by our

observations, is the case, the mean bottom temperature of 4° to 5° at 70 to 150 meters

depth in this sink being 3° to 4° below the mean annual temperature of the air at

Plymouth and Gloucester, on the two sides of the bay, or at Concord, Mass., some 20

miles inland. 66 We have not taken readings enough in the deep trough between

Jeffreys Ledge and the Isle of Shoals to establish the mean annual temperature as

closely there, but such data as are available point to a mean annual value of 4° to 5°

at 100 to 150 meters for this locality, about 3° lower than the mean annual air tem-

perature at Portland, Me. (7.3°).

Near Mount Desert Island, which may be taken as representative of the

coastal waters of eastern Maine, the mean annual temperature of the bottom water

(close to 5° to 6° at a depth of 40 to 50 meters) is about 1° cooler than the mean
temperature of the air at Bar Harbor near by, but nearly the same as the air at St.

Johns, New Brunswick, and at Eastport, Me. Mean temperatures of 4° to 5° at

depths of 100 to 175 meters in the Bay of Fundy for the year November, 1916, to

November, 1917,67 again prove 1° or 2° lower than the mean annual temperature of

the ah- at St. Johns, New Brunswick, on the one side of the Bay, or at Yarmouth,
Nova Scotia, on the other (5° to 6°).

The foregoing comparison warrants the tentative generalization that in those

parts where regional interchange of water is most hindered by submarine barriers

the mean temperature of the bottom water averages about 1° to 3° lower than the

mean annual temperature of the air over the neighboring lands, a rule applying

whether vertical circulation be active, as in the Bay of Fundy, or weak, as off Glouces-

ter. The mean annual bottom temperature at equal depths also proves decidedly

uniform in such situations in the two sides of the gulf. In the open basin of the

gulf the deepest water averages warmer, a fact discussed in a subsequent section

(p. 691). In short, it is not necessary to invoke more than a slight influence on the

part of the Nova Scotian current, if any, to account for thermal differences between

bottom water and air no wider than those just quoted.

Brief analysis will, I think, convince the reader that this conclusion applies

equally to the cold mid layer that usually persists through the summer in the basin

of the gulf. The presence of a cold layer of water of this sort in the mid depths,

with higher temperatures below as well as above it, has sometimes been classed as a

sure criterion for Arctic water. This, however, is not necessarily the case. True,

such a state characterizes the polar seas in summer (Nansen, 1902; Helland-Hansen

and Nansen, 1909; Knudsen, 1899; Matthews, 1914); and wherever such a layer is

colder than —1° in summer, as it is in the Labrador current and in the extensions

of the latter around the slopes of the Grand Banks (Matthews, 1914; Fries, 1922 and

1923; E. H. Smith 1922 to 1924a; Le Danois, 1924 and 1924a) we have positive evi-

dence of Arctic water, for nowhere else does winter cooling alone cause temperatures

as low as this in the open sea on either side of the North Atlantic south of latitude 60°.

68 The mean annual temperature is higher (about 10°) at Boston than at most other stations around the bay.

« Calculated from data tabulated by Mayor (1923).
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However, a cold layer of this same sort, though not so low in temperature, can equally

be produced in any partially inclosed boreal sea. All that is requisite is that the

surface layers be exposed to a rigorous winter climate, alternating with rapid solar

warming in summer, over depths great enough to allow a more or less constant in-

flow of warmer ocean water below the level to which winter cooling penetrates

(Bigelow, 1917, p. 237).

In the Baltic, for example, a cold layer reminiscent of the previous winter’s

chilling persists at a depth of 50 to 100 meters until well into the summer (Knudsen,

1909; Krummel, 1907, p. 471; Witting, 1906); but increasingly active vertical circu-

lation, which accompanies the cooling of the surface after August, entirely dissipates

this stratum of low temperature there by late autumn, just as happens in the Gulf

of Maine. The following serial temperatures for the Alland Deep (in the Baltic) in

winter, spring, summer, and autumn, are introduced for comparison with the

Gulf of Maine. 68

Depth February May August November

Surface
° C.

0.1
2.4
3.9

°C.
4.2
1.8
2.0

°C.
12.3
2.5
3.5

°C.
6.

1

5.3
4.0

100 meters
250 meters

A cold mid layer of the same sort persists into the summer in the Black Sea,

where it is self-evident that cold Arctic currents play no part in the temperature cycle

and where, consequently, the low temperatures recorded at 60 to 100 meters in

August must be purely the product of local influences, as Andrusoff (1893) has

pointed out.

With melting ice no more important in the Black Sea than it is in the Gulf of

Maine, 69 the cooling agent chiefly responsible must be the loss of heat from the sur-

face by radiation during the cold months.

The general account of temperature, and especially the temperature sections for

the western basin in successive months (fig. 5), makes it clear that the cold layer

recorded in summer in the Gulf of Maine reflects the persistence of the low tempera-

ture to which the whole upper 100 to 150 meters is chilled in winter, but which is

obliterated by autumn, just as happens in the Baltic. No connection appears

on the profiles between the development of this cold layer in the western side of the

gulf as the spring advances, and the inrush of Nova Scotian water into the eastern

side. 70

8»From Krummel (1907, p. 471), after Witting (1906).

6t The northwestern bays and harbors of the Black Sea (e. g., Odessa Gulf and Kherson Bay) usually freeze over part of the time

each winter; but ice very seldom extends more than 2 or 3 miles seaward, and even these shallow areas of low salinity are sometimes

open all winter, while the open sea south of the Crimean peninsula never freezes (British Admiralty, 1897). Consequently the

amount of ice that actually melts in the Black Sea proper each spring is so small that we can hardly suppose it has any appreciable

effect on sea temperature there.

70 In an earlier report (Bigelow, 1917) I referred to the Gulf of St. Lawrence as a thermal example of this same sort; but Hunts-

man’s (1924 and 1925) more recent hydrographic studies indicate a greater inflow of icy water from the Labrador current through

the Straits of Belle Isle than Dawson’s (1907 and 1913) earlier observations of the strait had suggested. Consequently, the per-

sistence into the summer of the minimum layer there, close to 0° in temperature at about 100 meters’ depth, results at least in

part from the cold water flowing in and from the melting of the Arctic ice which this brings with it in winter and early spring, as

well as from winter chilling and the melting of ice frozen locally within the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
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The evidence just outlined leads to the conclusion that the Nova Scotian water

flowing into the Gulf of Maine from the eastward in spring does not lower the gen-

eral temperature of even the coldest localities and levels in the gulf more than a

degree or two below the values that would prevail were the gulf as nearly inclosed

as are the Black Sea or the Norwegian fjords. Nevertheless, the Nova Scotian

current does act as a decidedly effective cooling agent, for without the cold

water from this source the comparatively high temperature of the slope water, of

the surface inflows from the region off Browns Bank, and of occasional overflows of

tropic water (p. 836), would hold the gulf several degrees warmer than it actually is.

These warm sources the Nova Scotian current counteracts, and in counteracting

them it has its chief thermal importance in the Gulf of Maine.

THERMAL EFFECT OF THE SLOPE WATER

Were the gulf an inclosed basin, with little or no inflow over its floor, we should

expect to find its bottom temperature certainly no higher then 5° to 6° and proba-

bly as cold as the mean annual temperature actually is in the deep sinks in the

western side of the gulf, namely 4° to 5° (p. 688). In reality, however, we have only

once found the bottom water in the basin of the gulf colder than 4° in depths of

175 meters, or deeper, at any locality, season, or year. 71 Only 4 out of 64 deep

stations in the basin have given bottom readings lower than 4.5°. On the other

hand, 26 have been warmer than 6° on bottom; and the bottom temperature for all

as deep as 175 meters has averaged about 6°, or 1J^° warmer than the mean annual

temperature at the 100-meter level around the shores of the gulf and 2° warmer
than the mean bottom temperature in the trough of the Bay of Fundy. The high

salinity, coupled with the precise temperature of this bottom water, identifies it

beyond dispute as slope water flowing in along the trough of the Eastern Channel

(see discussion p. 842). The slope water, then, brings warmth to the deeps of the

gulf sufficient to raise the bottom temperature of the basin a degree or two higher

than would be the case if no such current flowed in; consequently it must be named
a warm current as it affects the gulf, not a cold one.

The physical characteristics of the slope water, as it drifts inward along the

bottom of the Eastern Channel, have proved so uniform from season to season and

from year to year (temperature about 6° to 7° and salinity about 34.6° to 35° per mille

in spring and summer) that the causes for the variations recorded in the temperature

and salinity of the deepest water within the gulf are to be sought in fluctuations in

the volume and velocity of the inflowing bottom drift rather than in variations in

the temperature or salinity of the latter. Such fluctuations, in turn, almost certainly

have a two-fold cause. In part they result from corresponding variations in the

amount of slope water being manufactured along the continental slope to the east-

ward shortly prior to the date of observation, and in the proportional amounts of

the various waters, cold and warm, that enter into its composition. The seasonal or

or other secular differences in the density gradient over the continental slope from

Browns Bank to La Have Bank, however, probably play a more important role in

71 Bottom temperature 3.54° at 180 meters at station 10283 off the Bay of Fundy, June 10, 1915.
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this connection by governing the Archimedian force that tends to pump the slope

water westward to the Eastern Channel and so into the Gulf of Maine. This works

most effectively in spring and early summer, but fluctuates so narrowly from season

to season that only very narrow variations are to be expected in the temperature or

salinity of any part of the gulf deeper than about 150 meters, from season to season

or from year to year, or have actually been recorded there.

This uniformity in the physical state of the bottom water on the floor of the

deep trough of the gulf proves that the effects of the alternate seasonal warming

and chilling of the surface do not penetrate deep enough to obscure the dominance

of the slope water there; but the slight seasonal rise and fall of temperature that

has been recorded at the bottom of the deep sink off Gloucester and between

Jeffreys Ledge and the mainland (from which the slope water is barred by inclosing

rims too shoal for it to overflow) is evidence that slight (but measureable) winter

cooling and summer warming from above may be detected down to 200 meters, so

far as the depth alone is concerned.

It is because the slope water is warm, by comparison with the water with which

it mixes within the gulf, that the bottom of the latter is usually warmest in the

eastern side of the basin, at depths greater than 150 meters, where the inflowing cur-

rent is chiefly localized (p. 921), coldest in the “sinks” in the inner parts of the gulf,

from which the slope water is more or less effectually barred by submarine rims.

The following differential table shows that the slope water has little effect on

the deep temperature in such situations, as exemplified by the sink off Gloucester

and by the trough between Jeffreys Ledge and the Isles of Shoals. This generaliza-

tion applies also to the Bay of Fundy, from which most of the slope water is deflected

by the topography of the bottom. In summer and autumn, it is true, the 175 to

200 meter level may be as warm within the bay (6° to 7°) as without; but low salin-

ity proves that this high bottom temperature chiefly reflects the active convectional

currents of the bay by which solar heat received at the surface is dispersed more

evenly downward there than it is anywhere else in the gulf in water equally deep.

Depth, meters

Cape Ann bowl, deepest level

taken
Basin outside, corresponding

level i

Date Station
Temper-
ature

Date Station
Temper-
ature

°C. °C.
150 Mar. 1, 1020 20050 1.68 Feb. 23,1920 20049 6.66
150—. Apr. 9, 1920 20090 (

2
) Apr. 18,1920 20115 5. 38

120 20090 2. 2.5 do 20115 ±3.80
4. 69130— - May 4,1915 102G6 3. 55 May 5, 1915 10267

110 - July 10, 1912
Aug. 9, 1913

10002 4. 61 July 15,1912 10007 ±4.61
128...
180

10087 5. 17 Aug. 9,1913 10088
10088

3±5. 50
6. 28

140. Aug. 22, 1914 10253 4. 49 Aug. 22,1913 10254 ±5.30
140 Aug. 31, 1915 10306 5. 78 Aug. 31, 1915 10307 ±5. 10
120 Oct. 31, 1916 10399 5. 23 Nov. 1, 1916 10400 ±4.40
150 Dec. 29, 1920 10489 7.00 Dec. 29,1920 10490 ±6.00

1 The table shows only the differential existing on the given dates between the deepest level, where a reading was taken
within the bowl, and the corresponding level in the basin outside. It does not represent the seasonal cycle for the latter because
of the difference in levels from station to station.

> 150-meter reading not taken.
8 130 meters.
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Further evidence that slope water is of little importance in the thermal cycle of

the Bay of Fundy results from the fact that we found the 200-meter level 1° colder
(4.3°) within the latter than just outside (5.4°) in March, 1920 (stations 20079 and
20081), with a corresponding difference in salinity. A reading of 1.71° reported by
Mavor (1923) at 175 meters in the bay on April 9, 1917, is colder than the coldest
reading so far obtained anywhere in the open basin of the gulf at this depth.

The deep readings for different times of year warrant the following generaliza-

tions: At depths greater than 150 meters the temperature is most nearly uniform
through the year in those parts of the gulf which the slope water reaches in greatest
volume, and shows its widest seasonal fluctuation in the partially inclosed bowls that
receive least water from this source. Were it not for this deep current flowing in, the
floor of the gulf would be several degrees (perhaps 3° to 4°) cooler in winter than is

actually the case, and its mean for the year slightly lower. The bowl off Gloucester
and the trough west of Jeffreys Ledge show the nearest approach to the thermal
state that would prevail in the gulf were it neither open to the inflowing bottom
current nor stirred by such strong tides as those that disturb its eastern side.

The thickness of the bottom stratum where temperature is governed by the volume
and precise physical characters of the slope water is of interest. Its upper boundary
in the inner part of the basin of the gulf may be set tentatively at about the 150-

meter level, rising to within SO to 100 meters of the surface in the southeastern part
at the entrance to the Eastern Channel. On the other hand, the deep temperature
is most influenced from above where tidal or other convectional stirring is most active.

WINTER CHILLING

Abyssal upwelling, as I have shown (p. 853), is barred out as a possible source of

autumnal cooling in the Gulf of Maine. It is equally certain that the Nova Scotian

current usually serves as a cooling agent in the gulf only in the spring, because none of

our observations for autumn or winter suggest that progression of cooling from east

to west across the gulf, which would reflect any inflow of cold water past Cape Sable

at that season. We must therefore credit the very rapid loss of heat which the Gulf
of Maine suffers in autumn and winter entirely to local causes, chiefly to the radia-

tion of heat out from the surface to and through the colder air above it; to evapo-

ration; in less degree to the melting of the snow that falls on the sea; and, locally,

to the melting of ice.

The warming effect of the sun’s rays is combatted the year round by local

influences tending to reduce the temperature of the water or as least to retard ver-

nal warming. Evaporation from the surface, for one thing, uses up heat, thus cool-

ing the water (p. 680). Furthermore, the heated surface radiates heat out into the

air whenever the temperature of the latter drops below that of the water, even in

spring and summer.
The solar energy absorbed by the water is more than enough to offset these

forces up to mid or late August; consequently the temperature of the surface of all

parts of the gulf continues to rise. However, the amount of solar heat daily absorbed

by the water, at its maximum when the sun is at its highest declination, is constantly

decreasing after June 22 to 23; and after a certain date toward the end of summer
or early in autumn, a date that varies regionally, as described in an earlier chapter
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(p. 636), the surface chills. At first this chilling chiefly reflects the convectional mix-

ing of the upper stratum, by which the substratum is warmed, in proportion as the

surface is cooled, combined with the effects of evaporation from the surface. Mean-
time the mean temperature of the whole column of water continues to rise slowly at

first, then remains stationary for a time as the sun continues to lose strength. At

the mouth of Massachusetts Bay, for example, the mean temperature of the upper

40 meters was slightly higher on August 31, 1912 (station 10045, about 12°), than it

had been on July 10 (station 10002, about 11°), although the surface had cooled from

18.3° to 16.1° in the interval. In 1915, too, the mean temperature of the upper 100

meters remained virtually unaltered at the mouth of the bay from August 31 to

October 1 (about 8° at stations 10306 and 10324), although the surface temperature

fell from 16.1° on the first date to 10.3° on the second, and the mean temperature of

the upper 40 meters from 11° to 9°. In fact, it is doubtful whether the column of

water, as a whole, actually commenced to lose heat at the mouth of the bay before

the end of that October (p. 638). In 1916, again, the mean for 80 meters was about
1° higher near Cape Cod on October 31 (station 10399, about 7°) than it had been

at the mouth of the bay near by on July 19 (station 10341, about 6°), the 80-meter

temperature having risen in the meantime from about 3.7° to about 5.8°, though the

surface reading had fallen from 16.4° to 10°.

Thus, the heat received from the sun is sufficient to balance the loss of heat by

evaporation and by radiation at night, when the temperature of the air is cooler than

the water, until the date when the mean temperature of the air falls permanently

below that of the water, so to continue through the autumn and winter. Thereafter

the upper 100-meter stratum of water constantly loses heat, no longer merely simulat-

ing this loss by convectional equalization. As this loss of heat is chiefly the result

of radiation, out from the water into the air, the efficacy of this process deserves

a word.

Although warm winds, as we have seen, heat the water below them to only a

small degree, and slowly, because of the very much higher capacity of the latter for

heat, cold winds, on the contrary, chill the surface of any body of water, fresh or

salt, very rapidly because dry air is extremely transparent to radiation, especially

to the long wave lengths (Abbott, 1911; Hann, 1915). Because of this “diathermacy,”

and because water is a good radiator,72 the surface radiates out very large amounts
of heat from September on, whenever the air is cooler than the water, dry, and the

sky clear of clouds, fog, or mist, very little of it being absorbed by the lower stratum

of the air.

The greater the difference in temperature between the air and the water, and
the drier the air, the more rapidly does the water lose heat in this way. When the

air is damp, or the sky clouded, the radiation from the surface of the sea is inter-

cepted by this water vapor, so that the water loses heat slowly under such circum-

stances even if the temperature of the air be considerably the lower. It happens,

however, that the humidity rules low and the sky usually is clear during the coldest

winter weather of New England and of the Maritime Provinces, especially at night.

Consequently, other conditions most favor radiation just when the differential

Schmidt (1915) found about 83 per cent as much radiation from a water surface as from a black surface.
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between sea and air temperature is widest, as it is from November on through

the winter over the Gulf of Maine (p. 671).

Water itself is so opaque to radiation that only the thin surface film that is actu-

ally in contact with the air loses heat rapidly when the air is the colder of the two,

for it effectually insulates the deeper strata. Consequently, the rate of radiation

from water to air depends on the activity of vertical circulation; the more actively

the water is stirred by tides or waves, and the more constantly the surface layer is

replaced by water from below, the more rapidly will the column give off its heat to

the colder air and so cool off with the advance of autumn and winter. 73 For this

reason it would be reasonable to expect the gulf to reflect the autumnal cooling of

the air most closely where tidal stirring is most active, and temperatures taken by
Vachon (1918) in the St. Andrews region in 1916 prove this to be the case.

The coldest winter winds of the region blow from the land out over the gulf, and
these cold westerly winds predominate in the western side of the gulf during the three

winter months (p. 965) . Consequently, the water loses heat most rapidly in the coast-

wise belt around the western and northern shore of the gulf, over which a fresh sup-

ply of icy air from the land is constantly passing, as long as the cold winds blow from
the quadrant between north and west. The wind, in turn,iswarmed by the absorption

of radiant heat from the surface of the water in its passage over the latter; for although

the lower stratum of air absorbs but a trifling percentage of this total radiation, its

capacity for heat is so low that but little heat need be intercepted by it to raise its tem-

perature considerably. This interception is favored, furthermore, by the increasing

humidity given the air by the evaporation that is constantly taking place from the

surface of the water. The result is that by the time the air has traveled a certain

distance out from the land, its temperature rises so close to that of the water, and the

air is made so humid, that the sea loses heat by radiation but little faster than it

gains heat from the sun, even in midwinter.

In any sea exposed to a rigorous air climate, winter chilling may be expected to

proceed much more rapidly in inclosed harbors, among the islands, and close in to

the land generally, than it does only a few miles out at sea. This general rule is

exemplified in a typical way by the Gulf of Maine, where the stations closest to the

land have proved considerably the coldest in late autumn, winter, and early spring.

The thermal history of Massachusetts Bay during the winter of 1924-25 affords a good

example of this.

Storm winds also hasten the winter chilling of the water by the stirring action

exercised by the waves, which may reach down to very considerable depths at this

season, when the water has little vertical stability. In severe winter storms the

whole upper stratum, 100 meters thick, may be mixed in this way and a constant

supply of new water thus brought up to the surface, there to give off its heat to the

icy air.

Were vertical stirring not so active in autumn, the immediate surface would

cool off even more rapidly than it actually does, and the whole coastwise belt of the

gulf, if not the entire area, would freeze over in winter. At the same time, however,

the surface film would interpose so effective a barrier to the radiation of heat upward

73 See Nansen (1912) for an illuminating discussion of the loss of heat from the surface of the Northern Atlantic in winter, and

on the extent to which this is governed by the freedom of vertical circulation.
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from the deeper strata, by its opacity to this process (p. 694), that the water only a

meter or two down would lose heat much less rapidly than happens in reality, so

that the 20 to 30 meter level probably would not show enough cooling during the

winter months for the change in temperature to be measurable on our ordinary deep-

sea thermometers.

Actually, however, vertical circulation is most active during the cold half of the

year; consequently, the mixing of the various strata of water is constantly bringing

up fresh water from below, to radiate its heat out into the atmosphere. The fact

that the upper 100 meters, or so, cools off so uniformly during the winter, instead of

only a thin surface film, is therefore wholly the result of convectional movements
of the water particles, induced either mechanically (by winds or tides) or djuiami-

cally, if the surface water so chills that it becomes heavier than the underlying layer,

which, however, seems never to take place in the open gulf (p. 929).

The rigorous climate of northern New England and of the Canadian Province

of New Brunswick so profoundly influences the sea temperature of the Gulf of

Maine that the following tables of the air temperatures at stations bordering the

gulf may be of interest. 74

Normal air temperatures (Fahrenheit

)

Month

Locality
Janu-
ary

Febru-
ary

March April May June July August Sep-
tember

October No-
vember

De-
cember

Boston 27.0 28.0 34.5 45.3 56. 6 65.8 71.3 68.9 62.7 52.3 41.2 31.6
Portland 22.0 23.8 32.0 43.0 53.5 62. 6 68.0 66.2 54.2 49. 1 37.6 27.1
Eastport 20. 1 20.4 28.9 38.3 48. 9 54. 4 59.8 59.7 55.2 46.6 36.8 25.3

Mean winter temperatures °F, with departures from normal (J . IF. Smith, 1913-1921 )

1911-12

Locality

December January February March

Temper-
ature

Depar-
ture

Temper-
ature

Depar-
ture

Temper-
ature

Depar-
ture

Temper-
ature

Depar-
ture

Boston 21. 4 -5. 6 27.7 -0.3 36.0 + 1.0
Portland 15.3 -6.7 23.2 - .6 30.2 -1.8
Eastport 14.3 -5.8 20.4 -1.0 28.8 - .i

1912-13

Boston 38. 5 + 6.9
+5. 2

39. 3 + 12. 3 27. 7 -0. 3 42. 4

Portland 32. 3 31. 6 + 9. 6 21. 0 -2. 8 35. 2
Eastport 28. 7 +3.4 27.8 + 7.7 17.2 -4.2 32.0

1914-16

Boston 30.4 -1.2 33.0 +6.0 33.2 + 5.2 35.8 +0. 08
Portland 24.4 -2.7 26. 4 + 4. 4 28.4 +4.6 32.2 + .02
Eastport 23.6 -1.7 24.6 + 5.5 27.6 + 6.2 29.9 -1.00

74 From the U. S. Weather Bureau.
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Mean winter temperatures °F, with departures from normal (/. W. Smith
,
1913-1921 )—Continued

1915-16

Boston 34.2 +2.6 33.0 +6.0 25.5 -2.5 30.6 -4.4
Portland 29.4 +2.3 26.6 +4.6 20.6 -3.2 26.8 -3.2
Eastport 29.6 +4.3 22. 6 +2.5 19.3 -2.

1

24.6 -4.3

1919-20

Boston 28.8 -2.8 21.0 -0.6 27.6 -0.4 39.2 +4.2
Portland 22.8 -4.3 14.6 -7.4 22.2 -1.6 34.6 +2.6
Eastport 20.0 -5.3 11.5 -8.6 21.

1

—0.3 30.4 + 1.5

1920-21

Boston 35.6
27.8
27.5

+4.0
+0.7
+2.2

Portland
Eastport .

The diagrams of air and surface temperature at Gloucester and at Boothbay for

the winter of 1919-20 (figs. 29 and 30) show the temperature of the water closely

following that of the air in its 10-day fluctuations, and reflecting a loss of heat by
radiation more or less rapid as the difference between the temperature of air and
water is greater or less.

75

The loss of heat from the surface of the gulf increases proportionately from

November on, as the average difference between air and water increases, a general

rule illustrated by the temperature cycle of Massachusetts Bay for the winter of

1924-25 (p. 651) . The water continues to suffer a net loss of heat in this way until the

average temperature of the air once more rises above that of the water, an event to

be expected about the tenth of March (p. 668).

CHILLING EFFECT OF MELTING SNOW

Another cooling agent becomes effective from December until spring—namely?

the melting of the snow that falls on the surface of the gulf. The amount of heat

taken from the water by melting snow is, of course, that required to melt an equiv-

alent amount of ice; a fall of 1 foot of snow (a moderate snowstorm for northern

New England and the Maritime Provinces) would represent approximately 1-1 24
inches of ice, more or less according to the quality of the snow.

The normal snowfall, by months, for the lands bounding the gulf is tabulated

below from data supplied by the United States Weather Bureau; also the actual

snowfall for representative winters since the oceanographic investigation of the gulf

was undertaken.

Normal snowfall and its equivalent in ivater, both given in inches

Locality

November December January February March April

Snow
Equiv-
alent
water

Snow
Equiv-
alent
water

Snow
Equiv-
alent
water

Snow
Equiv-
alent
water

Snow
Equiv-
alent
water

Snow
Equiv-
alent
water

Boston 0.6 0.08 5.8 0.55 9.7 0.87 13.7 1. 23 9.0 0. 87 3.7 0.46
Portland 3.6 .64 10.8 1. 70 16.0 2. 32 20.0 3. 02 11.7 1.82 4.2 .78
Eastport 3.4 .40 11.7 1. 26 17.6 1. 72 19.7 1.90 13.3 1. 28 10.1 1. 04
Yarmouth, Nova Scotia 4.0 .40 14.4 1. 47 20.3 2.03 21.8 2. 18 13.3 1. 30 5.5 .50

75 The air temperature of the coldest days was many degrees below the 10-day averages shown on the diagrams, often 10°

colder than the surface of the water.
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Snowfall, in inches

WINTER, 1912-13

Locality November December January February March

Boston 0.3 9.2 0.3 7.7 0.5
Portland. 0)

2. 0
4. 7 5.0 14.

1

5.1

Eastport _ 6. 9 7.9 14. 6 9.3
Yarmouth, Nova Scotia 12.2 7.7 1.2 16.3 3.5

WINTER, 1914-15

Boston 0) 4.1 7.0 5.1 0)
Portland.. 7.4 8.1 1.9 10.5 0.8
Eastport... - 4.5 9.0 12.2 10.3 4.8
Yarmouth, Nova Scotia 4. 1 15.3 10.2 7.2 2.5

WINTER, 1915-16

Boston 0.2 6.7 4.8 30.3 33.0
Portland (>) 12.1 12.2 20.2 36.3
Eastport (') 4.4 14.0 21.8 14.7
Yarmouth, Nova Scotia 3.0 6.1 21.3 29.4 53.4

WINTER, 1919-20

0.2 2.9 24.8 32. 5 11. 0
Portland 2. 7 4.3 24.2 44.6 13. 6
Eastport 1.9 16.9 20.2 37.2 14.2
Yarmouth, Nova Scotia _ 2.4 13.6 28.0 15.2 3.7

i Trace

On the average, the coastwise belt of the gulf annually receives a blanket of

snow aggregating about 42 inches in thickness off Boston, 66 inches at Portland,

76 inches off Eastport, and 79 inches at Yarmouth, Nova Scotia. Translated

roughly into terms of ice, this means 4.5, 11, 8.5, and 9 inches, respectively, or an

equivalent of about 8 inches of ice as the mean for the coastwise belt from the

land out about to the 25-meter contour. Farther out from the shore a larger pro-

portion of the winter’s precipitation comes down as rain, less as snow, but no meas-

urements of the snowfall have been made at any offshore station in the gulf.

As to melt 1 kilogram of ordinary fresh-water ice requires heat enough to raise

the temperature of 75 to 80 kilograms of water by 1°, 76 melting 8 inches of ice will

take heat enough from the water to cool a stratum 12 to 14 meters thick by about 1°

;

and probably this is a fair measure of the average cooling effect of snow falling on

the coastwise belt of the Gulf of Maine within 5 to 10 miles of the land.

CHILLING EFFECT OF MELTING ICE

The melting of floating ice in high northern and high southern latitudes exerts a

potent effect upon the distribution of temperature 77 in the North Atlantic; and the

melting of ice, whether frozen locally or of Arctic origin (p. 689), is the most potent

76 Recent measurements place the latent heat of fresh-water ice between 75 and 80.3 calories. (Kriimmel, 1907, p. 507.)
77 Salt-water ice is less effective as a cooling agent than fresh-water ice (floe ice, that is, than berg ice), because its latent heat of

melting is somewhat lower. Petterson (1883) gives this as approximately 52 to 53 calories for ice frozen from water of about the

salinity of the Gulf Maine.
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factor in producing the low temperature of the mid-layer of the Gulf of St.

Lawrence.

The chilling effect of ice melting in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and to a greater extent

of the drift ice melting over the Banquereau-Sable Island Bank region is, in turn,

brought indirectly to the Gulf of Maine by the cold water flowing westward past

Cape Sable in spring and early summer (p. 832) ;
but no ice, either of Arctic or of

St. Lawrence origin, has ever been known actually to enter the Gulf of Maine
though pans (almost certainly from the latter source) do rarely drift down past

Cape Sable along the edge of the continent or outside it. Consequently, as the

surface of the open Gulf of Maine never freezes, ice melting in situ plays only a

very subordinate role in its temperature complex, except in its shallow and more or

less inclosed bays and among the islands that skirt its northern shores.

Cape Cod Bay offers an instructive example, on a small scale, of the effect that

melting ice exerts upon the sea temperature, for more or less ice freezes over the flats

along its western side nearly every winter. The greatest amount forms during heavy

blows from the northwest, when it may stretch out 2 or 3 miles from the shore and

pack several feet high along the beach. When ice has so formed, easterly winds and

high tides soon disperse it; and, according to the United States Coast Pilot (1912,

Part III, p. 59), “instances are on record of this ice, and that forming in the shallower

parts of Cape Cod Bay in severe winters, being driven by the winds out into the bay,

where it masses into heavy fields or windrows, sometimes as much as 10 feet or more
thick, making the navigation of parts of the bay unsafe or impracticable at times.’ *

Unfortunately, no observations were taken in Cape Cod Bay during the ice

season of the almost Arctic winter of 1919-20, or until April of the succeeding

spring; but in 1924 a considerable amount of ice formed along the west shore of the

bay between the 20th and 26th of December, during a spell of very severe weather

(p. 655), and the temperatures taken by the Fish Hawk on January 6 and 7, 1925,

showed the effect by a drop in temperature at the near-by station (No. 7) from

about 4.3°, two weeks previous, to about 0.3°. Ice chilling was also reflected still

more clearly in the fact that the water was colder just off Wellfleet Bay (station 7)

than anywhere else in the southern part of the Massachusetts Bay region on that

date, as is described above (p. 655).

The sea ice that freezes in greater or less amount among the islands along the

coast of Maine in all but the warmest winters must also exert a local chilling effect

on the water as it melts, but no measurements of this have yet been made.

In severe winters, when much ice forms in Vineyard Sound, most of it reported

to drift out to the eastward past Nantucket, melting ice must lower the tempera-

ture of the Nantucket Shoals region indirectly or directly. Here, again, however,

definite data are lacking.

Ice is also an effective chilling agent in shallow bays such as Barnstable and

Plymouth, for the flats, laid bare at low tide, skim over with ice on cold winter days

or nights, which melts when the tide floods again. This is one reason (active tidal

circulation is another) why such situations serve as centers for chilling in winter,

just as they do as centers for warming in summer.
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THERMAL EFFECT OF THE RIVER WATER

The great volume of river water that pours into the gulf every spring, at a

temperature only a few degrees above the freezing point, when the ice goes out of

the lakes and the snow melts, must tend at first to delay the vernal warming of the

gulf. However, no attempt has yet been made to estimate its actual effect.

SUMMARY OF THERMAL DETERMINANTS

The interaction of the several major factors that govern the temperature of the

gulf is so complex that a summary of them may be useful.

It is definitely established that the gulf owes the particular temperatures

proper to it, and especially the wide seasonal range of temperature, chiefly to its

geographic location to leeward of the continent and to the rigorous land climate.

Only in a much smaller degree is it influenced by warm or cold currents flowing

into it.

Our successive cruises and the observations taken in the Bay of Fundy by the

Biological Board of Canada, therefore, corroborate the view long ago advanced by
Verrill (1874) that the waters of the Gulf of Maine are not abnormally cold, con-

sidering their geographic location and the rigorous climate of the neighboring land

mass; that, in short, to describe its temperature as “Arctic,” as has so often been

done, is entirely a misnomer.

The chief source of warmth for the superficial stratum of the gulf is the solar

heat absorbed by the water in situ. Vernal warming is therefore chiefly of local

origin. The rapidity with which solar heat is dispersed downward in the water

and the depth to which it penetrates depend on the activity of vertical circulation,

whether by tides, winds, storm waves, or dynamic overturnings; and the regional

differences in the temperature gradient, which develop in the gulf in summer (Mas-

sachusetts Bay at the one extreme, the Bay of Fundy and Nantucket Shoals at the

other), result chiefly from differences in the thoroughness with which the tides

churn the water.

The low surface temperature that prevails along the eastern coast of Maine and

in the Bay of Fundy in summer, as contrasted with the Massachusetts Bay region,

is chiefly due, therefore, to local causes and not to the “Arctic current” that has so

commonly been invoked to account for it.

The surface stratum of the gulf likewise receives heat from warm winds blowing

over its surface, from surface water drifting into its eastern side from the region of

Browns Bank and the Cape Sable dead water, and also, at long intervals, from over-

flows from the tropic water outside the edge of the continent.

Vernal warming is opposed by the Nova Scotian current flowing from the east-

ward, past Cape Sable, into the gulf. During the brief period when at its maxi-

mum, this current may lower the surface temperature by a couple of degrees right

across to the western side of the basin, thus temporarily producing a regional differ-

entiation; and it considerably delays vernal warming in the eastern side probably

every year. However, this cold drift is so thoroughly incorporated into the water of

the gulf soon after the actual flow past the cape slackens that no regional differenti-

ation from this source can be traced definitely in the gulf after midsummer. Neither
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is its general temperature made more than 2° to 3° lower than would be the case if

the gulf were entirely barred to currents, cold or warm; but the chilling effect of the

Nova Scotian current is more important than this bald statement suggests, for it

counteracts, by several degrees, the effect of the warm sources just mentioned.

Autumnal and winter chilling, so conspicuous a feature of the gulf, results

primarily from the loss of heat from the surface by radiation, after the date when
the mean temperature of the air falls below that of the water; neither cold currents

from the north nor upwelling from the oceanic abyss have any major part in it.

Snow falling and melting on the surface is also a cooling agency of some effi-

cacy; so, locally, is melting ice in Cape Cod Bay and among the islands along the

coast of Maine. River drainage, by its low temperature in early spring, also tends

to retard vernal warming. Evaporation from the surface also tends to chill the water

throughout the year, accounting for a probable cooling of the mean temperature of

the upper 50 meters by 5° to 6°.

The temperature of the superficial 100 meters of water is governed chiefly by
these climatic (including solar) influences from above, by the thermal effect of the

inflows into the eastern side of the gulf, and by the chilling effect of evaporation

from the surface.

The cold layer that persists in the basin throughout the summer at a depth of

100 to 150 meters in most years is simply reminiscent of the lowest temperature to

which this level chilled during the preceeding winter—not of an Arctic current.

This layer is colder than the deeper water in most summers because the temperature

of the latter is determined chiefly, not by seasonal climatic influences, but by the

volume of the warmer slope water flowing in through the eastern channel, and by
the course that this current follows inward along the two branches of the trough of

the gulf. If the inflow of slope water is smaller than usual, or cooler, the summer
temperature of the inner part of the basin is virtually uniform, vertically, from

about 100 to 150 meters down to the bottom, as was the case in 1912.

It is not yet possible to estimate, quantitatively, what thermal effect the slope

water has on the upper layers of water as it is gradually incorporated into the Gulf

of Maine complex. Any increment from this source will tend to cool the surface

stratum in the summer but to warm it in winter and early spring.

The chilling effects of the rigorous winter climate of the land mass to the west

and of the Nova Scotian current, balanced against solar warming plus the warming
effect of the slope water and of the surface indrafts from the Browns Bank-Cape
Sable deadwater region, maintain a comparatively constant state in the gulf from
year to year; but it is easy to see how any one of them, if more or less effective

than usual, might profoundly influence its waters. In attempting to determine the

causes of such fluctuations as have been recorded, the evidence of salinity, as well

as of temperature, must be weighed.

Unusually high summer temperatures, with normal salinity, might result either

from a mild winter preceding, from unusually rapid solar warming during the

spring, or from a smaller increment from the Nova Scotian current than normal.

High temperature, with very high salinity, would point either to an unusual inflow

of slope water during the preceding winter or to one of the rare overflows of tropic

water (p. 836) . Abnormally low summer temperatures, with normal salinity, would
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naturally follow any cold winter or spring (cases in point are 1916 and 1923). If

coupled with unusually low salinity, an unusual extension of the Nova Scotian current

would be indicated, though this same state might result from a cold winter followed

by greater river freshets than usual, a combination not unknown. Abnormally low

summer temperature, coupled with high salinity, would result if more slope water

than usual was then flowing into the gulf and if it was being incorporated with the

overlying water more rapidly than usual.

Temperatures and salinities lower than usual along the outer part of the continen-

tal slope abreast the gulf in summer would be conclusive evidence of some unusual

expansion of water from the northeast, such as seems actually to have occurred in

1916 (p. 848). If combined with very high salinity, very low temperatures along

the edge of the continent would be good evidence of some upwelling from the abyss;

and although no upwelling of this sort has come under direct observation off the

Gulf of Maine region, or seems likely to occur there, events of this sort would have

such a wide-reaching effect on local hydrography that strict watch should be kept

for them.

SALINITY 78

GENERAL SUMMARY

The account of the salinity of the gulf may commence, appropriately, with a

brief summary, both because the general reader may find in it information sufficient

for his wants and to serve as introductory to the more detailed description.

The Gulf of Maine falls among the less saline of inclosed seas; the salt content

of its waters averages very much lower, for instance, than that of the Mediterranean,

somewhat lower than that of the North Sea, but higher than that of the Baltic. A
close parallel to the Gulf of Maine, in salinity, is to be found in the Skagerak, con-

necting the Baltic with the North Sea. This relationship was to have been expected

because the continental waters along the northwestern margin of the Atlantic are

decidedly less saline, as a whole, than on the European side.

Compared with the Gulf of St. Lawrence, the Gulf of Maine shows slightly the

higher mean salinity at the surface; but the deep waters of these two gulfs agree very

closely in this respect, as they do also in temperature.

Perhaps the most notable feature of the gulf, from the present standpoint, is the

abrupt contrast between the decidedly low salinity (averaging only about 32 to 32.5

per mille at the surface and 32.8 to 33 per mille at 100 meters’ depth) over and

within its offshore rim, and the very much salter (>35.5 per mille) water of the so-

called “Gulf Stream,” always to be found only a few miles to the seaward of the

edge of the continent. This contrast finds its counterpart in the temperature and
also in the color of the water.

The Gulf of Maine is also interesting for the wide regional variations in salinity

in its inner waters, where, in spite of its small extent, the extremes recorded (about

27 to 35 per mille) cover a range wider than that of the entire Atlantic basin outside

78 In modern oceanographic parlance the degree of saltness, or “salinity,” of the sea water is expressed as the total weight, in

grams, of the solids in a state of solution in 1,000 grams of water. This relationship “per thousand,” or “per mille,” is chosen

rather than the more familar term “per cent,” merely for convenience to avoid the constant use of small fractional parts.

8951—28 15
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the 1,000-meter contour. However, even such a range as this is narrow, as com-

pared to temperature, for with the mean salinity of the gulf falling close to 32.5 per

mille the extreme variation is not more than 20 per cent. Consequently, I must

caution the reader that while emphasis is laid on these variations in the following

pages, they are actually so small, from season to season and from place to place,

that their measurement requires careful chemical or physical tests. They could not

be detected by any human sense. To use a homely example, no one, I fancy, could

distinguish the saltest water of the gulf from the freshest by its taste, but no one

could fail to tell the temperature of winter from that of summer if he dipped his

hand in the water or by feeling the spray on his face.

The gulf is invariably saltest in the eastern side of its trough and in the

Eastern Channel, which connects the latter with the open ocean. It is freshest

in the coastwise belt along its northern and western shores and along the western

shoreline of Nova Scotia, as appears repeatedly on the charts of salinity for various

levels and seasons.

The fact that the water over Georges Bank (the shoal southern rim of the gulf)

is not sal ter than the basin to the north of it deserves emphasis because its proximity

to the oceanic waters of the
“ Gulf Stream ” might lead us to expect high salinities

there.

A wide seasonal variation in the salinity of the surface is characteristic of coast-

wise waters in boreal latitudes, the water freshening at the season of the spring fresh-

ets and then gradually salting again as this inrush of river water is incorporated by
the mixings and churnings caused by the tides, winds, and waves.

The Gulf of Maine is no exception to this rule. The widest seasonal variations

so far actually recorded there at any given station are from about 28 per mille in

April to about 32.7 per mille in winter in the Bay of Fundy (fig. 165), and from about

28.3 per mille in May to about 32.3 per mille in early March in the opposite side of

the gulf, a few miles off the mouth of the Merrimac River (p. 813). Such changes,

however, are confined to the superficial stratum of water not over 40 meters thick.

The bottom waters of the gulf deeper than 100 meters see very little alteration in

salinity from season to season. The salinity has also proved unexpectedly constant

from year to year in all parts of the gulf at any given season.

The Gulf of Maine is characterized by a considerable vertical range in salinity

over all but its most tide-stirred portions, contrasting strongly in this respect with

the North Sea, across the Atlantic, where the salinity as a whole is more nearly

uniform from the surface downward. The vertical range is widest in spring and

summer, when the surface as a whole is freshest, narrowest toward the end of the

winter; greatest, too, where the stirring effects of the tides are least, as in the west-

ern side of the gulf off Massachussetts Bay, and least where tidal currents keep the

water more thoroughly churned, as in the Bay of Fundy in one side of the gulf or

on Nantucket Shoals in the other.

In summer, and in the coastwise zone, the increase in salinity with depth

averages most rapid from the surface down to a depth of about 50 to 75 meters; but

there are many exceptions, and in the deep basin of the gulf the salinity gradient

may be nearly uniform, surface to bottom, or the rise in salinity may be found most

rapid as the bottom is approached.
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DETAILED ACCOUNT OF SALINITY

The detailed account of the salinity of the gulf may well commence with its

state at the end of the winter and during the first days of spring, both because this is

the season when variations in salinity, both regional and vertical, are least, and

because this choice of a point of beginning will parallel the description of the

temperature of the gulf (p. 522).

FEBRUARY AND MARCH

At the end of February and during the first week of March the salinity of most

parts of the gulf is at or near its maximum for the year, except close to the mouths

of the larger rivers. It is also most nearly uniform then regionally, having had a

range of only 1.3 per mille from station to station at the surface in March, 1920.

In the offshore parts of the gulf the salinity is then also close to uniform vertically,

from the surface down to a depth of 40 to 50 meters, but increases at greater depths

down to the bottom of the trough, as is the general rule in all parts of the Gulf of

Maine at all seasons.

SURFACE

During the last week of February and the month of March of 1920 (which we
must, perforce, take as representative, being the only year when we have made a

general survey of the gulf at this season) the surface water was freshest (31.3 to 32

per mille) along a narrow band fringing the coast between Portland and the eastern

boundary of Maine (fig. 91); and it is probable that equally low salinities prevailed

in the more inclosed bays and in the mouths of harbors all around the coast line of

the gulf at that time. The curves for successive values show that this band of

water, less saline than 32 per mille, was probably not wider than 20 miles (measured

from the outermost islands or headlands) on any line normal to the coast, with

rather an abrupt transition to salinities higher than 32 per mille a few miles to the

seaward of the 100-meter contour. In outlining the distribution of salinity farther

out from the land, the curve for 32.5 per mille is the most instructive, its undulating

course marking an artificial boundary between the fresher and salter waters. Water
fresher than this overspreads the entire northwestern and western portions of the

gulf at this season and its eastern side as well, spreading offshore to include the

whole western half of Georges Bank, a considerable area off Penobscot Bay, and the

whole breadth of the continental shelf (including Browns Bank) to the southward

of Cape Sable.79

The salinity of the surface water in the offing of the cape is especially interest-

ing at this season as evidence of the extent to which the icy waters of the Nova
Scotian current (characterized equally by low salinity) have begun to flood west-

ward past the cape into the Gulf of Maine. In 1920 the situation of the isohaline

for 32.2 per mille on this March chart clearly shows that the freshest (also the coldest)

core of this drift lay well out from the shore off southern Nova Scotia, directed

toward Browns Bank, and that it had not yet passed the longitude of Cape Sable in

appreciable volume. The low salinity of the waters that then skirted the western

'•The surface salinity was only 32.16 per mille at our outermost station on the Shelburne profile (20077) on March 19.
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shores of Nova Scotia ( < 32.2 per mille) is thus shown to be of local origin—i. e., merely

a part of the generally low salinity of the coastwise belt, resulting from the drainage of

fresh water from the sundry streams that empty along that sector of the coast line.

At the time of our spring cruise in 1920 the surface water over the eastern half

of Georges Bank and in the southeastern part of the basin of the gulf was more saline

than 32.5 per mille, this area of high salinity indenting Y-like into the inner parts of

the gulf, with its one arm extending northward along the eastern side of the basin to

the mouth of the Bay of Fundy and the other westward toward Cape Cod in a man-
ner better shown on the chart (fig. 91) than verbally. It is probable that this contrast

in salinity between the western and eastern ends of Georges Bank is characteristic of

this season of the year.

The distribution of salinity on Georges and Browns Banks also makes it proba-

ble that the saltest surface water in the Eastern Channel and in the neighboring part

of the basin of the gulf then took the form of an isolated pool entirely cut off from

the still more saline surface water (>33 per mille) of the Atlantic basin outside the

edge of the continent, reflecting some local stirring or upwelling of the water.

Apparently it would not have been necessary to run out more than about 25 to

30 miles from the continental edge of Georges Bank in February and March to have
encountered surface salinities of 33 per mille and upward; but the low value (32.16

per mille) at our outermost station on the Shelburne profile (station 20077) suggests

that the isohaline for 33 per mille then departed farther and farther from the conti-

nental slope, passing eastward from Georges Bank, to leave a widening wedge of less

saline water next the edge of the continent.

The most spectacular event in the yearly cycle of salinity of the Gulf of Maine
is the sudden freshening of the surface near its shores, which follows the spring

freshets of its rivers, an event happening earlier or later, according to the date when
the snow that blankets New England, New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia melts and
the ice in the lakes and streams goes out. In this respect the spring of 1920 was
late, following a severe winter. The effect of this outpouring of land water makes
itself evident, by lowered salinity at the surface, earlier off some parts of the coast

than off others. However, this regional variation does not correspond directly to

the latitude of the rivers concerned, because the effect of the Kennebec was made
evident in 1920 by surface salinity nearly 1 per mille lower close in to its mouth
(station 20058) than either to the westward or to the eastward of it as early as

March 4 (fig. 91); but any effect that the discharge from the Merrimac may have

had on the preexisting salinity up to that date must have been confined to the

immediate vicinity of its mouth, because the surface was then about the same for

the general sector between Cape Elizabeth and Cape Ann as for the offing of the

river (32.2 to 32.3 per mille).

In 1925 (an earlier spring on land as well as in the sea) fresh water from the

Merrimac had developed a streak of low surface salinity (30.7 per mille) for about 6

miles out from the mouth of the river by March 12, with slightly higher surface

values (31 to 32 per mille) to the north and south (Fish Hawk stations 20 and 28,

cruise 9, pp. 1009, 1010). While higher values in Massachusetts Bay (32.4 to 32.9 per

mille; Fish Hawk cruise 8, March 10, stations 2 to 18A; p. 1004) prove that low salin-

ities from this source had not yet spread southward past Cape Ann, the freshets from
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the several rivers produce a cumulative freshening in the coastwise belt from mid-

March on, which finally involves the entire periphery of the gulf to greater or less

extent (p. 723).

VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION

Our data on salinity for the years 1913, 1920, and 1925 show that a very close

approach to vertical uniformity obtains over the gulf down to a depth of 40 to 50

meters and outside the 100-meter contour during the last week of February and the

first part of March. Thus, in 1920 the widest range between the surface and the
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40-meter level for this whole area was only 0.1 per mille, including the deep water
off the southeastern slope of Georges Bank (station 20069) and the continental shelf

abreast southern Nova Scotia (stations 20073 to 20077).
Our several stations in Massachusetts Bay, for various dates in March during

the three years of record, have shown the upper 40 meters of water equally homoge-
neous there; and it is probable that this generalization would apply to the entire

coastal zone of the gulf outside the outer islands during the last half of February,
except close to the mouths of the larger rivers.

In March, 1920, homogeneity characterized the whole column of water in the
western part of the basin of the gulf, as limited by a line running southeastward from
Penobscot Bay, down to a depth of 100 to 150 meters, with the difference in salinity

between 40 and 100 meters averaging almost exactly the same as between the sur-

face and 40 meters (about 0.05° per mille) . In other words, stirring by tides and
waves is active enough to keep the water virtually equalized in salinity down to this

depth during the late winter and early spring. However, our March stations have
all yielded considerably higher salinities at 100 meters’ depth than at 40 meters in

the Eastern Channel and inward all along the eastern side of the basin of the gulf

(not however, in the Bay of Fundy), with an average difference of about 0.6 per
mille (stations 20055, 20056, 20071, 20072, 20081, 20082, and 20086) and a maxi-
mum range of 1.43 per mille in the channel between Georges and Browns Banks
(station 20071).

The presence of this tongue of more saline water at 100 meters combines with a

more or less constant tendency toward upwelling from the deeper strata to raise the

lower boundary of the stratum, equalized by vertical stirrings, some meters higher

there than in any other part of the gulf. An even wider vertical range of salinity

between the 40-meter and 100-meter levels, recorded over the shelf south of Nova
Scotia that same March (stations 20074 to 20077; range of 0.8 to 2.7 per mille),

suggests a drift of the fresher coastal water out over the salter slope water; 80 and
this, or a reciprocal movement of the slope water in toward the slope on bottom, is

also the probable explanation for almost as steep a gradient in the upper 40 meters

off the southwest slope of Georges Bank on February 22 (station 20044 and 20045),

and off its southeast face on March 12 (station 20069; fig. 92).

All the March stations in the open basin of the gulf also show a considerable

vertical increase in salinity at depths greater than 100 meters, with a maximum
difference of 1.26 per mille between 100 meters and 150 (station 20053), a minimum
of 0.14 per mille.

The homogeneity of the superficial stratum of the gulf, characteristic of the last

weeks of winter, gives place to the development of a more stratified state in the

coastal belt in March as the increasing volume of fresh water discharged from the

rivers lowers the salinity of the surface along the tracks affected by their discharges.

In the year 1920 the discharge from the Kennebec, perhaps combined with water from

the Penobscot, had reduced the salinity of the surface water off Boothbay fully 1 per

mille below that of the 40-meter level by March 4 (station 20058).81 In 1925 the

80 The surface stratum of low salinity cut by the Shelburne profile for March is the southernmost extension of the Nova
Scotian current (p. 832).

81 No observations were taken at the mouth of Penobscot Bay during this month, consequently I can not state how far sea-

ward the outflow from the Penobscot River may then have influenced the vertical distribution of salinity.
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outflow from the Merrimac produced a slightly greater vertical range of salinity

(average difference of 1.5 per mille between surface and 40 meters) in the region

between Cape Ann and the Isles of Shoals by March 12 (Fish Hawk cruise 9, stations

20 to 28), though its full effect was not felt until a month later (p. 725).

Unfortunately, the water samples for these Fish Hawk stations and for the Alba-

tross station off Boothbay for March 4, 1920 (station 20058), were not taken at vert-

ical intervals close enough to show whether the river water was then pouring into

the gulf in volume great enough to maintain a sharply defined stratum of low salin-

ity at the surface. It is more likely that vertical stirring by tides and waves still

continued active enough to produce a more even gradation from the surface down-
ward. However, its effect was certainly greatest close to the surface and perhaps

not appreciably deeper than 20 to 40 meters until later on in the season.

40 METERS

Thanks to the homogeneous state that characterizes the superficial stratum of

the whole gulf (with the exceptions just noted) during the late winter and early

spring, the regional distribution of salinity for February and March is much the same
down to a depth of 40 to 50 meters as it is at the surface (fig. 91). The agree-

ment is especially close for the isohaline for 32.5 per mille, which shows the same con-

trast at 40 meters (fig. 93) between fresher water near land and salter offshore all

around the gulf as at the surface, and with the same expansions of low salinity out

over the western half of Georges Bank, southward into the central part of the basin

off the Penobscot Bay region, and out from Nova Scotia across the Northern

Channel to Browns Bank.

The isohalines for the 40-meter level (fig. 93) likewise parallel those for the sur-

face in locating the axis of the freshest band on the Shelburne profile (< 32 per

mille) as lying over the outer part of the shelf, not close in to that coast as we have

found it later in the season (fig. 132) . However the rather abrupt east-west transition

in salinity from this tongue to higher values over Browns Bank and in the Eastern

Channel (32.86 per mille, station 20071) is sufficient evidence that the Nova Scotian

current had not appreciably affected the salinity so deep as this farther west than

longitude 65° up to this date, though some slight movement of water may already

have taken place in this direction at the surface (p. 703).

The distribution of water salter than 32.5 per mille is also very nearly the same

at 40 meters as at the surface in March, with the same gradation lengthwise of

Georges Bank from lo wer values (about 32.4 per mille) at the western end to higher

values (about 32.6 to 32.7 per mille) at the eastern, and to slightly more saline water

(32.8 to 33 per mille) in the Eastern Channel and in the southeastern part of the

basin.

It is interesting to find a circumscribed pool of very high salinity ( >33 per mille)

in the eastern side of the basin at this level, which could have resulted only from

some local upwelling.

In winter and early spring, when the water has little vertical stability to resist

vertical currents, events of this sort are to be expected locally over small areas as

the result of tidal churnings, or caused by the wind. The distribution of salinity at

different seasons shows that the basin is most subject to them in its eastern side, and
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offshore gales often bring up water from below in volume great enough appreciably to

affect the temperature and salinity of the surface along the western shores of the

gulf during the later spring (p. 729).

It is not clear whether the water salter than 32.8 per mille, which occupied the

southeastern part of the gulf in March, 1920, was then continuous with still higher

salinities offshore at the 40-meter level, as is suggested on the chart (fig. 93), or

whether it was inclosed by slightly lower salinities at the mouth of the Eastern

Channel, as seems to have been the case at the surface at the time. A station in

the offing of the channel would have settled this question.

8951—28 46
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The only important difference between the distribution of salinity at the surface

of the gulf and at 40 meters for March is in the coast sector between Portland, Me.,

and Penobscot Bay, where the freshening of the surface by river water (p. 704) does

not at first affect the salinity to as great a depth.

The fact that moderately high salinities (34 per mille) lay closer in to the sea-

ward slope of Georges Bank at 40 meters depth than at the surface in February and

March (cf. fig. 91 with fig. 93) is also worth mention as evidence of some recent

expansion of the surface water offshore.

100 METERS

The regional differences in the rate at which the salinity of the gulf increases

with increasing depth (p. 706) result in a much wider contrast in salinity between the

eastern and western sides of the gulf in the mid depths (as represented by the 100-

meter level by March) than in the upper stratum (fig. 94).

In the western and northwestern parts of the gulf, it is true, the mutual rela-

tionship of water fresher and salter than 32 per mille is then made essentially the

same at 100 meters as at shoaler levels by the homogeneity of the superficial stratum

(p. 705) and by the fact that the slight increase with depth was nearly uniform from
station to station in that subdivision of the gulf. A somewhat higher salinity (32.92

per mille) near Cape Cod (station 20088) than that of the surrounding waters (32.5

to 32.6 per mille) is only an apparent exception to this generalization, reflecting some
local upwelling from the salter, warmer waters below, an explanation corroborated by
the fact that the 100-meter temperature was also slightly higher there than at the

neighboring stations (fig. 13).

In the eastern side of the gulf, however, the curves for the several values (33

to 34 per mille) clearly outline a very definite and highly saline but narrow core

entering the gulf via the Eastern Channel, at the 100-meter level (hardly suggested

at the 40-meter level) , spreading northward along the eastern slope of the basin, to

turn westward across the mouth of the Bay of Fundy as far as the longitude of

Mount Desert. It is probable, also, that a smaller increment was entering the Bay
of Fundy, or had recently entered, because the vertical increase in salinity from the

40-meter level downward was somewhat more rapid at the mouth of the latter (32.7

per mille at 100 meters at station 20079) than we have found it anywhere in the

western side of the gulf during March. It also seems certain that at the date of

observation (March 13 to 23) this saline tongue was continuous with the still salter

oceanic water via the eastern side of the Eastern Channel, witness a salinity of 33.78

per mille at 100 meters at the outermost station off Cape Sable (station 20077),

where the surface and 40-meter levels were by contrast notably low in salinity

(p. 1000). On the other hand, values lower than 33 per mille at 100 meters on the

eastern peak of Georges Bank (station 20070) and along its southeast face (station

20068) suggest that water less saline than 33 per mille was then drifting out of the

gulf along the western slope of the channel, to pool off the southeast face of Georges

Bank and so to hold the oceanic water ( > 35 per mille) at least 60 miles out from the

latter. However, this pool of water of low salinity (and of low temperature) extended

only a few miles around the tip of the bank to the westward, with salinities higher than

34 per mille washing its southern face. If 35-per mille water did not actually touch
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the slope of the bank to the westward of longitude 68° on February 22 (stations

20044 and 20045), as it apparently had off New Jersey on February 21 (station 20043),

it was not separated from the edge of the continent there by more than 10 miles of

lower salinities at the 100-meter level at that time.

The agreement between the March charts for temperature (p. 526, fig. 13) and
for salinity at 100 meters (fig. 94) is remarkably close in the eastern side of the gulf,

the two combined affording evidence as good as could be asked that warm saline

water was then actually flowing into the gulf along the eastern side of the Eastern
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Channel, or had been so flowing shortly previous. The failure of the Nova Scotian
current of low salinity to show at all in the 100-meter salinities for March, 1920,
either on the deeper parts off the shelf abreast of Shelburne, Nova Scotia, or in the

southeastern part of the Gulf of Maine, also deserves emphasis as evidence that
this current is confined strictly to the upper 50 or 75 meters of water at that season,

neither creeping westward through the Northern Channel at deeper levels nor cir-

cling Browns Bank.
The regional variation in salinity at 100 meters within the gulf was about 1.86

per mille for February and March, 1920.

SALINITY AT 150 METERS AND DEEPER

The March chart of salinity at 150 meters (fig. 95) is interesting chiefly as an
illustation of the west-east gradation from lower values to higher, which has
proved generally characteristic of the deep strata of the gulf, complicated, however,
by an extensive pool of very low salinity in the northwestern part of the basin, in

the offing of Penobscot Bay (<33 per mille), and extending southward past Cashes
Bank (station 20052). This phenomenon probably reflected an offshore drift,

associated with the low temperature to which the northern coastal zone of the

gulf chills during the winter (p. 651). Whether it develops annually, as its low
temperature (station 20052) would suggest, is an interesting question for the future.

A salinity slightly below 33 per mille in the extreme southwestern corner of

the basin at 150 meters on February 23 (station 20048, 32.97 per mille), apparently

entirely inclosed by salter water, contrasting with the increase that took place in

the 150-meter salinity off Cape Ann from 33.4 per mille on that date (station 20049)

to 33.53 per mille on March 24 (station 20087), illustrates the extent to which the

state of the water at this depth is governed by mutual undulations of the shallow

(less saline) and deep (more saline) strata. No doubt movements of this sort are

constantly in progress, raising or lowering the upper boundary of the bottom stra-

tum salter than 33.5 per mille; but as yet we have not been able to follow these

submarine waves in detail.

The localization of salinities higher than 33.8 per mille along the eastern slope

of the basin at 150 meters in March, with a maximum of 34.4 per mille in the

Eastern Channel, points to some inflow right down to the bottom of the latter at

that date (February 22 to March 24) or shortly previous; but with so gentle a

gradation in salinity from the one side of the basin to the other, this indraft evidently

was (or had been) less rapid at the 150-meter level than at 100 meters, or in smaller

volume. Nor is its course within the gulf so definitely outlined by the curves for

successive values of salinity at the deeper level. Very little water of this origin, if

any, was then flowing over the rim into the Fundy Deep because the 150-meter

salinity was considerably lower within the latter (33.01 per mille, station 20079) than

in the neighboring part of the open basin (33.7 to 33.9 per mille). Nor had it

recently overflowed the shoal rim into the bowl at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay,

where the bottom water (150 meters) was about 1 per mille less saline on March l
83

than equal depths in the neighboring parts of the basin, and the entire column very

close to homogeneous, vertically, from surface to bottom.

83 Station 20050, 32.39 per mille at 150 meters
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In the same way, a March reading of only 32.91 per mille at 175 meters in the

trough west of Jeffreys Ledge (station 20061) mirrors the hindrance of free circula-

tion at the bottom (p. 691) by the barrier rim to the north.

Salinities at depths greater than 150 meters did not demonstrate any inflow as

actually taking place into the bottom of the gulf in February and March, 1920.

Thus we find a general and comparatively uniform gradation at 175 meters from

33.5 to 33.8 per mille around the inner slope of the basin generally (but only 33.OS
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per mille in the topographic bight just east of Cashes Ledge) to 34 to 34.2 per mille

in the southeast corner (station 20064) and to 34.5 per mille in the eastern side of

the Eastern Channel (station 20071). It is probable, however, that a band of slightly

fresher water skirted the western slope of the latter down to this depth, as it

certainly did the southeastern face of Georges Bank, a phenomenon discussed

below (p. 848, 938).

At depths greater than 200 meters the contour of the bottom divides the trough

of the gulf into three separate basins: The 200-meter salinity fell between 33.7 per

mille and 34.7 per mille in February and March, 1920—lowest (33.8 to 34.1 per

mille) and extremely uniform in the western and northeastern channels, highest (33.2

to 34.7 per mille) in the southeastern and in the eastern channels, as was naturally

to be expected.

Water salter than 35 per mille (i. e.,of nearly full oceanic salinity) washed the

slope at this level off the southwest face of Georges Bank, but was separated from the

southeastern slope by a wedge of considerably lower salinity (34.6 to 34.7 per mille,

station 20069), much as is described above for the shoaler levels (p. 704; figs. 93 to

95). And with the whole column less saline than 35 per mille right down to a depth

of 1,000 meters at this location, and also a few miles to the eastward of the mouth
of the Eastern Channel (station 20077), it is evident that a very considerable mass

of water of about the salinity that usually characterizes the bottom of the Gulf of

Maine then filled the entire submarine triangle at the mouth of the only possible

inlet into the deeps of the latter. This is a significant phenomenon because it is

from this source of moderate salinity (34.5 to 35 per mille), not from pure oceanic

water, that the bottom drift into the gulf draws, as is described more in extenso below

(p. 842). With this moderate salinity extending downward so deep (fig. 92), it is

evident that considerable upwelling might take place off the mouth of the channel

without bringing into the latter (and thus into the gulf) water of appreciably higher

salinity than a more nearly horizontal inflow would bring.

Only a very small part of the gulf is much deeper than 200 meters. The bottom

water, at 250 meters, was 34 to 34.2 per mille in both the western and the eastern

bowls in March, 1920 (stations 20054 and 20087), with higher values in the south-

eastern part of the gulf,84 corresponding very closely to the salinity of the bottom of

the Eastern Channel (34.7 per mille) and outside the latter.

PROFILES

The charts for the several levels give a picture of the salinity in horizontal

projection, but the spacial distribution is made more graphic by representation

in profiles.

The essential contrast between the low salinity that characterizes the Gulf of

Maine at all seasons and the much more saline oceanic water to the seaward of the

continental edge is illustrated for February and March by two profiles running from

north to south across the gulf and its southern rim, the one from the offing of

Cape Elizabeth (fig. 96), the other from the offing of Mount Desert Island.

(Fig. 97.) Taken in conjunction with the corresponding profiles for temperature

6< station 20064, salinity approximately 34.8 per mille from 250 meters right down to the bottom in 330 meters.
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(figs. 15 and 16), they show the water freshest where coldest (i. e., inshore), saltest

where warmest—a relationship that prevails all along the North American seaboard

between the latitudes of Chesapeake Bay and of Cape Breton, at the time of year

when the temperature is at its lowest. The profiles for salinity differ, however
>

from those for temperature, in cutting across alternate bands of fresher water next

the coast, salter in the basin, fresher again over Georges Bank, and saltest of all at

their seaward ends outside the edge of the continent. This succession on the west-

ern profile (fig. 96) mirrors the expansion of water of low salinity (32.5 per mille)

Fig. 96.—Salinity profile running southward from the offing of Casco Bay, across Georges Bank, to the continental slope, Feb-

ruary 22 to March 5, 1920

out from Cape Cod across the western part of Georges Bank. On the eastern

profile, however (fig. 97), the contrast between slightly lower values over Georges

Bank (32.6 to 32.7 per mille) than over the basin immediately to the north of it

(32.8 per mille) is associated with the indraft via the Eastern Channel, which

interrupts the picture by raising the salinity of the upper stratum of that side of the

basin slightly above the values that might otherwise be expected there. In brief,

then, the contrast between basin and bank is caused on the one profile by outflow

over the latter from inshore, but on the other profile by an inflow around the bank
into the gulf.

The two profiles agree in showing comparatively low and uniform salinities

(temperatures, as well) at the offshore ends in the upper stratum, with the curves

for the successive values so nearly horizontal there that it would evidently have
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been necessary to run some distance farther offshore to have reached the inner-edge

of the so-called “Gulf Stream” on either of these lines.

The deeper strata of the western profile (fig. 96), however, illustrate the prox-

imity of oceanic water to this end of the bank; evident, too, on the charts (figs. 94

and 95) by a very rapid rise in salinity, with increasing depth at the outer stations

(20044 and 20045) to oceanic values of 35 per mille and higher within 60 to 70

meters of the surface and down the slope from the 100-meter level. On the eastern

profile, however (fig. 97), the vertical change in salinity was not only less abrupt at

the offshore end, but water as saline as 35 per mille lay so far out from this part of

the slope that the profile did not reach it at any depth, although readings were taken

down to 1,000 meters (station 20069). Nor have we found water as saline as 35 per

Fig. 97.—Salinity profile running from the vicinity of Mount Desert Island, southward across the gulf and across Georges Bank
to the continental slope, March 3 to 12, 1920

mille touching the southeastern face of the bank later in the spring (fig. 117) or in the

summer. The presence of a wedge of water considerably less saline (and colder) than

the so-called “Gulf Stream,” sandwiched in between the latter and the slope in this

general location, is thus revealed as clearly in cross profile as it is in horizontal

projection.

Apart from these general features, the most instructive aspect of the western

member of this pair of profiles is its graphic presentation of a very notable difference

in the vertical distribution of salinity between the basin of the gulf to the north-

ward of the crest of Georges Bank (where the water was very close to homogeneous

from the surface downward to a depth of 100 meters) and the southern half of the
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bank, where salinity increased so rapidly with depth that a greater range was com-
pressed into the upper 40 meters than characterized the whole column of water

(280 meters) in the basin.

Both the profiles (figs. 96 and 97) also show a contrast of the reverse order in

the deeps between the oceanic slope to the south (nearly homogeneous in salinity

below the zone of most rapid vertical transition at 50 to 140 meters) and the gulf

basin to the north, where salinity increased from the 100-meter level down to the

bottom. Undulations in the thickness of the salt bottom waters or submarine waves
also appear on both profiles, evidence of rather an active state of vertical circulation

at the time, with the isohalines for 32.5 per mille and 33 per mille suggesting a tend-

ency toward upwelling in the northeastern part of the basin.

The rather marked contrast in the salinity of the bottom water of the eastern

profile (fig. 97) ,
between 34 per mille to the northward of the ridge that divides this

side of the basin into a northern and southern bowl, and upwards of 34.5 per mille

Fig. 98.—Salinity profile running eastward from Massachusetts Bay, across the gulf toward Cape Sable, March 1 to 23, 1920

at an equal depth to the south of it, illustrates the very important r61e that such an

irregularity of the bottom may play in directing the circulation of the water. In

the present instance the bottom is to some extent divided by the ridge, as the charts

for the 100 and 150 meter levels (figs. 94 and 95) also show, water from its left-hand

side being responsible for the high bottom salinities in the southern side of the basin

on this profile (stations 20053 and 20064), whereas its eastern branch drifts north-

ward chiefly to the eastward of station 20054.

This control which the conformation of the bottom exercises over the salinities

of the deeper strata of the gulf is made still more evident on a west-east profile (fig.

98) by the contrast between the bottom water of the open basin, on the one hand,

and of the deep bowl off Gloucester, on the other, just commented on (p. 712), where

the barrier rim of the bowl (station 20050) is so effective an inclosure at this season
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that its deeper strata show almost no effect of overflows from the deeps of the neigh-

boring basin. A profile running out from the Isles of Shoals would show a contrast

of this same sort, and due to the same cause, between the trough to the west of

Jeffreys Ledge (station 20061) and the basin to the east of it, though with the actual

difference in salinity not so great between the two sides of this rather steep ridge

because this particular trough is open to the north.

The two phases of the salinity of the gulf that claim most attention in the first

days of spring, before the Nova Scotian current has spread westward past Cape
Sable, are the vernal freshening from the land, already mentioned (p.704), and the

state of the water in the eastern side, where the inflowing bottom current is chiefly

concentrated. The latter is illustrated graphically in east-west profile (fig. 98) by

a very evident banking up of the saltest bottom water (salter than 33.5 per mille)

to within about 80 meters of the surface on the eastern slope of the gulf (station

20086), when it lay nearly 100 meters deeper in the western side of the profile

(station 20087, March 23), and by the contrast between its high salinity and the

considerably less saline masses of water on either hand.

Unfortunately the three eastern stations (20084 to 20086) on this profile were

occupied about 3 weeks later, in date, than those immediately to the westward of

them, allowing the possibility that a cumulative development of the saline core

during the interval may have been partly responsible for the contrasting salinity.

But even if the most saline band was not as definitely limited on its western side,

at any given date, as it is represented, the profile certainly does not exaggerate the

gradation in salinity between the eastern and western sides of the basin, because

water samples were taken in both at the same date (March 23 and 24, stations

20086 and 20087) . A variation of at least 1 per mille in salinity is therefore to be

expected from west to east across the gulf at the 40 to 100 meter level during the

last week of March, but one decreasing with increasing depth from that stratum

downward to virtually nil in the bottom of the trough. It is also probable that

the whole western side of the basin remained decidedly uniform in salinity through-

out the month at any given level (p. 722).

Had vernal freshening affected either end of this profile up to the date of obser-

vation (to March 24) ,
the surface would have been much less saline than the deeper

water at the inshore stations off Massachusetts, on the one side, or off Nova Scotia

on the other, just as was actually the case off the Kennebec Kiver on March 4

(p.706, fig. 91). Instead of a distribution of this sort, however, the water at these

stations was nearly homogeneous in salinity from surface to bottom, evidence that

values somewhat lower there than in the basin merely represented the gradation of

this sort that always exists between the coastal and the offshore waters of the gulf.

Consequently the precise values recorded on Figure 98 represent the prevailing state

just prior to the date when surface salinity begins to decrease.

This profile also corroborates the horizontal projections of salinity (fig. 91 and

93) to the effect that in 1920 the cold Nova Scotian current did not begin to flood

westward past Cape Sable into the gulf before the end of March in volume sufficient

to affect the salinity of the latter appreciably, because the band less saline than 32.5

per mille (correspondingly low in temperature) was then narrower in the eastern side

of the gulf than in the western, or elsewhere around its periphery for that matter.
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The salinity of the water in the Eastern Channel and its relationship to the

water over Georges and Browns Banks, which bound it to the west and east, is always

of interest, because this is the only possible route by which a deep bottom current

can enter the gulf. During the second week of March, 1920, the saltest water in the

channel took the form of a definite ridge, with the isohaline for 33 per mille, as rep-

resented in cross section (fig. 99), paralleling the isotherm for 3° on the correspond-

ing profile of temperature (fig. 19). The rather abrupt transition from 34 per mille

to 33 per mille, made evident at the 50 to 80 meter level by closely crowded isoha-

lines, contrasting with the vertical homogeneity of the shoaler water, marks this as

the upper boundary of the saline bottom drift.

The relationship between the vertical distribution of salinity in the trough

(station 20071) and on the neighboring shallows of Georges Bank (station 20070; the

oo
<Nl

Fig. 99.—Salinity profile running from the eastern part of Georges Bank across the Eastern Channel, Browns Bank, and the

Northern Channel, to the offing of Cape Sable, March 11 to 23, 1920

former much more saline than the latter at depths greater than 40 meters) is evi-

dence of a banking up of the saltest water against the eastern side of the channel

and of an overflow across Browns Bank consistent with the effect of the rotation of

the earth on any movement of water inward through the channel toward the gulf.

On the Georges Bank side, however, this indraft was separated from the slope by a

wedge of water lower in salinity as well as in temperature (p. 541) ;
therefore suggest-

ing a counter drift in the opposite direction— i. e., out of the gulf (p. 938)— by its

physical character. Unfortunately its lower boundary can not be definitely estab-

lished from the station data, but the courses of the isohalines in the upper strata on

the profile (fig. 99), combined with the contour of the bottom, suggest that it bathed

the western slope of the channel down to a depth of at least 170 meters.

This profile (fig. 99) also corroborates the evidence of the charts (p. 703) that

water from the eastward had not yet freshened the upper 50 meters of water as far
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west as Browns Bank to a value (32.5 per mille) appreciably lower than had probably

prevailed there a week or two earlier in the month. This locates the first extension

of this comparatively fresh current as directed toward the southeast and not around
Cape Sable into the inner part of the gulf, though there is evidence that some of

this Nova Scotian water drifts right across the Eastern Channel later in the season

and far westward along the outer side of Georges Bank (p. 848).

LIMITS OF WATER MORE SALINE THAN 34 PER MILLE

Salinities higher than 34 per mille, whenever encountered in the deep trough of

the gulf, are unmistakable evidence that indraft is either taking place from the

region off the mouth of the Eastern Channel at the time, or has taken place so

recently that the saline water from this source has not yet been appreciably diluted

during the sojourn in the basin of the gulf by mixture with the less saline water

beneath which it spreads. A chart of the depth to which it would have been neces-

sary to descend to find water as salt at 34 per mille in the gulf in March, 1920, as

well as its horizontal limits, irrespective of depth (fig. 100), is therefore instructive

as graphic evidence of the recent activity of this movement. The gradient there

shown, with upper boundary of 34 per mille water lying 100 meters deeper at the

two heads of the two branches of the Y-shaped trough than in the Eastern Channel, is

proved the normal state by close correspondence with April (fig. 118) and midsummer
(fig. 152). It represents the consumption of this water in the inner parts of the gulf

as vertical mixing destroys its identity, and has an important bearing on the circu-

lation of the gulf from this standpoint (p. 849).

Comparison with the corresponding isothermobath (fig. 20) shows that salinity

corresponds more closely to the contour of the bottom than to temperature at this

season, there being no reason to suppose that water as saline as 34 per mille

encroaches at all on Georges Bank in spring. The north-south ridge, which culmi-

nates in Cashes Ledge, also influences the salinity of the bottom water more than

its temperature.
BOTTOM

The salinity on bottom is interesting chiefly for the biologist who is concerned

with the physical conditions to which the bottom fauna is subject. In any small

subdivision of the Gulf of Maine this is governed directly by the depth, with the

water saltest where deepest; but when the survey is expanded to cover the area as a

whole, account must also be taken of the regional differences just described, especially

of higher salinities in the eastern side than in the western, and of freshenings of the

coastal zone, whether by river freshets or by the Nova Scotian current. Early in

the spring, before these last influences have altered the water appreciably from its

winter state, the differences in salinity between the two sides of the gulf are widest

in the mid depths. Consequently we find the regional variation in bottom salinity

is then widest somewhat more than midway down the slopes of the basin, near the

100-meter contour.

In March, 1920, the bottom water of this belt varied in salinity from about

32.3 per mille to 32.5 per mille, along the western and northern margins of the gulf,

to about 33.5 per mille on its eastern slope, with a corresponding west-east grada-
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tion at greater depths from about 34 per mille at the bottom of the western and

northeastern parts of the trough to about 34.8 per mille in the southeastern part,

irrespective of slight differences in depth.

Thanks to the vertical homogeneity of the water at this season at depths less

than 100 meters, the bottom salinity of the coastal zone was then very uniform from

station to station (about 32.3 to 32.6 per mille at most of the stations) in depths of

40 to 100 meters. The bottom water proved equally uniform on Georges Bank,
where the extremes recorded (32.6 and 32.8 per mille) were only 0.2 per mille apart
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in spite of the very considerable area covered by the stations and the variation in

depth from 50 to 90 meters.

The contrast between this low bottom salinity on Georges Bank and the more
saline water that then bathed Browns Bank (33.02 per mille) has already been
commented on (p. 719).

It is probable that wide regional variations in bottom salinity would have been
recorded all along the shores of the gulf in March at depths less than 20 to 30
meters, corresponding both to the precise depth and to the location relative to the

sources of land drainage, had more readings been taken so shoal, because the values

ranged from 32.3 to 33.1 per mille at the bottom of Massachusetts Bay at depths
of 12 to 70 meters on February 24 to 28, 1925, and from 32.4 to 33 per mille at 25 to 76

meters on March 10 of that year, the higher values at the deeper stations, the lower
values at the shoaler stations. In the Ipswich Bay region, however, between Cape
Ann and the Isles of Shoals, the bottom water varied only from 32.9 to 33.2 per

mille in depths of 30 to 64 meters on March 12, 1925 (Fish Hawk cruise 9).

ANNUAL VARIATIONS IN SALINITY IN MARCH

An approximate idea of the variation in salinity that may be expected from

year to year in the gulf at the beginning of March results from the following com-
parison between the observations taken in its western side by the Albatross in 1920

and at nearby locations by the Halcyon in 1921:

Mouth of Massachu-
setts Bay Near Isles of Shoals Off Cape Elizabeth

Depth, meters
Mar. 1, 1920 Mar. 5, 1921 Mar. 5, 1920 Mar. 5, 1921 Mar. 4, 1920 Mar. 4, 1921

20050 10511 20061 10509 20059 10507

0— 32.35 32. 64 32.2 32. 85 32. 09 32.35
40 32. 36 32. 70 32. 34 32.79 * 32. 20 32. 47
90... 32.32
100 32.34 32. 76 32.41 32. 86 32.47
150 32.39 32.70
175 32.91 32.99

Off Seguin Island Western Basin

Depth, meters
Mar. 4, 1920 Mar. 4, 1921 Feb. 23, 1920 Mar. 24,1920 Mar. 5, 1921

20058 10508 20049 20087 10510

0 31. 31 32. 32 32.52 32. 49 32. 49
15 32.00 32. 30
30 32.30
40 32.54 32.47
45 . 32. 34
50 32. 52
60 32.41
100 32. 54 32. 63 32.65
150 33.40 33. 53 33. 12
200 33. 78 34.05
225 33.08
250 34.22 33.99

1 Approximately.

These tables show salinities averaging about 0.4 per mille higher in 1921 than in

1920, at depths less than 150 meters along the coastal zone from the mouth of Massa-

chusetts Bay to the neighborhood of Cape Elizabeth; but the readings for the two
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years were substantially alike off Seguin Island. This also applies to the western

basin above the 100-meter level; but 1920 was the salter year there at greater depths,

with an annual spread of 0.5 to 1 per mille at 150 to 200 meters.

With so little difference in salinity between the two years it is safe to assume

neither was unusually fresh or unusually salt, but that the two together may be

assumed to represent a typical Gulf of Maine March .

85

Judging from one station at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay, with readings of

32.85 per mille at the surface, 32.96 per mille at 25 fathoms, and 33.04 per mille at

45 fathoms (station 10054), the March salinity was about the same in 1913 as in

1921. Again, the salinity of the upper 100 meters of the Fundy Deep was almost

precisely the same on March 22, 1920 (station 20079), as on April 9, 1917 (Mavor,

1923); the 150-meter level the same as on February 28 of that year, though 1920

seems to have been slightly the salter at depths greater than 150 meters.

Thus, the March salinity of the gulf showed but little annual variation in the

years 1913, 1917, 1920, and 1921, and it is probable that annual differences are

smallest at this season. Even in March, however, much wider differences than those

just stated are to be expected between springs of heavy or light rainfall and snow-

fall, or between years when the freshets occur unusually early or unusually late.

Fluctuations in the bottom current flowing into the gulf will also be mirrored by

salinity.

Hydrometer observations taken in Massachusetts Bay and to the northward of

Cape Ann from the Fish Hawk on March 10 to 12, 1925, give a hint of this in bottom

readings considerably higher than we had previously obtained there at that season

—

an average of about 33 per mille at 40 to 60 meters depth contrasting with 32.2 to

32.5 per mille for 1920 and 1921. The superficial stratum was likewise slightly more

saline in Massachusetts Bay in March, 1925 (32.4 to 32.9 per mille), than in either

of the earlier years of record.

VERNAL FRESHENING

The great rush of fresh water that annually pours into the gulf from the land,

when the snow melts and brings the rivers into freshet, causes a very decided lowering

of salinity contemporaneous with the first signs of vernal warming. The effect of

this, first apparent along the western and northern shores of the gulf, had consider-

ably lowered the surface salinity of the superficial stratum off the Kennebec River

by March 4 in 1920, a late year (p. 704). The upper 30 to 40 meters of the coast

sector between northern Cape Cod and the neighborhood of Mount Desert Island

proved decidedly less saline by the 9th to 18th of that April (fig. 101), also, than it

had been a month earlier (fig. 91).

Localization of the lowest salinities (in this case < 30 per mille) between Cape
Elizabeth to the west and Penobscot Bay to the east, up to this date, is evidence

that the Kennebec and the Penobscot combined had continued to affect the salinity

more than the Saco and the Merrimac did until mid-April in that particular year;

but whether a seasonal relationship of this sort is normal, or whether the freshening

effect of these two groups of rivers is more nearly simultaneous in most years than

85 It will require records for many years to establish the normal state of the waters of the gulf for that month or for any other.
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it was in 1920, is yet to be learned. However, observations taken by W. W. Welsh
between Cape Ann and Cape Elizabeth, in 1913 (Bigelow, 1914a), favor the first

alternative by showing about this same vernal schedule, with the surface off the

mouth of the Merrimac saltest at about the end of March and freshening slowly

thereafter. Unfortunately there was a gap in his observations for the interval April

5 to 13; but his numerous records on the fishing grounds near the Isles of Shoals

revealed a decrease in the surface salinity there from 31.56 per mille on the 13th to

30.03 per mille on the 26th, and to 29.54 per mille on May 5.

Fig. 101.—Surface salinity, April 6 to 20, 1920 (and for the Bay of Fundy, April 9, 1917; from Mavor, 1923)

The general distribution of salinity is proof enough that the discharges from

the great rivers that empty into the Bay of Fundy and along the coast of Maine

(St. John, Penobscot, Kennebec, Saco, and Merrimac) turn westward, paralleling

the shore and building up the so-called “spring current” reported by local fishermen

—not spreading southward toward Nova Scotia. As no large rivers empty into the

gulf from that Province, no such extreme vernal freshening of the surface is to be

expected along its western shore as characterizes the northern and western margins
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of the gulf. The minimum for the coastal sector between Cape Sable and St. Marys
Bay can not be stated for want of observations close in to the land at the critical

season, but may be set (tentatively) at about 31 per mille, contrasting with 28 to

29 per mille in the opposite side of the gulf (p. 702).

In 1925 the surface salinity of the Isles of Shoals-Cape Ann sector had de-

creased to 28.7 to 29.1 per mille by April 7 to 8, a change of more than 1 per mille

since March 12 (Fish Hawk cruises 9 and 11). Up to that date, however, freshen-

ing from the land had hardly affected the surface at the mouth of Massachusetts

Bay, which was still 31.9 to 32 per mille, with 31.2 per mille in its inner waters

near Plymouth (Fish Hawk stations 10 and 31 to 34, cruise 11). So little change

took place in the surface state of the bay during the next two weeks that the Fish

Hawk again had 31.1 per mille to 32 per mille there on April 21 to 23.

The reason the surface of Massachusetts Bay does not experience a drop in

salinity as early or as sudden as the coast sector north of Cape Ann, only a few

miles away, is simple: No large streams empty into the bay, so that the only source

from which it can receive large volumes of land water are the rivers tributary to

more northerly parts of the gulf. Naturally the freshening effect of these is not as

pronounced at a distance from their mouths as it is near by, nor is it felt as soon.

This explanation is corroborated also by the fact that the lowest salinities recorded

for the Massachusetts Bay region for April 21 to 23, 1925, took the form of a tongue

extending southward past Cape Ann, obviously with its source to the north—i. e.,

from the Merrimac (fig. 102).

The general surface chart for April, 1920 (fig. 101), is made one of the most

interesting for the year by its demonstration that the freshening effect of the river

freshets continues strictly confined to the coastal zone until late in the month and

does not spread out over the surface of the gulf generally, as might, perhaps, have

been expected. By contrast, the basin of the gulf outside the 100-meter contour alters

so little in salinity from March to April that the greatest change there from the one

month to the next in 1920 was only about 0.5 per mille for any pair of stations.

The surface also remained unaltered over the eastern end of Georges Bank (we have

no April data for the western end), where the extreme variation in salinity from

March to April of that year was only about 0.1 per mille. Mr. Douthart found a

similar gradation (though with actual values 0.5 to 1 per mille higher) on April 27,

1913, from 31.5 in Massachusetts Bay to 33.1 to 33.3 per mille on the southwestern

part of the basin and along the northern half of Georges Bank. The contrast in the

salinity of the surface water between inshore and offshore stations is greater in April,

in fact, than in any other month. . On the other hand, the pool of high surface salin-

ity (32.8 per mille) that occupied the southeastern part of the basin of the gulf and

the inner end of the Eastern Channel in March, 1920 (p. 704, fig. 91), had been

entirely dissipated by the middle of the following month, leaving this whole area

uniformly about 32.5 to 32.6 per mille at the surface; but in its stead the surface

salinity at one station in the eastern side of the basin, off Lurcher Shoal, had been

increased to an equally high value (32.89 per mille) by some local disturbance of

water.

The discovery of these pools of high salinity in different localities in different

months—one of them, at least, short lived—is more interesting than the slight actual
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alteration in value might suggest, as evidence that phenomena of this sort may be

expected to develop temporarily anywhere in the eastern side of the gulf during the

season of the’year when the vertical stability of the water is slight.

Fig. 102.—Salinity of Massachusetts Bay at the surface (plain figures) and at 40 meters (encircled figures), April 21 to

23,1925
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Changes in the salinity of the surface water off the western coast of Nova Scotia

from March to April, or to the southward of Cape Sable, demand attention, because

any considerable movement of the cold, comparatively fresh water of the Nova
Scotian current past Cape Sable from the eastward would necessarily decrease the

salinity of the neighboring parts of the Gulf of Maine, just as it retards the warming

of the surface there (p. 558). In 1920 no evidence of this appears in the distribution

of salinity up to the end of April. In fact, the surface was actually slightly salter on

Browns Bank, near Seal Island, and off Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, on April 13 to 16

(stations 20102, 20104, and 20106) than it had been on March 13 to 23 (stations 20072,

20084, and 20085), and with no appreciable change in the Northern Channel. 86

Stations

Fig. 103.—Salinity profile running eastward from Cape Cod, March 28 to 29, 1919 (ice patrol stations 1 to 3)

In 1919, however, the very low temperature recorded in the eastern side of the

basin by the Ice Patrol cutter on March 29 (p. 553) had its counterpart in surface

salinity considerably lower (31.87 per mille) than that of the western side of the gulf

at the time (32.4 to 32.7 per mille; fig. 103). Judging from the geographic location,

this can hardly have drawn from any source other than the Nova Scotian current.

Unfortunately no observations were made on the salinity of the northern parts of

the gulf during the spring of 1919, so that it is impossible to state how much this

Nova Scotian water had affected the surface salinity in that direction, nor (for the

same reason) how far it spread over the offshore banks to the southwest during

that spring. Probably, however, it reached its farthest westward expansion by the

last of that March or soon after, because a second profile of the gulf crossed the

isohaline for 32 per mille at about the same longitude a month later (Ice Patrol sta-

tions 19 to 22, p. 997) . A considerable amount of water of low salinity must therefore

18 No observations were taken in the gulf during the summer of 1920.
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have continued to drift westward past Cape Sable during this 4-week interval to

maintain so almost uniformly low a salinity (31.7 per mille) so far westward.

The data for 1919 and 1920 thus show a considerable yearly variation in the date

when the Nova Scotian current most influences the salinity of the Gulf of Maine—

a

variation associated with the factors that govern the general scheme of circulation

along the Nova Scotian shelf to the eastward, and with the outflow from the Gulf

of St. Lawrence (p. 830). Therefore, it does not necessarily follow that if the gulf is

early or late in showing the freshening effects of the freshets from its tributary rivers

in any given year the cycle of salinity will be correspondingly early or late in its

eastern side.

The lowest value to which Nova Scotian water may reduce the salinity of the

surface of the eastern side of the gulf can not yet be stated; but on theoretic grounds

Fig. 104.—Vertical distribution of salinity off Gloucester on March 1, 1920 (A, station 200501, and March 5,

1921 (B, station 10511); for April 9, 1920 (C, station 20090); also for May 4 and August 31, 1915 (D, sta-

tion 10266, and E, station 10306)

it is probable that the value recorded for April 28, 1919 (about 31.7 per mille) ,fis

near the minimum, because any flow into the gulf from the eastward necessarily

crosses the coastwise bank off Cape Sable, where tidal churning is so active that the

fresher current must constantly mix with salter water and so, to a considerable extent,

lose its distinguishing character.

VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF SALINITY IN APRIL

Graphs for successive dates in the spring of 1920 (figs. 104 to 109, 112-114) illus-

trate the effect that the vernal outpouring from the rivers exerts on the deeper strata

next the land during the last weeks of March and first half of April.
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In the western side of the gulf the seasonal alteration decreases progressively as

the depth increases, to nil at a depth of 80 meters off Cape Cod (fig. 106). If

Massachusetts Bay can be taken as representative of this side of the gulf, the freshen-

ing effect penetrated somewhat deeper or somewhat more rapidly in 1925, when the

bottom water in 70 meters’ depth was about 0.5 per mille less saline at one station on

April 23 (Fish Hawk station 18A) than it had been on March 10.

Fig. 105.—Vertical distribution of salinity off Boston Harbor at various seasons. A, March 5, 1920 (station 20062); B
April 6, 1920 (station 20089); C, May 16, 1920 (station 20123); D, August 20, 1913 (station 10106); E, December 29 ,

1920 (station 10488)

Wide local variation is to be expected in this respect, depending on how actively

the^ water is stirred by waves and tides, in even as small an area as Massachusetts

Bay, where a vertical range of about 0.6 per mille developed in the central part by
Aprih22 to 23 in 1925, though the waters of Cape Cod Bay still continued nearly homo-
geneous, vertically, but about 1 per mille less saline than they had been on March 10.

Fig. 106.—Vertical distribution of salinity off northern Cape Cod in various months. A, April 18, 1920

(station 20116); B, May 16, 1920 (station 20125); D, July 14 1913 (station 10213)

The freshening effect of the discharge from the Merrimac and Saco Rivers seems

also^to have penetrated down to a considerable depth into the gulf during April of

1913 (stations 8 and 18, William Welsh; p. 981). In 1920, however, this freshening

was confined to the upper 60 meters near Seguin Island and to the upper 35 to 40

meters near Mount Desert Island (fig. 107), up to the middle of April.

The upwellings caused by offshore winds, which temporarily raise the salinity

of the surface along the western shores of the gulf (p. 709) ,
exert a corresponding effect
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on the deeper strata as water moves over the bottom from greater depths farther out

at sea. Observations taken off the Isles of Shoals on April 16 and 22, 1913, illustrate

this by an increase in the salinity of the whole column.

Any April profile running out from the northern or western shore of the gulf

will show the effect of the vernal runoff of land water by a band of low surface

salinity at the inshore end, broader or narrower and with actual values higher or lower,

according to the exact locality. Profiles from Massachusetts Bay (fig. 110) show it

as a wedge less saline than 32 per mille based against the western slope of the gulf.

Profiles normal to the coast anywhere between Portland and Penobscot Bay, for

this same month, would have cut across still lower salinities next the land. Its

direct result is the development of a stratum less saline than 32.5 per mille, 50 to

60 meters thick, by April, blanketing the surface from the western shores right

.4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 32 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8

Fig. 107.—Vertical distribution of salinity a few miles off Mount Desert Island in various months. A,
March 3, 1920 (station 20056); B, April 12,1920 (station 20099); C, July 19, 1915 (station 10302); D,
August 18, 1915 (station 10305); E, October 9, 1915 (station 10328)

out to the central part of the basin, where only a superficial layer, 10 meters or so

thick, has so low a salinity in March.

Observations taken in the eastern side of the gulf at any time during the few
weeks when the Nova Scotian current is bringing a large volume of comparatively

fresh water past Cape Sable would show a similiar wedge of low salinity, basing on
German Bank and extending out over the eastern side of the basin. This state is

illustrated on the profile for 1919 (fig. 103). In 1920, however, neither of our

spring cruises coincided with this event, so that the isohalines projected in east-west

profile inclose homogeneous water over German Bank (fig. 110), just as they do at

other times of year.

Along the western coast of Nova Scotia (figs. 109 and 110) the tides stir the

water so thoroughly that vernal alteration at first proceeds at a nearly uniform rate,
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FIQ. 108.—Vertical distribution of salinity near Lurcher Shoal. A, March 23, 1020 (station 20082); B,

April 12, 1920 (station 20101); C, May 10, 1915 (station 10272); D, September 7, 1915 (station 10315)

.8 .9 32 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 6 .7 .8 .9 33

Fig. 109—Vertical distribution of salinity on German Bank. A, March 23, 1920 (station 20085); B, April 15,

1920 (station 20103); C, May 7, 1915 (station 10271); D, June 19, 1915 (station 10290); E, September 1,

1915 (10311)
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surface to bottom, out to the 100-meter contour. Mayor’s (1923) tables show that

this is also the case in the Bay of Fundy up to about the middle of April, when so

great a volume of fresh water empties into the bay from the St. John River and from

its other tributaries that in 1917 the salinity of the surface water of the center of

the bay fell to 29.2 per mille at the first of May.
The effects of the vernal freshening just described do not penetrate deeper than

80 to 100 meters anywhere in the open gulf before the end of April, unless in excep-

tional years; consequently, the deeper waters either continue virtually unchanged

through that month or become slightly more saline by incorporation of the water

that moves in through the Eastern Channel.

During the spring of 1913 the deepest strata of Massachusetts Bay continued

to show this comparative constancy up to April 3 (fig. Ill; Bigelow, 1914a, p. 392),

although the surface had already freshened by about 0.5 per mille; and while the whole

column of water in Massachusetts Bay freshened appreciably from March 10 to April

23 in 1925, as just noted (p. 729), the vernal cycle of 1920 paralleled that of 1913 by

Fig. 110.—Salinity profile running eastward from Massachusetts Bay to the oiling of Cape Sable, April 6 to 18, 1920

an increase in the salinity of the bottom water over the gulf as a whole from mid-

March to mid-April at depths greater than 100 meters, except in its southeastern

parts, where little alteration took place.

Thus the salinity of the bottom water of the bowl off Gloucester increased by

about 0.1 to 0.2 per mille from March 1 to April 9 of that year. While little altera-

tion took place in the salinity of the western side of the basin at depths greater than

100 meters during the first half of that April (fig. 112), that of the central part rose

by 1.1 per mille at 180 meters (fig. 113), with a corresponding increase of 0.2 to 1

per mille for the whole column of water in the northeastern part of the trough off

the mouth of the Bay of Fundy (fig. 114, stations 20081 and 20100).

As a result of this salting of the deep water, combined with the freshening of

the surface, the vertical range of salinity becomes much wider in the western part of

the gulf by mid-April than it is during the first half of March. Off northern Cape

Cod, for example, the spread between surface and bottom values increased from

li

6
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about 0.4 per mille on March 24, 1920, to about 0.9 per mille on April 19 (fig. 106), and
to 0.6 per mille on April 6 off Boston Harbor, where the whole column of water had
been virtually uniform, surface to bottom, on March 5. However, the curves for the

several pairs of stations remained more nearly parallel from March to April in the

eastern side of the gulf, although the salinity had increased considerably in the mean-
time (figs. 108, 114).

Fig. 111.—Vertical distribution of salinity at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay, off Gloucester, during the

winter and spring of 1912-1913. A, November 20 (station 10047); B, December 23 (station 10049); C,
February 13 (station 10053); D, March 4 (station 10054); E, March 19 (W. W. Welsh station 1) F
April 3 (station 10055)

SALINITY IN HORIZONTAL PROJECTION BELOW THE SURFACE IN
APRIL

The deeper down in the gulf the salinity is charted in horizontal projection for

April, the more nearly does it parallel the winter state. Thus the band of low salin-

ity (31 per mille) so conspicuous along the northwestern margin of the gulf on the

surface chart for mid-April (fig. 101) is but faintly suggested at 40 meters (fig. 115),

where the recorded values were only slightly lower (32 to 32.3 per mille) than in the

center of the basin (32.4 to 32.5 per mille) and closely reproduced the March state

(fig. 93) . How little effect the vernal inrush of river water exerts on the deep strata

of the Massachusetts Bay region before the end of April appears from the deep
readings taken there in the third week of the month in 1925 (fig. 102).

8951—28 17
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An interesting change did take place, however, at the 40-meter level in the east-

ern side of the gulf from March to April in 1920, the pool of saltest (33 per mille)

water (p. 708) having drifted northward, so to speak, from the offing of German Bank

to the offing of Lurcher Shoal, but having been cut off, at the same time, from the

still more saline water outside the edge of the continent by a considerable decrease

in the salinity of the southeastern part of the basin and of the Eastern Channel (cf.

fig. 115 with fig. 93). This change, however, did not result from an expansion of the

Fig. 112.—Vertical distribution of salinity in the western arm of the basin of the gulf off Cape Ann. A, March 24, 1920

(station 20087); B, April 18, 1920 (station 20115); C, May 5, 1915 (station 10257); D, June 28, 1915 (station 10299); E,

August 22, 1914 (station 10254)

cold Nova Scotian water in this direction because accompanied by an increase in

temperature.

The most obvious effect of the increase that takes place in the salinity of the deeper

levels of the gulf during the spring is to carry the isohalines for successive values west-

ward, until the entire basin at the 100-meter level was made more saline than 32.6

per mille by mid-April in 1920, and most of its area more saline than 33 per mille

(cf. fig. 116 with fig. 94). As a result, the west-east gradation in salinity decreased,

and at the same time water more saline than 33 per mille flooded in toward the
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southeastern slope of Georges Bank, obliterating the fresher pool that had occupied

that situation in March.
On the other hand the water more saline than 34 per mille that had occupied the

eastern side of the Eastern Channel in March had sunk deeper than 100 meters by
mid-April, with a corresponding decrease in temperature (p. 553).

This general and rather complex seasonal alteration is illustrated more graphi-

cally in profile by the flooding of the entire basin with water more saline than 34

per mille, at depths greater than 140 to 160 meters, from March to April, on a line

Fig. 113.—Vertical distribution of salinity in the center of the gulf near Cashes Ledge. A, March 2,

1920 (station 20052) ;
B, April 16, 1920 (station 20114); C, May 5, 1915 (station 10268); D, Septem-

ber 1, 1915 (station 10308)

running southward from Mount Desert (fig. 117). This was accompanied by a flat-

tening out of the undulations that had marked the upper boundary of the bottom layer

of high salinity in March (p. 717), the isohalines for 33 to 33.5 per mille sinking in the

eastern side of the basin and rising in the western.

However, the level where the salinity altered most rapidly with increasing depth
remained approximately constant in the basin from March to April in 1920, center-

ing at about 150 meters; the limits of salinity within which the gradient was most
rapid (33 to 33.5 per mille) also remained constant, and the banking up of the saltesfc

water of the basin (34.5 per mille) against the slope of German Bank persisted.
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It is unfortunate that no observations were taken in the Bay of Fundy in April,

1920; lacking such, it is impossible to state whether or not this expansion of water of

high salinity involved the bay. In 1917 an alteration of the opposite sort took place
there from February to April, evidence that the incorporation of fresher water from
above was more than sufficient to counteract the effect of any indraft at the bottom.

A cross-section of the Eastern Channel for April (stations 20106 to 20108)
would reproduce the March picture (fig. 99) so closely that it need not be reproduced

32 1 .2 3 . 4 5 . 6 .7 . 8 . 9 33 .1 .1 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 34 .1 .2 .3 4 .5

Fig. 114.—Vertical distribution of salinity in the northeastern corner of the gulf. A, March 22, 1920 (station 20081); B,

April 12. 1920 (station 20100); C, May 10, 1915 (station 10273); D, June 10, 1915 (station 10283); E, August 12, 1914 (sta-

tion 10246)

here. The only difference worth comment is that the whole column of water on

Browns Bank had become vertically equalized during the interval at a salinity (32.7

per mille) about equaling the mean of the corresponding stratum over the channel,

evidence that no important overflow had taken place over the bottom of the bank
meantime, either from the west or from the east. The distribution of salinity in the

trough of the channel also points to a slackening of the inflow along the bottom
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from March, when the saltest water was definitely banked up against its right-hand

wall (fig. 99), to April, when the data for stations 20107 and 20108 gave little evidence

of this, though the salinity of the water over the slope of Georges Bank, had contin-

ued almost unaltered.

The course of events in the deeper strata of the gulf may then be reconstructed

as follows for the period March to April of 1920: The presence of a much greater

volume of water more saline than 34 per mille in April than in March proves an

active pulse inward along the floor of the Eastern Channel, during the first part of

the period. This indraft not only effected a considerable increase in the salinity

of the bottom water of the basin of the gulf, but resulted in a wide expansion of

the area occupied by water more saline than 34 per mille (cf. fig. 118 with fig.

100), as well as raising its upper boundary closer to the surface.

The state of the gulf in April, 1920, added to the data for the summer months,
makes it almost certain that this 34 per mille water never overflows the coastal
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slope above the 100-meter contour within the gulf; seldom, if ever, above the 200-

meter level in its western side. The extensive, plateaulike elevation of the bottom
in the offing of Penobscot Bay, intermediate in depth between these two levels, like-

wise rises above this highly saline bottom water, although the latter approaches

closer than this to the surface in the eastern side of the gulf.

In 1920 the inflowing bottom current slackened at least as early as the first part

of April, allowing the horizontal equalization of the water of the basin, just described,

and its vertical equalization on Browns Bank; but the general anticlockwise circu-

lation of the gulf continued to carry the more saline water around the basin, thus

increasing the salinity of its western side and lessening the regional variations of

salinity. On the other hand, the southern side of the Gulf of Maine eddy brought

water of comparatively low salinity out of the basin, to the eastern part of Georges

Bank, and to that side of the Eastern Channel, in the mid-depths. This probably

represents the normal course of events, though no doubt the seasonal schedule falls

earlier in some years, later in others.
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ANNUAL VARIATION IN THE SALINITY OF THE BOTTOM WATER IN
APRIL

The station data for 1920 picture salinity in the deep trough of the Gulf of

Maine during a spring when a very considerable volume of water enters via the

bottom of the Eastern Channel. Probably the deep water was equally saline in April,

1913, if not more so, when the surface of the southwestern part of the gulf and the whole

column of water on Georges Bank were considerable salter than at the corresponding

date in 1920 (p. 725). In 1919, however, no salinities higher than 33 per mille were

recorded in the bottom of the basin either in March or in April (fig. 103; ice patrol

stations 1 to 3 and 19 to 22) . This difference is partly to be explained on the assump-

tion that the indraft into the bottom of the gulf ceases during the period (later or

earlier in the spring in different years) when the Nova Scotian current is flooding

into the upper strata of the gulf from the east. In part, too, the difference between

lower salinities in the deeps of the gulf in 1919, than in 1920, can be explained by

the fact that the one was an early and the other a tardy season. However, so wide
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a spread suggests that the bottom of the gulf had actually received much more

water via the channel in 1920 than in 1919 during the whole winter.

No cause can yet be assigned to annual differences of this sort, except that they

do not result from local influences operative within the gulf, but from the state of

the reservoir outside the edge of the continent, which supplies the indraft (p. 848).

SALINITY IN MAY

SURFACE

The salinity of the gulf is especially interesting during the first half of May,
because the two most important events in its vernal cycle—freshening of the surface

by land water in the western side, and by the Nova Scotian current in the eastern

side—culminate then. Unfortunately we have not been able to carry out a general

oceanographic survey of the whole area of the gulf in any one May, nor have obser-

vations been taken in its southeastern part during that month; but the data for

1913, 1915, 1919, 1920, and 1925 afford a composite picture, which may be taken as

representative for normal years because all are fairly consistent.

In 1913 the surface salinity fell to its minimum (29.5 per mille) near the Isles

of Shoals about May 5, followed by an increase to 30.9 per mille in the middle of the

month; and while a northwest gale on the 10th, 11th, and 12th no doubt was
partly responsible for this increase by bringing up more saline water from below, the

spring influx of river water had evidently passed its peak by the first week of the

month, to be gradually absorbed into the general circulation of the gulf thereafter.

Unfortunately, close comparison is not possible between the years 1913 and 1920,

for this region, because the locations of the stations do not coincide, which may cause

a very considerable difference in salinity where the precise value depends so much on

the proximity to the mouths of rivers. However, the surface again proved much
fresher south of the Isles of Shoals on May 7 to 8, 1920 (station 20122, 28.26 per

mille), than it had on April 9 (station 20092, 31.01 per mille)—a value even lower

than any recorded for 1913.

In 1920, too, the salinity of the surface of the northern part of Massachusetts

Bay was almost as low as this on May 4 (stations 20120 and 20121, 29.1 to 29.16 per

mille), but apparently this was close to the minimum for the month because followed

by a considerable increase at this same general locality to about 29.9 per mille during

the next 10 days (stations 20123 and 20124).

In 1925 no observations were taken in Massachusetts Bay during the first 10 days

of May, when salinity was probably at its lowest there; and the values recorded there

on the 20th to the 22d (fig 119) were so high 87 that some increase may be assumed
to have taken place during the second and third weeks of the month in that year,

as it certainly did in 1920.

Whether or not the surface salinity of the northern part of Massachusetts Bay
fell below 30 per mille for a brief period in 1925, as April readings as low as 29 per

mille in Ipswich Bay (p. 725) suggest, water of relatively low salinity was certainly

drifting southward past Cape Ann as late as the third week of that May as a

tongue less saline than 31.5 per mille directed toward Cape Cod (fig. 119). The

87 31.1 to 31.9 per mille at the surface, averaging 31.6 per mille {Fish Hawk cruise 13).

8951—28 48
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Fiq. 119.—Salinity at the surface of Massachusetts Bay, May 20 to 22, 1925, from hydrometer readings
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regional uniformity of the inner parts of the bay, where the surface values varied

only from 31.3 to 31.8 per mille at 16 stations, also shows how little the discharge

from the small streams that empty along the coast line of the bay affects its salinity.

This drift past Cape Ann seems to have hugged the shore of the bay more closely

in 1915, because the surface value was much higher at the standard station off Glouces-

ter on May 4 of that year (station 10266, 32.32 per mille), than any other surface

reading for the bay in May or in April. Considerable variations are therefore to be

expected in the salinity of Massachusetts Bay from one May to the next, both in the

precise value and in the date when the water is freshest, reflecting the considerable

distance from the freshening sources—the rivers to the northward of Cape Ann.

Even in years when the discharge of these rivers is up to normal, and when the

freshets fall at the usual season, the southerly drift need only be turned slightly more

offshore than usual, by the jutting promontory of Cape Ann, to pass by Massachu-

setts Bay altogether. In this case the bay would be a sort of backwater, with its

surface changing little in salinity from winter through spring. It is probable, there-

fore, that Massachusetts Bay experiences a wider annual variation in the salinity of

its surface waters in spring than any other coast sector of the Gulf of Maine.

The Bay of Fundy illustrates the seasonal cycle where the salinity of the surface

reflects the discharge from a large river (here the St. John) close by. Thus, Mavor

(1923, p. 375, table 8) records a very sudden decrease in the salinity of the surface,

from 32.5 per mille in the middle of April, 1917, to 27.9 per mille on the 4th of

May, at a locality between Grand Manan and Nova Scotia, followed, however, by

an increase equally rapid to 31.5 per mille by the middle of June. While 1917 is

the only spring (and this the only locality) for which the vernal cycle of the open

Bay of Fundy has been followed, month by month, it is probable that the seasonal

fluctuation outlined by Mavor represents the normal course of events, the surface

freshening suddenly when the St. John and the Nova Scotian rivers come into flood,

and salting again after the freshets subside as the land water becomes mixed into

the bay by the strong tides.

The lowest value to which the surface salinity of the open Gulf of Maine ever

falls can not be stated, lacking data near the mouths of the other large rivers at

the critical dates in early May. In the Bay of Fundy, 27.9 per mille, just men-

tioned, is the lowest so far recorded; and salinities equally low are to be expected

close along the coast line, thence westward to the Merrimac, though only for a few

miles out from the strand, and perhaps hardly outside the outer islands.

The combined chart of surface salinity for the offshore waters of the Gulf for

May (fig. 120) shows the freshest water (< 32 per mille) continuing to hug the coast,

much as in April (fig. 101) ;
but the great volume of river water that is poured into

the gulf at this season so freshens the surface next the shore that the transition to

the more saline water offshore is far more abrupt in May than in April; especially

off the coast sector between Portland and Cape Ann, where a change of as much as

2 to 3 per mille may be expected at the surface in a distance of 5 to 10 miles, as one

runs offshore from the 100-meter contour in May. The development of so fresh a

band next the coast admits of but one interpretation—namely, that the non-tidal

drift then parallels and closely hugs this part of the shoreline southward as far as
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Cape Ann (p. 948), and that land water does not fan out from the coast of Maine or

from the Bay of Fundy toward the center of the gulf.

The evidence of salinity is positive in this connection, there being no source for

surface water less saline than 30 per mille within the Gulf of Maine other than the

Flo. 120.—Salinity at the surface, May 4 to 14, 1915, combined with May 4 to 17, 1920

rivers tributary to it. Once past Massachusetts Bay, however, the May isohalines

for 1920 (stations 20125 to 20129) very clearly show the freshest coast water (32 per

mille in this case) spreading out from Cape Cod across the southwestern part of the

basin about as far as Georges Bank, which seems to have bounded it at the time in

this direction (fig. 120).
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The most instructive feature of the May chart in the eastern side of the gulf is

the similar expansion of surface water less saline than 32 per mille westward over

the basin from the offing of Cape Sable, which owes its low salinity to the Nova
Scotian drift from the eastward.

The critical isohaline (32 per mille) bounding this tongue had been carried about

as far west into the gulf as this at least a week earlier in the spring of 1919, with

actual values almost precisely the same. 88 Consequently, the picture presented on

the surface chart for May (fig. 120) may be taken as typical of the season when the

flow into the gulf past Cape Sable is at its maximum, irrespective of the precise

date when this falls.

The lack of data on the salinity of the southeastern part of the Gulf of Maine
for May is a serious gap, for without such it is impossible to tell how far the fresh-

ening effect of the Nova Scotian water extends toward Georges Bank, or over the

latter, when it is at its maximum. However, it is certain that water of low salinity

from this eastern source did not reach the southwestern part of the bank at any
tune prior to the 17th of May in 1920, whatever may have happened later that spring,

because no appreciable alteration took place in the salinity of the surface, which

was about the same there on that date (station 20129) as it had been on February

22 (station 20045).

We also await observations on the salinity of the shoal water along the west

coast of Nova Scotia for May, to show how low it is reduced there by vernal fresh-

ening from local sources. It is not likely, however, that the eastern margin of the

open Gulf of Maine ever falls below 30 per mille in salinity, unless right at the mouth
of some stream, because no large rivers open along this part of the coast, because the

outflow from the Bay of Fundy is directed westward (p. 916), and because there is

no reason to suppose that the Nova Scotian current ever brings water less saline

than about 30.8 to 31.5 per mille past Cape Sable. 89

It is a question of moment in the natural economy of the gulf whether and to what
extent the water of the Nova Scotian current turns northward after it has passed

Cape Sable. This the reader will find discussed in another chapter (p. 680). I need

remark here only that the surface salinities for May, 1915, and especially the course

of the isohaline for 32 per mille (fig. 120), mark a westward drift toward the center

of the gulf; but considerably lower salinities off the mouth of the Bay of Fundy in

May, 1915, than in April, 1920, suggests some movement of water in that direction

also, from the cape, as characteristic of this season.

The vernal freshening of the coastal belt of the gulf by land water, and of the

eastern side by the Nova Scotian current, are annual events, though differing from

year to year in their time schedule as well as in the magnitude of the alterations

they cause. A considerable divergence from year to year has been recorded in May
in the west-central part of the gulf, which neither of these sources of low salinity

appreciably affects up to that season. If the early May state of this part of the

gulf in 1915 (fig. 120) be the regular seasonal sequence to the April state, as repre-

sented by 1920 (fig. 101), a considerable salting of the superficial water layer is to be

88 Surface salinity 31.98 per mille at Ice Patrol station 21; 31.71 per mille at Ice Patrol station 22 on German Bank.
89 Neither the Ice Patrol nor the Canadian Fisheries Expedition have reported salinities lower than 30.8 per mille along the

outer coast of Nova Scotia in April or May.
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expected there, raising the surface value from 32.5 to 33 per mille over the western

arm of the basin from the one month to the next. An increase of this sort in the

surface salinity, taking place at a season when the waters to the west and to the

east freshened, would of itself suggest local upwelling. This explanation is corrob-

orated, also, by the fact that the upper 120 to 130 meters proved nearly as homo-
geneous there vertically, in salinity, on that occasion as in either March or April, and
about 0.6 per mille more saline in absolute value (fig. 112), instead of showing the

considerable vertical range of salinity that might otherwise be expected to develop

in this region by May.
West-east profiles of the gulf also give unmistakable evidence that some such

circulatory movement did take place in 1919 between the end of April and the end

of May (fig. 121), by which date a strong pulse in the inflowing bottom current had
raised the upper boundary of water, more saline than 32.5 per mille, to within 20

Fia. 121.—Salinity profile running eastward from the offing of Cape Cod toward Cape Sable, May 29 to 30, 1919 (ice patrol

stations 35 to 38)

meters of the surface in this side of the basin. Some upwelling is therefore to be

expected in the western side of the basin from April through May, correlated with

the speeding up of the anticlockwise circulation that follows the freshets from the

rivers tributary to the gulf (p. 916). The actual alteration which this effects in the

salinity of the surface stratum, however, may not be as wide in any given year as

the difference between the April records for 1920 and those for May, 1915, might

suggest, because it is possible that these two years illustrate two extremes—the one

lower in salinity than is usual, the other higher.

BELOW THE SURFACE

The fact that May sees the culmination of vernal freshening from the land,

and also the maximum expansion of the Nova Scotian current past Cape Sable,

lends interest to the subsurface salinities for the month.

Perhaps our most instructive illustration of how strictly the decrease in the

salinity of the coastal belt is confined to the superficial stratum of water up to this
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season is afforded by the station data for 1920 at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay
(station 20120) for May 4, when the upper 15 meters was near its minimum salinity

for the year and homogeneous (29.1 to 29.2 per mille), but with the salinity

increasing by 2 per mille in the next 15 meters of depth to 31.13 per mille at 30 meters.

A vertical distribution of this type, coupled with the fact that the deeper water there

was less saline on that date than it had been two weeks previous (station 20092),

is evidence that when the tongue of water of low salinity described above (p. 741)

first spread southward past Cape Ann, vertical mixing was active enough for it to

dilute the whole column of water at the mouth of the bay. The latter, however,

was followed in turn by an increase in the salinity of the whole column during the

next 12 days, resulting primarily from a movement of more saline water inward

over the bottom (fig. 122; stations 20120 and 20124).

Events seem to have followed a similar course in the Isles of Shoals region in

1913, when Mr. Welsh recorded a progressive increase in the mean salinity of the

whole column of water, in depths ranging from 36 to 48 meters, from about 31.1

Fio. 122.—Vertical distribution of salinity at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay. A, April 20, 1920 (sta-

tion 20119); B, May 4, 1920 (station 20120); C, May 16, 1920 (station 20124)

per mille on May 10 to 13, 31.5 per mille on the 13th, and 32.7 per mille on the 16th,

resulting in the recovery of the bottom salinity (32.2 to 32.6 per mille) almost to

the April value (32.5 to 32.8 per mille). Evidently the absorption of freshet water

from the rivers into the general circulation was accompanied by some indraft of

water of high salinity from offshore in this region; otherwise the mean salinity of

the column of water would not have increased as it did.

On the other hand, the salinity of the bottom water of Massachusetts Bay
changed very little from April to May in 1925 90 at depths greater than 40 meters,

except for a slight decrease near Cape Ann, reflecting the surface drift from the north

(p. 741). It is certain, therefore, that bottom water does not enter the bay every

May in as great volume as it did in 1913 and 1920.

In the coastal sector between Cape Cod and Penobscot Bay the vertical range

of salinity is wider in May than at any other time of year—widest of all off the

river mouths and along the track followed by the discharges from the latter. Off

the mouth of the Kennebec, for example, the surface had freshened to 29.6 per mille

by May 13, 1915, a value about 3 per mille below that of the 50-meter level (about

»° Fish Hawk cruises 12 and 13.
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32.4 per mille, station 10277). It is probable, also, that this generalization applies

equally to the eastern coast of Maine, though our data are less satisfactory for this

sector. Mayor’s (1923) records for the springs of 1917 and 1918 also prove it equally

applicable to the central part of the Bay of Fundy, where for a brief period in May
and early June river water (chiefly from the St. John) causes a vertical range of

salinity as wide as ever obtains anywhere in the open waters of the gulf.

In the eastern side of the gulf, however, which receives land water in only rela-

tively small amount, the whole column continues so thoroughly mixed by the tidal

currents throughout the spring that our standard station on German Bank (fig. 109)

has shown no more difference between the surface and the bottom in May (station

10271 and Ice Patrol stations 22 and 38) than in April, on the one hand, or in June

Fig. 123.—Vertical distribution of salinity off Penobscot Bay. A, March 4, 1920 (station 20057);

B, April 10, 1920 (station 20097); C, May 12, 1915 (station 102761; D, June 14, 1915 (station

10287); E, October 9, 1915 (station 10329)

or August, on the other, though the actual values were considerably lower for May
of the years 1915 and 1919 (31.7 to 32 per mille) than for any other month of record.

This also applies to the vicinity of Lurcher Shoal, a few miles farther north (fig.

108), where the graph for May nearly parallels those for March, April, and

September, though lower in salinity.
91

The directions in which the discharges from the large rivers spread out over the

surface are betrayed by the vertical distribution of salinity as well as by the actual

values as represented in horizontal projection. Thus, the fact that salinity altered

very little in the trough off the Isles of Shoals from March to April, 1920 (stations

20061 and 20093), with the values for May 14, 1915 (station 10278), differing by

less than 0.5 per mille from April, 1920, locates the line of transition (from the region of

»i Thirty-two per mille at the surface to 32.3 per mille on bottom in 90 meters. May 10, 1916, station 10272.
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highly variable to that of more nearly constant salinity) close to the Isles of Shoals.

The zone within which river discharge rapidly increases the vertical range of salinity

in spring is no wider than this off Penobscot Bay, for the Grampus found the bottom

(32.43 per mille) only about 0.6 per mille more saline than the surface (31.8 per

mille) in 80 meters 3 miles off Matinicus Rock on May 12, 1915 (station 10276),

though the whole column was 0.2 to 0.6 per mille less saline then than it was on

the 9th of the following October (station 10329) or on January 1, 1921 (station

10496).

Fio. 124.—Vertical distributioD of salinity in the eastern side of the basin of the Gulf of Maine on March 23, 1920 (A,

station 200861; May 6, 1915 (B, station 10270); May 29, 1919 (broken curve, ice patrol station 37); June 19, 1915

(C, station 10289); and August 12, 1913 (D, station 10093)

The freshening effect of the Nova Scotian current affects the vertical distribu-

tion of salinity of the region influenced by it in precisely the same way as drainage

from the land, by producing a wide range between the surface and the deep strata.

The notable difference between graphs in the eastern side of the basin for March,

1920, and for May, 1915 and 1919, illustrate this (fig. 124) by a considerable fresh-

ening of the whole stratum of water shoaler than 100 meters. 92

«a The actual data suggest a decrease of about 1 per mille at the surface and 0.7 per mille at 75 meters as normal for the period

during which the drift from the east is gaining head; but annual fluctuations of unknown amplitude complicate the pictura
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If the contrast between the salinities for the early spring of 1920 and for May,
1915, represents the succession normal for this time of year, a very considerable

freshening also takes place at greater depths in the eastern side of the basin from
March and April to May, the graphs (figs. 114 and 124) suggesting an average

decrease of about 0.6 to 0.8 per mille at 100 meters and deeper. Such a reduction

of the salinity back to about the March values naturally would follow any slackening

of the inflowing bottom current, but would be less and less apparent the farther from
its source of supply. A regional relationship of this sort does, in fact, result from our

station data, which show the salinity of the bottom water of the western side of the

basin only slightly lower in May and June, 1915, than in March or April, 1920

(fig. 112).

The upwelling of water more saline than 33 per mille in the western side of the

basin, which follows or accompanies the incorporation of river water into the one side

of the gulf and of the Nova Scotian current into the other, causes a much more
abrupt transition in salinity between coastal belt and basin at 40 meters in May
(fig. 125) than in April (fig. 115) ;

still wider than in March, and a regional distribu-

tion more nearly paralleling the surface (fig. 120). The gradation from 31.7 to 31.9

per mille next the land to 32.8 to 33 per mille in the west-central parts of the basin,

shown on this May chart, is probably typical for the month, though no doubt the

precise spread between inshore and offshore values varies somewhat from year to

year and would probably have proved somewhat narrower in 1925, when the 40-meter

values for Massachusetts Bay in May averaged slightly higher (32 to 32.6 per mille)

than was the case in 1915 or in 1920.

Up to May the decrease in salinity attributable to vernal freshening is

confined to even a narrower coastal belt at 40 meters than at the surface,

hardly any change being indicated more than 10 miles out from that contour

line in the western side of the gulf 93 or farther south than the offing of Cape Cod,

where the 40-meter values were somewhat higher on May 16 to 17, 1920 (32.3 to

32.5 per mille at stations 20125 and 20126), than they had been a month earlier

(32.1 to 32.2 per mille at stations 20116 and 20117 on April 18). The salin-

ity at this depth was also about the same in the southwest part of the basin and on

Georges Bank in that May (32.5 per mille) as it had been at the end of February.

In spite of this apparent agreement, however, the water less saline than 33 per

mille must actually have increased considerably in volume in the offing of Cape Cod
during the interval to account for its expansion out from the bank to the seaward

slope of the latter, where salinity decreased by about 1 per mille at 40 meters between
February 22 (station 20045, about 33.8 per mille) and May 17 (station 20129,

about 32.9 per mille).

It is probable that the salinity of the 40-meter level falls below 32 per mille every

May over a considerable area out from the Nova Scotian shore of the gulf, where

the Nova Scotian current then holds sway; and if 1915 was a typical spring in these

waters (which I see no reason to doubt) the drift of this water of low salinity from

its more eastern source is directed more definitely westward toward the center of the

gulf at this depth than it is at the surface, with less evidence of any dispersion north-

ward toward the Bay of Fundy (p. 745). Reduced to terms of distance, the seasonal

15 This follows an extremely irregular course.
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relationship just outlined points to a translation of the isohaline for 32 per mille

about 100 miles westward from the location occupied by it before the current begins

to flood past Cape Sable in appreciable volume.

Fig. 125.—Salinity at a depth of 40 meters, May 4 to 14, 1915 (plain figures), combined with May 4 to 17, 1920 (under-

lined figures). The encircled figure in the Bay of Fundy is for May 4, 1917, from Mavor (1923). Dotted curves

are assumed

Apparently this drift was still in operation at the date of our May cruise in 1915

(the 4th to the 10th) . Had it not been, and had absorption of the water of low salinity

from the east into the general circulation been well advanced, the transition from

salinities lower than 32 per mille in the east to 32.6 to 32.8 per mille in the center of the
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gulf would hardly have been as abrupt as we actually found it (figs. 125 and 126).

Therefore, the salinities prevailing at the time were not reminiscent of some preceding

event (as is too often the case), but evidence of a present state of circulation.

The isohaline for 32 per mille reached the eastern side of the basin at the time

(fig. 126); and as the Grampus sailed eastward from this station (10270) on May 6

she did actually stem a current flowing westward with considerable velocity, as de-

scribed in a later chapter (p. 917) . In fact, it is unusual for the distribution of salinity

to accord as closely with direct navigational observation of a surface current as hap-

pened on this occasion. The profiles for 1919 also show this Nova Scotian drift

(outlined in this case by the isohaline for 32 per mille) reaching the eastern side of

the basin, but no farther, at the beginning of May and again at the end of the month
(fig. 121), in each case wedge-shaped in longitudinal section and involving the whole

upper 100 meters on the slope of German Bank, but thinning out to nothing at its

western edge.

Fig. 126.—Salinity profile running eastward from the mouth of Massachusetts Bay to German Bank, May 4 to 7, 1915

If the May charts for 1915 (figs. 125 and 127) represent the normal seasonal

succession to the April charts for 1920, as close correspondence in 1919 makes likely,

an increase of 0.5 per mille (more or less) may be expected in the western side of the

basin from the one month to the next at the 40-meter level, contrasting with the

decrease in salinity that involves the whole coastwise zone, and an increase of about

0.2 per mille at the 100-meter level, though the precise magnitude of this change no

doubt varies from year to year. This is reflected at the 40-meter level, just as at

the surface, by a shift of the most saline center across the basin of the gulf from east

to west (cf. fig. 115 with 125), as well as by the development of a mass of water of

high salinity in the upper 100 meters in the offing of Massachusetts Bay, illustrated

in profile (figs. 121 and 126).

This slight increase in salinity in the western side of the basin, coupled with the

freshening of the eastern side for which the Nova Scotian current is responsible,
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tends to equalize the regional inequalities in the mid levels of the gulf (fig. 127) as

the spring draws to a close. Thus, the extreme range of salinity in the gulf was

little more than half as wide at 100 meters in May, whether of 1915 or of 1920

(about 0.7 per mille, fig. 127), than in April or in March of 1920 (respectively, 1.1

Fig. 127.—Salinity at a depth ot 100 meters, May 4 to 14, 1915 (plain figures), combined with May 4 to 17, 1920 (underlined

figures). The encircled figure in the Bay of Fundy is for May 4, 1917, from Mavor (1923)

and 1.3 per mille, figs. 94 and 116). At 175 meters (chosen as representative of the

deep water of the gulf because this particular contour best outlines the trough of its

basin) the extreme range of salinity was only 0.5 per mille (32.94 to 33.46 per mille)
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for the northern side during the first half of May, 1915—i. e., less than half the

regional variation recorded there for March and April of 1920 (32.91 to 34.1 per

mille)

.

The locations of the isohalines for 33 per mille from month to month on the 100-

meter charts for March (fig. 94), April (fig. 116), and May (fig. 127) illustrate the

expansion of water of comparatively high salinity westward across the basin

during a strong pulse in the inflowing bottom current, and the recession to be

expected when the indraft is weak. Some change of this sort is consistent with the

general progress of the vernal cycle. Salinity averaging about 0.6 per mille lower

over the basin of the gulf at 175 to 200 meters in May, 1915, than in April, 1920, is

probably to be explained on this same basis; but the observations taken by the Ice

Patrol cutter in 1919, when the salinity of the east-central part of the basin

increased through May, proves that the indraft continues active right through

the month in some years.

The differences that may be expected in this respect from one May to the next

are more graphically illustrated by the west-east profiles of the gulf for that month
of 1915 (fig. 126) and 1919 (fig. 121). Note especially the thick band of 34 per

mille water on bottom in the latter year in the eastern side of the gulf, where the

value was only slightly more saline than 33.5 per mille in 1915. The fact that this

is the only month when we have found the salinity of the basin lowest, as a whole,

in the eastern side, not in the western, deserves emphasis.

The decrease in salinity that took place from February, 1920, to May over the

continental slope to the southwest of Georges Bank has already been mentioned

(p. 750). At 100 meters the May value (station 20129, ±34 per mille) was the lower

by 1.3 per mille.

Unfortunately no water samples have been collected in May along the 400-mile

sector of the continental edge from the offing of Nantucket eastward to the offing of

Sable Island, where 100-meter values varying from 33.4 to 34.8 per mille have been

reported by the Canadian Fisheries Expedition (Bjerkan, 1919; Acadia stations 9

and 10) and by the Ice Patrol 94 in the years 1914, 1915, and 1922, evidence of con-

siderable fluctuations in the physical state of the slope water.

With the low values just stated, and values even lower at the same relative

location off the eastern slope of Georges Bank in March and April, 1920 (32.8 to 33.46

per mille at 100 meters, stations 20068 and 20109), off Shelburne, Nova Scotia, on

March 19 of that year (33.78 per mille at 100 meters, station 20077), it is evident

that water of 35 per mille is usually separated from the slope by lower salinities east-

ward from Georges Bank to the tail of the Grand Banks during the third month of

the spring.

Additional information as to the salinity along the seaward slope of the Scotian

Banks in May is much to be desired.

SALINITY IN JUNE
A tendency toward progressive equalization is recorded from May to June as

the overflow of the Nova Scotian current past Cape Sable and the outpourings of river

waters are gradually incorporated into the gulf.

•* Ice patrol station 29, May 17, 1914, 34.05 per mille at 200 meters; station 24, May 19, 1915, 33.66 per mille at about 100

meters; station 213, May 28, 1922, 34.79 per mille at 100 meters; see 17. S. Coast Guard (1916) and Fries (1923).
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In the year 1915 salinity was determined at 19 stations in June, sufficing to out-

line the regional and vertical distribution for the eastern side of the area and out

across the shelf south of Cape Sable; while the Fish Hawk stations for 1925 extend

the picture to Massachusetts Bay.

The most instructive feature of the surface chart for June, 1915 (fig. 128), is its

demonstration that the drift of water of low salinity into the gulf from the east had

slackened, if not entirely ceased, since mid May, the isohaline for 32 per mille having

shifted 50 miles or so eastward from the location it occupied six weeks earlier (fig.

120), the salinity of this side of the basin having increased from 31.78 per mille to

32.25 per mille during the interval. While the Nova Scotian drift may have extended

to the eastern parts of Georges Bank in May (p. 745), an abrupt transition along

the eastern side of the Eastern Channel in June, from low values over Browns Bank
(31.5 per mille) to higher ones farther west, shows that it had ceased to expand in

this direction by that time.

The incorporation of river water, which is responsible for vernal freshening

of the coastal belt, was reflected in 1915 by an average increase of 0.2 to 0.5 per

mille in surface salinity along the northern margin of the gulf from May (fig. 120) to

June (fig. 128, values ranging from 31.8 to 32.2 per mille).

Within the Bay of Fundy, where the effects of the freshets from the St. John

River are responsible for a very sudden freshening of the surface from April to May,
as described above (p. 743), the recovery is correspondingly more rapid than in the

open gulf, where the influence of any one river is spread over a wider area. In 1917,

for example, the salinity of the surface water between Grand Manan and Nova
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Scotia rose from 27.9 per mille on May 4, to 31.49 per mille on June 15 (Mavor, 1923,

p. 375) ;
and some such succession may be expected close in to the mouth of any one

of the large rivers that drain into the gulf.

No observations were taken in the western side of the gulf in June, 1915; but
the Fish Hawk stations for 1925 (figs. 129 and 130) show a similar increase of about

0.7 per mille in the surface salinity of Massachusetts Bay, from a mean of 31.57 per

mille on May 20 to 22 to a mean of 32.28 per mille on June 16 to 17, with no evi-

dence of the drift of water of low salinity into the bay from the north past Cape
Ann, which the isohaline for 31.5 per mille made apparant three weeks earlier

(fig. 119).

Contrasting with the general rise in surface salinity that takes place alongshore

and over the eastern side of the basin from May to June, as just described, the charts

for 1915 (figs. 120 and 128) show a corresponding freshening of the surface over the

western side of the basin, resulting from the general dispersal of land water out to

sea combined with a cessation of the upwelling that was taking place there in May
(p. 746). In that particular year the actual decrease off Cape Ann was from 33 per

mille on May 5 (station 10267) to 32.5 per mille on June 26 (station 10299)—evi-

dence of the gradual tendency toward the equalization that follows the temporary
freshening or salting of any part of the gulf.

I can say nothing of salinity over Georges Bank or for Nantucket Shoals in

June; data there for that month are desiderata.

Although no notable alteration takes place in the vertical distribution of salinity

from May to June, the following minor changes are worth attention:

The western branch of the basin, off Cape Ann (fig. 112), freshens notably from
the one month to the next in the upper 40 to 50 meters, but salts at depths greater

than 120 meters, resulting in a considerably wider range of salinity between surface

and bottom, a change important because of the greater vertical stability it gives to

the column of water as a whole.

It is doubtful, however, whether any seasonal alteration of this order extends to

the southeastern part of the basin, because the salinity of the upper 50 to 60 meters

was almost precisely the same there on June 25, 1915 (station 10298), as it was
two months earlier in the season in 1920 (station 20112, April 12) ;

and while the June

station was slightly the salter of the pair at 100 meters, it was slightly the fresher

from 150 meters downward to the bottom. In the eastern side of the basin, too,

the vertical range of salinity decreases from May to June, instead of increasing, as

the Nova Scotian current slackens. The whole column of water over German Bank
was likewise (and for the same reason) about 0.2 per mille more saline on June 19

(station 10290, about 32.1 per mille) than it had been on May 7 (station 10271),

though as nearly homogeneous vertically, a condition maintained here the year

round by active tidal stirrings.

In the Bay of Fundy, between Grand Manan and Nova Scotia, Mavor (1923,

p. 375) found much less spread between surface and bottom on June 15, 1917, than

on May 4, consequent on the considerable salting of the upper stratum just de-

scribed (p. 755) ;
and the contrast between the moderately wide vertical range of salin-

ity there, as well as at our own station at the mouth of the bay on June 10, 1915

(station 10282), and the vertical homogeneity of the water of the Grand Manan
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Fig. 129.—Salinity of Massachusetts Bay at the surface, June 10 to 17, 1925
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Flo. 130.—Salinity of Massachusetts Bay at 20 meters, June 16 to 17 1925
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Channel on the 4th (station 10281, 31.8 per mille from surface to bottom), is an

interesting illustration of the local differences to be expected at neighboring stations

in these tide-swept waters.

Near Mount Desert, too, observations taken at three stations on June 11 to

14, 1915 (stations 10284, 10285, and 10286), show much less difference between sur-

face and bottom than on May 10 and 11 (stations 10274 and 10275), the surface

having salted by about 0.5 per mille in the interval, but the bottom by not more

Fig. 131.—Vertical distribution of salinity in the southeastern part of the basin of the gulf. A, March, 1920 (station 20064);

B, April, 1920 (station 20112); C, June, 1915 (station 10298); D, July, 1914 (station 10225)

than 0.2 per mille. Off the mouth of Penobscot Bay, however, near the 100-meter

contour, no appreciable change took place in the salinity at any depth from May
12, 1915 (station 10276), to June 14 (station 10287).

In Massachusetts Bay, which receives very little river water from its own coast

line, the Fish Havik cruises of 1925 showed an increase in salinity, surface to bottom,

between the 20th of May (cruise 13) and the middle of June, averaging about 0.7 per

mille for all the stations and levels combined, with a maximum change of 1.3 per
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Stations

nity profile running southeastward from the offing of Shelburne, Nova Scotia, to the continental slope,

June 23 to 24, 1015 (stations 10291 to 10295) Bottom value at station 10293 should read 32.50
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mille, a minimum of 0.1 per mille. This salting was greatest (0.7 to 0.8 per mille for

the whole column) across the mouth of the bay (stations 30 to 34) and inward over

its deep central part (stations ISA and 3), consistent with the fact that the source for

any change of this order must lie in the still higher salinities of the deep water of the

basin in the offing. In spite of small local variations, however, which are always to

be expected from station to station near shore, depending partly on the stage of the

tide when the observations are taken, the average difference in salinity between the

surface of the bay and the 40-meter level was almost precisely the same on the June

cruise (0.7 per mille) as it had been three weeks earlier in the season.

The June stations (fig. 132) on the continental shelf off Shelburne, Nova Scotia

(10291 to 10295), though outside the geographic limits of the gulf, strictly construed,

are interesting in this connection as affording a cross section of the westward extrem-

ity of the Nova Scotian current at the time. Here the vertical range of salinity

was wider than anywhere in the Gulf of Maine in that month, with values compar-

atively uniform, depth for depth, over the shelf but considerably higher outside the

100-meter contour (station 10295).

Horizontal projections give a more graphic spacial picture of the seasonal alter-

ations just stated. At the 40-meter level the relationship between May (fig. 125)

and June (fig. 133) is much the same as at the surface (p. 756)—the eastern side of

the gulf salter than in May, the western and northern sides of the basin less so, as

reflected by a translation of the isohaline for 32.5 per mille well out into the basin

from the position close to the coast of Maine, which it had previously occupied.
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Although no considerable shift of this particular isohaline is indicated off Massachu-
setts Bay by the data for 1925 (Fish Hawk cruise 14), the 40-meter level was more
nearly uniform in salinity there that June (32.6 to 33.4 per mille) than it had been

the month before.

At greater depths in the gulf (as illustrated by the 100-meter level), which are

but slightly affected by the spring freshets from the rivers or by the Nova Scotian cur-

rent, the mean salinity increased by about 0.2 per mille in the eastern side of the

basin from May (fig. 127) to June (fig. 134) in 1915, but continued almost constant

in the western side. Mavor (1923) has also recorded an increase in the salinity of

the deep water of the Bay of Fundy during this same period, from 32.5 per mille

at 100 meters on May 4, 1917, to 32.7 per mille on June 15. A change of the

Fig. 134.—Salinity at a depth of 100 meters, last half of June, 1915

same sort was registered in the bottom of the open basin, as illustrated by the

following tables:

Salinities (per mille) at 175 meters

Date
Northeast-
ern corner

Eastemside Southeast-
ern part

Eastern
Channel

Western
basin

Center

33. 78 34. 04 34. 20 34. 53 33.82 33. 08

April, 1920 34. 02 34.30 34. 56 34.60 33. 84 34. 18

May, 1915 33. 40 33. 46 33. 37 33. 45

33. 60 33.64 34. 00 34.80 33. 55 33.50
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Salinity on the bottom, of the trough, June, 1915.

Locality Depth Salinity Locality Depth Salinity

Fundy Deep, station 10282
Northeastern corner, station 10283
Eastern basin, station 10288

Meters
180
180
220

Per mille

33. 06
33. 66
33. 95

Eastern Channel, station 10297
Southeastern corner, station 10298
Western basin, station 10299

Meters
275
225
210

Per mille

34. 92
34.60
33. 82

The fact that the whole trough of the gulf was nearly as saline in the last half

of June, 1915, as we found it in April, 1920 (p. 737), suggests a recovery of the indraft

of slope water during the last half of May and first days of summer; but if such

a recovery actually took place in 1915 it seems soon to have slackened again, judging

from the rather abrupt transition from higher salinities in the Eastern Channe
to lower ones just within the basin of the gulf recorded during the third week of

that June (see the preceding tables).

The expansions and contractions of 34 per mille water over the floor of the gulf

>

and the depth at which its upper limit lies below the surface of the water at any
given time, more clearly reflect the recent activity of the indraft through the East-

ern Channel than does the distribution of salinity at any given level in the water.

In April, 1920, water as salt as this flooded the bottom of both arms of the

basin, rising up to within about 140 to 175 meters of the surface along the eastern

slope of the gulf (fig. 118). In June, 1915, however, 34 per mille water was confined

to the southeastern corner of the basin (station 10298) close to the entrance of the

Eastern Channel.

SALINITY IN JULY AND AUGUST
SURFACE

If the readings taken in the western side of the gulf in July of 1912, 1913, and
1916 represent the normal succession to the June state of 1915 and 1925 (just

described), the surface of this part of the area suffers a second freshening from 32 to

32.5 per mille in June to 31.4 to 31.9 per mille in July, but with little or no change from

the one month to the next along the coast of Maine (31.5 to 31.8 per mille in July as

well as in June) . If this represents the regular seasonal progression it probably reflects

the anticlockwise surface drift, carrying the discharges of the eastern rivers around the

gulf to the Massachusetts Bay region a month or more after their freshening effect has

been entirely obscured off the coast of Maine by tidal stirrings. This explanation is

supported by the fact that the July values for the surface of the bay were lowest in

1916 (30.5 to 31.2 per mille), when a very tardy spring, with unusually heavy snow-
fall, would make a seasonal sucession of this sort the most likely. The surface water
of the western part of the basin of the gulf, in the offing of Cape Ann, has proved
less saline in every August of record (1913, 1914, and 1915) than it is in May (p. 741)

or June (p. 756), in the following seasonal sequence and for the same reason:

Surface salinity, western basin

Date Station Salinity Date Station Salinity

May 4, 1915 10267
10299
10007

Per mille

33.03
32. 50
31. 62

Aug. 9, 1913 10088
10254
10307

Per mille
32. 21
31. 55
32.47

June 26, 1915 Aug. 22, 1914
July 16, 1912 Aug. 31, 1915
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The exact date when this side of the basin is least saline varies from year to

year, likewise the minimum value to which the salinity of the surface falls there, our
experience up to date suggesting 31.5 to 32.2 per mille as usual at its lowest. In the

same way the freshening recorded by Mavor (1923) in the Bay of Fundy early in

the summer of 1917 may reflect the transference of the water of low salinity from the

Nova Scotian current northward along the eastern side of the gulf, following the

route of many of our drift bottles (p. 895).

Apart from this question, the most interesting aspect of the late summer data

for the inner parts of the gulf is the comparative uniformity prevailing at the surface

all along the coastal belt from Massachusetts Bay to Grand Manan in 1912 and 1915

(31 to 31.9 per mille). It is probable that the isohaline for 32 per mille usually

crosses outside the mouth of the Bay of Fundy in July, because Vachon (1918) and
Mavor (1923) record surface salinities ranging from 30.36 to 31.48 per mille at

various localities in Passamaquoddy Bay and off Grand Manan for that month in

1916; 30.61 per mille at Prince station 3, east of Grand Manan, on July 4, 1917;

rising to 31.22 per mille there on July 31.95

A considerable body of data has been gathered in the open gulf for the last half

of July and for the month of August in the years 1912, 1913, 1914, 1915, and 1922,

which, with the determinations for the Bay of Fundy for the summers of 1914, 1917,

and 1919 (Craigie, 1916b; Vachon, 1918; and Mavor, 1923) afford a picture of

the normal midsummer state of the surface of the gulf, with some indication of the

annual fluctuations to which it is subject.

For salinity, as for temperature, the period, July to August, is the most nearly

static part of the jrnar in the open gulf, a statement supported by the following

surface readings at pairs of stations at proximate localities but taken several weeks

apart.

Locality Date Station Salinity

July 12,1912
Aug. 31, 1912
July 8, 1913
Aug. 9, 1913
July 19,1914
Aug. 23, 1914
July 25,1914
Aug. 11, 1914
“July 4,1917
“July 31, 1917
July 19,1915
Aug. 18, 1915
Aug. 2, 1912
Aug. 21, 1912
July 22,1912
Aug. 24, 1912
June 19, 1915

Sept. 1,1915
June 26, 1915

10005
Per mille

31. 67
31. 67
31.90

Do 10046
10057

Do 10087 32. 09
10214 31.80

31.80
31. 47
31. 67

Do *
_ 10256

10230
Do .1 10243

30. 61

31. 22Do 1 -

10302
10305

31. 83
31. 94Do - ——

10021
10038

32. 43
32. 32Do

10012b 31. 92
Do.. __ - 10041 32. 07

10288 32. 41

Do — - - 10309 32. 47
10299 32. 50

Do - - — Aug. 31, 1915
July 9, 1913
k Aug. 8, 1913

10307 32. 47
10060 32. 63

32. 77Do I - -

« Mavor, 1923. b Captain McFarland.

91 Surface densities, determined from hydrometer readings in the Bay of Fundy region, also indicate salinities ranging from

30.7 per mille to 32.7 per mille (Copeland, 1912; Craigie and Chase, 1918).
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The maximum alteration that took place in the surface salinity at any one of

these localities during the interval of from three to nine weeks was thus only 0.6

per mille; in most cases it was less than 0.2 per mille; several times it was too small

to be measured, a statement covering both sides of the basin of the gulf as well as

the coastal belt, and applying to one locality or another in three different

years. Among the islands or off headlands where the tide runs strong the surface

would not show this uniformity, because the salinity in such situations varies widely

with the stage of the tide. Even if the observations were taken at the same stage

of tide, variation would be expected with the varying interaction between current

and wind. Upwellings, for instance, such as follow offshore winds (p. 588), will bring

up water appreciably salter, as well as colder, from below, along the western shores

of the Gulf of Maine, even if the updraft comes from a depth of only a few meters.

It is probable that the high salinity of the surface stratum recorded near

Gloucester on July 9, 1912 (station 10001, 32 per mille) is to be explained on this

basis. The salinity of the whole upper 40 meters, or so, of water may, in fact, be

expected to vary considerably along the northern shore of the bay within brief periods,

depending on the direction of the wind as this drives the surface water onshore or

offshore. Unfortunately, however, our observations do not throw much light on the

fluctuations in salinity of this sort, except on one occasion at a locality 3 to 5 miles

off Gloucester, where the surface salinity, as calculated from hydrometer readings, 96

increased by about 0.7 per mille between July 9 and 11 in 1912, with a correspond-

ing decrease of 4.5° in surface temperature, the latter usually a sure evidence of

upwelling thereabouts. In the eastern parts of the gulf, however, where the water

is more nearly homogeneous vertically, winds and tides affect the surface salinity

chiefly by the on and off shore interchange of salter and less saline waters. Cope-

land (1912), for example, found the salinity of Passamaquoddy Bay varying with

the tide (as well as locally in the bay) according to the relative outflow from the St.

Croix River. Swirling tidal currents are also partly responsible for the regional

variations recorded by Vachon (1918) and by Mavor (1923) in the surface salinity

of Passamaquoddy Bay and of the Bay of Fundy, where, however, they also record

a general increase in surface salinity during July and August, as follows:

Locality Date Salinity Locality Date Salinity

July 25,1916
Aug. 2,1916
Aug. 19,1916
Aug. 31,1916

July 24,1916
Aug. 25,1916
July 4,1917
July 31,1917

Per mille

31.48
31.27
31.73
31.84

30.43
31. 77
30.61
31.22

Bay of Fundy, off Grand Manan,
Sept. 4, 1917

July 20,1916
July 27,1916
Aug. 3, 1916
Aug. 10,1916
Aug. 17,1916
Aug. 31,1916

Per mille

31.92

30. 36
28. 97
30. 27
30. 19
30. 58
30. 77

Do Passamaquoddy Bay, Prince sta-

tion 4Do
Do Do

Bay of Fundy, off Grand Manan,
Prince station 3

Do
Do

Do Do
Do Do —
Do -

In every August of record—1912 (Bigelow, 1914, pi. 2), 1913 (fig. 135), 1914

(fig. 136), or 1915 (fig. 137)—the surface salinity has been highest over the north-

“ Both taken with the same instrument

8951—28 49
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eastern part of the basin of the gulf, with the maximum near Lurcher Shoal in 1912

and 1915, over the northeastern deep as a whole and over German Bank in 1913, off

Machias, Me., and on German Bank in 1914. Furthermore, the maximum reading

for the month has varied little from year to year—32.84 per mille in 1912 (station

10031), 32.75 to 32.79 per mille in 1913 (stations 10094 to 10097), and 33.06 per mille

in 1914.

A certain consistency also appears from year to year in the outlines of the area

occupied by water salter than 32.5 or 32.7 per mille. In 1913 and 1914 this took
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the form of a U or V, its concavity directed toward the southwest, its one arm

roughly paralleling and somewhat overlapping the 100-meter contour off the Nova
Scotia coast, its other arm similarly paralleling the coast of Maine westward as far

as the offing of Penobscot Bay (figs. 135 and 136). In my account of the salini-

ties of 1913 I assumed that this saltest tongue was continuous with the still higher

salinities outside the continental shelf via the southeastern part of the gulf (Bige-

low, 1915, pi. 2). However, continued investigation of the gulf has made it more
likely that this was actually an isolated pool surrounded by less saline water on the

south, as was certainly the case in July and August, 1914 (fig. 136). This was.
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again the case during August and the first few days of September in 1915 (fig. 137),

when the surface was less saline than 32.5 per mille at all the eastern stations on the

line Cashes Bank-Cape Sable, but more saline (32.6 to 32.8 per mille) farther north

in the eastern arm of the basin.

Unfortunately, the stations for 1915 were not situated close enough together to

locate the course of the isohaline for 32.5 per mille in a satisfactory manner; in the

preliminary account of the operations for that season a reading of 32.52 per mille near

Cashes Ledge (station 10308), with slightly lower salinities to the west of it as well

as to the east (32.47 per mille at stations 20307 and 20309), was taken as evidence

of a body of still salter water in the southern half of the gulf (Bigelow, 1917,

p. 222, fig. 67) . Further study of the salinities for the several years combined makes it

more probable that the station in question marked the southwestern extremity of a

band of 32.5 per mille that continued thence to the vicinity of Lurcher Shoal, as is

indicated on the chart (fig. 137).

A pool more saline than the surrounding water and usually very close to 32.75

to 33 per mille in actual salinity, may thus be expected to develop annually on the

surface over the northeastern corner of the basin in August, its boundaries conform-

ing more or less closely to the contour of the coastal slopes of Maine and of Nova
Scotia but not involving the Bay of Fundy at all. Being entirely surrounded (in

most summers, at least) by less saline water on the offshore as well as on the inshore

side, it must obviously have its source in the still higher salinities below the surface
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as water is brought up by vertical currents of some sort, not in any direct indraft

from offshore.

This salt pool had no counterpart in June (fig. 128) or in May (fig. 120) of 1915,

but much smaller phenomena of the same sort were recorded off Lurcher Shoal in

April, 1920 (station 20101, 32.9 per mille), in the southeastern part of the gulf and

in the eastern part in that March (fig. 91). Thus, following the freshening charac-

teristic of May (p. 745), the eastern side of the surface of the gulf is once more as

salt by the end of August as at any time during the early spring.

Much lower values prevail along the west Nova Scotian shore all summer,

Vachon (1918) having recorded 31.34 to 32.09 per mille on a line from Brier Island

to Yarmouth on September 7, 1916, with readings of 31.17 per mille at high tide,

31.12 per mille at low tide, in Yarmouth Harbor on the 8th. It is on the strength

of his data that the isohaline for 32 per mille is represented on the August chart

(fig. 136).

To the eastward of Cape Sable the water next the coast is still less saline (31.7

to 31.6 per mille) in summer, with rather an abrupt west-east transition from higher

to lower values off the cape. Essentially this is the same regional distribution as in

June, except that the successive isohalines shift to the eastward during the early

summer as the Nova Scotian current loses head. The constancy of this Nova
Scotian water from month to month and from year to year also deserves mention,

the lowest values recorded in the offing of Shelburne (including Bjerkan’s (1919)

data) ranging only from 30.9 to 32.1 per mille for the months of March, June, July,

and September of the years 1914, 1915, and 1920. Sometimes these lowest values

have been close in to the land off Shelburne, as was the case in July, 1915 (Bjerkan,

1919), and in September of that year (fig. 137) ;
sometimes farther out, with higher

values next the coast, as in July, 1914, and in March, 1920 (p. 703); but no definite

seasonal succession is yet established in this respect.

The narrow band of water less saline than 32 per mille, which probably skirts

the western coast of Nova Scotia every summer, is separated from the equally low

salinities (31.2 to 32 per mille) of the northern side of the Bay of Fundy by consid-

erably more saline surface water (32.3 to 32.4 per mille) along the southern (Nova

Scotian) shore of the latter; such, at least, was the case in the summers of 1916

(Vachon, 1918) and 1919 (Mavor, 1923).

In each midsummer of record (1912, 1913, 1914, 1915) we have found the least

saline surface water as a narrow but continuous band skirting the coast of Maine,

and so southward to the region of Massachusetts Bay, usually 31 to 32 per mille in

actual value. Inside the outer islands, and in the estuaries, still lower surface salin-

ities are to be expected locally (e. g., 30.61 per mille in the western entrance to

Penobscot Bay, August 3, 1912, station 10021a), grading, of course, to brackish water

in the mouths of rivers. The definite boundary of this coastal water of low salinity

(32 per mille) can not be laid down along the coasts of Maine and Nova Scotia on

the chart for August, 1914 (fig. 136), because most of our stations for that year were

located outside the 100-meter contour. In this respect the chart for 1913 (fig. 135)

is more instructive.
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In the northwestern part of the gulf variations in the distribution of salinity

from summer to summer show that the movements of the surface water are variable

in detail.

Thus, in July and August, 1912, the isohaline for 32.4 per mille (the critical one

in this particular summer) marked a definite expansion of coastal water off Penobscot

Bay (Bigelow, 1914, pi. 2). In August, 1913 (fig. 135), the undulations of the

isohaline for 32.5 per mille again suggested an anticlockwise swirl off the bay, drawing
salter water into its northern and eastern sides, fresher water into its western and
southern sides. In August, 1914 (fig. 136), the surface salinity of this part of the

gulf was more uniform, with no evidence of any such outflow off the Penobscot; nor

is anything of the sort indicated in the surface chart for 1915 (fig. 137).

In the Massachusetts Bay region, by contrast, the regional distribution of salin-

ity at the surface has been more nearly constant from summer to summer. Thus,

in August, 1922 (apparently a representative year in this respect), when the surface

at 13 stations ranged from 30.95 to 31.29 per mille, the distribution was of the usual

coastwise type—i. e., slightly lowest (30.9 to 31 per mille) close to Gloucester (sta-

tion 10633), off the mouth of Boston Harbor (station 10638), and close to land in

Cape Cod Bay (stations 10643 and 10644) ;
uniformly slightly higher across the mouth

of the bay (31.2 per mille at stations 10631 and 10632). Three stations on a line

crossing the mouth of the bay on August 31, 1912, showed no greater variation than

this on the surface, though all of them gave slightly higher readings (31.67 to 32.03

per mille). It is probable that the surface of the bay would have been found less

saline than this in August, 1916, judging from a surface reading of 31.27 per mille off

the tip of Cape Cod on the 29th (station 10398) and from the fact that the mouth
of the bay had been only 30.5 to 31.2 per mille a month earlier (stations 10340 to

10342). In 1913 the August value was somewhat higher at the mouth of the bay

—

i. e., about 32.1 per mille.

Observations taken in the offing of Nantucket and on the northwestern part

of Georges Bank in July of 1913, 1914, and 1916 show all this area included within

the influence of the low salinity of the coastal belt, with surface values close to

32 per mille over Nantucket Shoals, rising to 32.1 to 32.5 per mille over the

neighboring parts of Georges Bank (fig. 136; Bigelow, 1922, fig. 36). Surface

readings make it probable that in July, 1914 (fig. 136), the band of low temperature

described above (p. 608) as crossing the bank from northeast to southwest was
reflected in an expansion of low salinity from the southwestern part of the bank
out across its seaward slope, as outlined by the isohaline for 33 per mille.

It is probable that the regions of low surface temperature over the shoaler

parts of Georges Bank, where the water is churned by strong tidal currents (p. 594),

are equally characterized by a surface salinity higher than that of the general

neighborhood. Our visits thither have afforded two instances that may be inter-

preted in this way—namely, a slightly higher value at one station on the eastern

part (32.59 per mille at station 10223) on July 23, 1914, than at neighboring stations

to the north, south, or east of it, and a value equally high on the western side on the

same date of 1916 (station 10348, 32.54 per mille), again with slightly less saline

surface water to the south, west, and apparently to the north. A similar pool of
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high surface salinity (presumably about 32.5 per mille) is also to be expected over

the shoal part of the bank and near its northern edge.

Very considerable fluctuations are to be expected in the salinity of the surface

along the edge of the continent abreast of the Gulf of Maine, as well as in its tem-

perature (p. 596), as the oceanic water of high salinity approaches the banks or

recedes from them.

In the southwestern part of the area, in the offing of Marthas Vineyard, the

data for July, 1916, August, 1914, and for autumn (p. 801) make it reasonably certain

that surface water as saline as 33 per mille normally drifts in over the outer part of

the shelf during July and the first three weeks of August, but seldom (perhaps never)

approaches much nearer the shore than is represented on the chart for 1914

(fig. 136).

Farther to the east the isohaline for 33 per mille may be expected to skirt the

southern edge of Georges Bank in July, lying a few miles farther in in some summers,

farther out in others, and crossing the oceanic triangle between Georges and Browns
Bank, but not, in our experience, encroaching at all over the latter. Still farther

eastward surface water as saline as 33 per mille overflows the edge of the continent

in July or August of some years, as in 1915, when Bjerkan (1919) had still higher

readings (34.27 per mille) at the 400-meter contour in the offing of Cape Sable on
July 22. In 1914, however, the surface water near by was only 31.22 per mille a

week later in the season (station 10233), though the difference in date would suggest

a difference in salinity of just the reverse order, evidence of considerable fluctuation

in this respect from summer to summer.
It is doubtful whether surface water as salt as 34 per mille ever encroaches on

the edge of the continent abreast of the Gulf of Maine; certainly we have no record

of such an event at any season, but the surface charts for the winter, spring, and
summer (figs. 93, 127, and 136) show that it is to be expected only a few miles out from

the 200-meter contour south of Marthas Vineyard and off the western end of Geor-

ges Bank by the first half of July in early seasons, but perhaps not until August in

late seasons. In some summers, as in 1914, water of this high salinity lies farther

out from the edge of the continent to the eastward. In other summers, however,

it evidently spreads shoreward over the slope off Shelburne as early in the season

as it does farther west—witness the records obtained by the Canadian Fisheries

Expedition in 1915, mentioned above (Bjerkan, 1919; Acadia station 41).

None of our lines have run far enough out, abreast the gulf, to reach surface

water of full oceanic salinity (35 per mille and upwards)
;
nor is it known how far

out from the edge of the continent water of 34 per mille withdraws in winter and
spring.

ANNUAL VARIATIONS IN SURFACE SALINITY IN SUMMER

Passing reference has been made in the preceding pages to the variations that

have been observed in the salinity of the surface from summer to summer. The
most interesting fluctuation of this sort that has come to our attention is that surface

values averaged much lower in the southwestern part of the region in July, 1916,

than in that same month in 1912, 1914, or 1915; the surface of Massachusetts Bay,

for instance, was about 1 per mille less saline on July 19 to 20, 1916, than at about
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the same dates in 1912 or in 1915.' Probably the correct explanation is that 1916

was a tardy spring, when the effect of vernal freshening from the land continued

evident until later in the season than usual, and when the approach of water of

high salinity to the continental shelf was delayed until later in the season. As a

result of this retardation of the vernal cycle—associated, no doubt, with the severity

of the preceding winter and the lateness of the spring—the salinity of the surface

was very nearly uniform on July 24, 1916, right across the whole breadth of the

western end of Georges Bank, where a considerable north-south gradation is to be

expected at that season in more normal years (fig. 136).

Contrasting with 1916 and with 1914, the summers of 1912 and 1913 may be

characterized as “salt” in the western side of the gulf, with surface values averaging

about 0.1 to 1 per mille higher at corresponding localities and dates than in 1914

—

August as well as in July—but with very little difference from summer to summer
in the eastern side. The surface values for 1915 paralleled those for 1914 except for

the closer approach of oceanic water to the continental shelf off Nova Scotia, men-
tioned above (p. 771).

No wide annual fluctations in salinity have been recorded for any part of the

gulf at a given season, or are such to be expected.

VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION

The salinity of the deep strata of the gulf, like that of the surface, remains

more nearly constant during July and August than over any period of equal duration

earlier in the summer or in the spring. Two stations in the basin off Cape Cod,

four weeks apart in 1914 (stations 10214 and 10254, July 19 and August 22), exem-

plify this for the western side of the gulf, the values, depth for depth, being nearly

alike in spite of the time interval separating them, with the one station slightly the

more saline at some levels, the other at other levels.

The graph (fig. 138) illustrates how little variation in salinity has been recorded

for the deeper levels in the western side of the basin at different dates in August of

different years, individual stations seldom differing by more than 0.2 to 0.4 per

mille in either direction from the mean values of 32.6 per mille at 50 meters, 33 per

mille at 100 meters, 33.4 per mille at 150 meters, 33.9 per mille at 200 meters, and

about 34.1 per mille at 250 meters.

Except in localities where the tide runs strong enough to keep the whole column

of water thoroughly mixed from top to bottom, the salinity of the gulf is invariably

lower at the surface in summer than on the bottom, as already stated for the spring

months. I should emphasize, also, that the increase in salinity with depth is con-

tinuous, or at most is interrupted by homogeneous strata; we have never found

fresher water underlying salter in the gulf. Thus, the intermediate layer of low

temperature, characteristic of certain summers (p. 602), is not reproduced by the

salinity; but the vertical distribution varies widely from place to place in the gulf,

a convenient division in this respect being (1) into the coastal zone, (2) into the

basin, and (3) into the offshore rim.

In the western section of the coastal zone, out to the 100-meter contour, the

vertical increase of salinity, with increasing depth, averages much more rapid in
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the upper stratum than at greater depths, with most of our stations showing a

vertical range of 0.6 to 1 per mille between the surface and the 40 to 50 meter level

(fig. 139). Eastward from Penobscot Bay we have found a more uniform gradient

of salinity from the surface downward, as illustrated by stations near Mount
Desert Island (fig. 107).

Throughout the sector between Cape Cod and Mount Desert the difference in

salinity between the surface and the 40 to 50 meter level is everywhere considerable

in summer (though less than in spring, p. 728)—perhaps nowhere less than 0.3 per
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Fig. 138.—Vertical distribution of salinity in the western side of the basin, in the offing of Cape
Ann, in July and August of different years. ©, August G, 1913 (station 10088); ©. August 22,

1914 (station 10254); A, August 23, 1914 (station 10256); X, August 31, 1915 (station 10307). The
broken curve marks the approximate limits to annual variation

mille in July or August, with a maximum vertical range of about 1 per mille in the

Massachusetts Bay region within these depth limits.

Passing eastward from Mount Desert toward the Bay of Fundy, the vertical

range of salinity is progressively narrower and narrower, corresponding to the more
and more active tidal stirring. In the Grand Manan Channel so close an approach
to verticle homogeneity is maintained throughout the summer that the maximum
vertical range so far recorded for August has been only about 0.08 per mille, as

follows:
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Station Date Depth Salinity

10035 - - - - — Aug. 19,1912
do

Meters
0

Per mille
32. 67

10035 - — - - 82 32.65
Aug. 27, 1919

do
0 32.01

Do - 85 32.09
do 10 32. 14

Do - do 80 32.20

Vachon’s (1918) and Mavor’s (1923) determinations show that the vertical dis-

tribution of salinity within the Bay of Fundy varies regionally in summer, probably

Fig. 139.—Vertical distribution of salinity in the deep bowl off Gloucester in July and August of

different years. O, July 10, 1912 (station 10002); A, August 9, 1913 (station 10089); X. August

22, 1914 (station 10253); 0> August 31, 1915 (startion 10306). The broken curves mark the

approximate limits of annual variation

depending on local and temporal variations in the strength of the tidal streams.

Where the water is least stirred vertically, and where the surface is least saline

because most subject to the freshening effect of the outflow from the St. John River,

the salinity of the upper 40 to 50 meters very closely parallels that of the mouth of

Massachusetts Bay (fig. 139) and of the western side of the gulf generally, grading

from this to the vertical uniformity characteristic of the Grand Manan Channel.

Strong tidal currents are similarly responsible for a close approach to vertical

homogeneity over German Bank in August as in spring (p. 748) and early summer

(p. 756), the greatest difference between the surface and the bottom at any of our

summer stations there being only about 0.3 per mille, as follows:
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Salinity on German Bank, August to September

Station Date Depth Salinity
Vertical
range

10029 Aug. 14,1912

Aug. 12,1913

Aug. 12,1914

Sept. 2,1915

Meters

/ 0

\ 64

/ 0

\ 65

/ 0

\ 55

1
0

\ 65

Per mille

32. 70
32.92
32.75
32. 94
32. 84
32. 90
32.23
32.56

Per mille

|
0.22

}
.19

\ .06

}
.33

10065 _ _

10244 _

10311..

In the deeper parts of the gulf the vertical distribution of salinity at depths

greater than 50 to 70 meters depends less on the tide (very active tidal stirring is

$
<0 <0

•P
to

Fig. 140 —Salinity profile crossing the mouth of Massachusetts Bay, Gloucester to Cape Cod, just

west of Stellwagen Bank, August 22, 1922. The broken curve is the contour of the bank

for the most part confined to the shoaler parts of the gulf) than on the configuration

of the bottom, as affecting the free circulation of the water of high salinity that-

drifts into the basin via the trough of the Eastern Channel. One extreme is illus

trated by the deep bowl or sink off Gloucester, where a depth of 181 meters is

inclosed by a rim rising to within about 75 meters of the surface at its deepest

point. Here, on each of our summer visits (figs. 104 and 139), we have found a very
rapid increase in salinity with depth down to the 40 to 50-meter level, succeeded by
a much more gradual increase from that depth down to the bottom. More con-

cretely, the maximum vertical range between 40 meters and bottom has been only

about 0.2 per mille here at any summer station, contrasting with a range of 0.6 to 1

per mille of salinity between the surface and the 40-meter level. Evidently the

submarine rim of this bowl is so effective a barrier that the water inclosed by it is
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but little influenced by the slope water in the bottom of the basin near by, but con-

tinues through the summer at about the same salinity that characterizes the over-

lying stratum in early spring.

Stellwagen Ledge, at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay, also isolates the deeper

water behind it to some extent, as shown by the correspondence between the contour

of the bank and the isohaline for 32 per mille on the profile for August, 1922, and by
the homogeneity of the deeper water contrasted with the wide vertical range in the

shoaler strata (fig. 140).

Although the deep sink to the west of JeffrejTs Ledge is open to the north,

where its rim has a depth of about 134 meters, the narrowness of the opening on this

side combines with the north-south direction of the axis of the ledge and with the

shoalness (48 to 64 meters) and comparative steepness of the latter to hinder the

drift of bottom water westward from the open basin of the gulf. Two stations in

the trough for August 15, 1913, are especially interesting in this connection because

the southern (inner) one of the pair was nearly homogeneous in salinity at depths

greater than 50 to 60 meters, though the outer one showed a rapid increase in

salinity from the surface downward to a depth of about 90 meters. Evidently com-

paratively little interchange was then taking place along the trough in the deep

strata.

Sometimes, however, bottom water of high salinity does drift inward, around

the northern end of Jeffreys Ledge, into this trough in much greater volume; as in

August, 1914, for instance, when a difference of 0.4 per mille in salinity was recorded

between the 40 to 50 meter level and the bottom (station 10252).

The relationship between the deep strata of the Bay of Fundy and the basin

outside, from which it is separated by a low submarine ridge, is of this same order

in summer, with the vertical rise in salinity much more rapid above than below the

50 to 70-meter level in the bay (Mavor, 1923), whereas the increase in salinity with

depth in the basin off its mouth is most rapid near the bottom (fig. 114). 97 A
difference in vertical distribution of this sort shows as clearly as does the much
higher salinity (34 per mille) of the bottom of the basin that only a small amount
of water from the deeps of the latter was then entering the bay.

The distribution of salinity has been more uniform, regionally, at most of our

summer stations in the inner parts of the basin of the gulf down to a depth of about

200 meters. In the western branch, where the superficial stratum is influenced by
the dispersal of land water, slight geographic differences in the locations of the sta-

tions and secular changes in the surface currents produce corresponding differences

in the curves for salinity, depending on the precise state of the surface water. At
greater depths the vertical salting may either continue at an undiminished rate right

down to the bottom, as was the case on August 31, 1915 (station 10307, fig. 138), or

the deepest stratum (more saline than 34 per mille) may form a homogeneous blan-

ket on the bottom, 50 to 60 meters thick, as we found it on August 22, 1914 (sta-

tion 10254, fig. 112).

A much thicker and considerably more saline (35 per mille) layer had blanketed

the bottom of the southeastern part of the basin a month earlier that summer (sta-

tion 10225, fig. 131), but with the salinity increasing rapidly with depth in the

« 7 Stations 10097 (August, 1913), 10246 (August, 1914), and 10304 (August 6 and 7, 1916).
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shoaler strata of water, reproducing the vertical distribution found there (though

somewhat more saline in actual values) in March and April of 1920 (stations 20064

and 20112), hence this type is probably characteristic of that part of the gulf.

The state of the deep water in the two channels—eastern and northern—that

interrupt the offshore rim of the gulf is worth stating, these being the possible sources

for deep undercurrents flowing inward. In July, 1914 (our only late summer stations

for this locality)
,
the vertical distribution of salinity was almost precisely the same

in the Eastern Channel as in the southeastern part of the gulf, into which the latter

debouches, as were the actual values at different depths, with so little difference

between the values in the channel for the months of March, April, June, and July

in different years (fig. 141) as to prove the salinity of its deeper strata virtually

Fig. 141.—Vertical distribution of salinity in the Eastern Channel. A, April lfi, 1920 (station 20107);

B, June 25, 1915 (station 10297); C, July 24, 1914 (station 10227)

unchanging there through spring and summer. The Northern Channel, on the other

side of Browns Bank, at the same date (station 10229, July 25, 1914), was about 1.5

per mille less saline than the Eastern Channel on bottom (100 meters), though only

about 0.5 per mille less so at the surface.98 Consequently, any drift over the bottom
via this route would have brought water much less saline to the gulf, as is also the case

in spring (fig. 99).

Our late summer stations yielded almost precisely the same salinity on Browns
Bank (station 10228) as in the Eastern Channel to the west of it and in the neigh-

boring part of the basin of the gulf, correspondingly salter than the Northern Channel
to the north (cf. fig. 141 with fig. 142), evidence of an overflow from the Eastern

18 32.47 per mille at the surface at station 10227; 32.01 per mille at station 10229.
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Channel as the normal seasonal sequence to the late June state of 1915, a type of

circulation also suggested by a corresponding rise in bottom temperature on Browns
Bank (p. 619).

Much lower salinities, however, on the neighboring parts of Georges Bank at

this same date 99 are equally clear evidence that no drift had taken place westward
from the channel; nor have we ever found any indication of an overflow in that

direction.

It is probable that offshore water encroaches over the outer edge of Georges

Bank to some extent during most summers, at deeper levels as well as at the surface

(p. 771), an event made evident in 1914 by the very high salinity of the bottom water

(34.9 per mille) on its southwest part on July 20 (fig. 142, station 10216). The
effect of this highly saline water, however, was so closely confined to the southern

side of the bank at the time, that a station on its northern part, only 42 miles away
(station 10215) showed no evidence of it, the salinity not only being much lower

(32.09 to 32.9 per mille) but the whole column much more nearly homogeneous

Fig. 142.—Vertical distribution of salinity on the offshore banks in July, 1914. A, Browns Bank,
July 24 (station 10228); B, northeast part of Georges Bank, July 24 (station 10226); C, eastern

part of Georges Bank, July 23 (station 10223); and D, southwestern part of Georges Bank, July

20 (station 10216 )

surface to bottom. Nor did any overflow from offshore take place farther east on

Georges Bank in 1914 up to the last week of July (if it ever does), although water

of 34 to 35 per mille then washed the bottom below the 100-meter contour all along

the outer edge of the bank (stations 10217, 10219, 10221, and 10222).

In summers when the seasonal cycle is more backward (1914 seems to have

been rather a forward year in this respect) oceanic water may not encroach on the

bottom on any part of Georges Bank before August and perhaps not then. In 1916,

for example, two stations on the western and southwestern parts of the bank (10347

and 10348) gave no evidence of any such event on July 23, the salinity being nearly

uniform vertically at both, its value (32.4 to 32.6 per mille) no higher than the mean
for the whole column on the northern parts of the bank at about that same date

in 1914.

Wide regional variations in salinity are to be expected over the broken bottom

of Nantucket Shoals, depending on the strength and on the mixing effects of the tidal

« Station 10223 and 10224, 32. 6 to 33. 03 per mille in 65 to 75 meters; fig. 142.
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currents. Unfortunately, no stations have been occupied there at the more tide-

swept localities, where salinity, like temperature (p. 605), is probably kept nearly

homogeneous vertically throughout the summer. A difference of 0.41 per mille of

salinity between the surface (31.73 per mille) and the bottom (32.14 per mille, depth

30 meters) was recorded on the southwestern edge of the shoals on July 25, 1916

(station 10355), with about this same vertical range at a station close to Nantucket
Lightship on July 9, 1913 (station 10060; salinity 32.63 per mille at the surface,

32.04 per mille at 46 meters). A vertical distribution of this same sort has prevailed

in shallow water off Marthas Vineyard in July and August (stations 10356 and 10357,

July 26, 1916; 10258 and 10263, August 25 and 27, 1914), the water as usual saltest

on bottom.

Farther out on this sector of the shelf, where the vertical distribution varies at

any given locality and date according to what overflow of oceanic water has recently

taken place and at what level, the mid depths may be less saline than either the

Fia. 143.- Vertical distribution of salinity on the outer part of the continental shelf off Nantucket and
Marthas Vineyard. A, August, 1914 (station 10260); B, August 26, 1914 (station 10262); C, July

24, 1916 (station 10361); D, July 10, 1913 (station 10061)

surface or bottom, as was the case at station 10259 on August 25, 1914. However,
there is every reason to suppose that such a state is exceptional and probably transi-

tory, and that the vertical distribution is usually of the same type there (freshest

at the surface, saltest on the bottom; fig. 143) as it is nearer the land and within

the Gulf of Maine.

Our summer stations outside the edge of the continent, whether abreast of the Gulf

of Maine or a few miles to either side of the meridians bounding the latter, have all

shown a very rapid increase in salinity with increasing depth in the superficial stra-

tum (fig. 144), though with wide differences in the actual values from station to

station. In part these differences depend on whether the oceanic water lies far out

from or close in to the banks at the time, but also on the precise location of the sta-

tions in question, because the transition from banks to ocean is so abrupt along this

zone that a difference of half a dozen miles in geographic position may be accompa-
nied by a very wide difference in the salinity of the surface water as well as in its

temperature (p. 605).
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As stated, 1916 was so tardy a summer that the very close agreement between

the curves off Georges Bank for that July (station 10352) and off Cape Sable in July,

1914 (station 10233, fig. 144), is deceptive; equal salinities are usually attained about

a month later in the season off the eastern portal to the gulf than off the western.

When the highly saline water of the ocean basin moves closest in toward the

edge of the continent, whether to the east or to the west of the Eastern Channel

Fig. 144.—Vertical distribution of salinity along the continenta Islope abreast of the Gulf of Maine in summer. A, south-

west slope of Georges Bank, July 21, 1914 (station 10218); B, southeast slope of Georges Bank, July 22, 1914 (station

10220); C, abreast of Shelburne, Novia Scotia, July 28, 1914 (station 10233); D, south of Marthas Vineyard, August

26, 1914 (station 10261); E, southwest slope of Georges Bank, July 24, 1916 (station 10352)

(p. 771), a very characteristic vertical distribution results, with the values highest at

a depth of 40 to 100 meters. Station 10218, off the southwest slope of Georges Bank

(our most oceanic station in temperature as well as in salinity), showed such a dis-

tribution on July 21, 1914 (fig. 144), with a maximum salinity approximating full

oceanic value (36.04 per mille) at 40 meters, though with the surface water much

less saline (34.42 per mille). Stations a few miles farther east along the slope, the
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next day (10220), and at the same relative position off Marthas Vineyard on the 26th

of that August (10261), yielded salinity sections similar in type (fig. 144), though

with actual values considerably lower in the upper 150 meters. The bottom water

at all these stations has been close to 35 per mille at depths greater than 300 meters.

None of our stations have been located far enough out from the edge of the con-

tinent to show the true tropical-oceanic distribution of salinity—namely, saltest at

or very close to the surface and decreasing with increasing depth down to 600 to 1,000

meters. Curves of this sort result, for example, from the observations taken by the

United States Coast Survey steamer Bache on her profile from Bermuda to the

Bahamas in January, 1914 (Bigelow, 1917a, figs. 8 and 9), and by the Dana near

Bermuda in May, 1922 (Nielsen, 1925, fig. 5); but when the so-called “inner edge

of the Gulf stream” approaches the edge of Georges Bank, as in July, 1914, doubtless

one need run off only a few miles into the oceanic basin to find the salinity so distrib-

uted there.

GENERAL DISTRIBUTION OF SALINITY BELOW THE SURFACE

The spacial relationships of the differences in salinity just outlined and the

general state of the gulf in summer are made more graphic by the usual projections

—

horizontal and profile.

The salting of the eastern side of the gulf, which takes place from June to

August (p. 765), contrasted with the freshening of the western side of the basin as

land water is dispersed seaward (p. 763), produces a decided alteration in the

distribution of salinity from late spring through the summer at moderate depths as

well as at the surface (p. 763). In 1915 these changes resulted in an increase in the

salinity of the 40-meter level from about 32.5 per mille to about 32.8 to 33.5 per

mille in the northeastern part of the basin during the interval between the last week
of June (fig. 133) and the end of August, contrasting with a decrease in its

western side from about 32.9 per mille to about 32.6 per mille, though very little

seasonal alteration took place meantime in the coastal zone near Mount Desert, on
the one hand (about 32.3 per mille), or near Cape Sable on the other (about 31.9

per mille)

.

The most interesting feature of the 40-meter chart for July and August, 1914

(fig. 145), which may be taken as typical of the season (there being no reason to

suppose that this was either an abnormally fresh or an abnormally salt year), is

the regular gradation from low values in the western side of the gulf to a tongue

of high salinity (33 + per mille) in the eastern side of the basin, again giving place

to a narrow zone of much fresher water along western Nova Scotia, with still lower

values (31.8 per mille) near Cape Sable and eastward along the outer coast of Nova
Scotia (Bigelow, 1917, fig. 33).

A much wider extent of 33 per mille water in that August than is shown
on the May and June charts for 1915 (figs. 125 and 133) no doubt reflects some
seasonal drift inward from the Eastern Channel after the slackening of the Nova
Scotian current, with the isohaline for 32.9 per mille revealing a tendency for the

saltest band to circle westward along the coastal slope of Maine, bringing salinities

as high as 32.9 to 33 per mille as far as the offing of Penobscot Bay. A tongue of
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this same sort and of about the same salinity (33 to 33.2 per mille) also character-

ized the 40-meter level in August, 1913 (fig. 146); and while the most saline water

(33 per mille) did not form so definite a tongue in 1912 (Bigelow, 1914), a regional

distribution of the type just described has reappeared frequently enough on the

charts for various levels, months, and years to establish it as normal for the gulf.

Densities determined by Craigie (1916a) for August 27 to 29, 1914, when
reduced to terms of salinity also show this saline water (33 per mille) curving into
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the southern side of the Bay of Fundy along its Nova Scotian side, with a regular

decrease in salinity from south to north across the bay to about 32.5 per mille near

Campobello Island. Recurrence of a regional distribution of this same sort in the

bay in August, 1916 (Vachon, 1918) and 1919 (Mavor, 1923), proves it character-

istic of the 40-meter level there at the end of the summer, though the actual values

were somewhat lower in those two years than in 1914.

Corresponding to the contraction of the area of the gulf with increasing depth,

this salt tongue gives place to a gradation from low salinity to high across the basin

from west to east at deeper levels, as illustrated by the 100-meter chart for July and

August, 1914 (fig. 147), on which the successive isohalines (33 and 33.5 per mille)

outline the same eddying movement of the saltest water westward, past the offing

of Penobscot Bay, as at 40 meters (p. 781). Some west-east gradation of this sort

has been recorded on each of our August cruises at the 100-meter level; but the

actual difference in salinity between the highest values in the eastern side of the gulf

and the lowest in the western side was much wider in 1914 than in 1913 when the

regional range was only from about 33.1 to about 33.5 per mille at 100 meters, with
the whole west-central part of the basin close to uniform, regionally, at 33.1 to 33.3

per mille (fig. 148).

The gradual absorption of the indraft from the Eastern Channel into the gen-
eral complex of the gulf is more clearly illustrated on the 100-meter chart for 1914
(fig. 147) than at shoaler lines by the successive decrease in salinity, passing inward
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from the channel (34.4 per mille), to about 33.6 per mille in the northeastern corner

of the gulf.

At still deeper levels the distribution of salinity becomes increasingly governed

by the contour of the bottom as this more and more confines the;.’inflowing slope

water. Thus the latter (34 per mille) was not only directed more into the eastern

arm of the Y-shaped trough at 175 meters than into the western in 1914 (fig. 149),

but hugged the eastern slope of the former, making it the site of an anticlockwise
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circulation. This seems also to have been the case in 1 9 1 2,
1 with absolute values

varying from 34.3 per mille in the extreme northeast, off Machias, Me. (10036), to

33.5 per mille in the depression between Platts Bank and Cashes Ledge (station

10024). In 1915 the summer was likewise of this same type in the deeps of the gulf,

with 34 to 34.1 per mille in the eastern side and 33.5 per mille in the western at the

175-meter level; but in other summers the salinity of the deep strata is more nearly

uniform over the basin, as in 1913, when the values at 175 meters were 33.8 to 33.9

per mille in the western and eastern sides alike. 2

At depths greater than 200 meters the indraft through the Eastern Channel

does not have as free access to the two branches of the basin as at higher levels

Consequently, their bottom waters have proved considerably less saline (34.5 per

mille) than their union to the southeast, or than the Eastern Channel (35 per mille).

The bottoms of the deep bowl-like depressions in the offing of Cape Ann, in the one

side of the gulf, and off the mouth of the Bay of Fundy in the other, thus bear

much the same relationship to the still deeper bowl into which the Eastern Channel
opens as the sink off Gloucester and the other isolated sinks in the inner parts of

the gulf bear to its basin in general.

At the 200-meter level (fig. 150) all the July and August determinations for the

western bowl (stations 10007, 10088, 10254, and 10307) have ranged between 33.7

per mille and 34.11 per mille, showing that very little annual variation is to be

expected there or regionally within its narrow confines. In the eastern bowl the

1 Only 5 stations were located in water as deep as 175 meters in 1912, and at only 3 of these can the 175-meter value be stated

within ±0.1 per mille.

2 No observations were taken in the southeastern part of the area in August of 1912, 1913, or 1915.
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salinity has averaged higher, most of the determinations falling between 34 per mille

and about 34.5 per mille, with the highest readings localized along the eastern and
northern slope and the lowest (33.4 to 33.6 per mille) in its southwestern side

(stations 10249, Aug. 13, 1914, and 10309, Sept. 1, 1915).

Fiq. 149.—Salinity at a depth of 175 meters for August. 1913 (encircled figures), and for July 19 to August 26, 1914 (plain

figures). Data for the Bay of Fuudy from Craigie (1916a)

The midsummer charts, compared with the state of the gulf in June (p. 762),

suggest an interesting seasonal progression, with the slope water of high salinity

(34 per mille) spreading inward from the channel over the bottom, to occupy all the
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southeastern part of the gulf and northward to the northern slope. It is possible

that in some years the inflow may continue actively until late in August; but the

data for 1913, 1914, and 1915 make it more likely that the indraft usually slackens

by the first of July, if not earlier, when a progressive tendency toward the regional

Fig. 150.—Salinity at a depth of 200 meters, July and August, 1912 to 1915

equalization of salinity naturally ensues by various local circulatory movements of

the water. It is also possible that slope water enters in much greater volume in

some years than in others.
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It seems, however, that these changes involve the Bay of Fundy to only a small

degree at 100 meters or deeper, for in 1917 the salinity at that level changed from

32.4 per mille on July 4 to about 33 per mille on September 3 at a station off Grand
Manan (Mavor, 1923, p. 375). Values differing little from this are evidently to

be expected in the bay at this depth at the end of most summers, witness Craigie’s

(1916a) records of 33.3 to 32.4 per mille in 1914 3 and Mavor’s (1923) of 32.6 to 33

per mille in 1919. However, sufficient water of high salinity flows into the bottom
of the bay in late summer to maintain a more or less constant (though slight) differ-

ential between lower values along its northern side and higher values in its trough,

with the water along its Nova Scotian slope intermediate in salinity at depths

greater than 100 meters instead of most saline, as it is at the 40-meter level (p. 783).

Stations

Fig. 151.—Salinity profile running from the eastern part of Georges Bank (stations 10223 and 1022G) across the Eastern

Channel (station 10227), Browns Bank (station 10228), and the Northern Channel (station 10229), to the offing of

Cape Sable (station 10230), for July 23 to 25, 1914

PROFILES

The relationship that the slope water of high salinity in the Eastern Channel

bears to the shallows on either hand, and especially to the overflow over Browns Bank,

is most graphically illustrated on the July profile (fig. 151), as is the fact that the

eastern edge of Browns was its extreme boundary in that direction (and always has

been in our experience)
,
where it gives place by abrupt transition to much less saline

water in the Northern Channel, and so in toward the land near Cape Sable. The
profile also corroborates the evidence of the charts to the effect that this water of

high salinity was not overflowing at all on Georges Bank at the time. In fact, it is

doubtful if it does so at any season, for we have found no evidence of such an event,

either in spring or in summer.

Calculated from Craigie’s hydrometer readings.
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The course of the isohaline of 32.5 per mille over Georges Bank in this profile

is also worth comment in connection with the northeastern to southwestern tongue

of low salinity and low temperature recorded there at the surface (p. 770) as evidence

of a counter movement out of the gulf, eddying clockwise around the eastern end of

the bank (fig. 207) . The confinement of the slope water between the banks is also

illustrated by a summer chart of the 34 per mille water (fig. 152), as is its extent at

that season compared with the spring (fig. 118).
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The constant tendency of the slope water to bank up against the eastern (Nova
Scotian) slope of the gulf as it drifts inward over the bottom has been mentioned
repeatedly in the preceding pages. The consequent concentration of the highest

salinities (34 per mille) in the eastern side of the basin, reappearing from month to

month on the charts for the deeper levels, is illustrated perhaps more clearly on a

profile running from the center of the gulf toward Cape Sable for August, 1914 (fig.

153), than on any of the others, though corresponding profiles for August, 1913 (Bige-

low, 1915, fig. 48), and for August-September, 1915 (fig. 154), show something of the

sort. On August 12 and 13, 1913, for example, the isohaline for 33 per mille in profile

revealed a very decided banking up in the mid-strata on the Nova Scotian slope off

Stations
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Fiq. 153.—Salinity profile running eastward from the offing of Cape Sable (station 10243) toward the center of the Gulf of

Maine (station 10249), for August 11 to 13, 1914

the mouth of the Bay of Fundy (Bigelow, 1915, fig. 53), although not of the deepest

and most saline water. In 1914 this banking up involved the whole column of water

right up to the surface at the time of our cruise . In this region ofsuch active tid al circu-

lation, however, sporadic vertical movements of this sort are to be expected; a pro-

file run a few days earlier or a few days later might have agreed more closely in this

respect with the profiles for 1913 and 1915.

In 1913, 34 per mille water occupied the whole breadth of the eastern arm of

the basin. In 1913 and 1914, however, slightly lower salinities prevailed in its

western side, a difference reflecting a corresponding difference in the circulation of

water over the bottom for the preceding weeks.
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The eastern ends of the summer profiles along this general line confirm the evi-

dence of the charts to the effect that the flow of Nova Scotian water past Cape
Sable nearly or quite ceases before July, by the extremely abrupt transition in salin-

ity between the stations just to the west of the cape (32.4 to 32.8 per mille) and

those in its offing or just to the east of it (< 32 per mille).

The western end of any summer profile along this line, whether for 1913 or for

1915 (fig. 154), is interesting chiefly for its demonstration that off Massachusetts

Bay water less saline than about 32.5 per mille occupies a cross section hardly less

extensive than in May (fig. 126), though with the isohaline for that value pointing to

some tendency for the fresher water to expand, seaward, over the salter. A rela-

tionship of this same sort also appears, as might be expected, on other profiles

running out normal to the coast line, at several locations between Cape Ann and the

Bay of Fundy, for the summers of 1912 and 1913 (Bigelow, 1914, figs. 30 to 32,

and Bigelow, 1915, figs. 49 to 51).

S h §
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Fig. 154.—Salinity profile running eastward across the gulf from the mouth of Massachusetts Bay (station 1030G) to the offing

of Cape Sable (station 10312), August 31 to September 2, 1915

The summer profiles also supplement the charts for the 100-meter level in making
clear the isolation of the sink off Gloucester (typical of all such sinks) by its barrier

rim, resulting in the vertical homogeneity of salinity below the level of the latter,

with a considerably lower value at the bottom of the sink than at an equal depth in

the basin outside, which is characteristic of this situation.

The summer state of the water in the bowl inside Stellwagen Bank and in the

deep channels that give entrance to it on the north and south is developed by pro-

files crossing the mouth of Massachusetts Bay for August 31, 1912 (Bigelow, 1914,

fig. 33), July 19, 1916 (fig. 155), and August 22, 1922 (fig. 140). In the summers of

1916 and 1922 the saline bottom water (>32 per mille) of this bowl was continuous
with the still higher salinities of the basin of the gulf outside via the floor of the

channel next Cape Ann, but was entirely cut off to the southward by Stellwagen

Bank. Consequently, any bottom drift that may have been taking place into the

bay at the time, or shortly previous, must have followed the northern route.
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In 1922, also, the upper 50 meters was least saline in the northern side of the

bay, as might be expected if the general anticlockwise eddy enters it. This is

probably the usual state at the end of the summer, also, unless temporarily interrupted

by the offshore winds, when temporary upwellings may be responsible for surface

salinities higher in the northern side of the bay than in the southern side (so confus-

ing the picture), as appears on the July profile for 1916 (fig. 155).

Our own cruises do not afford summer profiles for the Bay of Fundy
;
but Mayor

(1923) gives several such for August, 1919, cross-cutting the bay at intervals, all of

which show the upper strata of water on the whole salter in the southern (Nova
Scotian) than in the northern (New Brunswick) side. This distribution, as Mavor
has brought out, corresponds to a tendency for the outpouring discharge of fresh

water from the St. John River to spread southwestward along New Brunswick, while
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Fig. 155.—Salinity profile crossing Massachusetts Bay from the eastern point, Gloucester to Cape
Cod, just inside Stellwagen Bank for, July 19, 1916. The broken curve gives the contour of the

bank (stations 10340 to 10342)

the salter water (32 to 32.5 per mille) tends to bank up against Nova Scotia, giving

a marked obliquity to the isohalines. In the bottom of the trough of the bay
Mayor’s profiles show the saltest and coldest water (33 to 33.1 per mille) as a lon-

gitudinal ridge, which he explains (Mavor, 1923, p. 364) as due to a rotation of the

deeper water around this locality as a center. Concentration of the lowest salinities

in the northern side also appears in the densities on profiles of the lower part of the

bay for August, 1914 (Craigie, 1916a), proving this the usual summer state.

The characteristic contrast, below the surface, between the high salinity of the

Atlantic basin and the much less saline water of the continental slope and shelf is

brought out graphically for the summer months by the profiles (figs. 156 to 158)

for 1914. Whether in July (figs. 156, 157) or in August (fig. 158), the successive
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isohalines show a sudden transition from the one to the other (most abrupt at this

shoaler levels) and parallel to the edge of the continent. It is especially suggestive

that while considerable overflows of water more saline than 33 per mille appear on

the profiles in two regions—one from the Eastern Channel across Browns Bank, as

just described (p. 788), and the other in the offing of Nantucket Shoals—neither

profile (nor the chart for 200 meters, fig. 150) suggests any tendency for this most
saline water to enter the Eastern Channel. On the contrary, the isohalines for

the highest values at each level cross the latter, leaving the oceanic triangle occupied

by the intermediate salinities of the slope water (33 to 35 per mille)

.

As to the date when bottom water of high salinity may be expected to drift in

over the edge of the continent toward Nantucket Shoals, I can only point out that

in 1913 water of 33 to 33.5 per mille and upwards in salinity was encountered at 40

meters over the outer edge of that sector of the shelf as early as July 10 (stations

10060 to 10062). In 1914 water of this high salinity had encroached on the south-

western part of Georges Bank by July 19 and had reached the 40-meter contour off

Nantucket Shoals some time prior to the last week in August (fig. 145) ;
but in 1916,

a backward year (p. 772), the bottom water over this part of the shelf was only

32.5 to 33 per mille on July 19 to 25 (stations 10354 to 10355, fig. 159)—i. e.,

about 1 per mille less saline than at about the same season of 1913 or of 1914, cor-

responding almost exactly to the readings obtained there in May, 1920.

Water more saline than 35 per mille may be expected to wash the slope

at the 100-meter level right across the mouth of the gulf at some time during the

summer, and perhaps continuously throughout the summer during some years, for

the Canadian Fisheries Expedition had 35.35 per mille at 100 meters on the slope

of the La Have Bank in July, 1915 (Bjerkan, 1919; Acadia station 41), where the

100-meter salinity on July 28, 1914, was only 34.16 per mille (station 10233; both

readings taken over the 450-meter contour line)

.

Only on one occasion have our lines reached water of full oceanic salinity (36

per mille)—namely, abreast the western end of Georges Bank on July 21, 1914

(p. 780, figs. 145 and 156). Failure to find water as saline as this at our outermost

stations anywhere else between the offings of Chesapeake Bay and Cape Sable on

any other cruise, or off Nova Scotia, suggests that this pure “Gulf Stream water”

may be expected to approach the edge of the continent more closely thereabouts,

as it moves northward in summer, than either to the west or to the east.

We have yet to learn whether oceanic water approaches so close to the edge of

the continent every summer as it did in 1914. In 1913 and 1916 (the one an early

and the other a late season in the sea) it certainly did not do so until well into the

summer, if at all. We may assume, therefore, that the situation pictured on the July

profile for 1914 (fig. 156) is most likely to be reproduced in August, taking one sum-

mer with another.

Although this highly saline water probably approaches within a few miles of

the 200-meter contour at about this longitude (68° to 70°) by the end of every

August, it has never been found actually encroaching on the continental shelf abreast

of the Gulf of Maine or anywhere else along the North American littoral north of

Chesapeake Bay at any season. Bjerkan’s (1919) record of 35.9 per mille at 50

meters at the Acadia station 44 miles off La Have Bank on July 22, 1915, combines
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with our own data for 1914 (fig. 145) to show the isohalines for 35.5 and 36 per mille

departing farther and farther from the continental edge, passing eastward from

Georges Bank, and so leaving a less saline wedge (34.5 to 35.5 per mille) some 60

miles wide off the mouth of the Eastern Channel. This fact is worth emphasis as

one of the numerous bits of evidence that the indraft that takes place into the east-

ern side of the gulf, via this channel, is constantly of the so-called “slope” origin

2 $ <2 _ . 'o k s
i\J .tv.
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Fig. 156 —Salinity profll ( running from a station (10213) off northern Cape Cod, southward across the western end of

Georges Bank (stations 10215 and 10217), to the continental slope (station 10218), July 19 to 21, 1914

(p. 842), thus accounting for the rarity of tropical planktonic animals and plants

within the gulf (Bigelow, 1925).

When the transition in salinity is as abrupt along the edge of Georges Bank as

itjwas in July, 1914 (fig. 156), to speak of a salinity “wall” is excusable exaggera-

tion. At such times the following waters may be named, successively, along any

profile crossing Georges Bank from north to south:
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First, in the basin to the north of the bank is the Gulf of Maine complex, rang-

ing in salinity hereabouts from about 32 per mille at the surface to about 33.5 per

mille at a depth of 200 meters and close to 34 per mille in the still deeper trough of

the basin. The northern part of the bank is washed by the typical “banks” water,

with a mean salinity of 32.5 to 33 per mille, which in the shoaler parts is kept nearly

Stations

Fig. 157.—Salinity profile running from the southeastern part of the gulf (station 10225), southward across the eastern

end of Georges Bank (stations 10221 to 10224) to the continental slope (station 10220), July, 1914

uniform, vertically, by tidal stirring. Over the seaward slope the zone of transi-

tion to the much more saline water is condensed into so narrow a zone that the

successive isohalines become nearly perpendicular on the distorted scale adopted for

the profiles, their precise degree of obliquity depending, of course, on the proximity

of the oceanic water to the south. Finally, at the offshore end true oceanic or
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“Gulf Stream” water more saline than 36 per mille will be met if the profile runs

out far enough.

Farther east (fig. 157) a rather different picture results from the homogeneous
state of the water maintained on the bank by active tidal stirring, as described above

(p. 770) ;
but the contrast between the comparatively low salinity there and the much

higher values on the continental slope to the south, on the one hand, as well as in

the basin of the gulf to the north, on the other (34 per mille), affords a graphic

illustration of the extent to which the contour of the bottom controls the relationship

of water masses that differ in salinity because of different origins. Note also the

abrupt transition from the thick layer of 35 per mille water in the bottom of the basin

to the very much lower salinity (about 32.2 per mille) at the surface on this profile,

reflecting the considerable difference in density that exists in summer between the

slope water and the surface stratum beneath which this intrudes.

All three summer profiles of the continental shelf for 1914 (figs. 156, 157, and

158) show extremely uniform salinities of 35.2 to 35.4 per mille bathing the bottom
at about 100 to 200 meters depth all along the slope abreast the gulf; and as the

Canadian Fisheries Expedition also had 35.4 per mille at 200 meters just outside the

continental edge in the offing of Shelburne, Nova Scotia, on July 22, 1916 (Bjerkan,

1919; Acadia station 41), this may be taken as normal for the summer.
In February and March, the reader will recall, only the western sector of this

zone was as salt as this; in July, 1916, the values were slightly below 35 per mille

(fig. 159)—differences that apparently reflect the normal seasonal succession in

the inshore and offshore movements of oceanic water. On this assumption the

maximum salinity of the eastern sector of the warm zone for the year is not far from

35.5 per mille, and the minimum certainly is as low as 34.5 to 34.7 per mille.

At depths greater than 400 meters the bottom water on this sector of the con-

tinental slope is always close to 34.9 to 35 per mille in salinity, perhaps never vary-

ing more than 0.2 per mille from this mean value at any time of year.

Lower salinities off Marthas Vineyard in July, 1916 (fig. 159), than in August,

1914 (fig. 158), no doubt reflect the normal seasonal succession in this part of the sea,

suggesting that values less than 32 per mille will seldom be recorded on this line

after July, and that water more saline than 33 per mille may be expected to move
inshore over the bottom during that month and August (p. 793). The fact that the

water over the median sector of the shelf was nearly homogeneous in salinity, sur-

face to bottom, at that time (fig. 158), contrasting with pronounced stratification

closer into the land, on the one hand, and farther out at sea, on the other, is unmis-

takable evidence of active circulation. The abrupt transition from low salinities to

high ones over the edge of the continent, made evident on the profile by the isoha-

lines for 34, 34.5, and 35 per mille, also marks this as the zone of contact between

two distinct masses of water at the time (p. 795). The rather unusual vertical distri-

bution of salinity about one-third the way out from the land where the mid stratum

was less saline than either the surface above it or the bottom, has been commented
on (p. 779).

These two profiles (figs. 158 and 159) are also of interest from a more general

viewpoint as illustrations of the general increase in salinity from the land seaward,

which is characteristic of the whole continental shelf between Cape Cod and Chesa-

peake Bay.
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lity profile running southward from the offing of Marthas Vineyard (station 10258) to the continental slope

(station 10261) for August 25 and 26, 1914

.—28 51
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Stations

Salinity profile running southeasterly from the offing of Marthas Vineyard (station 10356) to the continental

slope (station 10352) for July 24 to 26, 1916
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SALINITY IN AUTUMN AND EARLY WINTER

Observations taken through September and October of 1915, in early November

of 1916, and at the end of that month in 1912 afford a general picture of the salinity

of the northern and western parts of the gulf at that season. Yachon (1918) and

Mavor (1923) also give autumnal data for 1916, 1917, and 1919 for various localities

in the Bay of Fundy region.

In 1915 pairs of successive stations were occupied at intervals, expressly to show

the seasonal changes, if any; and when the salinities for these are plotted an increase

of 0.6 to 1.1 per mille is shown at the surface all along the coastwise belt east of Cape

Elizabeth from July and August to October—an increase of about 0.5 to 0.9 per

mille at the 50 to 60 meter level. At the same time, however, the vertical range of

Fig. 160.—Vertical distribution of salinity off Gloucestor, August 31, 1915 (station 10306, dotted

curve), October 1, 1915 (A, station 10324), and October 31, 1916 (B, station 10399)

salinity decreased somewhat off Mount Desert (fig. 107) and off Machias, a changG

foreshadowing the vertical equalization of the water that takes place in winter (p. 801)

.

A pair of stations for August 31 and October 1, 1915 (stations 10306 and 10324),

show a corresponding increase of nearly 1 per mille in the salinity of the upper 40

meters of water over the sink off Cape Ann at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay
(fig. 160), though very little change took place at depths greater than 50 meters

meantime, proving that the surrounding rim isolates its deeper strata of this bowl

effectively in autumn as it does earlier in the season.

The superficial stratum off the mouth of Massachusetts Bay also seems to have

experienced some increase of salinity during the early autumn of 1916, the surface

value being about 0.5 per mille higher at the station in question (10399) on October
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31 than at a locality a few miles to the south on August 29 (station 10398), with

almost precisely the same values at depths greater than 50 meters as in August and
October, 1915. Increasing salinity in the upper strata, contrasted with constancy

in the deep water, is thus a regular accompaniment of advancing autumn in this

locality.

Tidal currents being comparatively weak here, autumnal salting at the mouth
of Massachusetts Bay reflects some widespread change of the same sort, not simply

vertical mixing in situ. The extent to which the inner waters of the bay share in

this alteration during the early autumn is therefore interesting. Unfortunately, this

can not be stated, for want of data at successive dates throughout any given season;

but the fact that the surface of the northern side of the bay had virtually the same
salinity on October 26 and 27, 1915 (stations 10338 and 10339), as a month earlier

(stations 10320 and 10321), but had become about 0.5 per mille more saline near

Cape Cod during this same interval (station 10322, 31.4 per mille; station 10337,

31.9 per mille), is evidence that salinity increases more rapidly at the mouth of the

bay in autumn than near the head, as might be expected.

Passamaquoddy Bay, across the gulf, is also somewhat more saline in October

than in August, by Vachon’s (1918) observations, notwithstanding irregularities in

the mid depths, caused, no doubt, by the strong tides. As Passamaquoddy Bay
receives the discharge of a large river, while the land drainage into Massachusetts

Bay is trifling, it is probable that a corresponding increase in salinity takes place in

estuarine situations and along the shore generally all around the coast line of the

gulf as well as in the Bay of Fundy, where Mavor (1923) records a considerable

increase in the salinity of the upper 80 meters of water between Grand Manan and

Nova Scotia 4 from August 25, 1916, to November 6.

Such data as are available for October make it likely that this general salting

brings the surface salinity above 32 per mille all along the coastal belt to the north

and east of Cape Ann (outside the outer islands) by the first week of the month in

most years. As a result the area less saline than 32 per mille which skirts the whole

coast line of the gulf from Cape Cod to the Bay of Fundy in July and August (p. 769),

contracts to include Massachusetts Bay alone by mid autumn. A similar relation-

ship between the salinities of late summer and of mid autumn prevails down to a

depth of 40 to 50 meters.

Some increase in the salinity of the upper stratum of water was naturally to be

expected along this sector of the coast line in autumn as the effects of the vernal

discharges from the rivers are gradually dissipated. If this process of mixture is

accompanied by an active indraft of highly saline water into the bottom of the gulf

the increase will involve the whole column right down to the deepest stratum of the

basin; otherwise the intermingling of comparatively low salinities from above with

higher salinities from below must result in lowering the salinity of the deeper strata

while raising that of the shoaler. The vertical distribution of salinity is therefore

an index to the strength of the bottom drift in autumn.

Unfortunately, no deep stations were occupied during the autumn of 1915; but

on November 1, 1916, observations taken in the basin off Cape Ann (station 10401)

yielded decidedly lower salinities in the deepest stratum than we have ever found

1 Prince station 3 (Mavor, 1923, p. 374)
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there in the summer in any year. True, the seasonal succession is not altogether

clarified thereby, because of the certainty that annual differences are sometimes

wider than the seasonal differences; 1916 may have been a fresh autumn, while

the summers of 1913 and 1915 were certainly more saline than those of 1912 or

1914. At least there is nothing in this record to suggest an active inward pulse of

slope water during the early autumn, but rather the reverse; and the relationship

between the salinities for that date, on the one hand, and the curves for July 17,

1912, and August 22, 1914, on the other (stations 10007 and 10254), is what might

be expected in the normal seasonal succession, with vertical stirring by tidal cur-

rents, winds, and waves becoming increasingly more effective through the autumn,

when cooling at the surface decreases the vertical stability of the water.

We have no data for salinity on the offshore banks—Georges or Browns—for

October or later in the autumn; but profiles of the continental shelf in the offing of

Marthas Vineyard and a few miles farther west, run by the Grampus during the

third week of October, 1915 (stations 10331 to 10334), and on November 10 and 11,

1916 (fig. 162), show that if slope water had worked in over this sector of the shelf

along this line during the preceding summers it had moved out again from the edge

of the continent by mid autumn, leaving values lower than 34 per mille out to the

120-meter contour. It is likely, therefore, that such encroachments of high salin-

ity over the outer edge of the continental shelf off southern New England as are

described above (p. 796) are strictly summer events. For water as saline as 34 per

mille to continue on this part of the shelf after the end of September would, it seems,

be an unusual event.

If the inshore ends of these two profiles, in combination, represent the usual

October-November state, and if conditions prevailing there in August, 1914 (p. 796,

fig. 158), are equally representative of that season, the coastwise water less saline

than 32.5 per mille spreads out from the land, seaward, during the autumn, until the

isohaline for this value includes the bottom out to the 40 to 60 meter contour and

the surface halfway acoss the shelf. 5 The relationship between this November pro-

file and the profile off New York for that August affords further evidence of similar

import, as remarked elsewhere (Bigelow, 1922, p. 125, figs. 23 and 38).

The most interesting alteration that takes place later in the autumn is that the

vertical range of salinity in the upper 100 meters, like that of temperature, decreases

as the water loses stability and as tides and winds stir it more and more actively.

Observations on the salinity of the gulf for the last half of November and first

half of December have been confined to the bowl at the mouth of Massachusetts

Bay off Gloucester in 1912 (Bigelow, 1914a, p. 416), and to the deep trough of the

Bay of Fundy, between Grand Manan and Nova Scotia, in 1916 and 1917 (Mavor,

1923, p. 375).

At the first of these localities and years salinity had become virtually homoge-

neous at about 32.5 per mille from the surface down to a depth of about 50 meters

by November 20, increasing slightly with increasing depth to 32.66 per mille at bot-

tom in 62 meters (fig. 111). However, the fact that virtually no alteration of salin-

ity had taken place at the bottom there since the preceding August (stations 10045

8 On the August profile (fig. 158) water less saline than 32.5 per mille did not touch the bottom at all at depths greater than

20 meters.
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and 10046), though that of the surface had increased from 31.67 to 31.92 per mille

to 32.67 per mille during the interval, is proof that the autumnal progression also

reflected an indraft of more saline water over the rim.

Some salting of the whole column of water is to be expected, therefore, at the

mouth of Massachusetts Bay during the late autum, besides the increase at the sur-

face that stirring by tidal currents would, of itself, effect at this season. Although

this alteration was not continuous in 1912, when salinity was almost precisely the

same on December 4 as it had been on November 20 at the station in question, 6
it

Fig. id.—'Vertical distribution of salinity in the Bay of Fundy between Grand Manan and Nova Scotia, in various

months, from Mavor’s table (Mavor, 1923, p. 375, Prince station 3). A, July 31, 1917; B, October 2, 1917; C, December

5, 1917; D, January 19, 1918; E, December 2, 1916; F, January 3, 1917

raised the salinity of the entire column (now homogeneous, surface to bottom) to

about 32.75 per mille by the 23d of that month.

Mavor (1923) also records a considerable increase in the salinity of the upper

strata of the Bay of Fundy from October 4, 1916, through November, although the

bottom water continued virtually unchanged throughout that autumn. The verti-

cal distribution for October 4 of that year 7
is especially interesting, the salinity being

highest at 50 meters, with less saline water below it as well as above, and with a

very abrupt increase near the bottom. A distribution of this sort, decidedly unusual

8 32.56 per mille at the surface and at 46 meters; 32.61 per mille near bottom in 70 meters depth.

7 10 meters, 31.9 per mille; 50 meters, 32.6 per mille; 75 meters, 32.4 mille; 150 meters, 32.5 per mille; and 175 meters, 33 per

mille.
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in the Gulf of Maine region, suggests indrafts from the basin offshore at two levels

—

one centering at about 50 meters and the other over the bottom.

In 1917 the autumnal progression of salinity in the Bay of Fundy was of the

reverse order (fig. 161), Mavor’s (1923) records showing a decrease of about 1.2 per

mi lie at all depths from October to December, as follows:8

Depth, meters Oct. 2 Dec. 5 Depth, meters Oct. 2

Surface _____ 32. 27
32.43

32. 00
32. 03..

100 . 32. 81

32. 9050 __ 175

Fig. 162.—Salinity profile crossing the continental shelf off Marthas Vineyard, November 10 and 11, 1916. (From Bigelow,

1922, fig. 38)

It is obvious that with salinity increasing in the one year of record, decreasing

in the next, neither an increase nor a decrease can be named as normal for the Bay
of Fundy in late autumn. Freshening is probably to be expected there in years

when the autumnal rains are heavy and the discharges from the St. John and from

the other rivers tributary to the bay are correspondingly great, especially if the

indraft over the bottom (which varies from year to year) is less active than usual.

On the other hand, salting will follow after summers and autumns with light rain-

fall or with more than the usual contribution of saline bottom water. This expla-

nation is partly corrobated by the fact that the year’s precipation showed a defi-

ciency of 11.45 inches from the mean at Eastport in 1916 (when the salinity of the

bay rose in autumn), with every month from August to November falling low.

“Condensed from Mavor (1923, p. 375).
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SALINITY IN MIDWINTER

The general oceanographic survey of the inner part of the gulf carried out by the
Halcyon during the last days of December and first half of January, 1920-21, affords

our only picture of the salinity of the offshore waters for that season.

These midwinter observations prove interesting from several view points. In
the first place, when added to the winter records for Massachusetts Bay and for the

Bay of Fundy for other years they show that little alteration takes place in salinity

from autumn to midwinter, evidence that this season sees no extensive indraft of

the saline slope water over the bottom. The regional distribution of salinity in the

upper 100 meters gives evidence to this same effect, for this was highest near shore

Fig. 163.—Salinity at the surface, December 29 1920, to January 9, 1921. Contours for every 0.2 per mille

in the western side of the gulf as in May instead of in the eastern, as is the rule

at other times of year. This distribution appears most clearly on the surface pro-

jection (fig. 163), with 32.7 per mille off Cape Ann but only 32.5 per mille in the

Nova Scotian side of the basin; likewise at 40 meters and at 100 meters, where these

same localities were the most saline. These, in fact, were the only stations where
the 100-meter salinity was then higher than 33 per mille, so that this isohaline

paralleled the northern and western slopes of the gulf at this level.

The bottom water of the two sides of the basin at 200 meters and deeper then

proved almost precisely alike in the two sides of the basin (about 33.9 per mille off
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Cape Ann, stations 10490 and 10503, fig. 164, and 33.93 per mille in the northeastern

side). However, the submarine rim of the Bay of Fundy, in the one side of the

gulf, and the partial inclosure of the trough west of Jeffreys Ledge, in the other, hinder

free exchange of bottom water in midwinter as effectively as they do in summer

(p.776), for the salinity was only 32.87 per mille at 150 meters to the west of Jeffreys

Ledge, contrasting with 33.75 per mille in the open basin to the east of it. The

Fig. 164.—Vertical distribution of salinity in the western side of the basin in the offing of Cape Ann. A, August 31, 1915

(station 10307); B, December 29, 1920 (station 10490); C, January 9, 1921 (station 10503) D, February 23, 1920 (station

20049)

difference was nearly as great between the Bay of Fundy and the open gulf, off its

mouth, at this same level (32.75 per mille at station 10499; 33.37 per mille at station

10502).

We have found this same general rule applying equally to the deep bowl off

Gloucester at all other seasons; but on December 29, 1920, the deep strata were

much more saline there (station 10489) than were corresponding levels in the open

8951—28 52
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basins, whether off Cape Ann (station 10490) or off Cape Cod (station 10491) ;
more

saline, too, than at a neighboring location at any time during the winter of 1912-13.

If these determinations were correct, 9 they mean that bottom water had been well-

ing up into the bowl from greater depths in the basin at some time shortly previous.

However, this movement had then ceased, and the inequalities in salinity were
decreasing; otherwise the temperature would have been about the same at the sur-

face as in the deeper layers (6.9° to 7°), instead of more than 1° lower (5.56° at

station 10489). It is certain, also, that the unexpectedly high salinity did not

persist long at this locality, for the whole column of water had freshened to 32.6 to

32.7 per mille there by the 5th of the following March (station 10511). 10

Nor did any upwelling that may have taken place off the mouth of Massachu-
setts Bay in December, 1920, involve the inner parts, for the whole column of water

proved decidedly less saline off Boston Harbor on the 29th (station 10488) than at

the mouth of the bay (station 10489); less saline, too, than near Gloucester on

January 30, 1913 (station 10051), when salinity ranged from 32.56 per mille at the

surface to 32.8 per mille on bottom.

During this midwinter the salinity of the superficial stratum of water was lowest

(31 to 32 per mille) along the shore between Cape Ann and Cape Elizabeth, on one

side of the gulf, and next the west coast of Nova Scotia, on the other, with a mini-

mum of 30.02 per mille a few miles south of the mouth of the Merrimac Biver, no

doubt reflecting the freshening effect of the latter, but slightly higher along the

northern shore of the gulf (32.3 to 32.6 per mille) and in Massachusetts Bay (32.1

to 32.5 per mille). This regional distribution was paralleled at 40 meters (though

with actual values averaging about 0.3 per mille higher), except that the minimum
for this level was close to the Nova Scotian coast (31.3 per mille) instead of off the

Merrimac River, proving the freshening effect of the latter to have been confined to

the uppermost stratum of water at the time.

The narrow confines of water less saline than 32 per mille in midwinter, and

the rather abrupt transition in the western side of the gulf to considerably higher

values a few miles out at sea, contrasted with the much more extensive area inclosed

by that isohaline in April and in May (figs. 101 and 120), reflect the fact that the

rivers discharge much less water into the gulf in late autumn and early winter than

they do in spring.

During the winter of 1912-13 the vertical stratification of the water at the

mouth of Massachusetts Bay, characteristic of the summer season, gave place to a

close approach to vertical homogeneity in salinity, as well as in temperature, by the

middle of December, and so continued through the winter. Closer in to the shore,

however, on both sides of Cape Ann, a greater vertical range of salinity persists into

January and probably right through until spring. 11 In 1920-21 all the stations

showed a vertical range of more than 0.3 per mille salinity in the upper 100 meters,

except off Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, and off Cape Cod (stations 10501 and 10491),

where the water was virtually homogeneous, surface to bottom, and near Seguin

I There is no technical reason to doubt their accuracy.

In 1913 the salinity at a near-by locality continued to increase until Mar. 19, when it attained its maximum of 33 per

mille at the surface and 33.17 per mille on bottom at a depth of 88. meters,
II Vertical range of 0.3 to 0.7 per mille in depths of 30 to 35 meters at stations 10051 and 10052 on Jan. 30, 1913.
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Island (station 10495), where the salinity increased only from 32.6 per mille at the

surface to 32.77 per mille at 75 meters.

Local freshening of the surface, just described (p. 806), was then responsible for

the very considerable vertical range of 2.6 per mille in water only 30 meters deep

between Cape Ann and the Merrimac River, with differences of 0.8 to 1.4 per mille

between the surface and the 75 to 100 meter level off Cape Elizabeth and off Cape

Ann (stations 10488, 10489, 10492, and 10494).

It is certain, however, that as the surface continued to cool during that winter

the decrease in vertical stability was accompanied by a progressive equalization of

salinity in the upper 100 meters; for the surface and the 100-meter level differed by

less than 0.2 per mille in salinity at five out of seven of the stations for the follow-

ing March (stations 10505 to 10511). Thus, the seasonal cycle was fundamentally

the same in this respect in 1920-21 as in 1912-13, except that it was more tardy in

its early progression.

No general survey of the salinity of the gulf has yet been attempted during

the last half of January or the first half of February—on the whole the coldest

season (p. 655) . However, periodic observations taken in Massachusetts Bay during

this period of 1913, hydrometer readings taken at 15 stations by the Fish Hawk in

its southern side on February 6 and 7, 1925, and Mavor’s (1923) winter records for

the Bay of Fundy in 1916 and 1917 show that no very wide change is to be expected

in the salinity of the gulf during the last half of the winter.

These Fish Hawk determinations ranged from about 32.3 per mille to about 33.3

per mille, according to the precise locality, averaging lowest in the hook of Cape Cod,

where the surface was about 32.3 to 32.4 per mille, and highest in the center of the

bay (whole column close to 33 per mille, surface to bottom). The maximum differ-

ence in salinity between surface and bottom was then only 0.4 per mille (average

difference about 0.2 per mille), with the water virtually homogeneous, surface to

bottom, at the two deepest stations (about 70 meters deep).

It is interesting to find the salinity of the deeper part of the bay for February

7, 1925, almost exactly reproducing the values recorded off Gloucester on the 13th

of the month in 1913 (station 10053, surface 32.83 per mille, bottom 32.84 per mille);

evidently neither of these winters, as contrasted with the other, can be described as

"fresh” or "salt” in the bay. In both 1913 and 1925 the water away from the

immediate influence of the shore line was equally homogeneous in salinity from

top to bottom by these dates; but the data for the two years combined bring

out a decided regional difference in this respect, with the surface continuing 0.3 to

0.4 per mille less saline than the deeper strata along the northern and southern mar-

gins of the bay, no doubt because of land drainage.

Although we have made no offshore stations in the gulf between the middle of

January and the last week of February, some knowledge of the ebb and flow of the

slope water over that period is obtainable from the seasonal progression from Feb-

ruary to March in the deeper parts of Massachusetts Bay, and from the salinity of

the basin off Cape Ann for March 5, 1921 (station 10510), compared with the pre<

ceding December and January (stations 10490 and 10503).

In 1913 the salinity rose to about 32.8 per mille at the surface, to 32.9 per mille

on bottom in 70 meters, at the mouth of the bay by Januarv 16—a mean increase of
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about 0.2 per mille for the preceding six weeks. Apparently this indraft of saline

water from offshore then slackened, for on February 13 the water (then virtually

homogeneous, top to bottom) still had this same salinity. It then salted once more
to 33.04 per mille on the bottom by March 4 (no change at the surface), with a

slight further increase during the next two weeks to 33 per mille at the surface and
33.17 per mille on bottom, which proved the maximum for the year, succeeded by
the vernal freshening already described (p. 723).

In 1925 the salinity of the deep central part of the bay remained virtually

unchanged from February 7 12 until March 10, at about 33 per mille, surface to

bottom.

In 1921 the bottom of the basin off Cape Ann showed no appreciable alteration

in salinity from December and January to March, with bottom readings of 33.87 to

33.99 per mille at all three of these stations (10493, 10503, and 10510) in depths of

200 to 250 meters; but the bottom water of the bowl at the mouth of Massachusetts

Bay off Gloucester freshened by about 1 per mille (stations 10489 and 10511, 33.84

and 32.7 per mille).

It is doubtful, therefore, whether any appreciable drift inward over the bottom
of the gulf took place during the winters of 1921 or 1925; and while rising salinity

gave evidence of some such movement into Massachusetts Bay in the winter of 1913,

the alteration from month to month was so small as to prove it small in volume as

well as intermittent in character. In the Bay of Fundy, again, according to Mavor
(1923, p. 375), salinity decreased slightly between January 3 and February 28 in

1917. 13 In short, such evidence as is available suggests that the winter sees a

decided slackening of the drift of slope water inward through the Eastern Channel.

SUMMARIES OF SALINITY FOR REPRESENTATIVE LOCALITIES

Summaries of the annual cycle follow for localities where the greatest number of

observations have been taken. Unfortunately, none of these stations in the open

gulf afford a complete year’s cycle at intervals close enough, either in time or in depth,

to be more than preliminary, but at the least they will serve to illustrate the major

changes to be expected from season to season and from the surface downward.

BAY OF FUNDY

Mavor’s (1923) records of salinity on 18 occasions, covering the interval from

August 25, 1916, to May 10, 1918, at a station near the mouth of the Bay of

Fundy, between Grand Manan and Nova Scotia, are especially instructive in this

connection. The outstanding event in the annual cycle of salinity here is the sudden

freshening of the surface that takes place in spring (fig. 165), occasioned by the out-

pouring of fresh water from the rivers emptying into the bay—chiefly from the

St. John. This occurred between the 10th of April and the 10th of May in both of

these years (probably the usual date). As described above (p. 743), the surface then

salts again as the thin stratum so affected mixes with the salter water from below,

12 No salinities were recorded prior to that date during that winter.
ls Prince station 3, Jan. 3, salinity 32.6 per mille at the surface, 33.24 per mille at 100 meters, and 33.33 per mille at 175 meters,

while on Feb. 28 the values at these same depths were 32.66, 32.97, and 33.01 per mille.
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to reach its maximum for the year in October (as in 1917) or November-December

(as in 1916)—an annual difference no greater than might be expected in any coastal

region where the precise salinity is so largely governed by the volume of river water.

Fig. 165.—Seasonal variations of salinity in the Bay of Fundy, August, 1916, to December, 1917, at the surface, 50

meters, 100 meters, and 175 meters, constructed from Mayor’s (1923) tables

During the remainder of the year the surface salinity of this part of the bay is

comparatively uniform.

Vernal freshening is progressively less and less effective with increasing depth,

so that the salinity of the 50-meter level decreased only by about 1.2 per mill©
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from its maximum to its minimum during the year illustrated, the 100-meter level

by about as much, though the surface freshened by upwards of 4 per mille. This

secular change also culminates later in the season with depth, just as vernal warming

does (p. 664), with the mid-stratum least saline about the first of September or four

months after the salinity of the surface has passed its minimum for the year.

The progressive freshening of the 75 to 100 meter stratum was also interrupted in

the July in question by some temporary welling up of more saline water from below.

The graph (fig. 165) is also instructive for its demonstration that the incorpora-

tion of the vernal outpouring of river water into the superficial strata of the bay has

little, if any, effect on the salinity at depths greater than about 140 to 150 meters.

Consquently the periodic variations that take place in its deepest waters reflect cor-

responding variations in the volume and precise salinity of the inflow over its rim

from the open basin of the gulf outside. Slight undulations in the curve for the 175-

meter level (fig. 165) show a sort of irregular pulse in this respect, in which the

annual variations seem (from available data) wider than the seasonal variations.

This graph is a striking illustration of the general rule that the vertical range of

salinity is widest in coastwise boreal waters, generally, at the time of the vernal fresh-

ening of the surface; narrowest in autumn and winter, when little land water enters

and when winds, waves, and tidal currents stir the water most actively.

MASSACHUSETTS BAY REGION

The regional distribution of salinity in and abreast of Massachusetts Bay is such

that a difference of 3 to 5 miles in the location, nearer to or farther from shore, is

associated with wide differences in salinity, especially at the surface, so closely does

the freshest water hug the land during most of the year.

The accompanying composite graph (fig. 166), based on monthly averages for

various years 8 to 12 miles 'of Gloucester, is offered as an approximation of the sea-

sonal progression to be expected in years neither unusually salt nor unusually

fresh, unusually late in seasonal schedule nor unusually early; 14 and it pre-

tends to nothing more. It does not represent any one year; in fact, some of the

individual readings have differed considerably from the smoothed curve laid down
here, differences reflecting the annual variations described in the preceding pages.

The curve for the surface corroborates an earlier graph, based on less extensive

data (Bigelow, 1917, p. 207, fig. 42), to the effect that the superficial stratum of

water may show vernal freshening as early as the end of February or a month earlier

than in the Bay of Fundy (p. 808) ;
but additional records for the spring months have

proven that the minimum salinity for the year is to be expected considerably earlier

in the season in Massachusetts Bay than I formerly supposed, and that the salinity

falls to a much lower value there at its annual minimum. It is a fortunate chance

that our survey has included one spring (1920) that may be described as “fresh” in

this region, and one (1925) as “salt.” These two years differed little during the first

half of April (p. 728; 32 to 32.4 per mille), and the surface seems to have freshened to

its minimum about the last of April or first of May in both years. 15 However, while

u The station occupied at this general locality in July, 1916, is omitted, that being an unusually fresh year.

16 Observations were not taken at intervals close enough to establish the date more closely than this.
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this reduced the surface salinity by at least 3.2 per mille between April 9 and May 4

(29.1 per mille) in 1920, the lowest value recorded at the mouth of the bay in 1925

was 31.3 per mille on April 23 and again on May 22, though it is possible, of course,

that the “peak” fell between these two dates, as already remarked (p. 741).

A considerably higher surface value at this locality on May 4, 1915 (station

10266, 32.3 per mille), is reconcilable on the assumption (discussed above) that the

effects of vernal freshening were more closely confined to the immediate vicinity of

the land in that spring. However, this record is averaged on the graph (fig. 166).
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Fig. 166.—Seasonal progression of salinity at the surface at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay, 12 miles off Gloucester,

based on monthly averages of the records in the various years. The data for July, 1916, are omitted for the reason

given on p. 810

Taking one year with another, the lowest surface salinity of the year is to be

expected at this general locality between the last week of April and last week of May.
Surface values lower than 31 per mille (sometimes as low as 29 per mille) are to be

expected there at some time during this period—a decrease of more than 2 per mille

from the maximum salinity at the end of winter.

The vernal freshening at
7
this particular region results chiefly from the discharges

from the large rivers to the north (nearest of these is the Merrimac), for no large

streams empty in the immediate vicinity. Consequently, any fluctuations in the

volume and direction of the drift past Cape Ann will be mirrored by corresponding
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fluctuations in the salinity of the surface water at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay,
and so may confuse the seasonal picture.

In 1925 the surface salinity remained close to the annual minimum at this local-

ity for several weeks (perhaps this is always the case) . A considerable increase was
then recorded (to about 32.3 per mille; p. 756) ;

but if this is an annual event (which

is by no means certain) it is followed by a second freshening, for the surface records

for this region for July and August, in the several years of record, have averaged

only about 31.5 per mille (or 31.3 per mille, if one station for July, 1916, be included),

with 32.09> per mille as the maximum. The salinity then increases slowly through

the autumn and early winter, as just described (p. 799). Differences in circulation

may bring the surface to its saltest there as early as the last of December, as seems

to have happened in 1920 (p. 805), or not until well into March, as in 1913 (p. 808).

Comparison between the graphs for the Bay of Fundy (fig. 165) and for the mouth
of Massachusetts Bay (fig. 166) brings out the interesting difference that while the

surface salinity of the former continues comparatively constant throughout the year,

except for the period of 4 or 5 months that covers the vernal freshening and its

eclipse, the salinity rises and falls over a period of 8 or 9 months off Massachusetts

Bay, with only the winter describable as comparatively static.

The differences in salinity from season to season at the surface are so much wider

than the differences at any given season from year to year that inclusion of the lat-

ter does not rob the composite graph (fig. 166) of its illustrative value. Annual
fluctuations, however, introduce a more and more serious source of error at greater

and greater depths, as the effects of vernal freshening from above become less and

less apparent, until the former may nearly, if not quite, equal the seasonal fluctua-

tions at depths no greater than 40 meters. Consequently, a combination of the data

for different years gives a less trustworthy picture of the seasonal progression for the

deep water; and monthly data for any one year, which would yield such a picture,

are yet to be obtained.

Nevertheless, when such data as are available are combined, by seasons, for the

40-meter level 16 a rather definite progression does appear, with valuesaveraging 32.8

to 33.1 per mille for the cold half of the year (November through March), decreasing

to 32.6 per mille in April, 32.5 per mille in May, 32.3 per mille for July to October,

and increasing again through the early winter. While the 40-meter value was as

high there on June 16 and 17, 1925 (33.17 per mille), as any recorded for February

or March, this is the only record for the period July to October that has been higher

than the mean for the year (approximately 32.6 to 32.7 per mille). On the other

hand, only 1 of the 10 records for the period January to March has fallen appreci-

ably below the annual mean.

The salinity of the 40-meter level, therefore, may be expected to vary by about

0.7 per mille at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay during average years, being most

saline at about the same season that the surface is at its maximum (late winter)
,
but

not at its freshest until two or three months after the salinity at the surface has

passed its minimum (in May) and begun to increase once more. However, the

unusually saline state of the water in this region in June, 1925, is sufficient evidence

18 November to January, 6 stations; February to March, 5 stations; April to May, 4 stations; June, Fish Hawk cruise 14 in

1925; July to August, 6 stations; September to October, 2 stations for the several years.
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that this progression may be interrupted by indrafts of water from offshore, or that

the seasonal schedule may vary from year to year.

The 100-meter salinities for this locality have averaged about 32.9 to 33 per mille

for the period February to July (extremes 33.8 and 32.5 per mille), with no definite

seasonal variation during that period. All but one of the determinations for the

period August to October have been appreciably lower (32.5 and 32.6 per mille) than

any for the rest of the year, however. An average seasonal varition of about 0.3

per mille is thus indicated at 100 meters, reflecting the extreme depth to which vernal

freshening from above is effective; but here, near its lower limit, this freshening does

not culminate until a month or two later than at 40 meters, or four months later than

at the surface.

The data collected so far fail to show whether any definite seasonal variation of

this sort can be traced at depths greater than 100 meters at this locality.

Closer to land, in Massachusetts Bay off Boston Harbor, vernal freshening

effects about as great a decrease in the salinity of the surface as at the mouth

—

from 32.1 to 32.2 per mille in March (of 1920 and 1921) to about 31 per mille in

April and to about 30 per mille in May, followed by rather rapid recovery to 31 to

32 per mille through July and August. The lowest values have been recorded as

early in the year at 40 meters as at the surface (about 31.6 to 31.7 per mille, April

and May, 1920).
OFFING OF THE MERRIMAC RIVER

The truly remarkable extent to which the vernal discharges from the large rivers

govern the seasonal cycle of salinity in the coastwise belt of the gulf is illustrated by
the offing of the Merrimac. To the southward of the Isles of Shoals, in its train,

vernal freshening is as sudden an event and the decrease in the salinity of the sur-

face is as great (by about 4 per mille) as in the Bay of Fundy (p. 808); but in

the trough between the Isles of Shoals and Jeffreys Ledge, only some 20 miles out

from the mouth of the river, the extreme range of salinity so far recorded at the

surface for the months of December, March, April, May, July, August, October, and

November 17 has been only about 1.2 per mille (31.6 to 32.8 per mille)
;
nor does ver-

nal freshening seem to culminate there until August—three months later than along

shore. Furthermore, its effect is so closely confined to the immediate surface here

that it has little effect at 40 meters and is not definitely reflected at all in the records

for 100 meters or deeper where the salinity has proved virtually constant from sea-

son to season and with but slight variations from year to year.

NEAR MOUNT DESERT ISLAND

The vernal freshening of the surface culminates at about the same season near

Mount Desert Island as in the Bay of Fundy—i. e. late in April or early in

May. 18 However, this sector of the coast is so much less affected by river water,

and so much more open to the offshore waters of the gulf, that the seasonal range

17 A total of 10 stations.

18 Although only 12 sets of salinities have been taken here, the fact that we have records for 6 consecutive months for 1915, and

that the other data are consistent with these, makes the graph a reliable picture of the cycle for the half year, May to October,

which covers the season when the greatest changes in salinity take place.
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of surface salinity is only about one-fourth as wide (about 1 per mille) as in the Bay
of Fundy—half as wide as at the mouth of Massachussetts Bay. The surface off

Mount Desert then salts again slowly right through the summer and early autumn,

its salinity increasing from about 31.5 per mille on May 11, 1915 (station 10275), to

to 32.66 per mille on October 9 (station 10328) ;
and while we lack data for No-

vember and December it is probable that the surface is near its saltest here during

the late autumn and early winter, for readings for January 1, 1921, and March 3.

1920, were somewhat lower and almost precisely alike (32.3 and 32.2 per mille).

The seasonal fluctuation associated with land drainage is strictly confined to

the superficial stratum off this open coast, probably because the more saline water

in the trough of the gulf tends to bank up along this part of the coastal slope here

at all times of year. Thus the highest and the lowest salinities yet recorded at the

40-meter level near Mount Desert are only about 0.4 per mille apart (32.16 per mille,

July 19, 1915, station 10302, and 32.6 per mille, August 13, 1913, station 10099).

About the same range and the same maximum and minimum values were recorded

near bottom at 80 meters, though the water at this depth proved most saline in

January (station 10497, January 1, 1921, 32.6 per mille); least so in May (station

10274, May 10, 1915, 32.23 per mille).

GERMAN BANK

The seasonal cycle on German Bank appears from the following summary:

Date Station
Salinity
at the

surface

Salinity
at 40
meters

Date Station
Salinity
at the
surface

Salinity
at 40
meters

Mar. 23, 1920
Apr. 15, 1920
Apr. 28, 1919..
May 7, 1915
May 30, 1919
June 19, 1915

20085
20103

2 22
10271

2 38
10290

Per mille
‘ 32. eo
32. 74

31. 70
81. 89
31.67
32. 07

Per mille
32.63
32. 79
31.70
31. 94
31.70
32. 10

Aug. 14, 1912...

Aug. 12, 1913
Aug. 12, 1914
Sept. 2, 1915

/ 10029

1 10030
10095
10244
10311

Per mille

j
32. 70

32. 75
32.84
32.23

Per mille

32.80

32.97
32. 90±
32.50

1 Probably. 2 Ice Patrol station.

A seasonal variation of at least 1 per mille is thus to be expected there, with

the whole column of water least saline sometime between the last of April and first

of June, the exact date depending on the flow and ebb of the Nova Scotian current.

Data for this part of the gulf during autumn and winter are desiderata.

WESTERN SIDE OF THE BASIN

The extent to which the salinity of the basin of the gulf is affected by the out-

rush of river water in spring depends more on the tracks of the latter than on the

distance offshore. Consequently, the considerable variations that have been re-

corded in the salinity of the surface of the basin in the offing of Cape Ann from summer
to summer no doubt reflect corresponding variations in the volume and direction

of the drift from the north past Cape Ann.

In the summers of 1912 and 1914 this drift appears to have been turned sharply

offshore by the jutting cape, so that the surface water of the neighboring parts of

the basin was about 1 per mille less saline in July and August than the mean value
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to be expected there in spring. In 1915, however, the surface freshened by only

about 0.5 per mille at that locality from May to June; and while salinity may have

fallen somewhat lower that July (when no observations were taken), it was about

the same there at the end of August (32.5 per mille at station 10307) as it had been

in June.

The available data 19 show the surface freshest here in July or August, or three

months later than at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay (p. 811), and not saltest until

May (p. 745), when the coastwise belt is least saline, a seasonal difference associated

with the geographic location.

It is not possible to follow the seasonal progression of salinity in the deeper

strata of the basin from the data at hand because the annual variations outrange

the seasonal variations even at as small a depth as 40 meters. I can only point out

that the 40-meter salinity decreased from 33.15 per mille on May 5, in 1915, to 33

per mille on June 26 and to 32.75 per mille on August 31, suggesting that vernal

freshening culminates later at this depth than at the surface, as, indeed, is to be

expected. At 100 meters the values for May, June, and August, 1915, all fell

close together (33.08 to 33.17 per mille); and the extreme range of variation so far

recorded at this level, for all years and seasons, has only been from about 32.5 per

mille to about 33.2 per mille in this part of the basin.

Pulses in the indraft of banks water govern the salinity of the deeps of the gulf

(p. 848) ;
and these are reflected in fluctuations from a minimum of about 33.5 per

mille to a maximum of about 34.1 per mille at the 200-meter level in the basin off

Cape Ann. However, as pointed out (p. 852), it is not yet known how regularly

periodic these fluctuations are, and if periodic, their exact seasonal schedule.

ANNUAL SURVEY OF SALINITY ON THE BOTTOM

The salinity of the bottom water of the gulf (interesting chiefly for its biologic

bearing) is determined in part by the depth and in part by proximity, on the one

hand, to the Eastern Channel and on the other to the coastline, with the outflow

from its rivers. It is also influenced by the Nova Scotian current and by the general

anticlockwise eddy that occupies the basin of the gulf. In inclosed sinks and bowls

the degree of isolation is the determining factor.

In summer and autumn the whole bottom of the open basin deeper than 175

meters has invariably proved salter than 33.5 per mille—sa'lter than 34 per mille at

most places and on most occasions. In 1914 a maximum of about 35 per mille was
recorded for the southeastern part, out through the Eastern Channel (p. 785) ,

but this

may have been a somewhat higher value than is usual for that situation. The state

of the gulf in the midwinter of 1920-1921 and in the spring of 1920, with the fact

that all but two out of 31 records of the salinity of the two arms of the trough

deeper that 175 meters have fallen between 33.8 and 34.5 per mille, irrespective of

the time of year, make it unlikely that its bottom normally experiences a variation

wider than about 0.5 per mille in salinity during the year, or from year to year, in

depths greater than 150 meters. Animals living on bottom in deep water in the gulf

19 Thirteen stations for the months of February, March, April, May, June, July, August, November, and December in var-

ious years.
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therefore enjoy an environment that is virtually uniform in this respect from years

end. to years end. The only exception to this rule has been the eastward of Cashes

Ledge, where we have found the salinity of the bottom water only 33.2 per mille in

May at a depth of 185 meters (station 10269), contrasting with 33.6 to 34 per mille

earlier in spring and in summer.

Certain other regional variations in the state of the bottom water of the trough

also can be traced within more narrow limits. Thus, its eastern arm is usually

slightly less saline along the western slope than the eastern, independent of depths.

In the western arm, however, off Cape Ann, the salinity of the bottom water is more
directly a factor of the depth. The salinity on the intervening broken bottom has

usually been slightly below 34 per mille; once (in March, 1920) as low as 33.4 per

mille. A month later, however, it had risen to 34.18 per mille at this same locality;

and water of 34 per mille must overflow the irregular ridge south of Cashes Ledge
with some regularity, this being its only route to the basin to the west. An overflow

of this sort was, in fact, reflected by an increase in the bottom salinity there from

33.4 per mille on March 20, 1920, to 34.18 per mille on April 17 at depths of 175 to

200 meters (stations 20052 and 20114).

An unmistakable, if slight, increase in the bottom salinity, depth for depth, is

characteristic of the floor of the gulf from the inner parts of its two troughs

out to the entrance to the Eastern Channel, probably at all seasons.

We have found the bottom salinity of the depth zone between the 175 and 150

meter contours (narrow everywhere except north of Cashes Ledge) averaging about

33.6 per mille, winter and summer, ranging from occasional values close to 35 per

mille (or even slightly higher) at the deeper level to a mean of about 33.3 per mille

at the shoaler boundary. No definite seasonal variation is demonstrated in water

as deep as this, but the recorded variations, station for station, are associated with

the pulses in the inflowing bottom current (p. 690)

.

This depth zone is interesting, however, because it includes the isolated bowl
at the mouth of the Massachusetts Bay, the trough west of Jeffreys Ledge, and the

deeper parts of the Bay of Fundy, in all of which the bottom water is considerably

less saline than at corresponding depths in the open basin outside. In the most
nearly inclosed of the three—off Gloucester— the bottom water at any given time of

year is virtually uniform from a depth of about 100 meters (slightly below the level of

the inclosing rim) down to 170 meters.

Regional differences in salinity increase greatly at depths less than 150 meters

as the water shoals, depending on the geographic location, with the changes of the

seasons also governing the bottom salinity more and more, so that the picture

becomes increasingly complex.

In the coastal zone between Cape Cod and Cape Sable the bottom salinity, at

depths of 100 to 150 meters, has been found to vary from 32.38 per mille to 34.11

per mille, according to depth, locality, and date. On the whole it averages lowest

in the bowl off Gloucester, in the trough west of Jeffreys Ledge, and in the Bay of

Fundy (32.2 to 33.2 per mille for this depth zone); highest on the northeastern

slope of the open basin near Lurcher Shoal, where we have had one bottom reading

as high as 34.11 per mille in water only 120 meters deep (station 10245, August 12,

1914), with others of 33.4 to 33.8 per mille. The upper part of this depth zone also
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shows the seasonal effects of land drainage and of the Nova Scotian current. Thus, we
have found the bottom of the Northern Channel freshening from about 33.6 per mille

in March, 1920, to 32.8 per mille in April at 125 to 135 meters, with 32.9 per mille

in July, 1914. Off Lurcher Shoal, where the bottom salinity has averaged about

33.7 per mille at the 100-meter contour in August and September, 33.5 per mille,

March to April, and 33.08 per mille on January 4, 1921, it was only about 32.3 per

mille at 90 meters on May 10, 1915 (fig. 108).

The bottom salinity of the northern and western sides of the gulf ranges from

about 32.3 to 32.5 per mille along the 100-meter contour in August to 32.5 to 33 per

mille in winter, according to the precise locality; and the 100 to 150 meter zone

along the northern slopes of Georges Bank (here only a few miles wide) is close to

33 per mille in spring, summer, and at the end of the winter, with no definite sea-

sonal variation demonstrable from the observations taken there so far.

On the seaward slope of Georges Bank these depths include the so-called “warm
zone” (p. 530), the salinity of which has been sufficiently discussed in the preceding

pages. I need only add here that it varies from about 34 per mille to upwards of

35 per mille, hence is considerably more saline than the corresponding depths any-

where within the gulf.

The zone included between the 40 and 100 meter contours is especially interest-

ing because it comprises most of the important fishing grounds, both within the gulf,

on Browns Bank, on all but the shoalest parts of Georges Bank, the South Channel,

and the outer part of the continental shelf.

The bottom readings for July and August at stations so shoal have varied between

31.8 and 33.2 per mille around the western and northern slopes of the gulf, with 32

to 33.2 per mille on bottom in 40 to 140 meters at our June to August stations at

the mouth of Massachusetts Bay.

Close in to the western shore of Nova Scotia, Vachon’s (1918) record of 31.09 to

32.33 per mille at 40 to 45 meters off Yarmouth show the bottom averaging some-

what less saline, depth for depth, than in most other parts of the gulf. Bottom
salinities are also low off Cape Sable (32 to 32.3 per mille in 50 to 55 meters in July

and August, 1914). In the open Bay of Fundy, Mavor (1923) had 31.9 to 32.9 per

mille in depths of 50 to 100 meters in August, 1919, while Vachon (1918) records

bottom salinities of 31.13 to 32.4 per mille at 45 to 55 meters in St. Marys Bay and

31.2 to 32.2 per mille in 40 to 70 meters depth in Passamaquoddy Bay in the sum-

mer of 1916. It is an interesting question, for future solution, whether the bottom

salinity of Penobscot Bay and Frenchmans Bay is equally low or whether enough

water drifts inward along their troughs to maintain bottom salinities as high as off

the open coast.

Little change seems to take place in the bottom salinity of the 40 to 100 meter

depth zone along the northern slope of the gulf in autumn, winter, or March. Thus,

14 stations between Cape Cod and the Bay of Fundy averaged about the same at 25

to 80 meters in September and October (32.4 per mille) as in summer, with 4 stations

east of Cape Elizabeth averaging 32.7 per mille (extremes of 32.8 and 32.6 per mille)

in the midwinter of 1920-21 at 60 to 100 meters. The bottom values for this sector

in March, in equal depths, have been 32.4 to 32.5 per mille. Close agreement between
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the bottom salinity at 40 meters off Yarmouth on January 4, 1921 (31.3 per mille,

station 10501), and Vachon’s summer records for that locality (p. 769) suggest equal

constancy as characteristic of the Nova Scotian side from late summer to midwinter.

Vernal freshening by the rivers and by the Nova Scotian current affects but

slightly even the shoaler part of the 40 to 100 meter bottom zone, as described

above (p. 750)—the deeper parts hardly appreciably (p. 752). In Massachusetts Bay
this event is reflected in a decrease in salinity by about 0.3 to 0.4 per mille from

March to May (p. 813), the Bay of Fundy (p. 809) and the eastern side of the gulf, as

exemplified by German Bank (p. 814), freshening somewhat more; but it is doubtful

whether any vernal freshening of the bottom water from this source is appreciable

along the sector between Cape Elizabeth and Mount Desert at depths greater than

100 to 120 meters, except close in to the mouths of rivers (p. 814).

At the end of the winter and in spring we have found the bottom water at this

depth varying from 32.5 per mille to about 33 per mille in salinity on the offshore

banks, also; and in some years (1916, for example) bottom salinities no higher than

this prevail up to the third week in July—perhaps later still; but in other summers
(typified by 1914) when slope waters creep in over the shelf during the first two
months of summer it raises the bottom salinity to 34 to 34.9 per mille along the

southern (offshore) edge of Georges Bank and on Browns Bank.
The zone shoaler than 40 meters falls naturally into two divisions, the one

including the waters immediately fringing the coast line of the gulf, the other the

greater part of Nantucket Shoals and the shoals on Georges Bank. This zone

extends right up to tide line within the gulf, including the shoal bays and river

mouths; hence, its bottom water ranges in salinity from brackish, on the one hand,

to maximum values of about 32.9 per mille toward its lower boundary, on the other,

and experiences the full effects of seasonal freshening. Very little attention has

yet been paid to the salinity of this zone around the open gulf; but our stations

in Massachusetts Bay in August, 1922, with the Canadian data for theBay of Fundy
region, added to such other evidence as is available, point to about 31 to 32.5 per

mille as the usual limits to the bottom salinity at 10 to 40 meters depth in summer
and autumn all along the open shores from Cape Cod to Cape Sable, including

Casco Bay and the Bay of Fundy. Considerably lower bottom salinities are to be

expected over this depth zone in estuaries into which large rivers empty; Vachon

(1918), in fact, has recorded values of 28.22 per mille to 31.49 per mille at the

mouth of the St. Croix River, varying according to precise locality and stage of the

tide, with 31.14 per mille at 20 meters in Kennebecasis Bay and 30.2 to 32.6 per

mille at 20 meters at the mouth of the Annapolis River for September, 1916.

The zone from the surface down to a depth of 20 to 30 meters is the only part

of the bottom of the gulf that experiences a wide seasonal fluctuation in salinity

from the vernal freshening of the surface stratum from the land and from the vernal

expansion of the Nova Scotian cui’rent. In this shallow water, however, the change

in salinity from autumn and winter (when it is near its maximum) to May (when,

generally speaking it falls to its minimum) is so wide that the bottom fauna must
either be comparatively indifferent to the salinity of the water or able to carry out

bathic migrations sufficiently extensive to escape them.
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No bottom samples have been collected on the shoal parts of Nantucket Shoals,

but neighboring stations suggest 32 to 32.5 per mille as the probable values there at

20 to 40 meters for the summer, autumn, and winter—perhaps slightly lowrer in

spring.

ALKALINITY

It has long been known that under normal circumstances sea water is invari-

ably a very slightly alkaline solution. Within the last few years attention has been

attracted to the seasonal and regional variations in the precise degree of alkalinity

in the sea by the probability that this feature of the aquatic environment may be

one of the controlling factors in the biology of marine organisms, especially of the

unicellular planktonic forms. Seasonal changes in this respect also afford a possible

measure of the activity of diatom and other plant flowerings, and thus of the inten-

sity of life processes in general in the sea, because marine plants increase the alka-

linity of the sea water as they draw carbon from the bicarbonates in solution.

This whole question is exceedingly technical; so much so that no convenient

measure for alkalinity has yet been devised, the meaning of which would be obvious

to any one who had not devoted some attention to the subject. Salinity, for exam-
ple, is expressed in percentage or per thousand (the more usual terminology), tem-

perature in degrees—expressions sufficiently familiar to be readily understood. The
degree of alkalinity, however, usually is stated in terms of the concentration of the

hydrogen-ion, which can hardly be expected to bring a concrete image to the mind
of anyone not a trained chemist. Perhaps to the marine biologist or to the ocean-

ographer who is not a trained chemist the following quotation in non-technical lan-

guage may help to clarify the matter:

The unit of hydrogen-ion concentration is 1 normal hydrogen-ion per liter of water, or about

1 gram of hydrogen-ion per liter. The finest distilled water contains only about 1 gram of hydro-

gen-ion in 10,000,000 liters of water at about 22° C., and thus its hydrogen-ion concentration is

about 10“7
. Sea water, however, is alkaline and contains only about a tenth this concentration of

hvdrogen-ions. (Mayor, 1919, p. 157.)

The symbol "pH” was invented by Sorensen (1909) and has since been widely

adopted to avoid the necessity of writing negative exponents, the notations added

thereto being—stated in the baldest possible terms—the logarithm of the reciprocal

of the true hydrogen-ion concentration.20 Therefore, the larger the number of pH
the less acid or more alkaline is the water, pH 7 being about neutrality, anything

below that acid, and anything above that alkaline.

Determinations of the alkalinity of the sea water can be carried out with little

difficulty at sea by the colorimetric method. 21

The colorimetric tubes used on the Albatross in 1920 and on the Halcyon were

prepared especially for us by Dr. A. G. Mayor and used as prescribed by him
(Mayor, 1922, p. 63). These give correct readings for pH if the salinity be 32 to 33

per mille, but for higher salinities every additional 1 per mille of salinity requires a

20 For a fuller explanation of the reason for expressing the hydrogen-ion concentration by the term pH, rather than directly

see Mayor (1919 and 19221, Clark (1920), and Atkins (1922).

21 McClendon, Gault, and Mulholland (1917) and Mayor (1919) give details as to the preparation and use of the comparator

tubes for rough and ready use at sea.
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correction of —0.01 of pH, and a correction of +0.01 for every 1 per mille by which

the salinity falls below 32 per mille, thus:

Salinity, per mille

29
30
31

32-33

34
35 Correction to pH

+ 0 . 03

+0. 02

+0 . 01

0

-0 . 01

- 0 . 02

For use on shipboard, where conditions of light and shade are not always of the

best, and where the lurching of the vessel may make it difficult to handle delicate

apparatus, a dark comparator box, in which three tubes can be inserted—the sea

water to be tested and a standard on either side of it—much facilitates the comparison

of slight differences of color. We have made the following series of determinations

from the Albatross and Halcyon. Accuracy can be expected to ±0.05 of pH, my
experience corroborating Mayor’s (1922, p. 65) statement that differences as small

as 0.03 pH can be detected with the particular colorimetric tubes employed.

Albatross stations

Station Date Depth pH
corrected

Salinity,

per mille
Temper-
ature °C.

42° 20' N. by 70° 40' W Mar. 10 Surface 7.9 32. 00
42° 17' N. by 70° 07' W do do 7. 9 32. 43 2. 22
42° 12' N. by 69° 06' W ___do do 7. 9 32. 65 2 22

/Mar. 11 do 7.9 32. 61 3. 61«UUOo — - -
i__do 190 meters 7. 88 34.61 4.63
/..do Surface - 7.9 32.84 3.5
l—do 330 meters 7.98 34. 78 4. 02
/..do Surface 7.9 32. 63 3. 61*UUOO _ _ _ _ _ _ \-.do 80 meters 7.9 32.69 2.73
/..do Surface 7.9 32. 57 3. 33
/..do 70meters 7.9 32. 59 3. 63
(Mar. 12 Surface 7.9 32. 68 3. 05iiUUD / ________ _____ _______
\-.do 90 meters 7.9 32. 79 2.80
(..do Surface 7.9 32. 65 3. 33

20068 _ (..do .... 150 meters 7. 9 33. 86 4 40
[..do 190 meters 7.89 34. 23 4.92
/..do Surface 7.9 32. 83 3. 33
/..do 1, 000 meters. 7. 88 34.92 3. 77

20073 Mar. 17 Surface ... 7. 9 32 44 2 22

20074
/Mar. 19 do 7.9 32.09 1.39
l..do 150 meters 7.9 33. 69 4. 68

20075 (..do .... Surface 8 31.80 .56
I-.do 90 meters 8 33.21 3. 76

20078 Mar. 20 Surface 8 32 45 1 Q5

20079 /Mar. 22 do 7.9 32! 56 2. 50
\-_do 200meters 7.9 33.31 4. 29

20082.. Mar. 23 Surface 7. 9 32 59 2 67
20083 do do 7. 9 32. 17 1 95
20085 do __. 7. 9 2 50

20087 /Mar. 24 do 7.9 32. 49 3. 05
\-.do 250 meters 7.89 34. 22 5. 06

20089 Apr. 6 7. 96 31 25 3 05

20000 /Apr. 9 do 7.9 32. 36 3. 33
\..do 120meters 7.9 32.48 2.25

20091 Surface __ 8 31 Q7 2 33
20092 7 94 31 01 3 05
20095 Apr. 10 8 02 30 07 3 05
20096 8. 02 9Q Q4 2 78
20098 Apr. 11 7. 95 32 39 3 05
20099 7. 99 31 46 3 61
20103 Apr. 15 7. 9 32 74 3 89
20104 7 9 32 32 3 05
20107 7 9 32 34 3 33

20108 (..do.... do 7.9 32. 58 4. 17
U-do l30meters 7.9 33. 05 3. 75

20109 I-.do Surface 7.9 32. 65 4. 17
i-.do 150meters 7. 88 34. 54 6. 47
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Albatross stations—Continued

Station Date Depth PH
,

corrected
Salinity,
per mille

Temper-
ature °C.

Apr. 17 Surface 7.9 32.54 3.61

do 7. 9 32. 50 3. 33

/Apr. 18 do 8 32. 14 3. 61

\._do .... 195 meters 7.9 33.91 4. 25

Surface 8 31.87 3.61

Apr. 20 do 8. 05 31.55 4. 44
/May 4 do 8. 18 29. 08 5. 56

t.do—

.

60meters 8. 15 32. 24 2. 39
(May 8 Surface 8. 19 28.26 7.22
/..do 85 meters 7.9 32.38 2. 30

/May 16 Surface 8. 02 29. 94 8.89
\_.do 55 meters. 7.9 32. 18 2. 35
/..do .... Surface 7. 93 29. 87 9. 72

\..do 100 meters 7.9 32. 45 2. 65

/..do Surface 7.92 30. 25 9.17

K.do 140 meters. 7.9 32. 21 4. 04

/May 17 Surface 7.9 31.53 8.33
\_.do 160 meters 7.9 33. 49 4. 10

/..do Surface 7.9 31.89 7.22

\-.do 145 meters.. 7.9 32. 98 3.80
/..do.... Surface 7.9 32.98 7. 78

\__do 70meters.— 8 32. 50 5. 04

/..do Surface 7.9 32. 61 7. 78

U.do 160 meters 7.88 34. 72 8. 28

May 19 Surface 8 33.17 12.22

20112.
20113 .

20116 .

20117 .

20118

.

20121

.

20122 ..

20123

20124 „

20125

„

20126 „
20127 ..

20128 ..

20129 ..

20130 ..

Halcyon stations

Station Date Depth, meters
pH

corrected
Salinity,
per mille

Temper-
ature, °C.

10488 Dec. 29, 1920 Surface 7.9 31.82 3.89
10631 Aug. 22, 1922 8 31.29 17. 80

10632... 8 31. 21 18.00

\ .. do . 8 32. 37 4. 50
10636 Aug. 24, 1922 7.9 31.09 15.80

On March 25 and 26, 1919, Mayor (1922) found the alkalinity to be as follows

at several stations between Cape Ann and Yarmouth, Nova Scotia: 22

Locality
pH

,
corrected

Salinity,

per
mille

Tempera-
ture,

°C.

10 miles off Cape Ann 8. 04 31. 75 4.3
47 miles off Boston Harbor ... . 8 32. 54 4.2
Near Cashes Ledge ... _ 8 32. 56 3.5
32 miles off Yarmouth 7. 96 31. 46 2.2
8 miles off Yarmouth _ 7.06 31.67 1.4

Henderson and Cohn (1916) found the alkalinity of several Gulf of Maine sam-
ples to vary from pH 8.031 to pH 8.102.

Off the Atlantic coast of the United States, between New York and the Tortu-

gas, Mayor (1922) has reported a range of pH from 7.95 to 8.23, noting a character-

istic difference between the gray-green coastal water, with a pH of about 8, and
the deep blue gulf stream outside the edge of the continent, with a pH upward of 8.2.

The pH as tabulated above shows the Gulf of Maine to fall among the less

J! For general summaries of the measurements of pH that have been made in various seas, see Clark (1920), Atkins (1922),

and Palitzsch (1923).
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alkaline seas, as might have been expected from its comparatively low salinity and
temperature. Within the gulf, however, the pH from station to station does not

correspond to the differences in salinity or in temperature; neither have I been able

find any definite parallelism between the pH and the abundance of diatoms—cer-

tainly no decided rise even at the times and stations when these pelagic plants are

flowering most freely. In short, the volume of water is too large and its circulation

too free for any given flowering to reflect its active photosjmthesis by an appreciable

local rise in pH.
The fact that in March the deeper of two samples was in several cases the

more alkaline, but that in May the reverse was true, may be significant, the phyto-

plankton being most abundant in the well-illuminated strata near the surface. It is

not improbable, also, that a larger number of observations carried out through the

the year would reveal a seasonal fluctuation of pH, with the maximum in early

spring and summer following the vernal flowerings of diatoms and the summer mul-

tiplication of peridinians, such as occurs in the Irish Sea 23 (Moore, Prideaux, and
Herdman, 1915; Bruce, 1924).

VISUAL TRANSPARENCY

Measurements of the transparency of the water were taken at 18 stations dur-

the summer of 1912 with the ordinary “Secchi” disk—a metal plate 14 inches in

diameter, painted white, and rigged with a bridle, so that it hangs horizontal. This

is viewed through a water glass 24 while being lowered, and the depth at which it

disappears from view is recorded.

In the clearest water the disk was visible to 8.2 fathoms, but at most of the

stations it disappeared at 4 to 5 fathoms. Local variations in transparency did not

parallel the variations in color (p. 823), for while the water was most transparent

when bluest, it was not least so where greenest, but where the percentage of yellow

was only 20 (station 10038).

The transparency does not measure the penetration of sunlight, for water

cloudy with silt or with diatoms may still be translucent, like ground or opal glass,

though transparent to only a small degree.

Transparency, in meters

Date, 1912 Station
Transpar-

ency
Date, 1912 Station

Transpar-
ency

July 11 10004 6.4 Aug. 15 10031 7.3
July 17 10011 11 10036 7.3
July 23 10012b 11 Aug. 21 10037 7.3
July 24 10014 11 10038 5.5
July 25 10015 8.2 Do 10039 11

July 26 10016 6. 4 10040 9.

1

Aug. 7 10022 13 Aug. 29 10043 9.

1

Do 10023 15 Aug. 31 10044 9.1
Aug. 8 10025 12

23 See Nelson (1924) for an account of rapid diurnal variations of pH in the estuarine wafers of New .Tersey

,

!i The use of the water glass is necessary to escape the effect of reflections from the surface.
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COLOR

The color of the gulf was measured by percentages of yellow 25 during the sum-

mers of 1912 and 1913.

As is well known, the water is, as a whole, bluest outside the edge of the conti-

nent, greenest alongshore. With only 2 per cent yellow, the water at our outermost

station off Nantucket on July 8, 1913 (station 10060), closely approached the pure

sapphire blue characteristic of the so-called “Sargasso Sea,” of the Mediterranean,

and of certain regions in tropical Indian and Pacific Oceans. In our experience the

water has never shown as small a percentage of yellow as this anywhere inside the

edge of the continent, though with only 5 per cent of yellow off Nantucket Shoals on

July 9, 1913, evidently only a slight overflow of tropic water would have been required

to produce very blue water. This is the minimum percentage of yellow so far

recorded for the Gulf of Maine proper, and three stations for 1913 point to 9 per

cent yellow as about normal for the central basin of the gulf.

At the other extreme, we have invariably found the percentage of yellow great-

est (27 to 35 per cent) in the coastal belt along the shore of Maine, out, roughly, to

the 100-meter contour, with secondary smaller but very green areas (27 per cent of

yellow) along the outer side of Cape Cod and in the German Bank region. The
greenest water so far recorded has been in Casco Bay, though inclosed locations

probably would prove equally green all around the coast line of the gulf. In the

western, northern, and eastern parts of the gulf, including the Massachusetts Bay
region on one side and the waters off the Bay of Fundy and west of Nova Scotia

on the other, the percentage of yellow has usually ranged from 14 to 20.

The Gulf of Maine, like most coastal boreal waters, thus falls among the greener

seas, its color agreeing fairly well with that of the English Channel and with the

coast water of the Bay of Biscay (Schott, 1902, pi. 36). However, as I have noted

in earlier publications (Bigelow, 1914, p. 81; 1915, p. 225), the distribution of color

does not exactly parallel either the temperature or the salinity, for while low salin-

ity is reflected in a high percentage of yellow, the most saline part of the basin has not

been the bluest. The true key to local variations in color within the gulf is to be

found more in variations in the density and character of the plankton and in the

amount and nature of the silt which the water holds suspended.

The records for the two years combined show that the color of the gulf changes

but little from July to August or from year to year at that season. No measure-

ments of the color have been made at other times of year, but a browner hue is to

be expected alongshore when diatoms are flowering actively in spring.

“The color of the sea usually is measured by the “ Forei ” scale, based on a combination of blue and yellow, the former being

5-gram copper ammonia sulphate + 0.5 cubic centimeter ammonia in 95 cubic centimeters water; the latter 15-gram potassium

chromate in 100 cubic centimeters of water. The combinations used are as follows:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Per cent blue . „ 100 98 95 91 86 80 73 65 56 46 35 23 10

Per cent yellow .... 0 2 5 9 14 20 27 35 44 54 65 77 90

Various comparators have been devised for use on shipboard. For descriptions of the method employed on the Grampus
see Bigelow, 1914, p. 38.
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Date General locality Station

Color in
percent-
age of

yellow

1912
July 10 Off Gloucester _ _ ... 10002 20

11 Near Gloucester _ - 10004 20
13 Off Boston Harbor. . 10006 20
15 Basin off Cape Ann 10007 14
16 Ipswich Bav _. __ 10008 20
16 Northeast of Cape Ann 10009 14
16 Off Hampton, New Hampshire 10010 20
17 Near Isles of Shoals . 10011 20
24 Off Kennebunkport 10013 27
24 10014 27
25 Casco Bay _ . 10015 27
26 Near Seguin Island . . 10016 27
27 Casco Bav 10017 35
27 Orrs Island ... 44
29 Off Casco Bav 10019 20

Aug. 2 Off Monhegan Island . 10021 27
3 Penobscot Bav 10021a 27
7 Off Cape Elizabeth 10022 27
7 Platts Bank. 10023 14
8 Offing of Penobscot Bay . . 10025 20
8 Off Matinicus Island 10026 20
8 Near Seguin Island . 10026a 20
14 Basin South of Mount Desert 10027 20
14 Basin, east side 10028 20
14 German Bank . 10029 20
15 Off Lurcher Shoal 10031 24
16 Off Mount Desert Rock .. 10032 24
16 Off Machias, Me . 10033 35
19 West end, Grand Manan Channel . ...... 10035 20
20 Offing of Machias, Me .. ... . 10036 20
21 Near Mount Desert Island . .. 10037 35
21 Off Isle au Haut 10038 20

1913
July 8 Off Northern Cape Cod . ... 10057 27

8 Southwestern part of basin... ... .. . 10058 9
9 West side of Georges Bank ... .. 10059 20
9 Offing of Nantucket Shoals 100C0 5

10 Continental edge, off Nantucket Shoals . .. 10061 2
Aug. 4 Off Chatham, Cape Cod .. 10085 27

5 Off northern Cape Cod ... ..... ... ... 10086 27
9 Off Gloucester ... .. _ ... 10087 14

10 Center of basin 10090 9
11 Offing of Penobscot Bay 10091 20
11 East side of basin ... . 10092 9
12 do ..... . .. 10094 27
12 German Bank - 10095 27
12 Off Lurcher Shoal 10096 20
13 Off Machias, Me... 10098 20
13 Near Mount Desert Island 10099 27
13 Near Mount Desert Rock 10100 27
14 Offing of Penobscot Bay ... 10101 35
14 do ... _ 10102 20
15 Near Isles of Shoals 10104 20
15 Offing of Ipswiteb Bay 10105 20

SOURCES FROM WHICH THE GULF OF MAINE RECEIVES ITS
WATERS

In few parts of the world is the coast water that bathes the continental shelf as

sharply demarked from the oceanic water outside the edge of the continent as it is

off the east coast of North America, from the Grand Banks on the north to Cape
Hatteras on the south. Not only is the former much colder and much less saline

than the latter, but the transition from the one type to the other is often remarkably

abrupt. To see the warm sapphire blue of the so-called “Gulf Stream ” give place

to the cold bottle-green water over the banks is a familiar spectacle to mariners

sailing in from sea. While it is unusual to meet as abrupt a transition as Smith (1923,

pi. 5) describes for one occasion (March 27, 1922) south of the Grand Banks, where
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the water changed from a temperature of 1.1° to 13.3° C. (34° to 56° F.) within

the length of the ship, and where the line of demarkation between the two waters

was made plainly visible on the surface by ripplings, the transition zone from the

one to the other is usually compressed within a few miles abreast the Gulf of Maine.

The general characteristics of the coast water in boreal latitudes have been

well described by Schott (1912) and are matters of common knowledge. I need

merely state here that mean annual surface temperatures lower than 15° and mean
salinities lower than about 33.5 per mille may be so classed, as distinguished from

the much warmer and more saline (35.5 per mille) tropic water, which is commonly
(though rather loosely) termed “Gulf Stream” as it skirts the North American

plateau.

In discussing the sources of the sector of the coast water included within the

Gulf of Maine, it will be convenient to consider the upper and lower strata separately,

for it is now proven they they draw chiefly from different sources.

SUPERFICIAL STRATUM

NOVA SCOTIAN CURRENT

Until detailed study of the physical characters of the coast water off northeastern

North America was undertaken by the United States Bureau of Fisheries, the Museum
of Comparative Zoology, and the Biological Board of Canada, a northerly source was

usually ascribed to the coastal water all along the seaboard of Nova Scotia, New
England, and much farther to the south. This, in fact, has been described, time out

of mind, as the “Arctic current.” As I have remarked in an earlier report (Bigelow,

1915, p. 251), “almost all the ocean atlases show something of this sort; and it has

been accepted in one form or another in almost all the textbooks on physical

geography and oceanography (for example, Maury, 1855; Reelus, 1873; Attlmayr,

1883; Thoulet, 1904; Krummel, 1911; Schott, 1912; the German Marine Observ-

atory (Deutche Seewarte, 1882), the current charts of the United States Navy
(Soley, 1911), and the British Admirality (1897) current chart.)”

The low temperature of the surface water near shore, contrasted with the “Gulf
Stream” offshore and with the oceans as a whole at the latitude in question, natu-

rally suggests a northern origin until analyzed in relation to other factors (p. 686).

Ostensible evidence to the same effect is afforded by the continuity of the cold zone

all along the northeastern coasts of North America, with its mean temperature grad-

ually decreasing from the south toward the Newfoundland-Baffins Bay region in

the north. The southwesterly drift that has been reported repeatedly along the

coasts of the northeastern United States and Nova Scotia argues in the same direc-

tion; so, also, the extension of a generally boreal fauna southward and westward as

far as Cape Cod, with planktonic communities of this category spreading still farther

in this direction in winter.

The observations on the temperature, salinity, and circulation of the gulf, detailed

in other chapters, do, in fact, prove beyond reasonable doubt that water from

the northeast (low in temperature) does flow past Cape Sable into the Gulf of Maine
for a time in spring, sometimes into the summer. Before considering what part this

actually plays in the Gulf of Maine complex a few words may well be devoted to its

probable source.
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Up to 1897 the supposed coldness of the coastal water along North America in

general, and any definite evidences or reports of a current from northeast to south-

west in particular, were usually classed as southward extensions from the Labrador

Current. Without much analysis this Arctic stream was generally thought to flow

down from the Grand Banks region, past Nova Scotia, and so southward along the

whole eastern seaboard of the United States, carrying to New England the cold

resulting from the melting of ice (floe and berg) in Baffins Bay or about the Grand
Banks. Some such southerly branch of the Labrador Current is taken for granted

in most of the older textbooks, charts, and discussions of North American hydrog-

raphy. Thus Libbey (1891, 1895), in his studies of temperature south of Marthas

Vineyard, definitely identified as such the cool band that he recorded along the con-

tinental edge in the offing of southern New England. This view was widely held

until recently. Sumner, Osburn, and Cole (1913, p. 35), for example, state, on the

authority of the United States Navy Department, that the Labrador Current flows

from the Grand Banks past Nova Scotia and so southward as far even as Florida,

narrowing from north to south. Kriimmel (1911) believes the polar water tends to

drift southwestward across the Grand Banks and so to Nova Scotia. Engelhardt

(1913, p. 9, chart B) did not doubt that the Labrador Current bathes our coasts at

least as far as the Gulf of Maine. Johnston (1923, p. 271) describes it as hugging

the coast of North America from Halifax to Cape Cod; and as recently as 1924 Le
Danois (1924, p. 14) wrote of the “dernieres eaux du courant du Labrador qui

longuent la cote des Etats Unis.”

On the other hand, Verrill (1873, p. 106; 1874), in the early days of the United

States Fish Commission, had maintained that the actual temperatures of the deep

strata of the Gulf of Maine did not suggest the effects of any Arctic current, though

he qualified this generalization by adding that the gulf receives accessions of cold

water, ultimately coming from the north, by the tides.

It is obvious that for the Labrador Current to follow the track usually ascribed

to it implies a dominant cold drift setting southwestward from the Newfoundland-
Grand Banks region across the oceanic triangle that separates the Newfoundland
from the Scotian Banks, and so in over the latter toward the coast; but although a

current of this sort is represented on many charts, its supposed extension westward

from the Grand Banks to Nova Scotia seems to have been based more on theoretic

grounds (the assumed necessity for connecting the cool coastal water to the south-

ward with the Arctic flow from Baffins Bay) than on direct observation. Schott

(1897), who first attempted a detailed study of oceanography of the Grand Banks
region, also failed to find any dominant set from northeast to southwest across

the banks, in spite of the proximity of the Labrador Current, which has long been

known to skirt their eastern edge and sometimes to round the so-called “tail of the

bank” for a short distance westward and northwestward. He did, it is true, record

sporadic movements of this Arctic water in over the banks, but he believed them
too small in volume and too irregular in occurrence to be anything but temporary

surface currents caused by the northeast winds, which often blow fresh there. His

conclusions were based on so many records of temperature and on measurements of

the current taken from fishing vessels lying at anchor on the banks that they form
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the foundation for more modern knowledge of the characteristics of the Labrador

Current in the Grand Banks region .

26

Schott’s chief thesis—that the most southerly bounds of the Labrador Current

as a definite stream flow lie not far south or west of the “tail” of the Grand Banks

—

has been corroborated by the extensive oceanographic observations taken yearly by
the International Ice Patrol since 1914 (Johnston, 1915; Fries, 1922 and 1923;

E. H. Smith, 1922 to 1927; Zeusler, 1926), both in the region of the banks and in the

oceanic triangle between the latter and Nova Scotia; also by the drift-bottle experi-

ments carried out by the Biological Board of Canada (Huntsman, 1924).

The data gathered by the Ice Patrol are especially instructive in connection

with the Gulf of Maine, both because of their extent and because especial effort has

constantly been made to chart any extensions of the Labrador Current that might carry

bergs toward the west or southwest—extensions usually easily traceable by their icy

temperature, even if carrying no bergs with them at the time. Furthermore, the oper-

ations of the patrol cover the part of the year (March to July) when the Labrador

Current is greatest in volume as it flows southward and lowest in temperature-^-

hence, when it would be most likety to reach the coast line of Nova Scotia or the

Gulf of Maine, if it ever does so.

So many oceanographic sections have now been run in various directions from

the tail of the Grand Banks by the patrol in various years, and between the

banks and Halifax, with so careful a record of all bergs since 1911, whether actually

sighted by the patrol cutter or reported by other ships (E. H. Smith, 1924a, chart M),
that it is hardly conceivable that any considerable or constant flow of icy cold water

from the Grand Banks region toward Nova Scotia could have escaped attention

during the seasons covered.

Actually, however, not a single phenomenon of this sort has been encountered

during all the years of the patrol. Thus, Johnston (1915, p. 41), in his report on the

operations of 1914, definitely states that “as a stream, Labrador water never gets

west of Grand Bank”; consequently, that the name “Labrador Current,” as applied

to the cold water along the eastern coast of the United States, is a misnomer. Fries

(1922, p. 73), in discussing the oceanographic observations during the patrol of 1921,

also failed to find any evidence of the Labrador Current continuing westward from

the Grand Banks toward the Gulf of Maine. With the accumulated data of succes-

sive years, E. H. Smith (1923) describes the Labrador Current as usually reaching its

farthest boundary on the south and west, somewhere between latitude 42° and 43°,

longitude 51° and 52°, where it eddies sharply to the eastward. A similar account

has recently been given by the Hydrographic Office, United States Navy (1926). As
this was the case during the spring and early summer of 1923 (a year that may be

classed as normal, both in respect to the number of ice bergs that drifted down to

the tail of the Grand Banks and to temperature), and again in the ice-free season of

1924, E. H. Smith (1924a, p. 144) seems fully justified in his conclusion that when the

Labrador Current recurves westward around the tail of the banks this is “the extreme

!6 Schott (1897) described small amounts of polar water as turning westward past Cape Race along the south coast of New-
foundland, to enter the Gulf of St. Lawrence via the northern side of Cabot Strait, where an inflowing current (i. e., setting

west) has often been reported. More recent studies, however, have made it seem unlikely that it extends so far.
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southern extension of the cold polar water.” 27 Observers who have actually studied

oceanographic conditions first hand in the Grand Banks region are unanimous to this

effect.

The evidence of temperature and salinity on which this general thesis rests is

set forth in detail in the successive reports of the patrol (see also Bjerkan, 1919;

Le Danois, 1924, p. 40, and 1924a, p. 46) and need not be repeated here. I need only

point out that any branch of the Labrador Current that might flow southward from

the banks would not only be betrayed by its temperature and salinity (p. 829) but

it would doubtless carry bergs with it in greater or less number from time to time.

Actually, however, not a single berg (except small ones drifting out from the Gulf

of St. Lawrence) was reported west of longitude 55° during the period from 1911 to

1924, very few west of longitude 52°, whereas some hundreds came drifting down
along the east slope of the Grand Banks during that period (see E. H. Smith, 1924,

chart P, showing distribution of ice bergs from 1911 to 1923).

The results of the drift-bottle experiments carried out in eastern Canadian waters

within the past few years by the Biological Board of Canada have not yet been

published in detail. However, Dr. A. G. Huntsman kindly supplies the informa-

tion that they give no more suggestion of a definite stream from the Grand Banks
toward Nova Scotia than do the temperatures or ice drifts just discussed .

28

In short, no actual evidence of such a current is forthcoming from recent inves-

tigations, but the reverse. I have no hesitation, therefore, in definitely asserting

that the Labrador Current does not reach, much less skirt, the coast of North Amer-
ica, from Nova Scotia southward, as a regular event, corroborating Jenkins’s (1921,

p. 166) statement that it does not reach the coast of the United States. Conse-

quently this is not the direct source of the cold current that reaches the Gulf of

Maine from the east. If overflows of the Labrador Current do take place in this

direction they are of such rare occurrence that no event of this sort has yet

come under direct scientific observation.

As Huntsman (1924, p. 278) points out, a certain amount of the water flowing

down from the Arctic may move westward and southwestward along the slope of

the continent as a constituent of the slope water (p. 842), so much warmed, however,

en route, by mixture with tropic water that if it reaches the Gulf of Maine at all it

does so as a warming and not as a cooling agent, and on bottom, not at the sur-

face. Labrador Current water in small amount may also reach the gulf indirectly

via the Gulf of St. Lawrence route, shortly to be discussed; but if so, its distinguish-

ing characters as an Arctic current are lost, and it becomes one of the constituents

of a coastal current.

The physical characters of the cold band of water that hugs the outer coast of

Nova Scotia also forbid the idea that it draws direct from the Labrador Current.

According to the observations by the Scotia (Matthews, 1914), the records of the

Canadian Fisheries Expedition of 1915 (Bjerkan, 1919), and the much more exten-

sive data that have been accumulated during the years of the Ice Patrol, the

21 The reader is referred to Smith’s chart (1924a, sketch 10, p. 150) for the normal distribution of the Arctic water around the

banks in the spring and early summer; also to his general scheme of circulation in the vicinity of the tail (Smith, 1924a, p. 135)

.

18 Huntsman’s chart (1924, fig. 32) showing the complexity of the circulation between Nova Scotia and Newfoundland
includes the most outstanding results of these experiments.
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unmixed Labrador Current (temperature below —1°) is colder than the coldest

outflow from Cabot Strait, or than the coldest water over the Scotian shelf, which

have never been found to fall below —0.5° in temperature. The evidence of salin-

ity, of like import, is even more instructive in this respect, for the undiluted Labrador

Current off the Grand Banks is considerably more saline than the cold water next

the Nova Scotian coast, being characterized by a salinity of at least 32.5 per mille,

while its surface salinity hardly falls below 32 per mille even along its inner edge,

where most influenced by drainage from the land (minimum so far recorded about

31.9 per mille; Matthews, 1914).

“From this,” as I have stated elsewhere (Bigelow, 1917, p. 236), “it appears that

did any considerable amount of unadulterated Labrador water join the Nova Scotia

coast current, the temperature of the latter would be lower, its salinity higher, than

in Cabot Straits”; whereas both the temperature and the salinity of the cold band

skirting the Nova Scotian coast have proved remarkably uniform, from the straits

westward to its farthest extension. It is true that an infusion of Labrador Current

water (spreading westward from the Grand Banks region) might join the Nova
Scotian coast water without lowering the temperature of the latter did it mix suffi-

ciently with the warmer water, which it must needs displace en route, to raise its

own temperature by 1° or more. Such a mixture, however, would necessarily raise

its salinity as well as its temperature, because the water that normally fills the deep

oceanic triangle between the Scotian and Newfoundland Banks is considerably more
saline than the Labrador Current, a fact amply demonstrated by repeated profiles

run by the Ice Patrol and by the Canadian Fisheries Expedition (Bjerkan, 1919).

Hence, if any large amount of such mixed water joined the cold Nova Scotian coast

current, the salinity of the latter would be made considerably higher than it actually

is, so that salinity would betray the event even if temperature did not. Actually

nothing of the sort has been recorded, observations taken by the Grampus, the

Canadian Fisheries Expedition, and the Ice Patrol uniting to demonstrate that low
salinity is as characteristic of the cold band next Nova Scotia as low temperature is.

However, the temperatures and salinities taken by the Acadia in July, 1915 (Bjerkan,

1919), make it at least highly probable that isolated offshoots, pinched off as it were

from the Labrador Current, do occasionally drift westward as far as the continental

slope off Banquereau Bank and Cape Sable. Otherwise it would be difficult to

account for the pool of icy water (
— 1.7°) then reported off Sable Island—a pool

both colder and more saline (32.82 to 33.08 per mille) than the outflow from the

Gulf of St. Lawrence, but which reproduced the coldest water of the Newfoundland
Banks in its physical character.

These several lines of evidence forbid the possibility that the Labrador Current

is directly responsible for the low temperature of the cold water that reaches the

Gulf of Maine from the east. Water from the Labrador Current may reach the Gulf

of Maine indirectly via the discharge from the Gulf of St. Lawrence, for a certain

amount of this Arctic water may enter the latter along the northern side of Cabot
Strait. Huntsman’s (1925) recent survey of the Straits of Belle Isle points to a

greater inflow of Arctic water by this route than Dawson’s (1907) earlier survey had
suggested; but even so, it is an open question whether this Arctic contribution is

sufficient to lower the temperature of the coldest stratum of the Gulf of St. Lawrence
8951—28 53
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(or of its discharge around Cape Breton) below the point to which winter chilling,

per se, and ice melting in situ, would reduce it.

Schott (1897) and Hautreaux (1910 and 1911), abandoning the Labrador Current,

saw in the Gulf of St. Lawrence the source of the cold coast water as far west and
south as New York. This view is supported by so much evidence that in earlier

publications (Bigelow, 1915, 1917, and 1922) I have described the cold Nova Scotian

water that flows past Cape Sable into the Gulf of Maine as probably a direct con-

tinuation of the current that is known to flow out through Cabot Strait on the Cape
Breton side.

Briefly stated, the evidence on which this view was based stood as follows up to

1922, when Canadian experiments with drift bottles threw new light on the subject:

The enormous volume of fresh water poured yearly into the Gulf of St. Lawrence

by its tributary rivers, added to a deep current of slope water flowing in through

Cabot Strait on the bottom (Huntsman, 1924), apparently, too, with a balance of

inflow over outflow in the Straits of Belle Isle, and with the currents on the north side

of Cabot Strait usually inward, while the rain that falls on the surface of the Gulf of

St. Lawrence almost certainly exceeds the evaporation therefrom, make it certain

that the current flowing out via the south side of Cabot Strait discharges a large

volume of water. Experimental evidence substantiates this, for current measure-

ments by the tidal survey of Canada (Dawson, 1913) seemed to establish a constant

outflow there, at least 30 miles broad abreast of Cape North, with an average

velocity of about half a knot per hour at the surface, which Dawson (1913) termed

the “Cape Breton current,” but was earlier known as the “Cabot current.”

Temperatures and salinities taken by the Grampus in the eastern side of the Gulf

of Maine, near Cape Sable, and as far east along the outer coast of Nova Scotia as

Halifax, in 1914 and 1915, pointed to a direct continuation of this “Cape Breton” or

“Cabot” current southwestward alongshore, nearly to the Gulf of Maine, during

these summers (Bigelow, 1917, p. 234). Futhermore, a dominant surface drift of

Y knot per hour toward the southwest was recorded by the Ekman current meter off

Shelburne, on July 27 and 28, 1914 (station 10231), only 30 miles east of the entrance

to the Gulf of Maine.

Thus the physical character of the water, combined with readings of the current

meter, seemed to show a direct surface drift from the northeast along the Nova Sco-

tian coast between Shelburne and Halifax, distinguishable by a considerable difference

in temperature and salinity from the salter, warmer water that bounded it on the sea-

ward side. These characteristics and the fact that we found such characteristically

Arctic components as Limacina helicina and Mertensia ovum among its plankton

seemed to classify it as actually the southernmost prolongation of the outflow from

Cabot Strait (Bigelow, 1917, p. 357).

Observations taken by the Canadian Fisheries Expedition of 1915 (Bjerkan, 1919)

and returns from several series of drift-bottle experiments subsequently carried out

by the Biological Board of Canada in the years 1922, 1923, and 1924 29 have proven

the circulation over the continental shelf along Nova Scotia to be of a nature much

“Huntsman, 1925, and notes kindly contributed by him
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more complex than the simple stream flow from northeast to southwest suggested by

the earlier evidence.

The track followed by the ice drifting out of the Gulf of St. Lawrence is especially

instructive here in this connection, because this discharge takes place in spring (chiefly

in April and May) just when the Nova Scotian current is flooding past Cape Sable

into the Gulf of Maine in greatest volume; whereas most of the drift-bottle experi-

ments have been carried out in summer, when this current is usually inactive or at

least is carrying so small a volume of water past Cape Sable that it is no longer an

important cooling agent for the Gulf of Maine. According to Johnston (1915), the

ice that comes out along the Cape Breton side of Cabot Strait does not tend to

follow the Nova Scotian coast around to the southwest, as it would if the outflowing

current hugged the coastline, but divides. Part drifts out to the southeastward;

but the ice that emerges from the gulf nearest the Cape Breton coast moves south-

ward across Banquereau Bank, where it fans out, to the offing of Halifax.

These lines of dispersal correspond very closely with the icy water which Bjerkan’s

(1919) data for May, 1915, show spreading out from the southern side of Cabot
Strait to the region of Misaine and Banquereau Banks (fig. 167), but separated from

the still colder (
— 1°) water on the Newfoundland Banks by a warmer (0°) core in

the axis of the Laurentian Channel, and with much higher temperatures off the mouth
of the latter. Especially suggestive, from the standpoint of the Gulf of Maine, is the

narrow icy tongue (0° to —0.2°) that then extended westward along Nova Scotia

past Halifax; a band comparatively uniform, also, in salinity from east to west (31.5

to 32.5 per mille) and considerably less saline than the still colder water on the

Newfoundland side of the Laurentian Channel (temperature lower than — 1°;

salinity 32.7 to 33.2 per mille). This the Ice Patrol cutter had also crossed on her run

in to that port about a week earlier (United States Coast Guard stations 26 and 27,

May 20, 1915).

Lacking data in the offing of Cape Sable, it is not possible to state whether this

cold tongue actually extended to the Gulf of Maine that May, though it may have
done so earlier in the season and certainly does so during the spring in some years

(p. 681).

A similar concentration of cold water close in to Nova Scotia appears from the

temperatures taken by the Ice Patrol along a line from Halifax toward Sable Island

in spring in other years. The records for 1919 are especially instructive, showing
this band widest at the end of March, when the whole column of water next the land

was fractionally colder than zero from the surface to bottom; smaller in volume in

April, when it was overlaid by slightly warmer (0° to 1°) water; and shrunken to a

narrow tongue on the bottom not more than about 20 miles broad in May. 30

Drift bottles set out by the United States Coast Guard cutter Tampa (Capt. W.
J. Wheeler) on April 18, 1924, along a line running 119° (about SE x EJ^ E.) true from a
point about 18 miles southeast of Sable Island (43° 48' N.; 59° 26' W.) for 50 miles,

likewise show a drift from this region first northward toward the land and then west-

ward toward the Gulf of Maine, three out of the seven returns (all from the inner

end of the line) being from Sable Island, one from the Nova Scotian coast not far

30 The March profile also cut across the southwestern edge of the icy Cape Breton-Banquereau pool near Sable Island.
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from Halifax, and one from Gloucester Harbor, where it was picked up on August
14. 31 Although two of the bottles from this line drifted to Newfoundland, showing

a division, this does not detract from the evidence of the Gloucester recovery.

Clearer evidence that the cold tongue that skirts Nova Scotia and flows past

Cape Sable into the Gulf in Maine in spring is actually an overflow from the icy

pool that develops from Cabot Strait out over Banquereau Bank, when the ice is

coming out of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, could hardly be asked than results from the

temperatures, salinities, and bottle drifts just discussed.

I believe it now sufficiently demonstrated that while this cold pool (fig. 167)

owes its low temperature, to some extent, to the direct outflow of icy water from

the Gulf of St Lawrence via the Cape Breton side of Cabot Strait, it more directly

mirrors the chilling effect of the field ice from the Gulf of St. Lawrence as this

melts in the region between Banquereau Bank and Sable Island. Consequently,

cold water that reaches the Gulf of Maine from the east is, in fact, ice-chilled,

though this takes place 300 miles or more to the eastward of the eastern portal to

the gulf.

It is to this cold band skirting Nova Scotia that the name “Nova Scotian cur-

rent” is applied in the preceding pages. During the spring a large volume of water

enters the eastern side of the Gulf of Maine from this source, producing the effects on

salinity and temperature described in the chapters on those physical features; and

this is certainly the chief source that contributes cold water of northern origin to the

Gulf of Maine—almost certainly the only source making a contribution of this sort

sufficient in amount and cold enough to exert any appreciable effect on the tempera-

ture of the gulf (p. 682).

This current flows into the gulf in volume during only a few weeks in spring

—

earlier in some years, later in others. As its fluctuations are referred to repeatedly

in the preceding pages a summary will suffice here.

In 1920 (a late season) icy water (<1°) from this source had spread west-

ward as far as the offing of Shelburne, Nova Scotia, by the last week in March; but

neither the temperature nor the salinity of the eastern side of the Gulf of Maine give

any evidence that it had commenced to flood past Cape Sable up to that date, nor

do the isohalines for that April suggest any drift of water of low salinity into the gulf

from the east. The coastal zone, also, warmed about as rapidly in the one side of

the gulf as in the other during that month (p. 553). Conditions seem, then, to have

remained comparatively static off Cape Sable through the first two months of the

spring of 1920, and if the Nova Scotian current discharged at all into the gulf in that

year this did not happen until May or later. In 1919, however, an early season, its

western expansion culminated before the last of March, and had slackened, if not

ceased, by the end of April (p. 558). In this respect 1915 seems to have been inter-

mediate (so may be taken as a representative spring), with the Nova Scotian current

exerting its chief chilling effect on the eastern side of the gulf before the first week
in May (p. 560), and slackening from May to June, as indicated by the contraction

(to the eastward) of the area inclosed by the surface isohaline for 32 per mille (cf.

fig. 120 with fig. 128).

si Information kindly supplied by Dr. A. G. Huntsman.
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The salinities and temperatures of the eastern side of the gulf make it probable

that the westerly flow past Cape Sable slackens or ceases by June, at the latest, every

year—often a month or more earlier than that. In some years sporadic movements
of water undoubtedly take place from east to west past the cape later in the season;

but the drift of bottles put out on several lines off Nova Scotia by the Biological

Board of Canada during 1922, 1923, and 1924 shows that the circulation over the

continental shelf between Browns Bank and the Laurentian Channel becomes exceed-

ingly complex during the late summer, variable from summer to summer, and

largely controlled by the contour of the bottom.32

During some summers a rather definite current from east to west persists along

the Nova Scotian coast right through July and August. This statement is based on

the drifts for 1924, when a number of bottles set out on three lines normal to the

general trend of the coast between Halifax and the Straits of Canso, during July and

August, were picked up in autumn in the Gulf of Maine. Many other bottles from

the most easterly lines also traveled westward during that summer but stranded

before they reached Cape Sable.33

The probable tracks of the bottles that went westward, localized some 12 to 25

miles out from the land, correspond so closely with the tongue of coldest water

charted for May, 1915 (fig. 167), that the dominant drift was evidently essentially

the same for both. In May, as temperatures show, this east-west movement involved

a stratum of considerable thickness; but in the summer of 1924 it was more strictly

a surface phenomenon, probably with the underlying water circling offshore along

Roseway and La Have Banks in the more usual anticlockwise eddy, because what
few temperatures were taken in the gulf that summer (p. 996) suggest no greater

transference of cold' water (such as a bottom current past Cape Sable would entail)

than usual.

The westerly set may again have continued past Cape Sable until September in

1926, when many drifts were recorded from the offing of the cape into the gulf, as

summarized on page 909.

The bottle drifts for the other summers of record show, however, that it is

unusual for the Nova Scotian current to persist as a definite stream-flow as far west as

Cape Sable after June, but that the deep basin between Sable Island Bank on the

east and La Have Bank on the west is usually dominated (in summer) by an anti-

clockwise eddy named by Doctor Huntsman the "Scotian eddy,” similar to, though

not as extensive as, the eddy that dominates the basin of the Gulf of Maine.

In summers of this type whatever drift takes place intermittently around Cape
Sable into the eastern side of the Gulf of Maine draws from what Doctor Huntsman
describes as a sort of dead-water region off the cape. True, this, in its turn,

receives water of low temperature from the Scotian eddy, but also from the warmer
slope water that drifts westward along the edge of the continent, as appears from

the recoveries of Canadian drift bottles. Consequently, the surface water that

31 Only a preliminary statement of the general results has yet appeared (Huntsman, 1924); but Doctor Huntsman has very

kindly allowed quotation from his unpublished notes.

33 The account of these experiments contributed in advance of publication by Doctor Huntsman also shows complex drifts

inshore and to the eastward for many bottles set out ofl County Harbor and off Beaver Harbor, which need not be discussed here.
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enters the eastern side of the Gulf of Maine in summers of this type is not cold, but

actually is warmer than the water it meets within the gulf.

This we found to be the case in July and August of 1914, when salinities and

temperatures showed that the cold tongue was eddying offshore toward the edge of

the continent, and to the left, a short distance east of the longitude of Cape Sable

(Bigelow, 1917), although a dominant southwesterly set of about 1 knot per hour

was then recorded in the offing of Shelburne (station 10231). The observations

taken during the last week of July, 1915, by the Canadian Fisheries Expedition

(Bjerkan, 1919), corroborated by our own September stations for that year (10312,

10313, and 10314), again showed the coldest and least saline water as veering south-

ward from the offing of Shelburne toward La Have Bank— not continuing west-

ward to Cape Sable.

The summer of 1922 seems also to have belonged to this category, because, as

Doctor Huntsman informs me, not one of the bottles that were put out to the east-

ward of Shelburne, Nova Scotia, during that summer has been reported from the

Gulf of Maine; but a series set out on a line running southwesterly for 125 miles

from Brazil Rock, just east of Cape Sable, on the 17th of that July, evidently coin-

cided with thp zone of transition between the Scotian and Gulf of Maine eddies,

because about as many bottles from the inner end of the line were reported from

the Gulf of Maine and Bay of Fundy (p. 908) as from the eastward, while more either

drifted inshore or remained stationary. 34

Four others, set out near the outer edge of the continental shelf, were picked

up on the west coast of Nova Scotia, in the Bay of Fundy, and on the coast of

Maine. The latter drifts, Doctor Huntsman points out, indicate a westward ten-

dency along the edge of the continent and entrance into the gulf around or across

Browns Bank with the slope water discussed below (p. 842). Such of the bottles

from this line as finally drifted into the Gulf of Maine eddy traveled with consider-

able speed (p. 847) ;
but so many of them worked slowly shoreward, and the dis-

persal was so nearly equal in the two directions, east and west, that the water off

Cape Sable is described by Doctor Huntsman as
“
a relatively dead zone” at the time,

so far as any nontidal drift is concerned. Tidal currents, however, run with great

velocity in this region, especially close in to land.

A dead zone of this same sort seems again to have developed off Cape Sable

during the summer of 1923, when, as Doctor Huntsman writes, some bottles from a

line running eastward from Browns Bank toward La Have Bank (i. e., at right

angles to the Cape Sable line of the year previous) were finally recovered in the

Gulf of Maine after drifts no more rapid than those of the 1922 series, while others

were picked up on the other side of the Atlantic (England, Ireland, France, and the

Azores) a year later. The only bottle from lines east of La Have Bank, which is

known to have reached the Gulf of Maine during that summer, was one set adrift

in Cabot Strait on July 18 and picked up near Cape Sable on December 2. This

bottle, Doctor Huntsman suggests, may have gone out along the western side of

the Laurentian Channel, then westward along the edge of the continent, and so

31 Doctor Huntsman kindly allows quotation of these results in advance of publication. They are discussed more fully in

another chapter (p.90S).
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finally northward toward the Gulf of Maine, via Browns Bank and the Cape Sable
dead water.

In years such as those just described the region in the offing of Cape Sable,

out to Browns Bank, between the two major circulatory eddies (Scotian and Gulf
of Maine) but not directly within the sweep of either, is evidently the site of a very
active mixing of waters of diverse origins. Under such conditions a very abrupt
east-west transition in temperature and salinity develops off the cape, proving that

the westerly (inshore) component of the Scotian eddy is not the motive power for

such water as does then flood into this side of the Gulf of Maine. This eddy, on
the contrary, is clearly outlined by the surface salinity for July and August, 1914

(Bigelow, 1917, fig. 18), and for June, 1915, as swinging offshore toward La Have
Bank, which prevents it from flooding westward through the Northern Channel,
toward which the rotation of the earth would direct it, did the contour of the bottom
allow.

The strong tidal currents off southern Nova Scotia must tend, however, to

pump water from the Cape Sable deadwater into the gulf, because the flood, running

westward at a mean velocit}^ of 1.4 knots (Dawson, 1908, station R; a journey of

something like 8% miles for any given particle of water), must follow westward and
northward around Cape Sable as it is forced to the right against the shore by the

effect of the earth’s rotation. With the ebb similarly deflected to the right, a clock-

wise movement around the rounded outline of southwestern Nova Scotia naturally

results, such as eddies around any submerged shoal in high northern latitudes.

TROPIC WATER

We may next consider the possibility that overflows of the surface stratum of

tropical or “Gulf Stream” water, the inner edge of which always lies within a few

miles of the edge of the continent, may enter the Gulf of Maine from time to time;

also possible movements of the coast water from west to east past Cape Cod into

the gulf, either via Vineyard Sound or around Nantucket Island. Water from either

of these sources would reach the gulf as warm currents, contrasting with the cold

Nova Scotian current, the former high in salinity, the latter low.

As pointed out above (p. 700), events of the first category undoubtedly do occur

on occasion. Small amounts of “Gulf Stream ” water have long been known to drift

inward, toward the sector of coast line bounded on the east by Marthas Vineyard

and on the west by Narragansett Bay, during most summers, bringing with them a

typically tropical fauna of fishes, planktonic invertebrates, and Gulf weed (Sargassum)

.

Were it not for the peculiar distribution of densities off the slopes of Georges and

Browns Banks, shortly to be described (p. 843), which produce more or less constant

dynamic tendency for the surface stratum to move out, seaward, from the edge of

the continent (a tendency altered into a long shore current to the westward by the

deflective effect of the earth’s rotation; p. 846), tropic water might similarly be

expected to drive in over the surface right across the banks under the propulsion of

high and prolonged southerly winds. Under most conditions, however, the distri-

bution of density imposes an impassible barrier to surface drifts from the southward

into the gulf (p. 939). It is fortunate for the fisheries of New England that such is
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the case, for were Georges and Browns Banks subject to frequent overflows by the

high temperatures of the so-called “Gulf Stream” sufficient in amount to dominate

the column from surface to bottom, existence on the Banks would become impos-

sible for cod, haddock, halibut, and, in fact, for the whole category of boreal fishes.

Under exceptional conditions departures from the normal temperatures and

salinities along the zone of contact of the banks and tropic waters may allow the

latter to reach the Gulf of Maine as a surface drift if driven by southerly winds.

An overflow of this sort was, in fact, reported by Capt. E. Kinney of the S. S.

Prince Arthur, who observed unusually blue water with gulf weed and a tempera-

ture of 20° C. (68° F.) in the center of the gulf, latitude 42° 43' N., longitude 69°

13' W., on July 14, 1911, preceded for several days by a strong current toward the

northwest in its western side (U. S. Hydrographic Office pilot chart for January,

1913). However, no events of this sort have come under our observation, so they

must be exceptional, for their effects on the salinity of the gulf and on its plankton

would be unmistakable.

It may be definitely asserted, therefore, that tropic water from outside the con-

tinental edge seldom affects the temperature or salinity of the gulf except as one of

the constituents of the water that flows in through the Eastern Channel.

It is one of the most interesting oceanographic features of the Gulf of Maine

that the latter is so little subject to tropic influences, either in the physical character

of its waters or in its fauna or flora, when tropic water lies so close at hand.

COASTAL WATER FROM THE WEST

The possibility that the coastal water overflows around Cape Cod from the

west in any considerable volume, and so into the Gulf of Maine, seems extremely

remote. On the contrary, all the evidence of current-meter measurements, drift-

bottle experiments, distribution of temperatures and salinities (see especially p. 974),

and geographic distribution of the fauna (bottom as well as planktonic) points to

just the reverse movement—i. e., out of the gulf in this side. The evidence that the

dominant drift past Cape Cod, and so around or over Nantucket Shoals, is out of

the Gulf of Maine, not into the latter, is conclusive.

RIVER WATER

In addition to the superficial ocean currents just discussed, which bring water

to the Gulf of Maine, its tributary rivers discharge a volume of fresh water so large

that it must be taken into consideration in any study of the salinity or circulation

of the gulf.

Unfortunately, the annual combined discharge of the several river systems can

not yet be stated, much less the contribution made by the numerous minor streams

that empty into the gulf, for most of the flow measurements made by the United

States Geological Survey within recent years (see especially Porter, 1899; Pressey,

1902; and Barrows, 1907 and 1907a) have been for localities far upstream. The
published data for the Kennebec at Waterville, Me., and for the Merrimac at

Lawrence, Mass., are perhaps the most instructive in the present connection. These
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records for the Kennebec cover a drainage area of 4,410 square miles 35 out of a total

6,330—i. e., about two-thirds of the river basin. The average flow is given by-

Porter (1899) as 6,400 cubic feet per second for the four years 1893 to 1896; and
though a great number of records have been obtained subsequently, this figure may
be taken as representative. In other words, if this be two-thirds of the total flow

of the river (probably it is no more, because two important tributaries enter below
Waterville), the Kennebec River annually pours something like 300,000,000,000 cubic

feet of water into the Gulf of Maine, or enough to flood an area of about 8,000

square miles 35 to the depth of 1 foot. The discharge from the Merrimac is about
the same in relation to the area of its watershed—i. e., an average of about 6,800

cubic feet per second (8 years, 1890 to 1897) from about 4,553 square miles. Flow
measurements of the Androscoggin, taken at Rumford Falls, Me., at which point the

river receives the run-off from one-half to two-thirds of its total watershed of 3,700

square miles, give a mean of 3,884 cubic feet per second for the years 1893 to 1901,

suggesting about 6,400 for the entire watershed of this river. The discharge from
the Penobscot, with its larger drainage area (8,500 square miles)

,
averaged about

23,500 cubic feet per second for the years 1899 to 1901 (Pressey, 1902), at White
Plorse rips, where it drains 7,240 square miles of its total watershed of 8,500, indicating

a total run-off of not less than 28,000 cubic feet per second. By a simple arith-

metical calcuation the combined discharge from these four rivers alone is sufficient to

raise the whole level of the Gulf of Maine, out to its southern rim, by about 1 Yi feet

per year.

This does not include the St. John, the largest tributary of all, with a watershed
more extensive than those of the Merrimac, Androscoggin, and Kennebec combined

(p. 521), but for which no definite record of its discharge is available; nor of the dis-

charges from the many lesser streams—the Saco, for example, the Presumpscot, the

St. Croix, and many smaller. However, the general physical features and vegeta-

tion of northern Maine and of such parts of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia as are

tributary to the gulf are comparatively uniform, as is the rainfall. Consequently,

it is fair to assume that at least as large a proportion of the rain that falls on the

watershed of the St. John and of the other unmeasured streams reaches the sea as

from the following watersheds where this run-off has actually been measured. The
run-off from the St. John watershed may, indeed, be expected to be greater, the rain-

fall in the interior of New Brunswick being heavier than it is over most of Maine.

River Locality

Area of

watershed,
square
miles

Period

Annual run-ofl, depth in inches,
for watershed 0

Maximum Minimum Mean

Merrimac.

Androscoggin

Kennebec.

Lawrence, Mass.

Rumford Falls, Me.

Waterville, Me

4,452

2,090

4, 270
6,600

1,420

1907-1917
(1893-1902
\1907—1917
1893-1916
1907-1917

f 1903
\1907-1911

24. 14

}
28. 66

32. 45
32. 06

|
30. 52

13.12

14. 28

12. 73
14.01

14.96

17. 29

22.35

23. 08
25. 94

24.14

Penobscot

St. Croix ... _

West Enfield, Me...

Woodland (Spragues Falls), Me

“The statistics on which this and the following tables are based will be found in Porter (18f)9)
,
Pressey (1902), Barrows

(1907), and in U. S. Qeoglogical Survey Water-Supply Papers Nos. 97, 201, 241, 261, 301, 321, 361, 381, 401, 431, 451, and 481.

35 Nautical miles.
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The run-off from the area tributary to the St. John River may therefore be set

at about 24 inches annually. Probably this applies equally to the Nova Scotian

streams, while the run-off for the minor rivers along the west and north coasts of the

gulf may be estimated at 18 to 22 inches—an average of not less than 18 to 24 inches

for the whole watershed of the gulf.

It is not wise to estimate more precisely from data of this sort, because longer

terms of observation or a multiplication of recording stations might alter the results;

but the ratio that has now been established between the rainfall and the annual

run-off at several observing stations confirms this calculation. Thus, Barrows (1907a,

p. 110) found the run-off from the Androscoggin basin to range from 22 to 67 per

cent of the rainfall over the period 1893 to 1905, averaging 59 per cent. During the

same period, the run-off from the Cobbosseecontee, one of the chief tributaries of

the Androscoggin, averaged 44 per cent of the rainfall (Pressey, 1902, p. 70). The

average for the Presumpscott basin for 1887 to 1901 was 46 percent of the rainfall

(Pressey, 1902, p. 104), and data for the four-year period, 1914 to 1917, showed that

50 per cent of the rain that fell on the Merrimac watershed ran off via that river.

The average amount of fresh water reaching the gulf via the chief rivers tributary

to it may therefore be set at about 50 per cent of the annual precipitation over its

watershed, which ranges from about 38 to about 50 inches.

Assuming a yearly run-off of about 20 inches from the 61,000 square miles of

watershed, this is sufficient to form a layer some 31 inches thick over the entire gulf,

out to its southern rim, illustrating more concretely the relationship which this vast

run-off of river water bears to the area of sea into which it is discharged. If the

yearly amount by which rain and snow falling on the gulf exceeds the evaporation

from its surface be something over 1 foot (p. 841) ,
the total yearly influx of fresh water

is sufficient to raise the level out to Georges Bank by at least 43 inches, or almost

Y of a fathom.

The seasonal distribution of this contribution of fresh water has an important

bearing on the seasonal fluctuations of the salinity of the gulf (p. 701) ,
hence demands

notice here. As every New Englander knows, our rivers are in flood in spring, of

which the Kennebec may serve as an illustration, both because records of its daily

discharges have been kept for many years (Barrows, 1907) and because its situation

and the general topography of its watershed make it typical of the rivers of Maine
and New Brunswick. The following table for the 10-year period, 1893 to 1902, is

compiled from Barrow’s (1907) records.

Mean discharge of Kennebec River at Waterville, Me.

Month
Run-off,
cubic

feet per
second

Run-off,
in inches

Month

Run-off,
cubic

feet per
second

Run-off,
in inches

January 2,919
3, 357

8, 454
24,811
20, 032
10, 031

6, 116

0. 76
.82

2.28
6.49
5. 40
2. 62
1.65

August 3, 811

2,893
3,011
4, 685

3, 944

1. 03
.75
.82

1. 23
1.17

February
March
April
May

Monthly meanJuly 7,838 2.10
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Two-thirds of the total run-off for the year thus falls during the three spring

months, and more than half of it during April and May. This does not exactly

represent the natural condition, because the Kennebec is more or less controlled by
the several dams; but water-power developments have not been sufficient to mask
its spring freshets—still less have they on the Penobscot or the St. John Rivers.

Hence, the seasonal fluctuations in the flow of the Kennebec may be taken as gen-

erally representative of all the considerable streams that empty into the gulf north

and east of Cape Elizabeth and of the Saco as well.

Originally the Merrimac, also, came into flood in the spring, at the season when
the snow blanket melts and the ice goes out; but it is now so largely harnessed for

industrial purposes that its seasonal flow no longer shows as pronounced a freshet

in April and May as New England waterways do in their natural state. Its largest

run-off still falls in April, however, and its smallest in September, as appears from

the following table:

Merrimac River at Lawrence, Mass., for the period 1907 to 1916

Month Run-off,
in inches

Month Run-off,
in inches

January 1.3 August 0.8
February 1. 2 .6
March 2.7 .8
April 3. 6 1.0
May 2.3

1. 3

1.1

.8 1.4

Automatic tide gauges, which have been in operation at a number of points

around the coastline of the gulf between Cape Cod and the Bay of Fundy, have

shown the sea 0.1 to 0.2 feet lower than the mean in the latter part of winter, and

about this same amount higher than the mean toward the end of the summer.36

This variation probably reflects the seasonal variation in the inflow of land water.

RAINFALL AND EVAPORATION

Although land drainage is the chief source for fresh water for the gulf, rainfall

also adds a considerable increment. No record of the precipitation over the offshore

parts of the gulf itself is available, but the monthly and annual averages for four

representative coast stations—Boston, Portland, Eastport, and Yarmouth—tabu-

lated below suggest an annual fall of 40 to 45 inches for the gulf as a whole.

Average rainfall, in inches

Month Boston
Port-
land

East-
port

Yar-
mouth Month Boston

Port-
land

East-
port

Yar-
mouth

January 3. 82
3. 44
4. 08
3. 60
3.55
3.03
3. 36

3.81
3. 65
3. 75
3.11
3.67
3. 36
3. 25

3.84
3. 62
4. 28
2.94
3. 80
3. 24
3.42

5. 16
4.17
5.00
3. 82
3. 57
2.93
3. 47

August .. . _ 4.03
3. 19

3. 86
4. 10
3.41

3. 57
3. 20
3. 66
3. 80
3.68

3. 26
2. 97
3. 85
4. 08
3. 97

3. 62
3.61
4. 12
4.49
4. 77

February September
March October
April. .... November
May
June
July

December

Total 43.40 42.50 43. 30 48.73

“Information contributed by U. S. Coast and Geodetic Surveyt
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Evaporation, of course, partially offsets precipitation. Unfortunately, no data

are available on this subject from any localities that might be supposed to approxi-

mate conditions as they prevail at sea in the Gulf of Maine; the outer islands, for

example, would be such. Nevertheless, there is no reason to suppose that evapora-

tion at sea is greater than on land, especially when the sea is blanketed with thick

fog, as the northern and northeastern parts of the gulf and its offshore banks often

are during the summer season. The following records of evaporation for Maine,

Massachusetts, and Nova Scotia may therefore be taken as the maximum. The
average monthly evaporation from a free water surface at three stations in Maine
in the basins of the Penobscot, Kennebec, and Androscoggin Rivers is given by
Barrows (1907a, p. 114) as follows, in inches:

Month

Average
evapora-
tion, in
inches

Month
Average
evapora-
tien, in
inches

March 2. 23 July 5. 28
April 3. 48 August 5. 12

1.90 September 3. 00
June 2. 87 October 2.33

No data are available for the winter months, when the observations were neces-

sarily made from a frozen surface, but it may be assumed that evaporation takes

place no more rapidly from open water from November through February than in

October or March—say at the rate of about 2.2 inches monthly. This suggests a total

evaporation for the year of about 35 inches of fresh water.37 According to Fitz-

Gerald (1886), the annual evaporation is somewhat larger near Boston (about 39

inches), as might be expected.

Data supplied by the United States Weather Bureau for Yarmouth, Nova
Scotia, more closely paralleling conditions over the gulf because of the greater fre-

quence there of onshore winds, show the following monthly averages over a period

of 13 years:

Evaporation at Yarmouth, Nova Scotia

Month

Average
evapora-
tion, in

inches

Month
Average
evapora-
tion, in
inches

April 1 1.08 August 3. 55
3. 57
1.59

May 3. 04 September _

June 3. 49 October
3. 94

1 1920 only; ice in the tank on several days.

Assuming an average evaporation of 1.5 to 2 inches monthly, for the period

November to March, the annual evaporation of fresh water at Yarmouth would be
close to 29 inches from a surface of open (not frozen) water; the average for the Gulf
of Maine is probably not more than 30 inches. These measurements are for fresh

87 These measurements were taken freely exposed to the sky (Barrows, 1907a, p. in, pi. 21).
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water, however, which evaporates somewhat more rapidly than salt water under

equal conditions of temperature, humidity, etc. According to Mazelle (1898), the

evaporation of salt water averages about 81 per cent that of fresh at Trieste, while

Okada (1903) found it averaging about 95 per cent that of fresh over a 7-year period

in Japan. As Okada’s measurements were taken open to the sky, Mazelle’s under a

roof, the former simulate more the conditions at sea.38

As a rough approximation, the evaporation of salt water from the surface of the

Gulf of Maine may, then, be set at about 27 to 28 inches, or about 71 centimeters,

annually.

DEEP STRATUM

SLOPE WATER

The scources so far mentioned contribute chiefly to the superficial stratum of

the Gulf of Maine. We must next consider the comparatively warm and highly

saline water that drifts intermittently inward along the trough of the Eastern Channel

to form the bottom water of the gulf. The high salinity of this makes its offshore

origin clear enough. As certainly, however, it is not a direct and unmixed indraft from

the mid depths of the Atlantic Basin. Two reasons warrant this confident assertion.

In the first place, neither the temperature nor the salinity of the bottom water of

the Eastern Channel, or of the gulf basin within, is high enough to accord with such

an origin. In the second place, profiles enough have now been run by various

expeditions to make it certain that a broad band, intermediate in temperature and in

salinity between the coastal water, on the one hand, and the tropic Atlantic water,

on the other, always separates the latter from the edge of the continent from Georges

Bank to the Grand Banks.

The “
cold wall” of the earlier oceanographers—the source of this band—has been

the subject of much discussion, with upwelling from the ocean abyss and currents

from the north most freqently invoked to explain its low temperature as contrasted

with the “Gulf Stream” on its seaward side. Recent explorations, however, have

made it clear that this “cold wall” is simply the product of the mixture that is

constantly taking place between the tropic water, on the one hand, and the coastal

water, on the other (or Arctic water in the Grand Banks region), at their zone of

contact along the slope of the continent. “Slope water,” as defined by Huntsman
(1924), is therefore a better name for it than “cold wall,” and as such it is referred

to repeatedly in the preceding pages.

It is the presence of a continuous zone of this slope water right across the mouth
of the gulf at all times of year which effectively bars unadulterated oceanic or tropic

water from entering the Eastern Channel. It is because the most saline bottom

water of the gulf draws from this source that members of the bathypelagic plankton

of the Atlantic Basin occur only as the rarest of stragglers within the gulf (Bige-

low, 1926, p. 67).

Explorations by the Canadian Fisheries Expedition (Bjerkan, 1919; Sandstrom,

1919; and Huntsman, 1924) have similarly proven that the high salinity (34.5 to

34.7 per mille) and comparatively high temperature (4° to 5°) of the deepest stratum

J® For further discussion of evaporation see Krummel, 1907, p. 244.
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of the Gulf of St. Lawrence are similarly maintained by an inflowing bottom

current of the same slope origin.

The motive power that brings water of this character to the Gulf of Maine as

a bottom current through the Eastern Channel (intermittently, it is true, but regu-

larly enough to maintain the comparatively constant salinity and temperature

actually recorded) is to be sought in the distribution of density along the edge of

the continent. A considerable body of evidence has now been accumulated to the

effect that the zone of contact along which coast and ocean waters mix, and where

the slope water is manufactured, averages somewhat more dense (heavier) than the

water in on the edge of the continent, except right at the surface. All the profiles

that have been run out across the continental edge off Nova Scotia in summer,

both those by the Canadian Fisheries Expedition (Sandstrom, 1919, pi. 9, sections 13,

14, 15, 16, and 17) and by the United States Bureau of Fisheries, have shown
something of this sort. Thus, on July 25 to 28, 1914, on the first Grampus profile

out from Shelburne (stations 10231, 10232, and 10233), the stratum between the

20-meter and 150-meter levels was more dense just outside the edge of the shelf

than in over the latter, though the surface was less so.

The Grampus again found the water heavier over the continental slope (station

10295) than in over the shelf (fig. 168) along this same profile on June 23 and 24,

1915, with a decidedly steep density gradient at the 50 to 100 meter level. Con-

sequently, the whole mass of water on the shelf above 100 meters must have had

a hydrostatic tendency to drift seaward, except immediately at the surface.

A March profile along this same general line (stations 20073 to 20077) again

shows higher densities at the outermost station, at 100 to 220 meters, than along

the edge of the continent (fig. 169)—evidence of this same dynamic tendency for the

water of low salinity and temperature to move out across the slope, though at the

inshore end of the profile the dynamic tendency in the superficial stratum was the

reverse.

The water at 20 to 120 meters’ depth was likewise somewhat more dense over

the southeastern slope of Georges Bank (station 10220) than in on the neighboring

edge of the latter (stations 10221 and 10225) in July, 1914; again in April, 1920

(stations 20109 to 20111), though our corresponding profile for March, 1920,

crossed a more complex alternative of heavier and lighter bands there (stations

20065 to 20069).

The cross section of the western end of Georges Bank for July 20 and 21, 1914

(fig. 170), is especially instructive in this connection, being the only one of our

profiles that has reached water of oceanic salinity (36 per mille). Here, again, the

upper 50 meters of water proved slightly more dense at the outer end (station

10218) than over the neighboring edge of the bank (station 10216), resulting in a

comparatively steep south-north gradient of density, though the relationship was
just the reverse at a depth of 70 to 140 meters. A slight differential of this

same order (density higher at the outermost stations than in on the bank) also

prevailed in this same general region in February and again in May of 1920

(stations 20045 and 20046 for February; 20128 and 20129 for May); but

in the cold July of 1916 this seems to have applied only at depths greater than
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40 meters, with the surface water more dense over the bank (station 10348) than

over its seaward slope (stations 10349 and 10352), though some doubt exists as to

the salinity (hence as to the density) at the critical station (10349, p. 992).

Thus, densities rule lower along the outer edge of the offshore banks, abreast of

the Gulf of Maine and off Nova Scotia to the eastward, than along the continental

slope that bounds the banks on the offshore side. The relationship at any given

date may be of the reverse order, either close to the surface as in July, 1916, or

Fig. 168.—Density profile crossing the continental shelf in the offing of Shelburne, Nova Scotia, June 23 to 24, 1915.

Corrected for compression

along the 100-meter contour, as in July, 1914. However, we have never failed to

find the surfaces of equal density rising comparatively steeply from the outer part of

the shelf through the greater part of the depth zone there included, out across the

edge of the continent between the longitudes of Shelburne, Nova Scotia, and of

Cape Cod.

To the east and north of our limits, and especially off the Newfoundland Banks,

this zone of mixture is not only heavier than the coast water on its inner side (or
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Arctic water, according to locality), but often, if not always, heavier than the tropic

water on the outer side as well (Witte, 1910
;
E. H. Smith, 1924, p. 140, 1925, figs. 10,

12, and 19), causing the dynamic tendency for surface water to move in from both

sides toward this heavy zone (or “cabelling”), which seems first to have been empha-
sized by Witte (1910). Huntsman, too (1924, p. 278), definitely accepts “cabelling” as

a governing event in the formation of the slope water; and although more recent

hydrodynamic studies (see especially E. H. Smith, 1926) have made it clear that actual

sinking is usually prevented there by the effect of the earth’s rotation, a potential

Flo. 169.—Density profile crossing the continental shelf in the offing of Shelburne, Nova Scotia,

March 17 to 20, 1920. Corrected for compression

sinking zone of this sort does nevertheless tend to draw in surface water from both
sides toward the zone where the surfaces of equal density depart most from the

horizontal, and so to set up a horizontal circulation.

A potential sinking zone of this same sort was revealed by one profile run off La
Have Bank by the Canadian Fisheries Expedition in July, 1915, when the upper 100

meters proved more dense just outside the edge of the continent (Bjerkan, 1919,

Acadia stations 41 to 43) than in on the edge of the shelf, on the one hand (Acadia
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stations 39 and 40), or at the outermost station, on the other (Acadia station 44).
39

It is doubtful how regularly profiles abreast of the gulf or off southern New England
would show this decrease in density seaward from the continental slope.

In the preceding discussion I have taken pains to speak always of a "dynamic
tendency” toward movements of the water, never of such movements as taking place;

because in our latitudes the currents that actually follow inequalities of density

of this sort are given quite different characters by the deflection resulting from the

in <o « oo

Fig. 170.—Density along a cross profile of the western part of Georges Bank, July 20 and 21, 1914 (stations

10215 to 10218). Corrected for compression

rotation of the earth, by which the apparent track of any current (or other body
moving freely over the earth) in the Northern Hemisphere is deflected to the

right. 40

The role that this quasi-force plays in directing the ocean currents, however set

in motion, is now so generally appreciated that no discussion of it is called for here.

38 None of our Grampus or Albatross profiles have run out far enough to show this relationship, if it existed.

40 Kriimmel (1911, p. 449) and Sandstrom (1919) have given perhaps the simplest statements of this subject, in its oceano-

graphic bearing, and discussions of the effects of the centrifugal force resulting from the earth’s rotation in relation to the ellipsoid

form of the earth. See also Ferrell (1911), Davis (1885 and 1904), and Bjerknes (1910 and 1911).
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Baldly stated, its practical effect on the slope water which dynamic forces tend to

drive out to sea from the continental slope, as described above (p. 843), is to swing

this drift to the right (i. e., to the west), thus altering into a longshore current what
otherwise would be (and potentially is) an offshore set.

41

In this way a dominant drift from east to west tends to develop along the

upper part of the continental slope of La Have and Browns Banks so long as the

distribution of density is of the type actually recorded on the Acadia, Albatross, and
Grampus cross profiles of this part of the continental shelf for March, 1920, June
and July, 1915, and July, 1914. On each of these occasions the dynamic tendency,

acting as the propulsion for such a drift, involved the whole mass of bottom water

from the crest of La Have Bank down the slope to a depth of at least 200, if not

250, meters. An east-west drift of the bottom water seems, then, comparatively

constant on just this part of the slope.

In July, 1915, this drift involved the whole column of water, surface to bottom;

again, in July, 1922, when bottles set out near the edge of the shelf in the offing of

Cape Sable drifted into the Gulf of Maine (p. 908). Sandstrom’s (1919) calculation

of a surface current of about 5 miles per day 42 toward the southwest, along the outer

part of the shelf, on this line (between Acadia stations 39 and 41), shows that the

surface water may travel with considerable velocity at times when the whole column

is involved in this westerly set along the edge of the continent. This is confirmed

by the drifts of four bottles set out 48 to 60 miles off Cape Sable in July, 1922, three

of which went to the Bay of Fundy at minimum rates of 3 to 4 miles per day, and

one to Winter Harbor, near Mount Desert, at a daily rate of at least 2 miles, and

probably considerably faster than that (p. 908). However, the obliquity of the sur-

faces of equal density, which originates this drift, decreased with increasing depth

on the Acadia section, so that Sandstrom’s (1919, p. 332) table indicates a mean
velocity of only about 1 mile per day for the whole column of water, surface to bot-

tom, between the critical stations (from No. 40 out to the 200-meter contour), with

the bottom water creeping westward not faster than about one-half mile per day 43

at a depth of 100 to 200 meters.

The outermost bottle (which is known to have gone to the Gulf of Maine from

the line put out off Cape Sable by the Biological Board of Canada in 1922) was set

adrift over the 200-meter contour 44 59 miles out from the land, the only returns from

bottles set adrift farther out coming from Europe. This limitation of the westerly

drift to a narrow belt corroborates the Acadia profile of July, 1915, on which it was
only about 20 miles wide (and similarly located), giving place farther out to a suc-

cession of lighter and heavier bands, indicating a stronger but even narrower counter-

current to the eastward; then, outside of that, a second line of drift to the westward. 45

Evidently an active mixing of cold and warm waters was taking place at the

outer end of this profile at the time, with bands of higher and lower temperature

n See Smith’s (1026) exposition of this important concept.

12 The velocity arrived at by Sandstrom (1919) from hydrodynamic calculation are only relative to the most nearly station-

ary stratum of water, not absolute. This does not lessen their significance in the present case, for with the whole column mov-

ing in the same direction the actual velocities would be somewhat greater than the calculated.

,3 About 1.4 centimeters per second, or 0.025 knot per hour.

« Information contributed by Doctor Huntsman.
,5 See Sandstrom (1919, pi. 15) for the calculated velocities of these two lines of drift.
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eddying in the extremely complex fashion that may be expected to characterize the

zone of contact between waters that differ widely in their physical character and in

their direction of flow.

Similar alternations between colder (and less saline) and warmer (and more
saline) bands have been reported on several occasions and at localities widely sepa-

rated off the eastern seaboard of North America; but in most cases, at any rate,

these are transitory and rapidly changing phenomena. The westward drift of water

close in to the upper part of the slope, just described, has, on the contrary, proved

characteristic of the La Have Bank region; and so long as the dynamic motive for

this drift persists, the neighboring oceanic triangle off the mouth of the Eastern

Channel is supplied with slope water from the eastward. By this reasoning, the

current that flows into the bottom of the gulf via the Eastern Channel draws from

the slope water manufactured at about an equal depth on the Nova Scotian slope—

chiefly between Browns and La Have Banks—not from shoaler or deeper strata

there.

This conclusion is confirmed by the fact that temperature and salinity proved

very nearly the same on bottom in the channel (34.7 to 35 per mille and 6° to 7° at

200 to 250 meters) as at equal depths on the slope between these two banks (34.6 to

34.9 per mille and about 7° to 8°) in July, 1914, in June, 1915, and again in the spring

of 1920.46

Further evidence that the indraft into the channel is supplied from the east-

ward, not from the westward, is afforded by the fact that considerably lower tem-

peratures and salinities have been recorded around the eastern and southeastern

slopes of Georges Bank (p. 714). In fact, there is reason to believe that the western

side of the channel is the site of a dominant drift outward from the gulf (p. 974).

The cold band encountered off the southwest slope of Georges Bank by the

Grampus in July, 1916, and reported there in other summers (pp. 608, 919) may also be

credited with an eastern source, because its temperature and its salinity both agree

closely with that of the slope water that is manufactured in the offing of Cape Sable

in early summer, as exemplified by the observations taken there in June, 1915, and

July, 1914 (p. 629; Bigelow, 1922, p. 166). Thus it owes its low temperature indi-

rectly to the Nova Scotian current (and so to ice melting far to the eastward).

Why this southwesterly cold current was so much more in evidence along the

bank in 1916 than in 1889, 1913, or 1914 remains an open question, but it seems

probable that some westerly movement of slope water takes place along Georges

Bank to a greater or less extent every spring as the Nova Scotian current floods to

its maximum velocity and volume. In some years (1889, for instance, and 1916)

this drift persists into the summer, as seems to have been the state in 1922, also,

when so many of the bottles set out at the edge of the continental shelf in July

made long drifts to the westward (p. 882). In other years (exemplified by 1914)

it seems to be obliterated west of longitude about 68° by July, as the tropic water

advances toward the edge of the continent. But although so variable, the existence

of this cool band in some summers is extremely instructive as one of the several

«The slope water was somewhat more saline at this locality at the end of July, 1915 (Bjerkan, 1919, Acadia station 41), but

no observations were taken in the channel at the time.
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evidences of the general tendency of the slope water to move westward from the

Nova Scotian slope.

The slope water, moving westward, is forced against Browns Bank by the earth’s

rotation. Consequently, with the Eastern Channel offering an open route for it to

the right, it is reasonable to think of a screwing motion as taking place into the

latter around the southerly and southwesterly slopes of Browns Bank so long as the

propulsive dynamic force resulting from regional inequalities of density persists over

the Nova Scotian slope to the eastward.

Additional evidence that the bottom water does actually move inward through

the Eastern Channel is afforded by the inequalities of density within the basin of the

gulf, where the surfaces of equal density (approximately horizontal in the upper

50 to 60 meters) show a considerable slope from the channel inward at depths greater

than 80 to 100 meters.

This density gradient in the deep water may be illustrated most graphically by
eharting the depth to which it is necessary to sink in order to reach water of a

given value, choosing 1.027 as the most illustrative (figs. 171 and 172). The pre-

cise upper contour of this mass of heavy bottom water has varied from month to

month, as might be expected. Thus, in June, 1915, the slope was steepest near the

entrance to the channel, with the surfaces of equal density lying nearly horizontal

thence inward along the western arm of the basin. In July and August of 1914 the

the most abrupt slope, involving the whole column of water deeper than 50 meters

(fig. 171), was situated farther within the basin. A density gradient of the same
sort was again recorded in the eastern part of the basin in March, 1920, and a

weaker contrast (but one of the same order) between the channel, on the one hand,

and the inner parts of the basin, on the other, in April of that year, sufficient to

show it a permanent characteristic of the gulf.

The implication of a density gradient of this sort is obvious. Only by the

introduction of heavy water into the gulf via the channel could it be maintained

against the action of the hydrostatic forces that are constantly tending to make hor-

izontal the surfaces of equal density.

The inflowing bottom current, which maintains the high salinity (34.5 to 35

per mille) of the deeps of the gulf, thus corresponds, both in cause and in effect, to

the indraft of offshore water that has been recorded in many an estuary. The
gulf, in fact, is nearly as estuarine in this respect as it would be if the offshore banks

(Georges and Browns) were above water, and so actually inclosed it except for the

deep channels between.

In the preceeding discussion I have spoken as though this inflowing current and

the gradients of density that give rise to it were comparatively constant. Actually,

however, our observations on temperatures and salinity have revealed considerable

fluctuations in the volume of water that enters the gulf via this route at various

seasons and in various years.

It goes almost without saying that no sharp distinction can be drawn in salinity

between waters of different origins, especially where the water is stirred as actively

as it is in the Gulf of Maine; but the isohaline for 34 per mille may be taken as

roughly outlining the “slope water” that has recently entered the gulf or that has

continued little altered during its sojourn there, if the product of an earlier invasion.
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So far as our records go, slope water of this high salinity reaches its widest

expansion within the gulf in April (p. 737). The indraft through the channel, however,

seems to slacken during that month, for the bottom layer of 34 per mille water was

Fig. 171.—Depth of the density surface (isopycnobath) for 1.027; July and August, 1914. Corrected for compression

much thinner in May 47 of 1915 than in March or April of 1920 (p. 754), and the area

occupied by it was much less extensive. In that year (probably a representative

one) but little water can have moved inward through the Eastern Channel during

u In May, 1915, the bottom water of the western arm of the basin was more saline than 34 per mille; that of the eastern less so
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May or the first half of June, for salinities as high as 34.5 to 35 per mille were con-

fined to the channel and to the neighboring part of the basin during the last half of

that month, with bottom values of 33.8 to 33.9 per mille in the inner branches of the

latter—western as well as eastern. A considerable indraft of slope water certainly

took place shortly thereafter, however, spreading inward over both arms of the basin,

where the salinity of the bottom water had again risen above 34 per mille by the

end of the summer in a layer of considerable thickness (p. 786).
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With 10 of our 14 August stations as deep as 180 meters (100 fathoms), or deeper,

also showing bottom values higher than 34 per mille in 1912, 1913, and 1914, this

indraft is evidently characteristic of June or July. No doubt, however, it varies from
year to year, both in its seasonal schedule and in its volume and velocity, and the

distribution of density (pp. 958, 960) shows that in some summers, at least (as exempli-

fied by 1914), a counterdrift develops through the channel, out of the gulf, in

July, though perhaps only for a brief period.

In a summer when this inflowing bottom current is active, slope water may be

expected to occupy approximately the area shown in the contour chart for July and
August, 1914 (fig. 152), its boundaries, as in March less extensive than in April, 1920

(figs. 100 and 118), including only the two arms of the trough and the region of

their junction instead of the whole central part of the gulf basin.

By good fortune our records afford charts of the slope water at its maximum for

the respective months 48—the one representing a period of active inflow, the other the

tendency toward equalization that follows such a period.

Slope water is thus shown to enter the gulf from midsummer on through autumn
and winter—but certainly in varying pulses—and to slacken or cease during the late

spring and early summer. It is not possible to outline its fluctuations in the gulf

more definitely than this from the data gathered so far.

ABYSSAL UPWELLINGS

Upwellings from the oceanic abyss, if such occur, would be a second possible

source of water of high salinity and moderate temperature for the deeps of the Gulf

of Maine. Upwelling of this sort, in fact, has often been invoked to explain the low

temperature of the so-called “cold wall” (referred to here as “slope water”), as con-

tracted with the tropic water on its offshore side (Buchan, 1896).

Thus, Pettersson (1907 and 1907a), for example, definitely classed the cold wall

along the North American littoral as an updrift over the continental slope from the

cold abyssal water of the Atlantic, having for its motive power the sinking of cold

water off Newfoundland. While this view has not found a very favorable reception,

both Schott (1912) and Kriimmel (1911) have believed that more or less upwelling

does occur along our coasts, at least in winter; while A. H. Clark (1914) has argued that

the cold water off Nova Scotia must receive something from the abyss to account

for the geographical distribution of crinoids.

The criteria by which upwelling from the oceanic abyss would be made recog-

nizable may be stated in a few words.

In temperate zones surface temperature is perhaps the best index of this process

in summer, for in regions where the water wells up actively seasonal warming is

retarded, causing abnormally low surface temperature. Unless the upwelling extended

along the whole east coast of North America (a most improbable supposition) any

cold water welling up would be surrounded by a warmer surface to the north and

south of it as well as on its offshore side, as is the case off California (McEwen, 1912)

and off the northwest coast of Africa (Schott, 1902, pi. 8). At the same time there

would be a continuity in salinity between this cold water near the surface and the

,8 1920 was a salt March, compared with 1921; 1914 a salt summer, compared with 1913.
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deep stratum that served as the source for the updraft, as demonstrated by the dis-

tribution of salinity off the coast of Morocco (Schott, 1912, pi. 33). Off the north-

eastern American seaboard abyssal water would also be betrayed by its precise com-

bination of salinity and temperature, for while only moderately cold (about 4°)
,
the

salinity of the Atlantic abyss is much higher (34.9 to 35 per mille) than that of any

water on the continental shelf of like temperature.

The observations taken in 1912, on our first cruise, were enough to prove that

the inner part of the Gulf of Maine received little if anything from this abyssal

source, its salinity being too low and its mean temperature too high.

The rapid warming of the superficial stratum, which takes place all along our

seaboard in spring from Nova Scotia to Chesapeake Bay (except in limited areas of

active tidal stirring), is, of itself, incompatible with any widespread upwelling of

abyssal water, unless this be confined to the deeper strata. So, also, is the wide

variation in surface temperature from season to season; for any considerable updraft

from the abyss would necessarily check vernal warming and so narrow the seasonal

range of temperature. The profiles which the Grampus, Acadia (Bjerkan, 1919), and

Albatross have run across the continental shelf between Chesapeake Bay and the

Laurentian Channel have produced a large body of evidence to the same general

effect; particularly welcome because upwelling had been postulated more on theo-

retic grounds than from first-hand observation, previous knowledge of subsur-

face salinity on the continental shelf between Cape Sable and Chesapeake Bay
being virtually nil. None of these temperature profiles for the summers of 1913,

1914, 1915, and 1916 (Bigelow, 1915 to 1922) yield any evidence that abyssal water

ever tends up the slope, much less reaches the continental shelf at that season. To
the west of Cape Sable, in fact, the coldest water in on the shelf has been separated

from the low temperatures of the water of the deeps by a somewhat warmer zone

washing the edge of the continent bottom at intermediate depths in most cases

(p. 617) . The corresponding salinities have been no more compatible with upwelling

either at the time of observation or shortly previous, the coldest water on the shelf

being in every case much less saline (below 33.5 per mille) than the level of equally

low temperature outside the edge of the continent (34.9 per mille, or higher, at all

seasons).

As I have discussed this question in detail in earlier publications (1915, p. 258;

1922, p. 166), I need only add here that none of the observations taken by the Bache

off Chesapeake Bay in January, 1914 (Bigelow, 1917a), by the Grampus between

Marthas Vineyard and Chesapeake Bay in November, 1916 (Bigelow, 1922), or by
the Albatross off the Gulf of Maine in the spring of 1920, show any more evidence

of abyssal water reaching the continental shelf than did the earlier observations.

The only route we need consider, then, by which abyssal water might, perhaps,

enter the Gulf of Maine, is the Eastern Channel; but the precise combination of

temperatures and salinities recorded in its trough for the months of March, April, June,

and July (6.07° to 7.2° and 34.6 to 35.03 per mille), combined with the general

distribution of salinity and temperature within the gulf, points to quite a different

source (the slope water) for the intermittent current that drifts inward over the

bottom of the channel, as is discussed above (p. 842).
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The distribution of density must, in fact, strongly resist any force, such as

offshore winds driving the surface water out to sea, which would tend to draw abyssal

water upward over the continental slope abreast the Gulf of Maine; for in every

case we have found a decidedly stable state of equilibrium prevailing there. In fact,

most of our cross sections of the outer part of the continental shelf abreast the gulf

and to the eastward show a general dynamic tendency of quite a different sort

—

namely, one leading to the development of a drift of the inner slope water toward

the west (p. 847), while a counter drift of the outer slope water (or “inner edge of the

Gulf Stream”) toward the east has often been recorded.

In short, continued observation has not adduced any evidence that water from

the ocean deeps ever wells far enough up the continental slope to reach the Eastern

Channel, much less to overflow the offshore rim of the gulf.

This conclusion does not imply that upwelling may not take place over the

lower part of the continental slope from the Atlantic abyss. On the contrary, much
evidence has accumulated to the effect that some such process is of wide occurrence

along the lower part of the slope, below, say, the 500 to 1,000 meter level, westward
and southward from Georges Bank. Perhaps the clearest evidence of this is afforded

by a profile run from Chesapeake Bay to Bermuda by the Bache in January and

February, 1914, when the uniform abyssal water (about 4° in temperature and 34.9

to 35 per mille in salinity) was banked up against the slope to within 1,100 to 1,200

meters (Bigelow, 1917a, ngs. 11 and 12). This also appears on a profile run by the

Dana from Bermuda to Norfolk, Va.,in May, 1922 (Nielsen, 1925, fig. 4). But no direct

evidence has yet come to hand that water from this deep source ever reaches the con-

tinental shelf of eastern North America in volume sufficient to affect the temperature

or salinity of the coast waters.49

In denying the occurrence of abyssal upwelling as a cause of low temperature

in the Gulf of Maine, I do not refer to upwelling from shallow water along shore

—

a common event, which often exerts an immediate effect on the temperature and

salinity of the surface water in the vicinity in spring and summer, as described in an

earlier chapter (p. 550).

RECAPITULATION

The Gulf of Maine incloses a sector of the typical coastwise water of the north-

western Atlantic, receiving its most important accessions periodically from the

following sources: Slope water of high salinity (close to 35 per mille) and close to 6°-8°

in temperature flows intermittently into the gulf as a bottom current, as it does

also into the Gulf of St. Lawrence and into other smaller depressions on the conti-

nental shelf. There is strong evidence that the slope water that reaches the Gulf

of Maine has its source along the Nova Scotian slope to the eastward. The cold Nova
Scotian current brings a large volume of water of low salinity into the gulf from

the eastward, past Cape Sable, in spring, as a surface drift; but this current slackens

or ceases altogether at other times of year. The gulf also receives a surface drift

from the offing of Cape Sable, into the composition of which cold banks water from the

east, slope water from the Scotian eddy, and tropic water all enter in proportions

that can not yet be stated.

18 For further discussion of this subject as it concerns the Gulf of Maine, see Bigelow, 1915, p. 255, and 1917, p. 239.
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At most times there is no dominant drift into the gulf across Georges Bank,

but on rare occasions overflows of tropic water take place at the surface, probably

via that route.

The discharges of various rivers, added to rainfall, contribute annually to the

gulf sufficient fresh water to form a layer half a fathom thick over its inner parts

out to Georges Bank. The gulf also receives annually a blanket of rain water about

a foot in thickness, in excess of the amount withdrawn by evaporation.

The gulf discharges water as a surface current around Nantucket Shoals to the

westward; to some extent around the eastern end of Georges Bank, 50 and so out

through the Eastern Channel.

It is not likely that the gulf ever receives water from the oceanic abyss, by

upwelling, or directly from the Labrador current.

CIRCULATION IN THE GULF OF MAINE

Study of the circulation that dominates any part of the sea can be attacked in

two different ways: (1) Directly, by observation with current meters or drift bottles,

by ships’ log books, and by interpreting the distribution of salinity and temperature,

or (2) indirectly, by calculation of the hydrostatic forces tending to set the water in

motion. The second method has greatly concerned oceanographers of late, and its

value can hardly be overestimated in the study of ocean currents in the open sea; but

its application to the Gulf of Maine is complicated by the disturbing factors intro-

duced by the irregular contour of the bottom, the limiting coast line, and the strong

tides, which not only produce currents of considerable velocity, but are constantly

altering the slope of the surface. It is fortunate, therefore, that the following account

can be based on the more direct methods of observation, supported by consideration

of hydrodynamic forces as causative agents (p. 930).

TIDAL CURRENTS

No one can sail the Gulf of Maine without soon learning that its tidal currents

run so strong that they must always be taken into account in coastwise navigation.

Their velocities are so great, in fact, in most parts of the gulf, at the strength of ebb

and flood, that for the ordinary observer they entirely obscure any dominant or

nontidal drift that may be in progress.

No attempt has been made to add to the knowledge of the tides during our

survey; but the following brief statement, condensed from the Coast Pilot, the

tide tables and current tables of the Atlantic coast published by the United States

Coast and Geodetic Survey (1923 and 1926), from the investigations of the Tidal

Survey of Canada (Dawson, 1905 and 1908), and from other scattered sources, may
be of interest. 61

The flood, at its strength, runs northerly, the ebb southerly, along the whole line

between Nantucket Shoals and the Northern Channel and likewise in the basin to

8a For discussion of the discharge from the gulf see p. 974.

81 In 1912 the Grampus recorded the velocity of the current near the mid-period of flood or ebb, hoping to learn the approxi-

mation of the direction and velocity at its strength. The value of these measurements is discussed in an earlier report (Bigelow,

1914, p. S3).
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the north (Mitchell, 1881; Harris, 1907, pi. 7). This is also the case along the west

coast of Nova Scotia on the one side of the gulf and along Cape Cod on the other;

but the flood runs westward into Massachusetts Bay, as might be expected from the

trend of the coast line, drawing southward around the tip of Cape Cod into Cape
Cod Bay. There is also a flood current from the westward into the latter, resulting

from a division of the tidal wave as it strikes the shore line at Manomet Head just

east of Plymouth. *

The promontory of Cape Ann also marks a division in the tidal streams; for to

the northward of it the flood, setting westward in toward the land, veers to the north,

paralleling the coast as far as Cape Elizabeth; to the eastward of Casco Bay the

general direction of the flood at its strength is NNE. toward and through the Grand
Manan Channel, complicated, however, by the flood currents setting into the bays

and rivers. At the mouth of Casco Bay, for example, the tides flood to the north.

In the Bay of Fundy the flood sets generally toward the northeast (i.e., inward).

In a general way the ebb, at its strength, is the reverse of the flood, setting out

of the Bay of Fundy in a generally SW. to SSW. direction and around the coast of

Nova Scotia to the south and southeast. Along the coast of Maine, from the

Grand Manan Channel to Penobscot Bay, the tide ebbs southwesterly; southerly

off Casco Bay. In Massachusetts Bay the ebb is generally eastward; southerly

along Cape Cod.

Generally speaking, the velocity of the tidal currents is least along the sector

of coast bounded by Cape Cod on the south and Casco Bay on the north, where

velocities lower than 1 knot have been recorded at most of the observing stations

for the flood at its strength. But the tide flows much more strongly (up to 1.8

knot) around the tip of Cape Cod and at the entrance to Boston Harbor. The
Bay of Fundy stands at the other extreme, with velocities rising to 2.5 to 3 knots

in the Grand Manan Channel; considerably higher even than this near the head of

Minas Basin and elsewhere near the head of the bay. The velocity of the tides

at strength is about 1 to 1.6 knots along the southern rim of the gulf; 1.5 to 2 knots

along the west coast of Nova Scotia and out to the neighboring side of the basin.

The rise and fall of the tide is greater in the Bay of Fundy than anywhere else

in the world; on the other hand, the tidal amplitude is certainly small over the

offshore banks, though the rise and fall has not been measured there as yet.

The following summary of the rise and fall at representative stations, taken

from the tide tables of the Atlantic coast (United States Coast and Geodetic Survey,

1926), will illustrate the transition from the mouth of the gulf inward along its two
sides for ordinary tides:

Locality
Rise and

fall of tide,

in feet

Locality
Rise and

fall of tide,

in feet

WESTERN SIDE

Outer shores of Cape Cod 4. 3- 7.

1

7. 5-11.

1

7. 2-10.

8

7.9-11.3
9. 2-12. 6
12.9-16.3

EASTERN SIDE

Shelburne, Nova Scotia. 6. 5- 7. 9
16. 3-17. 7

23. 7-25.

1

27. 2-28. 6

48.7-50.1

Gloucester BAY OF FUNDY
St. John ...

Portland
Bar Harbor, Mount Desert. Digby ...
Cutler (at western end of Grand Manan Channel). Head of Minas Basin .
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DOMINANT OR NONTIDAL DRIFT

In the preceding summary of the tidal currents, directions and velocities are

given for the flood and ebb at their strength. In some localities the direction con-

tinues virtually constant throughout ebb or flood, as the case may be. In most

parts of the gulf, however, the current is to a greater or less extent a veering one,

and there is some difference in velocity between flood and ebb. The resultant of

movement by which any particle of water would fail to return at the end of any

given tidal period (averaging 12 hours and 25 minutes) to the position from which

it started its journey, is the dominant drift. The name “nontidal” is commonly
used for this; the other appellation just given is preferable, however, there being

some evidence that the dominant drift which we have been able to demonstrate for

the Gulf of Maine has its source in the tidal currents.

On the high seas, where tidal currents are weak and the dominant drifts are often

stronger, the ocean currents, as we now know them, have been charted chiefly by diges-

tion of the drifts reported in the log books of passing ships. This source of informa-

tion has failed to demonstrate any dominant set (as distinguished from tidal currents)

in the Gulf of Maine, as might be expected where the tides are so strong and the

resultant movement, if any, comparatively so weak.

MEASUREMENTS OF CURRENTS

A considerable number of measurements of the tidal currents have been made
in the Gulf of Maine by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey at the follow-

ing localities: Portland lightship off Cape Elizabeth, near Cashes Ledge, three sta-

tions between Cape Ann and Cape Cod at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay, Boston

lightship off Cape Cod, many stations at the mouth of Nantucket Sound and in the

region of Nantucket Shoals, Nantucket lightship, and at a series of stations situated

along the southern rim of the gulf from the South Channel to the offing of Cape
Sable.

The Tidal Survey of Canada, under Doctor Dawson’s direction, carried out an

extended survey of the tidal currents at 19 stations distributed around the Nova
Scotian coast from the offing of Shelburne to the Bay of Fundy, and within the

latter, in the years 1904 and 1907 (Dawson, 1905 and 1908).

One current station also was occupied off Gloucester by the Albatross in March,
1920 (station 20051); and measurements of the velocity and direction of flood or ebb

were made by the Grampus in the summer of 1912 at several localities in the western

side of the gulf.

Thus, the western, southern, and eastern sides of the gulf are so well covered

that these measurements could hardly fail to reveal the dominant set (if there be

any) for that part of its periphery; but no systematic study has yet been made of

the tidal currents along the eastern coast of Maine between Portland and the

entrance to the Bay of Fundy.

Before proceeding to analyze these data we may first consider briefly what sort

of information they may be expected to yield.
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Readings of the current meter (or the simpler method of employing a float)

give the rate of the current over a known interval of time and its direction .

52 These,

then, are reduced to average velocities and directions for each tidal hour after the

time of high water at some neighboring station of reference, and it is in this form

that they appear in the current tables published in the United States Coast Pilot

(United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1911, p. 151) and in the current tables

for the Bay of Fundy (Dawson, 1908). In all such tables the direction stated is

that toward which the current flows, referred to the true meridian. In other words,

a “northeast” current is just the opposite of a “northeast” wind.

To plot the course which an imaginary body, floating in the water, would travel

during the period from one high tide to the next, is perhaps the most graphic way
to bring out the existence or absence of a dominant drift at any given locality. If

the flood and ebb currents are exactly opposite in rate, duration, and direction,

such a float would return precisely to its starting point, for there would be no

resultant drift. In all probability, however, this would never happen in any part of

the Gulf of Maine. If, with ebb and flood opposite in direction throughout their

respective duration, one were stronger than the other, a dominant set would result

parallel to the direction of the stronger. This condition is to be expected in nar-

row channels, such as the Grand Manan Channel, and close in along some parts of

the coast line; but in most parts of the gulf the direction of the tidal current

changes from hour to hour, running in a comparatively constant direction for only a

few hours when ebb or flood is at its strength. In some localities the tidal current

is perfectly rotary, with its direction veering uniformly throughout the half-tidal day.

Such a state, for example, is to be expected about 16 miles to the eastward of Nan-
tucket Shoals light vessel (United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1912, p. 10).

In the Gulf of Maine and on its offshore banks tidal currents veer always to

the right—i. e., with the hands of the clock—most rapidly, in most cases, at the

times of high and low water. Thus, a particle of water or any floating object, such

as a buoyant fish egg, drifting during a tidal period, would follow a course varying

in different parts of the gulf from a closed circle (bringing it back close to its

starting point), through various types of veering spirals, to courses nearly opposite

in direction for the two tides but unequal in distance. In most parts of the gulf,

therefore, any such floating object would not follow the dominant or nontidal set

directly, but in a zigzag or spiral course, traveling a much greater distance in the

daily tidal components than the distance made good along the azimuth of the non-

tidal set.

The dominant set that results from a veering current may be deduced in various

ways. If calculation be preferred, an approximation is easy with the ordinary navi-

gational traverse tables in precisely the same way the navigator calculates, from

his dead reckoning, the distance and course made good for the day.

In most cases a graphic method of summation is to be preferred. The following

(now in common use and recently described in detail by Mavor (1922)) is, perhaps,

“ It should be borne in mind that in tabular statements of currents the words “velocity ” and “distance” are not synony-

mous; for, obviously, if the current is flowing at a rate of 1 mile per hour at one hour, and at 2 miles per hour an hour later, the

distance made good during the interval is neither 1 mile nor 2 miles, but the mean of the two. This caution is added because

some of the published tables of currents have been ambiguous in this respect.
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the most convenient and yields approximations close enough for most purposes: Lay
down a meridian, marking it N. and S. Then simply plot, to scale, the average

distance and direction of the current for each successive hour, as successive lines,

giving to each the correct compass bearing, commencing with high water as the

starting point. Then the distance by which the location reached at one high water
fails to coincide with the preceding high water, measured by the same scale, gives

an approximation to the distance covered by the dominant set in one tidal day.

The angle between the line connecting the two and the meridian first laid down
gives the approximate direction. 53

It is obvious that the smaller and more frequent the time intervals for which
the mean velocity and direction are determined by the current meter, the closer will be

the approximation yielded by this method of graphic summation, or by any other.

The work of the two governmental surveys just mentioned (of Canada and of

the United States) has been directed primarily to the study of the tides as these

affect navigation. Mitchell (1881), however, showed that resolution of the periodic

observations at stations in the South Channel, on Georges Bank, and in the Eastern

and Northern Channels demonstrated a dominant or nontidal drift at every station,

in some cases of considerable velocity. A nontidal drift has also been published

for many stations off Cape Cod and in the region of Nantucket Shoals (United

States Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1912, chart to face p. 9), as well as for the vicin-

ity of Cashes Ledge (Harris, 1907), long before the general importance of these

drifts in the general circulation of the gulf was appreciated.

Dawson (1905, p. 16), on the other hand, believed that the currents in the east-

ern side of the gulf were strictly tidal, showing no “ general movement of the water

in any one direction in this region which is at all well marked.” Mavor (1922),

however, on submitting Dawson’s current tables to the method of graphic summa-
tion described above, found that a dominant drift was demonstrable at every station,

varying in “distance made good” for a single tidal period from about 1 mile to

about 6}/2 miles. Dominant drifts of greater or less magnitude also result from tidal

measurements taken at Portland and Boston lightships by the United States Coast

and Geodetic Survey and at our Albatross station off Gloucester. The number of

current stations is now so considerable that the presence of some such set is certainly

characteristic of the parts of the gulf which they cover.

Some resultant drift in one direction or another is, in fact, to be expected any-

where in the open sea, set in motion by the temporary effects of the winds alone,

if from no other cause. Whether or not such drifts as are revealed by measurements

of the tidal currents can be interpreted as evidence of a dominant movement of the

water as a whole depends, therefore, on their relative constancy at given stations and

on whether they are consistent in direction, one with another, over considerable

areas.

This last criterion can be tested most readily by plotting on a general chart of

the area the dominant drifts calculated for the various stations.

The current arrows on such a chart for the Gulf of Maine (fig. 173) show this

requirement met to a degree somewhat surprising when we remember that the obser-

vations were scattered through a long series of years and that the “sets” at the

t3 It is convenient to use a position plotting sheet, such as can be had from any dealer in navigational supplies.
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individual stations varied widely in their duration, some being continued through sev-

eral successive months and others only for a few days. Even if nothing else what-

ever were known of the movements of the water in the Gulf of Maine, these arrows

Fig. 173—Direction and velocity, in miles, of the non-tidal current, per tidal day of 24 hours and 50 minutes, at stations

of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey and of the Tidal Survey of Canada. The feathered arrow is for the one

Albatross station (20051)

would of themselves be strong evidence of a general tendency inward and northward

along the western shores of Nova Scotia and out to the southeastward past Cape
Cod and the Nantucket Shoals region for the summer and autumn months when the
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current measurements were taken. 64 Mavor (1922, p. 109) has already emphasized

the inward movement thus indicated around Nova Scotia and so into the eastern

side of the Gulf of Maine. The drift to the westward past Cape Sable is shown to

be irregular, however, and perhaps intermittent, for a very rapid dominant drift

toward the west of about 12 miles per day, at Dawson’s station R in the offing of

Cape Sable, contrasts with contrary and much weaker resultant currents at two local-

ities nearby (Dawson’s stations P and Q). In the same way the water in the offing

of Shelburne was setting strongly in toward the shore on June 25 to 29, 1907, showed
no dominant drift in any direction at a neighboring station two weeks later, 65 but

was drifting toward the southwest at a rate of about 8 miles per day on July 27 to

28, 1914 (Bigelow, 1917, p. 203, station 10231; current measurements at 6 meters

depth with Ekman current meter).

The most that can be said is that the current arrows show some movement to

the westward past the cape at times during the summer.

The general tendency northward along the western shores of Nova Scotia, toward

the Bay of Fundy, is decidedly impressive, because not one of the arrows, as calcu-

lated from Dawson’s tables (1908), runs counter to this rule, the only exceptions

being two (his stations L and M), which point almost directly in toward the land.

The arrows also show the water drifting into the Bay of Fundy along its southern

(Nova Scotian) side, then turning northward toward New Brunswick and out again

to the eastward and southward of Grand Manan. In the channel on the northern

side of the latter, however, the water has been found to set inward toward the Bay
of Fundy, suggesting a clockwise circulation around Grand Manan, which corrobo-

rates the local report that the flood current predominates over the ebb along the

eastern part of the coast of Maine (Coast Pilot).

It is unfortunate that no measurements of currents are available for any points

between the Bay of Fundy, on the east, and Portland lightship, to the west, for the

tides run strong along this sector of the coast line.

At Portland lightship the currents are weak but slightly rotary (United States

Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1923, p. 69).

The Coast and Geodetic Survey has supplied the following statement of the

dominant (nontidal) set for several 29-day series at this location (lat. 43° 31 ' 30,"

long. 70° 05' 38").

Duration of series

Rate per
day (24

hours)
in miles

Direction Duration of series

Rate per
day (24

hours)
in miles

Direction

Oct. 3-31, 1913 11.3
9.6

11.3
4.3

S. 67° W.
S. 31° E.
S. 11° W.
S. 36° W.

July 1-29, 1919 2.4
2.2
.5
1.7

N. 62° E.
S. 74° W.
N. 47° E.
N. 58° E.

Nov. 1-29, 1913 Aug. 1-29', 1919
Nov. 30-Dec. 28, 1913 - Sept. 1-29, 1919.

June 1-29, 1919... Oct. 1-29, 1919

t4 So far as I have been able to learn, the only winter measurements made in the Gulf of Maine have been at Nantucket
Bhoals Lightship and one Albatross station off Gloucester (station 20051, p. 857).

t5 The resultant drifts for these two stations (Dawson, 1905 and 1908, statations S and T) are taken from Mavor’s chart (1922,

PI. IV).

8951—28 55
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It is natural to think of the wind as partly responsible for these variations in

the direction and velocity of the drift, and this is borne out by the following table

giving the wind movements and directions at Portland, Me., for each month, and
the resultants calculated therefrom by traverse tables. 56

Month

Wind movement, miles

Resultant

N. NE. E. SE. S. SW. W. NW.

October, 1913 2,471 449 597 813 667 574 264 1, 247 N. 2° W., 2,030.
November, 1913 933 132 425 442 915 1,736 664 1,701 S. 84° W., 2, 274.

December, 1913 1,848 443 235 232 208 1,422 942 2, 255 N. 50° W., 3,697.
June, 1919 362 464 836 400 1, 904 584 348 875 S. 3° E„ 1,290.

July, 1919 382 186 551 411 2, 094 826 1, 013 624 S. 28° W., 2.279.
August, 1919_ _ 382 382 623 505 1,455 863 535 983 S. 33° W„ 1, 247.

September, 1919 690 575 485 462 2, 088 638 504 1,097 S. 27° W„ 1,118.
October, 1919 695 407 449 679 1, 116 870 758 1, 020 S. 73° W., 1,073.

When the directions and velocities of winds and currents are compared for the

individual months it becomes clear that the drift is not purely a wind current, though

considerably affected by the wind. With winds prevailing from anywhere between

north and west, the drift has a southerly component, driven eastward and offshore

by strong west winds (as in November, 1913), but setting toward the southwest,

when the average wind direction is between north and west. It is when drifting

southward (whether with an easterly or a westerly component) during periods when
winds prevail between west and north that the surface set attains its greatest daily

velocities of 9 to 11 miles per day. By common knowledge this applies also during

northeast winds. During the one month (June, 1919) when south winds prevailed,

the current ran, none the less, toward the southwest, though held back by the head

wind to an average rate of only about 4 miles per day. The dominant drift was also

very slow (0.5 to 2.4 miles per day) during the three months when southwesterly

winds prevailed, setting against the wind (WSW.) for one month, but with the wind

(between north and east) during the other three.

According to this correlation between current and wind, the direction of the

nontidal current at this station is between WSW. and SE. and reaches a considerable

velocity when westerly or northerly winds prevail; but its inherent stength is so

small that southerly winds greatly reduce its velocity, or may even reverse it and

produce a slow surface drift toward the northeast.

The wind table for Portland (p. 965) shows that the average direction of the wind

there, from early autumn until April, is between northwest and a few degrees south

of west. 57 Consequently we may assume that the dominant sets recorded at the

lightship for the months of October, November, and December are representative

for autumn, winter, and for the first two months of spring. These combined (by

the traverse tables) give a resultant movement toward the south and west (S. 15°

W.) at an average rate of about 8 miles per day. In spite of the prevalence of south-

west winds in summer the resultant of the combined drifts for June, July, August,

»s From data supplied by the United States Weather Bureau. The directions are those from which the wind blows, as in

every-day parlance.

w Calculated on a time-percentage basis.
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and September (similarly representative of that season) is a very slow set toward

the southwest at less than 1 mile per day. If all the sets for all the months be

combined, the resultant drift is toward the south by west Yi west (S. 18° W.) and

its average daily rate about miles per day.

The underlying dominant drift at Portland lightship is thus shown to be south-

erly, so far as the general transference of water is concerned, and it is so shown on

the chart. Westerly winds may give it an offshore (easterly) component; and per-

sistent southwesterly winds, such as prevail in summer, may reverse the drift, driv-

ing the surface water to the northward and eastward. Such reversals, however, are

only temporary, and while operative produce drifts much slower than the dominant

southerly movement. It is only while the nontidal current is setting toward the

southern half of the compass that it has velocities of 4 miles per day or greater.

No measurements have been made of the currents between Portland lightship

and Cape Ann, but observations taken by the United States Coast Survey at a point

10 miles southward from Cape Ann, on September 27 and 28, 1877 (U. S. Coast

Pilot, 1911, p. 151), showed a dominant set of about 3 miles per day toward the

WNW. (N. 66° W.) for that particular 24 hours. Fourteen miles to the south-

eastward of this we found a dominant set of about 5.4 miles per day toward the SSE.

(S. 26° E.) at a depth of 5 meters (with the Ekman. meter) on March 1 and 2, 1920

(station 20051, p. 857). These drifts, approximately at right angles to each other,

probably represent the dominant tendency at their respective locations more closely

than might have been expected of one-day sets, because drift-bottle experiments also

indicate a tendency inshore and into Massachusetts Bay from the inner of these two
stations (Coast Guard station), southerly across the mouth of the bay from the

outer (p. 890).

At Boston lightship (situated near the head of Massachusetts Bay, about 9

miles off the mouth of Boston Harbor) there is a very slow dominant drift toward

the eastward, a 29-day series of observations (from September 24 to October 22,

1913) giving a resultant of about 2.6 miles per 24 hours toward the S. 6° E., while a

second 58-day set (October 28 to December 19, 1913) showed a dominant drift of about

1 mile per day toward the N. 24° E. 58 These two combined point to a general

dominant movement of the surface stratum toward the SSE. (S. 25° E.) at the rate

of slightly less than 1 mile per day, and it is so shown on the chart (fig. 173). A
dominant set outward from the head of the bay toward its mouth is thus indicated

in its southern side, but one governed so much by the direction of the wind that the

surface water may make but a short distance good in this general direction over a

considerable period.

The dominant drift at a station in the channel, between the tip of Cape Cod and
Stellwagen Bank, where the tidal currents were measured by the Coast Survey on
August 24 and 25, 1877 (Coast Pilot, 1911, p. 151; lat. 42° 07', long. 70° 15'), was
toward the N. 53° E. at a rate of about 4 miles per day, with about 5 miles per day
(2.5 miles for 12 tidal hours) toward the N. 36° E. on the southern side of Stellwagen

Bank, a few miles to the northward, on September 17, 1855 (Coast Pilot, 1911, p.

151; lat. 42° 10', long. 70° 16').

“Information supplied by U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.
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The directions and velocities given on the chart (fig. 173) for the stations off

Cape Cod and in the region of Nantucket Shoals are copied direct from the Coast

Pilot (1912, chart to face p. 9; based on observations taken by the U. S. Coast

and Geodetic Survey). A south-southeasterly drift of about 12 miles a day at a

station 7 miles off Nauset Light illustrates the general tendency toward a south-

erly movement of the water along Cape Cod, mentioned in the Coast Pilot. Obser-

vations taken at the Pollock Rip lightship and at Round Shoal lightship, at the

entrance to Nantucket Sound, from June 20 to September 14, 1911, have also brought

out dominant drifts toward the southeast at rates, respectively, of 9 to 10 and 2 to 3

miles per 24 hours. By this evidence, corroborated by bottle drifts (p. 886), the sur-

face water sets southerly across and out of the eastern end of Nantucket Sound, not

into the latter. This is corroborated by an east-southeasterly set of about 7 miles per

24 hours, recorded at a station 4 miles within the sound (2 miles south of Handker-

chief Shoal lightship).

Sets of varying duration, taken by the Coast and Geodetic Survey at 11 stations

in the general region of Nantucket Shoals, show a general dominant set between

south and east, roughly paralleling the chief axis of the shoal ground, at rates

varying from about 2 miles per day to about 14 miles (average about 3 miles).

However, this is complicated by evidence of subsidiary eddying movements, such

as might be expected over this uneven bottom, where strong tidal currents are

complicated by rips and deeper channels.

Earlier studies pointed to the conclusion that the tidal currents at a point about

16 miles to the eastward of Nantucket light vessel are not only rotary but run at

an equal velocity at all hours (Coast Pilot, 1912, p. 10); and it seems to have been

taken generally for granted that there is no dominant set at the lightship, which is

situated about 10 miles to the southward of the 40-meter contour of the shoals and

42 miles SSE. from Nantucket Island (lat. 40° 37', long. 69° 37'), but that the

currents there are purely tidal. This, however, is contradicted by 19 sets of current

measurements, each of 29 days’ duration, taken at this lightship by the United States

Coast and Geodetic Survey in the months of June, July, August, September, October,

November, December, February, March, April, and May of the years 1911, 1912, and

and 1914, tabulated below. 69 In 13 cases a dominant set results toward the north

and west; a set toward the south and east in four; and one series showed no appreciable

set in either direction, as tabulated.

Dominant set at Nantucket lightship for various months

Month and year
Direction of domi-

nant set
Drift per
24 hours

Month and year
Direction of domi-

nant set
Drift per
24 hours

June, 1914 N. 46° W 2.2 September-October, 1913. N. 89° W. 5.3
June-July,1914___ N. 55° W 2.2 Do. N. 80° W 8.2
June-July, 1911 N. 5° E 1.

1

N. 86° W. 5.3
July, 1914. N. 53° W 2.7 November, 1913 S. 68° E 2.4
July, 1911 — N. 25° W. 1. 9 December, 1913 S. 44° E 4.0
August, 1914 N. 45° W. 4.8 S. 51° E 2.9
August, 1911 N. 53° W 3.8 S. 40° E___, 1.0
August-September, 1911 N. 45° W 2.4 April, 1914 N. 75° W 1.4
September, 1914 N. 74° W 7.4 May, 1914 N. 62° W 4.3

18 Data supplied by the U. S. Coast aud Geodetic Survey.
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Analysis of these sets shows a dominant drift toward the north and west (aver-

age direction about NW. by W.) during the spring, summer, and early autumn,

averaging about 3.4 miles per day; but about as strong a southeasterly set (3 miles

daily) during the late autumn, winter, and early spring, averaging about S. 50° E. in

direction. If January and February be credited with about the same dominant

drift as is recorded for December and March, the average set of water for the year

works out at about 1.3 miles per day toward the N. 74° W. The rate has aver-

aged lowest (less than 0.1 knot) from March through June, and drifts as strong as

0.2 knot have been recorded only during the months from August to December, a

fact of some interest in connection with the discharge of surface water from the gulf

(p. 974). This series of observations gives evidence of a considerable balance of

movement of water toward the WNW. past the southern slopes of Nantucket Shoals,

and whether the set be in that direction or toward the southeast, it is away from

the gulf in either case.

This seasonal reversal in the direction of the dominant current is probably

caused by the wind, with the southeasterly drift of winter reflecting the prevalence

of strong northwest winds at that season ; but the fact that the summer drift toward

the west or northwest is not parallel with the prevailing southerly and southwesterly

winds, but at right angles to them, reveals the dominant tendency for the water here

to move westward.

Current measurements taken at eight stations along the southern rim of the

the Gulf of Maine by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey in 1877 show
in each case a considerable nontidal resultant; and the indicated drift at any one of

these may have been affected by the wind, for all were of short duration. However,
they prove so consistent with the theoretic expectation of a clockwise movement
around a shoal (p. 972) that they are probably representative of the prevalent sum-

mer state. The resultant drifts, as calculated by Mitchell (1881, p. 189, table 8),

are as follows:

Sta-
tion

Latitude Longi-
tude Region Directions

Velocity
per 24
hours 1

1

o r

41 10

O /

68 55 South Channel N. 31° E
Miles

4.5
2 41 21 68 23 Northwest slope of Georges Bank N. 79° E2 5.7
3 41 31 67 52 West side of Georges Shoa!s__ N. 70° W 2.8
4 41 36 67 24 East side of Georges Shoals__ S. 14° E 3.5
5 41 56 66 28 East end of Georges Bank . S. 42° E 3.7
6 42 25 66 08 Eastern Channel S. 76° W? 6.0
6 42 25 66 08 Do N. 51° W 10.7
7 42 50 65 56 South side of Northern Channel _ S. 51° E. 7.3
8 43 04 65 41 North side of Northern Channel S. 59° W 4.7

The U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey writes that “resultant,” in Mitchell’s (1881, p. 189) original account, refers to the
set for a tidal day of 24 hours and 50 minutes. This is reduced here to the set per 24 hours.

The dominant drift is given as southeasterly at station 2, northeasterly at station 3, by Harris (1907, chart 7), and in the
1912 edition of the Coast Pilot (1912, chart to face p. 9); but a fresh calculation of the nontidal set at these stations by the
Coast and Geodetic Survey shows a very good agreement with Mitchell’s results.

These drifts indicate a general movement of the water northwestward around

the western side of Georges Bank and southeastward over the eastern side, which is

corroborated by bottle drifts (figs. 174, 176). They also suggest a subsidiary clockwise
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movement around the shoal part of the bank, drifting northward around its western

flank and southward past the eastern flank. Drifts into the Gulf of Maine basin, at

considerable velocities, result from the two stations in the center of the Eastern

Channel.

At the time these observations were made the Northern Channel seems to have
been dominated (as basins generally are in our latitudes) by an anticlockwise drift,

southwesterly (toward the Gulf of Maine) in its northern side and southeasterly

(away from the gulf) in its southern side. This latter drift, with the inward current

in the Eastern Channel, suggests that Browns Bank was then the center of a clock-

wise eddy.

Current measurements also were taken in the center of the gulf, near Cashes

Ledge (lat. 42° 53', long. 68° 54'), on September 1 to 4, 1875, through a period of 58

hours, from which Harris (1907, pi. 7) has deduced a southerly set of about 4 miles

per day. This agrees with the clockwise circulation to be expected around Cashes

Ledge, this station being situated on its southeastern slope. Examination of the

original data (supplied by the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey), however, makes
it more likely that the dominant set varied with the wind there during the

period of observation. The first 48 hours of the set (which apparently covered two
tidal periods, because extending from “no current” to “no current”) show a result-

ant toward the S. 26° W. of about 4 miles per 24 hours, as Harris represents it; but

this period includes 8 hours (in groups of 3, 1, and 4) when no readings were taken,

but during at least four of which the current almost certainly had an easterly com-
ponent, judging from the stage of the tide as indicated by the veering of the current.

The successive hourly directions also proved much more nearly rotary for the sec-

ond tidal period than for the first, and with wide variation in its velocity while run-

ning in corresponding directions. It is wisest, therefore, to attempt no deduction of

the dominant direction of the set from these data.

SUMMARY

The current measurements so far taken in the gulf when combined indicate

the following circulatory movements: In the eastern side of the gulf the tendency is

northward along Nova Scotia into the Bay of Fundy in its southern side, northward

toward New Brunswick, and out of the bay along the south side of Grand Manan,
with a counterflow into the bay via the Grand Manan Channel.

There is a gap in the observations for the coast section between Grand Manan
and Cape Elizabeth. Off the latter the general set is southerly, though often de-

flected or temporarily reversed by the wind.

Two drifts are indicated in the region of Massachusetts Bay—one anticlockwise

around its coast line and the other southerly across its mouth and down along

Cape Cod. The drift is out to the eastward from Nantucket Sound, generally

southerly and easterly past Nantucket Shoals. The records taken at Nantucket

Lightship show a veering to the west and northwest around the shoals in summer,

though not in winter. Two clockwise movements are suggested farther east—one

around Georges Bank as a whole and a smaller one around its shoalest part.
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In general, the dominant set has been found most rapid in the region of Cape
Cod and Nantucket Shoals, averaging about 8 miles daily. The average velocity

(about 7 miles per 24 hours) is nearly as great for the stations along the west coast

of Nova Scotia and in the Bay of Fundy; but the resultant set into this side of the

gulf is not so rapid, because most of the stations show components either to the west

or to the east. Perhaps 5 miles per day approximates the rate at which a bottle

might be expected to drift northward along Nova Scotia by this evidence.

EXPERIMENTS WITH DRIFT BOTTLES

Measurements with the current meter, such as have just been discussed, give

both the direction and the rate of the dominant set, as well as of the tidal currents,

at that particular place and time, assuming always that the observations are taken

at frequent enough intervals and extended over a sufficient period of time.

The setting free and recovery of a drift bottle can never yield information so

definite, because only the two end points of its journey are known, the route it has

traveled from the one to the other always remaining a matter for deduction. Our
drift bottles, furthermore, reflect the dominant movement of the uppermost stratum of

water only; a fathom or two deep, at most, for the bottles with the longest drags.

Neither does the drift of a bottle necessarily reproduce the drift that would have been

followed by a particle of water, because the bottle floats on the surface, while the

water may sink to lower levels by vertical currents, while new water may well up to

the surface from below to take its place.

Because only the end points of the drifts are known and the intervening tracks

can only be assumed, their value depends on a number of factors, especially on their

consistency, one with another; the length of time they are adrift; the extent of the

oceanic area covered; and on general information from other sources as to the local

currents. In all these respects the Gulf of Maine has proved an especially favorable

region for the study of the dominant circulation by the drift-bottle method. Since

all the drifts from all the lines set out have, without exception, proved reducible to

one scheme, entirely consistent with the current measurements (p. 866) and with gen-

eral report as to the dominant set along various parts of the coast, with temperature

and salinity, with the distribution of the plankton, and with the internal hydrostatic

forces (p. 936), I believe they may be taken as representing the main features usually

prevailing in spring, late summer, and early autumn.

The greater the time interval between release and recovery, the greater does

the uncertainty become, because the longer the bottle is afloat, the greater distance

it may have covered in its journey—i. e., the farther its track is apt to have diverged

from the direct point to point line. By this same reasoning, when bottles are

released in numbers the time interval becomes an important factor in deducing their

probable tracks. If, for example, bottles released near Cape Elizabeth were to drift

repeatedly to a point in Nova Scotia in as short a period as bottles released at

Mount Desert, it is a fair assumption that the latter have diverged enough from the

direct route to make their journey approximately as long as that of the former,

assuming, of course, an approximately equal rate of drift for both. I should also
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point out that in a region where the tidal currents are as strong as they are in the

Gulf of Maine, little information as to the dominant drift is to be had from a bottle

until it has been adrift through several tidal periods. Consequently, when a bottle

set adrift within 3 or 4 miles of shore at the beginning of the flood tide is recovered

on the beach it does not mean that a dominant inshore set brought it in, but simply

that it drifted and stranded with the tide.

These remarks are elementary, but are introduced here because, in conversation,

I have found a very general tendency to ascribe a direct drift to any drift bottle.

BOTTLES SET OUT IN THE BAY OF FUNDY

The first systematic attempt to plot the dominant or nontidal circulation of any
part of the gulf by the use of drift bottles was undertaken by the Atlantic (St.

Andrews) biological station of the Biological Board of Canada in the summer of

1919, when 396 bottles were set adrift on lines crossing the Bay of Fundy, with

results so positive that they are extremely welcome for the light they throw on the

returns from the several series subsequently released in the open gulf by the Bureau
of Fisheries. The complete data of localities of release and recovery are given by
Mavor (1922), who has also discussed the probable tracks in such detail that a brief

summary will suffice here.

The recoveries 61 may be divided into two groups—first, from within the Bay of

Fundy, and second, from the Gulf of Maine.62

Bottles picked up within the Bay of Fundy were all set out in August and

September, 1919, along lines at right angles to the general axis of the bay. Five

bottles, set out at distances of 1 to 10 miles from shore on a line running north-

west from Brier Island, at the mouth of the bay, and picked up along its Nova
Scotian shore after drifts of 25 to 65 miles, show a definite set inward along the

southern side of the bay consistent with the current measurements that have been

taken there (Mavor, 1922, p. 116, fig. 13). One of these traveled at a rate of

more than 4 nautical miles per day. It seems, however, that this inward drift involved

only a narrow belt, probably not more than 6 or 7 miles wide at the time, because

only one bottle from the next line to the west (one set adrift about 7 miles from the

shore of Digby Neck) took this route, while two others released closer in to the

land drifted across the bay to the New Brunswick shore and to Grand Manan.

Most of the recoveries from all the other lines were from points on the New
Brunswick shore; a few were from the neighborhood of Grand Manan and a few (to

be considered later) were in the Gulf of Maine outside the bay. Mavor’s (1922)

analysis brings out the interesting fact that the bottles that were picked up farthest

east on the New Brunswick shore 63 were all set out in the southern side of the bay

within 12 miles of the Nova Scotian shore.

The bottles set out in the southern side of the bay (several lines) thus exhibit

one or the other of two rather definite tendencies. Those set adrift near the Nova

81 Only those reported within 4 months after the bottles were set out are considered here.

68 Mavor (1922, p. 116) states that “all the drift bottles which have been recorded from outside the Bay of Fundy were picked

up in the Gulf of Maine.” Two also have been reported from Europe (Mavor, 1921; Moor [Mavor], 1921).

83 Between Musquash Harbor (long. 66°15'W.) and St. John
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Scotian shore at the mouth of the bay, or inward to Digby Gut, tended to drift

eastward, hugging the southern coast. Those set afloat more than 5 to 10 miles out

from land in the southern side of the bay rarely stranded on that shore, but usually

drifted northward across the bay to the New Brunswick shore. It is evident that

they did not go far up the bay, for only one bottle was picked up east of St. John,

while most of the recoveries of bottles set out on the Nova Scotian end of the inner-

most line were west of the longitude at which they were set out.

Bottles set out in the northern side of the Bay of Fundy showed a westerly

drift, the majority of recoveries coming from the New Brunswick shore west of

Point Lepreau (especially concentrated in the region of Passamaquoddy Bay), with

some from the southern and eastern sides of Grand Manan.
The southern edge of the inflowing current in the southern side of the bay

hugged the shore—witness the stranding of bottles along Nova Scotia. Its outer

(offshore) edge, on the contrary, showed as evident a tendency to veer, anticlock-

wise, across the bay toward the New Brunswick shore, and so to eddy westward,

made evident by the tendency of bottles from the Nova Scotia side to strand farthest

east (inward), along New Brunswick, and for bottles set out in the northern side of

the bay to follow the coast line of New Brunswick farther to the westward.

Some idea of the routes followed by bottles crossing from the Nova Scotian to

the New Brunswick side of the bay can be gained from the relative lengths of the

intervals between release and recovery,64 when these prove as consistent as they did in

this instance. Mavor (1922, p. 116) has already commented on the fact that the

bottles set out on the Nova Scotian end of a line abreast of Point Lepreau (his line G)

averaged longer afloat than those set out on the New Brunswick end, suggesting

that they took a longer route, going up on the Nova Scotian side and down on the

New Brunswick side. The time intervals between release and recovery for bottles

drifting from Nova Scotia to New Brunswick were also longer for those set out near-

est the mouth of the bay (25 to 48 days) than for those set adrift farther in the bay

(8 to 22 days), with a discrepancy much wider than the varying width of the bay
would account for. Bottles set out on the southern end of the innermost line and

picked up eight days later on the New Brunswick side must have followed a com-
paratively direct route in their crossing. A longer time interval for bottles set out

nearer the mouth of the bay points to a more extended circling drift; but the fact

that on the whole bottles set out farther and farther east along the Nova Scotian

side fetched up farther and farther up the bay in the New Brunswick side is evidence

that the south-north drift was of considerable breadth.

A cross section of the Bay of Fundy from Nova Scotia to Grand Manan would
thus have shown a rather sudden transition, at the time, from a current flowing

toward the southwest in the northern side to a northeast drift in along the southern

shore. The fates of four bottles that were set out close together on a line abreast

of Point Lepreau, but were picked up far apart and on opposite sides of the bay 37

to 70 days later, locates the boundary of these two currents nearer Nova Scotia than

New Brunswick (Mavor, 1922, p. 116).

Always remembering that a bottle may lie a long time on some seldom-visited beach.

8951—28 56
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These bottle drifts justify Mayor’s (1922) general conclusion that in the summer
of 1919 the water was drifting in along the southern side of the bay, circling north-

ward across to the New Brunswick shore about abreast of St. John, setting west and
southwest along New Brunswick and out of the bay past the southern side of Grand
Manan. This, as he points out (1922, p. 116), is entirely consistent with the domi-
nant set resulting from Dawson’s current measurements; more consistant, indeed,

than one might have expected of observations of these two sorts taken several years

apart in such tide-swept waters.

The drift westward along New Brunswick, according to Mavor’s analysis, was
at a rate of at least 5 nautical miles per day. This, with the rates for the bottles

that drifted inward along the Nova Scotian shore (p. 868), suggests a general daily

rate of 4 to 5 miles for the periphery of the Bay of Fundy eddy.

Fifteen of the bottles set out in the Bay of Fundy in 1919 were picked up out-

side the bay in the Gulf of Maine—2 from the June series and 13 from the August
series. The two June bottles, however, represent a much larger percentage than do

the August recoveries; for only 10 bottles were set out in June, and these were the

only ones picked up, whereas 220 were set out in August, most of the recoveries

coming from within the Bay of Fundy. None of the September bottles (75 in

number) were picked up in the Gulf of Maine.

The two June bottles were put out, respectively, 14 and 18 miles south of Grand
Manan on the 18th. One was picked up at Bailey’s Mistake (a cove on the north

shore of the Grand Manan Channel) about midway of its length; the other was

recovered in Penobscot Bay. Both of these bottles undoubtedly passed out of the

bay in the outflowing current along the south side of Grand Manan; but the one

circled Grand Manan, to be caught up in the indraft demonstrated by current

measurements for the Grand Manan Channel; while the other, put out only 4 miles

farther south, escaped this eddy and traveled westward along the coast of Maine.

There is every reason to suppose that the 13 August bottles also went out of the Bay
of Fundy along the south side of Grand Manan, for they show very uniform drifts.

One was returned from Jonesport, Me., one from Schoodic Head, near Mount
Desert, and all the rest from the Massachusetts Bay region and Cape Cod. Bottles

from the innermost as well as from the outermost lines in the Bay of Fundy (Mavor’s

lines D and G) partook of this drift (curiously enough, however, none from the inter-

mediate line).

Mavor (1922, p. 118) has emphasized the uniform time intervals of 7 of the 11

bottles that were picked up in Massachusetts Bay 73 to 80 days after being put out.

This, with the fact that so large a proportion of all the bottles picked up outside the

Bay of Fundy within four months after being set adrift were found along so short a

stretch of the coast line, is evidence enough of a very definite surface drift from the

northeastern to the southwestern side of the gulf during the late summer and early

autumn of 1919; and the recovery of two bottles on the eastern coast of Maine

makes it probable that this line of drift lay rather close in to the shore as far as the

mouth of Penobscot Bay. However, since none were found between Penobscot Bay
and Cape Ann they seem to have followed tracks farther out from the land along

this sector of the coast line.
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The distance from the Bay of Fundy to Cape Cod being about 220 miles, these

bottles, as Mavor points out, must have drifted at an average rate of at least 4 miles

per day. Actually, the rate was no doubt somewhat more rapid than this, because

the track probably followed is approximately 260 miles, at the smallest reckoning.

The regional distribution of the recoveries in the Massachusetts Bay region is

also interesting, none being from the shore line between Cape Ann and Plymouth,

but seven scattered around the shores of Cape Cod Bay from Plymouth to the

tip of the cape.65 The hook of Cape Cod seems, therefore, to have acted as a sort

of catch-basin for flotsam at the time these bottles were adrift, evidence that the set

of surface water was then from north to south across the mouth of Massachusetts

Bay, as it was in March, 1920 (current measurements at station 20051; p. 863), not

around the shore line of the bay, as current measurements show it at times (p. 863).

Two bottles, evidently having crossed the mouth of the bay somewhat farther out,

stranded on the outer shore of Cape Cod (near Pamet River Coast Guard Station and

near South Wellfleet wireless towers), and one went to Monomoy Island at the southern

angle of Cape Cod.

BOTTLES SET OUT IN THE GULF OF MAINE

The drifts of the bottles set out in the Bay of Fundy by the Biological Board
of Canada in 1919 were so significant and agreed so well with the dominant set

calculated from current measurements that the United States Bureau of Fisheries has

since released 1,606 drift bottles in the Gulf of Maine and its tributary waters along

the following lines, the returns from which are tabulated below:

DRIFT-BOTTLE RECORD, INCLUDING RECOVERIES UP TO SEPTEMBER 1, 1926

Series A: Bottles Nos. 1 to 300; two every half mile on a line running 125°, true,

from Cape Elizabeth to the vicinity of Cashes Ledge, June 30 to July 1, 1922.

No.

Set out

Where found
Date, Inter-

Latitude Longitude
1922 val

23

O / //

43 30 0G 70 04 42 Small Point Harbor, east of Littlewood Island, Mo July 26
Days

26
26 43 29 48 70 04 06 Between Richmond Island and Cape Elizabeth, Me July 5 5

27 43 29 30 70 03 30 Near Bald Head, Small Point, Me July 28 28
28 43 29 30 70 03 30 l mile east of Cape Elizabeth Lighthouse ... - July 4 4

30 43 29 12 70 02 54 Northwest side of Monhegan Island Aug. 16 47
32 43 28 54 70 02 18 Richmond Island Bay, Me .. .. July 13 13

43 43 27 06 69 58 42 Woodwards Cove, Grand Manan Island - - Oct. 12 104
52 43 25 57 69 56 18 Metinic Shoal (northwest of it) __ __ Sept. 13 75
65 43 23 48 69 52 06 Loon Point, Jonesport., Me ... Sept. 18 80
70 43 23 12 69 50 40 Chebeague Island, Me.. _ July 25

do
25

72 43 22 54 69 50 18 Promts Neck Beach. Scarboro, Me 25
75 43 22 18 69 49 06 Boothbay Harbor, Me Aug. 1 32
76 43 22 18 69 49 06 5 miles east of Prouts Neck, Me., opposite Richmond Island.. Sept. 10 72
79 43 21 42 69 47 54 Thompsons Point, Cundvs Harbor, Me _ _do 72
83 43 21 06 69 46 42 Birch Point, Winnegance Bay, Me Aug. 20 51

87 43 20 30 69 45 30 South Beach, Matinicus Island, Me ... Oct. 12 103
88 43 20 30 69 45 30 103
90 43 20 12 69 44 54 Bald Head, Casco Bay, Me..

% mile northeast from’ outer John’s Island, near Swans Island, Me...
July 25 25

98 43 00 19 69 42 30 Sept. 1 63
99 43 18 42 69 41 54 Bay of Fundy, Nova Scotia . Sept. 18 80

105 43 17 48 69 40 02 1 mile west of Hartsville Breakwater, south shore of Bay of Fundy.. Oct. 6 98
124 43 15 06 69 34 42 South side of Cedar Island, Isles of Shoals, N. H Oct. 8 100

14 White Horse Beach, Plymouth; Sagamore Highlands; Sagamore Beach; Scorton Beach; North Truro; and three between
Wood End and Peaked Hill Bar Coast Guard Station.
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No.

Set out

Where found
Date, Inter-

Latitude Longitude
1922 val

127 43

/

14 30

O

69 33

n

30 Sept. 28
Sept. 15
Oct. 26

Days
90

128 43 14 30 69 33 30 77
153 43 10 36 69 25 42 118
165 43 08 48 69 22 06 Oct. 21 113
190 43 05 12 69 14 54 Entrance of Grand Passage, Nova Scotia Oct. 24 116
206 43 02 48 69 10 06 Digbv Neck, Sandy Cove, Nova Scotia, Bay of Fund v side _ Sept. 28

Sept. 23
Nov. 23

90
210 43 02 12 69 08 54 85
215 43 01 18 69 07 06 146
222 43 00 24 69 05 18 Port Lome, Nova Scotia T Oct. 21 113
230 42 59 12 69 02 54 Meteghan Cove, Nova Scotia Nov. 14 135
241 42 57 24 68 59 18 Sept. 26

Sept. 8
Sept. 13

Sept. 28
Sept. 19

Sept. 5

Oct. 11

88
242 42 57 24 68 59 18 70
248 42 56 30 68 57 30 75
255 42 55 18 68 55 06 90
264 42 54 06 68 52 42 81
280 42 51 42 68 47 54 67
284 42 51 06 68 46 42 103
299 42 48 42 68 41 54 Oct. 15 107

Series B: Bottles Nos. 301 to 900; two every half mile, running 141° from the

offing of Chatham, Cape Cod, 150 miles, July 4, 1922.

No.

Set out

Where found
Date, Inter-

Latitude Longitude
1922 val

301 41

/

41

n
00 69 53

rr

00 1 Yz miles north of Coast Guard station 41, Nausett Beach, Mass July 11

Aug. 26
July 30
July 9
Sept. 10
Dec. 31

Days
5

302 41 41 00 69 53 00 51

303 41 40 36 69 52 36 Sakonnet River, R. I 24
304 41 40 36 69 52 36 Chatham, Mass 3

308 41 39 45 69 51 48 66
309 41 39 24 69 51 24 West side of Nantucket Harbor, mouth of jetty 180
311 41 39 00 69 51 00 60 miles south-southeast of Cape Cod Light July 21

Aug. 7
Aug. 11

Aug. 6
July 7
Sept. 12

July 23
Aug. 29

1 Sept. 16

Oct. 3

15
314 41 38 36 69 50 36 West end, Cuttvhunk Island 32
317 41 37 48 69 49 48 36
331 41 35 00 69 47 00 30
333 41 34 36 69 46 36 On Beach near southeast light, Block Island 1

334 41 34 36 69 46 36 Newport Beach, Newport, R. I 67
337 41 33 38 69 45 48 South side, Marthas Vineyard Island 16

343 41 32 36 69 44 36 Chilmark, south shore Marthas Vineyard __ 53
348 41 31 48 69 43 48 5 miles north of Finis-terre Light, France
357 41 29 48 69 41 48 75 miles southeast from Cape Cod [light ?] 88
358 41 29 48 69 41 48 Hampton, Annapolis County, NovaScotia Oct. 21 106
362 41 29 00 69 41 00 75 miles southeast Yi south from Cape Cod Light July 12

Sept. 10
5

376 41 26 12 69 38 12 Between Horseneck Beach and Barney’s Joy Point 65

389 41 23 24 69 35 24 Head of Miacomet Pond, Nantucket, Mass Aug. 19 43
396 41 22 12 69 34 12 75 miles south-southeast from Cape Cod [

light] July 15

do
8

405 41 20 12 69 32 12 48 miles south-southeast from Cape Cod Light. 8
422 41 17 00 69 29 00 12 miles south'of Sakonnet Point light Sept. 5

Sept. 27
Oct. 11

60
433 41 14 36 69 26 36 Hampton, 26 miles east of Digby, Nova Scotia 82
435 41 14 12 69 26 12 Lat. 42° 07' N., long. 66° 41' W 96
445 41 12 12 69 24 12 lp2 miles west of UTS. Coast Guard Station 47, Muskeget Aug. 10

Aug. 16
34

447 41 11 48 69 23 48 300 yards east of boat house, Fishers Island, N. Y 40
462 41 09 00 69 21 00 Near Port George, Nova Scotia Oct. 20 105
484 41 04 36 69 16 36 Sept. 12

July 10

Aug. 13

July 30
Aug. 28
Aug. 11

Aug. 20
July 29
Aug. 13

July 29
July 25

67

510 40 59 24 69 11 24 72 miles southeast by east from Cape Cod Light 3
528 40 55 48 69 07 48 West shore, Mishaum Point, Mass 37

536 40 54 12 69 06 12 23
541 40 53 00 69 05 00 52
543 40 52 36 69 04 36 35

547 40 51 48 69 03 48 44

548 40 51 48 69 03 48 22
557 40 49 48 69 01 48 37
569 40 47 24 68 58 24 22
580 40 45 24 68 56 24 1 mile east of U. S. Coast Guard Station 47, Mass.., 18

582 40 45 00 68 56 00 Sept. 12
July 31
July 28
Sept. 13

Aug. 2

67

584 40 44 36 68 55 36 24

585 40 44 12 68 55 12 21

587 40 43 48 68 54 48 68

588 40 43 48 68 54 48 Penikese Island, Mass 26

1923.
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No.

Set out
Date, Inter-

val

Latitude Longitude
1922

O / „ O , // Dans
590 40 43 24 68 54 24 Crescent Beach, Block Island, R. I Aug. 13 37

591 40 43 00 68 54 00 Middle Ground Shoal, Vineyard Haven, Mass Aug. 9 33

593 40 42 36 68 53 36 Bathing Beach, Southampton, Long Island.. Sept. 12 67

696 40 42 12 68 53 12 Vi mile north of Sakonnet Lighthouse, Sakonnet River, R. I July 30 23

597 40 41 48 68 52 48 On Beach at Horseneck, Westport, Mass Aug. 7 31

600 40 41 24 68 52 24 Tarpaulin Cove, Naushon Island, Mass Aug. 26 50

602 40 41 00 68 52 00 Near Lighthouse, south beach, Gay Head, Mass July 29 22

603 40 40 36 68 51 36 2'A miles northwest of Vineyard Sound Lightship, Mass Aug. 1 25

604 40 40 36 68 51 36 Old Harbor Point, Block Island, R. I Aug. 10 34

605 40 40 12 68 51 12 West Horseneck Beach, Westport,Mass July 29 22

606 40 40 12 68 51 12 West shore Block Island, R. I Aug. 19 43

608 40 39 48 68 50 48 Narragansett Pier, R. I. Aug. 7 31

609 40 39 24 68 50 24 North-northwest of Old Harbor Breakwater, east side, R. I Aug. 4 28

611 40 39 00 68 50 00 1 mile north of Wasque Hill, Chappaquiddic Island, Mass July 27 20

613 40 38 36 68 49 36 1 mile east of Coast Guard station 72, Long Island, N Y Aug. 7 31

614 40 38 36 68 49 36 1 Yi miles West of Barney’s Joy Point, Mass Julv 29 22

615 40 38 12 68 49 12 5 miles below Edgartown, south shore Martha’s Vineyard, Mass Aug. 20 44

617 40 37 48 68 48 48 Pleasant View Beach, R. I July 28 21

618 40 37 48 68 48 48 Westport Point, Mass. Dec. 29 (
7
)

620 40 37 9<1 68 48 24 Horseneck, Beach, Mass 23

621 40 37 00 68 48 00 Horseneck Beach, Westport, Mass dn_ 22

622 40 37 00 68 48 00 Matunuck Beach, R. I.". Aug. 8 32

624 40 36 36 68 47 36 Near Warren Point, Little Compton, R.I... July 29 22

627 40 35 48 68 46 48 Cornwall, England. 3 Aug. 14 0)
628 40 35 48 68 46 48 V/i miles west of Montauk Light Station Sept. 10 65

629 40 35 24 68 46 24 West Horseneck Beach, Mass Aug. 1 25

630 40 35 24 68 46 24 South shore, Chilmark, Mass Aug. 2 26

631 40 35 00 68 46 00 4 miles below Edgartown, south shore Marthas Vineyard, Mass Aug. 6 30
634 40 34 36 68 45 36 2 miles northwest of Vineyard Sound Lightship, Mass Aug. 1 31

635 40 34 12 68 45 12 1 mile southeast of Westport Harbor, Horseneck Beach, Mass Aug. 7 31

637 40 33 48 68 44 48 3 miles south-southeast of Cuttyhunk Lighthouse, Cuttyhunk, Mass.. July 28 21

638 40 33 48 68 44 48 Between North Light and New Harbor Channel, West Beach, R. I Aug. 6 30
639 40 33 24 68 44 24 Halfway between Coast Guard Stations 66 and 67, Montauk, L. I Sept. 16 71

641 40 33 00 68 44 00 On beach near Falmouth, Mass Aug. 20 44

644 40 32 36 68 43 36 West end of Nasharvena Island, Mass.. July 29 22
645 40 32 12 68 43 12 >2 mile southeast of light on beach, Block Island, R. I. July 7 1

646 40 32 12 68 43 12 Charlestown Beach, R. I Aug. 5 29
647 40 31 48 68 42 48 10 miles west of Montauk Point, south side Long Island, N. Y Aug. 7 31

648 40 31 48 68 42 48 Between Point Judith and Charleston, opposite East Island Aug. 17 31

649 40 31 24 68 42 24 Sakonnet Point, R. I Aug. 4 28
650 40 31 24 68 42 24 6 miles southeast from Sakonnet Point Light, R. I Aug. 3 27
651 40 31 00 68 42 00 Little Compton, R. 1. July 28 21

652 40 31 00 68 42 00 Easthampton, L. 1. _ Sept. 12 67
653 40 30 36 68 41 36 Near Life Guard Station 65, Ditch Plains, Montauk, L. I Sept. 9 64

654 40 30 36 68 41 36 Vi mile east of Coast Guard Station 73, opposite Hampton Bays, N. Y Sept. 11 66
655 40 30 12 68 41 12 East side of Block Island, R. I. Sept. 9 64

656 40 30 12 68 41 12 Sagaponack, L. I. northeast of Bridgehampton Sept. 12 67
658 40 29 48 68 40 48 Gay Head, Mass Sept. 3 58
661 40 29 00 68 40 00 \}Ai miles west of Charlestown, R. I. (?) Sept. 17 72
662 40 29 00 68 40 00 VA m iles from light, south shore, Gay Head, Mass Aug. 5 29
664 40 28 36 68 39 36 1 mile south of No Mans Land, Mass July 28 21

665 40 28 12 68 39 12 Start Point, bearing north-northwest, 15 miles, England »Sept. 19 (
9
)

666 40 28 12 68 39 12 West Beach, Horseneck, South Westport, Mass Aug. 7 31

668 40 27 48 68 38 48 3H miles from light, south shore, Gay Head, Mass ... .. 29
669 40 27 24 68 38 24 2 miles north of Coast Guard Station'l72, Kitty Hawk, N. C Sept. 26 81

676 40 26 12 68 37 12 Coast Guard Station 176, near Manteo, N. C Sept. 30 86
679 40 25 24 68 36 24 1 mile north of Coast Guard Station 165 Oct. 1 86
680 40 25 24 68 36 24 14 mile north of Coast Guard Station 171 Sept. 22 77
684 40 24 36 68 35 36 1 mile north of Coast Guard Station 170 do 77

686 40 24 12 68 35 12 Near Coast Guard Station 179 Sept. 27 82
688 40 23 48 68 34 48 1 mile north of Coast Guard Station 176... Sept. 30 85
695 40 22 12 68 33 12 Kitty Hawk, N. C Sept. 27 82
700 40 21 24 68 32 24 1 Yi miles west of Coast Guard Station 56, Green Hill, R. I Sept. 12 67
702 40 21 00 68 32 00 8 miles west of Montauk Lighthouse, Long Island, N. Y Sept. 19 74

703 40 20 36 68 31 36 1 Vi mile south of Coast Guard Station 170 Sept. 21 76
707 40 19 48 68 30 48 Near life-saving station, east beach, Montauk, L. I Sept. 12 67
718 40 17 48 68 28 48 2Vi miles east of Quonochontaug life-saving Station, R.I Sept. 13 68
724 40 16 36 68 27 36 Edgartown Harbor, Edgartown, Mass Oct. 15 100
727 40 15 48 68 25 48 VA mile south of Coast Guard Station 9 . 7Mar. 4 (*)

728 40 15 48 68 25 48 2 l
/i miles north of Coast Guard Station 170, on beach 77

731 40 15 00 68 25 00 (
9
) (

10)

732 40 15 00 68 25 00 Off Gooseberry Neck, near Westport Harbor, Mass Sept. 68

1 1923.
7 One year 4 months and 22 days.
3 1926.

«Four years 1 month and 7 days,
s 1924.

6 Two years 2 months and 12 days.
7 1923.
> Seven months 26 days,
8 July, 1923.
10 About 1 year.
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No.

Set out

Where lound Date, Inter-

Latitude Longitude
1922 val

739

O

40

/

13 24

O

68 23 24 2 miles south of Coast Guard Station 170, Duck, N. C Sept. 29
Days

84
745 40 12 12 68 22 12 West end of Baileys Beach, Newport, R. I Sept. 13 68
749 40 11 24 68 21 24 Grand Canary Island ‘Apr. 1 (

J
)

752 40 11 00 68 21 00 Southeast by south V6 south, 35 miles from No Mans Land Sept. 20 75

753 40 10 36 68 20 36 6 miles southwest of Gay Head, Mass Sept. 6 61

762 40 09 00 68 19 00 Point O Wood, Fire Island, Long Island, N. Y
Lat. 41° 20' 45", long. 70° 38' 30"

Oct. 8 93
770 40 07 24 68 17 24 Sept. 4 59
775 40 06 12 68 16 12 2 miles east of Coast Guard Station 70 Sept. 20 75

777 40 05 48 68 15 48 Yi mile south of Coast Guard Station 169 Oct. 14 99
779 40 05 24 68 15 24 1 mile south of Coast Guard Station 181 Sept. 27 112
787 40 03 48 68 13 48 Roughley, Sligo Bay, Ireland ... 3 July 18 (<)

790 40 03 24 68 13 24 South shore of Marthas Vineyard, Mass
South Beach, Edgartown, Mass

Sept. 4 59

802 40 01 00 68 11 00 Aug. 29 53

804 40 00 36 68 10 36 Southwesterly shore o( Marthas Vineyard, Mass Sept. 7 62

806 40 00 12 68 10 12 54 mile on the shore northeast from the breakwater, Sakonnet Point, R. I Sept. 6 61

822 39 57 00 68 07 00 1 mile south of Coast Guard Station 173 Sept. 28 83
824 39 56 36 68 06 36 Horseneck Beach, Westport, Mass

1 mile below Bodies Island Lighthouse, N. C
Sept. 16 71

835 39 54 12 68 04 12 Oct. 2 87

837 39 53 48 68 03 48 Yi mile north of Coast Guard Station 177 ... do.... 87

839 39 53 24 68 03 24 In Bay at Nantucket, Mass Nov. 22 141

844 39 52 36 68 02 36 10 miles southwest by west of Sankaty light, Nantucket, Mass Aug. 28 52

845 39 62 12 68 02 12 9 miles north of Bodies Island light Station Sept. 18 73

890 39 43 24 67 63 24 South side of Marthas Vineyard, Mass Oct. 1 86

900 39 41 24 67 61 24 South Beach, Marthas Vineyard, Edgartown, Mass Aug. 28 52

‘ 1924. 3 1923.
1 One year 8 months and 24 days. 4 One year 11 days.

Series D: Bottles Nos. 1501 to 1600; two bottles every half mile on a line run-

ning 150° from Bakers Island, off Mount Desert, for 25 miles, August 6, 1923.

No.

Set out

Where found
Date,
1923

Inter-
val

Latitude Longitude

0 / // O / It
Days

1503 44 13 19 68 10 25 Duck Island, Me Aug. 8 2
1504 44 13 19 68 10 25 Near Baccaro lighthouse, Shelburne County, Nova Scotia Oct. 18 73
1506 44 12 53 68 10 05 Comeau Cove, Digby County, Nova Scotia. Oct. 7 62
1510 44 12 01 68 9 25 Great Duck Island, Me. Aug. 8 2
151

1

44 11 35 68 9 05 Winter Harbor, Me
1515 44 10 43 68 8 25 Point of outer Long Island, Me Aug. 8 2
1521 44 9 25 68 7 25 Kennebunk Beach, Me Sept. 7 32
1523 44 8 59 68 7 05 8 miles southeast of Isle au Haut, Me Aug. 7? (?)
1530 44 7 41 68 6 00 Salmon River, Digby County, Nova Scotia Dec. 17 133
1531 44 7 15 68 5 45 East side Petite Passage, Digby County, Nova Scotia Oct. 16 71
1541 44 5 05 68 4 05 West side Egg Rock light, Hancock County, Me Sept. 11 36
1546 44 4 13 68 3 25 Deep Cove, Isle au Haut, Me Sept. 14 39
1547 44 3 47 68 3 05 Salmon River Beach, Digby County, Nova Scotia Oct. 9 64

3 21 68 9 45

1551 44 3 00 68 2 45 Pubnico Harbor, Nova Scotia ‘Jan. 4 151
1553 44 2 29 68 2 05 154 miles WNW. of Matinicus, Me Sept. 12 37
1554 44 2 29 68 2 05 Clark Island, Me Sept. 9 34
1557 44 1 37 68 1 25 Pubnico Point, Nova Scotia ‘Jan. 4 151
1563 44 0 19 68 0 25 Pleasant Cove, Digby County, Nova Scotia Oct. 8 63
1565 43 59 53 68 0 05 States Point, St. George, Me. Sept. 9 34
1566 43 69 53 68 0 05 Wooden Ball Island, Me Sept. 11 36
1568 43 59 27 67 59 45 Meteghan River, St. Marys Bay, Digby County, Nova Scotia Oct. 7 62
1676 43 57 43 67 58 25 3 miles west from Petit Manan light, Me Sept. 13 38
1581 43 56 25 67 57 25 West side of Grindstone Neck, Winter Harbor, Me.. Sept. 8 33
1584 43 55 59 67 57 05 Haycocks Harbor, Washington County, Me Nov. 7 93
1587 43 55 07 67 56 25 Near Port George, Annapolis County, Nova Scotia Nov. 2 88
1599 43 52 31 67 54 25 Near bell buoy, Burnt Island, Me. .. Sept. 10 35
1600 43 52 31 67 54 25 Northeast Matinicus... Sept. 8 33

1 1924.

Series E: Bottles Nos. 1701 to 1800; two every half mile along a line running

125° from Cape Elizabeth whistling buoy, for 25 miles, August 4, 1923.
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No.

Set out

Where found Date,
1923

Inter-

Latitude Longitude
val

1702

O

43 32 00 70 12 00 Beachwood, Me ... . Sept. 7

Days
31

1712 43 30 35 70 09 10 Siasconset, Mass Dec. 24 139
1720 43 29 27 70 6 54 Clifford's Cove, Long Island, Nova Scotia ... Oct. 20 74
1721 43 29 10 70 6 20 4 miles southeast Seguin light, Me Sept. 8

Nov. 26
32

1726 43 28 36 70 5 12 Entrance Grand Harbor, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia.. in
1728 43 28 19 70 4 48 New River Beach, Charlotte County, New Brunswick, Canada Oct. 22 76
1731 43 27 45 70 3 40 North Beach, Chatham. Mass.. Dec. 6 121
1732 43 27 45 70 3 40 New Meadows River, Me. . ... Sept. 14 38
1733 43 27 28 70 3 06 Mascabin Point light, New Brunswick, Canada Oct. 21 75
1734 43 27 28 70 3 06 Pond Island, Casco Bay, Me Oct. 1 55
1740 43 26 37 70 1 24 Shore of Round Pond Harbor, Me Nov. 2 77
1703 43 23 23 69 54 36 Salmon River, St. Marys Bay, Nova Scotia Nov. 5 90
1764 43 23 23 69 54 36 Centreville, Digby County, Nova Scotia Oct. 9 63
1768 43 22 49 69 53 28 Bay of Fundv shore, Digby County, Nova Scotia Oct. 10 64
1769 43 22 32 69 52 54 Comeau Cove, Digby County, Nova Scotia Oct. 10 64
1773 43 21 58 69 51 46 Big Wood Island, Grand Manan, Nova Scotia Oct. 2 56
1780 43 21 07 69 50 04 Bav of Fundy, Brier Island, Digby Countv, Nova Scotia Nov. 4 79
1792 43 19 25 69 46 40 Metinie Island, Me . Oct. 10 64
1793 43 19 08 69 46 06 Sheepscot River, Me Sept. 10 34

Series F: Bottles Nos. 1601 to 1700; two bottles every half mile along a line

running 99° from Thatchers Island, Cape Ann, for 25 miles, August 9, 1923.

Set out

Where found Date, Inter-
No.

Latitude Longitude
1923 val

1635 42 36 22 70 19 23 Yarmouth Harbor, Yarmouth County, Nova Scotia. Oct. 18
Days

60
1636 42 36 22 70 19 23 Port Maitland, Yarmouth County, Nova Scotia Oct. 12 64
1645 42 36 02 70 15 58 Cockeritt Passage, Shelbourne County, Nova Scotia. Oct. 13 65
1648 42 35 58 70 15 17 15 miles north of Yarmouth Capo, Nova Scotia Dec. 25 138
1672 42 35 10 70 7 05 East side Digby Gut, Nova Scotia . Nov. 2 85
1677 42 34 58 70 5 15 Dogs Bay, Roundstone West, County Galway, Ireland fJan. 2

1692 42 34 30 70 0 15 East of Preston Littiehampton, Sussex, England 2 Sept. 25

' 1925. 21924.

Series G: Bottles Nos. 1801 to 1900; two every half mile on a line running 73°

from a point half a mile off the radio towers at South Wellfleet, Cape Cod, for 25

miles, August 16, 1923.

No.

Set out

Where found Date,
1923

Inter

Latitude Longitude
val

1815 41 56 03 69 52 40 Nauset Harbor, Mass Sept. 12
Days

27
1826 41 56 48 69 49 36 Nauset Lighthouse, North Eastham, Cape Cod, Mass Aug. 18 2
1881 42 00 57 69 31 20 Eastern edge of Georges Bank, latitude 41° 50', longitude 66° O' Oct. 14 59
1885 42 01 15 69 30 06 Bally Teiquo Bay, Kilnare Quay, County Wexford, Ireland ‘Sept. 20

‘Jan. 121892 42 01 42 69 28 15 Tiverton, Digby County, Nova Scotia 149

‘ 1924.

Series H: Bottles Nos. 1 to 85, placed in Nantucket and Vineyard Sounds in

1924, as follows:

1. On a line from Great Point, Nantucket Island, N. 10° W., running about
one-half mile west of Handkerchief Shoal lightship to within about 1^ miles of the

coast of Cape Cod. Bottles dropped approximately one-third mile apart. Bottle
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No. 1 was dropped nearest Great Point at 11.17 a. m., August 4. Bottle No. 45 was
dropped nearest the mainland at 12.45 p. m.

2. On a line from Succonesset Point to Cape Pogue. Bottle No. 46 was dropped
nearest Succonesset Point at 10.17 a. m., August 5, while No. 67 was dropped nearest

Cape Pogue at 10.59 a. m.

3. On a line from Pasque Island to Menemsha Bight. Bottle No. 68 was
dropped nearest Pasque Island at 12.04 p. m., August 6, and bottle No. 85 was
dropped nearest shore in Menemsha Bight at 12.38 p. m.

Set adrift Recovered

No.
Date,
1924

Place
Date,
1924

Place

2 Aug. 4.. From Great Point north 10° west %
mile.

Oct. 4 Point Pleasant Beach, N. J.

3 ...do From Great Point north 10° west 1 mile. Sept. 29 1 mile east of Mecox station, Bridgehampton, Long Island,
N. Y.

East Hampton, Long Island Beach.14 ...do From Great Point north 10° west 4%
miles.

Sept. 22

19 ...do From Great Point north 10° west 6%
miles.

1 Mar. 4 Eorabus, Bunessan, Mull, Argyle, Scotland.

27 ...do From Great Point north 10° west 9

miles.
Sept. 30 Lonelyville, Fire Island, N. Y.

28 ...do From Great Point north 10° west 9%
miles.

Oct. 7 About 72d Street, Holiday Beach, N. J.

31 ...do From Great Point north 10° west 10%
miles.

Sept. 29 Beach Haven, N. J.

37 ...do From Great Point north 10° west 12%
miles.

Aug. 22 In Bucks Creek, South Chatham, Mass.

38 ...do From Great Point north 10° west 12%
miles.

Aug. 20 Harwichport, Mass.

39 ...do From Great Point north 10° west 13

miles.
Aug. 7 1 mile west of Monomoy Coast Guard station (south of

Chatham, Mass.).

41 ...do From Great Point north 10° west 13%
miles

Aug. 11 Forest Beach, South Chatham, Mass.

42 ...do From Great Point north 10° west 14

miles.

Ang. 9 Hardings Beach light, Chatham Bay, Mass.

43 ...do From Great Point north 10° west 14%
miles.

Aug. 16 % mile from Hardings Beach light, Wtst Chatham, Mass.

44 ...do From Great Point north 10° west 14%
miles.

Aug. 9 Bucks Creek, South Chatham, Mass.

45 ...do From Great Point north 10° west 15

miles.

Aug. 10 South Chatham, Mass.

46 Aug. 5 From Succonesset Point south % mile. Aug. 26 4 miles southeast of Rose and Crown Buoy, Nantuck«t
Shoals Mass.

47 ...do From Succonesset Point south % mile. Aug. 16 1 mile oil Wiano Point, Cape Cod, Mass.
49 ...do From Succonesset Point south 1% miles. Aug. 11 West side of Great Island Point, Hyannis Harbor, Mass.
50 ...do From Succonesset Point south 1% miles. Aug. 10 Near Hyannis Lighthouse, South Hyannis, Mass.
51 ...do From Succonesset Point south 2 miles.. Aug. 29 Mouth of Bass River, Cape Cod, Mass.
52 ...do From Succonesset Point south 2% miles. Aug. 9 Between Marthas Vineyard and Succonesset Point. Mass.
53 ...do From Succonesset Point south 2% miles. Aug. 18 West side of Hvannis Harbor, Mass.
55 ...do From Succonesset Point south 3% miles. Aug. 10 West Beach, Hyannisport, Mass.
56 ...do From Succonesset Point south 3% miles. Sept. 11 Bass River, Mass.
63 ...do From Succonesset Point south 6 miles.. Aug. 31 Dennisport Beach, Cape Cod, Mass.
64 ...do From Succonesset Point south 6% miles. Aug. 26 Foot of Morey Lane, Siasconset, Mass.
66 ...do From Succonesset Point south 7 miles.. 2 Dec. 17 At entrance to Chatham Harbor, Mass.
67 ...do From Succonesset Point south 7% miles. Nov. 10 1 mile west of the Green Hill Coast Guard station (R. I. ?)

68 Aug. 6 From Pasque Isle south % mile Aug. 18 Northeast shore of Cuttyhunk Island, Mass.
69 ...do From Pasque Isle south % mile Aug. 14 2 miles north of Woods Hole, Mass.
71 ...do From Pasque Isle south 1% miles Aug. 7 % mile northeast of Cedar Tree Neck, Vineyard Sound, Mass.
72 ...do From Pasque Isle south 1% miles Sept. 21 Extreme end of Tuckernuck Island, Mass.
74 ...do From Pasque Isle south 2% miles Sept. 22 Brant Beach, N. J.

76 ...do From Pasque Isle south 3 miles Aug. 14 4 miles northwest of Vineyard Sound Lightship.
79 ...do From Pasque Isle south 4 miles Aug. 27 Menemsha Bight, Vineyard Sound, Mass.
80 ...do From Pasque Isle south 4% miles Aug. 10 East Passage, Narragansett Bay, R. I.

81 ...do From Pasque Isle south 4% miles Sept. 29 1 mile north of Sea Isle City, N. J.

82 ...do From Pasque Isle south 5 miles Sept. 30 Hereford Inlet, Anglesea, N. J.

83 ...do From Pasque Isle south 5% miles Aug. 11 Ribbon Reef, % mile west of buoy.

1 1926 2 1924.

Series I: Bottles Nos. 1 to 60, set adrift in Massachusetts and Cape Cod Bays,

February 6 and 7, 1925, by the Fish Hawk, cruise No. 6. (For station record, see

p. 1004.)
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No.

Set out

Where found
Date,
1925

Inter-
val

Hour Latitude Longitude

o / » 0 Days
15 12.45 p. m.__ 42 12 00 70 23 30 Near radio station, Nantucket June 14 128
22 2.50 p. m 42 03 18 70 14 42 Fire Island Coast Guard station, N. Y July 4 87
25 3.40 p. m 42 00 45 70 11 50 Beach, Provincetown, Mass Feb. 11 5

26 .do 42 00 45 70 11 50 Pilgrim Heights, Mass Feb. 26 20
27 42 00 45 70 11 50 East end of breakwater, Provincetown, Mass - Feb. 12 6
28 4.10 p. m 41 58 12 70 10 48 Pickett Wharf, Provincetown, Mass... Feb. 14 8
29 41 58 12 70 10 48 C. L. Birch’s store, Provincetown, Mass _ Feb. 11 5

30 do 41 58 12 70 10 48 Can factory wharf, Provincetown, Mass do 5
32 4.40 p. m 41 55 30 70 09 30 Beach at Provincetown, Mass...! Feb. 12 6
33 41 55 30 70 09 30 Beach at North Truro, Mass Feb. 11 5

34 41 52 18 70 10 30 East Harbor, Provincetown, Mass do 5

35 41 52 18 70 10 30 Eastern cold-storage wharf, Provincetown, Mass 5

36 41 52 18 70 10 30 Smiths Bathing Beach, Mass Feb. 12 6

37 6.00 p. m 41 49 30 70 ii 15 Provincetown Harbor, Mass.. Feb. ii 5

38 41 49 30 70 11 15 On beach, Provincetown Harbor, Mass 14 8
39 41 49 30 79 11 15 Provincetown Harbor, Mass Feb. 12 6

40 6.52 p. m 41 52 27 70 15 24 North Truro Beach, Cape Cod Bay, Mass Feb. 17 ii

42 41 52 27 70 15 24 Bay shore, North Truro, Cape Cod, Mass Feb. 22 16

43 7.15 p. m 41 56 00 70 18 30 Beach Point, Provincetown Harbor, Mass Feb. 23 17
44 do 41 56 00 70 18 30 Provincetown Harbor, Mass Feb. 18 12

74 10.45 a. m... 42 07 18 70 36 36 29 miles from Eastern Point, Stellwagen Bank Feb. 16 10
78 11.00 a. m.__ 42 09 30 70 38 15 Surfside, south shore, Nantucket June 30 144

85 12.50 p. m__. 42 16 06 70 42 30 Freeport, Digby Countv, Nova Scotia July 2 146
89 1.10 p. m 42 18 15 70 44 00 28 miles east-southeast from Thatchers Island

Series J: Bottles Nos. 91 to 101, set out in Ipswich Bay and off Cape Ann by
the Fish Hawk, April 7, 1925.

No.

Set out Fish
Hawk Date, Inter-

Hour Latitude Longitude
sta-

tion
1925 val

95
96

Of//
42 49 30

O / //

70 40 00 23 Yi mile west of Race Point, Cape Cod ._ Apr. 21
Apr. 24
July 21

Days
14

do 42 49 30 70 40 00 23 mile southeast of Race Point, Cape Cod 17

97 4.30 a. m..-. 42 46 00 70 40 00 21 2 miles off Cutler, Me 105
99 6.10 a. m 42 38 00 70 33 00 29 2 miles north of Brant Rock, Mass., Coast Guard station.. Apr. 29 22

Series K: Bottles Nos. 102 to 141, set oat in pairs by the Fish Hawk in

Massachusetts Bay, May 20 to 22, 1925, cruise No. 13 (p. 1004).

No.

Set out Fish
Hawk Where found Date, Inter-

Hour Latitude Longitude
sta-

tion
1925 val

103 6.41 a. m
O

42 18 15

O

70 44 00 17 Dennisport, Mass June 6

Days
17

106
108

9.10 a. m 42 16 54 70 30 30 18A 3 miles northwest of Race Point Light, Cape Cod May 26
May 30

6

11.15 a.m... 42 05 00 70 35 00 14 \Yi miles north of Pamet River Coast Guard station, Cape 10

109
112

42 05 00 70 35 00 14
Cod.

Coast Guard station, Provincetown, Mass May 25
June 1

5

3.10 p. m 41 56 00 70 18 30 6A Race Point, Mass., Coast Guard station 12

113
114

41 56 00 70 18 30 6A South Beach, Edgartown, Mass July 24
May 29

65
4.45 p. m 41 49 30 70 a 15 7 6 miles east of Gurnet Light, Plymouth, Mass 9

115
117

41 49 30 70 11 15 7 May 26
May 31

6
5.55 p. m 41 55 30 70 ii 15 6 5 miles west of Race Point, Cape Cod ii

118 5.50 a. m 42 05 30 70 17 00 4 Nauset Beach, near Coast Guard station, Eastham, Mass. July 12 52
120 7.00 a. m 42 09 30 70 19 30 3 75 miles southeast by south from Cape Cod Light June 12 22
126 12.55 p. m..- 42 23 30 70 15 30 32 l}4 miles West of Race Point Coast Guard station, Cape May 27 6

127
136
137
139

42 23 30 70 15 30 32
Cod.

do 6
42 30 15 70 43 15 36 July 15 54
42 30 15 70 43 15 36 Pea Island, Nahant, Mass 10

8.25 a. m 42 28 00 70 48 00 37 H mile east of Tinkers Island, Marblehead, Mass May 31 9
140 9.20 a. m 42 24 15 70 52 15 38 Lynn Beach, Mass May 27 5
141 42 24 15 70 52 15 38 Long Island, Boston Harbor, Mass May 28 6
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Series L: Bottles Nos. 1901 to 1941, set out by H. C. Stetson on a line run-

ning 75° for 10 miles from Dry Salvages Beacon, off Cape Ann, 1 bottle every one-

fourth mile, April 19, 1926. First bottle put out at 7 a. m.
;
last bottle at 9.11 a. m.

No.

Distance
out from
starting
point

Where: ound Date,
1926

Inter-
val

1904
Miles

1 1 mile east of Madakket Coast Guard station, Nantucket Island . . June 30
Days

70
1907 1M Monomoy Point, Mass - June 7 49
1911 3 South shore of Marthas Vineyard, between Gay Head and Edgartown July 4 74

1913 334 2 miles south of Chatham Light, Mass. May 30 30
1915 3% 1 mile north of Pamet River Coast Guard station, Cape Cod June 26 66
1916 4 1 mile north of Old Harbor Coast Guard station, Chatham, Mass _ May 27 38
1917 434 Beach near Hummock Pond, Nantucket - June 2 44

1918 434 South shore, Nantucket, near radio station Sept. 8 142
1919 4/4 1y2 miles west of Race Point Coast Guard station, Cape Cod May 21 32
1922 534 Lepreau Harbor, Charlotte County, New Brunswick .. July 24 94
1923 5H Harts Island, Port Clyde, Me. ... July 15 85
1927 634 12 miles below Digby Gut, Nova Scotia, 1 mile offshore ... Aug. 16 119
1937 m 10 miles west of Brier Island, Digby County, Nova Scotia July 3 73
1941 10 >4 mile from Weymouth Light, Digby County, Nova Scotia July 7 77

Series M: Bottles Nos. 1942 to 1970, set every one-half mile on a line from

light buoy off Manomet Point, Mass., to Wood End, Provincetown, by Henry C.

Stetson, April 21, 1926. First bottle put out at 11 a. m.
;
last bottle at 3.30 p. m.

No.

Distance
set out
from
Mano-
met

Where found Date,
1926

Inter-
val

1945
Miles

VA
2

Wood End Coast Guard station, Provincetown May 22
May 3

Apr. 28

Days
31

1946 Provincetown Bay, Provincetown, Mass 12
1949 3J4

534
7

Wood End station, Provincetown, Mass 7

1953
1956

52
3 miles north of Wood End station, Provincetown, Mass Apr. 28

June 9

7

1960 9 Ps mile south of Race Point Light, Cape Cod 49
1961 934

10y2
11

Race Point Light, Provincetown, Mass Apr. 23
May 10
May 2

2

1963 Race Point Light station, Provincetown, Mass 19

1964 Near Race Point Light, Provincetown, Mass 11

1965 11 34
1234
13

2 miles north of Wood End Light, Provincetown, Mass 11

1967 1 mile south of Race Point, Provincetown, Mass May 12
May 15

21

1968 Wood End Run, Provincetown, Mass 24

Series N: Bottles Nos. 1971 to 1980, set out by Henry C. Stetson every one-

half mile on a line running 244° for 5 miles from a point 1 mile west of the mouth of

Pamet River, Truro, Mass., April 21, 1926. Outer bottle set out at 3.55 p. m.; inner-

most bottle at 4 p. m.

No.
Distance
set out
offshore

Where found Date,
1926

Inter-
val

1974
Miles

4 J4 mile south of Wood End Coast Guard Station, Provincetown, Mass Apr. 24
July 9
Apr. 29
July 22

Days
3

1975 33^
2

1 mile off Church Point Light, St. Marys Bay, Digby County, Nova Scotia _ 79
1978 Off Wood End Light, Provincetown Mass 8
1980 i Seeleys Cove, 5 miles west of Beaver Harbor Light, Charlotte County, New Brunswick 92
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Series O: Bottles Nos. 1952 and 1981 to 2000, set out on July 18, 1926, by
T. E. Graves, on a line running 107° from Cape Neddick, Me., for 9 miles, 1 bottle

every one-half mile. First bottle (No. 1952) put out at 8.17 a. m.; last bottle (No.

2000) at 10.44 a. m.

No.

Distance
set out
from
Cape

Neddick

Where found Date,
1920

Inter-
val

1982

Miles
l lA Kenwood Bridge, Salem, Mass Aug. 4

Days
17

1985 3 10 miles southeast by south from Thatchers Island, Mass Aug. 3 16

1987 4 do do..... 16

GENERAL DISCUSSION OF THE RECOVERIES

With the Bay of Fundy experiments as a guide, it was natural to expect a con-

siderable number of the bottles released in the Gulf of Maine on the several lines off

Mount Desert, Cape Elizabeth, and Cape Ann, in 1922 and 1923, to be picked up in

the Massachusetts Bay region. This, however, did not prove to be the case. Not
a single bottle from any of these series has been found anywhere between Cape Ann
and the southern elbow of Cape Cod, and only five of them south of Kennebunkport.

It is therefore evident that the dominant surface drift was not the same in the sum-
mers of 1922 and 1923 as it was in 1919, but drifts of the 1919 type were recorded

for series L and O, as described below.

The most striking aspect of the experiments carried out in all these summers is

that more than 30 per cent of all the recoveries of bottles put out north of the south-

ern angle of Cape Cod have been from the Bay of Fundy and Nova Scotia, which

(if these were the only data available on the circulation of water in the gulf) would

obviously suggest a drift from south and west to north and east. However, as we
have just seen, the bottle drifts of 1919 and of 1926, on the contrary, point to an

anticlockwise current skirting the shores of the gulf from northeast to southwest,

and salinities (p. 910), temperatures (p. 918), and the distribution of the plankton

(p. 923) all point in the same direction. It therefore becomes necessary to reduce

these apparently contradictory lines of evidence to a rational order, which may best

be done by analyzing the results for the years 1922 to 1926 regionally, not chrono-

logically, to test whether they prove consistent, one with the other. The dominant

sets of the surface water are shown rather clearly for the southwestern part of the gulf

by the lines off Cape Ann, in Massachusetts Bay, off Cape Cod, and in Vineyard and

Nantucket Sounds. These, therefore, may be considered first, leaving until later the

study of the more puzzling drifts of the bottles set out in the northern side of the

gulf.

SOUTHWESTERN SERIES

These bottles were set out off Cape Ann, in Massachusetts Bay, off Cape Cod,

and to the southward of the latter.

The Cape Cod line of July, 1922 (line B), proved, in some ways, the most instruc-

tive of all, for out of these 600 bottles, 131, or 22 per cent, were picked up within
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4 months. The line may be divided into three sections, according to the localities

of recovery: First, an inner section, from Cape Cod across the mouth of Nantucket
Sound and skirting the easterly edge of Nantucket Shoals; second, a middle section,

from the shoals out nearly to the edge of the continent; and third, the outer end of

the line to the seaward of the continental edge.

Ten bottles out of the 250 set out along the inner section were picked up to the

eastward, three of them on the Nova Scotian shore of the Bay of Fundy, one on the

northeastern part of Georges Bank, and five (after short drifts) in the south channel

and along the northwestern side of Georges Bank (fig. 174). 68 This last group of

recoveries is especially instructive as evidence that the surface water to the south

and southeast of Cape Cod was setting in a southeasterly direction at the time.

Bottle No. 362, picked up 40 miles to the southeast of the place of its release, after

5 days’ drift, and Nos. 396 and 405, found 30 miles away after 8 days, can hardly

have diverged from a direct line except to follow the spiral tracks induced by the

veering tidal currents of this region, unless the dominant set was more rapid at the

time than other experiences in the gulf would suggest. 67 A southeasterly set is also

indicated in this general region by the current measurements carried out by the United

States Coast and Geodetic Survey (p. 864).

The uniformity of these southeasterly drifts makes it likely that the bottles that

went from the inner end of line B to the eastern end of Georges Bank and to Nova
Scotia also drifted in a southeasterly direction at first, veering to the eastward—i. e.,

anticlockwise.

It seems that this inner section of line B followed the boundary of demarkation

between this southeasterly set and another drift directed more to the southward from

the mouth of Nantucket Sound, veering westward past Nantucket Shoals, because

20 bottles from this section were picked up along the southern coast of New England.

The fact that current measurements show a general southeasterly set over Nantucket

Shoals and a summer set to the west and northwest at the lightship a few miles farther

south, makes it more likely that these bottles rounded the shoals than that they

crossed the latter.

It is a question of considerable interest whether 11 bottles, spaced across the

eastern entrance to Nantucket Sound, which were picked up along the south shores

of Nantucket, Marthas Vineyard, and of New England between Buzzards Bay and

and Block Island, drifted directly westward through Nantucket and Vineyard Sounds

or whether they also traveled southward around Nantucket Island and Shoals. Of

course, a positive answer can not be given; but it seems hardly conceivable that some
of them would not have been picked up afloat in the sounds or stranded along shore

there if they had gone through, because these beaches are thronged with vacationists.

Actually, however, not one of the bottles from line B was found along the northern

coast of the sounds, and only one of them on the northern shore of Nantucket, 159

days after it was set afloat. One, however, after 30 days afloat, was found 1 mile

inside Gay Head at the western end of Marthas Vineyard, where many species of

tropical fishes have been recorded in summer. Thus, it seems almost certain that

ee One bottle from this section went to France.

61 Bottle No. 510 was reported on the northwest slope of Georges Bank, 50 miles from where it was set out, within 3 days.

This ostensible drift is so rapid, however, that some error in the reported locality seems probable.
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this group of bottles went out around Nantucket. 68 Bottle No. 536 journeyed to

the south shore of Marthas Vineyard (85 miles) at a rate of at least 4 miles per day.

Fig. 174.—Assumed drifts of representative bottles recovered from line B, set out off Cape Cod, July 6 to 8, 1922. ©.place

of release.

The mid-section of line B (lat. 40° 50' to lat. 41° 30') was clearly involved in this

same set, veering clockwise around Nantucket Shoals, because 50 of these bottles out

of a total of 103 were picked up along the shores of southern New England, from

69 The assumed routes for this group of bottles are laid down on the chart without reference to Nantucket Shoals. Actually

,

however, the complex tidal currents among these banks and through the channels between them must give a very circuitous

route to any flotsam in that region.
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Nantucket westward, and along the eastern half of Long Island, New York, the great

majority on the south shore of Marthas Vineyard, at the mouth of Buzzards Bay,
and near Block Island.

This percentage of recoveries is larger than for any considerable section of any
one of the other lines along which drift bottles have been put out in the Gulf of

Maine, so large, in fact, that representatives only can be shown on the chart (fig.

174). With the recoveries condensed in so short a section of the coast line, it is

obvious that these bottles came within the grip of a very definite current setting

northward and inshore, probably around the shoals.

The alteration along line B, from westerly drifts at the inshore end to easterly

and westerly both from the next section of 40 miles, and then to westerly again from
the mid-section, is clear evidence that the line followed the boundary between the

Gulf of Maine eddy and the clockwise drift around the shoals to the west just

stated, locating the southern boundary of the former at about latitude 40° 50'.

This westerly drift certainly involved the water right out to the edge of the

continent, because 22 bottles from the outer section of line B (including the outermost

of all, set adrift 40 miles out from the 200-meter contour) were picked up between
Nantucket Island and Fire Island Beach on Long Island, N. Y. Seventeen of these

outer bottles (10 from just inside and 7 from just outside the continental edge) were
found on the North Carolina beach, a few miles north of Cape Hatteras,69 after time

intervals averaging 85 days (73 to 112 days). The mean distance traveled by this last

group of bottles (if they followed a straight line) is about 410 miles—slightly longer by
their probable route—giving a minimum rate of nearly 5 miles per day. It is probable,

also, that the time intervals between the dates of setting out and recovery correspond

very closely to the periods when actually afloat, because the sector of beach on which
they stranded is continuously and closely patrolled by the Coast Guard stations.

Some further light is thrown on the tracks that the bottles of this last group

followed on their journey, by recoveries set adrift a few days later along a line (C)

running southeasterly from New York, 111 of which were picked up between Dela-

ware Bay and Cape Hatteras. Most of those that reached the North Carolina

coast from the outer part of this line were spaced from a point about 45 miles from

the New Jersey coast out to a point some 40 miles beyond the edge of the conti-

nent, as marked by the 100-fathom contour. It is therefore fair to assume that

the bottles from the Cape Cod line that drifted farthest south likewise passed

Delaware Bay within a few miles (one way or the other) of the continental edge,

where they would have intersected the New York line.

The fact that so many of the other bottles from the same outer section of the

Cape Cod line drifted inshore, to strand along southern New England, makes it likely

that this whole group of bottles set northwestward, in over the outer part of the

continental edge at first, and then separated, some veering to the westward and

southwestward along the outer part of the shelf, others turning northward toward

the coast. There must also have been a rather direct drift of surface water in that

direction from the offing of Nantucket Shoals, and so in toward the land, at the

time, for if the bottles that traveled that route had gone far west before turning

6 * Scattered from False Cape to a point 9 miles north of Hatteras Light.
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north the New York line would have been involved in this same drift and so have
stranded along the coast of Long Island to the east of Fire Island lighthouse, where
only three of them actually were found.

The combined evidence of these Cape Cod and New York lines thus points to a

dominant movement of the surface water along the edge of the continent, westward

and southward from the offing of Nantucket to Cape Hatteras, but complicated by
a clockwise eddy movement in toward the land west of Nantucket Shoals, just where

flotsam from the so-called “Gulf Stream” (gulf weed and various tropical animals)

most often drifts in to the coast. No such tendency for the surface water to set

inshore from the outer part of the continental shelf is reflected in the drifts to the

west of this, however, not a single bottle from the Cape Cod line having been found

between New York and Chesapeake Bay, though bottles from the New York line

were picked up all along this 250-mile sector.

No further discussion of the bottles set out off New York is called for here, as

they do not immediately touch the Gulf of Maine, except to emphasize that neither

they nor the Cape Cod line afford any evidence whatever of surface water entering

the gulf around Nantucket from the southwest. It has long been known that the

southern angle of Cape Cod marks a rather abrupt faunal division between the

waters of Nantucket and Vineyard Sounds, on the one hand, and the more boreal

Gulf of Maine, on the other. It is obvious that a division of this sort, with no

change of latitude, is associated with the nontidal circulation of the water.

It was to check the evidence of the drifts from line B and measurements with cur-

rent meters (p. 864) pointing to a set of water outward from the eastern end of Nan-
tucket Sound, and so toward the southeast, that lines H (p. 875) were set out along

three sections of the sounds during August, 1924.

Thirty-seven of these 85 bottles have been recovered within the sounds, along

the outer shores of Nantucket, and still farther west, but not one of them within

the limits of the Gulf of Maine.

The drifts from the western end of Marthas Vineyard (Pasque Island to Menemsha
Bight) may be passed over briefly. Eleven of these were picked up— 1 on Cutty-

hunk Island, 2 in Vineyard Sound, 1 on Tuckernuck Island, 1 within Buzzards

Bay, 2 at the mouth of the latter, 1 in Narragansett Bay, and 3 on the Rhode Island

shore (fig. 175). It is not easy to reconstruct the probable paths of all of these.

The series was set adrift on the first of the ebb, which sets westward here through

Vineyard Sound and northward from the latter through the “holes” between the

Elizabeth Islands into Buzzards Bay. It is probable that the bottles found in

Buzzards Bay and on Cuttyhunk went north through Quick’s Hole, because they

were put out close to Pasque Island at about high water and would soon have been

carried in that direction by the ebb. If this line had been put out on the flood

instead of at the beginning of the ebb it would probably have been carried far

enough up the sound before the tide changed to come within the easterly set that

appears to dominate Nantucket Sound. Actually, however, most of these bottles

must have drifted westward for the first 5 or 6 hours, carrying them about to the

mouth of Vineyard Sound, where a division evidently took place. Two bottles from

the northern end seem to have been carried back into the sound by the next flood,

one of them to be picked up two days later on the Marthas Vineyard shore, 6 miles
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to the east of where it was put out, the other on Tuckernuck Island, between

Nantucket and Marthas Vineyard, after 46 days.

The others, from the southern end of this line, seem to have been carried far

enough out of the sound on the first ebb to escape the next flood back again. The
two that were picked up at the mouth of Buzzards Bay must have drifted on a

comparatively direct route, for one was picked up after five and the other after six

days. Evidently they came within the sweep of the Buzzards Bay tides. The
bottles that went to New York and New Jersey must have escaped this. The one

that was picked up at the entrance to Narragansett Bay only five days after it was
put out evidently followed a route directly westward, making it a fair assumption

that the three others set afloat close by, which went to New Jersey, also traveled

via the same route, paralleling the coast.

Fig. 175.—Assumed drifts of representative bottles recovered from lines H, set out in August, 1924. place of release

It would be an instructive experiment to put bottles out on this same line early

on the flood tide, so that they would journey eastward, up the sound at first, not

out of it, so to determine what net movement results from tides whose velocity (1.7

to 2.5 knots at strength) is so great that “a certain part of the water, at least, travels

a distance of one-half or more of the length of Vineyard Sound during a single phase

of the tide.” (Sumner, Osburn, and Cole, 1913, p. 36.) The earlier current tables

published by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey (Coast Pilot, 1912,

Appendix I) indicate a net westerly drift of the water along the axis of Vineyard

Sound at a rate of about 2 miles per 24 hours, the easterly movement averaging
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about 3Y2 miles during the flood, the westerly ebb about 4^ miles. More recent

information, however, does not substantiate this, ebb and flood being given as

approximately equal along the axis of the Sounds in the current tables for 1924

(United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1923); and the fact that considerable

quantities of gulf weed so often drift into Vineyard Sound and through into Nantucket
Sound in the summer season points rather to a net movement inward into the former

from the westward.

The returns from the line next to the east (Succonnesset Point to Cape Pogue;

fig. 175) are consistent with a dominant set from west to east along the southern

side of Nantucket Sound, because all but one of the recoveries were to the eastward

of where the bottles were set out—9 of them from points along its northern shores as

far as Chatham; 1 close to Rose and Crown Buoy outside the sound, about 11 miles

east of Nantucket Island; 1 from the southeast shore of Nantucket; and 1 from the

coast of Rhode Island. Bottles from all parts of the line stranded along the north

shore, and the drifts that went out of the sound were from both ends of the line (the

bottle picked up near Rose and Crown Shoal was thrown out closest to Succon-

nesset) . This suggests that all traveled eastward at first, as would naturally happen,

as they were put out one to two hours after low water; but this first flood, running

at an average rate of about 1 knot, can only have carried these bottles 4 or 5 miles

east.

It is possible, of course, that the bottles that went fiom this line to the eastern

side of Nantucket and to Rose and Crown Shoal passed out of the sound via the

Tuckernuck Channel; but the more direct route eastward is the more probable when
these drifts are studied in connection with the line put out across the eastern end of

the sound.

Fourteen bottles from this line were recovered, 6 of which (set out abreast the

channel between Nantucket and Monomoy) made long journeys to Long Island,

New York, and New Jersey, while 8 bottles set out behind Monomoy Island were

picked up along the coast near by, between Harwichport and Monomoy. This divi-

sion, and the fact that the only bottles from this line that were recovered within

the sound were those just mentioned, makes it fairly certain that the bottles that

made the long journeys did not go westward through the sound, but drifted east-

ward out of the latter at first and then veered clockwise to the southward and so

around Nantucket by the same general route followed by bottles set out off the

mouth of the sound in 1922 (line B, p. 880), and so continued westward, paralleling

the coast, to the points where they were finally picked up.

This division between the drifts followed by the bottles from the southern and

northern parts of the line clearly reflect a tidal difference. All were put out two to three

hours before high water; but while the first group was carried eastward by the flood

and out of the sound, the second group was caught up in the current flooding north-

ward into Chatham Roads. The fact that so many then stranded there, instead of

coming out again with the ebb, and that so many bottles from the line next to the

west were found along the northern shore of the sound, shows that the bight inclosed

between Monomoy Point (with its submarine extension in Handkerchief Shoal) and

the south shore of Cape Cod is the site of a subsidiary anticlockwise eddy, as might

be expected from the trend of the coast and from the contour of the bottom.
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The combined evidence afforded by the drifts from the two lines last discussed

points unmistakably to an easterly set as dominating the southern side of Nantucket

Sound, with a net movement of the surface water out through the channel between

Great Point and Monomoy. The time intervals for the bottles picked up at Rose

and Crown Shoal and on the east shore of Nantucket (21 days in each case) show a

daily rate of at least V/i to 2 miles in this direction at the time.

With none of the bottles from Nantucket Sound reported within the Gulf of

Maine, but abundant evidence of drifts veering to the south and west around Nan-
tucket Island and Shoals, it is established with reasonable certainty that the out-

flow from Nantucket Sound usually shares in the clockwise eddy movement away
from the gulf, which involved the water to the southeast of Cape Cod in 1922 (p. 880)

and which is indicated by the measurements made of the currents along the eastern

side of Nantucket Shoals (p. 864).

The fact that three bottles set out in Nantucket Sound in 1924 were picked up in

New Jersey, whereas none of the bottles set out abreast the mouth of the sound in

1923 were reported so far west, suggests that those that passed eastward out of the

sound in 1924 then drifted far enough southward to become involved in the drift

followed by the bottles put out on the middle section of the Cape Cod line in the

year before. An interesting annual difference thus appears in this respect.

If this general type of circulation prevails as constantly from year to year and

throughout the summer season, as the bottle drifts suggest, it goes far to explain

the fact that tropical fishes, planktonic animals, and floating plants (notably gulf

weed), which are so commonly swept from the “Gulf Stream” into Vineyard

Sound, only exceptionally enter the gulf around Cape Cod. Passing out of

Nantucket Sound to the eastward by the same route followed by the drift bottles,

their course would then veer to the southward and so away from the gulf, not into

the latter.

An earlier paragraph, the reader will recall, points out that several bottles from

the inner (northern) end of line B, set out of Cape Cod in July, 1922, were carried

eastward into the Gulf of Maine, though the majority were swept away from the

gulf, locating the division between these two circulating movements (p. 882).

Series G was set out normal to the coast, about midway of Cape Cod, in

August, 1923 (p. 875), in the hope of throwing more light on the southern side of the

eddying circulation that dominates the surface waters of the Gulf of Maine. Only

5 out of the 100 have been recovered, this being the lowest percentage of recoveries

for any of the lines. Two of them, put out, respectively, 4 and 6 miles from the

land, were picked up at Nauset near by, one within 2 days after it was set adrift.

One bottle, set afloat about 20 miles out at sea, was found 2 months later (October

14) floating on the eastern edge of Georges Bank (fig. 176); one launched 5 miles

farther out was reported 5 months later from Tiverton, Digby County, on the Nova
Scotian shore of the Bay of Fundy, near its mouth; and a fifth, also from the outer

end of the line, picked up in Ireland in September a year later, completes the brief

list (p. 875).

Evidently the outer bottles on this line (but not the inner) took part in a drift

of the same sort as carried several bottles, set out southeast of Cape Cod in 1922,

across to the eastern part of Georges Bank, to the Bay of Fundy, and to France
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(fig. 174), so that a set in this direction is to be expected in the southern side of

the gulf in summer.
The measurements taken of the currents in the region of Georges Bank

(p. 865; fig. 173) suggest that this group of bottles held to the northward of the shoal

part of Georges Bank (Georges and the Cultivator Shoals) in their journey, and

that a separation of the tracks evidently occurred to the eastward of the latter, some

of the bottles then veering southward across the eastern side of Georges Bank, where

one was recovered from each year’s series (1922 and 1923) 96 and 59 days, respectively,

after release.

The two bottles (one from each year’s series) that went from close to Cape Cod
to Europe (one to France, the other to Ireland, after a year’s journey) probably

followed much this same route, continuing on out to sea until they came within the

influence of the general North Atlantic drift. Bottle No. 543, which was set out in

the South Channel on July 7, 1922, and picked up just south of Georges Shoal 35

days later, was probably caught up in the tidal circulation over that shoal ground.

These Georges Bank drifts are good evidence that the bottles that went to the

Bay of Fundy from the two Cape Cod lines (B and G; figs. 174 and 176) likewise

skirted the northern side of the banks, continuing eastward until they became

involved in the current setting northward into the eastern side of the gulf, which

has been developed by Mavor (1922) from Dawson’s measurements of currents

(p. 861; fig. 173). The Bay of Fundy would then be their most likely destination;

and the fact that they stranded on its Nova Scotian shore, just as did several of the

bottles that Mavor set out at the mouth of the bay in 1919 (p. 868; Mavor, 1922),

makes it likely that they, too, drifted in close along its southern side.

The three bottles that drifted from the offing of Cape Cod (line B) to the Bay
of Fundy in 1922 were picked up after intervals, respectively, of 82, 102, and 105

days—an average of 97 days. Their probable route (figs. 174 and 176) being about

300 miles, a daily journey of slightly more than 3 miles is indicated. An interval of

59 days for bottle No. 1881, set out off Cape Cod on August 7, 1923, and picked up
on the eastern edge of Georges Bank, points to about this same rate as probable;

but bottle No. 435, from the Cape Cod series of the year previous, was not picked

up on the eastern part of Georges Bank until 96 days after it was set out, though

its journey along the general route it may be assumed to have followed was no

longer. Another bottle from the same section of this same Cape Cod line was found

on the western slope of Georges Bank, only about 50 miles distant from where it

was set adrift, after it had been afloat for 88 days. It would be interesting to know
whether it had circled to and fro over the banks during that long period. The only

bottle from the Cape Cod line of 1923 (line G) that was reported from the Bay of

Fundy was either longer afloat or lay longer on the shore before it was noticed, the

interval between its release and recovery being 149 days, or less than 2 miles per day.

RECOVERIES FROM THE CAPE ANN AND MASSACHUSETTS BAY LINES

Only 7 of the 100 bottles set out off Cape Ann in August, 1923 (line F
;
p. 875), ha e

ever been heard from. Five of these were found scattered along the Nova Scotian

coast of the gulf and of the Bay of Fundy from Cockerwit Passage, in Pubnico Bay
(near Cape Sable), to Digby Gut, and two went to Europe (fig. 176). Time
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intervals of 65 days (between release and recovery) to Pubnico, 60 days to Yarmouth,
64 days to Port Maitland, and 85 days to Digby Gut suggest a somewhat more
direct route to Nova Scotia than was followed by the Cape Cod series of the year

previous, because it is not likely that they traveled more than 3 or 4 miles per day

Fig. 176—Assumed drifts of bottles recovered from lines F (solid curves) and Q (dotted curves), set out off Cape Ann and

Cape Cod, August 9 and 16, 1923. •, place of release

until they approached Nova Scotia, where their daily rate may have increased to 5

to 6 miles (p. 867; fig. 173). The probable tracks laid down on the chart (fig. 176)

are based on an assumed rate of about 3 miles per day, corresponding to the bottles

that drifted from the Cape Cod line (line B) to the Bay of Fundy in 1922 (p. 887).
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If these drifts from the offing of Cape Ann to Nova Scotia stood alone, it would

be impossible to tell whether their tracks diverged to the left of the direct line along

the coast or to the right across the southern side of the basin. Comparison, how-

ever, with the bottles that went to the same general destination and eastward along

Georges Bank from the Cape Cod lines (figs. 174 and 176) makes the second alter-

native much the more likely; and when we add the fact that not a single bottle

from any of these three lines has ever been found along the coast between Cape
Cod and the Bay of Fundy, contrasting with the number of recoveries scattered

around the southern and eastern peripheries of the gulf from Georges Bank to the

Bay of Fundy, the anticlockwise movement from the offing of Massachusetts Bay
around the southern side of the basin and along its offshore rim, as indicated on the

charts, seems fully demonstrated for the summers of 1922 and 1923.

The small number of recoveries from the Cape Ann line shows that only those

that kept farthest north on this eastward journey came within the influence of the

veering drift toward Nova Scotia. This is still more certainly true of the bottles

set out off Cape Cod in 1923 (line G). To all intents and purposes these were

entirely south of this set, for only odd ones among them were caught up by it.

Such of the bottles as dispersed farther to the south from both these lines no doubt

drifted to the Georges Bank region, and so, probably, out into the open Atlantic,

either circling around the eastern end of the bank or crossing it, probably by the

same tracks as were followed by the bottles that went to Europe. The fact that

all the recoveries from outside the Gulf of Maine, for the Cape Cod and Cape Ann
lines of 1923, were from the other side of the Atlantic, contrasting with the large

number of bottles that went west from the line south of Cape Cod in 1922, is suffi-

cient evidence that the eddy movement that carried the latter involved only the

western part of Georges Bank at the time. In short, bottles from these lines, which

drifted out of the Gulf of Maine in 1923, did so in a southeasterly direction across

the eastern end of Georges Bank, traveling to the northward and eastward of its

shoal ground.

Of course, it is possible that bottles found along western Nova Scotia after long

intervals—say 100 or more days—may have followed this same route at first but

then have been caught by an indraft through the Eastern Channel (p. 866). How-
ever, we have no positive evidence of this, and the chance that any bottle would be

involved in the set toward Nova Scotia after it had once drifted south of latitude

42° is evidently very slight.

It is interesting to find that the bottles that drifted from west to east across

the southern side of the gulf from the Cape Cod and Cape Ann lines tended to go

far up the Bay of Fundy in 1922, but stranded near its mouth and along the Nova
Scotian coast to the southward in 1923. Apparently the northerly set, which domi-

nates the eastern side of the gulf, hugged that coast more closely in the one year

than in the other, perhaps reflecting the prevalent winds at the time; but a differ-

ence of this sort is trivial, contrasted with the uniformity of these drifts and of those

to the eastern part of Georges Bank, just discussed.

In 1919, the reader will recall, bottles from the Bay of Fundy stranded in Cape
Cod Bay, marking a set into the latter; but in 1923 the Cape Ann line, by contrast,

showed a drift past the mouth of Massachusetts Bay, not into the latter, proving a
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periodic variation, with the dominant movement following around the coast line of

the bay in some summers and passing it as a sort of back water at other times. It

was in the hope of throwing further light on this secular alternation, especially in its

bearing on the involuntary migrations of fish eggs and larva, that series I and K
were set out in the bay in February and May, 1925, and series L, M, and N in April,

1926 (p. 877).

Twenty-three (26 per cent) of the February series of 90 bottles have been recov-

ered. Recoveries from bottles set out off the Plymouth shore were distributed as

follows: One (No. 74) from Stellwagen Bank, 28 milesoff Gloucester; one froman equal

distance out in the basin of the gulf (fig. 177); two from Nantucket; one from the Nova
Scotian shore of the Bay of Fundy; 70 and one, put out close to the tip of Cape Cod
(No. 22), went to Fire Island, New York.

These drifts, combined, show a definite surface set out of the southern side of

the bay, dividing off Cape Cod, where some bottles took the southern route down
past Nantucket, and so westward (which so many bottles from the Cape Cod line

(line B) followed in July, 1922), while one, at least, was caught up in the southern

side of the Gulf of Maine eddy, reproducing the drifts of bottles from the Cape Ann
line of 1923 (p. 887).

The bottles set out in the eastern side of Cape Cod Bay followed a surprisingly

definite set eastward and toward Provincetown, no less than 16 out of 21 stranding

in that harbor or near by (all of them to the east and most of them well to the north

of where they were set adrift) after intervals of 5 to 17 days (usually 5 or 6). Drifts

of this sort suggest an anticlockwise movement of the surface water around Cape
Cod Bay, with a subsidiary eddy of the same sort in Provincetown Harbor, which

finally caught them up as they set northward along the inner shore of the cape.

Ten bottles set out in Ipswich Bay on April 7 (series J) give definite evidence

of a southerly set around Cape Ann and into Massachusetts Bay, one of them having

been found at Brant Rock, a few miles north of Plymouth, and two near Race Point,

at the tip of Cape Cod, after intervals of 14 to 22 days. A fourth, picked up at

Cutler, Me., at the western entrance to the Grand Manan Channel after 106 days,

apparently had followed the southern side of the Gulf of Maine eddy, veering south-

east, east, and northeast, and so paralleling the drift of bottles set out off Cape Ann
in 1923 (line F; p. 887) and at about the same daily rate. A rather definite anti-

clockwise drift around the Massachusetts Bay region is thus indicated for winter

and early spring by the combined drifts of the February and April series, its southern

edge involving Cape Cod Bay but with the water farther north setting more to the

eastward and so out past Cape Cod.

This same type of circulation is still more clearly reflected by the drifts of 40

bottles put out in Massachusetts Bay on the 20th to the 22d of that May (series K),

drifts so easily interpreted as to demand rather detailed study. Eighteen of these

were recovered—the largest percentage (45) for any series yet set out in the Gulf of

Maine.

Following around the bay from north to south we find one or two bottles set

out off Manchester71 drifting to Marblehead and Nahant, while one bottle set

70 Freeport, Digby County. 71 About 3 miles west of Gloucester.
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Fig. 177.—Assumed drifts of bottles recovered from Series I, set out in Massachusetts Bay, February 6 and 7, and in

Ipswich Bay, April 7, 1925 (Series J). ®, place of release
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Fio. 178.—Assumed drifts of representative bottles recovered from series K, set out in Massachusetts Bay, May 20 to 22.

1925. 0, place of release
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out near Nahant drifted west into Boston Harbor,72 reflecting a definite set

inward along the northern shore of the bay. On the other hand, bottles that were

set out in the central part of the bay and at its mouth showed a tendency to drift

southeastward, either to leave the bay or to be caught up at the tip of Cape Cod. Thus,

one launched near Boston lightship reached Dennisport, on the south shore of Cape

Cod (fig. 178); one set afloat on the southern side of Stellwagen Bank was picked

up 75 miles east of Cape Cod Light 22 days later; while a third drifted from the

offing of Race Point, at the tip of the cape, to Nauset Beach, some 16 or 17 miles

down its outer shore. One of a pair set out in the western side of the bay a few

miles north of Plymouth also rounded Cape Cod, but the other, also drifting east-

ward, stranded at Wood End, near Provincetown, while one from the center of the

bay and two from its mouth, midway between the capes, were picked up on the beach

at the tip of Cape Cod or floating near by.

The anticlockwise set, so clearly indicated by the drifts so far discussed from

this series, was also shared by bottles set out in the eastern side of Cape Cod Bay;

for all recoveries from this group were to the northward of where the bottles were

set out. Two of them went out around the cape, one stranding at its tip but the

other continuing southward past Cape Cod to Nantucket. One bottle set out off

Wellfleet and another off Billingsgate Island would probably have followed a sim-

ilar route if they had not been intercepted; for they went northwestward and were

picked up midway between Plymouth and Provincetown after 9 and 11 days afloat.

The companion bottle from the Billingsgate station (Fish Hawk station 7), however,

was evidently caught in a different tidal current, for it went northeast to the Truro

shore (fig. 178).

These Massachusetts Bay studies were continued by series L to N, set out in April,

1926, by Henry C. Stetson (p. 878). Twelve of the 41 bottles put out off Cape Ann
(series L, fig. 179) have been recovered. One of these was from Race Point, at the tip

of Cape Cod, in 32 days; four were from the outer shore of Cape Cod, south to

Monomoy, in 30 to 66 days; two were from the south shore of Nantucket Island,

near the western end, after 44 and 70 days. This general tendency southward across

the mouth of Massachusetts Bay and so down past Cape Cod recalls the drifts of

bottles from Ipswich Bay and out of Massachusetts Bay the spring before. The
parallel between the two years is made complete by three returns from Nova Scotia

at the mouth of the Bay of Fundy from the series of 1926 and one from the New
Brunswick shore of the bay.

One of these Cape Ann bottles went to Point Clyde, at the western entrance to

Penobscot Bay. Without the southern drifts just listed, for comparison, the tracks

followed by these bottles to the Bay of Fundy would be conjectural. The former,

however, make it as clear as evidence of this sort ever can that the general route

was southward at first, with a division off Cape Cod, whence some continued south-

ward but others were carried in an eddying course eastward and northward around

the basin of the gulf. The Port Clyde recovery alone is puzzling, but the time

interval (85 days) is sufficient to allow of a circuitous journey in its case also.

73 Another stranded close by.

8951—28 57
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The line (M) set out at the mouth of Cape Cod Bay from Manomet Point,

Plymouth, to Provincetown, on April 21, 1926, showed an unmistakable movement
of the water eastward, for 12 of the 28 were picked up near the tip of Cape Cod

Fig. 179.—Assumed drifts of representative bottles recovered from Series L, set out off Cape Ann by H. C. Stetson, April

19, 1926. place of release

between Provincetown and Race Point, one passing out of the bay and thence

southward to Nantucket. Two of the bottles set out off Truro (series N) also

drifted to the tip of the cape at Wood End, the entrance to Provincetown Harbor.
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In weighing the significance of drifts of this sort, when bottles are set out so

close to land, due consideration must be given to the stage of the tide. In this

instance all the bottles that showed a drift toward the north were set out on the flood

tide, so that they must have traveled up the bay at first. Consequently, the fact

that they stranded where they did indicates a predominance of ebb over flood, or

in other words, a drift out of Cape Cod Bay along the eastern side.

Before leaving the bottle drifts in Massachusetts Bay, I should emphasize the

fact that not one of them is clockwise, but that all can be safely interpreted anti-

clockwise within the bay or from north to south across its mouth and so down past

Cape Cod.

At first sight the evidence (by bottle drifts) of a dominant set out of Cape Cod
Bay around Cape Cod, and so southward along the outer shore of the latter, might

seem contradicted by the physiography of the cape; for, as Davis (1896) has shown,

the so-called ‘‘Province lands,” which form its tip, were built up by the transference

of sand along shore from the south. In fact, the existence of the sand spit known
as Wood End, which incloses Provincetown Harbor on the southwest, is sufficient

evidence of beach-drifting inward toward the bay, not outward from the latter, as

the bottle drifts demand. However, this apparent contradiction vanishes on closer

analysis. Beach-drifting 73
is effected chiefly by the longshore component of wave

action.

A glance at the chart will make it clear that winds from the only direction

(between north and southeast) that can drive a sea against the tip of the cape heavy

enough to move much sand necessarily produce a wave current westward around

its extremity. This would be the case even if the current a few hundred yards out

(tidal or not tidal) were making in the opposite direction, perhaps carrying our drift

bottles with it. Neither the tidal nor the nontidal currents scour the shore line here

violently enough to be of more than minor importance.74

Thus, beach drifting may be constantly in one direction, but the dominant set

of the water as constantly the opposite only a short distance out at sea; and it seems

sufficiently established that this is the case at the tip of Cape Cod.

Farther south along the cape beach-drifting acts in the same direction as the

nontidal drifts, both making to the southward.

The drifts from series O (set out near the coast, about midway between Cape
A nn and Cape Elizabeth, on July 18, 1926, by T. E. Graves) proved consistent with

these Massachusetts Bay drifts (as, also, with the drifts from the Bay of Fundy in

1919) for the three recoveries so far reported were all from the southward—two from

Cape Ann and the other from the north shore of Massachusetts Bay at Salem.

DRIFTS OF BOTTLES SET OUT OFF CAPE ELIZABETH AND OFF MOUNT DESERT

The drifts so far discussed have proved so consistent, both regionally and from

year to year, that the type of circulation which they represent may safely be taken

as characteristic of the southern and southwestern parts of the gulf. The drifts of

bottles put out off Cape Elizabeth and Mount Desert have proven equally consist-

ent among themselves, though interpretation has not been so easy.

73 Johnson (1919 and 1925) has proposed this convenient term for the longshore transference of sand or other debris.

7* For an illuminating discussion of the relative importance of wave and other currents in causing beach-drifting, see Johnsoa

(1919; 1925, p. 505).
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We may first consider the outer half of the Cape Elizabeth line of 1922 (line A,

p. 871, fig. 180) as the easiest to understand. Sixteen of these 150 bottles were
recovered, as follows: Outer coast of Nova Scotia (Scotts Bay), 1; vicinity of Cape
Sable, 1; mouth of Penobscot Bay, 2; western shore of Nova Scotia and southern
shore of the Bay of Fundy, 12. Thus, the net drift for the great majority of these

bottles was toward the east and northeast. The fact that so many of them stranded
along the same sector of the Nova Scotian coast where bottles from the Cape Ann
and Cape Cod lines have been picked up (figs. 174 and 176) makes it likely that

Fig. 180.—Assumed drifts of bottles recovered from the outer half of series A, set out oft Cape Elizabeth, July 1, 1922. ©,
place of release

they, too, veered from southeast to east in their journey across the gulf, to continue

northeastward along the Nova Scotian coast in the drift shown there by current

measurements (p. 861). The rapid drift of one bottle from the outer part of this line

(No. 280) to the Salvages Ledges (about 25 miles east of Cape Sable), where it was
picked up 67 days after release, points similarly to a rather direct track toward the

east at first; for it can not have followed a very circuitous route unless it drifted

faster than is at all likely. It is on these bases that the probable drifts are laid

down on Figure 180.
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Why the bottle last mentioned (No. 280) escaped the drift setting northward

toward the Bay of Fundy is not clear. However, that it did escape, to continue east-

ward, proves that the surface current that sometimes flows westward past cape

Sable was not active at the time. On the other hand, the fact that only two bottles

of all this group were found on the outer Nova Scotian coast east of the cape, while

so many turned toward the Bay of Fundy, is conclusive evidence that there was no

general flow past the latter, but that its offing was comparatively a dead water at

the time so far as any nontidal current is concerned.

It is not possible to reconstruct the track of the “Salvages” bottle in its rounding

of the cape; it may have held farther offshore than its line, as laid down on the

chart, would suggest, and then have veered inshore again. Bottle No. 165, which

drifted from a point a few miles inshore of Cashes Ledge to Scotts Bay, 50-odd miles

beyond Cape Sable, may have been caught up in the Nova Scotian eddy, judging from

the considerable interval between release and recovery (113 days).

More interesting, in connection with the general circulation of the Gulf of Maine,

are the two bottles (Nos. 210 and 284) that went from the outer section of line A
to the mouth of Penobscot Bay. The direct route for these would be to the north,

of course, but it is most unlikely that they followed such a course at right angles

to the general easterly drift followed by the other bottles that went to Nova Scotia

from this same section of the line. The fact that they were afloat about as long

(85 and 103 days) as several of the bottles that reached the Bay of Fundy 76 also makes

it likely that all the bottles of this group drifted southeastward and eastward at

first. On this basis the most reasonable explanation for the eventual separation is

that while most of the bottles approached the Bay of Fundy close enough to the

Nova Scotian shore to be swept inward, reproducing the drifts of Mavor’s bottles in

1919 (p. 868), others, circling on a shorter radius, hence following a more northerly

route, crossed the mouth of the Bay of Fundy instead of entering it, were picked up
in the current that flows out of the bay past Grand Manan, and so were carried

westward again. This is made the more likely by the fact that several drift bottles

put out in the Bay of Fundy in 1919 traveled by this same route to points along the

Maine coast, one of them to the same destination (Penobscot Bay; p. 870). It is

probable, therefore, that the two bottles that went from the vicinity of Cashes Ledge

to Penobscot Bay in 1922 made a partial, anticlockwise circuit, which brought them
well over toward the eastern side of the gulf en route, so that they approached their

eventual destination from the east or southeast, not directly from the south.

The route of the Matinicus bottle is carried the farther eastward of the two on

the chart (fig. 180), because of its longer interval; but there is no means of knowing
whether this apparent difference is actually significant.

On the whole, the most instructive feature of this group is the uniformity of the

drifts and the very definite and comparatively rapid movement of the water which
these show along a narrow track from the center of the gulf to the Nova Scotian

side of the mouth of the Bay of Fundy.

78 No. 190 to Grand Passage, 116 days; No. 206 to Digby Neck, 90 days; No. 241 to Port Lome, 88 days; No. 242 to the offing of

Digby, 70 days; Nos. 248 and 255 to the vicinity of Point Prim, 75 and 90 days; No. 264 to Long Island, at the mouth of the Bay
of Fundy, 81 days; No. 299 to Advocate Harbor, Nova Scotian shore of the Bay of Fundy, 107 days.
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The inshore half of the Cape Elizabeth line of 1922 (line A, fig. 181) is more
puzzling. These recoveries fall into four groups, so distinct and so far separated

that the bottles must have scattered widely within a short time after they were put

out. Four bottles from the outer half of the section went to the Bay of Fundy;
three others were picked up along the coast of Maine between Jonesport and the

western entrance to Penobscot Bay, the same sector to which several bottles drifted

from the Bay of Fundy in 1919; one went southward to the Isles of Shoals, off Ports-

mouth; and six were found in Casco Bay or along the coast a few miles to the east-

ward of it. The recoveries from the inner end of the line were all from near-by local-

ities, either in the Casco Bay region or along the southern shore of Cape Elizabeth.

Fig. 181.—Assumed drifts of bottles recovered from the inshore half of Series A, set out off Cape Elizabeth, June 30, 1922

•, place of release

If the two halves of line A be compared (figs. 180 and 181), it is at once evident

that the percentage of bottles that went to Nova Scotia was much greater (14 bottles)

for the outer than for the inner half, and that all the bottles that traveled this route

were set out more than 10 miles from the land. If the drifts from the inner end of

line A had been the only evidence available, the natural conclusion would have been

that their general set was eastward along the coast of Maine. The evidence of the

other series discussed so far forbids this, however. In the first place, the Bay of

Fundy series of 1919 drifted in the opposite direction (p. 870), as several bottles set off

Mount Desert in 1923 did, also (p. 902). Furthermore, all the bottles from the Cape
Cod, Cape Ann, and Cape Elizabeth lines that were recovered in the Bay of Fundy
region were reported from so short a sector of the coast that they must have followed
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a very uniform track, which for the Cape Ann and Cape Cod lines veered unmistak-

ably through southeast, east, and northeast (p. 889). The time intervals are consist-

ent with this, also, the great majority ranging between 70 and 105 days, irrespective of

which line the bottle in question was launched from. For any of the bottles from the

Cape Elizabeth line to have reached the southern shore of the Bay of Fundy by the

alternative route via the coast of Maine and through the Grand Manan Channel
would have involved a drift from north to south across the Bay of Fundy directly

contrary to the dominant set established there by Mavor’s (1922) experiments with

drift bottles, as well as by measurements of currents (p. 861). Such an explanation

would also be contrary to the time intervals, for the two bottles that went from the

offing of Cape Elizabeth to Grand Manan and to The Wolves (Nos. 43 and 88) and
were not reported until 103 and 104 days after release, while two others, set afloat

near by (Nos. 99 and 105), were reported from the Nova Scotian side of the Bay of

Fundy in 80 to 98 days.

By this reasoning the bottles that went to Penobscot Bay from the inner end

of line A, and to the coast of Maine farther to the eastward, may safely be credited

with essentially the same route as those that reached this same sector of the coast

from the outer end of this line, circling anticlockwise at first toward the Bay of

Fundy, to return westward again. The time intervals between release and recovery

(80 days for No. 65, picked up at Jonesport; 63 days for No. 98, reported near Swans
Island; and 103 days for No. 87, found at Matinicus) favor this interpretation.

The general uniformity, both of localities of recovery and of time intervals, for

the outer two-thirds of line A, indicates a well-developed, dominant set of the anti-

clockwise sort just outlined. This, however, seems hardly to have affected the sur-

face water within 15 miles of the land at the time, judging from the regional disper-

sion of the returns from the inner end of line A and from the fact that the time

intervals between release and recovery vary widely for these, quite independent of

the distances which this group of bottles made good. Thus we find intervals rang-

ing from 25 to 77 days for 7 bottles that were picked up in the Casco Bay region,

15 to 30 miles from the points of launching, and 5 to 72 days for 5 bottles recovered

along the southern side of Cape Elizabeth after journeys of 8 to 23 miles. One was
found at Monhegan Island (35 miles) in 47 days, but another, reported from Danis-

cove (25 miles), was not found until 75 days had passed.

Of course, little stress can be laid on the time interval for any one bottle, because

there is no knowing how long it may have lain on the shore, overlooked; but our

general experience suggests that if bottles are not reported comparatively soon after

stranding they are either broken or buried in windrows of seaweed and never after

heard from at all. Consequently, when time intervals vary widely for bottles

drifting only a short distance to a coast as frequented as the Casco Bay region is,

contrasting with uniformity of intervals for bottles journeying right across the gulf,

it is obvious that the former did not follow as definite a set as the latter. On the

whole, the regional distribution of the localities of recovery for the inner end of this

Cape Elizabeth line trends eastward across Casco Bay, pointing to an irregular

eddying drift in that direction as involving the mouth of the latter. Cape Elizabeth,

however, seems to have bounded this eddy on the south at the time, witness the

several strandings to the south of the cape (fig. 181); the fact that one bottle, set
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out about midway of line A was recovered at the Isles of Shoals after 100 days

points to some movement of surface water southward along the coast sector between
Cape Elizabeth and Cape Ann.

Flo. 182.—Assumed drifts of representative bottles recovered from Series E, set out ofl Cape Elizabeth, August 7, 1923.

0, place of release

The drift of a second line of bottles set adrift off Cape Elizabeth a year later (in

August, 1923; series E, p. 874) showed much the same grouping as that just described

for the corresponding line of 1922 (series A) . Two recovered from the outer part of the

line were from the west coast of Nova Scotia (fig. 182) ;
three were from the entrance
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to the Bay of Fundy, on the Nova Scotian side; two were from the New Brunswick

side of the Bay of Fundy; and three were from the southern side of Grand Manan;
totaling 9 per cent of the number set out. These drifts so closely reproduce (in their

regional distribution) the recoveries of bottles set afloat farther out along this same
line the year before (line A; fig. 181) and off Cape Ann in 1923 (fig. 176) that most

of them, no doubt, followed a uniform route, at least in their journey northward

toward the mouth of the Bay of Fundy.
It is evident that most of the bottles from line E moved offshore from the time of

their release, otherwise more strandings would have been reported from the coast

fine to the southward. However, the fact that one of them was recovered at Nan-
tucket, a second on the outer shore of Cape Cod, and a third at Beachwood, Me. (Nos.

1702, 1712, and 1731; intervals, respectively, of 138, 121, and 34 days), makes it

probable that they followed a southeasterly course at first. Negative evidence to

the same effect results from the fact that only two bottles from this line were found

anywhere along the coast of Maine between Seguin Island and the Bay of Fundy,

contrasting with the considerable number of recoveries from Nova Scotia. Had the

set been eastward along the coast of Maine, such as would be represented by a

straight line between the points of release and recovery, a considerable number of

recoveries might have been expected along that 140-mile sector, where the tide draws

strongly into the numerous bays, bringing in large amounts of drift of all kinds. It

is fair to assume, also, that the route across the gulf was about as long for series E as

for the Cape Ann series, because three of the latter were reported from Nova Scotia

after intervals as brief as any from the northern lines; one, namely from Yarmouth,
in 60 days; another from Port Maitland in 64 days; and one from Cockerwit Pas-

sage in 65 days (p. 875). However, it seems that the Cape Elizabeth groups swung
east before reaching the Cape Ann line, because so many more of the former reached

Nova Scotia than of the latter; i. e., that on the whole the .two groups of bottles

followed different routes until they converged toward the eastern side of the gulf.

The repetition, from year to year, of drifts most easily reconcilable with an anti-

clockwise eddying set argues strongly in favor of the prevalence of this type of cir-

culation around the southern side of the basin of the gulf. Only one drift (No. 1773)

from the two series so far launched off Cape Elizabeth (series A and E) has been

hard to reconcile with this; because, if the date of recovery is correctly stated, its

time interval from the offing of Cape Elizabeth to Grand Manan (56 days) is smaller

than for any other bottle that crossed from the western side of the gulf to the Bay
of Fundy. Granting it a direct journey, this means a daily rate of 2.7 miles, or at

east 4.7 miles if it followed the eddying route, which is more likely.

The time intervals between the dates of release and recovery for bottles drift-

ing from the offing of Cape Elizabeth to Nova Scotia averaged considerably shorter

in 1923 (56 to 111 days; average 75 days for line E) than in 1922 (75 to 146 days;

average 103 days for line A). Taken at its face value, this difference would point

either to a more rapid rate of travel or to a more direct route, which in this case

would mean veering more directly eastward. It seems more likely, however, that the

difference is not as significant as it might appear, but that the discovery of the

bottles and the local interest aroused thereby stimulated a closer scanning of the

Nova Scotian shores in 1923, so that the bottles were found soon after they stranded,

8951—28 58
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instead of lying on the beach perhaps for a week or more. The fact that one bottle,

which drifted right up the Bay of Fundy to Advocate Harbor at Cobequid Point, at

its head, was picked up in 107 days affords direct evidence to this effect, the distance

on the assumed track being more than 250 miles.

With this uncertainty introducing a source of error that may be very consider-

able, I have not thought it justifiable to assume a shorter route for the bottles

drifting to the mouth of the Bay of Fundy in 1923. The probable routes within the Bay
of Fundy of such bottles from line E as entered the latter are laid down on the chart

(fig. 182) to accord with the drift bottles set out there by Mavor in 1927 (i. e.,

crossing it from south to north and then continuing to veer westward to Grand
Manan), because this type of circulation seems sufficiently established there.

Line E reproduces the corresponding series of the preceding year (line A), not

only in the preponderance of drifts to Nova Scotia and in the uniformity of the tracks

probably followed, but also in the recovery of one bottle at Metinic Island, off the

western entrance to Penobscot Bay (No 1792), and of another at Round Pond
Harbor, a few miles farther to the west (No. 1740). The time intervals for these

(respectively, 64 and 77 days) correspond as closely as could be expected with 63

and 103 days for the two bottles (Nos. 98 and 284) that drifted to this same sector

the year before (figs. 180 and 181), and hence suggest the equally circuitous offshore

route laid down on the chart. However, it is possible that the two bottles in ques-

tion (Nos. 1740 and 1792) actually circled in the opposite direction (i. e., clockwise),

drifting inshore at first in company with four others that were picked up in Casco

Bay and a few miles to the east of it, then continuing eastward along the coast,

perhaps through the channels between the islands. The fact that one bottle (No.

1793) from the outer end of line E was found in Sheepscott River 78 after 34 days

lends likelihood to this possibility.

The Cape Elizabeth series for the two years, however, illustrate an anual differ-

ence of another sort; namely, that the coastal belt, 10 to 15 miles broad, next the

cape, was a sort of deadwater in 1922 (p. 899), while in 1923 the general dominant
set governed closer in to the coast.

BOTTLES SET OUT OFF MOUNT DESERT, AUGUST, 1923

The drifts of the bottles of the Mount Desert line can be approximated only if

they are taken in conjunction with the several series discussed so far. Standing by
themselves they w'ould be self-contradictory, for 8 were recovered at significant dis-

tances to the westward (figs. 183 and 184) ;
11 were recovered at significant distances

to the eastward; and 6 others at points close to where they were released. The
easterly drifts so far reported all lead to the coast of Nova Scotia, except for one to

the coast of Maine at the western entrance to the Grand Manan Channel (No. 1584,

Haycock Harbor, .Washington County). By themselves, these would naturally

suggest a set to the northeast from the offing of Mount Desert, but analysis makes
this most unlikely.

The fact that these Nova Scotian recoveries are distributed along the same sec-

tor of the coast line where bottles from the Cape Elizabeth, Cape Ann, and Cape

78 Stated in the returns as “ Sheepshead ” River.
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Cod lines have stranded would of itself be strong evidence that the routes of all

had converged into one general and rather definite track some distance before they

reached the land. In this respect the correspondence between the Mount Desert

line of 1923 and the outer half of the Cape Elizabeth line of 1922 (series A, fig. 180)

Fia. 183.—Assumed drifts of representative bottles recovered to the eastward from Series D, set out oil Mount Desert

Island, August 6, 1923. O, places of release

is as close as could have been expected had all these bottles been launched on the

same line and on the same day. In fact, this correspondence extends even to the

odd bottles that diverged from the majority grouping, one or two having reached
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the vicinity of Cape Sable, and one or two found along the coast of Maine well to

the eastward, in each instance. In the case of the drifts that cross the gulf, this track,

I believe, is now definitely proven to approach the Bay of Fundy from the south or

southwest, by the evidence just detailed.

The relationship which distance traveled bears to time interval between release

and recovery also argues for a circuitous route for the bottles that went to Nova
Scotia from the Mount Desert line, because the average distance for all of them, in

a direct line, would be only about 85 miles, though the times range from 62 to 88

days for 8 of 10 77 (averaging 70 days). Evidence of this sort must, of course, be

used with discrimination, because there is no knowing how long a bottle lies on the

beach before it is noticed. When the results prove reasonably consistent, however,

some trust can be put in them. In the present connection we have as a standard

for comparison the Nova Scotian drifts from the lines set out off Cape Elizabeth.

The distance (in a direct line) is only about one-half as great from Mount Desert

to Nova Scotia as from Cape Elizabeth. The two lines of 1923 were set out only

one day apart, and there is no reason to suppose that bottles from one line would be

consistently overlooked while bottles from the other would be soon found. Conse-

quently, it is reasonable to assume that some of the Mount Desert bottles would have

been found a month or more before the first were reported from the Cape Elizabeth

line, unless they had journeyed by a very circuitous route. Actually, however, the

first four recoveries for the former were on October 7 to 9; the first three of the latter

on the 9th and 10th. Allowing the one day’s difference in the dates when the two
series were put out, we have the rather surprising fact that the time intervals for

these two groups, launched almost 100 miles apart, were the same almost to a day,

though the strandings were scattered along more than 20 miles of coast line between
Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, and the mouth of the Bay of Fundy.

The time intervals for the Nova Scotian drifts as a whole, from these two series,

also correspond much more closely than the difference in direct distance would have

suggested as probable, averaging about 75 days for the Cape Elizabeth series (extremes

of 56 to 111 days; p. 875) and about 70 days for the Mount Desert group (62 to 151

;

p. 874).

The percentage of recoveries is not only of the same general order of magnitude

for the Mount Desert line as for the Cape Elizabeth line of 1923 (respectively, 28

and 19 per cent), but the Nova Scotian and Fundian returns formed almost the same
proportion of the total for the former (36 per cent of the total returns) as for the

latter (42 per cent).

The most reasonable explanation for this correspondence between the two series,

and the only explanation that fits all the facts just outlined, is that the journey to

Nova Scotia covered about as long a distance for the Mount Desert bottles as for

the Cape Elizabeth bottles, and that the former drifted southwestward at first, to join

the general route of the latter group from west to east across the gulf.

Bottle No. 1584, set adrift about 25 miles out from Mount Desert Island and
picked up at Haycocks Harbor, on the north shore of the Grand Manan Channel,

93 days later, probably followed the same general track as the bottles that went to

77 Three others (Nos. 1530, 1551, and 1557), which were not picked up until 133 and 151 days had passed, may have lain

unnoticed on the beach or drifted in and out along the shore with the tides.
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Nova Scotia. It may have entered the south side of the Bay of Fundy, come out

again past Grand Manan, and then circled the western end of the latter and so

into the channel, as would be compatible with the current measurements in that

region. Or it may have circled northward past the mouth of the bay but close

enough to Grand Manan to be caught up in the indraft into the channel.

The general conclusion that all this group of bottles followed an eddylike course

and did not drift directly eastward is directly corroborated by nine bottles from this

same line, picked up to the westward along the coast of Maine. The fact that these

were set out at intervals from the inner end of the line to the outer is evidence that

the surface was involved in this movement for at least 25 miles out from the land.

Two bottles from the inner end of the line, picked up on Great Duck Island two

days later, may have made their journey on the tide, for they were set out early in

the ebb, 78 which sets toward the southwest here. A greater distance covered (10

miles) makes it likely that bottle No. 1515, which went to Long Island (also to the

westward), made its landfall on the second tidal period; and it is certain that No.

1521, which went from the inner end of the line to Kennebunk, Me. (a distance of

about 107 miles in a direct line), in 32 days, was carried with a very definite drift, for

its rate was not less than 3 14 miles per day. The daily rate of another bottle (No.

1523), which went from the mid section of the line to a point 8 miles southeast of

Isle au Haut, 31 miles away, was ostensibly much more rapid, for it was reported as

picked up the day after it was set out. This date, however, can hardly have been

correct Allowing one day’s error (which is probably the correct explanation), the

daily rate would be about 7 miles to the westward. 79

The rapidity of these westerly drifts, which can not be disputed, makes it

likely that four other bottles that went from this fine to the entrance to Penobscot

Bay and to St. Georges River, a few miles farther west (Nos. 1553, 1565, 1566, and

1599), but were not found until after 35 to 38 days afloat, were drifting to and
fro with the strong tides of Penobscot Bay for some days before they stranded and
were noticed.

It is impossible, of course, to determine how far any given bottle, which moved
westward from the Mount Desert fine but did not soon strand, may have paralleled

the coast before veering offshore toward the center of the gulf, but it is probable

that most of them did so somewhere between the longitudes of Penobscot Bay and
Cape Elizabeth. Had their general route led farther westward, more bottles from

the Cape Elizabeth fine might have been expected to show a southerly drift than

the few actually so reported (p. 901).

Some few bottles from the Mount Desert fine, hugging the shore line closest,

may have crossed the Cape Elizabeth fine, but the time intervals between release

and recovery make it more likely that all that went across the gulf from the offing

of Mount Desert passed to the seaward of the outer end of the Cape Elizabeth fine

—

i. e., more than 25 miles offshore—and it is so indicated on the chart (fig. 182).

78 It was high tide at Southwest Harbor at 6.26 a.m. on that day; the bottles in question (Nos. 1603 and 1610) were put out
shortly afterwards.

78 Assuming that it was picked up in the afternoon.
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The tracks of three bottles from the mid section of line D, which were picked

up at the eastern entrance to Frenchmans Bay, and one other that went to the

vicinity of Petit Manan, are more puzzling. Ostensibly these point to short

easterly drifts of 8 to 12 miles, and the time intervals are so uniform (33 to 38

days) 80 that all of them seem to have followed approximately the same route,

though set out some miles apart. However, the time between release and recovery

is so long for direct journeys so short, when contrasted with the rapidity with which
other bottles set out near them drifted in the opposite direction, that it seems

virtually certain that they followed a roundabout route. Judging from the facts

that many more bottles stranded to the westward and that all of this series (D) were

set out on the ebb, it is probable that the four bottles in question also drifted

westward at first. Their most likely route would then be into Blue Hill Bay with

the next flood, around Mount Desert Island, and so out again through Frenchmans
Bay, to strand about Schoodic Promontory and to the eastward of it. Such a drift

would be consistent with the clockwise circulation to be expected around Mount
Desert Island, on theoretic grounds (p. 970). In short, the bottles set out off

Mount Desert in 1923 afford definite proof of a set westward along the coast of

Maine but no clear evidence of any longshore set in the opposite direction.

On the basis of the foregoing analysis, the most reasonable explanation of the

localities where bottles from the Mount Desert, Cape Elizabeth, Cape Ann, and Cape

Cod series of 1923 were recovered, and of the periods of time between the dates

they were set afloat and later were picked up, is that bottles from all three lines

moved in tracks eddying counterclockwise through southwest, through east, to north,

and veering on successively shorter and shorter radii of curvature. Thus, the few

bottles from the two southernmost lines, which were found on the Nova Scotian

coast, probably traveled easterly from the time they were set out (southeast at first,

then east and northeast)
,
but the farther north and east along the coast bottles were

put out, the more they tended to circle to the right of a direct course. It is also

likely that while the breadth of the track covered by all the bottles in the western

side of the gulf was something like 100 miles, they tended to converge into a narrower

track as they approached the eastern side of the gulf.

In August, September, and October of 1922 and 1923 the center of this eddylike

circulation seems to have been situated 40 to 60 miles south of Mount Desert

Island, over the northeastern extension of the deep trough of the gulf.

The fact that the great majority of the recoveries from Nova Scotia and from

the Bay of Fundy were from a rather short stretch of coast leads to the conclusion

that no matter on which line the bottles in question were released, all those that

drifted across the gulf finally came within the influence of the same south-north

current, hugging close to the eastern shore. On no other assumption, I believe, is it

possible to reconcile the facts just stated with the time element (p. 904) and with the

current measurements that have been taken in that side of the gulf (p. 861).

The recoveries on the coast of Maine already discussed point to a division of

this northerly set before it reaches the Bay of Fundy, the greater volume entering

the bay along its southern shore, but offshoots (which may be only intermittent)

eo No. 1611 was picked up in Winter Harbor 11 months later, a period so long that there is no way of estimating how far it

may have traveled en route, or how long it may have lain on the strand.
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from its western side recurving to the left across the mouth of the bay. Flotsam

drifting in this branch may then come under the influence of the drift setting east-

ward into the right-hand side of the Grand Manan Channel. But only one bottle

can so be classified, while five seem to have passed by the channel in their rounds to

Penobscot Bay.

It is interesting that only two bottles from any of the several series 81 have been

recovered along the coast sector between Petit Manan and the western entrance to

the Grand Manan Channel, although many must have passed by. Judging from

this, such parts of the dominant surface drift as veers westward past Grand Manan

Fig. 184.—Assumed drifts of bottles recovered to the westward and inshore from Series D, set out off Mount Desert Island,

August 6, 1923. •, places of release

does not usually strike the coast of Maine in summer until it has passed the longi-

tude of Mount Desert Island.

The circulatory scheme just outlined reconciles the bottle drifts for 1923 with
those of the bottles set out in the Bay of Fundy in the summer of 1919, except that

the latter certainly hugged the coast more closely in their westward and southward
journey, else so many of them would hardly have been embayed behind Cape Cod.
In this respect the summer of 1919 paralleled the April and July currents of 1925

si One set out in the Bay of Fundy in August, 1919 (Mavor, 1922, bottle no. 181); the other (no. 65) from the inner part of

the Cape Elizabeth line of July, 1922.
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and 1926, which carried bottles past Cape Ann, from Ipswich Bay into Massachu-
setts Bay (pp. 890, 893).

In the summers of 1922 and 1923 so many more bottles were picked up along

Nova Scotia than in the western side of the gulf (a difference hardly accidental,

because the coast line between Cape Elizabeth and Cape Cod is much frequented)

that the surface water was evidently moving more offshore in the western side of the

gulf, inshore in the eastern, than was the case in 1919.

BOTTLES PUT OUT OFF WESTERN NOVA SCOTIA

In 1926 the Biological Board of Canada put out four sets of bottles (each of 120)

off Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, in July, August, September, and October, and Dr. A. G.

Huntsman has contributed a summary of the recoveries in advance of his publica-

tion of the detailed results.

The great majority of returns from all the sets were from the Nova Scotian side

of the Bay of Fundy, scattered from St. Marys Bay, at the mouth, to Minas Basin

and Chignecto Bay, at the head. Six others crossed to the New Brunswick shore of

the bay; five were picked up at Grand Manan; two went to the coast of Maine, one

to Cape Cod; and two went in the opposite direction, eastward, past Cape Sable to

Cape Negro and the vicinity of Shelburne, Nova Scotia.

As a whole, these drifts demonstrate the northerly drift along western Nova
Scotia into the southern side of the Bay of Fundy, and up it. The New Brunswick

recoveries show the anticlockwise movement within the bay, brought out by Mavor’s

(1923) experiments (p. 868). The drifts to Maine and Cape Cod are in line with the

westerly and southerly drifts of bottles from the Mount Desert and Cape Elizabeth

lines.

By what counterdrift the two bottles that went to the eastward escaped the

Gulf of Maine eddy and came within the influence of the Scotian eddy is not clear.

DRIFTS OF BOTTLES ENTERING THE GULF FROM THE EASTWARD

The northerly drift along the Nova Scotian side of the gulf to the Bay of Fundy
and its anticlockwise eddying continuation along the coast of Maine are further

illustrated by the destinations reached by a considerable number of bottles that

entered the gulf from lines set out off the outer coast of Nova Scotia by the Biolog-

ical Board of Canada in the summers of 1922, 1923, and 1924. The following data

have generously been contributed by Doctor Huntsman in advance of publication.

Two bottles from a line set out southeast across the continental shelf from

Brazil Rock on July 17, 1922, were picked up along the western coast of Nova
Scotia; 8 in the Bay of Fundy; and 2 circled farther westward, 1 of them to Winter

Harbor and the other continuing past Mount Desert to the neighboring Long Island.

The localities of release were scattered from 2 to 59 miles out from Brazil Rock,

and none of the bottles set adrift farther out were reported from the gulf.

The bottle that went to Long Island made so rapid a drift (45 days from release

to recovery) that no doubt it passed across the mouth of the Bay of Fundy. The
Winter Harbor bottle, with 77 days, may have entered and circled the bay.
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The next summer a series roughly at right angles to this last was set out on a

line running northeastward from the western end of Browns Bank. Fourteen of these

were reported from the Gulf of Maine; 6 of them scattered along the west shore of

Nova Scotia; 7 were from widely separate localities in the Bay of Fundy, from its

mouth to its head, after intervals of 64 days and upward; and 1 was from Penobscot

Bay, Me. The drifts are thus much the same as those of the preceding summer,
hugging the Nova Scotian coast to the Bay of Fundy. The time interval for the

Penobscot Bay bottle was so long (113 days) that it, too, may have entered and

circled the bay.

Twelve bottles from lines set out off Country Harbor, off Beaver Island, and off

Cape Canso, Nova Scotia, were also reported from the Gulf of Maine (all of them from

Yarmouth and northward along the western coast of Nova Scotia) and from the

two sides of the Bay of Fundy. Only a single bottle from these eastern lines has

yet been reported from the western side of the gulf—one set adrift a few miles off

Sable Island by the Ice Patrol cutter Tampa on April 18, 1924, and picked up at

Gloucester, Mass., 118 days later. The distance in a direct line being about 450

miles and something like 500 miles by the probable route around the northern side

of the gulf, this bottle made an unusually rapid journey.

Since the preceding was written, Doctor Huntsman has contributed a summary
of five monthly series, each of 200 bottles, set out offshore from Brazil Rock (off

Cape Sable), July to October, 1926. Twenty-six of the 35 returns from the July set

were close by, five from the Nova Scotian shore of the Bay of Fundy, and two from

the New Brunswick side. The 46 returns from the August series were similar, except

that the proportion of near-by returns was smaller (16); of returns from St. Marys
Bay and the Nova Scotian shore of the Bay of Fundy larger (29). Fifteen of 23

returns from the lines of September 1 were again from this same sector of the Bay of

Fundy region, three from the New Brunswick shore, and five between the point of

release and Cape Sable. Three of the 15 returns from the series of September 27,

however, were from the eastward (Shelburne to Port Mouton), nine near where set

out, and only three from the Bay of Fundy. The series of October 20, again, gave

50 per cent of returns (six) near-by, four returns to the eastward (Negro Harbor to

vicinity of La Have River), with two, only, from the western coast of Nova Scotia

within the Gulf of Maine.

In sum, the evidence of a general northward drift hugging the Nova Scotian

side of the gulf to the Bay of Fundy, and of its continuation westward as far as

Penobscot Bay, is made cumulative by these drifts into the gulf.

The Brazil Rock series of 1926 also show the following seasonal succession: In

July and August the dominant movement from the offing of Cape Sable was into the

Gulf of Maine, but by the end of September the Scotian eddy had spread westward

far enough to involve some bottles from this line in drifts best interpreted as circling

anticlockwise, first offshore and then in again to the coast, to the eastward.

Further details as to the tracks followed are to be expected in Doctor Huntsman’s
forthcoming account.
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One other bottle is recorded by the United States Hydrographic Office (Pilot

Chart for May, 1923; reverse No. 26) as showing a similar drift into the eastern side

of the Gulf of Maine from its release, 34 miles south of Cape Sable, September 21,

1902, to its recovery near Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, 30 days later.

CIRCULATION OF THE SUPERFICIAL STRATUM AS INDICATED BY
SALINITY

The distribution of salinity affords a valuable check on the correctness of the

circulatory system of the surface stratum, deducible from the drift-bottle experiments

and from current measurements. The physical state of the water, together with
the horizontal and vertical distribution of density, is the only clue yet available to

the nontidal circulation in the deep strata of the gulf.

The reader will find frequent references to this phase of the subject in the sec-

tion devoted to the salinity (p. 701). The distribution of salinity, as a reflection of

the circulation of the gulf, ; has also been discussed in such detail in earlier reports

on the Gulf of Maine explorations (Bigelow, 1914 to 1922) that a brief statement

will suffice here.

With the oceanic water outside the edge of the continent much salter than the

water in over the banks or alongshore (a rule prevailing all along eastern North
America from Florida to the Grand Banks) a high salinity becomes an excellent

indicator of any indraft from offshore. On the other hand, the lines of dispersal for

land water are to be learned from the distribution of the least saline water. In the

Gulf of Maine the flow of the Nova Scotian current past Cape Sable also tends to

freshen the surface wherever its influence reaches.

Our first summer’s cruise (in 1912) was enough to show what subsequent

cruises have corroborated, that the freshest water is not localized off the mouths of

the several large rivers, as would be the case if the discharges from these sim ply

fanned out, but that it takes the form of a continuous and comparatively narrow belt

skirting the coast line. The region where this freshest water does spread farthest

out to sea (off Cape Ann and Massachusetts Bay) is some distance southward from

the mouth of the Merrimac, the nearest of the large rivers. No fan of low
salinity has ever been demonstrated off the mouth of the Kennebec.

The absence of such a fan off the mouth of any given river may or may not

prove the failure of its discharge to drift out to sea, depending on the balance between

the activity with which the tides mix the deep with the surface strata there and

the volume of fresh water discharged. The river water that runs into the northern side

of the gulf, and especially into the Bay of Fundy, is rapidly consumed in this way.

Nevertheless, even where mixing is most active, areas of relatively lower salinity off

the river mouths might be expected to alternate with areas relatively higher in

salinity along the coast sectors between them, unless some dominant drift in one

direction or the other disturbed this idealized picture. When we recall how great

a volume of fresh water actually pours into the Gulf of Maine every year (p. 837) it is

hardly conceivable that it would exert its chief freshening effect on so narrow a

coastwise belt, unless the surface water tended to drift parallel to the land in the one

direction or the other.
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The summer salinities of 1912 (p. 770) pointed very clearly to a longshore move-
ment of this sort around the northern and western margins of the gulf, setting west-

ward along the coast of Maine, southward to Cape Ann, and spreading eastward off

the cape in a rather definite tongue, outlined (at the surface) by the isohaline for

31.8 per mille (Bigelow, 1914, pi. 2). It was the presence of this tongue which
established the direction of flow beyond dispute, because considerably higher salinities

in Massachusetts Bay to the south of it, as well as offshore, left the coastal belt to

the northward as its only possible source.

On the other hand, the salinity of the surface then afforded little evidence of

river water in the northeastern corner of the gulf, in spite of the proximity of the St.

John River. This, however, can be explained by the active mixing that takes place

there, for while the mean salinity of the upper 50 to 60 meters was slightly higher

(about 32.5 per mille) in the Grand Manan Channel and at its western end that

August than it had been at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay a month earlier (about

32.2 per mille), the difference is no greater than can be explained as due to the reg-

ular seasonal succession (p. 799). A detailed discussion of the salinities for that

summer, given in an earlier report (Bigelow, 1914, p. 90), leads to the conclusion that

water of high salinity was being drawn into the eastern side of the gulf while the

coastwise belt was dominated by a nontidal set alongshore from north and east to

south and west, with expansions of water of low salinity off Penobscot Bay and off

Cape Ann suggesting two separate anticlockwise eddies.

The subsequent summer cruises have expanded this preliminary concept of a

general circling movement around the northern and western shores of the gulf to the

domination of the surface over the entire basin by a great anticlockwise eddy, par-

alleling the land northward along Nova Scotia and swinging westward and then

southward toward Cape Cod (Bigelow, 1917, p. 340), this being the only assumption

on which the distribution of surface salinity can be rationalized.

This, it will be noted, has since been corroborated by the bottle drifts just

described. A comparison between the recurving tongues of low salinity off Cape Ann
and off Penobscot Bay, when such phenomena develop there, with the drifts from

the Mount Desert, Cape Elizabeth, and Cape Ann lines, is especially instructive,

for we find in such tongues a rational explanation for the tendency of the bottles to

veer out from the land on successive radii. If, for example, bottles had been put

out off Mount Desert in the summers of 1912 or of 1913, salinity suggests that the

majority would have turned southward, abreast of Penobscot Bay, and that few,

if any, would have stranded along the coast farther west. This actually happened

in 1923 (p. 902, fig. 183). The tendency for bottles put out near land on the Cape
Elizabeth and Cape Ann lines of that year to veer offshore from the beginning of

their drifts would similarly find a reasonable cause in expansions of low salinity out

toward the basin from the offing of Cape Ann, such as were actually recorded in July,

1912, and in August, 1914 (p. 763, fig. 136). But the distribution of surface salinity

in August and September, 1915, when scattered observations outlined a band of low

salinity of comparatively uniform breadth as paralleling the coast line from Nova
Scotia to Cape Ann (fig. 137), would be compatible with drifts hugging the shore
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more closely as far as the cape, or perhaps to Massachusetts Bay, such as were actu-

ally followed by bottles set out in the Bay of Fundy during the summer of 1919

(p. 870) and off Cape Neddick (series O) in July, 1926. The locations of the isohalines

at the surface are thus entirely reconcilable, both with the drifts assumed for the

bottles and with the annual difference indicated by the sets put out in the summers of

1919, 1922, 1923, and 1926.

Mavor (1923), in his discussion of the distribution of salinities and temperatures

in the Bay of Fundy for August, 1919, has shown that these are best explained as

due to a movement of water into the bay on the Nova Scotian side, recognizable

from the surface down to a depth of 100 meters, crossing northward toward New
Brunswick about midway up the bay, with a counterbalancing outflow of water

of low salinity southward and westward along the northern (New Brunswick)

side. Here, again, temperature and salinity corroborate the evidence of drift

bottles (p. 870).

The high surface salinities recorded in the northeastern corner of the gulf on the

August cruises of 1912 and 1913 suggested a continuous tongue of highly saline water

flowing into the eastern side of the gulf at the surface from the Atlantic Basin.

However, subsequent discovery that the high surface values encountered in the basin

between Maine and Nova Scotia in successive summers actually represent an isolated

pool, resulting from local upwelling combined with tidal stirring (p. 768), and sur-

rounded by less saline water on all sides, has lead to the appreciation that the gulf

receives its saline water chiefly in the deeper strata (p. 842), not on the surface.

The rather abrupt west-east transition in surface salinity registered in the offing

of Cape Sable in the summers of 1914 and 1915, added to the retreat of the critical

isohalines (32 to 31.5 per mille) from the eastern side of the gulf, eastward, with the

advance of the spring (p. 755), argues against any notable current from the east past

the cape as characteristic of summer. Here, however, the effect which the active

tidal mixing southwest and west of the cape would have in increasing the salinity of

the surface, moving westward, must be taken into account.

If the evidence of salinity does not make clear the dominant set, if any, past

Cape Sable for the summer months, the tongue of low salinity and low temperature

found extending along the southeastern face of Georges Bank from northeast to

southwest in July, 1914 (p. 770), is “hard to explain, except as an outflowing current

from the gulf” (Bigelow, 1917, p. 241); and though this may not be a regular feature

of the summer circulation (p. 608), the fact that several bottles from the Cape Cod and

Cape Ann series of 1922 and 1923 seem to have drifted out of the gulf via this same

route across the eastern end of Georges Bank (figs. 174 and 176) is certainly sug-

gestive of its permanency. A tendency for water of low salinity to spread from the

vicinity of Cape Cod southeastward to the neighboring part of Georges Bank is also

indicated by the contrast in salinity between the western and eastern ends of the

latter on the summer chart for 1914 (fig. 136, isohaline for 32.2 per mille). Here,

again, a close parallel appears from the set, as indicated by the salinity of the surface

water and the probable drift tracks of bottles that went in that direction from the Cape

Cod series of 1922 (series B, p. 880, fig. 174). Farther south, in the southwestern

part of the area, successive isohalines for 32.5 to 33.5 or 34 per mille, closely crowded

and roughly paralleling the edge of the continent, prove that the dominant set here
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is along the outer part of the shelf, not transverse to it, though with some tendency

indicated toward an eddying movement northward toward the land to the west

of Nantucket Shoals. All this, again, is at once reconcilable with the drifts of bot-

tles set out in this side of the gulf, especially with the tracks eddying westward out

of the gulf past Nantucket Shoals, and with the group that went west from the edge

of the continent abreast of Cape Cod (series B, outer end, p. 882).

The failure of any evidence, by salinity, of a surface drift from the continental

edge out into the ocean basin in the region, in any summer of record, is corroborated

by the fact that from the outer end of line B (fig. 174) only four bottles are known
to have reached the general North Atlantic drift, and so to have gone across, one to

England, one to Ireland, the other to the Canary Islands and the Azores.

The distribution of salinity at a depth of 40 meters has proved extremely diag-

nostic of the dominant circulation of the gulf, even more so than at the surface, the

chart for July and August, 1914 (fig. 145), being the most instructive because cover-

ing the area as a whole. Its most noticeable feature—a continuous tongue of water

of high salinity (33 to 33.4 per mille), extending from the Eastern Channel and

Browns Bank inward to the north along the eastern side of the basin as far as the

mouth of the Bay of Fundy—obviously reflects an unmistakable set of water into

the gulf from the edge of the continent. The surface charts, the reader will recall, show

nothing , of this sort, evidence that the inward current (the existence of which is

proven by several lines of evidence) did not involve the superficial stratum. Neither

does it draw direct from the oceanic water (which would swing the isohalines for 34

to 35 per mille into the Eastern Channel), but from the mixture that takes place

between tropic water and the water of the banks along the edge of the continent

abreast of the gulf (p. 842). So far as the contour of the bottom is concerned, the

whole southern aspect of the gulf, from Nantucket Shoals to the vicinity of Cape

Sable, is open to overflows from this same source down to a depth of 40 meters. 82

Actually, however, we have found no evidence, in salinity, of any indraft of this

sort anywhere to the westward of the Eastern Channel.

The expansion of the isohalines for 33 and 32.9 per mille to the westward along

the coast of Maine, and the course of the isohaline for 32.5 per mille on the 40-

meter chart just mentioned (fig. 145), combined with the location of the saltest

tongue close against the eastern slope of the basin, are most readily reconcilable with

a dominant set northward in the eastern side of the gulf (complicated by the evi-

dences of upwelling in the offing of the Bay of Fundy already mentioned on p. 768),

veering westward along the coast of Maine, and so southward around the periphery

of the gulf, finally to turn southeastward as it is directed toward Georges Bank by

the slopes of Nantucket Shoals.

This essentially reproduces the anticlockwise eddy indicated by the distribution

of salinity at the surface (p. 911) as well as by the bottle drifts (p. 906), but the fact

that the highest salinities at 40 meters lie 10 to 20 miles out from the 40-meter

contour line in the eastern side of the gulf, not close in against the latter, is evidence

that the eastern side of the eddy lay farther and farther out from the Nova Scotian

11 Except for the shoals on Georges Bank.
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coast at increasing depths in 1914, as was also the case in August, 1913 (fig. 146).

The comparative uniformity of salinity recorded over a wide area in the western

side of the gulf at the 40-meter level in August, 1914, contrasted with the definitely

outlined tongue of high salinity in the eastern side, points to the north-flowing side of

the eddy as much more definite than the south-flowing side. In August, 1913, how-
ever, the distribution of salinity at 40 meters pointed to a closer approach to

equality between the two sides of the eddy. The drift is not as clearly shown by
the 40-meter salinities taken in August and September, 1915 (p. 990), except that

the differential between higher salinities in the eastern side and lower ones in the

western side of the gulf calls for some movement of the same anticlockwise sort, not

being wholly explicable on the basis of upwelling, though assisted by that process

(p. 768).

In none of these years (1913, 1914, and 1915) did the 40-meter level show the

expansion of water of low salinity off Cape Ann that involved the upper 40 meters

in July, 1912 (Bigelow, 1914, pi. 2; isohaline for 32.6 per mille at 25 fathoms), in a

definite easterly drift. Thus, the distribution of salinity reflects much more variation,

from summer to summer, at the 40-meter level in the western side of the gulf than

in the eastern side, as well as at the surface (p. 770).

Unfortunately, the 40-meter chart for 1914 (fig. 145) does not so clearly show
the dominant movement of water in the southwestern part of the area. However,
isohalines closely crowded outside the 100-meter contour and the fact that they run

parallel to the latter make it certain that no general drift was taking place trans-

verse to the edge of the continent at the time, but that any dominant set that was
then active roughly paralleled the latter. Consequently, the broad zone of 33 to 34

per mille between it and Nantucket Shoals (much more saline than any part of the

Gulf of Maine at this level, but less so than the tropic water outside the continental

edge) did not reflect a direct encroachment of the latter at the time or even any such

movement earlier in the season, but merely reflected (by its precise salinity) the pro-

portionate amounts in which water of higher and lower values had mingled there.

However this may be, the presence of water of this comparatively high salinity to

the south and southwest of Nantucket Shoals, added to rather an abrupt transition

to considerably lower values (about 32.8 per mille) on the neighboring parts of Georges

Bank, is good evidence that the surface drift, which has carried so many bottles out

of the gulf westward across or around the shoals (p. 881), was not then operative to

as great a depth as 40 meters, but that it is deflected more to the eastward, as the

depth increases, by the contour of the bottom. This suggestion is corroborated to

some extent by the fact that the isohalines for 33 per mille or lower include the

whole eastern end of Georges Bank on the 40-meter chart in question, with an abrupt

transition to much higher salinities (34.5 to 35 per mille) off its southeastern slope.

At first sight the presence of a tongue of water warmer than 10° running

obliquely across Georges Bank from southwest to northeast at the 40-meter level,

with lower temperatures within the gulf to the north as well as along the southeastern

face of the bank (fig. 53), might seem to contradict this, but in this case salinity is

the more reliable index to circulation, because the high 40-meter temperature at the

station in question (10224), associated as it was with correspondingly low temper-
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ature (11.1°) at the surface, simply reflected active vertical mixing by tidal currents.

Any tendency for the water to move from west to east over Georges Bank would
necessarily be diverted by the considerable area shallower than 40 meters in which
the bank culminates. 83 According to the rule general in the Northern Hemisphere,

this shoal might be expected to act as the vortex for a clockwise circulatory move-
ment, and the fact that the 40-meter salinity was somewhat lower on the eastern

side of the bank than on the western side at the time, with the transition from values

lower than 32 per mille to higher than 34.5 per mille most abrupt off its southeastern

slope, is evidence of such a drift eddying eastward and southward around the shoal

area.

The dominant circulation of the gulf is most clearly reflected in salinity at the

time of year (spring and summer) when the regional variations in this respect are

widest.

The progressive equalization of salinity that takes place during the autumn
(p. 799) makes it increasingly difficult to reconstruct the horizontal circulation, even

in its broadest aspects. In the midwinter of 1920-21 salinity yielded no definite

evidence of any indraft into the eastern side of the gulf, either at the surface or at

40 meters (p. 804). It is unfortunate that observations could not be taken off Cape
Sable during this midwinter cruise, for without such it is impossible to state whether

the low values (31.2 to 31.3 per mille) recorded near Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, on

January 4 (station 10501) reflected any movement of water past the cape from the

eastward or were simply the product of local drainage from the land. However,
it is certain that still lower salinity at the surface a few miles south of the Merrimac
River, across the gulf, a few days earlier (30.02 per mille at station 10492) had the

latter origin, and the rather abrupt transition appearing in both sides of the gulf on

the surface chart (fig. 163) between water of low salinity (<31.5 per mille) close in

to the land and considerably higher values (32.5 per mille) a few miles out at sea

is definite proof that this coast belt was (or had been) drifting parallel to the shore

line (if at all), not spreading inshore or offshore in either side of the gulf. However,
the fact that the surface belt less saline than 32.3 per mille was much broader

abreast of Penobscot Bay than in the offing of Casco Bay, on the one side, or off

Mount Desert, on the other, points to some slight tendency for the water to drift

out from the coast off the former, such as appears more definitely in the summer
isohalines for 1912 (p. 770). Some such eddying movement is also indicated by the

undulatory course of the isohalines off the mouth of the Bay of Fundy, suggesting a

movement of water of low salinity out of its northern side toward the southwest,

but no observations were taken close enough to the Nova Scotian side of the bay to

develop the inward drift to be expected there.

The data for deeper levels were not distributed generally enough over the gulf

during the midwinter cruise for safe interpretation in terms of dominant drift.

In early spring, when the discharges from the rivers increase, the courses of the

isohalines become much more instructive with respect to the dominant drift, because

they give a trustworthy clue to the lines of dispersal of the fresh water from the land.

One of the most interesting phenomena in the hydrographic cycle of the gulf is the

13 Minimum depth about 6 meters.
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tendency of this water to hug the coast, not to fan out over the basin. At certain

points along the coast local fishermen have long been aware that this results in a

considerable southwesterly drift parallel with the coast, so much so that it is locally

named the “spring current.” The progressive development of a coastwise band of

low salinity, which results from this event, is well illustrated by the successive surface

charts for March and April, 1920 (figs. 91 and 101). Such distribution as appears

on the latter and on the corresponding chart for May (fig, 120) could persist only

with the water of the coastwise belt setting parallel to the general trend of the

northern and western coast lines of the gulf, as already explained (p. 910). In the

same way the expansion of water less saline than 32 per mille southward from the

northern margin of the gulf, along its western shore, in a narrow band past Cape
Ann to Massachusetts Bay, from March to April, and so out past Cape Cod toward

Georges Bank by May (fig. 120), is unmistakable evidence of a general set of the

surface water around the coast line along this same route.

The evidence afforded by salinity is therefore clear to the effect that when the

outpouring of land water is at its maximum in spring it parallels the land, with a

dominant flow alongshore from east and northeast to southwest and south, instead

of spreading seaward, as happens off river mouths in many parts of the world. In

other words, when the velocity of the left-hand side of the Gulf of Maine eddy is

greatest it hugs the shore closest. The abrupt transition from surface salinity lower

than 30 per mille to higher than 32 per mille, recorded 15 to 20 miles out from the

western sector of the coast line between Cape Elizabeth and Cape Ann in May, 1915,

gives a rough indication of the breadth of the zone along which the combined dis-

charges from the Kennebec, Saco, and Merrimac Rivers are carried when the latter

are in flood
;
and some indication that the main axis of this “spring current” is directed

southward across the mouth of Massachusetts Bay, with some tendency to veer

westward around the coast line of the latter after it passes Cape Ann, is traceable

on the surface charts for April and May, 1925 (figs. 102 and 119), as noted above

(p. 743). In this respect salinities and the drifts of bottles set out in Ipswich Bay
(p. 890) prove mutually corroborative.

The charts of surface salinity for late summer for the several years, combined

with the bottle drifts, suggest that the northern and western sides of the dominant

eddy may be expected to trend more out from the land as the summer advances;

but the isohalines point to considerable differences in this respect in different years,

as just described (p. 770).

The chief line of dispersal for the discharge from the St. John River is located as

tending toward the southwest past the eastern side of Grand Manan, by the sudden

freshening of the surface recorded by Mavor (1923) at Prince station 3 from April

to May in 1917 (p. 808; fig. 165), agreeing, again, with the routes probably followed

by the bottles that drifted out of the bay in 1919 (p. 870); but the increase in

salinity that takes place at this location from May to June and July is evidence

equally positive that the velocity of this drift is at its maximum for only a few

weeks (perhaps only a few days), though some movement of the surface water

probably takes place in this direction throughout the year (p. 973).
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The most interesting aspect of the seasonal dislocations of the isohalines in the

southeastern part of the Gulf of Maine area is the light they throw on the fluctu-

ations and lines of dispersal of the Nova Scotian current while this is flowing into

the gulf from the eastward. The source of this cold water of low salinity and the

chilling effect it exerts on the gulf are discussed in another chapter (p. 825), leaving

for present consideration the r61e it plays in the dominant circulation of the gulf.

No dominant current of any great volume is demonstrable past Cape Sable in

either direction from the salinities for August or September (though bottle drifts

show the movements of water stated in another chapter—p. 908), nor in March (fig.

91) ;
but when the Nova Scotian current commences to flood westward into the gulf in

spring, its freshening effect is unmistakably reflected by a very noticeable dislocation

of the critical isohalines (32 and 32.5 per mille). The seasonal schedule of this

event varies from year to year, as described on page 832, 1920 being late in this

respect, 1919 early, but experience in those years and in 1915 suggests that as the

flow of the Nova Scotian current increases to its greatest head, it may be described

as sweeping the isohalines westward before it far out into the gulf.

Unfortunately, our May cruise of 1915 did not extend to the southeastern part

of the gulf, nor did the Canadian Fisheries Expedition take observations west of

Halifax during that month, which leaves a wide gap for which I can not attempt

to reconstruct the courses of the isohalines. However, the curves for 32 per mille

salinity at the surface and at 40 meters (figs. 120 and 125) both outline the current

as spreading westward from the cape toward the center of the gulf and somewhat
fanlike toward the north.

This is corroborated by the fact that the Grampus encountered a strong set to

the westward, upwards of 2 knots in velocity, on her run from the eastern side of

the basin (station 10270) toward Seal Island, off Cape Sable (station 10271), on the

7th of that month. In that year, however, which may be taken as representative,

the surface isohaline for 32 per mille had again withdrawn a considerable distance

eastward toward Cape Sable by the last week in June (fig. 128), evidence that the

westerly drift across the basin of the gulf ceased as soon as the flow of the Nova
Scotian current slackened. The general distribution of salinity that characterizes

the eastern side of the gulf in summer (p. 765) is best explained on the assumption

that any water that rounds Cape Sable from the east during the months of July,

August, and September veers northward along Nova Scotia toward the bay of

Fundy, which is in accord with the drifts of the bottles that have entered the gulf

from the east (p. 908).

It is obvious that the western extension of the Nova Scotian current must pro-

foundly affect the nontidal circulation of water in the gulf at the season when it is

at its maximum. Comparison of the surface salinity in May (fig. 120) with the

currents deduced from bottle drifts in August suggests that this change consists

chiefly in shifting the eastern side of the Gulf of Maine eddy westward—how far,

can not yet be stated.

It is also obvious that if the the anticlockwise eddy persists through spring (as

there is ample evidence, theoretic as well as direct) it must constantly draw into its

eastern side (and so carry northward toward the Bay of Fundy and the coast of
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Maine) an admixture of the colder and less saline water from the Nova Scotian cur-

rent; but the details of this process and the extent to which it influences the tem-

perature, salinity, and circulation of the northeastern part of the gulf can not be

worked out until more data are gathered for the critical months of May and June.

It is much to be regretted that no records on the eastern part of Georges Bank
have been obtained for June, which might throw light on the expansion of Nova
Scotian water in that direction; but the fact that we have found the surface salinity

considerably higher in the Eastern Channel and in the basin of the gulf near by
than from Browns Bank in to Cape Sable, both in June and in July (figs. 128 and

136), shows that any movement that may take place along this zone toward the

southwest in spring had ceased by the beginning of the summer both in 1914 and

in 1915.

CIRCULATION OF THE SUPERFICIAL STRATUM AS INDICATED BY
TEMPERATURE

The distribution of temperature is by no means as clear an index to the non-

tidal circulation of the surface waters of the gulf as is its salinity, because any given

mass of surface water may be warmed rapidly by the sun or cooled by radiation

when the overlying air is the colder without suffering any alteration in its identity

by mixture with other water masses. In the deep strata, however, which are more
or less insulated from these thermal influences from above, regional differences in

temperature are more easily interpreted in terms of circulation.

The relationship of temperature to circulation is referred to repeatedly in other

connections; 84 only the most salient aspects, then, need be referred to here.

The belt of coldest water, which fringes the shores of the gulf in winter, owes
its low temperature to the chilling effects of the icy winds that blow out over it from

the land. The fact that this cold band (as illustrated by the surface charts for mid-

winter (fig. 80) and for February to March—fig. 1) is comparatively uniform in

breadth all along the northern and western shore line, is best reconciled with a set

paralleling the shore. Any considerable movement of surface water either from the

land out to sea or vice versa would give much more undulatory courses to the criti-

cal isotherms of 5° in December to January and 2° in February to March.

Surface water equally cold over the Northern Channel and Browns Bank on

the February to March chart (fig. 1), giving place, by a rather abrupt transition, to

readings 1.5° higher over the Eastern Channel, reflects the westernmost bound of

the Nova Scotian current at the time; and an expansion of water colder than 4° out

over the channel from the the gulf and across the eastern end of Georges Bank but

not across the western end of the bank is evidence of a movement in that direction,

which corresponds to the drifts of bottles set out off Cape Cod in summer (p. 886).

The undulatory course of the March isotherm for 3° gives a rather clear indica-

tion of an anticlockwise eddying movement in the central part of the gulf, with

warmer water moving northward in the eastern arm of the basin and colder water

drifting out from the land off Penobscot Bay, illustrating one of the varying forms

81 See the chapter on temperature.
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of the Gulf of Maine eddies. This same distribution of temperature, however,

reappearing in April, is reminiscent of a past state of circulation, not of a present

one, because the corresponding charts of salinity show the dominant set to have
assumed a southwesterly course, more nearly parallel to the coast line, from the one

month to the next (p. 743). Neither of these early spring charts of temperature

suggest any drift of warmer water into the eastern side of the gulf from offshore;

but some drift of this sort is indicated on the 40-meter chart for March (p. 525) by a

band warmer than 3° entering via the Eastern Channel. This indraft appears

more clearly at deeper levels (p. 526).

With the advance of spring the regional inequalities of temperature become
increasingly significant, from the standpoint of circulation, as they outline the lines of

dispersal followed in the gulf by the cold water of the Nova Scotian current. In

general, temperature corroborates salinity to the effect that the current did not begin

to flood westward past Cape Sable until after the middle of April in the year 1920,

though it had exerted its chilling effect in this direction as far as the eastern side of

the basin of the gulf by the last of March the year before (p. 553). The isotherms

for May (fig. 27), however, suggest more of a tendency for this Nova Scotian water

to spread northward toward Maine and the Bay of Fundy, as well as westward in

the gulf, when at its head, than do the isohalines (p. 745).

Rising temperature, like rising salinity, reflected a slackening in the current in

1915 from May to the last half of June, when an abrupt transition in the temperature

of the coldest stratum, from the Eastern Channel (about 8.1°) to the vicinity of

Cape Sable (about 0.7°), located its southwestern boundary at Browns Bank. This

is also indicated by the abrupt transition from colder to warmer water along the

western slope of the bank at 40 meters; but the low temperatures recorded over the

southwest slope of Georges Bank on the July profile for 1914 (fig. 58, p. 616) 85
is

readiest explained as reminiscent of a cool current skirting the bank from northeast

to south some time previous. It seems that in the cold year 1916 such a drift of

cool water was either in much greater volume or persisted until later in the season,

for it is difficult to account otherwise for the band of low temperature which the

Grampus encountered over the southwestern slope of the bank that July (p. 629).

“The facts that the cold band of 1916 lay almost exactly in the prolongation

of that of 1914; that a similar streak of comparatively low temperature (6.4°) was

encountered at the same relative position on the shelf some 60 miles farther west in

1913 (station 10062)
;
and that the axis of the coldest water noted on the shelf south

of Nantucket in 1889 (Libbey, 1891) merely prolongs this general zone, practically

amount to proof that a northeast to southwest flow of cold water takes place there

annually in late spring or summer, dovetailing in between the warmer and fresher

bank water on the north and the Gulf Stream on the south.” (Bigelow, 1922, p. 166.)

Its source is discussed elsewhere (p. 848). The July isotherms for 1914 locate its

extreme western boundary between longitude 68° and 69°, where the 40-meter chart

84 This also appears on the corresponding chart for the 40-meter level, but is complicated there by active vertical mixing that

maintains a higher temperature over the shoal parts of the bank at this depth (lower at the surface) than on its southern side;

the alternation of a warm with a cold belt along the bank, outlined in the 40-meter chart (fig. 53), is therefore partly of local

origin.
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(fig. 53; isotherms for 10° and 12°) suggests an eddying movement, drawing warmer
water inward over the bank on the western side; but in other summers the cool

drift extends much farther westward. Bottle drifts, for example, place 1922 in this

category (p. 883); and Libbey (1891 and 1895) records it in longitude 70° to 71° in

the summer and early autumn of 1889.

In another chapter (p. 585) I have tried to make it clear that the areas of low

and high surface temperature, which characterize various parts of the Gulf of Maine
in summer, are due chiefly to tidal stirring—most active over the shoal banks and in

the northeastern part of the area generally, least so in the basin off Massachussetts

Bay. Tidal stirring also plays a part in holding the surface temperature somewhat
lower along the western margin of the gulf and around the shore of Massachussetts

Bay than a few miles out at sea; but the gradation also points to some movement
of the surface water eastward, away from the shore, under the impulse of the

prevailing southwestern winds, an event with which bathers on our beaches have

long been familiar (p. 588), and which takes part in the development of the western

side of the Gulf of Maine eddy. The evidence (by bottle drifts) of a westerly set

from the Nova Scotian side and from the Bay of Fundy along the coast of Maine is

also borne out by the extension of surface water colder than 14° westward past

Penobscot Bay in August (figs. 46 and 47) over depths so great that tidal stirring,

in situ, is not active enough to be responsible, per se, for surface values as low as

those actually recorded there.

The 40-meter charts for July and August (figs. 52, 53, and 54) also suggest a

similar westerly drift by the isotherms for 8° and 9°, though at this depth the water

moving in that direction from the Nova Scotian side is warmer than that which it

replaces off the coast of Maine—not colder, as it is at the surface. or discussion

of this bathymetric difference, see p. 608).

The mutual relationships of waters warmer and colder than 9° were especially

suggestive in August, 1913, as locating the vortex of the anticlockwise eddy about

60 miles south of Mount Desert and Penobscot Bay (fig. 52). The correspond-

ing chart for 1914 (fig. 53) is not so easy to interpret in this respect, the picture

being complicated in the western side by a pool of water cooler than 6°, which

probably owed its low temperature to vertical stirring or to local upwelling in the

mid depths.

None of the summer charts for temperature reveals any dominant movement of

warm water into the gulf from offshore at the surface, nor do the 40-meter charts for

the summers of 1914 or 1915, but some circulatory indraft of this sort is suggested

on the 40-meter chart for 1913 (fig. 52) by temperature, just as it is by salinity

(p. 782), by the warm (>10°) tongue in the eastern side of the basin, with lower

temperatures on either hand, to which the reader’s attention has already been called

(p. 608).

At first sight the distribution of temperatures at 40 meters prevailing in July,

1914 (fig. 53), might suggest a drift into the gulf from offshore across the eastern end

of Georges Bank, but a closer analysis makes it clear (p. 617) that in this case unity

of temperature had a local significance only, being an adventitious result of the fact

that vertical mixing was most active on the northern part of the bank.
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CIRCULATION IN THE DEEP STRATA AS INDICATED BY TEMPERATURE
AND SALINITY

Dawson’s (1905) observations made it known that the tidal currents of the

eastern side of the gulf run about as strongly down to a depth of 55 meters as they

do at the surface, and measurements taken at 5 stations by the Grampus in the

summer of 1912 showed bottom currents varying in velocity from 0.1 to 0.25 knot

per hour in depths of 100 to 265 meters (Bigelow, 1914, p. 86). Evidently, then,

the basin of the gulf is constantly in a state of active circulation right down to the

bottom, its whole mass of water oscillating to and fro with the tides, though with

velocities somewhat lower in the deep water than at the surface.

Up to the present time no attempt has been made to determine the nontidal

movement of the bottom water of the gulf with current meters or by the use of deep

drift bottles, such as have proved so instructive in the North Sea, but the regional

differences in temperature and salinity outline the major movements over the bottom.

At depths greater than 100 meters the gulf of Maine is an inclosed basin with

the narrow Eastern and Northern Channels as the only possible entrances or exits

through which water can flow in or out of its basin. It follows from this that any

deep current into the gulf can enter only in its eastern side. Such entrance might be

via either of the two channels or through both, so far as the contour of the bottom

is concerned. Actually, however, salinity and temperature show that the indraft of

slope water over the bottom is restricted to the Eastern Channel, the abrupt west-

east transition in salinity and in temperature, which characterizes the Northern

Channel, being incompatible with any large transference of bottom water through

the latter in either direction.

The dominant drift in the eastern side of the Eastern Channel is clearly northerly

(into the gulf) at all times of year, but a considerable difference between high values

of temperature and salinity in the eastern side of the channel and lower values in its

western side in March, April, and July (pp. 770, 789) point to an outflowing current

via the latter, continuing southward and westward around the slope of Georges

Bank.

Slope water is betrayed in the deep strata of the gulf by its high salinity

(33.5-34 per mille, p. 849) and moderately high temperature (4.5° to 8°). At the 100-

meter level the isotherms and isohalines show the inflowing current hugging the eastern

slope of the basin in March as a rather definite tongue of high temperature and

salinity (figs. 13 and 94), veering westward around the northern side of the basin,

with a countermovement of cooler and less saline water setting southward and

eastward around the southern side of the basin. In fact, physical evidence could

hardly be clearer that the general Gulf of Maine eddy was effective to a depth of at

least 100 meters in this particular month, though complicated by an indraft through

the Eastern Channel in the deeper levels, which did not directly affect the surface

(p. 704).

An anticlockwise circulation is also indicated on the 100-meter charts for April

(figs. 25 and 116), though less clearly, by concentration of the highest salinities and

temperatures in the eastern and northern parts of the basin, the lowest in the west-

ern and southern parts. In this case, however, the westerly component involved a

broader and less definite band off the coast of Maine than in March, and the easterly
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component of the eddy had shifted southward to skirt the northern slopes of

Georges Bank more closely.

Information as to the movement of water along the bottom of the Northern
Channel is much to be desired at the season when the Nova Scotian current is flood-

ing in greatest volume into the gulf. Some drift may be assumed to take place into

the gulf by this route as deep as 100 meters in 1915, to account for the concen-

tration of the most saline water in the western side of the basin at the 100-meter

level in May (fig. 127), instead of in the eastern side, as at other times of year.

It is probable, therefore, that when the drift past Cape Sable is at its maximum it

causes a westerly shift in the vortex of the general eddy in the mid depths, though

not essentially altering the anticlockwise type of circulation, however. Any west-

erly drift that may have taken place along the bottom of the Northern Channel in

1915 had ceased by June; on this basis, alone, is the abrupt east-west transi-

tion that appears there on the 100-meter chart of temperature for that month expli-

cable (fig. 43).

In midsummer the transition from lower salinities and temperatures in the

western side of the gulf to higher in the eastern, at the 100-meter level, and the

sweep of the successive isohalines and isotherms from east to west along the northern

slope of the gulf, again give evidence of a general set northerly past Nova Scotia

and westerly along the coast of Maine in the mid depths, paralleling the dominant

circulation at the surface. The nontidal movement of water of the southern side of the

basin at this level is not so clear, the picture being confused by an area of relatively

high salinity and temperature off the northern slope of Georges Bank near the

entrance to the Eastern Channel, which is not easy to account for.

In spite of this and of other apparent anomalies the distribution of temperature

and salinity in the mid depths, as exemplified by the 100-meter level, are, as a whole,

compatible with the domination of the basin by the general Gulf of Maine eddy,

anticlockwise in character.

The horizontal circulation of the gulf at greater and greater depths is more and

more directed by the contour of the bottom, which gives the basin the outlines of a Y,
with two arms uniting and open to the Eastern Channel (p.784) at 175 meters, but

entirely inclosed at 200 meters and deeper.

With temperatures and salinities recorded at one deep station or another for so

many months and years, it can be stated confidently that the movement of bottom

water inward into the gulf takes place in pulses, the secular fluctuations of which

have only been glimpsed as yet (p. 850). On the other hand, dynamics (fig. 204) and

the distribution of temperature and salinity point to some outgoing drift via the

western (Georges Bank) side of the Eastern Channel between these pulses in

summer (pp. 789, 852).

The presence of water of high salinity (34 per mille) in both arms of the trough

but never (so far as yet recorded) over the submarine ridge that separates them is

good evidence that the latter divides the slope water as it drifts inward in the deep-

est stratum of the gulf.

Two separate anticlockwise eddying drifts are indicated in the bottoms of the

two arms of the trough, at depths of 175 meters and deeper, by salinities and tem-

peratures averaging somewhat higher on the side that would be to the right, for an
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inflowing current, than on that to the left (p. 785). The circulation in each may
therefore be described as “estuarine,” subsidiary to the estuarine circulation of the

basin of the gulf as a whole, inward along the right-hand (eastern and northern)

sides and eddying to the left. The regional difference between the right and left

sides being widest in the eastern trough, with the maximum values of salinity and

temperature both higher there than in the western, a greater volume of slope water

continues northward over the bottom toward the Bay of Fundy (and at a greater

velocity) than is diverted to the westward by the ridge that culminates in Cashes

Ledge.
CIRCULATION AS INDICATED BY THE PLANKTON

The tracks which immigrant members of the planktonic community follow into

the gulf and in their further wanderings within it are discussed in such detail in

the preceding number of this volume (Bigelow, 1926, p. 51), to which the reader is

referred for details, that the briefest of summaries will suffice here. Immigrants

of this category, whether from tropic or from northern sources, enter the gulf in the

eastern side; seldom or never across its offshore rim farther west. (Bigelow, 1926,

figs. 31 32, 33, 69, 71, and 72.) The relative regional abundance of our northern

copepods, Calanus hyperloreus and Metridia longa (Bigelow, 1926, figs. 71 and 76),

clearly pictures the drift westward into the gulf from the offing of Cape Sable and

westward along the offshore slope of Georges Bank in the spring; and the records

for the more delicate northern visitors—Mertensia, Ptychogena, Oilcopleura vanhujfeni,

and Limacina helicina—are chiefly confined to the area on the eastern side, where the

water is most chilled by the Nova Scotian current.

Clearest evidence of the drift within the gulf is afforded, of course, by such

species as are comparatively short lived there and can not reproduce in its low (or

high) temperature. The records for these in the upper 40 meters or so have been

constantly confined to a rather definite belt paralleling the coast around from the

Nova Scotian side to the offing of Massachusetts Bay, leaving the central and
southern parts of the gulf bare (Bigelow, 1926, fig. 31). A distribution of this

sort is reconcilable with an eddying drift inward, anticlockwise around the gulf; in

fact, it is explicable on no other reasonable assumption, and this corroborates the

drift-bottle experiments. A drift of this same sort from the coast of Maine west-

ward and southward toward Cape Cod is also made probable by the relative dis-

tribution of buoyant fish eggs and of larval fishes (Bigelow, 1926, figs. 34 and 35).

Planktonic animals that enter the gulf in the mid levels via the Eastern Channel

( Eukrohnia hamata, for example) parallel the surface communities in their general

drift northward, westward, and southwestward, except that they are held farther

out in the basin by the contour of the bottom; but visitors characteristic of the

deepest water of the gulf (e. g., Sagitta maxima ) follow the two arms of the Y-shaped

trough, just as might be expected from the drift of the slope water, as indicated by
the salinity (p. 922).

The comparative scarcity of animals of coastwise or shoal-water origin over the

deep basin of the gulf (Bigelow, 1926, p. 32), like the distribution of salinity, is evi-

dence of a circulatory system paralleling the coast, not fanning out in the offing of

the river mouths.
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VERTICAL STABILITY AS AFFECTING THE CIRCULATION OF THE
GULF

A clue to the relative strength of vertical currents in different parts of the

gulf during the warm months is afforded by the relative degree of vertical stability

of the water that opposes them.

The relationship between vertical circulation and stability is simple. When-
ever or wherever the water is so nearly homogeneous as to the density that it has

little or no vertical stability (as is the case in the coastwise belt of the Gulf of Maine
in winter), vertical mixings or upwellings freely follow the tidal circulation and the

disturbing effects which the wind exercises on the surface; but if the superficial

stratum be made much lighter than the underlying stata by freshening or by solar

warming, it requires a considerable expenditure of force to drive the light surface

water down or to bring heavy water up from below. It is conceivable, also, that

the column might become so stable as to effectually insulate the deeps from any
influence from above.

The activity of vertical circulation at any time or place in the gulf, therefore,

depends on the momentary balance between the mixing tendency of the tides, etc.,

and the degree of vertical stability by which this is opposed.

It is important to bear in mind that any given particle of water has no stability

per se, but only relative to the water above and below it. It is usual, therefore,

in hydrodynamic calculations, to state the stability for strata of convenient thick-

ness.86 Being strictly a function of the density of the water, a simple visual measure

of its relative value is afforded by the usual curves for density, plotted against depth,

remembering that the more the curves depart from the vertical, the higher the stabil-

ity, and that it is zero throughout any stratum where the curve is vertical.

Regional variations in this respect may be represented graphically by plotting

the differences in density between the surface and some underlying stratum chosen as

a base, as in Figure 185. The greater the difference, the the more stable the water.

In the Gulf of Maine the tidal currents are strong enough at all depths to effect

an active mixing of the water, were they unhindered; and the consumption of slope

water that takes place in the inner part of the basin (p. 941), with its constant replen-

ishment from offshore, is unmistakable evidence of some interchange between surface

and bottom. The prevalence of a decided contrast in salinity between the superfi-

cial and deep strata throughout the year proves this interchange a slow process, how-
ever, wherever the water is more than 100 meters or so deep. The limiting factor

here is the stability of the water, for the specific gravity of the slope water in the

bottom of the gulf is always considerably higher than that of the superficial stratum,

even in winter, when the latter is heaviest and itself has little or no stability.

The gulf as a whole, then, is always in a state of stable equilibrium, whatever

may be the state of the water near its surface; and while not sufficiently so to pre-

vent vertical mixing from taking place constantly, we have no record of slope water

welling up to the surface from the bottom of the trough, nor is such an event to be

expected.

86 The unit of stability usually employed is the number of surfaces of equal specific volume per 10 meters of depth, repre

sented graphically by vertical lines varying in breadth according to the stability of the water in the several strata. (Sandstrom,

1919, p. 283.)
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The vertical stability varies little from season to season in the bottom stratum

deeper than 100 meters, indicating comparative uniformity in the activity of vertical

circulation there; but wide seasonal fluctuations in the stability of the superficial

stratum reflect corresponding differences in the stirring effects of the tides, etc.

Fig. 185.—Difference in density between the surface and the 40-meter level for May, 1915 and 1920. Corrected

for compression

In northern coastal waters generally (the Gulf of Maine is no exception) vertica

mixing of the upper 100 meters is most active during the coldest season, when, thanks

to low surface temperature, the water has little stability; and it is at this season

8951—28 59
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that the consumption of slope water is most rapid. From March to April, however,

vertical currents in the coastal belt between Cape Cod and Cape Ann are suddenly

opposed by the increase in stability effected by the combined effect of the freshen-

ing of the surface by the. river freshets and of the rising surface temperature.

Together these processes produce an average difference of about 2 to 3.5 units of

density between the surface and the 40-meter level in this zone by May (fig. 185).

The most stable state yet recorded in the gulf was off the mouth of the Saco River

on April 10, 1915 (Bigelow, 1914a, p. 417), when very low surface salinity (26.74 per

mille) was responsible for a vertical range of 4.53 in density within this stratum,

showing that vertical mixings had virtually ceased, for the time being. May also

sees the rather sudden establishment of a high degree of stability in the Bay of

Fundy consequent on the sudden lowering of the salinity of the surface by the fresh-

ets from the St. John River (p. 808), Mavor (1923) having recorded a difference of

about 3.7 in density in the upper 40 meters on May 4, 1917, at Prince station 3,

where the water had been virtually homogeneous on April 9.

The Penobscot freshet apparently has much less effect on the stability of the

water off its mouth; and without sufficient inrush of fresh water along the coast

between Penobscot Bay and Grand Manan to offset the active tidal mixing, we find

that in May the upper stratum of the gulf is most stable in its two opposite sides,

viz, Massachusetts Bay to Cape Elizabeth in the west and in the train of the St.

John River in the Bay of Fundy in the east. Consequently, the active vertical

circulation that characterizes the Bay of Fundy during most of the year is tempora-

rily interrupted there at this time.

This period of temporary quiescence for the Bay of Fundy is of brief duration,

Mavor (1923, p. 375) showing the 40-meter stability decreasing again by June to only

about one-fourth of the May value as the river water is incorporated into the water

of the bay.

I can not state the stability along western Nova Scotia for May; but it is not

likely that the small amount of fresh water emptying in along this sector of the coast

line can offset the active mixing which the strong tidal currents tend to effect there.

In the offshore parts of the gulf, to which the freshening effect of the increased

discharge from the rivers has not yet extended, the superficial stratum is but little

more stable in May than in April, the average difference in density between surface

and 40 meters rising only to about 0.3 over the basin generally. The Nova Scotian

current, as it flows into the gulf from the east, is so nearly homogeneous, both in

temperature and in salinity, that it, too, is but slightly stable, though considerably

lighter than the warmer but much more saline water in the eastern side of the trough

over which it floats (cf. the density at station 10270, p. 988).

In the southwestern part of the gulf generally, where tidal currents are weaker

than in the northeast, their mixing action is not sufficient to prevent a progressive

development of stability in the upper 40 meters through April, May, and June as the

surface warms; and as soon as the surface temperature has risen appreciably above

that of the underlying water, upwellings are readily recognized by their chilling effect.

As remarked in another chapter (p. 550), water often wells up from below along

the western side of the gulf in spring, when offshore gales drive the surface water out

to sea. Bathers on New England beaches also are familiar with this same event in
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summer (p. 588). The fact that the surface averages somewhat cooler along the coast

at that season, from Cape Cod to Cape Elizabeth, than a few miles offshore probably

reflects the cumulative effect of such upwellings following the prevailing southwesterly

Fig. 186.—Difference fn density between the surface and the 40-meter level in July and August for the several years of

record, combined. Corrected for compression

winds. No doubt this happens still more frequently there in winter, when northwest

gales are frequent, though it is not so easily recognizable then. In the opposite

side of the gulf the tendency is the reverse—i. e., the surface water is driven

in against the shore and sinks; and with vertical mixing by the tides so active that
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but little stability develops there, more or less overturning of this sort probably

takes place along the coast of Nova Scotia even at the warmest season. The fre-

quency with which bottles have stranded there after drifting across the gulf may be

explained on this assumption.

The upper 40 meters of the southwestern part of the gulf attains its highest

stability during the last half of July and first half of August, being then most stable

off Massachusetts Bay and out to Cashes Ledge (fig. 186); but the Bay of Fundy as

a whole is hardly more stable then than in winter, with a gradation from southwest

to northeast around the north shore of the gulf,87 paralleling the degree of stratification

of the water with respect to temperature (p. 596).

These regional differences reflect corresponding differences in the vertica

circulation. In the one case this is active enough to prevent the development of

the stable state by keeping the water thoroughly stirred, but in the other mixing is

not rapid enough to prevent the formation of a warm, light, surface layer, which, as

it develops, retards vertical movements of any sort. The insulating effect that

results is responsible for the preservation of the low temperature of each preceding

winter well into the following summer, in the deep bowl off Gloucester and in the

trough between Jeffreys Ledge and the Isles of Shoals (fig. 70).

The following rule, therefore, may be laid down for the summer season: Where-

ever in the gulf the surface temperature is lower than in the surrounding waters,

and the water is nearly homogeneous vertically (with little stability), vertical circu-

lation of some sort is active; but where the water is warmest at the surface and

most stratified as to temperature and density vertical circulation of any kind is

weakest.

Nantucket Shoals, where tides run strong over and between the ridges and

channels, afford an interesting example of the thermal result of active mixing, the

surface temperatures there being lower but the bottom water warmer in summer
than in the neighborhood generally. These same criteria show active mixing on the

eastern side of Georges Bank; likewise, no doubt, about Georges and Cultivator

Shoals. This also applies to German Bank. Dawson (1905, p. 15) has pointed out

that pools or “ wakes” of low surface temperature, extending north and south from

Lurcher Shoal off Yarmouth, result in the same way “from the stirring up of the

water.”

The Bay of Fundy is the classic example of violent tidal stirring for the Gulf

of Maine region, where the currents, running with great velocity over the shoals

at its entrance and among the islands off the New Brunswick shore, keep the water

mixed, top to bottom, throughout the summer, a fact referred to repeatedly in the

preceding pages. This peculiar circulatory state of the Bay of Fundy, made clear

by Huntsman, is of far-reaching biologic significance; for, as he points out, so low a

surface temperature is thereby maintained throughout the summer that “conditions

approximating those in the far North are produced in shallow water” (Huntsman,

1924, p. 281).

The rush of the tides between the islands along the coast of Maine, east of Penob-

scot Bay, is similarly reflected in low stability and slight thermal stratification (p. 599)

.

i? Only about one-third as stable near Mount Desert and one-tenth as stable near Grand Manan as at the mouth of

Massachusetts Bay.
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The courses of the curves for 1.5, 2, and 2.5 units of density on the chart (fig. 186)

give evidence that the shoal ground off Penobscot Bay and out to Cashes Ledge also

is the site of considerable vertical disturbance as the tidal currents are deflected

by it.

As summer passes into autumn and the surface waters commence to cool, the

parts of the gulf that are most stable in summer become less and less so, with little

change in the eastern part, where the whole column of water loses heat more uni-

formly. The result is that vertical mixing is less and less opposed in the western

part of the gulf and regional differences decrease in this respect.

The autumnal decrease in stability is illustrated for the southwestern part of the

gulf, generally, by the offing of Cape Ann, where the upper 40 to 50 meters lose sta-

bility most rapidly during the early autumn, then more slowly but constantly through

the winter. At depths greater than 100 meters no regular seasonal succession appears,

all the curves being roughly parallel, their differences attributable to annual fluctua-

tions in temperature and salinity. The seasonal succession is essentially of

this same kind in the deep water in the northeastern corner of the gulf, though,

thanks to strong tidal currents, the seasonal range of stability in the upper 40 meters

(expressed in terms of density) is only about one-third as wide here as it is off Cape
Ann.

Stability offers but little opposition to the free vertical circulation of water in

any part of the gulf after November; less near the surface than at greater depths,

as appears from the following table for October and November of 1916:

Vertical range in density for the superficial stratum and for the mid stratum

Station
Oto 40
meters

40 to 100
meters

Station
0 to 40
meters

40 to 100
meters

10399 0. 79 1.00 10402 0. 12 1.00
10400 .54 .90 10403 .55 1.30
10401 .51 1.35

The free mixing that takes place from that time on throughout the winter is illus-

trated by the uniformity with which the upper 50 to 100 meters cool off during

December, January, and the first half of February; evidently, water is constantly

being brought up to the surface from below, there to radiate its heat, and water

cooled at the surface is as constantly sinking.

It is not necessary to follow in detail the changes in stability that take place in

winter in this connection. It is lowest over the gulf as a whole at the end of Feb-

ruary or first of March, when the difference in density between the surface and the

40-meter level has been only 0.1 to 0.33 for all our stations on the banks and within

the gulf, except at one off the Kennebec River (station 20058).

In fresh-water lakes, in high latitudes, autumnal cooling increases the density

of the surface until a dynamic overturning of the water regularly follows. Our first

winter’s work in Massachusetts Bay (Bigelow, 1914a, p. 387) suggested that this

same process was partly responsible for the rapid chilling that takes place there; but

subsequent study, and especially the observations made in the bay from the Fish

Hawk in 1925, proves this earlier interpretation erroneous and make it unlikely that
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dynamic overturning ever occurs in the open gulf, unless on a small scale and con-

fined to a very thin superficial stratum. This statement is based on the fact that

the density has been slightly lowest at the surface at all our winter stations, when
compression is allowed for, though without this factor the surface stratum would

often appear heaviest. It is true that the stability of the water is virtually nil in

winter; but tidal stirring and the stirring effect of the wind are everywhere so active

during the cold months that they more than keep pace with the chilling of the sur-

face by constantly bringing up new water from below to take the place of the

surface layer as the latter chills and before it is heavy enough to sink.

The thermal effect of mechanical mixing is essentially the same as that of

dynamic overturning, however—i. e., to bring the whole column of water within the

chilling influence of the low air temperatures. It is possible that dynamic over-

turning does occur locally in the coastal zone, but it has not actually been recorded

there.

Vertical dynamic circulation of another sort was observed in Massachusetts

Bay in February, 1925, where water, chilled at the surface close to the land, was
moving offshore on the bottom, and with surface water from offshore moving in

above it to take its place, as described above (p. 659). A more detailed survey of

the temperature of the coastal belt in winter may show that circulation of this sort

is more widespread than appears from observations taken so far.

DYNAMIC EVIDENCES OF CIRCULATION

CONSTRUCTION OF DYNAMIC CHARTS

Given a difference of pressure between any two stations in the sea, a current

will result as surely as water will flow out through a dam when the sluice gate is

opened, unless opposed by a stronger counterforce or an unpassable barrier. Even
a preliminary examination of the dynamics of the gulf (and no more is attempted

here) may be expected greatly to amplify such knowledge of its dominant circulation

as has been gained from the more direct lines of evidence discussed in the preceding

chapters.

The method of attack chosen here is that of the dynamic-contour chart,

widely employed by European oceanographers and recently described by Smith

(1926). For the sake of the nontechnical reader, an explanation of the principles

involved in its construction and its interpretation are attempted here in the

simplest possible language.88

In the sea, gravity, acting always directly downward, will set the water in

motion if its surface slopes at all; and even if the surface of the water be level,

currents will be caused if its specific gravity is greater at one place than at another,

because the pressure exerted by the water at a given depth must then vary corre-

spondingly, and the plane at which the pressure is uniform must be oblique to the

pull of gravity. All this is embodied in the old adage, “water seeks its own level.”

Although the physical principles that govern the gradient currents in the sea

are simple, calculation of the drifts that will actually result from any given distribu-

tion of specific gravity is so complex that Bjerknes’s (1898, 1910, and 1911) illumi-

88 See also Sandstrom (1919) for a simple explanation of hydrodynamic principles.
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nating application of mathematical methods first offered a practical and easy method
of solution.

Since that time European, and especially the Scandinavian, oceanographers

have devoted much attention to the dynamic calculation of ocean currents, with

such success that great advances in our knowledge of oceanic circulation are to be

expected. Sandstrom (1919) has also studied the dynamics of Canadian Atlantic

waters; Wiist (1924) of the straits of Florida and neighboring parts of the Atlantic;

and Smith (1926, 1927) of the “Labrador” and “Gulf Stream” currents around the

Grand Banks.

The simplest and most graphic method of learning the directions followed by

the dynamic circulation in any sea area is by a horizontal projection showing (by

contour lines) the regional variations in the thickness of the column of water included

between the surface of the sea and the level at which some given pressure, equal

for the whole area, is reached.

If the specific gravity 89 of the water is regionally uniform over the whole area,

the depth of the layer so bounded will equally be uniform, and there will be no

dynamic flow from any one part of the picture to any other; but if the weight of an

equal thickness of water be greater (i. e., its specific gravity higher) at one locality

than at another, a lesser thickness will produce a given pressure at the heavy station

rather than at the light, and such a flow will tend to develop.

Consequently, calculation of the height of the column of water necessary to exert

a given pressure for any two stations will give the dynamic tendency existing between

them in the stratum included in the calculation; and if the survey can be extended

to include a number of stations, scattered netlike over any part of the sea, we arrive

at the dynamic gradients for the whole area.

This calculation is based on the principal that the pressure exerted by a column

of water of unit area is the product of three arguments—its height, its specific gravity,

and the acceleration of gravity; and if the first and the last of these be combined

into dynamic units of measurements, as explained below (p. 932), pressure may be

stated still more simply as equal to the height of the column (in dynamic units),

multiplied by its specific gravity. Or, conversely, the height of the column (in

dynamic units) will equal the pressure it exerts, multiplied by the reciprocal of the

specific gravity of the water, namely, by its specific volume.

For example, if the specific gravity of a given column of water be 1.026, and it

be desired to find the height or depth (in dynamic units) necessary to exert 50 units

of pressure, we have: Specific volume 0.97466 X 50 = 48.73300 dynamic units of depth.

If at a neighboring station the specific gravity is only 1.022, 48.92350 units of depth

will be requisite to effect this same pressure, so that there will be a dynamic slope

between the two stations of 0.2 dynamic units of height (or depth).

m A brief definition of the much-abused term “density” as employed to express the specific gravity of sea water

follows:

In hydrodynamic calculation what is important is the specific gravity that the water in question actually possessed at its

temperature at the time and under the pressure to which it was actually subjected— i. e., in situ; not that which it might have

possessed at any other temperature or depth.

The specific gravity of sea water differs from that of distilled water only in the second and subsequent decimal places. To
avoid the use of such long decimal fractions it is usual to subtract 1 and to multiply by 1,000, substituting the term “density ” for

“specific gravity.” For example, the density of sea water of a specific gravity of 1.025 is stated as 25.00.

Specific volume (merely the reciprocal of density)! s tha more convenient value to use in numerical calculations
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The practical application of this theorem to hydrographic problems thus hinges

on the selection of suitable unit values for thickness and for pressure; the selection

of such was not the least of Bjerknes’s contributions to dynamic oceanography.

The force responsible for dynamic currents in the sea is that of gravity—not

the capacity for work inherent in the water itself because of its mass. Consequently,

the unit of height (or thickness) used in hydrodynamic calculations must not only

stand in a linear relationship to the unit of pressure, but it must also be a direct

measure of the potential force of gravity, which accelerates all falling bodies equally,

irrespective of their mass. The gravity potential set free when a unit mass of

water flows down a sloping surface is the product of two arguments—(1) the

vertical difference in height and (2) the accelerating force of gravity. The latter

being about 9.8 meters per second, the dynamic value of 1 meter of linear height

must (in the meter-ton-second system) be stated as 9.8 units. Thus, gravity

performs one unit of work in ^- = 0.102 meters, so that one dynamic decimeter =
0.102 meters, or one dynamic meter=1.02 common meters. For the reason just

stated this relationship between dynamic and common linear measure is constant,

no matter what the density of the water under study may be.

It is not practical to make direct instrumental measurement of the pressure below

the surface of the sea; this can be deduced only from measurements of the temper-

ature and salinity, and these must be taken at predetermined depths.

To calculate the thickness of a column of water that will exert any given pres-

sure—say 100 units—the first step then is to establish the specific volume. This

decreases in the sea with depth; consequently, to learn the mean specific volume it

is necessary to determine the value not only for the top but also at the bottom of

the column. If we could know before hand how deep it would be necessary to lower

our instruments in order to do this—in other words, if the pressure unit of thickness

could correspond to the ordinary linear measure—evidently the procedure would

be vastly simplified. Strictly speaking, this is impossible because the linear value

of this pressure unit must vary with the specific volume of the water. In practice,

however, as Bjerknes and Sandstrom and Helland-Hansen (1903) have explained, this

objection vanishes because the specific volume of the water varies only so very slightly

with depth that the value will be given for the bottom of the chosen pressure column

if the readings are taken within a few meters of it, whether shoaler or deeper.

Consequently, if a pressure unit can be found, which shall nearly (even if not

quite) correspond to the ordinary linear measure, we can learn the specific volume

where the pressure is, say, 100 units, simply by measuring the specific volume at a

depth of 100 meters. The selection of such a unit we owe to Bjerknes, who proposed

the
“ bar” to be equal to the pressure exerted by 10 dynamic meters (or 10.2 common

meters) of fresh water, not under compression, and at the temperature of its maximum
density. By the theorem stated on page 931, that pressure is the product of linear

height, specific gravity, and acceleration of gravity, the “bar” will then equal 9.9

meters of salt water 35 per mille in salinity and 0° in temperature, so that a decibar

is virtually 1 meter of sea water. For the reasons just stated, if the salinity and

temperature be taken at any chosen number of meters below the surface this will give

the specific volume where the pressure is that same number of decibars. Thus, if in
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the example given on page 931 we read dynamic meters instead of units of thick-

ness, the corresponding units of pressure will be 50 decibars.

If the dynamic depth to which it is necessary to descend into the sea to reach

a given pressure be greater at one station than at another (as is necessarily the case

if the specific gravity of the water varies regionally), only two alternative states are

possible: (1) If the surface of the water is level, the given isobaric surface (surface

at which the pressure is equal) must slope; or (2), if this isobaric surface is level,

the surface of the sea must slope. The resultant circulation will differ accordingly.

If the first alternative actually prevailed, the obliquity of the isobaric surfaces

would increase with depth and the dynamic circulation would be most rapid at

the bottoms of the deepest oceans. However, as Sandstrom (1919) and Smith (1926)

both have emphasized, this is directly contrary to the truth, for the bottom waters of

the ocean show only very slight regional variations in specific gravity and move only

with inconceivable slowness. Consequently, when a dynamic gradient exists over

any part of the sea it is the surface that slopes. It is of the greatest importance to

keep this concept constantly in mind, because the conventional dynamic representa-

tions in profile show the surface as level, and hence are likely to prove misleading.

If, then, the isobaric plane chosen as the base for reference in our calculations

lies so deep that it is level, or virtually so, calculation of the thickness of the column

of water necessary to effect this pressure for a number of stations shows the actual

contour or shape of the surface of the sea. Dynamic-contour charts of the deep

oceans, such as have been constructed by Helland-Hansen and Nansen (1926) and

by Smith (1926), are cases in point. In shoaler waters, however, where surfaces of

equal specific gravity, and consequently the isobaric surfaces, are oblique right down
to the bottom, the calculated dynamic slope of the surface of the sea will either

exaggerate or minimize the true slope of the latter.

This is the case in the Gulf of Maine. Consequently, the dynamic charts offered

here can be taken only as a rough approximation to the state actually prevailing.

The actual charting of the dynamic gradients in horizontal projection is hardly

as simple as the foregoing resume might suggest because of the necessity for inter-

grating the individual values for specific gravity at the levels of observation to

arrive at the mean values for the included intervals; because, also, the specific

gravities must be converted into specific volumes, and because the latter must be

corrected for compression. The last two steps, however, are robbed of all difficulty

by Hesselberg and Sverdrup’s (1915) tables, as simplified by Smith (1926, p. 18,

Tables 3 and 4). Smith (1926) has so fully explained the construction of the dynamic

chart, as well as the principles involved, in a publication universally accessible, that

only one aspect of the procedure needs further comment here, namely, the modifica-

tions necessary in studying an area so shoal and with stations differing so widely in

depth that it is not possible to refer all the calculations to any one isobaric base

plane. In this case it is necessary to calculate the gradient between pairs of adjacent

stations, afterwards referring all to some one chosen station. Furthermore, if the

specific volumes of the water at the two members of each pair of stations are not

the same at the greatest depth reached at the shoaler, it is obvious that the inter-

vening mass of bottom water deeper than that level must be in dynamic circulation;

8951—28 60
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hence, it must be taken into account in some way in calculating the dynamic slope

at the surface.

Jacobsen and Jensen (1926) have very fully discussed this question in their

dynamic study of the Faroe Channel, finding that in most cases this effect of the

bottom water may be sufficiently allowed for by arbitrarily applying to the dynamic
gradient between the two stations in question the product of the difference in

specific volume between them at the deepest level of the shoaler station multiplied

by half the difference in depth. If the station where the calculation shows the

surface as highest also has the largest specific volume at the deepest level of the

shoaler of the pair, the gradient is to be increased by the amount of this correction-

decreased if the reverse obtains. If the difference in depth be greater than, say, 150

meters or so, no arbitrary correction of this sort can be relied upon, consequently

the dynamic gradient can be stated only within very wide limits. The only cure is

to establish the stations closer together on future cruises.

The dynamic-contour chart 90 closely resembles an ordinary weather map in its

general appearance, and it is as easily interpreted in terms of the resultant circula-

tion. Dynamically, the water tends to flow down the slopes from the parts of the

picture where the surface stands high to those where it is low, and at right angles to

the contour lines. Actually, however, this could happen only at the equator. Every-

where else the effect of the earth's rotation so deflects this motion that the stream

lines come nearly to parallel the contour lines, which may then be taken as directly

representing the current, just as the direction of the wind is roughly parallel to the

isobars on the weather map.

In the open ocean, where tidal currents are weak, the contour lines may even

approximate the tracts of the particles of water if approximately constant accelera-

tion has been established. This, however, does not apply in a region such as the Gulf

of Maine, where the tidal currents average much stronger than the dynamic tendencies.

In this case the latter act only to give to the tidal flow a character more definitely

rotary than would otherwise be the case, or to strengthen the one tide at the expense

of the other. Here the dynamic-contour lines show only the general advance which

the water tends to make good in its tidal oscillations to and fro.

Because in every case the datum plane for the calculation is necessarily the

underlying water, not the solid bottom of the sea, the motion indicated by the chart

is not absolute, but is only relative to that of the deepest stratum of water included

in the picture. If this be motionless, the calculated drift represents the actual

motion of the surface (or chosen level) relative to the coast line, but not otherwise.

In the Northern Hemisphere, where moving bodies are deflected to the right,

the direction of flow, relative to the plane of reference, 91
is to be identified by the

rule that the gradient current will constantly have the lightest water (i. e., the

highest surface) on its right hand, the lowest surface on its left, as it veers cyclon-

ically around the latter. If the surface drift be faster than the bottom drift, as is

usually the case, this indicated direction of flow will also be the true direction,

relative to the bottom; so, too, if bottom and surface drifts be parallel, whichever

80 Dynamic-contour charts may as easily be constructed for any desired depth below the surface of the sea, as described by

Smith (1926).

81 In the Gulf of Maine this is the bottom water between the pairs of adjacent stations.
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is the stronger. But if the bottom current be the stronger, and both currents are

opposite or diverge by a considerable angle (as may rarely be the case in shoal water,

though perhaps never in deep), the method is made unreliable.

Fig. 187.—Distribution of density at the surface, February to March, 1920

In studying the dynamics of any shoal area it is also essential to appreciate

the effect which the contour of the bottom may have in deflecting the gradient

currents. This, of course, can not be stated by rule, but usually it is fairly simple of

interpretation.
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Once the dynamic gradient is established between any two stations, the corre-

sponding velocity of the water at the one, relative to the other, is calculable by a

simple formula, described by Smith (1926, p. 31), who also makes clear the correction

necessary to learn the true velocity if the profile in question does not cut the current

at a right angle. An alternative method of calculating the velocity, often employed,

is described fully by Sandstrom (1919); and the Fish Hawk data for Massachusetts

Bay (June, 1925) have been treated in this way by R. Parmenter (p. 949; figs. 198

and 199), as an illustration.

DYNAMIC CONTOURS AND GRADIENT CURRENTS

FEBRUARY AND MARCH

At the end of the winter and during the first days of spring, when the general

equalization of temperature and of salinity (already discussed) makes the upper 40

meters extremely uniform, regionally as well as vertically (pp. 522, 703), over the

whole gulf, the distribution of density at the surface would suggest a very quiescent

state. Thus, the surface chart for February and March, 1920 (fig. 187), shows a

maximum regional variation of only about 0.4 units over the whole basin, with the

central part of the latter virtually uniform (at 25.8 to 25.9) from station to station.

Only the immediate offing of the Kennebec River was then appreciably less

dense (about 25) at the surface, the Eastern Channel and the region off its mouth
slightly more so (about 26 to 26.1); and the whole western and central part of the

gulf, with the coastal belt along Nova Scotia, was then equally uniform at 40 meters,

though with slightly higher values (26.3 to 26.5) along the eastern side of the basin

and through the Eastern Channel.

It is clear that with the water so nearly homogeneous horizontally there is very

little dynamic tendency toward any general system of gradient currents in the upper

stratum of the gulf at that season, except that the freshening of the surface by the

increasing flow from the Kennebec foreshadows the development of a drift westward

along the coast—a tendency, however, still confined to so thin a surface stratum

that it did not yet govern.

Neither does the state of the water at the surface suggest a general dynamic tend-

ency at that season toward a drift from the east into the gulf past Cape Sable, or

vice versa, in the surface stratum, the density of the upper 40 meters being com-

paratively uniform (in horizontal projection) from the cape out to Browns Bank for

early March. This corroborates the evidence of salinity and temperature that the

Nova Scotian current did not flood westward past the cape in the spring of 1920

until later than sometimes happens (p. 832). However, when the density of the deep

strata is taken into account it becomes obvious that the hydrostatic forces set in

operation by the banking up of the heaviest water against the eastern slope of the

gulf (p. 849, fig. 172) must tend to cause a cyclonal or anticlockwise movement of

the deeper mid strata, carrying with it, as an overlying blanket, the surface stratum,

itself so nearly quiescent.

The dynamic chart for February and March, 1920 (fig. 188), gives an indication

of the stream lines to be expected at the surface under the conditions of temperature

and salinity then existing, which may be taken as typical of the first two weeks of
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spring. However, I must here caution the reader that at this time of year, when

the propulsive force for gradient currents is derived mostly from the deep strata of

Fig. 188.—Dynamic gradient at the surface of the gulf for February to March, 1920, referred to the Eastern Channel as the

base station. The dynamic heights are given for every dynamic centimeter. For further explanation see p. 937

water, the probable error introduced into the calculations by the necessity for assum-

ing an arbitrary correction for the differences in depth between pairs of adjacent

stations (p. 934) is relatively greater than for late spring or summer, when the surface

stratum is moving more rapidly than the underlying water. Consequently, the

contour lines on the early spring chart (fig. 188) and the dynamic gradients which
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they show can be accepted only as a rough approximation, not in detail. Some
smoothing of the curves has proved necessary in the construction of the chart, also.

Even with this reservation these contours show that the basin of the gulf

(potentially, at least) was then the site of one major cyclonal (i. e., anticlockwise)

eddy, with its center taking the form of a troughlike depression extending from the

Eastern Channel northward and inward toward the offing of the Bay of Fundy.
It is interesting that this general eddy seems also to have involved the latter, with

the surface water drifting inward along the Nova Scotian side, outward next the

New Brunswick shore and past Grand Manan.
The highest velocities then indicated were a drift northward into the gulf along

the western slope of Browns Bank and a counter movement outward along the

Georges Bank side of the Eastern Channel. With the correction used here for the

difference in depth this indraft works out at about 13.5 centimeters per second,

equivalent to 0.27 knot, or about 6)^ miles in 24 hours. The calculated velocity

for the outdraft around Georges Bank is lower—0.22 knot, or 534 miles in 24 hours.

These velocities, however, are on the assumptions, first, that the water in the center

of the Eastern Channel was stationary and, second, that the difference in depth

between the trough of the channel and the crests of its two slopes was correctly

allowed for in the calculation (p. 934).

By contrast, the whole western side of the gulf was “dead,” dynamically, as

late as the middle of March, in 1920, its upper stratum only tending to drift south-

ward (anticlockwise) very slowly, except at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay, where

greater velocity in this direction is suggested by contour lines more closely crowded

(fig. 188). It is interesting to find that the effect of the discharge from the Kenne-

bec and Penobscot was most evident in speeding up the southwesterly surface drift

some 40 miles out from the land—not close in to the latter, as the surface chart of

density for the same date (fig. 187) would have suggested if taken by itself.

Lower densities at two of the stations in the basin (20054 and 20052) than in

the general vicinity are best interpreted as isolated pools, which, if correct, implies

sudsidiary clockwise eddies; so, too, a corresponding high appearing on the east-

ern edge of Georges Bank on the dynamic chart (fig. 188). While these seem not

to have seriously interrupted the general anticlockwise movement, they are inter-

esting illustrations of the persistence of such pools, which have drifted off from the

general zone of low density next the coast.

The comparatively dead state of the water over the whole eastern half of

Georges Bank at this season also deserves a word. The chart suggests a slow drift

southward and so out of the gulf across the western half of the bank at this time,

but the contour of the bottom makes it more likely that the surface water was

actually moving eastward around its northern edge, because the underlying strata

(which in this case supplied the motive power) are necessarily directed by the sub-

marine slope, against which any southward drift must strike. Thus, we may con-

clude that the dynamic movement of water around the basin was even more definitely

eddylike and anticlockwise in March than the chart (fig. 188) suggests.

Lacking March data for the region of Nantucket Shoals, the chart fails to show

whether a definite dynamic outflow is to be expected around the latter to the west-

ward from the gulf at that season.
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In the offing of Cape Sable the dynamic gradient for March, 1920, calls for a

weak drift clockwise but spreading far offshore toward Browns Bank before eddying

northward again toward the gulf. Hence, thecold Nova Scotian water that we
encountered midway out over the shelf (station 20075, p. 1000) did not then tend to

round the cape, but to veer offshore, which agrees with the distribution of temper-

ature and salinity at the time. Dynamic evidence also is strong that whatever water

was then entering the eastern side of the gulf in the upper stratum was drawn chiefly

from the region of Browns Bank and from the edge of the continent in the offing of

Cape Sable—i. e., from the source whence the gulf regularly receives its slope water

(p. 848).

The dynamic gradients for March are especially instructive along the continental

slope abreast of the gulf because of the light they may throw on the problem of the

so-called “Gulf Stream” along this sector. Fortunately, this is made comparatively

clear for this region (fig. 188) by the considerable difference in density between the

outer stations on the two cross profiles of the bank—western and eastern (stations

20044 and 20069). On the eastern profile the gradient (dipping to a low at the

outermost station) shows a strong drift to the westward along the edge of the bank,

its calculated velocity being about 0.6 knot, or 14 miles in 24 hours. While this

calculation depends on the correct allowance for the difference in depth between

stations, one of which was much deeper than the other,92 the direction of this gra-

dient current is well established. A weak continuation of this westerly drift (indi-

cated by a low in the dynamic contour) extended along the edge of the bank as

far as the western profile (run three weeks earlier)
;
but here this gave place to a much

steeper counter gradient to high in the next 10 miles offshore, implying a counter

drift to the east.

Unfortunately, the difference in depth between the stations on the edge of the

bank and outside is again so great on this profile (150 to 200 and 1,000 meters)

that the arbitrary correction employed to take account of it becomes only a rough

approximation, though the order of this correction (i. e., whether increasing, decreas-

ing, or even tending to reverse the gradient calculated for equal depths) is in every

case clear enough (p. 934). When all reasonable allowance is made for this source of

error, however, the velocity of the easterly drift may safely be set as at least half a

knot. Fortunately, calculation of the dynamic head between the two outermost

stations on these two profiles is not subject to this error, both being deep enough

(1,000 meters) to reach equal density at the lowest levels. Consequently the general

contour, as laid down for this region in Figure 188, is established, as is the fact that

the western profile reached out to water of comparatively high temperature and

salinity in the upper stratum, while the eastern profile did not, though its outermost

station was still farther out from the edge of the continent.

So long as the dynamic gradient continues to be of this sort it is evident that

the superficial drift of warm water along the continental slope, commonly spoken of

as the “ inner edge of the Gulf Stream, ”
is not only to be described as a typical

gradient current but is to be expected within 15 to 20 miles of the edge of the bank
between longitudes 68° and 69°. Farther east, however, the contour lines on the

chart (fig. 188) show it departing farther and farther from the bank, agreeing in this

•> Station 20068, 200 meters; station 20069, 1,000 meters.
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with general report. On the other hand, the westerly counterdrift set in motion
along the inshore side of the dynamic depression (or cabelling zone) loses in velocity

and hugs the bank more closely from east to west.

From the general oceanographic standpoint this demonstration that this sector

of the
“ Gulf Stream ” receives a propulsive impulse from the local hydrostatic

forces (i. e., is strictly a dynamic drift) is one of the most interesting results of our

explorations.

The upper 50 meters or so of the gulf being close to quiescent, dynamically,

during February and March, the chart for the surface (fig. 188) will as well represent

the gradient currents down to as deep as 100 meters or so for that season, leading

to the interesting result that the whole column down to this depth tended to drift

inward along the eastern side of the Eastern Channel at the time, outward along its

Fig. 189.—Distribution of density on a profile running from the eastern end of Georges Bank across

the Eastern Channel, Browns Bank, and the Northern Channel, to the vicinity of Cape Sable,

March 13 to 23, 1920. Corrected for compression.

western side, which is also evident in the profile (fig. 189). However, if we descend

to as great a depth as 150 meters a rather different dynamic distribution appears,

with the center of anticlockwise revolution located as a low close to the northern

slope of Georges Bank, with a weak but definite tendency toward a gradient drift

crossing the basin from northeast to southwest, shown better graphically by the

dynamic contours (fig. 190) than verbally. This drift was then bounded on the west

by a considerable dead area covering the whole west-central part of the basin (except

as interrupted by a subsidiary high marking a clockwise whirl in the offing of

Penobscot Bay), with a very weak southerly tendency along the western slope in

the offing of Massachusetts Bay.

In the eastern side of the area this deep projection points to a slow creep inward

through the Eastern Channel; but with only one station in the latter it is impossible
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to state whether this creep involved the whole breadth at this depth or (which seems

more likely) hugged its Browns Bank slope, as in the shoaler strata.

In interpreting the dynamic contours in terms of potential drift at a depth at

which the basin of the gulf is entirely inclosed except for one narrow channel, it is

obvious that prime consideration must be given to the contour of the bottom, as this

controls the possible movement of the water. When this is taken into account, the

March chart (fig. 190) affords the best clue yet available to the movement of the

slope water over the floor of the gulf at a season when this is entering in large volume

via the trough of the Eastern Channel (p. 850). Dynamic contours for the 150-decibar

Fig. 190.—Dynamic gradient, bottom to 150 decibars, referred to the southeastern side of the gulf as base station, for

February and March, 1920. Contour lines for every dynamic centimeter

level, like the distribution of temperature and of salinity, show this indraft following

the eastern side of the basin inward, to eddy westward and so southward; but instead

of completing a circuit around the cyclonic center (“low” on the chart—fig. 190),

the drift will obviously be deflected by the slope of Georges Bank. The angle at

which the contour (or stream) lines strike the latter suggests an overflow into the

dead western side of the basin. It is here, then, as well as along the northern

slopes of the gulf, that the consumption of this slope water chiefly takes place dur-

ing the early spring, as tides and wind currents constantly mix it with the less saline

but colder stratum above.
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The implication of a dynamic contour of this sort in the deeps of the gulf, com-
bined with the effect of the confining slopes and with this consumption in the inner

part, is obvious; it provides a propulsive force to pump into the gulf the slope water
with which the offing of the Eastern Channel is kept supplied—also dynamically

—

from the source of manufacture to the eastward (p. 847).

APRIL

The progressive freshening of the surface, which takes place along the northern

and western shores of the gulf with the advance of spring, results in the development
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of a corresponding coastwise belt of low-surface density by April, grading abruptly

to considerably higher values a few miles out in the basin (fig. 191). This develop-

ment adds both velocity and volume to the longshore drift west and south, which

was foreshadowed on the March chart (fig. 188).

In 1920, according to the dynamic contours at the surface (fig. 192), this spring

current had come to dominate the entire coastal belt of the gulf from the neighbor-

hood of Mount Desert Island (probably from the Grand Manan Channel) to Cape
Cod by the middle of April, and probably it does so every year by this date—earlier

in years when vernal progression in the sea is more forward. During the period

covered by this April cruise the average calculated rate of this current, referred to

the “low” in the offing of the Bay of Fundy (assumed stationary), was about 0.3

knot abreast of Mount Desert, about 0.18 knot abreast of Cape Cod, or an average

drift of about 5% miles per 24 hours along this coast sector as a whole. In spite of

the sources of unavoidable error this calculation falls at least within the order of

magnitudes suggested by other lines of evidence.

In Massachusetts Bay, also, a continuation of this longshore drift is indicated

by the dynamic contours from the north shore around toward Cape Cod. This,

again, agrees with the drifts of bottles that were set out a few miles north of Cape
Ann in April, 1925 (p. 890; fig. 177); and evidently this is the characteristic state

during that month, for salinities and temperatures taken in the bay by the Fish

Hawk on April 21 to 23, 1925, show a drift of low density (fig. 193) southward past

Cape Ann and across the mouth of the bay to Cape Cod as the water from the

Merrimac and other rivers to the north floods southward.

Surface projection (fig. 191) and dynamic contours (fig. 192) for April unite in

locating the low in the offing of the Bay of Fundy some 60 miles off Mount Desert

Island for that month, the whole east-central part of the basin out through the

Eastern Channel being virtually dead dynamically, contrasting with a weak
northerly set along the western shores of Nova Scotia. In the southern side of the

area the dynamic contours point to a persistence of the drift out of the gulf to the

south around the eastern end of Georges Bank, just described for March (p. 938; fig.

188), though at a lower velocity; but as a result of the equalization of temperature

and salinity from the Eastern Channel in across Browns Bank (p. 553) only a very

slow movement into the gulf along this side of the channel is suggested by the April

chart (fig. 192).

The general result of the lightening of the northern and western margins of the

gulf, combined with the shift of the cyclonal low northward across the basin,

which follows a slackening in the indraft of slope water, is to give the anticlockwise

circulation more definitely the character of a great eddy in April than in March,

centering off the Bay of Fundy and with its western side traveling southward with

greater velocity than its eastern side drifts north.

It is probable that in April the gradient currents are given an easterly direction

along the northern slopes of Georges Bank, just as in March (p. 938), by the contour

of the bottom, with a separation off Cape Cod between this easterly drift and a

southerly drift past the cape and past Nantucket Shoals. This suggestion is cor-

roborated by the fact that bottles followed both these routes from Massachusetts

and Ipswich Bays in April, 1925.
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MAY

Progressive incorporation of river water into the northern and western sides of

the gulf, coupled with vernal warming, constantly favors the anticlockwise move-

ment of the so-called "spring current” (fig. 194); and with the resultant changes

in salinity and temperature affecting chiefly the surface, the site of the chief dynamic
impulse toward circulation shifts from the deep strata to the superficial. In May,
1915, for example, a difference of about 1.5 units of density was recorded at the

surface between the vicinity of the mouth of Massachusetts Bay and the basin in

Fig. 192—Dynamic gradient at the surface of the gulf, April 6 to 20, 1920, referred to the offing of the Bay of Fundy

as base station. Contours for every dynamic centimeter

its offing (fig. 194) in a distance of 30-odd miles, but only about one-seventh as wide

a difference at the 50 or 100 meter levels (stations 10266 and 10267).

As a result, the dynamic chart for May (fig. 195) corresponds closely to the dis-

tribution of density at the surface, except for the relationship between the shallows

of German Bank and the deep water immediately to the west of the latter. In this

region the surface projection, taken by itself, would give a false picture, being con-

fused by the strong tides that keep the water thoroughly stirred over the bank, thus
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Fig. 193—Dynamic gradient at the surface of Massachusetts Bay, April 21 to 23, 1925. Contours are for every one-half

dynamic centimeter. Based on hydrometer readings
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locally increasing the density at the surface but correspondingly decreasing that of

the underlying strata.

At some time between the last of March and the first of May—the exact date

varying from year to year (p. 832)—the Nova Scotian current, flooding westward

Fig. 194.—Distribution of density at the surface of the gulft or May, 1915 (underlined), and May, 1920, combined

past Cape Sable into the gulf, is reflected by the development of a corresponding

tongue of low surface density extending westward from the offing of the cape.

Thus, in 1919 the eastern half of the Cape Sable-Cape Cod profile proved less dense

than the western in the upper 50 meters at the end of March and again at the end
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Fio. 195.—Dynamic gradient at the surface, for the northern part of the gulf. May 4 to 14, 1915, referred to the offing of

Cape Ann as base station. Contour lines are for every dynamic centimeter

SToTions

Fig. 196.—Density on a profile crossing the gulf from Massachusetts Bay toward Cape Sable, May 4 to 14, 1915. Cor-

rected for compression
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of April (Ice Patrol stations 2 to 3 and 21 to 23, p. 997). The regional distribution

was essentially the same on this profile for May 4 to 7, 1915 (fig. 196), and it is

because this Nova Scotian water is relatively so light that it so little affects the

temperature of the deep strata of the gulf.

This overflow of water of low salinity shifts the potential depression, or low
(representing the center of high density), from east to west across the gulf to the

offing of Massachusetts Bay (figs. 194 and 195)—i. e., to the situation where the

surface is high in summer (p. 956). So long as the regional distribution of density

is of this sort (from early May in some years; probably as early as April in others)

the anticlockwise vortex centers over the western arm of the basin 30 to 50 miles

out from the mouth of Massachusetts Bay.
Under these conditions the surface water may be expected to drift with consid-

erably greater velocity from northeast to southwest around the western margin of

the gulf than from south to north along its eastern trough (fig. 195), though the

current may be equally strong next the west coast of Nova Scotia, where data for

May are lacking. To what extent this anticlockwise circulation involves the Bay of

Fundy in that month is yet to be learned, though the sudden freshening of the sur-

face there by the freshets from the St. John River (p. 808) suggests a considerable

differentia] in density between the two sides of the bay as characteristic of May,
pointing to an outflow in its northern half.

The data for 1915 fail to outline the longshore drift farther south than Cape
Ann, lacking observations close in to the cape or in Massachusetts Bay, but the very

low densities recorded at the mouth of the bay in May, 1920 (fig. 194), show it contin-

uing down past Cape Cod, consistent with the drifts of bottles set out in Massachu-
setts Bay in April, 1926 (p. 893).

The dynamic gradient is so much steeper at the surface than in the deeps of the

gulf in May that calculations of the relative velocity would approximate the truth

more closely then than earlier in the spring. In 1915 the calculated velocity relative

to the low off Cape Ann (assumed stationary, fig. 195) was about 0.23 knot per

hour near Cape Elizabeth, or about 534 nautical miles in 24 hours. Abreast of

Mount Desert, however, the calculated velocity was only about 0.14 knot toward

the west at the time.

Unfortunately no dynamic data are available for the southeastern part of the

area for May, so that nothing can yet be said about the effect that the Nova Scotian

current may exert on the gradient currents of the Eastern Channel and vicinity.

JUNE

No one of our cruises affords a general dynamic picture of the gulf as a whole

in June, but the state of its eastern side shows that in 1915, at least (fig. 197), the

slackening of the Nova Scotian current from the east, coupled with the vernal

warming and progressive incorporation of land water in the west, caused the

low center of anticyclonic circulation to shift from the offing of Cape Ann to the

Eastern Channel by the last week of June. This seasonal return to the location it

occupies in March (judging from 1920) probably represents the normal progression,

the physical changes on which it depends being yearly events.
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With this gradient a considerable indraft is indicated into the eastern side of

the gulf; not, however, from the coastal belt to the eastward of Cape Sable, but

from the region of Browns Bank and of its offing. Probably this indraft had as a

counter current an outdraft from the gulf around the eastern end of Georges Bank,

though, lacking a station on the bank, this can not be asserted definitely. It is

certain, also, that the dynamic impulse for a northeast-southwest current around

the northern and western margins of the gulf had slackened by the middle of that

June.

Unfortunately, no observations were taken in the western side of the gulf that

June, but a survey of Massachusetts Bay carried out by the Fish Hawlc on June 16

Fig. 197.—Dynamic gradient at the surface of the eastern side of the gulf, from June 10 to 26, 1915, referred to the Eastern

Channel as base station. Curves are for every dynamic centimeter

and 17, 1925 (cruise 14), has enabled Mr. Parmenter to calculate the relative

velocities and directions of the gradient current on various profiles by the method
elaborated by Sandstrom (1919), and his results are offered here to illustrate this

alternative procedure.

These calculations (tabulated below) rest on two assumptions—first, that the

water was stationary at the greatest depth of the shoaler of each pair of stations,

and, second, that the profiles selected (typical examples are shown in fig. 198) are

at right angles to the existing current. In the present instance neither of these

requirements is exactly fulfilled, but the close agreement between the calculation
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and the general distribution of density in the upper 20 meters (fig. 199) makes it

probable that the calculated directions are a close approximation to the actual

dynamic tendency toward circulation at the time.
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Fig. 199.—The single-barbed arrows show the direction of the gradient current, as calculated for Massachusetts Bay by R.

Parmenter, June 16 and 17, 1925. The double-barbed arrows outline the nontidal circulation as it probably existed at

the time. The broken curves give the density at the surface. For further explanation see p. 952
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Relative velocities and directions of the currents in Massachusetts Bay, “Fish Hawk” stations, June 16
and 17, 1925, calculated by R. Parmenter

SECTION I

STATIONS 35 TO 32. DISTANCE, 37 KILOMETERS

Depth, meters Velocity
(cm. sec.)

Direction

0 5. 16
3. 43

(>)

Southwest.
Do.10

20

SECTION II

STATIONS 16 TO 18A. DISTANCE, 15 KILOMETERS

0 5. 67 Southeast.
10 4. 24 Do.
26 (>)

STATIONS 18A TO 32. DISTANCE, 24 KILOMETERS

0 7. 74 Southeast.
10 3.91 Do.
20.. .63 Do.
40 .76 Northwest.
60 (>)

SECTION III

STATIONS 14 TO 3. DISTANCE, 24 KILOMETERS

0 — 0. 08 2 Northwest.
10 1.40 Do
22 0 )

STATIONS 3 TO 33. DISTANCE, 16 KILOMETERS

0 8. 22 Southeast.
Do.
Do.

10 _ 8. 03
20 4. 28
30 . (>)

SECTION IV

STATIONS 3 TO 4. DISTANCE, 8 KILOMETERS

0 1.92 Northeast.
10 4. 98 Southwest.
20— 4.47 Do
30 ()

SECTION V

STATIONS 30 to 31. DISTANCE, 15 KILOMETERS

0 6. 94 Southwest.
10 4. 18 Do.
20 1. 62 Do.
40 .13 Do.
75 (')

STATIONS 31 to 32. DISTANCE, 15 KILOMETERS

0 2. 09 Southwest.
10 2. 79 Do.
20 2. 29 Do.
40 0.00
60 — 0)

STATIONS 32 to 33. DISTANCE, 16 KILOMETERS

0 6.33 Northeast.
10 4.69 Do.
20 2.41 Do.
50 (>)

STATIONS 33 to 34. DISTANCE, 15 KILOMETERS

0 1. 63 Northeast.
10 2. 51 Do.
20 _ _ _ _ 2. 31 Do.
50 o

SECTION VI

STATIONS 4 tO 6A. DISTANCE, 18 KILOMETERS

0 .... ..... ... 7. 77
10—.. ..... .... 5. 74 Do.
20 ... 3. 52 Do.
34... o

SECTION VII

STATIONS 6A to 7. DISTANCE, 13 KILOMETERS

0 - ... 1.47 Southwest
10 ........ ...... ...... o

1 Assumed stationary.
3 Negligible.

With the entire column of water on the whole lightest (specific volume greatest)

along shore and heaviest (specific volume smallest) off the mouth of the bay at the

time, the direction of the gradient drift was clearly anticlockwise around the bay
and outward past the tip of Cape Cod (fig. 199), but also with a southerly component
crossing the mouth of the bay more directly from north to south. A pool of low

density in Cape Cod Bay must have tended to produce a subsidiary clockwise eddy
occupying most of the area between the Plymouth shore and Cape Cod.

The calculated directions and velocities also show a second but smaller eddy of

the same sort centering over the southwestern edge of Stellwagen Bank, though this

would not appear from the distribution of density at the surface.
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Dynamic evidence thus suggests the persistence of the general southerly drift

past this sector of the coast line through June, involving Massachusetts Bay, which

is corroborated by the drifts of a considerable number of bottles that were put out

in the bay by the Fish Hawlc a month earlier.

JULY AND AUGUST

The rapid solar warming of the surface over the western arm of the basin leads

to the development of a pool of low density in the offing of Cape Ann by July and
August (figs. 200 and 201). The eastern part of the gulf, on the other hand, continues
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high in surface density throughout the summer, because of the strong tidal currents

that constantly mix the surface stratum, as it warms, with colder and more saline

water from below (p. 928), and because the indraft of slope water of high salinity is

directed into this side of the gulf. Consequently, the regional variation in the density

of the upper 40 meters is wider in summer than at any other season, with the

fundamental west-east gradation reappearing from year to year in essentially the

same spacial relationship.

In April, and especially in May, the reader will recall, simple projection of the

density contours at the surface mirrors the general dynamic tendency for the whole

body of water in the gulf, regional distribution being essentially similar downward
through the whole column. This, however, is not the case in summer, because the

Fig. 201.—Distribution of density at the surface, for the inner part of the gulf, August, 1913

surface pool of low density in the offing of Massachusetts Bay is a superficial

phenomenon. In fact, the surface contour lines run almost at right angles to those

at 100 meters (fig. 202), which more nearly preserve the character of the preceding

months. The actual surface drift in this side of the gulf is therefore the component

of a rather complex screwing motion. In the northeastern part of the gulf, however,

the surface state more nearly mirrors the regional distribution of density for the

whole column.

Unfortunately no one of our summer cruises has afforded the data needed for a

satisfactory mapping of density for the whole area. In the only summer (1914)

when the southeastern part of the area was surveyed, the coastal belt (more impor-

tant dynamically) was neglected. In every case, too, allowance must be made for
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possible errors caused by the considerable period of time over which each survey

extended. The rapidity with which the density of the upper stratum may be

increased, if the surface be chilled by vertical circulation of any kind, makes it

unsafe ever to lay any stress on small regional differences where tidal currents cause

'as much overturning of the water as they do in parts of the Gulf of Maine.

The accompanying dynamic chart for the summer of 1914 (fig. 203) shows

the dynamic tendency toward circulation at the surface of the inner parts of the

gulf and of the waters off Marthas Vineyard for August and of the Georges Bank-
Browns Bank region for that July. Unfortunately, these two divisions of the pic-

ture are not strictly comparable because solar warming had been responsible for

Fig. 202.—Density at 100 meters, July to August, 1914. Corrected for compression

some slight decrease in the density of the surface stratum from the one month to

the next, and for a very considerable decrease close to Cape Sable, where stations

situated close together but occupied 17 days apart differed by 0.4 in density. Never-

theless, the general dynamic gradient proved so consistent for the gulf as a whole

for the two months that it has seemed justifiable to neglect the time interval in draw-

ing the contour lines; the more so since the heaviest centers for July and August

proved almost exactly equal in dynamic height.

If the chart, so combined, be indeed typical of the season (as seems likely from

general knowledge of the temperature and salinity of the region), two centers of high

density (indicated as “low” on the dynamic chart) are now to be expected—the one
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overlying Browns Bank, the Eastern Channel, and the water off the mouth of the

latter; the other situated over the northeastern part of the basin; the two separated

by a slight potential elevation of the surface. Contrasting with these “lows,” which

Fig. 203.—Dynamic gradient at the surface, July to August, 1914, referred to a base station in the Eastern Channel. The
curves are for every dynamic centimeter. The picture south and east of the heavy dividing line is for July; north

and west of it for August

are obviously the vortices of anticlockwise circulation, is the high in the offing of

Massachusetts Bay. A slight gradient, west to east, is also shown from the north-

ern low toward Nova Scotia in August; a steeper gradient of the same order north-

ward toward the coast of Maine. There is every reason to suppose that the water
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was then lighter still (i. e., the surface potentially still higher) all along the coast

westward from Mount Desert, where no observations were taken that summer.

Only in one small region did the dynamic contours for that July prove non-

conformable to those of August—namely, in the immediate offing of Cape Sable.

Here a slope rising from Browns Bank across the Northern Channel gave place to a

potential dip next the cape in July, reflecting the high density of the cold water

next the Nova Scotian coast reminiscent of the Nova Scotian current of a month or

two earlier. Consequently, while the surface water over the Northern Channel was
then drifting toward the gulf, that next the cape was drifting away from it; but the

rising temperature of the next three weeks (combined with considerable freshening) so

decreased the density of this relict water that by mid August a rising slope was
recorded from German Bank in toward the cape, corresponding to the northerly

drift toward the Bay of Fundy with which so many drift bottles have journeyed.

Observations taken near Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, by Vachon (1918) in September,

1916, make it probable that in summer this sector of the coast line is normally

fringed by water relatively lighter than is shown on the chart for 1914 (fig. 200).

The distribution of density in the Bay of Fundy in summer has been studied by
Mavor (1923). Here the lightest water lies along the northern side in the upper 60

to 80 meters, the heaviest bottom water banking up in the central part of the basin in

depths greater than about 100 meters. This type of distribution, as Mavor (1923,

p. 364) makes clear, must tend to develop a surface drift from east to west toward

the mouth of the bay along the New Brunswick shore. The “rising of the cold

(below 7°) and salt (above 33 per mille) water in the middle of the section” indicates,

as he remarks, an anticlockwise rotation of the bottom water guided by the contour

of the slopes, which is consistent with the bottle drifts (p. 868).

So long as the dynamic contour of the surface of the gulf is of the general type

shown on Figure 203, a generally anticlockwise type of circulation will tend to domi-

nate the whole basin, centering some 40 to 60 miles offshore in the offing of Mount
Desert Island, with a subsidiary eddy, likewise anticlockwise, involving the Bay of

Fundy. The contour lines show that a southwesterly drift is then to be expected off

Mount Desert Island and past Penobscot Bay, but one constantly tending offshore,

veering rather abruptly southward and southeastward in the offing of Casco Bay and

so out across the basin.

Off Cape Ann, too, the dynamic drift tended to the southeast in August, 1914;

but a division was indicated there, with the coastal water recurving toward Cape Cod.

Comparison with the bottle tracks makes it evident that dynamic circulation of

this type corresponds very closely to the drifts of the bottles set out off Mount
Desert, as these have veered from southwest through south and east and so north-

ward along the Nova Scotian coast (figs. 183 and 184). The center of this eddy

movement, however, seems to have been situated a few miles farther south and west

in 1923 than the dynamic chart (fig. 203) shows it for 1914.

These dynamic contours also correspond to the southeasterly component of the

tracks of bottles set out off Cape Elizabeth (figs. 180 to 182) and with the fact that

most of these turned offshore from the beginning and did not parallel the coast line

southward toward Cape Ann, as happens earlier in the season.

8951—28 61
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It is not so easy to reconcile the continued drifts of these Cape Elizabeth bottles

toward Nova Scotia and the Bay of Fundy with the dynamic contours, for the latter

suggest that any driftage from the northern coast of the gulf that reached the central

part of the basin would rather be drawn into the circulation around the heavy center

in the Eastern Channel, and so be carried outward around the eastern end of Georges
Bank. This, in fact, seems to have been the fate of some of the bottles set out off

Cape Ann and of most of those set out off northern Cape Cod in 1923 (fig. 176).

It seems reasonable, therefore, to conclude that by the end of July or first of August
of most years the zone of demarcation between the eastward drift around the southern

side of the northern heavy pool and the counter drift around the northern side of the

southern pool is located somewhat farther south than it was in August, 1914—not

far, in fact, from the line of monthly separation laid down on the chart for that year

(fig. 203).

The distribution of density around the eastern slopes of Georges Bank affords

a striking illustration of the necessity for taking account of the difference in depth

between pairs of adjacent stations in the dynamic calculations, arbitrary though

this correction be (p. 934). Without the inclusion of this factor (p. 934), the dynamic
head between the low over the Eastern Channel and the high surface over

the neighboring part of Georges Bank would have been only about 1 to 2 dynamic
centimeters in July, 1914 (except for one station at the extreme edge of the bank

—

station 10226—where an isolated pool of low density was recorded). Inclusion of

the difference in depth increases this gradient to about 10 dynamic centimeters,

working out at a relative velocity of about 0.5 knot out of the gulf around the eastern

end of the bank (except as interrupted by a subsidiary clockwise circulation around

the light center, just mentioned), which is probably a closer approximation to the

truth.

The dynamic gradient along the southern edge of Georges Bank for July, 1914

(fig. 203), offers an explanation for the fact that none of the bottles from the lines

set out off Cape Ann and off northern Cape Cod, which have gone out of the gulf

around the eastern end of Georges Bank, have been reported from west of the longi-

tude of Cape Cod, when so many set out to the south of the cape have gone in that

direction (p. 881; figs. 174 and 176). With the dynamic contours turning southward

to sea from the eastern end of the bank, and with the surface gradient rising from

longitude 67° to longitude 68°, the March state (fig. 188) is recalled.

The reasonable expectation with this dynamic distribution is that driftage leav-

ing the gulf by this route would circle offshore somewhere abreast the eastern part

of Georges Bank, to be carried toward the northeast, finally, with the so-called

“Gulf Stream drift.” It is probable, also, that at least three bottles that went to

England and to Ireland from the Cape Ann and northern Cape Cod lines of 1923

(fig. 176) followed this route.

The whole area of Georges Bank was comparatively dead water in July, 1914,

just as in March; consequently no dominant movement is indicated across it either

into or out of the gulf, which is corroborated by the evidence of temperature and of

salinity. The bank as a whole is therefore made the center of a clockwise type of

dynamic circulation in July, just as the inner part of the gulf is of an anticlockwise

type.
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The dynamic state is not so clear for the southwestern part of the banks area

in summer, where the rise in temperature during the time interval between the two

cruises of 1914 (July 20 to 21; August 25 to 26) may have been more than counter-

balanced by some encroachment of water of high salinity inward over the shelf.

Consequently, the dynamic values for the offing of Marthas Vineyard for that Au-
gust are not directly comparable with those taken farther east during the month pre-

ceding. However, no gradient is suggested sufficient to account for the repeated

drifts of bottles westward around Nantucket Shoals from the vicinity of Cape Cod.

The dynamic relationship along the continental slope in the offing of Marthas
Vineyard and eastward about to longitude 68° for July and August, 1914 (fig. 203),

recalls the March state (p. 939; fig. 188) so closely that a low or dynamic trough,

with the gradient rising to seaward as well as shoreward, may be taken as typical of

Fig. 204.—Dynamic gradient along the continental slope, bottom to 100 decibars, July to August, 1914. Contours for every
dynamic centimeter

this belt. Its circulatory implication has already been discussed (p. 939). At the

date of our August profile for 1914 the calculated velocity of the easterly or “Gulf

Steam” drift along the offshore edge of this low, and relative to the latter, was at

least half a knot off Marthas Vineyard, or about the same as in March, 1920 (p. 939),
93

which corresponds very well with the average velocities reported in this sector of the

so-called “inner edge of the Gulf Stream” by passing ships in summer.

The dynamic contours at 100 decibars for that July and August (fig. 204) show
the easterly set actually washing the continental slope to the west of longitude 68°

then swinging offshore. We have here a ready explanation for the fact that

water of high temperature and high salinity—the “warm zone”—usually bathes the

slope along this western section but is separated from the slope farther eastward by
the colder counter drift out of the Eastern Channel.

n For the reasons stated above (p. 939), the calculation of velocity in this region can be taken only as a rough approximation.
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In August, 1914, the bottom water of the gulf, as represented by the dynamic
contours at 150 decibars (fig. 205), tended dynamically to drift across the basin from

northeast to southwest-—i. e., from the Nova Scotian slope and the offing of the Bay
of Fundy toward the southwestern side of the basin, closely paralleling the March
state (p. 941 ;

fig. 190) . The mechanism by which the deeps in the offing of Cape Ann
are kept supplied with slope water that has previously entered the gulf is thus made
clear. However, no direct dynamic drift seems to have been operative through the

Eastern Channel in either direction at depths as great as this that July or August,

contrasting with the strong outflow along its western side at the surface at the time

(fig. 203; p. 958).

Fig. 205.—Dynamic gradient, bottom to 150 decibars, July to August, 1914. Contours for every dynamic centimeter

To test the constancy of the dynamic state of the gulf from summer to summer,

a dynamic chart of the surface is also offered for August, 1913 (fig. 206, stations

10086 to 10106). Unfortunately this is not as trustworthy as the chart for 1914.

because considerable interpolation of values, both for temperature and for salinity,

was necessary in its construction. It is probable, also, that there was some error in

the one or in the other, as recorded for two stations in the eastern side of the basin

(stations 10092 and 10093), accounting in part for the contrast between the two.

Nevertheless, the general gradient that results is so consistent, from station to station,

that it may safely be taken as an approximation to the actual state of the northern

and western parts of the gulf at the time.
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Obviously, the center for the general anticlockwise gulf eddy lay considerably

farther offshore in that summer than in 1914

—

according to the chart approximately

50 miles south of Mount Desert Island. The general drift in the northwestern and
western sides of the gulf, then, more nearly paralleled the coast line from northeast to

southwest, and so southward past Cape Elizabeth toward Cape Cod. Under these

circumstances drifts might be expected more closely to approximate the tracks of the

bottles that went from the Bay of Fundy to Cape Cod in 1919 (p. 870 ), rather than

to show the offshore trend characteristic of the series set out off Mount Desert and
off Cape Elizabeth in the summers of 1922 and 1923 (p. 895).

Fio. 206.—Dynamic gradient at the surface, August 4 to 20, 1913. Contours for every dynamic centimeter

In August, 1913, no data were obtained closer to the Nova Scotian coast than

German Bank; but a higher surface in over the latter than over the basin suggests

the northward drift to be expected on this side of the gulf. As it happens, this

general scheme is obscured by a rather complex interaction between light and heavy

water over the eastern side of the basin, which may, perhaps, mirror nothing more
than some observational error at one or other of the two stations concerned (10092

and 10093).

Unfortunately, no observations were taken in the southern or southeastern parts

of the area in August, 1913. However, the distribution of salinity (p. 767) makes it

probable that the heavy water in the offing of Mount Desert was then entirely
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surrounded by lower densities to the south, and so separated from equally heavy

water to be expected near the Eastern Channel and through the trough of the latter,

just as was the case in July and August, 1914. The available data thus suggest that

the dynamic tendency toward circulation continues regularly anticlockwise from

summer to summer in the northern and northwestern parts of the gulf, though dif-

ferences in the location of its center of revolution and in the regional distribution

of density off the western shore are correspondingly reflected in the stream lines.

AUTUMN AND WINTER

Progressive equalization of temperature taking place in the shoaler strata of the

gulf during the autumn obliterates the pool of low density that characterizes the

offing of Massachusetts Bay in summer. As a result, the distribution of density

comes to conform more and more closely to that of salinity. In the midwinter of

1920-1921 (apparently a representative season), the upper 100 meters were less dense

around the coast than in the basin offshore, with the transition more abrupt in the

western side than in the eastern, and the values highest in the offing of Cape Ann
(station 10490).

A regional inequality of this sort must cause a dynamic tendency for the

coastal belt to drift parallel with the land anticlockwise around the gulf, much as in

spring (p. 942), producing a northerly set along Nova Scotia, westerly along the coast

of Maine, and southerly from the offing of Cape Elizabeth past Cape Ann to Mas-
sachusetts Bay, relative to the underlying water mass. This latter (as represented by
the 150-meter level) then proved nearly uniform in density horizontally (i. e., was

nearly stationary). Unfortunately, no data are available for the southern or south-

eastern parts of the area for midwinter.

The progressive mixing of the water that takes place as winter advances makes
the upper stratum more and more uniform, both horizontally and vertically, with

respect to density as well as in temperature and salinity, until by February it becomes
nearly homogeneous, as described above (p. 522), and the annual cycle is complete.

WIND CURRENTS

Seafarers have known, from the dawn of history, that the wind sets up surface

currents often so strong that they must be taken seriously into account in navigation;

and many a good ship has been wrecked from ignorance of the wind current.

In the Gulf of Maine the motive effect of the wind is made most apparent to the

oceanographer by the upwellings of colder and salter water from below, which take

place along its western margin when the surface water is driven offshore (p. 550).

Every fisherman along our coasts knows from first-hand experience that strong winds,

blowing from one quarter or another, strengthen the ebb at the expense of flood—or

vice versa, as the case may be.

The dynamic principle according to which wind currents are produced is extremely

simple: The wind drives the surface water before it, the motion of the latter being

propagated to underlying strata by the internal friction of the water. Once in motion,

the water, as Nansen (1902) and Ekman (1902) have pointed out, must be deflected

by the effect of the earth’s rotation. Nansen’s (1902) observations on the drift of
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Arctic ice, with subsequent studies of currents at lightships and analyses of wind and
drift at localities widely separated in the Baltic, North Atlantic, Mediterranean, North
Pacific, and Adriatic unite in proving that the wind drift does, in fact, average to

the right of the wind in the northern hemisphere, to the left of it in the southern, as

theory demands.

According to Ekman’s (1905) more recent mathematical analysis, the surface drift

in a free ocean of unlimited depth will be deflected 45° to the right of the direction

of the wind in the Northern Hemisphere, more and more to the right with increasing

depth, but decreasing correspondingly in velocity until a level (the so-called “fric-

tional depth” is reached where the drift is opposite the wind but at only about one

twenty-third the strength of the surface current. The depth of this level depends

on the strength of the wind and on the latitude; theoretic calculation for homogene-
ous water of a specific gravity (1.025) approximating that of the shoaler water of the

Gulf of Maine (Smith, 1926, p. 47, Table 14) locates it at 45 to 90 meters for the

latitude of the Gulf of Maine, with winds ranging in strength from 15 to 20 nautical

miles per hour (Beaufort scale, 3 to 4).

The Gulf of Maine lies within the belt of variable winds, frequently reversing

in direction. The length of time required for the full development of a wind current

is therefore important. This is affected by many factors; but Ekman’s mathemati-

cal study with the measurements of wind and currents, which have been made at

lightships in various seas, makes it almost certain that only a few days are required

at the latitude of the Gulf of Maine. It is therefore reasonable to assume that

winds prevailing from a given quadrant of the compass for 50 to 70 per cent of the

time, such as actually blow over our gulf, are sufficiently constant in direction to

play a major role in governing the circulation of at least the upper stratum of water,

if not of the deeper levels.

If, then, the water of the gulf were homogeneous, free to move in any direction,

and considerably deeper than the “frictional depth,” moderate winds, blowing com-

paratively steadily from one general direction for a few days, should set the whole

upper 45-90 meters in spiral. Actually, however, the vertical stability and generally

stratified state of the water of the gulf tend greatly to limit the depth to which

wind currents may be expected to penetrate downward.

The angular deviation of the wind current from the direction of the wind may
also differ widely at sea from the theoretic expectation. If the depth of water be

less than the frictional depth, the angle will be less; and while this limitation does

not affect the development of wind currents in the basin of the gulf, it does affect

the coastal belt out, say, to the 40 to 50 meter contour. The vicinity of the coast

line, with the contour of the bottom, also governs the directions which surface drifts,

set in motion by the wind, must actually follow. The effects of these influences

have also been attacked mathematically by Ekman (1905); but, as Krummel (1911,

p. 469) has emphasized, so many variables, which can not be exactly measured,

enter in that the surface currents which the wind has actually been found to set up

in other coastwise localities, in comparable latitudes, still afford the best available

indication of what is to be expected in the Gulf of Maine.
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Long series of measurements of the currents at various lightships in the Baltic 94

have shown the nontidal surface drift averaging about 30° to the right of the wind,
and much more often to the right than to the left. Analysis by Forch (1909) of the
relationship between the wind in the eastern Mediterranean, and the drifts there, as

reported in ships’ logs for the Arabian Gulf by Galle (1910), have brought out a

corresponding tendency for the current to set about 40 to 60° to the right of the
wind. 95 According to the current tables published by the United States Coast and
Geodetic Survey (1923), local winds off the eastern coast of the United States like-

wise produce currents setting about 20° to the right of the wind direction at a veloc-

ity about XYi per cent of that of the wind. 96

The Baltic measurements just mentioned had already proved that the current

sometimes sets to the left of the wind, due, no doubt, to the effect of the coast

line. This relationship between coast line and wind current has been brought out
very clearly by a recent investigation of the currents at five lightships along the
Pacific coast of the United States by the Coast and Geodetic Survey. For a

detailed account of these observations the reader is referred to Marmer (1926 and
1926a). In summary they are as follows: Offshore winds and winds parallel to the

shore, if having the latter to the left, produce surface currents averaging 20 to 25° to

the right of the wind
;
but if the wind blows against a coast line lying to the right

of its track, at an angle of 45° or less (i. e., a southwest wind against a north and
south shore line), the current is deflected to the left as it strikes the coast, as might
naturally be expected from ordinary observation on the behavior of the tides.

The observations tabulated below (p. 964) for Portland lightship also show the

nontidal current drifting to the right of the wind during months when winds blowing

toward the southern half of the compass favor the dominant southerly set. When
the wind blows toward the north or northeast against the current, the latter may or

may not be reversed. If it is, the resultant set may be either to the right of the

wind or slightly to the left of it, depending on the complex interaction between

direction and strength of wind, nontidal set, and the trend of the coast line.

Dominant surface set and prevailing wind at Portland lightship

Month Current

«

Wind» Current
to right

Current
to left

1913
October S. 67° W__ R. 9.° E

88S

j°S
i

November S. 31° E__. N. 84° E
S. 50° EDecember S. 11° W

S. 36° W 147°

139°

16°

t
1919

N. 3° E
N. 28° E -
N 33° EAugust. _ _______

,

N. 62° E
S. 74° W
N. 47° E
N. 58° E„.„Oetoher _ „ ...

N. 27° E
N. 73° E

20°

» The directions are those toward which winds and currents set. For full data see pp. 861 and 862.

91 Dinklage (1888), Witting (1809), summarized by Kriimmel, 1911, p. 461.

95 For theoretic discussion and explanation of modern mathematical methods of calculating wind currents see Ekman (1905),

Kriimmel (1911), Sandstrom (1919), and Smith (1926).

98 This statement has as its basis current measurements taken at a large number of localities, some of which are discussed above

(p. 963)
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The following tables, supplied by the United States and Canadian weather bu-

reaus, show the prevailing winds, by months, for several stations around the coast of

the gulf and over the latter.

Average -percentage of winds from each direction (10 years, 1911 to 1920)

BOSTON, MASS.

Month North North-
east

East
South-
east

South
South-
west

West North-
west

January _ . _ 10 5 2 6 3 23 28 23
February 11 6 4 3 5 17 31 24
March . ... .. 12 7 6 6 8 17 24 20
April .. 9 11 12 7 6 16 18 21

May 8 9 13 8 8 21 18 15

June 10 9 15 6 6 23 18 13

July 5 6 10 5 8 33 21 12

August 7 8 10 7 11 25 18 14
September 11 7 6 8 9 22 19 18

October 9 7 7 7 10 23 20 17
November . 10 4 4 4 7 20 32 19
December 10 4 3 3 5 16 32 27

Average (or 3 winter months 10 5 3 4 4 19 30 25
Average for 3 summer months 7 8 12 6 8 27 19 13

Average for year 9 7 8 6 7 21 23 19

PORTLAND, ME.

January > 21 6 1 3 6 19 19 24
February 1 22 4 1 4 8 17 19 24
March 17 6 3 5 13 15 18 23
April 18 12 6 4 13 13 14 20
May 12 10 9 7 21 14 12 15

10 11 10 8 18 14 13 16
11 7 7 6 25 19 15 10

August 1 - - 9 7 9 8 23 18 11 14

September 1 14 7 4 5 18 19 12 20
October 15 4 4 6 15 22 15 19

November 18 4 2 4 8 24 19 21
December 21 4 1 3 5 21 19 26

Average for 3 winter months 22 5 1 3 6 19 19 25
Average for 3 summer months 10 8 9 7 22 17 13 13
Average for year 16 7 5 5 14 18 15 19

EASTPORT, ME.

January 11 7 6 4 8 17 27 21
February. 11 9 4 4 6 16 28 22
March 10 8 5 5 13 17 20 22
April 12 14 8 3 17 16 13 17

May — 10 11 6 3 30 16 9 14
6 12 7 4 31 15 11 14

July ^ 6 9 3 2 40 21 8 9
August 1 4 9 4 3 38 18 10 13
September ‘ 9 6 6 3 22 21 12 21
October.. 10 6 5 2 22 20 14 21

November 10 9 4 3 9 24 21 20
December 14 7 6 4 6 13 27 23

Average for 3 winter months 12 8 5 4 7 15 27 22
Average for 3 summer months 5 10 5 3 37 18 10 12

Average for year 9 9 5 3 20 18 17 18

1 One per cent calm. J Two per cent calm.
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Average percentage of winds from each direction (10 years
,
1911 to 1920 )-—Continued

YARMOUTH, NOVA SCOTIA

Month North North-
east

East
South-
east

South
South-
west

West North-
west

Calm

January 15 12 10 9 6 10 6 30 2
February 16 13 9 8 7 7 7 29 4
March, 17 9 7 7 9 11 10 26 4
April 13 10 10 8 9 12 13 20 5
May 11 6 6 10 16 IS 15 16 2
June __ _. 8 3 6 8 20 20 15 14 6
July 5 3 4 6 20 31 14 8 8
August 6 2 5 6 20 23 11 14 13
September 13 7 6 7 14 15 11 15 12
October 15 8 9 7 14 18 10 13 6
November.. . 15 12 10 5 6 14 11 23 4
December 16 14 10 8 5 10 5 30 2

Average for 3 winter months .. 16 13 10 8 6 9 6 30
Average for 3 summer months 6 3 5 7 20 25 12 12
Average for year , 13 8 8 7 12 16 11 20

Five-degree square, including Gulf of Maine, from pilot charts

Month Percentage of winds from the most
frequent quadrant

Month Percentage of winds from the most
frequent quadrant

January North to west, 63. July
February North to west, 73. West to south, 50.

Northeast to northwest, 49.

North to west, 58.

North to west, 64.

March North to west’ 57.

North to west, 58.April
May West to south; 50. November
June West to south, 45. December North to west, 63.

These tables may be briefly summarized as follows:

Along the western and northern shores of the gulf the wind blows most often

between southwest and north in winter, averaging about northwest. In summer
southwesterly and southerly winds prevail. On the eastern side of the gulf the

wind averages more westerly (south to northwest) in summer, northerly (between

northwest and northeast) in winter. Over the offshore waters of the gulf, where

the direction of the wind is not so much influenced by the diurnal warming and

cooling of the land, the prevailing winds are between west and north (though with

requent reversals) from November to April; between west and south from June to

August; more variable in late spring and again in early autumn.
In summer, by theoretic expectation, winds of this character would tend to

produce a general drift of the surface water about 20° to 45° to the right of the

octant, north to northeast—i. e., toward the northeast and east. Thus, the prevail-

ing winds favor the general drift out from the western side of the gulf and eastward

across the southern part of the basin toward Nova Scotia, which prevails at that

season (p. 974). Striking Nova Scotia, this wind current would tend to bank up
against the coast, raising the level of the sea slightly. Thereupon hydrostatic

forces are brought into play, dynamically, against the wind; but any resultant

movement of the water out from the land being in turn deflected to the right by the

earth’s rotation, a northerly drift might be expected to result along Nova Scotia,

and in this instance theoretic expectation agrees so well with the drifts of bottles

actually recorded that the prevailing southwesterly winds of summer certainly

assist the surface drift from south to north, which characterizes the eastern side

of the gulf at that season, though as certainly not the only motive force for it.
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Thus, the wind then tends to act as a motive force for the southern and eastern

sides of the Gulf of Maine eddy.

It is obvious, however, that no matter how steadily the wind blew from the

southwest it could not drive the entire surface of the gulf eastward unless the water

were nearly enough homogeneous to allow a sinking current to develop in the eastern

side, with the deeper stratum so fed flowing back from east to west, to well up again,

in turn, in the western side. Circulation of this sort probably does take place

to some extent along the Nova Scotian side of the gulf, in the Bay of Fundy, and
along the coast of Maine east of Mount Desert, where active tidal currents keep

the water so thoroughly stirred that it has little stability at most times of year.

It is certain, also, that offshore winds do cause more or less upwelling along the

western shore line, but the basin of the gulf as a whole, with its western and north-

western margins, is so stable vertically that hydrostatic forces very strongly oppose

any such “jibing,” as Sandstrom (1919) terms it. Consequently, any constant

movement of the surface water northward toward the Bay of Fundy would tend to

cause an “overflow” in the shape of a westerly drift along the coast of Maine—i. e.,

against the winds prevailing in summer.
It is obvious that if the water be in stable equilibrium, southwesterly winds

might or might not set a closed circulation of this type in motion, depending on

their relative strengths and constancy in various parts of the gulf; depending, too,

on the balance in various parts of the gulf between the Hydrostatic forces opposing

jibing and the tendency of the wind to cause that process, as just explained.

To value these several factors will require a knowledge of the gulf and of its winds

much more intimate than can yet be claimed. It is certain that with winds reversed

as often as they are over the gulf the balance varies constantly. However, the

preceding analysis does make it clear, I think, that any eddying circulation which

the southwesterly winds of summer might set up in the surface stratum of the gulf

would shortly assume the anticlockwise character that, by evidence of more direct

sorts, does actually dominate its basin. Consequently, the summer winds parallel

the hydrostatic forces set in operation by regional inequalities of density in their

general effects to this extent. On the other hand, the current flowing southward

and out of the gulf past Nantucket Shoals, which forms part of the overflow from

the gulf, is at right angles to the potential wind drift, hence holds its dominant set

in spite of the prevailing wind. Neither can the wind be held responsible for the

westerly drift of slope water along the continental edge in summer, because this

current sets directly against the drift which the prevailing southwesterly winds

would tend to produce there.

The wind current, as it extends its effects deeper and deeper below the surface,

will turn more and more to the right of the wind (losing, also, in velocity by
geometric progression)

;
also, with increasing depth the gulf becomes more and more

nearly inclosed, so that any currents, however set in motion, are more and more
directed by the contour of the bottom.

The depth to which currents of wind origin do actually penetrate in the Gulf of

Maine is therefore of immediate interest. Unfortunately, no mathematical method
yet suggested can measure this, even approximately. However, it is certain that

the stable state of the water of most parts of the gulf ordinarily confines wind
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currents to a stratum much shoaler than the theoretic
“
frictional depth ” as calculated

by Smith for homogeneous water at corresponding latitudes (p. 963).

With an average wind strength of 3 to 4, by the Beaufort scale (a fair average

from the gulf in summer), this depth is set by him as about 43 to 70 meters at

latitudes 40° to 50°. It is not likely, however, that the wind ever sets water as

stable as that of the western side of the gulf in motion half so deep as this during

the brief periods when it blows steadily from any given direction at a strength as

great as 4, on the Beaufort scale (about 20 nautical miles per hour), during the

summer months. With the more usual summer breezes no stronger than 10 to 15

miles per hour (2 to 3 on Beaufort scale)
,
the frictional depth must be even smaller.

Frequent reversals of the wind direction, with periods of calm, also further hinder

the propagation of wind currents downward into the underlying water. On the

whole, then, it is unlikely that wind currents are effective deeper than 10 to 20

meters in the gulf in summer, except perhaps during brief periods of windy weather.

Even if this limitation be too small it leads to the important conclusion that what-

ever currents may be set up in the gulf in summer by the wind are confined to a

very thin superficial stratum, and that the dominant anticlockwise and estuarine

circulation of the deep water below the 40 to 50 meter level is caused by hydro-

static forces and by the tidal oscillations (p. 970).

The pulses of slope water into the gulf via the trough of the Eastern Channel
are equally independent of the wind.

In winter the winds of the gulf of Maine area blow stronger (average about 3 to

5 on the Beaufort scale), and the prevailing quarter is northwest (p. 966). Winds of

this character tend, theoretically, to drive the surface water of the whole gulf out to

the southward, toward the open sea. Probably it is this prevalence of strong off-

shore winds all along the North American seaboard, from Chesapeake Bay to the

Gulf of Maine, during the cold season, which is primarily responsible for the reces-

sion of the tropical water from the edge of the continent during autumn and winter,

their cessation allowing its inshore movement in summer. The prevailing north-

west winds of winter tend, therefore, to strengthen the dominant southerly drift

along the western side of the gulf. With the coast line trending north and south,

the deflective effect of the earth’s rotation gives a long-shore character to currents

caused by winds from this quarter, except so close in to the land that the whole

depth of water is less than the frictional depth. Under these last conditions (by

Ekman’s calculation) the wind current will set more nearly with the wind than in

deeper water offshore. 97

Consequently, the prevailing winter winds from the northwest quadrant do not

tend to cause any general or constant upwelling along the coast sector from Cape
Ann to Cape Elizabeth except within 2 to 3 miles or so of the land, where the water

is shoaler than one-fourth the assumed frictional depth of 50 meters. This is cor-

roborated by our station data, but upwellings, such as are actually recorded (p. 588),

necessarily tend to follow these same west to north winds along the north shore of

Massachusetts Bay. This same tendency for water to well up from below must

operate spasmodically throughout the winter all along the coast of Maine, where

97 Theoretically, 21.5° to the right of the wind, if the depth of water be one-fourth the frictional depth.
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prevailing winds (and the strongest winds), between west and north, drive the

surface water offshore to the southward.

By this reasoning wind currents go far to explain the very interesting fact that

in April the freshening effect of the spring freshets is so much more evident (in low-

ered salinity at the surface) along the coast sector west and south of the Kennebec
than it is off Penobscot Bay (fig. 101 ). The discharges from the former, from the Saco,

and from the Merrimac, driven southward by the prevailing northwesterly winds of

March and April, parallel the trend of the coast and so preserve the identity of the

coastwise belt of low salinity. Off Penobscot Bay, however, the more or less active

upwelling that must follow this same southerly drift off this west-east coast line,

combined with tidal stirring, tends to prevent the development of so fresh a band
next the land, but at the same time to carry the least saline water farther out from

the land. The distribution of salinity at the surface for March and April, 1920

(figs. 91 and 101), is of this sort.

It is probable that the development of a tail of very low salinity from the St.

John River southward across the Bay of Fundy in April (p. 808) similarly reflects a

southerly set caused by the northwest winds, which often blow strong there during

the first month of spring, though their average direction veers through west to

southwest during April.

The pool of low-surface salinity spreading out to the southwest from Nova
Scotia, which appears on the surface chart for March, 1920 (p. 703; fig. 91), like-

wise finds plausible explanation as a wind-driven drift out from the bays south of

Yarmouth, where northerly winds prevail in February (p. 966).

The effects of the winter winds are more puzzling in the eastern side of the basin

of the gulf, where prevailing west-north winds tend to produce a southeasterly or

southerly drift at the surface, but where the evidence of salinity and temperature

points to a movement in just the opposite direction— i. e., northerly toward the Bay
of Fundy in winter as well as in summer (p. 910).

It is evident here that although strong northerly winds may and no doubt do

temporarily drive the surface water southward, the general dominant drift is caused

not by the wind but by other forces (p. 976) strong enough to overcome the wind

effect in the long run. Consideration of the depth to which wind currents may be

set in motion corroborates this conclusion, because the frictional depth of the average

winter wind of about 4, on the Beaufort scale, is theoretically only about 67 meters.

Actually, the water of the eastern side of the gulf not being homogeneous, the depth

of the wind current will be something less than this—perhaps 50 meters with the

state of stability prevailing in winter. The thickness of the stratum which the wind

can set in motion at an appreciable rate is still less.

According to the long series of observations on wind and current that have been

carried out by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, the velocity of the wind

current is 1.5 to 2 per cent tnat of the wind—say, about 0.4 knot, with a wind of 4

(Beaufort scale, 20 nautical miles per hour). Smith’s table of theoretic velocities

(Smith, 1926, p. 46, Table 8), applied to a current of this strength with assumed

frictional depth of 50 meters, gives a residual current of only 0.2 knot at a depth of

10 meters, about 0.15 knot at 20 meters, and 0.07 knot at 30 meters. Theoretically

(in a free ocean), in the example just stated the current at 10 meters should set 36°
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to the right of the surface current, the water at 20 to 30 meters 72° and 108° to

the right of it, respectively.

This calculation shows that even in winter wind currents are virtually negligible

in the Gulf of Maine at depths greater than, say, 20 meters, and so weak at 10 to

15 meters that they can oppose but little resistance to hydrostatic forces or to tidal

oscillations (as deflected by the earth’s rotation), which may tend to drive the water

in the opposite direction.

The general effect of the wind on the circulation of the gulf may be summarized

as follows: In summer the prevailing southerly-southwesterly winds tend to main-

tain the anticlockwise circulation of the surface water, so far as they are effective at

all in producing a constant circulation. It is probable, also, that the easterly set

caused by the wind is chiefly responsible for the accumulation of the surface pool of

high temperature, though low salinity, in the offing of Massachusetts Bay, which is

characteristic of July and August. The outflow that takes place southward past

Cape Cod and over the eastern end of Georges Bank, however, is against the prevail-

ing wind. In winter the prevalent northwesterly winds assist the southerly drift in

the western side of the gulf and are the chief cause for the wider dispersal of water

of low salinity off its northern shore than off the western, but the general movement
of water inward (northward) along the eastern branch of the basin is contrary to

the wind.

Winter as well as summer wind currents are confined to the upper 10 to 20

meters. Consequently the dominant circulation of the deeper strata does not receive

its motive power from this source.

HORIZONTAL TIDAL OSCILLATIONS AS DEFLECTED BY THE EARTH’S
ROTATION

Huntsman (1923, 1923a, and 1924) recently has suggested that the tidal oscilla-

tions deflected by the effect of the earth’s rotation are the chief motive force for the

great eddies, anticlockwise and clockwise, that occupy the basins and circle about

the islands and submarine banks in high latitudes. In his own words (Huntsman,

1924, p. 278), “the rotation of the earth” acts “as an imperfect valve in diverting the

ebb and flood toward opposite sides of the channels and basins,” thus causing a bal-

ance of inflow on the one side, of outflow on the other.

That the earth’s rotation must exert a deflective effect on the tidal currents is

beyond dispute. It is equally clear that if the oscillatory (back and forth) move-

ment of the tides of any partially inclosed basin be altered by any agency into a

progressive forward movement, the current, like any other, will be held against the

right-hand bank in the northern hemisphere by the deflective force of the earth’s

rotation, and thus circulate anticlockwise, as Huntsman states. Furthermore, the

deflective effect of the earth’s rotation as it affects the tidal oscillation, if effective

at all in this respect, must be most definitely so in regions where tidal currents attain

considerable velocities at the strength of flood and ebb, as they do in the Gulf of

Maine.

Beyond stating this proposition and certain applications of it to definite regions,

Huntsman has not yet published any discussion of the dynamic principles involved,

nor am I able to give it the physical analysis necessary for its proof or disproof.
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However, there are certain grounds for concluding that Huntsman’s theorem is prob-

ably effective in basins sufficiently inclosed, and that if so, the tides and earth rota-

tion combined must have an unceasing pumping effect, working season in and season

out on the following principle

:

In the open sea, with no barrier to the free movement of the water, the rotation

of the earth will merely change the track of ebb and flood (if flowing back and forth

with equal velocity) from a right line to a closed ellipse; but in an inclosed basin,

open to the tides only at one side, the case becomes altered by the fact that when
the tide is flowing in the water is confined and prevented by the right-hand shore

from eddying to the right. Consequently, the band of water closest the land on that

side must either flow farther in, parallel to the coast, than it would if unconfined, or

it must rise higher against the bank. No doubt both results actually follow. When
the water next the land is so diverted from its normal path water farther out toward

the center of the basin is correspondingly prevented from eddying to the right.

Consequently, the effect of the shore line, in turning the flood tide to the left from

the track it would follow if free to flow in any direction, extends far out to sea from

the confining bank against which it presses. Under such circumstances the deflec-

tive effect of the earth’s rotation tends to transform what is fundamentally an

inshore current into a drift flowing into the basin in question, paralleling the

shore line.

In the opposite side of the basin, which lies to the left of the flood tide, setting

inward, this deflective force tends to turn the inflowing current away from the shore;

consequently, it is reasonable to assume that the flood will not flow as far inward as

it would otherwise. When the tide begins to ebb out of the basin conditions nat-

urally are reversed, the ebb being driven against the coast, which is to the right of

it (but to the left for the flood), and so carried farther out, but turned away from

the side against which the flood was pressed as it flowed in.

The mobility of the water makes the picture exceedingly difficult to visualize or

to represent by any diagram, and very likely complicated by vertical movements
screwing forward, which I can not attempt to reconstruct; but as a net result it is

reasonable to expect the flood to flow in farther than the ebb makes out in that side

of the basin which is to the right of an inflowing current, and for the ebb to flow

out farther than the flood makes in, in the opposite side. With a differential of this

sort established an eddying movement would necessarily follow, forced to assume

anticlockwise form by the confining shore line, in place of the clockwise character

which the rotation of the earth would give it if not so opposed by the coast line or

by the contour of the bottom. Translated into terms of the Gulf of Maine this

would call for a dominance of flood over ebb (hence a northerly component) in the

eastern side and a dominance of ebb over flood (i. e., a southerly component) in the

western, such as has actually been demonstrated by drift bottles and by measure-

ments with current meters.

Tidal currents in the gulf of Maine, the reader will recall, run nearly as strong

right down to the bottom of the trough as they do at the surface. Consequently,

Georges Bank, confining the basin on the south, should act as a coast line toward

the deep tidal circulation, producing a west-east drift paralleling its northern slopes,

if the foregoing analysis be correct. Here, again, the theoretic expectation is actually
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reproduced by the drifts of bottles that have crossed the southern side of the gulf

from west toeast (p. 886), corroborating Huntsman’s (1923a, p. 18) conclusion that the

dominant circulation in basins of this sort is kept in motion by the deep currents,

not by the movements of the surface water. The clockwise drifts, which have been
found to circle (or partly circle) several of the submerged banks (Georges, for

instance (p. 974), and Nantucket Shoals), are also equally good evidence of dominance
of the general circulatory scheme by the current flowing over the bottom, which the

banks deflect just as islands would.

SUMMARY OF THE HORIZONTAL, NONTIDAL CIRCULATION OF THE
GULF OF MAINE

The nontidal circulation of the Gulf of Maine (fig. 207) is essentially estuarine

in type, as might have been expected from the contour of its bottom as well as from

the trend of its coastline and from the large volume of fresh water discharged from

the rivers tributary to it. The very considerable outflow from the gulf takes place

at and near the surface—southward and westward past Nantucket Island and Shoals,

in part, but in part as a clockwise movement circling around the eastern part of

Georges Bank.

The evidence marshaled in the preceding pages—measurements with current

meters, drifts of bottles, temperatures, salinities, distribution of the plankton in the

superficial waters, and dynamics—can be harmonized with one type of dominant

circulation only—a general anticlockwise eddy around the basin of the gulf.

The demonstration of this, named by Huntsman (1924) and by me the “Maine” or

“Gulf of Maine” eddy, with all it implies in its biological bearing, is perhaps the

most interesting result of the joint explorations of the gulf.

The circulatory features most clearly established within the gulf are as follows:

The eddying drift is operative throughout the year but differs in velocity, and

generally in detail, from season to season. It is also complicated by subsidiary eddy-

ing movements in the Bay of Fundy, Massachusetts Bay, Vineyard Sound, around

Nantucket and Nantucket Shoals, and around and over Georges Bank, which are

clockwise around these shoals but anticlockwise in the bays and basins, as Huntsman
has shown to be the rule in northeastern American waters.

In the late summer and early autumn, when our information is the most exten-

sive (fig. 20?), the surface stratum of the inner part of the gulf eddies anticlockwise

around an area of high density, the precise location of which shifts, from summer to

summer, from the offing of the Bay of Fundy to a center in latitude about 43° to 43°

30', 60 to 70 miles southerly from Mount Desert Island.

The eastern side of the circling movement follows so definite a track northeast-

ward and then northward, paralleling the coast of Nova Scotia, that at least 8 per

cent of all the bottles yet put out in the gulf off Cape Ann and to the northward are

known to have followed this route, no doubt with others not reported for one reason

or another. The large number of bottles that have stranded on that coast shows a

strong tendency inshore. This Nova Scotian side of the Gulf of Maine eddy also

receives water in some volume from the dead zone off Cape Sable in summer, and

in some years a westerly drift past Cape Sable into the gulf of Maine persists from

spring through summer.
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A definite indraft into the southern side of the Bay of Fundy along its Nova
Scotian shore is sufficiently demonstrated. However, this involves only the outer-

most edge of the Gulf of Maine eddy, the inner part of which continues northward

across the mouth of the bay, a route followed by some of the bottles.

Within the Bay of Fundy the water eddies inward along the Nova Scotian side,

outward along the New Brunswick side and to the southward of Grand Manan
Island. However, there is some evidence that the latter forms the vortex of a

second eddy of the opposite sort (clockwise) carrying water inward to the Bay of
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Fundy along the Grand Manan shore of the Grand Manan Channel, with still

another counter movement outward (westward) along the northern shore of the

channel.

Bottle drifts identify the coastal belt between the west end of the channel and
Petit Manan, some 35 miles to the westward, as to some extent a dead zone (p. 907)

intervening between the coast line and the inshore edge of the gulf of Maine eddy;

but the latter approaches close to the outer islands off Mount Desert.

In most summers the belt of surface water involved in the Gulf of Maine eddy
is much broader in the western side of the gulf than in the eastern, with the general

set more variable and its velocity smaller. As a rule a general tendency prevails

for the surface water to move out from the shore all along the coast from Penobscot

Bay to Cape Ann during July and August. Under these conditions a second dead

area develops off the mouth of Casco Bay, with the water generally setting in the

opposite direction (easterly or northeasterly) across it. A few miles farther out,

however, bottle drifts and dynamic contours unite to show a decidedly definite

continuation of the eddy southeastward and eastward across the basin, and so around

again to Nova Scotia, dominating this side of the gulf north of an imaginary line,

Cape Cod-Cape Sable.

This state is illustrated by the bottle drifts for 1922 and 1923 and by the dy-

namic gradients for the summer of 1914. In other summers (typified by 1913 and

1919) the westerly and southerly component of the Gulf of Maine eddy parallels the

general trend of the coast line more closely as far as Cape Ann, even involving

Massachusetts Bay. 98

Somewhere in the offing of Cape Cod a division takes place between the outflow

out of the gulf to the south and an easterly drift along the northern side of Georges

Bank, the latter, as a whole, being the center of a clockwise system of circulation.

As far as longitude 68°, or thereabouts, this easterly drift parallels the neighboring

side of the Gulf of Maine eddy; but to the east of this there is a definite separation,

with the water next the bank drifting around the eastern edge of the latter and so

out of the gulf at considerable velocity, a fact made evident by bottle drifts as

well as by dynamic evidence. Some clockwise movement is also to be expected

around the shoal part of the bank; otherwise the latter is comparatively dead.

The bottle drifts, combined with current measurements, show the southerly

outflow from the western side of the gulf continuing around or across Nantucket
Shoals and so westward along the southern shores of New England and New York.

An easterly set has been found dominant in the entrance to Nantucket Sound,

between Nantucket and Monomoy, in the only summers of record, contributing to

the circling movement around Nantucket but not to the Gulf of Maine eddy. If

this condition prevails as constantly as now seems probable, the local circulation of

the water offers a reasonable explanation for the rather abrupt general division be-

tween the waters west and east of Cape Cod, biologic as well as hydrographic.

Bottle drifts suggest that this easterly outflow from Nantucket Sound is given

off from the southern side of an anticlockwise type of circulation that involves the

sound as a whole; but the tidal currents run so strongly there that more informa-

tion is needed before this can be stated positively.

81 Vide the drifts of bottles from the Bay of Fundy to Cape Cod in 1918.
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In some summers, if not in all, the westerly drift just mentioned involves the

surface water across the whole breadth of the continental shelf in the offing of

Marthas Vineyard and Nantucket. This, however, can not be regarded as a direct

continuation of the outdraft from the gulf around the eastern end of Georges Bank.

On the contrary, the latter probably swings offshore to join in the easterly move-
ment of the so-called “inner edge of the Gulf Stream.”

The evidences of temperature, salinity, and of dynamic gradient unite to show
this “Gulf Stream” current departing from the edge of the continent as it crosses

the mouth of the gulf from west to east, so that while it may be encountered within

15 miles of the 200-meter contour line at longitude 69° to 70°, it is usually at least

40 to 50 miles out at longitude 66°. Farther east, however, it again approaches the

slope, at least in some summers.

Our recent cruises have afforded no evidence of any movement across Georges

Bank from south to north, though the surface water not infrequently drifts northward

from the edge of the continent to the west of Nantucket Shoals during the late

summer.
The chief seasonal variations from the circulatory scheme just outlined result

during the autumn and winter from a shift in the heavy (“low”) center of anticlock-

wise circulation to the Eastern Channel, from a speeding up of the coastwise drift

around the northern and western shores in spring, and from the brief overflow of

the Nova Scotian current into the eastern side of the gulf at that same season.

As a result we find the circulation centering chiefly around the Eastern Channel

in March with velocities greatest as it drifts inward along the eastern side and out-

ward along the western side of the latter. From March to April, however, the

center of circulation shifts northward across the basin; the movement slackens in

the southeastern part of the area, and the coastwise drift gathers strength. Shortly

thereafter, when the water of the Nova Scotian current floods into the gulf from

the east, the heavy center is shifted southwestward right across the gulf. At the

same time (in May) the northeast-southwest drift around the northern and western

coasts attains its highest velocity and its most definitely long-shore character, and

is most definitely continued southward past Cape Cod. It also involves Massa-

chusetts Bay, not only crossing the mouth of the latter, but also skirting its coast-

line from north to south, and so out again past Cape Cod. Under these circumstances

flotsam of any kind (buoyant fish eggs, for instance, or the larvae hatched therefrom)

that may drift from the north into the northern side of Massachusetts Bay, or

that may be produced there, tends to drift out of its southern side.

This long-shore movement (involving Massachusetts Bay) may continue, little

altered, into the summer; but some time between May and July the heavy center

again shifts eastward, and in some years, at least, this center becomes divided into

the two lows recorded for the summer of 1914—the one in the offing of the Bay
of Fundy, the other in the region of the Eastern Channel. This completes the

yearly cycle.

On the bottom the water moves inward along the eastern side of the Eastern

Channel during the early spring, and at other times of year in pulses not yet under-

stood, usually outward along the western side. At depths of 150 meters, or deeper,

the general tendency within the basin is northward along the eastern (Nova Scotian)
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slope the year round, veering through west to southwest across the basin toward
the offing of Massachusetts Bay; and though variations in salinity and temperature

prove this drift intermittent, its stream track seems comparatively constant from

season to season during its periods of activity.

The correspondence between the dominant circulation of the gulf, as established

by direct evidence, and the dynamic gradient is close enough to show that the

former is essentially dynamic, set in motion by the regional inequalities in density,

but given its eddylike character by the confining effect of the bottom contour of

Georges Bank to the south.

Deflection of the horizontal tidal oscillations by the rotation of the earth simi-

larly tends to produce an anticlockwise movement around the basin of the gulf, and
with the effect of the wind consistent with this, the several motive forces are parallel

in effect.

The westerly drift of slope water along the slope of the continent is also dynamic
in source, and available evidence suggests the same motive power for the “Gulf

Stream ” drift abreast of the gulf.

TABLES OF TEMPERATURE, SALINITY, AND DENSITY

Temperature is in degrees Centigrade, salinity in parts per mille, and density is

at the temperature in situ but without correction for compression. The tables on

page 977, summarized from Ekman’s (1910) tables 2, 4, and 5, give a close enough

approximation to the latter for general purposes in depths as small as those of the

Gulf of Maine. For computations involving the specific volume, Smith’s (1926, p.

19) simplification of Hesselberg and Sverdrup’s (1915) tables are to be preferred.

STANDARDS OF ACCURACY

The old type reversing thermometers used in 1912 and 1913 were accurate only

to within about ±0.15° C., but with the instruments used subsequently for the

subsurface readings the probable error in temperature determination is less than

0.05° C. As the surface readings have often been taken under difficulties and by
various persons, accuracy is not claimed for them beyond about ±0.3° C.

All the determinations of salinity, except some for the winter of 1925 (noted

below under the respective stations), have been by titration. So far as personal

and instrumental errors are concerned, the results are reliable considerably within

the requirements of the International Committee for the Exploration of the Sea

—

probably to ±0.03 per mille of salinity. However, as Giral (1926) has recently

emphasized, regional or seasonal variations in the relative proportions of the various

solutes in sea water, such as are known to occur, introduce another source of error,

which makes it unsafe to claim accuracy closer than about 0.05 per mille even for

waters as nearly uniform in their saline content as the Gulf of Maine probably is.

The accuracy of the calculated densities depends, of course, on that of the deter-

minations of temperature and salinity on which they are based; and while errors in

these two may partially offset each other, they may, on the contrary, be cumulative.

Allowing as the probable range of error 0.05° and ±0.3 per mille, the probable error
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for the densities will average less than ±0.04 units when the salinity has been deter

mined by titration. In the case of hydrometer readings, the probable error of the

densities will be about ±0.1 unit.

All depths, whether originally recorded in meters or fathoms, are given in meters

in these tables. Tables 1, 2, and 3 show the compression of sea water as condensed

from Ekman’s (1910) tables 2, 4, and 5.
99

Table 1 .—Correction of density for depth—water 0° and 23 in density (sp . gr. 1.028)

Depth, meters
Increase

in

density
Depth, meters

Increase
in

density
Depth, meters

Increase
in

density
Depth, meters

Increase
in

density

10 0. 05 80 0. 38
. 43

200—. 0.97 700 3. 35
20 . 10 90 250— 1. 20 800 3. 83
30 . 14 100 . 48 300... 1. 42 900 4. 30
40 . 19 120 .57 400. . 1. 93 1,000 4.78
50 ___ .24 140... . 67 500--. 2. 40 1, 100 5. 25
60— .29 160 .76 600 2.88 l' 200 5. 72
70 .33 180 .87

Table 2.—Additional corrections for compression at other temperatures

Depth

Add Subtract

-1° 1° 2° 3° 4° 5° 6° 7° 8° 9° 10° ii° 12° 13° 14° 15° 16° 17° 18°

50 0.01 0.01 0. 01 0.01 0. 01 0.01 0. 01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0. 02 0.02
100 0.01 0.01 .01 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02
200 0.01 0.01 6. ol 0.02 .02 .03 .03 .04 .04 .05 .05 .05 .06 .06 .07 .07 .07 .08 .08
300 .01 .01 .02 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .06 .07 .08 .08 .09 .09 .10 . 10

400 .01 .01 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .07 .08 .09 . 10 . 11 . 12 . 12 . 13 . 14

.01 .01 .03 .04 .05 .07 .08 .09 . 10 . n . 12 . 14 . 15 .15 .16
600 .02 .02 .03 .05 .07 .08 . 10 . 11 . 12 . 14 . 15 . 16 . 16 . 18

700 .02 .02 .04 .06 .08 . 10 . 11 . 13 . 14 . 16 . 17 . 19 . 20
800 .02 .02 .05 .07 .09 . 11 . 13 . 15 . 16 . 18 . 20
000 .03 .03 .05 .07 . 10 . 12 . 14 . 16 . 18 .20 . 22
1,000 _____ .03 .03 .06 .08 .11 . 13 . 16 . 18 .20 . 23 .25
1, 100 .03 .03 .06 .09 . 12 . 15 . 17 .20 . 22

1 j
200 .03 .03 .07 . 10 . 13 . 16 . 19 .22 . 24

Table 3.—Additional corrections for compression at other densities

Density

Depth Subtract Add

22 23 24 25 26 27 29 30

100 0.01 0. 01
200 .01 .01 0. 01 0. 01

.02 .02 . 01 .01 0. 01 0.01
400 .02 .02 .02 .01 .01 .01

500 - .03 .02 .02 .02 .01 .01
.04 .03 .03 .02 .01 0. 01 0.01 .01
.04 .04 .03 .02 .01 .01 .01 .01

800 — - .05 .04 .03 .03 .02 .01 .01 .02

900 .06 .05 .04 .03 .02 .01 .01 .02
1,000 .06 .05 .04 .03 .02 .01 .01 .02
1,100 .07 .06 .05 .04 .02 .01 .01 .02

1, 200 - .08 .06 .05 .04 .03 .01 .01 .03

»» Condensation of the tables entails employing an average relationship between meters and decibars. Consequently, they

are accurate only to ±2 in the last decimal place. This, however, falls within the accuracy of observation and will suffice for the

c onstruction of all ordinary projections of density in water so shoal.
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’Approximate only.
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Table 4.— Temperatures, salinities, and densities, “ Grampus ” stations, 1912—Continued

Station Date,
1912

Position General locality Depth Tempera-
ture

Salinity Density

10041 Aug. 24

O

f43

170

/

06 N.
12 W. j-Off Isles of Shoals

J 0
1 146

0
37
73
110
146
174

16.11
4. 61

15. 56
10. 50

32. 07 23. 54

32.39 23. 89

10043 Aug. 29
/42
\69

11 N.
53 W. joffing of northern Cape Cod

8.05
5.56
5.17
5.17

33. 15 25.83

33.69 26. 64

i42

\70
09 N.
22 W. jMassachusetts Bay, north of Cape Cod — |

18

1 37

l 55

14. 44
11. 50

32.03 23. 84

10044 Aug. 31 7. 72
6.83 32. 52 25. 47

/42
\70

20 N.
36 W.

f
0

1 37

1 55

( 73

16. 11

8.72
7.17
6.17

31.92 23.42

10045 ...do >Mouth of Massachusetts Bay
32.89 25. 88

10046 ...do /42 30 N. / 0

1 55

16.11
6.83

31. 67
32.56

23. 22
25. 54\70 39 W.

10047 1 Nov. 20 /42 27 N. [
0

< 46

9. 17

9. 00
32. 57
32.57

25.21
25.24

170 40 W.
1 62 9.00 32.66 25. 30

10048 1 Dec. 4 /42 26 N. f
0

{ 46

8.11
7.83

32.56
32.56

25.36
25.40

\70 40 W.
l 70 7.83 32.61 25. 45

10049

i

Dec. 23
/42 26 N. 1

0

1
42

6.95
6.95

32. 74
32. 75

25.66
25. 68

170 40 W.
t 70 6.95 32.75 26.68

> Stations occupied by steamer Bluewing.

Table 5.— Temperatures and salinities, Massachusetts Bay to Georges Bank, April, 1918

Apr. n.

14.

15.

15.

15.

15.

26.
26.
27.
27.

27.

Date Latitude
Longi-
tude

Depth, Temper-
meters ature

Salinity

Of Of
41 47 67 18

41 37 67 18

41 62 66 45
42 03 67 01

42 08 67 12

42 14 67 28

42 20 70 45

42 08 70 10

41 48 69 21
41 34 68 45

41 27 68 20

0
0

46
0
0
0
0

128
0
0
0
0
0

64

6.7
5.28

7.8
6.7

33.22

33. 21

33.33
33.22
33. 38

31.51
32. 29
33. 13
33. 25
33. 16
33. 21

Table 6.—Observations by W. W. Welsh, April and May, 1913

Sta-
tion

Date Position General locality Depth Temper-
ature

Salinity Density

1

O t

(42 31 N.
\70 29 W. jo£f Gloucester - / 0

\ 88
3.90
3. 90

33. 01

33. 17

26.23
26.36Mar. 19

2
/42 35 N.
\70 28 W.

J 0

\ 119
3. 95
3.78

32.84
33.17

26. 10

26. 37

4
(42 51 N.
\70 20 W. |ofT Mfirrimap. Rivfir - 0 4.00 32.61 25. 91
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Table 6 .—Observations by W. W. Welsh
,
April and May, 1913—Continued

Sta-
tion

Date Position General locality

o /

5 Mar. 29
143 12 N.
(70 25 W. jNear Boon Island

7 Apr. 4
/43 13 N.
(70 24 W. | do

8 Apr. 5 J43 10 N.
(70 28 W. ) do

9 Apr. 9
/43 24 N.
(70 20 W. joff Wood Island

10 Apr. 10
/43 23 N.
(70 21 W. 1. do

J

11 Apr. 13
/42 57 N.
\70 39 W. jNear Isles of Shoals.

12 Apr. 14
/43 18 N.

(Off Cape Porpoise

13 Apr. 16

Apr. 18

Apr. 20

/42 55 N.
(70 41 W.

/42 50 N.
(70 41 W.

/42 55 N.
170 45 W.

) '

jNear Isles of Shoals

14 joff Merrimac River

15 (off Hampton .

16 Apr. 22
/42 55 N.
170 37 W. jNear Isles of Shoals ..

17 Apr. 23
/42 59 N.
(70 39 W. ( do

18 Apr. 25
/43 12 N.
(70 27 W. jNear Boon Island

19 Apr. 26
/43 00 N.
(70 35 W. jNear Isles of Shoals

20 Apr. 29
/43 02 N.
(70 35 W.

21 May 1
/42 57 N.
(70 38 W- ( iln

/

22 May 2
142 67 N.
(70 40 W. \ do . .. r

23 May 3
/42 54 N.
(70 42 W. joff Hampton..

24 May 5
142 54 N.
(70 42 W. I do

1

- '

25 May 6
(42 56 N.
(70 41 W. ( . do .

26
j

May 8
(42 66 N.
(70 41 W. ( do ...

pth
Tempera-

ture
Salinity Density

0 3.50 32.45 25.83
31 3. 72 32.83 26. 11

64 3. 83 32.99 26. 23

0 3. 90 32. 77 26. 04

0 3.90 32.74 26.02
26 3.78 32.81 26. 09
51 3. 90 33. 04 26.26
59 33. 04 26.26

0 3. 83 29. 57 23. 46

16 3. 95 30. 79 24. 46

33 4.05 31.00 24. 63

0 3. 44 26.74 21.30
18 4.05 31.80 25.20
38 4.00 32.52 25. 84

0 4. 50 31.56 25. 03
18 4. 11 32. 43 25. 76

37 4. 05 32. 66 25.94

0 4. 56 29. 13 23. 09
18 4.17 31.92 25. 35
37 3.90 32.47 25. 81

0 5.05 30.66 24.26
20 4. 67 31.47 24. 95
55 4. 05 32.52 25.83

0 5. 00 30.79 24.37
18 4. 72 30.97 24. 53
44 4. 05 32. 47 25.79

0 4.67 31.11

0 4.83 31. 43 24.89
18 4.44 31.71 25. 16

46 4.05 32.80 26. 06

0 5.11 30.93 24.47
11 4. 67 31.53 24. 98
27 4.05 32.56 25.86

0 6.67 31. 76 24. 94
27 4. 05 32. 46 25.78
55 4.06 32.65 25.94

0 7. 95 30. 03 23. 40
27 4. 00 32.45 25,78
64 4. 00 32.74 26.01

0 7.11 31.51 24.69
27 4. 05 32.33 25. 68
64 4. 00 32.72 26.00

0 6.56 30.66 24.08
48 4. 06 32. 48 25.80

0 7.22 30.64 23.99

0 8.11 29. 92 23.31
20 6.00 31. 56 24.87
46 4.05 32.49 25. 80

0 9. 05 29.54 22.87
22 5. 17 31.95 25.27
48 4.11 32. 50 25.81

0 9.78 29.60 22. 80
46 4.11 32.52 25.83

0 8.22 29. 93 23. 29
9 7. 33

18 5.44
44 4.17 1 2. 30 25.65
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Table 6.—Observations by W. W. Welsh, April and May, 1913—Continued

Sta'

tion
Date Position General locality Depth Tempera-

ture
Salinity Density

May 10

May 12

May 13

May 14

May 16

May 17

0 /

/42 56 N.
\70 44 W.

/42 56 N.
\70 44 W.

/42 56 N.
\70 44 W.

/42 58 N.
170 35 W.

142 56 N.
\70 42 W.

(42 32 N.
\70 44 W.

joff Hampton.

,do.

-do.

jNear Isles of Shoals

joff Hampton

jNorth side, Massachusetts Bay, off Bakers Island —

7. 56
5.66
4. 11

7. 17
5.67

7.28
5. 33
4.22

8.11
5.28
4. 39

8. 17

8.50
7.28

30.44

32."46

30. 73

”32.18

30.88

32. 33

30. 50
32.62

30. 94
32. 39

30.95
31. 25

23. 79

25.”78

24. 06

24. 16

25.67

23. 75

25.88

24. 09
25.52

24. 05
24.46

Table 7.—“ Grampus ” stations, 1913

Station Date Position General locality Depth Temper-
ature

Salinity Density

(42
170

26
40

//

00 N.
00 W.

[
0 5. 39 32.81 25. 91

10050' Jan. 16 |7 miles south (true) from Gloucester Harbor mouth. 1 46

l 70
6. 28
5.61

32.86
32.94

25.93
25.99

10051' Jan. 30 (42 33 00 N.
j-4 miles south (true) from Gloucester Harbor mouth.

1
l 35

4.72
4. 83
6.39

32.56 25.79

\70 41 00 W.
32. 82 25.93

10052' ...do /42
\70

43

39
00 N.
00 W. jjpswifih Ray

,
__

f
0 4. 61

4.83
32.20 25. 52

1 33 5.33 32.90 25.99

/42
\70

37
30

00 N.
00 W.

f
0 2. 83 32.83 26. 19

10053' Feb. 13 j>4 miles south, 70 ° east, from Cape Ann { 46 2.78 32.83 26. 20

1 82 3.11 32.84 26. 18

(42
\70

33
30

30 N.
00 W.

(
0 2. 89 32.85 26.20

10054' Mar. 4 miles south, 32 ° east, from Thatchers Island \ 46 3.05 32.96 26. 27

1 82 3. 61 33. 04 26. 29

0 4.05 32. 32 25.68
18

37

4. 05

10055' Apr. 142

\70

33
30

00 N.
00 W. do - 4.05

3 33.03 26.24/ 46
55
77

4. 00
3.95 33.12 26. 32

10056' Apr. 14 (42
170

33
39

00 N.
30 W. miles smith from Gloucester Harbor month (

0

\ 46
5. 66
4.11

31. 11

32. 79

24.66
26. 05

f
o 16.11 31. 90 23. 43

(42 06 00 N.
00 W.

18 10.33 31. 97 24. 55

10057 July 8 >OfF northern Cape Cod 37 5.89 32.48 25. 59
\69 56

1

55 32.70

{ 73 5.11 32.68 25. 84

0 17.22 32.40 23. 53

10058 ___do (41
\69

47 00 N.
00 W. >Offing of southern Cape Cod 55

no
5. 05
4. 78

33. 10
33. 35

26. 18
26. 4010 1

£

1

"

165 5.17 33. 36 26. 38

(41
\68

06
42

00 N.
00 W.

1
0 13. 33 33. 06 24. 93

10059 July 9 J-Northwest part of Georges Bank 27 12.61 33.07 24. 99

1 55 12.61 33. 13 25.04

(40 41

33
00 N.
00 W.

1
o 16. 11 32.63 23.94

10060 --.do Jli miles northeast of Nantucket Lightship . 18 14.11 32.68 24. 40
\69

1 46 10.17 33. 04 25.41

1 Stations occupied by steamer Bluewing.
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Table 7.—“Grampus” stations, 1913—Continued

> Approximately
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Table 7.—

“

Grampus” stations, 1913—Continued

1 Approximately
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Table 8.
—

“ Grampus ” stations, 1914

Station Date

10213

10214

10216

10216

10217

10218

10219

10220

10221

10222

10223

July 19

...do

.

July 20

...do

July 21

...do

..do

July 22

...do

.

...do

July 23

10224 ...do

.

10225

10226

..do

July 24

Position

f42 11 N.
169 59 W.

141 49 N.
1.69 21 W.

141 19 N.
168 42 W.

140 38 N.
168 20 W.

140 20 N.
168 13 W.

I
41

166

^Northwest part, Georges Bank

.

jsouthwest part, Georges Bank.

140 06 N.
168 06 W.

140 39 N.
167 28 W.

140 54 N.
166 13 W.

141 07 N.
166 20 W.

| Continental slope, southwest of Georges Bank.

20 N.
19 W,

141 35 N.
166 37 W.

/42 03 N.
\66 67 W.

142 22 N.
167 11 W.

142 08 N.
\C6 14 W.

General locality

| Off Northern Cape Cod .

jBasin, off Chatham, Cape Cod.

jsouthwest slope, Georges Bank.

jsouthem slope of Georges Bank

.

jcontinental slope, southeast of Georges Bank

.

jsoutheast slope of Georges Bank

^Southeast edge of Georges Bank...

jsoutheast part of Georges Bank

j-Northeast part of Georges Bank

jsoutheast part of basin north of Georges Bank.

jNortheast edge of Georges Bank.

Depth
Tempera-

ture
Salinity Density

0 16.83 31.17 22.6
20 9. 06
40 5.38 32.34
100 3. 97 32. 74 26. 05
120 32. 95
130 4.41

0 17.5 31.80 23. 12
20 15. 75
40 7. 25 32. 25 25.24
100 4. 22 32. 92 26. 13
150 5. 12 33. 28
190 5.53 33. 49 26.44

0 16.68 32.09 23. 53
20 12. 24
40 10. 43 32. 81 25. 19

70 9.62 32. 88 25. 38

0 18.60 33. 10 23. 87
20 13. 90
40 13. 04 33. 58 25. 30
70 10. 64 34. 88 26.76

0 17.3 32. 74 23. 82
20 10.64
40 9. 15 33.60 26.01
100 11.80
150 10.63 35.23 27. 04

0 20.48 34. 42 24.37
40 17. 70 36. 04 26. 16

100 14. 87 35. 82 26. 65
200 10.85 35. 32
300 9. 46 35. 14 27. 07
400 34.96
600 5.25 34. 90 27.59

0 18.90 33.55 23.68
20 17.33
40 16. 00
90 10.28 34.65 26. 65

0 19.98 33.82 23. 94
40 15.35 34. 97 26. 89
100 11.20 35. 23 26. 93
200 8. 18 35. 01 27. 27
300 6.90 34. 94 27.41
400 5. 55 34. 87 27.52
500 5.02 34.87 27. 59

0 16. 50 32.74 24.05
40 16. 18 34. 78 25. 52
100 12. 00 35.16 26.74
160 10.78 35.25 27.03

0 14.67 32. 48 24.28
90 8.98 34.18 26. 50

0 13.33 32.59 24.57
20 10. 86 32. 63 24. 97
40 8.90 32.78 25.41
75 7. 92 33.03 25.76

0 11.11 32. 47 24.84
30 10.76 32. 54 24.92
55 10. 78 32.61 24.97

0 15. 28 32. 16 23. 81
40 10. 00 33. 17 25. 54
100 9. 53 34.69 26.80
150 9. 33 35. 05 27. 12
200 8. 40 35. 08 27. 29
250 7.93 35.08 27. 36

0 15. 28 32.25 23. 88
40 12. 60 32. 34 24. 43
85 6. 60 33.03 25. 94

IOIS-7 - 10X1%. Comm. y fxSS
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Table 8 .

—“ Grampus” stations, 1914-—Continued

Station

10227

1022S

10229

10230

10231

10232

10233

10243

10244

10245

10246

10247

10248

10249

10250

Date

July 24

...do

July 25

...do

July 27

July 28

..do

Aug. 11

Aug. 12

...do ....

..do

...do

Aug. 13

..do

Aug. 14

Position

f42 19 N.
166 02 W.

f42 34 N.
1 65 51 W.

M2 55 N.
L65 41 W.

143 19 N.
1 65 23 W.

M3 37 N.
1 64 57 W.

143 12 N.
1 64 27 W.

/42 41 N.
163 58 W.

'43 18 N.
,65 27 W.

43 22 N.
,66 26 W.

'43 49 N.
,66 51 W.

44 15 N.
,67 23 W.

/44 21 N.
167 28 W.

M3 46 N.
,67 58 W.

43 17 N.
L67 40 W.

'43 39 N.
168 49 W.

/Eastern Channel between Georges and Browns Banks..

J-Browns Bank

jNorthern Channel

jotting of Cape Sable

jprofile off Shelburne, Nova Scotia.

General locality

.do.

j do

jotting of Cape Sable.

jGerman Bank

West of Lurcher Shoal

.

’/Basin in offing of Machias, Me.

jofi Machias, Me.

joff Mount Desert Rock.

jEastern part of basin.

joffing of Penobscot Bay.

Depth Tempera-
ture

Salinity Density

0 15.11 32.47 24. 06
40 9. 30 33.04 25. 55
80 8.91 34.18 26.90
130 8. 80 34.78 27. 00
170 7.15 34.99 27. 41
220 6.95 35.03 27.47

[
0 14. 72 32.20 23. 90

{ 40 8. 35 33. 40 25. 99
1 85 8. 50 34. 25 26.63

[
0 11.44 32.01 24.39

{
40 6.17 32. 38 25. 48

1 100 5. 96 32.92 25.93

(
0 10.28 31.47 24.17

{ 30 3.03 32.07 25.56
1 50 3. 14 32.34 25. 77

f 0 6.62 31. 62 24. 85
30 1.81 31. 98 25.59

[ 50 / 1.91

\ 1.97 j
32. 20 25. 71

0 15. 00 31. 26 32.12
40 4. 38 31.74 25. 23

100 / 2.88

1 iMHI
j

32. 88

140 / 5, 55

l 5.76 j
33. 64 26.54

0 16. 95 31.22 22. 85
40 7. 34 32.96 25. 80
100 7.59 34. 16 26.69
200 7. 74

300 7. 62 34. 96 27. 31
400 5. 30 34.92 27.59
500 4.98 34. 83 27.57

\
0 13.61 31. 67 23. 72

{ 30 7.47 31.67 24. 75
( 55 3.51 31.98 25. 45

f
0 10. 00 32. 84 25.28

\ 30 9.64 32. 86 25. 36
1 55 9.60 32.90 25.39

f
0 14. 44 32. 52 24.20

I 40 9.44 33. 42 25.83
1 80 8. 75 33. 87 26.29
( 120 8.54 34.11 26.51

r 0 14. 44 33. 06 24. 61
40 8. 35 33. 35 25.95

\ 100 6,28 33. 57 26.41
150 7.58 34. 05 26.68

t 190 8.17 34. 47 26. 85

[
0 10.44 32.52 24. 96

f 30 8.97

l 60 8. 88 32.84 25.47

f 0 13. 33 32.65 24. 52
40 8. 45 32. 97 25.63

{
100 7.18 33.51 26.24
150 6. 04 33. 64 26.49

l 190 8.34 34.49 26.84

( 0 17. 50 31.91 23. 06
|

40 6.38 32. 74 25. 74

{ 100 5.31 33. 06 26.12
150 6 04 33. 55 26.41

l 220 5. 83 33.48 26.41

f
0 13. 05 32.52 24.48

1 40 8. 59 32.92 25. 57
1 100 7. 04 33. 24 26.04
1 145 6.26 33. 39 26. 27
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Table 8.

—

“Grampus” stations, 1914—Continued

Station Date

10251 Aug. 14

10252

10253

10254

Aug. 15

Aug. 22

...do

10255 Aug. 23

10256 ...do

10257

10258

10259

Aug. 24

Aug. 25

...do

10260 Aug. 26

10261

10262

10263

10264

...do

Aug. 27

Aug. 28

Position

O /

(43 27 N.
\69 39 W.

f42 57 N.
170 18 W.

/42 29 N.
\70 18 W.

til 37 N.
\69 38 W.

/42 27 N.
168 30 W.

141 55 N.
\69 25 W.

f41 39 N.
\69 49 W.

(41 03 N.
\70 51 W.

/40 34 N.
\70 46 W.

(40 03 N.
\70 41 W.

/39 54 N,
170 43 W.

/40 02 N.
170 26 W.

(41 12 N.
\70 57 W.

(42 09 N.
\70 00 W.

General locality

j-Offing of Casco Bay

J-Off Isles of Shoals

j-Offing of Gloucester

J-Basin, offing of Cape Ann —

jcentral part of basin

jSouthwest part of basin, offing of Cape Cod

joff Chatham, Cape Cod

jon profile running southward from Marthas Vineyard..

| do

| do

I
do. — -

j- do

| do

joff northern Cape Cod.

Depth Tempera-
ture

Salinity Density

f
0 16. 50 31. 92 23. 23

1 40 5. 65 32. 38 25.55
1 100 4.41 32. 70 25.98

l 145 4.93 33. 24 26. 31

1
0 16.22 31. 64 23. 15

1 40 7.80 32. 39 25. 27
1 90 4. 64 32. 56 25.80

l 130 3.66 32. 79 26. 09

f
0 18. 89 31. 29 22.19

1 40 6. 47 32.29 25. 37
1 100 4. 64 32.43 25.70

l 140 4.49 32. 50 25. 77

o 20.00 31.55 22. 13
40 5. 75 32. 43 25. 57

100 4. 36
150 5.51 33. 42 26. 37
200 6. 80 34. 11 26. 56
260 7. 09 34. 23 26.82

f
0 19.17 31.89 22. 62

40 7.81 32. 52 25. 37

{ 100 3.95 32. 81 26.07
150 5. 13 33. 33 26. 35

l 175 6.24 33. 87 26. 65

r o 19. 56 31.80 22.46
40 6. 57 32. 38 25. 43

{ 100 4. 24 32.88 26. 10
150 5. 38 33.51 26. 48

( 180 5. 68 33. 64 26. 54

/ 0 20. 00 32.05 22. 54

\ 25 6.80 32. 09 25. 18

I
0 19. 72 32.16 22. 76

1
16 14. 29 32. 43 24.16

l 30 12. 09 32. 52 24.66

[
0 21.95 33. 69 23. 25

^ 25 14. 83 33. 53 24.12
1 55 9. 67 33.60 25. 98

(
0 22.89 33. 78 23. 08

1 40 13. 67 34. 09 25.53
1 100 11.63 35. 23 26.88
l 140 11. 45 35.41 27. 02

f 0 23. 50 34.11 23. 14
! 100 13. 06 35. 46 26. 75
i 200 11. 99

1
300 9.91 35. 16 27. 10

l 450 7. 26 35. 16 27.53

(
0 21.89 33. 64 23. 24

1 40 13.07 33. 89 25. 53
1 100 11.34 35. 14 26. 84

l 180 10.35 35.26 27. 11

/ 0 17.89 32. 12 23.11

\ 17 13. 30 32.45 24. 38

f
<1 16. 67

\ 30 7. 34 32.05 25. 07

l 80 5. 65 32. 48 25. 63

Table. 9.—Grampus stations, 1915
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Table 9.—Grampus stations, 1915—Continued

Station Date Position General locality Depth Tempera-
ture

Salinity Density

0 6.10 32.79 25.82
50 4. 78 32. 81 25.98

100 4. 47 33. 04 26. 20
190 5. 60 33.53 26.46

0 4. 40 32.50 25. 78
50 4.28 32.68 25. 93

100 4. 44 32. 95 26.13
185 5. 82 33. 22 26. 19

0 3. 60 31.78 25. 29
50 3.04 32.03 25. 53
100 3. 90 32.86 26.12
190 5.95 33. 58 26. 46

0 3. 00 31.89 25. 42
35 3.24 31. 94 25. 44
70 3. 27 31. 94 25.43

0 3.90 32.05 25.47
50 3. 42 32.09 25. 55
90 3.60 32. 30 25. 70

0 4. 70 32.23 25.54
50 4.81 32.57 25.80
100 5. 10 33.03 26.12
150 4. 98 33.28 26.34
225 6.28 33. 66 26.48

0 4.20
40 32. 20 •25.70
80 3.97 32.23 25. 62

0 4. 40 31.51 25.00

0 5. 00 31. 80 25. 17
40 4.22 32. 34 25. 67
80 4.22 32.43 25. 75

0 7.80 29.58 23.08
50 4. 18 32. 38 25.70
95 4. 15 32.45 25. 76

0 7.80 32.03 25. 00
50 4. 04 32. 63 25.92
100 3. 45 32. 70 26. 03
175 3.70 32.94 26.19

0 10. 00 31.89 24. 55
40 5. 20 32. 68 25. 84
70 3. 82 32.68 25.98

0 6.90 31. 56 24. 75
25 5.56 31.83 25. 13

0 4.40 31.82 25.24
40 4. 63 31.82 25. 21
80 4. 58 31.83 25. 24

0 6.40 31. 89 25.07
50 5.71 32.41 25. 57
100 5. 20 32.83 25. 96
180 5. 25 33. 06 26. 13

0
50

5. 40
5. 27

31.98 25.26

100 5. 00 32. 70 25. 87
180 3. 54 33. 66 26.78

0 5.40 32. 07 25.34
40 5. 11 32.21 25. 48
80 5. 14 32.45 25.67

0 8.00 31. 76 24.76

0 7.50 32.16 25. 14

40 5. 44 32.30 25.51

80 6.18 32.41 25. 62

10268

10269

10270

10271

10272

10273

10274

10275

10276

10277

10278

10279

10280

10281

10282

10283

10284

10285

10286

May 5

May 6

...do

May 7

May 10

...do

...do

May 11

May 12

May 13

May 14

May 26

May 31

June 4

June 10

...do

June 11

June 14

...do

f42 51 N.
168 43 W.

i43 04 N.
167 56 W.

f43 14 N.
167 07 W.

143 26 N.
166 28 W.

143 52 N.
166 41 W.

144 05 N.
167 32 W.

144 13 N.
167 51 W.

144 09 N.
168 09 W.

143 44 N.
168 50 W.

143 32 N.
169 46 W.

143 00 N.
170 12 W.

\7I

42 17 N.
0 07 W.

143 45 N.
169 32 W.

144 48 N.
166 55 W.

144 25 N.
166 32 W.

144 15 N.
167 23 W.

144 09 N.
167 54 W.

144 09 N.
168 09 W.

143 59 N.
168 15 W.

jcenter of gulf near Cashes Ledge

jcentral part of basin

y

jEast side of basin

jGerman Bank

jNear Lurcher Shoal..

jNortheast part of basin, offing of Frenchmans Bay

jlO miles oil Petit Manan Island

js miles east of Great Duck Island

joffing of Penobscot Bay, close to Matinicus Rock

joffing of Casco Bay

^Trough between Isles of Shoals and Jeffreys Ledge ...

}Mouth of Massachusetts Bay, off northern Cape Cod ...

}e miles off Pemaquid Point

jGrand Manan Channel.

\Bay of Fundy Deep between Grand Manan and Brier

f Island.

jNortheast part of basin in offing of Machias, Me

jl2 miles off Petit Manan Island

js miles east of Great Duck Island, off Mount Desert Island

.

joff Mount Desert Island -

•Approximate.
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Station

10287

10288

10289

10290

10291

10292

10293

10294

10295

10290

10297

10298

10299

10300

10301

10302

10303

Table 9.
—

“

Gram-pus” stations, 1915—Continued

Position

o ,

(43 44 N.
\08 50 W.

143 28 N.
167 30 W.

(43 27 N.
166 51 W.

(43 24 N.
\66 22 W.

(43 29 N.
\65 08 W.

(43 19 N.
\64 59 W.

(42 59 N.
164 43 W.

(42 36 N.
164 27 VV.

(42 22 N.
164 16 W.

/42 28 N.
165 37 W.

(42 17 N.
166 03 W.

(42 26 N.
107 45 W.

142 32 N.
\69 14 W.

(44 31 N.
167 24 W.

(44 08 N.
\68 15 W.

(43 46 N.
169 23 W.

epth
Tempera-

ture
Salinity Density

0 7.80 31.94 24.92
35 5. 83 32. 16 25.31
70 4. 66 32. 36 25. 64

0 9. 70 32.41 25. 00
50 5. 60 32. 50 25. 65
100 4. 86 33. 06 26. 17

150 5. 60 33. 46 26. 40
220 6.21 33. 95 26. 71

0 7. 80 32. 25 25. 16
50 5. 90 32. 66 25. 74

100 5.70 33. 24 26. 22
150 5. 87 33. 48 26.39

0 6. 10 32. 07 25. 25
25 5. 90 32. 09 25. 29
60 5.85 32. 12 25.33

0 8.90 30. 93 23. 96
30 3. 47 31.36 24. 95
75 0. 96 31. 92 25. 58

0 8. 60 31. 33 24. 32
50 0. 70 31.83 25. 53
75 0. 70 32. 12
100 2.02 32. 68 26. 13
150 4. 32

0 10.00 31.36 24. 13
40 1.54 31.91 25. 53
85 1. 00 32.50 26.03

0 9. 70 31.06 23. 95
40 2. 85 31.83 25.38
80 2. 12 32. 79 26. 22
120 7.50 34. 34 26. 85
170 8. 28 34. 67 26. 99

0 11. 10 32. 39 24. 75
80 3. 63 34. 27 27.22

200 8. 15 34. 97 27. 25
300 7. 30 34. 94 27. 35
500 4. 91 34.94 27. 60

0 10.00 31.44 24. 20
40 2. 80 32.29 25. 76
80 7. 36 33. 49 26. 20

0 10. 00 32. 56 25. 06
40 8.20 33.31 25. 94
100 8. 14 34. 18 26. 62
150 7. 72 34.67 27.08
225 7. 20 34. 92 27. 35

0 12. 50 32. 56 24. 62
50 5. 18 32. 59 25. 76
100 5.02 33. 04 26. 14
150 5. 68 33. 48 6.41
225 6. 91 34. 60 27. 14

0 13. 60 32.50 24. 36
50 6. 22 33. 04 26. 00
100 4. 60 33. 08 26.22
210 5. 67 33. 82 26.68

0 16. 60 31.40 22. 87
50 6.70 32.20 25. 27

0 8.90 31.58 24. 48
60 7. 16 32. 03 25.09

0 11.60 31. 83 24. 24
20 7. 97 31.98 24. 93
45 7.24 32. 16 25. 18

0 11.60 31.87 24.27
35 8. 01 32. 14 25. 02
75 5. 96 32.41 55. 54

Date

June 14

June 19

...do ....

...do

June 23

...do

... do

...do

June 24

... do

June 25

...do

June 26

July 7

July 15

July 19

Aug. 4

J-Offing of Penobscot Bay close to Matinlcus Rock.

| do

jGerman Bank...

|
Profile off Shelburne, Nova Scotia

| do

| do

General locality

Eastern side of basin .

| do.

}.... do.

Browns Bank.

j-Eastern channel between Browns and Georges Banks...

[Southeast part of basin, north of Georges Bank.

j
Western side of basin in offing of Cape Ann .

Close to Race Point, Cape Cod .

.

4 miles south 24° west of Libby Island at mouth of

Machias Bay.

1 mile south of Great Duck Island, off Mount Desert
1

Island.

8951—28-

js miles west of Monhegan Island.

63
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Table 9.

—

“Grampus” stations, 1915—Continued

Station Date Position General locality Depth Tempera-
ture

Salinity Density

10304 Aug. 6-7 143

\G7

32
35

N.
W. J-Eastern side of basin

f o
1 50

\ 100
150

l 200

11.40
8.26
6. 22
4. 78
6.89

32.63
32. 67
33. 12

33. 73

34. 16

24. 89
25. 42
26. 06
26.71
27. 15

10305 Aug. 18 /44

\6S
08
15

N.
W.

11 mile south of Great Duck Island, off Mount Desert

I Island,
f

0
i 25

1 50

10.80
9. 37

8.79

31.94
32. 05
32.34

24. 45
24.77
25.09

10306 Aug. 31 (42 31 N.
W.

[
0

1 50
1 100

l 140

16. 10
7.24
5. 97
5. 78

31. 24

32.39
32.50
32. 57

22.89
25. 35
25.60
25. 68

\70 19

10307 __.do
f42 40 N.

W.

o
50
100
150
200
235

17.60
7. 77
5.01
5. 10

5.70
6. 36

32. 47
32.81
33. 12

33. 28
33. 75
34.23

23. 39
25.61
26. 20
26. 32
26. 62
26.92

\69 34

10308 Sept. 1
/42 52 N.

W.

f
0

1 40

)
90

[ 165

15. 80
9. 02
6. 36
5. 63

32. 52
32. 59
33. 03
33.69

23. 88
25. 25
25. 97
26.58

\6S 40

10309 do /43 08 N.
W.

f
0

50
< 100

15. 50
9.44
5. 72

32.47
32.66
33. 10

23. 99
25. 23
26. 11

\67 62
i 150

l 210
5. 77
5. 98

33. 60
33.60

26. 50
26. 47

10310 Sept. 2
/43 15 N.

W.
f

0

J 50
1 100

l 190

13. 30
7. 05
5. 56
7. 10

32. 41

32. 88
33. 26
34. 33

24. 42
25. 76
26.25
26. 90

167 03

10311 _._do /43 22 N. j
0

30
9. 40

10. 28
32.23
32.47

24.95
24. 95

\66 17 w.
l 65 10. 10 32.56 25. 05

10312 ...do 143 14 N. 1

0

\ 25

13. 30
9. 40

31. 49
31.73

23. 64
24.51

165 37 w.
1 50 7.38 32.00 25. 02

10313 Sept. 6 (|3 28 N.
f

0
1 20
1 50

l 70

15.00
3. 38
3. 33
2.22

30.70
30. 73

32. 16
32.43

22.68
24. 47

25. 62
25. 92

\65 06 w.

10314 -.-do (« 20 N.

o
25
50
75
100
150

15. 00
7.89
3. 30
4. 95
5. 00
5. 05

31. 22
31.82
32.34
33. 01

33. 12
33.40

23. 08
24. 82
25. 75
26. 12

26. 26
26. 42

1.64 59 w.

10315 Sept. 7
143 49 N. l

0 12. 20
11.20

32. 88
33. 19

24. 93

25. 35
\66 44 w.

1 90 10.00 33. 42 25. 74

10316 Sept. 11
144

\67

32
22

N.
W.

12 miles south of Libby Island at the mouth of Machias

/ Bay.
(

0

\ 60
10.28
9.95

32.30
32. 43

24. 82
24. 97

10317 Sept. 15
144 05 N. (

0

\ 28
11.60
10.95

32. 50
32.52

24. 74

24. 88\68 26 W.

10318 Sept. 16
143 43 N. 1

0
4 35

13. 60
1 10. 10

32.30
32. 27

24.20
24. 83

\69 17 w.
1 70 8.61 32. 56 25. 28

[ o 15. 50

Sept. 20
143 28 N. 10. 50 31. 83 24.41
\70 16 W.

1 50 8.50 32. 12 24. 96

10320 Sept. 29
143

\70
25
33

N.
W.

1 Massachusetts Bay, 11 miles off Gloucester Harbor

/ mouth.
(

0

( 35
1 70

10.50
10. 70
7. 00

31.91
31.98
32. 30

24. 48
24. 50
25. 31

Approximate only,
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Table 9.
—

“

Gram-pus” stations, 1915—Continued

Depth Tempera-
ture

Salinity Density

[
0 11.40 31.73 24. 19

\ 20

1 40 11.22
31. 83 ±24. 19

i 0 13. 40 31.38 23. 54
\ 25 12.95 31.60 23.80

(
0 11.40 32. 07 24. 45

f 40 U1.00 32. 25 24. 66
l 80 6. 00 33. 06 26.03

f
0 10. 30 32.21

32. 25
24.75

\ 80 7. 11 32. 50 25.45
120 •7.20 32. 57 25. 50

l 150 6. 78 32. 66 25. 62

f
0 11. 60 32. 21 24.53

! 50 7. 33 32. 39 25. 35
1 100 6. 40 32. 81 25. 79
[ 175 5.28 33. 22 26.26

f
0 11.90 32. 41 24. 63

1 50
1 100

7. 61 32. 90
32. 90

25.70

1 145 5. 39 33. 48 26. 45

l

0
1 30

9.40 32. 75
32. 74

25. 32

1 60 9.83 32.77 25. 26

!
o

30
9.40 32. 66

32. 70
25.24

1 60 10. 10 32.79 25. 24

[
0 10. 00 32. 47 25. 00

< 30 10. 30 32. 56 25. 02
l 60 8.95 32. 84 25. 46

0 11.40 31.80 24. 25

/ 0 1 14. 40 32. 10 23. 88
\ 30 14. 50 32. 14 23. 89

1

0

\
25

13. 90 32. 32
32. 45

24. 16

l 50 13. 10 32. 92 24.78

0 13. 30 32, 65 24. 63

/ 25 13.20 32. 74 24.62
1 50 32. 97

80 11.89 33. 68 25.61

0 15.50 33. 86 25. 00

0 13. 00 32.09 24. 16

f 0

1 25
10. 50 32. 00

32. 03
24. 55

l 50 9.39 32.41 24. 76

(
0

^ 30
11. 10 31.89

31.94
24. 36,

l 60 10. 39 32. 14 24. 68.

/ 0 11.00 31.82 24. 32
l 40 9.40 32.20 24. 89'

1
0

\ 35

10.80 31.91
32. 20

24. 43

l 70 7.28 32.43 25. 38,

Station

10321

10322

10323

10324

10325

10326

10327

10328

10329

10330

10331

10332

10333

10334

10335

10336

10337

10338

10339

Date

Sept. 29

Oct. 1

.__do

...do

Oct. 4

...do

Oct. 9

..do

...do

Oct. 18

Oct. 22

...do

Oct. 22

..do

Oct. 25

Oct. 26

..do

Oct. 27

..do

Position

142 10 N.
170 22 W.

/42 04 N.
\70 16 W.

/42 17 N.
170 07 W.

142 31 N.
\70 19 W.

I43 00 N.
\70 12 W.

143 24 N.
\69 53 W.

/44 32 N.
167 20 W.

/44 06 N.
\68 14 W.

(43 44 N.
\68 51 W.

/42 34 N.
\70 37 W.

(41 19 N.
170 55 W.

(40 51 N.
\70 55 W.

(40 26 N.
\70 56 W.

(40 09 N,
\71 00 W.

(41 26 N.
\70 17 W.

141 42 N.
\69 53 W.

(42 05 N.
170 18 W.

/42 19 N.
170 30 W.

142 31 NT.

\70 36 W.

General locality

IMouth of Massachusetts Bay, 8 miles off Race Point,

/ Cape Cod.

J-Close to Race Point, Cape Cod

jMouth of Massachusetts Bay, off Cape Cod

jMouth of Massachusetts Bay, off Gloucester

j-Trough between Isles of Shoals and Jeffreys Ledge

jl7 miles off Cape Elizabeth

12 miles south of Libbey Island, at the mouth of Machias
I Bay.

13 miles south of Great Duck Island, off Mount Desert
/ Island.

joining of Penobscot Bay, close to Matinieus Rock..

|2 miles eastward of Eastern Point, Gloucester

jon profile off west end of Marthas Vineyard

jon profile off west end of Marthas Vineyard

jon profile off west end of Marthas Vineyard.

.do.}-

jvineyard Sound

jAbout 3 miles off Chatham, Cape Cod.

Mouth of Massachusetts Bay, 3 miles off Race Point,
Cape Cod.

Mouth of Massachusetts Bay, midway between Cape
Cod and Gloucester.

Mouth of Massachusetts Bay, 5 miles off Gloucester Har-
bor mouth.

1 Approximate only.
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Table 10 .

—

“Grampus” stations, 1916

Station Date Position

10340

10341

10342

10344

10345

10346

10347

10348

10349

10351

10352

10353

10354

10355

10356

10357

10398

10399

July 19

...do

...do

July 22

...do

...do

July 23

...do

July 24

...do

...do

July 25

...do

...do

July 26

...do

Aug. 29

Oct. 31

/42 32 N.
\78 38 W.

J42 18 N.
\70 27 W.

/42 07 N.
\70 17 VV.

/42 07 N.
\69 59 W.

(il 52 N.
\69 40 W.

141 27 N.
\69 22 W.

/4i 06 N.
\68 51 W.

/40 49 N.
\68 21 W.

/40 15 N.
\68 05 W.

/40 06 N.
\68 57 W.

/40 00 N.
\68 44 W.

/40 14 N.
\69 08 W.

/40 26 N.
169 24 W.

(40 43 N.
169 53 W.

(40 57 N.
170 18 W.

(4i 11 N.
\70 44 W.

(42 10 N.
170 09 W.

(42 30 N.
170 21 W.

General locality Depth Tempera-
ture

Salinity Density

IMouth of Massachusetts Bay, 3 miles off mouth of

/ Gloucester Harbor.

IMouth of Massachusetts Bay, midway between
/ Gloucester and Cape Cod.

IMouth of Massachusetts Bay, 4 miles off Race Point,

/ Cape Cod.

jotDng of northern Cape Cod

|ofHng of Chatham, Cape Cod

joffing of southern angle of Cape Cod

jNorthwest side of Georges Bank.

|
25

l 50

f 25
1 50

( 80

1
0

4 30

l 60

o
25

50
80

f
o

1 50

]
100

( 150

1

0

{ 30

l 60

f

o
i 30

11.95
6.49
5. 19

16. 39
5.08
3. 90
3. 67

17. 22
7. 73
6. 14

15.83
4. 91
4. 07
4. 19

10.00
4. 17

3. 85
4. 06

7. 22
6.41
4.47

11.39
10.91

31.18
31.87
32. 00

30. 48
32. 03
32.20

23. 66
25. 04
25. 29

22. 22
25. 33
25. 59

30.61
31. 58
31.87

30.75
32. 10

32.20
32. 38

31.53
32.25
32. 66
32. 86

32.03
32. 07
32.38

32.54

22.13
24. 65
25. 08

22. 55
25.41
25. 58
25.71

24.27
25. 61

25. 96
26. 10

25. 07
25. 21

25. 68

24.81

1 60 9.61 32. 14 24. 81

!
0 11. 67 32. 54 24. 75

[•West side Georges Bank \ 25 11. 34

1 50 11.26 32. 57 24. 86

(
o 17. 50 32.47 23. 49

30 10. 36 ‘33. 86
[Southwest slope of Georges Bank { 80 7. 16 i 32. 47

1
130 6. 75 34. 42 27.01

l 180 6.72 34.83 27. 34

(
0 15. 56 32. 47 23.93

1 30 10. 66

| do \ 80 4. 82 33. 42

;

130 5. 88 34.20 26.95
l 180 7.13 34. 72 27.20

o 16.95 32.47 23. 61
50 4. 85 33.08 26. 19
100 7.65 34. 36 26. 86

>ContinentaI slope southwest of Georges Bank 200 7.65 34. 92 27. 23
300 5.75 34. 87 27. 51
400 5. 15 34. 87 27. 57
500 4. 10 34.96 27. 76

^Profile running southeasterly from Marthas Vineyard... 0 15.00

[
0 13. 61 32. 27 24. 18

30 8. 71 32. 63 25. 33

1 70 6. 07 32. 86 25.88

\ _ do ! 0 11.95 31.73 24. 08

/
—

\ 30 10. 97 32. 14 24. 67

/
0 16. 11 31. 78 23. 29

\ 30 12. 14 32. 14 24. 36

(
0 17.78 30.90 22. 19

I

'
14. 28 31. 58 23. 52

(
0 16. 95 31.27 22.70

loff northern Cape Cod 20 7.89 31. 89 24. 97
1

t 43 4. 91 32.05 25.57

f
o 10. 00 31.71 24.41

30 9. 18 31.91 24. 69
IMouth of Massachusetts Bay, off Gloucester 60 6. 43 32.41 25. 47
\ 90 6. 43 32. 56 25.71

l 120 6.23 32. 59 25.76

i These two water samples probably were transposed.
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Table 10.—“ Grampus ” stations, 1916—Continued

Station Date Position General locality Depth
Tempera-

ture
Salinity Density

f o 9.72 32.03 24.71

10400 Nov. 1
/42
170

58 N.
14 W.

30
< 60

a 21

7. 07

32.09
32.45

24. 98
25. 42

90 4. 84 32. 57 25. 79

1 130 4.41 32.81 26.03

(
o 10. 56 31.98 24.64

/42
169

37 N.
46 W.

i 50 8.90 32. 30 25. 04

10401 ...do >Rasin in offing of Cape Ann . 100 4. 24 32. 65 25.91

j

150 4. 63 32. 99 26. 16

l 200 4. 99 33. 53 26. 53

f
o a 33 32. 36 25. 18

f43 37 N.
15 W.

; 25 a 89 32. 34 25.07
10402 Nov. 2 |9 miles off Monhegan Island 55 8. 19 32. 56 25.36

: 85 6.59 32. 78 25. 74

1 136 4. 97 32 90 26. 03

10403 Nov. 8
/42
170

16 N.
12 W. jMouth of Massachusetts Bay, off Cape Cod / 0

\ 30

9. 17

8.39
31.87
32.07

24. 66
24. 94

f
0 10.28 32. 01 24. 60

10404 ...do (4i 53 N.
37 W. VOffing of southern Cape Cod

50
100

8.04
4,85

32. 18
32. 88

25. 07
26. 06

( 175 4. 78 33. 15 26. 26

10405 Nov. 10
f41

\71
17 N.
03 W.

1 On profile running southwesterly from offing of Buz-
/ zards Bay.

/ o

1 30

11.95
12. 52

32.05
32.06

24. 31
24.23

140

\71

37 N.
19 W.

[
0 11. 67 32. 23 24. 52

10406 Nov. 11 1 do 30 11.85 32. 36 24. 59

( 60 9. 98 32. 54 25.07

f
0 11. 28 32. 54 24. 83

10407 ..-do
140 03 N.

43 W. \ do
|

30 11. 85
13.08

32. 56
33. 15

24. 74
24. 90

1 90

(
0

7. 72

11.39

32. 88

32.59 24. 86

139

\71

52 N.
47 W.

25 12.06 32. 63 24. 76
10408 ...do \ do 60 14.0 33. 71 25.21

j
!

ioo 9.26 34.01 26.04

( 180 10. 26 35.00 26.93

Table 11.—

“

Halcyon" stations, 1920

Station Date Position

o ,

10488 Dec. 29
/42
170

27 N.
43 W.

10489 -_.do
142

\70

30 N.
17 W.

10490 ...do
f42

\69
38 N.
33 W.

10491 Dec. 30
(42

\69
00 N.
38 W.

10492 ..-do
(42

\70

51 N.
46 W.

Qeneral locality

Massachusetts Bay, off Boston Harbor.

Mouth of Massachusetts Bay, off Gloucester.

Basin in offing of Cape Ann.

Off northern Cape Cod

Off Merrimac River

jpth
Tempera-

ture
Salinity Density

0 3.89 31.82 25.29
20 4. 48 31.92 25. 32
40 5. 32
60 5.86 32. 30 25.54

0 5. 56
40 6. 94

100 6.97 33.82 26. 52
150 7. 00 33.84 26. 53

0 6.11 32. 76 25. 76
40
100 33. 53 26. 16
175 5.93 33. 73 26. 58
250 5. 14 33. 85 26. 76

0 6. 67 32.97 25.88
40 6. 82 >33.21
100 6. 92 >33. 01

0 4. 00 30. 02 23.86
15 4. 72 31.87 25. 25
30 6.80 32.60 25. 58

1 Probably transposed.
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Table 11.—“ Halcyon ” stations, 1920—Continued

Station Date Position General locality Depth Tempera-
ture

Salinity Density

O
i

0 a. 83 32. 60 25.71

10493 Dee. 30
(42 59 N.

10 w. jTrough between Isles of Shoals and Jeffreys Ledge
40

1
100

6. 38
170 6.95 32.89 25. 78

i 150 6. 95 32.87 25. 78

(43

\70

24 N.
09 W.

5.56 31.41 24.79
10494 ...do |off Wood Island, Me.. _ .. 6.23 32, 65 25. 69

1 75 7.31 32.79 25.66

J43
\69

39 N.
36 W.

f 0 5. 83 32.60 25.71
10495 Dec. 31 J-Off Seguin Island { 40 6. 11 32.74 25. 77

1 75 6.11 32.77 25. 80

Table 12—

“

Halcyon” stations, 1921

Station Date Position General locality Depth Tempera-
ture

Salinity Density

o ,

f
0 5.56 32.31 25. 50

10496 Jan. 1
/43
\68

37 N.
44 W. lOffing of Penobscot Bay 1 40

1 100

6.05
6. 79

32.77
32.89

25. 81
25.80

l 150 7. 55 33. 71 26.35

10497 -..do ....
144

(68

05 N.
11 W.

\5 miles off Great Duck Island, off Mount Desert Island,

/ Me.
1

0
40

l 90

4. 72
5.53
6. 72

32.30
32.54
32.61

25.59
25.68
25.72

/44
\67

32 N.
13 W.

( o 5.56

10498 Jan. 4 \ 40 5.61

1 70

0

5. 61

5.56 32. 11

/44 21 N.
37 W. jFundy Deep, between Grand Manan and Brier Island..

40
100

5. 98 32. 45

10499 ...do .... 6.03 32.69
\66

150 6.65 32. 75
200 6.96 32.97

f43

\66

59 N.
52 W.

(
0 5. 83 32. 51 25. 63

10500 —.do j-Off Lurcher Shoal ^ 40 6. 17 32.51 25. 60

t 110 6. 72 33. 08 25. 96

143

\66

48 N.
18 W.

[
0 3. 80 31.21 24. 81

10501 -.-do >Off Yarmouth sea buoy, Nova Scotia 20 3.89 31. 26 24. 85

l 40 3.86 31. 29 24.87

f
0 5. 56 32.21 25. 42

/44
167

07 N.
22 W.

1 40 6. 74 32.31 25. 36

10502 Jan. 5 [Eastern part of basin , , < 100 6. 59 32. 70 25. 68
! 150 7. 22 33. 37 26. 12

l 200 6.92 33.93 26.61

(
0 5. 56 32. 51 25.68

/42 44 N.
55 W.

40 5. 79 32.70 25.79
10503 Jan. 9 [Basin in offing of Cape Aim. „ __ 100 6. 53 32. 93 25. 86

\69
1

150 7.57 33.75 26. 36

l 200 5.29 33. 95 26.83

/42 33 N.
jly2 miles off Eastern Point, Gloucester

3.33

10504 Feb. 9 \ 20 3. 52
\70 39 W.

1 40 3.63

/42 27 N.
44 W.

f
0 2.22 32.18 25.72

10505 Mar. 4 j-North side, Massachusetts Bay, off Bakers Island- 20 2. 37
\70

1 40 2.55 32.39 25. 86

10506 ...do /42 52 N. / 0 1. 67 31. 54
32.08

25. 24

\70 47 W. \ 25 1. 81 25. 66

/43 22 N, f
0 2.20 32. 35 25. 86

10507 ___do 40 3. 01 32. 47 25. 88
\70 08 W.

l 100 3. 12 32.47 25. 87

143

\69

39 N.
38 W.

(
0 1. 67 32. 32 25. 86

10508 ._do j-Off Seguin Island 30 2.42 32. 30 25. 80

l 60 2. 52 32.41 25. 88
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Table 12

—

“Halcyon” stations, 1921—Continued

Station Date Position General locality Depth Tempera-
ture

Salinity 1 Density

o
f

0 3. 90 32. 85 25.79

10509 Mar. 5
f43

\70

00 N.
10 W.

1
40

|
100

4. 10
4. 32

32. 79
32. 86

25. 73

26. 07

I 175 4. 38 32. 99 26. 17

o 3. 60 32.49 25. 85
40 3. 60 32. 47 25. 84

f42
160

42 N.
45 W.

100 4. 10 32.65 25.93
10510 ...do 150 5.50 33. 12 26. 15

175 6. 50
225 5. 50
250 4. 63 33. 99 26.93

f
0 3.61 32. 64 25. 97

10511 ...do (-0
31 N.
18 W.

1 40
100

3. 84
3. 85

32. 70
32. 76

26.00
\/0 /

* ’ U
26. 04

1 150 3. 86 32. 70 26.00

Table 13.—“ Halcyon ” stations in Massachusetts Bay, August, 1922

Station

10631

10632

10633

10636

10637

10638

10639

10640

10641

10642

10643

10644

10645

Date

Aug. 22

.—do

...do

Aug. 24

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

—.do

...do

...do

...do

Position

/
42 06 00 N.

\70 17 00 W.

/42 22 00 N.
\70 26 00 W.

I
42 32 00 N.
\70 35 00 W.

(42 30 00 N.
\70 46 00 W.

(42 26 30 N.
\70 53 30 W.

I
42 23 00 N.
\70 48 00 W.

(42 16 30 N.
\70 47 00 W.

/42 16 30 N.
\70 35 00 W.

(42 07 00 N.
\70 38 00 W.

/41 56 30 N.
\70 32 00 W.

(41 46 30 N.
\70 26 30 W.

(41 46 00 N.
170 16 30 W.

(41 58 00 N.
\70 21 00 W.

General locality

|2'/2 miles off Race Point, Cape Cod.

lStellwagen Bank, midway between Cape Cod and
/ Gloucester.

\Mouth of Massachusetts Bay, 4 miles off Eastern

/ Point, Gloucester.

j-Near Halfway Rock, off Marblehead

jNear Egg Rock, off Nahant

joff Boston Harbor

joff Minots Light

joff Scituate

joff Brant Rock .

joff Manomet

jcape Cod Bay, off Sandwich

jcape Cod Bay, off Barnstable Harbor

^Midway between Provincetown and Plymouth

pth
Tempera-

ture
Salinity Density

0 17.80 31.29 22.52
18 13. 00 31.61 23. 79
64 6.20 32. 18 25. 32

0 18.00 31. 21 22. 37
18 9.20 31. 86 24. 65
27 7. 70 31.98 24. 96
73 4. 50 32.37 25. 66

0 18. 70 30. 99 22.05
9 18. 60 31.00 22.09

27 8. 40 31.96 24. 85
55 5. 40 32. 23 25. 46

0 15.80 31.09 22.81
11 11.30 31.53 24. 05
27 7. 00 31. 99 25. 07

0 15. 30
18 9. 80

0 17. 50 30. 95 22. 33
27 8. 80 31.87 24. 73

0 16.90 31.02 22. 50
15 13. 90 31.20 23. 30

0 18.40 31.04 22.15
15 16. 10 31. 35 22. 88
51 5.60 32. 25 25. 45

0 17.80 31.04 22. 32
15 10. 30

0 16. 10 31.10 22. 76
18 13. 20

0 17. 80 30.97 22. 26
15 12. 10 31.38 23.80

0 18. 30 30. 97 22.11
13 17. 90

0 18. 10 31.06 22. 26
13 17. 90
42 7.20 31. 95 25. 02
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Table 14.

—

“ Halcyon ” stations, 1923-1924

Station Date Position

O / //

(42 17 00 N. (
(70 29 00 W. /

I41 55 00 N. (

(69 60 00 W. (

144 11 00 N. 1

(68 09 00 W. (

(43 52 00 N. 1

(67 54 00 W. (

(43 32 00 N. )

(70 11 oo w. ;

(43 18 00 N. )

(69 44 00 w. /

(42 30 00 N. 1

170 17 30 W. (

(42 27 00 N. (
(70 36 00 W. (

(42 27 00 N. (
(70 36 00 W. /

(42 26 30 N. 1

170 37 00 W |

(41 22 00 N. (

(69 32 00 W. (

(44 04 00 N. (
(68 07 15 W. /

142 26 30 N. (
(70 36 15 W. /

112 26 30 N. 1

(70 37 00 W. /

112 53 00 N. (

(70 19 30 W. /

(44 04

{

00 N. )

(68 07 00 W. (

General locality epth
Tem pera-

ture

0 2.80
37 1.60
80 .32

0 2.80
27 2. 00
64 2.20

0 3. 30

0 11.70
27 7.44
55 6. 88

0 12.80
37 7. 58
91 4.40
128 4. 78
165 5.36

0 16.10
27 9.86
46 6. 85

0 18.10
37 4.28
73 3. 55
118 3. 45

0 17.20
46 4. 99
82 3. 09
118 2.90
155 2.97

0 2. 20
18 1.80
37 1.79
73 1. 77

0 10.60
18 6. 25
37 3.58
55 3. 13

73 3. 13

0 16.70
18 6.80
37 4. 60
73 3.84

0 10.00
9 10. 50

18 10. 50
27 10. 40

0 10.80
18 7.43
37 6.91
55 6.17
91 5.57

0 15.60
18 12. 50
46 5. 48
73 3.98

0 15. 60
18 12. 32
37 6. 45
73 4. 34

0 14. 40
65 7.05

0 11.70
24 10. 65

0 10.80
18 9.80
37 8.70
55 8. 98
91 8.18

10646

10647

10647

10652

10653

10654

10655

10656

10657

10664

10665

10666

10667

Apr. 18, 1923

do

Apr. 27, 1923

Aug. 5, 1923

Aug. 6, 1923

Aug. 7, 1923

do

Aug. 9, 1923

Mar. 19, 1924

June 6, 1924

July 12, 1924

July 15,1924

Aug. 5, 1924

Aug. 23, 1924

Sept. 6,1924

Sept. 18, 1924

Sept. 24, 1924

Sept. 29, 1924

Rose and Crown Shoal

.

Off Mount Desert Rock.

joff Gloucester

|8 miles off Eastern Point, Gloucester

.

.do.

.do.

•Nantucket Shoals.

.do.

114 miles east-southeast (mag.) from White Island off Boothbay
Harbor, Me.
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Table 14.—

“

Halcyon” stations, 1923-1924—Continued

Station Date Position General locality Depth
Tempera-

ture

10668 Oet. 3, 1924

O //

mile northeast (mag.) from Little Duck Island, off Mount Desert,

\ Me.
I

11.70
10.08

11.70

l

(

0

10669
Oet. 15,1924 26 30 N. 18

1 37

11. 40
10. 08170 37 00 W.

( 73 6. 76

i Salinities for this station are omitted because irregular. They are given in U. S. Coast Guard Bulletin 11, 1924, p. 104.

8951—28 64
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Table 16.—“Albatross” stations, 1920

Station Date Position General locality Depth Temper-
ature

Salinity Density

o 4. 44

50 9.76 34. 45 26.61
O / 100 12.39 35.18 26. 67

20044 Feb. 22 J40 07 N. 200
300

12.39 35. 27 26. 73
27. 06

\68 03 W. OD. OA

500 7.24 35.00 27.41

1000 4.21 34. 90 27. 70

1400 3. 92 34. 92 27. 75

1800 3. 62 34.90 27.77

f o 5.00 32. 34 25.59

20045
18 N

-

20 4. 59 32. 92 26. 09
.—do

\68 09 W. ^Southwestern slope of Georges Bank 50 9. 40 34. 42 26. 61
1

100 12. 35 35. 34 26. 79

l 150 11.55 35. 25 26. 89

f
0 5. 00 32.34 25.59

20046 —do /40 38 N.
21 W.

10

40
50

l 70

1

0

20

1 50

0

3. 37
4. 50
7. 11

8.03

4. 44

32. 38
32.77

25. 78
25. 98

168

20047 Feb. 23 I
41

168

08 N.
35 W. {Western part, Georges Bank

32.39
32.38
32.47

32. 47

25.69

1

3. 33 25.86

20048 41 N.
49 W.

20 3. 48 32.47 25. 85
._.do /41 50 3. 49 32. 47 25.88

\68 75 3. 55 32.43 25. 81

100 3. 54 32. 49 25. 86

150 4. 87 32. 97 26. 10

o 3. 33 32. 52 25. 93

/42 30 N.
35 W.

20 2.79 32.51 25. 94

20049 --do 50 2. 79 32. 52 25. 95
\69 100 3.04 32.54 25.94

150 5.66 33. 40 26. 37

200 5.63 33. 78 26. 68

f
0 2. 50 32. 35 25. 83

30 N.
18 W.

|

20 1.95 32. 34 25. 87

20050 Mar. 1 40 1.89 32. 36 25. 89
\;0

|

100 1.52 32. 34 25.90

l 150 1. 68 32.39 25. 94

20051 Mar. 1-2 /42 31 N.
(>)

0

\70 09 W.

2.62 32. 49 25.94

20 2. 24 32. 52 26.00

20052 Mar. 2
/42 43 N,

41 W,
40
100

2.48 32. 52

32. 52

25. 98
25. 98\68

150 3. 60 32. 66 25. 97

200 5. 24 33. 44 26. 43

o 2.78 32. 54 25. 97

20 2. 20 32. 59 26. 06

20053 Mar. 3
/42 45 N.

28 W.
40
100

2. 34

2.28
32. 57
32.61

26. 02
26.05

\67
150 4. 96 33. 87 26.81

225 5. 39 34. 36 27. 15

0 2. 50 32.41 25. 88

20 1.84 32.39 25. 92

20054 — .do /43 15 N. 40
100

1. 84
1.77

32.39
32.41

25. 92
25. 94\67 45 W.

175 5. 40 33. 75 26. 67

250 5. 48 34.00 26.82

0 2 50 32. 38 25. 86

20 1.85 32. 39 25. 92

20055 ...do 1
43 42 N. 40

100
1.82
4. 39

32.41

33. 16

25. 93
26. 30\67 55 W. f

° c

150 5.46 33. 77 26. 64

220 5. 59 33.91 26. 74

f
0 1. 15 32.21 25. 82

20056 ...do /44
\68

05 N.
08 W. |6 miles off Great Duck Island, off Mount Desert Island. I

20
1 40

0. 50
0. 49

32. 29
32.23

25.91
25. 87

l 100 1.95 32.48 25. 97

1 Current station, see U. S. Bureau of Fisheries, 1921, p. 156.
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Table 16.

—

“Albatross” stations, 1920—Continued

Station Date Position General locality Depth Tempera-
ture

Salinity Density

/ r o 2. 22 32. 39 25. 89

20057 Mar. 4 |43
\68

21 N.
58 W. joffing of Penobscot Bay

1

20

{ 40

1.91
1.91

32.40
32. 41

25. 93
25. 93

75 1.89 32. 41 25.93
l 125 2.00 32.43 25.94

20058 ...do
143 41 N.

38 W.
(

0 1. 39 31.31 25.09
>Near Seguin Island 1 15 0. 68 32.00 25. 67

\69
1 45 1. 43 32. 34 25.90

0 1.11 32.09 25. 72

20059 ...do 143

\70
25 N.
12 W. >6 miles off Wood Island. Me 20

40
0. 47
0. 61

32. 10 25. 77

/
'

90 2. 33 32.32 25.83

02 N.
27 W.

f
0 1. 39 32.28 25. 36

20060 __.do f43

\70
J 20 1.25 32. 27 25.86

/
min uu muuuu ui ruiBmuuui a u

1 40 1. 28 32. 30 25. 88
t 90 1.15 32.30 25. 89

o 1.30 32.2
20 .85 32. 17 25.80

20061 Mar. 5
143

\70
00 N.
11 W.

40 1.33 32. 34 25.91
/

ug ucuwt.cu B “
100 1. 96 32. 41 25.92
165 4.29
175 4.26 32.91 26. 12

20062 ...do 142

\70

26 N.
43 W.

(

0
20

.78

.55

.33

32. 14 25. 78

1 50 32. 16 25.82

Mar. 10 /42
\70

20 N.
40 W. o 1. 10 32.00 25. 65

...do 142

\70
17 N.
07 W. ) o 2.20 32.43 25.92

...do 142

\69

12 N.
06 W. ). 0 2.20 32.65 26. 10/

0 3.61 32.61 25. 95
15 3. 49 32. 59 25. 95

20063 Mar. 11
142 06 N.

10 W.
35
95

3. 09 32.66 26.03
\68 3. 05 32. 63 26. 02

140 4. 30 33. 16 26. 31
190 4. 63 34.61 27. 44

0 3. 50 32. 84 26. 14
20 2.80 32. 83 26.20

20 N.
13 W.

40 2.73 32.84 26. 26

20064 -_.do 142

\67
^Southeast part of basin north of Georges Bank 100 3. 18

4. 26
32. 95 26. 26

150 33. 66 26.71
200 4. 32 34. 69 27. 52
265 4. 24 34. 76 27.60
330 4.02 34. 78 27. 63

55 N.
53 W.

f
0 3.61 32. 63 25.97

20065 ...do 141

\66
j-Northeast part, Georges Bank 20

40
2. 97

2. 95
32. 66
32. 65

26. 04
26.03

l 80 2. 73 32.69 26.20

34 N.
45 W.

o 3. 33 32.57 25.94

20066 /41
J-East part, Georges Bank 20 2. 78 32. 61 26.03

\66 40 2. 73 32.61 26. 02
70 2.53 32.59 26. 02

15 N.
31 W.

o 3. 05 32.68 26. 06

20067 Mar. 12
141

166
jsoutheast part, Georges Bank 20 3. 07 32.68 26. 06

40 2. 83 32.75 26. 14
90 2.80 32.79 26. 17

o 3. 33 32. 65 26.00

02 N.
20 W.

20 2. 90 32. 66 26. 05

20068 ...do
141

\66
jsoutheast slope of Georges Bank 40

100
2. 92 32.66 26. 05
3. 56 32. 83 26. 13

150 4. 40 33. 86 26. 87
190 4. 92 34.23 27.09
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Table 16.—“ Albatross” stations, 1920—Continued

Station Date Position General locality Depth Tempera-
ture

Salinity Density

0 3. 33
50 3.11 32. 79 26. 14

O 100 7.09 33. 86 26. 52

20069 Mar. 12
(40 47 N. 150 7.01 34. 63 27.15

\66 08 W. ^Continental slope southeast ol Georges Bank 200 5. 92 34. 67 27. 32
300 4. 73 34.67 27. 46

400 4. 32 34.71 27. 54

500 4. 26 34. 81 27.62
1,000 3. 77 34.92 27.71

142

\66
03 N.
15 W.

1 0 3. 05 32. 66 26.04

20070 Mar. 13 J-Northeast edge Georges Bank .
j

20
40

( SO

2.78
2. 74
2. 59

32.67
32.66
32.70

26. 06
26. 06
26.10

0 3.33 32.81 26. 13

|42
\66

19 N.
02 W.

20 2. 90 32.83 26. 18

20071 -.-do .... ^Eastern Channel between Georges and Browns Bank 40
100

3. 15
6.48

32. 86
34.29

26. 19
26. 95

150 6. 85 34. 42 27. 00
215 6. 84 34.70 27.23

142

165

36 N.
50 W.

r o 1.95 32.32 25.86
20072 —_do ^Browns Bank I 20

1 40
1. 88
2. 14

32. 34
32. 57

25.87
26. 04

l 90 3.40 33.02 26. 29

f43 30 N. f
0 2.22 32.44 25.92

20073 Mar. 17 lOn profile running southeasterly from the offing of Shel- 1 20 2. 10 32.43 25.93
\65 06 W.

/ burne, Nova Scotia. 1 40 2.10 32.48 25. 97

l 70 2.52 32.71 26. 12

f 0 1. 39 32.09 25.70

20074 Mar.;T9
f/H 18 1ST i 20 1.24 32.07 25.71

\64 58 W. \ 40 1.10 32. 07 25. 71

100 2.86 32.94 26. 26

i 150 4.68 33. 69 26.70

142

\64
65 N.
36 W.

1
0 0. 56 31.80 25.53

20075 —_do \ I 20
1 40

0.27
0.45

31.83 25.56

( 90 3. 76 33.21 26.40

0 1.28 32.06 25.69
20 0.99 32.08 25.70

142

164

33 N.
30 W.

? 40 1.20 32.20 25. 81

20076 — .do | do 100 7.39
160 8. 61 34. 34 26.71
200 6.20 34. 70 26.91
250 5.40 34. 65 27.32

0 1.67 32.16 25.75
40 1.29 32.19 25.79

20077 Mar.{19
42
64

24 N.
19 W. ^Continental slope in offing of Shelburne, Nova Scotia

100
200

5.82
7.89

33.78
34.85

26.52
27.20

300 6.32 34. 85 27.38
500 4.23 34. 83 27. 42

1,000 3.90 34.88 27. 72

[ 0 1.95 32.45 25.95

20078 Mar. 20
142

\65

58 N.
48 W.

^Northern Channel between Browns Bank and Cape
/ Sable.

!
20
40

f 100

1. 82
2. 12

2. 67

32. 45
32.43
32. 72

25. 95
25. 93
26. 11

l 135 4. 59 33.58 26.62

o 2.50 32.56 26. 00
20 2.14 32.54 26. 01

20079 Mar. 22
144

\66
21 N.
37 W. fFundy Deep between Grand Manan and Brier Island-.

40
100

2.17
2. 55

32.53
32.70

26. 01
26. 10

150 3.32 33.01 26. 29
200 4.29 33. 31 26.44

144

167
21 N.
37 W.

1

0 1.39 32.05 25.67
20080 -„-do j-11 miles east nt Petit Manan Island 30 1. 26 32.16 25. 77

1 60 1.43 32.25 25.83

0 1.95 32.32 25.85
20 1.76 32.32 25. 87

20081 Mar.{|j
44

67
08 N.
26 W. ^Northeast part of basin, in offing of Petit Manan.. 40

100
1. 63
2.26

32. 36
32.59

25.90
26.05

150 5.07 33.67 26. 63
'

1 200 5.39 1 33.84 26. 73
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Table 16.—'“ Albatross ” stations, 1920—Continued

Station Date Position General locality Depth Tempera-
ture

Salinity Density

o ,

f
0 2.67 32. 59 26.02

20082 Mar. 23
143

166

54 N.
53 W. loff Lurcher Shoal

1 20
50

2.35
2. 52

32.61
32. 72

26. 05
26. 13

1 120 3. 35 33. 15 26.40

(
0 1.95 32. 17 25. 73

20083 ...do 143

\66

41 N.
21 W. >011 Yarmouth, Nova Scotia

20
1 40

1.54
1.54

32. 18

32. 22
25. 77
25. 79

l 65 2. 04 32. 54 26.02

/43 18 N.
09 W.

(
0 2. 11 32.16 25. 71

20084 ...do joff Cape Sable, Seal Island, Nova Scotia 20 1.74 32. 16 25. 74
\66

l 60 1. 81 32.23 25.80

/43 17 N.
33 W.

f 0 2. 50

20085 ...do joerman Bank \ 30 2.40 32. 63 26.07
\06

l 70 2. 43 32.63 26.06

f
0 3. 61

/43 11 N.
20 3. 40 33. 10 26. 35

20086 ...do { 40 3. 39 33. 10 26. 35
\67 12 W.

I 100 4.29 33. 63 26. 69
l 170 5. 01 34. 00 26.90

0 3. 05 32.49 25.90
20 2.74 32. 56 25. 98

y42 37 N.
27 W.

40 2.74 32. 54 25. 96

20087 Mar. 24 >West side of basin, in offing of Cape Ann 100 2. 80 32. 63 26. 04
\69 150 5. 37 33. 53 26.49

200 5.39 34. 05 26. 90
250 5. 06 34.22 27. 05

f o 2.50 32.36 25. 85

/42 15 N.
54 W.

20 2. 20 32.39 25.90

20088 ...do >Off northern Cape Cod < 40 2. 20 32. 44 25. 93
\69

1
100 3.61 32. 92 26. 19

l 180 4. 97 33. 58 26. 58

(
0 3. 05 31.25 24. 92

20089 Apr. 6 /42 26 N. j-Massachusetts Bay, off Boston Harbor 10

]
25

2. 39 31. 26 24. 97

170 43 W. 2. 31 31. 30 25. 02

( 60 1.49 32.31 25. 08

f
0 3. 33 32.36 25. 76

/42 30 N.
.

!
10 2.50 32. 34 25.83

20090 Apr. 9 \ 30 2.42
2.34

32. 34
32. 47

25.83
25. 95170 19 W.

90

l 120 2. 25 32. 48 25.97

20091 ...do f42 43 N. (
0

\ 20
( 60

3. 33
2.48
2.50

31.97
32.08
32.45

25.46
25. 60
25. 91

\70 22 W.

o 3.05 31.01 24. 72

20092 ...do ....
/42 49 N. 20 1.94

\70 37 W. 40 2. 45
80 2. 35

f o 3. 05 31.92 25.45

(42 57 N. j

20 2. 42 32.02 25. 58
20093 ...do { 40 2.26

3. 59
32.35
32. 81

25.85
26. 10

170 07 W.
! 100

1 160 4. 29 33. 10 26. 25

f
0 2. 78 32.16 25. 66

20094 Apr. 10
(43 08 N. J

20 2. 34 32. 17 25. 76

\69 40 W.
|

40 2. 46 32. 41 25. 89
l 90 2.82 32. 56 25. 97

25 N.
f

0 3. 05 30.07 23. 97

20095 ...do /43 20 2.71

\70 12 W. 40 2. 25 32. 50 25. 97
t 90 2.22

20096 ...do (43 40 N. J
o

20
1 60

2. 78
2. 02
2.39

29.94
31.60
32.41

23. 89'

25. 28
25. 89'

169 37 W.
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Table 16.—“ Albatross” stations, 1920—Continued

Station Date Position General locality Depth Tempera-
ture

Salinity Density

f
o 3. 33 32. 43 25. 83

20097 Apr.{“ 43
68

19 N.
55 W. joffing of Penobscot Bay

|

20
40

2. 40
2. 13

32.43 25. 90

i 100 3. 46

l 125 4.51 33.26 26. 37

o 3. 05 32.39 25.83

(43 43 N.
20 2. 33 32. 44 25.92

20098 Apr. 11
40 2. 53

\67 100 3. 53
150 4. 91 33.89 26. 84
210 5. 28 34.22 27. 05

f 0 3.61 31.46 25. 03

20099 Apr. 12
144

\67

15 N.
53 W. J-Off Petit Manan Island

20
40

2. 23 31.90 25. 50
2. 34 32. 38 25. 86

( 70 2. 60 32.56 25. 99

0 3. 89 32. 49 25. 82
15 3. 07 32. 59 25.98

20100 ... do /44

\67
09 N.
26 W. j-Northeast part of basin, in offing of Petit Manan Island ..

35
95
145

3. 29
4.50
5. 06

32. 87
33. 55
33.98

26. 18

26. 60
26. 89

195 5. 12 34. 06 26. 95
225 5. 14 34. 09 26. 96

r a 0 4. 28 32.89 26. 10

f43

166

53 N.
51 W.

20 3. 39 32. 94 26. 22
20101 ...do 40 3. 67

4. 58
33.03 26.27

100

t 140 4.71 33. 78 26. 77

/43 42 N.
21 W.

f
0 3. 89 32. 36 25.72

20102 Apr. 13 3. 26
\66 40 3. 00 32. 56 25. 96

( 60 2. 83 32. 56 25. 97

20 N.
36 W.

f
0 3.89 32. 74 25. 02

20103 Apr. 15
f43

\66
j-German Bank — ; 20

1 40
3. 35 32. 72 26. 06
3. 44 32. 79 26. 11

1 90 3. 46 32. 79 26.11

143

\65

13 N.
59 W.

f
0 3.05 32.32 25. 77

20104 ---do >South of Blonde Rock, off Cape Sable \ 15 2. 80
2. 83

32. 34
32.38

25. 80
25.82l 45

( o 3. 61 32. 43 25. 80

20105 ...do
142

\65

58 N.
58 W.

INorthern Channel, between Cape Sable and Browns
/ Bank.

20

{
35

3. 61

3. 11

32. 42
32.77

25. 80
26. 12

95 3. 16 32.83 26. 16
l 125 3. 15 32.84 26.17

(42
\66

39 N.
01 W.

(
o 3. 61 32. 72 26. 03

20106 Apr. 16 jBrowns Bank J
20

)
40

3. 40 32.74 26. 06
3. 35 32. 73 26. 06

l 80 3. 32 32. 75 26.09

0 3. 33 32. 34 25. 75

/42
\66

19 N.
02 W.

20 3. 10 32. 34 25. 77

20107 __.do J-Eastern Channel, between Browns and Georges Banks.. 40
100

3.21
5. 86

32. 56
33.86

25. 94
26. 68

170 7. 45 34. 59 27. 05
240 6. 07 34. 69 27. 32

I
41

\66

57 N.
05 W.

f

0 4.17 32. 58 25. 87

20108 -.-do j-Eastern edge of Georges Bank .. J 20 3. 62 32. 59 25. 94
1 50 3.08 32. 60 25. 98
l 130 3.75 33. 05 26. 29

f
0 4. 17 32.65 25.92

I41

166

17 N.
09 W.

i

20 3. 63 32.66 25. 98
20109 ___do ISoutheast slope of Georges Bank \ 40 3. 54

4. 22
32. 65
33. 46

25. 99
26. 56

S

ioo

l 150 6.47 34. 52 27.13

(41
\66

38 N.
26 W.

f
o 3. 89 32.67 25. 97

20110 ...do ^Eastern part of Georges Bank. J
20 3. 54 32.70 26.02

]
40 3. 42 32.69 26. 03

( 80 3. 59 32. 70 26. 02
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Table 16.—“ Albatross ” stations, 1920—Continued

Station Date Position General locality Depth
Tempera-

ture
Salinity DensiTy

o
1

0 4. 17 32.60 25. 88

20111 Apr. 17 (41
166

69 N.
43 W. > Eastern part of Georges Bank 1 20

|
40

3.62
3. 76

32. 61

32. 61

25. 94
25.93

1 70 3. 75 32. 64 25.95

o 3.61 32. 54 25. 89
20 3. 39 32 52 25. 90

(42
167

22 N.
02 W.

40 3.26 32 56 25.94
20112 ...do ^Southeastern part of basin, north of Georges Bank 100 3. 15 32 86 26. 18

175 5. 22 34.56 27.33
225 4. 66 34. 70 27. 50
290 4. 71 34.70 27.50

o 3. 33 32. 50 25.88
20 2. 88 32. 47 25. 90

20113 ...do
142

167

53 N.
37 W. jcentra! part of basin

40
100

2.93
4. 32

32. 48 25. 90
33. 51 26. 59

165 5. 16 34. 23 27. 07
230 5.16 34. 43 27. 23

(
o 3. 33 32.41 25. 81

/42

168

41 N.
40 W.

20 3.28 32.45 25. 85
20114 ...do >Near Cashes Ledge { 40 2. 91 32. 43 25. 87

i
100 4. 12 33. 19 26.36

{ 175 4. 96 34. 18 27.05

0 3. 61 32. 45 25. 81
20 3. 33 32. 48 25. 87

/42
\69

37 N.
33 W.

40 3. 20 32.47 25. 87
20115 Apr. 18 >Western side of basin, in offing of Cape Ann 100 3. 02 32. 80 26. 15

150 5. 38 33. 69 26. 62
200 6. 36 33.93 26. 68
290 4. 92 34. 34 27. 19

20116 ...do J42
(69

03 N.
38 W. j-0IT Cape Cod Highlands

f
0

20
3.61
3. 60
3. 13

32. 14

32. 14

32. 16

25. 57
25. 57
25.63{ 40

!

100 3. 42 32. 79 26. 11

l 195 4. 25 33. 91 26.91

[
0 3. 61 31.87 25. 36

20117 ...do
(42 09 N.

58 W. joIT northern Cape Cod ] 20 3. 13 31.86 25.40
\69

|
40 3. 00 32. 08 25. 58

1 85 3. 24 32. 78 26. 12

20118 Apr. 20
/41 51 N.

18 W. jcape Cod Bay l

0

S 15
4. 44

3. 76
3. 46

31. 55
31.52
31. 50

25. 02
25. 07
25. 08

\70
l 28

f
0 3.61 31.43 25.01

20119 _..do /42 18 N. (Massachusetts Bay, midway between Cape Cod and 1 20 2.87 31.56 25. 18
\70 28 W. / Gloucester. 1 40 1. 58 32. 03 25. 65

l 90 1.78 32.29 25.84

0 6. 39 29. 16 22.93
5 6. 12 29. 11 22.93

(42 27 N.
25 W.

10 5.88 29. 17 23. 00

20120 May 4 jMouth of Massachusetts Bay, off Gloucester 15 5.90 29. 18 23. 00
\70 20 4. 67 29. 55 23.42

30 4. 52 31. 13 24. 69
50 3.96 31. 36 24.93
70 2. 72

20121 ...do
2 27 N.

1 .do — 1

0

{
30

1 60

5. 56
3. 92
2. 39

29.08
30. 99
32.24

22. 96
24. 62
25. 76

\70 25 W. /

0 7.22 28.26 22.18
5 6. 54 28. 45 22. 35

10 5.61 30. 59 24. 14

/42 49 N.
37 W.

15 4. 42 31. 17 24. 72
20122 May 7-8 >Off Merrimac River 20 4. 18

3. 10
31.24 24. 81

\70 35
50 3.13 32. 17 25. 63
65 2. 43 32. 25 25.76
85 2.30 32. 38 25.86

28 N. (
0 8.89 29. 94 23. 20

20123 May 16 ^Massachusetts Bay, off Boston Harbor 20

[ 55
4.83
2. 35

30.72
32. 18

24. 30
25.73

(70 43 W.
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Table 16.

—

“Albatross” stations, 1920—Continued

Table 17.—“ Fish Hawk ” stations in Massachusetts and Ipswich Bays, December, 1924, to June, 1925

[For key chart, see Bigelow, 1926, fig. 9]

Position General locality Cruise Date Depth
Tem-
pera-
ture

Salin-
ity

Den-
sity

0 6. 75
2 Dee. 11,1924 33 6. 79

66 6. 85
0 5. 95

3 Dec. 16,1924 28 5. 97
56 5.95
0 4.90

4 Dec. 22, 1924 33 4. 62

//

12 00 N.
23 30 W.

64 4. 90

I
42

\70

\Mouth of the bay, 10 miles off Race Point, Cape
/ Cod.

0 4.05
5 Jan. 6,1925 32 4. 01

64 4. 15

0 2.00 1 32. 87 26. 29
6 Feb. 6, 1925 32 1.81 > 32. 90 26. 32

63 3. 10 ‘32. 83 26. 18
0 2. 10 ‘32. 75 26.19

7 Feb. 24,1925 32 1.83 32. 71 26.28
64 1. 90 ‘ 33. 07 26. 46
0 2. 40 ‘ 32. 94 26. 32

8 Mar. 10, 1925 33 2. 14 ' 32. 98 26.38
65 2.05 '33. 12 26.50

(
0 6. 50

2 Dec. 11,1924 13 7.50
1 26 6. 55

1

0 4. 10
11 Apr. 7, 1925 30 4. 08

1 60 3. 40

f
0 5. 50 ‘31.71 25.08

/42 09 30 N. IMouth of the bay, 7 miles off Race Point, Cape 12 Apr. 22, 1925 17 5. 49 '31.62 24. 97
\70 19 30 W. / Cod. ! 33 3. 79 ‘ 32. 50 25. 83

i
0 8.50 ' 31. 47 24. 43

13 May 21,1925 15 8. 14 ‘31.36 24. 42
( 30 5. 15 ‘31.59 24.94

[

o 12. 13 32.38 24. 57

14 June 17,1925
10
20

12.05
9. 23

32. 38
32. 52

24. 56
25.03

t 30 5. 06 33. 17 26. 13

'From hydrometer reading.
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Table 17 .
—“Fish Hawk ” stations in Massachusetts and 1-pswich Bays, December, 1924, to June,

1925—Continued

Position General locality Cruise Date Depth
Tem-
pera-
ture

Salin-
ity

Den-
sity

0 6.70
2 Dec. 11,1924 31 6. 42

62 6. 90
0 3. 65

5 Jan. 6, 1925 29 3. 87

58 4. 05

0 0. 60 ‘32.51 26. 09
6 Feb. 6, 1925 30 0.60 ‘ 32. 61 26. 17

60 1.00 ‘ 32. 74 26.25
0 4. 40

/42 05 30 N. 11 Apr. 7, 1925 30 4.20
\70 17 00 W. 3. 58/ vr ' ^ 60

0 6. 00 ‘31.87 25. 11
12 Apr. 22,1925 27 5. 20 ‘31. 76 25. 14

55 4. 18 1 32. 32 25. 68
0 9.80 ‘31.58 24.33

13 May 21, 1925 30 3.83 ‘ 32. 36 25.73
60 3. 20 132. 35 25.77
0 14. 79 32. 30 23.95

i 10 14.35 32. 30 24. 05
14 June 17,1925 20 7. 47 32.81 25.65

10 3. 75 33.24 26.43
60 3. 74 33. 24 26. 43
0 5. 30

2 Dec. 11,1924 20 5.43
40 5. 30
0 4. 60

3 Dec. 16,1924 21 4.93
42 4.25

(?o
00
11

45 N.
50 W.

0 2.80
>Close to Wood End, Cape Cod - 5 Jan. 6, 1925 19 2. 85

39 2. 80
0 0. 60 ‘32.43

6 Feb. 6, 1925
;vi

20 0. 14

39 0.10
o 2.30 ‘32.29 25. 94

7 Feb. 24,1925 22 1.88 ‘32.61 26. 09
43 2. 34 ‘32. 99 26. 37

1
o 5. 20

3 Dec. 11, 1924
1

13 5. 34
1 26 4. 70

1
0 4. 90

4 Dec. 22,1924 {
14 4. 55

|
28 4. SO

(
o 2. 45

5 Jan. 6, 1925
i

12 2. 48

l
24 2. 70

/41 55 39 N. 6 Feb. 6, 1925
o

\ 18

l 16

0. 20
0.81
0. 00

‘32. 25
‘32. 29
‘ 32. 57

25. 90
25. 89
26.16\70 09 30 W.

1
0 4. 90

ii Apr. 8, 1925 1 13 4. 86
1 26 5. 14

1
0 6. 80 ‘32.01 25. 12

12 Apr. 22, 1925
\

15 4. 63

1 30 3. 79 ‘32.21 25. 62

(
0 10.20 ‘31.63 24.31

13 May 20, 1925
1

15 9.95 ‘31.65 24.36

l 30 9.88 ‘31. 78 24.48

1

0 -0. 60 ‘32. 62 26.21
6 Feb. 6, 1925 17 -1. 55 ‘32. 45 26. 12

l 34 -0.40 ‘32.74 26. 32
0 4. 75 ‘31.86 25. 34

11 Apr. 8, 1925 22 4. 40
45 2. 86 ‘32. 30 25. 77

I
41 56 00 N.

12 Apr. 22, 1925
0 6. 60 ‘31. 76 24.94

170 18 30 W. 17 5. 77 ‘31. 43 (?)
35 4. 98 ‘31. 71 25. 09
0 10.20 ‘31. 73 24. 39

13 May 20, 1925 17 i 31. 44
34 4. 62 ‘31.89 25. 12

June 16, 1925
0 15.01 31.80 23. 53

14 10 14. 91 32.01 23.71
20 8. 47 32. 38 25.71
34 4.66 32. 45 25. 18

i From hydrometer reading.
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Table 17.—“Fish Hawk’’ stations in Massachusetts and Ipswich Bays, December, 1924
,
to June,

1925—Continued

1 From hydrometer reading.
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Table 17.—“Fish Hawk” stations in Massachusetts and Ipswich Bays, December, 1924, to June,
1925—Continued

Sta-
tion

Position General locality oise Date Depth
Tem-
pera-
ture

Salin-
ity

Den-
sity

(
0 9.00 ‘31.76 24. 62

13 May 20, 1925 17 5. 14 >31. 56 24. 96
1 34 3. 99 ‘31. 92 25. 37

(
0 14. 43 32. 16 23.93

14 June 16, 1925
10
20

12.83
5. 98

32. 23
32. 81

24. 31
25. 84

1 38 5. 69 32. 95 25. 99

Dec. 3, 1924 / 0 6.84
1

\ 35 6. 85

(
o 6. 80

2 Dec. 9, 1924 18 6.82
1 36 6. 70

(
o 5. 40

3 Dec. 17, 1924 18 6.93
1 36 6. 10

1 o 4. 50
4 Dec. 23, 1924 18 4. 63

35 4. 60

I
o 2. 00

5 Jan. 7, 1925 18 2.00
1 35 1. 15

1
0 1.10 1 32. 67 26. 19

6 Feb. 7, 1925 18 1.01 1 32. 97 26. 44

( 36 1.20 1 32. 92 26. 39

1 Dec. 3, 1924 / o 6. 51

\ 27 6.40

Dec. 9, 1924
0 6.90

1 14 6. 42
0 5.60

3 Dec. 17, 1924 13 5.62
26 6. 05
0

4 Dec. 23, 1924 16 4. 63
31 3.50
0 2. 15

5 Jan. 7, 1925 13 1.67
26 1. 55

i Dec. 3, 1924 / 0 5.83

\ 20 5.80
0 5. 85

2 Dec. 9, 1924 17 5. 73

{ 34 5.50

i
0 5.80

3 Dec. 17, 1924 12 5.83
1 24 5.05

1
0 2. 50

4 Dec. 23, 1924 13 4. 54
1 25 4. 50

( o 2. 00
5 Jan. 7, 1925

1
13 1.90

l 25 1.90

1

0 1.20 ‘32. 81 26. 30
6 Feb. 7, 1925 16 1.10 ‘ 32. 94 26.41

l 32 1. 10 ‘33. 04 26. 50
0 1.21

7 Feb. 28, 1925
\

15 1. 13

{ 30 1.21

o 1. 70
8 Mar. 10, 1925 i

13 1. 64
! 25 1. 45

f
0 5. 40

11 Apr. 8, 1925 1 12 4. 63

l 24 3. 81

1 Dec. 3, 1924 / o 5. 13

l 18 4. 90
o 5. 90

2 Dec. 9, 1924
1

13 5. 87

1 26 5.80
0 4. 60

Dec. 17, 1924 11 4. 51

22 4.20

10
141 58 00 N.
,70 30 15 W. |off Manomet, Plymouth, Mass..

11A

r41 59 30 N.
,70 31 30 W.

142 00 00 N.
170 32 15 W.

142 01 15 N.
170 33 00 W.

jofl Plymouth Harbor.

do .

do .

13
00 N.
30 W. joS Gurnet Point

.

13A
142 02 30 N.
170 34 00 W. do .

|42 05
\70 35

00 N.
00 W. •Off Green Habor.

From hydrometer reading,
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Table 17 .

—“Fish Hawk” stations in Massachusetts and Ipswich Bays, December, 1924, to June

,

1925—Continued

1

Position

I

1

General locality Cruise Date Depth
Tem-
pera-
ture

Salin-
ity

Den-
sity

f o 4. 50
i 4 Dec. 23, 1924

\
8 2. 56

1 16 3. 90

1
0 2. 15

5 Jan. 7, 1925 1 13 2.23

1 25 2. 05
0 -0. 10 1 32. 72 26. 29

6 Feb. 7, 1925 \
ii -0.20 1 32. 98

o ' "
( 22 0. 20 32. 78 26.33

/42 05 00 N.
|off Green Harbor o 5. 10

\70 35 00 W. 11 Apr. 8, 1925 1 10 5. 22

1 20 4. 65

( o 5. 30 31.9
12 Apr. 23, 1925 10 5. 10 31.7

1 20 4. 60 31.7

1
0 8. 80 >31.85 24. 49

13 May 20, 1925 \ 10 8. 84

20 4. 69 >31.87 25. 20

I
o 15.21 32. 09 23.70

14 June 16, 1925 10 10. 66 32. 38 24. 79
l 20 7. 56 32. 66 25.52

1 Dec. 3, 1924 / o 4. 82

\ 20 4. 80

1
o 4. 95

2 Dee. 9, 1924
i

I2 4. 93
24 4. 90
o 4. 25

3 Dec. 17, 1924 10 4.25

1 20 4. 25
0 3. 50

4 Dec. 23, 1924 1
12 4. 54

1*2 09 30 N. \ 24 3. 00

\70 38 15 W. / f o
5 Jan. 7, 1925 10 2.47

l 20 2. 95

1
0 0.00 > 32. 67 26. 25

6 Feb. 7, 1925 1 12 -0.50 >32. 63 26. 24

1 23 2. 03 > 32. 91 26. 33

f o 1. 21

7 Feb. 28,1925 1
12 1.21

1 22 1.30

l

0 2.00 > 32. 43 25. 94
8 Mar. 10, 1925

\
11 1. 67 > 32. 47 26. 00

1 21 1.95 • 32. 58 26. 07

f , Dec. 3, 1924 / 0 5. 62
1

{ 24 5. 80
0 5. 65

2 Dec. 9, 1924 12 5. 62
24 6. 10

0 3.80
3 Dec. 17,1924 13 4.50

26 4. 80
0 4. 50

4 Dec. 23,1924 13 4. 54

25 4.50
0 2.70

/42 14 00 N. 5 Jan. 7, 1925 10 2. 70

\70 41 00 W. 20 2.70
0 0.00 > 32. 54 26. 14

6 Feb. 7, 1925 12 -0. 10 > 32. 92 26. 45
24 0. 50 > 32. 95 26. 45
0 5. 05

11 Apr. 8, 1925 15 4. 93
30 3. 52
0 5.70 >31.55 24.87

12 Apr. 23,1925 12 5.10 >31. 62 25. 02
24 4. 58 >31.66 25.11
0 15. 17 32.09 23. 70

14 June 16, 1925 10 15. 14 32.09 23. 72
26 6. 76 32.66 25. 62

Dec. 3, 1924 / 0 6.83
1 38 6.90

1
0 6. 50

18 15 N. 2 Dec. 9, 1924 18 6.42
\70 44 00 W

.

l 36
0 5. 15

3 Dec. 16, 1924 16 5.34

1 32 6.20

i From hydrometer reading
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Table 17.—“Fish Hawk" stations in Massachusetts and Ipswich Bays, December, 1924, to June,

1925—Continued

Sta-
tion

17

18

18A

19

20

21

22

23

Position General locality Cruise Date Depth
Tem-
pera-
ture

Salin-
ity

Den-
sity

(
0 4. 90

4 Dec. 22,1924
1

19 4.53 !

1 35 4. 50
i 0 5.60 >31.60 24. 95

Q // 12 Apr. 23,1925 1
17 5. 13 >31.70 25.09

M2
\70

! 35 4. 60 >31.60 25. 02
18 15 N.
44 00 W. joif Minots Light 1 0 8.70 >31.60 24. 53

13 May 20, 1925
1

16 5.00 >31.96 25. 30

l 32 3. 68 1 32. 20 25. 46

(
0 15.00 32. 23 23. 86

14 June 16, 1925 J io

1 20
14. 32
7. 27

32. 16
32. 66

23. 94
25.56

( 37 4. 65 32. 95 26. 11

1
o 5. 40

3 Dec. 16,1924 ]
30 5. 49

( 60 5. 45

m 15 30 N. ( o 4.50

4 Dec. 22, 1924 \ 32 5. 03
\/0 32 30 W.

( 64 4. 50

f 0 3. 50

5 Jan. 6, 1925 \ 32 3. 57

1 63 4. 35

1
0 2. 00 >33. 01 26.40

6 Feb. 6, 1925 1
34 1.85 > 33. 08 26.48

l 68 2. 00

f
° 2.00 >33. 14 26.51

7 Feb. 24,1925 < 35 1.70 >32.51 26. 12

l 70 2.20 >33. 10 26.45
o 1.90 > 32. 90 26.32

8 Mar. 10, 1925 38 1.88 >32.91 26.33
1 76 1.85 >33.01 26.41

M2
\70

17 00 N.
30 30 W. \ do

12 Apr. 23,1925
1

o

\ 35

6.40
4. 00

>31.86
> 32. 00

25.05
25. 33

70 2.88 >32.48 25. 92

(
o 8. 15 >31. 50 24.53

13 May 20, 1925 40 3.71 >32. 29 25. 68
1 80 3. 08 > 32. 38 25.81
1 0 15. 22 2 32. 33

10 13.88 2 32. 16

14 June 16,1925 20 6. 11 32.95 25. 94
40 3.55 33. 39 26. 57

l 79 3. 23 33. 24 26. 48

1
o 3.95

( 5 Jan. 6, 1925 29 3. 97
M2
170

22 00 N.
38 00 W. iOff Boston Harbor 1 \ 58

1
0

4. 10

2. 60 >33. 13 26. 44J

1 6 Feb. 6, 1925 35 2. 06 >33. 26 26. 60
l 70 2. 60 >33. 18 26. 66

M2
\70

44 00 N.
36 45 W. jlpswich Bay .. 9 Mar. 12, 1925

1

0
32

3.50
2. 60

>31. 47
> 32. 94

25. 07
26.31

1 64 2. 70 >33.11 26.42

0 3. 60 >30.71 24. 44
9 do 21 2.81 1 33. 08 26. 39

.
41 2. 45 >33. 19 26.50

M2
\70

46 00 N.
40 00 W

.
! 0 3. 80

| do _ 10 Mar. 25, 1925 32 2. 71

l
64 2. 82

f o 4.90 > 28. 75 22. 76
11 Apr. 7-8, 1925 20 2. 62

39 2.61 >31.80 25. 38

1
0 3. 80 ' 32. 41 25. 77

1
9 Mar. 12, 1925 15 2. 46 > 32. 86 26.25

M2
170

47 45 N.
43 30 W. \ do i l 30 2.44 > 32. 94 26.31

1

“ ~ "
f 0 3. 60

1 10 Mar. 25, 1925 20 2.72
39 2.48

0 3.70

1

10 do 40

/42 49 30 N.
i

79 2.89
170 40 00 W. I 0 4.60

1 11 Apr. 7-8, 1925 37 2. 43

;
75 2. 48

i From hydrometer reading. 2 These water samples probably were transposed.
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Table 17.—“Fish Hawk ” stations in Massachusetts and Ipswich Bays, December, 1924, to June,
1925—Continued

1 From hydrometer reading. 2 Probably transposed.
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Table 17.- ' Fish Hawk” stations in Massachusetts and Ipswich Bays, December, 1924, to June,
1925—Continued

Sta-
tion

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

Position General locality

142 23 00 N.
170 15 00 W.

142 15 00 N.
1 70 10 00 W. J-North of CapeCod-

142 08 00 N.
170 06 00 W. Joff Cape Cod.

142 34 30 N.
170 38 00 W.

142 30 15 N.
170 43 15 W.

142 28 00 N.
170 48 00 W.

(42 24 15 N.
170 62 15 W.

^Midway between Cape Cod and Cape Ann.

Joff Eastern Point, Gloucester.

INorth side of Massachusetts Bay, off Bakers
/ Island.

Joff Marblehead.

>Off Nabant.

lise Date Depth
Tem-
pera-
ture

Salin-
ity

Den
sity

(
0

30

4. 40

ii Apr. 7, 1925 3. 33

l 60 2.72

1
0 4. 30 >31. 47 24.98

12 Apr. 22, 1925 25 4. 11 >31.66 25. 16

l 50 3. 00 >32.41 25. 84

I
o 9.20 >31.66 24. 50

13 May 21, 1925 \ 35 3. 40 > 32. 41 25. 77

1 70 3. 09 > 32. 56 25. 95

0 12.43 32. 52 24.61

14 June 17, 1925
1 10

I 20
9. 62

4. 56

32.59
33. 39

25. 16
26. 47

l 50 3. 97 33. 17 26. 53

1

0 4. 60 >31. 91 25. 00
11 Apr. 7, 1925 40 3. 69

l 80 2.91 >33. 18 26. 46

1

0 4. 40 > 32. 00 25. 39
12 Apr. 22,1925 32 4. 18 > 32. 57 25. 87

( 64 3. 06 1 32. 65 26.01

1

0 8. 30 >31. 74 24. 68
13 May 21, 1925 f 25 5. 04 > 32. 26 25. 54

1 50 3.28 > 32. 52 25.91

(
0 12. 94 32. 59 24.56

14 June 17, 1925
1 10

20
11. 81

5. 20
32. 45
33. 17

24. 65
26. 22

| 50 4. 09 33. 17 26. 34

1

0 4. 40 > 32. 01 25. 39
11 Apr. 7, 1925 22 2. 94

44 3.12 > 32. 68 26. 05

1

0 4.50 >31. 86 25. 26

12 Apr. 22, 1925 25 4. 02 > 32. 01 25. 44

1 50 3. 48 > 32. 91 26. 22

!

0 9.00 >31. 59 24.48

13 May 21, 1925 28 4. 30 > 32. 29 25. 62

1
56 3.31 ' 32. 36 25. 77
0 12. 11 32. 59 24. 72

14 June 17, 1925 |
10

20
11.06
5. 56

32. 38
33. 03

24. 75
26. 06

l 56 3.91 33. 10 26.29

1
0 4.40 >31. 26 24. 81

12 Apr. 21, 1925 22 4. 23 >31.66 25.14
44 3. 66 >31 86 25. 34
0 8.00 >31.47 24. 54

13 May 22, 1925 22 3.78 >32. 05 25.48
I 44 3.31 1 32. 74 26.06

f
0 13. 16 32. 09 24.13

14 June |17, 1925
10

20
12. 72
12. 03

32.16
32.30

24. 27
24.50

| 40 6. 14 32. 66 24.70

(
0 5. 20 >31.50 25. 06

12 Apr. 23,1925 22 4. 83 >31.70 25. 12

[
44 3.95 >31. 70 25. 15
0 6. 95 >31.87 24. 99

13 May 22, 1925 23 3. 99 >32.51 25. 78
i 46 3. 72 >32. 47 25. 82

(

0 13. 53 32. 23 24. 16

14 June 17, 1925
10

20
12. 15
12. 06

32. 38
32. 66

24. 54
24. 81

( 44 4.61 32.88 26. 06

1
0 4. 20 >31.59 25. 08

12 April 23, 1925 19 4. 83 >31.75 25. 16

[
38 4. 60 > 32. 00 25. 38

1

0 8. 72 >31. 71 24. 60
13 May 22, 1925 20 4. 39

|
39 3. 69

f
0 12. 16 32. 38 24.56

14 June 17, 1925
1

10
20

10. 24
9.08

32. 45
32. 66

24.94
25. 30

l 42 5. 30 32. 88 25.98

f
0 6.00 >31.47 24. 79

12 April 23, 1925 13 4.57 >31.40 24.90
26 4. 75 >32.09 25. 30
o 9. 25 >31.35 24. 24

13 May 22,1925 15 4. 33 > 32. 02 25. 41
1 30 3. 86

f
0 12. 76 32.16 24.27

14 June 17,1925
10

20
9. 75
8. 93

32.52
32. 52

25.08
25.22

l 28 5. 92 32.81 25. 85

1 From hydrometer reading.
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Table 18 .—Temperatures taken from the “ Halcyon ” in 1925, stations not numbered

Date Latitude Longitude

o / „ O / „

Apr. 17 42 41 30 70 28 30

18 43 40 00 69 47 00

19 44 04 00 68 08 00

June 4 43 08 00 69 40 00

7 41 42 00 69 48 00

7 41 25 45 69 42 00

11 41 28 30 69 34 00

July 9 44 10 15 68 16 30

13 44 20 45 67 56 30

15 44 13 15 68 14 30

18

20 43 08 30 69 40 30

22 43 35 00 70 07 00

23 43 07 45 70 25 40

Aug. 7 44 11 15 68 14 25

20 41 27 00 69 43 00

21 41 27 00 69 41 15

21 41 28 20 69 40 20

21 41 25 30 69 41 20

23 41 21 00 69 42 50

21 41 25 30 69 42 20

23 41 07 15 69 42 45

24 41 07 15 69 42 45

24 41 08 00 69 37 00

General locality pth
Temper-
ature

0 5.50
48 2.90

0 4. 40
29 2. 40

0 3. 10

18 3.05
37 2.98
55 2. 80
91 2. 87

0 10.00
18 5. 80
36 4.50
55 4.20
73 4. 10

0 12.70
42 6.54

0 8.30
29 8. 36

0 11.60
37 6. 34

0 8.80
29 7.85

0 10.50
37 7. 76

0 11.90
21 8.70

0 13. 30
42 6. 72

0 18.80
37 7.90
80 4.48

0 14. 40
20 8.52

44 5.48

0 11.10
9 9.10

27 8. 96

0 11.60
13 11.36
22 11. 20

0 11.60
9 11.58

20 11. 60

0 11.60
15 11. 50

26 11. 70

0 13. 30
24 13. 20

0 16.40
22 15.56

0 15. 00
26 13.18

0 14.10
22 14. 42

0 13. 80
13 14. 22

24 14. 25

0 13.80
15 14. 06

4 miles northeast (mag.) from Cape Ann whistling buoy.

At Seguin Island whistling buoy

7 miles off Great Duck Island, off Mountain Desert Island.

Platts Bank.

6 miles east of Chatham

1 mile south-southeast from Round Shoal whistling buoy.

7 miles east from Round Shoal whistling buoy

1 mile west from Little Duck Island, Me

Similes west from Petit Manan Lighthouse

214 miles north-northeast from Little Duck Island

H mile northeast from White Island, Me —

Platts Bank

Cod Ledges (off Portland, Me.)

Between Boone Island Lighthouse and whistling buoy.

y2 mile northeast from Little Duck Island

Round Shoal whistling buoy

1 mile east from Round Shoal whistling buoy

2 miles east-northeast from Round Shoal whistling buoy.

114 miles south-southeast from Round Shoal whistling buoy

1 mile northeast from Rose and Crown buoy

1 mile south of Round Shoal buoy —

Great Rip whistling buoy, Mass

do — - -

4 miles east from Great Rip whistling buoy - j
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Table 18.—Temperatures taken from the “ Halcyon ” in 1925 ,
stations not numbered—Continued

Jepth
Tempera-

ture

22 14. 40

0 16.60
18 12.06
35 7. 07

0 16.60
27 8. 68
51 5. 95

0 15. 20
18 9.34
37 6. 14

70 5.90

0 14. 70

j
4.90

166 \ 5.00

0 13. 30
26 10.20
31 9.72

0 15. 50
51 7. 38

0 11.10
18 10.23

0 10. 80
18 10.80
33 10. 10

0 10. 50
18 10. 50
42 10. 16

0 9. 30
18 9.26
37 8.50
80 7.96

0 9.80
18 9.36
37 9. 08
55 8.76
91 8. 72

0 10.80
18 9. 72
49 9.42

0 12.20
13 12. 70
20 12. 78

0 11.60
13 12.00
24 12.00

0 11.60
13 11.86
26 13. 54

0 10.50
31 8.98

0 10. 80
9 9. 26

27 9. 16

0 10. 30
18 8. 74
37 8.74

0 10.80
11 9.44
22 9.38

0 13. 30
16 11.90
33 11.86

Date Latitude Longitude General locality

Aug. 24

26

Sept. 2

Off/
41 10 00

42 18 00

42 47 00

43 07 00

43 18 30

Off/
69 40 00

70 19 30

70 19 00

69 37 30

69 40 00

Off Great Rip

Stellwagen Bank.

Northwest prong of Jeffreys Ledge.

Platts Bank.

Between Platts Bank and Portland, Me.

16

Oct. 1

14

22

43 07 45 70 25 45

44 11 15 68 15 00

44 13 15 68 13 15

44 21 30 67 54 00

43 58 00 68 08 30

44 04 00 68 07 00

44 05 00 68 26 30

41 21 45 69 42 00

41 25 00 69 42 00

41 24 00 69 37 00

44 09 00 68 18 00

44 12 50 68 13 00

44 09 30 68 12 00

41 25 30 69 42 30

41 17 45 71 00 00

1J-2 miles east-southeast from White Island, Me

Between Boone Island Lighthouse and whistling buoy.

Y% mile north of Little Duck Island, Me

2% miles northeast of Little Duck Island, Me

iy miles west of Petit Manan Lighthouse-

Mount Desert Rook.

Off Mount Desert Rock-

Oil Swans Island whistling buoy, Me

2 miles northeast of Rose and Crown buoy

1Vi miles south of Round Shoa buoy

6 miles southeast of Round Shoal buoy

Vi mile northeast from Drum Ledge buoy, Mount Desert.

214 miles northeast from Little Duck Island

2 miles southeast from Little Duck Island

Round Shoal whistling buoy 1 mile south

Vineyard Sound whistling buoy27
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Table 18.—Temperatures taken from the “Halcyon” in 1925
,
stations not numbered—Continued

Date Latitude Longitude General locality Depth Tempera-
ture

o , „ o , „
[

0 13. 00

27 41 11 00 71 28 00 i
11 11. 18

l 22 11. 72

28 41 11 40 70 51 15
{ 18

13. 30
12.10

1 Probable error ±0.1°.
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